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NEXT WEEK WILL BEGIN A

NEW SERIAL STORY
BT

WILLIAM MORRIS
ENTITLED :

NEWS FROM NOWKERE:
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

I

SCENES FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.
.

i.

PARIS AFTER THE FALL OF THE BASTILLE—THE VETO.

The Bastille has fallen ; two of the worst tyrants, Foulon and Berthier,

are dead ; other oppressors have taken to flight before the storm of

popular rage. But what avails it? The Parisian workman has only

shed his blood that Bailly may be mayor of Paris and enjoy the spoils

of office ; that Lafayette—a liberal aristocrat, a soldier who gained his

laurels and his liberalism in the war for the liberation of the American
•colonies from the dominion of England—may caracole through the

streets on his white horse and act the part of a Warren to the Paris

workmen. The people have new tyrants in the place of the old ones

;

the middle classes have climbed into the places of the aristocrats, and
that is all that has been gained by the popular victory.

Meanwhile^ the middle classes are quite contented, and cannot under-

- stand why the people are not also satisfied. But there is little cause

for satisfaction. Distress has heightened ; bread is scarce ; many of

the rich aristocrats, as well as the more timid of the middle class, have
fled from Paris; workshops are closed,, and the workers are left to

starve. But though "the rich have fled, the poor and destitute have
thronged into the capital, attracted by the roar of the revolution,

and hoping that in the centre of the movement life would be easier and
pleasanter. You may see now, throughout these months of August
and September, crowds of the people assemble round every bakers shop
waiting in queue, or waiting in tail, as people wait to get their tickets

at a station, one by one, so that the first come may be the first served.

This waiting calmly and quietly distinguishes the French people from
the English, for to-day at theatre doors you will see them waiting in

the same fashion, without any of that rough struggling and pushing
in whiph the weakest goes to the wall, which distinguishes our own
polite and refined race. But what causes this scarcity of bread]
Partly the bad harvest of the year before; also the fact that the
peasants and farmers, having got rid of, their landlords by burning
their chateaux and hunting them away, had no need to sell their grain
for rent, but kept it for themselves ; and last but not least, the action

of corn monopolists and royalist intriguers, who, partly moved by greed,
^Sand also by the desire to punish the inhabitants of the revolutionary
^city, kept back the corn to starve them into submission.

A It was no wonder, under these circumstances, that the middle-class

^ people grew very nervous. The revolutionary spirit was abroad; the
a very street children conquered imaginary bastilles and waged wa*
^ among themselves. So general had the street warfare become that
^the Town Council—so the ' Histoire Parle'mentaire ' of Buchez and

^ Roux informs us—found it necessary to pass a solemn decree against
thk dangerous, and seditious practice on the part of these little scamps.

Revolution was in the air. Every day there were the most terrible
rumours afloat as to the possibility of another rising. On Montmartre
—-at that time a green hill, crowned with windmills, outside the, city
walls—some seventeen thousand of starving men are employed at
figging holes and filling them up again—at the magnificent wage of
Tenpence a-day—by the patriot municipality, that rides in its gilded
coaches and « preserves its places and its pensions." Writers of the
time declare that these poor wretches looked more like skeletons than
human beings after a course of this magnificent pay and the splendid

diet—two pounds of very bad black-bread—procured by it. It is

suspected that plaster-of-Paris enters largely into the composition of

this bread. The people who eat it complain that "it produces an

effect upon the bowels, and causes the throat and palate to smart."

But they are warned by a Town Hall proclamation to regard these

trifling matters as nothing, or even as actually beneficial from a

medicinal point of view.

But to return to the Paris unemployed. These starving men are*
constant source of terror to the well-fed Municipals. Lafayette in his

capacity of general of the middle-class National Guard has been to

harangue them, and doubtless to congratulate them upon living in an

age of liberty, upon tenpence a-day. He does not like their looks,

however ; and a few days afterwards, hearing that they are coming to*.-

sack Paris, he plants cannon loaded with grapeshot at the barriers to

mow them down, and thus prepares ^Vindicate his character as a

defender of French liberty. *H oweveJ5*he
#
rumour turned out to be

false, and they did not come. The Municipal Council at last gets rid

of "the utterly necessitous, digging on Montinatre." They are pre-

sented with passes^ and are "dismissed into space" with the small fortune:

of four shillings. Under the old government they would probably

have been whipped or hung as rebellious vagabonds ; so it is possible

that they have gained something by the revolution. But poor Lafayette

has his hands full. There are strikes on all hands of famished opera-

tives, excited by the advent of the reign of liberty, which should surely

mean higher wages. The tailors, shoemakers, apothecaries, wig-makeis

and hairdressers, are all out ; domestic servants, out of place through

the flight of the aristocrats and the rich middle class, also form a union

and hold open-air meetings with the other strikers, Lafayette and hi*

patrols keeping a wary eye upon them.

But though it is an age of liberty, middle-class benevolence had not

reached its present high pitch. The middle class did not like strikes;

in which they resemble their brothers nowadays ; but then they took no

pains to disguise their dislike to such dangerous proceedings. Several

of the meetings are dispersed by main force, and with great brutality

by middle-class National Guards, who even wounded some honest

citizens with their bayonets. .$
While Paris thus hovered on the brink of revolution, Versailles is

busy making the constitution, occasionally making it very quickly, as

on the 4th of August, when they abolished the feudal dues and tithes,

being aided in their work by the light of burning chateaux and the

roar of popular insurrection. They have just reached a critical stage

in its manufacture ; a large section of the Assembly, containing in its

ranks many ex-middle class revolutionists, desire to imitate as nearly

as possible the constitution of England. They want a blouse of Lords,

as a paper barrier against a levolted democracy ; they also want the

king to have a veto upon any laws passed by future Assemblies; that

is, the king shall have the power of saying "No" to anything the

Assembly may pass. That # this section was a majority there can be
little 3oubt, for Mirabeau, whose influence was overwhelming, was'

quite in favour of the king having the veto, and, in fact, from this

period he practically begins his reactionary courses ; but the people

were not. They had overthrown the Bastille to get a better and
happier life for the poor, and they knew very well there was a very

small chance of getting anything of the kind when a king could law-

fully say " No" to it. Therefore a fierce agitation grew up in Paris

against this veto.

In Paris at that time the revolutionists were in the habit of meeting
in the Gardens of the Palais Royal. It was there we saw the revol
lution break out, when Camille Desmoulins sprang on a table outside

the Cafe* de Foy and raised the cry " To arms !
" Here, according to

Camille, who was a constant attendant at these excited gatherings,

the business of the night was carried on in the most free and easy
fashion* Any citizen with his soul ' burning for the good of his

country could rush there, with a speech or motion that was absolutely

necessary for its salvation, mount his chair and begin, If he is

applauded he keeps on and carries his resolution, if he is hissed he *

departs. Thus the people conducted^ their business in the year 1789.

But though this may seem amusing to us, it was serious enough then

;

the Palais Royal was proud of its achievements. It had given the
*

signal for the revolution, and might perchance light up the flames of

393965
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the next. Therefore, its opinion upon current questions was impor-
tant. Even Lafayette and Bailly dared not suppress these meetings

;

first, because they dreaded the consequences, and secondly, the grounds
of tke Palais Royal were private property. They belonged to the
Dulre of Orleans, a prince of the blood, who had his eye upon the
thrtfwe and therefore favoured the popular cause.

But now the veto is likely to be carried through a traitorous As-
sembly ; the Palais Royal becomes highly excited ; orators declaim
wM furious vehemence amid shouting crowds. Strong resolutions are

passed ; strong speeches, are m*de. Traitorous deputies are written to

and informed that if they vote for the Veto, there are fifteen thousand
men in Paris ready to march and " light up their chateaux." .fifteen
hundred men do get ready to march, and to " remonstrate " w^Q^jhrese

traitors, the Marquis St. Huruge, an aristocratic popular oSlfeor, at

their head. But Lafayette calls out his National Guard, the procession

is stopped by fixed bayonets at barriers, and the processionists are

forced to return. Indignation meetings are held ; matters look so

serious that insurrection seems imminent. But the Assembly grew
alarmed > the House of Lords or Senate idea is rejected, and the veto

is altered into suspensive veto, that is., the king could only postpone
his sanction to any measure beyond two sessions. At the same time
Lafayette falls heavily upon the Palais Royal, and St. Huruge is

thrown into prison. A slight disturbance one evening, not at all un-

likely to occur in an excited time, is taken advantage of to close the

meetings altogether. Other men likely to be dangerous, are also

arrested ; Marat is ordered
f
to appear at the Town Hall to answer

for his " incendiary " articles. . The hawkers are not allowed to cry

without they get a license and a leaden badge; all meetings are

suppressed. National Guard patrols parade the streets with levelled

bayonets, dispersing chance groups. Camille Desmoulins, once a
starving advocate, now a brilliant journalist, h#s cleverly satirised the

proceedings of these gentry. He relates how, walking at night through
the narrow streets of Paris, he met a sentinel. " * Take the footway
to the left,' cries the sentinel to me ; further on another shouts ' Walk
to your left/ and in the Rue St. Marguerite two patrols cry to-

gether, 'To the right/ 'To the left.' I have been obliged by
the district to take to the gutter." Camille also complains, with a

certain amount of jocularity, o£ the arbitrary arrests by the National
Guards. He says one man ha^Been arresjbecl at the Cafe de Foy be-

cause he distributed several* co]^B of a pamphlet he had written (one

sympathises with the National Guards in this case) ; another because
he read a journal aloud ; another because he walked about in the

Palais Royal, and so on.

Such was Paris in the latter part of August and throughout Sep-

tember. The " glorious revolution is evaporating in tri-color cere-

monies and complimentary harangues." Of which, as Loustolat,

another patriot journalist, calculates " upwards of two thousand have
been delivered within the last month at the Town Hall alone. Paris

groans under what the same writer calls with truth "a bourgeois

despotism, having for its aim the substitution of an aristocracy of rich

men for that of the- nobles."

The middle-classes imagine the revolution is crushed, and shower
praises on Lafayette for his courage and promptitude. Complimentary
harangues are the order of the day, with the mutual admiration
society at .the Town Hall; but the people stand in queue, starving and
moaning for bread. On the whole, the situation is admirably summed
up by Carlyle, " Ruthless patrols ; long superfine harangues ; and
scanty ill-baked loaves which produce effects upon the intestines.

§
Where will this end ? In consolidation 1 " We shall soon see.

D. J. Nicoll.

THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND ENGLISH
RADICAL REFORMERS.

The writer of the following pages, having lived for many years in the

Argentine Republic, where, almost from the establishment of its inde-

pendence, the whole so-called Radical programme of this country has

been in practice, wishes to point out how utterly useless all political

reforms are while economic conditions are opposed to freedom. This

they will see by a plain statement of facts as to what has fallen under
the writer's own notice in the Republic.

But first I must show how thoroughly "free" the country is in a

political sense. You have, in the first place, a republic modelled after

the United States, with a fine free Constitution (on paper), which
declares all men free and equal, and the rest of it. Then you have

universal suffrage for all native-born citizens, or foreigners who choose

to be naturalised, which these latter very seldom do, there being a very

great advantage in not possessing a vote, as I shall prove further on.

Then you have vote by ballot, and an arrangement by which minorities

shall be secured representation. You have free education in public

schools. Land is free, and is sold freely in the market like any other

commodity. There is no law of primogeniture, a man's property being

divided equally among all his children if he die without making a will,

and if he make one the law only allows him to dispose of a small

; percentage away from them.

Again, every Province—which corresponds to •" State " in the United

States—has its own executive, ministers, Senate, and House of Repre-

Seatatives, but no house of hereditary legislators as in England. There

is no Ireland there to lift a Parnell into popularity or power for his

noble efforts in her cause, or a Grand Old Man verging on eighty years

of age who has suddenly found out the justice of it. The members

of tbe»e legislative bodies are all paid, and paid well; and every five

years there is a fresh election (more's the pity).

All this we have, and more also ; and yet in that fav<5wfe3 land the

rights and feelings of the po^raws traaaaipled on by the rich and pwrnm-
ful in a way which would fee wwraiibte except to one who, like myself,
has seen it with his awn eyesu Hhe right of suffrage, also, far fr&fflr

being an advantage, has befen and is a- dreadful disadvantage to ikm
poor man possessing it.

*

In the year 1871 I lfittded m Bronos Ayres, m the month of J*3fy7
and in the month of Octo-feer I started with an expedition of English
engineers to cross the Pampa to Chile and survey a line of railway
then projected. Mr. Robert Orawford, a well-known civil engineer,

was chief of the expedition, and it was considered to be a difficult and
dangerous work, owing to the line running through country continually

traversed by the Indians, the personel was numerous, and a medical
officer was required, which appointment I received.

The starting-point was Chivilcoy, the then most westerly point of

the Western Railway of Buenos Ayres, and there we were informed
we should find carts, cattle, and peons (native labourers) waiting for us.

And sure enough there they were, particularly the peons, who had been
carefully lodged in jail pending our arrival ! On enquiry, Mr. Craw-
ford was informed that it was the usual thing to dfo in such cases, as

otherwise these free citizen-voters might repent and give up their

engagement.
Does this seem incredible 1 No doubt it . does ; and it was very-

surprising to us, who had just come from a benighted country where-

universal suffrage and republicanism were unknown; but you* will find

by the sequel that such treatment of our peons is merely typical of

what the class receives in all respects and on all occasions. Mr*
Robert Crawford, after his return to England, published a book,
' Across the Pampa and the Andes,' in which he relates the history of

the expedition, and in which will be found mention of the circumstance

I have just stated. I found it particularly strange myself, as I had a
short time before terminated a three years' residence in the United
States, and believed at the time that republicanism and universal

suffrage were not vain words. I thought that the vote was a protec-

tion to a man against such treatment, and I found myself at a horrible

disadvantage when arguing afterwards with members of the staff who
upheld rival institutions.

Well, before I recovered from the shock of this disposal of our free .

voters, I was called by the commissary officer of the expedition, Mr.
Bookey, son of an Irishman born in the country, and who acted as our
interpreter, to introduce me to a fine old Quixote-looking officer in'

uniform kepi and cavalry sword. This I was told was Captain Cabrera,

commanding officer of—the peons of the expedition ! that is to say,

the Argentine peons or workers, the free men brought up in the enjoy-

ment of universal suffrage and republicanism ; the foreign workers, of -

whom we had about twenty, English and Germans, were not expected

to submit to the orders of the captain. Cabrera was an officer of

National Guards only, but it was quite sufficient that he wore a uniform

and a sword, for the peons, accustomed to the most slavish submission to

authority, to obey him unquestioningly, and as we have seen, to submit

to be thrust into jail by him, for fear they might break their contract.

Well, we started after much delay, owing tq the villainy ai the

Government contractors, who supplied us with almost useless animals

at the price of good ones. But we did not cross the Pampa as at first

intended, for, when arrived about seventy leagues from Chivilcoy, the

danger of being attacked by Indians was so great that the officers of

the frontier declared we would require a very large escort of soldiers,

and this the Government refused to give us. Consequently it was

resolved to pass on from fort to fort of the frontier and get to the

Andes as quickly as possible, there to join the engineers who set out

from the Chilian side, and do the really difficult part of the survey

first. We thus had the opportunity given us of seeing what the life

of the Argentine citizen-soldier on the frontier was.

And what did ve find? We found the soldiers delivered into the

worst kino* of slavery to their officers, and no regard whatever paid to

anything they had a legal claim to as " rights." They were never paid,

and were abominably fed and clothed. We were told by the officer at

one fort that for ten months they had not had supplies of any kind,

and subsisted entirely by hunting. They were retained in service as.

long as their officers chose, without any regard to the term of their

conscription or the time they were condemned to serve as punishment

—service in the army being one method of chastising malefactors. In

some places the spldiers were kept at hard labour cultivating the

ground for the benefit of the commanding officer.

Is it not a wonder that the power of the vote, and the benefit of a

free republican constitution, did not save these men from such injustice?

Be it remembered that they were, with the exception of the criminals,

free citizens, who were sent to serve their country on the frontier for

three years, in obedience to the law ! All will,, however, be understood

when you learn what the law was and the life these men lead in their

homes.
Finally the expedition came to an end after nine months, and a

useless expenditure of seventy odd thousand pounds, for the line was
never constructed. We returned to Buenos Ayres, and I settled down^
in a country town (Navarro). Here I was not long settled, when, on©

day observing unusual bustle about the Jvagado, which in every town
is a building which includes town hall, court of justice, jail, and police

barrack, I was told that the contingent for frontier service had been

brought in, and was as usual lodged in jail. Presently I met one of

the members of the municipality, a kind, good-hearted man, who told

me that in the contingent was one man that he knew, who had a wife
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andpighfffebildren. and that he Kadbeen dragged away/rom his home,

, sad unless great efforts were made on. his behajf with the authorities,

* tie wb$f& be sent to$J%e frontier and his family left to shift for them-

^n jfen^uiry then, and on fre<Hi§nt occasions;afterwards, I fjflfnd that
* <lk was a comgMp case, 1*J*$£* tojaf no regulation as te age/br family,

or air^tttng, eiB£ When:'lH|Sfr contictgent was* required parties of

motinted p$lice*wejre «en|^|jt^ ig^d me^were dragged from their homes
with &s%$£ cond^era^M^s J$Sf^w^iA:be inta sl^re hunt in Africa.

The whofe ^thing was.^^i't^LjWjpSrol *and Jw" of one man in the

Partido, the so-called j^^^'^Q^b f>ea& (JttWmde Paz), and of course

the first tak^n were/&biap h^tad. ^ grudge agiiiiitft. Glorious things^.

Universal Suftragfc, K^piblicanismj. and " tree " institutions ! I suppose

part of their " freedom ^ .Consists in their, gentle toleration of such

little matters as tfii% frontier service. What a vile slavery it pro-

duced, and how dreadful were its effects on the social condition and
even the very character ,ofc the poor peasants ! It had up to this been
•a source of great astonishment to me to see the slavish attitude of the

jpoor Gauchos (another name for peasant or peon) in the presence of
* rich men or th6se in authority, butM now began to understand it.

John Creaghe.
{To be continued.)

' ;• '., - v—
V INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.

'

FRANCE. > .

The Federation <Jes Peuplea> which owes its existence to Amilcare
^Cipriani, h&s launched an appeal to all the Socialists of France and Italy,

inviting them to take part in a Franco-Italian Socialist Congress to be held
at Cannes on the 11th and 12th inst. This "Federation" has now estab-

lished branches at Livorno, Genua,' Palermo, 'Spezia, Turino, Home, Paris,

Lyon, Marseilles, Hice, Cani«$3, Q-rasse, Vallauris, Le Cannet, etc., and in-

tends at this proposed Congress to craate a new League of Peace in order
to "counteract the infernal diplornafiermanceuvres of the so-called Triple

Alliance." All communications' to be sent to Joanes Sagnol, chairman of

Provisional Committee, at Le Cannet, near Cannes (AJpes-Maritimes,
France).
The Chamber of Deputies have validated the election of the " Socialist

"

Joffrin, whom the electors of Ciighancourt had contemptuously refused to*

elect as their deputy, giving over 3,000 votes more to the other candidate,.

General Boulanger ; and the " Socialist" JofTrin, being, a Possibilist, i.e., a
man who thinks that the most shameful things are feasible when they result

in a" possible " advantage for himself, has accepted the validation of his

pseudo-mandate at the hands of Constans, the Minister of the Interior, who
prostitutes universal suffrage as he has prostituted everything else. Matters
are swiftly ripening in France now. We shan't have to wait long for a
general uprising, and let us hope that once broken out there, it may spread

t all over Europe.
GERMANY.

>
*

The monster trial at Elberfeld lingers on, and there seems to be no end of

it. Christmas is over and New Year has passed away, and in all

probability* the judicial farce will continue for another month or so. It
seems, however, as if the Nupkinses began to be ashamed of the performance

;

for, now and again, they order a " gentleman " who has been too good and

^ pjfrjm a witness to be arrested on acqpunt of an •' alleged falsehood." The
*, nRi who gives the most trouble to the tribunal is a certain Kamhoff,
commissioner of police by profession and "gentleman-breeder" by trade.
Quite a dozen of that Kamhoff 's "gentlemen" have already been " dis-

covered," and the Sozialdemokrat has it that others will come to the fore.

There will be quite a leakage in the system after this trial.

Whilst we were writing the preceding lines a Mr. Pinoff, public prosecutor
by profession, was howling down our comrades in his speech for the pro-
secution, and everybody can find out, by the perusal of his indigestive
prose, that he has been speaking " by command of his master," the brutal
iron Chancellor. He proposes to send Bebel to prison for 15 months,
because he is supposed to be the leader of a secret society that has never
existed ; Grillenberger, 12 months, for having been Bebels5 lieutenant in the
same conspiracy ; and Harm, 12 months, too, for the same imaginary offence,

but in reality because all three are members of the Reichstag and in the
way of Bismarck. They must go out of the way—that's al^ For thirty-
two other accused Pinoff demands from '6 to 9 months; for twenty-five
others, 3 months5

jail, and so on. Five are to be discharged, in order that
the judicial farce may appear to have been a fair one. Pinoff has stated in
his speech that Commissioner Kamhoff, the liar, is a model of an official, and
that all those " gentlemen," who have been found out during the trial to be
in the pay of the secret police, are the fine fieur of society, and deserve well
of "their dear Fatherland." One would not believe it if it was not in
Germany that such things happen. But in Germany !

Just as we are going to press the news comes that the trial is over, and
that Mr. Pinoff has by no means got all that he asked for, and that Bebel,
Grillenberger, and Schumacher had to be let go.
During last year Germany's prisons have been filled by 350,686 delin-

quents. Out of that number 552 were convicted of offences against his
"Majesty," and sixty-one thousand eight hundred and six for offences against
religion, state, or public order. And Germany is the most civilized land on
earth, you know. A " blessed " civilization it is, indeed !

BELGIUM.
^
The miner's strike for an increase of wages from 15 to 20 per cent, con-

tinues to spread throughout the basin of Charleroi. The movement is

rapidly extending to pits in other basins, and the number of men out has
now reached a total of over 10,000. At the Mambourg, Sacre-Madame,
Fays de Liege, and Souilleres-tJnies mines, the strike has assumed large
proportions, very few men remaining at work ; the Monceau-Fontaine,
Amercoeur, and Rochelle colliery men are likely to be out on strike by this
time. At the Ormont mines the men $truck, then resumed work, and
finally went out again. Here are some figures showing the extent and dis-
tribution of the strike : Charleroi, 2,500 men out ; Dampremy, 270 ; Mon-
tigny, 1,200; (Silly, 500; Lodelinsart, 650; Jumet, 1,300 ; Eoux, 450;
Chatelmeau, 900 ; Fleurus, 800 ; Lodelinsart, 500 ; Marchiennes, 1,000. The
strike movement is spreading from one basin to the other, and it Ls very

probable ihat a general' Strike throughout the Belgian coal districts is mnx
at haiid. The^^emj^py^s r^t^e to give way to the miner's claims. The
colliers Bky, and with fujl ref^jV, that last year the mines realised a profit
of more than twelve minions and a-half of franca, and that now the peont
is still greater. The miners are going to hold a mass meeting at Brussels,
in order to lay* their case before the general public. It is also probable

;
that iij a very few days the npLetallurgicai workers will have to leave work,
tueirindustry being nearly at a standstill for want of coal.

HOLLAND:
It is quite possible that erelong a lot m^re of those " blarsted foreigners,"

as the London philanthropestrails our Continental friends, will come over
to this metropolis. Seven thousand diamond cutters jand polishers are out
of work in Amsterdam, not through any labour dispute .or competition, but
because they can no longer get diamonds to cut. At a meeting which they
have held to consider their position, a resolution was proposed to transfer

the industry to London. A final decision has not yet been arrived at, but
it is stated that negotiations have been opened by their representatives for .

this purpose with several of the leading merchants here. The control of

the great diamond-fields are now practically in the hands of companies or

firms whose headquarters are in London, and it is said that hither also the

best rough diamonds find their way for manipulation. Where the diamonds
are, as long as the bourgeois ""attach any value to the3e coals, there the

cutters must be also. If jewels do not go to Amsterdam to be cut, the

Dutchmen think they must come to London to cut them. Hence the pro-

posed' exodus ; but perhaps a good many cutters will also stop at Antwerp,,
where there are some leading firms too dealing in that useless stuff. We
hope that if these " blarsted foreigners " come over here they will soon join

the ranks of the Socialist organisations, or -form a new Dutch Socialist

Society in London, thus reviving the old one which some ten years ago did

good service for the Cause, v-

DENMARK.
I am very pleased to announce that another church has become the pro-

perty of the Socialists. Our Danish comrades at Helsingor have bought a
church of that locality for the sum of 40,000 kroner, and are about to

transform it into a- revolutionary meeting-hall. Bravo, comrades ! This is

the third church, as far as we know, which has undergone a similar trans-

formation. The Belgian Parti, oicvrt'er meet in a vast building called La
Maison du Peuple (The People's House), which was formerly a Jewish
temple of worship or synagogue. Our Dutch comrades at the Hague have
bought the Walhalla building, which formerly was a Lutherian church. If

only we could buy all the churches, nay, confiscate them, what splendid

meeting-places we would have ! And no more "cant" howled down from
the " sacred " pulpits !

RUSSIA. .

A few days ago died at Kieff an individual who has richly deserved to be
cursed by all lovers of justice, Theodor Trepoff, formerly prefect of police

at St. Petersburg. He began his career as a fiendish bloodhound at Var-
sovia, where, at the time of the Polish insurrection, he prosecuted his

victims in such a barbarous way that he was actually compelled to leave his

post as chief of the police there. But he remained in favour with the Czar,

and was put at the head of the police department at St. Petersburg. There
he became the real torturer of the Nihilists ; but there also it was that, at

the summit of his power, he was. reached by the bold arm of a courageous

woman, the heroic Yera Zassulitch, who lodged a bullet in his body because

he had ill-treated one of her political friends in a prison cell. After the

acquittal of Yera Zassulitch, he had to leave public life altogether under
the pressure of public opinion. He died with the Nihilist bullet still in

his body. May his fate be a warning for other scoundrels of the same
stamp ! Victor Dave.

* The Funeral of a Murdered "Workman.—Last Sunday the East Lon-
don Socialists, with bands and banners, attended the funeral of a journeyman
baker, who was killed by his master's son. He was a member 'of ..the

Bakers' Union, and a' fortnight ago claimed 2s. on account of overtime, which
his master refused to pay. He therefore gave a week's 'notice to leave, and
at its expiration was refused payment of his wages altogether, but instead,

received a blow on the back of the neck from the master's son which stretched

him insensible on the pavement. He was taken to the London Hospital,

and a little later the police called at the hospital and took him in custody

on a charge of drunkenness ; and as that was found to be false, he was taken

back to the hospital and refused admission. The next day he died of his

injuries about four hours after his admission to the German Hospital. At
the last moment we were informed that the Bakers' Union had decided to

have no speeches over the grave, but simply a burial service ; so we held a

meeting outside the cemetery gates—the speakers being Cantwell, Kahn,
and another English comrade—to explain the circumstances and protest

against the leniency of the treatment which the murderer has received

(allowed out on trifling bail). The capitalist press, as usual, although eager

to dilate on the hardships of an Irish landlord or grinding capitalist, pass

over the murder of a workman in silence. T. C.

NOTICE.

—

Central Metropolitan Branch S.L.—This Branch is now being

formed for the purpose of utilising the central meeting room for lectures and
entertainments. Out-door work will be commenced so soon as weather permits.

London members wishing to join should send in at once to F. Kitz, 24 Great
Queen Street. Entrance-fee, 6d. ; subscription, Id. per week. First meeting
will be announced in Qommonwtal.
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NOTES.
" At the convention of tramps of the United States, held in Wilkes-

barre, Pa., the other day, after a full and free, discussion as to the*

causes which contributed to the lengthening of the list of tramps in

this ccfejitry; the following resolutions were adopted," according teethe-

Boston Herald, by a majority vote :

•

*' Resolved, that the ^American tramp is the fruit of the policy formed by our
millionaires and grasping monopolies, who, with the aid of improved machinery,,

are driving honest wprk^nen from the factories and mills of the country.
'* Resolved, that w^&amps stand together for our own protection."

" The minority were IB* favour of placing a small share of the blame for

the tramp's misery on the tramp himself, but it is needless to say that

the proposition was frowned upon." This is what the Herald thinks
J

is a joke ; but, when it has done laughing, I should like it to explain

where the joke comes in. At the sa.me time, it might take occasion to

explain, if it can, the true causes of the tramp's existence.

In the Rosario (Argentine) Reporter of Nov. 12 there was a para*

graph which seems to illustrate comrade Creagh's article, and from
which, as " gladly reproduced " by the Buenos Ayres Southern Cross>

I take the following :

" The Englishman . . . who was . . . some four months ago charged on his

own confession with having killed a. man in self defence, was set at liberty on
the 31st ult. Mr. Deehan . . . has kept his word, and if we mistake not this is

fifty odd English speaking persons whom Mr. Deehan has set at liberty within
the last twelve months. It is with great pleasure that we give this item, and
more so when we see that it is done in a most disinterested manner, merely out
of the generous disposition of Don Jorge."
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DO YOU AGREE?
DO you agree with us that the social awakening of the ivorkers

is a desirable end? Do you agree with us that we are working

in the right way to achieve that end?

YOU do not ? Then oppose us and prove us wrong on every

platform and in every paper to which you can gain access !

YOU do agree? Then work with us and for us; help us to

extend our circle of influence; let no day pass in which you have

not interested some one in our propaganda!

There is no middle course for an honest man/

On the face of it this looks as though the man had been detained

without enquiry, and released, equally without trial, through what the
Southern Cress calls the " philanthropic endeavours " of Mr. Deehan,,

and what the Reporter admiringly styiesfrthe "generous disposition of

Don Jorge," whoever that dignitary may be. It reads like the
free and easy "justice " of Haroun Alraschid in the 'Arabian Nights,

"

rather than the staid administration of the law in a free and enlight-

ened republic. But if Don Jorge would like to explain, our columns,

are open to him.

Don Jorge might also enlighten us as to what became of the items

in this little list, from the Southern Cross of Nov. 15 :

" During September the police arrested 2,690 persons for crimes and offences ;

108 for fighting, 169 for wounding, 149 for using arms, 116 for robbery and
swindling, 6 for infanticide, 3 for highway robbery, 15 for homicide, -5 for rape,

6 for incendiarism, etc. 20 criminals avoided arrest."

They have got the machinery of law-'n'-order to a high pitch of develop-

ment if only twenty "criminals" in all that vast; country "avoide
f
d

arrest " ! And all the unfortunates who didn't " avoid arrest," 'were

they detained without trial, or set free by the " generous disposition
"

of somebody or another ?

The Staats Courant of the South African Republic contains an

extraordinary list of unclaimed letters, all addressed to persons of

English names. "What a tale sudh a list tells of the influx of af^en-

turers to the gold-fields, all of them evidently not knowing of any

settled address to which their letters may be addressed. So says the

Cape Argus. Does it not also tell a tale of the social conditions which

have driven out so many men to try a desperate fall with fortune 1

S.

IN LANCASHIRE.
A valuable lesson in labour organisation may be learnt from the

disastrous result to the workers of the Manchester gas strike. The

new labour movement had made great progress among the various

classes of unorganised workers in Lancashire. It was not hampered

by old traditions, or by leaders pledged to a policy of the past, but

was working on the lines of an active militant organisation impatient

to show its power. .

Within three months it had won for the gas workers of Manchester,

Salford, and the smaller Lancashire towns, a reduction of hours from

eight to twelve daily, with an increase of wages in many cases, besides

other concessions. The men' of the health department of the Man-

chester Corporation, over 1,000 in number, also obtained a considerable

advance of wages, all of which was achieved without having to resort

to a strike. In the case of Berry's blacking factory, where about 200

men had joined the union, a four day's strike sufficed to gain an advance

in wages of about 15 per cent.

All this was accomplished by the sheer force of determined action

on the part of the workers themselves, and was not by any means the

outcome of the generalship of brilliant " leaders." It was estimated that

in Lancashire 12,000 men had joined the union.

Yet the union was not without its leaders whose threats of bring-

ing "their" men out on strike were not infrequent, even when the

men were winning hands down. Indeed, an overbearing vanity seemed

their chief qualification for wielding the authority which attached to

their position. Now, the lesson begins when the startling fact comes

out, that the workers themselves had but a slight acquaintance with

the rules and working of their union, leaving its management wholly
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in theTiands of one or two officials and a committee selected by the

latter.
^

Ko doubt the rank and file knew pretty well what they wanted,

though they certainly did not understand the action of
%
their leaders,

who, intoxicated with the authority they exercised over their fellow-

workers, were doing, or were about to do, so much for the men without

consulting them as to their wants, and assuming, the glory beforehand.

The result of this passiveness, want of initiative, and readiness to be

"led" on the men's part was, that they nev0r oprite comprehended

what was going forward in the agitation, and al^fed themselves to be

hurried into an ill-planned line of action which^ndad, as it was doomed

to end, in ignominious failure.

Thus was the union demoralised internally, at the same time that it

lost the public confidence which it had created. But what chiefly ex-

plains how the men were duped—I cannot use a milder term—was

the promise made them that they would receive financial aid from the

executive of the General Labourers' and Gas Workers1 Union in

London in. case of «a strike. It does not appear,* however, that the

latter body was in any way to blame. The Manchester gas men came
out after working a fortnight's notice, the reason being blacklegism

—

four "blacklegs" were in the works, three of whom had asked to* be

admitted to the union, and one resigned and went away—they were

joined by their Salford brethren, whose only reason was to do the

same as the Manchester men.

Had they been allowed to remain in when their notices were up,

they would gladly have done so. Much irritation was felt, and not

unjustly so, against the leaders when it was found that the promised

supplies were not forthcoming. Certain it is, that the strike would

not then have taken place had this been clearly known from the first.

Of course the strike was then virtually over, the men showing a com-

plete absence of spirit or determination. So much as to how one of

Labour's battles was fought and—lost before it began. •

It is surprising how soon men forget benefits when they encounter a

reverse ; and reverses are inevitable under the existing conditions of

the struggle between Labour and Capitalism.

The old trade unions have ceased to be a power, for the struggle to-

day is keener, more general though less hopeless ; and the new unions

in their endeavours to organise unskilled labour, if showing some

advance on the old in their methods, display very little in their aims.

For this reason Socialists will be wise not to expect much from the

attempts cf the trade unions, old or new, to permanently improve the

position of the toilers as a whole through strikes, and the policy of

passive submission to law and authority, which they almost invariably

adopt. Starvation is a poor resource to fall back upon, yet that is

what the ordinary strike supplies the workless worker with in greatest

abundance. A strike will in future be of very little effect unless some

positive policy is adopted, in place of the merely negative one of

seeinjfcow long suffering can be endured, in order only to gain some

small immediate want.

There are some curious things in the way of labour unions in Man-
chester. The Tramway Employes' Association is one of these absurd-

ities. Founded about "six months ago, during an attempt on the part

of a few guards to* strike, it has now got nearly all the tram and bus

men in its ranks. We have watched it of late going a-begging round

all the "nobility and gentry," J.'P.'s, M.P.'s, baronets, and other

" gentlemen," to obtain patrons. It appears to have succeeded fairly

well. For a treasurer it has been honoured by a Tory brewer, the

proprietor of some of the vilest slums in the city.

The secretary, one of the tram guards, explained the other day that

their association was in no way antagonistic to the tramway directors,

nor to any employers' interests ; that the men were very well satisfied

(as well they may be, working only seventeen hours a-day for wages

ranging from 2s. 6d. to 5s. !.), for the directors had kindly allowed them
a half-day off once a fortnight. He also disclaimed any sympathy

whatever on the part of his union for.the unfortunate gas-men, believ-

ing that if the tram-men had obtained half as much they would have

been more than satisfied. Whoever reads this will hardly be very

much surprised to learn that the list of patrons is " swelling wisibly." .

At a mass meeting of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants

in St. James's Hall, Manchester, a large number of "gentlemen,"

capitalists, and others with handles to their names, have been admonish-

ing the men, extolling the wealth of the society, and the noble work
it did in maintaining orphans of railway servants and other charitable

projects. Small wonder that a new union has been formed for the

slaves of the line 1 .

The State Church can boast—or rather lament, perhaps—that one
at least of its great ones in this district is on the side of the masses.

The JDean of Manchester, Dr. Oakley, has manfully taken the part of

the gas-stokers by defending them in the press and among his brother

parsons, by doing which he has obtained the heartiest hatred from the
privileged classes. All honour to him and to any who dare to incur

the ill-will of society by stepping out of high places to champion the

cause of the poor and the helpless. • W. B.

OGRE MONOPOLY.
Oqre Monopoly 'walks the land,

Blasted his path and gory
;

Sycophants ready on every hand, •.

Shout forth his praise and glory.

Ogre Monopoly's eye is cold,

Sharp are his fangs and streaming
With the blood of the lambs from the people's fold,

He laughs at his victim's screaming.

Ogre Monopoly laughs, I say

—

Laughs at the cry of sorrow ; ;.

He tears and rends his till to-day,

He will hunger for more to-morrow.
9

Ogre Monopoly groweth strong,

Aye, daily he groweth stronger
;

Ever and ever his thought is Wrong

—

Shall Monopoly reign much louger %

Shall blasted homes and bitter lives

Form sauce for the Ogre's dinner ?

Shall freemen groan in his cruel gyves,

And the saint be spurned by sinner ?

Shall Ogre Monopoly rend and rack

Our women, our yo.ung, forever ?

Look back, men ! Look at his ghastly track !

Shut your teeth ; By God, No I Never I

Shall Ogre Monopoly own the earth ?

Shall the one be as the seven ?

Shall he claim our babes at their very birth,

And take toll at the gates of Heaven ?

Shall Ogre Monopoly drink our tears f

Shall he nourish his spawn on toil ?

Shall he find his sport in the people's fears ?

And see in their woes but spoil ?

No ! Ogre Monopoly, down you go !

Down 'iieath the stroke of sorrow
;

The harvest is as the seed you sow :

Destruction is ripe to-morrow.

Ogre Monopoly, reap your field,

Haggard and bent and hoary,

But curse yourself as you curse the yield

—

The seed was yours—and gory !

Journal of United Labour. George H. Candler.

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA.
The Johannesberg famine, scare is pretty well over, the drought having
broken up. Wagons laden with food-stuffs came in freely, and prices came
down a little. However, things are bad for the workers every way, and
many mechanics and other tradesmen are idle. When I said, in my letter

of October 4th, that " The curse of enforced idleness was not so much to be
dreaded here as in Britain," 1 meant it to refer to tradesmen and this part

of South Africa only. Of unskilled labourers there are many out of em-
ployment, and the condition of the greater part of those in work is as bad
as that of their fellows in Britain—nay, in some ways it is slightly worse, if

that be possible—for in some cases you may. find men working alongside of

natives suffering from leprosy, and ou the Government railways. They are

simply boycotted, except about the stations. Caffre labourers are easily got
at from 2s. to 3s. per day, and are employed for. two reasons :—First, cheap-
ness ; second, because they can be driven abont like cattle without question.

Should they%bsent themselves from work for a single day, they are lodged
in gaol for fourteen days, with the option of a £l fine, w hich, for their

ability to pay, might as well be £500.
Many of the natives sleep in the "bush" and in "kloofs" of Table

Mountain, whilst their main food is " snock and rice." Snock is a large,,

coarse kind of fish, very plentiful and cheap, which, when sun-dried, stinks

like the very devil, but is thought good enough for Caffres. I am inclined

to believe that leprosy is induced more by the conditions of life among the

natives and the genera^ rottenness of the garbage they are forced to feecfc

upon than from any "germ" theory yet thought of. Cheap and nasty has

a horrible meaning here, the fruit and vegetable trade, being mostly m
the hands of natives, who are patronised by many of the rich and middle
class on account of their cheapness in selling ; but when one sees, as can be
seen in Cape Town often enough, fruits and vegetables being vended by
natives whose hands bear the loathsome marks of leprosy, then one can
understand the high price paid for cheapness after all ! And yet many
of the lepers refuse to go to the Leper Settlement at Bobben Island,

for much the same reason as many people in Britain refuse to go to the
poorhouse.
In Kimberly—diamond-fields—just now, there are dozens of men of all

trades and no trade going idle, whilst in Johannesberg they have been forced

to erect a night shelter for the unemployed. Henry George says with the

locomotive comes the tramp. In this case the tramp has come before the

locomotive. Much nearer the mark would it have been, had he said that ..

with capitalism comes tramp and paupers, scamps^ sharebrokers, shareholders

and scoundrels of all kinds.

The South African Chartered Company have despatched thirty men to-

join the colonial police force under Colonel Carriugton on the borders of

Matabeleland, which force they have subsidised in their own interest, and
not in the interest of Britain will this force be used.

Britain's bribe to the Transvaal Government for leave to run a railway to

Johannesberg is likely to give the Special Commissioner, Sir. Francis De-

Winton, some trouble. Five hundred of the Swazi warriors waited upon the

Commission and told them in pretty plain speech that they were an inde-

pendent nation, and recognised no right of Britain to hand them oyer to the-

Dutch Boers or the British either. However, the British capitalists want
a railway to the gold-fields, and Swaziland is the price demanded by the

Transvaal Republic ; and as the payment comes not out of the pockets of the

capitalists there—it will be paid.

Cape Town, December 5th, 1889. J« B*
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THE LABOUR' .'STRUGGLE.
The Gas-stokers* Strike.

Already the men 'are beginning to taste the tender mercies of the law,
which we are so often told exists as much for the benefit of the poor aa the
rich. It appears that on Saturday December 21st a body of police who were
escorting a number of blacklegs from the railway station to the East Green-
wich Gas-works, were attacked by a crowd of strikers and their sympathisersm Marsh Lane, Greenwich. A lively scrimmage followed, police and black-
legs faring very badly, several being severely injured ; one sergeant is now
suffering from concussion of the brain. Although the police made no arrests,
yet they determined to have someone ; so warrants were issued, and four men—Parker, Minter, Jarvis, and Brown—were charged afc Greenwich Police-
-court on Thursday Dec. 26 with assaulting the police. Of course the worthy

... officers found no difficulty in swearing that the prisoners were in the crowd
,... and were active in assaulting them, three of the men—JParker, Minter,
and Jarvis—were sentenced to one month's bard labour, while the fourth,
-Brown, received two months. In one case, at least, that of Parkery it is
very uncertain if the police have got hold of the right man ; for after the
trial a clergyman appeared who stated that he was "a most respectabte
young man," and a member of his congregation. it was no user however ;
the magistrate had passed his sentence,' which could not be aliened. It is-

quite evident that the officials of middle-class law and order are determinesl'
to back up Mr. Livesey to the. full extent of their power. Throughout att
the recent labour revolts the magistrates have seized every opportunity for
passing brutal sentences upon the strikers. In this instance the driest can
see that the magistrate cared very little whether the men- before him had

.assaulted the police or not. They were "on strike" a»d< that was- quite
-enough.

The same spirit was shown by Mr. Bridge at Bow Starseto on Saturday
I)ec\ 28 in dealing with the case of Henry Weir. It appear the prisoner
had, according to the evidence of some veracious police-constables, recom-
mended the people, at a meeting in Hyde Park, to slaughter Mr. livesey.
Now at present there is nothing but the word of these truthful gentlemen
to prove that Weir actually used the words, yet the magistrate refftaed all

tail, and thus passed a sentence of live days' imprisonment -jpon a man who
"had possibly not even committed the "offence" with which he was charged.
Though if he had, it was surely no great crime for anyone "So be stun^iDto

.
strong language at the sight of the misery caused by the oraffc and gyaed • of
a wily hypocrite.. I would like to know, if people are to be sentenced to
months of hard labour for intimidation ai.d strong language what putiiah-

. ment has the .law for a man like Mr. Livesey, who is reatty. to inflict srael
sufiering i\pon thousands in order to reign as an irresponsible tyrant; over
miserable slaves. No, there is no legal punishment for Mrt. Livesey.. He

>. is a worthy and respectable citizen, who is quite free to inifciofe. a sentence of

, wholesale starvation upon thousands of the common herd, while the law wiil

^protect him from even a threat from the sufferers by bis. cunning: a&d
vcruelty.

There has been a prolonged controversy between Mr. livesey avadi. the
Strike Committee in the press. The good gentleman is \erj* much anaoy^d
because the committee has published his scheme in its original form.. It is

such barefaced imposition that even he is ashamed of it. He says that he
has made alterations, but as the men who had signed,, had signed- the ©signal
agreement, the alterations would have made little difference to them^ and
Mr. livesey*would have completely succeeded in his darling object ©£ crash-
ing the union. Even under the boasted alterations, thfc men would, iose

their liberty of striking through signing the*- agreement qj&, differm4 dates,

and thus their union would become useless.

The following resolution was put by comrade W. Wess (secretary pro tem*

of the newly-formed federation r
" That this mass meeting of East London

workers, recognising the great benefits that can be derived from a combina-
tion of all existing unions, hereby inaugurate* the ' Federation of East
London Labour Unions/ and pledges itself to do ics utmost to support and
strengthen it." In proposing this resolution, comrade Wess spoke in Eng-
lish and Hebrew-German, pointing out to the workers the necessity for not
ceasing to work in their organisations un?til they had achieved their emanci-

pation, so that there w^wld be no more necessity to organise for strikes and
other small attempts bf labour against capitalism, but then they, Would
organise for their own* common good, and reap the full produce of their

labour. This resoliitioifwas seconded by L. Goldstein, who spoke in Hebrew-
German, and supported by comrades J. Macdonald, T. Walker (S.D.F.), com-
rades B. Feigenbaum, H. EL Sparling and G. W. Mowbray (S.L.), and Tom
Mann. The condemnation by our comrades of interferences in labour
matters by Chief B.abbis, Lord Mayors, Cardinals, Boards of Conciliation,

and M,P,;

s, and the necessity of direct action by workmen themselves aad
through their organisations, wm> received amid great applause. A vote of
thanks was then carried to MV.. Cbarrington for the loan of the hall, andif

also to the ehairrrjaau S. P.

The Dockyard Labo^ix*^ Wages.

At the present time the oppressed are everywhere making tWir voices

%eard They are no longer content to suffes dumbly as s». the past. Among

others, the dockyard labourers have joined in the general. cry
.
Oo* of them,S to the Daily News, points out that in Chatham dockyard these

Wretched people are expected to live upon a wage of 16s. 6d. No wonder

wpalso hear that they "are compelled to live m courts, alleys* and slums,,

where^ the sun never shines to cheer their wretched lot." But ^at does the

dockyard labourer do with all this wealth ? Our friead, for tke information

of Giffen and Levi and the public generally, giv®* an account of his own

expenditure, which I will quote, as it may interest philanthropic middle-

class people who have made themselves ill by general overfeeding dimag

thTssSson of "peace and goodwill." 4s. 6d. goea for *ent> and that leaves

w&iDff material, 6d. ; sundries, 3d.; schooling, 3d ; benefit society and

insurance Is —total, 12s. There is not much margin for riotous dissipation

on the uart 'of these "thriftless poor." Indeed, as the writer- points out,

even with this careful expenditure, « nothing is left to buy furniture, cloth-

W shoes or to lay aside for time of sickness." No wonder these men live

• in a state of " chronic starvation," and this it must be remembered is practi-

cally-the condition not only of the deck labours, but of the &reat mass of un-

skilled workers throughout England, whose wages never reach a higher

average than that paid in Government dockyards. Surely it cannot be a

comforting reflection to any rich man that "chronic starvation" is the con-

dition of the immense majority of the workers. For let him remember that

"patient" as they have been, they may tire of this some day, and already

there are signs of their speedy awakening. ». -N.

Amalgamation of East London Hebrew Workers' Unions.

The desirability having for some time past been felt amongst the organised

Jewish^workers of theWend to federate under one head, a course of
jewisu woi*eio "* **

_ _, _^ x , T^^^nfmr.o WftrVmpn'a Educational

CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN FEDE1ATI0N
OF MBOUR.

Tkb. fourth annual contention of the American Federation of Labour was-

called to order in Boston> on the morning of Tuesday December 10 by
president Samuel Gompem About 600,000 members of the organisation

were represented by delegatea As upon this convention devolved the duty
tJO'decidfe ways smd mean» for a plan of action as regards the introduction of

a>u eighfcdiour labour day on* May 1st, I^9G, an account of its proceedings was
looked for in labour circle* with a considerable amount of interest. Of late

it has become quite a fashion for people in so-called high oince to patronise

conservative labour organisations, and in this instance the delegates were
^honoured'" with hearty speeches of wekorae from Mayor Hart of the city

of Boston,, a- large buyer of the commodity labour, and from Governor Ames
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts-,,-. a> man possessing a fortune in the

near neighbourhood* of- eight million pounds.

President GompeyB read hie annual address, a do@u<me»t which* is too

lengthy to- be reproduced here. The address showed that 3,8€(>>> local

labour unions had been organised during the past yea? ;.. that relations with

other labour organisations ha>d been fairly harmonious ;. that an effort had
been made to-secure co-operation* of the Knights of Labour on the eight-hour

issue ; that propositions had besn received from the several farmers' organ-

isations for co-operation ;. that the declaration to establish the eight-hours

day on May 1», 1890, had revivified the labour moven&ent (>) ; that on Sept.

2ndy 1889 (Labour D^^)y 420 me«s meetings- @) were held m cities and; towns

of the United States ;, that SCO" general organisers have held meetings in

their respective localities;, that the following pamphlets- were written*
—'The

Eight Hour Primer/ ¥y George- EL McNeill- ;,,

fcThe Eccnomae and Social Im-
portance of the Eigh4y"Sbur Movement, 5

bj* George Guntoa ; 'The .History

and Philosophy of the Eight JLour Movement,' by iiimi^l Danryid ;,and

thsut about $D,Q00 of 1>hese pamphlets were distributed in the country;

Most of the delegates, made e&eouraging reports as regards- the bodies they

represented-

The following, resolutions, amongst othein^.were adopted :

" Resolved^ that the-American IMeration yoeognises the powttr of prmtears'^ ink,, .

aiad earnes4i% urges- tiaafc.the lahoar press be -liberally su^pewfted by trade-union-

ists,, and that they in turaa push tke> circulation.of labour TJApeiJS. among^ people

T&t connectied with aaggirjised labeuor. Wf
" Resolved^ that tW principles of the Empltay©rs' Liability Bill of Massachusetts

ought to b*;adopted in. every State, and evsr$ employer- os<ght to be liable for

personal is^uries received by an employd in the usual djsohasgeof his duties while

obeying the orders ©lithe superijoAendent over. him.

"Resolved, that the American Federatioa. of Labour requests the bureaus of

;! labour statistics of all States, where-. established, to conduct similar investigations,
4

and publish the y«suilta of their reports. Resolved further, that we urge the.

labour uaions-and societies of tLa several States to adopt resolutionsJavouriug,

such investigations, and appoint, committees to wait ugoo the commissioners and
show the propriety, of carrying out the purpose of these resolutions.

"Resolved, that, the president of this> Federatk>n t request the officers of , the

various national and international unions connected with this body to urge their

respedave local unio»s to take a„more gersaral interest ia their respoetive city, and

towu central labour organisation, and affiliate ' with them by sending dele»

gates, from their, respective unions. Also that the president cause circulars

to be printed urging the necessity of uaions not having a national organisation,

but still working under charters from the American Federation of Labour,, to be
represented in their various local central labour bodies.

"-Resolved,, that the delegates to the : convention of the Ams-rican Federation

of Labour* in meeting assembled, urge upon, the delegates to, the international

marine conference the adoption of an- international load-line, an Act relating to

the seaworthiness of vessels* the manning of vessels, and the competition of crews*

Resolved* that the convention urge ths maritime conference to use theix influence;

to get the sailors aud firemen represented in all future conventions.

"Resolved, that we earnestly urge* the abolition of the labour of children

wherever such labour siall be iajuxious to the healthy ax*l proper development

of the children."

Under the report oi the eight-hour committee, Gecarge E. McNeill, for the

committee, read a long and eloquent address on the eight hours queatiou,

and recommended that it be adopted and sent out to the workers.

The address was adopted amid cheers, and by a rising vote. It was de-

cided to send a copy of the address to the trade unions and labour organisa-

tions of England. The plan of campaign as regards the eight hours day

adopted by the convention is explained in the sentence, "We, therefore, re-

commend that the executive council shall have power," etc.

This, it must be confessed, is a considerable break-down when compared tQ

the original demand.

Club Temer Street, E. by deletes from the under-mentioned Hebrew

wkers' unions with the result that about 4,000 Jewish workers attended a

.ZJmeetfnnn Saturday 28th, at 3 p.m., at the Great Assembly Hall, Mile-

^ ^.mder the auspices of the Hebrew Cabinet-makers' Society, Stick

a^'c^ne SesseSunKlnternational Furriers' Society, Tailor-Machinists'

Hnion Tailors and Pressers' Union, Amalgamated Lasters' Society, United

SSSfisSS International Journeymen Boot-finishers' Soc.ety,

SththTobiectTo get the agreement of the members of these unions to the

nroDoseramalcamltion. C. V. Adams (of the Alliance Cabinet-makers'

uZ^and sSary of the Hebrew Cabinet-mak^' Society pretided.

The following resolutions were also adopted :

" The executive council shall have the power, and are directed, to levy a

strike assessment of 2 cents, per member, on the 1st of January, 1890, on all

national and international bodies under the jurisdiction of the federation for

the purpose of starting a strike fund."

"In case any national or international body affiliated with this federation

orders a strike or is locked out, and by reason of financial distress jt" shall be-

come necessary for it to call upon the federation for assistance, the executive

oouncil, if they deem that such organisation is entitled to receive such assist-

ance, shall make an assessment of 2 cents, per member per week upon every
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other national or international body so affiliated with the federation ; such

assessment shall remain in force at the discretion of the executive council."

llie foliowTng^rider was added to the last resolution :

« Unless otherwise ordered by a general assembly of all national or inter-

national bodies."

ihe delegates decided to invite John Burns to come to America and
address mass meetings on the eight hour question. ,

It was voted to increase the president's salary to 1,500 dols., and to engage

a secretary at 1,200 dols. a-year.
" Prsident Gompers was re-elected by a unanimous vote. The other officers

are :—1st Vice-President : William Martin, of the iron and steel-workers
;

2nd Vice-President ; P. J. Macguire, of the carpenters*; Secretary : Chris-

topher Evans, of the coal miners ; Treasurer : Henry Emride, of the furni-

ture workers.
A resolution to hold an international working men's congress in 1892 in

the city where the international exhibition commemorating the fourth
centennial of the discovery of America in the United States will be held,

was adopted.
A most interesting proposition was that of assisting an international

labour paper to be. published in Switzerland in the French, English, and
German languages, which should contain reports of the eight hour move-
ment, and which should be distributed through the Federation in America,
The committee to which this was referred reported adversely, as it was
thought that there were labour papers in America which needed support, if

any assistance was to be given to labour papers. The report of the com-
mittee against the proposition was only carried by a vote of 27 to 25^
A strong address to the working-people of America denouncing the back-

handed policy of T. V. Powderly, was adopted amid great enthusiasm.
The convention adjourned on Saturday to meet in Detroit, Mich., the

Becond Monday in December, 1890.

I snould like to make many comments on the proceedings of the conven-
tion, but the space of the 'Weal does not permit of it, so the readers must
take the will for the deed.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 17, 1889. Henrt F. Charles.
,

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Central Reading Room.—"The Hall at 24, Great Queen Street, will be open
to all Members of the League every evening from 7.30 to 10 p.m. Members
must show their cards to the steward.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. North Kensington and Man-
chester, to end of September. Clerkenwell and East London, to end of

October. North London, Mitcham, and Leicester, to end of November.
St. Georges East, to end of December.

Notice to Branch Secretaries.—Please remit to Central Office your Branch
Capitation fees as soon as possible.

Notice to Branch Secretaries. — Membership Cards can now be had by
the Branches at 9d. per dozen from Central Office.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commomfaeal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—Webb, Is.;

B. W., 6d.; Kitz, 6d.; D. J. Nicoll, 6d.; and C. Saunders, 2s.

KEPORTS.
Manchester.—We have resumed the meetings of the League in Stevenson

Square on Sundays. At the last Barton, Bailie and Stockton spoke to a fair

audience. The general meeting of the branch was held at the Club on Sunday
night. The corresponding and financial secretaries were re-elected for the next
quarter, and it was decided to find a suitable place for a club-room, as the tenancy
of the premises we occupy has expired. In the meantime our weekly meetings
will be held on Sundays, at 8 p.m., at the secretary's address, 52 Miller Street,
Manchester.
Yarmouth.—On Christmas Day Comrades Headley and Ruffold distributed a

quantity of back numbers of. the Commonweal and leaflets, and afterwards held
a meeting on the Priory Plain.—On Sunday we held our usual meeting in the
morning on Priory Plain, Comrade Ruffold addressing the audience. Fair sale
of the Commonweal.

LECTORS DIARY. T* ni
LONDON. #

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 20 Abercrombie Street, Bafcfcersea '

Park Road.

C7er£en«?eM*--Socialist League Hall, 24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C.

East London.—Grown Coffee Tavern, 2 Columbia Road, Hackney Road, SriTiAay

January 5, at 8.30, Special members' meeting to consider the position of

branch. Members are particularly requested to turn up,

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. F^encjv Class, Friday*

8 to 9.

Merton.—3 Clare Villas, Merton Road. >

Mitckmn.—" Lord Napier,
1
' Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12$!, to enroll

members, etc.
s

*•
'

North Kensington. —Clarendon Coffee Tavern. Meets every W^dnes^ay at8 £.in, ^

North London.—% Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meet* 4very>

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Southward—Secretary, George Evans, 56 Lucy Road, Bermondsey, S.& HillV, .

.

Coffee Tavern, Great Charlotte Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

Streatham.—Meets every Thursday at the "Leighham Arms," Welifiel& Road,

at 8.30 p.m.
vri.V

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International <#ttbs

40 Berner Stwwt, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.-Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on. Monday evenings at 8.. Singing

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—^Layoock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate, Meets every/

Tuesday *Jt 7.30.

Bimdee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock. &

MstUfax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, N-orthgate.

Lmds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road and Front Row. Open every

evening. Business meeting Saturdays at :8 p.m.

JLetcesler.—JExchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m.

|
, Manchester*—Branch meets temporarily at the Secretary's, 52 Miller Street, on

' Tuesdays at S p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting,

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall openv

every-evening from 8 p.m.

j
Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every months

j

at 8.30 p.m.

\
Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

TSfaurmovJbh.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every
Tuesday evening. Elocution Class- Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons
during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Dec. 28th, T. Hamilton
delivered an address on " Liberty, Equality, Fraternity," in which he gave an
eloquent exposition of the ideals of Socialism. Good discussion. Wilson, King,
Kavanagh, O'Gorman and Fitzpatrick took part.
Nottingham Socialist Club.—On Sunday a capital audience assembled in

our hall, and Comrade H. Snell (Fabian) gave us an eloquent address on
" Socialism : its Laws and Course. Some questions satisfactorily answered

;

Is. 2d. collected for lecture fund.—On Dec. 31st we saw the old year out with a
tea party, and sang Socialist songs the while.
Edinburgh (Scottish Socialist Federation).—Comrade Donald Mackenzie

delivered a short lecture to a fair audience on Sunday, in the Moulders' Hall,
his subject being " Liberty, Equality, Fraternity*" Though short was the
lecture, long, lively, and not uninteresting was the discussion which followed.
Two new members joined.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Delegates and friends from societies in Lanca-
shire and adjoining counties are invited to meet the members of the above Society
on Saturday January 11th, 1890, at 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street. At 4 p.m.
a conference will be held on the deeirability of united action ; and at 7.30 p.m.
a Social Gathering, when a programme consisting of vocal and instrumental
music, etc., will be gone through. Any assistance in this will be cordially
accepted from delegates. On Sunday January 12th, a public meeting will take
place. lhose who intend to be present are requested to send word to the Secre-
tary, &. U Onapman, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street, two day's beforehand.

All pemms who sympathise with the views of the -Socialist League -

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and
if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based*

on equality; brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 4.

8.30 « Mile-end Waste .'. .Cores and Presbnrg;

Sunday 5.

11 Latimer Road Station Dean, Crouch, and Maughan
11.30 Kilburn-"01d Plough," Kiiburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 Commercial Road—Union Street Core*
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch

JJ'22
Regent's Park Cantweil and Nicol*:

1*1.30 Southwark—Fiat Iron Square
; The Branch

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch..... v Cantweii and Mowbray
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch.
7 Welfcje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch.
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch*

Tuesday 7.

8 Walham Green—back of Church ....„„.. .Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 9. . •
3.15 Hoxton Church

... The branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Bfcisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.
Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3. #„

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m. ; Gower Street, at 3 p.m. ;Pump, Westbar, &$&+
Yarmouth.-Sunday : Prkry Plain, at 11 ; Column's Granary Quay, at 7.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, High St.,
on Sunday January 5, at 6.30, a lecture (for subject, see Evening News, Sat.).
Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.~ •-

Sunday January 5, at 8.45 p.m.-Lothrop Withington, " The Nobility of Crime."
Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday January 5, J. Sketch -

ley, 11 a.m., "The Labour Movement' at Home and Abroad".: at 6.30i "Our
Position Tp-Day."
Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.--Sttn-

day January 5, at 8 p.m., Herbert Burrows, "Three Aspects of Socialism-
Political, Social, and Moral."
Nottingham Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Parliament Streets—Sunday

January 5th, Councillor Haydn Sanders (of Walsall), at 11 a.m., "Municipal
Socialism

"
; at 7 p.m., " Trade Unionism fronna Socialist Standpoint"
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported 1

" Down with the Socialists !

"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers' Claims and "Public Opinion,

Tramear Slavery.

Shall Ireland be Free ?

Ireland a Nation.

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

Single page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

. To Working Women and Girls.

**'_ Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.

The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).

Labour is the source of all Wealth.

I
2 pages 8vo, 3s. per thousand.

What Socialists Want.

* 4 pages 8 vo, 4s. per thousand.

A Straight Talk to Working Men.

These Leaflets, at prices given above, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

MEN v. MACHINERY.
-Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.
•

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sfarlino.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

ON THE TWO GODS
-OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See

"EVIDENCE respecting HELL."
Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

,

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!
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Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
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- Intebnational Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.
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SEAFARING.
*:

THE ORGAN OF THE SEAFARING CLASS.

A WfcfeKLY Newspaper for Seafaring
Folk a^d their Friends.

Adopted by the National Amalgamated Sailors' and
Firemen's Union of Great Britaiu and Ireland.

Que Penny, weefcly.

150 Minories, E.

LIVERPOOL SOCIALIST SOCIETY.

CONFERENCE AND SOCIAL GATHERING.

District Delegates Invited.

See Notice on page 7.

N.
Gee, 56 High-street, Islington

J. W. Miller, 76 Holloway road
Watson, 76 Hoxton-street

Knox, 5 Mayes-terrace, Wood Green
Vale, StaraforcLSiil

*
N.W.

Clark, 63 Maiden-road
Wright, 167 Kentish Town-road
Petherick, 29 Osnaburg-street
Gibbs, Lisson grove
Wilson, 24 Highgate-road
Meek, 132 Drummond-street

Schweitzer, 43 Commercial-road
Eades, 219 Whitechapel-road
Kerbey, 118 „ . • .

Hoinville, Triangle, Hackney
Ackland, 4 Bishops-road
Thoday, 443 Hackney-road
Daniels, near Shoreditch Chmrek
Hammond, Goldsmith-row
King, 68
Bouchard, 157a ;,

Bevis, 4 Old Ford-road
Piatt, Bonner-Street, Bethnal-greea

E.C.
Cason, 64 Leonard-street
Fowler, 166 Old Street
Wilkins, Leather-lane
Twigg, Clerkenwell Greea
Fox, 48 Penton-street
Forder, 28 Stonecutter-street
Simpson, 7 Red Lion Court
Reeves, 1S5 Fleet-street
Freethought Publishing Co., ©3 Fleet-st.
Farrington, Fetter-lane
Brandon, Wine Office-court
Appleyard, Poppins-court
Hurlstone, 5 Bath-street

S.E.
H. G. Prior, 131 London-road
J. Coster, 115a Blackfriars-road
Cursvood, 4 Newington-causeway
Wirbatz, 18 New Kent-road
Hill, 130 Great Dover-street
Dunn, 24 Old Kent-road
Watson, 321 Old Kent-road
Williams, 554 ,,

Harrison, 621 ,,

Williams, 375 St. James-road
Clayton, 12 Clarence-place, Deptford
Chambers, 3 Greenwich-road
Mears, 328 Walworth-road
Buist, 43 „
Hasken, 5 Trafalgar-street, Walworth-road
Ellison, 34 High -street, Peckham
Pish, 25 Queens-road, Peckham *

Adams, 156 Nejw Cross road
Chambers, 18 Church-street, Greenwich

S.W.
Stowe, 103 Pimlico-road
Tims, 338 Battersea Park-road
E. Buteux, 20 Abercrombie-street
Head, 290 York-road, WanoWorth-end
Plumpton, 41 York-road, Battersea-end
Baker, Church -street, Croydon
Bush, Wellfield-road, Streatham

w.
O'Neill, 69 Farnhead-road, Harrow-road
Wilson, 620 Harrow- road, Queens-park
Hebard, 49 Endell-street
Gardner, 32 Lexington-street
Loffnagun, 17 Caroaby-street
Stocker, 30 Berwick-street
Bard, 20 Cleveland-street
Kates, 51 ,,

Manly, 113
Goodblood, Foley-street, Cleveland-street
Ascott, 59 Upper Marylebone-street
W. Cutting, 20 Gt. Marylebone-street
Haffendon, 3 Carburton-street
Hanstein, 51 Charlotte-street
F«Hr, 6 Charlotte-street
Hd&aan, 13 Francis-street
Sm1i&/2A Chapel -street, Edgware-road.
Cooper, 7 Fouberts-place **

W.C.
Anderson, 15 Grays Inn-road
Jones, 9 Little Queen-street
Varley, 24 High-street, St. Giles
Nye, Theobalds-road
Vernon, 40 Lambs<Jonduit-street
Hanraham, Little James-street
Shirley, 169 Kings Cross-road ,

Stubbs, 33 „
Truelove, 256 High Holborn

And at all Branch Meeting-Place* and Oufd««r*St(ttons
of the Soci&U** Ltaf««.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the.

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not icork, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must ivork in order that they may live to keep'

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism -insists {hat this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to. live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labour would be employed in co-operation,

'and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of laoour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no

^
man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thjis they would be brothers
,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and, man,
would destroy it also between natic|§ and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking
a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life,, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto*

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.
When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that
this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who (hid a re<| mark against this notice

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions hay*
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

" "
"

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League by Frank Kv2
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.f.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

^EINO SOME CHAPTEKS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. I.

—

Discussion and Bed.

Up at the League, says a friend, there had been one night a brisk
conversational discussion, as to what would happen on the Morrow of

the Revolution, finally shading off into a vigorous statement by various
friends of their views on the future of the fully-developed new society.

Says our friend : Considering the subject, the discussion was good-
tempered ; for those present being used to public meetings and after-

lecture debates, if they did not listen to each others' opinions (which
could scarcely be expected of them), at all events did not always
attempt to speak altogether, as is the custom of people in ordinary polite

-society when conversing on a subject which interests them. For the
rest, there were six persons present, and consequently six sections of

the party were represented, four of which had strong but divergent
Anarchist opinions. One of the sections, says our friend, a man whom
tie knows very well indeed, sat almost silent at the beginning of the
-discussion, but at last got drawn into it, and finished by roaring out
^very loud, and damning all the rest for fools; after which befel a
period of noise and then a lull, during which the aforesaid section,

iiaving said good-night very amicably, took his way home by himself
to a western suburb, using the means of travelling which civilisation

has forced upon us like a habit. As he sat in that vapour-bath of
'hurried and discontented humanity, a carriage of the underground
railway, he, like others, stewed discontentedly, while in self-reproachful
mood he turned over the many excellent and conclusive arguments
which, though they lay in his fingers' end, he had forgotten in the just
•past discussion. But this frame of mind he was so used to, that it

didn't last him long, and after a brief discomfort, caused by disgust
•with himself for having lost his temper (which he was also well used
to), he found himself musing on the subject-matter of discussion, but
-still discontentedly and unhappily. " If I could but see a day of it,"

lie said to himself ; " if I could but see it !

"

As he formed the words, the train stopped at his station, five minutes'
walk from his own house, which stood on the banks of the Thames,
a little way above an ugly suspension bridge. He went out of the
•station, still discontented and unhappy, muttering "If I could but see
it ! if I could but see it

!

" but had not gone many steps towards the
Tiver before (says our friend who tells the story) all that discontent
and trouble seemed to slip off him.

It was a beautiful night of early winter, the air just sharp enough
to be refreshing after the hot room and the stinking railway carriage.
The wind, which had lately turned a point or two north of west, had
tolown the sky clear of all cloud save a light fleck or two which went
swiftly down the heavens. There was a voung moon halfway up the
*sky, and as the homefarer caught sight of it, tangled in the branches
of a tall old elm, he could scarce bring to his mind the shabby London
suburb where he was, and he felt as if he were in a pleasant country
place—pleasanter, indeed, than the deep country was as he had
known it.

He came right down to the river-side, and lingered a little looking
over the low wall to note the moonlit river, near upon high water,* go
swirling and glittering up to Chiswick Eyott : as for the ugly bridge
below, he did not notice it or think of it, except when for a moment
(says our friend) it struck him that he missed the row of lights down-
stream. Then he turned to his house door and let himself in; and
-even as he shut the door to, disappeared all remembrance of that bril-
liant logic and foresight which had so illuminated the recent discussion

;^nd of the discussion itself there remained no trace, save a vague
nope, that was now become a pleasure, for days of peace and rest,
^nd cleaness and smiling goodwill.

^
In this mood he tumbled into bed, and fell asleep after his wont,

in two minutes' time; but (contrary to his wont) woke up again not
long after in that curiously wide-awake condition which sometimes

surprises even good sleepers ; a condition under which we feel all our
wits preternaturally sharpened, while all the miserable muddles we
have ever got into, all the disgraces and losses of our lives, will insist

on thrusting themselves forward for the consideration of those sharp-
ened wits.

In this state he lay (says our friend) till he had almost began to

enjoy it : till the tale of his stupidities amused him, and the entangle-

ments before him, which he saw so clearly, began to shape themselves
into an amusing story for him.

He heard one o'clock strike, then two and then three ; after which
he fell asleep again. Our friend says that from that sleep be awoke
once more, and afterwards went through such surprising adventures
that he thinks that they should be told to our comrades of the League,
and therefore proposes to tell them now. But, says he, I think it

would be better if I told them in the first person, as if it were myself
who had gone through them ; which, indeed, will be the easier and
more natural to me, since I understand the feelings and desires of the
comrade I am telling of better than anyone else in the world does.

Chap. II.—A Morning Bath.

Well, I awoke, and found that I had kicked my bedclothes off; and
no wonder, for it was hot and the sun shining brightly. I jumped up
and washed and hurried on my clothes, but in a hazy and half-awake
condition, as if I had slept for a long, long while, and could not shake
off the weight of slumber. In fact, I rather took it for granted that

I was at home in my own room than saw that it was so.

When I was dressed, I felt the place so hot that I made haste to get
out of the room and out of the house ; and my first feeling was a
delicious relief caused by the fresh air and pleasant breeze ; my second,

as I began to gather my wits together, mere measureless wonder : for

it was winter when Xi went to bed the last night, and now, by witness
of the river-side trees, it was summer, a beautiful bright morning seem-
ingly of early June. However, there was still the Thames sparkling
under the sun, and near high water, as last night I had seen it gleaming
under the moon.

I had by no means shaken off the feeling of oppression, and wherever
I might have been should scarce have been quite conscious of the place

;

so it was no wonder that I felt rather puzzled in despite of the familiar

face of the Thames. Withal I felt dizzy and queer; and remembering that
people often got a boat and had a swim in mid stream, I thought I
would do no less. It seems very early, quoth I to myself, but I dare-

say I shall find someone at Biffen's to take me. However, I didn't

get as far as Biffen's, or even turn to my left thitherward, because just

then I began to see that there was a landing-stage right before me
in front of my house : in fact, on the place where my next-door
neighbour had rigged one up, though somehow it didn't look like it

either. Down I went on to it, and sure enough among the empty
boats moored to it lay a man on his sculls in a solid-looking tub
of a boat clearly meant for bathers. He nodded to me, and bade me
good-morning as if he expected me, so I jumped in without any words,
and he paddled away quietly as I peeled for my swim. As we went,
I looked down on the water, and couldn't help saying

—

" How clear the water is this morning !

"

"Is it?" said he; "I didn't notice it. You know the flood-tide

always thickens it a bit."

"H'm," said I, "I have seen it pretty muddy even at half-ebb."

He said nothing in answer, but seemed rather astonished ; and as

he now lay just stemming the tide, and I had my clothes off, I jumped
in without more ado. Of course when I had my head above water
again I turned towards the tide, and my eyes naturally sought for the

bridge, and so utterly astonished was I by what I saw, that I forgot to

strike out, and went spluttering under water again, and when I came up
made straight for the boat; for I felt that I must ask somequestions of my
waterman, so bewildering had been the balf-sight I had seen from the

face of the river with the water hardly out of my eyes ; though by this

time I was quit of the slumbrous and dizzy feeling, and was wide-awake
and clear-headed.

As Igot in up the steps which he had lowered, and he held out his hand
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to help me, we went drifting speedily up towards Chiswick ; but now
he caught up the sculls and brought her head round again, and said

—

"A short swim, neighbour; but perhaps you find the water cold

this morning, after your journey. Shall I put you ashore at once, or

would you like to go down to Putney before breakfast ?

"

He spoke in a way so unlike what I should have expected from a

Hammersmith waterman, that I stared at him, as I answered, " Please

to hold her a little ; I want to look about me a bit."

"All right," be said ; "it's no less pretty in its way here than it is

off Barn Elms; it's jolly everywhere this time in the morning. I'm

glad you got up early ; it's barely five o'clock yet."

If I was astonished with my sight of the river banks, I was no less

astonished at my waterman, now that I had time to look at him and
see him with my head and eyes clear.

He was a handsome young fellow, with a peculiarly pleasant and
friendly look about his eyes,—an expression which was quite new to

me then, though I soon became familiar with it. For the rest, he was
dark-haired and berry-brown of skin, well-knit and strong, and obviously

used to exercising his muscles, but with nothing rough or coarse about
him, and clean as might be. His dress was not like any modern
work-a-day clothes I had seen, but would have served very well as a

costume for a picture of fourteenth century life : it was of dark blue

cloth, simple enough, but of fine web, and without a stain on it. He
had a brown leather belt round his waist, and I noticed that its clasp

was of damascened steel beautifully wrought. In short, he seemed to

me like some specially manly and refined young gentleman, playing

waterman for a spree, and I concluded that this was the case.

William Morris.
Ito be CONTINUED.]

THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND ENGLISH
RADICAL REFORMERS.

(Continued from p. 3.)

Time rolled on, and the year 1874 brought with it a presidential

election, and great was the excitement during the latter part of the

preceding year, as the parties in favour of the two candidates, General

Mitre and Doctor Alsina, were both very strong, and lively times were

expected. Alsina, however, had the advantage of being supported by

the Government of the Province of Buenos Ayres, if he was not

actually governor at the time. I think he had lately retired in favour

of one of his political friends.

I cannot help recalling to mind the graceful satire of Goldsmith in

his " Letters from a Citizen of the World," as I begin my task of

describing a contested election in the free Argentine Republic in the

year of grace 1874. I cannot but imagine the candid Chinaman, or

some equally candid believer in Republicanism and Universal Suffrage,

just arrived in the town of Navarro, and preparing himself to enjoy

the sight of a "free " people exercising its right of suffrage, in order

to choose the chief magistrate who should " preside over its destinies
"

for the next six years !

. Free ! oh yes, the ballot box was there, guarded by the agents of

law-and-order, the gallant policemen of the Partido (district), every

man armed with a carbine that would not go off and a big cavalry

sword that would, and that on the slightest occasion. An awkward
squad, they were paraded in front of the church, and in the porch of

that temple was placed the table on which rested the aforesaid box,

and behind which sat the scrutineers with their president. You see

how even the influence of religion was invoked, to give solemnity and

safety to this solemn civic ceremony. And yet, O shade of Whang
Hoam ! it was observed that none came to deposit their votes in that

sacred urn but those who were of one and the same political colour,

and that the colour of the Mayor or Juez, and other authorities of the

district

!

Why was this ? Were they not free to come ? Certainly they were,

but certain little previous incidents had shown them clearly that they

were sure to have their throats cut if they voted the wrong way. They
were much in the predicament of the free worker in certain other

countries, who is " free " to accept the employer's terms or reject them
and starve

!

A few days before the election, there had arrived in the town a man
well known in the district and in all the country round for the number
of murders he had committed. He was one of those unfortunate

victims of the hateful frontier system I have just mentioned, and of

the many other injustices inflicted on the poor Gaucho. One of those,

of whom I am only surprised there were not more, who, tired of in-

justice, and being daring and powerful, and skilful in the use of the

long /aeon or dagger they use, turned out at war with society in

. every ^strict. The rural police of that time were not able to cope

with them, one of the favourite feats of such men as this Juan Moreira

ibeing to engage in battle with the whole police force of a district, six

or seven men, and rout them after killing one or two. The feat was

not so difficult as may be imagined, for the Gaucho was always well

armed, and well mounted, which was of more importance still, while

the police were always badly mounted and armed, and with very little

desire to risk their lives in an attempt to capture a man with whom
they were strongly in sympathy. They were at that time also quite

unused to fire-arms, so the well-mounted Gaucho cut them up in detail,

charging them when he chose on the open Pampa, or prairie, for it

must be remembered that the Province of Buenos Ayres is one great

flat open plain.

This Juan Moreira was known to have killed several men and one-

officer of police in the very same district, or Partido of Navarro, and
yet here we find him coming openly to the town and taking up his

quarters—in the house of the Mayor ! So it was ; but then these

were election times, and it had been the custom at all elections to

make use of good fighting men, no matter what their antecedents.

The fact was, that Moreira had been sent for by the chief of the

government party, but, being under some obligations to the Mayor,,

who was in opposition, he had placed his sword or facon at his service,

and it was joyfully accepted. He brought with him a number of men
more or less of the same stamp as himself, and they began operations

by killing three men of the opposite party in the suburbs of the town,

and one old man in the public square, quite near to the Juzgado or

Town Hall. This man, though left for dead, was not so, but died a

few days after under my care. When Moreira and one of his men
who accompanied him on this occasion, had retired, the police came
and carried in the body to the Juzgado, and one of the policemen

finding the sheath of Moreira's facon on the side walk, ran after him
and restored it to him !

After this the opposite party hid themselves in terror, and the

Mayor's party had it all their own way. Three cheers for Universal

Suffrage and " free " institutions generally ! A few days after this I

saw Moreira and some of his companions galloping at full speed round

the Plaza, or principal square, and shouting with all the force of their

lungs, " Death to the Alsinistas ! " I had occasion to see him more
closely a little later on.

The government of the province, being a supporter of the opposite

party, the Alsinistas, sent down a squad of city police (25 men) to

take Moreira, and they arrived one night quite unexpectedly. They
were joined on their arrival by a large number of the Alsina party,

and learning that Moreira was quietly taking his glass at a small inn

in company with two policemen of the town, they altogether marched
up there at about eleven o'clock at night, and surprised him. They
did not succeed in taking him, however, for Moreira as soon as he saw
the crowd rushing into the house whipped off his poncho, and in a
twinkling put out all the lights, and in the darkness and confusion

managed to slip out through them all ! Not content with this he-

turned and fired on them as soon as he reached a vacant space where

he felt sure of escape. Pie grievously wounded one of the party with

a bullet that smashed his lower jaw, but he himself was hit by a split

bullet from a blunderbuss, which lodged in his face. He escaped,

however, and two days afterwards I was requested by a member of the-

municipality to go and visit him at the house of the commander of

National Guards. I there removed from under the skin of the lower

jaw half of a pistol bullet. He was a handsome, powerfully-built man,

and bore the necessary operation without a grimace. After all was

over he thanked me with all the grace and politeness which distinguish

the Argentine Gaucho or peasant.

It would be impossible for me to describe the confusion of mind
which possessed me during all these events, and on this occasion in<

particular. I looked upon this man at the time as a vulgar assassin,

and deserving as such to be attended only in the jail, as I told the

man who came to call me ; but he was actually in the hands of the

authorities of the town, who supported him, and in any case he was
entitled to have his wounds attended to. I therefore came to the

conclusion that it was my duty to attend him, as my refusal to do so-

could do no good in any way.

Such cases as these show plainly what law and authority really are,,

and how false is the pretence that they are intended to protect the

weak, or serve the general good of the community. While the oppo-

sition party made use of Moreira and others, the government party-

released from the jails all such men as they thought they could rely

on to serve them in the same way during the elections,—and they do

so still.

The upshot of the matter was that the opposition party took up
arms, headed by their candidate General Mitre, declaring that they

had been defrauded of their rights because the government party had

done what the opposition had shown they were ready to do, where

they had the power, as in Navarro. Then the government called out

the National Guards, and the Mitre party did the same where they

could. Then was seen the spectacle of the poor Gauchos dragged

from their homes to fight, either for or against the government, accord-

ing to the political leanings of their masters.

It was a strange and curious sight to see them mustering in Navarro.

Every man came with his horse and equipments, and he was furnished

with a long cane with one blade of shears fastened to the end of it

by way of a lance—that was all. John Creaghe.

{To be concluded.)

William Lloyd Garrison, the great Abolitionist, has declared himself on
the side of the Single-tax and Socialism.

Metropolitan Pauperism.—Census of metropolitan paupers, exclusive of

lunatics in asylums and vagrants, taken on the last day of the weeks named
hereunder (enumerated inhabitants in 1881, 3,815,000) :—Third week of De-
cember, 1889—indoor, 60,228 ;

outdoor, 38,186 ; total, 98,414. Third week
of December, 1888—indoor, 59,939 ; outdoor, 41,345 ;

total, 101,284. Third

week of December, 1887—indoor, 59,612 ; outdoor, 44,356 ; total, 103,968..

Third week of December, 1886—indoor, 57,578 ; outdoor, 40,814 ;
total,

98,392. These figures do not include patients in the fever and smallpox,

hospitals of the Metropolitan Asylum district. The number of these patients

on the last day of the week was returned as 1,774 in 1889, 873 in 1888,.

2,593 in 1887, and 666 in 1886. Vagrants relieved in the metropolis on the

last day of the third week in December, 1889 :—Men, 722 ;
women, 115 ;

children under 16, 15 ; total, 852.
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INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.
GERMANY.

The German Emperor has again shown what kind of a man he is. Paul

Singer, a Socialist member of the Reichstag, having brought an accusation

of libel against an individual named Bachtler, the Berlin tribunal, fully

convinced of the gross insult which Bachtler had thrown at Singer, ordered

the libeller to pay a fine of 400 marcs. Bachtler declared himself satisfied,

did nothing to have the sentence altered, and actually paid the fine. ^
The

German Kaiser, hearing of this hitherto unheard of thing, viz., a Socialist

gaining in a law suit, at once granted a full and unsolicited pardon to

Bachtler, and directed the fine of 400 marcs to be returned to him. Singer

is a Socialist, hence, according to the views of that abominable ruler, he has

no right whatever to have his honour protected—in fact, he has no honour

at all. A good slandering of his character is all he deserve?, and he has

got it.

The editor of a Saxon weekly, Wittner, having recapitulated in his paper

the fabulous number of banquets which the crazy young German Emperor

tfiad ordered to be given in his honour since his accession to the " throne of

his fathers," has got eight months jail for it. The Dresden magistrates

thought it very unbecoming indeed for any of his Majesty's subjects to take

measure of the capacity of his Majesty's belly. For speaking of his belly

-eight months, for sounding his " left ear " sixteen months ! O William ! O
Charlemagne !

Comrades Wilhelm Ganshow, Hermann Tappart, and Rudolf Richter have

been sentenced at Berlin to six months' confinement for "secret conspiracy";

comrade F. Noack got only four months for the same abominable offence.

In this case the conspiracy was such a terribly " secret " one that the con-

spirators did not even know each other ! How wicked these malefactors

must have been, and how happy " law-'n'-order " must be now that this

awful conspiracy is over !

The Berlin police have interdicted the circulation, throughout the blessed

land of a book entitled "Etude sur les doctrines sociales du Christianisme

<Study on the Social Doctrines of Christianity), by Ives-Guyot, the actual

Minister of Public Works in France, and Sigismond Lacroix, another Oppor-

tunist Republican. I wonder if they have read the book? True, that is

not necessary. On the other hand, the Imperial Commission appointed to

decide appeals against the enforcement of the Socialist law in particular

cases, has rescinded six sentences passed upon newspapers and one upon an
association. By so doing they appear to act fairly, you see, and can all the

'better throw dust in the eyes of the public.

BELGIUM.
We regret to announce the death of a staunch Revolutionary Socialist

who has struggled in our ranks for more than a quarter of a century, Leo-
\pold Chainaye, who died in the last days of December at Liege, his birth-

place. He was a wealthy manufacturer, and took a prominent part twenty-
five years ago in the foundation of the International Working-men's Asso-
ciation, He has always spent largely his time and money in the service of

the Socialist and Freethought movements. A few years ago he founded at

Li£ge the Union Socialiste, and did a good deal of propagandist work amongst
the miners of the various coal districts of the province of Liege. A clever

and learned writer, he contributed largely to the columns of Le Devoir
(Duty), (Lidge, 1864 and 1869), Le Journal des Etudiants (The Student's

Journal), (Lie^ge, 1886r etc.), UAvenir (The Future), a daily paper (Li£ge,

1865-75), etc. The Belgian Socialists will always keenly remember good
old Chainaye, one of their forerunners in the Cause.

Our Belgian comrades are going to issue two new Socialist organs. One
of them is to be published at Huy, and the other at Verviers, both in the
province of Li£ge. The first is to be called LEcho de Huy and the other
J]Echo de Verviers.

HOLLAND.
The Dutch diamond cutters have resolved to run a special organ of their

own in opposition to the former trade paper, which was conducted by M.
Rose, and which wrote more and more in the interests of the masters. The
new venture is entitled, De Diamantbewerker (The Diamond Cutter), and
will be the official organ of the Dutch Diamond Cutters' Union. E. van
Praag, A. Peyra, H. Haye, and H. A. Monfrooy will act as joint editors.

The first issue appeared last week at Amsterdam.
The annual Conference of the Dutch Socialists has been held at the

Hague on the 25th and 26th of last December. Besides mentioning the
fact that all the delegates were unanimous in their hopes towards the bright
future prospects of Socialism, and that two mass meetings were held after

'the Congress, Recht voor Allen does not say one word about the proceedings.
Why?

RUSSIA.
Several telegraphic agencies state that the police of St. Petersburg have

got positive proof that a new Nihilist society has been formed, which intends
giving up open terrrorism, and will carry out its objects secretly—whatever
that means ! Several artillery and naval officers have lately been arrested in
connection with the new society. The discoveries made by the police are so
extensive that the new formation will scarcely be able to develop much
activity. (Really they are so extensive ?) But this is perhaps more serious;
rigorous precautions still continue to be taken all round the Imperial Palace.
The Imperial Guard has been confined to barracks for several days past, and
all the functionaries ordered to remain at their posts. The illness of the
•Czar is attributed to poisoning by the Nihilists, and his real state of health,
which is very bad, is kept secret for political reasons. What a strange
malady he must be suffering from, that "confining soldiers to barracks and
surrounding the Palace with guards " should be the remedy for that illness !

.So strange indeed, that we won't say what we think of it. Victor Dave.

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which you can help to
spread the ' Weal. Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who
don t care to buy it week by week to subscribe direct. Arrange for the
posting of contents bills anywhere you can. Any number of other plans
will suggest themselves if you think about it.

Postal Propaganda,—Some who would like to do propaganda but dare
not openly or who cannot spare the time to do it personally, can find many
ways m which it can be done quietly. Not the least useful among possible
plans would be to order and pay for a number of copies to be sent to personsm -whose hands they might do good. We will send six copies to six different
addresses for 7d. Write the names and addresses legibly.

THE MEETING OF THE POPES.
Pope Leo, that most holy man,

Was sitting in the Vatican

One afternoon, from callers free,

Sipping his sacerdotal tea

;

When, lo ! he hears with sudden dread

The name announced of W—11—m St—d,

That journalistic pope, who's rather

More holy than the Holy Father !

Men say that he was framed from birth

To be God's vicegerent on earth ;

And his oracular Pall Mall
Has long been proved infallible.

Old Leo felt his doom draw near

When this new lion did appear,

Who to remotest realms afar

Is known as patron of the Czar.

So quickly from his throne he rose,

And waived the point of kissing toes
;

And thus the patron of the Czar

Outspoke with voice oracular :

*' Friend Leo, though you deem it odd,

I've come to save the Church of God ;

Take my advice, and all is well—
I'll puff you in the great Pall Mall.

" Across the wide Atlantic foam
Go, found a newer, mightier Rome ;

When there your banner is unfurled

You'll rule the federated world."

Pope Leo answered, smiling sly,

And winking with paternal eye,
" Friend W—11—m, what you hint is true—
This world's too small for me and you.

*" But why must I, with age opprest,

Thus journey to the utmost West,
To dwell in some inclement spot,

'Mid prairie-dogs and God knows what ?

" There's this alternative at least,

That you, good friend, should journey East

;

Let me advise that you should go,

Pall Mall and all, to Jericho A n

Anon.

CORRESPONDENCE.

FEOM THE SICK CHAMBEE OF THE OLDEST ENGLISH
SOCIALIST.

For ten out of twelve years I have for five months of every winter been
confined to my solitary hospital-prison house, musing on the needless suffer-

ings of humanity. At an early hour of the morning of Christmas Day I was
mystified by the carolling of two choirs at my door and window. One of

them was the " Whiteboys " or choristers of " Holy Innocents," singing of

the birth of the Carpenter's Son. They sang sweetly the usual melody.

When they finished, I was mystified by another choir, of more natural and
harmonised voices, continuing the air but with different words, although

I could not make out the burden of their song. The Salvationists seemed
to me the cause of the mystery. But wonder and surprise was intensified

when the choir burst out in the glorious and thrilling anthem of the revolu-

tionary movement, that arose out of the volunteers of Marsailles singing this

song with electric enthusiam as they marched into Paris, chanting " Ye sons

of Freedom, awake to glory ! Hark, what myriads bid you rise
!

" The
band pf the Blue Bonnets, their tambourines, and. the War Cry have adapted

this fine tune to some doggrel verses. But the distinctness of the words led

to the supposition that some other choir was at hand. A severe attack o£
emphesena of the lungs makes the slightest exposure to cold air dangerous,

so I awoke Mrs. Craig, who was selected as a chorister to sing on the<

anniversary of the Peterloo Massacre. Her rich and musical voice was
requisitioned at all Socialist assemblies until 1840. As she. reached the

window, the choir was singing the last line. On describing the singers,

there were no blue bonnets, and the men were not dressed in white overalls.

It was not a choir from St. John's. It now revealed itself as a vision, and
I exclaimed, It is the choir of the Holy League 1

It was a source of gratification that the League had progressed so as to

sing the Songs of Labour as a propaganda. I regretted I had not any,
intimation of the visit so as to improve the occasion ; and recommend an
increase of young members to open all lectures with chorusses, which sixty

years ago had a marvellous charm among the Lancashire lads and lasses of

those early Socialistic days of struggle.

There was, however, a touch of social sympathy which reached the heart

of the wounded and weary soldier, who, from sheer exhaustion was com-

pelled to retire with his wounds to the rear of the battle and leave the fight

of the future to younger and stronger hands. The knowledge that some

sympathy is felt for an earnest but disabled social reformer moved <&e heart*;

strings of emotion.
28 Dec, 1889. E. T. \Cral1G.

We have received "Fabian's Essays in Socialism," but too late /or notic?

in present number.
The Great Lock-out at Bristol.—This strike still continues, and Mpyof

the principal factories have now been closed for over a week; some ten

thousand hands being idle. ^
.--'

Threatened Strike of Road-car Men—The directors have broken tjieir...

agreement, and concluded with the men during the recent dispute. The men
are about to send them a deputation, and are determined , to strike if they

do not receive a satisfactory reply.
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DO YOU AGREE?
DO yOU agree with us that the social awakening of the workers

is a desirable end? Do yOU agree with us that we are working

in the right way to achieve that end?

YOU do not ? Then oppose us and prove us wrong on every

platform and in every paper to which you can gain access /

YOU do agree ? Then work with us and for us ; help us to

extend our circle of influence; let no day pass in which you have

not interested some one in our propaganda

!

There is no middle course for an honest man !

NOTES ON NEWS.
In this editor-driven age, I suppose that the starting of two "im-
portant and influential " papers in one week is something to be noted.
The Speaker is added to the list of weeklies, and the Daily Graphic to
that of the dailies ; but neither of them is likely to interest democratic
readers very much. The Graphic is frankly reactionary, and goes in
for an amount of sloppy loyalty and sickly gush that is rather astonish-
ing at this time of day. Scarcely less reactionary, but far more hypo-
critical, is the Speaker-,—and oh, so ponderously respectably dull L

Those who have been dilating on the democratic advance of the Liberal
party, and its adequacy to the achievement of any required reform,
had better not read the Speaker, unless they would carry a leaderr
weight upon their consciences for many a long day.

No ! the new sixpenny promises to be a weekly wonder in the way
of ditchwater deadliness and respectable un-originality. And that
while the penny weeklies are being compelled to creep on continually
further and further along the road that leads to Socialism. Does not
this point in a sufficiently clear manner to the ever-growing divergence
between the two publics—the sixpenny respectable and the penny
democratic 1 Some day, and that not far in the future, the divergence
will become so marked as to force itself upon the notice of everyone

—

the divergence will have become a great rent in the fabric of society
as it is, never to be closed again but in society as it is to be.

Some time ago the Standard published a long letter from a Mrs.
Todd, of New South Wales, bewailing the woes of Australian mis-
tresses, and appealing to the ladies of England to form themselves,
into committees to select and despatch suitable servants to the colonies.

The Standard also improved on Mrs. Todd's bitter cry in a leading,

article. But the other side of the question is put in an advertisement,
from a Sydney journal

:

"An Australian Slavey.—This is to remind Mr. and Mrs. Todd to
advocate the formation of a society in England to undertake the supply of.

a superior class of masters and mistresses to Australia, as there is already
enough atrocious nigger-drivers and good servant-spoilers.—Miss Clark."

Thus says the Pall Mall Gazette :

" It is * the duty of Conservative clubs,' said Sir Michael Hicks-Beach at
Leamington yesterday, to show 'the Socialists and Secularists' that 'in.

hereditary rank or hereditary legislation there is a kind of necessity for noble
thoughts and noble deeds.' It is a very queer ' kind,' we are afraid. Heredi-
tary rank ought to ensure noble deeds, of course : noblesse oblige. But does,

it? Sir Michael Hicks-Beach should be thankful that he was not greeted
with cries of ' Cleveland Street.' "

So far, so good ! But what of many other kinds of rank to which the
Pall Mall bows the supple back ? The rank, for instance, of Pioneer
of Civilisation?—unrewarded by royalty, to the Pall MalVs great
sorrow, with titles and what-not. The rank, for instance, of Self-

appointed Paul Pry and Music-hall Moderator %—treated with scoffing^

contempt by all but prigs and hypocrites, to the Pall Mali's direful

anger. Or, again, what of the Administrator of Stolen Millions and
Preacher of the Gospel of Wealth 1

We Socialists are less likely than even the Pall Mall to lie under
suspicion of admiring hereditary rank. We go further than the Palfc

Mall is ever likely to go, or than even the Star is free to go, in our
unbelief in every kind of rank or power, hereditary or acquired, which,
gives the power of compulsion into the hands of any man. And we
deny that any lord or earl, or anything else upon the list of titles, can
compare with a Norwood, a Stanley, a Livesey, or a Carnegie, for*

harmfulness and power for evil. Nor can we see that even the foul

offences of which the Pall Mall speaks, or those which it made public*

a few years ago, are anything else than the necessary results of wealth:

and poverty, privilege and oppression. And it is to be doubted whether
any single exploiting capitalist or exploring carpet-bagger has not
wrought more real and widespread harm to humanity than even the
foulest and most obvious brute may have done.

Here is what Saturday's Star had to say on the case of a woman,
who had starved to death during the week :

She and her daughter had 9s. a week to live on ; 3s. 3d. went for rent„
leaving 5s. 9d. a week for two civilised beings to feed and clothe themselves
withal. One human being failed, and we have the impudence to label her
death—which is practically a murder by society—as from ' natural causes/'

So they were—immediately natural. If you withhold the means of renew-
ing exhausted tissue from men and women they will die. But anything
more ' unnatural ' than the state of society under which abundance—nay,
surfeit—is poured into one lap while another lap gets nothing at all—could,

not well be imagined.

In such an unnatural state of society, what is to be looked for but
what is always happening, the perpetration of foul crime and the in-

dulgence in filthy and repulsive vice ? The dull dreariness of ordinary
" respectable " life ; the conventional decorum and restraint upon alt

natural impulse which it imposes ; the magnitude of the temptations,

that follow the command of wealth and power—all these on the one
hand. On the other all these but the wealth and what follows it ^

instead of that the pains and penalties of "respectable poverty .

,r

With such a life and death as that of the poor needle-woman to be the
"reward of virtue"; with the workhouse and the pauper's grave as

the final goal of the vast majority of the working-classes, even if they
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obediently and most faithfully carry out the advice and commands of

their masters—who can measure the temptations that beset their path 1

The weariness of leisured repletion, and the weariness of hungry

toil * the unbridled power of wealth, and the miserable helplessness of

poverty—when these things come together who can wonder at what-

ever follows % The hired ruffians of the ring, and their no less degraded

employers ; the minotaur and his victim ; and every other kind of

monster and malefactor, with those who suffer by them, are the natural

and necessary outcome of the reign of the capitalist, of the power of

the money-bag.

Until monopoly in the means of life be destroyed these things must
go on ; it is but lopping small branches and fiddling with results to

attack any of the crimes and horrors of civilisation without striking

at the root—and there is no axe that can reach that root but the

Social Revolution. S.

IN FRANCE.
It is something worth remembering to assist at a "Punch " offered to those
Socialist Deputies who have been elected as such, without compromise with
bourgeois parties. It is most enthusiastic ! From these conferences are

excluded : First, the two Possibilist Deputies, Joffrin and Dumay, who have
made a compromise with the Opportunists in power ; second, the two
ci-devant Blanquists, Granger and Eoche, who have bribed Boulanger's elec-

tors ; and lastly, the " Christian " Socialist, De Mun.
This last-named rogue preaches humility on the part of the workers, and

the supremacy of property. He preaches that our physical misery and dis-

comfort is most healthful for our spiritual life hereafter ; and all the rest of

that stinking rubbish that suits old maids so well.

At the conferences which I attended, there were present Baudin, Boyer,
Chassaing, Cluseret, Ferroul, Bovelacque, Lachize, Millerant, and Thivrier,

Deputies. These Deputies form the Socialist vanguard in France. They,
for the first time in the annals of French Socialism, have formed a distinct

Socialist party in the House of Commons.
_
This does not mean, however, that they are the leaders of the great revolu-

tionary party ; in all the meetings the first name which is called out as that of

chairman is Vaillant, town councillor ; the second name is always that of

Jules Guesde ; Chauvi^re and Daumas come after. At one meeting, the hall

was so crowded that it was impossible to count the difference in the number
of hands lifted for Vaillant and Guesde respectively ; so they took the chair
or chairs, jointly !

Let us remember, in passing, that when, at the last election for the
Presidency of the Republic, Ferry scored the highest vote on first trial, on
that same day General Eudes, now dead, Yaillant, andChauvi^re were at the
Hotel-de-Ville watching the ballot. A hundred thousand revolutionaries
had received the mot oVordre to come down at once in case Ferry were elected.

The barracks were surrounded and preparations made ; on hearing which,
the congress meeting at Versailles, in the twinkling of an eye, cast their
vote for Carnot. The capitalists got frightened, and Ferry was sacrificed !

Most of these Deputies represent country towns ; they are not broken in

to politics ; their rhetoric is without flourish, simple and honest ; they speak
from the heart, as working-men do. One among them, Lachize, was working
as a weaver until a few months ago, and then left his loom for a strike,

when his fellows were so pleased with his conduct that they sent him to
parliament. Baudin is a jolly good fellow, who spent eight years in Eng-
land, and speaks English like a native. He was lucky enough to make his
escape after the Commune, and to save his head on English soil while
35,000 of his brethren were butchered by Boulanger and his sacrifiants.

Cluseret, the Minister for War during the Commune, a soldier-like old fellow,
looks none the worse for having twice been sentenced to death. Thivrier is

a sturdy countryman, who makes one laugh when he says candidly that he
has pledged his honour to his electors always to wear his blue blouse in the
House, exactly as he did when in their midst. He is honesty itself, and
quite the most beloved of any of them : blistered hands like to shake hands
with such a man.

These men can do little or nothing in Parliament itself ; they know that
very well ; but they can do a tremendous lot of good in the country by means
of their free railway ticket. At twenty-four hours' notice they go to any
part of the country to speak or preside over meetings, and try to arouse the
indifferent, whowould rather let their wives and children die in a ditch or poor-
house than take the wealth they have produced wherever they can lay their
hands upon it. The pay of a Deputy and his free railway pass are taken by
many a bourgeois to further schemes against the workers ; why shouldn't
the same weapons be turned against them ? And these men whom I have
mentioned do this with absolute honesty and to great effect.

In spite of the intense cold on Friday, a great crowd of revolutionaries
met on the heights of Pere Lachaise to pay a tribute of respect to the
cherished memory of Blanqui. Long before two o'clock, which was
the time appointed, men, women, and children were seen coming
from all parts of the cemetery, some towards the grave of General Eudes,
others towards that of Blanqui, which is not more than ten yards away.
All were engaged in animated conversation ; most of them having seen
active service during the Commune. I heard a sturdy young fellow of
about eighteen, say, laying his hand on General Eudes' tomb, " I swear here,
on this our great friend's tomb, that if the tyrants of my country want me
to become a soldier, I will accept their gun, not to protect them, but to
destroy them ! " Everyone present was carried away with his splendid
enthusiasm, and rushed to shake hands with him.
Soon we saw Vaillant, then Chauvidre, and everyone moved along towards

Blanqui's grave. A letter was read from Blanqui's sister, saying that sick-
ness prevented her from being there. After stirring speeches from Vaillant,
ChauyiSre, Deputy Baudin, Feline, and Landrin, we all went to the Mur des
federe's-—that wall against which so many thousands of proletarians paid with
their lives their fidelity to our cause. Upon that sacred ground no capitalist
dares to set his cursed foot. On that same ground no proletarian can tread
without feeling inflamed with hatred and resolve, and being ready to sacrifice
his life in a renewed attempt at revolution. The Mur des fe'dtre's is for the
proletaire a holy place, a place where inspiration and hope are to be sought.
The moral strength such a visit gives is not to be described. We left a little

after 3 o'clock, to refresh ourselves and to carry on a lively conversation
about the next Commune, and how that all of us would be there and do our
duty, not leaving one stone unturned till victory is ours, and ours for ever !

Paris, Jan. 5, 1890. A. Coulon.

IN CHICAGO.
The readers of the Commonweal have undoubtedly heard of the murder of
Dr. Cronin, the Irish Nationalist, who was beaten to death in this city on
the 4th of May last. The trial of the murderers, which has been in pro-
gress for three months and is just completed, has had more than a passing
interest for us Radicals, many of us hoping that disclosures of great value
would be made, and a way opened for us to present the Anarchist case to*
the people in a new light. Our interest in this case arose from the fact that
one of the murderer^ of Dr. Cronin, a city detective named Coughlin, was
chief assistant to the notorious police-captain Schaack, who boasted that he-
had done more than any other man to secure the conviction of our martyrs
during their infamous trial ; and also because this same Captain Schaack, for
seeking to hide the villainy of the fellow Coughlin, has again been dismissed
from the police force, this time permanently. Schaack was in command of
of the district where the murder was committed, and although ordered to-

investigate the conduct of his man Coughlin, pretended that the fellow was
above suspicion, and for this act of insubordination was dismissed from the-
service. The fellow Coughlin is no doubt in possession of secrets concern-
ing the villainy of his chief, especially in connection with the conviction of
our eight men, which have much to do with the solicitous feeling of the*

latter toward the murderer, and it was the hope that in some way these
secrets might be made public which caused us to take such a deep interest
in the proceedings.

The jury, after deliberating seventy hours, returned a verdict of guilty
against four of the accused, fixed the punishment of three of them at life

imprisonment, and one at three years in the penitentiary. This was a
surprise to everybody, as the general belief was that death would be meted
out to the assassins. Many people are also comparing this verdict with
that against the Anarchists, and mention the significant fact that in that
case the jury was only cut about one hour.
The mills of the gods are at work, and retribution stares the black-hearted

assassins of our comrades in the face. Schaack and Bonfield have been
dismissed in disgrace, though still free ; Grinnell, the arch fiend of them
all, is apparently at the very pinnacle of popular favour and power, but the
evidence is slowly accumulating which will show him to the world in his

true light. Gary also, the modern Jeffries, and others who perjured their
souls on that occasion—their time will surely come. Our opportunity will

be their downfall.

A significant meeting was recently held in one of the largest halls in this
city. More than 3,000 people—largely conservative in opinion—assembled
to protest against the interference by detectives in a Socialist meeting. The
meeting was called under the auspices of the Personal Eights League, a«

powerful young organisation having for its object the securing to every
member of the community his individual lawful rights. The president of
the League presided at the meeting. The vice-president of the meeting
was one of our best known Radical German Socialists. Two of the speaker*
were well-known Socialists, and others were prominent business and pro-
fessional men. The Radical sentiments of the speakers were received with
enthusiasm, and loud applause greeted the stinging rebukes meted out to
the police authorities. Two of the Socialists at the meeting had been very
roughly handled by the detectives, and the recital of their wrongs caused
intense feeling. As the particulars of the dastardly outrage were recited
by the speakers, I watched the press reporters ; not a pencil stirred, not a
line was written, and the next morning one of the papers referred to the
meeting in a general way as a criticism of police administration, but not
one of them referred to the specific object of the meeting, or narrated a
word of the outrage committed upon unoffending citizens.

Surely the several incidents connected with this great public gathering
ought to prove to the law-fearing people who were in attendance that the
press, the church, and the state are leagued together to stifle every mani-
festation of growing discontent. Not the least significant feature of this

affair is the fact that the Personal Rights League are prosecuting, in the
courts, the detectives who were guilty of the outrage. Surely our day is

near at hand when we can find able and willing champions among the
bourgeoisie. Wm. Holmes.

Chicago, Ills.

c Repairing the Idols,' by Col. Ingersoll, is the substance of an interview
by the reporter of an American journal as to the colonel's views upon?
* Robert Elsmere,' which has been reprinted here as a penny pamphlet. It
is well worth close reading by everybody, Socialists as well as others ; for

though " Pagan Bob " does not quite see eye to eye with us, he is a radical

thinker and brave speaker. (Progressive Publishing Co., or this office.)
4 Anarchy,' by C. L. James (author, Eau Claire, Wis., U.S.A., 25 c), is one

of the best and most interesting statements of the Anarchist position that I

can remember reading. It has commanded a wide sale in America, and but
for the prohibitive price, would do the same here. Like all books and^

pamphlets published in the States, the price is so high when compared with
that of similar articles of home production, that would-be buyers here
are frightened off.

Yankee Christmas.—The following is a list of the prices paid in Boston-

on Christmas Eve for the materials for next day's dinners. It will afford a
pretty fair basis for a calculation of the comparative purchasing power of

wages there and here :

—

Fruit and Vegetables.—Lettuce, 5 to 10 cents ;

celery, 15 to 25 cents a bunch ; radishes, 10 cents a bunch ; fresh mushrooms*
1 dol. 25 cents a pound ; Bermuda potatoes, 1 dol. 50 cents a peck ; spinach,

25 cents a peck ; watercress, 5 cents a bunch ; string beans, 25 cents a
quart ; cauliflower, 15 to 35 cents each ; egg plant, 30 to 65 cents each ;.

green peas, 25 cents a quart ; cranberries, 10 to 15 cents a quart
;
persim-

mons, 1 dol. a dozen ; Jamaica oranges, 25 cents a dozen ; Havana oranges,

30 cents a dozen ; Mandarin oranges, 40 cents a dozen ; Florida oranges,

30 to 50 cents a dozen ; bananas, 30 cents a dozen ; Malaga grapes,' 20 to 30

cents a pound ; and Lisbon grapes, 1 dol. a pound. Meat.—Leg of lamb,

20 cents a pound ; lamb chops, 25 cents a pound ; leg of mutton,' 17 cents a.

pound ; extra sirloin roast, 25 cents a pound ; sirloin steak, 25 cents a pound ;

ox tails, 20 cents each ; and double sweetbreads, 50 cents. Poultry.—Green
ducks, 25 cents a pound ; green geese, 25 cents a pound ; chickens, 25 cents

a pound ; turkeys, 17 to 25 cents a pound ; squab, 35 cents a pound ; canvas-

back ducks, 7 dols. a pair ; black ducks, 1 dol. 75 cents a pair ; mallard

ducks, 1 dol. 50 cents a pair ; and teal ducks, 1 dol. 25 cents a pair, fiver-

greens.—Princess pine festooning, 4 and 5 cents a yard ; evergreen festoon-

ing, 3 and 4 cents a yard ; laurel festooning, 6 and 12£ cents a yard ; laurel

wreaths, 25 to 40 cents each
; princess pine wreaths, 10 to 20 cents each ?

fancy wreaths, 15 to 50 cents each ; and crosses, anchors, etc., 25 cents ta

1 dol. each.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Gas-stokers' Strike.

Henry Weir was committed for trial on Thursday at Bow Steeet on the
•evidence of the veracious policemen and the reporter of a Tory paper.
Thomas Macarthy, the chairman at the platform where Weir spoke, states

that Weir said that "if Mr. Livesey was in Brazil he would have been got
rid^ of, and the man who did it would have been looked upon as a hero."

This certainly seems the most probable account we have yet heard. It

is certainly rather funny that the Government should go in for all the
parade of an Old Bailey prosecution because a man endeavoured to explain
to the audience what he believed to be the manners and customs of the
Brazilians. According to McCarthy, Weir stated that he had introduced
these observations upon the " tricks and manners " of the people of that

far distant country as a kind of padding in his speech, or as he himself
expressed it, as "something to fill up." Under these circumstances, the

' Government prosecution is simply ridiculous.

Probably, however, even the members of a Tory Government would not
have made such fools of themselves if it had not been for the advice and
encouragement of the Star. That paper shrieked itself virtuously hoarse
over Weir's speech. It was "horrible," "wicked," he ought to be kicked
out of his trade society, etc. Still one fails to see that if even Weir had
recommended the removal of Mr. Livesey, whether his advice would have
bad such serious effects among phlegmatic Englishmen as, say, a recom-
mendation to " shun a man like a leper " among excitable Irishmen. As
the latter advice has frequently been given by friends of Mr. T. P. O'Connor,
and " over-zealous " persons have not alone been contented with shunning
the denounced person as a leper, but have occasionally shot him like a dog,

one fails to see where the Star's virtuous indignation concerning Weir's
speech comes in. It seems that some people want to make up for occa-

sional lapses into unconstitutionalism in Ireland by an extra assumption of

Pecksniflian respectability in England. In this, however, they only succeed

in arousing general laughter at their contemptible hypocrisy. But there

is something even worse than this, and that is a " democratic " newspaper
acting as jackal to the Public Prosecutor. That is just what the Star has
done, whether willingly or unwillingly.

The strike seems to have taken a turn favourable to the men. Although
it has now reached its fourth week, Mr. Livesey is as far off victory as

€ver. The coal boycott is beginning to take effect ; two vessels bringing
coal, for the works have been totally abandoned by their crews, while others

have been partially abandoned, the men being drawn off by the pickets of

the Seamen's and Firemen's Union, despite the efforts of the Thames police

to hinder them in their work. The blacklegs are also finding that their

position is not too comfortable. At the beginning of the strike, Mr. Livesey
paid them £1 weekly in addition to their usual wages, but on Friday Jan. 3

this was stopped, and the blacklegs were ordered to get lodgings outside.

Tbey found this to be impossible, as owing to bills issued by the Strike

Committee, they were refused admittance by every lodging-house keeper,

even the common lodging-houses refusing to take them in. So they were
forced to go back to their piggery inside the works. As five of the blacklegs

are in Guy's Hospital with Russian influenza, it is possible that Livesey was
afraid of an epidemic breaking out in his crowded dens. Indeed, this is

pretty certain to happen soon, as the blacklegs are living under frightfully

insanitary conditions. They still work twelve hours a-day ; in fact, accord-

ing to Mr. Livesey, at one of the works they have " unanimously elected "

to continue the system. But the loss of their extra money has made them
rather mutinous, fifty men leaving Rotherhithe on Saturday. At East
Greenwich also they refused to go on with their work, and with difficulty

were persuaded to take up their tools again. There are still continuous
complaints on the part of the public as to the bad supply of gas ; even
the Echo, which is on the side of Livesey, admits that in South London,
thanks to the blacklegs, gas-stoves won't work, streets and railway stations

are left in semi-darkness, and tradesmen are forced to buy paraffin lamps.

So, unfortunately for Livesey, facts give the lie to his repeated declara-

tions that " the supply of gas is satisfactory, and the work of manufactur-
ing proceeds without a hitch." For a pious person, Mr. Livesey shows
a remarkable capacity for telling lies.

An. agent of the company has been visiting Yarmouth after scabs, but
several local comrades watched his movements all the day and managed to

hamper him considerably. In the morning he took down forty or fifty

names, and promised to meet the scabs again at 4.30 p.m. on the Hall Plain.

This is the place where several of our comrades suffered imprisonment for

meeting, afnd have not since been allowed to meet there ; only very recently

they were moved. by the police whilst holding a meeting there. However,
directly this scab-monger appeared on the ground, the police, instead of

moving him on, protected him, and allowed him to stand in the middle
of the road (a main thoroughfare) under a large lamp-post for over twenty
minutes with a. crowd of 600 or 700 people round him. The scabs left

Yarmouth at 8>15 a.m. on Tuesday morning, but shorn of their fair pro-

portions, for a lot had disappeared in the night. They were given a warm
farewell groan by bur comrades and others who had assembled at the

station to see them off.

Firewood Cutters.

On Monday, December 29th, five thousand firewood cutters struck work
in London. They demanded an advance of 2J per cent., which was three-
pence an hundred bundles more on their wages. In a very few days most
oi the masters yielded, and nearly all the men have obtained the advance.

often even flourishes among aristocratic trade unionists, has unfortunately,

a far greater hold upon the ordinary shop assistant. It is precisely this

snobbery which had made the shop assistants cause such a hopless one.

The objects of the above-named union are to obtain less hours of labour,

proper meal times, better wages, to prevent sweating, and to organise action

at Municipal and Parliamentary election in the interests of labour. Speak-
ing of the wages and conditions of labour of these oppressed workers, the
manifesto says :

—
" The correspondence that has reached us from all parts of

London, confirms the existence of a hideous mass of real grievances. Wages
As low for porters as 14s. a week, and ranging for all these classes from 18s.

to 24s. a week. Hours—from seventy-six to ninety-six, pulling down these

wages—less fines—to 4Jd., or even 2^d. per hour. The effect of the cruel

conditions^ especially upon young women, and in regard to future generations

deleterious to the highest degree, as acknowledged unanimously by medical

science. Legal protection is only provided up to the age of 18, but it is never

enforced. We must therefore procure ourselves the necessaries of healthy
enjoyment and rational living." The clause about legal protection might
teach those who clamour for eight hours' legislation, how very valuable are

any measures of that kind. We think also it might teach the trade union
to drop their clause concerning Parliamentary and Municipal action. All
communications regarding membership are to be addressed to George
Edwards, Sectretary of the Union, at Lockharts' Coffee Booms, 35,

Aldersgate Street, City, E.C. The committee which is fairly representative

of all sections of the workers, meets on Wednesdays from 8 to 11 p.m. for the
enrolment of members and other business. N.

Strike of Irish Railway Men,
'Since th« strike of the porters of Cork, which resulted in a victory for the

men, there has been considerable ferment amongst all the workers employed
upon the railways in Ireland. In consequence of this agitation, a strike of

guards, porters, and signalmen broke out on Friday at noon, on the Dublin,
Wicklow, and Wexford Railway. It did not last long, for at seven on
Friday night the directors gave in, and the men gained an advance of
^ages.

Shop Assistants, Warehousemen, and Porter's Union.
We have received the manifesto of this union which is an attempt to

finite of all section* of workers employed in all stores of the Whiteley
pattern. Tljis is an effort which we should Jike to be successful, although the
obstacles are great. The worst being that excessive snobbery, which

The Surrey Labourers and Allotments Association.

Since the union of labourers has been started, we have received several

applications from the Allotments Association to take up their cause. Now
our comrade Kitz proposed this some time ago, but he being engaged in

London had not the time to do it, so it has fallen on the local branch to do
the work, which we hope will end in lowering the colours of the local

authority. Now the programme of the association takes up the Allotments

Acts passed in 1887, which empowers the local authority to provide land

at prices suitable for cultivation. Bat so far they have entirely ignored the

wants of the people. They have purchased land from some local freeholder,

giving him £280 profit over that which he gave himself for the said land,

and also two acres to hold as his own freehold in remembrance of the pur-

chase. Now the association demand land at agricultural value, viz., 6d. per rod
or under, but the local authority want for their purchase lOd. per rod with
land tax and tithe for the parson. Now they also call on the Local Govern-
ment Board to give power to take the Consolidated Act of 1845, whereby
they can utilise common land for the purpose of agriculture. I will report

progress later on as things develop, but I may say that the work of the

League has not been in vain, for it is now bearing good fruit. We have a

great live M.P. coming amongst us on Wednesday evening, this being his

first address to the electors since his election, and some critical questions

will be put for him to answer, let us hope he will be equal to the occasion.

S.G.

LITERARY NOTES.
Mark Twain, in his description of ^the adventures of his imaginary Yankee

visitor to King Arthur's court, has produced a striking and powerful satire

upon things as they are. He goes about with the Knight. One day they
come upon a group of poor, ragged creatures mending the thing they called

a road :

u By a sarcasm of law and phrase they were freemen. Seven^tenths of the free

population of the country were of jnst their class and degree—small, 'inde-

pendent' farmers, artizans, etc.—which is to say, they were the nation, the
actual nation ; they were about all of it that was useful, or worth saving, or
really respect-worthy, and to subtract them would have been to subtract the
nation and leave behind some dregs, some refuse in the shape of a king, nobility,

and gentry—idle, unproductive,, acquainted mainly with the arts of wasting and
destroying, and of no sort of use or value in any rationally constructed world.

And yet, by ingenious contrivance, this gilded minority, instead of being in the ,

tail of the procession, where it belonged, was marching head up, with banners
flying, at the other end of it ; had elected itself to be the nntion, and these in-

numerable clams had permitted it so long that they had come at last to. accept it

as a truth, and not only that, but to believe it right and as it should be."

Such paragraphs are plentiful ; nor is any opportunity missed of marking
their application to present circumstances.

Many of the woodcuts in the book also embody instructive allegories ; as,

for instance, in a cut of Justice, with her scales, one containing the heavy
hammer of Labour and the other the baubles of Aristocracy, but the latter

made to outweigh the former by means of the string of Self-interest artfully

attached to the toe of Law, who stands by. Another, in a similar vein,

shows the Justice of the nineteenth century and Justice of the sixth century

standing opposite each other, and simultaneously remarking, " Sister, your
blind is disarranged," for, with the same manner of string attached to the

toe of each, Money is made ta outweigh Labour by the former, just as titles

are made heavier in the balance by the latter. One little cut shows " Decora-

tions of Sixth Century Aristocracy " as " Rewards for all Babes Born Under
Specified Conditions," such as " Slave Driver," " Robber of Unarmed Savages," ..

"Robber of Orphans," " Absorber of Taxes," "Murderer of Rivals,]' etc., the

whole supported by " Honi soit qui mal y pense/" Another illustrates

the remark of the King concerning a peasant—" Brother I to dirt like this 1
"

—by depicting the three phases of oppression of man. by man, first by
violence under the sword of royal power, then by the book of "law," making
man subject to the slave-driver's lash, and last, the the subjection of the

working-man to the millions of the monopolist. A strong and spirited

pciture of an arrogant slave-driver shows in its face the unmistakable por-

trait of a notorious American billionaire and stock-gambler.

It is instructive to notice that a good many paragraphs have been cut out,

and more been weakened, by the English publisher.

The first number of the Phonetic Journal (Isaac Pitman's weekly short-

hand journal) for this year is particularly interesting. In addition to the

usual five large pages of shorthand, with key, it contains an amusing article

from the pen of the well-known phonographer, Mr. T. A. Reed, on " How to

save 6,000 years " by means of shorthand, and a chapter on the " Early Days
of the Newspaper. Press," forming the first of a series of articles on the

"Newspaper World." Mr. Pitman, in his "Annual Address," records a
most remarkable extension of his system of shorthand during the past

twelve months, and promises an enlargement of his journal next year, when
it will enter on its 50th volume. S.
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The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Central Beading Koom.—The Hall at 24, Great Queen Street, will be open

to all Members of the League every evening from 7.30 to 10 p.m. Members
must show their cards to the steward.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. Manchester, to end of Septem-
ber. Clerkenwell and East London, to end of October. North London,
Mitcham, and Leicester, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end
of December. 1890 :—North Kensington, to end of January.

Propaganda Committee.—The Propaganda Committee meets on Tuesday,
Jan. 14, at 8.30 p.m. Special meeting ; important business ; all members of

the League interested in the propaganda invited to attend.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—Webb , Is.;

J. R., 2s.; H. R., Is.; H. Rogers, Is. 6d.; F. C. S. S., Is.; and C. Saunders, Is.

REPORTS.
Mitcham.—Gregory lectured Sunday evening for the association on " The

Future Programme "; room crowded to excess and great sympathy shown.
Comrade Kitz paid us a visit and took part in the discussion. Things are be-

ginning to show that the work of the Socialist League members has not been
thrown away.—S. G.
North Kensington. — No meeting at Latimer Road on Sunday morning

owing to wet. At room in evening, R. Catterson-Smith gave an excellent lec-

ture on " Individual Liberty"; good discussion followed and collected Is. 7£d.

Aberdeen.—The Christmas and New Year holidays have rather interfered

with the holding of meetings, but Leatham has opened a correspondence in the

local Radical weekly, which promises to turn out well. By the time this appears
meetings will have been resumed with increased ardour.—L.

Glasgow.—On Hogmanay night we held our annual social meeting to bring in

the New Year. Between fifty and sixty were present, including ladies. After
the tea, the evening was devoted to songs, readings, and dancing. At 12 o'clock

comrade Leo Melliet delivered a short and stirring address, and the new year
was inaugurated with three ringing cheers for the Social Revolution. "La
Carmagnole " was then sung by Melliet, and danced by the whole company.
" Das Proletariat" was sung by our German comrade Derwald, and dancing and
song thereafter continued till 3 o'clock in the morning. The songs sung during
the night were almost entirely Socialist ones, including "The March of the

Workers," " No Master," " Ye Poor of Wealthy England," " Annie Laurie," and
" When the Revolution Comes" ; Miss Hendry, Dan. McCulloch, Arch. McKech-
nie, J. Gilbert, and Jas. Thomson being our chief vocalists, while Joe Burgoyne
and Shaw Maxwell gave the readings. In every way the meeting was a most
pleasant and successful one.—On Sunday evening at 5.30 we held our first open-
air meeting for the year, at Paisley Road Toll, where Glasier spoke to a very
attentive audience of about 200.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning at Vicar's Croft a good meeting was held, when
Rogers spoke to an attentive audience ; Devily opposed ;

' Weeds sold out and
small collection made for local propaganda. In the Socialist League Club in the
evening, T. Paylor lectured on " Socialism and the New Labour Movement" to

a crowded room ; had a good discussion after and literature went well.

Leicester.—On Jan 3, we had a social evening, about 50 comrades and friends

sat down to a tea in the Spiritualist Hall. After tea an agreeable entertainment
was provided. We anticipated "the day after the Revolution " by one and all

thoroughly enjoying ourselves. Barclay, in especial was, to use a pre-resolutionly

phrase " all over the shop." Great credit is due (bearing no interest of course)

to Comrade Chambers, who did most of the catering.

Manchester.—Being favoured with a fine day, we held a good meeting in

Stevenson Square on Sunday afternoon, Stockton, Bailie, and Bullock (of Ham-
mersmith) speakers ; 2s. 2d. collected for local propaganda.
Yarmouth.—Next Tuesday night is our anniversary ; the yearly report will be

given, and secretary and treasurer elected for the next year. We intend trying
to start a branch or sub-branch in Goleston, the first business meeting will be
held at comrade Brightwell's, Pier Place, on Monday next. —J. H.

Nottingham Socialist Club.—On Sunday morning Councillor Sanders of

Walsall, addressed a large meeting in Sneinton Market on " Municipal Socialism."
Peacock presided ; 4s. 6d. collected. In the evening Sanders lectured in the
Socialist Hall, Woodland Place, on " Trades' Unionism from a Socialist Stand-
point," Proctor in the chair. A collection realised 6s. and the lecture was much
appreciated. Next Sunday night, at 8.30 p.m., quarterly meeting at Socialist

Hall.
Edinburgh (Scottish Socialist Federation).—Comrade J. Tate lectured on

Sunday, in the Moulders' Hall to a good audience, his subject being " The People
who have no Rights." A very interesting discussion followed, in which comrades
Smith, Davidson, Hamilton, and others took part.

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-
day January 12, at 8 p.m., Frank Podmore, "Robert Owen."
Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—

Sunday January 12, at 8.45 p.m., Charles Murray, " The Gospel of Discontent."

BOUND VOLUMES OF

THE "COMMONWEAL"
For 1889 will be shortly ready, in red cloth, lettered, price 5s.

For 1885, 1886, 1887, and 1888, can still be obtained.

For 1885 (monthly), 3s.

For 1886, 1887, and 1888 (weekly), 5s. each.

Postage 6d. additional.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON. ;-

,

Battersea.—-All communications to E. Buteux, 20 Abercrombie Street, B&ttferae*»
Park Road.

Clerkenwell.—Sidney Presberg, Secretary.

East London.—Crown Coffee Tavern, 2 Columbia Road, Hackney Road,

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Jan. 12, at 8 p.m.,,

Sydney Olivier, " Approaches to Communism." French Class, Friday, at 8*

Merton.—3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday evening, Jan. 12, a lecture* • T "H

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meete fcvery

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Southward—Secretary, George Evans, 56 Lucy Road, Bermondsey, S.E. Hilr>^

Coffee Tavern, Great Charlotte Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

Streatham.—Meets every Thursday at the " Leighham Arms," Wellfield Road,.

at 8.30 p.m.

West Central.—Socialist League Hall, 24 Great Queen Street, Holbofn, W.C*
On Sunday January 12, C. W. Mowbray, *' Reform or Revolution."

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Cliili,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary,

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Oddr

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8.

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every

Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee. ,

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell'a Temperance
Hotel, Northgate. '

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m. Sunday January 12, at 7.30, lecture,.

T. Maguire, " John Morley and the Liberal Programme."

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p. m.

Manchester.—Branch meets temporarily at the Secretary's, 52 Miller Street, oik

Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members* meeting..

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open.

every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every

Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

8.30..

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 11.

Mile-end Waste , Cores End Presburg

Sunday 12.

11 Latimer Road Station Davis, Dean, and Crouch

11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring,

11.30 Commercial Road—Union Street Cores

11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch

11.30 Regent's Park Cantwell and Nicolt

11.30 Southwark—Flat Iron Square The Branch

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Cantwell and Mowbray
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch

7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch

7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Brand*

Tuesday 14.

Walham Green—back of Church ...

1 Commonweal' Office, 24 Gt. Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 16.

8.15 Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m. ; Gower Street, at 3.p.m. p

Pump, Westbar, 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

West Kensington Park Radical Club, 80 Faroe Road, West Kensington.—

Sunday January 12, at 8 p.m., R. E. Dell, "How to Get what we Want"
Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, High St. r

on Sunday January 12, at 6.30, Comrade Hamilton, "The Spirit of the Age.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Delegates and friends from societies in Lanca-

shire and adjoining counties are invited to meet the members of the above Society »

on Saturday January 11th, 1890, at 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street. At 4 p.m.

a conference will be held on the desirability of united action ; and at 7.30 p.m,~

a Social Gathering, when a programme consisting of vocal and instrumental

music, etc., will be gone through. Any assistance in this will be cordially

accepted from delegates. On Sunday January 12th, a public meeting wi$ take-

place. Secretary, E. C. Chapman, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.
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Grant, 324 Rochdale-road
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D. Kelly, 82 Rochdale-road
S. Renshaw, 32 Oldham-road
Turnbull, 238 Rochdale-road
Usher, Downing-street
Walker, Gorton Brook, Gorton

Norwich.
F. J. Crotch, St. George's, Middle-street
C. Sales, St. Augustine's
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Nottingham.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto*

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Really the gush of some people over some other people is too sicken-
ing. The latest sample of toadyism was the motion by Mr. Fleming
Williams at the last meeting of the London County Council, " That
this Council hereby resolves to give, in the name of the people of
London, a welcome to Mr. H. M. Stanley on his return from Africa
.... that the committee be instructed to treat the question as one
of urgency."

It was quite in the proper order of things that the proposed laudation
of the filibuster should be proposed by Fleming Williams, "in the
name of the people of London f for it must be borne in mind that
Williams is not an elected representative, but only one of the " alder-
men," and the lowest on the list too, being made an alderman by the
magnificent number of 55 votes.

It was quite in the proper order of things, too, that the proposal to
beslaver this canting hunter for new markets should come from a
clergyman.

^
Christian clergymen and Christian missionaries, spurred

on by Christian merchants, have for generations, centuries, made
Africa a hunting-ground, where rivers of blood have been shed that a
rich man now and again might build a church.

It was quite in the proper order of things, also, that this Christian
clergyman should be one of those aldermen made by a Tory trick, who
claims to be a " Progressive." If we are to judge by the exhibitions
which some of the London County Council " Progressives " have made
of themselves, there is need for a new dictionary to tell us what
]

{ progress " really means. In the eyes of all who worship Stanleyism
it means, of course, the greatest possible sale in Central Africa of our
manufactures, including bibles and religions, which will account for
Fleming Williams's sympathy " in the name of the people of London."

It was interesting to watch the way in which the proposal was dealt
with in the debate, to note the different way the matter was treated
by a real representative, who knows by personal experience something
of Africa and its people, and who is above all a Socialist. It was
without doubt a severe shock to the Jingoes in the Council, Progressives
and otherwise, to hear Burns call their temporary god the " buccaneer
of the Congo," " whose sole business in life is seeking fresh markets
for a shoddy commercialism and fresh opportunities to exploit the
nativies." That this sort of talk was exceedingly painful to the feel-
ings of some of the Council was proved by the repeated interruptions
to which Burns was subjected while speaking.

The droll point in the whole business is that Jingoism or Stanleyism
had to suffer a severe pummelling, and the motion in his praise was
not even reached, the whole of the discussion turning on whether a
standing order should be suspended to allow the motion to be dis-
cussed !

In moving the suspension of the order the chairman allowed
Williams considerable latitude, which he utilised by using up some of
his gush on Stanley which should have been reserved for the motion
proper—a line much resented by the whole of the Council.

In consequence of this allowance to Williams, he felt bound to
allow the same to Burns, and so each of the five members who in-
terrupted Burns on the point of order, " that the main question was
being discussed," had to ignominiously subside and allow Burns to go
on with what, later on, Mr. Harry Lawson called a "virulent speech
winch he thought quite disgraceful."

This gentleman, probably with lively feelings of gratitude to Stanley
on account of what he did for the Daily Telegraph some years ago,
was prevented by his bubbling indignation " even discussing Mr. Stanley

with Mr. Burns." He even began a sentence which suggested a vote
of censure, but a warning note from the whole chamber pulled him up
in time to stay him making a further exhibition of himself.

The wind-up of the discussion was quite in keeping with the whole
subject, for Mr. Boulnois suggested that it would be very unwise for

the London County Council to compete with the City Corporation in
the noble (V) work of acknowledging such labours as Stanley's. This
seemed to strike them as being about right, and Fleming Williams with-

drew his motion. T. S.

In his political notes in the Commonweal, William Morris has
frequently predicted a combination of Liberals and Tories to resist the

advanced party now in the course of development. His view is con-

firmed by the Liberty and Property Defence League's last report,

which, but for the too-evident dulness of the dry-brain that begot it,

might pass for a satire on representative government, instead of the
stirring appeal to patriotism that it tried to be and couldn't.

For instance :
" Under the euphemism of ' social reform,' . . . Tories

and Radicals are busy out-bidding one another for the democratic
vote." Their differences "are in the natural course a vanishing
quantity. When they have finally disappeared, the political issues

that remain will have to be fought out between this new party and an
opposing party to which the course of events will inevitably give rise.

In the meantime great harm is being wrought to the national interests

by the competition of both the existing parties in their reckless race
to the common goal of misnamed domestic reform."

Evidently the League looks upon government as a decidedly shabby
business—a hunting-ground for men on the make; and we, who
willingly assent, would suggest that 'twere advisable therefore to have
nought to do with it. Not so the noble lords and gentlemen of the
L. P. D. L. With an itch to have their finger in the great dirkpie,
though with their lips disclaiming a desire to interfere, they refer to
the dock strike, and covertly call upon Government to prevent in-

timidation and picketing, directed against men " willing to sell their
labour in the open market at the market price."

Now, if they protested as strongly against the misdeeds of " trusts
"

and other combinations of capital as they do against the misdeeds of
trades-unions, we could believe that their thick-headedness was tem-
pered with honesty of intention. But their silence on the former
matter gives a sinister meaning to their words, when they ask for
money from those " with any property and liberty to lose," and allows
the suspicion that they only object to legislation intended to help those
who have neither. In fact, they seem to want the dirt-pie of govern-
ment all to themselves.

Dirty as it is, they think it better than none. "In the choice of
the lesser evil," says the report, " consists the art of politics." What
a satire on that " art " to think that whatever you have to do with it

must be evil, more or less ! I congratulate the S. D. F. on being out
of the running for that foul prize. "The influence of the Social

Democratic Federation . . . has given way to that of the National
Labour Electoral Association, established for attaining similar ends,

but on constitutional and parliamentary lines. ... To this latter body
the more practical members of the Federation have attached them-
selves."

I wonder how those " more practical members " will relish sharing

their prize pie with Sir William Harcourt and Lord Randolph
Churchill. Perhaps we and the S. D. F. may have the best of the fun
as lookers-on at the race. Probably the "All-Socialist" party will

win the prize—if it doesn't first crumble to dust and get blown away;
but while the sport is proceeding we can be sowing our seed for a
harvest of Socialism that will satisfy the wants of man, as no Govern-

ment Pie, even the least unwholesome, ever can. G. S.
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V;-i>» > ; MM FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
JpKfiNG SOME CHAPTEKS EBOM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

v \, Chap. II. [continued).—A Morning Bath.

I felt that I must make some conversation ; so I pointed to the
Surrey bank, where I noticed some light plank stages running down
the foreshore, with windlasses at the landward end of them, and said,
" What are they doing with those things here 1 If we were on the
Tay, I should have said that they were for drawing the salmon-nets

;

but here "

"Well," said he, smiling, "of course that is what they are for.

Where there are salmon, there are likely to be salmon-nets, Tay or
Thames ; but of course they are not always in use ; we don't want
salmon every day of the season."

I was going to say, " But is this the Thames 1
" but held my peace

in my wonder, and turned my bewildered eyes eastward to look at the
bridge again, and thence to the shores of the London river ; and surely
there was enough to astonish me. For though there was a bridge
across the stream and houses on its banks, how all was changed from
last night ! The soap-works with their smoke-vomiting chimneys were
gone ; the engineer's works gone ; the lead-works gone ; and no sound
of riveting and hammering came down the west wind from Thorney-
croft's. Then the bridge ! I had perhaps dreamed of such a bridge,
but never seen such an one out of an illuminated manuscript ; for not
even the Ponte Yecchio at Florence came anywhere near it. It was
of stone arches, splendidly solid, and as graceful as they were strong

;

high enough also to let ordinary river traffic through easily. Over
the parapet showed quaint and fanciful little buildings, which I sup-
posed to be booths or shops, beset with painted and gilded vanes and
spirelets. The stone was a little weathered, but showed no marks of

the grimy sootiness which I was used to on every London building
more than a year old. In short, to me a wonder of a bridge.

The sculler noted my eager astonished look, and said, as if in answer
to my thoughts

—

" Yes, it is a pretty bridge, isn't it 1 Even the up-stream bridges,

which are so much smaller; are scarcely daintier, and the down-stream
ones are scarcely more dignified and stately."

I found myself saying, almost against my will, " How old is it ?

"

"Oh, not very old," he said; "it was built, or at least opened,
in 1971."

The date shut my mouth as if a key had been turned in a padlock
fixed to my lips ; for I saw that something inexplicable had happened,
and that if I said much I should be mixed up in a game of cross ques-

tions and crooked answers. So I tried to look unconcerned, and to

glance in a matter-of-course way at the banks of the river, though this

is what I saw up to the bridge and a little beyond, say as far as the
site of the soap-works. Both shores had a line of very pretty houses,

low and not large, standing back a little way from the river ; they
were mostly built of red brick and roofed with tiles, and looked, above all,

comfortable and as if they were, so to say, alive, and sympathetic with
the life of the dwellers in them. There was a continuous garden in

front of them, going down to the water's edge, in which the flowers

were now blooming luxuriantly, and sending delicious waves of summer
scent over the eddying stream. Behind the houses, I could see great

trees rising, mostly planes, and looking down the water there were
the reaches towards Putney almost as if they were a lake with a forest

shore, so thick were the big trees; and I said aloud, but as if to

myself

—

" Well, I'm glad that they have not built over Barn Elms."
I blushed for my fatuity as the words slipped out of my mouth, and

my companion looked at me with a half smile which I thought I under-

stood ; so to hide my confusion I said, " Please take me ashore now :

I want to get my breakfast."

He nodded, and brought her head round with a sharp stroke, and in

a trice we were at the landing-stage again. He jumped out and I

followed him ; and of course I was not surprised to see him wait, as if

for the inevitable after-piece that follows the doing of a service to a
fellow-citizen. So I put my hand into my waistcoat-pocket, and said,

" How much ? " though still with the uncomfortable feeling that per-

haps I was offering money to a gentleman.

He looked puzzled, and said, " How much ? I don't quite under-

stand what you are asking about. Do you mean the tide? If so, it

is close on the turn now."
I blushed, and said, stammering, " Please don't take it amiss if I

ask you ; I mean no offence : but what ought 1 to pay you 2 You see

I am a stranger, and don't know your customs—or your coins?"
And therewith I took a handful of money out of my pocket, as one

does in a foreign country. And by the way, I saw that the silver had
oxydised, was like a blackleaded stove in colour.

He still seemed puzzled, but not at all offended ; and he looked at

the coins with some curiosity. I thought, Well after all, he is a water-

man, and is considering what he may venture to take. He seems such

a nice fellow that I'm sure I don't grudge him a little over-payment.

I wonder, by the way, whether I couldn't hire him as a guide for a

day or two, since he is so intelligent.

Therewith my new friend said thoughtfully

:

" I think I know what you mean. You think that I have done you
a service ; so you feel yourself bound to give me something which I

am not to give to a neighbour, unless he has done something special

for me. I have heard of this kind of thing ; but pardon me for saying,

that it seems to-* us a~. troublesome and • roundabout custom; «nd we
don't know how to manage it- And you see this ferrying and giving:

people casts about the water is my business, which I would do lor
anybody, so to take gifts in connection with it would look very queer.
Besides, if one person gaye me something, then another might,; and
another, and so on ; and I' hope you won't think me rude if I say that
I shouldn't know where to stow away so many mementos of friendship."

And he laughed loud and merrily, as if the idea of being paid for

his work was a very funny joke. I confess I began to be afraid that
the man was mad, though he looked sane enough ; and I was rather
glad to think that I was a good swimmer, since we were so close to

a deep swift stream. However, he went on by no means like a
madman

:

"As to your coins, they are curious, but not very old; they seem to
be all of the reign of Victoria

;
you might give them to some scantily-

furnished museum. Ours has enough of such coins, besides a fair

number of earlier ones, many of which are beautiful, whereas these

nineteenth century ones are so beastly ugly, ain't they? We have
a piece of Edward III., with the king in a ship, and little leopards and.

fleurs-de-lys all along the gunwale, so delicately worked. You see," he-

said, with somewhat of a smirk, " I am fond of working in gold and
fine metals ; this buckle here is an early piece of mine."

No doubt I looked a little shy of him under the influence of that

doubt as to his sanity. So he broke off short, and said in a kind voice i.

"But I see that I am boring you, and I ask your pardon. For, not

to mince matters, I can tell that you are a stranger, and must come
from a place very unlike England. But also it is clear that it won't

do to overdose you with information about this place, and that you.

had best suck it in little by little. Further, I should take it as very
kind in you if you would allow me to be the showman of our new world
to you, since you have stumbled on me first. Though indeed it will b&
a mere kindness on your part, for almost anybody would make as good
a guide, and many much better."

There certainly seemed no flavour in him of Colney Hatch; and
besides I thought I could easily shake him off if it turned out that he
really was mad ; so I said :

"It is a very kind offer, but it is difficult for me to accept it, un-
less " I was going to say, Unless you will let me pay you properly ;,

but fearing to stir up Colney Hatch again, I changed the sentence

into, " I fear I shall be taking you away from your work—or your
amusement."

" O," he said, " don't trouble about that, because it will give me an>

opportunity of doing a good turn to a friend of mine, who wants to
take my work here. He is a weaver from Yorkshire, who has rather

overdone himself between his weaving and his mathematics, both,

indoor work, you see ; and being a great friend of mine, he naturally

came to me to get him some outdoor work. If you think you can put
up with me, pray take me as your guide."

He added presently : " It is true that I have promised to go up-

stream for the hay-harvest ; but they won't be ready for us for more
than a week : and besides, you might go with me, you know, and seo

some very nice people, besides making notes of our ways in Oxfordshire*

You could hardly do better if you want to see the country."

I felt myself obliged to thank him, whatever might come of it ; and
he added eagerly

—

"Well, then, that's settled. I will give my friend a call; he is

living in the Guest House like you, and if he isn't up yet, he ought to

be this fine summer morning."

Therewith he took a little silver bugle-horn from his girdle and blew
two or three sharp but agreeable notes on it ; and presently from the

house which stood on the site of my old dwelling (of which more here-

after) another young man came sauntering towards us. He was not

so well-looking or so strong-built as my sculler friend, being sandy-

haired, rather pale, and not stout-built ; but his face was not wanting
in that happy and friendly expression which I had noticed in his friend.

As he came up smiling towards us, I saw with pleasure that I must
give up the Colney Hatch theory as to the waterman, for no two mad-
men ever behaved as they did before a sane man. His dress also was
of the same cut as the first man's, though somewhat gayer, the surcoat

being light green with a golden spray embroidered on the breast, and
his belt being of filagree silver-work.

He gave me good-day very civilly, and greeting his friend joyously,,

said

—

"Well, Dick, what is it this morning? Am I to have my work, or

rather your work 1 I dreamed last night that we were off up the river

fishing."

"All right, Bob," said my sculler ; "you will drop into my place,

and if you find it too much, there is George Brightling on the look out

for a stroke of work, and he lives close handy to you. But see, here is a
stranger who is willing to amuse me to-day by taking me as his guide

about our country, and you may imagine I don't want to lose the

opportunity ; so you had better take to the boat at once. But in any

case I shouldn't have kept you out of it for long, since I am due in the

hayfields in a few days."

The newcomer rubbed his hands with glee, but turning to me, said

in a friendly voice :

" Neighbour, both you and friend Dick are lucky, and will have a-

good time to-day, as indeed I shall too. But you had better both come
in with me at once and get something to eat, lest you should forget

your dinner in your amusement. I suppose you came into the Guest

House after I had gone to bed last night 1
"
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I nodded, not caring to enter into -to long explanation which would

have led to nothing, and which in truth by this time I should have

begun to doubt myself. And we all three turned toward the door of

the Guest House.
William Mcmfcis.

[TO be continued.]

DRIVE THE RICH ROBBERS AWAY.
Tune—11 Drive the cold Winter away."

WnoE'er has a mind to freedom inclined,

A soul above life in' a ditch,

No longer he'll bow, but come with us now
To break down the power of the rich.

You know very well, the poor live in hell,

Where manhood and honour decay ;

So join in our band, with heart and with hand,
To drive the rich robbers away.

The man who controls the bodies and souls

Of his fellows, because they are poor ;

Who sweats all his wealth from woe and ill-health,

And steals all their pitiful store ;

A wolf with man's face, he's a foe to his race,

The helpless and weak are his prey,
He never will mend until we make an end,
And drive the rich robbers away.

Not much do we get, however we sweat,
Our masters their profit must make

;

And then for the rent, we must be content
The landlord shall some of it take.

The kids and the wife must scramble through life,

Be thankful to eat when they may,
Be often half-fed and go hungry to bed,

Till we drive the rich robbers away.

And don't be afraid of injuring trade,

To us it is always the same
;

Tor bad trade or good, it is well understood
The worker must lose at the game.

The game is so played, and the rules of it made,
That the workers have always to pay

;

And well do we know, it must ever be so
Till we drive the rich robbers away.

Though they can with pride in carriages ride,

While we go on foot in the mud,
It is we who provide ; while, whatever betide,
We ne'er get enough of good food.

Indeed we deserve to suffer and starve
Until we no longer obey ;

—

Then rise like a man, and do all that you can,
To drive the rich robbers away.

An Gealbhan.

which all are, we are glad "fid say,' very well supported liy
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Again we ask the readers and sympathisers of the ' Weal to do all ia^jr

can towards supporting their own paper. Surely English Socialists, If

worth anything at all, can manage as well as their much more unfortunate
brethren of Austria ! Why, then, don't they do it %

SWITZERLAND.
Our comrades Nicolet, Darbellay, and Hanzi, who last summer placarded

in various towns of Switzerland an Anarchist manifesto, have now been
tried at the Court of Assize at Neuchatel and acquitted. Comrade Nicolet,

for his defence, read out a piece of poetry directed against kings and poten-

tates, and of a very much more revolutionary character than the manifesto

complained of, and then declared to the astounded tribunal and members of

the jury, that that piece of incendiary poetry had been written some time

previous to his own leaflet by the very same attorney-general who now
prosecuted himself and his friends. Hence a prompt and general acquittal!

RUSSIA.
A telegram from Moscow, vid Vienna, says that Captain Tolotouchine,

chief of the secret police, while making a descent upon a Nihilist club, was
shot dead by a young woman named Olga Gontscharenko, who afterwards

blew her own brains out rather than be arrested. Whilst we deeply deplore

the death of the young combatant in the cause of liberty and justice, we
cannot help sympathising with her in the prompt punishment of the police-

hound's intrusion. Victor Dave.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GERMANY.

At Offenburg, a new Socialist paper is about to be published under the
title of Francfurter Volksstimme (The People's Voice of Francfurt). At
Munich, the Miinchener Post (Dispatch of Munich) is to appear as a daily
organ, under the editorship of Vollmar and Birk, two candidates to the
Reichstag. At Dresden, the Sachsische Arbeiterzeitung (Saxon Worker's
.paper) appears now three times a week. At Erfurt the Thuringer Tribune
is about to appear in a larger size, and at Magdeburg a new trades' paper,
Wcmderburschen (The Wandering Toiler), will shortly come into existence.
-As it seems, Bismark has not got it all his own way.
Two Anarchist pamphlets, entitled ' Arbeit&los ' (Out of Work) and * The

11th of November ' (Chicago Commemoration), have been prohibited by the
Berlin authorities.

Our comrade Bruno Reinsdorf, the brother of August Reinsdorf, who was
beheaded four years ago for taking the principal part in the Niederwald
attempt, has been arrested at Pegau, a small village of Saxony, on his re-
turn from New York, where he was working in the Freiheifs printing de-
partment. The reason given for his arrest is such a stupidly false one that
we expect him to be set free almost immediately.
A most strange event has recently occurred at Carlsruhe. M. Guttenstein,

royal attorney at the supreme tribunal of the great duchy of Bade, has
made a formal adhesion to the social democratic party ! If it is true, me-
thinks that this clever attorney shall not much longer sit on the bench.

BELGIUM.
One of the oldest forerunners of the social revolutionary movement in

Belgium has just died at an hospital of Brussels : not an unusual reward for
many who have given all their life and all their energies to the cause of the
^proletariat. Nicolas Coulon was born at Lidge, in the year 1816. A tailor
by profession, he was at the same time an exceedingly clever popular writer.
It was Coulon who published the first paper in Belgium which was ex-
-clusively edited by working-men. He acted in the revolution of 1830 in
Brussels, and in that of 1848 at Paris. In the last years of his life he became
*lind, and of course he died very poor. Coulon has taken a most prominent
part in the various democratic and revolutionary movements of his own
•country .and of France. He has always been, it can be truly asserted, the
right man in the right place; and the Belgian Socialists will undoubtedly
-ever remember most kindly their old "pdre Coulon.'

5

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Th* Austrian Socialist press makes good headway, and this is all the more

remarkable when we think that the political conditions under which our
Austrian comrades have to live are far from being favourable to the de-
velopment or Socialist journalism. There are no less than eight papers,

IN AUSTRALIA.
Mr. W. Grahame, member for Newcastle (N.S.W.), has lately gone insolvent,

and had therefore to contest his seat over again. Mr. James Curley, the

miners' general secretary, opposed him as a " labour candidate " and won
after a " tough fight." Mr. Grahame is a believer in the restrictive policy ;

whilst Curley goes for free trade. This district is red-hot protectionist, and
would have been all for boodler Grahame, had not the majority of the miners

among the electors been in favour of their secretary. So far as can be seen,

Curley has proved true and honest to the miners, both during strikes and in

times of smoothness ; rather too straight, in fact, for some of the big mine-
owners over here. Many a time, no doubt, have they wished him out of

office, and perhaps have done a great deal to prejudice many of the miners
against him. This feeling has grown up in two or three districts since the

last strike, in 1888, until at last, it almost seems, the feeling becoming more
bitter, it has made him run for a chance at the legislative game ; and the

result is, that he has the honour (?) of taking a hand in the country's affairs.

Whether he will act fair and square is a question as yet ; he has to sit along-

side some of the biggest rogues and scoundrels the earth has produced among
the law-makers ; and if they have not the magic power, while filling their

own pockets with boodle without doing the least amount of work for it, to

turn his assistance away from the workers and destroy those many true

sentiments of his, it will be one of the greatest wonders of the age.

One large mine-owner was heard to say, when he heard that Curley had
won the seat, "It's a good job ; it's a good job," and stamped his foot on the

ground with delight This goes to show that one coal-monopolist at least

was happy at partly getting one of their enemies into their clutches. It

seems to prophesy that the miners can say " good-bye " to their man, who
has worked earnestly for them for a period of nine years, and that now he
is entering upon a road which leads to more slavery and monopoly.
The Victorian authorities have taken steps to close the wharf at Mel-

bourne, so as to keep away the speakers who have been addressing the

people there on Sundays. This goes hard against the Anarchists and Social-

ists, as it is their chief place of resort for propaganda work. To show that

they mean business and keep up a pretence of impartiality, the authorities

have come down upon a teetotal orator who made his stand upon the wharf,

and fined him £5 or seven days in the " House of ^Correction." Upon this

a meeting was held, and a very large crowd, numbering 2,000, gathered
together to discuss the action taken by the Government. The meeting
" firmly maintained " their right of meeting on the wharf, and have resolved

to try and get public support in carrying on meetings there.

After finishing the business of the wharf affair, the opening of the public

library and other institutions on Sundays was then discussed. The 2,000

strong then paraded the streets in the vicinity of the library, and before the

gates of the latter institution they strongly asserted that such a place should
be opened on Sundays.
The bill brought forward in the Victorian Legislative Assembly for the

suppression of Sunday newspaper selling, has passed its second reading.

The tyrannical law-makers of Victoria are gradually developing, and making
stronger the restrictive laws of that so-called " protective " colony. We
have not come to that exactly in New South Wales yet, but, who knows 2.

A strike recently occurred at Broken Hill, N.S.W., where about 2,500
miners refused to Work with non-unionists. The strike only lasted about a
week, when the miners (unionists) partly gave way and resumed work again.

The men that work on the top of Greta Pit (N.S.W.) have come out on
strike, the cause being that they wish only to work eight hours per day, as

the men do below the surface. Different unions are preparing to give help

to the strikers, who fear a long struggle.

The unemployed army is rather large up in Brisbane, and deputations are

seeking the presence of the " law-makers " often, to see what can be done
towards keeping the people from dying of starvation.

The latest news interesting to Socialists comes from Melbourne, and ex-

cerpted from the Evening News (Sydney), Nov. 21, 1889 :—

"Au organised demonstration of Socialists paraded up Bourke Street last

evening, with the intention of invading Parliament House to see Dr. Maloney,
the member for West Melbourne, whose sympathies are known to be with them
on the point that the public libraries should be open on Sundays. There were
some hundreds of them. The police got wind of the project, and a posse. of

constables were summoned from Kussell Street barracks and pursued the crowd
up the street. Seeing that they were pursued the Socialists ran to gain the

entrance to Parliament House first, but half-a-dozen constables reached the steps

first, and forming themselves in a line blocked the crowd, some of whom were

very excited. There was some wrangling but no violence, and several names
were taken."

Hamilton, N.S.W., Nov. 21, 1889. Eobert Stuart.*
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However, the Government party was too strong, and the Mitristas
were miserably defeated ; but not before there was one small fight, in

which soldiers of the line took part on both sides and several poor
fellows were killed. General Mitre was taken prisoner a few days
after, and all was over. Then, to smoothe matters somewhat and to
show clearly what a farce all their voting was, Doctor Alsina, who,
according to the returns cooked up by the Government, was elected,

retired, and another man of the party, Avellaneda, took his place and
was proclaimed President.

Since then I have witnessed many elections, and can state without
the least fear of contradiction that they have all been an utter farce,

the party having the control in each district, or partido, sending in*

any returns they chose in utter disregard of the truth. The board
of scrutineers is nominated ostensibly from both competing parties,

but the ballot box is delivered up to the municipality, who arrange
the matter as they choose. I have seen an election, a few years ago,,

where not more than a dozen men voted on both sides, and the govern-
ment returns published in the papers counted them by hundreds ! The
President of the municipality treated the matter in my presence as a
good joke, and laughed heartily when telling me how that and other

like things were done. He was one of those thorough fellows who
saw and did not hesitate to say that the whole thing was a farce, and
as a farce he treated it. He saw plainly the utter worthlessness of

the peon's vote, who knows nothing and cares nothing about either

political party, but who is compelled to vote by his patron or the master
who employs him in order to save his family from want. The vote of
the peon places great power in the hands of the large holders of land
in each district, and would make them almighty if fraud and violence

were not used as some check upon them.
Here you have an instance of the omnipotence of economic causes-

on men's conduct, and their influence even on their ideas of morality-

I remember once expostulating with one of the principal men in the
town of Navarro, when Moreira was in charge there, and he strenu-

ously defended the policy or conduct of his party in employing him.
He said, " The Government party employ their assassins, having let

them out of the jails for the purpose, and we have a perfect right to»

do the same when we can." The economic conditions are, as I
have said, responsible for all that I have described, namely, the slavish*

condition of the peons, and their submission to so much oppression,,

the existence of such men as Moreira, and in general for the complete
failure of political institutions, thoroughly free in principle as they*

are in the Republic, to make poor men free while such conditions,

exist.

In the Argentine Republic, as I believe in all Spanish America,,

complete monopoly of the land has been maintained ever since its first

settlement. The land was conceded or sold to government favourites,

or rich men, and in enormous tracts of ten, twenty, and a hundred
leagues. Rivadavia, the most capable of the founders of the Re-
public, endeavoured indeed to put a stop to it, and for a few years
while he was governor of Buenos Ayres, public lands were rented and
not sold. But he was expelled, and the old system returned. This
system of land monopoly is the cause, I maintain, of the whole social

and political institutions of the people, their habits and customs, and
manner of life. Being granted in such large areas to each owner, and
no provision having been made, as in the United States, for the poor
settler, who could thus emancipate himself from the slavery of peonager
the workers have been kept strictly in dependence on the owners of
the land. For the same reason the industry of the country has;

necessarily been confined to cattle-raising. Within the last few years,,

since it can be done on a large scale by machinery, agriculture has
received some impulse, being carried on for exportation ; but this

cannot last long nor go very far, the chief industry is, and will be for

a long time, cattle-raising. For the same reason of land monopoly
the population has been restricted, this immense country having only
now about four millions of inhabitants. Then, the complete depen-
dence of the workers on the owners of the land has been the cause, in

a country so sparsely settled, of the frequent attempts at civil war
which they call revolutions. Whenever the party in opposition to the
Government found itself strong enough, that is to say having in its

ranks enough of large landholders, it knew that it could count upon
enough men to make serious opposition to the Government in the
field, and if not to get all, at least to get some part of the spoils of

office.

They then, as we saw in 1874, declared, as was always true, that
they were defrauded of their right of suffrage, and that there was no
other remedy but to appeal to arms. Every man then called on his

peons to follow him to the field, in the same way as they followed hin*

to the polls. Every peon had a horse and equipments, a cane with a*

knife or shears on top, and provided with a lance. There was plenty
of cattle to be found everywhere, on the lands of their opponents
particularly, and meat with a little yerba, the tea of the country, is

all the native peon requires. As a rule they knew nothing whatever
of the cause of the quarrel, but they went nothing loth, for it was a.

jolly time of freedom and excitement, and each man having provided
himself with a good horse was determined not to be the last in retreat

whatever he might be in the advance. The fighting was generally

very trifling, and for the reason I have mentioned, that the peon very
properly did not care to risk his life for his masters.

In the year 1880, the authorities of the Province of Buenos Ayres
took up arms against the Federal Government, and called out the
militia or national guards. They collected over fifteen thousand men
together, who were surprised one morning by a detachment of regulap
troops, about a thousand men and two guns, and at the first shot the
whole fifteen thousand cleared for home—very properly, too.

I think I have said enough to explain the existence of such men as
Moreira. Naturally, the authorities in each district were the creatures
of the government and the landowners, and so the unfortunate Gaucho
who incurred their displeasure was dragged off to the frontier, or in a
thousand other ways rendered miserable, until finally, provoked beyond
all endurance, or, after returning from the frontier to find his home:
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broken up, and his wife, or companion (for the same vile system pre-

vented them from marrying) living with another, then a man of spirit

turned out at war with society. He levied blackmail everywhere he

went, and was dependent on no man's will or pleasure. Such men
were looked upon by their fellows as heroes, and not alone by their

fellows, for they have found a poet (Fernandez), who in such poems as

" Martin Fierro " has sung their sorrows, their trials, and their virtues

;

and a romance writer, Dr. Eduardo Gutierrez, not the least interest-

ing of whose romances is the life of our acquaintance, Juan Moreira.

Poor Juan ! His life paid the penalty of his services to his masters,

while the men who employed him continued to live as honoured and
honourable citizens.

Under the circumstances I have related, the possession of the vote

was really a great disadvantage, and the foreigner who could not be
called upon to vote was in a most advantageous position. I have often

laughed when reading comments in English and North American
papers about the Irishman's love of politics, and wondered what they

would think if they were told that there existed a country where no in-

ducement could be found to bring an Irishman to the polls, and not
alone that, but where he did all in his power to prevent his children

born in the country from becoming possessed of the right of suffrage.

The foreigner was unmolested in his home ; not having a vote he in-

curred no hatred at election times, and for him there was no frontier

nor any prosecution from the authorities whom he had voted against

or failed to vote for. The consequence was that while the poor native

remained poor, the foreigner could easily make an independence and
even a fortune by steady industry. But this advantage, which was
due to economic causes, the ignorant foreigner ascribed to some race

superiority, and the rich native as a rule admitted it ! Even in such
newspapers as the Nation, of Buenos Ayres, which belongs to and is

edited by a man that should know better, I have frequently seen com-
parisons made between foreigners and native workers unfavourable to

the latter, on the ground that they were lazy ! Nothing could exceed
their enthusiastic praise of the industrious Irishman, and when I

mentioned the fact that in Ireland I had heard poor Irishmen con-

tinually accused of laziness by their rich masters the landlords, they
would not believe I was speaking the truth.

It may perhaps be said that things have changed in the last few
years, and that now there is no contingent required for the frontier,

etc. My answer is that whatever change has been made such as this,

has followed from economic changes which preceded it ; and, that if

the hold of the masters has relaxed on one side it has tightened on
the other ; so that I can prove if need be that the condition of the

peon is in many respects much worse to-day than it was when the

vile frontier service was at hand as a ready instrument of oppression.

Than of the Argentine Republic, there never was a country of which
it can be more truly said, " Laws grind the poor and rich men rule the
law," in spite of all its Free Constitution, Universal Suffrage, Home
Rule, Free Land, Free Education, and all the rest which the English
Radical is trying to humbug the people into accepting as panaceas for

all the social ills. In more primitive countries, like the Argentine
Republic, the truth is more easily seen that economic causes really

determine all the social and political life of a people.

John Creaghe.

CORRESPONDENCE.

May I coirect a statement which appears in the Commonweal of Jan. 11,

to the effect that " William Lloyd Garrison, the great Abolitionist, has de-
clared himself on the side of the Single-tax and Socialism " ? This
evidently refers to the son of the late William Lloyd Garrison, the Aboli-
tionist (who died in 1879), William Lloyd Garrison, jun., who is a strong
supporter of the "Single-tax" scheme, but is nevertheless an Individualist
and not a Socialist.—Yours truly,

The Knoll, Ambleside, Jan. 13, 1890.

Christina D. Hills.

TAKE HEED.
Take heed of your Civilisation, ye, on your pyramids built of quivering hearts ;

There are stages like Paris in '93 where the commonest men play terrible parts.

Your statutes may crush, but they cannot kill the patient sense of a natural
right

;

It may slowly move, but the people's will, like the ocean o'er Holland, is always
in sight.

" 'Tis not our fault I
" say the rich ones. No ; 'tis the fault of a system old and

strong

;

But men are the makers of systems : so, the cure will come, if we own the
wroDg.

In Boston Nationalist. John Boyle O'Reilly.

Unsettled questions have no pity for the repose of nations.

—

James A. Gar-
field.

I am fond enough of kings as soon as they have a canopy of stone over them.
—Horace Walpole.

There is no well constituted commonwealth but that in which such a general
distribution of property prevails as to leave no room for discontents.

—

Aristotle.

A patriot cannot serve his country better than to do his best to purge it of

error, and to make its influence an unmixed benefit to mankind.

—

Moncure D.
Conway*

Internationalism.—It is the first and indispensable condition of human pro-
gress that a people Bhall be married to a single land ; that they shall wander no
more from one region to another, but remain fixed and faithful to their soil.

Then if the earth wife be fruitful, she will bear them children by hundreds and
thousands ; and then calamity will come and teach them by torture to invent.

—

' Martyrdom of Man,' p. 5.

IN PARIS.
The Parisian Municipal Council is, without doubt, the most advanced cor-
poration in Europe. I have always had a high opinion of these city fathers,
who vote thousands of francs for slaves on strike, give a Bourse du Travail
to the people, etc., etc. It is certain that many people consider it a revolu-
tionary body, and I have heard many Socialists here express that opinion,
This was a puzzle to me. I knew that most of the eighty councillors were
of the cursed capitalist class, and therefore must naturally oppose such
resolutions. This point exercised me so much that I made up my mind to»

settle it by seeing them at—rest : I was going to say " at work "
I

On the 27th of December, 1889, at 2 o'clock sharp, I was in my place, just
above the tribune, where I could have a splendid sight of the House at large*
At half-past two about half-a-dozen councillors enter the House, and a few
minutes afterwards two or three more stroll in ; when the huissier announces
"Le President du Conseil !

" in a stentorian voice, and with as much bombast
as if it were Don Pedro of Brazil.

The sitting opens with nine lazy fellows present, no quorum being neces-
sary, it seems : of these nine, two are so-called workmen. They have
assembled to consider and vote upon the Budget for 1890.

The President, M. Kousselle, rings the bell, and the rapporteur mounts on
the tribune and begins to read his articles, resolutions, and amendments,
whilst the city fathers, who now number twelve, are chaffing with one
another, reading or writing private letters. Then the President shouts,
" Pas d'oppositions I accepte* ! " " Pas de reclamations, messieurs ? accept^ 1

"

A greater farce I never saw in my life !

By this time, 4 o'clock, twenty councillors were there : twenty out of
eighty to vote on so important a matter as the Budget for the coming year I

All seemed pleased to see it roll by so easily. Who will pay ?—that's the
least of their concern. They have each of them 6,000 francs a-year, whether
they attend or not, and that's the only thing they care about. Although I
do not believe very much in councillor Vaillant's workmanship, to do him
justice I must say that he mounted the tribune to propose the absolute
abolition of octrois in Paris,—a red herring, if you understand that better.

I see Joffrin coming ; this makes twenty-one. Joffrin is one of the eleven
Socialists or working-men in the House. Last week's Commonweal will tell

you what kind of a card that is, if you don't know him already. He was
once an engineer like John Burns, but has worn kid gloves and swagger cuffs

for these twenty years past. Better for us if he wore handcuffs !

After the Budget they voted four million francs to buy the big buildings

which were erected for the late exhibition. No opposition. Then thirty

thousand francs for the poor children's new year. Here the Prefet de Ice

Seine begs leave to read a letter. Everyone looks at the scoundrel, who,
with a hypocritical smile, reads out that the arch-robber Rothschild gives a
hundred thousand francs to the poor of Paris. Here I was sure that I should
see one of our so-called Socialists jump to his feet, and propose an amendment
to the effect, that they were willing to accept it as a restitution of a small
part of the money which he had already roboed from the poor ; but no 1 all

were asleep ; and when the President called out, " Pas d'opposition ? accepted?

they even seemed to snore !

This was a good occasion for our " workmen representatives " to give that
pre-eminent rascal a slap in the face, and let the capitalists who were present

accept charity from their chief banker if they liked ; the poor would not
have lost a farthing by it. But what can you expect from men who get

6,000 francs a-year, and have some of them been re-elected again and again
these twenty years ? They look as much like a working-man as I look like

a pope ; they are spoiled by contact and association with the vermin among
whom they mix, and whom they gradually come to resemble.

I was under the impression that a Socialist would treat a capitalist inside

the House with the same contempt as he did on a public platform. I was
mistaken ; for I have seen councillors Lavy and Joffrin shake hands cordially

with the Prefet de la Seine as they were passing by. These two fellows

belong to the Possibilist party. The sight was too much for me ; it put me
into such a state that I had to leave the place abruptly, never to return
there any more.
To resume, let me say that it may happen that one of our friends proposes

a good resolution. He will do this at the beginning of the sitting, when
very few capitalists are present ; and the fact that such a resolution has
passed does not at all imply that the Municipal Council of Paris are revolu-

tionaires, but only means that they are a damned rotten, lazy gang of good-
for-nothings.

Public meetings are being held every week in different parts of Paris, in

view of a general strike on the 1st of May next. Things have arrived at

such a pitch that every sufferer thinks something must be done without
delay. Never was society so clearly divided into two camps. Never have
the non-producers more contemptuously flung their charity, as they call itr

to the honest toiler, as if they threw a bone to a hungry dog. Nor has ever
the toiler, that produces all, felt more hatred for those drones that live at

his expense.

The speakers think a general strike would be salvation (material, be it

understood). No blood need be shed, or little ; only to keep our arms
folded for three or four days ; no necessity to build barricades ; the army
will be struck powerless, for the army could not march against people stay-

ing at home. The tremendous outburst of the starving men who voted for

the resolution, without opposition, made me think it would be very hard to
keep those dashing revolutionary arms folded during four days : it would
be easier to take them to the " Elys^e " au son de la Carmagnole.

Well-paid deputies and councillors do not look on this movement with
favour. So much the worse for them ; so much the better for us. It will

show us once more that the vote is a scabbard, the sword of which is in the*

hands of the elected. A. Coulon.
Paris, 12th January.

The Printing Trade in America.—An American exchange says :
" Mul-

titudes of English compositors and pressmen are still coming over, although

work is dull, and they have hardly enough to pay for a day's expenses after

reaching here. Many English societies of printers, or, as we should call

them here, unions, have emigration funds. When work is slack in England

the printer can get enough for a voyage to America, and the society washes

its hands of him. English typographical journals will do well to note that,,

except for very superior workmen, the United States now presents no invit-

ing field. Owing to the ease with which a boy can become a sort of a

journeyman, not averaging much more than three years, the trade is

crowded." We trust due notice will be taken of the fact here spoken of by

any of our readers contemplating a trip to the States in search of worh

—

Printing Times and Lithographer.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Gas-stokers' Strike.

On Tuesday, Jan. 7th, the police had another opportunity of showing
their hostility to the strikers. They were employed in evicting the strike
committee, a job which they naturally took to very kindly. It appears the
committee at the beginning of the strike had bought out the tenant of the
premises which they occupied, and which faces the gas company's chief
works in the Old Kent Boad. Mr. Livesey didn't like to see the enemy at
his gates, and there can be very little doubt that he did his utmost to get
the committee turned out. This the landlord of the premises was only too
•Willing to do ; so on the pretext that the old tenant had no power to sublet,
the police were sent down to evict the committee. But the committee had
got wind of what was coming, and when a body of thirty police arrived
-they found the place strongly barricaded. It was only by dragging down the
shop shutters and breaking the windows that the guardians of law-'n'-order
were able to obtain admittance. The committee then abandoned the pre-
mises before the overwhelming force brought against them, and their pro-
perty, consisting of furniture, books, papers, and musical instruments, was
thrown into the street. The police acted in the most autocratic fashion, and
refused to show any warrant for their extraordinary proceedings. We are
becoming used to this sort of thing, and at the rate we are progressing we
shall look upon police despotism as a regular institution. The committee
after its eviction, found shelter in a neighbouring coffee house.
The following notice was afterwards displayed in the window :

" The
Battering Earn Brigade in London. Eviction of the Gas Worker's Strike
Oommittee by the police. In consequence of the above, the Central Strike
"Committee Rooms is removed to 67, Old Kent Road ; January 7, 1890."

Mr. Livesey has at last had to admit that matters are not going so well
-with him as he would like the public to believe. He informed a reporter
iast week that since the withdrawal of the gratuity a good number of the
*fnew hands" had left the works. It is not surprising under these circum-
stances to hear that complaints as to the supply of gas continue to be made,
and several vestries are threatening to summon Mr. Livesey. The men, on
their side, will fight to the bitter end, and if necessary are determined to
have a general strike throughout the whole of the coal industry in London.
On Saturday Jan. 11th a large meeting of delegates from London trade
unions was held at the Great Assembly Hall, Mile-end Road, at which
resolutions were carried urging the trade unions to support the gas-stokers
in their struggle for liberty and independence, and also calling upon the
labour members in the House of Commons .to move an amendment to the
Address drawing attention to the treatment the gas-stokers have received
from the police authorities. The demonstrations held on Sunday were very
enthusiastic, and it was evident that the meeting of trade-union delegates
on Saturday night had filled the men with courage to continue the struggle.
They have already received £100 from the Engineers, and there can be no
doubt that other unions will soon follow the example of the first trade-
union in England.

Strike of Tea-warehousemen.
The men at Cutler Street Tea Warehouses came out on strike on Thursday

Jan. 9. It appears that a blackleg had refused to pay 10s. 6d. entrance-fee
imposed by the union upon those who had been at work during the strike.
As this man was still kept on by the company, the men refused to work
with him. On Friday there was a conference between representatives of
Ship Owners and Brokers' Association and the Dock Labourers' Union, and
it was agreed that the blackleg was to pay up his union subscriptions,
amounting in all to 12s. 6d., and the Labourers' Union should consider his
claim to a rebate of 2s. 6d., which he alleged he had been overcharged. The
men returned to work on Saturday.

The Lock-out at Bristol.

The lock-out at Bristol in the boot and shoe trade is now ended. It was
decided on Saturday January 11 by a joint committee of manufacturers and
workmen, with Mr. Mansfield of Leicester as referee, that the classification

was now so far advanced on satisfactory terms that manufacturers would
employ their clickers, machinists, and rough stuff cutters on Monday, and
the rest of the workpeople, with the rounders and finishers, were to resume
work in the early part of the week.

Miners' Conference at Birmingham.
The miners will hold a conference at Birmingham on Wednesday Jan. 22.

Prominent among the claims on the programme is that of an Eight Hours
Bill. This means that the miners have been forced to give up the notion of
gaining an eight hours labour day by means of a general strike. They have
been forced; into this by the action of the South Wales men, who have always
lagged behind, and who on this occasion have refused to take part in the
national movement. We fear, however, that the Bill will be defeated, for,

as the miners' organ, the Labour Tribune, points out, u with the present
heavy demand for coal, anything in the shape of legislative restriction of
-output will be bitterly opposed in the House." But still, as the same paper
remarks, the legislative failure will probably teach the men a useful lesson,
so that they will close their ranks in future, and there will be a better

:«hance of obtaining eight hours by national combination. Men often learn
•the way to victory by past mistakes, and it may be so in the present
ihstancei

The North-Eastern Railway Men.
It seems not improbable that there will soon be serious trouble upon this

line. The railwaymen there are well organised and have plenty of backbone.
On Sunday Jan. 5th a deputation waited upon the directors from the men
to demand the ten hours working day. They were not met at once with
f direct refusal, but with a number of petty objections. For instance, one
of the directors, Mr. Dale, cited the instance of a roadside-station porter,
who was

i
on duty fifteen hours a-day, during which time there might be

several intervals of rest, when the man was not, actively engaged, and surely

tubmen would not undertake to bring forward such a case as that on the
basis of ten hours a-day. The deputation, however, stuck to their demands.
They did not see how a man could enjoy his "leisure" very much while
pooped up within the narrow limits of a country railway station for fifteen

hours, even if he was not hard at work all the time. Most people would
consider that kind of monotonous imprisonment as rather worse than steady

work. One of the most active of the directors in opposing the demands of
the men was Sir J. W. Pease, a Liberal M.P. who owes his seat largely to
the votes of working-men. But as Mr. Foreman, one of the deputation,
stated, Sir Joseph the director is a somewhat different person to Sir Joseph
the candidate for parliamentary honours. The candidate was all smiles and
affability, but the director is all frowns and severity when his men demand
a reduction of their hours. The directors have now refused to comply with
the men's demands. The discontent of the men is great, and many of them
are thinking seriously of striking. It will probably not be long before some
decisive action is taken. N.

WHEN MEN PRAISE YE!"
It is the fashion just now, and has been for some time, says the Journal of
United Labour, for the capitalistic press to say that labour organisations are

all right if only they will content themselves with mild requests for higher
wages, shorter hours, and slightly improved conditions, and provided that
they carefully word these requests so as not to make them offensive to capital.

It also being understood that in case their requests be refused, that is to

end the matter. The press does not exactly phrase it thus, but this is the
meaning of it all.

Suppose, now, that the workers should organise in this way, and suppose
that the employers, moved by their neatly and mildly phrased petitions for

better pay, etc., should generously grant their prayers—which is supposing
a good deal—how much better off would the workers be in a year or so ?

While coal rings, railway pools, and the whole swarm of trusts and mon-
opolies exist, how are such ineffectual and impotent labour organisations to

keep them from getting all but the bare living which they now allow the
producers of the wealth they exploit ?

No doubt the journalistic Hessians of the devouring class are best
serving the interest of those who pay their mercenary pens, by en-

deavouring to keep the workers from realising that the true cause of

their poverty lies beyond and is independent of the relations which exist

between employers and employed. Beyond all doubt the spoilers would
be pleased to have the wealth - producers spend all their energies in

fighting their employers about wages and hours of labour, and give no
thought to the existence of the legalised system of plunder by which em-
ployed labour and employed capital is robbed for their benefit. In fights of

that kind their interest can hardly rise above a listless curiosity—something
resembling that taken by the bee-keeper in the annual struggle between the
drones and the workers. But the workers are beginning to understand the
true inwardness of things. They are coming to understand that if they
would secure any permanent betterment of their condition they must
organise themselves for the defeat and overthrow of those in whose interests

the unjust laws are passed and for whose benefit the iniquitous systems
exist.

The review of the * Fabian Essays in Socialism ' is held over till next
week through the pressure on our space, caused by having two continued
articles in one number. The book is one to be read, anyhow, in spite of its

defects. It may be obtained from ' Weal office, post free, at published price,

6s.; usual terms to branches.

" Eebels in Cork are patriots in Madrid,* wrote Moore, but now the same
men who in England recognise the right of Irish tenants to combine to wrest
from the landlords a fairer share of the results of their labour would fain

deny the right of the English working-man to combine to force from their

employers a fairer share of the products of their labour. Be he Home Ruler,

Unionist, or Tory, the English manufacturer believes in the divine right of

capital to despoil labour. But, without a very powerful glass, the same
kind of employers can be discovered here in America. Their hearts bleed
for the wrongs of the Irish tenant, but they have no bowels of compassion
for the worse-off American miner. They

" Du believe in Freedom's cause

Ez fur away as Paris is " ;

but that cause, sacred abroad, is vile sedition and causeless discontent at

home. Long-sightedness is a disease which the oppressors of men have
always had in all countries.

—

Journal of United Labour.

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which you can help to

spread the ' Weal. Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who
don't care to buy it week by week to subscribe direct. Arrange for the

posting of contents bills anywhere you can. Any number of other plans

will suggest themselves if you think about it.

Postal Propaganda,—Some who would like to do propaganda but dare

not openly, or who cannot spare the time to do it personally, can find many
ways in which it can be done quietly. Not the least useful among possible

plans would be to order and pay for a number of copies to be sent to persons

in whose hands they might do good. We will send six copies to six different

addresses for 7d. Write the names and addresses legibly.

DO YOU AGREE?
DO you agree with us that the social awakening of the workers

is a desirable end? Do yOU agPee with us that we are working

in the right way to achieve that end?

YOU do not? Then oppose us and prove us wrong on every

platform and in every paper to which you can gain access!

YOU do agree ? Then work with us and for us ; help us to

extend our circle of influence ; let no day pass in which you Jiorn

not interested some one in our propaganda! ,."

There is no middle course for an honest man ![
-
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—At the Council meeting on Jan. 13th, it was resolved to start a

Premises Fund, and to place all monies in the hands of a trustee. The League
desires all friends to help them to secure at the expiration of the present tenancy
suitable premises on lease for a long term.

Central Beading Boom.—The Hall at 24, Great Queen Street, will be open
to all Members of the League every evening from 7.30 to 10 p.m. Daily
papers, games, and refreshments. Members must show their cards to the steward.
Lectures and dramatic readings every Sunday evening at 8 p.m. For particulars

of the new Commonweal Branch, now forming, address F. Kitz, 24, Great Queen
Street, London, W.C.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. Manchester, to end of Septem-
ber. Clerkenwell and East London, to end of October. North London,
and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, and Leicester, to

end of December. 1890 :—North Kensington, to end of January.

For Reprinting " Monopoly."—W. Baxter, 2s. 6d.

Propaganda Fund.—E. Warlow, 5s.; North Kensington Branch, 2s. lOd.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, Jan. 13th, 6s.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—Webb> Is.;

H. R., Is.; J. B. G., Is.; J. Thomson, 6d.; E. Warlow, 5s.; Mrs. Schack, 5s.;

F. Kitz, 6d.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; B. W., 6d.; and A. J. Smith, Is.

REPOKTS.
North Kensington.—Sunday evening, Jan. 12, comrade Frye delivered an

interesting address on " A Sketch of Underground Russia ;" the subject-matter
being taken from Stepniak's " Underground Russia." Good discussion followed.
Collected Is. 4d.

North London.—Good meeting at Hyde Park, addressed by Cantwell, Mow-
bray, and Hall. Good sale of Commonweal, and 2s. 9Jd. collected.

Aberdeen.—At weekly meeting on 6th, Leatham lectured on " The New
Sociology."—L.

Glasgow.—On Tuesday night Joe Burgoyne and Gilbert spoke on Cathedral
Square ; towards the conclusion of the meeting our comrades were subjected to

a good deal of interruption and annoyance by a number of thoughtless youths.

On Wednesday evening Glasier gave a lecture on " Socialism and the Reward of

Genius " to the Maxwell Parish Church Literary Society. On Sunday afternoon
Glasier lectured on " Socialism " to the Partick Branch of the Irish National
League ; the lecture was very favourably received. At 5.30 Joe Burgoyne and
Gilbert spoke to a good audience at Paisley Road Toll. At 8.30 Glasier lectured

to the Henry George Institute on " Socialism and the Single Tax "
; our comrade's

severe criticism of Henry George's theory was keenly combatted by several of the
members, but it appeared to win the approval of quite the majority of the
audience.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning a good meeting was held in Vicar's Croft ; Rogers
spoke. At night, at the Socialist League Club, T. Maguire lectured on '* John
Morley " to an attentive audience ; discussion followed. Commonweal sold out,

also half a quire of Freedom, and other literature.

Manchester.—Three lectures on "The Beginnings of Modern Socialism"
were given by an Oxford Extension lecturer at Islington Hall, at which a number
of our members attended and took the opportunity which the after discussion

afforded to explain the principles of revolutionary Socialism and upset the
leoturer's economic fallacies and criticisms of Socialism. On Sunday in Steven-
son Square good meeting addressed by Barton, Bailie, Stockton, and Parkinson.
Two quires of Commonweal sold.

Yarmouth.—On Sunday comrades Ruffold and Headley distributed a large

bundle of back numbers of Commonweal and leaflets in the morning, and held a
meeting on Colman's Granary Quay in the evening ; there was a large audience,
and fair sale of Commonweal.—J. H.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Jan. 11th, R. F. Wilson
delivered an address on "Capitalism" ; very good discussion, Regan, Hamilton,
Fitzpatrick, and Kavanagh taking part.

Edinburgh (Scottish Socialist Federation).—Comrade Hamilton lectured
on " The Spirit of the Age "to a large audience on Sunday night in the Moulders'
Hall ; good discussion. Our Annual Soiree, Concert, and Dance is to be held on
January 24th, and we hope members will endeavour to push the sale of tickets

and make the affair a success.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE!
How is it that the Commonweal does not publish more news from the Branches ?

Because the editor is not omniscient, and the local secretaries forget that he
depends upon them for news. Hint : Let us know what you're doing.
How is it that not all that is sent is inserted ? Because branch secretaries

forget that the editor has less than a thousand hands, and often mix things so
that it would mean entirely re-writing their letters before they could be of* use.
Hint : Keep reports separate from announcements, and news from both. Write
briefly, plainly, and on one side of the paper.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, High St.,
lectures on Sundays January 19 and 26, at 6.30, "The Politics of Burns."
West Kensington Park Radical Club, 80 Faroe Road, West Kensington.—

Sunday January 19, at 8 p.m., F. C. Barker, " Practicable Socialism for London."
Nottingham Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Parliament Street.—Sunday

January 19, T. Barclay (of Leicester), at 11 a.m., " Co-operation and Socialism" ;

at 7 p.m., " Fallacious Remedies for Poverty."
Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-

day January 19, at 8 p.m., J. Hunter Watts, " Bismarckian Socialism." Tues-
day 21, Annie Besant, " Is Socialism a Dream."
Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—

Sunday January 19, at 8.30 p.m., T. E. Benson (London Unitarian Mission),
" Some Experiences with the Chartists and Ernest Jones."

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON. f

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 20 Abercrombie Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Clerkenwell,—All members are requested to attend an important business meet-
ing at 24 Great Queen Street, on Sunday January 19, at 8 p.m., to decide
upon amalgamation with West Central Branch. "" '

""

East London.—Crown Coffee Tavern, 2 Columbia Road, Hackney Road.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mali, W. Sunday Jan. 19, at 8 p.m.,
A. Beasley, " The Wastefulness of Competition." Wednesday 22nd, Rev.
H. C. Shuttleworth, A Lecture. French Class, Friday at 8.

Merton.—3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll
;

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday evening, Jan. 19, a lecture.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. Wm. Morris lectures Wednesday Jan. 22,
on "How Shall we Live Then."

Southwarh.—Secretary, George Evans, 56 Lucy Road, Bermondsey, S.E. Hill's
!

Coffee Tavern, Great Charlotte Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

Streatham.—Meets every Thursday at the "Leighham Arms," Wellfield Road,
at 8.30 p.m.

West Central.—Socialist League Hall, 24 Great Queen Street, Holbotn, \V.C.
On Sunday evening at 8, a general meeting of members of the Clerkenwell
Branch and other members, to take steps towards forming the new Com-
monweal Branch.

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Sinking
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee,

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m. Sunday January 19, at 7.30, lecture,

H. Samuels, " Socialism, Old and New."
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and

Thursday, at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Branch meets temporarily at the Secretary's, 52 Miller Street, on
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley 's, near Co-operative Stores, every
Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 18.

8.30 Mile-end Waste Cores and Presburg

Sunday 19.

11 Latimer Road Station Dean and Crouch
11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane ....Mainwaring,

11.30 Commercial Road—Union Street Cores
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green « ....The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Cantwell and Nicoll

11.30 Southwark—Flat Iron Square The Branch
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Cantwell and Nicoll

3.30 Victoria Park.. ....The Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday 21.

Walham Green—back of Church ..

8.15.,

,
Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 23.

Hoxton Church ,.... %.*....The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day: Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m. ; Gower Street, at 3 p.m. ;

Pump, Westbar, 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Lambeth Progressive Club.—H. M. Hyndman will lecture on Sunday

January 19, at 8 p.m.
Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Saturday Jan. 18, at 8,

A. Kavanagh, " Practical Legislation."
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HUGH 0. PENTECOST, Editor.

T. L. M'CREADY, Associate Editor.

Each number contains the Address of the preceding
Sunday, delivered by the Editor in Newark, Brooklyn,
and New York.

Motto: "Hear the other side"

THIS Journal advocates Personal Sovereignty in

place of State Sovereignty, Voluntary Co-opera-

iion as opposed to Compulsory Co-operation, the
Liberation of the human mind from Superstition, and
the application of the principles of Ethics toward
Social Regeneration.

But it is meant also to be a broad-minded, unsectar-
ian meeting-place for the representatives of all schools
of Religious and Economic thought. Orthodox and
Liberal Christians, Spiritualists, Hebrews, Agnostics,
Liberals, Infidels, Atheists, Freethinkers, and Secular-

ists of every shade of opinion ; Protectionists, Free-
traders, Single-taxers, Nationalists, Socialists, and
Anarchists, advocates of peaceful measures of social

regeneration and revolutionists,—will all be welcomed
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*resriect. As an indication of the broad scope of the
paper, here are the names of
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Edward Bellamy James H. West
Rev. John W. Chadwick J. W. Sullivan
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Otto Wettstein
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An economic symposium by thinkers of national
and international reputation, will soon be begun in

our columns ; to be followed by a symposium on the
ferment in religion, by the leaders in that line of

thought.

Published weekly ; 20 pages (to be enlarged when
the symposiums begin).

, Subscriptions :—One year, 2 dols. ; six months, 1 dol.

;

three months, 60 cents.

Four Weeks on Trial. Free, to Readers of

The Commonweal.

To be entitled to this free-trial ofler, you must let

us hear from you before February 1 ; and you had
better at once send a postal card with your address to

Twentieth Century, 4 Warren Street, New York.

OK THE TWO GODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See

"EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Mttller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.,
or Office of Commonweal,

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OP THE

SEAFARING CLASS.
A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring

Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare
of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.
150 Minories, E.

SPECAL PRICES
FOR REMAINDERS.

PUBLISHER'S LIST.

Any of these books which do not happen

to be in stock on receipt of order, can be

procured at a few hours' notice. Postage

extra, unless otherwise stated.

Bax (Ernest Belfort)—The Religion of Social-

ism ; being Essays in Modern Socialist Criticism.

Crown 8vo, 177 pp., cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Ethics of Socialism ; being further

Essays in Modern Socialist Criticism. Crown
8vo, 210 pp., cloth, 2s. 6d.

Bebel (August)—Woman in the Past, Present,

and Future. Translated from the German by
Dr. Adams Walther. 5s.

Carlyle (Thomas) — Sartor Resartus. With
Portrait of Thomas Carlyle.

French Revolution. A History. 3 vols.

Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Speeches. 5

vols. With Portrait of Oliver Cromwell.

On Heroes and Hero Worship, and The
Heroic in History.

Past and Present.

Critical and Miscellaneous Essays. 7 vols.

Wilhelm Meister. 3 vols.

The Life of Schiller, and Examination of

his Works.
Life of John Sterling.

Latter-Day Pamphlets.
History of Frederick the Great. 10 vols.

Translations from Musaeus, Tieck, and
Richter. 2 vols.

The Early Kings of Norway ; Essay on the

Portraits of Knox.

Cloth, One Shilling a Volume.

Carpenter (Edward)—Towards Democracy.
New edition. Cloth, 2s. 6d.

Modern Science : a Criticism. Is.

Civilisation : its Cause and Cure. Cloth,

2s. 6d.

Chants of Labour. With front and title by
Walter Crane. Is.

Desirable Mansions. Id.

Modern Money-Lending, and the Meaning
of Dividends. Id.

Co-operative Production, with references to

the experiment of Leclaire. Id.

England's Ideal. 2d.

Social Progress and Individual Effort. Id.

Gardiner (Samuel Rawson), LL.D.—History
of England, from the Accession of James I. to

the Outbreak of the Civil War, 1603-1642. 10

vols, 6s. each.

The Thirty Year's War, 1618-1648. 2s. 6d.

Gronlund (Laurence)—The Co-operative Com-
monwealth : an Exposition of Modern Socialism.

Cloth, 2s. 6d.
;
paper, 2s.

Ideal Commonwealths: Plutarch's Lycur-
gus, More's Utopia, Bacon's New Atlantis, Cam-
panula's City of the Sun, and a fragment of Hall's

Mundus alter et idem. 284 pp., cloth, Is.

Iron (Ralph

—

i.e., Schreiner, Olive)—The
Story of an African Farm. A Novel. 1889 edi-

tion, Is.

LiSSagaray (Hippolyte)—History of the Com-
mune of 1871. Translated, with Introduction,

Notes, and Appendix of Documents and Proofs,

by Eleanor Marx-Aveling. 500 pp.

Marceau (Sergent)—Reminiscences of a Re-
gicide.- Edited from the Original MSS. of Ser-

gent Marceau, Member of the Couvention, and
Administrator of Police in the French Revolu-
tion of 1789. By M. C. Simpson. Demy 8vo.,

with Illustrations and Portraits, 14s.

Marx (Karl)—Capital : a Critical Analysis of

Capitalist Production, Translated from the 3rd
German edition by Samuel Moore and Edward
Aveling, and edited by Frederick Engels. 2 vols.,

cloth, 30s.

Mill (John Stuart)— Principles of Political

Economy. People's Edition, 1 vol., 5s.

A System of Logic, Ratiocinative and In-

ductive. 5s.

-The Ethic of Free-
Essays and Lectures.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Pearson (Karl), M.A.-
thought : a Selection of

Cloth, 12s.

Rogers (Prof. J. It. Thorold)—Six Centuries
of Work and Wages : the History of English
Labour. 8vo, cloth, 15s.

Schaffle (Br.)— Quintessence of Socialism,
cloth, 2s. 6d.

Thackeray (Rev. S. W.), LL.D.—The Land
and the Community. In Three Books. With
Preface by Henry George. 3s. 6d.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would

not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and

nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would

come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto*

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FEOM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and

must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red mark against this notice

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League by Frank Kitz
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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UDJ ust t0 minister justice, and do injury to them
that be just. Judges are, like policemen, the paid upholders of things
as tney are, eager to avenge any onslaught upon property or privilege.™ t t
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St Parke

'
edit0r of the *orih London Prtss,came before Mr. "Justice" Hawkins and was found "guilty" of libel-

ling a lord, everybody knew that his punishment was not going to bea light one. For it is to be remembered that Mr. Parke was sub editor
ot tne btar and honoured in that capacity with the fear and hatred ofthe class whom their servant Hawkins was defending. Whatever
quarrel we may have had with the Star, or with Mr. Parke himself, for
occasional unfairness to Socialism and Socialists, we can have nothing

!? n
P™. for *hZ Part in ^^ing something more than mere politicsupon public attention. r
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^connected with any other paper than the
Stor-outside of declared Socialist journals-he would have been let
off with a quarter of the penalty to which he has been condemned.
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i0n am0n« Press->nen when they heard the
verdict. And that if he had been a Socialist writer the penalty wouldhave been doubled several times over I am equally confident. I do notyet know what his colleagues of the Star intend to do in the matter, butI hope that they are going to do something, and that they will allowthe Radicals and Socialists of London to help them in doing it.

In the early days of the League, a then comrade raised a laugh upon

TMxTT™' 7»
de"laTS that " his mission in life was to smash the

.British Empire. He has since become an "extinct volcano," as a
contributor to "a contemporary" signs himself, and has apparently
neglected his mission for a long time past. But there are innumer-
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h ^ ™ n0t likely t0 carr7 oufc his ^reat ofsmashing the British Empire, the British Empire is fully capable ofsmashing ,tself, and further, that it will perform the desirable operation

at no very distant date.
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8"10^ P^Phecies of the Imperial Pederationists, andthe loud shouting of the Jingo mob, there can be no doubt in the mind
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aiCheS, at a" °l0SeIy the course o£ Australian affairs

that the birth of the Australian Republic is drawing very near • so

t^tK^en are counting the possibilities of repression, and prepar-
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It will be many a long year yet before Australia will satisfy a Social-
ist by its administration of public affairs; a republic with private
property it will be like Prance or the United States ; but all the same,
there will be few Socialists who will not rejoice when the-well ! whenthe republican flag replaces the Union Jack.

Rather different will be the case of the South African Republic,
which ,s also trembling on the verge of actuality; for, in that case
the rebellion will be in defence of the right of "whacking their own
mgger. Brutal as is the British treatment of all subject races, in-
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°W£ ^Wag-classes, there is yet some restraint imposed

7Ja^u g Government uP°n the cruelty of the Africanders to-
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difference in his attitude to™d* thenigger. The white folk of South Africa are nearly as degraded inthat respect as those of the Southern States of the Union°are now
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0uth Africa have departed-I don't knowmuch.about New Zealand-we may begin to expect the absorption of

the West Indies by the United States. Canada, too, is not far offthrowing in her lot with the States—and where will the Empire be
then, poor thing 1 where will the Empire be then ?

A Mr. Sidney J. Thomson wrote as follows to the Pall Mall Gazette
the other day

:

"Some weeks ago you published an article on the Aerated Bread Com:pany, and mentioned that the average wage of the waitresses is 9s. a-week
1, as a holder of a few shares in the company, could not at first believe thisstatement; but subsequent inquiries confirm its truth. It seems to memonstrously unjust that a company earning a dividend equal to 25 per cent.
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ant8 80 P°orly- Jt must never be forgottenthat every shareholder is himself an employer, and as such is, to the extent

of his holding, responsible for the wages paid."

It is evident that he is not far from « finding salvation," and if he can
only get his fellow shareholders to agree with him will have done some
good in his day and generation.

Amid all the froth and splutter about Mr. Parnell as a co-respon-
dent, there has been only one utterance on the subject which was
characterised by anything like sense; and that was the letter of our

*rn?d and f°e
'
Mr

-
Auberon Herbert, which appeared in the PallMaU_the other night, and which we reprint elsewhere. But then

Mr. Herbert is honest and fearless, while all others who have written
or spoken on the subject, being politicians, are also "formalists, out of
fear and base flattery ... a rout of temporisers, ready to embrace
and maintain all that is, or shall be proposed, in hope of preferment."

S.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chat. III.—The Guest House and Breakfast therein.

I lingered a little behind the others to have a stare at this house,
which, as I have told you, stood on the site of my old dwelling.

It was a longish building with its gable ends turned away from the
road, and long traceried windows coming rather low down set in the
wall that faced us. It was very handsomely built of red brick with a
lead roof; and high up above the windows there ran a frieze of figure-
subjects in baked clay, very well executed, and designed with a force
and directness which I had never noticed in modern work before. The
subjects I recognised at once, and indeed was very particularly familiar
with them.

However, all this I took in in a minute; for we were presently
within doors, and standing in a hall with a floor of marble mosaic and
an open timber roof. There were no windows on the side opposite to
the river, but arches below leading into chambers, one of which showed
a glimpse of a garden beyond, and above them a long space of wall
gaily painted (in fresco, I thought) with similar subjects to those of the
frieze outside: everything about the place was handsome and gener-
ously solid as to material ; and though it was not very large (somewhat
smaller than Crosbey Hall perhaps), one felt in it that exhilarating
sense of space and freedom which satisfactory architecture always gives
to an unanxious man who is in the habit of using his eyes.

In this pleasant place, which of course I knew to be the hall of the
Guest House, three young women were flitting to and fro. As they
were the first of the sex I had seen on this eventful morning, I natur-
ally looked at them very attentively, and found them at least as good
as the gardens, the architecture, and the male men. As to their dress,
which of course I took note of, I should say that they were decently
veiled with drapery and not bundled up with millinery; that they were
clothed like women, not upholstered like arm-chairs, as most women
of our time are. In short, their dress was somewhat between that of
the ancient classical costume and tbe simpler forms of the fourteenth
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century garments, though it was clearly not an imitation of either

:

the materials were light and gay to suit the season. As to the women
themselves, it was pleasant indeed to see them; --they were so kind and
h^^^teSfcihg'ift expression of facie, so shapely and well-knit of body, and
thoSwt^j^ifeal^h^-lttoking and strong. All were at least comely, and
on^ M^tfcpii^ery handsome and regular of feature. They came up to

us ateoncje merrily and without the least affectation of shyness, and all

three fghdsk hands with me as if I were a friend newly come back from
a l*ag jotrrney : though I could not help noticing that they looked
askance- at my garments; for I had on my clothes of last night, and
at the best was never a dressy person.

A word or two from Robert the weaver, and they bustled about on
our behoof, and presently came and took us by the hands and led us to
a table in the pleasantest corner of the hall, where our breakfast was
spread for us ; and, as we sat down, one of them hurried out by the
chambers aforesaid, and came back again in a little while with a great
bunch of roses, very different in size and quality to what Hammer-
smith had been wont to grow, but very like the produce of an old
countrygarden. She hurried back thence into the buttery, and came back
once more with a delicately made glass, into which she put the flowers
and set in the midst of our table. One of the others, who had run off

also, then came back with a big cabbage-leaf filled with strawberries,

some of them barely ripe, and said as she set them on the table,
" There, now ; I thought of that before I got up this morning ; but
looking at the stranger here getting into your boat, Dick, put it out of

my head ; so that I was not before all the blackbirds : however, there
are a few about as good as you will get them anywhere in Hammer-
smith this morning."

Robert patted her on the head in a friendly manner ; and we fell to

on our breakfast, which was simple enough but most delicately cooked,
and set on the table with much daintiness. The bread was particularly

good, and was of several different kinds, from the big, rather close,

dark-coloured, sweet-tasting farmhouse loaf, which was most to my
liking, to the thin pipe-stems of wheaten crust, such as I have eaten
in Turin.

As I was putting the first mouthfuls into my mouth, my eye caught
a carved and gilded inscription on the panelling, behind what we
should have called the High Table in an Oxford college hall, and a
familiar name in it forced me to read it through. Thus it ran:

" Guests and neighbours, on the site of this Guest-hall once

stood the lecture-room of the Hammersmith Branch of the

Socialist League. Drink a glass to the memory ! May 1962."

It is difficult to tell you how I felt as I read these words, and I
suppose my face showed how much I was moved, for both my friends

looked curiously at me, and there was silence between us for a little

while.

Presently the weaver, who was scarcely so well mannered a man as

the ferryman, said to me rather awkwardly :

"Guest, we don't know what to call you: is there any indiscretion

in asking you your name 1
"

" Well," said I, " I have some doubts about it myself ; so suppose
you call me Guest, which is a family name, you know, and add William
to it if you please."

Dick nodded kindly to me ; but a shade of anxiousness passed over
the weaver's face, and he said

—

" I hope you don't mind my asking, but would you tell me where
you come from % I am curious about such things for good reasons,
literary reasons."

. Dick was clearly kicking him underneath the table; but he was
not much abashed, and awaited my answer somewhat eagerly. As
for me, I was just going to blurt out "Hammersmith," when I be-

thought me what an entanglement of cross purposes that would lead

us into ; so I took time to invent a lie with circumstance, guarded by
a little truth, and said

—

" You see, I have been such a long time away from Europe that
things seem strange to me now ; but I was born and bred on the edge
of Epping Forest—Walthamstow and Woodford, to wit."

" A pretty place, too," broke in Dick ;
« a very jolly place, now that

the trees have had time to grow again since the great clearing of

houses in 1955."

Quoth the irrepressible weaver :
" Dear neighbour, since you knew

the Forest some time ago, could you tell me what truth there is in the
rumour that in the nineteenth century the trees were all pollards ?

"

This was catching me on my archaeological natural-history side, and
I fell into the trap without any thought of where and when I was

;

so I began on it, while one of the girls who had been scattering little

twigs of lavender and other sweet-smelling herbs about the floor, came
near to listen, and stood behind me with her hand on my shoulder, in

Which she held some of the plant that I used to call balm t its strong
.sweet smell brought back to my mind my very early -days in the
kitohe»-garden at Woodford, and the large blue plums which grew on
the wall beyond the sweet-herb patch,—a connection of memories which
all boys will see at once.

I started off : "When I was a boy, and for long after, except for a
piece about Queen Elizabeth's Lodge, and for the part about High
Beech, the Forest was almost wholly made up of pollard hornbeams
mixed with holly thickets. But when the Corporation of London took
it over about twenty-five years ago, the topping and lopping, which
was a part of the old commoners' rights, came to an end, and the trees

were let to grow. But I have not seen the place now for many years,

except once when we Leaguers went a-pleasuring to High Beech. I
was very much shocked then to see how it was built-over and altered

;

arid the other day we heard that the philistines were going to landscape-
garden it. But what you were saying about the building being stopped
and the trees growing is onljjriw good news;—*ynly youknow-:^-^-" ^

At that point I suddeiily rfemembtared Dick's date, and stopped%&&ft
rather confused. The eage^'weUvfer didn*t notice my confusi6rif%*lt
said hastily, as if he were almost aware of his breach of good mariaits,
"But, I say, how old are you?" -

Dick and the pretty^ girl both burst out laughing, as if Robert's
conduct were excusable on the grounds of eccentricity ; and Dicfc^said
amidst his laughter :

" Hold hard, Bob ; this questioning of guests won't do. Why, much
learning is spoiling you. You remind me of the radical cobblers in
the silly old novels, who, according to the authors, were prepared to
trample down all good manners in the pursuit of utilitarian knowledge
The fact is, I begin to think that you have so muddled your head with
mathematics, and with grubbing into those idiotic old books about
political economy (he he !), that you scarcely know how to behave.
Really, it is about time for you to take to some open-air work, so that
you may clear away the cobwebs from your brain."

The weaver only laughed good-humouredly ; and the girl went up
to him and patted his cheek and said laughingly, " Poor fellow 1 he
was bom so."

As for me, I was a little puzzled, but I laughed also, partly for

company's sake, and partly with pleasure at their unanxious happiness
and good temper; and before Robert could make the excuse to me
which he was getting ready, I said :

"But neighbours" (I had caught up that word), "I don't in the
least mind answering questions, when I can do so : ask me as many
as you please ; it's fun for me. I will tell you all about Epping Forest
when I was a boy, if you please ; and as to my age, I'm not a fine lady,,

you know, so why shouldn't I tell you? I'm hard on fifty-six."

In spite of the recent lecture on good manners, the weaver could not
help giving a long " whew " of astonishment, and the others were so
amused by his naivete that the merriment flitted all over their faces,

though for courtesy's sake they forbore actual laughter ; while I looked
from one to the other in a puzzled manner, and at last said

:

" Tell me, please, what is amiss : you know I want to learn from you.

And please laugh ; only tell me."

Well, they did laugh, and I joined them again, for the above-stated

reasons. But at last the pretty woman said coaxingly

—

"Well, well, he is rude, poor fellow ! but you see I may as well tell

you what he is thinking about : he means that you look rather old for

your age. But surely there need be no wonder in that, since you have
been travelling ; and clearly from all you have been saying, in unsocial

countries. It has often been said, and no doubt truly, that one ages

very quickly if one lives amongst unhappy people. Also they say that

southern England is a good place for keeping good looks." She blushed
and said :

" How old am I, do you think ?

"

"Well," quoth I, "I have always been told that a woman is as old

as she looks, so without offence or flattery, I should say you were
twenty."

She laughed merrily, and said, " I am well served out for fishing for

compliments, since 1 have to tell you the truth, to wit, that I am forty-

two."

I stared at her, and drew musical laughter from her again ; but I
might well stare, for there was not a careful line on her face ; her skin
was as smooth as ivory, her cheeks full and round, her lips as red as

the roses she had brought in ; her beautiful arms, which she had bared
for her work, firm and well-knit from shoulder to wrist. She blushed

a little under my gaze, though it was clear that she had taken me for

a man of eighty ; so to pass it off, I said

—

" Well, you see, the old saw is proved right again, and I ought not
to have let you tempt me into asking you a rude question."

She laughed again, and said : " Well, lads, old and young, I must
get to my work now. We shall be rather busy here presently ; and
I want to clear it off soon, for I began to read a pretty old book
yesterday, and I want to get on with it this morning : so good-bye

for the present."

She waved a hand to us, and stepped lightly down the hall, taking

(as Scott says) at least part of the sun from our table as she went.

When she was gone, Dick said :
" Now, guest ; won't you ask a

question or two of our friend here-? It is only fair that you should

have your turn."
" I shall be very glad to answer them," said the weaver.
" If I ask you any questions, sir," said I, " they will not he very

severe ; but since I hear that you are a weaver, I should like to ask
you something about that craft, as I am—or was—interested in it."

" Oh," said he, " I shall not be of much use to you there, I'm afraid*

I only do the most mechanical kind of weaving, and am in fact but
a poor craftsman, unlike Dick here. Then besides the weaving, I &>
a little with machine printing and composing, though I am, little- use

at the finer kinds of printing; and moreover machine printing is

beginning to die out; along with the waning of the plague of book-

making ; so I have had to turn to other things that I have a taste for,

and have taken to mathematics; and also I am writing a sort of

antiquarian book about the peaceable and private history, so to say,

of the end of the nineteenth century,—more for the sake of giving a
picture of the country before the fighting began than for anything else.

That was why I asked you those questions about Epping Forest. You
have rather puzzled me, I confess, though your information was so

interesting. But later on I hope we may have some more talk together,

when our friend Dick isn't here. I know he thinks me rather a
grinder, and despises me for not being very deft with my hands : that's
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the way nowadays. From what I have read of the nineteenth century

literature (and I have read a good deal), it is clear to me that this is

a kind of revenge for the stupidity of that day, which despised every-

body who could use his hands. But, Dick, old fellow, JVe quid nimis /

Don't over-do it !

"

"Coine, now," said Dick, "am I likely to? Am I not the most
tolerant man in the world 1 Am I not quite contented so long as you
don't make me learn mathematics, or go into your new science of

aesthetics, and let me do a little practical aesthetics with my gold and
steel, and the blowpipe and the nice little hammer ? But, hillo ! here
xjomes another questioner for «you, my poor guest. I say, Bob, you
must help me to defend him now."

" Here, Boffin," he cried out, after a pause ; " here we are, if you
must have it

!

"

William Morris.
iTO BE CONTINUED.]

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GERMANY.

The German Social-Democratic party has sustained a heavy loss in the
person of comrade Johannes Wedde, who died suddenly last week at Liibeck.
He was a clever poet, full of originality and life, whose writings, in the older
papers of the party, were signed by the nom de plume of " Silvanus." At
the time of the suppression of the last Socialist paper at Hamburg, and when
all the Socialists who actually were writing for the press were expelled from
that town, it was "Wedde who at once started the Hamburger Biirgerzeitung,
An article entitled " Force no Remedy " brought, however, the flourishing
paper to a violent end, and Bismarck, not satisfied with the suppression of
the organ, had also its editor expelled from Hamburg. Wedde went to
Ltibeck, where be founded the Echo. He was a candidate to the next
Reichstag.

Another misfortune has befallen the German Social-Democratic party

:

Ignaz Auer, formerly member of the Reichstag, has become insane, and it

is said that there is but little hope for his recovery.
It is announced in the German papers that the miners of the Lower Rhine

district and "Westphalia, who lately struck in their thousands, have now put
forward a demand for an increase of 50 per cent, in their wages and for an
eight hours shift, to be counted from the time of their entering the pit to
that of their leaving off work.
The whole of the stokers and coal-trimmers belonging to the vessels lying

in the port of Hamburg struck work last Thursday in consequence of the
shipowners having reduced the men's wages by ten marks (10s.) a-month.
The strike has already increased in magnitude, and appears likely to extend
still further.

BELGIUM.
The miners of the basin of Charleroi, after a hard four weeks' struggle,

have won the victory over the coalowners : 30,000 workers of Jumet-
Gohyssart, Gilly, Dampremy, Chatelet, Chatelineau, Souvet, Fleurus, Fon-
taine-l-Ev$que, Marchiennes-au-Pont, Marcinelle, Montceau-sur-Sambre,
Wanfrecies, Baulet, Pont-du-Loup, etc., have compelled their greedy ex-
ploiters to reduce the work hours from eleven to ten, and to consent to an
increase of their wages according to the raise of the coal prices realised
during the year. The miners have been substantially supported by the
Socialists of " Vooruit," Ghent, and all the branches of the Belgian Working-
men's Party. The cause of the workers was certainly a good one. In order
to prove it, we need only glance for a moment at the following figures,
showing how much the shares of the Belgian mineowners have increased
from January to December 1889, and then compare these figures with the
scanty, ridiculous increase of wages that has been realised by the workers
from 1888 to 1889.

Name of Coalpit.

Cockerill ...Fr.

Marcinelle et Couillet
Angleur
Athus
Charleroi ... ..

Espe*ranee-Logdoz ..

Halanzy
Monceau-sur-Sambre
Ougree
Providence
Thy-le-Chateau
Aulnoy-Vezin
Amercoeur
Anderlues
Bonne Espe'rance

Batterie
Carabinier
-Charbonnages beiges
Paturages et Wasmes
-R^unis de Charleroi
Chevalieres a Dour ... ww
€oncords (Charb. reunis) 925
Couchant du Fle'nu... 210
Courcelles-Nord ... • 475
Palmi^e '; ... 405

et

Price of Shares.
1889

Jan. 1. Dec. 30.

995
385
300

1,000
580
95

295
650

1,250
1,625

1,025
350
750

2,000

200
210
150
151
165
850

1,280
1,165
600

1,400
950
135
580
780

1,850

2,065
1,510
560

1,270

3,774

590
350
420
305
400

1,700
1,250
400
860

Name of Coalpit.

Esp^rance et Bonne-
Fortune ... ...Fr

Fontaine l'Ev^que ...

Gosson-Lagasse
Grande Machine a feu
Grand Mambourg en

Sablonne
Haine St. Pierre et la

Hestre
Hasard
Hornu et Wasmes ...

Kessales a Jemeppe
La Louviere, la Paix
Levant du Flenu ... _,*_,..

Marihaye a Flemalle Gde. 640
Monc. Fontaine et

Martinet ... 1,675
Noel Sart-Culpart a Gilly 225
Nord de Charleroi ... 850
Patience et Beaujonc 725
Poirier (charbonuage du) 700
Produits du Flenu ... 2,330
Sacre' Madame ... 1,650
Sars Longohamps ... 550
Trieu Kaisin... ... 333

Price of Shares.
• 1889

Jan. 1. Dec. 30.

617.50
260

1,420
570

285

340
98

2,025
1,585
200

2,125

1,350
635

2,700
1,175

520

755
180

2,600
2,800
560

3,450
1,360

3,250
480

1,325

1,375
1,150
4,500
2,500
1,300
670

The average daily wages of the miners for 1888 and 1889 has been as
follows (one franc equal lOd.)

:

January
February
Muvch
April
May ...

June

.Fr
1888.

3.46

3.54

3.44

3.57
3,58

3.90

Fr. 3.74
3.89

4.08
3.92
3.95

4.08

July
August
September
October '

,

November
December

... Fr.

1888.

3.73
3.72

3.77
3.87
3.82

3.83

1889.

Fr. 4.04

4.02

4.1$
4.35

4.24
4.30

The highest increase has thus been of 48 centimes, or 4Jd., or 12 per cent.,whereas the increase in the shares has been on an average 50 per cent.But the miners' strike will have a better result still than a reduction of
hours and an increase of wages. The miners, having no*' been convinced
tnat combination alone can help them, have resolved to unite into a vast

miners' union throughout the country, and they have alreidy takea:-ll£tite
for the organisation of a general miners' congress, to be held on fcS#fity^
Sunday of February next, at Jumet, when the following agenda will be d|s-
cussed : 1. Rules of the Association ; 2. Nomination of an Executive | 3.
Economical and political platform of the Union ; 4. International miners'
congress ; 5. Eight hours work-day.
The foregoing lines were already written when we were informed iJbat

new difficulties had arisen between the workers and the pit-owners.
It is now asserted that a general strike will soon be decided wpon at Char-
leroi if the employers refuse to grant the miners 15 or in certain cases 20
per cent, increase instead of 10 per cent The agitation throughout the
whole coal-basin is becoming very serious, and the strikers seem to be utterly
dissatisfied at the recent compromise. Numerous secret meetings are being
held, and it is said that the Ministers, in a conference held on the 18th inst.,

decided to send gendarmes and cavalry to the various spots where the strike
has broken out afresh. The outlook is altogether very dark*
On the other hand, the strike in the Lidge coal district has now completely

terminated, but it is asserted that if the miners of the Charleroi basin resort
to a general strike the district of Li£ge will come out " on principle."
At Antwerp, where the Socialist movement has made during the last two

years a very considerable progress, the Sailors' Union, numbering nearly one
thousand members, has made formal adhesion to the Socialist party.

HOLLAND.
Our Anarchist comrades at Rotterdam publish a new organ for the defence

of the workers' interests, under the title of Arbeitderstolk (The Workers'
Organ). The offices are : Havenstraat, 166, Rotterdam. Good luck to the
new combatant

!

Victor Dave.

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM.
[" At midnight preceding the morning of his execution, Albert R. Parson's voice

rang out clear and proud through the corridors of the gaol as he sang in
distinct tones the beautiful ballad, * Annie Laurie.'" The following was
prompted by reading the above item in the daily papers, and was printed
in the Chicago Labour Enquirer during its brief existence.]

The night is dark about me
;

I hear the midnight bell
;

Before another midnight
It will ring my funeral knell.

It will ring my funeral knell ;

! the hours are speeding by
When to win the toilers' freedom

1 shall pay the price and die.

To-night my babes are crouching
By their weeping mother's side ;

For his country's sake the father

Leaves his children and his bride.

Leaves his children and his bride,

When men for succour cry.

Then to win the toilers' freedom
I shall pay the price and die.

Pent in a dismal dungeon,
Forbidden to be free,

A slave in chains and prison,

O what were life to me !

O what were life to me !

Speak out, my heart ; reply
That to win the toilers' freedom

I will pay the price and die.

What greater love hath mortal,

For one whom he holds dear,

Than for his sake to gladly
Meet death without a fear !

Meet death without a fear

—

Yes, such a love have I,

And to win the toilers' freedom
I pay the price and die.

The night will soon be over
;

For me 'twill be the last

;

And the night of wrong, my country,
From thee shall soon have passed.

From thee shall soon have passed ;

I see the stars on high,

So to win the toilers' freedom
I will pay the price and die.

Weep not above my ashes,

This is no hour for tears,

Let every man stand ready
When he the bugle hears.

When he the bugle hears ;

Let every man reply :

We to win the toilers' freedom
Will pay the price and die

!

We have received the Trades and Labour Advocate of Sydney (N.S.W.),
which, so far as we can tell from the numbers to hand, is a thoroughly sound
labour paper on trades-union lines. It is well filled with information on
labour matters, and gives a good deal of space te the meetings of the various
trades organisations.

Socialism in Lancashire and Yorkshire.—On Saturday January 11th
a conference was held at the rooms of the Liverpool Socialist Society, to dis-

cuss the advisability of forming a union of the various Socialist bodies of
Lancashire and Yorkshire, for the purpose of arranging for the interchange
of public speakers, and generally to consider the best means of carrying on
a more effective propaganda. Delegates were present from Sheffield, Salford,
Blackburn, Rochdale, and Liverpool. Comrade Reeves (Liverpool) was
elected chairman, and some discussion took place as to the proposed line of
action ; after which comrade W. H. Chapman (Liverpool) proposed : "That
in the opinion of this conference it is desirable to form a union of the north-
western counties Socialists, to be called 'The North- Western Counties
Socialist Union.' " Comrade Sharpies (Blackburn) seconded the resolution.
After further remarks from comrades Bingham (Sheffield), Horrocks (Sal-
ford), and others of the assembled delegates, the following amendment was
proposed by Bingham :

" That this conference, being of opinion that it is

desirable in the interests of Socialist propaganda to facilitate the interchange
cf speakers between the different centres, at once proceed to draw up a list

of probable speakers, and make the best possible arrangements to give effect

to that decision" The amendment having been put avni carried unanimously,
the original motion was withdrawn. Finally it was decided that the secre-

tary of the Liverpool Society (E..C. Chapman) should be appointed general
secretary pro tem., in order to draw up a list of lectures ; and those societies

which are willing to co-operate in this object are requested to send in the
necessary particulars as early as possible. At a later hour a conversazione
was held, at which a number of pieces of vocal anci instrumental music were
rendered by members and friends, and a most enjoyable evening was spent

;

W. H. Chapman, sen., superintended the arrangement for refreshments,
etc. On Sunday we held two open-air meetings—the first since the forma-
tion of our society. In the morning we met at 11.30 near the Landing
Stage, when Reeves, Sharpies, and Bingham delivered stirring addresses.

In the afternoon Reeves, Creaghe, Bingham, and Horrocks spoke to good effect

to a large gathering in the old Hay market. A considerable quantity of

literature was sold, and we are much indebted to our friends from the coun-
try for the help they gave us to make a start in this WOik. We intend
holding similar meetings each Sunday in the future.
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FABIAN ESSAYS IN SOCIALISM. 1

This book is of importance as embodying the views of a society which

has been so active in lecturing on behoof of the Socialist movement.

Indeed, some time ago many of us thought and said that the Fabians

should publish a volume of their lectures ; and, without wishing to

carp at the present expression of opinions from which we of the

Socialist League dissent in some measure, I cannot help wishing that

such a volume had appeared about three years ago : for such a book

published at that date would have dealt almost wholly with the

economical and practical side of the question, and would have formed

a kind of text-book for Socialists of all shades of opinion ; and illumi-

nated, as it would have been, by the brilliant and attractive style of

1 "Fabian Essays in Socialism." 233pp., bound in cloth with designs by

Waitef^Crane and May Morris. May be ordered from Commonweal Office at

6s. post free.

some of the present essayists, would have been a most useful weapon

of attack on the capitalist position as long as the battle might last

;

whereas a large part of the present volume is given up to the advocacy

of the fantastic and unreal tactic which the Fabian Society has ex-

cogitated of late, and which is at best tentative and temporary ; is

hardly constructed to last longer than the coming into power of the

next Liberal government. The result is, that the clear exposition of

the first principles of Socialism, and the criticism of the present false

society (which latter no one knows how to make more damaging than

Mr. Bernard Shaw, e:g.) is set aside for the sake of pushing a theory

of tactics, which could not be carried out in practice ; and which, if it

could be, would still leave us in a position from which we should have

to begin our attack on capitalism over again ; a position, it may be

said, which might be better or might be worse for us than our present

one, as far as the actual struggle for the new society is concerned.

Mr. Sydney Webb, to judge from this book, is the leader in this

somewhat disastrous move. He seems to enjoy all the humiliations of

opportunism, to revel in it, so to say ; and, indeed, he would appear to

drag some of his fellow-writers somewhat unwillingly behind his

chariot wheels. In his hands the argumentum ad hominem becomes a

rather dangerously double-edged weapon. He is so anxious to prove

the commonplace that our present industrial system embraces some of

the machinery by means of which a Socialist system might be worked;

and that some of the same machinery is used by the present municipal-

ities, and the bureaucratic central government, that his paper tends-

to produce the impression of one who thinks that we are already in

the first stages of socialistic life, all the while that " the poor we have

always with us," and that the workers are worse off than they were

under the feudal hierarchy. The retort of the enemy is obvious :
" IS

we are already all Socialists, be happy ! for we are happy !

"

I give Mr. Sydney Webb all credit for sincerity in desiring the de-

struction of privilege ; but it is strange that his rollicking opportunism

should blind him to the fact that since he is sincere, the privileged

will see through his attempt to hoodwink them into joining his attack

on the privilege which is their life ; while the discontented miserable

workers will be discouraged by being practically told that they are

already entering into the fruition of the Promised Land. They may
well say :

" Is it to be like this society, or something like it ?
^
We

thought Socialism would be quite unlike our present position ;
if it is

not to be so ." To avoid the disaster of gaining the doubtful

alliance of the well-to do at the expense of losing the support of the

poor, it is surely necessary never to cease saying : The test of the

realisation of Socialism will be the abolition of poverty.

Let us be clear on this point, that if the municipal Socialism of

Mr. Sydney Webb were carried and put in practice, though it should

logically (perhaps) lead to the destruction of privilege and poverty,

yet historically it may do nothing of the kind ; and that at any rate

it is not Socialism, as it would still admit of the existence of com-

peting classes. We should remember (as a Socialist said to me the

other day) that under the Roman Empire municipal administration

reached a pitch which we are very unlikely to come to in England in

our day ; but it had no destructive effect on the society of that epoch,

which was based on chattel slavery and a pauper proletariat fed by

the doles of the rich.

Mr. Sydney Webb takes in hand the "historic " basis of Socialism ;

but he is not more historic than any other of the paper-writers,

indeed, less so than Mr. Shaw; his history only begins at the

period just before the great industrial revolution cf the eighteenth

century. The industrial conditions of this period he treats too

roughly ; so roughly, indeed, as to be both inaccurate and mislead-

ing. It is true that some of the industries of the country were

carried on in an individualistic way on the surface ; but the

greater part were under the rule of a most elaborate division of labour

system, of which the mediaeval workmen knew nothing ; and even the

Yorkshire weavers (as well described by Mr. Illingworth), though they

were masters of their tools, time, and materials within their workshops-

or houses, worked for a master (usually a neighbouring farmer) who-

exploited them, though mildly, and who in his turn sold the goods to

a factor. The workmen had a world-market behind their backs though

they were unconscious of it; the goods were made for profit, not

primarily for use. In short, Mr. Sydney Webb has ignored the tran-

sition period of industry which began in the sixteenth century with

the break up of the Middle Ages, and the shoving out of the people

from the land. This transition is treated of by Karl Marx with great

care and precision under the name of the " Manufacturing Period

"

(workshop period we might call it), and some mention of it ought to

have been included in Mr. Sydney Webb's " history." I should not

have felt bound to call attention to this blemish, however, if it were

not, to my mind, another indication of the weak side of Mr. Sydney

Webb and his followers ; their tendency, namely, to over-estimate the

importance of the mechanism of a system of society apart from the

end towards which it may be used.

The great machine industries, though they have played an important

part in the movement toward Socialism are not an essential condition

of its existence ; they may be used, as they are now, for the mere

enslavement of the workers. They will be so used as long as they

last, unless the workers in some form or other revolt against their

slavery. On the other hand, as you may have a perfected system of

co-operative production in a society of capitalism and wage-slavery, so

you may have Socialism or Communism conjointly with a system of

(so-called) individualist production. Nay, I feel certain that when

the time comes, wherein we have forgotten the period of artificial

poverty thrust upon us by capitalism and wage-slavery, the world will
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in a large measure return to the individual system which once pro-

duced goods ; a word which our present system has deprived of three

parts of its meaning. Fourier put forward his truly inspired doctrine

of attractive industry to a world that could not listen to him, so

sunken as it was in misery and slavery. In times to come we shall

need no social philosopher to tell us that if we cannot make our work
attractive we shall still be slaves, even though we have no master but

Nature. But to-day the world is still so sunken in misery and slavery,

that in this book, honestly devoted to the regeneration of society, the

assumption is everywhere made that labour must for ever be unattrac-

tive.

It is through no disrespect to the other writers in this remarkable

book that I have given so much of my space to the consideration of

Mr. Sydney Webb's paper, which is rather worse than better than the

others, but simply because it shows most clearly the present position

of the Fabian Society towards the Socialist movement.
Mr. Clarke's paper, though not quite avoiding the historical mistake

of Mr. Sydney Webb, is clear and well written, and full of very

valuable information ; the latter portion, dealing with the special

vagaries of American " Commerce," will serve as a text-book for the

subject " until the times do alter." At the same time, though we may
well hope that the extravagance of exploitation and contempt of the

public shown by these " captains of industry " will lead us on toward
Socialism, it is dangerous to rest our hopes on this development, as

Mr. Bellamy does in his * Looking Backward.' It may, after all, be

nothing but a passing phase of that capitalist organisation of robbery,

which surely must be attacked in front by the workers grown conscious

of their slavery.

Mr. Sydney Olivier's " Moral Basis " is worth taking the trouble of

careful reading. It is less obvious to the objections against the Fabian
opportunism, partly no doubt because of the subject, but also partly,

I think (judging from the paper), because of the turn of mind of the

writer himself.

Mr. Graham Wallas's " Property Under Socialism " is clear and free

from pedantry, and shows distinct sympathies with Communism ; but
it is confessedly dealing with the transitional period of Social De-
mocracy, and consequently lacks the interest which a paper on more
definite principles would have. There is, indeed, a tone of apology

for the feebleness of Social Democracy running through it which
might be sneered at by the bourgeois. One friendly objection I make
to Mr. Wallas—he allows himself to speak of Socialism as " the system

of property-holding which we call Socialism," and goes on to say that

this is not necessarily the wished-for new life, " any more than a good
system of drainage is health, or the invention of printing, knowledge."
Here is a net statement of the exaggeration of the value of a

mechanical system, which I have already complained of. Socialism is

emphatically not merely " a system of property-holding," but a com-
plete theory of human life, founded indeed on the visible necessities

of animal life, but including a distinct system of religion, ethics, and
conduct, which, if put into practice, will not indeed enable us to get

rid of the tragedy of life, as Mr. Wallas hints, but will enable us to

meet it without fear and without shame.
Mrs. Besant's article on " Industry Under Socialism " gives a sketch

of State Socialism in practice in its crudest form, which, owing to the

difficulty of the subject rather than from any shortcoming on her part,

is not satisfactory,—could hardly be satisfactory to any one.

Mr. Hubert Bland's paper, " On the Outlook," is, for this book, a
curious one, for it is a not very indirect attack on his optimistic de-

mocratic coadjutors. " It is not so much to the thing which the state

does, as to the end for which it does it," is stating again what I

have already put forward in this article, and there is a good deal

in Mr. Bland's " Outlook " to the same purport. For the rest,

Mr. Bland, of course, goes in for the Parliamentary struggle

which we do not believe in ; but he is too acute (his eye-sight being
aided, I judge, by some traditional Tory instincts) not to see that the

permeation of the Radicals by Socialism does not mean the creation

of a Socialist-Radical Parliamentary party, but rather the absorption

of the individuals of the Radicals, on the one hand, into the definite

Socialist ranks, and, on the other, into the Whig phalanx ; which
latter, he, very rightly, looks on as a most formidable and enduring
body of obstruction, capable of " holding the fort " long after the in-

telligence of the nation has declared for Socialism, and of holding it

in the teeth of the logical sequence of economical events. So goes history.

I have yet to mention Mr. Bernard Shaw's two papers. Whatever
I have to blame in them is comprised in the statement of my differences

with the Fabian tactic which is so frankly condemned by Mr. Hubert
Bland. Yet, at least, Mr. Shaw does not love opportunism for its

own sweet self ; for in his second lecture he definitely proclaims his

shame of the course to which, as he thinks, circumstances have driven
him

; perhaps he only needs a little extra dose of Parliamentary tactics

to disgust him so much as to force him to drop them altogether.

Judging from the eloquence of the concluding part of his first paper,
we can hardly suppose that that disgust will drive him into despair of
the whole movement, and so deprive us of the services of one of the
clearest heads and best pens that Socialism has got. As aforesaid, his
criticism of the modern capitalistic muddle is so damaging, his style
so trenchant, and so full of reserves of indignation and righteous
scorn, that I sometimes wonder that guilty, i.e., non-Socialist, middle-
class people can sit and listen to him. If he could only forget the
Sydney-Webbian permeation tactic, even without putting any other
in its place, what an advantage it would be to all of us ! < He would
encourage his friends thereby ; and as to his enemies—could he offend
them more than he does now r

l

I have not had any space to quote passages from this book ; I
thought that there was no need to do so, as I assume that all Socialists
will read it whether they agree with it or not. William Morris. *

IN PARIS.
We shall soon have some new elections in and about Paris, as about half-a-
dozen Boulangist deputies' elections have been invalidated on account of not
being on the side of the bourgeois Republic. I should let this pass by un-
recorded as being without interest for us Socialists, who don't care a damn
who gets in or out of Parliament, but it furnishes a good opportunity to
study the different schools of Socialism we have here. As internationalists

it is good for us to know our men in casa we want them.
Any foreigner coming to Paris is sure to meet good Socialists here so long

as he speaks to the point, that is, as long as he does not wander away from
his programme or principles ; but if he takes to politics he is nearly sure to
fall out with them. Although we have half-a-dozen schools at ordinary
times, at the polls we have but two, or rather none at all ; one school, the
Parti ouvrier, is swallowed up by the Government ; the other, the Bianquist
school, goes with Boulanger.
There are, of course, parties that remain independent, such as the Ligue

Socialiste, which has LEgalit4 as their daily paper ; the party of Vaillant,
which is without a paper since the Cri du Peuple stopped ; the Anarchists,
again, whose weekly paper is La Re'volte. Staunch revolutionaries as these
three last schools may be, they are accused of voting for Boulangists.

It is a known fact that the Parti ouvrier, 25,000 strong in Paris, with nine
town councillors and one and a-half deputies— one and a-half because
Joffrin is no deputy in reality, being " elected " by the government in the
place of Boulanger, who got 3,000 majority over him ; the whole one being
Dumay, who has done good work in former years. It is a known fact, I
say, that this party get secret money to play the game of the government.
In their opinion all who are not with them are with Boulanger ; not being
able to keep to their own guns, they see a traitor in any man outside of

their ranks. They do not understand a man standing aloof from their petty

miseries.

They are rather strong in Paris, where the Bourse du Travail is in their

hands, but are nowhere in the country. It is not so easy to make friends

there, as the municipality of Paris, on which nine of them are sitting,

cannot give situations outside of the town, and therefore cannot corrupt the

country.

I fell into the hands of these men when I came to Paris as a delegate to

the International (Possibilist) Congress, and I confess that I regret it ever
since. They are Nationalists, and as much so as are Irishmen. Their
ostensible programme is, " Emancipation of the toiler by the toiler himself,"

but they should add, " with the gracious help of His Majesty Carnot and
the Bourgeois Republic.
Between these Socialists and those who intended to make a good use of

Boulanger's triumph by taking hold of the Government at the first oppor-
tunity, we have about 15,000 Anarchists, who are recruited from among the
most intelligent and sensible workmen here. They do not vote, but they
make more recruits at the present time than any other school. While there

are lots cf Socialists who waver between the Opportunists, the Parti ouvrier,

and the Boulangists, once a man becomes an Anarchist he usually remains
there. They are promoting now the idea of a general European strike,

which, if it comes off, will about finish the present delightful system of

society.

The Ligue Socialiste is a combination of discontented and practical Social-

ists. It was erected on the ruins of the Cri du Peuple. Its members are all

young and ardent men, who would not feel at home with such veterans as

Vaillant and Jules Guesde. One of them, Odin, is to be prosecuted for

a speech he delivered a few weeks ago in Nantes. Chirac is another rising

man. The Ligue Socialiste is to French Socialism what Sandhurst is to the
English army. Its paper is VEgalite, which was started by Jules Roques,
a capitalist, and doubtful Socialist. The League counts about a thousand
members, and has been about a year in existence. It goes in for the greve

gSn&ale (general strike) ; has no programme ; and thinks of taking the
Elysee by storm one day—a quite possible thing, if we consider the kind of

men it is composed of.

Vaillant, Minister of Public Instruction under the Commune, and still a
Communist, has joined Jules Guesde, the Collectivist of old fame, and in

spite of all these different opinions and schools of which I have been speak-
ing, all other chiefs would be cast into the shade in the hour of action, and
Vaillant would be the rallying-point, in whose presence all differences would
disappear. His name reflects a moral strength that cannot be denied. He
is watching the first opportunity to strike a decisive blow. Delegates of the

twenty arrondissements meet every week, and he never fails to be there

also. He does not care to take the chair ; he sits in the crowd, and always
speaks to the point. He personifies Revolution, no doubt about it. Let
the Government make a blunder, and we shall see Vaillant on the Place de
la Concorde, and with him a hundred thousand revolutionaries of every
school, who have descended from the heights of Montmartre and Belleville

to strike a final blow at the cursed reign of the money-bag.
A big meeting assembled last week to protest against the arbitrary arrest

of Bertoya, a Spanish student of twenty-four, who was arrested in the street,

without any warning, by a mouchard, who couldn't even tell him for what
reason it was done. The reason is, that Bertoya is a Socialist, who has been
expelled already from Germany, Italy, France, and probably from Belgium,
on account of his opinions and propaganda.

Before the opening of the meeting, one heard all the different languages
of Europe— Italian, German, Russian, Greek, etc. : it was a truly inter-

national meeting. A Greek student was the first speaker, and he protested

strongly against this disgraceful persecution, saying, however, that it was a

sure sign that governments must feel their own decay when they resorted

to such means as these. Citizen Brunei said they should not protest in

words only, but should try to make their words good by their works;
which sentiment was received with vigorous applause, waving of hats, and
many curses against law-'n'-order as carried out in this grand country of

freedom, where every man has a vote, where idlers have a carefully guarded
right to live without producing, and where every poor man has the right

and many opportunities to starve while working. Hurrah for the Bourgeois

Republic ! A. Coulon.

Paris, 19th Jan., 1890.

I It would be absurd, amongst any people, to regard as iust all that the lawe

j
sanction. Would the Athenians have been more equitable if they had ratified

' the decrees of their thirty tyrants ?

—

Cicero.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Gas-stokers' Strike.

The struggle is still as dogged as ever. The Seamen and Firemen's Union
is nearly every day drawing men out from coal ships that supply the com-
pany, and on the whole the strikers have still a fair chance of winning. The
gas-stokers' treasurer, William Byford, writing to the Star on Friday,
Jan. 17, states that funds are coming in well, despite the lying statements
that have been circulated in the capitalist press. He says, "The strike

which has now lasted five weeks, was forced upon us by Mr. Livesey, and
has cost up to the present over £5,000. This has been met somewhat by a
levy upon our members, whom, I am glad to say, have responded nobly.

We have paid the strikers 10s. a week and 5s. extra Christmas week, and I

am pleased to state that instead of our funds being done and our society in

a deplorable condition, the funds were never better. Last week our own
income was over £800 ; this week up to date it is over £500. Independent
of outside support, which is coming in very well just now, we paid our
strikers last week without calling on our bankers, and are prepared to do
the same next week." This statement, and, indeed, the whole history of

the strike shows that the new trade unionism is not so deficient in staying
power as some of its enemies thought. The gas-stokers, unlike the dockers,

have received very little outside support, and yet this strike has been fought
with as much strength and determination a^ any struggle in the history of

the older trade unions. Should the men even be defeated, they have still done
enough to show that the new trade unions can make a good fight without
showers of gold from an enthusiastic public.

The strikers have had another opportunity of admiring the administration
of middle-class justice. Two blacklegs were charged at the Central Criminal
Court this week with shooting strikers. One of them, Alfred Newgrove,
has been let off altogether ; the other, Charles Higgins, a black man, was
discharged upon entering on his recognisances to come up for judgment
when called upon. If a striker had shot a blackleg I wonder if he would
have got off as easily ! It is a wonder that the judge and the middle-class
jury, in their enthusiasm for the amiable eccentricities of these gentlemen,
did not present them with a valuable testimonial as a proof of their ap-
proval—a silver-plated revolver with an injunction to make good use of it

would be most suitable.

It is rather surprising, after these examples of middle-class justice, to

find that Henry Weir was also only bound over go appear for judgment
when called upon. But there are several explanations of this extraordinary
leniency ; first, it is probable that it struck the judge that it would be
rather too absurd to send a man to prison for advising people to kill Mr.
Livesey, when blacklegs had been let off for actually trying to kill people

;

secondly, the judge, Mr. Justice Hawkins, had doubtless exhausted his

superfluous stock of severity upon the editor of the North London Press the

day before, and was therefore in a pretty good humour.
The funniest feature of the case was the " evidence " of the police " short-

hand " writer. This gentleman admitted that he was not a " professional,"

also that he would not swear positively as to whether the prisoner had said

that Mr. Livesey had no right or no moral right to live ; and finally, he
admitted that since the meeting he had made several " alterations " in his

short-hand notes, and had u struck out " some portions of them. Nice
evidence to convict any one upon ! When a policeman adds " short-hand "

to his natural vices, he evidently becomes more unreliable in his " evidence "

than ever.

There has been another interview between Mr. Livesey and a deputation
of gas-stokers, but the interview has had no result. The good gentleman
complained bitterly of the trouble and expense to which he had been put
by the action of the Coal Porters' and Sailors and Firemens' Unions. We
hear on good authority that some 17 coal ships have lost their crews through
the pickets of the last-named union, and poor Mr. Livesey has had to par-

tially fill up their places with blacklegs, for whom he has had to pay very
dearly. He was, however, in spite of this annoyance, good enough to offer,

if the men would make a total surrender, to take " some " of them back.
This proposition being afterwards submitted to a mass meeting of the men,
-was unanimously rejected amid cries of " Fight it out to the bitter end."

The demonstration held in Hyde Park on Sunday, showed by its numbers
and enthusiasm that the men are determined to resist to the last. There
was a large attendance of police, and their " short-hand " writers were very
busy " reporting " the speeches. Mr. Livesey is finding that "smashing the
union " is not so easy as he thought.

their own, or else give their work out to fair houses. It was stated at the
meeting that the agreement would be enforced if necessary by a general

strike throughout London and the provinces.

Strike of Wharfmen.
' A strike broke out at several wharves in Bermondsey Friday morning,
January 17, the men demanding three-quarters of an hour for dinner, and
that they shall be paid for it. On Friday night Tom Mann, who represented
the workers, had an interview with Captain Davis, one of the directors, at

Wilson and Simmons', who conceded the men's demands, but stipulated that
the agreement should only hold good till April 13th, when the whole ques-
tion of payment for mealtimes should be thoroughly discussed. Mr. Morgan,
secretary of the dock company, writes to the papers in a fit of virtuous
indignation concerning the infraction of the famous agreement of the 14th
September last by the men, one of the conditions of which, as our readers
will remember, was that there should be no payment for mealtimes. But
as Tom Mann explained, the agreement was never intended to be eternal.

In fact by this time it has been nearly torn to pieces, as many of the workers
at the docks and wharves have gained this concession. The men at Hay's
-Wharf are still out, but there is every hope of a speedy victory.

The East-end Tailors.

A crowded meeting of East-end tailors was held at Christ Church Hall,
Hanbury Street, on Saturday January 18, to consider the breaking of the
strike agreement by the masters. According to a statement made by Lewis
Lyons at the meeting, two weeks had not passed from the signing of the
agreement before some of the masters had broken it, and now the majority
of them appear to have followed their example. It appears that the masters
have issued a circular to the retail trade in which they stated that the cause
which led to long hours had been abolished. The meeting passed a resolu-

tion stating that the statements in this circular were misleading and mis-
chievous, and that they had resolved as early as possible to enforce the terms
of the agreement by every legitimate means in their power; also calling

upon merchant tailors, shopkeepers, and warehouses to open workshops of

Tram and Bus Men.
This union again seems in a bad way. There was a very small attendance

at a torchlight meeting held at Stratford Broadway on Saturday morning,
owing, it is said, to the men being warned against attending the meeting by
the company's officials. This may be so ; but similar warnings have been
issued before and haven't had much effect. It is probable that the weakness
shown by the officials of the union towards the Eoad Car Co.—which
has set them at defiance, broken their agreement, and discharged union men,
while the union officials have borne it as meekly as lambs—has had more
to do with it. The fact is that the union officials, two months ago, when the

Road Car men were ready to strike, allowed the decisive moment to go by.

The consequence is that the men have lost heart, and do not care to risk

their places for a union that will do nothing for them. Mr. Sutherst, the
president of the union, has now evidently given up all idea of organised

action on the part of the men, and has prepared a " twelve hours per day
bill " for Parliament. A lot of good that will do, even if it passes, though
there is not much chance of that. Of what use is a union which can only
prepare bills for Parliament 1 No wonder the men have lost all enthusiasm
for such a miserable sham.

Trouble at Billingsgate.

There is a row at Billingsgate. The fish porters have had enough of being
sweated by various fishing companies, and on one of the union men being
discharged on Saturday morning, January 18, the union men started work
on their own account for the buyers, securing half the work of the market,
and receiving the full reward of their labour. The companies replied on
Monday by posting the following notice on all the wholesale forms: "The
undersigned companies hereby give notice that on and after the 20th inst.

all fish sold over their forms will be under the sole control of the company
until delivered to the stand or vehicle of the buyer, and is only sold on these
conditions. This means that the buyers must not employ union labour for

themselves, but must have their fish carried by the blacklegs employed by
the companies. On Saturday the companies showed they meant boycottting
by refusing the bid of Mr. B. Hotine, one of the largest salesmen in Billings-

gate, because he employed union men. The men have issued a manifesto,
calling upon the buyers to support them in the struggle, and pointing out
that the blacklegs do not know their business and are therefore likely to

cause them delay and annoyance. N.

MR. AUBER0N HERBERT ON MARRIAGE.
The following letter was addressed by Mr. Auberon Herbert to the editor

of the Pall Mall, in reply to some very reactionary utterances of the " family

altar " type, which the Pall Mall had quoted with admiration :

A few days ago the Pall Mall Gazette quoted from a speech of Professor
Murray about Mr. Parnell. Personally I have never admired the fashion

or the spirit of the Irish leading. I have seen in it the same deep taint

that I see in the modern Liberal party, as a party. Irish patriots have been
manufactured wholesale at the price of 20 to 30 per cent.—or whatever the
percentage may be—of reduced rents

;
just as modern Radicals are manu-

factured at the price of free education, taxation of land, and the promise of

State services at the cost of owners of property. In neither case do I
believe the product worth the producing. Having said this, and having
separated myself from admiration of Mr. Parnell's leading, I wish to protest

most strongly against Professor Murray's manner of speaking about Mr.
Parnell. It breathes that deep unconscious hypocrisy which pervades almost
all of us in. this matter ; especially those who, with a very slight knowledge
or understanding of their own human nature, proceed to denounce their

fellow men. Men safely moored in the haven of marriage sit in sublime
judgment upon those who are moved by their passions in the irregular and
unhappy ways that lie outside marriage. Do not think I am upholding the
state of no marriage as against the state of marriage. I deeply reverence

the state of true marriage—by which I mean the faithful continuous attach-

ment of two people to each other, without any legal restraint to perpetuate
that attachment, when its inner life has departed—but I say that this true
marriage is the concern of the two people themselves, and not the concern
of the world outside them. It always seems to me a deep unconscious
hypocrisy on the part of the happily married people when they revile either

the transgressions of the unmarried or a transgression such as that of which
Mr. Parnell is accused. I am not minimising these transgressions. They
are generally sins against one's own sense of honour and truth and con-

stancy ; they are departures from high ideals ; they are acts of high treason

against one's own happiness and the happiness of those involved ; but I deny
utterly they are the concern of the outside world, and it is just as imper-
tinent of Professor Murray to comment upon Mr. Parnell's relations with
Mrs. O'Shea, in the high tragic line of a betrayed Ireland, as it would be
impertinent for me to comment publicly upon his own ill-natured treatment of

his wife or his severity towards his children—if he is married, and if I had
any reason to believe in either of these things, which most certainly I have
not—as obstacles to our confidence in him as a trustworthy Liberal or a
trustworthy Conservative. A great deal of this kind of talk comes ;from

the shallow soil in which Liberal principles of the present day are grown.
Women are to vote, to be lawyers, doctors, and so forth ; but they are not
to be treated as the real owners, with all the consequences, of their own
selves. The modern Liberal, in this respect, is often like the Paris husband,
who buys a revolver for twenty francs and dramatically shoots his wife, if

she has betrayed him, amidst the half-suppressed applause of other Paris

husbands. A sense of property in the wife—joined, of course, in France to

the intense amour propre or vanity that has been injured—is at the bottom
of the shooting, just as with us it is at the bottom of that foul creation the

divorce court and its money damages. No fouler institution was ever in-

vented ; and its existence drags on, to our deep shame, just because we have
not the courage frankly to say that the sexual relations of husband and wife,

or those who live together, concern their own selves, and do not concern the

prying, gloating, self-righteous, and intensely untruthful world outside

them. What Mr. Parnell was as a political leader, that he remains to-day.
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His faults are not increased ; his virtues as leader are not diminished. That

he may or may not have sinned against a woman's happiness and self-respect,

and against his own happiness and self-respect, are matters that affect him
and hex,* and notMs political followers. If the Irish party allow him to be

cast on one side—if they allow him to be sacrificed to Catholic jealousies

—

they will indeed barbv the saying, that has been more than pnce pointed

against them, that they cannot be well served because they betray their

leaders.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—At the Council meeting on Jan. 20th, it was resolved to protest
against the attempts made by the capitalist press to obtain a public ovation for
the filibuster Stanley upon his return.

Commonweal Branch.—The Hall at 24, Great Queen Street, will be open
to all Members of the League every evening from 7.30 to 10 p.m. Daily
papers, games, and refreshments. Members must show their cards to the steward.
Lectures and dramatic readings every Sunday evening at 8 p.m. For particulars
of the new Commonweal Branch, now forming, address F. Kitz, 24, Great Queen
Street, London, W.C.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :-Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. Manchester, to end of Septem-
ber. Clerkenwell and East London, to end of October. North London,
and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, and Leicester, to
end of December. 1890 :—North Kensington, to end of January.

Notice to Branch Secretaries.—Please remit to Central Office your Branch
Capitation fees as soon as possible.

Notice.^-All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES
Collected at Council meeting, Jan. 20th, 3s. C

FUND.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—Webb> Is,;

H. R., Is.; Mrs. Schack, Is.; M. M., 5s.; F. Kitz, 6d.; D. Nicoll, 6d. ; B. W.,
6d.; J. W. Brunne, £1 Is.; and C. Saunders, 2s.

REPORTS.
North Kensington.—Fair meeting at Latimer Road on Sunday morning

;

speakers Maughan Crouch, Dean, and A. J. Smith. Comrade Albert Tarn
lectured in the evening on " Capital, Money, and Interest " ; many questions and
good debate. Collected 2s. 6d. Commonweal sold out.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning at Vicars Croft a meeting was held, when Rogers
spoke to an attentive audience. At night, in the Socialist League Hall, Samuels
lectured on "Socialism, Old and New " to a good audience ; spirited discussion.
Commonweal went well, also ' Appeal to the Young.'

Leicester.—Good meeting in Russell Square, addressed by Taylor and Cham-
bers ; audience very attentive and sympathetic. On Monday, a lively discussion
on "Communal Life," which was adjourned until Thursday.
Manchester.—We held two meetings on Sunday, despite unfavourable

weather. At Phillips Park in the morning, Stockton, Barton, and Bailie ad-
dressed a meeting ; in the afternoon, the same speakers held a meeting in Steven-
son Square. About 40 Commonweal sold.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Jan. 18th, A. Kavanagh
lectured on " Practical Legislation," advocating land nationalisation, eight hours,
etc., etc. The views of the lecturer were forcibly assailed by Wilson, Regan,
O'Gorman, and Fitzpatrick.

Sheffield.—The labour movement in Sheffield is rapidly developing. Good
meetings are held every Tuesday evening at Hallamshire Hall, and on Wednes-
day and Thursday evenings in other parts of the town. We are also getting
good meetings at the above hall every Sunday. On Sunday January 12, comrade
Sketchley lectured, in the morning at 11, subject, " The Labour Movement";
and in the evening at 6.30, subject, " The Land Question." On Sunday Jan. 19,
morning at 11, subject, " The Labour Movement " ; and in the evening at 6.30,
subject, "Socialism—What it is." Admission i3 free, and discussion invited.
The organisation is extending every week. Socialist literature on sale at the
hall.—S.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE!
How is it that the Commonweal does not publish more news from the Branches ?

Because the editor is not omniscient, and the local secretaries forget that he
depends upon them for news. Hint : Let us know what you're doing.
How is it that not all that is sent is inserted ? Because branch secretaries

forget that the editor has less than a thousand hands, and often mix things so
that it would mean entirely rewriting their letters before they could be of use.

Hint : Keep reports separate from announcements, and news from both. Write
briefly, plainly, and on one side of the paper.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, High St.,
lecture on Sunday January 26, at 6.30, " The Politics of Burns."

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-
day January 26, at 8 p.m., Harold Cox, " The Eight Hours Question."

^ Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—
Sunday January 26, at 8.30 p.m., F. Pinnock, "Labour's Social Warfare."
West Kensington Park Radical Club, 80 Faroe Road, West Kensington.—

Sunday January 26, at 8 p.m., Graham Wallas, "Practicable Socialism for Great
Britain."

tch-

The

Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday January 26, J. Ske"
ley, 11 a.m

;
, "The Labour Movement at Home and Abroad"; at 6.30,

"'

Claims of Capital and Labour from a Socialistic Standpoint.'.'

A Mass Meeting, to protest against the buying-out of Irish landlords, will be
held (under the auspices of the E.L.R.L.) at St. James's Hall, Piccadilly, on
Tuesday Jan. 28, at 8 p.m. Michael Davitt, John Burns, and others will speak'.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to J!. Buteux* 20 Abercrombie Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—1± Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8. Lectures every Sunday at 8 p.m.
Hall open every everting from 7 till 10.30 to all members of the League;
cards of membership must be produced to steward of branch on entering.
Entertainments on last Sunday of every month. Membership : 6d. entrance
fee and 6d. per month.

East London.—Crown Coffee Tavern, 2 Columbia Road, Hackney Road.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Jan. 26, at 8 p.m.,
George Bernard Shaw, " The New Politics."

Merton.—3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll
members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets'' every'
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday evening, Jan. 26, a lecture by W. L.
Phillips, "Labour and Socialism."

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every.
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. D. J. Nicoll lectures Wednesday Jan. 29,
on " Law and Order.

"

Souihwarh.—Secretary, George Evans, 56 Lucy Road, Bermondsey, S.E. HiH'*
Coffee Tavern, Great Charlotte Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

Streatham.—Meets every Thursday at the " Leighhain Arms," Weilfield Road,
at 8.30 p.m.

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Glub,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing,
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m. ^ 4

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee. u . ;;>?

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday *.

evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock. • •• -

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance,
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m. Sunday January 26, at 7.30, lecture,

S. Braithwaite, " Sir Lyon Playfair and the Labour Question."

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Branch meets temporarily at the Secretary's, 52 Miller Street, on
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meetings
Thursday, at 8 r Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open,

every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every
Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock. . , :

»'

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.
.-,..

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 25.

8.30 Mile-end Waste Cores andPresburg

Sunday 26.

11 Latimer Road Station Maughan, Dean, and Crouch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring,
11.30...... Commercial Road—Union Street Cores

11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Cantwell and Nicoll

11.30 Southwark—Flat Iron Square The Branch
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Cantwell and Nicoll

3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday 28.

8 ...... Walham Green—back of Church

8.15.,

Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 30.

Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley; Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m. ,

Zee^s.-r-Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place* at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m, ; Oower Street, at 3 ip.m.

;

Pump, Westbar, 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which you can help to

spread the ' Weal. Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who

don't care to buy it week by week to subscribe direct. Arrange for the

posting of contents bilk anywhere you can. Any number of other plans

will suggest themselves if you think about it.
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FREE for Four Weeks on Trial!

TWENTIETH CENTURY.
HUGH O. PENTECOST, Editor.

T. L. M'CREADY, Associate Editor.

Each number contains the Address of the preceding
Sunday, delivered by the Editor in Newark, Brooklyn,
and New York.

Motto: "Hear the other side.
11

THIS Journal advocates Personal Sovereignty in

place of State Sovereignty, Voluntary Co-opera-
tion as opposed to Compulsory Co-operation, the
Liberation of the human mind from Superstition, and
the application of the principles of Ethics toward
Social Regeneration.
But it is meant also to be a broad-minded, unsectar-

ian meeting-place for the representatives of all schools
of Religious and Economic thought. Orthodox and
Liberal Christians, Spiritualists, Hebrews, Agnostics,
Liberals, Infidels, Atheists, Freethinkers, and Secular-
ists of every shade of opinion ; Protectionists, Free-
traders, Single-taxers, Nationalists, Socialists, and
Anarchists, advocates of peaceful measures of social

regeneration and revolutionists,—will all be welcomed
to its columns with equal cordiality, fairness, and
respect. As an indication of the broad scope of the
paper, here are the name3 of

Some Contributors.

Edward Bellamy
Rev. John W. Chadwick
Rev. W. S. Crowe
Clinton Furbish
Rev. John C. Kimball
Dyer D. Lum
Rev. R. Heber Newton
W. L. Sheldon
Rev. J. M. Whiton
Hon. Frank T. Reid
Edmund Montgomery
Helen H. Gardener
Benj. K. Tucker
Laurence Gronlund

James H. West
J. W. Sullivan
Daniel DeLeon, Ph.D.
Rabbi G. Gottheil
Harry L. Koopman
Edgeworth
Wm. M. Salter
A. Van Deusen
Gen. M. M. Trumbull
Sergius G. Shevitch
Victor Yarros
T. B. Wakeman
Otto Wettstein
J. K. Ingalls

An economic symposium by thinkers of national
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would

give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto:

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red mark against this notice

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have

expired and must be renewed immediately if they

wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printer/, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League by Frank Kitz
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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WHEN WILL HE GET THERE?

NOTES ON NEWS.
The Labour Elector appeals to the mass of the trades' union workmen,
.and is supposed to do something toward teaching them ; but one of

its last efforts in this direction is not a happy one. English people are

fond of boasting that they do not hit a man when he is down ; but
here is the Labour Elector attacking Mr. Parke in a way that it is

difficult to characterise, although he is in prison for doing what most
people believe he thought to be his duty.

Mr. Parke has made a mistake, and is paying a frightful penalty
tor it. Twelve month's persistent and intentional torture, administered

y? a pedantic system that does not recognise humanity except as an
inconvenient something to be repressed, one would think sufficient
"" punishment " for any " crime " in the calendar, let alone the crime
t)f a mere mistake, which any generous-minded man would at once
-forgive. But this is not enough for the " Newest Journalism "; which
out-herods Herod, out-Saturdays the Saturday, in calling for pit, gallows
and rack in defence of an injured society. Really, the Labour Elector
has learned its lesson from its coercionist friends only too well. It
seems bent on reducing political persecution to an absurdity.

The bourgeois papers are congratulating the German Socialists on
their victory over Bismark, but to a Socialist onlooker it does not
\seem so tremendous, or at least must be read by the light of the

extra-coercionist state of things in Germany. Por the only doubts
that the respectable parties had was as to the best method of damaging
Socialism ; and all the Liberals wanted to do apparently was to get a
coercionist bill which should have a certain amount of respectability

about it, so that it might last the longer and be put in force the more
rigorously.

The Tory gentleman, Prince Zu Carolath, who spoke against the

Bill and so astonished his colleagues, appears to be rather a Simple

Simon. To us, at any rate, the crushing of Socialism by intelleotual

argument seems rather like a joke ; since by this time nobody but

Professor Huxley or the regular debating-club bore ventures to argue

against Socialism in front ; let alone that it seems rather late in the

day for the countrymen of Karl Marx and Lassalle to begin to talk of

intellectual opposition. But no doubt there is something in the argu-

ment that brutal coercion consolidates a forward movement.

An article in the Star the other day carried the " We are all So-

cialists now " about as far as that stale piece of cant could be carried.

" We have had municipal Socialism for fifty years," said its writer.

Have we indeed ] It must be a valuable article, then, considering

how it has abolished all the evils of which Labour has to complain I

Let alone the London slums, I could show our Star friends a biggish

population in the fields of merry (?) England to whom Socialism of any
kind would be of some advantage if it were real. Whereabouts is

this municipal Socialism 1 I should like to find out. I think it must
be Socialism for the rich ; that is the reason why we cannot find it out

;

they keep it to themselves, I suppose, like they do all the rest of their

stealings. W. M.

Mr. John P. Brown, " of Birmingham," is an admirer of Mr. Stanley

and an upholder of the system which he represents. To him, this God-

appointed (which is to say, self-appointed) apostle of rum, rifles, and
religion, who forces his way across Africa with a wallet of bullets and
bibles, appears to be not only a semi-divine hero, but " furthermore a

gentleman "
(!). Imagine, then, the horror of Mr. John P. Brown when

he picks up a stray number of the Commonweal in a Liverpool cafe, and
reads the " infernal rubbish " which is written therein about his idol, by
"miserable hounds" who "have not the pluck to undertake one-half, nay,

one-quarter of what he has successfully accomplished "
! Then for the

first time it dawns upon him that there are men alive who do not

prostrate themselves before the feet of the vulgar freebooter whom he

so adores.

What his first impulse was, who shall say 1 Something of its nature

may be gathered from the fact, that on reflection he wrote a letter in

reply to our " article on Mr. H. M. Stanley, whom you call a filibuster,"

in which he says :

" Your reason for so doing I cannot imagine, unless it is that his object

is to open up fresh provinces for the furtherance of the gospel, and to try

and enlighten the poor niggers (!) on the glorious truths contained therein.

Pray is he not opening up fresh fields for commercial enterprise, and thus

furthering the interests of the community at large ?"

—

making, of course the familiar confusion between the interests of the

capitalist and those of the " community at large."

But Mr. Brown proceeds in a loftier strain :

" These glorious principles are of course quite antagonistic to your own,

which can be defined in one short word, and that is hellish. This definition

may perhaps be rather strong, but in this case it is the only one adapted for

the purpose of which it is used. Your other remarks are without doubt

cowardly in the extreme. Because a man, and furthermore a gentleman^

has the pluck to take in hand an expedition the object of which was the

advancement of cirilisation, knowing the privations and fatigues he would

have to undergo, and having successfully accomplished his object* your

miserable crew raise objections to a grateful and admiring populace giving

him his just and due reward. I should like to have the task, Or rather

the pleasure, of stringing up every man jack of you."

There speaks the good Christian !

Having relieved himself of all that, one may now fairly aak Mr.
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Brown to reflect a little. If he will only try to formulate, in some
caJBier moment, the benefit which has been conferred by Ur* Stanley

on^fl^i^lrle^ N^otkiiig class"; if he will only try really to find out t6

hc^inuch of "mankind generally" Mr. Stanley has been a "benefac-

!

tflrf&j if Jte; will only do these things with a little earnestness and a

gej^TO^ desire for truth, he will find that the heroic figure of his

iniaMu»i|pn will dwindle down to something like the dimensions of a

etcfift traveller crossed with a footpad. S.

us^ the weaver nwfoled kindly ; the dustman bowed' as gracefully as a>

troubadours ftfck shook the reins, and we were off.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. III. {continued).—The Guest House and Breakfast therein.

I looked over my shoulder, and saw something flash and gleam in the

sunlight that lay across the hall ; so I turned round, and at my ease

saw a splendid figure slowly sauntering over the pavement ; a man
whose surcoat was embroidered most copiously as well as elegantly,

so that the sun flashed back from him as if he had been clad in golden

armour. The man himself was tall, dark-haired, and exceedingly

handsome, and though his face was no less kindly in expression than
that of the others, he moved with that somewhat haughty mien which
great beauty is apt to give to both men and women. He came and
sat down at our table with a smiling face, stretching out his long legs

and hanging his arm over the chair in the slowly graceful way which
tall and well-built people may use without affectation. He was a man
in the prime of life, but looked as happy as a child who has just got

a new toy. He bowed gracefully to me, and said

—

" I see clearly that you are the guest, of whom Annie has just told

me, who have come from some distant country that does not know of

us or our ways of life. So I daresay you would not mind answering

me a few questions ; for you see
"

Here Dick broke in: "No, please, Boffin ! let it alone for the

present. Of course you want the guest to be happy and comfortable

;

and how can that be if he has to trouble himself with answering all

sorts of questions while he is still confused with all the new customs

and people about him ? No, no : I am going to take him where he
can ask questions himself, and have them answered ; that is to my
great-grandfather in Bloomsbury : and I am sure you can't have any-

thing to say against that. So instead of bothering, you had much
better go out to James Allen's and get a carriage for me, as I shall

drive him up myself ; and please tell Jim to let me have the old grey,

for I can drive a wherry much better than a carriage. Jump up, old

fellow, and don't be disappointed ; our guest will keep himself for you
and your stories."

I stared at Dick ; for I wondered at his speaking to such a dignified-

looking personage so familiarly, not to say curtly ; for I thought that

this Mr. Boffin, in spite of his well-known name out of Dickens, must
be at the least a senator of these strange people. However, he got up
and said, "All right, old oar-wearer, whatever you like; this is not

one of my busy days ; and though " (with a condescending bow to me)
" my pleasure of a talk with this learned guest is put off, I admit that

he ought to see your worthy kinsman as soon as possible. Besides,

perhaps he will be the better able to answer my questions after his

own have been answered."

And therewith he turned and swung himself out of the hall.

When he was well gone, I said : "Is it wrong to ask what Mr.
Boffin is 1 whose name, by the way, reminds me of many pleasant hours

passed in reading Dickens."

Dick laughed. " Yes, yes," said he, " as it does us. I see you take

'the allusion. Of course his real name is not Boffin, but Henry John-
son ; we only call him Boffin as a joke, partly because he is a dustman,

and partly because he will dress so showily, and get as much gold on
him as a baron in the Middle Ages. As why should he not if he likes 1

only we are his special friends, you know, so of course we jest with

him."

I held my tongue for some time after that ; but Dick went on :

" He is a capital fellow, and you can't help liking him ; but he has

a weakness : he will spend his time in writing reactionary novels, and
is very proud of getting the local colour right, as he calls it ; and as

he thinks you come from some forgotten corner of the earth, where
people are unhappy, and consequently interesting to a story-teller, he

thinks he may get some information out of you. O, he will be quite

straightforward with you, for that matter. Only for your own comfort,

beware of him !

"

"Well, Dick," said the weaver, doggedly, "I think his novels are

very good."

"Of course you do," said Dick; "birds of a feather flock together
;

mathematics and antiquarian novels stand on much the same footing.

But here he comes again."

'/"./•Aid in effect the Golden Dustman hailed us from the hall-door;

t sp tfe., all got up and went into the porch, before which, with a strong

grey horse in the shafts, stood a carriage ready for us which I could

not help noticing. It was light and handy, but had none of that

sickening vulgarity which I had known as inseparable from the carriages

of our time, especially the " elegant
w

ones, but was as graceful and
• !pe^hfr ife

! lineasvA Wessex waggon. We got in, Dick and I. The
girls, who had come into the porch to see us off, waved their hands to

Chap. IV.—A Mabket by the Way.

^b turned away from the river at once, and were SDtnr in the main
road that runs through Hammersmith. But I shonld have had ho
guess as to where I was if I had not started from the waterside ; for King
Street was gone, and the highway ran through wide sunny meadows-
and garden-like tillage. The Creek, which we crossed at once, had^

been rescued from its culvert, and as we went over its pretty bridge

we saw its waters, yet swollen by the tide, covered with gay boats of

different sizes. There were houses about, some on the road, some
among the fields with pleasant lanes leading down to them, and each sur-

rounded by a teeming garden. They were all pretty in design,, and as

solid as might be, but countryfied in appearance, like yeomen's dwellings

;

some of them of red brick like those by the river, but more of timber*

and plaster, which were by the necessity of their construction so like

mediaeval houses of the same materials that I fairly felt as if I were
alive in the fourteenth century ; a sensation helped out by the costume

of the people that we met or passed, in whose dress there was nothing;
" modern." Almost everybody was gaily dressed, but especially the

women, who were so well-looking, or even so handsome, that I could <

scarcely refrain my tongue from calling my companion's attention to

the fact. Some faces I saw that were thoughtful, and in these I noticed

great nobility of expression, but none that had a glimmer of unhappi-

ness, and the greater part (we came upon a good many people) were

frankly and openly joyous.

I thought I knew the Broadway by the lie of the roads that meet
there. On the north side of the road was a range of buildings and
courts, low, but very handsomely built and ornamented, and in that

way forming a great contrast to the unpretentiousness of the houses

round about ; while above this lower building rose the steep lead-

covered roof and the buttresses and higher part of the wall of a great

hall, of a splendid and exuberant style of architecture, of which one can

say little more than that it seemed to me to embrace the best qualities

of the Gothic of northern Europe with those of the Saracenic and
Byzantine, though there was no copying of any one of these styles. On
the other, the south side, of the road was an octagonal building with

a high roof, not unlike the Baptistery at Florence, except that it was
surrounded by a lean-to that clearly made an arcade or cloisters to it :

.

it also was most delicately ornamented.

This whole mass of architecture which we had come upon so suddenly

from amidst the pleasant fields was not only exquisitely beautiful in

itself, but it bore upon it the expression of such generosity and abund-

ance of life that I was exhilarated to a pitch that I had never yet

reached. I fairly chuckled for pleasure. My friend seemed to under-

stand it, and sat looking on me with a pleased and affectionate interest.

We had pulled up amongst a crowd of carts, wherein sat handsome

healthy-looking people, men, women, and children, very gaily dressed,

and which were clearly market carts, as they were full of very tempting-

looking country produce.

I said, "I need not ask if this is a market, for I see clearly that it

is ; but what market is it that it is so splendid ? And what is the

glorious hall there, and what is the building on the south side ?

"

" O," said he, " it is just our Hammersmith market ; and I am glad

you like it so much, for we are really proud of it. Of course the hall

inside is our winter Mote-House ; for in summer we mostly meet in

the fields down by the river opposite Barn-Elms. The building on our

right hand is our theatre : I hope you like it."

" I should be a fool if I didn't," said I.

He blushed a little as he said :
" I am glad of that, toor because I

had a hand in it; I made the great doors, which are of damascened

bronze. We will look at them later in the day, perhaps: but we
ought to be getting on now. As to the market, this is not one of our

busy days; so we shall do better with it another time, because you

will see more people."

I thanked him, and said : "Are these the regular country people I'

What very pretty girls there are amongst them."

As I spoke, my eye caught the face of a beautiful woman, tall, dark-

haired, and white-skinned, dressed in a pretty light-green dress in

honour of the season and the hot day, who smiled kindly on me, and

more kindly still, I thought, on Dick; so I stopped a minute, but

presently went on :

"I ask because I do not see any of the country-looking people I

should have expected to see at a market—I mean selling things there."

"I don't understand," said he, "what kind of people you would

expect to see; nor quite what you mean by ' country ' people. These

are the neighbours, and that like they run in the Thames valley. There

are parts of these islands which are rougher and rainier than we are

here, and there people are rougher in their dress; and they themselves are

tougher and more hard-bitten than we are to look at. But some people

like their looks better than ours; they say they have more character in

them—that's the word. Well, it's a matter of taste.—Anyhow the

cross between us and them generally turns out well," added he, thought-

fully.

I thought his eye rather wandered from me, and didn't wonder, for

that pretty girl was just disappearing through the gate with her big:

basket of early peas, and I myself felt that disappointed kind of feeling:

which overtakes one when one has seen an interesting or lovely |ace

in the streets which one is never likely to see agfcin; and I wasailefct

a little. At last I said: " What I mean is, tha* I haven't seen any
poor people about—not one."
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iH©knit his brows, looked puzzled, and Said: "No, naturally; if any-

body is poorly/ he is likely to be within doors, or at best crawling about
thegarden : but I don't know of any one sick at present. Why should

y«m expect to see poorly people on the roadi h>

H No, no," I said ; " I don't mean sick people. I mean poor people,

you know; rough people."

"No," said he, smiling iperrily, « I really do not know. The fact is

you must come along quick to my great-grandfather, who will under-
stand you better than I do. Oome on, Greylocks!" Therewith he
*hook the reins, and we jogged along merrily eastward.

William Morris.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FEANCE.

'Therbourge6is IBejmblic goes on expelling foreigners exactly as if France
'were the counterpart of Eussia. During last year, 1,612 Spaniards,
1,410 Belgians, 573 Germans, 369 Swiss, 93 Dutch and Luxemburgers,
57 Austrians, 52 Englishmen, 32 Americans, 22 Eussians and 21 Turks,
have been sent over the frontiers, thus making a total number of 4,247
expelled. Hip, hip, hurrah, for Eepublican fraternity !

GERMANY.
At the general meeting of the ships' stokers on strike, held on Jan. 22nd,

it was unanimously resolved that the men should continue to hold out.

£i?
tr
j^f

C(>mmittee of eight members was accordingly appointed, a Hamburg
Ships Stokers and Trimmers' Union being formed at the same time. The
majority of the substitutes obtained from Antwerp are already on their way
back to that city. They were plentifully supplied with provisions by the
strikers, and their departure was effected peacefully. At the last hour, we
are informed that the strike, which has been going on for ten days, has now
ended. A meeting of the strikers was held at Altona, near Hamburg, on
January 25th, at which the proposal made by the shipowners, that they
should cancel the reduction of 10 marks (10s.) per month, recently made in
the strikers' wages, and should restore their salary to 85 marks per month,
provided that the workers undertook to demand no further increase in
wages during this year, was unanimously adopted. With this limitation,
the ships' stokers and coal-trimmers have wen the victory over their
^masters.

The coalowners have given their answer to the five demands pat forward
toy the coalminers of Westphalia and the Ehine Province. The workers
•claimed an advance of 50 per cent, in their wages, the eight hours shift,
the abolition of overtime, the suppression of all deductions hitherto imposed
for what is considered unsatisfactory work, and payment of wages once every
fortnight The Masters' Association, at a meeting held at Dorfmund on
January 23rd, drew up a letter which was addressed to H. Meyer, of Bochnm,
the Chairman of the Miners' Association for the Ehine Province and West-
phalia, and which declared that the demands of the workers could not be
agreed to bv the mine owners. What will be the result of this summary
refusal of all the miners' claims, we do not know ; but it seems to us that
the owners are again playing with the fire, and will have to come soon to
.some better terms, if they do not wish a renewal of the last great strike,
which did them no good.
The debate on the Anti-Socialist Bill has come to an end, and the

Reichstag has rejected the. whole measure by 169 votes against 98. Bismarck
was not there to witness his defeat, but he will feel it all the same.We stated last week, on the authority of several Socialist papers, that
comrade Ignaz Auer had become insane, and that but little hope was
entertained for his recovery. We are glad to sav that we have been misled.
Auer, whose health has been rather severely shaken by his labours in the
•service of his party, has gone to Montreux, a Swiss watering-place, where a
•sojourn of a few weeks has already proved very beneficial, and it is said that
he will soon resume his political agitation in Germany.

AUSTEIA-HUNGAEY.
Our Austrian friends, notwithstanding the very serious difficulties with

which they have to carry on their propaganda, make steady progress. They
have more workers' institutions, associations, clubs, reading-rooms, etc , than
any other country m Europe, and in the last few weeks they have created

^V^ S
?
ch " Vereine ;" namely at Alt-Harzdorf, near Eeichenburg,

at feldkirchen, at Braunseifeu, at Wolfsburg, at Weisbach and at Znaim.^
Comrades E. Hanser and A. Gollen, have issued the first issue of a new

>bocialistiventure, under the title of FamiliesBiblistheh fur des arbeitende
Voikr (Family-Library for the Workers). It contains the following articles :

1. lhe workers and the press ; 2. How the rich always manage matters
;

«3. illustrations
; 4. The bourgeois point of view ; 5. Poetry. The new organ

I
s

,
1° 3?pear fortmghtly •

Address : Familien-Bibliothek, VII., Kaiserstrasse,
117, Vienna. ' '

BELGIUM.
One of the most valiant propagandists of the revolutionary cause has died

a* Brussels a few weeks ago, after a few days of illness: comrade Emile

^rCTheBla kF^T adminisfcrator of the Anarchist paper, Ze Drapeau

EUSSIA.
On December 10, 1889, the Russian revolutionary club in Paris held ameeting ot protest against the massacres of Eussian exiles in Siberia, which

occurred last spring, and are now fully known from the exhaustive docu-
mentary evidence published in the Times on December 26. Attacked as

MlLT?? •\1.°.Ufc, an? Provocation by soldiers and policemen, six were

r>f tW"i l '
eight severel7 wounded, and the rest made prisoners. Three

«pnt Zl !!!
Were hanSed >

one in an almost dying state, and the othersX£^Ly^o*£e lriiues
*

The resolution ad°pted at the meetinS

P^hewTvllii ?.
US8iaD

f
8

' held on Member 10, 1889, at 308 Rue St. Jacques,SSnTof 5: ^ °f the d
?
6peSt 8orrow and indignation the news of the

Sat^akutak S3 ^preventatives of the Russian Government, which took

Kk S ffi,^8W? of which were the Political exiles Podbielsky,

BainL^Pwii- Shu
S*

Notkin, Muchanov, Kohan-Bernshtein, Zotoo, and

K&*^E££2 «^ v
1^ might aSainst this ^comparable cruelty,*&e meeting expresses their boundless contempt for the gang of henchmen who

call themselves the Russian Government, and their entire solidaritv #&!i tfft
martyrs who paid with their freedom and their Uvea for their protestTaaaiSl
coercion and highhandedness." ^ ",

This resolution has been published in a leaflet, written in tae Russian \

tongue, and is signed by E. Stepanov, Ch. Turevich, E. AshkinasL members :

of the committee of the Paris Russian Club; ,

UNITED STATES.
We hear with much regret that the Supreme Court of the United States

has rejected the appeal of comrade John Most, the editor of the Freiheit, the
organ of the German-speaking Anarchists, for a revision of his sentence of
one year's imprisonment for vindicating the noble cause of free speech hi
America. The last number of comrade Moat's paper announces that ia the
course of this year the Freiheit will again be published in eight pages instead
of four. This change will be the best answer comrade Most could give to
the magistrates for their vindictive sentence. Victor Dave.

SWEDEN.
From the 1st of April the Stockholm paper Social-Demokraten is going to

be published as a daily paper* Social-Demokraten has been very good as a
weekly, and we only hope that its staff and the support of the North Swed-
ish workers will be strong enough to make it as good a daily. Folkets Bbst
(Gothenburg) has been compelled to cease. Considering that Gothenburg ia
the second largest city in Sweden, with a strong working-man population,
this is rather sad. Comrade Danielsson (of Arbetet, Malmo) has lately printed
a small book('Genom Gallret—i.e., 'Through the Lattice Window ') with
poetry and some short stories. They are not only inspired with a truly
revolutionary enthusiasm, but are also nearly all of them brilliant pieces of
art. Danielsson seems to be one of those very rare, highly gifted persons
who have exceptional capacities as well for science as for art. They are
perhaps the most useful of all revolutionists, because not so one-sided. On
the 1st of February Danielsson will leave prison, after a detainment of
eighteen months.

DENMARK.
The Social-Demokraten (of Copenhagen) has not said a word about the

seven "revolutionists" since their expulsion became a fact. But it does not
seem that the Danish workers ignore them in the same way, because there
are rumours that Arbejderen is soon going to become a daily. Just now
Social-Demokraten is making a great fuss about the elections to the miserable
Danish Diet, which for several years has been treated like a sheepflock by
the autocratic Estrugian ministry—or rather, like that silly coward mob
which it is. And to be " represented " by a few men in this contemptible
mob is by a Socialistic paper recommended as a great and beautiful aim for
the special exertions of Socialists ! That is really very like giving stones to
those who cry for bread. Stn.

CORRESPONDENCE.

STANLEY.
Dear Sir,—Some one sent me last Saturday's issue, and I am glad to find

my view concerning the humbug connected with Stanley's return coincides
with ycurs and that of other advanced and sound thinkers. I have sentfurther
opinions to the press, and, if appearing, there will be seen the reasons I
advance for not considering him a "hero"—quite the contrary. But all

such honesty of expression—especially by travellers or voyagers, capable of
rightly judging—is, nowadays, the bringing down upon the daring speaker
or writer crushing blows of ruin, as it has upon yours truly,

Bexley Heath, Jan. 21. W. Parker Snow.

A PKOTEST.
" Some of us must be content to die in the wilderness." So said a Fabian.

And surely it is too true that many of us will die in " the wilderness." But
the question is, how hard ought we to fight that we and others may not die
in that wilderness ? How hard, I say 1 Well, our hardest. And what is our
hardest ? 'Tis not to sit and consider which is the most convenient method
to the privileged and brass-hearted of saving the poor from their merciless
clutches. No ; there is a wider, nobler, altogether humaner way of afcting.

Moses "looked this way and that way," and seeing none about, slew the
Egyptian slave-driver. Was that the noblest kind of action? No. Had
Moses ninety and nine lives to lose, he should have slain the Egyptian even
though the whole armed forces of Egypt were by.

It is our business to raise up the most deadly, the most unflinching* 'the
most clear-seeing spirit of revolt that can be, and as quickly as can be too.

So that the ruling classes cannot misunderstand, cannot misinterpret the
handwriting on the wall. What ! shall we calmly see our lives and the lives

of our beloved friends and brothers trampled "under foot? Shall we feel
the largeness of our powers of deed and happiness, and allow them to wither
within us and not be stirred to the greatest depths of our manhood ? And
fearless of death, fearless of all, except of being agents in the perpetuation
of this gigantic curse, stand forth and say : You the priviliged, you the
masters, you the rulers are murdering us body and soul for no good. For
no good to yourselves or us. And you will not hear our cry, you will not
take the stopping from your ears. No

;
your feet are tangled in tne : carcases

of our brothers and lovers and children; you will not deprive your full

gorged bellies or your grotesquely covered backs of one atom of your wanton-
ness to save our bodies alive. We tell you plainly, that with the greatest
possible speed and with the most inevitable tread, we will step up to you
and strike your pitiless mouths with the iron glove of justice. We will not
palter, we will not cringe, we will not calculate, but manfully take from you
the power by which you grind us.

We know what we want, and ought not to be afraid to ask for it in its

entirety. Why should we hold back one hour? Why hold back one jot of
our demand? Up and out to the four winds, and declare for a life worthy
of manhood and nothing less! "Content to die in the wilderness "3 No,
by the glorious hope of man's unqualified freedom !

January 1890. R. Catterson Smith.

If it be the fact that it is a natural duty for a man to assist his fellow, solely
because he is man, it is also natural that all particular interests.should unite fpf:

the common welfare.

—

Cicero.
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SEA SHELLS, SANDWICHES, AND SPREAD-
EAGLEISM.

PLEASANT PROPAGANDA IN AID OF ST. JINGO.

The other day your reporter received a neat card inviting him in the

name of Lord Brassey to 24, Park Lane, to listen to Mr. G. R. Parkin
deliver an address on Imperial Federation. In the interests of So-

cialism and the readers of the ' Weal your reporter has in his time

dared much, but some amount of consideration was required on this

particular occasion. In the search after knowledge much has to be
risked, truth is worth considerable risk ; but was this really a promise

of some worthy addition to the store of truth, or was it simply a deep-

laid scheme to get possession of your reporter? The doubt was sug-

gested by the word " Refreshments " down in one corner. Memory
recalled in an instant the various treacherous banquets recorded in

history, when dangerous persons have had to be removed without ex-

citing too much notice, and the reporter almost wished that the sub-

editor, or one of those compositors, who are always spoiling one's best

bits of writing out of pure envy, had been put on the job.

However, at last deciding in the interests of the ten thousand

readers awaiting for this number, and that if necessary he would

greatly daring die, your reporter started off, only pausing to take on
the road a penny-per-hundred ticket from an automatic insurance^

supply box. Being somewhat more used to the wilds of Whitechapefr

than to the pleasances of Park Lane, it was some trouble to find the
house, especially as, in the district of overturned park railings, it did

not seem quite advisable for a dangerous-looking Socialist to " Ask st

P'leeceman " where Lord Brassey lived, inquisitorial questions might
be put.

At last, finding the house, fortunately just as the door was opened
to let some visitors in, your reporter reached the door-mat without*

having to make a special appeal by knocker or bell. Fairly inside the

hall doubts again took possession, for quite a display of male servitors

were in evidence, one of whom solemnly pointed to a side room with

an intimation to undress, an order which in olden times was a prelude

to the torture-chamber. Biting his lips, however, he obeyed, but it

appeared that it was only hat and top-coat that was received. Luckily,

in consequence of your handsome cheque on account of arrears, your

reporter was, for a wonder, in possession of and therefore wearing

two coats.

Having received a ticket with a number on in exchange for hat and
coat, he did as others seemed to be doing, making believe to be quite-

at home, mounting the stairs with a quite two-thousand-a-year airr

which was a quite ten-thousand-a-year air by the time one room had'

been inspected ; an inspection which was necessitated by the fact that

there was no lecturer or lecture-hall yet to be found, and as it is quite-

infra dig to be in a hurry or at all curious, or to ask questions, the*

only thing one could do was simply to follow suit, and loaf round in

the hope of striking the lecture-room and lecturer in good time for the,

peroration if nothing else.

At last it was announced that an adjournment was to be made to*

the museum, and under the guidance of the speaker we passed along

some passages not originally too commodious, and somewhat reduced

by cases of curiosities and a number of frames containing some hundred
of most dainty little drawings and pictures, taken in all parts of the

world under all sorts of conditions, and which form the illustrations

of the published works of the late Lady Brassey. At last an open-

gallery permits a view of the hall below, which is reached by a short

and somewhat steep stairway with a twist in its foot.

A dainty hall this for propaganda, by my troth, and after having

climbed up ladders into lofts, and plunged down break-neck stairs into

dingy cellars, groped through the stream of pea-soup and horse-bean

coffee, to the hall at the rear of some coffee palace to listen to a lecture

on " Art and Socialism," or " How we do live and How we might livc,'
r

it almost seemed that your reporter's devotion to that sort of propa-

ganda had now led into the lotus land ; that the time of rough plank

seats, dirty walls, and paraffin smoke had passed for ever, and that the

cool, calm, electric beam showed the way to really restful seats in cosy

corners, where one could make love, or talk on the new economics, in>

which, as is suggested in " News from Nowhere," the greatest diffi-

culty is how to fairly share out the small amount of useful labour,

called for to provide everything for everybody.

It really seemed quite a matter of " Make-believe Land," for most

of those present were known members of various more or less revo-

lutionary organisations. Strange, surely, to find so many of the ex-

ploited class as guests of one of the greatest exploiters of this genera-

tion ; audacious rather, to let the exploited see exactly the pass to>

which the poor capitalist has been brought to.

Just for the moment, however, all such thoughts seemed foreign,,

everything seemed Peace. In truth, it was very like the peace which
reigned at Warsaw just when the streets had been clean swept by
artillery. This, too, was the thought which came up over and over

again during the proceedings. The talk was all of peace—peaceable

intentions, that is—but the calculations were wholly as to war. Our
country, Our empire, Our colonies, Our supremacy, the importance of

Our commerce, Our civilisation, and Our mission to spread this civili-

sation among the uncivilised, until in absolute impatience one felt

inclined to ejaculate " Say Our Everything, and damn all the rest !

"

In introducing the lecturer, Lord Brassey told the audience that

Mr. Parkin's mission to Australia was to " awaken the feeling that it?

was desirable to maintain the Unity of the Empire." This was a

particularly agreeable bit of news, because it has been a very strong

point with some of the Imperial Faderationists that the Australian

Colonies were already very awake and earnest on the question. They
have laid much stress on the few hundred Australian Jingoes who
were got together to volunteer for service in Egypt to secure the in-

terest on Goschen bonds. There was some amount of pleasure also*

in learning from Lord Brassey that although "the solution of the

question of Imperial Federation is very important and pressing, it is

not the foremost of all the questions, with which statesmen have

to deal," for one could not help but think that the Faderationists

might be a bit disappointed if they were expecting to get their ques-

tions settled just for a day or two yet. Some are inclined to think

that an English Land and Labour question will come on first.

One remark that he made, we only put on record to show that Lord
Brassey has a fund of quiet humour which might not be expected of

him. He said that in consequence of his inquiries while in the colonies

as to what was being done in the way of defence, he found that a
great work was being done in the direction of a volunteer force.

When he returned to England he suggested to the authorities that

besides being a great compliment to the colonies, much good could be

done by sending out a Properly Qualified Influential and Competent
Military Man, to report on and advise as to the future ; and as one o£

theP.Q.1. and C.M.M., he suggested the Duke of Connaught ! He
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said it without turning a hair, and the audience stood it bravely. We
were assured that Sir Henry Parkes had favourably taken up the

question of Imperial Federation, but there was no mention of the

speech of Sir Charles Lilley, Chief Justice of Queensland, and the re-

markable fact that " Three Cheers for the Australian Republic I
" is

more often heard than " Rule Britannia !

"

Next, Mr. G. R. Parkin, M.A., "A man with a mission," was turned

on. Turned on, is in truth the only term possible to apply, for the

next three-quarters of an hour or more was simply a flow of drivel, of

which one strongly marked feature was the immense care which Provi-

dence had devoted to provide Our Empire with convenient coal-beds.

Speaking to an audience mostly of the working-class, or representing

sucb> he of course made out, or struggled to make out, that Imperial

Federation was most particularly a working-class question. To do this,

as a start, he made a statement which proved that, however bad his

knowledge of economics, his knowledge of history was worse. For a

man to-day to date our great industrial departure from a period of

only thirty years ago, proves a very small amount of knowledge of

the real facts of the case he is arguing ; one might say an absolute

ignorance of English industrial history and development ; nothing could

be more stupendously absurd. Fancy, the great change in the centre

of industrial gravitation dating from thirty years ago—ten years after

the Great Exhibition ; if he had put it ten years before or fifty years

ago he might have made out a slight case, but very slight then. But
thirty years '! ye gods, what history 3

The next point he laboured at was almost as bad for his knowledge

of details of English Government He said there are in Canada

5,000,000 of our people, and in Australia 3,000,000 more, all of whom
might be involved in -a war with Russia without having had a word to

say one way or the other ; " the great demand of the Imperial Fede-

rationist is that these people should have a word to say, in the same

way >as we hmve at Jvo<me" Holy Simples \
*" in the same way as we

have at home " ; this, in the hearing of Hodgson Pratt, who has spent a

large part Of his life in travelling and working with the sole object of

satisfying «ne cf the most pressing demands of English democracy,

that we should have a word to say on the question <*i peace or war.

It is a very old dodge in rhetoric to dilate on the use of pleasures,

privileges, -and powers which -are not possessed, but it should not be

done too daringly, because it sometimes intensifies demands which

have to be satisfied.

The mam with a tfaission then launched forth on -our immense com-

merce, how in one of the remotest of oar Welsh villages in a tiny

grocer's shop he found a tinned lobster which had come all the way
from British Columbia; how in every corner could be found similar

proofs of our dependence on food from far away; how that in a dis-

cussion before the dons of Oxford last summer a gentleman declared

positively ** that "England was never more than six or eight weeks
from want of food supplies,"a fact which has been urged for years by
some of us, but which seems such a aorel suggestion to the Fadera-

tionist8 that it is laboured at under all varieties of re-stating, but with

the only conclusion that a Special Providence has placed coal-fields

just exactly where most useful to re-coal men-of-warships. To re-

member that we have £1^1 00,000,000 sterling worth of property

floating every year, is enough to make every patriotic Briton hug these

coal-fields to his bosom, and swear mighty swears of devotion to "Our
Flag," that jflag which trade goes hunting all over the globe.

It was very interesting to note how, that all the way through

the .proceedings—although occasional references were made to peace

and the interest the working classes have in peace—war, war-

ships, the army and the navy, had by far the largest amount of con-

sideration. Providenae, according to Mc Parkin, was more concerned

to provide coal for war-ships than for working-men's fires. Although
much was made of our immense imports of food, there was not a single

word suggesting the possibility of producing any increased supply of

food in England, not a word as to the thousands of acres of waste land

here, not a word a,s to the possibility of increasing our own consump-
tion of products, but much of increased export ; although much was
made of the fish from British Columbia, there was not a word on the

iniquitous claims over river, lake, and sea at home, which causes the

waste of tons of food every year.

As wag fitting under the circumstances of time and place, it was
deemed well to admit that this is a great democratic age ; but by some
crooked arguments from the ancient democracies we were warned
Against hoping too much from the spread of democracy. " Democracies

have been broken up by want of power to combine." Yes, true, oh
preacher ! and bear in mind that aristocracies are smashed up as soon

as democracies do combine, so don't be too anxious.

The wind-up was truly great—bosh! "A brave, hardy British

nation ready at a minute's notice to spring to arms"; "her flag float-

ing over one-fifth of the whole world " ; " the power of war controlled

by 300,000,000 people " ; " if such a mighty power is to be in the

hands of any nation, it should be in the hands of the British nation."

Yes, we have been so good in the past !
" We can shut up the coaling-

stations and refuse to supply foreign ships of war." Hurrah for

general boycott ! Of course our past record in war-making had to be
in a measure excused by this apostle of peace. It might have been
rather unfortunate that we had to fight so often, but in self-defence

we had to fight them, right or wrong. In mercy we will assume that

he has no knowledge of England's futile war to repress the French
.Revolution.

Al&ougb several promises were made of a chance to put questions

or to toriticise, no real opportunity was given ; and Hodgson Pratt

surprised sqbqg by his praise of what he termed a wonderful address,

filled with facts and information, and by his want of a word of chal-

lenge on the jingoism of the whole affair.

George Howell, M.P., in seconding the vote of thanks, really struck

the only sensible note when he gave a few figures on the small increase

of our colonial trade during the last fifty years, suggesting that fcctm

various causes it might be our foreign trade had reached its limit, of'

development, in spite of all our efforts.

Sir Frederick Young, President of the Colonial Institute* who it ;

appeared had been Imperial Federalising in Africa, supported the vote,

and told us that " our type of civilisation is the highesi in the whole ..,

world." Snakes

!

Parkin in his reply said he was satisfied that if we wilt only study

the question (of federation) the settlement will take care of itself,—the

only remark in the whole palaver with which your reporter agreed,,

and with which ' Wealers will cordially agree ; upon grounds, however*

which would disgust Parkin and Co.

The coffee and cake which followed was quite an agreeable change,

for it was real, while the other had sham—bogus—-vapour in every

member of it.

An inspection of the beautiful and curious objects gathered by

"Sunbeam" voyages all over the world, daintily lit up by electric,

lamps cunningly contrived of shells and other devices, the turning-

over of choice books of travel and log-books, finished up a very com-'

forting evening, proving in the first place the utter emptiness of the

Imperial Federation craze and furnishing a whole fund of suggestion,

to the Socialist, who sees hope that in the future the many will have

more of reliefs to life's dreariness and struggle, than they ever yet

have had ; who believes that the producer, and not the profit-monger

only, will enjoy what he produces ; when the Sunbeam takes the place

of foul fog and fever-laden smoke, and when the true Federation of

Labour takes the place of Imperial Federation and of every other sort

of Imperialism.

Your Devoted and Daring Reporter,

IN PARIS.
The other week I spoke of the Parti Ouvrier as being the daily organ of the
Possibiiist party, supported by secret service money. Well I this week I
invite you to its funerel ; for the paper is dead. Dead, because the
Government, having secured a majority for four years in the Chamber of

Deputies, no longer needs the help of those deluded Socialists who, a year or

so ago, put their confidence in the Opportunists, to fight with them against
that shadowy " danger " le brav' General, who is now pondering over human
caprice on that safe refuge the rock of Jersey—which it is too much to hope
he will leave for Zululand or Timbuctoo—to share the fate of the son of his

prototype, Badinguet.
The smash-up of this paper, the Parti Ouvrier, is a striking lesson to those

more half-hearted Socialists who think they may rely upon Radicals to
further their Socialistic schemes. Here was a strong body of men, imbued
with good Socialist principles, many of whom had built and fought behind
barricades in '48, and defended their homes, arms in hand, against the bloody
Versaillais. The leaders of these men were invited to a drawing-room party
in the rue Cadet, and to their great shame they accepted. Boulanger had
begun to be noisy, and the Government offered Joffrin a seat in parliament
at the coming general election, and a daily paper for his party, on condition

«

of fighting him d outrance, and the bargain was made.
All the time the paper lasted, Victor Dalle, Brissac and Allemaine, were

its editors, and, although each of them had suffered imprisonment and
persecution for the cause of Socialism in the past, they were now no longer
able to write one common-sense article. They got so besmeared and mixed
up with anti-Boulangist tomfoolery, that they forgot all their former
sufferings at the hands of the very same " Democratic " Government they
were now so warmly defending. Reading the Parti Ouvrier, one would have
thought, that after Boulanger's downfall we should see ready roasted
skylarks falling into our mouths, and dainty frog-legs leaping into every
Frenchman's dish ! Socialism was nowhere. "Let us kill Ballanger" and
then—we will get a seat in parliament for Joffrin and the suppression of the
Parti Ouvrier. Constant having got all he could out of these workmen,
would not even leave them the journal till after the municipal elections,,

which come off in three months. No ; the three cats who had been chestnut-
getting for M. Monkey-Constant will get a small compensation ; but the
25,000 proletarians who are now left gaping, amazed by the shock, will get
a dog's allowance—kicks and curses.

At this critical time, when international conflicts are coming to a head,,

when thousands of the hungry and rebellious are learning from the past to>

prepare for the change which they feel is inevitable in the near future,

at such a moment this smash-up of the Possibilists comes in the nick of time.

The rank and file are sure to swell the number of those who believe that
when the pear is ripe it must be plucked and not asked for ; that guns have
no will of their own, but obey the hand that can wield them. In their

minds at least the cartridge-box will replace the ballot-box.

A very large percentage of the population of any country is thoughtless
and careless ; things may go as they will so long as they are not troubled.

Place the forces of a country under the control of the enemies of the present
system, and you will see that great section of the populace looking on at the

change unconcerned. Well, the plan of thousands of our friends here, is to

get hold of these forces, and so easy of realisation is the plan, that they are

not afraid of proclaiming it upon the house-tops. We have scarcely a.

barrack in France where you could not find dozens of ours, and the dozens,

are growing into hundreds.
Now that Constant has got all he could by flattering the workmen, he ia

beginning to show his teeth. Odin got notice a month ago that he would
have to appear before the Cour d*Assises for a speech. Last week a foreign

Socialist was expelled. This week another sub-editor is to be prosecuted ;

and Jules Boques, the proprietor of VEgalxte, may see his paper suppressed

at any time. All this is the forerunner'of the great struggle which cannot

be avoided. The bourgeois shot 35,000 of our friends in the last commune.
If so many are killed this time, they won't be all on one side we can

promue you. A. CottlOS^
'

Paris, 20th Jan., 1890.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Gas-stokers' Strike.

*Hr. Xivesey has not yet crushed the gallant stokers ; but they are very
much surprised at the apathy of other trade unions, who calmly look on
while these brave men are fighting their battle. Hugh Brown, who presided

-at the meeting at Deptford on Sunday, pointed this out with a certain

•amount of bitterness. He especially complained of the dockers, whom the

rgas-stokers had helped in their trouble, but who had done very little for

them. Now this should not be. Even from a purely selfish point of view
the unions should help the gas-stokers in their fight, for if Livesey wins, it

simply means that every employer who wants to sweat his workmen will

have learnt the way in which trade unions can easily be broken up. The
army of labour will be attacked in detachments and utterly beaten. There-
fore the unions, and especially the new unions like the dockers, should look

upon the gas-stokers' strike as a life and death struggle, in which all workers
are intimately concerned. If they regard the matter in this light, and rally

to the aid of their brothers, Livesey may yet be defeated and the new move-
ment be saved from a danger that threatens its very existence.

The trade union delegates who met at the Great Assembly Hall on Satur-
day Jan. 25, recommended the strikers to send a deputation to the London
Trades Council to ask their aid in bringing the strike to a successful issue.

It is to be hoped that the Council will do their utmost to help the strikers,

though we fear that any attempts at mediation on their part will not be
successful, as Mr. Livesey has already announced his intention of receiving

no more deputations of the men or of any other persons on their behalf.

What is wanted is the workmen's pence to help their brothers in the struggle,

and if their fellow-workmen will only come to their aid with the sinews of

war, the men may be still victorious.

The Billingsgate Fishporters.

There is very little to report during the past week. The men offer now
to submit the dispute to arbitration. They have sent a letter to the chair-

man of the Fish Companies, in which ikey state that they are willing to

nominate "two gentlemen of known position and character" to act with two
gentlemen to be nominated by the Companies, to decide upon the points in

dispute. The arbitrators are to select an umpire, whose decision in case of

disagreement is to be final. The men state they are willing to abide by and
to work according to this decision for six months. We do not like arbitra-

tion schemes, especially when the arbitrators are all " gentlemen of known
position and character"—that is, middle-class men, whose sympathies are

naturally with the capitalists, and who always decide in their interests.

Surely the dissatisfaction among the dockers with the famous Mansion
House agreement, which the men are so disgusted with that they have torn
it to pieces within considerably less than six months after its conclusion,

should teach the fish-porters how very unsatisfactory from the workers'
point of view are the decisions of " gentlemen of known position and char-

acter." Probably experience will make them wiser.

Trouble at the Wharves.
The men at Hay's Wharf are still out. It appears that one reason for the

strike, according to one of the men who writes to the Star, is the fact that
some fifty men are even now paid for their meal-time, simply because they
went back to work a few days before others at the termination of the great
strike. This correspondent also states that Hay's Wharf is now the only
one on the South side which does not pay for meal-times ; for, while all the
other wharves receive 4s. for eight hours work, the men at Hay's get only
3s. 9d., while before the great strike they were paid 3s. 4d. No wonder they
are in revolt against the Mansion House agreement.
On Monday twenty-five carmen who were entering a wharf, were called

upon to come out by the secretary of their union. They obeyed the
summons, and Tom Mann, who cheered them, was run in by the police on a
charge of obstruction. The magistrate however dismissed the case. The

.police seem very zealous in the interest of the capitalist ; rather too zealous
in fact.

The men at Chamberlain's Wharf are also out. A foreman was suspected
of keeping back a certain part of the plus which was due to the men. One
of the men was appointed by his comrades to inquire of the wharf-owner if

this was so. He was soon assured that it was wrong, and the men were
satisfied; but the man who made the inquiries has been discharged, and
fifty men are now "out," and will not return till their "mate" is taken
back.

Miners' Conference at Birmingham.
The conference of the National Miners' Federation was opened in

Birmingham on Wednesday, January 22nd. The Miners' Federation now
numbers over a hundred thousand, and is increasing rapidly. The chairman,
Mr. Pickard, M.P., spoke his mind upon the South Wales men, who had
indulged in daring speeches in past conferences, declaring that they would
not have such a rotten system as the sliding scale again, unless they could
secure a 10 per cent, advance and the eight hours system ; and yet after all,

<when it came to fighting or not fighting, had adopted another rotten sliding
scale, and had tied their hands for years to come. This cowardly action on
the part of these men has made a general strike an impossibility ; therefore
it was not surprising that the conference agreed to adopt the Eight Hours
Bill, introduced by Cunningham-Graham in 1889, with slight modifications.
They decided also to make the question a test one in all elections in mining
constituencies, It appears that the Parliamentary Committee of the Trade
XTnipps had been instructed at the Dundee Conference to draft an Eight
Hours Bill for Miners ; but the Parliamentary Committee had not done it,

;_pi;obablv because pi their objection to anything which they imagine savours
of Socialism. The result was that the miners' delegates" present went for

i

the Jfrrlianaentary Committee, and said they should hear " more of it " at the
next.Jra4e Union Congress. A deputation from the Federation are going to

i interview Messrs. Gladstone, Churchill and Dunraven, to see if these

twlitici£ns Fere in earnest or not with their promises. We fear that the
Miners willjiot get the bill through, and after all will be forced to fall back
pjopon gaining,the eight hours day by means of a general strike. Eeferring
>the question to parliament is merely postponing the whole question. The
conference also decided to demand another 10 per cent, advance.

The Capitalist Press and South Wakfe,
If the South Wales men have incurred the anger of their English

comrades, they can at least shake hands with themselves upon receiving the

congratulations of the capitalist press upon their moderation. A corres-

pondent of the South Wales Daily News, points out that " i Mabon/
Mr. Abrahams, M.P., ought to receive a testimonial front tradesmen,

merchants, bankers and professional men, because his wise and courageous
counsel to workmen greatly helped to bring about the settlement." The
correspondent goes on to say that :

" If a strike had taken place it would
have probably been the longest and most bitter strike ever known, and the

loss to tradesmen, bankers and others, would have been incalculable, and in

many places ruinous." Therefore of course they ought to subscribe liberally.

A Trade Union leader, who considers the interests of tradesmen, bankers',

merchants, and professional men, before that of the men he represents, is

decidedly the sort of person that trade unions should get rid of as soon as

possible. As the Labour Tribune points out, bankers, etc., are all peace at

any price men, and are only anxious that there should be no strikes. It is a

matter of no interest to them whether the miners get high, low, or even fair

wages. We think that mine-owners ought also to subscribe to the testi-

monial, as Mr. Abrahams has evidently rendered them very important
services, as the only people who have suffered from his " wise and courageous

counsel " are the men. N.

SOCIALISM IN SHEFFIELD.
The progress made by us in Sheffield during the past year may be said to be very
satisfactory. In the beginning we were much hampered by the lack of a regular

meeting-place, but we held meetings at each other's houses ; we also had open-

air meetings at Hillfoot and Westbar. We have now, however, secured rooms
in a central position in the town, and our numbers are constantly increasing.

During the dock strike in London, we held a special meeting in Paradise
Square to raise funds to aid the men, and we were enabled to forward about £30
to the Strike Fund.

Strikes have as yet been few in Sheffield, but there have been two in which we
took part. In the month of September, the fibre-drawers of the firm of S. Lay-
cock and Son, Limited, turned out to resist the imposition of a new rule which
the masters wished to add to the long list already in force, and each of which
was enforced by the penalty of a fine. These fines were already so many, and
applied in such arbitrary ways, that the- masters could at any time take the

whole and even more than the weekly earnings of any worker. All had been
meekly endured until the last straw of the additional rule or excuse for robbery,

when the men struck against it. They then consulted with us, and we advised
them not alone to resist the new rule but to demand the abolition of all the

others, the return of the 10 per cent, taken off three years before, and also that

justice should be done to the women, who, most unjustly, were paid about 20
per cent, less than the men, though payment was by piece-work ! The firm of

Laycock is one of the most prosperous in Sheffield, but notwithstanding this the

firm stood out for their new rule, and the men surprised them by demanding all

we advised. This was answered by a threat to close the works, the company
falsely declaring that they would supply their customers from other houses. The
men held firm, and even refused, at our instigation, to send a committee to con-

sult with the masters as the latter proposed, saying that they would accept

nothing less than all they had demanded, and if the masters had anything to say

to them they might come or send to their committee room. In the end, how-
ever, the men agreed to give up the demand for equal wages for the women, and
returned to work as all their other demands had been conceded.

On the 16th of November, our comrade Mowbray visited us from London, and
held numerous successful meetings. On Sunday, Nov. 17th, he addressed a

meeting near the Jubilee Monument in Fargate, one of the best and most central

positions in the town, and which we were led to believe could not be used for the

purpose without permission from the Corporation or the God-Almighty of Shef-

field—the Duke. While Mowbray was speaking, an inspector attended by a

policeman made his way through the crowd and demanded his name, which was
given. On Dec. 7th, he returned here, and on this occasion aroused the wrath
of the enemy to a most satisfactory extent. Letters appeared in the Telegraph

denouncing him, and calling him every kind of hard names, at which we rejoiced

and were exceeding glad.

We had another strike at that time at the firm of John Brown and Co. , an
account of which has recently appeared in the ' Weal. Blackleg traitors were not

wanting in the strike, and some of them were severely handled. We took a pro-

minent part in the struggle, and owing to our increased activity and the plain

and honest manner in which we advised the workers, the police were soon stirred

to action by the masters, and at our next meeting at the Jubilee Monument we
had the honour of being attended by several policemen and a short-hand reporter

of the Independent, which paper had been requested to furnish a report to the

Wratch Committee of the Town Council. At our next meeting, beside the police-

men and the reporter, we were favoured by the attendance of the chief constable

and the town clerk, who stood out the whole of the time, about an hour and a-

half, which showed the great interest they took in the proceedings ; no doubt

they have profited by our teachings. We are sorry to say, however, we were
defeated mainly through the treachery of the blacklegs.

Our last meetings took place on January 5th, and we held two o,utdoor meet-

ings in spite of the weather. Our evening meeting at Westbar was very well

attended, and great attention was paid to the addresses of Bingham and Charles.

I should mention that we had a good address in the morning from Edward Car-

penter at the Monument. Comrade Creaghe gave a lecture the same evening at

half-past eight at the Central Radical Club, on " Lessons for English Radicals

from the Argentine Republic." The lecturer's remarks were well received by a

large audience. There is no doubt that among the members of the Central

Radical Club there are many already well disposed towards the teachings of

Socialism. On the whole we may claim in Sheffield that much has been done

with the means at our disposal. Much more we hope will be done in the future,

as we now have good rooms which we can offer to trade societies as meeting-

places, when they desire to confer with each other on the occasion of a strike or

for other purposes. B.

LONDON PAUPERISM.
The subjoined official weekly return of metropolitan pauperism was issued

on the 22nd :

Indoor. Outdoor. Total.

2nd week of Jan. 1890 ... 61,592 ..; 40,539 ... 102,131

„ „ 1889 ... 01,272 ... 42,413 ... 103,685

„ „ 1888 ... 60,049 ... 44,569 ... 104,6*8

„ „ 1887 ... 58,563 ... 42,551 ... 101,11)4

Vagrants relieved in the metropolis on the last day of the second week of

January 1890: Men, 705; Women, 134; Children under sixteen*-14

—

total, 853.
:-.>

Population of the metropolis in 1881, 3^815,000.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal.

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—On Jan. 27th the Council, having heard with deep regret at their

last meeting of the death of our comrade Owen Lloyd, passed a vote of condo-

lence with Mrs. Lloyd in her bereavement.

Commonweal Branch.—The Hall at 24, Great Queen Street, will be open

to all Members of the League every evening from 7.30 to 10 p.m. Daily

papers, games, and refreshments. Members must show their cards to the steward.

Lectures and dramatic readings every Sunday evening at 8 p.m. For particulars

of the new Commonweal Branch, now forming, address F. Kitz, 24, Great Queen
Street, London, W.C.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 -.—Oxford, to end of September.

1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

fow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October,

forth London and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East,

and Leicester, to end of December. 1890: — North Kensington and

Manchester, to end of January. * Commonweal ' Branch, to end of

February.

Notice to Branch Secretaries.—Please remit to Central Office your Branch

Capitation fees as soon as possible.

Propaganda Committee.—The Propaganda Committee meets on Tuesday,

Feb. 4, at 8.30 p.m. Special meeting ; important business ; all members of

the League interested in the propaganda invited to attend.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, Jan. 27th, 2s.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund :—H. R., Is.;

Mrs. Schack, Is.; J. Presburg, 6d.; N. Rogers, Is.; B. W., Gd.; F. Kitz, 6d.;

J. B. G., 6d.; James Thomson, 6d.; E. Radford, Is.; W. Morris (Coleford), 5s.;

and Bell Scott, £1.

REPORTS.
« Commonweal '.—On Sunday evening, H. H. Sparling delivered an interest-

ing lecture to an appreciative audience on " Cannibalism and Capitalism."—S. P.

North Kensington.—Fair meeting at Latimer Road on Sunday morning.

Speakers were Harrigan, Crouch, R. Catterson-Smith, A. J. Smith, Maughan
and Dean. In evening, owing to non-arrival of lecturer, comrade Crouch opened

a discussion on " Why a Working-man should be a Socialist." The subject gave

rise to a good debate, in which comrades Maughan, W. H. Rogers, Dean and
Saint, took part. We made two converts ; regular attendants at our meetings.

All Commonweal's sold. Collected Is. 3£.

North London.—Comrade Morris lectured to a crowded audience last

Wednesday on " How shall we live then," and was well received. There were a

fair amount of questions and discussion, but practically no opposition. Eight
shillingsworth of literature sold.

Aberdeen.—We have done good work here lately. At indoor meeting on 13th,

two short papers wTere read and discussed. At a meeting of house and ship

painters, held for the purpose of again forming a union (the former one having
collapsed). Leatham spoke as a Socialist, and as a member of the Organising

Committee of the Aberdeen Trades' "Council (to which he and comrade Aiken
were returned some months ago). The enthusiasm of his reception showed how
our work tells among the working-men of Aberdeen. At indoor meeting on 28th,

we discussed the Protection v. Free Trade and Currency question, with some
warmth till a late hour.

Glasgow.—On Monday evening of last week, Glasier lectured to the South-

side Branch of the Single Tax Association, on "Socialism?;. The Single Tax."

A lively debate followed, in which comrades Joe Burgoyne and Gilbert took

part, the audience being well divided in our favour. All our out-door meetings

had to be abandoned during these last two weeks, owing to the unusually stormy
weather ; with the exception of our Paisley Road Toll meeting on Sunday
evening, when Glasier, during an interval of calm, lectured to a very good
audience.

Leicester.—Open-air meeting, Russel Square; small audience. We sold

5s. 4djd. worth of literature at Mrs. Annie Besant's lecture at Secular Hall, on
Sunday evening. Monday evening : Paper by comrade Timson, on " The
Evolution of Socialism." Good discussion.

Edinburgh (Scottish Socialist Federation).—Comrade Bell lectured on

the "Politics of Burns," to a good audience on the two 'last Sundays. The
lectures were much appreciated and good discussions followed. On Friday the

24th, the Federation held its Annual Soiree^ Concert and Dance. A large

company partook of a plentiiul supply of cake, fruit and tea. provided by
Mrs. Forsyth. Musical selections, recitations and songs, (mostly Burns' and
Socialist), were well rendered by comrades and friends. Stirring addresses were
delivered by comrades Melliet and Glasse. Dancing was indulged in until

4 a.m.
Nottingham Socialist Club. -On Sunday, Jan. 19th, T. Barclay, of Leicester,

spoke in Sneinton Market to a good audieuce, on " Socialism ;
" Rooke presiding.

In the evening there was a good audience in the Socialist Hall, and Barclay

spoke on " Fallacious Remedies for Poverty ;
" Peacock in the chair.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, High St.,

Sunday February 2, at 6.30, comrade Gilray, "The Place of Syndicates in Social

Evolution."

Nottingham Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Parliament Street.—Sunday
H. H. Sparling (of London), at 11 a.m., "The Evoluted Cannibal"; at 7 p.m.,
" Luxury now, Necessity then."

Sheffield.—At Hailamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday February 2, J. Sketch -

ley, 11 a.m., "The Labour Movement at Home" ; at 6.30, " Free Trade v. Fair
Trade from a Workman's point of view."

Lancashire and Y<©£kshire Socialists.—All those branches and societies

who are wishful to be represented on the lecture-list to be drawn up in accord-

ance with the resolution of the Liverpool Conference, as reported Jan. 25, are to

send the names and addresses oi their secretarial ta Edw. C. Chapman, 1 Stanley
Street, Liverpool.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Batter8ea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 20 Abercrombie Street, Batterse*.

Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting.
of members every Thursday evening at 8. Lectures every Sunday at 8 p.m.
Hall open every evening from 7 till 10 to all members of the League;.
cards of membership must be produced to steward of branch on entering.

Entertainments on last Sunday of every month. Membership : 6d. entrance

fee and 6d. per month. On Sunday February 2, at 8 p.m., G. Netlow,

.

" Historical Glance at Anarchism."

Hast London.—Crown Coffee Tavern, 2 Columbia Road, Hackney Road.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Feb. 2, at 8 p.m.,

T. Wright, * * Liberty and Coercion.

"

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30,, to enroll <

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every-

Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday Feb. 2, at 8 p.m., a Lecture.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. C. W. Mowbray lectures on Wednesday
Feb. 5, " Revolution or Reform."

Streatham.—Meets every Thursday at the " Leighham Arms," Wellfield Road,
at 8.30 p.m.

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club, ..

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every

Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday

evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m. On Sunday Feb. 2, at 3 p.m., William Morris will

lecture in the Radical Club, Vine Street—" How Shall We Live Then ?
"

Tuesday Feb. 4, in the Co-operative Hall, High Street, at 8 p.m., H. H.
Sparling, "The Evoluted Cannibal."

Manchester.—Branch meets temporarily at the Secretary's, 52 Miller Street, on

Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at S, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open

every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every

Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 1.

8.30 Mile-end Waste Cores and Presburg

Sunday 2.

11 Latimer Road Station .Dean, Maughan, and Crouch

11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane The Branch

11.30 Commercial Road—Union Street Cores

11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch

11.30 Regent's Park Cantwell and Nicoll

11.30 Southwark—Flat Iron Square The Branch

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arcn Cantwell and Nicoll

3.30 Victoria Park The Branch

7 WeltjeRoad, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch

7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday 4.

Walham Green—back of Church .. .Hammersmith Branch

8.15.,

Thuksday 6.

Hozton Church The Branch

Tues-
PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.-Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m. ; Gower Street, at 3 p.m. ^

Pump, Westbar, 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.-Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Column's Granary Quay, at 7.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every."

Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-

day February 2, at 8 p.m., H. Quelch, "Strikes and Social Democracy."

Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St*, W.~
Sunday February 2, at 8.30 p.m., G. R. Cox, " A Scamper o'er some Gold Fields-
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported ?

" Down with the Socialists !

"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers' Claims and " Public Opinion.

Tramcar Slavery.

Shall Ireland be Free ]

Ireland a Nation.

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

Single page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

To Working Women and Girls.

Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.
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consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must ivork in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would

give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would

not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto*

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Daily News, in giving a glowing account of the Gladstonian meet-
ing, of which William.O'Brien and John Morley were the bosses, says

that it would be a great mistake to suppose that the country is tired of

the Irish question ; that this feeling of weariness does not exist outside
the London clubs, etc. Perhaps a Tory would answer with the pro-

verb, " He who excuses himself accuses himself." Why should the
Daily News suppose that people are tired of the Irish question ? To
speak plainly there is no doubt that everybody that is not a pro-

fessional politician is heartily tired of the Irish question as it has
been 'presented to us. In other words, it has about served the business
for which it was taken up by the politicians, i.e., a game over which
people could get desperately angry so that they might forget the real

matters of importance—matters of life and death that are crying out
to us.

The Irish are beaten then 1 All this excitement has been for

nothing? No, surely not. On the contrary the English democrat
has made up his mind, and for him the Anglo-Irish tyranny is a thing
of the past. I suspect also that the intelligent Tory (if there be such
a -thing) has made up his mind also, and is preparing for a climb down
by means of the inevitable ladder of compromise.

The real point to be noticed in the lull on the subject of Home
Rule is this, it has lost its relative importance because of the advance
of opinion within these last years. It is no longer the Great Wrong
to be righted by the Great Redresser of Wrongs, the Great Liberal
Party under the leadership of the G.O.M. Many Radicals, I think,

honestly believed in this once, and thought that they, the freemen,
could set this nation of slaves free.

All that is gone indeed ! How fast the " wide-roaring loom of time "

goes ! How the web is changing ! The Iwsh peasant oppressed by
his landlord is not the only figure that the English workman sees on
wliom to exercise his political heroism, for he sees himself also in

pretty much the same condition as his Irish brother, and for him to

give freedom to any one before he has got it for himself is beginning
to seem to him a dull job. The Irish question is getting to be swal-

lowed up in the one question of classes. As a political football it has
•been pretty much kicked to pieces. But the Irish working-man, under
whatever name, need not trouble himself about that. That he could
be freed from his exploiter while other workmen were groaning under
theirs, was a mere delusion of his, and the only hope for his freedom
*lies in the awakening of his English brethren.

In commenting on the proceedings of the Society for the Preserva-
tion of Footpaths, the Daily News says of the stealers of footpaths :

" Generally the attempt is made more from want of thought than
from any desire to rob the public." H'm, well ; I don't think land-
owners do these things in their sleep. I remember a country lawyer
telling me that the chief part of his business came from his devising
means for the shutting up of rights of way. I asked him what he
thought of his career set beside that of Jack Sheppard, and he replied
that he must live. He seemed rather hurt by my views on that
question. W. M.

The Labour Elector has, if trades-unionists are not the curs which
they are sometimes said to be, finally broken with any large body of
workmen whom it may hitherto had some claim to speak for. In its
last number it repeated the offence of the week before, by again
attacking Mr. Parke, who, being in prison, is unable to speak for
himself. One thing which I note with pleasure is the withdrawal of
John Burns and George Bateman from connection with the Labour
Elector. This is what might have been looked for ; the last accusation
that could have been brought against either of these men was
cowardice. What the reactionary sheet will do now, deprived of the
only name which gained it recognition or support, remains to be seen.

John Burns's letter in the Star showed what he felt ; in it he spoke

of another sent by him to the Labour Elector, to which, however, that

estimable paper made no reference, treating other similar letters in the
same way. If this were done to conceal the receipt of Burns's letter,

it was certainly useless; for "after all," like Mrs. Wilfer's under-

petticoat, " we know it's there 1

"

S.

We have been told that even Homer nods sometimes ; but one is

forced to think that Huxley was not only nodding, but fast asleep,

when he wrote his profoundly illogical article in the Nineteenth Cen-

tury, in which he makes such game of Rousseauism, as he calls the

latter-day demand for equality of opportunity, or what a Yankee would
call " a square deal."

To some it will sound like heresy to suggest that Prof. Huxley has,

to use Oliver Wendell Holmes's phrase, only a one-story intellect.

" All fact-collectors who have no aim beyond their facts are one-story

men. Two-story men compare, reason, generalise, using the labours of

the fact-collectors as well as their own. Three-story men idealise,

imagine, predict. . . . Specialists are the coral-insects that build up
a reef. ... I had rather be a voyager that visits all the reefs. ... I

am a little afraid that science is breeding us down too fast into coral-

insects."

Prof. Huxley's latest seems to be a very sad proof of the truth of

the above estimate, and of the statement which Holmes makes in

another place that logic is not everything :
" You can hire logic, in the

shape of a lawyer, to prove anything that you want to prove." The
correctness of this has seldom been proved so completely as when Prof.

Huxley, starting with the fact that a new born baby is the slave of

its nurse, ends up by agreeing that " there is much to be said for the

opinion that force, effectually and thoroughly used, so as to render

further opposition hopeless, established an ownership which should be
recognised as soon as possible."

Physical-force revolutionists have not for a long time been provided

with an authoritative sanction more complete than this of Prof. Huxley.
As an incitement, it is as frank as when the Times said " that Liberty

is a serious game, to be played out, as the Greek told the Persian, with

knives and hatchets, and not with drawled epigrams and soft petitions."

It is also a warning for the force to be justified must be strong enough
to render further opposition hopeless. War a Voutrance means war
justifiable and justified. It is support to what has been urged before,

that had the men who took off Charles I.'s head have taken off a few

more, there would have been no anti-revolution, no Charles II. It

very considerably extenuates the later period of the French Revolution

and its so-called excesses.

Prof. Huxley's method of unreason has done one little service, in

that it has brought out two very eloquent letters from Robert Buchanan,,

who in the Daily Telegraph has shown that the son of one of Robert
Owen's Secialist missionaries has still some lively sympathy with the

views so ably expounded on the platform and in the Glasgow Sentinel

of forty odd years ago by the Robert Buchanan of that day.

"Great wits jump, and poets are always allowed some prophetic

instinct," says Buchanan. " Men advance more surely by freedom than

by restraint, necessary as certain restraints may be. Before the out-

break of the English Revolution, personal prerogative, the arbitrary

will of one sincere political bigot, had strangulated English liberty.

Englishmen rose en masse, and liberty, in the political sense, was
saved. Before the outbreak of the great French Revolution, Catholic-

ism had almost destroyed the commerce of a great nation. The in-

evitable cataclysm came, with what terrible accompaniments we all

know. At the present hour, at the very time when the free thought

of England is at its brightest and best, when thejscientific and historic

method have disintegrated the whole mass of religious superstition,

still another great upheaval is imminent, to the peril, perhaps to the

destruction, of our whole social system. ... A colossal Hand, which

some call the hand of destiny and others that of humanity, is putting

out the lights of heaven one by one, like the candles after a feast.
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It behoves us, then, to watch needfully that the same hand, having
en
!SiJ^
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i
heavens

»
<*oes not toucn tne lowly but life-illumining lights

of^^tj^^t^fear fairest of (tee lights is Liberty, the principle of
n^^^^9^Qam'm,T*^ equality?~without which individual growth would
be,j|i$rf^^ as we now understand it, an
ing^i^ility." ; T g
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. V.

—

Children on the Road.

Past the Broadway there were fewer houses on either side. We
presently crossed a pretty little brook that ran across a piece of land
dotted over with trees, and a while after came to another market and
town-hall, as we should call it. Although there was nothing familiar
to me in its surroundings, I knew pretty well where we were, and was
not surprised when my guide said briefly, " Kensington Market."

Just after this we came into a short street of houses ; or rather, one
long house on either side of the way, built of timber and plaster,
and with a pretty arcade over the footway before it.

Quoth Dick : "This is Kensington proper. People are apt to gather
here rather thick, for they like the romance of the wood ; and natural-
ists haunt it, too ; or it is a wild spot even here, what there is of it

;

for it does not go far to the south : it goes from here northward and
west right over Paddington and a little way down Notting Hill : thence
it runs east to Primrose Hill, and so on ; rather a narrow strip of it

gets through Kingsland to Stoke-Newington and Clapton, where it
spreads out along the heights above the Lea marshes, on the other side
of which, as you know, is Epping Forest holding out a hand to it.

This part we are just coming to is called Kensington Gardens ; though
why 'gardens' I don't know."

I rather longed to say, "Well, / know"; but there were so many
things about me which I did not know, in spite of his assumptions,
that I thought it better to hold my tongue.

^
The road plunged at once into a beautiful wood spreading out on

either side, but obviously much further on the north side, where even
the oaks and sweet chestnuts were of a good growth ; while the
quicker-growing trees (amongst which I thought the planes and syca-
mores too numerous) were very big and fine-grown.

It was exceedingly pleasant in the dappled shadow, for the day was
growing as hot as need be, and the coolness and shade soothed my
excited mind into a condition of dreamy pleasure, so that I felt as if

I should like to go on for ever through that balmy freshness. My
companion seemed to share in my feelings, and let the horse go slower
and slower as he sat inhaling the green forest scents, chief amongst
which was the smell of the trodden bracken near the way-side.

Romantic as this Kensington wood was, however, it was not lonely.

We came on many groups both coming and going, or wandering in the
edges of the wood. Amongst these were many children from six or
eight years old up to sixteen or seventeen. They seemed to me
especially fine specimens of their race, and were clearly enjoying them-
selves to the utmost ; some of them were hanging about little tents
pitched on the greensward, and by some of these fires were burning,
with pots hanging over them gipsy fashion. Dick explained to me
that there were scattered houses in the forest, and indeed we caught
a glimpse of one or two. He said they were mostly quite small, such
as used to be called cottages when there were slaves in the land, but
they were pleasant enough and fitting for the wood.

" They must be pretty well stocked with children," said I, pointing
to the many youngsters about the way.

" O," said he, " these children do not all come from the near houses,
the woodland houses, but from the countryside generally. They often
make up parties and come to play in the woods for weeks together in
summer-time, living in tents, as you see. We rather encourage them
to it ; they learn to do things for themselves, and get to notice the
wild creatures; and, you see, the less they stew inside houses the
better for them. Indeed, I must tell you that many grown people will
go to live in the forests through the summer; though they for the
most part go to the bigger ones, like Windsor or the Forest of Dean
or the northern wastes. Apart from the other pleasures of it, it gives
them a little rough work, which I am sorry to say is getting a little

scarce for these last fifty years."

He broke off, and then said, " I tell you all this, because I see that
if I talk I must be answering questions, which you are thinking, even
if you are not speaking them out ; but my kinsman will tell you more
about it"

I saw that I was likely to get out of my depth again, and so merely
for the sake of tiding over an awkwardness and to say something,
I said

—

" Well, the youngsters here will be all the fresher for school when
the summer gets overhand they have to go back again."

"School?" he said; "yes, what do you mean by that word? I
don't see how it can have anything to do with children. We talk,

indeed, of a school of herring,. i«aild a school of painting, and in the
former sense we migh*) taib oilaikshooi of bhildr-eti^bat; otherwise,"
said he, laughing," I mttet own myself beaten."
Hang it ! thought I, I can't open my mouth without digging up

some new complexity. I wouldn't try to set my friend right in hisr

etymology ; and I thought I had best say nothing about the boy-farms
which I had used to call schools, as I saw pretty clearlytthat^hey
had disappeared; so I said -after a little fumbling, " I was» jstsingi^ie
word in the sense of a system of education." ^ . .. ; ^

"Education?" said he, meditatively, "I know enough Latin^to
know that the word must come from educere, to lead out ; and I have
heard it used ; but I have never met anybody who could give me a
clear explanation of what it means."
You may imagine how my new friends fell in my esteem when I

heard this frank avowal ; and I said, rather contemptuously, " Well,
education means a system of teaching young people."
"Why not old people also?" said he, with a twinkle in his eye.

" But," he went on, " I can assure you our children learn, whether they
go through a " system of teaching " or not. Why you will not find
one of these children about here, boy or girl, who cannot swim ; and
every one of them has been used to tumbling about the little forest
ponies—there's one of them now ! They all of them know how ta
cook ; the bigger lads can mow ; many can thatch and do odd jobs at
carpentering ; or they know how to keep shop. I can tell you they
know plenty of things."

" Yes, but their mental education, the teaching of their minds," said
I, kindly translating my phrase."

"Guest," said he, "perhaps you have not learned to do these things
I have been speaking about; and if that's the case, don't you rur*
away with the idea that it doesn't take some skill to do them, and
doesn't give plenty of work for one's mind : you would change your
opinion if you saw a Dorsetshire lad thatching, for instance. But how-
ever, I understand you to be speaking of book-learning ; and as to that,
it is a simple affair. Most children, seeing books lying about, manage
to read by the time they are four years old ; though I am told it has
not always been so. As to writing, we do not encourage them to
scrawl too early, though scrawl a little they will, because it gets them
into a habit of ugly writing ; and what's the use of a lot of ugly writ-
ing being done, when rough printing can be done so easily. You
understand that handsome writing we like, and many people will write
their books out when they make them, or get them written ; I mean
books of which only a few copies are needed—poems, and such
like, you know. However, I am wandering from my lambs ; but you
must excuse me, for I am interested in thi& matter of writing, being
myself a fair writer."

"Well," said I, "about the children ;. when they know how to read
and write, don't they learn something else—languages, for instance ?

"

"Of course," he said; "sometimes even before they can read, they
can talk French, which is the nearest language talked on the other
side of the water ; and they soon get to know German also, which is

talked by a huge number of communes and colleges on the mainland.
These are the principal languages we speak in these islands, along with
English and Welsh ; and children pick them up very quickly, because
their elders all know them ; and besides our guests from over sea often

bring their children with them, and the little ones get together and
rub their speech into one another."

" And the older languages ? " said I.

" O, yes," said he, " they mostly learn Latin and Greek along with
the modern ones, when they do anything more than merely pick up
the latter." *

" And history ? " said I ; " how do you teach history ?

"

" Well," said he, " when a person can read, of course he reads what
he likes to ; and he can easily get someone to tell him what are the

best books to read on such or such a subject, or to explain what he
doesn't understand in the books when he is reading them."

"Well," said I, "what else do they learnt I suppose they don't

all learn history ?

"

"No, no," said he ; "some don't care about it; in fact, I don't

think many do. I have heard my great-grandfather say that it was
mostly in periods of turmoil and strife and confusion that people cared

much about history ; and you know," said my friend, with an amiable

smile, "we are not like that now. No; many people study facts

about the make of things and the matters of cause and effect, so that

knowledge increases on us, if that be good ; and some, as you heard

about friend Bob yonder, will spend time over mathematics. 'Tis no

use forcing people's tastes."

Said I :
" But you don't mean that children learn all these things?"

Said he :
" That depends on what you mean by children ; and also

you must remember how much they differ. As a rule, they don't do
much reading, except for a few story-books, till they are about fifteen

years old ; we don't encourage early bookishness : though you will find

some children who will take to books very early; which perhaps is

not good for them ; but its no use thwarting them ; and very often it

doesn't last long with them, and they find their level before they are

twenty years old. You see, children are mostly given to imitating

their elders, and when they see most people about them engaged in*

genuinely amusing work, like house-building and street-paving, and
gardening, and the like, that is what they want to be doing ; so I don't

think we need fear having too many book-learned men."

What could I say ? I sat and held my peace, for fear of fresh-

entanglements. Besides, I was using my eyes with all my might,

wondering as the old horse jogged on when I should come into London*

proper, and what it would be like now, '•..
Butmy companion couldn't let his subject quite drop, and went pa.

meditatively

:

"After all, I don't know that it does them much harm, even if they

grow up book-students. Such people as that, 'tis a great pleasure
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seeing them so happy over work which is not much sought for. And
besides, these students are generally such pleasant people ; so kind and
sweet-tempered, so humble, and at the same time so anxious to teach

everybody all that they know. Really, I like those that I have met
prodigiously."

This seemed to me such very queer talk that I was on the point of

asking him another question ; when just as we came to the top of a
rising ground, down a long glade of the wood on my right I caught
sight of a stately building whose outline was familiar to me, and I cried

out, " Westminster Abbey !

"

"Yes," said Dick, "Westminster Abbey—what there is left of it."

"Why," said I, "what have you done with it?"
" What have we done with it % " said he ; " nothing much, save clean

it. But you know the whole outside was spoiled centuries ago : as to
the inside, that remains in its beauty after the great clearance, which
took place over a hundred years ago, of the beastly monuments to fools

and knaves, which once blocked it up, as great-grandfather says."

We went on a little further, and I looked to the right again, and
said, in rather a doubtful tone of voice, " Why, there are the Houses
of Parliament ! Do you still use them ?

"

^
He burst out laughing, and was some time before he could control

^himself ; then he clapped me on the back and said

:

"I take you, neighbour; you may well wonder at our keeping them
standing ; and I know something about that, and my old kinsman has
given me books to read about the games that went on there. Use
them ! Well, yes, they are used for a sort of subsidiary market, and
^a storage place for manure, and they are handy for that, being
on the water-side. I believe it was intended to pull them down
quite at the beginning of our days; but there was, I am told, a
queer antiquarian society, which had done some service in past
times, and which straightway set up its pipe against their de-
struction, as it has done with many other buildings, which most
people looked upon as worthless and public nuisances; and it was
so energetic, and had such good reasons to give, that it generally
gained its point ; and I must say that when all is said I am glad of it :

because you know at the worst these silly old buildings serve as a kind
-of foil to the beautiful ones which we build now. You will see several
others in these parts; the place ray great-grandfather lives in, for
instance, and a big building called St. Pauls. And you see, in this matter
we need not grudge a few poorish buildings standing, because we can
~alway3 build elsewhere ; nor need we be anxious as to the breeding of
pleasant work in such matters, for there is always room for more and
more work in a new building, even without making it pretentious. For
instance, elbow-room within doors is to me so delightful that if I were
driven to it I would almost sacrifice out-door space to it. Then, of
course, there is the ornament, which, as we must all allow, may easily
be overdone in mere living houses, but can hardly be in mote-halls and
markets, and so forth. I must tell you though that my great-grand-
father sometimes tells me I am a little cracked on this subject of fine
building ; and indeed I do think that the energies of mankind are
-chiefly of use to them for such work, for in that direction I can see no
-end to the work, while in many others a limit does seem possible."

William Morris.
Lto be continued.]

INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.
DENMARK.

One of our comrades in Stockholm visited Copenhagen when the elections
<to Parliament were on, and made a special point of studying the tactics of
the party leaders and their organ, Social-Demokraten. He says:—"The
tactics have been : (1) To criticise the proposals and doings of the Govern-
ment

; (2) To point out the standpoint of the Danish Social Democratic
party in regard to these proposals and doings

; (3) Besides that, not to point
out any measures that the candidates of the working-men party would
struggle for if they were elected." And our Swedish comrade says he is
utterly astonished to find that the Danish elections are not at all used for
Socialistic propaganda, not even for agitation against the Liberals, but
merely for discussion of the Conservative policy of the government and
their party. Not even a word about the resolutions of the Paris Congress,
eight hours working-day, and laws protecting the workers against some of
the worst forms of capitalistic oppression. Not even that ! These Danish
Social Democrats explain that we shall get Socialism (the Social Democratic
reforms) through reform legislation by Parliament. That may be some sort
-of standpoint, but it is socialistic ?

Arbeideren h&& begun a very good and interesting series of critical articles
upon The Programme of the Danish Social Democracy." It would only
*e reasonable and evolutionistic if every party that has a programme re-
vised and criticised it at least once every two or three years. Such " house-
cleaning " will always be found healthy and necessary. Anybody doubting
this will change his opinions when reading the above-mentioned partly
amusing, partly astonishing articles in Arbeideren.
What I said last week about Social-Demokraten leaving Arbeideren and

its group in peace, is no longer true. There have again lately been some^ost vile personal attacks in the former paper upon the principal supportersw !!
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IN AUSTRALIA.
The Western Queensland drovers are organising ; and the following e$gfj||
tions are to be submitted to a general meeting of drovers called for De<ml
ber 28th, at Tambo : ^^
Rates of Wages, at per Week.—For sheep, 10,000 or under, not less %&*

80s.; over 10,000, not less than 300s. For cattle, 500 or under, not lessthanBm
over 500, not less than 100s. ^ t

Contract Rates.—For cattle, at per hundred miles, for 500 head, nofctUi
than Is. 6d. per head ; over 500 head, not less than Is. 3d. per head. For shee^
10,000 or under, not less than 55s. per week per thousand ; over 10,000, not lea*
than 50s. per week per thousand. And that the annual subscription be £2 2b>U
As considerable enthusiasm prevails successful organisation seems certain*' 5

<

The Darlings Downs shearing dispute still drags on, several stations beijug
seriously crippled by the severe letting alone they are getting. In the
Toowoomba Chronicle, U A Shearer" has pointed out that if the squatters
offered to meet the shearers in a fair way they would find the trouble easily

got over, as the union rules do not prevent the manager being boss of his
own shed but simply prevent him imposing on the men. Some of the shed
rules have been the grossest imposition, notably one clause which enabled
an overseer to forfeit a whole pen of ten or twelve sheep if in his
opinion one was improperly shorn. Such a rule is one of the many reasons
why the shearers are sticking to the union.

A conference was held at the Maritime Hall, Brisbane, on Saturday last,

to discuss the starting of a labour paper, which was attended by delegates
from the Charters Towers andGympie miners, Queensland railway employes,
Brisbane Early Closing Association, Maritime Council, Central Queensland
Labourers and Carriers, Building Trades Council, Australian Labour Federa-
tion, Boilermakers, and Butchers. Over 20,000 workmen were represented.
After a long discussion a scheme was recommended to the various societies

which provides for a monthly journal to be circulated free of charge among
all members of co-operating societies, and to be supported by a payment of

Is. per member per annum from such societies. This paper will be the sole

property of the societies supporting it, and be in charge of a board of

trustees to be elected by the societies. The question will be submitted to

the shearers, carriers, and labourers at their annual meetings, and it is

generally thought that such advanced bodies cannot fail to lead the way by
carrying a resolution to co-operate nem. con. The indications seem to be
that most of the other societies represented will be similarly and spon-
taneously favourable, particularly as the scheme has the joint advantages of

excluding every interest detrimental to labour, and of placing the finances
of the concern at once on a sound and truly co-operative footing. The name
suggested, by the way, is the Swagsman, the Australian term for a workman
tramping in search of work, a popular and topical name that should " take."

The Australian Trades and Labour Journal, of Melbourne, has gone to
pieces on the financial rocks. The Sydney Trades and Labour Advocate
celebrated its tenth weekly issue by announcing the receipt of a writ for

libel. Its editor, W. G. Higgs, was for a long while secretary of the Typo-
graphical Association, and was given a testimonial the other day by the
members for long and good service.

At the meeting of the Council of the Queensland Labour Federation held
on November 26th, the secretary was elected delegate to visit the annual
meetings of the Labourers, Carriers, and Shearers Unions to be held at
Barcaldine and Blackall on the 2nd, 3rd, and 6th of January next ; he will

endeavour to secure the affiliation of these societies, and, judging from the
feeling which is manifesting itself in all parts of the colony, there will be
no difficulty in doing so. At a meeting of shearers held on the Downs the
other day, it was unanimously agreed to instruct their delegate to the
Blackall annual meeting to vote for the federation of their union with all

other unions in the colony. This in itself speaks well for the success likely
to attend the secretary's efforts.

The rules of the Sydney Tailoresses' Union contain provisions for the
payment of 7s. 6d. per week to each member who may be ill, this sick pay
to continue for the first thirteen weeks, after which 5s. per week will be
paid for the following thirteen weeks. The Sydney Journeymen Butchers
have formed a union, which starts with 300 members. The .Journeyman
Bakers are following suit. The Cutters and Trimmers are also organising,
and have about 30 members in their Provisional Union.
On Saturday, a meeting of the Operative Bakers' Association and non-

union men connected with the trade took place at the Temperance Hall,
about 400 being present. The object was, to invite the non-union men to

join the Operative Bakers' Association in consequence of the defiant attitude
shown by the master bakers towards trades-unionism. The following reso-

lutions were passed nem. con. :

" That the non-union bakers of Sydney and suburbs agree to join the Bakers'
Union ; that five non-union members be appointed from the meeting to meet the
committee of the Bakers' Union to arrange for entrance fees and any other busi-
ness necessary to further the one object they have in view."

" That the committee appointed report to the Executive of the Trades and
Labour Council and request them to take the matter up, and get an interview
with the employers with the object of bringing about a settlement of the bakers*
question."

About 70 men handed in their names to join the union, and a committee of
five was appointed to meet the union committee, and the operative bakers
now seem in a fair way of being united at last.

The movement for Australian independence is growing fast. This is the
sort of paragraph one comes across :—" France has recognised the Brazilian
Republic. Of course it has, but Britain has as yet—witness the last Exhi-
bition—not fully recognised the French Republic, and will probably feel

disinclined at first to recognise the Federated States of Australia." But
then one also sees items like this taken from the Cairns (Queensland) Post :

—

" Before Mr. O'Malley, P.M., at the Police-court, an aboriginal, the property

of Mr. A , was charged with having stolen a coat with a watoh and
chain in the pocket from one Ah Fee, a cook in the Cairns hotel." , .

What with wage-slavery and chattel-slavery, the workingrclasaes h$ra
won't be much better on? for their, new Republic, unless they t#ke /Wgawng
in time and prepare for it. Cornstalk.
Sydney, N.S.W., Dec. 14, 1889.

" If the Commonweal should succeed in its purpose, important and' per-
manent will be the benefits accruing to those who have hitherto s&tig&ed
themselves with creating and accumulating wealth, of which they-obtain
but a very small and precarious share."—Lloyds Weekly London Newspaper,
June-July, 1845.
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MEN WHO ARE NOT SOCIALISTS.

v.

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF HAMILTON.

I have never had the pleasure of meeting His Grace,

—

one of the

reasons being that he is so seldom in this part of the country—but if I

should ever have that pleasure, I will cordially grasp his hand. It is

true he is a duke, and that he steals £120,000 a year from his poor

neighbours ; but there is no need of our affecting to be fastidiously

virtuous, so long as things are as they are. We are all thieves, if it

comes to that ; and if we don't steal as much as the Duke of Hamilton,

it is chiefly because we have not got the chance. If we could all be

dukes the thing would be right enough. After all, there is not so

much harm in stealing ; it is the monopoly of stealing—the preventing

others having an equal opportunity—that does the mischief. If stealing

were universalized, (Kant says that true morality is to act so that your

actions may be universalized) it would be Socialism. (The editors of

some capitalist advertising prints, will no doubt drag this little

sentence from its home, and stick it in the pillory of their leader

columns as a mark for the brick-bats of ignorant slander and abuse

;

it is foredoomed, I know, to become a martyr in the cause, nevertheless

let it go bravely forth to do its duty.) The Duke of Hamilton is not

a Socialist so far as I am aware ; but he is better than being a-

Socialist—he makes other people become Socialists. He is one of the

biggest propaganda forces in the country. I know many people who call

themselves Socialists, who might as well call themselves cabbages for

all the good they do. It doesn't matter a rap what a man is, it is

what a man does that tells on the progress of the cause. There are

some Socialists who have so little energy, generosity and courage, that

they could better serve Socialism by dying right off*, and having the

words, " Here lies a Socialist," inscribed on their tombstones, than by
living to the age of Methusalah

;
(and here let me suggest that every

Socialist should stipulate on his death-bed that a text from the

Socialist Catechism, or a verse from one of Morris' songs, should be

engraved on the slab that decorates the sward above his mortal clay.

I especially commend this idea to timid Socialists, who are afraid to

avow their principles when alive—a man can say what he likes after

he is dead—they don't hang corpses now-a-days.)

The Duke of Hamilton niches £120,000 from the labourers and

miners of Lanarkshire. He has a magnificent palace at Hamilton, in

which he has not resided for many years. He has a castle on one sid«

of the Island of Arran, and a grand shooting lodge on the other;

neither of which he inhabits for more than a couple of weeks in the

year. He cruises on the Mediterranean
;
gambles at Baden-Baden and

Monte Carlo ; shoots buffaloes on the Rocky Mountains ; attends race-

meetings, and does anything "he damn'd well pleases," to use a

favourite phrase of an Anarchist friend of mine. He is thus a living

monument of the iniquity of the existing state of society ; and his

career speaks more eloquently than a hundred unemployed socialist

agitators, in behalf of the subversion of landlordism and capitalism,,

and the institution of a " general divide."

A Lanarkshire miner gets on the average Is. for hewing a ton of

coal ; and his work is hard, unhealthy and dangerous. For every tor*

of coal the miner hews, the Duke gets Is. in the form of royalty-

yet the Duke does not move a muscle or do anything in the least to

produce the coal. The Duke has never worked, and never intends to

work, with the help of Providence, the political parties, and the

stupidity of the people ! Of course, this Is. per ton royalty, is

downright, flagrant, clamorously crying-out robbery, and the Duke
himself would, I suppose, be the first to admit the fact. But the Duke
has to do this robbery business—people would laugh at him if be

refused, and someone else would be got to do it in his stead. Even,

the miners who are presently being plundered, would only be too glad

to step into his shoes if they could. Supposing the Duke wanted to

stop the thing, he couldn't ; he would just require to wait till the social

revolution came, like the rest of us.

Whenever therefore I feel the interest of my audience flagging, I trot

out the Duke as it were, and show him round, metaphorically. I make
him take off his hat, and show his carrotty hair and low forehead.

I unbutton his great-coat, to exhibit the grand dimensions of his neck

and waist. I then turn his trousers-pockets inside out, and count his

£120,000 in gold and bank-notes, and ask him to tell the audience

where he got it all, and how he intends spending it. I ask him a few

questions in elementary arithmetic, geography, history and mineralogy,

to show that as a clerk or a check-weight man at a pit-head, he would

not be tolerated for ten minutes. I give him a spade to dig the ground ;

a pick to hew coal ; a saw to cut wood, to show that he could not

make two pence a day at any manual craft. Of course the audience

gets mad at the Duke ; and if I had the real Duke, and not merely the

theosophical part of him beside me, I have little doubt but that he

would " fare rather roughly " at its hands—to use a happy phrase

of the capitalist press, when describing how a Socialist speaker got

dipped in a horse-pond, stripped of nine-tenths of his clothes, robbed of

ten-tenths of his railway fare money, and afterwards pitched over an

embankment on to a dung-heap.

But I would not allow the mob to harm a single hair of the Duke's

head if I could help it, so long, at least, as they are fools enough to

tolerate dukes and lords and capitalists at all. He is very useful to

us, as I have already said, so handy for being shown round the ring

;

and, besides, he is quite free from the usual cant and hypocrisy of his

class. He does not build churches or preside at political meetings. If

he steals he does it because he has the power, and he makes no justifi-

cation or apology. He doesn't attempt to prove that stealing is a-

virtue, and that those who allow him to pick their pockets are parti-

cularly wise and pious for so doing, or that it is the will of providence

that he should steal and that they should be stolen from. He simply

takes what he can get and looks for more, and allows snobbish clergy-

men and politicians to do the preaching and pacifying if they choose.

I will now mention an occurrence which has given me great joy,

and has caused me to bless the name of the Duke of Hamilton and

Brandon. The town of Motherwell is falling down ! or rather, to

speak by the newspaper reports, one half of it is ! That half is the

villadom half. The gables are cracking, the chimney stacks twisting,,

and the internal stucco ornamentation dropping down like April

showers ! There is every likelihood, says the newspaper report, of

many houses becoming total wrecks, and their front gardens converted!

into unpicturesque heaps of debris. And not a farthing of compensa-

tion will the villa holders get ! I fervently hope the news is true,

that it is not exaggerated but rather understated. This wish may
appear somewhat uncharitable, if not positively wicked, but T wilk

explain.

First, the Motherwell villa residenters are not Socialists, therefore

I don't like them ; any misfortune that may happen them brings me
joy, All people delight more or less in the discomfiture of their

enemies, but few have the courage like me to say so.
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Secondly, the only thing that will ever make the Motherwell villa

residenters become Socialists, is to see their houses cracking and falling

about their ears without getting a penny of compensation, or some
similar catastrophe.

And that, luckily, is what is happening. The Duke in leasing

them the ground, reserved the right to work out the coal under-
neath it. Some time ago he intimated to them that he was about
to do so, and that if they wished to secure the stability of their
houses they would require to purchase the necessary " stoops " of coal
beneath. The cost was too great for the leaseholders, so they took
their chance, trusted in Providence, and hoped for the best. But the
worst came—and now they have no redress, no compensation ! I just
feel quite happy about the occurrence, and hope the newspapers will
have pleasant reports of villas—self-contained and semi-detached

—

falling down every week for a couple of years or so. It will do as
much for Socialism as a cholera plague does for religion.

^
The last time I held a meeting at Motherwell I was threatened with

dislocation of the upper vertebrae, because I ventured to speak some-
what disrespectfully of the Duke and the law behind him. Now that
"much has happened since then," and that "new conditions present
themselves for consideration and debate," as the graceful circumlocu-
tion of the politician puts it, I am afraid my speechifying would be
still less acceptable in that district ; for if I attempted to say a few
words in commendation of the Duke as I have ventured to do here,
they might not merely threaten to break my neck ; they might attempt
to do it.

But we don't need to preach Socialism to the villa holders of Mother-
well for some time to come. Every crack in their walls, every falling
flake of plaster, speaks eloquently to their acquisitive ears against the
monopoly of land and minerals. There is not, perhaps, a great deal
of Socialism in that, but it is about as much as the majority of them
will ever accept until the revolution comes.

I will conclude, seeing we are not quite out of the festive season,
by asking every Socialist who is not a teetotaller " on principle—not
because, etc.," to join with me in drinking "To the subsidence of the
ground and the fall of the villas at Motherwell, and many more of
them ! coupled with the health of his Grace the Duke of Hamilton
and Brandon I

"
J. Bruce Glasier.

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA.
How much sympathy the workers at home may expect from the colonial
press may be well judged by the following comment, which I cut from a
recent article in the Cape Times on one of the London strikes. The writer
says: "A striker with a grievance is a man with whom to reason, but a
striker with a grudge is a victim to be scourged." The thought came to me
at the time that the writer of the article from which the comment is cut knew,
or sought to know, very little of what he was writing about, knew nothing
of the *' gospel of discontent " which is taking hold of the workers in all
countries, and which will not rest till it has wrought out a happier condition
of life for all. It may be that before this happens the "scourging" which
the writer refers to may have to be resorted to, and I am much mistaken if

the stripes do not fall upon the right backs when the time comes.
I have just returned from a visit to Robben Island, where there is a leper

hospital and lunatic asylum. The article in Blackwood's a couple of months
ago has brought about a little improvement in the general arrangements
made for the inmates ; but let the Government do what they will—and they
are not over likely to do very much—one thing they will never be able to
do, and that is to make the island a fit place for a human being to pass his
or her lifetime. Aeh mein Gott! I would not land a mad dog upon it to end
its days, let alone a human being—though only a Kaffir ! There seemed to
be only one opinion amongst the whole of the passengers coming back, and
that was, that a month or so on Robben Island would send the sanest man
that ever lived—Solomon included—hopelessly mad. I should like to banish
the whole Legislative Assembly for one short month to the island, with
this proviso, that if they found it comfortable they could stop there, but
if not, that they would shift the lepers and lunatics to some other place. I
will pass my word that not a soul would be found in the island at the end
of the month. From the deck of the small steamer it looks as if the ground
had been thickly strewn with broken sandstone, and the glare of the sun on
the white sand hurts one's eyes as much as looking into a huge furnace
would. The Government seems to have found out—but mark, this is only
since the brutal treatment and filthy surroundings of the inmates were
exposed—that the friends of the natives do not wish visitors to be admitted.
Had the article in Blackwood's never been penned, one could have almost
driven a horse and cart through the wards and no notice would have been
taken ; but now the doors are shut, and the visitor is told that the inmates
are well cared for, which is lie number one ; and that they are comfortably
housed, which is lie number two ; and that they do not wish for any change,
which is lie three. As for the friends of the inmates, well, there is nothing
to fear from them ; they belong to the class which does not as a rule write
leading articles, and which if they did would find it a difficult matter to get
any paper to print them.

I noticed some suggestive remarks in the different magistrates' reports to
be found in the Blue Book of Native Affairs for 1889. From a magistratem the district of Mganduli comes the following : "There is but little pro-
gress in civilisation worthy of remark amongst the natives during the past
year; they seem contented to go on in the same course, to plant their
gardens and herd a few cows." Let me here hazard a remark : I wonder
if said magistrate imagines the natives have aught to gain by accepting the
civilisation which the Government are trying to foist upon them. If he
imagines so—but he can hardly be thick enough in the head to imagine that—I pity him. However, I should like to say to the natives—Go on planting
your gardens and herding your cows, for if you accept the rotten civilisation
offered you, you will very soon have no gardens to plant and precious few
cows to herd. r

W. E. Shanford, chief magistrate of Griqualand East, speaking of the
excitement caused by a rising among the natives, says :

" With the change
in the form of government and the cessation of quarrels the opportunity of
the European dealers and speculators came. Farms were sold for a case of

gin—for a small debt due at the local store—for a trifling sum of money
advanced—for a few head of stock—and after a time there was the reaction.
Of course the Griquas did not blame themselves for the landless destitute
condition into which they were falling. First it was the dealers and specu-
lators who had cheated them ; but the bargains were shown to have been
openly entered into, and could not be upset. Then the discontent became
political ;

* Under our own government we were prosperous,' they said, 'tot
now how different.' The wilder spirits went into rebellion, but the land
had gone for ever, and the last phase has been the immigration into Pondo-
land of the remnants of the tribe under Wm, Kook, a stepson of the old
Kaptin. They have settled down in a strip of country given them by the
late chief Umqakela, and are comparatively happy again." And this tale

can be told of most of the tribal risings which have taken place in years past,

and the same thing will no doubt occur wherever and whenever the specu-

lator and British syndicate maker appears.

The magistrate of Bathurst reports : "Asa general conclusion, I have the
satisfaction of saying that the natives of this division are quiet and con-

tented, living peaceably with one another. I heard of little distress among
them, but I do not know of any who are really well-to-do. There have been
no diseases except the ordinary maladies, such as measles. The state of

affairs is fairly satisfactory, and the only thing that causes any anxiety is the
collection of the hut-tax." This magistrate, to whom the " collection of the
hut-tax " is the only cause of anxiety, seems to think it a matter of surprise
that there are no millionaires to be found amongst the natives. Well, Mr.
Magistrate, let me tell you that when the presence of "well-to-do" men
figures in your report, that day there will also appear a statement that the
natives no longer live peaceably with one another, no longer are quiet and
contented, and instead of little, that there is much distress amongst them,
and more maladies than measles. The state of affairs won't then be " fairly

satisfactory," and other causes than the " collection of the hut-tax " will give

you or your successors cause for anxiety.

From the district of Bedford comes the report that the "return of the

Kaffir chiefs from transportation gladdened their countrymen, who have
been since then living in expectation of hearing where they are to be located,

presumably with the intention of going there too."

From all of the different districts almost an entire absence of disease and
very little crime of any kind is reported. The " triumphant march of the
white man " is all that is required to alter all this ; a few speculators, with
their "fair and open bargains," will cause more crime than shiploads of

missionaries can ever hope to cure—i.e., if one put any faith in the useful-

ness of these people.

In an article which appeared in the Cape Times of December 31st, the
writer admits that " the influence of Socialism upon the political develop-
ment in England will be widely recognised before the close of another year.

And the numbers of earnest politicians who are adopting Socialist views of
certain questions relating to labour—who are avowing a modified Socialism

—

is increasing day by day." So much for the editor of the Cape Times' opinion.
If I thought that the influence of Socialism was going to rest with the
u
political development," why, I would join a branch of the Primrose League

at once and be done with it. As for the said " political development,'1
it eaa

well be let go where it is fast going—viz., to the devil. Let us look, to the
industrial development.

In the meanwhile, just to show you that there is no slavery in this part
of Africa, I cut this from a daily paper. Somehow it had a sound about it

that puts one in mind of " down South " during the old slavery days.

" Left Her Home.—Amina Mobara, a Malay Girl, aged 18 years, having run
away from Stall No. 22, New Market, Cape Town, on the 9th inst. Anyone
possessing information of her whereabouts kindly communicate with that address.
Any person harbouring her after this date will be prosecuted.

"

Cape Town, Jan. 8, 1890. J. Bain.

STRIKE OF STICKMAKERS IN THE EAST-END.
It seems for some time past there has been a strike amongst the stickmakere
of this district, and, strange to say, the capitalist press have ignored all
communications sent to it by the secretary of the union. The greatest
offenders in this matter have been the Star and the North London Press,
perhaps this may be owing to the fact that most of the men are " foreigners."
The chairman of the South London Gas Company is not the only one to
break up the recently formed unions, most desperate efforts having been
made by two stick-making sweaters, viz., Scrouss and Metz. It seems that
these two sweaters have seen what effect the union would ultimately have
upon the robbery of labour, that cost what it would, they would use every
effort to smash the organisation. The finishers can earn at the utmost an
average wage of 12s. per week of 15 and 18 hours per day, with a reduction «

of 4d. to 6d. for the use of gas according to wages earned, Id. for cleaning
the shop, and Id. interest in the Is. is charged on all money lent during the
week. Filers and benders can earn from 20s. to 25s. per week, with the re-
ductions at above rate. Notwithstanding the sweating wages paid, Metz,

.

of 20, Worship Street, and Strauss, of Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, insist
upon a rednction of 45 per cent, on these miserable wages, which will render
it impossible for any of the employes an opportunity of bare existence.
The men ask that the masters should receive a deputation. No answer
being received to the first letter, a second was written to these firms, and
met with the following treatment The blank half was sent as an insult to
the English society, and the other half containing the suggestions of the
men was scribbled over and sent to the International Society of Stick-
makers, with an intimation from Strauss that he would have nothing to do
with the " damn union " at all. This is a matter affecting trades unionism
as a whole in a most vital manner, and if the present indifferent attitude of
the trades unions of London is kept up it will be one of the most effective
means of retarding the movement. We appeal, therefore, to all workers,
of whatever nationality, to aid the stickmakers against tyranny of the most
brutal kind ever adopted against workers' organisations. This is not merely
an attempt on the part of the masters to resist increased wages, but is part
of a deep-laid scheme to break up all organisations, knowing that the
workers have learnt that their unions are but a preliminary to the great
battle ©f the future, which will emancipate labour.

But legal (Imperial) Federation would, if ever created, be the beginning
of the end—a separation inevitably violent and unfriendly. There would
be a rupture, because all experience shows that Great Britain would then
endeavour to maintain the legal bond by military coercion, and with that
show of right which legality gives to the wrong.

—

Chief Justice LiUey.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Strike at the Wharves.

It is likely that the struggle at Hay's Wharf may have some serious

developments. It is evident that the attack by Mr. Livesey on the gas-

stokers' union has inspired Mr. Norwood and his fellow capitalists with the

idea of "smashing" the Dockers' Union. Mr. Norwood has shown in all his

recent speeches that he has been writhing for some considerable time under
his recent defeat ; but in the speech to the shareholders last week he prac-

tically declared war against the union. After complaining bitterly that the

company, through the formation of the union, had lost control over their

own property, he went on to say that "the Joint-Committee must regain the

control over the management of their own affairs, whatever may be the cost

of their struggle." This means in plain English that the docker must be
plunged into his former slavery by forcing on a quarrel with the union and
locking out every man. But the quarrel must be of such a nature that

public sympathy shall not be engaged on the side of the men, so that they
shall be left to fight their battle with the scanty funds of a young trade
union. Mr. Norwood imagines that he has such a quarrel in the fight at

Hay's Wharf, and he, through the agency of his fellow conspirators—dock
directors and wharf-owners—is bombarding the middle-class press with
accusations against the men of breaking the sacred agreement of 14th Sept.

Now, for my part, I should not regard that as a very great offence, as that

agreement was in every way a most unsatisfactory one ; but it just happens
that the men have not broken that agreement, for the very simple reason

that these men had concluded an agreement of their own with the pro-

prietors of the wharf, and had gone back to work on 7th Sept., seven days
before the Mansion House agreement was signed. Therefore the accusation

falls to the ground. But no doubt this will make little difference to Mr.
Norwood and his friends ; they will go on repeating the same stale old lie

about the " breach of agreement," and if the facts are against them—well, so

much the worse for the facts !

We are glad to see that the men hold well together, and are well backed
up by the Dockers' and Carmen's unions, the members of these unions refus-

ing to take goods from the wharf. Both unions have issued a manifesto,

calling on their members after the 10th February to refuse to work with
non-union men. The secretary of the South Side Labour League has issued

a similar notice. This is an excellent answer to Mr. Norwood's gage of

battle.

At Cutler Street Tea Warehouse the men refused to load a van from the

wharf, and though a hundred of them were dismissed, yet the van had to

go away empty. A hundred men struck at Brooks' Wharf on Friday 31st

Jan., on being asked to load tea for Hay's Wharf. The stevedores have also

refused to handle goods from steamer " Bellaini," berthed beside the wharf.
The boycott promises to be very effective. The enraged masters are en-

deavouring to get up a case against Tom Mann for intimidation ; but should
he be arrested John Burns, who spoke at a large meeting held in Southwark
Park on Sunday, is ready to take his place.

Later.—The dock directors and wharf-owners decided on Tuesday to form
a union of masters, and to sack any men who refuse to load the vans of

blacklesr carmen. This will bring matters to a crisis.

The Gas-stokers.

A deputation from the Gas-stokers' TJnion attended at the London Trades

Council on Thursday Jan. 30. The Council has decided to help them to

bring the strike to a successful issue, though it has not stated publicly what
form that help will take. There are already signs that the other trade

unions are beginning to take an interest in the gallant fight which the gas-

stokers are making. The Strike Committee have received £30 from the

Ironfounders ; the London Journeymen Basket-makers, numbering over 400
members, have subscribed a sum averaging 4s. a-head ; the Hatters, num-
bering 800, have promised a levy of Is. a-man ; the Glass-blowers a sum of

£5 a-week till the strike is over ; and the London Compositors will also

probably subscribe £100 to the strike fund. We hope that other unions

who are thinking about helping the gas-stokers will do so at once, as this is

probably the worst part of the struggle.

The Sailors and Firemen's Union are still loyally helping the strikers.

They have sent a steam launch from the north, which they expect will be

very useful in the task of calling out the men from the colliers. There is

trouble, too, among the blacklegs at Kotherhithe and East Greenwich. They
are holding meetings and carrying on a vigorous agitation against the reduc-

tion of their wages by Livesey taking away the £1 a-week bonus they
received in the earlier weeks of the strike. On the whole, it seems that the

men have still a good chance if the other unions continue to support them.

Unskilled Labour in Mines.

The recent conference of miners in Birmingham have passed a resolution

amending the Mines Act, which will enact, if passed through Parliament,

that no person shall, be allowed to work in an ironstone or coal mine who
has not entered the mine as a worker before attaining the age of 20 years,

and any manager admitting such people to work in the mine to be subject

to six months' imprisonment. The reckless way in which mine-owners are

willing to risk the lives of their men by flooding the mines with a mass of

^unskilled labour from the agricultural districts, is one of the chief grievances

of the miners. Great lumbering country bumpkins, 30 or 40 years of age,

who have never seen a mine in their lives before, are sent down to risk their

own lives and the lives of the miners. in a place where a blunder frequently

means death. This is done by mine owners to lower wages, the lives of the

workers being a matter of very small consequence. To such a pitch

foas this evil gone in some cases, that a delegate stated at the conference

that at one colliery in South Wales there were so many agriculturists em-
ployed^ that it was known as the "farm labourers' mine." There can be no
question tfrat many of the fearful calamities that frequently startle as in

the mining districts, are j
caused by the ignorance and stupidity of these

"new hands." We fear, however, that this proposed amendment of the

Mines Act will have a small chance of passing through a House of Commons
composed of capitalists with a love for " cheap v labour. We think, how-
ever, tjhat tie miners wQul^he quite within their rights in treating this as

part of the great " blackleg " question, by refusing to Work witn, people

who increase to such a temple extent the risks of a most dangerous occu-

pation. N.

BUYING OUT LANDLORDS.
At the protest meeting in St. James's Hall the other evening, the

following resolution was carried :

" That this meeting strongly condemns any scheme of land purchase which
would entail a risk of burdening the British taxpayers for the benefit of Irish

landlords."

John Burns, in seconding it, said that that meeting was called to protest

against English landlords in Ireland being compensated out of the money
English labourers contributed to the rates and treasury of this country.
He would further say that he would object to money being paid by the
English people to compensate English landlords in England, but, as sufficient

for the day was the evil thereof, they could confine themselves to the iniquity

of exploiting the labour of the English workpeople, so that the Irish land-

lords could be ransomed for having exploited too well in the past the Irish

proletariat by means of rack rents, famine, disease, and civil war. A few
thousand landlords, mostly Englishmen, now demanded what would be
equivalent to .£5,000,000 of interest to be paid by the taxpayers yearly.

Having wrung from the Irish peasant all that meant a decent life, they now
wanted to extract 150 millions from the English workman, and for what ?

for the privilege of ceasing to rob other people. Yet in Parliament, and to

seme extent in the County Council, men came to them saying, " In the name
of justice and liberty would you expropriate the Irish landlord ?" and ask
them to submit quietly to the charge of 150 millions ; whilst in the same
breath they objected to spend a few millions to perfect the London sewerage,
to provide improved workmen's dwellings, or to build a town hall on the

Embankment. He called upon the English working-men, who, he said, if

they knew their power, could be the arbiters for the Irish people, not to

yield to the demand. The Irish landlords were to be compensated up to the

hilt, in order that they might have an opportunity of doing something to

justify their existence. The men who compromised on a question like this

betrayed a cause, and deluded a people. The time had come to talk plainly

and openly, and the truth was that private property in land was an anomaly,
an injustice, and an unmitigated curse to the community. He trusted the

day was not far distant when the working-men of London would hold a

meeting in that hall to celebrate the downfall of the system of compensation
being paid to landlords, whether they were labelled English, Irish, Scotch,

or French. Private ownership in land was doomed six years ago, when
Michael Davitt, Henry George, and himself stood on that platform, and he
called attention to the adherence now given to this view by the Radical

candidates for London constituencies, by certain members of Parliament.

He contrasted this adhesion with the manner in which the doctrine of land
nationalisation was scouted six years ago. He was willing to forgive all the

injustice which the landlords had committed in the past provided they should

have the privilege to rob no longer, and do no more injustice to their fellow

men. The economic development of society tended to the abolition of all mono-
polies ; landlordism was essentially a monopoly, and they protested against it,

and objected to compensation being given for past holding. They must resolve

that there should be no peasant proprietors, no leasehold enfranchisement,

and no free sale of land, for this, he said, would make the work of land

nationalisation more difficult, and he called upon the working-men not to

content themselves with mere shouting at public meetings, but to throw
aside the hereditary subserviency of the frock coat and high hat. As a

Socialist and workman, he told them that the enemy they had to meet was
not landlord tyranny in itself, but their own apathy, ignorance, mistrust,

selfishness, and suspicion. What a year the past had been ! In Brazil

slavery had been abolished, and the slave-master had got the sack with a

month's notice paid in advance to clear out. Forced labour had been
abolished in Egypt, slavery had been done away with in more than half of

the Turkish dominions, and in America and the Colonies workmen were
arousing themselves with an enthusiasm that was really extraordinary. In

this grand old London they had shaken up, and 200,000 men and women
had combined for paltry palliatives, for higher wages, and shorter working
hours. In that they had done the best as a precursor to organisation to-

wards the further things that would inevitably follow. It had been said

by Tories and Liberals that the price of denying Home Rule to Ireland was
socialistic legislation as bribes to the English workmen. As a Socialist and
a workman he denied that that was the truth. They would take from both

parties what they could get, and would force from either all they possibly

could, but if what was offered was meant as a blind to prevent those who
agreed with him in extending their sympathy to the Irish people, it would
only make English working-men more discontented and more determined

to get justice for themselves, and whilst endeavouring to obtain justice for

themselves were determined to secure for the Irish people what they had a

right to demand.

CORKESPONDENCE.

THE TRAM MEN.
Dear Comrade,—In the ' Weal for January 25th, re " Labour Struggle,"

some remarks are made on the tramway men and their union ; I should like

to supplement them with a few of mine. The union is managed similar to

the Dockers' Union, the men having little or no voice in the management.

They pay 3d. per week to the union, which is sent to headquarters. They
do not, as far as I can gather, know what they are paying it for as far as I

can learn, except for out-of-work pay which they are to receive, or what the

objects of the union are, except to find a job for the secretary and allowing

the Rev. Mr. Barclay to pose as a philanthropist. When tram men belong-

ing to the union leave their job on the Woolwich and South-Eastern London

line to go to the gun factory at Erith to act as " blacklegs," it shows that

the union is not worth much. In fact, tram men are slaves, and only fit to

be slaves, as they are afraid of one another, have no pluck, and put up with

all sorts of insults from inspectors, clerks, and passengers alike. The

managers play with them, as they like putting extra work oh to them and

other inconveniences, which they accept without a murmur. All their

thoughts are centred on betting and horseracing ; they are composed mostly

of pensioners and country yokels, in fact, the trams aW. next to the docks,

their last resort.—Yours fraternally, ' H. Paitl,
" One who has been Behind."*

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In MouldersVHaUjHigh 9J-»-

Sunday February 9, at 6.30, lecture, " A Criticism of the Present System."
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Wces: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST„ LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—The Council of the League have decided to invite speakers from

the Provincial Branches to take part in the Celebration of the Commune this

year, and also to solicit "help towards defraying the expenses of the meeting,

which will be exceptionally heavy this year.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

§ow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October,
forth London and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East,

and Leicester, to end of December. 1890 : — North Kensington and
Manchester, to end of January. * Commonweal ' Branch, to end of

February.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—H. R. , Is.;

F. C. S. S., Is.; J. Presburg, 6d.; B. W., 6d.; F. Kitz,6d.; Nicoll (2 weeks), Is.;

A. Seglie, 6d.; P. Webb (2 weeks), 2s.; and C. Saunders (2 weeks), 2s.

REPORTS.
* Commonweal.'—Good meeting at Broad Street, where Mowbray spoke to a

very attentive audience ; 17
i Weals sold. We believe that this will be a good

station if worked well. On Sunday, Feb. 2nd, comrade G. Netlow delivered an
interesting lecture on " A Glance at the History of Anarchism ;" good atten-

dance ; Is. 8£d. collected.—S. P.

North London.—A good audience turned up on Wednesday, Jan. 29th, to
hear Nicoll on " Law and Order ;" very good discussion and good sale of 'Weal.
On Sunday afternoon, Mowbray and Nicoll spoke at Hyde Park ; about 30 ' Weal
and other literature sold ; Is. 4Jd. collected.—T. C
Aberdeen.—At weekly meeting on Monday, Morris's lecture on " Monopoly "

was read and discussed. At the meetings held on Thursdays we have taken up
the study and discussion of Spencer's " Study of Sociology," and mean to go
over it chapter by chapter. The first has already gone well.—L.

Glasgow.—On Sunday at 2 o'clock, we held a meeting on Jail Square, Glasier
being the speaker. At 5 o'clock, Joe Burgoyne addressed a good meeting at
Paisley Road Toll. In connection with the County Council elections, Glasier
spoke at a miner's meeting at Springside, Kilmarnock, on Friday night, and at
a mass meeting in Dairy on Saturday evening.
Halifax.—On Sunday evening, Samuels (of London) lectured here to an

appreciative audience on " Socialism and the Political Economists." There was
afterwards a most spirited and interesting discussion. Good sale of pamphlets.
Leeds.—On Sunday morning in the Market, Samuels spoke to an attentive

audience for an hour on " Reasons for Discontent." There was over 3s. worth
of literature sold.

Leicester.—Sunday last, Barclay and Chambers spoke in the Square. In the
afternoon, William Morris lectured at the Radical Club, Vine Street, on " How
We Shall Live Then." There was a very good attendance, and Morris's ideal, a
lucid and logical demonstration of the desirability and necessity of putting it

into practice, was listened to eagerly, and frequently applauded ; 12s. 6d. was
collected. A sharp discussion followed the discourse, as also in the evening at
the Secular Hall, where Morris addressed a full audience on " What Socialists

Want." Monday night, Sparling spoke at Humberstone Gate
;
good attendance

again. Sale of Commonweal and other literature amounted to 6s. 10£d.—T. B.

Edinburgh (Scottish Socialist Federation).—Comrade Gilray lectured to a
good audience on Sunday in the Moulders' Hall. "The Place of Syndicates in

Social Evolution " was interesting and instructive to all. A good discussion

followed.

Plaistow.—On Thursday 16th January, at Secular Hall, Plaistow Broadway,
H. Paul opened an adjourned debate on "Is Trade necessary to Civilisation ?

"

in the negative, and advocated Communism ; which was opposed by brain-work-
ing clerks and little shop keepers, who thought that the human race would
degenerate and die out without commercialism. There are a few Socialists and
one or two Individualist-Anarchists in this branch of the N.S.S. Very good dis-

cussions on social questions have taken place.—H. P.

Hallamshire Hall, Sheffield.—On Feb. 2, J. Sketchley lectured in the
above hall—in the morning on "Free Trader. Fair Trade from a Workman's
point of view "

; in the evening on " Work and WT
ages." We have a good piano,

and hope in a week or two to get together a good choir. It is also intended to
organise a band of our own.—S.

Sheffield Socialists.—A good meeting was held Sunday morning at the
Monolith, addressed by Mrs. Usher and Charles. In the afternoon we went
down to Rotherham, where Mrs. Usher and Charles held another meeting. In
the evening, at the Westbar, a very attentive audience listened to the reading of
* A King's Lesson,' and addresses by Shortland, Smith, and Charles. Common-
weal sold out, also good sale of other literature. Last week a warrant was
applied for against one of our comrades, but the magistrates only granted a
summons returnable next Friday, when he is to be charged with persuading,
inciting, etc., etc., divers persons to murder a blackleg. We hold special meet-
ings in connection with this affair next week, and are probably in for some lively

times with the authorities here, as we understand from a good source that these
proceedings are being instituted on the instructions of the Home Office, and are
to be taken up by the Public Prosecutor.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—On Saturday evening last, a paper was given
to the members of the Institute Debating Society, united for the evening with
the Rathbone Literary Club, Liverpool, by the Rev. J. E. Stronge (Unitarian) of

Birkenhead, the subject being "Is Socialism, or complete Individualism, likely
to be the ultimate goal of human development ? " Several of our members
attended by invitation. Mr. Stronge answered the question entirely in our
favour, maintaining that the whole tendency of modern events is towards Social-
ism. Comrades Nance, W. H. Chapman, sen., Reeves, and Lawrence Small
supported the paper. No opposition worthy of record was offered, with the
exception of that from the Rev. L. P. Jacks, M.A., of Liverpool (Unitarian
minister), who out-Giffened Giffen in dealing with figures relating to the com-
parative wealth of the capitalist and working classes. Comrade J. C. Kenworthy
replied to our opponent in a short but telling manner. We hope to number Mr.
Stronge among our members ere long.

LECTURE DIARY. ,. , ;; f(1 ^
LONDON1
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Battersea:—All communications to E. Buteux, 20 Abercrbmbie Street, Battersea
Park Road. . < b- u6

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8. Lectures every Sunday at $'pirn.

Hall open every evening from 7 till 10 to all members of the League;
cards of membership must be produced to steward of branch on entering.

Entertainments on last Sunday of every month. Membership : 6d. entrance
fee and 6d. per month. On Sunday February 9, at 8.30 p.m;, O. W. Mow-
bray, "Fair Day's Wage for a Fair Day's Work."

East London.—A meeting of members will be held on Sunday February 9th,.lor

the purpose of reorganising the branch. Comrades willing to help in trie

propaganda are requested to attend. 12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Feb. 9, at 8 p.m.,

William Morris, "Equality."
Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to, enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday Feb. 9, at 8 p.m., D. J. Nicoll, "The
Commune of Paris.

"

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. Wednesday Feb. 12, a Lecture.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every

Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and

Thursday, at 8 p.m. On Sunday Feb. 9, at 6.30 p.m., George Bernard Shaw
will lecture in the Secular Hall, Humberstone Gate—*' Socialist Individual-

ism." Tuesday Feb. 11, in the Co-operative Hall, High Street, at 8 p.m.,

Annie Besant, "The Basis of Socialism."

Manchester.—Branch meets temporarily at the Secretary's, 52 Miller Street, on

Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open

every evening from 8 p.m.
Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every

Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

8.30..

Socialist Co-operative Federation, Ltd. (Stores: 49 Southampton Row,
W.C).—The Half-Yearly General Meeting of the members will be held on
Wednesday February 12th, at 8 p.m., in the Hall of the Social Democratic
Federation, 337 Strand ; William Morris in the chair. Please bring subscription
card for audit

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 8.

Mile-end Waste Cores and Presburg

Sunday 9.

11 Latimer Road Station Dean, Maughan, and Crouch

11.30 Broad Street, Golden Square Nicoll

11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane The Branch

11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch

11.30 Regent's Park Cantwell and Mowbray
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch ». Cantwell and Mowbray
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch

7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch

7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday 11.

8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 13.

8.15 Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m. ; Gower Street, at 3 p.m. ;

Pump, Westbar, 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Saturday Feb. 8, at 8 p.m.,

B. McGuinness, " Dublin Municipal Reform."
Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-r

day February 9, at 8 p.m., Daniel McEwen, " Co-operation and Socialism."

The New Fellowship, 267 Strand (rooms of the National Vigilance Associa-

tions—Tuesday Feb. 11, Hubert Bland, " A Criticism of the Woman Movement."

Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—
Sunday February 9, at 8.30 p.m., J. D. Bouran, " Climbing the Steepes."

Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday February 9, J. Sketch-

ley, 11 a.m., "Trade Unions, Present and Future"; at 6.30, "Insufficient

Remedies for Existing Evils." „
Ireland.—A new Socialistic Society, called the " Irish Socialist Union, has

been started in Dublin. Basis : The union on a common Platform of representa-

tives of the various schools of Socialistic thought, with a view to the more effective

propaganda of the principles on which all are agreed. Address : 87 Marlboro

Street, Dublin. .
.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Socialists.—All those branches and societies

who are wishful to be represented on the lecture-list to be drawn up in accord-

ance with the resolution of the Liverpool Conference, as reported Jan. 25, are to

send the names and addresses of their secretaries to Edw. C. Chapman, 1 Stanley

Street, Liverp*. ol.
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported ?

" Down with the Socialists !

"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers' Claims and " Public Opinion.
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Shall Ireland be Free ]

Ireland a Nation.
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Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.

The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).
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What Socialists Want.
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A Straight Talk to Working Men.
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24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST GO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v. MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

ON THE TWO GODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Veritable Story of how the Silencing of

one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught
the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

TRADES AND LABOUR ADVOCATE
OR TRIBUNE OF THE PEOPLE.

Its Platform is established on the broad lines of
Labour only.

The best informant on Australian Labour matters
published on the continent.

Under the patronage of the Trades and Labour
Council, Trades Hall Committee, Building Trades
Council, Maritime Council, and other trades unions.

Weekly, One Penny. Post free, 6s. 6d. per year.

Office: 76 Oxford Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Muller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
or Office of Commonweal.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the
land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers^

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equals

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old mottoi

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.
When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red mark against this notice

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed In the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League by Frank Kit*
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.d
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Kaiser has quite fluttered the capitalistic doves by his rescripts.

Ot course we get the irrepressible article in the Pall Mall Gazette,

assuring us once more that we are indeed all Socialists now, and
, praising heaven for the House of Hohenzollern and this last develop-

ment of Monarchism. Of course, on the other hand, we get the

general " Pooh ! pooh !
" of the orthodox capitalistic press, both Liberal

and Tory.

Most of them say, " Ah ! Kaiser, here's an opportunity for you !

If you would only be good like us English, and have free trade, then

we would go to your Congress ; then, at last, and not before, would be
•the time to consider whether our working population should starve or

thrive—or, at all events, to pretend to consider it. For, of course, you
will understand, that while free trade is a practical question to us, the

questions you are suggesting of the duration of the day's labour, the

-conditions of factories, and so forth, have ceased to be practical ques-

tions to us since we passed the consolidation of the Factory Acts in

order to make the Factory Hell respectable. And as to our working-

classes, we assure you we are not at all afraid of them ; they are

sheep and like to be shorn, and if they baa a bit under the operation,

our nerves are strong enough to bear it. Liberty of the press ! Free
competition ! Unrestricted march of economic laws ! Free trade !

Imitate us and keep on bawling out these phrases, which cost nothing,

and you will live peacefully and die happy."

Well, perhaps ! And yet, on the surface of things, it scarcely seems
likely that the Kaiser should set out on his enterprise of dishing the
Socialists without some reason behind him, even if his step be only an
electioneering dodge, as seems likely. It is not unreasonable to suppose
that he is impressed, not to say alarmed, by the spread of Socialism,

-and feels that it would be no bad stroke if he could detach a consider-

able body of working-men from the Socialist party : a thing which he
may consider possible in Germany, where the superstition of loyalty is

yet strong. At any rate, if the workers refuse to bite at his phantom
minnow, his " intentions " will help to respectablise his position

amongst the respectables of all Europe, and in no case will they cost

hhn much, For who knows if the quarrel with Bismark is anything
•else than a bit of stage effect ? W. M.

Some of our Radical friends have not been best pleased at our ex-

posure from time to time of what hollow shams " Republican institu-

tions " can be. A few weeks ago, when we wrote of the Argentine,
-they could say, and some of them did, that it was a new country,

populated for the most part by a heterogeneous mass of recent immi-
grants, and still suffering from the effects of Spanish mis-rule. But
*if they read the reports of the National Convention of the coloured
citizens of the United States, they will find that the Stars and Stripes
is still the " flaunting lie " it was before the war. That in spite of the
>blood poured out to free the negro, he is only technically free ; that so
tfar as he is concerned, "Republican institutions" are a sham and a
fraud ; that even in the Northern States, where he is allowed to exer-
cise his " political rights," he is still ostracised and treated as a helot.

Together with the position of the working-classes in France, Argentina,
and the United States, this continued ill-treatment of the negro needs
to.be accounted for, before we can accept the adequacy of " Republican
institutions " to the cure of social ills.

il Ivory is worth over £2,000 per ton, and those advertising « humanitarian

'

brigands, Explorer Stanley and Co., have over 600 tons of it."

That is how the Sydney Bulletin speaks of the sainted person who is
an object of worship to Mr. John P. Brown and men of his kidney.
Where is divine vengeance and the power of respectability %

The newspapers are talking of another " Carnegie free library," and
^e praising Mr. Carnegie to the skies because he offers a million
dollars for the endowment of a free library. Well ! as we have said
oerore, we should like to hear what the sweated iron-workers have to

say about this " generous " disposal of their unpaid earnings. It is

all very well to have free libraries, but they would probably have
preferred to live decently first of all, and then to have built libraries

where they wanted them. " Justice, not Charity."

M. Lemoinne, the well-known French writer, has been speaking
plainly to his countrymen, who have been so jubilant about the Russian
alliance. He says

:

" We foolishly take the northern visitors who flock to the Mediterranean
every winter, under the combined attractions of sunshine and the roulette^

to represent the Tzar and the Russian people ; and there is no man to tell

us that, behind these idlers and cosmopolitan tourists, there are millions of

men far away in the north who know nothing of this superficial agitation,

who are ignorant of our very existence, and who acknowledge out one
master on earth, whose will to them is that of a god, and whom they are
prepared to obey at the sacrifice of their life. We forget in our levity that
we have no means of knowing the views of the solitary man who wields
such crushing power, or the workings of his mind."

His utterance is quoted by the Pall Mall, with the comment

:

"M. Lemoinne is wrong in saying that i we have no means of knowing the
views of the solitary man.' The Tzar has expressed them frankly enough,
and he never speaks without sincerity. If M. Lemoinne does not know
what these views are, it is his own fault for not reading the Pall Mall
Gazette."

The Pall Mall has often enough been accused of being a Russian organ,

but has never quite so fully and cynically avowed the fact.

The richest man in Germany, according to recently published statis-

tics, is Herr Krupp, the notorious maker of (legal) murder-machines,
whose income for the current year amounts to .£279,000. Clearly his

business has been flourishing in the past year, for a twelvemonth ago
his revenue was officially estimated at "only" £219,000. It is a
profitable trade, this tool-making for tyrants. How the poor devils

who never get above skeleton-keys and burglars jemmies must look up
to and admire their big brother !

An Anti-Opium League has been formed in Holland, having for its

object to bring public opinion to bear on the system of raising revenue
from the farming of the opium monopoly in the Dutch West Indies.

The manifesto of the League is signed by a considerable number of

present or former members of both branches of the Netherlands Legis-

lature, ex-colonial officials, and other influential persons. Anyone who
has read ' Baboe Dalima ' and ' Ran Away from the Dutch,' must wish
all success to the League ; though it is difficult for an Englishman who
" looks at home " to say much upon the matter. S.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A* UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. VI.—A Little Shopping.

As he spoke, we came suddenly out of the woodland into a short street

of handsomely built houses, which my companion named to me at once

as Piccadilly : the lower part of these I should have called shops, if

it had not been that, as far as I could see, the people were ignorant of

the arts of buying and selling. Wares were displayed in their finely

designed fronts, as if to tempt people in, and people stood and looked

at them, or went in and came out with parcels under their arms, just

like the real thing. On each side of the street ran an elegant arcade

to protect foot-passengers, as in some of the old Italian cities. About
half-way down, a huge building of the kind I was now prepared to

expect told me that this also was a centre of some kind, and had its

special public buildings.

Said Dick :
" Here, you see, is another market on a different plan
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from most others : the upper stories of these houses are used for guest-

houtpa; for people from all about ^he countryAre apt to drift up- hither
^ ^^ j^foljj: aareryiry thick upon the ground, which you

t'eseatlyrand there a^ people who are fond of

say that I ami-

help^ 8iaiMf*g'*?> ^ee how? lo»gJH tradition would last.

!i.>gn^''of;\'£i^^im.-j^L- asserting itself as a centre,-—an
8;t|^i?ejat*%'for aught, I-knewi^ However, I said nothing, except

^akscKhim to drive *ery sloVly, as the things in the booths

loofeU exceedingly pretty.
"

"Yes," said he, "this is a very good market for pretty things, and
is mostly kept for the handsomer goods, as the Houses of Parliament

market, where they set out cabbages and turnips and such like things,

along with beer and the rougher kind of wine, is so near."

Then he looked at me curiously, and said, " Perhaps you would like

to do a little shopping, as ?tis called."

I looked at what I could see of my rough blue duds, which I had
had plenty of opportunity of contrasting with the gay attire of the

citizens we had come across ; and I thought that if, as seemed likely,

I should presently be shown about as a curiosity for the amusement
of this most unbusiness-like people, I should like to look a little less

like a discharged ship's purser. But in spite of all that had happened,

my hand went down into my pocket again, where to my dismay it met
nothing metallic except two rusty old keys, and I remembered that

amidst our talk in the guest-hall at Hammersmith I had taken the

cash out of my pocket to show to the pretty Annie, and had left it

lying there. My face fell fifty per cent., and Dick, beholding me, said

rather sharply

—

" Hilloa, Guest ! what's the matter now ? Is it a wasp ?
"

"No," said I, "but I've left it behind."
" Well," said he, " whatever you have left behind you can get in

this market, so don't trouble yourself about it."

I had come to my senses by this time, and remembering the astound-

ing customs of this country, had no mind for another lecture on social

economy and the Edwardian coinage ; so I said only

—

" My clothes Couldn't 1 ) You see What do you think

could be done about them %
"

He didn't seem in the least inclined to laugh, but said quite gravely :

" O don't get new clothes yet. You see my great-grandfather is an
antiquarian, and he will want to see you just as you are. And, you
know, I mustn't preach to you, but surely it wouldn't be right for you
to take away people's pleasure of studying your attire by just going

and making yourself like everybody else. You feel that, don't you 1
"

said he, earnestly.

I did not feel it my duty to stick myself up for a scarecrow amidst

this beauty-loving people, but I saw I had got across some ineradicable

prejudice, and that it wouldn't do to quarrel with my new friend. So
I merely said, " O certainly, certainly."

" Well," said he, pleasantly, " you may as well see what the inside of

these booths is like : think of something you want."

Said I : "Could I get some tobacco and a pipe ?"

" Of course," said he ; " what was I thinking of, not asking you
before ] Well, Bob is always telling me that we non-smokers are a

selfish lot, and I'm afraid he is right. But come along ; here is a place

just handy."

Therewith he drew rein and jumped down, and I followed. A very

handsome woman, slendidly clad in figured silk, was slowly passing by,

looking into the windows as she went. To her quoth Dick :
" Maiden,

would you kindly hold our horse while we go in for a little 1 " She
nodded to us with a kind smile, and fell to patting the horse with her

pretty hand.
" What a beautiful creature

!

" said I to Dick as we entered.

" What, old Greylocks ] " said he, with a sly grin.

"No, no," said I; " Goldylocks—the lady."

"Well, so she is," said he. "'Tis a good job there are so many of

them that every Jack may have his Jill : else I fear that we should

get fighting for them. Indeed," said he, becoming very grave, " I don't

say that it does not happen even now, sometimes. For you know love

is not a very reasonable thing, and perversity and self-will are com-

moner than some of our moralists think." He added in a still more
sombre tone :

" Yes, only a month ago there was a mishap down by us

that in the end cost the lives of two men and a woman, and as it were

put out the sunlight for us for a while. Don't ask me about it just

now ; I may tell you about it later on."

By this time we were within the shop or booth, which had a counter,

and shelves on the walls all very neat, though without any pretence of

showiness, but otherwise not very different to what I had been used to.

Within were a couple of children—a brown-skinned boy of about

twelve, who sat reading a book, and a pretty little girl of about a year

older, who was sitting also reading behind the counter; they were

obviously brother and sister.

"Good morning, little neighbours," said Dick. "My friend here

wants tobacco and a pipe ; can you help him 1

"

" O yes, certainly," said the girl with a sort of demure alertness

which was somewhat amusing. The boy looked up, and fell staring

at my outlandish attire, but presently reddened and turned his head,

as if he knew that he was not behaving prettily.

" Dear neighbour," said the girl, with the most solemn countenance

of a child playing at keeping shop, " what tobacco is it you would like ?

"

"Latakia," quoth I, feeling as if I were assisting at a child's game,

and wondering whether I should get anything but make-believe.

But the girl took a dainty little basket from a shelf beside her, went

to a jar, and took out a lot of tobacco and put the filled basket down

on the counter before me, where I could both smell and see that it was-

excellent Latakia. <

"But you haven't weighed i%" fiaidfl, "«&—and hapr |ptfi

I to take?" - i^^.-a,
"Why," she said, "I advise you to cram your bag, because you i

be going where you can't get Latakia* :f>Whe*e is your bagJ"
I fumbled about, and. at last pulled out my piece.of cotton pejjifc

which does duty with B*e for a*tobae<*o pouchi - But the girl lookiftjat

it with some &i&a,iQr$ti^s#d-^~+ ^

;/ /> >
"Dear neighbour," I can give you something much better than that

cotton rag." And she tripped up the shop and came back presently,

and as she passed the boy whispered something in his ear, and he
nodded and got up and went out. The girl held up in her finger and
thumb a red morocco bag, gaily embroidered, and said, "There, I've

chosen one for you, and you are to have it : it is pretty, and will hold;

a lot."

Therewith she fell to cramming it with the tobacco, and laid it down
by me and said, " Now for the pipe : that also you must let me choose

for you ; there are three pretty ones just come in."

She disappeared again, and came back with a big-bowled pipe in her

hand, carved out of some hard wood very elaborately, and mounted in

gold sprinkled with little gems. It was, in short, as pretty and gay
a toy as I had ever seen ; something like the best kind of Japanese
work, but better.

" Dear me!" said I, when I set eyes on it, " this is altogether too-

grand for me, or for anybody but the Emperor of the World. Besides,,

I shall lose it : I always lose my pipes."

The child seemed rather dashed, and said, "Don't you like it*,

neighbour ?

"

" O yes," I said, " of course I like it."

"Well, then, take it," said she, "and don't trouble about losing it-

What will it matter if you do ? Somebody is sure to find it, and he
will use it, and you can get another."

I took it out of her hand to look at it, and while I did so, forgot my
caution, and said, " But however am I to pay for such a thing as this"?

"*

Dick laid his hand on my shoulder as I spoke,^and turning I met his

eyes with a comical expression in them, which warned me against

another exhibition of extinct commercial morality ; so I reddened and
held my tongue, while the girl simply looked at me with the deepest

gravity, as I were a foreigner blundering in my speech, for she clearly

didn't understand me a bit.

" Thank you so very much," I said at last, effusively, as I put the

pipe in my pocket, not without a qualm of doubt as to whether I

shouldn't find myself before a magistrate presently.
" O, you are so very welcome," said the little lass, with an affecta-

tion of grown-up manners at their best which was very quaint. " It

is such a pleasure to serve dear old gentlemen like you; especially

when one can see at once that you have come from far over sea."

" Yes, my dear," quoth I, " I have been a great traveller."

As I told this lie from pure politeness, in came the lad again, with

a tray in his hands, on which I saw a long flask and two beautiful

glasses. "Neighbours," said the girl (who did all the talking, her

brother being very shy, clearly), " please to drink a glass to us before

you go, since we do not have guests like this every day."

Therewith the boy put the tray on the counter and solemnly poured

out a straw-coloured wine into the long bowls. Nothing loth, I drank,

for I was thirsty with the hot day ; and thinks I, I am yet in the

world, and the grapes of the Rhine have not yet lost their flavour ; for

if ever I drank good Steinberg, I drank it that morning; and I made
a mental note to ask Dick how they managed to make fine wine when
there were no longer labourers compelled to drink rot-gut instead of

the fine wine which they themselves made.
" Don't you drink a glass to us, dear little neighbours 1 " said I.

"I don't drink wine," said the lass; " I like lemonade better : but

I wish your health !

"

" And I like ginger-beer better," said the little lad.

Well, well, thought I, neither have children's tastes changed much.

And therewith we gave them good day and went out of the booth.

To my disappointment, like a change in a dream, a tall old man was
holding our horse instead of the beautiful woman. He explained to

us that the maiden could not wait, and that he had taken her place ;

and he winked at us and laughed when he saw how our faces fell, so

that we had nothing for it but to laugh also.

" Where are you going ?" said he to Dick.
" To Bloomsbury," said Dick.
" If you two don't want to be alone, I'll come with you," said the

old man.
"All right," said Dick, "tell me when you want to get down and

I'll stop for you. Let's get on."

So we got under way again; and I asked if children generally

waited on people in the markets. "Often enough," said he, "when it

isn't a matter of dealing with heavy weights, but by no means always^

The children like to amuse themselves with it, and it is good for them,

because they handle a lot of diverse wares and get to learn about

them, how they are made and where they come from, and so on.

Besides, it is such very easy work that anybody can do it. It is said

that in the early days of our epoch there were a good many people

who were hereditarily afflicted with a disease called Idleness, because

they were the direct descendants of those who in the bad times used

to force other people to work for them—the people, you know, who are

called slave-holders or employers of labour in the history books. Well,

these Idleness-stricken people used to serve booths all their time,

because they were fit for so little. Indeed, I believe that at one time
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they were actually compelled to do some such work, because they>

especially the women, got so ugly and produced such ugly children

that the neighbours couldn't stand it. However, I'm happy to say

that all that is gone by now1

; the disease is either extinct, or exists in

such a m3d form that a short course of aperient medicine carries it off.

It is sometimes called the Bitie-devils now, or the Mulleygrubs. Queer

names, ain't the^t"
"Yes," said I, pondering much. But the old man broke in :

"Yes, afi that is true, neighbour; and I have seen some of those

ypeor women grown old. But my father used to know some of them
when they were young ; and he said that they were as little like young
women as might be: they had hands like bunches of skewers, and
wretched little arms like sticks; and waists like hour-glasses, and thin

lips »mi peaked noses and pale cheeks ; and they were always pretend-

ing to be offended at anything you said or did to them. No wonder
they bore ugly children, for no one except men like them could be in

Jove with them—poor things 1

"

He stopped, and seemed to be musing on his past life, and then said :

u And do you know, neighbours, that once on a time people were
still anxious about that disease of Idleness : at one time we gave our-

selves a great deal of trouble in trying to cure people of it. Have you
not read any of the medical books on the subject?"

"No," said I; for the pld man was speaking to me.
" Well," said he, " it was thought at the time that it was the sur-

vival of the old mediaeval disease of leprosy : it seems it was very

^catching, for many of the people afflicted by it were much secluded,

and were waited upon by a special class of diseased persons queerly

dressed up, -so that they might be known. They wore amongst other

garments, breeches made of worsted velvet, that stuff which used to

be called plush some years ago."

All this seemed very interesting to me, and I should like to have
made the old man talk

.
more. But Dick got rather restive under so

much ancient history: besides, I suspect he wanted to keep me as

fresh as he could for his great-grandfather. So he burst out laughing
at last, and said :

u Excuse me, neighbours, but I can't help it. Fancy
.people not liking to work !—its too ridiculous. Why, even you like to

work, old fellow—sometimes," said he, affectionately patting the old

^ horse with the whip. "What a queer disease ! it may well be called

Mulleygrubs !

"

And he laughed out again most boisterously; rather too much so,

> I thought, for his usual good manners ; and I laughed with him for

company's sake, but from the teeth outward only; for /saw nothing
*iunny> in people not liking to work, as you may well imagine.

William Morris.
[to be continued.]

IN PARIS.
I happened to be at the Bourse du travail last week, to hear how it stood
with the general strike movement, and when in the secretary's office, citizen
Bibanier showed me a letter he had just received from a certain citizen (?)
Bennett, or something like that, at the Board of Trade, London, asking for
information as to the working of our Bourse du travail, as being of the
greatest interest to him. The letter was written in tolerably good French,
making allowance, that is, for misplaced prepositions, which sounded very
harsh to an habitue' of the Quartier Latin. No matter; Mr. Bennett (?)
will improve if he comes into nearer contact with French Socialists, and it will
*do him and his fellow-Cockneys good if they persevere in their bold enter-
prise.

Having read the better, my friend Ribanier asked for my opinion upon it.
4<Hem !" said I, "it looks very strange to me that Englishmen should come
to us for information about our Bourse du travail, for the whole of Europe
knows us as Socialists ; and, this being so, must know that our aim is not
to make use of this municipal grant to "settle" disputes between masters
and employed, nor to find employment for the unemployed—which, indeed,
would be impossible, as we have double the number of hands needed for the
work at any time of the year. No ! our aim is to fight the capitalists to the
bitter end ; and I am sure if you say this in your answer to Mr. Bennett,
-as no doubt you will, for it is a fact, he will not favour you with another
^uch letter."

Having said so much, I burst into a hearty laugh, whereon the general
secretary stared at me, and .musically joined in the laugh, without knowing
what was the joke. However, I soon became conscious of my breach of good
^manners, and grew serious as a lobster. "So," said I, " it seems that the
iEngiish Tory Government will give a Labour Exchange to the people of
London ; and what have you to say about that, Ribanier ? Or rather, as I
have an hour to spare, tell me how Paris got one at first; that's more
interesting."

Here is the substance of what the general secretary of the Paris Labour
Exchange told me. "The first idea of a Bourse du travail was brought
before the municipality of Paris, as far back as the 2nd of March, 1790,
when the motion was defeated. It was taken up again by the Chambre des
Deputy and met with the same fate, being defeated by 413 votes against
218. A few years ago it was resolved on at the Hotel de ville, the Govern-

?Snn™ ^Dg t0 h**e anytning t0 do with it. The Municipality voted
jtouo,000 .ior one central labour exchange, promising several annexes in
«Utterent parts of Pari*, in proportion as the Budget would admit of it.

.Before we had this first building, working-men used to meet on certain
squares called graves, waiting till masters came to engage them. Now the
masters do not come to us, for the good reason that, the market beiug. over-
stocked, tfcey-get plenty of hands coming to them direct from the countryor
from private registry offices in town. The Bourse can give but few situa-
tions, and it will never work properly unless the Government does away
with private registry offices, and this it naturally won't do. Some desper-
adoes, labouring under a strong sense of injury, have blown up some of
these registries, and have thereby done us no good.

h*J?
nly\smali proportion of the workmen are organised in unions, and

«ave a right to hold meetings here ; 130 unions, or syndicates as they are

called, have joined altogether, bfifc t*$;gt*at; mfjpr% of th<^tbS^|iflw| in-
different, and do not see the good tne^Wd ^6 by^a^nj^alfe^^e^ for

our object is not so much to find work as to see our way ffp'W'^dttjnp^e
upheaval of thk cursed favouritism system." v> ;'. V. "% : Yl'^\ 1p f

*

I took leave of my friend, who gave me as I Q&nspm% fhe^Jatoj&i-if
the Bourse, in which I could see that the officials are paid, at tfcjl^ft ! of

8frs. a-day for eight hours work ; the other secretaries are paiJr-^J$jpir
trades-unions, and, all considered, I think English trades-unions ttnftfir

better off than the Paris ones. They are at home, and thd police af$ not

quite so ready to interfere ; whilst here, if they are
u rowdy,* the police

may close the building, as they did two years ago, when it wafc ojLq^M| jF$r

three weeks and troops were camped in the streets around. \ This/ tfri&ai

interference of bayonets gave the Bourse almost a death-blow r wtfrHtug-

men see they can agitate better in their own localities, where thej-tufewfat-

paratively free. If Mr. Bennett would take the trouble to see for himself,

instead of writing from a distance, he would soon find that ail is no* gold

that glitters.

In most cases the groups, or trades, have so feW members syndicated at

the Bourse that they cannot afford to pay a secretary the whole day long, so

most of them come there from seven to nine at night. Wouldn't it be

better for, and more worthy of them, to meet in their own little hail where
they would feel at home, and never be disturbed nor molested by any busy-

bobbies. Every man supporting the funds of his trade may come to the Bourse

to get a job ; his name will be taken down, and when his turn comes .

But why speak of his turn that never will turn up, considering that tens of

thousands are out of work at any time of the year ? You can get a job

through the medium of a friend lucky enough to be at work, but I never

saw a master inside of the Bourse du travail to look for hands. Why Should

he take the trouble of going there, when he has only to open his door to

see numbers of toilers anxious to work at any price it may please Monsieur

le patron to give them ?

I will give you some day a list of the recognised rates of wages of the

syndicates at the Bourse, and compare it with the real wages paid with im-

punity by the robbers. It is all very easy for the Bureau to publish a

wage-tariff based on the strict necessity of a man's existence. It may have

done twenty years ago, when all hands were employed, but then we were

all law-abiding sheep, who thought of " duty " instead of " right." Now
that we have a little sense, it is only to see how our tyrants are armed

against us, and that we may choose between starvation and open revolt

I would advise the secretary of every Socialist branch or Anarchist group

to write to citizen Ribanier, Secretaire General, Bourse du travail, 35, Rue
Jean Jacques Rousseau, Paris, for a copy of the Annuaire de la Bourse du
travail, which will be sent them post free. If the readers have still a little

remnant of respect for the present scandalous form of society, I am sure

that respect will vanish after the perusal of this book, for it is heartrending

to read some of the accounts given by men of the different trades in this

and other countries.

It is a puzzle to understand how a man can live, as in nearly every trade

men are idle four months in the year. The book does not explain what they

do ; but I suppose they are cursing the kind government which secures to

them the right of starvation. It is interesting to read it, not so much to

know about the hours, work, wages, etc., as to notice the way in which

questions are answered. Some of the questions are answered with scorn,

some with pride, some again with a contemptuous silence ; not one com-

plaint, that would be unworthy the dignity of a working-man. They suffer

and hate until the time comes when they will endeavour to make non-pro-

ducers a thing of the past.

Georges Mertz, a young Anarchist of 20, got five days prison and 15 frs.

fine for having, as a conscript, drawn a handful of numbers out of the urn

and thrown them on the pavement in front of the gendarmes and the Mayor.

When before the judge he was asked, "If the fatherland were in danger,

would you defend it?" "No," was his answer, " for to kill a man, be he a

German or an Italian, is a crime !
" This took place at Dijon. When the

judge was reading his sentence there were interruptions and expressions of

sympathy with the prisoner, which does not look bright for discipline in

the French army.
I hear at the last moment that the syndicates (trades-unions) of Bordeaux

are going to start a Bourse du travail for themselves, independent of the

one given them by the municipality, unless the municipality allows them to

make their own rules and statutes. This is a good hint for Englishmen who
think so much of municipal grants.

Paris, Feb. 9th, 1890. A. Coulon.

ANOTHER SIBERIAN TRAGEDY.
Infobmation has just reached London of another horrible tragedy in the far

east of Siberia, at Kara, near the north-west coast of Tobolik. Nadejda Sihida,

formerly a superior teacher in St. Petersburg, had been condemned to penal

servitude Some copies of Narodnaia Volja had been found in her house. This

refined and highly-educated woman was detained in the Kara prison, where of

late many political prisoners sentenced to hard labour have been sent. Sihida

was grossly insulted by the Director of the prison, but repulsed his outrageous

advances with a box on the ear, whereupon he ordered that she should

be stripped and flogged, a punishment illegal for politicals eveil
T 1^ Holy

Russia. The humiliation so afflicted Sihida that she poisoned herseif. The

women political prisoners thought they were no longer safe from insults.

No sooner had Sihida killed herself than her friend and fellow prisoner, Marie

Kovalevskaya, wife of Professor Kovalevskaya of Kieff, also poisoned herself. It is

said that other women destroyed themselves after the flogging of their companion,

but of this there is as yet no certain evidence, though it is probably true. A few

miles from the women's prison is the men's, and the inmates have contrived to

establish communications. It is supposed that when the men heawlol the

flogging and subsequent suicides, some burst of indignant sorrow naturally took

place, and this, of course, was sure to be followed by violent and brutal suppres-

sion. In any case, the procurator, whose functions are somewhat similar to that

of an English sheriff, the colonel of the gendarmes, and the surgeon of Chita were

summoned in hot haste to Kara. One of the letters says that every day the

situation of the exiles in Siberia becomes more and more diflicult. The position

has now become so critical that they do not know if to-morrow they will not be

involved in some affair which will result in their dying at the point of the

bayonet.
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SCENES FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.
ii.

THE BLACK COCKADES.

There is peace in Paris in these latter days of September ; an ominous
peace. The agitation concerning the Veto has died away, but the
scarcity of bread continues, though the harvest is abundant, and is

growing worse as the winter approaches. Whether it be the greed of

speculators or royalist intrigues, there is a fearful scarcity of food.

Ominous grumblings are heard from groups around the bakers-
shops; many of the people who still had the superstitious belief in

royalty which has long vanished in France, but still exists in Eng-
land, imagine that if the King would but come and live in Paris-

matters might mend. Meanwhile, the tyranny of the officious patrols

is not calculated to soothe the popular irritation ; though you may still*

the cries of hunger by levelled bayonets, yet that does not satisfy a
starving people. Besides, another danger threatens from above, which
even makes constitutional Lafayette and Bailly feel very uncomfort-

able. The crushing of insurrectionary Paris by Lafayette's National-

Guard encourages the Court, which quickly sees its opportunity.

Its foes are divided ; what a splendid time, now the middle-class and
the people have quarrelled, to strike a heavy blow at both. The Court
knows the weakness of the bourgeoisie. Without the people, surely

it will take but little to strike down these middle-class snobs, who
have alienated the class that has helped them to gain their Bastille

victories. A plot is accordingly set on foot among zealous royalists,,

not over-burdened by caution, to restore the former despotic power of

the Crown. Some thirty thousand of the clergy and nobility are said

to have signed a bond to stand by the King. Marie Antoinette, the

Queen—a proud, haughty woman, with a genius for all kinds of in-

trigue and treachery—is the centre of these intrigues. The King,
Louis, though naturally harmless enough, is completely swayed by his

wife and her party, who would have slaughtered every soul in Paris

to obtain absolute power, and who hated the people with the same
fury as the Clanricardes' and Norwoods' of our own days.

Well, Marie Antoinette and her troops of Court gallants, who
hovered like butterflies around her, had formed their plan. It was
not a bad one, viz., to bring up, on pretext of alarm at the disorders

in Paris, one of the few French regiments which was supposed to be

quite untouched by revolutionary opinions—this was the regiment of

Flanders ; then with this regiment and the other troops at Versailles,

to carry off the King to Metz, a strong fortress on the borders of

Germany, where the Marquis de Bouille commanded troops, mostly

German and Swiss, who could still be depended upon ; and then, witlv

the noblesse, who had fled from their burning chateaux, begin a war-

of extermination against rebellious Paris.

The Flanders regiment arrived at Versailles on September 23rdy.

bringing with it two pieces of cannon. At the same time a large

number of royalist officers, who have suddenly obtained leave of absence,

arrive at Paris, numbering it is reckoned from 1,000 to 1,200. The
King's body-guard, which is totally composed of aristocrats, is

doubled by a clever manoeuvre, for the hundred men who are on duty

at the chateau of Versailles, the French Windsor, are relieved by
another hundred, as is the custom every month ; but the men relieved

do not leave the chateau. It is evident to sharp observers at Paris-

that there is something in the wind.

Now, if the royalists had even confined themselves to bringing up
troops, and collecting royalist officers in the capital, had they possessed

the caution necessary to conspirators, perhaps their plot might have
succeeded ; but, unfortunately for the success of their conspiracy, they

were not cautious. They were so certain of success that they bragged

of what they were going to do, and so the details of their plot were
talked of everywhere. This was not enough, worse folly remains*

behind.

The King's body-guard invite the officers of the Flanders regiment

to a grand dinner. Their majesties have graciously granted the use of

their Opera House in huge Versailles Palace for the purpose. It is*

on Thursday, the 1st of October, when the dinner takes place ; officers

of the Flanders regiment body guards, and officers of the National

Guards of the town of Versailles sit down together. The body-guard

who are devoted royalists, still wear the white cockade, the symbol*

of despotic royalism; the officers of the Flanders regiment and
National Guard, the new national colour, the tri-colour. The dinner

is finished and the drinking begins ; they drink the health of the King,,

the Queen, and royal family. A timid voice is heard to suggest the

health of the nation, then the popular toast, but this is contemptuously

rejected. Then, as the assembly is getting warm with wine, the King,

Queen, and their son, the Dauphin, enter the dining-room. They are

received with roars of half-drunken enthusiasm; the room is now
thronged not only with officers, but soldiers of the various regiments,

at Versailles, who have been graciously admitted after the dinner.

The royal family walk around the tables amid thunderous shouts ; swords,

are drawn and frantically waved ; soldiers, body guards, and officers

drink, brandishing their weapons, to the health of the King, the Queen,,

and the Prince. The royal family retire, and as they leave the hall

the band strikes up a popular opera air, " O Richard, O my King, the-

world is all forsaking thee." This is received with delirious loyalty,

greatly strengthened by the amount of wine consumed. The band
then plays a popular march, and the trumpets sound the charge. The
drunken officers and soldiers scale the boxes; the national cockade,,

the tri-colour, the emblem of the victorious people, is torn out of their

hats and trampled under foot. White cockades are distributed. They
rush hither and thither in the madness of their intoxication. They
then stagger in drunken riot into the marble court of Versailles '

r the

tumult is so great that the inhabitants of Versailles imagine that, the

revolution has broken out afresh, and detachments are sent for from,

distant guard-houses to quell the disturbance. These are agreeably sur-

prised to find it is only some drunken royalist officers on the spree. The:

riot dies out at last, and the revellers stagger home to bed and snore?

peacefully in swinish slumber ; but they have done their work, they

have lit a flame which they will not easily extinguish.

Imagine how the news of this drunken revel was received among
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the starving crowds around the baker's shops in Paris. " In Paris we
starve waiting for a few pounds of bad black bread, while at Versailles

they feast in profligate riot ; these drunken aristocrats laugh at our

misery, trample the tri-colour under their feet as they long to trample

us. Shall we wait patiently till the King flies to Metz, and then with
foreign troops and emigrant aristocrats advances upon Paris to put us

to the sword ? " These and similar murmurs arise amid these starving

groups ; even Lafayette and the constitutional middle-class are looking

blue. What can be done to stop these plots'? Alas ! constitutional

patriotism cannot see, for its fears the multitude as much as it does

the Court, and therefore it can only wait till the King flies and civil

war begins. But the audacity of the royalist party increases, the

trampling of the tri-colour under foot was no drunken freak. Next
day the Queen declares herself " delighted " with the drunken riot of

the day before. Officers of the National Guard who enter the chateau

in their uniform, are told that they " Can have no feeling to appear
at Court in that dress !

" They are surrounded by tilted harlots of

the most vicious Court in Europe, who hold the white cockade in

their taper fingers and entreat them with smiles and wanton glances

to exchange it for the " odious tri-colour." " Take it
!

" exclaim these

ladies, " it is the only true one, and it sliall be triumphant !

" Re-
member, it could only be triumphant at the cost of spilling the blood

of thousands of the people.

One young officer of the National Guard, overpowered with the

witching smiles and glances, had donned the royalist colour, and
is remonstrated with by Major Lecointre, a popular officer of the

National Guard, who is immediately threatened by a Court bully

with assassination.

On Saturday, there is another drunken orgie ; and now the starving

groups can see that the royalist officers have mounted black cockades,
" the colour of the night," nay, some of them wear a new and strange

uniform of a sinister hue—green faced with red. What does it mean ?

Another St. Bartholomew, a wholesale slaughter of patriots by the

same means as a French king once rid himself of his Protestant sub-

jects ? And bread grows scarcer, for the Corbeil corn-boat that

used to come twice a day now only comes once. Are we to be deci-

mated by starvation and then slaughtered 1 It is said the aristocrats

are drawing up a list of proscription against the best patriots. What
shall we do 1 In the Palais Royal, where patriots still promenade, a
woman is seen speaking, denouncing the black cockades. Her husband
has been forbidden to speak but she will ; if the men fear to act the

women must, and she calls on the men to march and bring the King
to Paris. Marat flies to Versailles, and returns crying in his paper
" O ye dead men, rouse yourselves !

" Danton's voice thunders in the

Cordeliers. The next day (Sunday) the district decides that it will

march to Versailles as the advance guard of Paris patriotism and
bring back the King. It is, however, held back by the persuasions of

the commandant of its National Guard, M. de Crevecour. But, at

least, one thing shall be done, these aristocrats shall not be allowed to

flaunt their black cockades in Paris, and with an angry roar the
patriots, as the popular party were then called, rush into the streets.

The offending cockades are torn from the royalists by main force and
trampled into the mud. If an individual tries to pick up the unpopular
badge, they threaten to string him up to the nearest lamp-post. One
royalist officer, who is more than usually obstinate, is being dragged to

the lanterne, but is saved by a National Guard patrol. But though
the National Guards may save individuals, they will not defend the
cockades ; in some cases they assist in tearing them away from the
wearers. Nor are the patrols over-vigilant this Sunday afternoon, for

orators arise in the Palais Royal despite them, and declare that the
wearer of a black cockade is deserving of death as a man who would
murder the nation by bringing upon it civil war.1 Rumours fly hither
and thither, " 40,000 stands of arms have been ordered by the royalists,

the massacre of a whole people is impending." The Town Hall is

alarmed at the progress of the royalist conspiracy, and issues a pro-

clamation prohibiting the wearing of any cockade save those of the
national colour. At the same time the sleek bourgeoisie are quite as
much afraid of the people. A rumour is abroad that night, that there
is a plot in progress to attack the guard-rooms of the National Guard
and disarm these middle-class militia, and with their weapons march
on Versailles. Lafayette doubles his posts and his patrols, as night
sinks upon disturbed Paris. The night passes quietly, but what of

the morrow 1 D. J. Nicoll.

Comrades coming to Edinburgh from London or elsewhere, who may wish
to meet with Edinburgh Socialists, should call on Donald Mackenzie, 35,
George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.
We are glad to hear that Znamia (Banner), the Russian paper of New

York, which was forced to suspend publication some time ago, has re-

appeared. It is now of 8 pp., double the previous size, and after the current
number will be issued weekly. Comrade Guilaroff, of 5, Devonshire Cottage,
High Road, Chiswick, W., is the agent for this country.
"The Battenberg Lock-out."—Prince Henry of Battenberg is still out

on strike,'but with a difference compared with those who get their wages
for useful work. Hi3 " work " at Court has ceased for some time, but his
wages still run on. "Society" is not quite sure whether it is a "lock-out

"

or a revolt against the conditions of the Prince's employment. There is
some talk of the matter being referred to arbitration, and the names of the
Prince of Wales, Cardinal Manning, and John Burns are mentioned as likely
persons to bring it to a reasonable termination.—G. McL.

1 These black cockades were the colour of Austria, the native country of the
Queen, and perhaps were worn by men who did not dare to wear the white one
iD Pans. The people looked upon them as an evil emblem signifying that the
royalist party were prepared to carry out the most extreme measures against
them.

TO A SOVEREIGN.
Thou glittering bauble, tell me why
In thee I see all tyranny,
All grief, and shame, and misery

Personitied^by Gold ]

For Gold—men shed each other's blood
;

For Gold—they sneer at all that's good -

r

For Gold—become as devils rude ;

And rob their God for Gold !

For Gold—they raise the battle-cryr

And wage, with bitterest enmity,
A war against each loving tie,

Which can't be bought or sold.

For Gold—the youth is taught to rove r
For Gold—the maiden gives her love

;

For it—old age through life has strove
;

All joys exchanged for Gold.

For Gold—the brave plunge into strife ;;

For Gold—risk comfort, love, and life
;

For Gold—fell murder's self is rife,

And stalks abroad for Gold.

For Gold—the priest beguiles the time

Of men with nonsense called sublime ;

Shrives him of every sin and crime,

And barters heaven for Gold.

Gold—give me back my feelings rudev
Ere competition chilled my blood,

And taught me to regard all good
As centred all in gold.

Gold—bitterest foe to human joys f

Gold—hoary father of all lies !

Thy name all wickedness implies,

And Hell is meant by Gold !

By Pencil 'em, New Moral World, Sept. 21, 1839.

IN AUSTRALIA.
The Brisbane bakers' troubles were the cause of a special meeting of the
Labour Federation on Wednesday night. It was stated that of thirty-eight
master bakers in the city, thirty-four had agreed to a scale providing for £3
and £2 10s. respectively. A deputation was appointed to visit the four who
had refused on behalf of the Federation.

The General Labourers' Union is spreading in every direction. On Mon-
day night a meeting was held in Brisbane to finally consider the rules, but
adjourned till next Monday in order that a mass meeting, called for that
night at the Maritime Hall, might definitely fix the monthly contribution.
Another General Labourers' organisation meeting will be held this (Friday)
evening at Lutwyche. If the attempt to federate all Queensland labour, for
which purpose delegates are going to Blackall and Barcaldine, is successful,

the general labourers of the West, the Central, Maryborough and Brisbane,
already fairly organised, will be united in one solid body along with their
skilled brethren.
The Brisbane draymen last Saturday decided to organise, a large number

joining. They will meet again to-morrow te decide whether they shall join
the General Labourers' Union as a branch. This course is strongly urged
by the best Brisbane organisers, not only for the draymen but for other
shifting occupations, as it would enable casual labourers to work indiscrimin-
ately at anything, without being burdened by subscriptions which would be
considerable if they had to belong to two or three distinct societies.

The Brisbane wharf-labourers held their annual meeting on Wednesday
night, and decided to send a delegate to Blackall and Barcaldine, as recom-
mended by the Maritime Council, in order to join with delegates from the
Labour Federation and bushmen's unions in discussing and drawing up a
scheme for a Queensland federation. It is significant that at the same meet-
ing correspondence was read from the Sydney wharf-labourers asking if

Brisbane would send a delegate to discuss inter-colonial federation, from
Hobart asking for federation information, also the same from Melbourne.
The newly-formed Cutters and Trimmers' Union of Sydney is experiencing

the usual difficulties attendant on establishing a trades-union. One "boss"
has announced his intention of "sacking" auy man who joins the union.
This tyrannical threat is not, however, going to deter the Cutters and Trim-
mers from carrying out their intentions. On the contrary, it has made the
members of the new union more enthusiastic.

A minimum wage of £3 for a week of forty-eight hours has been decided
on by the Journeymen Butchers here.

The Charters Towers Miners' Union, by a unanimous vote, have authorised
a levy of half-a-crown per member to form a funeral fund for the newly-
formed Queensland district. Next-of-kin of members meeting with fatal

accidents will receive £50 therefrom.
Things are moving along here very nicely. In the Trades and Labour

Advocate this week appears the League's " Statement of Principles " reprinted
from your back page. This paper is going to do a lot of good. Since the
Radical went Individualist, or whatever it may be by now, we have been
in sad want of a labour paper. The Brisbane Boomerang and the Sydney
Bulletin are real good, but all the same there was a " long-felt want." I will

send you a Swagsman when it appears. Cornstalk.
Sydney, N.S.W., Dec. 21, 1889.

Frost and fraud have always foul ends.

Lost, in the neighbourhood of the Guelphic obstruction, Strand, by a

Queen's messenger, a packet of royal condolences, assorted, to suit railway
and mining disasters and fires ; no cash enclosed. Also, at same time and
place, an order on the Savage Semite of Fleet Street for a three-decker

article on the domestic virtues of royalty. Whoever will return the above
to the owner will be handsomely (sic) rewarded.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The end of the Gas-stokers* Strike.

The defeat of the gas-stokers—for it is a defeat, although the men have
obtained from Livesey a promise that the eight hours system shall be con*

tinued—is a heavy blow for the new trade-unionism. The more so, because

the defeat has occurred mainly through the workers not carrying out the

principles which have hitherto made the new organisations saccessful. These
principles were, first, widespread strikes, and secondly, generous support

extended by workers in other organisations to those who were fighting the

battle of labour. The first blunder the union made was in being too

moderate in not calling out the men in the gas and coal trade all over Lon-
don ; and then, although it must have been evident to all workmen that the

defeat of the gas-stokers meant an assault by the sweaters upon every trade

union, yet they stood by in apathy while their comrades were starved into

surrender. They will now find out their mistake. Already we find Col.

Makins, chairman of the Gas Light and Coke Company, " congratulating Mr.
Livesey and his colleagues," amid the resounding cheers of directors and
shareholders, at the same time declaring his "sj'mpathy " for Livesey during
the struggle and announcing his intention of introducing a profit-sharing

scheme of his own. Mr. Livesey was present at the meeting, and on second-

ing the vote of thanks to the chairman and directors was loudly cheered.

He stated that it would be to the interest of both companies " to work
cordially together." All these things show that it is extremely possible that

"sympathy" was not the only aid extended to Mr. Livesey by Col, Makins
during the strike, and it is most probable, as I said at the beginning of the

strike, that Livesey's profit-sharing scheme was drawn up in agreement with
the other company, South London being the most convenient battle-ground
for smashing the union.

It is now evident that we shall have plenty of benevolent schemes from
sweating capitalists for breaking up the newly-formed unions, the latest

dodge being the sick and benefit society of Mr. Norwood. The capitalists

have found that bribery succeeds where force would fail, and it is clear that

% serious crisis has arrived for the workers' organisations. They will now
be subject to a new and insidious attack, and the fate of most of the new
anions will be decided in the next few weeks.

The Strike at the Wharves.

The renewal of the dock strike has only been prevented at the last moment
by the withdrawal of the men's manifesto. This, under present circum-

stances, is a wise step on the part of the union, for the present would be a

most unfavourable moment to renew the struggle of last autumn. We are

itill in the winter months, when trade is not over brisk, and the supply of

inemployed men, who would be -utilised as blacklegs, is considerable. There-
;

ore it would certainly suit the newly-formed employers' association ex-

cellently

.

A big demonstration of 25,000 men was held on Tower Hill last Sunday,

it which John Burns and Tom Mann were the principal speakers. Burns
itated that since the signing of the agreement in September, all the wharves
ffith the exception cf Hay's and the Monument had agreed to pay for meal-

;imes, and it was not worth while to risk defeat in the others for these two.

But still, there is the risk, if the dockers lose at Hay's, that the other wharves

nay declare their intention of going back to the Mansion House agreement,

ind refuse to pay for meal-times any longer. However, under present

ircunistances, the men ean do very little but stand on the defensive ; their

opportunity will come next autumn. It is quite evident that Norwood and
3o* are going for a policy of sap and mine ; the announcement that the

jaaployers' union is going to start a blackleg supply association in the shape

>f a sick and benefit society is a proof of this. It is to be feared that the

lockers will have reason to regret that they did not give the gas-smokers

aore help in their struggle.

The fight goes on briskly at Hay's Wharf. The blacklegs are not learning

heir work very quickly. The " Benamain," a steamer that is berthed beside

he wharf, took forty-six hours to unload the other day—a job whieh the

Id hands could do in fourteen hours. The proprietors have not gained

ouch by the substitution of non-union for union labour.

four or five branches having been established up to date. The early-closing

people are taking up parliamentary action for a change, but the assistants

are determined on having a trade-union untramelled by politicians. In the

provinces things are also moving. Manchester, Liverpool, Bristol, and
Cardiff being particularly active. It is hoped to make one large organisa-

tion out of the independent local societies before long. In the meantime,
London will be worked well first. Further report next week. J. T.

Dundee Dock Labourers.

A number of Dundee dock labourers have given notice of a demand for

an extra Id. per hour. A meeting of the men was held on Saturday last,

and consideration of the matter was deferred till Monday morning, when
they will decide whether they will ask the increase on the work in hand or

not. The present rate of pay is 7d. per hour.

The Aberdeen Comb Maker's Strike.

A procession of comb makers paraded the principal streets of Aberdeen

on Saturday afternoon, as a mark of demonstrative sympathy with the men
that are now out from Eosemount works, not directly on account of any

wages dispute, but in consequence of a dispute as to the apportionment of

the work in the different departments. The procession was composed of

about 400 men and women, the latter class predominating. They bore aloft

an effigy, which they addressed from time to time in sarcastic and abusive

terms, and at the houses of several of the employers and heads of depart-

ments they made noisy demonstrations. The police, however, were on the

job in the interests of the employers, and the order of coercion was main-

tained.

"When Constabulary Duty's to be Done."

A mass meeting of Glasgow night constables was held in the Albion Halls

on Friday morning, Feb. 7th, to consider the attitude of the Town Council

on the question of wages and hours. Resolutions were passed regretting

that the Police Board had again refused an increase of pay, and the men
indicated their intention of continuing their endeavours until successful.

They further threatened that unless a favourable answer be returned by

Monday, the 17th inst., extreme measures will be taken. The resolutions

were the same as those adopted at a meeting of the day constables held the

previous night in the same hall. The bulk of the Glasgow constables are

only paid £1 6a. per week.

Mr. Bradlaugh. and Eight Hours.

Mr. Bradlaugh made a speech at Northampton the other day in whieh,

a usual, he declared his violent opposition to any interference by the State

nth the hours of labour. This Mr. Bradlaugh has a perfect right to do>

Sut there is one thing Mr. Bradlaugh has no right to d>o
r
and that is to

bower scurrilous and false abuse upon those who advocate measures of

rhich he does not approve. In his speech he referred to advocates of the

ight hour legislation as " blatant orators, who stood at street corners and

quares, who never worked and never would." Now, Mr. Bradlaugh knows

hat this statement—excusable from a pig-headed capitalist who knows no

^tter—is, to put it plainly, absolutely false. He knows as well as I do that

he men who have been most prominent in advocating this measure are

tot only workmen, but trade-unionists, and are therefore much better able to

understand the wants of their class than Mr. Bradlaugh, whose past ex-

perience as a lawyer's clerk and a private soldier—though both doubtless

lighly respectable occupations—does not justify him in posing as the only

>ersoa who understands the rights and grievances of labour. We fear,

Lowever, despite the respectability of Mr. BradJaugh's past pursuits, he has

omehow failed to learn the excellent virtues of ordinary truthfulness and

rood manners.

The Stick-makers' Union.

This union held a successful meeting at Banner Street Hall, St. Luke's,

an February 5 Vaughan Nash, of Toynbee Hall, spoke on Trade Unionism.

These meetings will be continued on Wednesday evenings throughout

February The speakers are Tom Mann, Ben Tillett, H. Orbell, B. Feigen-

baum, C. Rochman, C. W. Mowbray, B. Cooper, and H. Collier of the Cigar-

makers' Society, and many well-known trade-unionists and co-operators.

We wish our friends every success in their struggle against the sweaters.

The Shop Assistants' Union.

Even the most respectable of the workers, the most snobbish, probably,

that exist—namely, the shop-assistants—have at last begun to be agitated

by the labour boom. The union is now undoubtedly taking root m London,

Scottish Railway Servants' Agitation.

Crowded meetings of railway servauts were held on Sunday Feb, 2, at

Glasgow, Greenock, Hamilton, Kilmarnock, Dairy, Stirling, Perth, Dunferm-

line, Dundee, Arbroath, Montrose, and Aberdeen, at which resolutions were

passed expressing dissatisfaction with railway directors for not meeting the

men in a body. At the Glasgow meeting, Mr. Henry Tait, the secretary,

said that the conditions under which the men were labouring, where the

late serious accidents occurred, may have had something to do with the

accidents. Referring to the accident which occurred at Maryhill on the

North British Railway, he said some of the men involved in that "accident"

had been on dutv for fourteen consecutive hours, and that in all probability

before they reached the end of their journey they would be sixteen or seven-

teen hours on duty. At the Gartsherrie "accident" on the Caledonian

Railway, after making enquiry, he found that the signalmen had been on

duty in the cabin 11£ hours when the accident occurred, and that the

engine-driver and fireman had been eleven hours on duty, with fifty miles

still to run before their day's work was completed. In discussing the results

of the deputations of the men to the Boards of the various railway com-

panies, some difference of opinion was expressed as to what course should

now be followed. Many speakers thought that the men had been sufliciently

forbearing, and that some decisive action should now be taken. A very

considerable number are in favour of striking on an early date if their

demands are not granted—viz., the reduction of hours. G. McL.

The Yorkshire Labour Council

This body held its first meeting on Saturday Feb. 1st. It was decided at

the suggestion of our comrades Maguire, Sweeny, and Cockayne to form

a bureau of statistics of the state of labour and trade in the county, so that

the unemployed workers may know where labour is needed, and also to do

their utmost to federate the various sections of labour. Comrades Paylor

and Constantine were elected president and secretary, and Maguire and

Sweeny were appointed as honorary members to the Council. Fifty dele-

gates were present, representing over seven thousand organised labourers.

A Bedstead Maker's Wages.

The following particulars have been recently supplied to us during the

bedstead-makers7 strike in Birmingham :

—

Average Wage in the Bedstead Trade per Man per Week, £1 4s. 5d.

Expenditure of Man with Wife and Three Children.

£ s. d.

1 10*
2 11

1 2
3 9
o 24

9
6
6
6

2 8

6

Short time (or time not at

work) 4 weeks per annum,
l-13thof £14s. 5d.

7 Loaves, at 5d. per loaf .

lib. of Butter .

House Rent
Flour
l£lbs. of Lard .

Trade Club.
Sick Society

Sickness of Family .

Clothing .

Gas, Oil, and CandleB

.

Which leaves a balance of 6d. to be expended on such luxuries as books,

newspapers, tobacco, etc., or to be " saved * with a view of turning capi-

talist.

Vegetables, Potatoes, etc. <

Tea, Jib. at Is. 4d. .

Meat (including bacon) 5Jibs.

at8d, . . . .

Soap, Soda, and sundries .

Sugar, 21bs. for .

Milk, 2 quarts .

Rice
Coal, 1 cwt. . . •

School Fees. . . •

Total .

£ s. d.

1 2
8

" 3 8
10
3
7
3
11
3

£1 3 II

K

Riches like muck whieh stinks in. a heap, but spread abroad makes the

earth fruitful.
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The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal.

and another Socialist puhOiOationB (rom 8.30 a,m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary- wiU, be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—-Oxford, to end of September.

,-,,-, ^89 ^Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
'"'

\
!

Worth London and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East,

• and Leicester, to end of December. 1890:— North Kensington and

Manchester, to end of January. 'Commonweal* Branch, to end of

i February.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any

official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PEEMISES FtJND.
Collected at Council meeting, Feb. 10th, 4s. lid.

"COMMONWEAL " GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund :—H. R., Is.;

J. Presbuig,6d.; B. W., 6d.; F. Kitz, 6d.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; P. Webb, is.; W.
Hearn, Is.; C. Henry, 2s.; J. B. G., 6d.; and Jeannie (Glasgow), Is.

;'« Mil; hi a
l * : i x.

REPORTS.
East London.—At a meeting held last Sunday evening at Basing Place, H.

D. Morgan was elected treasurer ; H. Mackenzie, secretary ; and Mrs. Morgan,

librarian. It was agreed to commence meetings next Sunday afternoon in Vic-

toria Park.
North Kensington.—On Sunday, Feb. 2nd, a good meeting was held at

Latimer Road, addressed by R. J. Lyne, Saint, Catterson Smith, Bullock, and

Davis. The room was filled by a crowded audience in the evening to hear

Lothrop Withington on " The Iron Crown ;" interesting discussion ;
good sale

of Gommonioeal. On Sunday morning, Feb. 9th, R. J. Lyne and Saint addressed

a fair meeting at Latimer Road. In the evening, D. J. Nicoll lectured at rooms

on " The Commune of Paris" to a good audience ;
good discussion ; all 'Weals

sold and collected 2s.

Mitcham.—I promised when I wrote my last to let you know a little more of

how we get on in our village. We have had a real live M.P. (a Mr. Bonsor)

amongst us. There was a pleasant lot of people to meet him, all the shopkeep-

ing element, landlords, and the parson and his curate. Now Mr. Bonsor rattled

away, and had a good deal to say about the great social question ; he said he

was in favour of trade unions, and that it was the first duty of workmen to

organise ; as to Ireland, he said it was now happy and contented. This was
rather too much for one of our comrades, who seemed inclined to make a rush

for the platform, and he was only pacified by being allowed to mount the plat-

form and oppose. In answer to my question as to organisation, he told his

audience that if they wanted to better their condition as against capital he

should advise tbem to go to work and get what they wanted, and not look to

Parliament for it, which seemed to stagger some of his hearers. In answer to

another question as to the excessive price charged in Mitcham for allotments,

he said he would receive me or a deputation as soon as Parliament meets. He
lets his land at £2 per acre free to all comers, and here it is £8 ; only £6 differ-

ence. There has been a nice little plot going on in this village, and which has

only just leaked out. The Socialist meetings seemed to annoy the parson and
some of his followers, and now it has come to light that they have held a series

of meetings to discuss the best method of attack ; one suggestion was that they

should hold ranters' meetings on the spot where we hold forth, but which fell

through ; another that they should have music met the same fate ; but now they

have found it out at last, and are going to start a temperance lecturer in oppo-

sition. It is curious how I got the information, but some one has played them
false ; such is the wickedness of mankind.—S. G.

Glasgow.—On Sunday, Gilbert and T. and J. Burgoyne spoke on Jail Square.

In the evening, at Paisley Road, the same speakers were supported by comrade
Lyne, of London, who chanced to be present, and delivered a stirring address.

Manchester.—-Though for a week or two we have not reported in Common-
weal, we have been as active in the cause as circumstances and the cold weather

permitted. On Sunday last in Stevenson Square a meeting was addressed by
Mr. Cutcheon, an extreme disciple of Ruskin, and other comrades. Of late, some
of our speakers have assisted at the meetings of the Salford S.D.F., at the request

of the latter. Barton lectured at their club on " Anarchist Socialism," which
created a lively discussion.

Walsall.—On Monday evening, Feb. 3, comrade P. Kropotkine lectured to a

large audience at the Institute, Dudley, on " The Colonisation of Siberia." Com-
rades here took advantage of his, being in the district for him to pay us a visit

next day ; and although there was out little time to organise a meeting, a capital

audience assembled in the Unitarian Schoolroom and listened to an eloquent

address on "The Social Problem." Questions were put at the close, and satis-

factorily answered.—J. T. D.

LECTCJifcfe DIARY.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 20 Abercrombie Street, Battersea
-•• -Park Road. / •" r !

- ; " .''• .- --.,>
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Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8. Lectures every $undav at 8 j>.ro*

Hall open every evening from 7 till 10 to all members of the League;
cards of membership must be produced to steward of bratfch on entering.

Entertainments on last Sunday of every month. Membership : 6d. entrance

fee and 6d. per month. Sunday Feb. 16, at 8.30, A. Tarn, •' The First Step

in the Social Revolution,'

'

East London.—\% Basing Place, Kingsland Road. :
:

:

Hammersmith.—&.e\m*Gott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Feb. 16„ at 8 p,m.,

T. Johnson, " Education."
Mitcham.— " Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday February 16, at, 8 p.nv, H. fi. Sparling,

"Luxury Now ; Necessity Then."

North London.-^ Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets "every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. Feb. 19, a Discussion

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smithy 1 Natal Road, Streatham. ,;

Whitechapel and St, Georges in the East.-^-Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every

Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday

evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance

Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and

Thursday, at 8 p.m.
'

Manchester. —Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
* evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p,m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open

every evening from 8 p.m. •

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m. .

FTaZsatf.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every

Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Feb. 8th, B. McGuinness
delivered an address on " Dublin Municipal Reform," outlining a Socialistic

administration. Kavanagh, O'Gorman, Fitzpatrick, and King also spoke. On
Thursday, Fitzpatrick and McGuinness attended a meeting oi the " Ratepayers'

Association," a pettifogging association of small shopkeepers and tenement-house
owners, and gave these worthies a lesson on their duties. Several old stagers

were indignant at such doctrines being preached in their room.

Edinburgh (Scottish Socialist Federation).—On Sunday a friend of the

cause treated a fair audience to a " Criticism of the Present System." He was
subjected to a severe " heckling/' and the questions on the whole were replied to

satisfactorily ; good discussion.

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which you can help to

spread the ' Weal. Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who
don't care to buy it week by week to subscribe direct. Arrange for the

posting of contents bills anywhere you can. Any number of other plans

will suggest themselves if you think about it.

Postal Propaganda,—Some who would like to do propaganda but dare

not openly, or who cannot spare the time to do it personally, can find many
ways in which it can be done quietly. Not the least useful among possible

plans would be to order and pay for a, number of copies to be sent to persons

in whose hands they might do good. We will send six copies to six different

addresses for 7d. Write the narn^s and addresses legibly.

8.30..

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 15.

,

Mile-end Waste Gores and Presburg

Sunday 16. w
11 Latimer Road Station R. J. Lyne, Dean, and Crouch

11.30 Broad Street, Golden Square •'•;Ar
C«ltwe?

11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane ......The Branch

11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch

11.30 Regent's Park Mowbray

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mowbray

3.30 Victoria Park Mrs. Schack, Mackenzie, and Parker

7 WeltjeRoad, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch

7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday 18.

-back of Church Hammersmith BranchWalham Green-

Thursday 20.

Tucs-

8.15. Hoxton Church ...... .The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.-Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

day: Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11.; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m.; Gower Street, at S p.m. ;

Pump, Westbar, 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m. , _ _
' -*

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Saturday Fel). 15, at S^m*,

G. King, "Women's Rights." xr . n . _
1

,l6 .

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-

day February 16, at 8 p.m., R. E. Dell, " Why I am a Socialist. j. :

Edinburgh-Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders Hall,Hignmr

Sunday February 16, at 6.30, Comrade Melliet, " Gracchus Babeuf." . _ >

Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves, Berwick St., Oxford »fc,W.^

Sunday February 16, at 8.30 p.m., Professor Lenne, "A Lecture for the Times.

Ireland.—A new Socialistic Society, called the "Irish Socialist Union, &as

been started in Dublin. Basis : The union on a common Platform of representa-

tives of the various schools of Socialistic thought, with a view to the more effective

propaganda of the principles on which all are agreed. Address; SXMariooro

Street, Dublin. -'* ' :'J)j .,<.;* ' * *' v »^zM
Lancashire and Yobkshire Socialists.—All those branches and societies

Street, Liverpool. , . iV a~;;«««*
Manchester.—Suitable premises have now been secured for the new SociftlMrc

Club. It is our aim to make it a centre for Socialist propaganda m £anca«h£e,

A library, reading, recreation, and refreshment rooms will be some of its *JW;-
tions. Aid is invited from friends who can assist, either with fittings, furniture,

books, or funds. The Club, 60 Grosvenor Street, Ail Saints, is now open lor

members every evening. Commonweal and other literature on sale.
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported ?

"Down with the Socialists !"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers, Claims and "Public Opinion.

'Tramcar Slavery.

Shall Ireland be Free 1

Ireland a Nation.

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

Single page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

To Working Women and Girls.

Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.

The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).

Labour is the source of all Wealth.

2 pages 8vo, 3s. per thousand.

What Socialists Want.

4 pages 8 vo, 4s. per thousand.

A Straight Talk to Working Men.

These Leaflets, at prices given above, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

WORKS OF WILLIAM MORRIS.

Just Published, square crown 8vo, 200 pp., 6s.

A TALE OF THE HOUSE OF THE WOLFINGS,
and all the Kindreds of the Mark. Written in

Prose and Verse.

Library Edition, 4 vols., crown 8vo, £2.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE: A Poem in four

parts.

The Vote, separately as below—
Vols. I. and II. , Spring and Summer, ninth ed. 16s.

Vol. III., Autumn . . seventh edition 12s.

Vol. IV., Winter . . seventh edition 12s

Popular Edition of

THE EARTHLY PARADISE, in 10 parts, 12mo,
at 2s. 6d. each,

ditto ditto in 5 vols. , at 5s. each.

Second Edition, square crown 8vo, 382 pp., 14s.

THE ^NEIDS OF VIRGIL. Done into English

verse.

Third Edition, crown 8vo, 217 pp., 4s. 6d.

HOPES AND FEARS FOR ART. Five Lectures

delivered in Birmingham, London, etc., in 1878-

1881.

Second Edition, square crown 8vo, 450 pp., 6s. 6d.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done into English
verse.

Crown 8vo, 248 pp., 8s.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE, and other
Poems. Reprinted without alteration from the
Edition of 1858.

Eighth Edition, Cr. 8vo, 376 pp., revised by the Author, 8s

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON : A Poem.

Fourth Edition, 345 pp., sq. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG,
and the Fall of the Nihlungs.

Third Edition sq. Crown 8vo, 134 pp., 7s. 6<L With design on
side in gold.

LOVE IS ENOUGH, or the Freeing of Pharamond
A Morality

Becently published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

SIGNS OF CHANGE. Seven Lectures delivered on
various occasions.

How we Live and How we Might Live; Whigs,
Democrats, and Socialists; Feudal England; The
Hopes of Civilisation; The Aims of Art; Useful
Work versus Useless Toil ; Dawn of a new Epoch.

Reeves and Ttjbnee, 196 Strand, London, W.C.

ON THE TWO GODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of

one of the Clergy by Sndden Death taught

the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.
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And at all Broach Meeting-Places and Outdoor-Stations
of the Socialist League.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would

not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense; would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto*

Liberty, Fraternity, Banality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

TEOM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.
When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League by Frank Krra
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The labouring mountain of the Parnell Commission has at last pro-

duced its mouse ; which is in fact the final acceptance of Mr. Parnell
into decent political society. If this was the aim of the Times in its

"Parnellism and Crime," that renowned paper has been eminently
successful. But in view of its own comments on the Report we can
"hardly accept that theory. We must admit that the Times has been
heavily thrown ; and the Times was, or perhaps is, one of the chief

bulwarks of respectability.

Yes, it is breaking up, this respectable " Society " of oppression,
which it is the business of Socialists to attack. It is shaken in its

policy of bluster, and the carrying of everything by means of the
high hand. The mere political business of Home Rule will not last

much longer as a pretext for our political tricksters. They will be
face to face presently with the necessities of the working people, not
only of Ireland, but of England and Scotland also ; and in that posi-

tion they will be absolutely helpless. W. M.

A recent number of the Paris Bulletin Municipal OJiciel contains a
-comparative table of the number of vacancies in the different depart-
ments of primary education, and also of the number of candidates
entered for these vacancies. It can be seen from this table that for

43 vacancies for male teachers there are 2,021 applicants; also that
6,441 certificated girls have to divide among them 54 nominations.

It is not in England alone that the intellectual proletariate have to
"fight among themselves for a bare living. Figures like these speak
for themselves ; and when one thinks that each year so many thousand
young girls and men have to be rejected, and have to wait till next
time for another faint chance of being nominated, or grow tired of
waiting and sink into misery and degradation, one cannot but think
that their struggle for life is as bitter as that of the labour prole-
tariate, though the hardships of it are not so apparent at first sight.

M. M.

Another police plot has come to light in Chicago, and our comrades
are naturally a little excited. From the story as told in the Chicago
Mail and elsewhere, it seems likely that not only have the promoters
been found of the plot which put Hronek into prison (for which see
Commonweal of a few months ago), but that much valuable information
bas been gained as to the inside working of the conspiracy which ended
in the murder of our four comrades. We hope to be able to lay full
particulars before our readers in a week or so.

"Mrs. Hetty Greene, the eccentric millionaire, who personally, conducts
her business in Wall Street, has been interviewed at Chicago. She admitted
^being worth nearly 50,000,000 dollars (£10,000,000). She owns land in
nearly every city in the United States, and says there is nothing like land
as an investment. She added : 'I am a very happy woman, and the Lord
has blessed me above others. I think I make good use of my opportunities,
'for I have endowed over a hundred churches and founded fifty schools. I
give away my substance without ostentation. I belong to a Quaker family
which has been wealthy for the last five generations.'

"

'

It is perhaps too much to expect from any preachers of the " Gospel
of Wealth " that they should do any reckoning or reasoning : if they
were capable of it, one might ask them to state approximately the
relation between those churches and schools, etc., and the misery
-caused by the abstraction of so much wealth from its producers.

"Whatever else may be thought of Mr. Carnegie's 'Gospel of
Wealth, 5

" says the Pall Mali, which is the most blatant Wealth-
gospeller in this country, "he is at any rate entitled to the respect-
ful Rearing due to any man who practises what he preaches. Our
readers will remember that the foundation of Free Libraries was the
first and almost the last word of Mr. Carnegie's gospel, and now this
morning we learn from Allegheny that—

x.^™AnTf
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has Prese**ed this city with a library worth

£60,000. It was formally presented to-day in the presence of President

Harrison and a distinguished assemblage. Allegheny was the first American
city that gave Mr. Carnegie shelter. He has offered Pittsburg £200,000 for
public libraries, and the offer has been formally accepted."

" Mr. Carnegie," the Pall Mall goes on to say, " is like Chaucer's good
monk : he teaches the law and commandments as he has received them

;

but ' first he followed them himself.'

"

One would think that anyone who analysed the process of robbery
and sweating which inevitably goes to the formation of a millionaire,

with only a remote chance of his turning out even such a comparatively
favourable specimen as Mr. Andrew Carnegie, would be unable to

defend the system under which it is an ordinary and recognised thing.

Can it be worth while to let one man plunder a million for years in

order to take the chance of his benefiting a hundred or two before

he dies ?

"Potters' rot" is a kind of asthma brought on by the unhealthy
conditions under which potters work. A man died of it last week in

London, and that kind of unnecessary death is such an ordinary

thing that the inquest seemed to be held as a mere matter of form.

It is one of the many sacrifices that workmen must make in order to

have millionaires and "gifts " of free libraries, or less desirable institu-

tions—" Pelican Clubs," and so on.

Would it not be better for workmen to free their work from the
mastership of the money-bag ; to work in association for the common
benefit, looking after their collective health, comfort, and happiness

;

and then, when they had satisfied the more immediate and pressing

needs of food, clothing, and shelter, turning to the provision of libraries,

concert-halls, and common-rooms for the satisfaction of other " higher "

cravings ?

As it is now, they are degraded at work by undue toil, in unhealthy
conditions, and with scant reward ; and are further degraded when
work is done by accepting the " charitable " doles of their plunderers
carelessly flung back to them.

I see that a " Stanley Exhibition " is to be held, and that a great
German publishing firm will issue a translation of his book. If the
managing committee will send their address to this office, we will

furnish them with a few suggestions as to exhibits ; and the publishers

are welcome to a few annotations on the "great" man's book. No
fees.

Mr. Stanley has found his poet ; a Mr. Deane Brand is singing a
song in his praise, of which a copy has been sent to us, presumably for

review. Here is the chorus :

" So raise all praise through our Island home,
Till it spreads like stars on Heaven's dome ;

A cheer for the right, a sword for the wrong,
Till we girdle the earth with glory and song."

After which there is nothing to be said, but that the bard is worthy
of the hero, and both of their worshippers.

Exhibits and notes may both be suggested by, and the poet receive

inspiration from, the following story of an "execution" told at the
Savage Club on Saturday night by Mr. T. Stevens, the American
" special " who was sent to meet Stanley :

"At the time, Stanley was so weak that he could not turn in his bed
without help ; but so strong was his iron will that he insisted upon being
taken out of bed and propped up in a chair. He took a strong stimulant,
and had himself carried outside of his tent, where the people were all drawn
up, and where the mutineer, who had been tried and found guilty, awaited
his sentence. The chair was put down, and Stanley faced the miscreant,

the fever in his eye, and his thin hand outstretched. l We have come
through a thousand difficulties and dangers to save you,5 he said, * and this

is our reward ! Depart to God ! ' The people thereupon rushed upon the
man, shouting 'What shall we do with him?' 'Send him to God, I say !'

shouted Stanley, pointing to the overhanging limb of a tree.* A rope was
thrown over, noosed round the miscreant's neck, and he was swiftly run up,
and soon dangled a corpse in the air." S.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. VII.—Trafalgar Square.

And now again I was busy looking about me, for we were quite clear

of Piccadilly Market, and were in a region of elegantly-built much
ornamented houses, which I should have called villas if they had been
ugly and pretentious, which was very far from being the case. Each
house stood in a garden carefully cultivated, and running over with
flowers. The blackbirds were singing their best amidst the garden-
trees, which, except for a bay here and there, and occasional groups of
limes, seemed to be all fruit-trees : there were a great many cherry-
trees, now all laden with fruit ; and several times as we passed by a
garden we were offered baskets of fine fruit by children and young
girls. Amidst all these gardens and houses it was of course impossible
to trace the sites of the old streets : but it seemed to me that the main
roadways were the same as of old.

We came presently into a large open space, sloping somewhat toward
the south, the sunny site of which had been taken advantage of for

planting an orchard, mainly, as I could see, of apricot-trees, in the
midst of which was a pretty gay little structure of wood, painted and
gilded, that looked like a refreshment-stall. From the southern side

of the said orchard ran a long road, chequered over with the shadow
of tall old pear-trees, at the end of which showed the tall tower of the
Parliament House, or Dung Market.
A strange sensation came over me ; I shut my eyes to keep out the

sight of the sun glittering on this fair abode of gardens, and for a
moment there passed before them a phantasmagoria of another day.
A great space surrounded by tall ugly houses, with an ugly church at
the corner and a nondescript ugly cupolaed building at my back ; the
roadway thronged with a sweltering and excited crowd, dominated by
omnibuses, crowded with spectators. In the midst a paved be-foun-
tained square, populated only by a few men dressed in blue, and a good
many singularly ugly bronze images (one on the top of a tall column).
The said square guarded up to the edge of the roadway by a four-fold
line of big men clad in blue, and across the southern roadway the
helmets of a band of horse-soldiers, dead white in the greyness of the
chilly November afternoon

I opened my eyes to the sunlight again and looked round me, and
cried out amongst the whispering trees and odorous blossoms, "Tra-
falgar Square !

"

" Yes," said Dick, who had drawn rein again, "so it is. I don't
wonder at your finding the name ridiculous: but after all, it was
nobody's business to alter it, since the name of a dead folly doesn't
bite. Yet sometimes I think we might have given it a name which
would have commemorated the great battle which was fought on the
spot itself in 1952,

—

that was important enough, if the historians

don't lie."

" Which they generally do, or at least did," said the old man. " For
instance, what can you make of this, neighbours] I have read a
muddled account in a book—O a stupid book!—called James' Social

Democratic History, of a fight which took place here in or about the
year 1887 (I am bad at dates). Some people, says this story, were
going to hold a ward-mote here, or some such thing, and the Govern-
ment of London, or the Council, or the Commission, or what not other
barbarous half-hatched body of fools, fell upon these citizens (as they
were then called) with the armed hand. That seems too ridiculous to
be true ; but according to this version of the story, nothing much came
of it, which certainly is too ridiculous to be true."

"Well," quoth I, "but after all your Mr. James is right so far, and
it is true; except that there was no fighting, merely unarmed and
peaceable people attacked by ruffians armed with bludgeons."

" And they put up with that 1 " said Dick, with the first unpleasant
expression I had seen on his good-tempered face.

Said I, reddening :
"We had to put up with it ; we couldn't help it."

The old man looked at me keenly, and said : " You seem to know
a great deal about it, neighbour ! And is it really true that nothing
came of it 1

"

" This came of it," said I, " that a good many people were sent to
prison because of it."

" What, of the bludgeoners ? " said the old man. " Poor devils !

"

"No, no," said I, "of the bludgeoned."

Said the old man rather severely :
" Friend, I expect that you have

been reading some rotten collection of lies, and have been taken in by
it too easily."

" I assure you," said I, " what I have been saying is true."

"Well, well, I am sure you think so, neighbour," said the old man,
" but I don't see why you should be so cocksure."

A3 I couldn't explain why, I held my tongue. Meanwhile Dick,
who had been sitting with knit brows, cogitating, spoke at last, and
said gently and rather sadly

:

" How strange to think that there have been men like ourselves,

and living in this beautiful and happy country, who I suppose had
feelings and affections like ourselves, who could yet do such dreadful

things."

"Yes," said I, in a didactie tone; "yet after all, even those days
were a great improvement on the days that had gone before them.
Have you not read of the Mediaeval period and the ferocity of its

criminal laws ; and how in those days men fairly seem to have enjoyed
tormenting their fellow men?—nay, for the matter of that, they made
their God a tormentor and a jailer rather than anything else."

"Yes," said Dick, "there are good books on that period also, some-
of which I have read. But as to the great improvement of the nine-
teenth century, I don't see it. After all, the Mediaeval folk acted after
their conscience, as your remark about their God (which is true), shows,
and they were ready to bear what they inflicted upon others; whereas*
the nineteenth century ones were hypocrites, and pretended to< be
humane, and yet went on tormenting those whom they dared* to treat
so by shutting them up in prison, for no reason at all, except that
they were what they themselves, the prison-masters, had* forced them >

to be. O, it's horrible to think of !

"

"But perhaps," said I, "they did not know what the prisons were
like."

Dick seemed roused, and even angry. "More shame for them," said-

he, " when you and I know it all these years afterwards. Look you,

neighbour, they couldn't fail to know what a disgrace a prison is to the
Commonwealth at the best, and that their prisons were a good step
on towards being at the worst."

Quoth I :
" But have you no prisons at all now 1

"

As soon as the words were out of my mouth I felt that I had made a
mistake, for Dick flushed red and frowned, and the old man looked
surprised and pained; and presently Dick said angrily, yet as if

restraining himself somewhat

—

" Man alive ! how can you ask such a question 1 Have I not told 1

you that we know what a prison means by the undoubted evidence of
really trustworthy books, helped out by our own imaginations 1 And'
haven't you specially called me to notice that the people about the
roads and streets look happy ; and how could they look happy if they
knew that their neighbours were shut up in prison, while they bore
such things quietly ? And if there were people in prison, you couldn't

hide it from folk, like you may an occasional man-slaying; because
that isn't done of set purpose, with a lot of people backing up the*

slayer in cold blood, as this prison business is. Prisons, indeed ! Ono,.
no, no !

"

He stopped, and began to cool down, and said in a kind voice : "But
forgive me! I needn't be so hot about it, since there are not any-

prisons : I'm afraid you will think the worse of me for losing my
temper. Of course, you coming from the outlands cannot be expected'
to know about these things. And now I'm afraid I have made you
feel uncomfortable."

In a way he had ; but he was so generous in his heat, that I liked

him the better for it, and I said: "No, really 'tis all my fault for

being so stupid. Let me change the subject, and ask you what the
stately building is on our left just showing at the end of that grove-

of plane-trees ]

"

" Ah," he said, " that is an old building built quite in the beginning,

of the twentieth century, and as you see, in a queer fantastic style-

not over beautiful ; but there are some fine things inside it, too, mostly
pictures, some very old. It is called the National Gallery; I have
sometimes puzzled as to what the name means : anyhow, nowadays
wherever there is a place where pictures are kept as curiosities per-

manently it is called a National Gallery, perhaps after this one. Of,

course there are a good many of them up and down the country."

I didn't try to enlighten him, feeling the task too heavy ; but I pulled

out my magnificent pipe and fell a-smoking, and the old horse jogged
on again. As we went, I said

—

" This pipe is a very elaborate toy, and you seem so reasonable in

this country, and your architecture is so good, that I rather wonder
at your turning out such trivialities."

It struck me as I spoke that this was rather ungrateful of me, after

having received such a fine present; but Dick didn't seem to notice-

my bad manners, but said :

" Well, I don't know ; it is a pretty thing, and since nobody need
make such things unless they like, I don't see why they shouldn't make
them, if they like. Of course, if carvers were scarce they would all

be busy on the architecture, as you call it, and then these ' toys ' (a

good word) would not be made ; but since there are plenty of people

who can carve—in fact, almost everybody, and as work is somewhat
scarce, or we are afraid it may be, folk do not discourage this kind of

r

petty work."
He mused a little, and seemed somewhat perturbed ; but presently

his face cleared, and he said :
" After all, you must admit that the

pipe is a very pretty thing, with the little people under the trees all

cut so clean and sweet ;—too elaborate for a pipe, perhaps, but—well,

it is very pretty."

" Too valuable for its use, perhaps," said I.

"What's that?" said he; "I don't understand."
I was just going in a helpless way to try to make him understand,,

when we came by the gates of a big rambling building, in which work
of some sort seemed going on. "What building is that]" said I,

eagerly, for it was a pleasure amidst all these strange things to see-

something a little like what I was used to : " it seems to be a factory."

"Yes," he said, "I think I know what you mean, and that's what
it is ; but we don't call them factories now, but Banded-workshops t

that is, places where people collect who want to work together."

"I suppose," said I, "power of some sort is used there?"
"No, no," said he. "Why should people collect together to use-

power, when they can have it at the places where they live, or hard byr

any two or three of them ; or any one, for the matter of that ? No ;

folk collect in these Banded-workshops to do hand-work in which
working together is necessary or convenient ; such work is often very
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pleasant. In thene, for instance^ they make pottery and glass,—there,

you can see the tops of the fiwnaces. Well,, of course it's handy to

have fair-sized ovens and kilns and glass-pots,, andi a good lot of things

to use them for : though of course there are a good many suoh places, as

it would be ridiculous if a man bad a liking for potrmaking or glass-

blowing that he should have to live in <m& place or be obliged to forego

the work he liked."

"I see no smoke coming from the furnaces," said I.

"Smoke?" said Dick; "why should you see smoke?"
I held my tongue, and he went on :

" It's a nice place inside, though
as plain as you see outside. As to the crafts, throwing the clay must
be jolly work : the glass-blowing is rather a sweltering job ; but some
folk like it very much indeed ; and I don't much wonder : there is

such a sense of power, when you have got deft in it, in dealing with
the hot metal. It makes a lot of pleasant work," said he, smiling,
" for however much care you take of such goods, break they will one
day or another, so there is always plenty to do."

.1 held my tongue and pondered,

William Morris,

THE PARTICK ELECTION
QBlessed are those Socialists who have been several hundred miles at least
away from Partick during these last three weeks. I cannot help thinking
that their favourable impression of human nature will be directly as the

•• square of their distance from the area of the conflict. Those who, like
• myself, have had to endure in the midsfc of it, have been sadly shocked with
' the appalling spectacle of human folly and downright knavery exhibited in
' that **free fight " for political advantage. The hair-brained enthusiasm of
' the working-class electorate who caught the fever of the fight, and the
wolfish cunning and ferocity of the professional politicians and their hireling

' press, have been quite phenominal. Paid agitators of every degree and
-description, and from every quarter of the kingdom, bull-dozed the electors
nightly for fourteen days with lies, promises and threats, and every con-
ceivable device of electioneering oratory. On the election-day carriages,
cabs, dog-carts, 'brakes, vans, and lorries—furnished by supporters within a
radius of five miles—were used by both parties to bring the electors to the

r poll. Canvassers, ipaki and unpaid, prowled from house to house beseeching
f the voters to vote;; and every known method of cajoling and coercing the
'freehand enlightened citizens of Partick was resorted to. Intelligent
opinion, or a sense of public duty on the part of the working-class, had no
more to do with the result of the contest than they had to do with the
swindling vagaries of that poor idiot—Jubilee Benzon.
That Sir Charles Tennant was defeated is, however, a matter for congratu-

lation. No more worthless Home Euler, and no worse enemy of the inte-
rests of the workers could have been selected to fight the battle for the
Liberals. The chairman of half-a-dozen large public companies, the director
of as many more, and the head partner of the St. Eollox Chemical Works
which employs men at from 12s. 8d. to £1 per week to work amongst
poisonous materials, his adoption as the Liberal candidate was a flagrant
-affront upon the democratic sentiment of our day. Mr. Parker-Smith
'though a professed Liberal (Unionist), is recognised as a Tory—and his
return as such can do little harm meanwhile ; but the return of Sir Charles
Tennant as a Eadical and /Home Euler would certainly have done all the
harm that a selfish capitalist, steeped to the lips in profit-mongering and
the sweating of the poor,t3an do, when masquerading in the disguise of a
champion of progress and a friend of freedom.
That his defeat was due to the fact of his being a capitalist and sworn foe

• of the workers *s, I regret, an opinion that cannot be entertained. Most of
of the Liberal voters who would have voted in any case, voted, I believe for
him. His defeat was due mainly to the fact that the electorate is composed
very largely of the wealthy residents of the west-end district of Glasgow
who, being always alert to their own interests, and conceiving that an anti-Home Euler anti-Gladstonian was their safest man, voted en masse for

• Parker-Smith.
That Liberal papers in Glasgow and throughout the country should attri-

bute the Liberal defeat to the advocacy of Mr. T. P. O'Connor, who was
publicly charged with allowing articles to appear in the Star, expressing
^sympathy with the Portuguese and denouncing British missionary
brigandage, shows the opinion which those enlightened prints have of the
intelligence and fair-play of the Liberal electorate. Let me say that I do
-not believe that, stupid and ignorant as average Liberal electors are, the
-sentiments expressed in the Star articles were unfavourably regarded by themass of them; and I am certainly of the opinion that the fact of MrO Connors connection with those articles did not turn a single vote against
the Liberals.

J. Bruce GlasIer.
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TER'°F Siberian Prisoners.—We have received two pamphletstrom ± riends of Eussian Freedom » on this subject. Those who are willing
to aid m the dissemination of information on the subject should communicate
with Eobert Spence Watson, Bensham Grove, Gateshead-on-Tyne.
We have received an interesting report from the Cremation Society (8 New

'€avendish Street, Portland Place, W.) on the valuable work they are doing
in bringing about a common-sense disposal of the dead. It contains a useful
Dibiiograpny of the subject, and much cognate matter.

^If^^li^l8 ^wmonth is a suggestive article by Francis Galton, F.E.S.,wmch might be made the text for a good deal of Socialistic moralising!
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IN AUSTRALIA.
This is a cutting from last week's Boomerang, the most powerful weekly in.

Queensland

:

" We like men to be a little consistent, even in labour matters. At the time of
the printers* strike the Boomerang was called all sorts of names for declaring thai
the men were right, that solidarity was an essential for the securing of a basis for

conciliation between Labour and Capital. The Master Printers' Association
would then get no nearer to that than talking about liberty and about permitting
no interference in the internal affairs of an office. Now, having thrashed their

employes on this question, they are coming the same capers themselves, and
without anything like the same excuse, are trying to put the screw on non-
association masters. The Boomerang and, we presume, • other non-association

firms, have received a circular informing us that, unless we join the M. P, A.
before 1st January, the members of the association will * decline to quote prices

to, or execute work for, . . . any firm in the printing trade not being members;

of the Master Printers' Association.' There is an explanation pointing out thafj.

irresponsible canvassers are ' cutting down prices ' and ' blackmailing the public,

just as competing shipping companies are, we suppose ; and this beautuul ex-
planation is capped by another, declaring that the price-list agreed on in July

shall not be binding upon members—in other words, that 1fte; cu't-tKr^ati com*

Eetition against which the association was formed sha^l proceed1 unchecked! We
ave reason to believe that the more thoughtful o£ the master prhiters disapprove

of this circular ; but whether they do or np^, $ie Ifpomerdrtg can'tf be bull-dozed

in this fashion. When the Master l^intjers*- Association recognises the solidarity

principle, when it concedes fo tta jpurnevmen the solidarity it demands for the

employers, and acts accordingly antf cpns^eiitly, then the Boomerang will gladly

join it and be loyal to it—but mi WW 1&S$r

'

'

'

The Australian labour movement just now seems to be in a constant state
of pr°^ress>

showing a strong and widespread tendency towards federation
the bringing of

*>]\
wage-earners within one fold. The draymen of the far

northern port of Jwn^ have written **> »ome of the labour leaders in Bris-
bane seeking advice and haye &een recommended to throw in their lot With the
General Labourers' Union. The ufayineii fttld cartel's of Brisbane have also

come to the sound conclusion that caste has too long tj€ten the enemy of the"

common weal, and hare decided to swell the ranks of what promises to be
the strongest section of the proposed Federation—the General Labourers^
Union.
The following letter has been sent by the South Australian Eailway Com-

missioners to the Railway Service Mutual Association :

"The Commissioners have duly considered the communications made by you
subsequent to the interview this morning—viz., that unless the Commissioners
pay 6s. per day to probationary porters in future, all the employe's, members of
the association, would cease work to-morrow morning. I have to inform you
that under the existing circumstances the Commissioners will not accept the
responsibility of throwing the railway service into confusion and of causing such
a dislocation of the public traffic as must be attended with serious loss and injury
to many people wholly unable to protect themselves. The Commissioners there-
fore will adopt the following scale of wages for porters from January 1 next

:

First year, 6s. per day ; second year, 6s. 6d. per day ; third year and thereafter,
7s. per day. This scale to apply to the existing staff. The Commissioners must
leave to the country and Parliament to decide whether, having regard to the
position assumed by a certain section of the employe's and the outside assistance
rendered and promised, any other course was open to them."

The Brisbane Wharf-labourers' Union, having found that the rule pro-
viding for fifteen minutes' respite for " smoke, oh ! " when engaged in working
coals or heavy bagged goods was being infringed, has made an effort to
enforce the rule. This " smoke " or breathing time is regarded by many
people who know nothing of a wharf-labourer's occupation as an unnecessary
interruption with " discipline," but these know-nothings should take a walk
down to the wharves and watch the men at work for an hour or two.

I am told that the officers of the Australian coasting steamers have very
frequently to work from thirty to forty hours straight off before sailing, and
are completely exhausted before they go to sea. At the highest rate of pay,
chief officers receive a fraction over 9£d. per hour ; seconds, 6d. ; and thirds,
a fraction over 5Jd. an hour.
How does this strike you, culled from the highly -respectable, vice-sup-

pressing Sydney Morning Herald, the great upholder here of religion and
property, which denounces us Socialists for our " immoral teachings "

:

"\yFT-NURSE Wanted ; young, unmarried pre-
ferred ; arrangements made for nurse's child.

Apply between 9 and 12, Mrs. -, , Park-
road, Burwood.

I hear of what seems to be a general determination to cut wages on all
the mining fields. What with exemptions and reductions the miner will be
a pretty much sat-on workman soon if he doesn't wake up.
The Brisbane Building Trades Council is the first to adopt the Labour

Paper Conference report, of which I told you the other week.
After a " brief but lively " existence of thirteen weeks, the Trades and

Labour Advocate has come to an end, " defeated, but not disgraced." The
editor says in his valedictory :

" We are heartily sorry that we have been defeated in our attempt to establish
a genuine labour newspaper, for there are many abuses that require to be shown
up, many shams that it is necessary for the public good to expose. The sweat-
ing system is rampant in the city at the present time, and requires drastic treat-
ment. The nigger-driving draper and late-hour shopkeeper are in want of
severe castigation. One public disgrace in the shape of a gigantic business firm,
who compel their employe's to dine on the premises off a few small « chunks ' of
mutton and a lone potato each, while the lynx-eyes of sycophantic shopwalkers
watch lest the slave-driven employes shall dare, like Oliver Twist, to ask for
'More '—requires that the light of the public press shall be shed on the Siberian
rigour of its * discipline.' But all must go unscathed, and why? Because we
who have the courage to denounce these people, in spite of libel actions, cannot
carry on for want of capital. The daily press who have the capital but not the
courage, will not refer to these abuses ; for daily papers are run to make money,
and no matter how earnestly the editor and his literary satellites may desire to
carry out the noble work of elevating humanity by exposing its wrongs, the
editor is controlled by his manager or directors, at the back of whom is a greedy
body of shareholders or wealthy private firm of two or three, who clamour for
10, 15, or 20 per cent, dividends, dividends which cannot be produced unless
advertisers are conciliated ; and, as fully half the advertisers are the persons who
carry on the nigger-driving, sweating, and starvation-wage system in conducting
their emporiums, warehouses, establishments, shops, manufactories, etc., it is
not to be wondered that the daily press is silent on the dark deeds that are
being perpetrated on a large number of the working-classes in 'beautiful
Sydney.' . . . We

.

believe tnat the Labour party will never be able to assert its
full strength until it has an established newspaper to give voice to its wants and
requirements.

"

To which I say " Hear, hear !

"

Cornstalk.
Sydney, N.S.W., Jan. 2, 1890.
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Manchester and Edinburgh.—Reports came Wednesday—a day too late.
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HUXLEY AND SPENCER.
It is instructive to note how very soon those twin champions of capi-
talism, Huxley and Spencer, part company when they descend from
general denunciations of Socialism to an explanation of their particular
views of the social evils. If the " Reasoned Savagery " controversy
goes on the capitalists of all denominations will have good cause for
crying out, " Save us from our friends ! " Spencer, in his letter to the
Telegraph of the 8th inst., evidently writhes under the professor's
imputation that he and his school would rather leave men to starve
than advocate State help or private " charity." Speaking of the poor
man the professor says, " It is not I, but the extreme individualists,

who will say that he may starve. If the State relieves his necessities,

it is not I, but they who say it is exceeding its powers ; if private
charity succours the poor fellow, it is not I, but they, who reprove the

giver for interfering with the survival of the fittest." Spencer, in the-

letter above referred to, quotes these sentences, and protests against

them as applying to his views. We may, therefore, take it for granted

that both Spencer and Huxley are in favour of the principle of col-

lective action in the solution of the great problem of poverty ; or at

any rate of the opposite principle not being carried to its logical

conclusion.
" State " is a very elastic word, and the State of to-day may be a

very different thing to the State of some years hence. But under
every kind of composition its interference in social matters is utterly

opposed to Mr. Spencer's individualism, which he has so strenuously

advocated for years past. Extreme individualism Professor Huxley
indignantly repudiates, and by implication admits the principle of
Socialism. Not to be behind the professor, Mr. Spencer hastens to

assure the public that his friend Huxley has misunderstood him and'

his works. And though he hedges a good deal (as he has done in

regard to land nationalisation), the plain and logical inference is that?

he also is in favour, not only of private charity, but of collective

action on what he would call " State interference " as well. Once
having admitted the principle where will they stop 1 The truth

is, Huxley and Spencer, like other men, must move with the

times, and the latter begins to see with sorrow that all the factors

of social progress are strongly setting towards Socialism. This

is to him a very serious matter, for it means that his theory of economic*

development, persisted in to nearly the end of his life, is undoubtedly
wrong : and that, so far as this part of his philosophy is concerned,

he will go down to posterity as a collector of facts, and nothing more.

This, to a man who wishes above all things to pose as a philosophical

expounder of laws and principles, is, no doubt, very humiliating.

There are many expressions in Mr. Spencer's recent utterances which'

seem to me to imply that he is aware that he has misinterpreted the

laws of social evolution, and I would like to see him candidly acknow-
ledge it. Apart from this, the basis of his reputation is sufficiently

broad to satisfy the ambition of any man. Moreover, most of his:

facts will fit in with Collectivism or Socialism just as well as with.

Individualism.

With Professor Huxley the matter is somewhat different. Socialism*

is to him a little profitable diversion from cutting up monkeys. And"
though I do not wish to make a point of it, I may be permitted to*

say that those who advocate Socialism spend their earnings—many of

them very scanty indeed—in so doing ; whereas their opponents, by
their magazine articles, etc., make the subject a source of considerable

profit. I have read most of Huxley's writings on Socialism, and P
venture to say there is no internal evidence in any of them that he has-

ever read, and, much less, understood, any work of authority on the sub-

ject. His assumption that Socialism is a revival of Rousseauism is

utterly false in any sense whatever and without the smallest atom of

foundation ; and I challenge Professor Huxley to point to any body of*

Socialists in the world which bases its principles, its aims, or the justifi-

cation of its actions upon the doctrine that " all men are born free-

and equal," either naturally or politically. If that were so, then I,.

for one, would begin to despair that the day will ever arrive when
this earth will be the cheerful home of a happy and contented people,

instead of as at present and through the long ages of the past, the

theatre of suffering and want, from which for the million there is no
escape but in the grave. Socialism has a deeper and more enduring
foundation than any fanciful hypothesis with a dozen meanings. It

is based as surely in the law of economic development as Professor-

Huxley's biology is in the law of organic development, and requires:

more time and study for its comprehension.

No Socialist that understands his science ever gave expression to

the theory that all human beings are born equal, and should therefore

remain equal throughout life. What a child is at birth has nothing,

whatever to do with the subject ; nor has the natural inequality of

man. And I believe Huxley's laboured and tortuous interpretation*

of "Rousseau's equality at birth to be wide of the mark. When
Ptousseau said all men are born equal and free, he did not mean either

of the ideas Mr. Huxley has attached to his words. He is kind
enough to say that Rousseau could not have been " a mere fool "; but.

he tries very hard nevertheless to make him out one. And if one of;

the greatest writers France has produced meant either of Huxley's

suppositions, then, in truth, he was but a mere fool. If he meant
that a new-born infant was politically free, the expression had no
meaning ; if he meant it was naturally free, the assertion was equally

meaningless. And in regard to equality ; I do not imagine anyone
will seriously maintain that Rousseau meant to affirm his belief that

all human beings are born with equal powers of muscle and brain, or

with potentialities for their equal development. What Rousseau pro-

bably did mean was, not that nature confers upon man any positive,

natural rights as a unit in the social organism, but that nature brings;

us all into the world under precisely the same laws, and is no respecter

of persons or classes. The son of the peer is the product of the same-

laws as the son of the peasant ; and, as regards these laws, they both,

stand upon the same footing at the time, and through the processes of.

their advent to this life. During the whole time the human being is

subject to natural laws only, i.e., up to the moment of its appearance*

on this stage of its existence, it has met with no partial or unequal
treatment on the score of social caste. Our great mother has succoured

all alike, and all have been subject to the same laws. But the very

moment the birth is accomplished differentiation takes place, and in-

equality of conditions is established : the son of the peasant being

destined bj human laws and institutions to be through life the slave

of the seal of the peer, We> of course, know much that Rousseau
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could not, of the pre-natal influences that form or malform the man

or woman that is to be according to the condition and surroundings of

their parents-

It is true that a few exceptionally gifted wage-earners may, and do,

rise from the class in which they are born ; but for the great mass of

workers there is nothing for it but to work, and by the produce of

their labour support in idleness and luxury those to whom human laws

and institutions have secured a share of the monopoly of the sources

and conditions of production. Human laws and institutions secure to

these people, without any merit of theirs, a power to take from the

wage-tjarners a large share of the fruits of their labour. No amount
of -disingenuous special pleading can disguise this fact, or make it

appear otherwise than unjust and wrong. Nor, indeed, does Professor

Huxley attempt to do so, for he plainly tells us in so many words that

might is right, and that it is inexpedient and wrong to disturb or

upset the possession of that which has been acquired through robbery,

5SO long as the robbery is not of recent date. And when we bear in

mind that this style of argument is applied to justify the possession

of land by those whose ancestors stole it from the people, it is im-

possible to acquit Professor Huxley of deliberately adopting a kind of

special pleading, which he would not dare resort to in the consideration

of any of the sciences in which his name carries weight. He knows
and feels the weakness of his argument, and to strengthen his position

he tries to prove, from sources which may be made to prove either

side of the contention, that land has been legally, industrially, and
justly acquired.

Now, a man of Huxley's intelligence must know perfectly well that

the question «as to how land was acquired or held centuries ago is not

of the slightest importance to us to-day, in practically approaching

the subject of our food supply and the solution of the labour problem.

We must be guided by the light of our knowledge of to-day, and not

by the darkness and ignorance of ages ago. What would Professor

Huxley say if such a line of argument were adopted in scientific dis-

covery ? On the question of sanitation, for instance, what would he

say if we groped about among the darkness of past years for

arguments to bring against the adoption of any new discovery in this

direction ; or attempted the solution of any scientific problem to-day

by the ignorance of the past 1 The truth is Huxley knows that any
absurd statements and assumptions will go down with the public, in

condemnation of Socialism. He knows how largely he can draw upon
the general ignorance of the subject, or he would never, surely, have
trotted out a saying of Rousseau's, admitting of many interpretations,

and placed it before the public as the basis of the great science of

Socialism as known to-day. The laws of economic development were
unknown in Rousseau's day. Nor could they possibly have been
known so far as they relate to the transition from the wage-system to

Socialism. The conditions of their existence had not arrived. It is

not difficult to understand why Huxley went to Rousseau for his

Socialism, against which he tells us he conceives it to be his duty to

run a-niuck. To grapple with the facts and arguments of true So-

cialism requires more time and study than Huxley is disposed to place

.at the service of his friends, though every such exertion brings him a

nice little cheque. He has falsely assumed that Socialism is based

upon certain doctrines of Rousseau ; nothing could be more inaccurate

or absurd. And furthermore, either in ignorance of Rousseau's

meaning, or for the purpose of a cheap and easy victory, he has placed

a false interpretation upon Rousseau's language ; and then, having

exposed the absurdity of his own assumptions, he flatters himself that

he has done his friends, the capitalists, a service by demolishing

Socialism !

The real point for Socialists is, not that Professor Huxley has

knocked over an idol of his own creation, and paraded the performance
as an exposure of Socialistic fallacies, but that a scientist of great,

and perhaps deserved, reputation, has given the weight of his character

and name to the outcry raised by the ignorant and prejudiced idle and
worthless classes of society against the advent of a system, which the

progress of economic laws is slowly, it may be, but surely, bringing

about. Arthur J. Dadson.

IN THE UNITED STATES.
R. G. Dun and Co., the great financial-information firm of New York, have
published the following table of the number of business failures, amount of

liabilities, and proportion of the number failing to the number in business
for the 13 years from near the close of the great depression of 1873 :

Year Liabilities. No. of No. in Proportion
Dols. Faihires. Business. Failing.

1889 — 148,784,000 — 10,882 — 1,055,554 — 1 in 97
1888 — 123,830,000 — 10,679 — 1,046,662 — 1 in 98
1887 — 167,561,000 — 9,634 — 994,281 — 1 in 103
1886 — 114,644,000 — 9,834 — 969,841 — 1 in 98
1885 — 124,220,000 — 10,637 -- 919,990 — 1 in S6
1884 — 226,343,000 — 10,968 — 904,759 — 1 in 83
1883 — 172,874,000 — 9,184 — 863,993 — 1 in 94
1882 — 101,547,000 — 6,738 — 822,256 — 1 in 122
1881 — 81,156,000 — 5,582 — 781,689 — 1 in 140
1880 — 65,752,000 — 4,735 — 746,823 — 1 in 158
1879 — 98,149,000 — 6,658 — 702,157 — 1 in 105
1878 — 234,383,000 — 10,478 — 674,741 — 1 in 64
1877 — 190,670,000 — 8,872 — 652,006 — 1 in 73
The American Federation of Labour has sent a circular letter to nearly

500 " prominent " persons. The following are the questions embodied in
the circular letters :

" 1. Li view of the wonderful and ever-increasing inventions of and improve-
ments in wealth-producing methods, should the working people of our country
Jae required to work more than eight hours per day ?

" 2. What effect would, in your opinion, the general reduction of the

hours of labour to eight per day have upon the economic, social, industrial, and
commercial condition of the people of our country ?

"

Some, mostly business men, doubted in their answer the feasibility of the

plan in their own particular respective business ; others, political dema-
gogues, would like to see the eight hours discussed and perhaps introduced ;

in the answer of the rest one could plainly see the grin between the lines-

Not a single one of those favoured with a letter, however, proposed to do-

anything.
.

As it is the opinion in some labour circles that, if the American Federa-

tion of Labour will do anything at all in reference to the introduction of

the eight hours day on May 1st, and all the energy of the organisation will

be concentrated first on the building trade, it may be of interest to know

what the master builders propose to do. At the national convention of the

builders, which was held at the end of January in St. Paul, Minn., a dele-

gate offered the following resolution :

"The National Association of Builders recommend, as far as practicable in.

.

the construction of buildings, eight hours shall constitute a day's work for all

mechanics employed on or in the construction of the same,"

To this the Boston delegation offered the following substitute t

" Recognising the agitation for shorter hours of labour than those now pre-

vailing, the National Association of Builders, in convention assembled, declares

that, as a central body, representing so many different constituents, it is not

competent or proper for it to define a certain number of hours for the building

trades generally to adopt, but that it should be left to the local bodies to adjust

the number of hours of labour as circumstances and conditions by which they

are surrounded may dictate, but we do believe that this body should persistently

urge upon local bodies that the thorough establishment of the system of payment

by the hour is an absolutely necessary safeguard, and they should earnestly

labour to secure the establishment of the system."

Then Mr. Purington, chairman of the Chicago delegation, presented the-

following brief substitute :

" Resolved, that this association deems it inexpedient to take any action on,

the eight hour day that shall interfere with, or in any way hamper the local

exchanges affiliated with this body."

After a heated discussion a vote was called, and the Boston substitute was.

adopted by 111 to 4.

The Federation has issued a circular to all its affiliated bodies asking for

the organisation of mass meetings on February 22nd, Washington's birth-

day, for the purpose of propagating the eight hour day.

The Massachusetts Federation of Labour has issued the following call :

" To the Trade Unionists of Massachusetts : It is the high and bounden duty

of the trade unionists of this state to take advantage of the flood-tide of the

eight hour agitation of 1890. From the definite purpose of the American

Federation of Labour—to achieve an advance toward shorter hours for the wage-

earners of the land—there should spring strengthened organisation, permanency

of growth and unity of action in our state trade societies. To this end the

state branch of the A. F. of L. cordially requests your co-operation and support,

and requests that you send delegates to a convention of trade unionists to be

held in Boston, Sunday, March 16, 1890, in Typographical Hall, 724, Washing-

ton Street, Boston."

At this session the eight hour movement will receive the fullest considera-

tion. The trades that are in the best position to enforce eight hours will

be determined, and plans will be formulated, and such committees appointed 1

as will be necessary to carry forward the eight hour work.
In spite of all these nervous efforts " to do something at any price," the

eight hours propagation will prove utterly abortive, as may be seen from>

the fact that we are close upon the 1st of May, and yet no action has as

yet been determined upon.
In 1889, 3,567 murdpra have been committed in the United States against

2,184 in the previous year, and 1,499 in 1887, and 1,809 in 1886. And yet
the police force has been increased everywhere ! What about State pro-

tection of life in this case ?

The Society of Christian Socialists has been given legal standing and made
amenable to the laws of the commonwealth of Massachusetts. The purpose
of the society is to call the attention of Christians to the necessity of so

changing industrial conditions as to remove crime, misery, and want. Me-
thinks that Christians always have professed to purpose something of the

sort. And if they have effected nothing in 1,900 years, why don't they kick
the " mounted policeman up above " overboard, leave all metaphysics to the
devil and his assistants, and try to help solve the social problem on rational

principles ? Probably because they are "mostly fools."

A new political labour party has been inaugurated in the State of Massa-
chusetts under the name of the " Working-men's League." The manifesto
they issued concludes as follows :

" The issues we must put to the front at first are : A demand for an eight-hour
law ; the abolition of the poll-tax as a pre-requisite for voting ; and the granting
to cities and towns the right to own and control the plants for furnishing light,

water, and various other functions which are at present enjoyed by private indi-

viduals. We urge you again, for the sake of yourselves, your homes, and the-

institutions of your country, to unite with us in instituting this labour party.

We believe labour organisations to be necessary as educational factors ;
yet these •

organisations and our party are working on two different lines of action. While
one deals with effects, the labour party is dealing with cause. Remove the cause,

and you remove the effect. All industrial and social conditions are governed by,,

and dependent for success upon, laws controlling them ; therefore it is our pur-
pose to remove restrictions which prevent the working people from retaining an
equitable share of the product of their labour. We believe that machinery and
an enlightened age have made it possible to produce faster than we are able to

consume ; therefore, we desire to establish an equilibrium between production
and consumption. Again we say commence at once. Organise your leagues and
make ready for action while we have the long evenings with us."

As the new party proposes to go into politics, it will be short-lived indeed.

The manager of the Lead Trust has made the following report to his organ-

isation :

"Before organising the Trust on October 1st, 1887, the different companies
always waged war on each other. During the year 1888 nothing was earned*

and the Trust lost up to January 1, 1S89, about 262,000 dollars. In May 18S9,

however, after the Trust had been properly organised, things altered. In the

first six months of the last year a profit of 309,8*8 dols. was realised, and in the
last six months 792,173 dols."

This is a remarkable statement, when trusts are said to be played out.

It will be remembered that comrade John Most was found guilty by an
idiotic jury of having delivered an incendiary speech on November 12th,

1887, in the City of New York, and that he was sentenced by Judge Coming
on December 8th, 1887, to one year's imprisonment in the penitentiary. He

| appealed against this judgment, and was admitted to 5,000 dollars bail.
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Since then the affair has slumbered, and everybody thought that the asinine

action of citizens of the city of New York had been buried in the pigeon-

holes of the law courts. However, on January 25 Acting District Attorney
Gunning S. Bedford received a notification from the General Term of the

Supreme Court that the conviction of John Most for " unlawful assembly
and inciting to riot" had been confirmed, and he notified Inspector Byrnes
and issued a warrant for Most's arrest. Most got notice of the warrant in

time, and as he had resolved to appeal again, and did not desire to be
brought to the " Island," where he would have been shaved, clad in prison

garb, and exhibited on private view for the benefit of political " bums " and
their " ladies," he went to the house of his bondsman, Dr. Hoffmann. Of
course, the press and the police, done out of their pleasure, howled in fury.

The following clipping from the New York Herald may give an idea of the

conduct of press and police :

** Two detectives were entrusted with the warrant of the District Attorney,
.-and Inspector Byrnes went home to his dinner last evening confident that the
Anarchistic shouter would be speedily made a prisoner. He was notified by
•telephone from Police Headquarters that the detectives had not succeded in

•finding Most, and hurried back to his office. The detectives had searched Most's
house, his usual haunts, and places where it was thought likely he might be
found, but the agitator had disappeared. Inspector Byrnes was furious. " Go
find him," he shouted, " and don't come back until you do." Then the Inspector

. soliloquised upon the publicity given the contemplated arrest, and heaped im-
precations upon the head of the person who notified the Anarchist of his danger.
To be outwitted by Most rattled the Inspector considerably, and it was some
time before he could collect his scattered senses. All the available detectives on
his staff were summoned, and inside of half an hour twenty reliable aids were
scurrying about all over the city in quest of Herr Most. Detective Blissert, of

the Fifth Street station, who is supposed to be familiar with all Anarchistic
movements, was sent for, together with Sergeant Saul, a watcher of Socialistic

,
movements."

On Saturday the 26th of January, Most, on leaving in company with
his bondsman the latter's house, was at once pounced upon by the legal

suckers and carried to the Tombs. However, Most's attorneys, Messrs.
Howe and Hammond, acted promptly. No sooner was he arrested than an
application was made for a writ of habeas corpus. Mr. Howe argued the
case on Tuesday before Judge Van Brunt, who granted a stay of proceed-

ings on the ground that one of the best judges had expressed his doubt
of Most's criminality, and said that, if he had "incited," it was against

the State of Illinois he had sinned, and not against the State of New York.
Most was freed on 5,000 dollars bail. The case will now slumber again for

two years, pending an appeal to the Supreme Court. This is good luck, as

I do not believe that comrade Most's state of health would have stood
another year in an American jail.

The orthodox Hebrew employers of Philadelphia, generally of low Polish
Jewish origin, have organised a boycott against all their employes who do not
believe in the Jewish God or who entertain ideas and hopes of a better social

system. They have announced that'such employes must sever their connec-

tion with all " Atheistic " or " Anarchistic " societies, or seek employment
elsewhere. Long live liberty in the United States !

Through the courtesy of comrade Benjamin R. Tucker, I have come into

the possession of a most remarkable book on economics, entitled ' Involuntary
Idleness, an exposition of the cause of the discrepancy existing between the
supply of and the demand for labour and its products,' by Hugo Bilgram

;

published in Philadelphia by T. B. Lippincott Company in 1889. As soon
as time permits, I intend to review the book in the Commonweal. So much
I may say now, that it is refreshing to read a serious work on social

economics after one has been compelled to peruse the shilly-shally plans

of social reconstruction by a Gronlund or a Bellamy, of which the latter

openly confessed that when writing c Looking Backward ' he had never as

yet studied seriously social economy ! and that his book was nothing—this

he practically admits in the first number of the Nationalist—but the fanciful

product of an idle hour. In other words, a pinchbeck Utopia. And this is

the fellow who says that our martyrs in Chicago "were justly hanged
.because they rebelled against the laws." Sic !

Boston, Mass., Feb. 6, 1890. Henry F. Charles.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Strike at the Wharves.

The masters' association has already began to take the offensive against

the men. At the meeting of Norwood and Co. last week it was decided
" that the members of this association hold themselves free to employ such

labourers as they require, whether they are members of a union or not, no
preference being shown to unionists or non-unionists, so long as the men

: satisfactorily discharge their duties." Some may think this a very harmless

.resolution, especially members of the sentimental middle-class who were so

anuch moved last autumn by the story of the docker and his woes. What
it means is simply this : Since the end of the great strike, the work at the

docks has been done entirely by unionists, but now Mr. Norwood and his

fellow-conspirators declare that blacklegs shall be forced into the docks and
unionists excluded, whether they like it or not. Can anyone doubt that the

old sweating contractors, who are now transformed under the new system
into foremen, will not prefer to employ blacklegs to men whom they know
are unionists ? Of course they will ; and though Mr. Norwood and his

friends may declare they will show " no preference," yet they have shown
us plainly by their speeches and the letters that have lately appeared in the
press that they want to go back to the old system of low pay and merciless

sweating. Under this new regulation the unionists will be gradually ousted

for blacklegs, whom Mr. Norwood will import if he cannot find them in the

neighbourhood. Result : fresh conflicts, increasing in intensity, followed by
. a general strike or lock-out. And then Norwood and Co. will go whining
to the middle-class public and will say that these wicked dockers want to

interfere with the "freedom of labour.' And the middle-class public will

•respond, "It is shameful to prevent a man earning his living because he

doesn't belong to a union. Quite right, Mr. Norwood, this sort of thing

anust be put a stop to." It becomes daily more evident that a renewal of

.the struggle of last autumn is inevitable.

There have been few features of interest about the strike at Hay's Wharf
during the week. The men still hold oat with determination, and have
great hopes of success. On Saturday the 470 who are out received 13s.

strike pay instead of the 10s. they have received up till now. This increased

pay will be continued, owing to promises of financial help from Australia

and other quarters. As to the wharf, the blacklegs have succeeded in

getting the work completely disorganised.

Ten thousand men met on Tower Hill on Sunday, and were addressed by
Tom Mann, Ben Tillett, Cunninghame Graham, and Heir Hardie. Tom
Mann pointed out the way in which Norwood is trying to- provoke a fresh

fight. On November 14th an agreement was drawn up between the men
and the company by which the representatives of the men had the right to

stand by and assist at the taking on of hands, in order to prevent non-union

men being engaged. The company have now deliberately gone back on

their engagement, and refuse to allow them to do it. He said that he had

been asked to stand as a candidate for Parliament, but he emphatically

protested against going among thieves, and further, was of an opinion that

labour's battles would never bs fought successfully at the Parliament House.

Tom Mann seems changing his opinion with regard to legislation.

Already the union men are finding out the way the new rule works. On
Monday at Sharp's Wharf, Wapping, they found that blacklegs were taken

on in preference, and all union men employed at the wharf are now out on
strike. N.

The Stick-makers
, Union.

The stickmakers on strike against a threatened reduction held a meeting

at the Loyal Friends Hall, Banner St., Old St., on Feb. 12, with the object of

calling upon those stickmakers in work to give greater support to those on

strike, and also to call upon all non-union workers to at once join the society.

Mr. J. Leslie, president of the society, stated that when the men went on

strike they were told by their masters that they could " get dock labourers

to do the work," how they are going to do this we do not know, considering

the docker wants his "tanner" an hour and the stickmakers get on an

average 3d. per hour. He stated that when the men first struck work the

masters treated the union with contempt and would not recognise it, but

now it appears they have learnt the meaning of what organisation can do

for the worker and have sent an arbitrator to the strike committee, but they

in return would have nothing to do with arbitrators, and told this worthy

that they would not give in one inch but would stand by what they demanded
as their rights. Comrade Feigenbaum (International Workers' Club) and

C. W. Mowbray (Socialist League) were the other speakers. The chairman,

in closing the meeting, stated that since the strike 350 more had joined the

stickmaker's society. He further stated that though only a young society

they were paying those on strike 10s. a-week, and called on those who could

subscribe to help them. He would just say a word of some importance to

those who believed that strikes in certain trades drove that particular trade

away. A stickmaker who had a large stock of certain sticks could obtain

no sale for them, but it appears that since the strike he has obtained that

sale, and is even supporting the union. This should teach the worker how
to make use of the " master blackleg," the same as the masters make use of

the "workman blackleg." The following resolution was carried unani-

mously :
" That this meeting pledges itself to heartily support by every

means in its power (specially by subscriptions) the action of the present

committee in their endeavours to keep up the union, and to support the

present strike till we get our rights, and in the future to thoroughly organise

the stick trade for the benefit of both men and masters." Endorsing as I

would the sentiment of this resolution, and as I believe .all Socialists will,

I must abstain from so doing owing to the last sentence, " for the benefit of

both men and masters." It is indeed phenomenal that men who lead work-

men should know so little of the economic basis of modern society. There

can be no benefit to both sides—to master and men. The conditions of

society are so formed to-day that every one who monopolises capital and
does not labour, is necessarily a thief ; therefore, the masters must no

longer thieve if they would benefit the worker, and the worker must not

submit to robbery by his master if he would improve his own position. Now
you worshippers'of trades unionism, which position must the worker take ?

On the following evening the strike ended in a decisive victory for the

men, who received an advance instead of suffering a reduction. They have

thereby practically learnt the advantages of combination. S. P.

Clay Workers' Strike.

At Wortley, just outside Leeds, there are several factories that produce

fire-bricks, sanitary tubes, etc. These are being controlled by a syndicate,

and one or two of the firms that trade by the name of Ingham and Cliff,

are paying their "hands" about 15 per cent, less wages than neighbouring

firms. Two weeks ago about 300 men and boys out of about 400 gave

notice of their intention to strike for a 15 per cent, advance. The masters

refused, and at the end of the week the men were refused their wages (the

masters allege that the notices were irregular). Their wages are on an

average about 19s. weekly. One man who has a wife and four children is

only earning 12s. a-week. " Britons never shall be slaves." On Monday
last the men received notices to quit their dwellings, which belong to their

masters ; and the married men are obliged to take these, for which they

have to pay 3s. 6d. a-week. The horses that are in the same employment

are lodged free of charge. The men a few months since joined the Gas

Workers and General Labourers Union, who are getting subscriptions in

for them. On Sunday, Feb. 9, a mass meeting was held in Vicar's Croft, at

which comrades Paylor, Sweeney, Cockayne, and others spoke, and there

was collected for the strikers £4 5s. 7jd. On Sunday, Feb. 16, a big meet-

ing was held in Vicar's Croft ; Michael Henry (London), Cockayne, and

Eoper were the speakers. A collection was made which resulted in £l 10s.

On Monday the notices to quit expire, and as we have advised the men to

stick to their homes as Irishmen have done, there is a probability of seeing

something exciting. H. S.

Miners' Movements.
At the weekly meeting of the Lanarkshire Miners' Central Board, held

on Saturday last, it was resolved, "That the delegates return to their dis-

tricts, convene meetings, and ascertain whether the men would be in favour

of a four days' policy or a cessation of labour, the results to be reported to

a conference to be held on 22nd inst., so that definite action may be taken

on Monday 24th." The secretary (comrade Small) vindicated the corre-

spondence he had with the Lord Advocate and Home Office in reference to

the right of checkweighmen to be employed by the men, the inspection of

fiery workings, and anomalous position of the men under the Explosives and
Mines Act, and stated his belief that the Home Secretary was about to take

measures whereby checkweighmen would no longer be prohibited from
weighing quarters, and the men would get credit for all the coal they pro-

duced. The chairman, in expressing the indebtedness of the delegates to

comrade Small's very valuable services, advocated the application of the

Corrupt Practices Act to future County Council elections.
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At a meeting of the Executive Board of the Fife Miners' Association, Mr.

"Weir stated that he had written the secretary of the masters' association,

pointing out that in the month of January the miners had only been con-

ceded about a sixpence per day advance, whereas they had asked a shilling.

He had asked that the other sixpence be conceded without delay. The
masters expressed surprise that another demand should have been made for

increased wages, and stated that selling prices would not permit of another

increase

—

to the men! (ah! hem!). The matter was ultimately left in the

hands of the wages committee, with instructions to issue an appeal to the

miners to finish contracts should other districts in the county adopt this

drastic course to enforce higher wages.
At a conference of the Miners' Federation on Saturday last, delegates

attended from Yorkshire, Lancashire, Derbyshire, Notts, Warwickshire,
Leicestershire, Staffordshire, Shropshire, Dean Forest, North Wales, Mon-
mouthshire, Somerset, and Ayrshire, representing altogether over 350,000
miners. Reports on the wages question were handed in, and after a pro-

longed discussion a resolution was unanimously carried to demand an advance
of 10 per cent, on all underground wages, and pledging all the counties,

federations, and districts to co-operate in giving in notices and bringing out
tools, and that if the advance be not conceded all round, no district, county,

or federation be allowed to accept the advance demanded except on the lines

laid down in Rule 20 of the Federation. It was resolved to terminate all

contracts in the week ending 15th March, and the conference was adjourned
to that date. At a meeting of Durham delegates held on 15th inst. the
determination already arrived at to stop work unless the further advance in

wages asked for is granted was fully confirmed. Colliers, firemen, and
boiler-minders are agitating for eight hours instead of twelve as a day's

work. G. McL.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
North London and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East,
to end of December. 1890: — North Kensington and Manchester, to
end of January. * Commonweal ' Branch, and Leicester, to end of

February.

Propaganda Fund.—Marland (Rochdale), 4s. 6d.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, Feb. 17th, 3s. OJd.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—H. R., Is.;

J. Presburg, 6d.; B. W., 6d.; F. Kitz, 6d.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; P. Webb, Is.; M.
Moscheles, Is.; A. J. Dadson, £1; R. W. Buteux, Is.; C. Saunders, 2s.; and
Mrs. Schack, Is.

REPORTS.
* Commonweal.'—On Sunday evening, Mowbray in chair, A. Tarn delivered a

lecture on " The First Step in the Social Revolution," mainly dealing with the
" mutual banking" theory ; many questions, good discussion, and Is, 4£d. col-

lected.—S. P.

North Kensington.—Fair meeting at room in evening, when H. Halliday
Sparling delivered a lecture on " Luxury Now, Necessity Then ;" good dis-

cussion, collected Is. 6d., and good sale of 'Weal.
North London.—We had a very good discussion last Wednesday, founded on

Kropotkine's article on the "Spirit of Revolt." On Sunday morning Cantwell
and Mowbray addressed a good meeting in Regent's Park. Fair sale of ' Weal,
and 4s. 4d. collected.—T. C.
Aberdeen.—At indoor meeting on 10th, Sydney Olivier's paper on "The

Moral Aspects of Socialism " (Fabian Essays) was read and discussed.—L.
Leeds.—On Sunday morning, at Vicars Croft, Taylor and Samuels spoke to a

good audience, who seemed quite pleased with the remarks made, and bought
Weals and Freedom well. In the evening, at the Socialist League Club, Mattison
opened the discussion on " The Organisation of Labour," by Bebel. A good
discussion followed.

Yarmouth.—Socialism is slowly but firmly taking root here. Although we
have not been able to do much in the open air lately, good work has been done
indoors, and a lot of Commonweal distributed in the district. We are badly in
want of funds to buy leaflets for distribution in the slums and the rural district.

At the yearly meeting, on February 14th, there was a good attendance of
members. The secretary gave the report of the work done during last year by
the branch towards realising the Social Revolution. Comrade Headley was
elected secretary and Comrade Brightwell treasurer for the ensuing year.—J. H.

Liverpool Socialists.—In the morning a very successful open-air meeting
was held near the landing stage, the speakers being S. Reeves, H. Sharpies
(Blackburn), and McCutcheon. Judging by the attention paid to the speakers
and the literature sold, the open-air propaganda of this society promises to bear
good fruit. Hubert Bland (Fabian) lectured in the morning and evening at the
Concert Hall on " Where Radicalism Fails " and " What Socialism Is." Many
queitions and good discussion.

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which yon can help to

spread the ' Weal. Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who
don't care to buy it week by week to subscribe direct. Arrange for the
posting of contents bills anywhere you can. Any number of other plans
will suggest themselves if you think about it.

Postal Propaganda*—Some who would like to do propaganda but dare
not openly, or who cannot spare the time to do it personally, can find many
Ways in which it can be done quietly. Not the least useful among possible

plans would be to order and pay for a number of copies to be sent to persons
in whose hands they might do good. We will send six copies to six different

addresses for 7d. Write the names and addresses legibly.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Smith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. Lecture on Sunday February 23, at 8.15 p.m.,
D. J. Nicoll, " Law and Order."

East London.—12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road. A meeting of members will be
held on Sunday February 23, to arrange for outdoor and proposed indoor
propaganda.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Feb. 23, at 8 p.m.,

a Lecture.
Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday February 23, at 8 p.m., R. E. Dell,
" Anarchism and Social Democracy."

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. Feb. 26, J. Turner will lecture on " The
Outcome of Trade-Unionism."

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing;

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every

Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.—Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee.
Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday

evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance-
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and

Thursday, at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every-

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members* meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every months
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every

Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons-

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 22.

8.30 Mile-end Waste Cores and Presburg:

Sunday 23.

11 ....„ Latimer Road Station Maughan, Dean, and Crouch
11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane The Branch
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch CantwelL
3.30 Victoria Park .Mackenzie and Mowbray
7 ....... Weltj e Road, Ravenscourt Park ...... Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday 25.

8 ...... Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 27.

8.15 Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11 a.m. ; Gower Street, at 3 p.m. ;.

Pump, Westbar, 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-
day February 23, at 8 p.m., Theodore A. Wright, "Objections to Socialism."

Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—
Sunday February 23, at 8.30 p.m., W. W. Townshend, "The Conspiracy of the
German Government."

The New Fellowship, 267 Strand (rooms of the National Vigilance Associa-

tions—Tuesday Feb. 25, Miss Woods, " Looking Backward." Education.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Suitable premises have now been secured for the new Socialist

Club. It is our aim to make it a centre for Socialist propaganda in Lancashire.

A library, reading, recreation, and refreshment rooms will be some of its attrac-

tions. Aid is invited from friends who can assist, either with fittings, furniture,

books, or funds. The Club, 60 Grosvenor Street, All Saints, is now open for

members every evening. Commonweal and other literature on sale.
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported ?

" Down with the Socialists !

"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers* Claims and "Public Opinion.

Tramcar Slavery.

Shall Ireland be Free ]

Ireland a Nation.

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

Single page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

To Working Women and Girls.

Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.

The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).

Labour is the source of all Wealth.

2 pages 8vo, 3s. per thousand.

What Socialists Want.

4 pages 8 vo, 4s. per thousand.

A Straight Talk to Working Men.

These Leaflets, at prices given above, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

WORKS OF WILLIAM MORRIS.

Just Published, square crown Svo, 200 pp., 6s.

A TALE OF THE HOUSE OF THE WOLFINGS,
and all the Kindreds of the Mark. Written in
Prose and Verse.

Library Edition, 4 vols., crown Svo, £2.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE: A Poem in four
parts.

The Vols, separately as below—
Vols. I. and II., Spring and Summer, ninth eel. 16s.

Vol. III., Autumn . . seventh edition 12s.

Vol. IV., Winter . . seventh edition 12s

Popular Edition of

THE EARTHLY PARADISE, in 10 parts, 12mo,
at 2s. 6d. each.

ditto ditto in 5 vols. , at 5s. each.

Second Edition, square crown Svo, 3S2 pp., 14s.

THE ^ENEIDS OF VIRGIL. Done into English
verse.

Third Edition, crown 8vo,.217 pp., 4s. 6d.

HOPES AND FEARS FOR ART. Five Lectures
delivered in Birmingham, London, etc., in 1878-
1881.

Second Edition, square crown Svo, 450 pp., 6s. 6d.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done into English
verse.

Crown 8vo, 248 pp., 8s.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE, and other
Poems. Reprinted without alteration from the
Edition of 1858.

Eighth Edition, Cr. Svo, 376 pp., revised by the Author, 8s

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON : A Poem.

Fourth Edition, 345 pp., sq. Crown Svo, 6s.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG,
and the Fall of the Niblungs.

Third Edition sq. Crown 8vo, 134 pp., 7s. 6d. With design on
side in gold.

LOVE IS ENOUGH, or the Freeing of Pharamond
A Morality

Recently published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

SIGNS OF CHANGE. Seven Lectures delivered on
various occasions.

How we Live and How we Might Live ; Whigs,
Democrats, and Socialists; Feudal England; The
Hopes of Civilisation; The Aims of Art; Useful
Work versus Useless Toil ; Dawn of a new Epoch.

Reeves and Turner, 196 Strand, London, W.C.

ON THE TWO CODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of
one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught

the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Beeves, 185 Fleet Street, EC.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change wThich would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society,

Council op the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal,

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League by Frank Kitz
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
It is certainly curious that among all the comments made by the

English press upon the German elections and the Emperors rescript,

the Pall Mall should have most nearly approached the truth of the

matter. That the paper which is afflicted with so perverse a squint

when looking at anything Russian, can see straight when over the

border, is an object-lesson with a moral attached to it somewhere. Of
oourse, all that the Emperor has done, or has had done for him, is to

read the signs of the weather a little more clearly than was expected,

and to throw an anchor to windward against the squall that was
ooming.

Every election has registered a very large increase in the number
of German Socialists ; since the last election there has been a tremen-

dous amount of propaganda done, in spite of the law and at the risk

of life and liberty. Working under conditions of which few English-

men can have any idea, and which even an Irishman can hardly

appreciate, meetings have been held, lectures delivered, and pamphlets
and papers circulated far and wide throughout the land. The policy

of repression has failed, as it always must fail, and now the Emperor
has turned, too late, to make peace with the enemy who is no longer
4t in his gates," but within them.

As the Pall Mall says :

" Germany, by force of its position between France and Russia, is bound
to be a military State. Every German adult male is a soldier. Every Ger-
man * have not ' is a soldier. Every German Social Democrat is a soldier.

As the 'have nots'are increasing, and the Social Democrats consequently
increasing, a state of things is possible in which the army, upon which the
Empire is dependent for its stability and protection, will be an army of
^Social Democrats, or at least in which Socialism will thrive and develope
as rapidly and vigorously as Puritanism did in the army of Fairfax and
Oomwel). This is the chief shadow on the German throne, and what the
young Emperor wants to do is to dispel it."

Here is another good specimen of election-time benevolence; now
that the elections have gone the other way there will probably nothing
oome of it

:

4 The German Government is setting another good example in its treat-
ment of labour. The Minister of "War has been personally investigating the
condition of the dwellings of the workmen employed at the Government
Ordnance Factory at Spandau. The result is that the Government is going
to provide dwellings for its hands at a cost of thirteen million marks."

It is perhaps not much to be feared that our own rulers here will
read the weather-signs too well and follow the Emperor's example with
more success. The interviews which a miners' deputation had last

week with Lords Dunraven and Churchill and Mr. Gladstone on the
Eight Hours Question were tragic, ludicrous, or disgusting, as you may
ohoose to look at them. Each one of the gentlemen showed well that,
-as the old proverb goes, " the black ox never trod on his foot."

One thing Mr. Gladstone said is likely to have a far-reaching effect

:

"Whatever may be the inconvenience of strikes and the roughness of the
method of their operation, I should hesitate before assenting to this, that
where an object could be gained by the working-men themselves by their
own independent action, with resort to strike if necessary—that that method
of proceeding was less to be desired than the interference of Parliament."

If he meant all he said, which may perhaps be doubted, it would be in
order to ask him to try to secure fair play for strikers and to enforce
a neutral attitude upon the police.

The New York World says much the same as we said last week.

This from an ordinary bourgeois paper is not bad :

" Andrew Carnegnie is making a noble use of his superfluous wealth in

founding great public libraries in Pennsylvania. But would it not be a
better illustration of ' Triumphant Democracy ' if the working-men in the

protected industries, from which Mr. Carnegie has obtained his wealth, were

paid wages which would enable them to buy their own books ?

"

Or in other words, " to give the pettitoes in alms will not atone for

stealing the pig."

The Boston Herald has this to say on the same subject

:

" Mr. Carnegie continues to give away free public libraries. He is a very

generous man, but it is to be borne in mind that his money comes directly

out of the pockets of the tax-payers. They are the real donors of Carnegie

libraries."

Which may be translated, " 'Tis a dear collop that's cut from one's

own flesh."

In the opinion of Mr. Russell Sage, an American millionaire, any-

one with intelligence and industry may grow rich. This is a cheering

view to take, and not a difficult one, perhaps, for a man whose own
fortune is put at ten millions. But he would probably modify his

opinion a good deal if he had had to earn his money and not " make " it

after the approved fashion of nowadays, or, in plain English, by

chicanery and gambling.

The would-be Sages who had found themselves to be shorn fools,

and made such a noise over it at the Allsopp meeting on Friday, can

claim but little pity. Their only complaint was, that instead of a

very high dividend they were getting a moderately small one. The
whole thing from beginning to end was a very clear and brief epitome

of commercial morality and the high aims of " men of business."

If it were possible that such a sordid, vulgar, and miserable exhi-

bition could have been made at a Socialist meeting, as was made by

these " respectable " persons, we should never hear the last of it. But

then broadcloth may steal a horse while fustian mustn't look over the

hedge. S.

After endorsing " independent action " he can do no less than pre-
vent it being hampered.

Amid all the agitation among workers during the last few months,

there seems to have been very little attempt made to induce trade

unionists to refrain from supporting sweating. It is a well known,

fact that the greater portion of our volunteer force are members of

the various trade unions, who by their action obtain their clothing at

firms (and they are all alike) who pay wages very far indeed from

being near the rate a unionist receives.

They may not in all cases be aware, though some of them must be,

that the price paid for the ordinary intantry tunic is no more than

3s. 9d., infantry trousers, \ inch stripe, only Is. 4d., and at some

firms Is. 2d.; artillery tunic, 4s. 3d. to 4s. 6d., artillery trousers,

Is. 6d. to Is. 9d.; in all cases linen thread and silk is supposed to

be used and must be bought by the worker, who receives no extra

pay for it.

Now, trade unionists, you can alter this state of things, if you like,

better than the working tailors and tailoresses, and I will tell you

how. Send in your resignations from the various regiments until the

proper price is paid, or forever hold your peace and cease prating

about the power of unionism and its unselfish object.

C. W. M>
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. VIII.—-An Old Friend.

We now turned into a pleasant lane where the branches of great plane-

trees nearly met overhead, but behind them lay low houses standing

rather close together.
" This is Long Acre," quoth Dick ; " so there must once have been

a cornfield here. How curious it is that places change so, and yet

keep their old names ! Just look how thick the houses stand ! and
they are still going on building, look you 1

"

" Yes," said the old man, " but I think the cornfields must have
been built over before the middle of the nineteenth century. I have
heard that about here was one of the thickest parts of the town. But
I must get down here, neighbours; 1 have got to call on a friend who
lives in the gardens behind this Long Acre. Goodbye and good luck,

Guest !

"

And he jumped down and strode away vigorously, like a young man.
" How old should you say that neighbour will be ? " said I to Dick

as we lost sight of him ; for I saw that he was old, and yet he looked

dry and sturdy like a piece of old oak ; a type of old man I was not

used to seeing.

" O, about ninety, I should say," said Dick.
" How long-lived your people must be !

" said I.

" Yes," said Dick, " certainly we have beaten the threescore-and-ten

of the old Jewish proverb-book. But then you see that was written

of Syria, a hot dry country, where people live faster than in our

temperate climate. However, I don't think it matters much, so long

as a man is healthy and happy while he is alive. But now, Guest, we
are so near to my old kinsman's dwelling-place that I think you had
better keep all future questions for him."

I nodded a yes ; and therewith we turned to the left, and went down
a gentle slope through some beautiful rose-gardens, laid out on what
I took to be the site of Endell Street. We passed on, and Dick drew
rem an instant as we came across a long straight-ish road with houses

scantily scattered up and down it. He waved his hand right and left,

and said, " Holborn that side, Oxford Road that. This was once a

very important part of the crowded city outside the ancient walls of

the Roman and Mediaeval burg : many of the feudal nobles of the

Middle Ages, we are told, had big houses on either side of Holborn.

I daresay you remember that the Bishop of Ely's house is mentioned

in Shakespeare's play of King Richard III.; and there are some remains

of that still left. However, this road is not of the same importance

now that the ancient city is gone, walls and all."

He drove on again, while I smiled faintly to think how the nine-

teenth century, of which such big words have been said, counted for

nothing in the memory of this man, who read Shakespeare and had not

forgotten the Middle Ages.

We crossed the road into a short narrow lane between the gardens,

and came out again into a wide road, on one side of which was a great

and long building, turning its gables away from the highway, which

I saw at once was another public group. Opposite to it was a wide

space of greenery, without any wall or fence of any kind. I looked

through the trees and saw beyond them a pillared portico quite familiar

to me—no less old a friend, in fact, than the British Museum. It

rather took my breath away, amidst all the strange things I had seen

;

but I held my tongue and let Dick speak. Said he :

" Yonder is the British Museum, where my great-grandfather mostly

lives ; so I won't say much about it. The building on the left is the

Museum Market, and I think we had better turn in there for a minute

or two ; for Greylocks will be wanting his rest and his oats ; and I

suppose you will stay with my kinsman the greater part of the day

;

and to say the truth, there may be someone there whom I particularly

want to see, and perhaps have a long talk with."

He blushed and sighed, not altogether with pleasure, I thought ; so

of course I said nothing, and he turned the horse under an archway

which brought us into a very large paved quadrangle, with a big syca-

more tree in each corner and a plashing fountain in the midst. Near
the fountain were a few market stalls, with awnings over them of gay

striped linen cloth, about which some people, mostly women and chil-

dren, were moving quietly, looking at the goods exposed there. The
ground floor of the building round the quadrangle was occupied by a

wide arcade or cloister, whose fanciful but strong architecture I could

not enough admire. Here also a few people were sauntering or sitting

reading on the benches.

Dick said to me apologetically :
" Here as elsewhere there is little

doing to-day ; on a Friday you would see it thronged and gay with

people, and in the afternoon there is generally music about the foun-

tain. However, I daresay we shall have a pretty good gathering at

our mid-day meal."

We drove through the quadrangle and by an archway, into a large

handsome stable on the other side, where we speedily stalled the old

nag and made him happy with horse-meat, and then turned and walked

back again through the market, Dick looking rather thoughtful, as it

seemed to me.
I noticed that people couldn't help looking at me rather hard ; and

considering my clothes and theirs, I didn't wonder ; but whenever they

caught my eye they made me a very friendly sign of greeting.

We walked straight into the forecourt of the Museum, wher£$ except

that the railings were gone, and the whispering boughs of the trees

were all about, nothing seemed changed \ the very pigeons were wheel-

ing about the building and clinging to the ornaments of the pediment •

as I had seen them of old.

Dick seemed grown a little absent) but he could not forbear giving

me an architectural note, and said t

"It is rather an ugly old building, isn't it? Many people have;

wanted to pull it down and rebuild it ; and perhaps if work does really

get scarce we may yet do so» But, as my great-grandfather will tell)

you, it would Dot be quite a straightforward job ; for there are wonder-
ful collections in there of all kinds of antiquities, besides an enormous*
library with many exceedingly beautiful books in it, and many most
useful ones as genuine records of texts; and the worry and anadety,,

and even risk, there would be in moving all this has saved the buildings

themselves. Besides, as we said before, it is not a bad thing, to have
some record of what our forefathers thought a handsome building,.

For there is plenty of labour and material in it."

" I see there is," said I, " and I quite agree with you. But now
hadn't we better make haste to see your great-grandfather #"

In fact, I could not help seeing that he was rather dallying with the

time. He said, "Yes, we will go into the house in a minute. My
kinsman is too old to do much work in the Museum^ where he was a
custodian of the books for many years; but he still lives here a. good
deal; indeed I think," said he, smiling, " that he* looks upon himself

as a part of the books, or the books a part of him, I don't know which."

'

He hesitated a little longer, then flushing up*, took my hand, and^

saying " Come along, then i " led me toward the door of one of the old

official dwellings.

William Morris-
[TO BE CONTINUED. 1

JOHN MOST.
John Most's recent imprisonment and release on bail has occasioned some
newspaper talk about him just now, says Hugh O. Pentecost,. in the Twen-
tieth Century. One of Inspector Byrnes's men is reported to* have said of

him :

" The best people in New York, by which I mean the solid, respectable, and:
business-like folk who make up the wealth of the metropolis, hate him about
as thoroughly as they do any man in Christendom. They have abused the police-

pretty roundly on one or two occasions for not shooting Most down, hanging
him to a lamp-post, or disposing of him in some similarly abrupt manner, and
his name in many a quiet household in this town inspires a sentiment of fear

and alarm."

If this is true it reveals a bloodthirstiness in "the solid, respectable, and
business-like folk who make up the wealth of the metropolis " that equals

all that is charged against Most. And I am quite prepared to believe it.

I have no doubt that " the solid, respectable, business-like," wealthy, church-

going folk are the most merciless, cruel, and bloodthirsty people on earth

when the fate of a discontented poor man is in question. The way they
delight in capital punishment and reward the police for shooting strikers is

an indication of their heartless natures. There is only one thing that sur-

passes their wicked cruelty, and that is their stupid ignorance of the real

character and aims of such men as John Most. The idea of Most's name
striking terror into quiet households is as laughable as to suppose the in-

telligent persons of this city to be afraid that a banshee would appear at

their firesides.

Inspector Byrnes's man continued :

" The police have not bothered him much and for a very good reason. This
reason has been explained with a good deal of frequency, but the public will not

accept it. It is based on the fact that Most has really very little influence with
the dangerous Anarchists of this town. He is a blowhard and that is all. There-

has never been any reason for people to fear him, and there never will be. The
police are always in a position to take hold of him when they want him, but we
have always been anxious here to avoid making martyrs of men who pose as

liberators of a country that is already free. When you arrest a blatant fool of

the Most stamp you make him a hero in the minds of ignorant people, and that

is exactly the end he is striving for. The police have steadfastly refused thus

far to make any more of a hero of Most than they could help. That is the real

reason of the so-called lenity which has been shown to this silly and bumptious
poser."

I may be mistaken, but I think Inspector Byrnes's man is wrong in

everything he says here. If he means to say that Most has no influence

with the working people of revolutionary tendencies on the east side of thia

city, he is certainly wrong. I have heard Most speak to two thousand

working people who listened to him with rapt attention. And I have been

informed that he has the confidence of the revolutionists almost, if not

quite universally. My impression is that he has more influence among the

social radicals in this city than any other one man.
When Most is called a " blowhard," a " blatant fool," and a " bumptious

poser," he is totally misrepresented or I am no judge of men. I never saw
him but once, and I confess that I was surprised to meet a perfect gentle-

man. Newspaper descriptions had had their effect upon me. I expected to

meet a coarse person. Herr Most, as I saw him that evening, was a well

dressed and perfect mannered gentleman ; a man of polished and cultured

address. I afterwards heard him speak, and do not hesitate to say that for

choice words, fine rhetoric, and dignified though impassioned oratory, I have

not heard so fine a platform performance for years. There were four or

five speakers upon that occasion, Sergius G. Shevitch and I among them,,

but Herr Most was far and away the most finished and forcible orator of

the number. There was nothing of the ranter about him. He was quiet

and self-controlled even in his most impassioned utterances, and he swayed
his audience with magnetic power.

I have written this for the purpose of cautioning our readers against be-

lieving what the newspapers print about Herr Most, or any other of the

prominent men in the movement for social regeneration. I do not agree*

with Herr Most in his philosophy of society or in his advocacy of the use*

of physical force to resist the physical force of the capitalists. But I do
believe him to be in intelligence, in learning, in gentlemanly manners, and
in moral integrity, far superior to the average " solid, respectable, business-

. like " person who is so willing to have him shot or hanged.
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SOCIALISM AS DEFINED BY PARSONS.
"Briefly stated Socialism means the r.*gnt of the toiler to tne *ree and

equal use of the tools of production, an^ the right of the producers to

the product. That is Socialism. The b^ory
.

of mankind is one of

growth. It has been evolutionary and revolutionary. The dividing

line between evolution and revolution, or that imperceptible boundary

line where one begins and the other ends, can never be designated.

Evolution and revolution are synonymous. EvolutiO11 is tne incubatory

:state of revolution. Cl The birth is the revolution, it$froce88 ^e evolu-

tion" What is the history of man with regard to tne labouring

•classes ? Originally the earth and its contents were held i-n common
*by all men. Then came a change, brought about by violence, robbery,

and wholesale murder, called war. Later, but still way baek in history,

we find there were but two classes in the world—slaves and masters.

Time rolled on, and we find a labour system of serfdom. This serf

labour system was the main system of labour till the end of the

fifteenth century, and throughout the world the serf had a rigfrfc to

iihe soil on which he lived. The lord of the land could not exclude
ihim from its use. But with the discovery of America, and the de-

velopments which followed that discovery and its settlement a century
or two afterwards, the gold found in Peru and Mexico by the invading
hosts of Pizarro and Cortez, who carried back to Europe the precious
metal, infused new vitality into the commercial stagnant blood of

.Europe, and set in motion those wheels which have rolled on and on,

until to-day commerce covers the face of the earth—time is annihi-

lated and distance is known no more.
Following the abolition of the serfdom system was the establish-

ment of the wage-labour system. This system was finally perfected
dn the French Revolution of 1789-1793. It was then for the first

time that the civil and political liberty of the property-holding classes

was established in Europe. We see by a mere glance back into
^history, that the sixteenth century was engaged in a struggle for

religious freedom and the right of conscience—mental liberty. Fol-
lowing that, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, was the
struggle throughout France, which resulted in the establishment of

the Republic and the founding of the right of political liberty. The
struggle to-day, which follows on in the line of progress and in the
logic of events, the industrial problem, which is here in this country,
"as it is in all others," pressing for solution, is no mere matter of

sentiment ; it is not a religious matter ; it is no mere political pro-
blem. No, it is a stern economic fact, a stubborn and immovable fact.

It has, it is true, its emotional phase; it has its sentimental, religious,

political aspects; but the sum total of this question is the bread-and-
butter question, the how and the why we are to live and earn our
daily bread. This is the labour movement. It has a scientific basis.

It is founded upon fact.

I will state to you briefly what capital is. Capital is the stored-up
and accumulated surplus of past labour; capital is the product of
labour. Its function is—that is, the function of capital is—to appro-
priate or confiscate for its own use and benefit the " surplus " labour
product of the wage labourer. The capitalistic system originated in
the forcible seizure of natural opportunities and rights by a few, and
then converting those things into special privileges, which have since
become vested rights, formally entrenched behind the bulwarks of
statute law and government. Capital could not exist unless there
also existed a majority class who were propertyless, that is, without
capital, a class whose only mode of existence is by selling their labour
to capitalists. Capitalism is maintained, fostered, and perpetuated by
laws ; in fact, capital is law—statute law—and law is capital.

Now, briefly stated, what is labour under capitalism ? Labour is a
commodity, and wages is the price paid for it. The owner of this

commodity, of labour, sells it—that is, himself—to the owner of capital
in order to live. Labour is the expression of energy, the power of the
labourer's life. This energy or power he must sell to another person
in order to live. It is his only means of existence. He works to live,

but his work is not simply a part of his life, it is the sacrifice of it.

His labour is a commodity which, under the guise of free labour, he is

forced by neccessity to hand over to another party. The whole of the
wage-labourer's activity is not expended in earning his own livelihood—far from it. The silk he weaves, the palace he builds, the ores he
digs from out the mines are not for him—oh, no. The only thing he
produces for himself is his wage; and the silk, the ores, and the palace
which he has built are simply transformed for him into a certain kind
of means of existence—namely, a cotton shirt, a few pennies, and the
mere tenancy of a lodging house. In other words, his wage represents
the bare necessities of his existence, and the unpaid-for or " surplus

"

portion of his labour-product constitutes the vast superabundant wealth
of the non-producing capitalist class.

That is the capitalist system defined in a few words. It is this
system that creates the. classes of privilege and disinheritance, and it
is these classes that produce this conflict. This conflict intensifies as
the power of the privileged classes over the non-possessing or property-

\^
S classes increases and intensifies, and this power increases as the

idle few become richer and ijhe producing many become poorer ; and
this produces what is called the labour movement. This is the labour
question. Wealth is power; poverty is weakness. In former times
the master selected his slaves, but now it is the slaves who select their
masters; and he has got to find one, good or bad, or the alternative is
for him to starve. a w# Mowbray.

COMRADES, UNITE I

Air: "The Noble 24th.w

Why stand ye like cowards ? Why rise ye not and say ?

"Too long we've borne the oppressors scorn : too long they've held the
sway."

tJp t up ! ye men and women all and snap the fetters fell

That bend your backs, that warp your souls, that keep ye down in hell,

That bend your backs, that warp your souls, that keep ye down in hell.

Chorus—Your wrongs are great, your arms are strong,
Shoulder to shoulder stand ;

gtrike for your lives, your liberty,

Ani erugh the tyrant band,

Why is it that ye labour, from early dawn till eve,
~

Creating wealth ye dare not touch without the rich man's leave 1

Why is it that the idler's rich ? Why is it that yeVe poor %
It is because ye all are slaves, machines, and nothing more

:

It is because ye all are slaves, machines, and nothing more.

Chorus—Your wrongs are great, etc.

But, lo ! the day is coming when the workers of the world
Will be united as one man. The banner's now unfurled

That bears the words " Comrades, Unite ! " Respond ye to the cry
;

Iftght for the Brotherhood of Man, or bravely fighting die

:

Jfight for the Brotherhood of Man, or bravely fighting die I

Chorn*~~Your wrongs are great, etc.

Edward J. Watson.

CORRESPONDENCE.

CHKISTIANITY AND SOCIALISM.

Sir,—A copy of your issue of December 21 was put into my hands on
Tuesday at the Lambeth Baths. Although there are several things in that

number to which I take great exception, yet I find myself in substantial

agreement with the grand ideal which the Socialist League sets before itself

in its statement of principles—an ideal which has been commending itself

more and more to me for years past. But, sir, if I have a pronounced idea

of social regeneration I am also a pronounced Christian ; and I want to know
why you should, as it were, keep me and that increasing body of Christians

who more or less think with me, at arm's length by sneers and unjust

charges in regard to our religion ? Christianity puts no bar whatever to the

amplest scheme of Socialism ; and although, as essentially a spiritual revela-

tion, and a revelation addressed to all times, the New Testament is necessarily

neutral in regard to the particular institutions of society which, of course,

must always be adjusted according to the natural development of the age, yet

the political scheme of the Mosaic code is certainly of a Socialistic nature.

But many Socialists who do not profess to be Christians, yet claim that

Christ's teaching is really in their favour. Perhaps writers in your own
paper may have urged this. If so, it seems to me that as, in that case, it is

admitted that real Christianity and actual Christianity are not necessarily

the same, it would be wiser and juster not to write in such a way as to offend

real Christians. We all of us, I fear, whether Christians or non-Christians,

fall short of the standards up to which we ought to live, but shall those

standards be abused on this account ?

Like all other evolutions, that of Socialistic opinion must necessarily be
gradual, and Christians, like other men, have to live and learn. Let
Christians and non-Christians then put their heads together in a friendly

manner, as brothers by virtue of a common human nature, and needing one
another's help by reason of the common weakness of that nature. But
mutual courtesy is necessary, if we are to get on as brothers ; and I

cannot feel that a man is a good brother to me if he is discourteous to my
religion.

I think the article on the Buskin Beading Guild shows a very desirable

disposition of mind. A. T. Bickarb*.

51, Bichmond-terrace, Clapham-road, S.W.

God help the rich, the poor can beg.

In consequence of the mild winter, about 25,000 miners are out of work in

Pennsylvania.
There is talk of starting in the United States a strike insurance company

before the 1st of May, to provide strikers with funds in time of need. I

don't know how much this talk contains.

Large numbers of settlers are awaiting at Chamberlain, South Dacota, the

opening of the Sioux reservation in South Dacota on the 10th of February.

The same scenes which occurred at the opening of the Oklahoma territory

last year will doubtless be repeated.

The Executive Council of the American Federation of Labour held a meet-
ing in New York on the 8th of February to consult about steps to be taken
in regard to the eight hour movement. The decision as to which trade

should take the initiative was referred to a later meeting. Vice-President

Martin of the Federation is of opinion that a beginning should be made by
the steel and iron workers, and that Pittsburg should form the centre of

the agitation. President Gompers, on the other hand, is in favour of the

building trades in New York.
That the American workers are mostly quite as coarse, brutal, and

stupidly selfish as their masters is an indisputable fact, and the "race-

issue " or "colour-question" is not confined to the Southern States

and the rebel brigadiers. Here is an illustration. A young coloured

woman has been appointed through some political influence to a posi-

tion in the Government bureau of engraving and printing in Wash-
ington. This has brought the present administration into a disagreeable

controversy with the Plate Printers* Union in Washington. The union

having appealed to Secretary Windom to revoke the appointment, and
having been told that the appointment could not be revoked, has informed

the plate printers in the bureau that it will support them in their refusal to

let the coloured girl assist them. The union has already provided for one

man who was discharged for refusing to let the girl assist him, and will take

care of the others, who expect to be discharged this week for the same reason.

Workers who act thus do not deserve to be free, and what's more, they never

I

will be free if they do not alter their character, in spite of the evolution that

I
is going to do everything,—Cn\, Feb. 11.
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LOOK TO YOURSELVES.
Friends,—A word with you. I ask your attention for a few minutes
while I put before you, in plain words, the present state of affairs,

which particularly concerns us agricultural workers, and tell you
what we have to do to make sure the next step which we are on
the point of taking.

As our first consideration is naturally directed towards the well-

being and advancement of ourselves and our families, so all sorts of

obstacles are put in our way by the very people who live on our

labour. It is our duty to remove these obstacles.

Now, we all know that it will not be long before our fellow-workers
in Surrey will be looking towards us, as neighbours, for our help in the

part they are taking towards bringing about that complete unification

of labour which is being developed with such grand success amongst
the workers in and about London. We see what they have already

done and are now doing, simply by their own exertions, to better their

hitherto intolerable condition. They are not going to let what they

have already gained be taken from them ; they will hold it and make

it the stepping-stone to more extended operations. But while they are-

busy building up their own organisations, we in the country must look

to ourselves and do likewise, so that when all is ready we may step up
with the others into our proper places in the ranks. Thus will be

formed a solid and irresistible body of working-men, entirely capable of

holding its own and enforcing its demands.
Now, in order that this may come about, we must know that we

have to depend entirely on our own exertions. Make no mistake about

this. Take warning from the failures of our attempts at agricultural

unions, caused entirely by our placing both funds and confidence in the

hands of people styling themselves friends of the working-man. We
will not forget in a hurry the doings of one scoundrel in particular

who, not so long ago, bolted with our hard-earned halfpence, and left

us in the lurch. This has, however, taught us what not to do.

Neither must we look for help from politicians, parsons, or land-

lords. Politicians are civil enough at election time, and will promise

you anything you please, provided you give them your vote ; after

this you may go to the devil for what he cares. Now, the tithe-fed

parson will promise to keep you from the clutches of this individual,

and give you by way of compensation something better hereafter

;

that is, if you will only be meek and lowly and contented with the

state in which, as he tells you, God has placed you. You may take

comfort of this if you like, or you may do the other thing. Ask for

more and you will find that you have come to the wrong shop.

And our masters, the landlords, what of them 1 I will tell you*

Since they belong to the useless class of individuals who live entirely

on the labour of others, it is their interest to keep us in repair, in

working order, as they do their reaping machines and their horses ;

that is, with just sufficient means of livelihood to enable us to work
for them and their kind, and to bring up our young ones to take our

place when we shall have grown too old to labour and retired to the

workhouse. But we must not overlook a certain difference, which

exists in the eyes of our good employer, between ourselves and his

other property. It is this—if his reaping-machine come to grief, or

his horse grow past work, a certain amount of money must be expended

before either can be replaced ; whereas, our break-down is a matter of

utter indifference to him, for cannot he at once find others to step-

into our shoes without any extra cost whatever %

We thus see in what light we are regarded by these people who are

known as our superiors. By them we are looked upon as profit-

producing machines, and inconvenient ones at that. By them we are

kept in ignorance of our usefulness, for it is on our ignorance that

this useless class depends for the security of its position. It is that

they may live in ease that we labour from twelve to fifteen hours,

a-day. It is that they may live in a mansion that we have such mean
dwellings, that to enter them we have to stoop or we would strike our
head against the door-lintel ; and in order that they may revel in

superfluous luxury, we, our wives, and our young ones have to fare on

such as they themselves would despise. Our lot now is not a bit

better than what it was when I started work at Trossley twenty-nine

years ago. Since then I have worked one time and another at most
places round about here, and I know something of our condition.

Ask a Radical what the Tories have done for us, then ask a Tory
what the Radicals have done for us. You will have the same answer
from each, and you will have the truth also. There are some amongst
us who prefer to be content with hard labour for life, and let things,

remain as they are ; it may be that a few of these are brought to this

pitiable condition by the life-long tyranny of their masters and their

parsons (a combination well-calculated, as we all know, to crush the

very hope out of their weak hearts) ; but the others are those con-

temptible beings who are kept quiet in harness by periodical doses of

charity, and by the brass band and firework dodge such as we get at

Eridge. These cowards would stand by while our struggle was going

on for fear of something happening to their precious selves. How-
ever, we will not despair of winning these over to our side, for we
must know that it is necessary that we be strong in our union, and
that we all bear in our minds that if we would obtain some further

share of the wealth and comfort which we produce in such plenty, we
must look to ourselves to get it, keeping together steadfast and
hopeful, casting aside all petty jealousies, and, above all, resisting:

every attempt at interference or sham offers of help from those idle

classes whom I have mentioned, for they will use all the means they
have, underhanded and otherwise, to prevent our combining, and re-

vealing their true selves in so doing ; while on our side we have only

justice, courage, and strength in union—but that is enough. B.

REPORT OF PROPAGANDA COMMITTEE.
A meeting was held on Sunday evening, February 23rd, in the room of the-

Socialist League, Great Queen Street ; D. J. Nicoll was voted to chair, and
W. B. Parker to take minutes of proceedings. The chairman stated that

the Council had passed a resolution to call a Conference of anti-Parliamentary
Socialists for the purpose of drawing up a plan of propaganda for ensuing
year, and suggested that the meeting should fix a date for the Conference-

and elect a sub-committee to draft agenda. After some discussion March
16th was agreed upon, the place of meeting to be the hall of Socialist

League. The committee was then appointed, seven in number, being Lane,
Kitz, Mowbray, Davis, Mainwaring, Nicoll, and Parker. The first meeting;

of committee was fixed for Thursday, February 27th. It was suggested
that comrades should whip up all interested in the question. It was agreed
that branches of the League be written to by secretary of Propaganda
Committee, asking suggestions as to the best means of propaganda and the

conduct of Commonweal. Comrades are asked to send notices of motion to

the committee.
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HOW THE PLUNDER GOES ON.
It is often said, If the people only knew. Yes, ifthej only knew.
It is sometimes stated that we cannot prove our statements as to the

gains of the profit-mongering classes. It is difficult in some cases for

an outsider to ascertain the amount of profit. It ranges from 5 or 10

up to 200 per cent. I have seen ribbons sent from Coventry at 4s. 6d.

the dozen, or 4£d. the yard ; the same ribbons a few days later marked
9s. the dozen at Shrewsbury, or 9d. per yard : profit, 100 per cent.

Here one 4Jd. represented the cost of the silk, the expenditure of

labour, and the manufacturer's profits; the other 4^d. the trouble of

handing it over the counter. But it is more especially with the profits

on our food supplies that I propose to deal out on the present occasion.

At the outset I may admit that it is impossible to state the full

extent of the profits realised. I remember the case of a publican, not
many years ago, selling bacon at the bar, and at half the price it could

be bought at the provision-dealer's. On asking the publican why he
was so selling it, I was told the price the provision-dealer had offered

for it, and he, the publican, had determined the consumer should have
the benefit in the shape of two pounds for the price of one at the pro-

vision dealer's.

In reference to what the farmers, etc., receive and what the con-

sumers pay to the profit-mongering classes, Mr. W. Bear, a high

authority on agriculture, has lately done a great service in his work
entitled * The British Farmer and his Competitors.' It is a very able

work, and a,s important as able. In the latter part of the work he
deals with the principal articles of home growth, and shows what the

farmers receive for each and also what the consumers pay. At p. 151

these are put into tabular form, from which I select the following

items as samples

:

Received by farmers. Paid by consumer. Profits. Per cent.

Wheat ... ^12,805,645 £19,285,955 ,£7,181,055 35
Butter ... 10,744,496 14,325,994 3,581,548 33
Meat ... 75,712,775 113,400,000 37,687,224 48
Milk ... 17,343,750 37,000,000 19,650,250 114
Potatoes ... 15,774,790 32,358,700 15,583,916 96
Hops, Fruit, and

Vegetables 6,711,000 20,133,000 13,422,000 197

£139,074,457 £236,503,647 £97,106,463 66

And taking the whole of our home-grown produce, Mr. Bear gives

the totals as follows :

Paid to farmers. Paid by consumers. Profits Average.

£207,033,567 £320,660,955 £113,627,388 54

Add the same rate of profits on our imported food supplies, and
the total profits cannot be less than £200,000,000, paid by the con-

sumers on the common necessaries of life. Here we have an indirect

tax to the amount of about £200,000,000 a-year. We hear a great

deal at times about a free breakfast-table. What about this monster
curse—the curse of the profit-mongers 1 The calculations of Mr. Bear
are based on the prices of 1885, 1886, and 1887, and are an average of

the three years.

But even the above does not exhaust the whole range of profits.

The small dealers in our back slums and the country places, add their

5 or 10 or 15 per cent, on many of the articles sold.

Mark, the above £200,000,000 represents the profits on our food

supplies alone. Add to that the profits on clothing, furniture, and the

various articles of general use, and the total would be enormous.
Taking the total as assessed to the income-tax for 1887, under Sche-

dule D, profits are given as £285,397,963 ; but that £285,000,000 is

not all. It only represents the profits of those whose incomes are

large enough to be assessed to the income-tax. If the tax were a
graduated one, and all profits assessed, it might be found the total is

not much less than £400,000,000—a sum far in excess of the total

paid in wages to the working-classes, who are, of course, the great

mass of the population.

Turning again to returns for 1887, we find the profits on mines

£7,486,512; on ironworks, £1,502,976; on gasworks, £4,695,144;
and on railways, £36,249,431. It is not a question of Profits v.

Wages—as between employers and the employed—but between the

whole profit-mongering classes, on the one hand, and the wage-receiving

classes on the other.

We must bear in mind, too, that the non-producing classes are

increasing at a fearful rate, as compared to the working-classes.

Taking the ten years ending 1881, the professional classes increased

34 per cent. ; bankers, 35 ; commercial clerks, 90 ; and commercial
travellers, 100 per cent. Agents, another class, depending on their 10,

20, or 30 per cent., increased no less than 180 per cent. Accountants
increased 60 per cent., and tobacconists 34 per cent. The increase of

population was 14*5 during the ten years, the increase of non-
producing classes 44*5, and the working-classes only 7*5. These are
matters requiring the most serious consideration.

Anyone reading and reflecting on the above must be satisfied that
the very foundation of society is wrong. That the monster evils of
which we complain are inherent in and inseparable from the present
constitution of society, and that our only hope lies in the destruction
of the present system in all its varied phases. J. Sketchley.

THE CHICAGO ANARCHIST TRIAL REOPENED.
The " Associated Press " has sent out from Chicago the following telegram :

" Moses Salomon, the attorney of Fielden, Schwab, and Neebe, the Anarchist*
now in the Illinois prison at Joliet, has obtained from the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Illinois a writ of error, through which the trial against the
Chicago Anarchists, of which five have rested more than two years in a grave on
Waldheim Cemetery near Chicago, is again referred to the Supreme Court of

the United States."

About the motives which have induced the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Illinois to grant this writ of error, the telegram adds :

" At the time when the condemned Anarchists appealed to the highest court of

the country they maintained, apart from other objections, that they had been
deprived of a constitutional right, because the Supreme Court of Illinois rendered

judgment against them in their absence. In regard to this the Supreme Court of

the United States said in its decision, 4 The objection that the accused have not

in reality been present in the Supreme Court of the State of Illinois cannot

be made as long as the record of the trial states that the accused were present. If

this statement is not in accord with the facts, then the record of the trial has to'

be rectified in the lower court but not here.' Notwithstanding that the accused,

at the time when the State Supreme Court rendered final judgment against them,
had not been present, yet the State Supreme Court of Illinois refused the applied-

for scratching of the sentence in the record of the trial, according to which final

judgment had been rendered against the accused in their presence. The only
thing which the Supreme Court of Illinois would do was the granting of the per-
mission to appeal to the highest court of the United States. Should it be decided
that an accused has a constitutional right to be present in the court when judg-
ment is rendered in his case, such a decision would mean the reopening of the
trial of the Chicago Anarchists."

This after-act of the Chicago Anarchist trial demonstrates again in all its

infamy the conduct of the American bourgeoisie towards our murdered com-
rades. A falsified and erroneous record of their trial was submitted to the

Supreme Court of the United States ; and although this forgery was pointed

out to the justices (sic !) composing the Supreme Court of the United States,

this body, composed of " true and honest men," decided that " if the record

of the trial was not in accord with the facts, the record had to be rectified

by the lower court." The lower court—the Supreme Court of the State of

Illinois—refused to act in the matter, and during this game of legal football

precious time was lost and no action could be taken by the attorneys of our
comrades.
The 11th of November, 1887, came and passed ; and five men were mur-

dered, although the record of their trial, upon which they appealed to a
higher court, contained a confessed forgery.

The trial of the Chicago Anarchists may be reopened ; but it is impossible

to bring to life again those who were murdered to satisfy the bloodthirsti-

ness of a frightened bourgeoisie. And how frightened the American bour-
geoisie had been is pretty plainly shown in the haste with which the Supreme
Court of the United States rendered its decision.

The time is drawing nearer and nearer when even the most stupid reaction-

ist must candidly and openly admit that the most cowardly legal murder of

all times has been perpetrated in Cook County jail, in the city of Chicago^
on November 11th, 1887.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 11, 1890. Henry F. Charles.

HINTS TO HELPERS.
Of course you buy the ' Weal yourself, and pay for it ; but you can also

occasionally buy two copies and give one to a friend, or leave it in some

public place.

If you get it from a newsagent, you can ask him to show it in his window

or to display a contents-bill outside his shop.

You can have six sample copies sent post free to six different people for

7d., or three consecutive numbers to the same address for 4d.

You can ask your friends if they have seen it, and talk of what it con-

tains.

You can send a copy for review to your local paper and in many other

ways try to increase its publicity.

Above all, read it and get others to do so.

There were 27 strikes in the United States during January, affecting 7,402
men ; of these the greater number were against reductions.
Another labour organ is started in Cuba, where already El Productor is

doing such good work ; El Socialista, of Guanabacoa, Cuba. We are glad to
see it, and hope the paper will be well supported.—M. M.

He has retired, they say, from a snug business, with a snug property,

suspected by some to be rather more than snug, and enabling him to be

called a capitalist, except that this word seems to be equivalent to highway
robbery in the new Gospel of St. Petroleum."—Holmes, Poet at the Breakfast

Table.

Cuore e Critica is a fortnightly review, published in Bergamo and Milan,

for the free discussion of various sociological and philosophical subjects.

Its nature is best described by the legend on the front page of the mid-

monthly February number 1 have before me, "Every collaborator has

entire liberty of opinion, and entire responsibility of the same." There are

several articles of interest in the present number, though the paper m
essentially non-polemical and non-political. The name of F. Turati, as the

publisher in Milan, is in our eyes a sufficient earnest of sincerity and good

faith.

El Productor (of Havannah) sends a circular to the cooper trade of Cata-

lonia, and other provinces of Spain, exhorting the workers not to play into

the hands of the capitalists by going to Cuba, where imported labour is

advertised for by the large employers with many promises and fair words,,

to the detriment of native labour. The Spanish working-men will, no-

doubt, hail this as a word in time, and think twice before leaving the hard

life they are familiar with for another whose circumstances are unfamiliar

and doubtless equally hard.—M. M.

El Productor (Barcelona, Spain) first saw the light in February, 1887 ; it

has, therefore, entered into its fourth year, having, we believe, published

without interruption during that time. Its activity and usefulness are not

to be contested, and few papers are freer from those unfortunate party per-

sonalities with which Socialist journals, as well as others, are sometimes

disfigured. We congratulate El Productor heartily (though rather tardily)

on its anniversary, and offer our best wishes for a long and active life.

—

M. M.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Eight Hour Question.

^
The result of the interview of the miners' deputation with the representa-

tives of our various political parties has been what might be expected. All
the people interviewed have been very courteous and gracious, the deputa-
tion has been soft-soaped to any extent, but save in the cases of Randolph
Churchill and Lord Dunraven, nothing like a definite pledge has been
obtained from anyone. Mr. Matthews " could hold out no hope that Govern-
ment would support any legislation which had for its object to impose
restrictions upon the freedom of adult males in the disposal of their labour."

Mr. Gladstone reserved his freedom of action, which probably comes to much
about the same thing. Thus the people who represent those who compose the
bulk of two great capitalist parties are opposed to the measure, though Mr.
Gladstone, with his customary carefulness, does not say so plainly. We
fear that with their opposition, the miners will find that the aid of the two
-chiefs of Tory Democracy—a very small party with a big name—will avail

them but little. Cunninghame Graham, though bidding the miners be of

good cheer in a letter to the Labour Tribune, still tells them that if Parlia-
ment will not give them their demand they must obtain it by a general strike.

He quotes a manifesto from a French miners' paper, La Revanche de Mineurs,
which, after speaking of the futility of ordinary strikes, points out that a
general strike of miners throughout Europe is a very different thing. " Dur-
ing the past few years the idea of a general strike has become popular ; very
well, on you miners depends its success or defeat. Because, whilst miners
work and provide the necessary coal, it will be possible for employers to

replace skilled men in their workshops by others less skilled, but who will

still be able to keep the machinery going. But once let the miners declare

a general strike and all the industries of the world must stop in a fortnight.

Do you want to help your brother workers ? This is no case of a long and
protracted strike with its misery and starvation. In fifteen days you would
be masters of Europe. The general strike of miners means the general
emancipation of the working classes." After this quotation Graham con-

tinues :
" It is in order to show the miners that the destiny of civilisation is

in their hands that I write this letter. In asking Parliament for an Eight
Hours Bill they are asking little. Let Parliament refuse ; it refuses at its

peril. All the dangers, the miseries, the social turmoils, will be charged to

its folly. For the miners, they are safe. They can force Parliament by
their united action, or they can paralyse the industries of the world. Miners,
if Parliament throws out the Bill, the other course remains

;
you can do it."

I hope the miners will take Graham's advice. Parliament is pretty certain

to throw out the Bill ; but a little resolute action will soon bring the middle
classes to their senses.

The Strike at the Wharves.
The men at Butler's Wharf have shown that they possess the true fraternal

spirit which is necessary among the workers to weld them together in their

struggle against the giant power of capital. They have contributed £40 to

the strike fund, and are also giving daily the 3d. allowed them for their

dinner-hour to the same purpose. These men, once the most downtrodden
and hopeless cf humanity, show in this a noble heroism which might put
many better-off people to shame. The men are all holding splendidly to-

gether, but affairs are not going so well for the proprietors of Hay's Wharf.
It was stated by the Strike Committee, that the Midland Railway Co. had
been applying for four days at the wharf for 110 packages of tea but could
not get them. The Great Northern had also waited a whole day for forty

packages, and had then been obliged to go away with only nineteen. The
men on strike at Hay's, Brook's, Olivier's, Eagle, Sufferance, and Sharpe's
Wharves, and Hirch and Co.'s Oil Mills, have issued a notice asking for

their fellow workers not to seek employment at these wharves during their

struggle for justice to working-men. Each of the men at Hay's Wharf
received 14s. strike pay on Saturday, an advance of 4s. since the beginning
of the strike.

East-end Tailors.

March promises to witness a strong revival of the labour agitation. The
f East-end tailors have agreed to strike on March 1st against the breaking by

their masters of the strike agreement, which provided that the men shouldn't
work more than twelve hours a-day, while the masters are now forcing them
to slave seventeen or eighteen hours. What with the miners, the boot-
makers, and the tailors, the capitalists are likely to have their hands full.

Impending Strike of Bootmakers.
On Thursday evening, Feb. 20, there was a large meeting of last-riveters

and shoe-finishers in the boot trade at Shoreditch Town Hall. Our readers
will remember that the men sent in a demand to their masters last autumn,
calling on them to provide them with workshops, so as to prevent the sweat-
ing that accompanies the present system of working at home. The men's
committee was inclined to recommend arbitration, but this was vigorously
rejected. It was decided at the meeting that March 21 should be fixed as
the date on which the workshops must be ready. If they are not, the men
will leave their work.

Mr. Livesey's "Victory."
Mr. Livesey has spent £80,000 in fighting the gas-stokers' union, and he

began his preparations for " smashing the union " as early as last September.
These are the two main facts in the half-yearly report of the South Metro-
politan Gas Company. In consequence, the dividend to the shareholders has
been "reduced " to 12 per cent. Poor shareholders I we quite feel for them.
Mr. Livesey has not mentioned in the report that, as another consequence of
his intrigues to upset the union, 1,500 men, their wives and families,
are now suffering the agonies of starvation. This is doubtless a trifling

circumstance which he does not deem worthy of notice. The sufferers will
not forget, and some day even Mr. Livesey may have cause to remember it.

Broadhurst leads the way.
Who is going next ? Broadhurst has resigned his post of secretary of the

Trades Union Parliamentary Committee. Ill-health is given as his reason
for this step. Has the decadence of reactionary trade-unionism got anything
to do with it? Or has Mr, Broadhurst thought it well to retire while it

could be done gracefully! It matters little ; he is gone,, that is the most
important fact, and it is probable that the "old gang" of the trade unions
will soon follow their leader.

Demonstration of Trade Unionists and Shop Assistants.

A large demonstration of trade unionists and shop assistants will be held
at the Theatre of Varieties, Hammersmith, on Sunday next, March 2nd, at
3.15 p.m., to enforce the demands of the union against the selfish minority
of employers opposed to the limitation of the hours of labour. R. B.
Cuninghame Graham, M.P., will preside, and will be supported by Tom
Mann, Stewart Headlam, Eleanor Marx-Aveling, Dr. Gordon Hogg, H. H.
Sparling, F. L. Donaldson, Robert Macbeth, B. Burleigh, John Turner,
Miss Laura Treherne, and Edward Charles Laws.

Strike Prosecution at Sheffield.

Our comrade Robert Bingham has been committed for trial at Sheffield

because, according to the indictment, he " unlawfully did solicit, encourage,
persuade, and endeavour to persuade, divers persons to murder one James
McLoughlin." Our readers must not suppose our comrade mentioned
McLoughlin. What he had done was this. According to the evidence of
policemen and reporters, he had called the blacklegs who were working at
Brown's during the recent strike " traitors," and had then gone on to say,
" they are traitors to the cause. Men who did that kind of thing, if they
were fighting in battle, would be shot, and serve them right. It would not
be murder in that case ; and to me it is not murder if one of these enemies
was killed. It is killing a traitor, and traitors should have no quarter any-
where." It appears that James McLoughlin, who was working as a "new
hand " at Brown's, got a severe thrashing after this speech, and the prosecu-
tion desire to make out that our comrade was responsible for it. An amusing
feature of the prosecution was the fact that the police got hold of the wrong
man, and prosecuted our comrade's brother, John Bingham, for Robert's
" offence "

; then to be sure of the right man they prosecuted both at once
;

but at last they have made up their minds that Robert Bingham is the
proper person, and he has accordingly been sent for trial. The police-

witnesses, of course, obediently swore to either, neither, or both, as they
were required. Thanks to the action of the Public Prosecutor and the
police, Socialism is looking up in Sheffield.

The Impending Great Strike of Miners.

There is very little change this week in the situation. The men are pre-
paring, and the owners are also closing up their ranks for the approaching
struggle. The leaders of the Derbyshire miners have met the representa-
tives of seven of the largest colliery firms in the county. Both sides appear
to think that the Miners' Federation and the Federation of Coalowners
should meet to talk the matter over. In the meantime the Derbyshire men
will give in their notices this week, demanding an advance of 10 per cent.

The North Wales colliery proprietors are going to follow the example of the
English employers, and form a federation to resist the men. In Durham,
at all the large collieries, the men have given a fortnight's notice to cease
work unless an increase of 15 per cent, is given. Should the strike occur,

50,000 men will be affected.

All Socialists living in districts likely to be affected by the strike, should
it come off, are requested to communicate at once with the secretary of

Sheffield Socialists, Lady's Bridge Buildings, Wicker, Sheffield, and say
what steps they intend taking in connection with it, and how they could
co-operate in either publishing a manifesto, arranging for meetings, or
otherwise. Suggestions will be welcomed from any source.

Belfast Gas-workers.

On Feb. 18th, a meeting of gas-workers was held at Donegal IJlace School-
room, Belfast, at which it was resolved to demand the eight-hour shift and
to form an organisation to enforce the demand.

Strike of Cardiff Tramway-men.
The tramway-men at Cardiff came out on Saturday Feb. 15, on account of

the dismissal of an inspector for belonging to their union. By Wednesday
the company had engaged a number of blacklegs, who attempted to drive

the cars. They had a warm reception. In one of the leading thoroughfares,

despite the presence of a strong force of police, a car was completely smashed
by a furious crowd. At the docks there was a pitched battle between the
police and the people ; and in Cowbridge Road not only were stones thrown
and cars smashed, but the people also tried to drown a detective. All
through the day the fight went on ; cars were thrown off the rails ; and so

hot did the resistance become that at six o'clock in the evening they were
forced to cease running. This was followed by the surrender of the com-
pany, who have taken back all their men, including the discharged inspector.

When the London tramway-men show the same courage as the men of

Cardiff they will also have their tyrants at their feet. N.

Leeds Clay-workers' Strike.

Since last issue, things have developed here. Besides the 450 men and
boys who have been out from Ingham and Cliff's these three weeks, the men
at Elland Road are now out in support of the Wortley men. The men at

Burnantoffs are prepared also to come out if it is thought necessary. Com-
rades Cockayne and Maguire are busy amongst them, and the Huddersfield

workers will be canvassed as well as the Hipperholme men as to the desir-

ability of coming out also. The works at Wortley are strongly picketed,

and as well watched by the police. The men seem very determined to hold

out. A mass meeting was held in the Market (Leeds) on Sunday afternoon,

Maguire, Paylor, Sweeney, and Cockayne spoke. There was £1 7s. 3d. col-

lected for the strike fund. H. S.

My advice to my English countrymen has been to " Let well alone n—to

cease prating about " our devoted, our ardent, our passionate loyalty.
n If

you are so sure of it, why twaddle about it ? "

—

Chief Justice Lilley.

I thank God there are no free schools or printing, and I hope we shall nob
have them these hundred years. For learning has brought heresy and dis-

obedience and sects into the world, and printing has divulged them, and
libels against the best government God keep us from both,

—

Sir William
Berkeley, Governor of Virginia, 1685.—Good old aristocrat, brave old bigot,

true prophet.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24> GBEAT QttEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.

North London and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East,

to end of December. 1890 : — North Kensington and Manchester, to

end of January. ( Commonweal ' Branch, and Leicester, to end of

February.

Propaganda Fund.—Bines, is. 6d.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, Feb. 24th, 3s. 5d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—H. R., Is.;

J. Presburg, 6d.; B. W., 6d.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; P. Webb, Is.; T. Burgoyne, Is.;

J. B. G., Is.; and R. W. Burnie, 2s.

REPORTS.
•Commonweal.'—On Sunday evening, D. J. Nicoll lectured on "Law and

Order"; good discussion and Is. 4Jd. collected.—S. P.

East London.—We re-started the outdoor propaganda last Sunday in Victoria

Park, when comrades Mowbray and Parker addressed a large and attentive

audience. Comrade Mowbray challenged political reformers to debate the

question of the futility of political freedom, out they showed their wisdom by
not accepting. About 30 Vommonweal sold and 2s. 2Jd. collected.—H. McK.
North Kensington.—A good meeting held at Latimer Road ; speakers were

R. J. Lyne, Maughan, Crouch, and Tochatti ; sale of ' Weals fair. Comrades
R. J. Lyne and Mainwaring held a meeting in Hyde Park in conjunction with
members of S.D.F., and collected lis. from a large audience. In the evening,

R. E. Dell (Fabian) lectured on " Anarchism and Social Democracy " at our
rooms to a large audience, who seemed greatly interested by the number of ques-

tions asked and the warm debate ; 3s. 3Jd. collected and several ' Weals sold.

Aberdeen.—At indoor meeting on Monday Hubert Bland's paper " The Out-
look " (Fabian Essays) was read and discussed.—L.

Glasgow.—On Sunday 16th, Glasier, Tim Burgoyne, and comrade Warrington
of the Christian Socialists, spoke on Jail Square. In the evening, at Paisley

Road, comrade Warrington was the principal speaker, and delivered an excellent

address. On Monday evening Glasier lectured to the members of the Buchanan
Memorial Church Literary Society; good discussion. On Sunday 23rd, Joe
Burgoyne spoke on Jail Square. In the evening, at Paisley Road, the same
speaker was interrupted by a drunken boor, who, from the nature of the ques-

tions put by him, evidently mistook our meeting for a " Spelling Bee." The
youths of the ultra-Tory Orange faction, who were present in strong force, made
use of him to further annoy our speakers, and we were forced to conclude some-
what before our usual time.—J. B.

Leeds.—On Sunday evening, at the Socialist League Hall, comrade Braith-

waite lectured on " Land Nationalization" ; good discussion. Commonweal sold

out, and many pamphlets disposed of.

Sheffield.—Samuels visited us on Sunday last, when we held three meetings
during the day, when Bullard, Charles, and Bingham spoke, and Samuels at each
meeting. We had good audiences, and sold for the day three quires of Common-
weal, We have been doing two and three meetings and two and three quires of

Commonweal every Sunday during the last two months, and hope to do more.
Yarmouth.—At our business meeting on Tuesday we decided to start a club in

Yarmouth as soon as possible. Friends who can assist us in any way in the shape
of funds, furniture, or books are requested to send them to the secretary, J.

Headley, 48 Row George, until suitable premises can be secured. On Sunday
we started our rural propaganda at Bradwell, Comrade Brightwell being the
speaker. It is intended to continue these meetings every Sunday morning during
fair weather.—J. H.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro* Street, Feb. 22, J. O'Gorman
lectured on " The Labour Question from a Socialist Standpoint." Brisk discus-

sion, Hamilton, Ryan, Kavanagh, King and others took part.

Sheffield—Hallamshire Hall, West Bar.—On Sunday Feb. 16, J. Sketchley
lectured—at 11, "The Queen's Speech"; at 6.30, "Insufficient Remedies for

Existing Evils." Attendance good ; Commonweal and other literature sold well.

On Saturday evening last, Feb. 22, about 160 sat down to a public tea in connec-
tion with the Sheffield and District General Labourers' Union. After tea, the
secretary gave a short address on the nature of the present labour movement,
its essentially revolutionary character ; after which the evening was spent in an
agreeable manner, with songs, recitations, etc. The organisation now numbers
over 1,400 members.—S.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
To those who have obtained copies of the Commonweal through the propa

gandist work of our comrades, by free distribution in the streets and public
conveyances, or by purchase at our outdoor stations, we ask if in agreement
with our principles to help the sale of the Commonweal by ordering it of their
newsagents, and sending on to us the names of newsagents willing to sell it

;

and still better, as our outdoor work must shortly be reduced, by joining the
local branches and helping on the work.

Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday March 2, J. Sketchley,
11 a.m., "The Events of the Week" ; at 6.30, " What the Workers Want."
Nottingham Socialist Club.—Sunday March 2, Sneinton Market (open air),

Edwar£ CarPenter at 11. Socialist Hall, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament St.

,

at 7. Comrades, roll up !

Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—
Sunday March 2, at 8 p.m., "State Control, the German Imperial Plot against
Labour

; adjourned debate will be opened by J. D. Bouran. A Reading will
precede Debate.

Manchester. --Suitable premises have now been secured for the new Socialist
Uub. It is our aim to make it a centre for Socialist propaganda in Lancashire.A library, reading, recreation, and refreshment rooms will be some of its attrac-
tions. Aid is mvited from friends who can assist, either with fittings, furniture,
books, or funds. The Club, 60 Grosvenor Street, All Saints, is now open for
members every evening. Commonweal and other literature on sale.—Received,
*i. Carpenter, £2 ; R. Unwin, 5s.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—-All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch,—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. Lecture on Sunday March 2, at 8.15 p.m.,

Mrs. Schack, " How Women can Help the Socialist Movement."
East London.—12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road. Members' meeting on Sunday

March 2, at 8 p.m. Comrades in the East-end willing to help in the propa-

ganda are invited to attend.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday March 2, at 8 p.m.,

a Lecture.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday March 2, at 8 p.m., William Morris,
" How Shall we Live Then ?

"

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. February 5, Mrs. Scbaack will lecture on
" Ought Women to Join the Socialist Movement? "

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Brunch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every

Tuesday at 7.30.

Dundee.-Address to W. Cameron, 17 Laurence Street, Dundee.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m. Tuesday March 4, at 8 p.m., in Co-operative Hall,

High Street, Stepniak will lecture on "Russian Democracy."

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open

every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every

Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoon*

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

8.30..

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 1.

Mile-end Waste .Cores and Presburg

Sunday 2.

11 ...... Latimer Road Station R. J. Lyne, Maughan, and Crouch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane The Branch
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green .The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park.. Nicoll and Parker
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch ~ Parker
3.30 . Victoria Park Davis and Mowbray
7 ...... Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30. ... . .. Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday 4.

8 .-,... Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Fbiday 7.

8.15. ...« Hoxton Church East London Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday: St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near
Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Saturday March 1, at 8 p.m.,

A. Kavanagh, " Educational Anomalies."

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-

day March 2, at 8 p.m., Dadabhai Naoroji, " India."

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
March 2, at 8.30, Albert Tarn, B.Sc, " Anarchism."

Treatment of Russian Political Prisoners.—At a committee meeting held

at the Patriotic Club on the 21st Feb., it was resolved to hold a great Demon-
stration in Hyde Park, on Sunday the 9th of March, at 3 p.m., to protest against

the inhuman treatment of political prisoners by the Russian Government, and to

express sympathy with the Russian workers in their struggle for liberty. All

particulars as to the line of route of the processions can be obtained from J.

Hunter Watts, hon. sec. Workmen's Protest Committee, 18 Torrington Sq., W.C.
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported ?

" Down with the Socialists !

"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers' Claims and " Public Opinion.

Tramcar Slavery.

Shall Ireland be Free ?

Ireland a Nation.

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

SiDgle page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

To Working Women and Girls.

Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.
The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).

Labour is the source of all Wealth.

2 pages 8vo, 3s. per thousand.

What Socialists Want.

4 pages 8 vo, 4s. per thousand.

A Straight Talk to Working Men.

These Leaflets, at prices given above, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

WORKS OF WILLIAM MORRIS.
o

Just Published, square crown 8vo, 200 pp., 6s.

A TALE OF THE HOUSE OF THE WOLFINGS,
and all the Kindreds of the Mark. Written in
Prose and Verse.

Library Edition, 4 vols., crown 8vo, £2.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE: A Poem in four
parts.

The Vols, separately as below—
Vols. I. and II., Spring and Summer, ninth ed. 16s.
Vol. III., Autumn . . seventh edition 12s.
Vol. IV., Winter . . seventh edition 12s

Popular Edition of

THE EARTHLY PARADISE, in 10 parts, 12mo,
at 2s. 6d. each.

ditto ditto in 5 vols., at 5s. each.

Second Edition, square crown Svo, 382 pp., 14s.

THE ^BNEIDS OF VIRGIL. Done into English
verse.

Third Edition, crown 8vo, 217 pp., 4s. 6d.

HOPES AND FEARS FOR ART. Five Lectures
delivered in Birmingham, London, etc., in 1878-
1881.

Second Edition, square crown 8vo, 450 pp., 6s. 6d.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done into English
v.erse.

Crown 8vo, 248 pp., 8s.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE, and other
Poems. Reprinted without alteration from the
Edition of 1858.

Eighth Edition, Cr. 8vo, 376 pp., revised by the Author, 8s

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON : A Poem.

Fourth Edition, 345 pp., sq. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG,
and the Fall of the Niblungs.

Third Edition sq. Crown 8vo, 134 pp., 7s. 6d. With design on
side in gold.

LOVE IS ENOUGH, or the Freeing of Pharamond
A Morality

Recently published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

SIGNS OF CHANGE. Seven Lectures delivered on
various occasions.

How we Live and How we Might Live; Whigs,
Democrats, and Socialists; Feudal England; The
Hopes of Civilisation; The Aims of Art; Useful
Work versus Useless Toil ; Dawn of a new Epoch.

Reeves and Tubneb, 196 Strand, London, W.C.

ON THE TWO CODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of
one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught

the. Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

WHERE TO GET THE

'COMMONWEAL.'
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Publishing Office: 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C.
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S. Renshaw, 32 Oldham-road
Turnbull, 238 Rochdale-road
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iof the Socialist League.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the
land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners
for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-
tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto*

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
" Fair words make fools fain," and the fools of the world have been

cackling like mad over the rescript of the German Emperor. As was

said last week in this column, all that this most philanthropic emperor

did was to throw an anchor to windward against the coming gale.

Well ! its holding qualities have been overtried even by the passing

gust of the present elections, and the ship of empire has been driven

a good deal nearer the rocks. Even taking them at the lowest esti-

mate, and allowing for the doubtful nature of a good part of the

Socialism which was concerned in them, the German elections mark

an immense advance in the Socialism which can be open and avowed

in Germany ; and though what they mean in the way of more advanced

but unavowed Socialism can only be guessed, it must also be very

iarge.

As will be seen from the agenda-paper given in another column, the

(Labour Conference Under Imperial and Royal Auspices is not going

to progress alarmingly. The only points in which the programme
touches the question of the regulation of the hours of labour of adult

males are connected with work in mines. The Conference is to discuss

the "limitation of the shifts in peculiarly unhealthy mines," and a

restriction of the output of coal by an international agreement for

^ more general restriction on the hours of miners' work. It is curious

to note that female mine-labour was the first kind of adult labour

interfered with in England, and the precedent so formed was soon

applied to factories, there can be little doubt that the same process

will be repeated both here and on the Continent once that male adults

iiave been dealt with.

The Pall Mall must, of course, come in with a patriotic note :

"The other points in the Berlin programme are all matters of ancient

history in the factory legislation of this country. Oar factory laws, in spite

of one or two curious inconsistencies and deficiencies, regulate the labour of

women and children far more effectively than any similar laws in other

countries. No English child may go to work under ten years of age ; chil-

dren from ten to thirteen are half-timers ;

l young persons' from thirteen to

/eighteen, and all women, are prohibited from working more than 56£ hours
4i-week in a textile, and more than 60 in a non- textile, factory. If the Ger-
man Emperor can persuade the Reichstag to impose limits as close as these

on the labour of the female and juvenile operatives of the Fatherland he will

.do more than the most sanguine Socialist yet dares to hope for."

If you emphasise the yet in that last sentence, it will bear a meaning
to which we can agree : the Emperor is not yet reduced to sacrificing

the capitalist in order to save himself. " Hunger must be great when
wolves eat one another."

" Calcutta, Wednesday.—The Bombay Millowners' Association proposes

to stop working eight days each month. Three or four mills are likely to

stop altogether for the present. The proposal to work short time is due to

•over-production, the China market being found to be glutted.
" Calcutta, Friday.—At the annual meeting of the Bengal Chamber of

Commerce to-day, it was stated that the Jute Mill and Press owners strongly

-opposed the new Factory Bill. The President said that both employers
and employed would be united in opposition to any change in their existing

.relations. Nothing in India called for an alteration in the law."

" They that are bound must obey " is somewhere near the explanation

-of the " unity " with their masters which the employed are displaying in

opposition to "any changes in their existing relations." Eight compul-
sory days of idleness in a month, not holidays, for all, and chronic idle-

ness for many, with hunger and misery thrown in as a make-weight, are
the boons which benevolent millowners have been conferring on their

hands ; who, if they are not as cravenly contented as their English
fellows, must be anxious to "change existing relations" with the aid
.of a rope.

Here is another move :

" The London Trades Council have issued a manifesto to the trades and
labour organisations of London, calling attention to the urgent necessity for
every branch of industry to be ' not only well organised in itself, but also
to be associated with all other bodies having for their object the general
elevatibn of labour.' It is stated that the disputes which took place during
the past year have increased the membership of many existing societies, and

infused a desire for union among workmen who had hitherto been without

any organisation whatever, and it is added that ' everything done in this

direction can only be effective when a given trade or industry involved in

difficulty is acting in unison with all workers on a larger scale.' 'This,' the

manifesto states, * demonstrates the necessity of a Central Council, thoroughly

representative of all the organised industries of the metropolis, for the pur-

pose of mutually sustaining and advancing each other's interest.' The

Council advises the metropolitan workmen to increase the London Trades

Council's power and influence, and combine ' within its pale the united voice

of metropolitan labour.'

"

If it could only be hoped that any means at present possible would get

London labour to act as a whole, their manifesto might be something

for Socialists to hail with pleasure. If even one could believe in the

honesty of the effort to get " all other bodies " associated in the attempt,

it might still be hailed with hope. But when one reflects on what the

London Trades Council has been hitherto, and is, and thinks of the

place-hunters, self-seekers, bummers, and dead-beats who will be mixed

up in this new development, there is nothing left but the feeling that

it is good anyway to see this discredited and reactionary clique making

an onward move of any kind. S.

It is refreshing to hear that an attempt is to be made to bring

about a common understanding between all who are interested in land

nationalisation as to future and immediate action. As the greater

includes the less, so all Socialists are land nationalisers, I take it ; there-

fore we must all feel interested in furthering this important pro-

paganda.

Expediency will no doubt be urged in defense of the Single Tax and

Compensation ideas, which some, and only some, land nationalisers

hold. Nothing could be more damaging to the cause of Revolutionary

Socialism than even to appear to sanction for one moment such a

method of getting back our own as is implied in taxing out the land

thieves ; and it is impossible to conceive a Socialist listening without

loud protest to any proposal of " compensating " them for having stolen

our birthright.

No compromise is possible on this all important question ; it would

be a cowardly surrender of principles for "policy's" sake which the

awakening workers are not likely to stand. If compensation is to be

discussed, let it be compensation of the broken-down and worn-out

workers, the " wastrels " produced by our accursed system. Compensa-

tion ! who will or can compensate the toiling masses for all the mental

and physical misery they have so long endured through being bereft

of their birthright 1 No; land nationalisers, you that are men and

not mere politicians, let your cry be : The land for the people, its

rightful possessors ; and no compensation to the thieves who have kept

it away from them.

Replying to a question in the House, which, as we read in " News

from Nowhere " will one day, appropriately enough, be made a Dung

Market, Mr. St. John Broderick said that the factories where Army
Clothing was made were inspected from time to time to ascertain

whether the factory clauses were observed. No " squaring " goes on,

of course ? Nothing was said of places from which people took work

home, eh, Mr. Broderick? Nor was any mention made of the places,

oh deluded volunteers ! where your ill-paid and infected shoddy clothing

is made ! No inspector goes there ; he only goes to the cutting-rooms

of the firm, has a drink, and comes away again. The horrors depicted

by Kingsley in " Alton Locke " are as bad as when :he wrote ; but then

anything is good enough to be shoved on to fools who believe in

patriotism, or defending other people's country and property instead of

defending themselves against the deception and treachery of their

masters.

No true man, or workman at any rate, would " serve the Queen/

even as a volunteer, if his mental eyes were opened as to the real

meaning of what he was doing—helping to hold up with the point of

his bayonet the system which dooms him and his to irremediable

misery—adding one more to the armed slaves who keep their brother

slaves quiet under the lash of their plunderers and parasites.
*

C. W. M.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. IX.

—

Concerning Love.

" Your kinsman doesn't much care for beautiful building, then," said I,

as we entered the rather dreary classical house ; which indeed was as

bare as need be, except for some big pots of the June flowers which
stood about here and there; though it was very clean and nicely

whitewashed.
" O, I don't know," said Dick, rather absently. " He is getting old,

certainly, for he is over a hundred and five, and no doubt he doesn't

care about moving. But of course he could live in a prettier house if

he liked : he is not obliged to live in one place any more than anyone
else. This way, Guest."

And he led the way upstairs, and opening a door we went into a

fair-sized room of the old type, as plain as the rest of the house, with

a few necessary pieces of furniture, and those very simple and even

rude, but solid and with a good deal of carving about them, well

designed but rather crudely executed. At the furthest corner of the

room, at a desk near the window, sat a little old man in a roomy oak
chair, well becushioned. He was dressed in a sort of Norfolk jacket

of blue serge worn threadbare, with breeches of the same, and grey

worsted stockings. He jumped up from his chair, and cried out in a

voice of considerable volume for such an old man, "Welcome, Dick,

my lad ; Clara is here, and will be more than glad to see you ; so keep

your heart up !

"

"Clara here]" quoth Dick; "if I had known, I would not have
brought At least, I mean I would "

He was stuttering and confused, clearly because he was anxious to

say nothing to make me feel one too many. But the old man, who
had not seen me at first, helped him out by coming forward and saying

to me in a kind tone

:

" Pray pardon me, for I did not notice that Dick, who is big enough
to hide anybody, you know, had brought a friend with him. A most

hearty welcome to you ! All the more, as I almost hope that you are

going to amuse an old man by giving him news from over sea, for I

can see that you are come from over the water and far off countries."

He looked at me thoughtfully, almost anxiously, as he said in a

changed voice, " Might I ask you where you come from, as you are so

clearly a stranger ]

"

I said in an absent way : "I used to live in England, and now I am
come back again ; and I slept last night at the Hammersmith Guest

House."
He bowed gravely, but seemed, I thought, a little disappointed with

my answer. As for me, I was now looking at him harder than good

manners allowed of, perhaps ; for in truth his face, dried-apple-like as

it was, seemed strangely familiar to me ; as if I had seen it before—in

a looking-glass it might be, said I to myself.
" Well," said the old man, " wherever you come from, you are come

among friends. And I see my kinsman Richard Hammond has an air

about him as if he had brought you here for me to do something for

you. Is that so, Dick 1
"

Dick, who was getting still more absent-minded and kept looking

uneasily at the door, managed to say, " Well, yes, kinsman : our guest

finds things much altered, and cannot understand it ; nor can I ; so I

thought I would bring him to you, since you know more of all that has

happened within the last two hundred years than anybody else does.

—

What's that]"
And he turned toward the door again. We heard footsteps outside

;

the door opened, and in came a very beautiful young woman, who
stopped short on seeing Dick, and flushed as red as a rose, but faced

him nevertheless. Dick looked at her hard, and half reached out his

hand toward her, and his whole face quivered with emotion.

The old man did not leave them long in this shy discomfort, but

said, smiling with an old man's mirth :
" Dick, my lad, and you, my

dear Clara, I rather think that we two oldsters are in your way ; for

I think you will have plenty to say to each other. You had better

go into Nelson's room up above ; I know he has gone out ; and he has

just been covering the walls all over with mediaeval books, so it will

be pretty enough even for you two and your renewed pleasure."

The girl reached out her hand to Dick, and taking his led him out

of the room, looking straight before her ; but it was easy to see that

her blushes came from happiness, not anger; as, indeed, love is far

more self-conscious than wrath.

When the door had shut on them the old man turned to me, still

smiling, and said

:

" Frankly, my dear guest, you will do me a great service if you are

come to set my old tongue wagging. My love of talk still abides with

me, or rather grows on me ; and though it is pleasant enough to see

these youngsters moving about and playing together so seriously, as

if the whole world depended on their kisses (as indeed it does some-

what), yet I don't think my tales of the past interest them much.

The last harvest, the last baby, the last knot of carving in the market-

place, is history enough for them. It was different, I think, when I

was a lad, when we were not so assured of peace and continuous plenty

as we are now—Well, well ! Without putting you to the question, let

me ask you this : Am I to consider you as an enquirer who knows a

little of our modern ways of life, or as one who comes from some place

where the very foundations of life are different from ours,—do you
know anything or nothing about us ]

"

He looked at me keenly and with growing wonder in his eyes as he
spoke; and I answered in a low voice

—

" I know only so much of your modern life as I could gather from,

using my eyes on the way here from Hammersmith, and from asking
some questions of Richard Hammond, most of which he could hardly
understand."

The old man smiled at this. " Then," said he, " I am to speak ta
you as

"As if I were a being from another planet," said I.

The old man, whose name, by the bye, like his kinsman's, was
Hammond, smiled and nodded, and wheeling his seat round to mer

bade me sit in a heavy oak chair, and said, as he saw my eyes fix on
its curious carving

—

"Yes, I am much tied to the past, my past, you understand.

These very pieces of furniture belong to a time before my early days ;.

it was my father who got them made ; if tbey had been done within

the last fifty years they would have been much cleverer in execution ;;

but I don't think I should have liked them the better. We were
almost beginning again in those days : and they were brisk, hot-headed

times. But you hear how garrulous I am : ask me questions, ask me
questions about anything, dear guest ; since I must talk, make my
talk profitable to you."

I was silent for a minute, and then I said, somewhat nervously t

" Excuse me if I am rude ; but I am so much interested in Richard,

since he has been so kind to me a perfect stranger, that I should like-

to ask a question about him."
" Well," said old Hammond, "if he were not ' kind,' as you call it,

to a perfect stranger he would be thought a strange person, and people

would be apt to shun him. But ask on, ask on ! don't be shy of

asking."

Said I :
" That beautiful girl, is he going to be married to her 1

"

" Well," said he, " yes, he is. He has been married to her once

already, and now I should say it is pretty clear that he will be married

to her again."
" Indeed," quoth I, wondering what that meant.

William Morris*
[to be continued.]

IN AUSTRALIA.
Out of an adult male population of about 75,000 there are 15,000 trades-

unionists in Queensland. The Central Carriers, the Labourers, and th&
Shearers Unions have unanimously agreed to the Labour Federation pro-

posals. The Bushmen are also expected in. The Western drovers have
formed a union, their headquarters being at Tambo. The telegraph operators

have also formed a union. The railway employes received consideration

when the Civil Service Bill was before Parliament, but the P.O. and tele-

graph employes did not get any concession, although they were bitterly

opposed to the bill. They were not organised then.

The annual delegate meeting of the labourers' unions of the Central dis-

trict terminated at Blackall on Saturday week. It was unanimously decided

to affiliate with the Labour Federation, and assist in establishing a journal

in the interests of labour, though the proposed name of Swagsman was
objected to. The new monthly will consist of eight pages, Boomerang size.

Several conferences also took place between the Employers Association and
the Labourers Union to consider the proposed reduction of the labourers5

wages to 25s., but no satisfactory conclusion was arrived at. The men want
30s. as the minimum wage, and the employers want 30s. to be the maximum.
The Queensland shearers have decided to amalgamate with the N.S.W.

union, and will send delegates to the conference in February. As an in-

stance of the good feeling prevailing between the shearers of the two
colonies, the employes on Corona Downs Station, Queensland, have sent £10-

to the fund for the Brookong shearers, who have now been in prison over

fifteen months.
The master bakers of Sydney make out that by selling bread at ljd. per

pound they have only made 3d. on every 100 pounds of flour manufactured

(or 4J per cent, on their outlay), and that is why they have determined to

raise the price to 3£d. per 2lb. loaf. It further appears that after all they

have decided to sell their bread at 3d. Inference ?

There is a case to come before the Albury Quarter Sessions in a week or

two of a man who " mistook" 1,250 sheep—and mis-took them. He isn't a

workman and therefore not a thief.

A Mr. John Farrell has been writing in the Sydney Daily Telegraph on

"The Philosophy of the Single-Tax," and in so doing went out of his way
to misrepresent Socialism. Whereupon comrade Yewen arose and smote

him in a letter which has attracted a good deal of attention. You will be

glad to hear that Yewen has very much improved in health since he has

been here. He is doing valuable work for the Cause.

We have lectures and debates every Sunday evening at our rooms, 533,

George Street, and they are very well attended. The Free Reading Boom
is a great success, and much used. We have a very fine collection of the

Socialist, Labour, and Radical papers of the world, which are doing great

good in letting the people here see how things are going on elsewhere.
" Smallest contributions thankfully received."

The Melbourne Socialists are fighting valiantly the battle for free speech

on the Wharf. Some of the prominent men have been fined and imprisoned

by the Victorian Nupkinses for their persistence, but they keep right on.

There are two things over which the battle rages there—Free Speech and

the Sunday Opening of Museums and Libraries. They look like winning,,

but meanwhile the struggle is a fierce one. Cornstalk*

Sydney, N.S.W., Jan.' 14, 1890.

Never did the proletariat more literally deserve its name than since the

advent of the factory period, their rapid and degenerative increase, indeed,

primarily representing " the progress of investments."—4 The Evolution of

Sex? by Prof. Geddes and J. A. Thomson.
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HUMANITY'S HERO.
When the rigbts of man lead forward, then the hero turns not back,
Though beneath the scaffold's shadow looms the torture of the rack.
While Truth's angel flits before him, fearless following her track,

He still goes marching on !

The people rise and follow, though they march o'er many a grave,
For his high example thrills them, and the coward heart turns brave,
As each broken shackle falling, shows a man for every slave,

As they go marching on.

Crouching in the age-long shadow, blinded by her lingering night,
Woman rises to her feet at last, and hails the coming light,

^Echoing back with feeble voice the hero's shout of woman's right,

As he comes marching on.

Labour deafened by the factory-hum or bent above the soil,

Losing manhood's hope and manhood's heart in weary drudge and moil,
Sees the better day ahead of honest wage for honest toil,

% As man goes marching on.

The oppressed of every nation, looking out across the sea,

Oatch the faint and far-off echo of the time that is to be,
When each man shall own his manhood, and each hand and brain be free,

As Truth goes marching on.

Then shout aloud the heroes' name with glad exultant voice

—

All heroes who for life-work have made manhood's right their choice
;

And as we shout we'll follow, and while following rejoice,

And all go marching on.

Minot J. Savage.

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA.
That the natives in Johannesburg have not altogether lost all thought of the
way the " Chamber of Mines" and the police treated Mama Letsya and the
150 men he brought with him from Basutoland, in October last, is evidenced
by the number of companies which are complaining of the great numbers of
natives that have deserted from the works. The "Jumpers" Co. are only
working 60 stamps, while other companies are also shorthanded, and find
great difficulty in getting natives to stay. And the colonial press wonders
at the scarcity of native labour ! Such purblind ignorance—or is it, as I am
almost forced to believe it is, wilful ignoring of the cause of the scarcity of
native labour ?—one can hardly imagine as existing amongst aught else than
gibbering idiots.

Mr. Livesey will be no doubt flattered to hear—if he is still alive— that
his "bonus scheme" has found its way to the gold-fields of South Africa.
"During a discussion in the Chamber of Mines on the scarcity of native
labour, the chairman stated that it had been suggested that a bonus be given
to natives who had been in the employ of companies over twelve months,
and he thought it a good idea. The shortfall in the number of natives in
the mines was quite 5,000. In the first place it was decided to ask the
Government to get supplies of Kaffirs from the northern part of the Trans-
vaal, and to make arrangements to get the boys (natives) conveyed from
their districts to the mines. It was also suggested that 20,000 coolies be
imported. Mr. Hoskins proposed that there should be an agreement
amongst the mines to jointly make arrangements to import the boys and
regulate the rate of wages. This last suggestion the chairman considered
•unfeasible till the supply of labour exceeded the demand " {Johannesburg
Star).

Owing to failure of crops, another famine is feared on the " Band " during
the winter months. If there be any tradesmen in Britain who would like
to imitate Dr. Tanner or M. Succi of fasting fame, then come out to the
gold-fields and pay £2 5s. per week (board and lodging) for doing so. Many
of the Australian miners who came here some six months ago have already
gone back to Australia, sick and thoroughly disgusted at the South African
gold-fields. One old miner with whom I got acquainted told me that he
would rather work in Australia for £5 per week than on the "Band"
for £10.

In a short time the unemployed will be a standing feature of Johannes-
burg ; as it is, there are over 2,000 men out of work, and gangs can be seen
going about in the most miserable plight. Many have no shoes on, whilst
others have their feet wrapped up in rags. On the whole, there are sights
to be seen in Johannesburg which are aught but pleasant for any thinking
man or woman to look upon. Although the industrial development of South
Africa is as yet only in its infancy, still the results of our cursed system of
production for profit are more evident, more plainly seen here than in
Britain, where the crowding together of thousands of workers in large
centres of industry partly blinds them as to their real position.

It is Carlyle who writes that "if a red indian but quarrel with his squaw
on the banks of the Mississippi, the price of beavers' skins will rise in the
home markets." This is true all over the industrial world. If the De Beers
Diamond Co. but restrict their output—as they have done for the sake of
of larger dividends—the price of diamonds straightway rises in the home
markets, and as a result 7,000 diamond cutters and polishers are thrown out
of employment in Amsterdam. When the Scotch miners were about to
resort to the same thing

—

i.e., restricting the day's darg to increase their
wage—how the press and coalowners in general, and some labour membersm particular, cried out against "artificially increasing the price of coal."
I rather think the diamond-cutters would have to cry long and loudly before
the press took up their cry. But then the case is different, you know.

"y\
e e

JS
nt-hour day is gradually being carried all over the colony. First

hiatal showed the way ; then Johannesburg took it up ; now the following
liotioe, which appeared in the leading colonial papers, shows that the feeling
is spreading

:

a

.
" Notice to Artizans.—Notice is hereby given that all employers in this

.town have agreed to the eight hours system, with the exception of Mr. R. A.
*alconer, of the New Exchange Buildings. We, the Workmen's Committee,
therefore ad™*e artizans not to enter into any engagements with the said Mr.
Falconer until further notice.-E. C. Perkins, G. Barnes, A. T. Thomas, com-
mittee. Potohefstroom, S.A.R., Jan. 6, 1890."

Has the Queen turned trader in her old age, or has her son's fcon-in-law
prevailed upon her to take up a few of the ^1 shares in the South African

Chartered Company? Her name (if she has got one) does not figure in the
list of directors or shareholders*; yet one would infer that there is some sort
of connection between them from the following advartisement, which
I clip from the Diamond'Field Advertiser of January 16 :

"O. H. M. S.—British South African Company's Police.—Enrolment of men
for the above force is now taking place at Colonel Sir F. Carrington's house,
Dutoetspan Road, next door to Dr. Smith's, where particulars as to Service Act
may be obtained, or of Sergt. -Major Bodle, Transvaal Hotel."

Some years ago I remember either Punch or Fun ridiculed the red-tapeism
of the War Office at the time when reinforcements were urgently needed
for the troops in Egypt, by reproducing what purported to be an order from
the Horse Guards to the effect " that a detachment of 1 lance-corporal and
6 privates will hold themselves in readiness to proceed to the front to re-

inforce the troops under General So-and-so." Of this failing the War Office

seems to have got cured, if one can judge by their action with regard to

the Chartered Company, at whose disposal they have apparently placed the
British army. Colonel Carrington has been all over the colony beating up
recruits for the company's police, whilst officers of volunteers have been
made do duty for this gang of titled land-robbers. Reuter's cablegrams also

tell us that Her Majesty has been pleased to dispatch the sergt.-major of the
Life Guards with a letter to Lobengula, the chief of the Matabeles ; also

several officers, including Colonel Brackenbury, whose services are placed at
the disposal of the Chartered Company. Turning the soldiers into gas-

stokers is only one remove from turning them into servants of the Rudd-
Rhodes Syndicate. The company have so far only been reckoning with
Lobengula ; they have yet to reckon with the Matabeles, and the reckoning
may after all be much different than that expected. Four Friesland bulls

have been imported by the syndicate and dispatched to the king, as a part

of the concession price. Let us hope for the sake of the Matabeles that the

bulls are well-behaved brutes, else should they happen to frighten his king-

ship, some of his followers might lose their lives in consequence. To ex-

plain : Some other concession-hunters gave to a tribal chief, amougst other

things, a pair of boots—part of the concession price paid by them for the

mineral rights over a large tract of territory. The boots, however, so hurt
the monarch's toes that in his anger and irritation he ordered the execution

of the poor native who had put them on the royal feet. The Matabeles are

beginning to look with suspicion on the company's doings, and threats are

being uttered against the king for handing their country over to the whites.

Like the blacks in the colony of Liberia, on the east coast of Africa, they
ought to have been wise in time. " The constitution of Liberia is a ' close

*

one. Any black is welcomed and gets twenty-five acres of land free, and
any number of acres more for a merely nominal sum. Missionaries are

allowed in the country, and are given a hundred acres of land if they wish
it ; but they are not allowed to trade, and when they leave, their land^and
all upon it goes back to the State. White traders are on no account allowed
to settle, and it is contrary to the fundamental articles of the constitution to

sell them or grant them land. The Liberians, judging by painful experience

of their own, as well as knowledge of the countries arcund, are satisfied that

if they once admit the white man as a settler, they will be driven out of

their own country " {Cape Argus). The Matabeles ought to have done like-

wise. The plot as regards their country and the Chartered Company is

thickening, and what the next stage of its development will be is hard to

say just now.
Here is the first valuation of property for municipal purposes ever made

in the Transvaal. It will no doubt be of interest a few years hence, if

only by way of reference :

"The valuation of property in Johannesburg for rating purposes is completed,
and gives a total of about six millions sterling. A rate of Id. in the £ will

bring in a yearly revenue of close upon £20,000. Gold mining claims and
machinery are uot assessable, but the buildings alone of one company have been
assessed at £10,000. The valuation raises a very important point as to whether
properties like the Boksburg Tramway, the outcome of Government concessions,

are liable to be rated."

This Boksburg Tramway, like the Delagoa Bay Railway, has cost more in

men's lives than will ever be well known, but the Manager of Works ad-

mitted some few months ago that "hundreds of natives had died on the

works and been buried without any medical inquiry." The Delagoa Bay
Railway is said to have cost a man's life for every sleeper laid. There may
be a little exaggeration in this, but not so much as most people would be
apt to imagine.

I cannot close this letter without referring to the mockery of such talk as

the Prince of Wales gave utterance to at the banquet in aid of the Leprosy
Fund, when he said that " the Cape Government deserved great credit for

the measures they had taken in the matter." Not many weeks ago I looked

on Robben Island and the lepers, and turned away sick and downhearted at

the condition of these unfortunates. Let me tell your Royal Highness if

you don't know—but I'm afraid, like the Cape Government, you know^quite
well—that these very men and women whom the Legislative Assembly
" deserve great credit for attending to " are housed and fed infinitely worse
than your Royal Highness's dogs. Even Dr. Wynn, one of the medical

officers of the Island, on leaving a few weeks ago, was careful in bidding
good-bye to the patients to tell them that he was in no way responsible for

the manner in which they were housed or fed, but that he hoped tojoieet

friends who had interested^themselves in their condition and would try and
help them. No one who has not looked on Robben Island and its inhabi-

tants can have any idea of the hopeless miserable lives these poor sufferers

are doomed to endure ; not the shade of a single tree to sit under, not a

stretch of grass to freshen the eye or rest their poor shrivelled diseased

bodies or limbs. One poor fellow I noticed, with a lump on the side of his

head as big as an ostrich egg, sitting in the dust of the roadway in the

shade of the gable of an outhouse, his clothes and hair covered with sand

and dust ; another sitting not far off, right in the glare of a blistering sun

was flicking away with a handkerchief the flies which kept buzzing round
his face. I was glad to get away. But it is not possible to forget the

brutal way these men and women are treated by a people and a country

which calls itself Christian. Such Christianity is fit only for hell.

Cape Town, February 5th, 1890. James Bain.

Small rogues in hempen ropes oft swing,

While great ones gain a red silk string :

The trade is learned in half an hour

—

To spare the rich and flay the poor.

Homer Burlesqued, Yahoo, p. 72,

No man loveth his fetters, be they made of gold.
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COMMUNE OF PARIS.

The Anniversary of the Proclamation of the Commune of Paris

will be celebrated on

WEDNESDAY MABCH 19th, at 8 p.m,

.A-t South IPlace Institute,
SOUTH PLACE, FINSBURY, E.C.

(Close to Moorgate Street and Liverpool Street Stations)

The following Comrades will address the Meeting :

—

John Turner, H. H. Sparling, D. J. Nicoll, C. W. Mowbray,
Wm, Morris, E. Malatesta, Peter Kropotkin, It. B. Cunninghame
Graham, M.P., B. Feigenbaum, and Edward and Eleanor Marx

Aveling.

The Hammersmith Choir will sing Revolutionary Songs.

REFORM OR REVOLUTION.
The state of society in nearly every part of the world, whether Chris*

tian or otherwise, convinces me that man has not yet reached that,

happy condition of life for which nature has fitted him. Towards this,

nevertheless, he incessantly tends. The obstacles which stand in his

way he seeks to put aside ; and the efforts he makes for this purpose,

,

when they fall short of their aim, are seditions, insurrections, rebellions,;,

but when successful, are denominated revolutions, and regarded as

blessings the world over. The authors of the former are stigmatised:

as criminals and put to death, while history celebrates the latter as

patriots and covers their names with glory.

Much is often said about the civilisation of the age in which we"

live, and it may be that we are not in many respects behind our
forefathers, or neglectful of the advantages springing out of our posi-

tion. But if we look over the whole continents of Europe and America,,

and perhaps Australasia, we shall perceive nothing but depressed

peoples, populations reduced to degrading servitude, the many held in.

subjection by the few, absolute kings ruling by the bayonet, secret

leagues of despotic governments formed for mutual support, insig-

nificant communities calling themselves free, but instead of perfecting

their own internal affairs, engaged perpetually in sanguinary struggles ;

monarchies without power, as in the case of England, Portugal, Spain,

Italy, etc., etc.; republics without freeedom, as in France, America,

Switzerland, Argentine, etc., etc.; ignorance and superstition, occasion-

ally glossed over and cemented by respectable names.

There is still, therefore, much, very much indeed, for revolution tov

accomplish, and the future history of the world for a long time will most
likely be little but a record of contests between the possessors of wealth

and power on the one hand, and the disinherited slaves of capitalism

on the other. In England, because some old abuses have in many
cases been swept away, there are those who maintain that nothing

remains to be done. But in the words of Burke, it is not to be argued

that we endure no grievances because our grievances are not of the

same sort with those under which our fathers laboured formerly ; not

precisely those which we bore from the Tudors or vindicated upon the

Stuarts. Hitherto the people have been restrained from the attempt

to emancipate themselves by ignorance, which has concealed from them
their own strength, as well as the way of developing it usefully, and
has held them in the chains of terror by propagating false notions of

duty, of birth, place and power, authority, etc., and of whatever else

that can influence the happiness of the peoples of the world. But at

last the clouds of oppression seem breaking, and the sun of freedom

bursts forth in all its splendour ; for a doctrine which has hitherta

been despised and whose truth only reached a few, seems in a fair way
to leaven the whole mass. The people all over the world are growing

weary of oppression, and see at last that their rulers are everywhere

upheld by bayonets, which seem to be in a fair way of being levelled

against the oppressors instead of the oppressed. To conduct mankind

to the turning point at which they may emerge from the domain of

authority and enter upon that of freedom, it is now only necessary to

impregnate their minds with true ideas of justice and injustice, and

to destroy those opinions which, operating like idolatry, withhold them
from asserting their rights.

To accomplish this is not the task of cold speculation, looking forth

from perfumed and gilded chambers upon the great prospect of

humanity. It must be the work of strong conviction, rooted in the

belief that freedom should obtain for all, and that they best do their

duty as men who break the chains of the mental and economic slaves

and enable them to look up and stand fearlessly before the world as

freemen. No doubt the apostle of liberty must reckon on fierce

opposition ; the more he is in earnest the more will he be persecuted.

Grandeur will behold in him an enemy ; society at large will regard

him as a disturber of public tranquility ; literature will repudiate his

efforts as things scarcely reconcileable to her effeminate rules; and

even the people themselves, deluded and misled by custom, will per*

haps for awhile stand aloof from him and refuse the expression of that

sympathy which constitutes his best reward. But liberty has always

had its martyrs, and there is no good reason why the race should ever

cease.

What can be effected by individual exertion may seem comparatively

little. The word written, by whatever power it may be accompanied^

moves at first in a limited circle, obstructed by the differences of

language, or national prejudice, sometimes by the direct interference-

of governments, by variations of creed, and by the natural indolence

which restrains men from embracing what seems a novelty ; still, what

is put forward here in England finds its way by degrees to the Spaniard,

the Italian, to the German, Pole, or Russian—and vice versd. I mean,-

the ideas penetrate, divorced from the name of the author : but this

should perhaps be regarded as an advantage. The true friend of the-

people does not labour for fame, but is content if perchance it falls to>

his lot to break or loosen the chains which to-day binds his race in

slavery. Liberty is too sacred a thing to be served for gain; our

offerings to her must be offerings of the heart, and we should covet no

reward save the consciousness of having contributed to enlarge her

empire.

One of the most effectual means of promoting the cause is to*

extirpate from the breasts of the people their traditional reverence for

States and Parliaments, for usurpers and despots. What is just and

good they will continue to respect, as it is right they should ; but the

basis of government throughout the world being neither goodnesB nor

justice—for government is a negation of goodness and justice alike-

it deserves not their respect, but their antagonism.
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The great lesson which mankind has to learn is, how they may most
speedily deliver themselves from the economical and political theories

which enslave them to-day. To aid them in the performance of this

duty is the object of all Socialist teaching. The greatest abilities

have been from time immemorial engaged in rivetting or polishing

their chains, though truth and freedom have not always wanted
worthy advocates. I rely greatly on the sacredness of the Cause, and
trust my earnestness and sincerity may be accepted in lieu of any
other qualities which nature may have denied me. If the popular
mind be disenthralled, the road to liberty will be short and easy. The
people's mission at the outset is to destroy what is bad. It must be
for their teachers while engaged in this process to consider what is to

be substituted for the vast apparatus of evil which they are trying to
remove. Revolutions are brought about in various ways in the course
of time, by gradual changes, when they bear the name of reformation

;

or suddenly, by conspiracy, insurrection, and armed conflict—when
they are given their natural designation. Philosophers, commonly in-

clining to the form of dominion established in their country, have too
frequently counselled innovations imperceptible from their minuteness,
in imitation, as they say, of time, which, though the greatest of all

innovators, brings about its changes by slow degrees. But this, to my
mind, is timidity, sheltering itself under the disguise of prudence.
The life of nations have necessarily their paroxysms when the principle
of laissez /aire, after a protracted struggle, is overcome by the prin-
ciple of change. The work of years is then crowded into a day, en-

thusiasm and passion are enlisted in the service of wisdom, sufferings

are endured, life is sacrificed, but society emerges from the turmoil
advanced whole centuries beyond the point at which it stood at the
bursting forth of the tempest. If these periodical visitations are
distasteful to the rulers and monopolists, the certain means of avoid-
ing them is by ceasing to exist as rulers and monopolists and taking
their fair share of the world's useful work. C. W. Mowbray.

{To be continued.)

COAL IN KENT.
The news that coal had been discovered in Kent, and that it would
probably be found to be workable, has no doubt sent a shock of hope
and expectation to some hearts and of terror to others. Amongst
those who have anything to lose, those who are able to live in tolerably

pleasant places without being too stupified by poverty to present their

enjoying them, among the cultivated middle-classes in short, I should
think the latter feeling prevails. The threat of the creation of a new
black country on the ruins of the rural beauty of some of the most
beautiful country in England, and close to London also, must impress
most well-to-do people, who do not claim direct relationship with Mr.
Podsnap, as a real terror not to be compensated by the hope of that
vague and somewhat doubtful advantage, additional commercial pros-

perity. This feeling shines pretty clearly through the conventional
twaddle which is being written in the newspapers about the splendour
of the discovery, and the splendid energy of that great and beneficent
employer of labour, Sir Edward Watkin, whose virtues this grand
discovery is advertising in a quite providential manner. We know
pretty well that though a few capitalists may make fortunes over the
job, and a few landlords fill their pockets with the royalties for work-
ing the coal-field, the discovery if it leads to anything serious will be
to the well-to-do public a ghastly disaster, which will not be compen-
sated by the possible reduction in the price of coal used for household
purposes ; a benefit which could be obtained at a much lower price by
compelling the railways to carry the coals at reasonable rates. (I say
nothing about the profits of the coal-masters and the royalties of the
landlords of the existing coal-fields, as they should go to the miners
and other workmen engaged in getting the coal and making it market-
able).

But some of our working-men readers will perhaps cry out, " O
damn the well-to-do classes !

" (a sentiment in which a knowledge of

facts compels me to concur,) " Won't this new discovery be a great
benefit to the workers ?

"

Well, I don't think Socialist working-men are under any delusions
on this point. I think they know pretty well that whatever loss they
may suffer from the establishment of a new manufacturing hell in the
south-east of England, will not be compensated to them by any
amelioration in the lives of, for instance, the workers in London.
They have learned by this time that Sir Edward Watkin and his pals

will stick to whatever swag they may filch out of Kentish coal, which
belongs to the people not to them, and will only yield to the workers
what they are compelled to yield.

But to non-Socialist workers I must point out that whatever gains
may be made will pass by them. The new coal-fields will give employ-
ment? Yes, but at no higher rate of wages than workmen receive
now; that is, wages which just take the place of the slaves' housing
and rations of ancient days ; wages also subject to all the precarious-
ness which curses the lives of all other workers at present. It will
cheapen the price of coal to all London workmen ? Well, if it does
so permanently and generally, with such an article of necessity as
coal, it will on the other hand reduce the wages of the workers
-throughout London. As a matter of fact, as far as the present con-
dition of the London workers are concerned, it will leave them in the
same condition as they are in now, and will but destroy the beauty of
the country which will one day be theirs in reality, and not in name
only as it is now. A few rich men will be richer ; that is to say, they
will waste more of the labour of the workers than they do now ; but

no poor man will have advanced one step nearer towards the attain-
ment of wealth, that is, to a decent enjoyable life.

For the rest, surely a new manufacturing district is the thing of all

others which England least needs. Double, treble, fourfold if you will
(and I think you can) the yield of victuals from the fields of Kent,
and you will have done some good ; for though the profit-monger will:

in the present eat up the extra produce, and keep it from reach-
ing those who need it, yet with the first days of the break-up 06-

monopolist capitalism {i.e., class robbery) it would at once become*

«

real wealth to be used by our teeming population.

But fresh groups of manufactories for producing the inanities and
abortions of civilisation, what shall we say about them ? This—in the,

present they are instruments for carrying on the robbery of the poor

by the rich, for producing counters to be used in the gambling market,

which at once dominates and supports the capitalistic, system of pro-

duction. That is one function of their production ; and the other is

the making of goods for poor people, which none but poor people {i.e.,

slaves) would buy. To make useless luxuries for the rich, and to fdrce

shoddy rubbish on the poor, will be the office of the manufacturing

districts in the present if we are cursed with them. And in the

future when we have become free, and no longer need the toys of the

fool or the rags of the slave, what shall we do with them 1 They will

be mere nuisances to be got rid of at the expense of labour and
trouble.

Let us hope, then, that coal in Kent will turn out an empty scare
;

that is, nothing but a blatant advertisement for the worker's friend,^

Sir Edward Watkin. William Morris.

CORRESPONDENCE.

CHRISTIANITY AND SOCIALISM.

Mr. Rickarby's letter, though written in a friendly and conciliatory spirit,

requires, I think, some answer. Let it be admitted that Christianity, like

all religions which include a system of morality, has something in common
with Socialism. Let it also be admitted that many of the "sneers and
unjust charges " of which Mr. Rickarby writes, are aimed at the stupidities

and hypocrisies of the Christianity of the day, which no doubt men of Mr.
Rickarby's stamp sincerely condemn

; granted this, yet if Christianity is

" a revelation addressed to all times " it can not be neutral as to political and

.

social institutions, which, if they are to be binding on men's consciences',

and not merely pieces of arbitrary coercion, must be founded on a system of

morality ; and that morality must not be founded on explanations of natural
facts or a theory of life in which people have ceased to believe. At the
risk of offending "real Christians," however well-meaning or honest they
may be, we must ask " Is this true ? n

Mr. Rickarby's contrast between real and actual Christianity evades the
point of difference ; that real (I should call it ideal) Christianity has never
existed at all. Christianity has developed in due historic sequence from the
first, and has taken the various forms which social, political, economic cir-

cumstances have forced on it ; its last form moulded by the sordid commer-
cialism of modern capitalism being the bundle of hypocrisies which, as I
have said, Mr. Rickarby with other Christian Socialists condemns. When
this beggarly period has been supplanted by one in which Socialism is.

realised, will not the system of morality, the theory of life, be all-embracing,,

and can it be other than the Socialistic theory ? Where then will be the

Christian ethic ?

—

absorbed in Socialism. No separate system of ethics will

then be needed ; there will be no protest needed against the theory of life

which will then be commonly held, we shall only have to guard the freedom
which we have won. William Morris..

THE IMPERIAL MOUNTAIN AND ITS MOUSE.
According to the Reichsanzeiger, the following is the agenda-paper of the^

Labour Conference called by the German Emperor :

I. Regulation of Work in Mines : (a) Is work underground to be pro-
hibited for children under a certain age, and for females? (b) Are the
working hours to be limited in mines in which the work is particularly
dangerous to health ? (c) Is it possible in the general interest, in order to
secure a regular output of coal, to subject the work in coalpits to inter-
national regulations ?

II. Regulation of Sunday Labour : (a) Is Sunday work in general to be
prohibited, except in cases of emergency ? (b) What exceptions are to be
permitted in case of such prohibition being issued ] (c) Are these exceptions
to be decided by international agreement, by law, or by administrative
ordinances ?

III. Regulation of Children's Work : (a) Are children up to a certain age
to be excluded from industrial work ? (b) How is the age up to which
exclusion takes place to be decided ? is it tc be the same for all branches of
industry, or different? (c) What restrictions on workiug hours, and the
sort of work permitted, are to be enforced for children permitted to take
part in industrial work ?

IV. Regulation of the Work of Youths : (a) Is the work of young people
who are past the age of childhood to be subjected to restrictions? (b) tip
to what age are the restrictions to apply ? (c) What restrictions are to be
prescribed 1 (d) Are exceptions to be made from the general rules for single

branches of industry ?

V. Regulation of Women's Work : (a) Is the work of married women to

be restricted in the day time or at night ? (b) Is the industrial work of all

females (married and unmarried) to be subjected to certain restrictions?

(c) What restrictions are to be recommended in this case ? (d) Are excep-
tions to be permitted from the general rules for single branches of industry,

and for which ?

VI. Putting into Practice of the Regulations adopted : (a) Are provisions
to be made for carrying out the regulations adopted, and for their control ?

(b) Are repeated conferences to be held by the representatives of the respec-
tive Governments, and what questions are to be submitted to them ?
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Mr. Livesey Triumphant.

Mr. Livesey was in his glory at the meeting of South Metropolitan share-

holders on Wednesday February 26. He was able to stand before them as

the hero who had vanquished the strike fiend. Of course, the whole aim of

his speech was to represent the union as a devouring monster which would
have swallowed up all the dividends of the shareholders if it had not been
for the great Livesey. Now, even supposing the union had done this, it

would have been no crime, for the simple reason that it is the workers
composing the union, and not the shareholders, who create the dividends,

and therefore by their action the men would have only taken the result of

their labour. But this is what they have not done, as is proved by Livesey's

own statement, that if it had not been for the strike the shareholders would
have received, a dividend of 13£ per cent. Such is the reward of the share-

holders for sitting still with their hands in their pockets while the men who
created this wealth toiled like slaves, stripped to the skin, in the heat and
glow of blazing furnaces. And it was because the union men thought of

reducing this monstrous dividend to unproductive idlers that Livesey deter-

mined to smash the union for making such an "unreasonable" demand.
Livesey's triumph over his victory reminds one of the chuckling delight of

a little dwarf who has gained a temporary triumph over a giant. For
though the gas-stokers' union has recieved a check, the labour movement is

as strong as ever, as Mr. Livesey may find to his cost. His announcement
that "they had got free of the union and meant to keep free" tells us plainly

what this sham philanthropist, this teetotal advocate, this pious Pecksniff

meant by his desire to improve the condition of the men by his profit-sharing

scheme, and that was to break up the union and to bring back the old

slavery of long hours at killing toil. Probably in a month or two the eight

hours system will be entirely swept away, as it has already been at several

stations where the blacklegs have " unanimously " decided to go back to the

old system. When these blacklegs are slaving twelve hours a-day in

Livesey's hell, and the old tyranny is completely restored, even they may
rebel, and Livesey may not find that he has gained so much after all by
dooming hundreds of honest workmen and their families to misery and
starvation.

The Strike at the Wharves.
There is little to report this week. The men at Hay's Wharf are still

out, and are not likely to give way ; this is the seventh week of the strike.

At Oliver's Wharf the men have returned to work under an agreement
drawn up at the London Chamber of Commerce, at an interview between
the Labour Conciliation Committee, the proprietors of Oliver's Wharf, and
Tom Mann and Ben Tillett, of the Docker's Union. Negociations are also

proceeding for settlement at Sharp's Wharf.
The men on strike at Hirsch's Oil Mills still hold out. Blacklegs who

have left the works give a doleful account of the state of affairs inside.

They state that the food is bad, the beds aie haunted with vermin, and that

over 100 tons of oil-cake have been returned to the mill as damaged by
blundering blacklegs. Mr. Hirsch has tried to tempt some of the old hands
back to work, but the men refuse to return till every blackleg is sent about

his business and all the old hands taken back. The men in other oil mills

are loyally supporting the strikers, and the Docker's Union has raised their

strike pay from 10s. to 13s. a-week.

Bradlaugh and Labour.

Mr. Bradlaugh has once more distinguished himself as a defender of the

divine right of capital in his attack upon Cuninghame Grahame in the

House of Commons. It must be a great pleasure to him to be so vehemently
applauded by the Torie3, who now look upon the honourable member for

Northampton as a more valuable defender of the existing social order than

even the Archbishop of Canterbury. How they must chuckle over their

own stupidity when they reflect that they actually fought for years to keep

this good gentleman out of the House of Commons as the enemy of pro-

perty and god, to find they have now got in him an eloquent believer in

rent, dividends, and profit. It is true he has made no public profession yet

of his belief in a deity, but still we are confident that even that may come
in time, and surely his want of religious belief is made up by the fervency

of his faith in the Almighty dollar. Who knows but if a profession of

personal piety is necessary to a seat on the Treasury bench, that he may not

even then be equal to the occasion ? At any rate, however popular Mr.
Bradlaugh's attitude towards labour questions may be with the Tory party,

he is not improving his standing with the workers. Workmen who have
hitherto been among his most earnest defenders, have been heard to use

ugly words like "Traitor" and "Renegade" in referring to a once popular

politician during the past week. Mr. Bradlaugh is of course only following

eminent examples in kicking down the ladder by which he climbed into

power ; but still, if he is in too much of a hurry about it, he may chance to

come a very nasty cropper.

determined attitude of the coalowners, have withdrawn their notices. The
Durham miners, who demanded an advance of 15 per cent., on having the

question submitted to them by ballot, have agreed to take the owners' offer

of a 5 per cent, advance.

Later.—The owners are playing a game of bluff. On Tuesday, at the con-

ference between them and the leaders of the men, they refused to make any
concession except to allow the inspection of their books. There is, there-

fore, at present, a complete deadlock, but there can be no question that the

owners will give way if the men show their determination to strike sooner

than yield. They have only the weakness of their leaders to thank for their

present position.

The Expected Strike of Bootmakers.

There is to be a conference between masters and men on March 24th.

The masters have offered to do away with work at home if the men will

submit the wages question to arbitration. It is expected that a general

strike will be averted.

Dock Strike at Liverpool.

2,000 men struck work at the North Dock at Liverpool last week. The

men working in the hold of a wheat vessel demanded 7s. a day, but were

offered 5s. by the stevedores. The men then came out, and were joined by

the labourers, carters, and coal-heavers. Affairs are very unsettled in the

docks at Liverpool.

Threatened Strike of Irish Railway-men.

Some time ago I noted the probability of a strike on. the Great Northern

Eailway. The attitude of the men is now so threatening that the directors

have offered to grant an increase of 6d. a week to the wages of all country

porters, Is. 6d. being the increase they offered previously. Mr. H. Scammel,

the local secretary, at Belfast, has received a telegram from the Executive

Committee of the Amalgamated Society of Kailway Servants, informing him

that all members in the employment of the Great Northern Kailway will be

supported whether connected with the benefit fund or not in the event of a

strike taking place. The men are not satisfied with this paltry increase,

from which some of them will gain no advantage, and they are prepared to

strike within a few days if their demands are not conceded.

The Threatened Miners' Strike.

It is certain that if a fight comes off, the struggle will be a desperate one.

So desperate is it likely to be, that the leaders of the miners rather shrink

from a labour war which may extend in a very short space of time through

the length and breadth of the country. On the other hand, the employers

also feel a hesitation in provoking the conflict ; so it is possible that the

-conference between owners and men on Tuesday may end in a compromise.

Meanwhile, the miners are sending in their notices in every district

throughout the country. On Thursday Feb. 27, 13,000 miners in Notting-

ham handed in their notices. At some collieries negotiations for a satis-

factory arrangement are in progress, but the full 10 per cent, has not in

any case yet been granted. In Warwickshire the man have also sent in

their notices, and here many of the masters have announced that they are

willing to give the 10 per cent, if the owners in other countries will also do

so. At the Stavely Coal and Iron Collieries, 4,000 men and boys have

handed in their notices, which expire on the 22nd of March. The Yorkshire

tmen, as usual, are the most determined, and lead the van. The officials of

their association report that all the notices sent out, with few exceptions,

have been served. They call attention to the fact that while notices of

Lancashire miners terminate on March 15th, some in Yorkshire take effect

from 11th, 12th, and 13th days of March. The Denanby Main and Oaks

earners have given notice to cease work on the 15th. A very different

attitude has been taken by the North Wales men, whp, alarmed at the

Broadhurst's Successor,

Who is to take Broadhurst's place ? The Labour Elector suggested, among
other candidates, Mr. George Shipton as a fit and proper person for the

vacant post. What next ! Shipton in the place of Broadhurst ! It is diffi-

cult to see what trade unionists would gain by the exchange. I wonder

what virtue Mr. Shipton possesses to recommend him to Mr. Champion,

save perhaps his connection with the Sugar Bounty agitation. " A fellow

feeling makes us wondrous kind," and it is possible that the gentleman who
wishes to take the place of " Dear Peters " as an advocate of " Fair

Trade " and " Tory Democracy," may find in Mr. Shipton a worthy fellow-

worker in the same great cause. Some of the other candidates recommended

by Mr. Champion are not much better. For instance, Mr. Henry Slatter,

Broadhurst's double, who is as like him in general appearance as in his

politics ; or C. J. Drummond, a hanger-on of the privileged classes, whose

fitness for the post probably arises from the fact that he participated with

Mr. Shipton in the famous Sandringham expedition. Mr. Champion says

in his defence of his proteges, " that few are perfect." True, very true. But

there is little hope for the workers if they cannot find men nearer perfec-

tion than these.

Impending Strike of Fibre-dressers.

As some of our readers will remember, a strike in the above trade took

place in Sheffield, in the latter part of 1889, which ended after eight weeks'

hard fighting in a great victory for the workers, and was the means of a

general organisation of the trade both in Manchester and London. En-

couraged by the success of the strike in Sheffield, the men in Manchester

are seeking to get an advance on their present rate of wages, which are con-

siderably lower than the Sheffield rate ; and as the masters seem inclined to

resist the men's demands, there is every chance of a strike taking place. It

is to be hoped the men in London, who are still worse off than the Man-
chester men, will apply at once for an advance, and also sweep away the

sweating system which so largely prevails. As many of the men are only

getting from 14s. to 18s. per week on account of the sweating and the low

prices paid for the work, there is plenty of room for improvement. It is to

be hoped they will do as the bass-dressers in London did ; instead of work-

ing for the miserable pittance that they work for, they will co-operate and

try to reap the full benefit of their labour by doing away with the robbing

class.
"$*•

Strike of Clay-workers
1

at Leeds.

On Sunday afternoon a meeting was held at Vicar's Croft in support of

the clayworkers on strike. The speakers were Maguire, Paylor, and

Sweeney, who denounced Mr. Bruce, the magistrate who decided a test case

against the men (on the technicality that the notices were not sent in at the

proper time), thereby depriving them of £600, which is the aggregate

amount of their wages due. H. S.

Nottingham Socialist Club.—We had a field day on Sunday, when Edward
Carpenter lectured in Sneinton Market in the morning on " The Breakdown of

our Industrial System ;" collection for lecture fund realised 3s. 8d. In the hall,

Woodland Place, Parliament Street, at night, Carpenter spoke on " Present and

Future Society " to a crowded audience ; collection 7s. 9d.—P.

Manchester.—Suitable premises have now been secured for the new Socialist

Club. It is our aim to make it a centre for Socialist propaganda in Lancashire.

A library, reading, recreation, and refreshment rooms will be some of its attrac-

tions. Aid is invited from friends who can assist, either with fittings, furniture,

books, or funds. The Club, 60 Grosvenor Street, All Saints, is now open for

members every evening. Commonweal and other literature on sale.

Treatment of Russian Political Prisoners.—At a committee meeting held

at the Patriotic Club on the 21st Feb., it was resolved to hold a great Demon-

stration in Hyde Park, on Sunday the 9th of March, at 3 p.m., to protest against

the inhuman treatment of political prisoners by the Russian Government, and to

express sympathy with the Russian workers in their struggle for liberty. All

i particulars as to the line of route of the processions can be obtained from J,

I
Hunter Watts, hon. sec. Workmei/s Potest Committee, 18 Torrington Sq., W.C.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.

North London and Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East,

to end of December. 1890: — North Kensington and Manchester, to

end of January. * Commonweal ' Branch, and Leicester, to end of

February.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

REPORTS.
North Kensington.—We held a good meeting last Sunday at Latimer Road ;

speakers were Crouch, Tochatti, W. H. Rogers, and Mrs. Schack. At the

Clarendon Coffee Tavern, W. Morris lectured on " How shall we live then " to a

good audience ;
questions and discussion afterwards ; 43 ' Weals sold during the

day and 3s. 6d. collected.

Aberdeen.—At meeting on 24th an article by Kropotkine on "The Exile in

Siberia " was read and discussed, the attendance being unusually large. Propa-
ganda goes on gaily in newspapers ; a debate is being arranged between Leatham
and a prominent local Georgite ; and we shall soon be thinking of re-commencing
open-air propaganda.—L.
Glasgow.—Meeting on Jail Square not held on Sunday. In the evening we

held a meeting at Paisley Road Toll, where Glasier spoke amid a deal of inter-

ruptions from a gang of ill-mannered youths who had apparently been sent to

annoy us. Our meeting, however, despite their efforts, was held longer than
usual, and a number of questions answered at the close.

Leeds.—At the Socialist League on Sunday night, Samuels read a paper on
" The Woman Question "; a good discussion followed ;

' Weals sold out and good
sale of pamphlets.

Leicester.—This last month we have had Sparling on "The Evoluted Can-
nibal "

; fair audience, lecturer's replies witty and telling. Annie Besant next
paid us a visit ; hall crammed by enthusiastic audience. William Morris drew
a good number to the Radical Club, February 2, to listen to " How we shall Live
Then." Same evening Morris lectured at Secular Hall on " What Socialists

Want " ;
good attendance again. The week following, G, B. Shaw lectured in

the same hall on <4 Socialist Individualism "
; capital discussion. Sparling's and

Mrs. Besant's discourses have produced discussion in two of our local papers.
We have also a correspondence in the papers on the right to place Socialist papers
on the tables at the free library. In this dispute the Secularists and Individual-
ists are taking part with us. One paper gives us extensive reports. We are not
doing any out-door propaganda at present, but we have been invited to Newby
Street Young Men's Debating Society, where a paper on Socialism has been read.

The remarks that followed show that prejudice against Socialism is rapidly giving
place to a disposition to study it.—T. B.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, March 1st, A. Kavanagli
lectured on " Education," advocating free, secular, and compulsory education in

all grades. A lively discussion arose, in which O'Gorman, King, Pearson, Hamil-
ton and others took part.

Edinburgh (S. S. F.).—Comrade Blackwell lectured in the Moulders' Hall on
Sunday, taking for his subject " Socialism without Government." A good many
questions were put and replied to. In the discussion Blackwell was well backed
up by Bell. The opposition was rather weak.
Sheffield—Hallamshire Hall, West Bar.—On Sunday February 23, comrade

Sketchley delivered two lectures, on the following subjects: at 11 a.m., "The
Events of the Week "

; and at 6.30, " The Nationalisation of the Land ; How
and Why." The attendance in the evening was large, and the sale of literature

very good. On Sunday March 2nd, comrade Sketchley lectured as follows : at
11 a.m., "The Events of the Week—Charles Bradlaugh and the Eight Hours
Question" ; at 6.30, subject, "What the Workers Want, and the Reason Why."
Some little discussion followed, but which was hardly worth notice. All the
lectures at the above hall are public. Admission is free, and discussion is always
invited.

Sheffield Socialists.—On Sunday evening, March 2, at the Central Radical
Club, Mrs. Usher lectured on Stepniak's biography of Prince Kropotkin, and
referred in conclusion to the principles, aims, and objects of Socialism, as under-
stood and advanced by Kropotkin and other great thinkers and workers in the
Socialist cause. Mr. Shaw took the chair. Good audience, and interesting dis-

cussion. Commonweal and Socialist pamphlets sold well.

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT
WILL be held on

SUNDAY, MARCH 9th, at 8 p.m.,

By the * Commonweal ' Branch of the Socialist League,

24 GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS.

Pianoforte Selection

Song

Reading

Song

Mr. H. ATKINSON
Miss LEAH WADE
Mr. W. DARWOOD
Mr. H. ATKINSON

DRAMATIC SKETCH-" THE HUNCHBACK."
Mr. W. DARWOOD

Song

Reading

Irish Song

Reading

Reading

" The Dying Communist

"

" The Polish Boy "

4 ' Greenwich Fair" ...

Miss LEAH WADE
Mr. H. ATKINSON

. Mr. W. DARWOOD
Miss WADE

. Mr. H. ATKINSON
Mr. W. DARWOOD

To Conclude with a Comic Sketch, entitled

"THE HAPPY PAIR."
Mr. HONEYTON Mrs. HONEYTON

The Proceeds are to be devoted to the benefit of the i Commonweal.'

Admission by Programme, 6d.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea-
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—2± Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business- meetings
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open <

every evening from 7 till 10. Concert on Sunday March 9, at 8i p.nv—
see other column.

East London.—12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road. Members are requested to *

turn up on Sunday March 9, at 8 p.m., to arrange for course of lectures*

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday'March 9, at 8 p.m^
a Lecture.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every*

Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday March 9, at 8 p.m., G. Bernard Shaw,
" The Evolution of Practical Socialism.

"

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in X)dd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. ' Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and

Thursday, at 8 p.m. Tuesday March 11, at 8 p.m., in Co-operative Hall,

High Street, William Morris will lecture on " The Class Struggle."

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every,

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every
Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons

during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League-

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and
if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based
on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 8.

8.30 , Mile-end Waste .The Branch

Sunday 9.

11 Latimer Road Station R. J. Lyne, W. H. Rogers, and Crouch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane The Branch
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park. Nicoll and Parker
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Parker
3.30 Victoria Park Davis and Mowbray
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Walham Green-

Tuesday 11.

-back of Church ...

Friday 14.

.Hammersmith Branch

8.15 Hoxton Church East London Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near
Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Dundee.—James Davie, 6 Overgate, is agent for the Commonweal in this town.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Saturday March 8, at 8 p.m.,
R. Pearson, *' The Currency Question."

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, High St.*
Sunday March 9, at 6.30, Comrade Davidson.

Nottingham Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament St.—Sunday
March 9, at 7 p.m., T. Proctor, " The German Elections."

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
March 9, at 8.30, James Harragan, " Anarchism—How to bring it about."

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-
day March 9, at 8 p.m., Ferdinand Gilles, "German and French Socialism."

Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday March 9, J. Sketchley,
11 a.m., " The Events of the Week "

; at 6.30, " The Present Crisis in the Labour
Movement."

The New Fellowship, 267 Strand (rooms of the National Vigilance Associa-
tion).—Tuesday March 11, Herbert Rix, " Count Leo Tolstoi : His Ideal and
Doctrine of Happiness."

Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—
Sunday March 9, at 8 p.m., George R. Cox—Reading, with comments, of Dr.
Norman McLeod's sketch, " A Life Story." Committee meeting at 7.30.
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be transported ?

" Down with the Socialists !

"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers1 Claims and " Public Opinion.

Tramcar Slavery.

.Shall Ireland be Free ?

Ireland a Nation.

.Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

Single page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

To Working Women and Girls.

Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.

The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).

Labour is the source of all Wealth.

2 pages 8vo, 3s. per thousand.

What Socialists Want.

4 pages 8 vo, 4s. per thousand.

A Straight Talk to Working Men.

These Leaflets, at prices given above, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

^Socialists of every shade who wish well to this

enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v. MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

' Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

ON THE TWO GODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See " EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of

one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught

the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Miiller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
^r Office of Commonweal.
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COMMUNE OF PARIS.

The Nineteenth Anniversary of the Proclamation of the Com-

3KJNE of Paris will be celebrated on

WEDNESDAY MARCH 19th, at 8 p.m,

-A_t South Place Institute,

SOUTH PLACE, FINSBURY, E.C.

(Close to Moorgate Street and Liverpool Street Stations)

The following Comrades will address the Meeting :

—

John Turner, H. H. Sparling, D. J. Nicoll, C. W. Mowbray,
Wm. Morris, E. Malatesta, Peter Kropotkin, It. B. Cunninghame
•Graham, M.P., B. Feigenbaum, and Edward and Eleanor Marx

Aveling.

Revolutionary Songs will be sung during the evening.

NOTES ON NEWS.
At last we are to have a real all-alive boycotting prosecution in

London. The Shop Assistants* Union has been trying to obtain
" early closing " at Hammersmith among other places. " Early closing

"

means shutting up shop at 5 o'clock one day in the week, Thursday
being the day usually agreed on. All but a few traders in Hammer-
smith met the demand in a friendly way ; these few held out, and
after all other means had been exhausted a poster was issued calling

on all workmen to boycott them. One or two weakened under the
rod, but the others have " appealed to the law for protection." Comrade
Turner, who signed the poster on behalf of the shop assistants, will

have to stand his trial for infringing the sacred rights of Property to
exploit Labour as it pleases.

Now here is a case which the League, and I hope all Socialists, can
take up and fight through to the bitter end without any " sacrifice of
principle " or anything else. The demand is so " moderate " that the
help of almost everybody may be enlisted, while the principle involved
is just as important and clearly denned as in the docker's strike, or
any other struggle made by Labour against unjust restrictions. In
the East-end the Docker's Union has asked its members to boycott all

blackleg shopkeepers who refuse their assistants the small concession
-asked for. Every trade union and organisation of workmen should
follow that example in the West ; especially should Socialists take the
matter up, and employ every weapon which can be brought to bear.
The heavier the weapons the more effective, " Better one stroke of the
beetle than two of the hammer."

Awhile ago, when the " early closing " movement was run by the
masters, and the assistants held aloof from organised labour, regarding
themselves as bourgeois and not belonging to the working-class, there
would have been little interest in a mere passing skirmish of the kind.
But now that the shop assistants are beginning to regard themselves
as workers, and to recognise that the labour movement affects them as
much as the mechanic or labourer, the case is different. Unaccustomed
as they are to self-reliance, without even the small schooling in orga-
nised self-help that productive labour has gained in the past, these
poor distributors need all the help that can be given them. If the
signs of the times be trustworthy they will not be ungrateful, nor let
the help be unrequited, but will take their due places in the Army of
Labour, producer and distributor joining hands and marching on to
victory.

"The vampire of the nineteenth century does nothing so ungenteel as to
soil bis fingers and lips with human blood, but recruits his exhausted

strength by absorbing the vital forces of others, and is no less dangerous
than in the olden days when bell, book, and candle, and the terrestrial in-

fluence of a good stout stake driven through his heart, were necesary to

curb his evil propensities."

No ! this was not written about a capitalist, as you might very well

think, it is cut from a review of a " shilling shocker." However, it

so closely describes the employer who sucks all his employes life-blood,

that I suggest " vampire " as a pet-name for the vermin whom the
" boy-cat " is now after.

It is rather difficult nowadays to present or re-state Socialism with

anything like freshness and brevity. But this difficulty has been right

well mastered by comrade Morrison Davidson, who in his " Old Order
and the New " x has put our case against the present system with great

fullness and force in a condensed and handy form that will make the

book a very speakers' vade rnecum. However we may differ from him
as to the future organisation of society, there can be nothing but
agreement with and gratitude for his attack upon private property

and all that goes with it. Workmanlike thoroughness in dealing with

his theme, together with skill and eloquence in its presentation, make
this one of the best and most useful books that have yet appeared in

English.

Especially may it be recommended for careful study by the Pall Mall

writer who perpetrates the following :

" As we are all Socialists now, according to Historicus Harcourt, so we
are ail naturally anxious to prove that we are not the detested contrary.

There is touching anxiety among all sorts and conditions of men to escape

the ugly imputation of being 'Bourgeois.' What is a Bourgeois 1 In Eng-
land the landed aristocrat would feel as deeply insulted as any Social

Democratic wage-slave at being characterised by that utpopular epithet.

We mostly think of the comfortable well-to-do Philistine, the small or great

capitalist in shop or factory, as the Bourgeois—a man corresponding in our
time to the * Cit ' of the satirists and playwrights of the last century. The
German Socialists, however, in their electioneering programme, have in-

sisted upon the definition that *jeder Besitzende ein Bourgeois ist.' Every-
body who possesses anything—William Morris, for example—is a Bourgeois.

Until the State, or the local commune, has become universal proprietor, it is

hard to see how there can be anybody (outside the older monastic orders)

who is not a Bourgeois. Even * the beggar's rags fluttering in air,' unless he

has made them over to the commonwealth, make it impossible for him to be

anything but a theoretical Socialist. It is a pity that we cannot find some
genuine Teutonic word, English or German, for this ugly epithet—Stolen,'

as the Laureate would remind us, ' from France.'

"

A course of ethnological and philological study, including elementary

modern German, might also be taken with advantage by this wiseacre.

What he would call a " genuine Teutonic " word is easily found if the

want of it were really felt, though for that matter I can't for the life

of me see why an " ugly epithet " is unfitted for an admittedly ugly

thing. The " aristocrat " may very well object to it, if there be an
" aristocrat " left, which needs proof nowadays in England anyway.

For the rest, all who own any property, not possess anything (Can you
see the difference, Mr. Pall Mall ?), are bourgeois. Those who neces-

sarily live by work, owning nothing but their bodies, and not always
" possessing " those, are proletarians ; those who live by the owning of

property, land or capital, who may work or may not, but who can at

any rate, and mostly do, exist without producing, in virtue of their

power to compel others to labour for them.

How the " beggar's rags fluttering in air " give him any share of

this power, may be left to vain conjecture ; but it may be said that we
Socialists are always insisting that neither he nor anybody else, who-

ever he is or whatever his desire, can be " anything but a theoretical

Socialist " while the means of production, exchange, and distribution

are " private property," and not possessed in common.

If the Pall Mall notices our comment on its note, which is, to say

the least of it, unlikely, it might at the same time explain why
Socialists alone may not steal from the French, and also say what

1 May be had from Cbmi^onxveai Office, for Is. 2d. post free.
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percentage of " genuine Teutonic " words appear in the column froc
which our cutting is taken ?

El Proletario, our most recently born, but very promising Spanish
contemporary, in acknowledging receipt of Commonweal, adds a kind
wish for our prosperity and freedom from confiscation. Well ! we are
grateful for the wish, but would rather die crushed under the iron
heel of despotism than be killed, as so many of our fore-runners and
fellows have been, by the neglect and apathy of those for whom we
fight.

The New York Times makes the following defence of England's
aggressive African policy, which is, of course, both accurate and con-
clusive :

" Great Britain is under a vital and continuous necessity to expand. It is
almost if not quite a requirement of rational self-preservation that she findsnew marketsfor British products, and the finding of such markets in Africa
means the growth of new industries, the products of which can be exchanged
for tne products of British industry."

Which is to say, that the commercial system can only be kept alive by
continually expanding the area of exploitation.

Says the Sydney Bulletin :

" Exploiter Stanley, who has been very properly denounced by John Burns
as a buccaneer, 5

will probably receive a great reception when he reaches
England. Why, no unbiassed reasoner knows. He is a mere adventurer
plucky, probably

; cruel and unscrupulous, unquestionably. That the blacks
of Central Africa should resent his commercial and ostentatious invasion of
their native wilds is only natural. The Englishman who resisted the
burgling of his country would be considered a patriot and a hero, but Stanley
shoots down hundreds of niggers, and while he is hailed as the hero, they
are called rebels,' < barbarians/ and < malicious savages/ The cruelty and
rapacity of the self-advertising English explorer is only equalled by the
credulity, stupidity, and hypocrisy of his countrymen."

S.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. IX.- {continued).—Concerning Love.

" Here is the whole tale," said old Hammond—" a short one enough
;

and now I hope a happy one : they lived together two years the first
time

; and then she got it into her head that she was in love with
somebody else. So she left poor Dick. But it did not last long, only
about a year, Then she came to me, as she was in the habit of bring-
ing her troubles to the old carle, and asked me how Dick was, and
whether he was happy, and all the rest of it. So I saw where the land
lay, and said that he was very unhappy and not at all well ; which
last at any rate was a lie—There, you can guess the rest. Clara came
to have a long talk with me to-day, but Dick will serve her turn much
better. Indeed, if he hadn't chanced in upon me to-day I should have
had to have sent for him to-morrow."

" Dear me !
" said I. " Have they any children ?

"

" Yes," said he, " two ; they are staying with one of my daughters'
at present, where, indeed, Clara has mostly been. I wouldn't lose
sight of her, as I felt sure they would come together again : and Dick,
who is the best of good fellows, really took the matter to heart. You
see, he had no other love to run to, as she had. So I managed it all

;

as I have done with such-like matters before."
"Ah," said I, " no doubt you wanted to keep them out of the Divorce

Court
:
but I suppose it often has to settle such matters ?

"

" Then you suppose nonsense," said he. " I know that there used to
be such lunatic affairs as divorce-courts : but just consider, all the cases
that came into them were matters of property quarrels : and I think,
dear guest," said he, smiling, "that though you do come from another
planet, you can see from the mere outside look of our world that
quarrels about private property could not go on amongst us in our days."

Indeed, my drive from Hammersmith to Bloomsbury, and all the
quiet happy life I had seen so many hints of, even apart from my
shopping, would have been enough to tell me that " the sacred rights
of property," as we used to think of them, were now no more. So I
sat silent while the old man took up the thread of the discourse again,
and said

:

"Well, then, property quarrels being no longer possible, what
remains in these matters that a court of law could deal with ] Fancy
a court for enforcing a contract of passion or sentiment ! If such a
thing were needed as a reductio ad absurdum of the enforcement of
contract, such a folly would do that for us."

He was silent again a little, and then said : "You must understand
once for all that we have changed these matters ; or rather, that our
way of looking at them has changed as we have changed within the
last two hundred years. We do not deceive ourselves, indeed, or
believe that we can get rid of all the trouble that besets the dealings
between the sexes. We know that we must face the unhappiness that

comes of man and woman confusing the relations between natural

passion, and sentiment, and the friendship which, when things go well,

softens the awakening from passing illusions : but we are not so mad
as to pile up degradation on that unhappiness by engaging in sordid

Again he paused awhile, and again went on :
" Calf love, mistaken

for a heroism that shall be life-long, yet early waning into disappoint-
ment

;
the inexplicable desire that comes on a man of riper years to

be the all-in-all to some one woman, whose ordinary human kindness
and human beauty he has idealised into superhuman perfection, and
made the one object of his desire ; or lastly the reasonable longing of
a strong and thoughtful man to become the most intimate friend of
some beautiful and wise woman, the very type of the beauty and glory
or the world which we love so well,—as we exult in all the pleasure
and exaltation of spirit which goes with all this, so we set ourselves
to bear the sorrow which not unseldom goes with it also ; remembering
those lines of the ancient poet (I quote roughly from memory of one
of the many translations of the nineteenth century)

:

' For this the Gods have fashioned man's grief and evil day
That still for man hereafter might be the tale and the lay.'

Well, well, 'tis little likely anyhow that all tales shall be lacking or all
sorrow cured."

He was silent for some time, and I would not interrupt him. At
last he began again :

" But you must know that we of these generations
are strong and healthy of body, and live easily ; we pass our lives in
reasonable strife with nature, exercising not one side of ourselves only,
but all sides, taking the keenest pleasure in all the life of the world.
So it is a point of honour with us not to be self- centred ; not to sup-
pose that the world must cease because one man is sorry ; therefore
we should think it foolish, or if you will, criminal, to exaggerate these
matters of sentiment and sensibility : we are no more inclined to eke
out our sentimental sorrows than to"cherish our bodily pains; and we
recognise that there are other pleasures besides love-making. You
must remember, also, that we are long-lived, and that therefore beauty
both in man and woman is not so fleeting as it was in the days when
we were burdened so heavily by self-inflicted diseases. So we shake
off these griefs in a way which perhaps the sentimentalists of other
times would think contemptible and unheroic, but which we think
necessary and manlike. As on the one hand, therefore, we have-
ceased to be commercial in our love-matters, so also we have ceased to-

be artificially foolish. The folly which comes by nature, the unwisdom
of the immature man, or the older man caught in a trap, we must put
up with that, nor are we much ashamed of it ; but to be conventionally
sensitive or sentimental—my friend, I am old and perhaps disappointed,,
but at least I think we have cast off some of the follies of the older
world."

He paused, as if for some words of mine ; but I held my peace :

then he went on :
" At least, if we suffer from the tyranny and fickle-

ness of nature or our own want of experience, we neither grimace
about it, nor lie. If there must be sundering betwixt those who meant
never to sunder, so it must be : but there need be no pretence of unity
when the reality of it is gone : nor do we drive those who well know
that they are incapable of it to profess an undying sentiment which
they cannot really feel : thus, that as that monstrosity of venal lust is no-
longer possible, so also it is no longer needed. Don't misunderstand
me. You did not seem shocked when I told you that there were no-
law-courts to enforce contracts of sentiment or passion ; but so curiously
are men made that perhaps you will be shocked when I tell you that
there is no code of public opinion which takes the place of such courts,
and which might be as tyrannical and unreasonable as they were. I
do not say that people don't judge their neighbours' conduct—some-
times, doubtless, unfairly. But I do say that there is no unvarying
conventional set of rules by which people are judged; no bed of
Procrustes to stretch or cramp their minds and lives ; no hypocritical
excommunication which people are forced to pronounce, either by
unconsidered habit, or by the unexpressed threat of the lesser interdict
if they are lax in their hypocrisy. Are you shocked now ?

"

" N-o—n-o," said I, with some hesitation. " It is all so different."
" At any rate," said he, " one thing I think I can answer for : what-

ever sentiment there is, it is real—and general ; it is not confined to-

people very specially refined. I am also pretty sure, as I hinted to
you just now, that there is not by a great way as much suffering in-

volved in these matters either to men and to women as there used to be.

But excuse me for being so prolix on this question ! You know you
asked to be treated like a being from another planet."

"Indeed I thank you very much," said I. "Now may I ask you
about the position of women in your society 1

"

He laughed very heartily for a man of his years, and said :
" It is-

not without reason that I have got a reputation as a careful student
of history. I believe I really do understand 'the Emancipation of
Women movement ' of the nineteenth century. I doubt if any other
man now alive does."

" Well ? " said I, a little bit nettled by his merriment.
" Well," said he, " of course you will see that all that is a dead con*

troversy now. The men have no longer any opportunity of tyrannising
over the women, or the women over the men ; both of which things-

took place in those old times. The women do what they can do best,

and what they like best, and the men are neither jealous of it or
injured by it. This is such a commonplace that 1 am almost ashamed
to state it."

I said, "
; and legislation ? do they take any part in that ?

"

Hammond smiled and said :
" I think you may wait for an answer

to that question till we get on to the subject of legislation. There may
be novelties to you in that subject also."

" Very well," I said ;
" but about this woman question? I saw at

squabbles about livelihood and position, and the power of tyrannising the Guest House that the women were waiting on the men : that seems
over the children who have been the results of love or lust." ' a little like reaction, doesn't it?"
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" Does it 1 " said the old man ; " perhaps you think housekeeping an

unimportant occupation, not deserving of respect. I believe that was

the opinion of the • advanced ' women of the nineteenth century, and

their male backers. If it is yours, I recommend to your notice an old

Norwegian folk-lore tale called How the Man minded the House, or

some such title ; the result of which minding was that, after various

tribulations, the man and the family cow balanced each other at the

end of a rope, the man hanging halfway up the chimney, the cow
dangling from the roof, which, after the fashion of the country, was of

turf and sloping down low to the ground. Hard on the cow, / think.

Of course, no such mishap could happen to such a superior person as

yourself," he added, chuckling.

I sat a little uneasy under this dry gibe. Indeed, his manner of

treating this latter part of the question seemed to me a little dis-

respectful.

" Come, now, my friend," quoth he, " don't you know that it is a

great pleasure to a clever woman to manage a house skilfully, and to

do it so that all the house-mates about her looked pleased, and are

grateful to her ? And then you know everybody likes to be ordered

about by a pretty woman : why, it is one of the pleasantest forms of

flirtation. You are not so old that you cannot remember that. Why,
I remember it well."

And the old fellow chuckled again, and at last fairly burst out

laughing.

" Excuse me," said he, after a while ; "I am not laughing at any-

thing you could be thinking of, but at that silly nineteenth century
fashion, current amongst rich so-called cultivated people, of ignoring

^all the steps by which their daily dinner was reached, as matters too

low for their lofty intelligence. Useless idiots ! Come, now, I am a
•* literary man, 7

as we queer animals used to be called, yet I am a pretty

rgood cook myself."
" So am I," said I.

" Well, then," said he, " I really think you can understand me better

than you would seem to do, judging by your words and your silence."

Said I :
" Perhaps that is so ; but people putting in practice com-

monly this sense of interest in the ordinary occupations of life rather

startles me. I will ask you a question or two presently about that.

J3ut I want to return to the position of women amongst you. You
fiave studied the { emancipation of women ' business of the nineteenth
•century : don't you remember that some of the * superior ' women
wanted to emancipate their sex from the bearing of children ?

"

William Morris.
[to be continued.]

IN AUSTRALIA.
John Burns is said here to have refused £1,000 and expenses offered him
for an Australian lecturing tour. Of course, Jack knows his own business
best, but he would have done great good here, and he needn't have been
tender at taking money from the trades-unions, they can afford it ; for

instance, the assets of the Melbourne Trades' Hall Council are £40,456 over
liabilities.

The work of organisation goes merrily on. The federation between the
•Queensland shearers and the Brisbane wharf labourers is complete. The
New South Wales shearers are now negotiating with the Queensland shear-

ers with a view to federation, and a similar desire is expressed by the wharf
•labourers of both colonies. A conference of wharf-labour delegates will

meet in Sydney and one of shearers in Bourke to make arrangements. A
-delegate has been sent from the Queensland shearers to agree to federate
with the New South Wales shearers, provided the latter will join the N.S.W.
Maritime Union. Should the proposition be accepted, and the wharf
labourers adopt the same conditions, inter-colonial federation will have made
a, very fair start. The Brisbane lightermen are going to join the federation ;

they only formed their union three months ago, and it is now over a hun-
dred strong.

The boy-labour question is agitating the Charters Towers miners, and in

future lads over eighteen will have to receive men's wages.
The newly-formed Drovers' Union at Tambo has drawn up the following

rates of wages :—Cattle : 500, not less than 80s.; 800, not less than 90s.;

over 800, not less than 100s. ; fats, 200, not less than 80s. Cattle men, 35s.

per week, or 30s. if they leave on the road ; sheep men, 25s., or 30s. if they
go through. Contract (Cattle) : Is. per head per 100 miles for 500 head ;

Is. 4d. per head per 100 miles up to 800 head ; over 800, Is. 3d.; small lots

as per agreement, but not under Is. 6d. per head per 100 miles. Sheep :

Wages—5,000, up to, 80s.; over 5,000, 100s. Contract—5,000, per 1,000 per
week, 65s.; over 5,000, per 1,000 per week, 60s.; small lots separate agree-

ment. It is, however, agreed that the scale shall not come into force till next
December. In the meantime the squatters are to be approached on the

matter.

The Queensland Eailway Employes Conference, which was held so success-

fully last week, has caused many old-time unionists to open their eyes. A
few months ago, when an organiser travelled up and down the lines, there

were many who, although they gave in their names, prophesied a dismal
failure. The most sanguine hardly dared hope for a 3,000 membership con-

sisting of all grades in the service ; and federation with New South Wales
a-nd other railway associations seemed a misty dream, but now it is all but
brought about. In addition to this, eight hours will undoubtedly constitute
a. day's work in the near future, for a federation of 30,000 men bound
together to protect their common interests is sure to constitute a respectable
argument. Besides this, the Commissioners seem anxious to work with
instead of against the association, and this means a lot.

I'm not quite sure if the story is true, it probably is, and anyhow I have
it on good authority, that Mr. Dow, the Victorian Minister of Agriculture,
in the spring glut of butter, purchased 100 tons at from 2d. to 4d. per lb.

and sold it for Is. per lb. The farmers got £2,800 for the product, and their

official protector cleared the nice little amount of £8,400. Beats your effete

old country, eh 1

The Cooks and Stewards Union has submitted a scale for an increase of

wages by 10s. to ,£1 per month for the various classes. The owners have
arrived at no decision as yet.

This par. is cut from the Boomerang', and shows the " white "kind of ft

paper it is

:

" Winton Herald, in noting the proposed labour paper, says :
4 The Boomerang.

is a thorough Radical working-man's newspaper, and it is out of the question to
attempt any opposition in that quarter. Let the working men unite and obtain

their just rights, but by all means leave journalistic work in the proper hands/
The Herald is a little out there. The Boomerang thinks the labour paper a.

necessity, and so ip,r from looking upon it as a rival, welcomes it. as a friend and
helpmate."

The Sydney correspondent of the Melbourne Standard having stated that

about 2,000 outcasts slept nightly in the public parks and open spaces of

Sydney, the statement was much ridiculed by our local press and flatly con-

tradicted by the Sydney Morning Herald, which declared that on a dry

bright moonlight night its reporter, aided by " an intelligent policeman,"

had been able to discover only fourteen sleepers in the Domain, the favourite

haunt of the homeless. Believing that the latter was even more ridiculous

as an under-statement than was the former as an exaggeration, a Bulletin

man looked up the shelterless last Sunday night. He started operations at

10.30 p.m. at the woolshed on Circular Quay. There he counted one hundred

and three persons outstretched on the bales, none of whom owned blankets

or any substitute for them, and he was told that before midnight at least

fifty more would be added. Seeing some men stretched out in the sheds on

hard pieces of timber, and enquiring their reasons for such voluntary martyr-

dom when a softer couch was available, he found that these were bushmen
who believed the exhalations from the wool-yolk to be noxious. He next

explored the neighbourhood of Fort Macquarie, and here espied nine more
unfortunates stretched out in two and threes on the bare ground. He now
made for the Domain, and here, on a dark, damp night, counted one by one

with the utmost exactitude 224 poor devils and saw more men under one

tree than the Herald had done in all its wide expanse. Against the Hospital

wall, around the iron shell of the Dispensary and Museum, and under

the trees adjoining, were 79 men, those under the trees lying like the spokes

of a wheel with their heads towards the butts. Many snored loudly, a few

were smoking, and chatting in whispers, about a fourth were rolled up in

blankets ;
perhaps twice as many more were sparsely covered by old sacks,

pieces of canvas, and newspapers ; the remainder, as a rule, lay on the wet

ground with their boots beneath their heads, and their feet enveloped in

rags or handkerchiefs. The ground sloping down from the main walk

towards Woolloomooloo Bay was then explored, and here were discovered

on benches, beneath trees and ledges of rock, 65 slumberers, including three

women. He then made for " the Chair." On a narrow point of land, which

is surrounded by water on both sides, he was able to unearth, in many cases

literally, 53 miserables, but the search was superficial, and more than

probably an equal number was passed over, for the footing was so insecure

and the night so dark that a broken limb was likely to be the lot of the

unwary stranger. Here, too, the wind had more power, and it was difficult

to strike a match and even more difficult to obtain a steady light from it

when kindled. Turning citywards, he counted twenty-seven more in the

vicinity of the main walk and the avenue leading to Macquarie Street. He
wound up with Hyde Park, where, it being fairly well lit, he easily detected

forty-seven persons, of whom five were women, in every case without cover-

ing, sitting or lying on the seats that line the various avenues. It was now
nearly three o'clock, and, nothing loth, he turned homeward, having counted

without exaggeration 383 open-air sleepers-out, without evoking an oath,

indecent expression, or ill-tempered word from the many whom he disturbed,

and believing that, on a more favourable night, extended inspection of the

wharves with their timber-stacks and other shelter, the vessels alongside,

including cargo-boats, ferry and pleasure-steamers, tramway waiting rooms,

tram-cars, the Figtree Baths, the University Paddock, Flagstaff Hill,

Church Hill Eeserve, Pyrmont Quarries, Prince Alfred, Beimore, Cook,

Centennial, and other parks would certainly double the number. Taking

the relative populations into account, I think we in "beautiful Sydney"

beat your " effete civilisation " once more ! Yet I suppose emigration touters

are still telling workmen at home to come out here. Cornstalk.

Sydney, N.S.W., Jan. 26, 1890.

REAL LADY" SERVANTS.
'
' It is so often said that the plan of engaging ladies as domestic servantB does

not succeed, that it is satisfactory to hear at least of one case where the plan has

been tried most satisfactorily by a lady who has a domestic establishment both

in London and in the country. The eternal servant question cropping up in a

recent conversation with this lady (writes a lady representative to the PaU Mall)

I asked her how the plan of employing educated women of the upper classes as

servants had answered. c It has been entirely successful,' was the reply, <aud

my servants are now always ladies. I have one a housemaid, a charming girl,

who is the daughter of a medical man, and all of whose male relations are pro-

fessional men, and who does her work as thoroughly and as well as any ordmary

servant could be expected to do it.'
"

If we are not " all Socialists now " at least we are all Democrats {plus a good

deal of humbug, I'm afraid). It seems that there is some sort of movement

going on for housewives to get ''real ladies" for their servants. How
charming and touching this is ! Think of the romance of feeling that your

soups were made by a sweet girl who murmured snatches of verse from

Browning or Lewis Morris as she bent over her pots and pans,; or that your

boots had been made shining or brilliant for the day by a young person who
brought all the powers of a higher intellect to bear on the lowly task I It

is so delightful to feel that one's house is full of refinement above and below

stairs. For mind you, in the case I have before me, the worthy housewife

does not have her lady servants at meals with her, though "otherwise I

treat them as equals, and I have not found that they abuse this treatment.

j
The noble matron who says this seems to be of that terrible class of ladies

admired among their friends as "excellent housekeepers," and though

obviously the most well-meaning of her sex, and relaxing in the evening

towards her servants to the extent of a game of whist with them in my
drawing-room after dinner," displays a denseness and want of sympathy

which I always fancy the peculiar property of the British matron (though

being a Briton myself I may be prejudiced). I am usually inclined to mis-

trust the well-meaning of housewives who get up and proclaim loudly that

they are so good to their domestics (but usually say nothing as to wages!) ;

the women who are really on friendly and sympathetic terms with those

who serve them, and honestly feel the unpleasantness (to say the least)

of the position of " mistress and maid," do not advertise the fact on the house-

tops that these friendly relations exist j they are a matter-of-course^ and a

part of their lives. M. M.
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PROF. HUXLEY AND HIS NATURAL RIGHTS.
Professor Huxley tells us he feels as if he had a mission. He sees

the world going wrong, and people being "led astray by plausible
doctrines" of Right, Freedom, and Equality, and he comes forth,

accordingly, to set the matter finally at rest. As an authority in the
field of natural science, Professor Huxley must needs have something
to say which carries weight. But although an expert with regard to

the working of natural forces, it follows not that he is equally at home
in the field of sociology. Indeed, it must be admitted that his attempt
at smashing Democracy is by no means a success. He says some
truths with great force, muddles up others hopelessly in his inability

to comprehend the drift of contemporary thought and sentiment (per-

haps that is why he writes for the Nineteenth Century), and finally

compromises the cause he intends to serve by his excessive candour.
On the whole, I cannot see why Socialists should be indignant at the

Professor's contentions. Although he sometimes hits inconsistent men
like Henry George rather hard, there is nothing in his mixture of

truths and fallacies which could injure Socialism, and much that will

be found to support it.

The Professor attacks the "natural right" theory of the Third
Estate men, and advocates a restriction of such rights in the interest

of society, whilst he defends in the same breath the abuse of acquired
rights so far as to contend (by implication and in answer to Henry
George) that because a landlord has an acquired right (inherited or
gained by force of conquest) in say £1 worth of land, he may also

retain the £99 worth of " improvements " which his lawful slave

—

otherwise called "tenant"—has added to the soil by years of un-
remitting labour.

So far as the declamations of the " Natural Right " and " Eternal
Justice " men are concerned, no Socialist can feel hurt by the sight of

their discomfiture at the hands of the militant professor. We modern.
Socialists never based our demands on such shadowy and sentimental
notions. We say nothing of natural rights, because we know that
society is not in a natural state, and that in consequence of the unequal
distribution of wealth and public power the rights of the favoured
classes are anything but natural. We know further, without the aid

of any professor (thanks all the same !) that at present no two new-
born babies are "equal." On the contrary, and just because we know
they are icwequal, not only as to their inherited physical and mental
endowments, but also as to their surroundings and facilities of exist-

ence in a society in which all are at war with each other
;
just because

we know that the use by a few of their cunningly and lawfully acquired
rights and privileges is in effect far more injurious to the public welfare
than the abuse of any natural right could possibly be,—it is just
because we are so painfully aware of all this, that we demand the
abolition of all such rights and privileges.

When Professor Huxley says "all moral and social law is a restraint

of natural rights, and the standard by which it must be judged is not
whether or not it is incompatible with these rights, but whether at

that time, and under the given circumstances, looking at the question
all round, it is for the welfare of society that its members should be
subjected to such a restraint of their natural rights," he is only right

in so far as he undermines Henry George's standpoint. But what we
Socialists contend against, is not so much the abuse of natural as the
exercise of acquired rights (i.e., powers) regardless of the common
weal.

But whilst thus on the one hand Professor Huxley pleads on behalf
of " Society " for the restraint of the natural rights (of the workers),
he gives us en the other hand a very striking definition of "contract."
He makes no fine words about the " freedom " of such contract, but
says with a frankness which is truly refreshing, that " conquest itself

may be regarded as a form of contract." As the price of peace, certain
lands are paid over to the conqueror. Again, " Every declaration of
war is an appeal to the arbitration of force, and contracting parties

are bound to abide by the decision of the arbiter." Let us see : A
man is knocked on the head, say, by a policeman's truncheon. He
protests, and even defends himself. Jn doing so he " appeals to the
arbitration of force, and contracting parties," etc., etc. (to make " con-
tracting " out of counter-acting parties is good !). What is the remedy %

Force, ifyou have it, says the Professor. If you have it not, you must
—contract yourself out of it as best you can.

There ! Jt is, unfortunately, as yet too little understood by Social-

ists, that " right " is indeed mainly a question of might and capacity,,

and that those who have no rights of any sort are those who are too
weak to do what they might do—if they could.

Our man of science furnishes the moral of Bloody Sunday plainly

enough : The Democrats (social or otherwise) had no right to use
Trafalgar Square because they had no force to do so.. Since they
appealed nevertheless to force as an arbiter, they were bludgeoned,,

and had to abide by it as a contracting party. Had the people given
evidence of their power to assemble in the Square in spite of any odds
the Government might have put against them, nobody would have
dreamt to dispute their right to do so. I, for one, say the Professor is

right here.

The " right to fly " is of no use to those who boast no wings, and the
" right to labour " which the French Revolution so triumphantly pro-

claimed was practically no right to those who could not avail them-
selves of it ; it was no right to the great mass of industrial workers,

who lacked the means by which alone production could be carried on
profitably in the advent of division of labour and competitive machine
work for the world's market.

The right to employ their fellow-men as servants was not a natural

one to the rising capitalists of that period. They had it not from their

birth; it was merely a right acquired through the circumstance of

their possessing what others needed for industrial production. It

was, in fact, a power, the unscrupulous exercise of which forced their

poorer brethren to bend under their yoke. Had the masses been
strong and clear-sighted enough to resist concertedly the insinuation

of the capitalists to attend to their machinery, it would never have
grown into the " right " which to-day it undoubtedly is.

Harping away at his natural rights, Professor Huxley says, " Even
tigresses, when they have their cubs, waive somewhat of their natural

rights in the interest of the cubs ; otherwise that rudimentary polity,,

the family of the tigers, could not exist. . .
."

Just so. Tigresses waive their natural rights in such cases, because

of their instinct, which prompts them to be forbearing to the weak of

their own blood. Modern capitalists would sooner waive their natural

instincts, than the exercise of their acquired right to the labour of

the poor.

Was it for the " welfare of society," that bofore the passing of the
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Factory Acts in England, men, women, and children of tender age

(not cubs) were ruthlessly worked into cripples and to death by the

owners of industrial plant? Those capitalists used their acquired

rights (their economic powers) more savagely than beasts, because

upon reflection, and they could be restrained in their devilish doings

only by a force superior to their own, to wit, the State. But the evil

is still rampant, and another and final superior-force arbitration is

urgently needed

!

"Even in nomadic society," exclaims the professor, " in which pro-

perty did not exist, the clever man would have ideas, the commodity
which in the long run buys all others, while the witless man will have
none." Here is a blossom of professional logic ! I should like to see

"ideas" buying all other commodities (!) in a society where property

does not exist ! !

" Thus proclaim human equality as loud as you may," he says, " wit-

less will serve his brother !
" This is not always true even in civilised

society, where Cain may slay his brother by right of his " wit," if not
by violence. In a Socialist community each will serve his brother not
for the want of wit, but because his wit is full of love and understand
ing, and hence capable of valuing the immense benefit of social co-opera-

tion and mutual assistance.

The survival of the " fittest " in the struggle for existence has lost

its gruesome charm in commercial society, where we find most inferior

beings pampered up and artificially equipped with powers they are

not naturally worthy of. The modern Trinity—Private Property,

Acquired "Rights, and Vested Interest—has in the long run placed

Messrs. Witless and Mean in the position to boss their brethren (by

deputy !) to the detriment of the human race. Thus, civilised compe-
tition differs from the merely animal struggle for existence, inasmuch
as it results in the exaltation of the worthless and the perpetuation of

qualities which are the least humane, and in the crushing out of all

that is noblest in the human character.

This is why we endeavour to quicken the process of evolution by
which the Society of Privilege will be destroyed, and the production

and distribution of wealth will be organised on the fruitful principle

of brotherly co-operation.

Professor Huxley knows, of course, that natural evolution does not
always choose peaceful ways, and, like a man, he says so, much to

the dismay of our respectable peace-at-any-price people. The arbitra-

tion of force plays as great a part in the evolution of human institu-

tions as it plays in the world the Professor knows most about. His
admiration of superior force reaches its climax in the proposition
" that force used so as to render further opposition hopeless is an owner-

ship which should he recognised as soon as possible."

That force is a remedy we have long recognised in spite of John
Bright, whose children have probably all been born without the use of

forceps; but it has been left to Professor Huxley to say that the

crushing use of force is an ownership worthy of speedy recognition.

That he is right, must be felt by all those who through the barbaric

use of their economic powers have become the owners of wealth and
the commanders of men.

If the working millions have no natural right to the fruits of their

labour, there is only one title left them by which they can claim what
is their own—the combined, irresistible force of their countless num-
bers. The prayer of Professor Huxley that the ownership of superior

force may soon be recognised, is being realised. The consciousness of

their associated power is dawning upon the brains of the toiling and
slaving masses throughout the civilised world. The men-devouring
monster of Capitalism is shaking in its frame, since even the hands of

his imperial police-constables are being forced by the right of the

approaching host of labour.

Be not afraid, and tremble not, ye lovers of peace and compromise,
for it need not necessarily come to violence and bloodshed ; but force

it will be most assuredly. There will be " arbitration," yes ! and the

result will be a u contract" in which the ownership of the united workers
will be established by the exercise of their force of will in such a way
as to " render further opposition hopeless." Then, in the midst of a

society whose organisation will allow free play to all the manifold

capacities of human beings, we shall be able to talk again of " Natural
Rights " and of " Equality "

! Andreas Scheu,

A Conference of anti-Parliamentary Socialists will be held in the Hall of

the Socialist League, 24, Great Queen Street, next Sunday, March 16th, at

7.30 p.m., to draw up a plan of propaganda and to consider the position of

the ' Weal. All comrades are invited to attended.

A French comrade, a plumber, gasfitter, and general handy man, an active

propagandist, who has been recently expelled, is looking out for work here.
If any can help him and will write to this office, we shall be glad to put
them in communication with one another.

" The Social Monster," by comrade John Most, is a translation of a pam-
phlet already published in German. It is well got up and printed, and has
a portrait of our comrade on the cover. In it he trenchantly reviews the
existing system, explaining his attitude towards it, and the steps he would
take for its abolition. "A dagger in one hand, a torch in the other, and all

his pockets brimful with dynamite-bombs—that is the picture of the
Anarchist, such as it has been drawn by his enemies." Those who think
that an Anarchist is necessarily like this ; or that the individualist survival
of Manchesterism, which sometimes goes by the name of Anarchism, is the
real article, should read this pamphlet. They will find that an Anarchist
can be a reasonable being ; that in his belief " Communism is the main
point, and Anarchism merely the finishing touch " ; and that to comrade
Most "Anarchist" means "Free Communist," neither more nor less. He
concludes with a powerful appeal to all Communists, Anarchists or no, to

see that " Doctrine is not life," and to work with more harmony to their

common end.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

A new Anarchist paper has been started at Bordeaux, under the title of
Bordeaux-Misere. At Roubaix, a Communist-Anarchist paper, entitled Le
bandit du Nord (the Brigand of the North) has just been issued. Address :

comrade Edmond Vercruysse, 21, rue Fourcroy, Reims (France). Good luck
to these combatants in the cause of the proletariate !

At Commentry, Le Socialiste has been compelled to stop its publication,

owing to several prosecutions it had to face of late. But very soon a new
organ, Le Unveil Social, has taken its place, and is now the official paper of

the Montlucon agglomeration.
The three first numbers of the new Socialist review, LIdee nouvelle (the

New Idea), are now at hand, and we heartily wish our Parisian friends good
luck and success. This social and literary review is published at Paris, on
the 5th of each month, under the management of comrade L. Alexandre,
8, rue du Croissant. The chief contributors are : Jules Guesde, Ed. Vaillant,

Thivrier, Franconie, Paul Lafargue, Aug. Chirac, Albert Gouile, Rodelet,
Picourt, Bopartz, Dormoy, Eug. Fournidre, L£on Cladel, Ed. Drumont, etc.

One of the veterans of the revolutionary Socialist party has just died at

Montmartre (Paris). Joseph Piconel was born at Nancy, in the year 1816*
and has been a hard worker all his life through. He was a designer on?

cloth by trade, and is said to have been a real artist in his line. He left

Nancy for Paris at the beginning of 1840, and entered in the secret societies

which at that time were flourishing all over France. Later on, he was
amongst the founders of the French branch of the International Working-
men's Association, and did good service in the arduous work of organising

several trades. At the same time, he also published many papers, all of

which were doomed to an early death, he invariably being sentenced to

heavy fines and various terms of imprisonment. Piconel's last paper was
La Misere, which was suppressed at its first issue, and he got nine months'
jail over it. He was liberated by the people on the 4th of September 18J0,
and on the 18th of March 1871, became a member of the Central Committee
After the last struggle was over, Piconel was arrested, and lingered for

eighteen months on the pontoons. He was released at last, but utterly

broken down through the sufferings he had undergone, his last years were
of a melancholy painful description. No one in the French revolutionary

press has had a word of remembrance for the disinterested, sincere, and ;

valiant Piconel, who for sixty years was a faithful soldier of the cause of the

proletariate ; J. B. Clement, the editor of VEmancipation, who, by the by,

escaped the Poteau of Satory through Piconel's cool-headed heroism, is the

only Socialist who remembered keenly the fallen combatant of the revolution..

GERMANY.
The German Social Democrats have achieved a brilliant victory : thirty-

seven of their number have secured a seat in the Reichstag. Very well,

but what are they now going to do with their victory ? I fancy their con-

quest of parliamentary seats is already most embarassing to them. As long

as they were vanishing away amid all the other parties, they were excusable

not to do much—I mean, anything at all ; but now, when they are entitled,

by virtue of their numbers, to bring in bills of their own, what sort of thing

are they going to perform ? I hope that ere long they will have proved
conclusively the utter vanity of parliamentarism, and by so doing they will

serve well, very well indeed, the cause of international revolutionary

Socialism.

The circulation of Der Volks-Anwalt (the People's Advocate), a Socialist

paper published at Cincinnati, has been prohibited throughout Germany.
During the last ten years, the German magistrates have distributed among

the Socialists somewhat like one thousand years of imprisonment. Leipzig

comes in for 184 years; Berlin, 90 years; Hamburg-Altona, 53 years;

Spremberg, 50 years ; Munich, 40 years ; Landshut, 10 years ; Ludwigs-
haven, 3 years ; and so on.

The trial of the three witnesses from Dusseldorf, arrested for perjury
when giving evidence at the monster trial at Elberfeld (which ended so

piteously for the Government), was concluded last Saturday, after two days'

hearing. Krause and Rieckman were found guilty on two counts of the

indictment, and Gemmer on one count only. The two former were sentenced
to eighteen months' and the third prisoner to one year's hard labour. All

three also were deprived of their civil rights for five years.

BELGIUM.
At Jumet, in the coal basin of Charleroi, a general miners' congress has

been held, where fifty-four delegates of the coal basins of Charleroi, Borinage,

Centre, and Lidge were present. The proceedings have resulted in the

formation of a General Belgian Miners' Union, and this will prove to be a
considerable step forward in the general organisation of the workers through-

out Belgium. An executive of eight members has been elected, with comrade
Defnet, a member of the General Council of the Parti ouvrier, as general

secretary, to transact the national and international business of the union.

This executive will at once proceed to make the necessary preparations for

the convening of an international congress of miners.

The next annual congress of the Belgian Parti ouvrier is to be held at
Louvain on the 6 th and 7th of April. The Belgian Social Democrats are

at present very busily at work in order to get up demonstrations in favour*

of—universal suffrage !

Comrade Paul Conreur, the young Belgian revolutionary Socialist, who-
was one of the victims of the agent provocateur Leonard Pourbaix, and
sentenced therefore to one year's imprisonment, has just been released from
jail. A procession of over 2,000 workers, with bands and torchlights, from
all parts of the coal basin of Mons, went to the prison gates and gave him
a most enthusiastic reception. At the "People's House" at La LouvieYe

Paul Coureur made an impressive speech, promising to continue his propa-

ganda work as he had done hitherto, and urging the Socialists not to rest

until they had achieved complete success and victory over their enemies,

allied with a reactionary government and their despicable and scoundrelous-

agents. V. D.

We hear that Napoleone Colajanni is standing for Parliament, being the

democratic candidate for the district of Caltanissetta, Sicily, in the place of

Guidici who is dead. Colajanni is well known as a distinguished writer ^on

social science, and if he is returned for the Italian Chamber of Deputies,

will be welcomed as an acquisition by those of the advanced party who have
faith in the efficacy of Parliamentary reform ; though we cannot but think

he will be wasting his time.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Great Dock Strike at Liverpool.

The dock strike at Liverpool has grown tremendously during the past

week. The ranks of the strikers have been swollen every day by fresh

accessions to their forces, till on Friday 50,000 men were out, and formed a

huge procession, headed by banners on which were placed loaves of bread.

A Liverpool paper states that this procession had the appearance of " a vast

army." Neither tramcar, cart, nor cab could find an inch of ground as the

great torrent rolled up the street." The number is now still larger, for the

men employed at the docks of Birkenhead have also joined the strikers, and
it seems likely that every vessel in the docks will soon be abandoned by its

crew, the sailors objecting to blacklegs. The Dock Company has endeavoured
to get blacklegs from every part of England, and thousands of men have
been brought into the town to take the place of strikers. Many of these

men have been deceived by printed placards stating that there was no strike,

but have refused to act against the strikers when they found out the true

state of the case. On Thursday, four or five hundred men who had been
fraudulently enlisted as blacklegs, and had refused to stab their fellows in

the back, called upon the mayor to see if he would pay their fares back, but
his worship was " not at home." A gentleman who was trying to enlist black-

legs in London in the neighbourhood of Queen Victoria Street lost his watch,
one of the loungers he endeavoured to pick up taking a fancy to that article

;

we suppose he was so fond of the agent that he wanted his watch as a

memento. The docks are closed, and garrisoned by 500 extra police, and no
one is allowed in without a ticket from the Employers' Labour Association,

which has been started as an agency for the supply of blacklegs. The black-

legs are quite unable to manage their work. While clearing a ship at

Alexander Docks, a number of the " new hands " did not let go the bales and
packages in time, as experienced men would do, the consequence being they
were dragged down the slide or went head over heels over the ship-side

among the goods they were discharging. So strong was the force of police

in one dock that they almost outnumbered the blacklegs. The authorities

are in such a state of alarm that they have a regiment of lancers in readiness

to slaughter the people in case of any attempt at insurrection Inside one of

the docks there are also some armed soldiers on duty. Meanwhile, work at

the docks is practically at a standstill. Steamers are prevented from leaving

the Mersey, and four Mediterranean shipping firms request consignees not

to block the Liverpool railway termini with goods, and state that packages
weighing over half a ton will not be received. The dock wharves are blocked
with goods, and the company is in an awful mess. The only question now
in dispute is that the masters want to employ non-union men. The masters

are willing to pay 5s. per day for lumpers and porters, and 7s. for unloading
grain, iron, manganese, etc. ; 8s. per night for lumpers and porters, and 10s.

- for grain and manganese ; a night to count from 6 o'clock at night to 4 in

the morning, with one hour for supper ; regular weekly hands, nine hours
per day at 30s. per week,—and have generally adopted the union rules ; but
owing to the Employers' Association wanting to employ blacklegs, the strike

is likely to last some time longer.

been done to raise the price of bricks and break up the union, to which they
nearly all belong. The barge and brick industries of Kent are now at a
complete standstill, while work has also stopped at a large cement factory at
Sittingbourne. The clergy and the rest of the respectable classes are very
much alarmed at the number of men out of work who may soon become
starving and desperate, and are doing their utmost to get the masters to

re-open their works.

The Strike at the Wharves.
There is little change at Hay's Wharf, the men still holding out with the

same determination. Tom Mann addressed a meeting on Saturday, and
the men declared with enthusiasm that they were prepared to keep out till

the next new tea season if necessary. At Brookes' Wharf the men are

in the same position, none of the regular hands having gone in ; and at

Sharp's Wharf, although negotiations have been carried on, yet no satis-

factory result has been arrived at.

The Threatened Miners' Strike.

There is little change in the general situation. The Coalowners Federa-
tion have now suggested arbitration as a method of deciding whether present

prices justify an advance in wages. They recommended that the result of

the arbitration should if possible be made known by 1st of May, and should
the arbitrators decide that an advance should date from March 16th. The
representatives of the men, however, who have assumed a much stronger
attitude during the past week, don't take to arbitration, and Mr. Pickard,

M.P., has informed a representative of the press that he regards a strike as

inevitable after this decision. How much truth there is in the statement of

the coalowners that they cannot afford the 10 per cent, advance as they are

selling their coal at much the same price as they were twelve months ago, is

shown the letter of a coal-factor in the Daily News of Thursday March 6th.

He states that, in case the public should believe the plea of the coalowners,

he begs " to mention the simple downright unanswerable fact that many of

us have been and are now paying from 40 to 80 per cent, more for nearly all

the coal we buy than we paid twelve months ago. If you, sir, can reconcile

this fact with the coalowners5 statements, it's more than I can do." As the
men have only got a 30 per cent, advance out of the owners, who have, on
the statement of this gentleman, advanced their prices from 40 to 80, it

certainly seems that the men's demand for another 10 per cent, is of a most
moderate character. I do not think there is much question but that the
owners will in the end give way. There is already, in consequence of the
revival of trade, a great scarcity of coal. In some districts in Staffordshire

and in Sheffield certain departments in the ironworks are idle through want
of coal. There can be no doubt that a fortnight's strike would stop work in

most of the factories in England. The miners' delegates have decided to

hold another conference at Manchester on March 15th, to see if the owners
will make any offer to avoid the strike. They have also agreed that the
men in any colliery or district may accept the 10 per cent, if it is uncon-
ditionally offered. As the day of the strike approaches, there can be no
question that many of the masters will turn blacklegs ; they are not likely

to lose their chance of increased profits during a period of brisk trade,

especially as the price of coal will rise still more as the day of the strike

approaches, and their Federation, which now looks so imposing, will quickly
go to pieces. The capitalist is naturally a blackleg when there is anything
to be got by it, and what has happened before will happen again.

Later.—Two associations of Lancashire mine-owners have resolved to fight

the men, and it is expected that all the colliery owners will also decide upon
a general resistance to the advance throughout the country. But despite

this bold attitude the masters may yet give way if the men are resolute.

The Tyneside Engineers.

It is expected next Saturday, March 15 th, that 20,000 engineers will be
on strike on the Tyne. The men want to cease work on Saturday at 12

instead of 1 o'clock, and demand Is. a-week more wages. The masters will

allow the men to leave off on Saturday if they will make up the hour during

the week, and will grant the Is. advance. The offer, on being submitted to

the men, was declined, and unless the masters yield, a strike is certain.

Lock-out of Brickmakers in Kent.

On Saturday March 1st trouble began by the bargemen on the Medway
going out for an advance of 20 per cent, on their usual scale of charges for

freights. The brickmasters around Sittingbourne, the centre of the English
brickmaking trade, have refused to concede the demands of the bargemen,
and have tied up their barges and also locked out their brickfield hands.
Five thousand men were turned out to starve last Saturday in the neighbour-
hood of Sittingbourne, and they are naturally enraged at the cold-blooded
cruelty of the masters, who are thus dooming thousands of men to starvation

for a quarrel in which they are not concerned. They declare that this has

The Irish Railwaymen,

The determination and courage of the railwaymen on the Great Northern
has met with its reward, the directors granting all their demands last week.
When will the English railwaymen show as much pluck and backbone ]

D. N.

CORRESPONDENCE.

SOCIALIST PKOSECUTION.

Comrades,—One of our comrades, Robert Bingham, has been committed
for trial at the ensuing assizes, which begin this day, Saturday, March 15th,

the alleged offence being that of using violent language at an open-air

meeting in Sheffield on the 22nd day of December last. We are hoping to

raise such a defence as shall secure his acquittal, but the expenses will be
very heavy as all our witnesses will have to be taken to Leeds, a distance of

40 miles, and kept there from day to day for probably the greater part of a

week. To meet this expense a committee has been formed, and they will be
glad to receive any sums, large or small, which may be sent to them.

Jonathan Taylor, Secretary.

16, St. James Street, Sheffield. Edward Carpenter, Treasurer.

AGAINST RUSSIAN CRUELTY.
Last Sunday, in spite of the blizzards that every now and then swept across

the park, and in spite of the hasty and unorganised manner of convening

the meeting, a large and enthusiastic crowd of London workmen came to-

gether in Hyde Park to record their indignation at the treatment meted out

to political exiles in Siberia by the brutal agents of the Holy Tzar. The
Socialists were of course well represented ; among the League speakers were
Kitz, Mowbray, Sparling, Tochatti, and Lynes ; from the League platform

John Burns, G. B. Shaw, Adolphe Smith, and Mr. Brighty (Patriotic Club)

also spoke. Two resolutions were carried, and it was also decided to hold

further meetings for the same object.

" Scotch Notes," " In the United States," and the continuation of "Eevo-
lution or Beform " are unavoidably held over.

New Zealand Labour.—There was a dispute in the tailoring trade at

Christchurch when the last mail left. A firm which refused to work their

factory under the " log " proposed by the Tailor's Union, was waited on by
a deputation from the Trades and Labour Council, and on still refusing had
their hands, about 50, called out, and a boycott placed on their goods. It

was expected they would soon "cave." A branch of the Amalgamated
Miner's Association of Australasia was formed on January 17 at the Thames.
The meeting was most successful and enthusiastic ; about 300 gave in their

names and put down their entrance fees. The lumpers of Auckland have

come out victorious in a dispute over the discharge of a barque there on
which rats had been employed, the rats being sacked and the contract being

given to members of the Wharf Labourer's Union.

Why Not Drive out the Drones ]—The masses of England are strug-

gling desperately for relief. The cruel competitive system ceaselessly ruins

the health and exhausts the patience of the struggling worker, and the

highest wisdom of the Tory Premier is that the wrecked and despairing

victims should be got out of the way. Australians would welcome with

open arms an agricultural population, with means to go on the land ; but it

is worse than madness to encourage the emigration of the helpless surplus

labour of big towns. America is over-run with the off-scourings of Europe,

and talks of prohibiting further labour of this kind. Where, then, would
Lord Salisbury dump his pauper labour 1 If it were not pauper labour, but
the bone and sinew of England he wanted to get rid of, such emigration

would be England's loss and the gain of the country where the emigrant

made his home ; but any petty attempt of that kind to palliate social evils

is out of place and out of date. If the Tories really want to sweeten

British society, why don't they expatriate the men who live in idleness, the

drones who neither toil nor spin, the worn-out rouSs whose only object in

life is their own selfish and degrading pleasures ! Of these, indeed, England
would be well rid ; but, unfortunately for Lord Salisbury, they are the

class of the population that seem to be so happy and " at home " in England
that nothing but a police warrant will induce them to leave.—Brisbane

Boomerang.

Nottingham Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament St.—Sunday
March 16, at 7 p.m., R. S. Pengelly, " Drifting to Socialism." March 23, at 3,

Quarterly meeting.
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"THE HUNDRED MEN OF HASWELL."
In 1844 a hundred men lost their lives in the coal-pits at Haswell. The verdict

was, " Visitation of God !

"

The hundred men of Haswell,
They all died on the same day ;

They all died in the same hour
;

They all went the self-same way.

And when they all were buried,

Came a hundred women, lo,

A hundred women of Haswell,
It was a sight of woe !

With all their children came they,

With daughter and with son :

" Now, thou rich man of Haswell,
Give her wage to every one !

"

By that rich man of Haswell
Not long were they denied :

A full week's wage he paid them
For every man who died.

And when that wage was given,

His chest fast locked up he :

The iron lock clicked sharply,

The women wept bitterly.

Georg Weerth, translated by Laura Lafargue.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.

1890 : — North Kensington and Manchester, toend of January.
' Commonweal ' Branch, Leicester, and North London, to end of

February. Streatham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, March 10th, 4s. 8d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards thisfund :—C. Saunders,

2s.; J. Presburg (2 weeks), Is.; H. R. (2 weeks), 2s.; D. Nicoll (2 weeks), Is.;

P. Webb (2 weeks), 2s.; Z., 6d.; B. W. (2 weeks), Is.; J. B. G., 6d.; and James
Thomson, 6d.

REPOKTS.
' Commonweal.'—The members of this branch attended the Russian Prisoner's

demonstration on Sunday last at Hyde Park with their large banner, where an
immense audience was addressed by Sparling, Kitz, Mowbray, and John Burns.
The members of this branch sold 4 quires of Commonweal at this meetiDg. On
Sunday night a splendid muster of comrades at hall for ' Weal benefit concert.
At business meeting on Thursday a large number of comrades turned up.—W.
North Kensington.—Good meeting at Latimer Road ; speakers were R. J.

Lynes, Crouch, and Maughan ; fair sale of ' Weal. On Sunday night, G. Bernard
Shaw lectured on "The Evolution of Practical Socialism" to a very good
audience, who seemed interested ; a good discussion and many questions ; fair

sale of ' Weals and 4s. 9|d. collected.

Aberdeen.—At meeting on 3rd, the Fabian tract, " Land and Capital," was
read and discussed. We have again secured a hall for Sunday night meetings,
which will commence on 23rd March with the first of a series of special lectures.
Glasgow.—Midday meeting on Jail Square not held on Sunday, owing to

place being occupied by other agitators, religious and political. In the evening,
at Paisley Road Toll, Glasier spoke to an exceedingly good meeting—questions
being asked at the close. There was no interruption.
Leeds.—On Sunday morning a most enthusiastic meeting was held in Vicar's

Croft, addressed by Scott, of Bradford, and Samuels
; good sale of literature

;

3s. 9d. collected. In the afternoon, another good meeting was held, same place
and speakers ; Commonweal and Freedom sold out. At the Socialist League at
night, Scott lectured on " Socialism and Religion to a crowded room ; good dis-

cussion ; literature sold well. We are making new members rapidly.—H. S.
Yarmouth.—On Sunday morning, Brightwell and Headley went to Bradwell,

and addressed a very good meeting of farm labourers. Comrade Brightwell
opened by reading a short account of the Paris Commune ; good discussion, the
meeting lasting over two hours ; Commonweal sold well, and a number of old
copies given away.—J. H.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, March 8th, R. Pearson
lectured on the " Currency Question," dealing with it from the orthodox politi-
cal economy standpoint. Good discussion; Hamilton, Wilson, King, Martin,
and others, spoke.
Nottingham Socialist Club.—On Sunday night, in the Hall, Woodland Place,

T. Proctor lectured on " The Rise and Progress of Social Democracy in Germany."
Capital lecture ; brief discussion ; W. Doleman presided.
Liverpool Socialist Society.—We held excellent meetings near the Landing-

stage on Sunday morning and afternoon, addressed by comrades W. H. Chapman,
sen. , of Liverpool, and Horrocks and Evans of Salford. Numbers of dock strikers
were present, and applauded frequently. 1J quires of Commonweal and 1 quire
of Justice sold, besides other literature.

Manchester.—Further donation for club premises: D. F. R., £2.
Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—

Sunday March 16, at 8.30p.m., Reading by George R. Cox: Normau McLeod's
sketch, " A Life Story." Business meeting at 7.30.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. No lecture on Sunday 16th, owing to the con-
ference of non-parliamentary Socialists, which begins at 7 p.m.

East London.—12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Mar. 16, at 8 p.m.,

a Lecture.
Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday March 16, at 8 p.m., A. Tarn, "The
Abolition of the State."

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m. William Morris will lecture at the
Grand Assembly Rooms on Tuesday March 25, on "The Class Struggle."
Chair will be taken at 7.30 by the Rev. G. G. Bynner.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at S, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.
Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley 's, near Co-operative Stores, every
Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday afternoons
during winter a Discussion Class will be held at 3 o'clock.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 15.

8.30 Mile-end Waste .The Branch

Sunday 16.

11 Latimer. Road Station R. J. Lyne, Dean, and Crouch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane The Branch
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Parker
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Parker
3.30 Victoria Park Davis and Mowbray
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

8 Walham Green-

Tuesday 18.

-back of Church ...

Friday 21.

.Hammersmith Branch

8.15 Hoxton Church East London Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing-stage, Sundays at 11.30.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday: St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11*30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near
Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

PARIS COMMUNE MEETINGS.
Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday

March 16, at 8.30, celebration of the Paris Revolution of '71. Speakers : Lothrop
Withington, James Harragan, George Bonham, and others.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Saturday Mar. 15, at 8 p.m.,

J. O'Gorman, " The Commune of Paris—What it Meant, and Why it Failed."

Dublin.—On Wednesday March 19th the Irish Socialist Union will hold an
anniversary meeting in honour of the Commune of Paris, at 87 Marlboro' Street,

at 8 p.m.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—A celebration of the Com-
mune will take place on Tuesday 18th. Particulars to be ascertained locally.

Tickets should be taken up by Sunday night if possible (Moulders' Hall, High
Street), in order that adequate arrangements may be made.

Glasgow. —Meeting of members and friends to celebrate the Commune of

Paris in Ram's Horn Hall on Monday 17th, at 8 o'clock.

Yarmouth.—We shall celebrate the 19th anniversary of the Paris Commune
next Sunday, March 36th. Mrs. Schack and Mrs. Tochatti from London, com-

rade Darley of Norwich, and several others will be with us.

Dundee.—James Davie, 6 Overgate, is agent for the Commonweal in this town.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday Mar. 16, J. Sketchley,

11 a.m., "The Labour Movement" ; at 6.30, " The Irish Question.
'

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sim-
day March 16, at 8 p.m., C. W. Mowbray, "The Fallacies of Political Action."
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialistiaeague, by Frank Kitz,

at 24 Great Queen »t., Lincoln's iDn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
So the great battle has begun ! Even the dock strike will pale into

insignificance compared to that of the coal-miners, if only these latter

will liold together, and show anything like the courage, self-sacrifice,

and solidarity of the dockers. Their demand is a moderate one—5 per

cent, advance now and 5 per cent, more in July. This a few mine-

owners have granted, but the very large majority have absolutely

refused ; a good many have asked for arbitration, but for the most
part there is a determination to fight the matter through and come to

death-grips with organised labour. The fight began Wednesday last

week in Nottingham, and it has been spreading over the country since

as the notices expired, until there are over a quarter of a million

workers out.

Coal experts, who are not colliery-owners, admit that the men are

not only entitled, even as things go, to the rise, but that the owners
can well afford to give it. However, the latter know that sooner or

later they will be compelled to try a fall with the men if they would
retain their power of exploitation, and as the present time is a good
time they may as well force it on and have it over. A good time for

them that is ; and so, whatever be the misery or mischief they may
inflict on the community, the mandate has been given and the fight

begun.

As the Pall Mall's correspondent says :

" The coalowners feel that they must try their strength with the men, and
that there cannot possibly be a better time than the present. The spring is

coming on apace, and the demand for gas coals and house coals lessens every
day. The Baltic does not open fully for six weeks. The demand for iron

is not so brisk. Under these circumstances, the colliery-owners see that if

they give way now, prices will immediately relapse. It must also be borne
in mind that years have now elapsed since any serious strike took place, and
that a new generation of young miners has arisen who do not know the

privations and miseries which a strike entails, and these young miners are

<fche energetic and bellicose and determined element. And the owners feel

that if the fight does not come off now 20 per cent, may be demanded in

September, and could not well be resisted then ; whereas, if the fight is

forced on now, and the men's funds are exhausted and their union weakened
er broken up, they won't have the stomach for a further battle in the

autumn."

However, the men say that in spite of the time of the year they
-can hold out, and it is quite certain that if they can do so and hang
well together they must win. They have announced that they can go
three weeks or more without strike pay, and if this be true, and their

reserve funds be what they are said to be, there is no reason to fear

the collapse of the strike for a couple of months to come. If it does
break down before, or even then, it will be because they are not
united. There are large districts which are standing aloof altogether,

and there are other doubtful ones which may rat if the thing looks at

-all like going against them ; so that the result is far from certain.

Meanwhile, so long as the struggle does last, the miners should have
the enthusiastic support of every workman in every trade, and should
be helped and encouraged in every possible way.

of Mr.that in spite

weapon, the govern-

One thing which they will have to face is,

Gladstone's expressed approval of the strike as a
ing classes as a whole are exasperated by the frequency and effect with
which it has been used of late. As may be plainly seen in Liverpool
just now, where an ostentatious display of military force is being
made, they would only be too pleased to have a fairly good excuse for
"quieting" discontent. A little blood-letting would cow the mob,
they think

; and they will go in for it, too, if they can only manage
to work up a case for it, a case which would secure public opinion on
their side, the "public opinion" they care about.

not do. Even with " Bloody Sunday " and a hundred other examples

of class-hatred before their eyes, English workmen do not realise what

sorry slaves they are. They are so used, in towns, anyhow, to being

bullied and beaten by the police, that a little extra tyranny has no

effect if only it is manifested in the familiar form. Let the bullet and

the sabre supplant the baton, the red coat replace the blue, and the

rattle of the musketry will roll from one end of the land to the other

and the swish of the sword be heard in every wind that blows.

It would mean despair—and the politics of despair ! One can but

marvel at the insensate folly which would provoke of set purpose the

spirit which spoke in the Chartist motto, " If you Peterloo us, we will

Moscow you ! " or that of the men who made the " Man with a Match-

box " a byword of terror. You are not likely to pay much heed to

what Commonweal says, Messieurs our masters ! If you were, enemies

though you be, one might ask you to reflect on the one-sided battle

you would be waging, if once the masses of the people were really driven

to despair. You might recall, with advantage, the fact that the have-

not has nothing but his miserable life to lose ; that there is a good

many of him, so many, you can't kill all, and the more you kill the

more embittered will be those that remain ; that if he can do nothing

else, every insignificant unit in the mass can manage to destroy—there

is none too feeble for that. And everything is yours, and thus he can

destroy nothing without injuring you; and then you are not, like him,

lost in the immensity of the mob, you are set on high for a mark, and

can be readily hit at.

Just call a halt, O sapient rulers ! and keep your soldiers from firing

on us
;
go on fooling us and don't try forcing us ; or, you will find that

even we English workmen, degraded as we are, down-trodden as we
are, willing and cowardly slaves as we are, have still the capability of

the proverbial worm for turning, and when we do so can make things

so warm for you that you will be " sorry you spoke." S.

It seems that Bismark really has resigned, and yet the world hangs

together and has not been dispersed into space. Exultation at the dis-

appearance from active life of this most prosaic of all tyrants, this

tyrant of a commercial age, is checked by the doubt as to whether it

is not merely a theatrical stroke ; as to whether he may not, after all,

govern safely and irresponsibly under the veil of resignation. On the

other hand, if circumstances have driven him to resign, it is once

more a clear enough token of the advance which Socialism is making.

Let us hope that it is so. W. M.

But if they do this, they could do nothing better for the progress of
revolutionary ideas. To repeat Peterloo would be to bring out in a
condensed and dramatic fashion the facts of the commercial system, to
sear them into the popular soul as twenty years of our talking would

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
on,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTEKS FKOM A UTOPIAN BOMANCE.

Chap. IX. {continued).—Concerning Love.

The old man grew quite serious again. Said he : "I do remember
about that strange piece of baseless folly, the result, like all other follies

of the period, of the hideous class tyranny which then obtained. What
do we think of it now 1 you would say. My friend, that is a question

easy to answer. How could it possibly be but that maternity should

be highly honoured amongst us 1 Surely it is a matter of course that

the natural and necessary pains which the mother must go through,

form a bond of union between man and woman, an extra stimulus to

love and affection between them, and that this is universally recognised.

For the rest, remember that all the artificial burdens of motherhood

are now done away with. A mother has no longer any mere sordid

anxieties for the future of her children. They may indeed turn out

better or worse ; they may disappoint her highest hopes ; such anxieties

as these are a part of the mingled pleasure and pain which goes to

make up the life of mankind. But at least she is spared the fear (it

was most commonly the certainty) that artificial disabilities would

make her children something less than men and women: she knows
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that they will live and act according to the measure of their own
faculties. In times past, it is clear that the 'Society' of the day
helped its Judaic god> and the ' Man of Science ' of the time, in visiting

the sins of the fathers upon the children. How to reverse this process,

how to take the sting out of heredity, has been one of the most con-

stant cares of the thoughtful men amongst us. So that, you see, the

ordinarily healthy woman (and almost all our women are both healthy

and at least comely), respected as a child-bearer and rearer of children,

desired as a woman, loved as a companion, unanxious for the future of

her children, has far more instinct for maternity than the poor drudge
and mother of drudges of past days could ever have had ; or than her
sister of the upper classes, brought up in affected ignorance of natural

facts, reared in an atmosphere of mingled prudery and prurience."

"You speak warmly," I said, "but I can see you are right."

"Yes," he said, "and I will point out to you a token of all the
benefits which we have gained by our freedom. What did you think
of the looks of the people whom you have come across to-day ?

"

" Said I :
" I could hardly have believed that there could be so many

good-looking people in any civilised country."

He crowed a little, like the old bird he was. " What ! are we still

civilised?" said he. Well, as to our looks, the English and Jutish
blood, which on the whole is predominant here, used not to produce
much beauty. But I think we have improved it. I know a man who
has a large collection of portraits printed from photographs of the

nineteenth century, and going over those and comparing them with
the everyday faces in these times, puts the improvement in our good
looks beyond a doubt. Now, there are some people who think it not
too fantastic to connect this increase of beauty directly with our
freedom and good sense in the matters we have been speaking of

:

they believe that a child born from the natural and healthy love

between a man and a woman, even if that be transient, is likely to

turn out better in all ways, and especially in bodily beauty, than the
birth of the respectable commercial marriage bed, or of the dull despair

of the drudge of that system. They say, Pleasure begets pleasure.

What do you think?"
"lam much of that mind," said I.

Chap. X.—Questions and Answers.

" Well," said the old man, shifting in his chair, " you must get on
with your questions, Guest; I have been some time answering this

first one."

Said I :
" I want an extra word or two about your ideas of educa-

tion ; although I gathered from Dick that you let your children run

wild and didn't teach them anything ; and in short, that your education

is like the 'snakes in Iceland'—non- existent."

"Then you gathered left-handed," quoth he. "But of course I

understand your point of view about education, which is that of times

past, when 'the struggle for life,' as men used to phrase it (i.e., the

struggle for a slave's rations on one side, and for a bouncing share of

the slaveholders' privilege on the other), pinched ' education ' for most
people into a niggardly dole of not very accurate information ; some-

thing to be swallowed by the beginner in the art of living whether he
liked it or not, and was hungry for it or not : and which had been
chewed and digested over and over again by people who didn't care

about it in order to serve it out to other people who didn't care about it."

I stopped the old man's rising wrath by a laugh, and said :
" Well,

you were not taught that way, at any rate, so you may let your anger

run off you a little."

"True, true," said he, smiling. "I thank you for correcting my
ill-temper : I always fancy myself as living in any period of which we
may be speaking. But however, to put it in a cooler way : you ex-

pected to see children thrust into schools when they have reached an
age conventionally supposed to be the due age, whatever their varying
faculties and dispositions may be, and when there, with like disregard

to be subjected to a certain conventional course of ' learning.' My
friend, can't you see that such a proceeding means ignoring the fact of

growth, bodily and mental? No one could come out of such a mill

uninjured ; and those only would avoid being crushed by it who would
have the spirit of rebellion strong in them. Fortunately most children

have had that at all times. Now you see what it all comes to. In
the old times all this was the result of poverty. In the nineteenth

century, society was so miserably poor, owing to the systematised

robbery on which it was founded, that real education was impossible

for anybody. The whole theory of their so-called education was that

it was necessary to shove a little information into a child, even if it

were by means of torture, and accompanied by twaddle which it was
well known was of no use, or else he would lack information lifelong :

the hurry of poverty forbade anything else. All that is past ; we are

no longer hurried, and the information lies ready to each one's hand
when his own inclinations impel him to seek it. In this as in other

matters we have become wealthy : we can afford to give ourselves time

to grow."

"Yes," said I, "but suppose the child, youth, man, never wants the

information, never grows in the direction you might hope him to do :

suppose, for instance, he objects to learning arithmetic or mathematics

;

you can't force him when he is grown ; can't you force him while he
is growing, and oughtn't you to do so ?

"

"Well," said he, "were you forced to learn arithmetic and mathe-
matics ?

"

"A little," said I.

" And how old are you now ?

"

"Say fifty-six," said I.

"And how much arithmetic and mathematics do you know now? 7

quoth the old man, smiling rather mockingly.

Said I : "None whatever, I am sorry to say."

Hammond laughed quietly, but made no other comment on my
admission, and I dropped the subject of education, perceiving him to-

be hopeless on that side. <

I thought a little, and said: "You were speaking just now of

households : that sounded to me a little like the customs of past times;

I should have thought you would have lived more in public."
" Phalangsteries, eh ? " said he. " Well, we live as we like, and we*

like to live as a rule with certain house-mates that we have got used
to. Remember, again, that poverty is extinct, and that the Fourierist

phalangsteries and all their kind, as was but natural at the time, implied

nothing but a refuge from mere destitution. Such a way of life as that,

could only have been conceived of by people surrounded by the worst
form of poverty. But you must understand therewith, that though
separate households are the rule amongst us, and though they differ

in their habits more or less, yet no door is shut to any good-tempered

person who is content to live as the other house-mates do : only of

course it would be unreasonable for one man to drop into a household

and bid the folk of it to alter their habits to please him, since he can

go elsewhere and live as he pleases. However, I need not say much
about all this, as you are going up the river with Dick, and will find

out for yourself by experience how these matters are managed."

After a pause, I said :
" Your big towns, now ; how about them ?

London, which—which I have read about as the modern Babylon of

civilisation, seems to have disappeared."

"Well, well," said old Hammond, "perhaps after all it is more like-

ancient Babylon now than the ' modern Babylon ' of the nineteenth

century was. But let that pass. After all, there is a good deal of

population in places between here and Hammersmith ; nor have you
seen the most populous part of the town yet."

"Tell me, then," said I, "how is it towards the east?"

Said he :
" Time was when if you mounted a good horse and rode

straight away from my door here at a round trot for an hour and a half,

you would still be in the thick of London, and the greater part of that

would be ' slums,' as they were called ; that is to say, places of torture

for innocent men and women ; or worse, stews for rearing and breeding

men and women in such degradation that that torture should seem to

them mere ordinary and natural life."

" I know, I know," I said, rather impatiently. " That was what
was ; tell me something of what is. Is any of that left ?

"

" Not an inch," said he ; " but some memory of it abides with us,,

and I am glad of it. Once a year, on May-day, we hold a solemn feast

in those easterly communes of London to commemorate The Clearing

of Misery, as it is called. On that day we have music and dancing,,

and merry games and happy feasting on the site of some of the worst

of the old slums, the traditional memory of which we have kept. On
that occasion the custom is for the prettiest girls to sing some of the-

old revolutionary songs, and those which were the groans of the dis-

content, once so hopeless, on the very spots where those terrible crimes of

class-murder were committed day by day for so many years. To a
man like me, who have studied the past so diligently, it is a curious

and touching sight to see some beautiful girl, daintily clad, and crowned
with flowers from the neighbouring meadows, standing amongst the

happy people, on some mound where of old time stood the wretched

apology for a house, a den in which men and women lived packed
amongst the filth like pilchards in a cask ; lived in such a way that

they could only have endured it, as I said just now, by being degraded

out of humanity—to hear the terrible words of threatening and lamen-

tation coming from her sweet and beautiful lips, and she unconscious,

of their real meaning : to hear her, say, singing Hood's Song of the

Shirt, and to think that all the time she does not understand what it

is all about—a tragedy grown inconceivable to her and her listeners.

Think of that, if you can, and of how glorious life is grown !

"

"Indeed," said I, "it is difficult for me to think of it."

And I sat watching how his eyes glittered, and how the fresh life-

seemed to glow in his face, and I wondered how at his age he should

think of the happiness of the world, or indeed anything but his coming

dinner. William Morris.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

AN INTERNATIONAL APPEAL.
For eight months past the blanket-weavers and workers associated with
them have been on strike at Cours (Rhone). Counting their families, more
than 4,000 have been affected—practically the entire population of the place.

Their wages had been lowered again and again, until they were face to face

with starvation. Banding themselves together in a union, they resolved to

resist further encroachment. But the millowners had enjoyed unquestioned

supremacy so long that they refused to recognise the union, and gave notice

of their intention to crush it. Seven have since acceded to the men's demand,,

but the others are determined to destroy the trade of the district rather

than give in. For eight months the men have held out, in spite of privation,,

but they are now compelled to ask for help from their fellow-countrymen,

and from all sympathisers throughout the world. They feel that although

everywhere the workers have their own troubles to attend to, there must
be some able and willing to help them. As they suffer in the cause of labour
so they appeal to all friends of labour to aid them in the fight. In better

times they will gratefully reciprocate the proofs of international solidarity.

Address, au Secretaire du Syndicat de Cours, Rhone, France.

An adjourned meeting and conference of anti-Parliamentary Socialists-

will take place on Sunday, March 23rd, at 7.30 p.m., to consider propaganda

for ensuing year and other important business. All comrades are asked to-

attend.
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,- SCOTTISH NOTES.
^he jabouf; vote did npt m^ake mucl^qf a, show at the recent (and first)

County Bouncil election in Scotland. Every one of the labour candi-

dates was defeated—some of them very badly indeed. It is satisfactory,

however, to note that .those who were most advanced or Socialistic in

ititfii utterances fared rather better than the mere trades-union apostles.

§iaall, of the Lanarkshire Miners, who is an avowed Socialist, ran his

landlord opponent very close; and Keir Hardie, who has also the bad

lame of being a Socialist (of the Parliamentary school), was well up

an the list.

The crofter candidates in the Highlands were very successful, how-
ever. In Sutherlandshire the Duke's factors and agents were all

defeated, and crofters returned.

r The Free Church is being shaken to its base by the heretical utter-

ances of , two. professors—Dr. Marcus Dods of Edinburgh and Dr.

Bruce of Glasgow. As at least one-half of the ministers and Jaymen
of the Church have little or no belief in the Bible or the "standards of

the Church " (i.e., the Confession of Faith and the Shorter Catechism),

the orthodox party will have some difficulty in bringing the culprit

professors to a sense of the error of their ways.

I use/1 to consider myself a pagan, but since I have read Dr. Dods'

definition of Christian belief I consider myself a tolerably good Chris-

tian ; indeed, quite up to the mark at least of standing at the church
door on Sundays and watching that none of the members of the con-

gregation takes shillings out of the offertory plate instead of putting

tialfpenpies into it.

One has not, however, much sympathy with professors or any other

lolk who accept salaries to preach or teach doctrines which they do not
fcelieve. Of course the world's all wrong :. and while workers have to

slave and employers oppress, and while all ^orts of men have in some
clegree or other to lie, cheat and injure their neighbours for a livelihood,

we must not be uncharitable in our judgments upon professors or

preachers, especially if in other matters they are " straight," and are

endeavouring to the best of their powers to do away with the conditions

that make hypocrisy and all other social crimes necessary. But Dr.
Dods is not of this stamp. He wallows about in his hypocrisy as a
swine wallows in its filth, and he }s mightily indignant when some
people venture to suggest that lie .1$ not, perfectly pure and undefiled.

Worse than that, he is a traduce^ of the poor, and a bearer of false

witness against the unemployed, t^s a patron of the Charity Organisar
tion Society, he has on several occasions publicly assailed the hapless

victims of our industrial despotism as loafers and knaves, and warned
the well-to-do plunderers of our cities and towns against yielding to the
temptation of sheltering them from the winter's cold or allaying the
pangs of their hunger.

Had the Professor confined his misdeeds to mildly extracting money
from the churches under false pretences, he might have continued his

time-honoured occupation without protest from me— the more the
churches are swindled the merrier am I ; but since he has set himself
up as an apologist of the priggishness of the rich who rob the poor and
kick them afterwards, J fervently trust he may lose his comfortable
crib and have to do a month or two's penal servitude tramping the
country in search of manual employment at fifteen bob a-week—the
experience would modify his conceit a bit.

Professors as a rule are just about as much loafers as need be, and
divinity professors are the most lazy and least amiable loafers of the lot :

and a divinity professor who goes out of his way to denounce tramps and
beggars is much in need of a sound lesson in good manners and Chris-
tian sociology lumped into one.

Sir William Arrol, the Forth Bridge contractor, whatever ability he
may possess as a practical engineer and as an architect of his own
fortune, does not appear to hold views one whit above the selfish

mediocrity of his class upon the labour question. In a speech which
he gave at Ayr, on being presented with the freedom of the burgh,
he warned working-men against demanding high wages lest they make
it impossible for employers to compete successfully for contracts. He
affirmed that he himself had refused contracts amounting to over a
million and a quarter pounds because of his uncertainty as to the
probable rise in the wages of labour.

I dp- not say that this statement is untrue; but I do say that Sir
William Arrol, despite his hypothetical loss of contracts to the value
of a milljqn, and a quarter, has on hand about as much work as he can
possibly unjjejtake, and. that during the last year he has increased his
works at, Bridgetpn to the utmost extent of the available space.

Sir William complained that certain working-men could actually
commence work on Thursday mornings and lift £5 and £6 on Satur-
days. Presumably he referred to certain classes of rivetters and
steePworkers. It may be true that in some instances that may be
done; but is it not grossly unfair to refer to such exceptional cases as
typical of the privileged position of workmen generally 1 I venture
to assert that Sir William has more men in his employment working
for 15s. ar less per week than for £5 or £6 per week, not to speak of

£5 or £6 for two and a-half days. The great n&asa of his Iaboj

receive 17s. per weefc, anil hjifi skilled woflaBuej^ from $$&. t$'%$4

week. His firm is notorious lor its system oi ^planting ^skilled

nnaVitlp.d InJhnnr . *
* ^

t*

week. .

unskilled labour.

Sir William told his hearers that thirty $ears ago he. hWl ^g^^j^;
ployment as a working blacksmith in the town of Ayr wit^ut^iMjcj^

.

We are informed, however, that he has no^ an estate at Ayr worth

'

some £20,000 or more. Sir William's wages must have been a deal

more than £5 or £6 per week in the interval to have enable^ him 'to

accumulate even that portion of his present fortune I How ijftipVor

that sum he, honestly wrought for, and how^nuch pt, it w;as , gained, fey
t

filching the labour of others, might be approximately gt*esse4 jjjju

learning what he considers a fair wage for »^ working* oladcsmifch

to-day. J. Bruce Olasier.

THE GREAT COAL STRIKE.
The great coal strike is ominous of coming changes, and cannot be
looked on as even a great strike might have been a few years ago.

The demands of the miners are so moderate, and so uncomplicated

with any difficulties as to method of employment and the like, and

moreover, the business facts on which the strike is based are> so clear

and so much in favour of the men, that it was expected in many
quarters that the masters would give in at once,- and in ordinary times

they would have done so. The fact that they are preparing for an

obstinate resistance shows that they are not qo much thinking of the

present strike as of their general position in face of the awakening of

Labour. The red spectre of Revolution looms threateningly it* the

distance before them, and instinctively they are prepared to fight.

Let us look at it from the same point of view, and understand that

it is a battle, not a mere business dispute. If the miners flick well

together, and if they are supported by the sympathy of their brother

workers, even those who will suffer by the strike, they will now for the

first time understand their power, and a weapon for the hand of revolu-

tion will be fashioned, which will be irresistible ; which can only be

resisted by the brute-force in the hands of the upper classes

—

i.e., the

army and police. This instrument, the striking-power of the coal

miners backed by the assent of their fellow workers, being once ready,

there will be nothing between us and revolution but a knowledge on

the part of the workers of what to claim, which can be nothing s^hort of

an abolition of the monopoly of the resources of nature—i.e., the land

and all that is on it, which is used for the reproduction of wealth.

This, and not a pitiful rise in wages, is what in the long run lies

before the strike of the coal miners : let us hope that the events of this

strike will show them how necessary it is for them to make this claim,

how feasible to get what they demand. William Morris.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GEKMANY.

When on the 24th of February the Boulangists met in the Salle Cognet
at Paris, they decided to send a congratulatory address to Bebel on the
result of the German elections. Before even the address was gone, Leo
Frankel, formerly Minister of Public Works under the Commune, published
Bebel's reply, which ran as follows :

" Dresden, Plauen, March 2nd, 1890.
" My dear Frankel,—I have not yet received the announced address of the

Boulangists. Probably they have thought the matter over again. If , however,
they took a fancy to their idea and would catfry it out, I am quite prepared to
ignore their factum, as I will have nothing at all to do* with them.-—Yours ever
faithfully, "A. BSbkl."

At LUckenwalde, near Berlin, the general association of female workers
has been closed by the police, and besides, the whole committee, consisting

of Marie Tinius, Johne, Weiss, Fallner, Anna Schultz, and Jolke, will be
prosecuted for having made an energetic propaganda on behalf of the

Socialist candidates to the Keichstag. The trial will begin on April 10th.

DENMARK.
The revolutionary Socialists of Denmark have just issued a manifesto to

all kindred associations of Europe and America,, setting forth the Reasons
why they have come to the constitution of a new revolutionary Socialist

party in their country. They also tell us that it has been resolved to trans-

form as soon as possible their weekly organ Arbejderen (The Worker) into a
daily paper, and therefore ask the moral and material support of all their

friends abroad, especially of all the Scandinavians.

ITALY.
Comrade Amilcare Cipriani has left Paris en tout?,jar,JFarli, where he is

going to face the new^ prosecution gatk up. againsfeiiiflii>y the-Italian govern-
ment. He is to be tried for exciting to revolt, whatever that may be.

: HOLLAND. ; \\
~

*

Comrade L. Schotting, who has been prosecuted by the Dntoh government
for baying written a pamphlet on "Military Copgcriptiqnj" denouncing the

yarjous atrocities of that System, has now at last
?been acquitted by the

r

superior tribunal of the Hague. r. •

;/
.« ; • !: n -

: r

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. • ,v:>r

A new monthly review is to b$ published at Relchenberg oh April is£

under the title of " Zeitschwingen " .(Time Wings). Comrade Joseph Yers-
neck is the editor of the new Socialist organ, whose office^ afe situate^ at,

Ijleichenberg, Ladegasse, No. 23.
l

_
f ;

- .-<•/ /Ym^V* <

NOTICE —Next week there will be an article and an allegorical
sketch dealing with Mr. Stanley's "heroic efforts in the cause of
civilisation,"

L

"
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REFORM OR REVOLUTION.
(Continued from p. 77.)

One of the chief reasons for discord is the growth of poverty, dis-

content, misery, and crime, the existence of a numerous class un-

possessed of property. These are, according to our rulers, supposed

to have no interest in the State (which they really have not when the

truth is told), for which reason, though allowed to exist in its terri-

tory, they are treated rather as slaves, and watched and guarded

against with the most jealous apprehension ; and there is no reason to

wonder at this when we consider the distress and degradation on the

one hand, with the affluence born of robbery on the other. States-

men may as long as possible postpone what they are pleased to call

the evil day, but come it will, however pertinaciously they may with-

stand its advent. At present they maintain the doctrine that property

is superior to humanity, because it is property that rules empires,

property that has rights, property that possesses a monopoly of know-
ledge and {sic) honour, with whatever else is valued by man. But a
time is coming when the teaching of Proudhon, that " Property is

robbery ! " will be believed by all men, and then will cease this hideous

nightmare of property which obtains to-day.

The ruling classes, who in the season of calm make no account of

the coming tempest, would think the honours of office and power not
worth possessing if compelled to govern solely for the benefit of the

people. The patricians of Rome, inflated by rank and distinction,,

and elevated by education above all around them, treated with scorn

the claims of the plebeians to exercise some influence over the manage-
ment of their own affairs ; and the rulers of modern Europe, their

equals in pride, however inferior in merit, aim in every State at the
same exclusive domination. In tranquil times they oppose reforms
because, according to them, they are needless ; in troubled times,

because they are dangerous. Perhaps 'tis better so, for the great

change will come, to my mind, all the quicker for their obstinacy and
greed. " The gods," says the Pagan proverb, " help those who help

themselves." It is high time the workers began to practice the philo-

sophy contained in this maxim. At present they are aliens and
strangers in the land, compelled to obey laws which others make for

them. But their obedience is sullen and reluctant, because accom-

panied by the consciousness that it implies the sacrifice of their best

interests. It is a fundamental fact that when some have too much
others there must be who have too little, and though there may be a

system of political economy which denies this truth, mankind will not
always adopt that system or suffer themselves to be deluded by it.

Our rulers cannot disprove the existence of a portentous amount of

misery, ignorance, and crime simultaneously with the established order

of things. Whence comes that misery, which cannot be removed by
Annual Parliaments, the Ballot, or Universal Suffrage ? Whence
comes this misery which is eating itself into the very vitals of society ?

We Socialists say it is brought about by various causes, chief of which,

is the monopoly of the means of life by a few, whose opposition to-

our teachings is born of the plunderer's fear lest he lose what he haa
been at so much trouble to gain, his property, the words " Property is,

robbery " always striking terror into his heart, just as the policeman's

lantern and whistle strikes terror into the heart of the burglar.

One good sign of the times is the desire for reform, which to my
thinking will not have the effect the reformers desire, i.e., to stay the

revolution ; any reform given now will only aid us, and accelerate the

change which is bound to come. The worker has been excluded from
the communion of intelligence ; labour has been ranked in the same
category as vice and crime, hunted about and trampled upon, and in

many instances denied the protection of the laws. This has made him
feel like a slave in spite of the noble yearnings of his nature. To
nations placed in such a category, revolution speaks as with a voice

from heaven proffering them deliverance from thraldom, intellectual

and economical, and they become imbued with the belief that for the

regeneration of the human race all things become lawful. The exist-

ence of large masses of the people inimical to the State, whose numbers*

are perpetually augmenting, whose misery is incessantly on the in-

crease, whose morals are for the most part deteriorating, whose minda
are cankered, whose hearts are gradually estranged from virtue, con-

tentment, or hope of happiness—the existence of such a mass, I say,,

is a fact which we must recognise whether it terrifies us or not. For
several ages this supposed surplus of humanity was consumed by
foreign wars. Kings got rid of their domestic foes on the field of

battle, and history bestows on the sacrifice the name of " Glory." All

kinds of dazzling fictions have been invented to reconcile mankind to,

this horrid game which is at variance with the principles of humanity.

Chroniclers, poets (with few exceptions), and servile flatterers of

power, have sought and still seek to disguise the brutality of the pro-

cess by which instinctively, or through the system, the governors of

the earth endeavour to confine the population within their artificial

limits of subsistence. But civilisation in its progress gives birth to

arts, which by their development completely counteract the designs of

ambition. Addicting themselves to the operations of peace and in-

dustry, the people increase and multiply faster than war can destroy

them ; hence the cardinal difficulties of governments. There are founds

in every modern state multitudes of people who have no assured future.

The labour of the day provides for the day only, and any interruption*

in their toil brings them within measurable distance of starvation.

This is the case in every great city and town, where there always*

exists a wandering population, living, as we say, from hand to mouth „

performing the rudest operations of society—a race as it were between

beggars and thieves, who labour when they can get work and who steal"

when they cannot. This class of persons is on the increase, and though-

denominated the dangerous classes they are probably the least dan-

gerous (at present), but when insurrections are actually in progress,

they have in the past, and will again, throw themselves into the

struggle against the oppressors. It is a feartul sight to behold millions

of people possessing no provision for the morrow, people born to be
mere hewers of wood and drawers of water, of whom it is expected

they will never look up or presume to hope for a better life. People

who possess minds which society condemns to stagnation
;
people who

possess labour force which is not required by the present system, ancb

is thus condemned and denominated dangerous. Thousands, rather

than submit to this, make open war upon society which cast them forth

to perish in the struggle. Others envelope themselves in sullen pride

and retreat to the noisome dens still open to them, where they expire

in silence or by their own hands. Others again there are who, rising

to the occasion, and seeing the misery, of which they perhaps are*
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co-heirs, go forth to raise hope in their downtrodden and degraded

fellows by voice and pen, and these are dragged by the rulers to perish

in dungeon, mine, or scaffold.

Let us take a review in our own minds of the dungeons, stripes,

chains etc., with which every society is abundantly stored, by which

hundreds of victims are annually offered up to support a few in pride

and madness, and millions in abject servitude and dependence. Who-
ever therefore, whether in the name of a deity or not, labours to per-

petuate ignorance, labours to perpetuate crime and misery.

The worst effect, perhaps, of our present system, is the divorce it

produces between man and virtue. First, even while employed in what

is called honest toil, it cuts him off from the source of knowledge and
condemns the mind to inactivity. Hence the paralysis of the faculties,

intellectual and moral, narrow and sordid views of nature and society,

false theories of virtue and vice, proneness to coarse pleasures, and
almost total perversion of ideas. Man in this state is as far removed
as he can be from his proper state in nature. His nobler aspirations

have been crushed out of him one after the other, and the intercourse

of misery with misery, and vice with vice, is not calculated to generate

virtue. Yet, despite all this, the light of the future breaks forth from
alley and slum, which can only be quenched by a force which will have
to be superior to any which has yet been tried. This class of which I

have been speaking, begin at last to feel that they are exiles living in

a state of social banishment, and are at length, like the servile classes

of Rome, discovering each other by their rags—the badge of their

order—the result of which will be the counting of their numbers and
organisation for resistance or revenge. C. W. Mowbray.

{To be concluded).

THE COMMUNE OF PARIS.
Why do we celebrate the Commune 1 Is it because it was a success or

a defeat ] To us it is both. It was successful, because it has inspired

thousands with those principles for which its martyrs bled and suffered.

It was successful, because it was the birth of a new world, the first

faint gleam of a dawn that will soon bring the brightness of day to

the toiling millions for whom the men of Paris fought and died ; because
the memory of those dead heroes should encourage us in the work
which has still to be done. It was a defeat, for the triumph of the

people was short and brief ; the memory of the joyous days of March
is eclipsed by that of the Bloody Week of May ; and our hearts still

mourn for the dead that have perished, trampled beneath the feet of

a base, cowardly, and bloody class, who cowered into cellars at the

victory of the people, but who could rise in an ignoble triumph and
insult the dead whom they feared when living.

Even now, the middle class continue their insults through the pens
of their hired scribes in the venal and lying press. Through these

means they still slander the memory of those they murdered ; but the

hatred of these people is the best homage to the dead. Had they been
swindlers and murderers on a large scale, the rich would have wor-
shipped them, as they do the great stockjobber who has plundered
thousands, or the adventurer who has massacred hapless savages with
breechloaders and explosive bullets in the interests of commercial
civilisation. No ; it is because the martyrs were men of whom this

world was not worthy that the middle class shower abuse upon them.
Students of history will remember that the ruling classes have done
the same to all preachers of new ideas that threatened their privileges.

The early Christians were monsters and cannibals, according to the

priests of gods in ancient Rome. No accusation was too vile for the

Protestant reformers in the mouths of pope and prelate ; and to slay

your foes and slander them after death is always the policy of reaction

;

a policy that up till now has ended in deserved failure. And even at

the present time the truth is beginning to gleam through the mists

and clouds of lies and prejudices with which our rulers have surrounded
it. The people are learning to admire the men and women who died

upon the barricades and before the firing platoons for the cause of

humanity. What creed, what cause, can boast such glorious martyrs
as can the Commune? Think upon the leaders who died with a calm
courage that has never been excelled. Old Delescluze, whose life had
been one long martyrdom for the cause of the people in the prisons of

France and the swamps of New Caledonia, dragging his steps wearily

to a deserted barricade, to stand upright for an instant, and then fall

a willing victim to the shot of the enemy. He had vowed not to

survive the failure of the revolution, and he kept his word. See, again,

Milliere standing on the steps of the Pantheon before the levelled

muskets of his murderers. In this his death hour he thinks little of

himself. " Live the Commune ! " " Live Humanity ! " are the cries

that greet the volley from the rifles of his foes. Think of Varlin, the
young and enthusiastic lover of humanity, dragged along the streets
in a long agonising march, his face slashed with sabres, a mass of
blood, his eye hanging from its socket, but he does not moan or
complain, but bears heroically his agony till welcome death at the
hands of the brutal soldiers comes at last. But do not forget the
people, men and women, shot down in crowds, 20,000 massacred, but
dying, as their enemies admit, calmly and proudly, their hands clasped
together, shouting, in defiance of the butchers of Versailles, "Live
the Commune !

" Triumph ! we have cause for triumph. Though the
defenders of law and order made the most beautiful city in Europe one
vast slaughter-house, yet they could not crush Socialism; for to-day it

is more powerful than ever in every civilised country. And the
workers of all nations shall yet march hand in hand to victory to the
cry of " Live the Commune !

"

D. J. Nicoll.

IN THE UNITED STATES.
Laurence Gronlund's latest work is now about to go to press, under the
title 'Our Destiny ; or, the Influence of Nationalism on Morals and Religion.;
In this book the author claims that " our economic individualism, with its

passion for money-getting and trampling struggle for redundant affluence,
must necessarily be accompanied by such low morals and weak religious
beliefs as we now witness ; while a nation trained under a social regime will
be distinguished by the opposite qualities ; for Socialism is eminently re-

ligious

—

i.e., will incline men more than any other system to postulate a
purpose behind evolution, in order to answer the question, what are we in

this world for?" He goes on to urge that Socialism will offer the true

ideal of human progress—" an ennobling religion, not limited to caring for

the individual soul, but identified with efforts to realise heaven on earth,

with a great sweep of social action, in which individual lives will be caught
up, as it were, to meet ideal passions from on high. Such an ideal we may
hope will bring to the front men filled and fired with the enthusiasm of

humanity, imbued with the true conception of progress, prophets of a grand
and realisable aim, and inaugurating a generation of sustained and rightly
guided effort which will revolutionise for good and for all time our entire
social and moral surroundings." The author of 'Our Destiny ' points to

various signs in support of his contention that the time is ripe for such an
effort. " First of all," he says, " it is notorious that a constructive form of
Socialism has for some years been evolving among American organised
working-men ; next, and this may prove the most important phenomenon
of all, the conscience of the country has during the present year clearly been
aroused as it has not been since the anti-slavery agitation. I refer to the
Christian Socialist and the Nationalist movements—so much so that we may
in the near future—within the coming months—indeed, expect a peculiarly

profound agitation of the public mind on these subjects. A blessed change
has occurred ; our religious people are at length becoming conscious of really

being part of a living organism which suffers. A more blessed change is

evidently coming, and it is not so much the change itself as the method of

bringing it about that is in issue."

After this, I think, it will hardly be possible that even the most en-

thusiastic admirer of Mr. Gronlund will claim that he is a scientific exponent
of Socialism. It is, however, a matter of extreme satisfaction for the

adherents of Socialism—using the word in its broadest sense—that one of

their number is on such excellent terms with the " power behind evolution."

Yet on the other hand it cannot be denied that this mysterious and well-

meaning "power behind evolution" might be a more "brainy" creature.

In that case, things would unquestionably move smoother in this world. As
the case stands now, this " power behind evolution " can give to itself a neat
testimonium paupertatio, for it has accomplished as yet nothing, and in fact

can never accomplish anything. If any " good " will be done, it must and
can only be done through reason. Reason, of course, cannot compromise
with silly—silly in our days—metaphysical speculation. I am afraid dear
Gronlund will never solve the social problem, nor will he ever contribute

much toward its solution. For to be able to do so he would have to fling

overboard first all religious twaddle, which he never will do, because " neither

can the leopard change its skin." As for the " peculiarly profound agitation

of the public mind," true, Nationalism has gone up like a rocket, but it is

not less true that the signs are not missing that it will come down like a
stick.

P. M. Arthur, chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, has

spoken some wise words. He was asked his opinion concerning the eight-

hour movement, and replied :
" If the working-men propose to make eight

hours a day's labour, and ask for eight hours' pay in proportion to the

standard wages, I think nothing could be better than to adopt the plan,

because it would furnish work for 20 per cent, more men, as ten hours now
constitutes a day's work ; but if they demand ten hours' pay for eight hours'

work, then the step would not be such a beneficial one." Of course, Arthur,

who has long ceased to be a worker, does not like that the capitalists should

pay ten hours' for eight hours' work. And yet the workers pay this thief

a large sum of money to look after their interests. By the way, I wonder
if Arthur is not meant for the " purpose of evolution."

Another dam is burst somewhere up in Arizona territory. Some seventy
lives were lost in the flood. And yet ample evidence already shows that this

disaster, like that at Johnstown, Pa., was due to the carelessness and mean-
ness of the New York Corporation that built it. Wonder if the finger of

that "power behind evolution" could not be traced in this "accident"—beg
pardon, purpose of evolution.

A conference of the Union Labour party occurred in Kansas City some
days ago. The following resolutions were adopted :

" We congratulate the Union Labour party upon the brave and gallant fight

which it made in the presidential campaign of 1888—a campaign characterised

by the most extravagant, corrupt, and shameless use of money by the managers
of the Democratic and Republican parties ever witnessed in the history of the

United States. Although there has been a change of administration, there has

been no change of policy calculated to relieve the agricultural and industrial

classes."

" Resolved, that we reaffirm and declare our allegiance to the Union Labour
party and its organisation, and that we advise our candidates, canvassers, and
press in the political contest of this year to concentrate their efforts upon the

reforms advocated in our platform of 1888, relating to finance, transportation,

land, and the suppression of trusts. All evils which now afflict and oppress the

agricultural and industrial classes have their origin and remedy in one or other

of these questions. As long as these conditions exist there is a necessity for the

existence of the Union Labour party. The principles of the Union Labour party
being substantially in harmony with the demands and purposes advocated by the

alliance, the Wheel, the Knights of Labour, the Farmers' Mutual Benefit Asso-

ciation, the Patrons of Husbandry, we cordially invite members of such organi-

sations to co-operate with us politically in the campaign of 1890."

As the Union Labour party had little money it is cheap glory to boast that

it used none during the presidential election, But let this party really

become a real power in politics, then money will come in its hands pretty

freely, and then it will burst, like so many others belonging to the same

category in the past. Politics—boodle ; boodle—politics ;
politics and

boodle—the purpose of evolution !

The eight-hour bubble has practically ceased to bubble, anyhow, as re-

gards the United States. Gonipers in his last speech claimed this movement
tc be scientific, but if we look at his arguments we find very little science

but a good deal of bunkum. He promised the worker that the realisation

of the eight hours would reduce the hours and increase the wages; the

capitalists were told, in order to gain their support, that as the increase of

the workers' wages would undoubtedly benefit trade and industry, profits,

rent, and interest would in consequence also increase. But who would have
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to pay for this " treat all round " ? Unquestionably the " power behind
evolution." ,* ,

t , t .
, „ , . .

Two meetings were held in the United States on February 22nd, Wash-
ington's birthday, for the purpose of agitating for the eight-hour day. The
most successful Of these meetings gathered in Tremont Temple in Boston

;

about 3,000 persons attended. Samuel Gompers as well as P. J. Maguire,
Secretary of the Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, made speeches.
As it is as yet doubtful which trade will open the firing on May the 1st,

Maguire's words have some significance. He said :

" This meeting is not to present an argument in support of the eight-hour
demand. It is to prepare the building trades for the effort they will make on
May 1 to establish the eight-hour day. The question has got beyond the neces-
sity of argument, for all men grant the necessity of shorter hours. . . . The
eight-hour agitation of the past year has made a decided impression upon the
entire civilised world, and Gladstone and Randolph Churchill have stated their
determination to fight for the reduction of the hours of labour. The short-hour
movement in Australia resulted in the Australian ballot, and gave to the people
of that country a tax law which taxed unimproved lands for their full value, and
did not tax the home of the worker.

"

The meeting in New York was a miserable failure. Only about 1,000
people, mostly Socialists, met in the large hall of Cooper Union, the same
hall which was filled to overflowing on November 11th at the commemoration
meeting in honour of the despised Chicago Anarchists.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 28, 1890. Henry F. Charles.

CORRESPONDENCE.
CHISTIANITY AND SOCIALISM.

Sir,—May I be permitted to refer in your columns to the important notice
from the pen of Mr. Morris which appears under the head of " Correspond-
ence" in your last number ?

Even for argument's sake, granting that Socialistic principles, uni-
versally accepted—as they are not yet—would supersede, by including,
all the social benefits alluded to hypothetically or otherwise as conferrable
by Christianity,—how about the devilry that is in men, rooted and
developed in selfishness, which is answerable hitherto for all the greatest
evils of our social condition or system, and may just as much be expected to

continue to defy the teachings of enlightened Socialism as it is found to
resist and pervert those of religion ? Nay, a deal more so, we who own the
reign of the Nazarene believe. Here, indeed, is a supreme difficulty in the
case, which, I respectfully venture to submit, the remarks of Mr. Morris do
not seem to touch.

In other words, we are presented, it seems to me, with what as conceived
by so excellent an authority, whether as designer or coadjutor of other
mechanicians of genius, may be a piece of machinery most admirably adapted
to social needs, yclept Socialism, but without provision made for the motive
power. That motive power has in spite of many drawbacks proved itself

over and over again, we say, to exist in Christianity as it exists nowhere else.

We have seen moral transformations effected by it in individuals and in

communities, which I believe, even writing in your pages, it would be folly

to pretend have any parallel in the results of any other philosophy or system,
if not in extent, at least in depth and social value ; and if the propaganda
of Socialism are true, there is no reason in the genius of Christianity whv
that power should not be exerted to give them tenfold more effect than they
are likely to attain by any other means. But why does not Christianity
originate instead of merely assimilating 1 Did it not originate ? Where are
we to find in history more genuine or earlier, or, indeed, other examples of

Socialism or Communism practically carried out than in primitive Christianity
or its prototype Judaism 1 So that we may in fact say, if Socialism is sal-

vation, that like the " salvation " of which Jesus of Nazarus spoke to the
woman of Samaria, it also "is of the Jews." Acts, chap, iv.; Josephus,
Wars, Book II., chap, viii., etc. A quotation from Josephus I may give :

"Among all [the Essens] there is no appearance of poverty or excess of

riches, but every one's possessions are intermingled with every other's pos-
sessions ; and so there is as it were one patrimony among them."
An interesting modern instance, probably unique, except in a certain

reflection of monasticism, for successive ages, one also strictly in point of our
contention for the benevolent genius of Christianity even in the direction of

Socialistic methods, is that of the promotion of Communistic living amongst
men of working trades by M. de Kenty, a French nobleman of the seven-
teenth century, to which I can only briefly refer in closing. Over a hundred
years after, as I suppose from the account to which I am indebted, there
were, as the fruit of his endeavours, "two companies in Paris, one of tailors,

the other of shoemakers, and of these in several quarters of the city " (and
the same there were at Toulouse), who lived in community ; bringing the
history to within a measurable distance of the French Revolution, which
may not have been entirely unaffected by the fact. M. de Renty, be it

remarked, was no political type of a social reformer, but a man drawing the
inspiration of all he did from Christianity, as its disciple first and everything
-else a very long way afterwards, so for my present purpose making the case
particularly apposite.—Yours respectfully, N. W.

Manchester, March 10th, 1890.

Siberian Horrors.—An account from Tomsk describes (says the Berlin
correspondent of the Daily News) the state of the Siberian prisons as some-
thing fearful, and gives the following figures, which speak for themselves.
Tomsk, the seat of the only university in Siberia, is at the same time the
central depot of exiles. It possesses a prison which can accommodate 765
men, reckoning for each one 4.8 cubic feet of air. There is space for 490
healthy persons and 275 sick ones, but the number of exiles who arrived in

Tomsk in 1886 was 16,184, of whom only 14,866 were transported further.

In 1887 there arrived 14,277 ; and in 1888, 15,014 ; and in 1889, up to

September, over 12,000—of whom 13,522, 14,239, and 11,000 respectively
were taken to the interior. In 1886 the average daily number of prisoners
was at least 1,313 ; in 1887, 1,120 ; and in 1888, 1,380. In some weeks these
numbers increased in 1886 to 2,955, in 1887 to 2,755, and in 1888 even to

3,020 men. Among these the daily average on the sick list was, in 1886,
394 ; in 1887, 512 (not less than 45.7 per cent.); and in 1888, 396, the
majority suffering from typhoid fever. The official report says in a few
words that for want of room hundreds of beds with patients suffering from
serious maladies were placed in the open air, whilst the temperature was
only six degrees Reaumur (45£ Fahrenheit). The mortality was, of course,

enormous. Between 360 and 400 exiles aro burled yearly from the Tomsk
prison.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Great Strike of Miners.

On Thursday March 13th the delegates of the men gave another proof of
their extraordinary moderation. They made a last offer to the coaiowners
that if they would agree to grant a 5 per cent, advance now and another
5 per cent, on 1st July, the present wages question would be settled. This
moderate proposal of the delegates was sent to the Coaiowners' Federation
and they received a reply from the secretary of that body, that the owners
had adjourned till Monday, and no reply to the proposal of the men could
be given till then. At this shuffling reply the delegates resolved to begin
the strike, and on Saturday the men came out. The strike, however, really
began on Wednesday and Thursday, when the Nottingham men led the
way, and they were joined by the West Yorkshire men on Thursday. In
Lancashire 40,000 men are out ; in Yorkshire, £0,000 ; in Derbyshire, 12,000.
In Staffordshire, East Worcestershire, and Warwickshire the men have also
struck. On the whole, it is estimated that nearly two hundred thousand
men are out. The consequences are already serious. Coal has gone up to
famine prices ; the merest rubbish, composed of shale, stone, and slack, which
a few months ago no one would have taken away, is being suld at 10s. to

20s. in East Lancashire. Ordinary coal has in some cases more than doubled
in price at the pit mouths. At Sheffield, several large ironworks have
already closed for lack of fuel, and at Burnley in Lancashire not only are
the cotton factories closing, but the supply of coal is running short at the
gas-works. The streets are crowded with men on strike, and an extra force
of police has been drafted into the town. If the strike lasts a week, the iron
and cotton factories will be closed. Thousands of people are thrown out of

work already. The Coaiowners' Federation met on Monday, and decided to
refuse the compromise offered by the men ; they offer to meet the delegates
in conference on Thursday to see if they could come to some arrangement.
As many owners are already giving in all over the country, I do not think
the strike will be of long duration, whatever the Coaiowners' Federation may
do ; the famine prices will be too much of a temptation to many coaiowners.

The Dock Strike at Liverpool.

An amusing incident occurred last week. A blackleg collector went down
to the neighbourhood of the wharves to see if he could pick up some black-
legs. He did not find any, but he was followed by a very unfriendly crowd
to Cannon Street station. Here he took refuge, but the people still follow-

ing he was turned out as a nuisance by the railway officials. In his despair
he hailed a cab, but the cabman being informed by the crowd who he was,
exclaimed, " What, a blackleg ! Here, get out, I don't want any blacklegs
in my cab ! " And he had to get out, and was only rescued from his un-
pleasant position by the police. We don't know whether this is the gentle-

man who lost his watch. If so, he was doubly unfortunate, aud might be
recommended to give up recruiting blacklegs as a bad business.

The men tight on with firm determination. They have refused all arbi-

tration, and have resolved to fight to the bitter end. One of their leaders,

Mr. McHugh, warned the masters last week that the consequence of their

continuing the struggle might be most serious, and that if the line of docks
became a slaughterhouse the responsibility must rest upon them. The
authorities became so alarmed at this speech, and the threatening attitude
of the men—several of whom had penetrated into the docks aud given some
of the blacklegs a good thrashing with belaying pins—that they sent for a
regiment of soldiers, quartering them in Bootie, and giving orders at the
same time that all the public-houses should be closed from 5 o'clock on
Saturday afternoon to 12 o'clock on Sunday. In order to further embarrass
the masters, the union has called out 2,000 men who were working for those
who had accepted the terms of the men.
On Monday, the carmen turned out and joined the strikers. The attitude

of the men is becoming very threatening. The avenues to the docks are

being watched by large crowds of unionists, who go for the blacklegs. The
blacklegs are getting frightened and are leaving the docks, though the
police do their utmost to stop them. The magistrates are in a fearful funk,
and are demanding more troops

;
precautions are also being taken to prevent

incendiary fires in the docks. In the docker's procession on Monday the red
flag was carried. The shipowners have resolved " to starve the men out,"

so there will be probably rough work before the strike is over.

Demonstration of Shop Assistants.

A big demonstration of shop assistants and trade unionists was held on
Turnham Green on Sunday to help the shop assistants to reduce their

shameful hours of labour, and also to denounce the persecution of comrade
Turner, who is one of the union secretaries, for issuing a notice recommend-
ing the boycotting of those shopkeepers who made slaves of their employe's.

Cunninghanie Graham was the principal speaker at the demonstration, and
he advised the shop assistants not to petition Parliament, which was useless,

but to boycott the masters who refused to give them their moderate de-

mands. Very good advice, which we hope not only the shop assistants but
every workman will act upon.

Women's Work in Staffordshire Brickfields.

A correspondent has sent me a cutting from a Staffordshire paper, which
gives some interesting details of the white slavery in Staffordshire brickfields.

It appears that the brickmakers, male and female, have been on strike since

the 2nd December for an increase of a penny to twopence a-day, so the
writer in the paper got most of his information from watching the blacklegs
at work. The best skilled women workers, the moulders, labour " from six

in the morning to six at night for a top price of 2s. 6d. for a thousand bricks.

It is piece work, and the thousand is really one thousand and fifty, the fifty

being thrown in for * spoils.' The bricks she is making weigh about seven
pounds each, and as every one has to be handled three times, the amount of

labour necessary to earn the half-crown can easily be calculated. Out of this

lucrative payment, moreover, she has to pay a page—a courtly title given to

another girl whose age may vary between sixteen and forty years. The
function of this latter is to carry the moulded bricks to the kiln, and other

:

wise make herself generally useful. She gets Is. 2d. for every 1,050 bricks

made, which leaves our communicative lady friend with Is. 4d. for herself/*

The weekly wage of these workers is 6s. 8d. for the moulder and 5s. 10dj for

the page. The writer describes at another yard "the cruellest form of

women labour even in Christian England." This is the carrying by women
I of large fire-bricks. He says : "The bricks are really slabs made in wooden
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moulding frame*. They measure a foot or so across, and weigh sometimes

as^Tich^UafliniKJ?edwH|ht afifrSW^^r, : T^he women xianyUhese on their

backs to an3 from the Kilns ; and we ars assured) by local experts that the

Wh are not. strong enough?to do the .ferine vforM. It not unfrequently

Mknbens tta% a woman is forced[on to her'knees by fa^ntfgfo&Mr $& ma
»
8^

bfmy; aid the wageVfo* trottrhg r6uYi& thei miry brickyard for 10£ hours

a-day ini all weathers ' like beasts of burden as they are made, is from 6s. to

'^s.Vweek, Ii the %trike succeeds, they will get an advance of another

shilling a-week." I wonder if there is any savage country, to which mission-

'ariefl and o^ier pioneers of, the gospel like H. M. S^nley are so anxious to

Extend the benefits of civilisation, where the women are in a worse condition

of slavery ? It is quite certain that they cannot be in a worse condition

fj»orally, for brutalised and debased by this heavy toil; the women use

titonguage which the reporter declares to be " quite unprintable." In fact,

their moral condition is only what might be expected. Emile Zola is the

only man who could do it justice. We are glad to hear that there is some

chance of these poor wretches winning- the strike. Many of the employers

Tiave given in, and it is expected that the others will soon follow them.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
'Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS,. W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.

Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.
1890 : — North Kensington and Manchester > toend of January.

4 Commonweal ' Branch, Leicester, and North London, to end of

February. Streatham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

REPORTS.
* Commonweal.'—The members of this branch went to Mitcham on Sunday to

help Kitz to start the meetings there. Kitz and Mowbray address ed a good
audience on the Green ; fair sale of 'Weals and Is. collected.

North London.—On Sunday morning at Regent's Park, Barker (of Brighton),
Nicoll, and Cantwell addressed a good audience ; 55 ' Weals sold and 3s. 7d.

collected. At Hyde Park in the afternoon Barker gave another address ;
' Weals

sold out ; 20 pamphlets sold, and Is. 9d. collected.—T» C.
North Kensington.—Good meeting held at Latimer Road ; speakers were

Grierson, Crouch, R. J. Lyne, and a comrade from the S.D.F.; fair sale of Com-
monweal ; 3s. collected. In the afternoon our branch took part in the demon-
stration at Hammersmith for the Shop Assistants' Union, and marched from
Kensal Green with band and banners. In the evening, A. Tarn lectured to a
good audience on " The Abolition of the State ;" many questions and warm de-

bate ; several ' Weals sold and Is. 6£d. collected.

Aberdeen.—At weekly meeting on 10th the series of articles on the Hat
Controversy which appeared in To-Day long ago were read and warmly dis-

cussed.—L.
Glasgow.—On Sunday at 1 o'clock good meeting on Jail Square, when Joe

and Tim Burgoyne and Glasier spoke. At 5 o'clock, Glasier and Tim Burgoyne
addressed Paisley Road Toll meeting. At 7.30, Glasier lectured on " Professor
Huxley and Natural Rights " in the Secular Hall ; good discussion.

Leeds.—On Saturday afternoon, in the Gower Street Schoolroom, a splendid
meeting held of Jewish workmen ; speakers—Paylor, Maguire, and Figenbaum
of London. Room was packed to overflowing. There was great enthusiasm
when any revolutionary sentiments were expressed. At the conclusion, three
hearty cheers were given for the Jewish Workers' Society, the Workers 1

Friend,
and the Social Revolution. On Sunday morning, at Vicar's Croft, a good meet-
ing held ; speakers were Paylor, Corkwell, Maguire, and Samuels, who dwelt on
the prosecution of comrade Bingham of Sheffield. Very sympathetic and en-
thusiastic audience, who subscribed 13s. 3d. towards the Defence Fund. In the
afternoon, same place, a splendid meeting was held for the clay-workers on strike

;

speakers were Braithwaite, Paylor, Sweeney, Cockayne, Maguire, and Samuels.
At the Socialist League, in the evening, discussion opened by Corkwell on " So-
cialism "

; brisk discussion, and literature sold well.

Norwich. —Sunday last we began the open-air propaganda here, when three
meetings were held to celebrate the anniversary of the Paris Commune, good
audiences being present. Comrade J. Turner (London) delivered some stirring

addresses on the Commune, and met with a very favourable reception. He was
assisted during the day by comrades W. Moore, Swash, and Lenneying. Com-
monweal sold out ; good collection. Turner gave a short address to the members
in the Hall in the evening after the close of open-air meeting. A comrade from
Berner Street was also present.

Yarmouth.—On Sunday the Branch celebrated the nineteenth anniversary of
the proclamation of the Commune of Paris. In the morning, on Priory Plain,
Parley, Mrs. Schack, and Poyntz addressed a large and interested audience for

over two hours. In the afternoon, the same speakers held another good meeting
at Colman's Granary. In the evening, at Colman's Granary, a good impression
was made by Mrs. Schack, Darley, and Poyntz. Mrs. Tochatti sang revolution-
ary songs at all these meetings, which were all concluded by the "Marseillaise."
All the Commonweal sold out ; 4s. collected ; fair sale of literature.—J. H.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, March 15th, J. O'Gorman
lectured on "The Commune of Paris—What it Meant, and Why it Failed."
Kavanagh, Fitzpatrick, and Russel also spoke.

Scottish Socialist Federation,—Gilray lectured in Moulders' Hall on " The
Commune of Paris." A few questions were asked ; good discussion ; the Com-
mune was ably defended by comrade Melliet.

Liverpool.—Good meeting held on Landing-stage, addressed by Balfour,
Reeves, J. C. Kenworthy, and W. Chapman. Commonweal sold out, and one
quire of Justice sold. Next Sunday we unfurl our new flag at the Landing-stage.
Sheffield—Hallamshire Hall, West Bar.—On Sunday last, March 16th, J.

Sketchley lectured in the morning to a fair audience on "The Crisis in the
Labour Movement." Also in the evening, on "The Irish Question from a Rational
Standpoint." Good discussion ; literature sold well.

Dundee.—James Davie, 6 Overgate, is agent for the Commonweal in this town.
Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Oxford St., W.—
Sunday March 23, at 8.30 p.m., W. Townshend, " Gold-Grabbing Sharks," or a
Star man on the London fish supply. Business meeting at 7.3X

LECTURE DIARY.*:

LONDON.

5 AImi

Jjatter$eamT<-&Ll communications to E. Buteux^ 45,* Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road. ;:i - °78\o»«I ~^W

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborai^^ai^guii^ejpS/^D^ting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 : Discussion. Class at 9. Hall open

• , every evening from 7 till 10. -^^ irjiW aWoT
\

East London.—Members are requested to attend a meeting *$ $htt.fcBrttti<& at
comrade Schack 's after the open-air meeting in the ParJ^Q ^^/toYf eiiT

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Mar^3, at 8Jfcm.,

G. Bernard Shaw (Fabian), "The Evolution of Sociafent?'
r

;
MaTch^th,

Meeting to consider the best means of organising out-dc^r'propagao^a- in' the

West-end of London during summer months. All Socialist jnter^f^din-
vited to attend—8.30 p.m. Sunday March 30, E. A. Pease (r^ia^j, "JChe
Newcastle Labour Movement." French Class conducted byMd%. tjfesrdches

on Friday evenings at 7.30. 4 " '!? '
r

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Me,ei# , esrery

Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday March 23, at 8 p.mn W. L.'jPMllips
(Fabian), " Labour and Socialism." :-/>:<! rnrf

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road.) Meetsi/iSStery

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. •
. n- ...y**

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.. " V'l
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.-~Branch meetings at InternationaiOub,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
-,ti\7

Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. S&d&ing

practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets^ey^y

Tuesday at 7.30. -<*'utm\
Glasgow.—Ra,m'a Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thurs#a^

:

evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.
;J j,\«

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance^
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every eveq

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m. William Morris will lecture atf 1

Grand Assembly Rooms on Tuesday March 25, on " The Class Struggle."

Chair will be taken at 7.30 by the Rev. &. G. Bynner.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and

Thursday, at 8 p.m. K
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every'

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m. , .

,

•

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month^ .

at 8.30 p.m.
J *"'

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every

Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m.
j

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist LeaguB

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

8.30.,

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

Saturday 22.

Mile-end Waste The Branch
*'

r
»fO

Sunday 23.
"

11 Latimer Road Station R. J. Lyne, Maughan, andCroaefe
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane The Branch

11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green Mowbray and J$itsi

11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Parker^

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Parker

3.30 Victoria Park Davis and Turner

7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch

7. 30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch.-

8 Streatham Fountain Kitz

8 Walham Green-

Tuesday 25.

-back of Church .. .Hammersmith Branch

8.15..

Friday 28.

Hoxton Church East London Branch

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing-stage, Sundays at 11.30.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near

Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m. ;^

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, Saturday Mar. 22, at 8 p.m.,

T. Hamilton, " Looking Backward."

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
March 23, at 8.30, James Harragan, " Federalism."

The New Fellowship, 267 Strand (rooms of the National Vigilance Associa-

tion).—Tuesday March 25, Miss E. Lees, 'Looking Backward.' Woman.

Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday Mar. 23, J. Sketchley,

11 a.m., " Labour Struggles "
; at 6.30, " The Paris Commune of 1871."

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, Hi)gh

Street, on Sunday March 23, at 6.30, Comrade Bell on " Socialism and Medicine.

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-

day March 23, at 8 p.m., T. Walker, " Trade Unionism and Social Democracy.'*
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SOCIALIST LEAFLETS.

Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported 1

"Down with the Socialists 1

"

The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers' Claims and " Public Opinion.

Tramcar Slavery.

Shall Ireland be Free ?

Ireland a Nation.

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

Single page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

To Working Women and Girls.

Strikes and the Labour Struggle.

The Liberty and Property Defence League.

The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).

Labour is the source of all Wealth.

2 pages 8vo, 3s. per thousand.

What Socialists Want.

4 pages 8 vo, 4s. per thousand.

A Straight Talk to Working Men.

WORKS OF WILLIAM MORRIS.

These Leaflets, at prices given above, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST GO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this

enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v. MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Just Published, square crown 8vo, 200 pp., 6s.

A TALE OF THE HOUSE OF THE WOLFINGS,
and all the Kindreds of the Mark. Written in

Prose and Verse.

Library Edition, 4. vols., crown 8vo, £2.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE: A Poem in four
parts.

The Vols, separately as below—
Vols. I. and II., Spring and Summer, ninth ed. 16s.

Vol. III., Autumn . . seventh edition 12s.

Vol. IV., Winter . . seventh edition 12s

Popular Edition of

THE EARTHLY PARADISE, in 10 parts, 12mo,
at 2s. 6d. each.

ditto ditto in 5 vols. , at 5s. each.

Second Edition, square crown 8vo, 382 pp., 14s.

THE iENEIDS OF VIRGIL. Done into English
verse.

Third Edition, crown 8vo, 217 pp., 4s. 6d.

HOPES AND FEARS FOR ART. Five Lectures
delivered in Birmingham, London, etc., in 1878-
1881.

Second Edition, square crown 8vo, 450 pp., 6s. 6d.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done into English
verse.

Crown 8vo, 248 pp., 8s.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE, and other
Poems. Reprinted without alteration from the
Edition of 1858.

Eighth Edition, Cr. 8vo, 376 pp., revised by the Author, 8s

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON : A Poem.

Fourth Edition, 345 pp. , sq. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG,
and the Fall of the Niblungs.

Third Edition sq. Crown 8vo, 134 pp., 7s. 6d. With design on
side in gold.

LOVE IS ENOUGH, or the Freeing of Pharamond
A Morality.

Post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

SIGNS OF CHANGE. Seven Lectures delivered on
various occasions.

How we Live and How we Might Live ; Whigs,
Democrats, and Socialists ; Feudal England ; The
Hopes of Civilisation ; The Aims of Art ; Useful
Work versus Useless Toil ; Dawn of a new Epoch.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

ON THE TWO GODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of

one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught
the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Eeeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Miiller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
^r Office of Commonweal.

' The Commonweal.
Terms of Advertising.

3d. per Line each Insertion.

Half Column (57 Lines), 13s. 6d

One Column (114 Lines), £1, 5s.

Two Columns, . . £2, 8s.

'Three Columns, . . £3
}
10s.

Discount on Monthly Accounts amount-

ing to £1, five per cent.; £5, ten

per cent.

Advertisements must be acceptable in
every respect. Copy received until

Tuesdays, 3 p.m.

The Commonweal is sent free to those

who advertise in it as long as their

advertisement continues.

Scale of
Brevier
Lines.
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-15

Reeves and Turner, 196 Strand, London, W.C.

J. SKETCHLEY'S PUBLICATIONS.
153, Gibraltar Street, Sheffield.

Social Science (New York). Containing
splendid full-page Portraits of the eight Chicago
Anarchists, with good Biographical Notices of

each. 1 copy, 2d. , by post, 3d. ; 3 copies, 8d.

;

6, Is. 3d.; 12, 2s. 5d.; 24, 4s. 9d.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free. 50, post free, 6s.

100, post free, lis.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles
of Social Democracy. By J. Sketchley. An
Introduction by William Morris. 240 pp. , post
free Is. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

The Irish Question, Third Edition. 32
pages, ii Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or
more copies post free.

Labour and Capital (Kellogg). 370 pp.
Post free, Is. Id.

The Poems of K. F. Relaieff (hanged with
P. A. Kakhovski, etc.). New Edition, 1887. Post
free, 4s. (pub. 7s. 6d.)

ARBEJDEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring
Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare
of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.
150 Minories, E.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have

expired and must be renewed immediately if they

wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,

at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, Lordm, W.C.
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THE CHRISTIAN PIONEER.
In a few days there will land in England a man whom all the Chris-

tians of the counter in this Christian nation of shopkeepers will rush

to welcome. Why ? Because Stanley is a man after their own heart

;

he is the personification of that commercial Christianity which gives a

lip-service to its crucified Christ, and daily crucifies humanity between

the twin thieves of profit and interest. He represents the armed
counterman, who, whilst ruthlessly pursuing his prospecting of fresh

fields for Capitalism, covers his designs with the snuffling cant of the

mission-hall. No wonder that Exeter Hall is on the tip-toe of joyful

expectation, and will welcome its hero when he returns.

The "Great Industry" for manufacturing opinion is also greatly

agitated. Fleet Street is in ecstasy ; the pen and the sword of com-

merce will meet when Stanley comes home. Mrs. Gamp, on one side

of the famous thoroughfare, has nearly choked herself with the handle
of her umbrella at the unheard-of audacity of Burns, the Socialist, in

squashing the project of the " Christian " Fleming when he proposed

to get the London County Council to welcome Stanley. Her indigna-

tion renders her speechless ; she " refrains from commenting upon the
atrocious aspersions cast upon the motives of one of the bravest of

our pioneers of civilisation."

And listen also to what her great contemporary on the same side of

the way, with positively, yes positively, the " largest circulation " in

the world, has to say. The Red Indian has given instructions to its

" young man " to let his perfervid thoughts vent themselves in three-

decker articles re the glorious mission of intrepid Stanley, his deeds

outshining (if that be possible, he queries in awe) the achievements

of another worker in the same sacred field of duty, " Christian Gordon."

The same good authority assures us, further, that every heart in this

great and glorious empire, upon which the sun even declines to set,

will thrill with enthusiastic joy at the prospect of welcoming home to

these shores the Modern Crusader. And then, after laying upon

England, who is bound by her glorious traditions as a civilising power

to accept it, the duty of carrying the blessings of her civilising in-

fluences into yearning Africa, until we shake hands across her

equatorial forests with the colonists of the Cape, he hurls at us

Hannibal, Charlemagne, Napoleon, Rome and Greece, in their palmiest

days, mind, and lastly Christ, but modestly withholding his own name,

retires into obscurity.

Across the road, where another branch of the " Great Industry " is

carried on, the limner lends his aid to supplement the efforts of the

scribe. And we see the presentment of a lion, real British you know,

often used for similar purposes, and Britannia, clad in what appears to

be a damp sheet, is standing in an inclement wind awaiting her

Stanley ; in her hand she holds a terrific wreath suggestive of Kensal

Green cemetery, and this is also for Stanley.

The patriots of the stalls at music-halls and theatres are also on the

war-path. We are treated to tin swords, red fire, and second-hand

uniforms in honour of those who are ready, deah boys, to dare and die,

or get it done by proxy. Scribe, limner, and bawler, all pressed into

the service of doing honour to the homicide.

The scribe is most probably the same who anonymously satirises

and vilifies the working-class and their aspirations for a fuller share

of the pleasures of life.

The sketcher will, if a strike disturbs the classes, represent the

workman with an ape-like countenance, with mouth of letter-box

proportions, sottishly handling pot and pipe. The same will do, with

slight alterations, for our Irish comrades when their turn comes to be

abused. Such are the applauders of Stanley.

If the working class allow the loafers of society to misrepresent

them in this matter of swashbuckling and butchering expeditions in

the name of England and civilisation, and do not by emphatic protest

make their position clear, they are equally guilty with the perpetrators

of the ghastly outrages committed in order to extend the area of capital-

istic exploitation.

That portion of the people which has accepted the theory that we

are over-populated and must needs expand at the expense of somebody

else, black or white, in order to feed our alleged-to-be-redundant popu-

lation, are the class who will look upon the achievements of piratical

expeditions with satisfaction. To them Stanley and his ilk are foragers

for us, and hence we should be grateful to them.

Calvary and its Cross are merely side-wings to this picture of robbery

of distant races in order that monopoly may be maintained at home.

With a soil capable of sustaining double and treble her present

population, her fields deserted and 4ier cities overcrowded, with thou-

sands living from hand to mouth and hundreds dying yearly of partial

and absolute starvation in her great cities and towns, England has

the hideous hypocrisy to talk of civilising the African races. She

had better engage in reforming herself before she presumes to inflict

the rotten civilisation she is the champion of upon aboriginal races.

Workhouses, jails, penitentiaries, slum?, and factories, and hospitals

;

homeless wanderers in the streets, dwellers in wretched hovels,—this

is our civilisation to-day. And Socialists owe it to themselves and

their cause to attack it here at home and prevent its propagation

abroad. F. Kit*,
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTEBS FROM A UTOPIAN KOMANCE.

Chap. X. (continued),—Questions and Answers.

" T#&L $&& in detail," said I, " what lies east of Bloomsbury now 1
"

Said he :
" There are but few houses between this and the outer part

of the old city ; but in the city we have a thickly-dwelling population.

Our forefathers, in the first clearing of the slums, were not in a hurry

to pull down the houses in what was called at the end of the nineteenth

century the business quarter of the town, and what later got to be
known as the Swindling Kens. You see, these houses, though they

stood hideously thick on the ground, were roomy and fairly solid in

building, and clean, because they were not used for living in, but as

mere gambling booths ; so the poor people from the cleared slums took

them for lodgings and dwelt there, till the folk of those days had time

to think of something better for them ; so the buildings were pulled

down so gradually that people got used to living thicker on the ground
than in most places ; therefore it remains the most populous part of

London, or perhaps of all these islands. But it is very pleasant there,

partly because of the splendour of the architecture, which goes further

than what you will see elsewhere. However, this crowding, if it may
be called so, does not go further than a street called Aldgate, a name
which perhaps you may have heard of. Beyond that the houses are

scattered wide about the meadows there, which are very beautiful,

especially when you get on to the lovely river Lea (where old Isaak

Walton used to fish, you know) about the places called Stratford and
Old Ford, names which of course you will not have heard of, though
the Romans were busy there once upon a time."

Not heard of them i thought. I to myself. How strange ! that I

who had seen the very last remnant of the pleasantness of the meadows
by the Lea destroyed, should have heard them spoken of with pleasant-

ness come back to them in full measure.

Hammond went on :
" When you get down to the Thames-side you

come on the Docks, which are works of the nineteenth century, and
are still in use, although not so thronged as they once were, since we
discourage centralisation all we can, and we have long ago dropped the

pretention to be the market of the world. About these Docks are a

good few houses, which, however, are not inhabited by many people

permanently ; I mean, those who use them come and £0 a good deal,

the place being too low and marshy for pleasant dwelling. Past the

Docks eastward and landward it is all flat pasture, once marsh, except

for a few gardens, and there are very few permanent dwellings there

:

scarcely anything but a few sheds, and cots for the men who come to

look after the great herds of cattle pasturing there. But however,

what with the beasts and the men, and the scattered red-tiled roofs and

the big hayricks, it does not make a bad holiday to get a quiet pony

and ride about there on a sunny afternoon of autumn, and look over

the river and the craft passing up and down, and on to Shooters' Hill

and the Kentish uplands, and then turn round to the wide green sea

of the Essex marsh-land, with the great domed line of the sjcy, and the

sun shining down in one flood of peaceful light over the long distance.

There is a place called Canning's Town, and further out, Silvertown,

where the pleasant meadows are at their pleasantest : doubtless they

were once slums, and wretched enough."

The names grated on my ear, but I could not explain why to him.

So I said : " And south of the river, what is it like ]

"

He said :
" You would find it much the same as the land about

Hammersmith. North, again, the land runs up high, and there is an

agreeable and well-built town called Hampstead, which fitly ends

London on that side. It looks down on the north-western end of the

forest you passed through."

I smiled, " So much for what was once London," said I. " Now
tell me about the other towns of the country."

He said: "As to the big murky places which were once, as we
know, the centres of manufacture, they have, like the brick and

mortar desert of London, disappeared ; only, since they were centres

of nothing but * manufacture,' and served no purpose but that of the

gambling market, they have left less signs of their existence than

London. Of course, the great change in the use of mechanical force

made this an easy matter, and some approach to their break-up as

centres would probably have taken place, even if we had not changed

our habits so much : but they being such as they are, no sacrifice would

haye seemed too great a price to pay for getting rid of the 'manufac-

turing districts,' as they used to be called. For the rest, whatever

coal or mineral we need is brought to grass and sent whither it is

needed **ith as little as possible of 1 dirt, confusion, and the distressing

of-quiet people's lives. One is tempted to? believe from what one has

reajd of the condition of those districts in the nineteenth century, that

those who had them under their power worried, befouled, and degraded

men out of malice prepense : but it was not so ; like the mis-education

of which we were talking just now, it came of their dreadful poverty.

They were obliged to put up with everything, and even pretend that

they liked it ; whereas we can deal with things reasonably, and refuse

to.be saddled with what we do not want."

T confess I was not sorry to cut short with a question his glorifica-

tions of the age he lived in. Said I : "How about the smaller towns?

I suppose you have swept those away entirely 1
"

:*Nq, no," said he, '* it hasn't gone that way. On the contrary,

there. £as been but little clearance, though much rebuilding, in the

smaller towns. Their suburbs, indeed, when they had any, have
melted away into the general country, and space and elbow-room ha»
been got in their centres : but there are the towns- stilVafrith their

streets and squares and market-places ; so that it is by means ix>f tfrgife

smaller towns that we of to-day can get some kind of idea of'^Iwfet *to
towns of the older world were like;—I mean to say, at their bes%^##**

" Take Oxford, for instance," said L ^

"Yes," said he, "I suppose Oxford was beautiful even in the* nlilK,

teenth century. At present it has the great interest of still preser*?i%;

a great mass of pre-commercial building, arid is a very beautiful place,

yet there are many towns which have become scarcely less beautiful."

Said I : "In passing, may I ask if it is still a place of learning 1
"

"Still?" said he, smiling. "Well, it has reverted to some of its

best traditions ; so you may imagine how far it is from its nineteenth

century position. It is real learning, knowledge cultivated for its own
sake—the Art of Knowledge, in short—which is followed there, not

the Commercial learning of the past. Though perhaps you do not know
that in the nineteenth century Oxford and its less interesting sister

Cambridge became definitely commercial. They (and especially Oxford}'

were the breeding places of a peculiar class of parasites, who called

themselves cultivated people ; they were indeed cynical enough, as the

so-called educated classes of the day generally were ; but they affecteds

an exaggeration of cynicism in order that they might be thought

knowing and worldly-wise. The rich middle classes (they had no
relation with the working classes) treated them with the kind of

contemptuous toleration with which a mediaeval baron treated his

jester ; though it must be said that they were by no means so pleasant

as the old jesters were, being, in fact, the bores of society. They were-

laughed at, despised—and paid. Which last was what they aimed at."

Dear me ! thought I, how apt history is to reverse contemporary

judgments. Surely only the worst of them were as bad as that. But
I must admit that they were mostly prigs, and that they were com-

mercial. I said aloud, though more to myself than to Hammond,
" Well, how could they be better than the age that made them ?

"

"True," he said, "but their pretentions were higher."

" Were they ? " said I, smiling.

"You drive me from corner to corner," said he, smiling in turn..

" Let me say at least that they were a poor sequence to the aspirations*

of Oxford of 'the barbarous Middle Ages.'
"

"Yes, that will do," said I.

" Also," said Hammond, " what I have been saying of them is true*

in the main. But ask on !

"

William Morris.
[to be continued.]

CORRESPONDENCE.

INVENTOES UNDER SOCIALISM.

Sir,—In course of my studies of social matters, I have carefully considered

the subject of the Manifesto of the Socialist League, published in pamphlet

form, and am also a subscriber to your paper.

I can readily apprehend that certain employers of labour who appropriate-

large profits from the industry of their workpeople, may from a Socialist

point of view be considered merely as monied gangers or foremen, and who,

if interest on capital be not considered due to them, are entitled to no more
than such salary as their skill as organisers of labour entitle them to. But
superior to this class, there constantly arises men of original talent, who-

invent new things, or new ways, and whose claim on profit appear to me to-

be of a higher character than the preceding. For example : An individual

of inventive faculty may do what has constantly been done before—namely,

devise an improved cheaper process of producing an article which is useful
,

to the people, and already in demand. He employs labour for the manufac-

ture, and pays liberally the fullest wages- of the trade, but the new process '«

being economical, a large margin of profit is left over that selling price which* ,

has hitherto been readily paid, and not considered as oppressive.

This hypothetical case may be taken as representative of the position of

men who possess mental, not money capital, such as the Arkwrights, the

Wedgwoods and the Salts ; and my difficulty is, How would Socialism deal

with the matter ?

Would the inventor be permitted to appropriate the increased profit, audi

so become a money capitalist, accumulate property, and become rich on the-

labour of his workpeople ? Would he be only allowed to charge a rate of?

profit agreeable with his needs ? Then on the one hand he might argue that !

!

«
>

since he was the creator of the idea,and bis workpeople only mere manipulators^ ,

all the full profit was his due and therefore his need, for all need their due..

On the other hand, did he reduce his profit, he would undersell his fellow

manufacturers and become a monopolist. ;?0r would he be expected to make 1

his invention common property ?—voluntarily, which is contrary to our

experience of human nature, and I apprehend *we must reckon with man's

faculties and dispositions as we find them, *ot as weJwdttld have them to beL 10

Or to make his invention known by compulsion V. which would cause to be n
>

left to a sense of philanthropy alone the. incentive to commercial improve-

ment. ,

I am sorry this note is so long, but should be gratified if you would assist

me by your opinion of the matter.—Yours truly, John W. Love.

52 Wellesley Boad, Wanstead, March lfc.

Hard to Please.—" Look here," said a subscriber as he walked into^the-

office, " I want you to stop my paper." " What's the reason 1 " " There-

ain't enough news in it. Too much opinions, and that sort of thing. In

about half an hour another subscriber made his appearance* "Ive con-

cluded to stop my paper," said he. " You fcave ? " " Yes, sir. I'm tired of

reading about strikes and meetings and such things. What I want is goooV.

solid opinions." And the editor sat down and thought great ponderous^v.

opinions about people in general.
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REFORM OR REVOLUTION.
(Concluded from p. 93.)

AMONt> the worst effects of the present system is the corruption and

^degradation of women, witnessing too often from the cradle nothing

but misery, and being compelled, when old enough, to take their places

in workshops to be fleeced, as? their parents* before them have been.

"Thev are thrown, by various eauses, upon a world ready to pervert to

i;be Vilest purposes their beauty and their innocence. Girls, who might

be the1 ornament of society and shedf gladness around, are prematurely

condemned to be polluted by degrading intercourse. Everything with

<which they are familiarised tends to obliterate from their minds the

distinction between right and wrong. Love, the noblest, purest, and
.. most beautiful feeling of our nature, is converted by ignorance, coarse-

ness, and vulgarity into a brutal appetite. Their association with the

. -opposite sex becomes gross and fortuitous. They do not look forward

. with hope and joy to the period when they shall themselves become

^others, and dwell with inexpressible fondness on their own images in

i *miiiiatur©, i buJvnon the contrary, are haunted by feelings of dread and

. horror^;by apprehensions of the hospital, the. workhouse, or the dreary

and "desolate streets, where every wretch who is a disgrace to his

, vspecies may insult and maltreat them. Even when the fate of women
f.;falls short of this fearful consummation,' their 'lives among the labour-

*Wg classes are full of sadness and- humiliation.
1 Clothed in wretched

•garments, often in rags, they dwell with their male companions in

garrets, cellars, or in small stifling unwholesome rooms, filled with

deleterious odours, and surrounded by similar.dens where the physical

and moral atmosphere appears to be equally impregnated with disease

and death. Civilisation should blush while it beholds these results of

its influence upon society, in which it multiplies ignorance, immorality,

squalor, rags, filth, and a thousand indescribable abominations in order

to enable a few favoured people to live in voluptuous indolence, sur-

rounded by all kinds of animal indulgence, effeminate, selfish, and

, £>rutal^ and taking credit to themselves for abstaining from vices and

•crimes which, they have no temptation to commit, or, if they, had,

i could not perhaps command the energy or ther courage necessary to

<their perpetration.

(

•• The civilisation which produces and tolerates such consequences is

base and spurious, and is therefore doomed to perish from its inherent

rottenness, aided by the preaching of a new idea which is fast per-

meating the minds of the wealth-producers of all lands. Better

retrace our footsteps, and return to the barbarism from which by so

many efforts we originally emerged, < than -to pamper a system of so-

-called refinement, which destroys more than it preserves.

:

f

.. . Half a million or more of people are annually being added in our

*own country, to our already large population. Will a majority of

4hese,newrC»roersr!be persons of .property* or fwill they not go to recruit

>Tthe ranks of the disaffected workers ? How is this superfluous popu-

lation to be taken off? They are rendered superfluous owing to

capitalistic production, which does not require their labour, except aS

# means of reducing the already low wage of the workers themselves.

> Again I ask, JJow is this mass of surplus labour to be got rid of?

, JBy emigration, by famine, by plague, by pestilence, or by war ? clearly

they must be maintained or blotted out. There is no middle course.

'They cannot be prevented from being born, though much pains has

been taken to effect that purpose. But the passions and affections of

the heart have not been eradicated from the breasts of the workers,

and in due time their offspring will make their appearance in the

-world to the terror of rulers and classes.

Revolutions exhibit in their progress no phenomena more remark-

.able than the ebb and flow of public opinion, dn conformity with the

'character of passing events. Noble deeds, self-sacrifice, moderation,

forbearance, the heroism, in one word, displayed by either party, with-

out reference to principles, is sure to enlist for awhile in its favour

the sympathies of mankind- Often, however, these sympathies are

blind, and do credit to our generosity at the expense of our judgment.

"When nations rise against their oppressors ,and seek to establish

liberty, it is a pure and noble thing they aim at. But considering the

state of mind and morals into which men are thrown by servitude, it

is scarcely rational to expect that the agencies and influences brought

r to bear upon the citadel of oppression will be mere moral force.

Emerging from a moral chaos, degraded by ignorance, stung to madness

by their own poverty and the brutality of their masters, the people

are yet always expected to display disinterestedness and moderation.

This, doubtless, is a compliment to our nature; we have been trampled

upon, and are expected not to remember it ; we have been injured, and
,.-arjB. expected to forgive; we have been oppressed, insulted, and en-

. slaved^ and are expected to refrain from all retaliation ; we have been

familiarised with vice, hunger, and ignorance, and are expected to

•display the enlightened magnanimity of philosophers.

But in economics as in religion. " As we sow, so also shall we reap."

lEvery man whfl is robbed of the results of his labour has an interest

Tin agitation, and if he be wise will do his best to promote it. This

linfinite moving mass which we call humanity, filled with passions and
"impregnated more or less with intelligence, is not condemned by nature

to remain for ever in this debased condition. Its course towards
- liberty and equality lies over a track, the incidents of which vary

-every moment. It never retrogades, it never halts, but marches

forward unceasingly like the waves of the ocean. It rises now, and

now it falls into the depth of valleys. It is beaten by storms, it is

drenched by showers, it is warmed, invigorated, and enlightened by
sunshine, but as the phenomena of physical nature are never exactly

repeated—as the tempest of yesterday differs from the tempest of to-

day—so the aspect of el*6^
progress is ever Varying. N^
is inspired by those who twaddlev about forms and precedents, attd

would bind the limbs of the futureVin the swaddling eio^mk^'M^
past. There is no halting, we miist dn; on fdi* eVetr, wbetker^ibP*'0cft
or for evil. Intelligence and freedom make progress in BplfeS^ ||1
appearance to the contrary. A truth utterebl will find its us£"sopie

day ; the operation is not always speedy* We agitators are> needed ifo

scatter the seeds of truth over the soil of humanity, and 1>h^ .wjll

sink into the heart to remain there invisible for ^ timeY^Hl^inV© lias

changed them into principles of action, and *afterwards
1
'Wef :wUI mfrst

forth into virtues, true patriotism, magnanimity," courage, which,

swelling in the breasts of millions, produce revolutions. '

• There |r6

apostles in all ages, and prophets and martyrs too: But NraSC.'SW
apostles and martyrs die, the doctrines they delivered do not perish

with them, any more than the rain-drops perish with the storms which

scatter them over the globe.

We must not be frightened by the talk of the horrible butchery which

takes place during revolutions ; for, if we interrogate experience, we
will find that the people are habitually more merciful than their masters.

From the events of the past, sad, yet not so sad as they seem, shall we
derive no instruction for our guidance hereafter ? Shall we be like the

petted child, which shrinks from the bitter potion, and thus condemns

itself to double agony t Shall ^ej I say, reject the adyatitage^ already

gained for mankind, and through
i

pusillanimous terror return to that

Circean sty of false opinions from which the world is just awakening 1

No one doubts that disturbances and civil broils are unpleasant. The

question is whether they be greater evils' than the : oppressions and

persecutions of humanity fromrwbi^
Those are foolish, however, who look ujton them as accidents.

'" They

owe their birth to the tempestuous passions of the hour, which, liki

them, trace their origin to causes far remote. The civil wars of 1640,

and the transfer of the monarchy in 1688, were precluded by porten-

tous debauchery among the nobles. From the Court of James I.

women were almost entirely banished and their places supplied by

striplings, who rose like the mistresses of other princes to the highest

rank and distinction in the State. The recent scandals may perhaps

not unfairly be mentioned, as there seems to be a strange Nemesis

dogging the footsteps of idleness and pompi In Rome, the transition

from the republic to the empire was characterised by startling , and

fearful social phenomena ; the aristocracy fell so low that they suffered

themselves to be betrayed into the perpetration of every vice and

every crime. Having exhausted the whole empire of natural pleasures,

the Caesars transgressed its eternal boundaries, and rioted in nefarious

and beastly inhuman gratifications. Nero, Commodus, and Caligula

set mankind the example of unlimited profligacy.- Some strange fate

seems at hand when Barnum visits the aristocratic quarter of this vast

metropolis with the play of Nero, whilst , our magistracy and judges

are engaged in investigating the inhuman scandals of Cleveland Street.

All the forces and causes of revolutions in the past are with us to-day.

It behoves the teachers of the new life to work with lightning speed

in the dissemination of the truth, and not to waste their time in parrot

cries of reform. The day has gone by when reform might have been

useful; the system is too rotten to stand by patching; the hideous

structure of capitalism must be got rid of entirely.

Revolution is now inevitable. The great question we must all ask

ourselves is, Shall the revolution be a success? The answer must

remain for time to solve. But one thing is certain, that if we keep

before the people's eyes the true principle upon which society of the

future ought to be conducted, the word failure will [i5M ^'^om in

our vocabulary of the future. That all comrades, active and inactive,

may prepare as best they can for the coming storm, and that none

shall be like the foolish virgins of scripture, is the earnest wish of,

and the reason for penning these lines by C. W. Mowbray.

The prospects of the new Australian Labour paper appear to* b4 very

satisfactory. The Wharf Labourers' Union, the Operative Tailors, and the

Associated Blacksmiths' Society have adopted the scheme with slight altera-

tions. Tljie Queensland Shearers' Union , have forwarded a check for £30,

being the initiation fee for 3,000 members. The Charters Towers Miners'

Association have forwarded a cheque for £$as a donation, and promised to

send along a list of subscribers and their year's subscription as early as

possible. The Queensland Railway Employes' Association have passed a

resolution heartily sympathising with the proposal, and promising to-do all

in their power to extend the circulation of the paper. Up to the time of

writing (Feb. 10) a circulation of 12,000 has been ensured, and it is expected

that this will be increased by the 1st March, when it is proposed to issue

the first number.

Legal Blacklegs.—The blackleg has found a judicial chanpion in the

person of that good old Tory, Mr. Justice Grantham. The * «;-member for

Croydon had a case of intimidation in his assize list at Leeds, and said in his

charge to the grand jury that he did not know the merits of, the strike, but

it seemed that there were a number of men—-and he hoped it would always

be so—who were not members of the trade union implicated, and ;who went

in and did the work when the union ordered a strike. But is JudgP Gran-

tham quite sincere in his liking for the blackleg species? Suppose- that the

principle be applied to his own profession. He is a lawyer, a member of the

strictest trade union in the world. What would he say to any individual

who attempted to carry on the profession of law without acting* in conformity

with the regulations laid down by the combined legal world for his guidance ?

We fancy that even Mr. Justice Grantham would object to blacklegism

there. And while he admits the right of combined lawyerdom to place

restrictions upon any individual who comes into the profession, and to

lay down rules which all must obey, why does he deny to working-men the

same right of regulating the conditions of their industry ?—P. M. G,
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tyranny of that false Society that enthralls us ; especially when we
know that the life or death of these two poor creatures now hangs on
the mood of one not very wise man—the Home Secretary, to wit.
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Boston—Woman's Journal
Investigator

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chicago—Knights of Labour
Vorbote

\

Cincinnati (O.) Volks-Anwalt
1 Detroit—Der Arme Teufel

j

N. J. Freie Presse

;

Philadelphia—United Labour
|

St Louis—Altruist
j

S.F. -Coast Seamen's Journal

1 France
!
Paris—Bourse du Travail

i
Le Proletariat

' Charleville—L'Emancipation
I

Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur

j

Rouen—Le Salariat

]

Holland
j

Hague—Recht voor Allen
I
Middelburg, Lichten Wahrheid

Belgium
Antwerp—De Worker
Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Bulletin Continental

" Whatever these boys are, they were made by the man whom they

murdered." Just so ; and is not that sentence, little altered, true-

also of by far the greater part of all the " criminals " whom " Society
"

slays and tortures so coolly, passing by on the other side like the

priest and the Levite in the gospel ! It has been said over and over

again in these columns, but let us say it again as the moral of the

Crewe murders :
" Society " first makes its enemies and then, dastard

as it is, revenges itself upon them. W. M.

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Porto—A Revolucao Social

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Arbeiterstimme

Denmark
Copenhagen—Arbejderen

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

West Indies
Cuba—El Productor

Argentine Republci
Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts

Verily, the advancing tide is with us ! Even the Rock is beginning

to feel the lapping of its waves. In a recent number that buttress of

high and dry commercial religion was constrained to deal with Social-

ism. It goes without saying that the writer knows nothing of the

subject. Nothing 1 Well, very little !—so little as to make his article

amusing, where, if he had known a little more, it might have been

offensive. He has "small faith in the so-called Christian Socialism,,

such as that advocated by the Rev. Stewart Headlam," which " protests

too much and will never be believed in as being sincere." He is also-

clear about Socialism being " mostly atheistic." But even he can see

that "riches cannot be thus [as they are] enormously accumulated

where honest wages are paid for labour, nor can men so numerously
starve where toil is adequately remunerated."

NOTES.
In commenting on the terrible tragedy at Crewe, which is indeed quite

a typical example of the results of the conventional authority mis-

named Society, the Star says, "Whatever these boys are, they were
made by the man whom they murdered," and goes on to say that on
these grounds apart from others the capital sentence should not be
carried out. With both the conclusion and the reason for it we must
most heartily agree. We would go further and say that if these lads

are hanged, this second and judicial murder will quite throw the first

homicide into the shade ; further still we will go, and say that the

fact that such a sentence should be given at all, amidst a sobbing court

by a judge "deeply affected," is a good example of the horror of the

" Except amongst extreme Socialists, there is, as yet, no defined

Socialist programme before us." Well, we of the Commonweal are

" extreme Socialists," so our withers are unwrung ; but we may point

out to our clerical critic that this saying is a hard one upon the

moderate Socialists of the S.D.F. or the philosophic ones of the Fabian,,

who have devoted much time and labour to " programmes." " It is not

necessary," says he, "nor exactly possible at the present stage, to

define what Socialism is, wherefore we need not detain ourselves by an

attempt to do so." How competent he would be for the task if he had

"detained" himself by it may be seen when he adds, "It is enough to

say that with the majority of its advocates it is not Communism." To-

which one may retort that when he admits that men are Christians

who reject the Creed, we will talk of Socialists who are not believers

in Communism.

" We also judge that for the moment it [Socialism] aims more at

equality in land-ownership than in personality [!], but it is much too

logical to accept ultimately such limitation." And now the whites of

his eyes roll heavenward :
" There is, however, one very deplorable

trait in its present attitude which we cannot overlook, and that is its

violent character. In some quarters this is almost Nihilist [almost,

only 1—dear, dear !], in most it leads to strong language and to rough

manners. The treatment which the courageous Bishop Barry has met
with at the Lambeth Baths, if it has been accurately described in the

papers, reflects no credit upon his opponents." It certainly was not

an inspiriting spectacle, the way in which the soup-and-blanket brigade

tried to howl down the daring Socialists who ventured to criticise the

Bishop, while the sympathisers with the latter retorted in kind. But it

was not the Socialists who began.

And may one venture to suggest that a good deal of the impatience

and " irritability " of a Socialist audience is mostly due to the blank

and callous ignorance of the subject which the ordinary parson betrays %

" The courageous Bishop Barry " deserved the adjective, for he set out

to teach upon a subject of which he had learnt even less than this

Rock writer. Socialists are " worse than Secularists," which goes to

prove the point, for freethinker and parson have battled so long as to

come to some sort of an understanding. Christian apologetics are part

of a parson's trade : when he has put the study of social economics on
anything like a similar footing he won't find Socialists such unreason-

able people.

Let him remember also that Christians were very inconsiderate
" irritable " people when they really believed in Christianity ; they did

not calmly sit by and see a man going to hell without trying to turn

him back, even if they had to burn him alive in order to do so. We
do not only see people going to a future hell, but in a present one,

and we with them. An old proverb has it, "They that be in hell

ween there is no other heaven," and it is difficult to make them see

the way out. Christian or no, the man who would induce them to lie

still, and, without looking for the Land of Behest, would deny its-

existence—this man is an enemy, and must be fought.

This Socialist movement which men " fear in high places and are

afraid of in the streets," will have to be met in bolder fashion and with

better weapons than our friend of the Rock or Bishop Barry has-

brought to bear. They are hopelessly behind the time. Four years

ago {Commonweal No. 30, Aug. 7, 1886) we dealt with an article by
a Roman Catholic divine who was far and away ahead of our Anglican

critics. They should read his article {Dublin Review of then current

month) and our reply. If at the same time they indulged in a general

reading-up of the subject, it would be better. They could then return

to the charge.

In the discussion by the County Council the other day of a propose 1
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new hospital for the study and cure of insanity, Dr. G. J. Cooper, the

member for Bermondsey, said that beside hereditary predisposition

there were three great and almost the only causes of insanity, and

these were poverty, misery, and drink. May it not rather be said

that the cause is one alone, and that one the system responsible for

poverty, which produces misery, which drives men to drink 1 Dr.

Cooper also said that more good would be done by dealing with the

causes than with the effects. True, O Doctor ! but the three you

name are after all only secondary causes ; and though it would be

better to strike at them than merely to study their effects, it would be

still better to strike at the " great first cause " of crime, wretchedness,

and wrong from which they take their origin—monopoly of the means
of life. S.

THE PARIS COMMUNE.
Wednesday 19th, South Place Hall was crammed with an enthusiastic

crowd. In spite of its being the second meeting for the same object

in one week, and in spite also of the unfavourable weather with which
it had to contend, the audience was fully as large as and much more en-

thusiastic than ever before. It could certainly be no larger than it

was, in that place anyhow, for the holding capacity of the institute

was tested to the utmost. More enthusiastic it could hardly be. Last

year, when the S.D.F. and S.L. combined their meetings, we were all

jubilant over our great success, and this year the two separate meet-

ings have each of them equalled the combined one of last year, if even

they did not each of them surpass it.

The South Place meeting was opened with " A Call to Arms," sung
by the Hammersmith choir, after which comrade Mowbray briefly ex-

plained, for the benefit of any strangers present, what and who it was
that we had met to commemorate. The speakers were, in the order

named, comrades D. J. Nicoll, Wm. Morris, B. Feigenbaum, Eleanor
Marx Aveling, H. H. Sparling, Peter Kropotkin, John Turner, E.

Malatesta, and Edward Aveling. Cunninghame Graham was to have

spoken, but was detained at Liverpool ; and comrade Tom Pearson

(Freedom Group) though present, was too unwell to take part in the

proceedings. Comrade Brocher sang La Carmagnole, the chorus of

which was taken up by the audience. The choir also sang " Boldly

Break the Chain," and the meeting concluded with the Marseillaise,

which was sung all standing, and was followed by three vociferous

cheers for the Social Revolution.

The resolution following was unanimously voted :

" That this meeting once more recalls the glorious memory of the soldiers

of liberty who suffered and died in attempting to establish the claim of the

people to be the masters of their own lives, and emphatically declares that

we will never cease from the struggle which they so nobly sustained until

Labour has been freed from the class domination, whose purpose it is to

keep the workers in slavery and misery in order that their masters may live

in idleness and luxury on the fruits of their Labour."

Throughout the evening the whole of the speaking was on a very
high level ; in a Socialist paper it would be out of place to apportion

degrees of praise for oratorical excellence, but it may be said that not
' one speech could have been considered poor or dull by the most exact-

ing critic. From the opening to the close there was not a dull moment,
the speakers followed one another in orderly sequence, as though they

had (as they had not) arranged beforehand the subjects and succession

of their speeches. Whether dealing with the history of the Commune,
the events which led up to or those that followed it, with the progress

we have made or that to which we look forward, every word was
s animated by one spirit, that of hope and resolution.

The following greetings were received during the meeting

:

Glasgow Socialist League send greetings ; we commemorate the memory of the
Commune with you. Elle aura s% revanche !

The Socialists of Leeds are with you in spirit for the Commune. Hope soon
to be with you all in the midst of the International Social Revolution.

The Freedom Group of Norwich wish successful meeting and speedy emanci-
pation of toilers.

Dublin comrades join with you in honouring the men who bravely fought and
fell in the Cause of human freedom. Vive la Commune !

Sheffield Socialists send revolutionary greetings, and hope the memory of the
Paris Commune will inspire all to greater efforts for the speedy success of the
Social Revolution.

The Yarmouth pomrades send you fraternal greetings. Hurrah for the Inter-
national Revolution ! Death to all tyranny ! We hope you are having a most
successful meeting, and that the time is not far distant when the workers of all

countries united will strike the death-blow to class-society and capitalistic

tyranny, and the proletariate be free for ever. Vive la Commune ! Vive la Re-
volution Sociale !

A collection was taken and realised £6 3s. 0d., and literature was
sold amounting to £1 7s, 7d. Altogether a most successful and in-

spiriting meeting.

THE GREAT COAL STRIKE.
The strike has soon come to an end, as most people in this district thought
it would. There are one or two points in a colliers' strike worth noticing.
First, that the masters' interest is somewhat divided. Those who have
collieries only, or make them the chief part of their business, would be
prepared to resist to the uttermost the men's demands. But some of the
largest and most influential colliery owners look upon their pits as subser-
vient to the great iron works, which they carry on in addition ; these would
be willing to resist so long as their stocks of coal enable them to keep the
ironworks going. But they become much weaker as the heaps piled up in
their yards begin to dwindle, and when it finally comes to a choice of

damping down furnaces at great cost, and stopping a large and paying
business, or of giving the miners an extra 10 per cent, they very soon decide

upon the lesser evil of giving the men another 2d. per ton for winning the

coal. There is still a third class of masters who own a pit or two on purpose
to be able to get coal at all times for their own consumption—in paper mills

and other factories ; these last are usually not prepared to resist at all.

This division in the masters' camp, as will be easily seen, is of great

service to the men. For when the masters see some of their number grant-
ing the rise, and making huge profits out of the famine prices which always
obtain during a strike, while they themselves are losing heavily, they soon
turn " green with envy," and become as anxious to stop their neighbours'
ill-gotten profits as they were anxious to prevent their workmen from
getting an extra 2d.

!

Another important point is that blacklegs cannot be obtained from other
trades. For the law ordains that a man must have worked two years in a
pit before he can be allowed to work alone at the face getting coal. These
points put the miner in a much better position in case of strikes than most
other workers occupy.

On the other hand, it is more difficult for a coal-getter to maintain any
advance he may secure by striking, because each man is paid on a separate

basis. They get so much a ton for the coal they win in their own stall, but
each stall has a separate price according to the conditions. In some places

nearly twice as much coal may be won as in others, owing to thicker seam,

better roof, and many other similar advantages. Now there is a constant

system of reduction going on in the prices of these stalls ; the price will be
dropped Id. per ton in this stall and £d. in that, and then the advance
reckoned on the reduced price. Thus, suppose in stall 28 the price is 2s. Id,

and a general rise of 25 per cent, has been obtained. In the office the wages
will be reckoned thus, so many tons at 2s. Id., 25 per cent, so much, total so
much. If they notice that a large wage is earned in this stall each week,
the price will be dropped to 2s. say, and the percentage of rise calculated

on that basis, so that the drop would really be lid. Another means of re-

ducing wages arises in the extras, of which there are many in miners' work,
such as fixing and recovering props and lions to keep the roof up, clearing

away falls of hind, etc. All these little points form endless causes of

friction and discontent. Nor can it be truly said that the friction is all

caused on one side.

As one might expect under the circumstances, many of the men lose no
opportunity of saving themselves time and trouble at the employer's expense,
wasting his props of timber, and in a hundred ways causing annoyance and
friction.

Altogether, a pit is one of the most convincing proofs of the failure of
the modern conditions of work. The men are scattered in twos and threes

over an area of miles, divided by dark low passages, of which there may be
as much as twenty miles in one pit. Oversight by foremen is evidently out
of the question ; hence piecework is adopted. But that leaves the master's

property entirely at the mercy of each man, as well as the lives of all in the
pit ; so there have to be " deputies " and " underviewers " always tramping
about to watch these points, keep the pony-drivers to their work, and so on.

A deputy so disposed can do a deal of bullying of pony-drivers. He meets
them one by one in the dark passages ; often there is no one within earshot

;

and if he administers a sound beating—well, the lad must submit. There is

no witness to be called to corroborate his statement ; and if it is a case of a
pit-boy's oath against a deputy's, it can be easily surmised which will be
accepted by " the bench."

Altogether, it is rough work in a pit. The numbers are large, the men
have been accustomed to rough usage for generations ; they expect no other,

and understand no other, some of them ! The managers get hardened by
the friction with their men, and the friction with the directors and share-

holders demanding dividends. Verily they are between the upper and the
nether millstone—the men are under both—while the shareholders sit atop
to make weight

!

R. U.

BLANKET-WEAVERS OF COURS.
Comrades,—Will you kindly make known through the Commonxoeal that

a subscription is on foot in aid of the French blanket-weavers at Cours
(Rhone), about whose long strike a paragraph appeared in your last issue,

and that I shall be glad to receive any sums towards the same, which will
be acknowledged in the Commonweal.—Yours fraternally,

Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, Hammersmith. May Morris.

Strike Fund.
W. Morris £2
M. Morris 10
H. H. Sparling 5
Collection at Sunday lecture, Hammersmith Branch ... 16 4

The German Emperot's dalliance with Socialism is significant. It is an
attempt of despotism to strengthen itself by an alliance with discontent.

It is a mistaken attempt, we think, and one founded in a total misappre-

hension of the nature of popular demands. The people are not beggars
asking alms, they are men demanding rights.

—

New York World.
Benefits of Law-'n'-Order.—In 1795, while the English working classes

were being told how much better off they were than the sansculottes of

France, they, the law-abidicg Englishmen, were paid by the week—Carpen-
ters, 12s.; shoemakers, 10s.; bakers, 9s.; gardeners, 8s.; smiths, 8s.; hus-
bandmen, 7s. Provision prices were : Mutton, the pound, 10id.; lamb, lid.;

veal, Hid.; beef, 12d.; bread, 12d. the quartern loaf ; and small beer, 2d. the
quart. Work out the reward of loyalty !

Norway.—I have for the first time had opportunity of looking over a
series of numbers of Fedraheimen, an Anarchistic paper, written in the

Norwegian peasant-dialect and printed in Bengen. It seems to be very
lively and straightforward, and by no means so politically one-sided as most
big Socialistic papers are. The editor of Fedraheimen (Arne Dybfest) writes

11

to Freedom, "The Socialist leaders of Kristiania are not State Socialists, but
they believe that we have to pass through a Social Democratic society before

we can get into the Anarchist community." Socialism is certainly spread-

ing in Norway, though may be slowly. Would some of our Norwegian
comrades please to answer this question : Have they, with the present social

and economic statistics of Norway as a foundation, tried to work out and
realise approximately what sort of social economic organisation, or compound
of organisations, Norway would represent if made Socialistic, say, within
the lapse of the next few decades ] My reason for putting this question is

that it must be a comparatively easy one to answer, seeing that Norway has
only two millions of inhabitants, has lots of primitive stable institutions,

and is not a place where economic change is difficult to forcast through its

rapidity and originality.

—

Stn.
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THE _ LABOUR STRUGGLE.
^: The Miners' Victory.

^ 2
Tlfei^ictory of the miners shows how much they can do in the war which

syi)k en4 iu the emancipation of labour. Although the strike only lasted a
.J^w^ays/yet many factories were forced to close ; and. had it continued for

sfejfifski^Here. can be no question that work would have nearly ceased in the
I^^a^^nfapturipg: cpuntieaof Yorkshire and Lancashire, and in a fortnight

e#f^te;i%?
w3Me C0Wft^y woulcVhave been in the game position. The victory

cp* ^q^inWs ha? prqved that the. body of traderunionists, on whom depends
^hA.^t^r^t.rade of(

$he country, are so well organised that they can enforce

v/»$a£ tjernis they please^ from their masters. We hope the miners under-
^ta^4 ttis. They have in their hands the key to the whole labour problem,
. and ^ben they, desire it,, they can carry not only an eight-hour day, but
q> soci^.jrjevolutior^ by.sim'pjy; ceasing to work. This would prevent all

blapKlegi^nj ejfe^tualjy^ior-without coa] all factories must close, and traitors

to thejcause^of labour would find jao employment. Th$ politicians who have
been sp^ager-iDj urging upon the workers,to improve their condition by their
own actiq^jjWOjul^jt^ very much surprised when they were taken at their
word. "W!p 4?&'£ithinks howevet, the surprise would be an agreeable one.
There ha^j^eejQ! another, curious feature about the present strike. Middle-

class pubUc.flpi^iQn has be^n on the side of the strikers. It always is when
the worker^ ^ol^iaj strong- position^ as did the dock-strikers and the miners.
But when the strikers are weak, as in the gas-strike and at, Silvertown, the
middle-class pr§s§ Gis^eitfcep , indifferent or else actively hostile. It is only
when men

(
a#e sjrgngvenough tQ paralyse the trade of London or the country

that the middJ^class press extends to! them its sympathy. They are then
too powerfulto befriended. Small strikes can no longer be successful ; as
in war, victory is now on the side of the big battalions, and if the workers
wish to suqceed,- th^jg must appeal, not to the sympathy, but to the cowardice
of their masters, , r

fc ;

It is true th§ lea4$rs#f the strikers have shown themselves excessively

moderateJby qompjomising, upon a compromise. The men are to take 5 per
cent.' now, an$ 5 .percent, on the first of August instead of 1st July. But
then^ the leaders.qf -the/ men are less advanced than the miners, and if Mr.
,?ickard and his friepds could have had their way there would have been no
. s^ike at all. , But < the men have forced their hands; and according to the

fobQW-../correspondent! j
c£. the- Echo, who seems ion terms of intimate friend-

e§6jj&w4#1 ' t^ (pi4 fK^ol.p^trade-nniowsts, fear ©f the wicked Socialists has.

c^IfQj <
ha4 som^ir^g ^o 4o TOt^h it, for they dreaded what we should say of

jth^m
L
if they showed, tqo much "^moderation." It is a good sign that the

j^n^e^keady more advanced than their leaders, and we hope they will
t

_1becpm^ even more reToli^tiQrijajfy as timje rolls on.

The Dock Strike at Liverpool.

:

s:
^jltjbough tbe^ dqc^s are garrisQned by troops, and there is bitter starvation

among the strikers and their families, yet they still hold out with stern

c
cleterm^^a^ipn. Jh^ capitalist press has naturally taken the side of the
inas^ers,. and ^^Qohtin^ly favoured us with reports during the past week
Ij^ttl^jStrikeis collapsing; yet it has been forced to admit that the men 1

^are as decant, and that the strike processions are as large, as ever. Cunning-
^^ajme^a^am^h^s Jbeen down #t Xiiverpool nearly all the^week, and has done
pgoqdwQrk. there.

[y l $$}$ ^iyerpOjp), Chamber, o£ i Commerce . has endeavoured to negotiate be-

tween ,
masters and . men, but the masters have : refused these well-meant

. offers.
' ihej are determined "to starve the men out," and want no negotia-

tions The Liverpool shipowners are much disgusted at the " violent lan-

guage^ of Cunainghame Graham and McHugh ; but one of their number
/skated that he coasic^recj the language used by some employers of labour in

^iverppol quite as. "reprehensible." The distress is terrible, but strong

. sympathy is £$lt for, jfche , men J>y ajjl .workers in Liverpool ; and though the
^MpQYfnera think ^^y^ye iCertaii^-oi victory, their, inhuman, attitude may
^fcf.even prPjVe, £0,0, much {or for the stomachs of the middle class, and
general indignation may force them to surrender.
Our "Walsall comrades have done good work in intercepting blacklegs,

,w^ch mother.^ranches, might copy. A correspondent writes : In the earlier

Jpar^qtt^.strike,, Walsall; was one of the plaees selected to send blacklegs
^qr^^.^fie.j^ev.places, of the; Liverpool dockers. But unfortunately for the

-femfr!)Au> fcwWf.fosfe ft^/typod* two .of .our* comradesrrrGnUlemard and.

eWtf^St^W^ ^P^^A^^P.the men leaving the, town.. They were
^cpesfUU ^'^ railway-station, and then
prgceeded to Liverpool, where by their untiring energy and stratagem they
succeeded in getting a great number of men to leave the docks, and at the
end of the week not half a dozen Walsall men were filling the places of
^e, ptf^kers^, , J^et ;Qt^er^.Braiujih^s .follow, this excellent example.

" ,i -^- / ,'The Sheffield Strike Prosecution.
' We kre glact to s>y that comrade Bingham has been found " Not Guilty,"

^despite> the dedp^rat^ e^drts of Mr. Justice Grantham to get a conviction.
^hS^^thrpdge in his charge to the jury pronounced an eloquent eulogium
^pon

r
^mmegB;jk **U »e seen in the paragraph quoted from the Pall Mall

'~intniB'W^ the judge who sen-
tenced 'Mowfcr^ arid Senderson at Norwich. There he also distinguished
• nitriself ai /counsel for the prosecution. Comrade Bingham must be con-
gratulated \rpbh his esdajpe out of his clutches. Bingham was charged with
inciting the strikers to kill " blacklegs* '• Grantham said, speaking of Bing-
%2tm'k speech, that this sort of thing must be put down, and told the jury
that "^e could not

4
«ee that it was possible to place any other meaning on

^the language of the prisoner than that suggested by the prosecution," and
;jeirth£ LeedsJury immediately fpund the prisoner "Not Guilty" and the
" tv" ~'~~ w"%4 the verdict,, J3,owf wil4 Jnstice Grantham must have been !

><; v The Engineers' Strike.
l

r
. After 40,000 men have been out for over a week, the strike has come to

f
an end.' On Monclay the masters conceded the demand of the men that the

r
week's work should consist of fifty hours, and finish at noon on Saturday.
Perhaps some of our State Socialist friends will admit now that it is possible

rr
fof Workmen t6 reduce their hours by their own action. N.

f-' f '•i .-»"»
I
-::,»:../••.

I: ''
.

,...'-

Hotel and Restaurant Employes.
'- Ob Sunday last a meeting was held of all those employed in hotels,

restaurants, and clubs, at the Old Friends' Hall, St. Martin's Lane, to con-
sider the best means of ameliorating their condition. The meeting was
addressed by J. Williams, J. Wood, and comrade Hornagold. Some sensa-
tion was caused by a waiter who stated that he went to Buckhurst Hill
from London to wait at a masonic dinner, and his master docked 6d. out of
his pay for introducing him to a new neighbourhood. , His pay was 5s. a-day,
out of which he had to pay his fare to Brockhurst Hill and back; so that
after he had paid his fare, he had the magnificent sum of Is. 6dM out of which
he had to provide himself with a dress coat, white shirt, and collar and cuffs.

At the end of the meeting -a large number of waiters handed in their names
as members of the international section of waiters of the National Federa-
tion of all Trades and Industries. Meetings of waiters are held every Mon-
day evening at 9, at the Globe Tavern, Bow Street. W. W.

IN THE UNITED STATES.
I may again state my position to the eight-hour movement. I am not an
opponent of this movement, never have been. I shall never oppose a workers'
movement, if it, is honestly conducted and seriously meant, even if I should
promise myself little from its realisation. But I try my very best to show
demagogues and pretenders who, knowing full well all the circumstances,

waste the time and what little brain power the workers possess in hunting
after some unrealisable object. And considering the state of the labour-
market in the,States, the realisation of the eight-hour work-day is a' matter
of absolute impossibility.

The Russian treaty, with the objectionable clause (declaring an attempt
on the life of a czar not a political oftence) eliminated, will probably be
accepted by our Senate.
There i* a strip of land near the Oklahoma territory called the No-man's

Land. No laws, no authority rules there, and yet the people over there

—

some 20,000 in number*—live happy and contented and peaceable together.

This state of affairs, of course, -was eminenently objectionable to our law-
and order citizens.- And pretty quick the Senate resolved that No Man's
Land should come under the jurisdiction of the Oklahoma territory. Ground :

That there are now a large number of persons living in No Man's Land with-
out laws, without government protection, and without security for life,

liberty, and property, and that these people should have a territorial juris-

diction; expended ;Over them; ' I am now daily expecting to read in the papers
of some awful murder or of a nice tidy burglar job committed in No Man's
Land;
The miners in Pennsylvania are in great distress. The winter has been so

mild and people needed no coal.

The Siberian Petition Association of Philadelphia has sent to the Ozar the
following petition :

"To his Imperial Majesty the Czar of all the Russias.—We who petition your
majesty are citizens of the United States of America. We belong to a people
who have long been bound by the natural ties of sympathy and gratitude to the
great Russian nation, and to the Czars, clothed with her majesty, who wield her
power and shape her, destiny. It is your majesty's province to do for Russia
what we in a certain sense do for ourselves ; and though the methods of govern-
mental aetion

x

are different*, the ends and aims of the government are the same

—

the strength and true grandeur bf; the State and the welfare and happiness of the
people* Forthesethings nations are organised and laws are decreed>and executed ;

for these things great princea, in the. fear of God, exercise imperial sway, and
presidents are appointed. Differ though they may in outward form, your govern-
ment and our government are brothers -in their noblest duties. Nor are our
fraternal professions an empty feeling. We remember, and we can never forget,

how the Czar, ; by .fcia faith' in the- stability of the- American Union, and the
presence of Russian ships, in the' harbour of New York, strengthened our hearts
and hands when our republic was supposed by less far-sighted sovereigns and
statesmen to be on the verge of ruin. Our danger then arose from an evil which
your illustrious father, Alexander II., by his example, helped out illustrious

President, Abraham Mmooln, to remove; and the great prinee who liberated the
Russian serf8, and the great citizen who freed the American slaves; by kindred
deeds of humanity and through, a.common martyrdom, have linked their countries
together by ties as enduring, we may hope, as their immortal fame.

"Sharing, therefore, as the past has taught us to do, in the thoughts thajt con-
cern the, glory and happiness of your people, we have been moved to bring to
you, with good greetings, ^his. petition : That yonr vmajesify will psrsontfUjrrtake
note of a widespread interest among us in the workings and effects of the Siberian
exile system. We do not forget the penal reforms already accomplished in the
Russian empire ; we are not blind to the mental and physical sufferings that of

necessity are a part of any system of punishment for crime against individuals,

society, or the State;, nor are we unmindful of the need of reforms which are
actively engaging the attention of philanthropists in our own* methods of-dealing
with convicts. In this we are, but giving expression to the feeling of a friendly
people, that in the punishment of some of her subjects Russia, whethej: from
causes peculiar to her people, or on account of. ancient, custom, is not in all. points
in harmony with the humanising sentiments of the age. Whether we err in this,

or whether we are right, our wish is that by the wisdom and power of the Czar
and the favour of God, Russia may continue to grow in the admiration and
sympathy of the American people and of the whole civilised ' world.

"

To add the final touch . to this unique document there is but one. sen-

tence necessary—to address Alexander III. as the " power behind evolution."

George O. Jones, the chairman of the National Greenback Committee, has
issued a call to national greenbackers, in the course of which he says :

"On March 3, 1884, the Supreme Court of the United States decided that
Congress has the sovereign and constitutional power to emit bills of credit, pro-
vide currency for the whole people, and to make the notes of the Government
(greenbacks) a legal tender. March 3, 1890, will be the sixth anniversary of
that decision, at which time all national greenbackers are requested to meet in
their respective localities and organise themselves into national greenback clubs,
preparatory to Congressional, State, and national organisations next fall. Such
gatherings will entail but little, if any, expense. It is hoped that all who indorse
national greenbaok principles will unite in forming such clubs. The future wel -

fare and happiness, or poverty and distress, of all American wealth-producers
lies with themselves. Therefore, all are alike interested in the movement."

Boston, Mass., Feb. 28, 1890. Henry F. Charles.

Think of ease, but work on.

The brain that sows not corn, plants thistles.

Coolies in Fiji earn lid. for men and 7£d. for women for a day of ten to
twelve hours. " Yet it is said that some of them actually save money," says
our friend the Boomerang, with an air of surprise. Well ! the white slaves
of London don't save money, but a lot of them have to live on much about
the same wages.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.G.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
;

1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.
1890 : — Manchester, to end of January. * Commonweal ' Branch,

Leicester, and North London, to end of February. North Kensington,
to end of April. Streatham, to end of December.

ITotice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of
Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, March 24th, 6s. 6d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards thisfund:—C. Saunders,

2s.; H. R. (2 weeks), 2s.; D. Nicoll (2 weeks), Is.; James Thomson (2 weeks),
Is.; J. B. G. (2 weeks), Is.; R. Turner, jun., 5s. ; P. Webb, Is.; St. Georges
East Branch, 9s. Id.; C. Hills, 2s. 6d.; B. W. (2 weeks), Is.; Mrs. Schack, 5s.;
North Kensington Branch, 10s. ; and X. Y. Z. , 6s.

REPORTS.
North Kensington.—We held a fair meeting at Latimer Road ; speakers

were Crouch and Maughan ; fair sale of ' Weals. At our lecture in the evening,
W. L. Phillips lectured to a good audience on " Labour and Socialism ;" great
many questions and good discussion ; Is. 8d. collected and several ' Weals sold.
Streatham.—At the Fountain, Kitz lectured to a good audience on " Revo-

lutionary Tactics," and said that all the moderate men who once were revolu-
tionists now denounced the tactics of the anti-Parliamentary party, but they
would have no public foothold at all but for the educational efforts of the ad-
vanced party ; 33 Commonweal sold

; good sale of other literature.—R. S.
Aberdeen.—At meeting on 17th, Cunninghame Graham's article "Has the

Liberal Party a Future ? " {Contemporary Review) was read and discussed. On
18th, under the auspices of the Stonecutter's Mutual Improvement Association,
comrade Rennie led the affirmative side in a debate, "Ought the Land to be
Nationalised ? " the meeting deciding by an overwhelming majority in favour of
the affirmation. The commencement of our Sunday meetings had to be post-
poned for a week owing to delay in completion of lecture list, which we are
publishing along with a manifesto and call to the unconverted.—L.
Glasgow.—On Monday evening 17th, we held a meeting to commemorate the

Commune. The attendance was not so large as it ought to have been ; neverthe-
less, we pledged the memory of the dead, and enthusiastically vowed our devo-
tion to the cause of Revolutionary Socialism. On Sunday at midday, Joe and
Tim Burgoyne spoke on Jail Square to an attentive meeting. At 5.30, Glasier
spoke to an unusually large and appreciative meeting at Paisley Road Toll. In
the afternoon, Glasier lectured on " Socialism, what it means" to the Govan
branch of the Irish National League ; the lecture was cordially received.
Yarmouth.—On Sunday morning, on Priory Plain, comrade Darley addressed

a good audience on the necessity for organisation. In the evening, on Colman's
Granary Quay, Darley spoke again, on " Where the present Co-operative System
Fails." Several questions asked, and answered to the satisfaction of the.audience.
9 Commoniceal sold, 9d. collected, and a bundle of old numbers of Freedom given
away.—J. H.
^Walsall.—On Sunday last there was a good attendance of members and

friends at the Socialist Club, to celebrate the nineteenth anniversary of the
Commune. Comrades Guillemard, Deakin, Rowson, and Russell were the
speakers, and the meeting was most enthusiastic throughout.—J. T. D.

Dublin.—At Progressist Club, 87 Marlboro' Street, March 22nd, T. Hamilton
delivered an address on "Looking Backward," being an exhaustive review from
the Collectivist standpoint of Bellamy's book. The views of the lecturer were
supported by King, Martin, and Reilly, and opposed by O'Gorman and Fitz-
patrick.

Nottingham Socialist Club.—On Sunday evening R. S. Pengelly lectured in
our hall on "Drifting to Socialism," Peacock in the chair. In the discussion
which followed, Charles (Sheffield) and Barclay (Leicester) took part Next
Sunday, at 3 p.m., meeting of members.
Dublin.—The Irish Socialist Union held a commemoration meeting in honour

of the Commune- of Paris on Wednesday March 19, at 87 Marlboro' Street.
Addresses were delivered by King, Fitzpatrick, Kelly, Hamilton, O'Gorman,
Broe, and others.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation;—On Tuesday 18th we cele-
brated the nineteenth anniversary of the Paris Commune by a social evening.
There was a large gathering, including some French comrades who had taken an
active part in that memorable event. Comrade Glasse proposed "The memory
of the Commune," and comrade Melliet replied, both delivering eloquent ad-
dresses. Other toasts followed, and good speeches were made by comrades Bell,
Gilray, Davidson, and Howie. The proceedings were otherwise enlivened by
music and Socialist songs. Much enthusiasm prevailed.—On Sunday, comrade
Tait lectured on *' Capital and Labour." Questions and a good discussion
followed.

The funeral of comrade Neuman, of the First Section Communistic Working
Men's Society, will take place on Sunday March 30, at Manor Park Cemetery,
the procession leaving the Communist Club at 12 o'clock.

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
March 30, at 3.30, Albert Tarn, " Abolition of the State."

.
P. Kropotkinewill lecture in the Autonomie Hall, Windmill Street, on Thurs-

day,^ p.m.—subject, " Why we are Communists."

,
Qhelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea. ^-Sun-

day March 30, at 8 p.m., H. M. Hyndman, " Ancient Society and Modern
Development."

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.—
Sunday March 30, at 8.30 p.m., Prof. Lenne, "The Economic Basis of Co-opera-
tion, Committee meeting at 7. 30.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—In Moulders' Hall, High
Street, on Sunday March 30, at 6.30, C. I. Burton, B.Sc, F.C.S., F.R.S.E., will
lecture on The Evolution of Socialism."

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday March 30, Edward Carpenter, of Chesterfield,
will lecture at 3 p.m. by the Landing Stage, and at 7.30 p.m. in Lord Nelson
Concert HaiL Subjects—» The Breakdown of our Industrial System," and
'The Present and Future Society." <-

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street. Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—21 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. On Sunday evening, March 30, H. Davis wjUl
lecture on "Anarchist Communism."

East London.—Comrades meet at 26 Cawley Terrace after the open-air mefetmg.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. March 28th, Meeting to
consider the best means of organising out-door propaganda in the West-end
of London during summer months. All Socialists interested invited to
attend—8.30 p.m. Sunday March 30, at 8 p.m., E. A. Pease (Fabian), "The
Newcastle Labour Movement." French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches
on Friday evenings at 7.30.

Mitcham.— 61 Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll
members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday March 30, at 8 p.m., a Leoture.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.

Whitechapel and St* Georges in the Bast.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock. Members in arrears are
earnestly requested to pay the contributions at once.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate. „

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Edward Carpenter
lectures on Monday 31st March, at 8 p.m.—subject, "The Present and
Future Society."

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members, meeting.
Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at8.30p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every"
Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. C. W. Mowbray (of
London) will address three meetings here on Easter Sunday.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League
are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and
if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA,

Saturday 29.

8.30 Mile-end Waste , .......The Branch „

Sunday 30.

11 Latimer Road Station .R. J. Lyne, Croupb, and Dean
11.30... ... Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane .The Branch
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green Kitz
11.30 Regent's Park ...< NicolL
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch North Kensington Branch
3.30 Victoria Park Davis and Mowbray
7 ...... Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church .Hammersmith Branch
8 Streatham Fountain «• .i....,..^,. ......Kitz

„,«. Walham Green-

Tubsday 1.

-back of Church ... .Hammersmith Branch

Friday 4.

8.15— . Hoxton Church .............East London Branch

PROVINCES. - C '

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road afc JS-o/clock. Tues-
day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p. m. .

• « ,
..

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 pan."J
Liverpool—Landing-stage, Sundays at 11.30. \
Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday: Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near-

Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m. •

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's (Jranary Quay, at 7.

Postal Propaganda,—Some who would like to do propaganda but dare \
not openly, or who cannot spare the time to do it personally, can find many
ways in which it can be done quietly. Not the least useful among possible

plans would be to order and pay for a number of copies to be sent to persons *

in whose hands they might do good. We will send six copies to six different

addresses for 7d. Write the names and addresses legibly. * '•'-"*»
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SOCIALIST J.EAFLETS.
Single page, 8vo size, 2s. per thousand.

Why be Transported ?

"Down with the Socialists !"

^The Cause of Prostitution.

The Workers' Claims and "Public Opinion.
' Tramcar Slavery.

'Shall Ireland be Free ?

Ireland a Nation.

> Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets).

The Skeleton or Starvation Army.

Single page, 4to size, 3s. per thousand.

To Working Women and Girls.

Strikes and the Labour Struggle.
* The Liberty and Property Defence League.
The Doctrines of the Communists (2 leaflets).

k labour is the source of all Wealth.

2 pages 8vo, 3s. per thousand.

-What Socialists Want.

4 pages 8 vo, 4s. per thousand.

A Straight Talk to Working Men.

These Leaflets, at prices given above, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v. MACHINERY.
.Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, §4, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C., or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

ON THE TWO CODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL/'

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of

one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught

the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

FREIHEIT
'International Organ or the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

•Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Mttller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
«r Office of Commonweal.

Scale of
13s. 6d. Brevier

Lines.

* The Oommonweal. 5

Terms of Advertising.

-3d. per Line each Insertion.

-Half Column (57 Lines),

vOne Column (114 LinesJ , £1, 5s.

-Two Columns, . . £2, 8s.

Three Columns, . . £3, 10s.

Discount on Monthly Accounts amount-

ing to £1, five per cent. ; £5, ten

per cent.

Advertisements must be acceptable in

every respect. Copy received until

Tuesdays, 3 p.m.

The Commonweal is sent free to those

who advertise in it as long as their

advertisement continues.
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WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LENO
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenaeum.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture of Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of * Our Father,' ' Bet
Graham,' * Poor Bill,' 'Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Tukner, 196 Strand, W.C., or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REVOLTE

~

Orgaxe Communiste -Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, lid.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, l^d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

ARBEJDEREN
(-The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

-15

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International
Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round jtoqper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions haVe
expired and must be renewed immediately it they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,

at 24 Great Queen tit., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The great excitement of these last days, to wit, Mr. Balfour's Land
'Bill, will not excite Socialists, nor need they trouble their heads about
the matter. On the face of it, it is a bill for raising the value of
landlord's rents ; but its real aim is to try to make the long-talked-out
Irish question last a little longer as a piece of occupation for our
* c representatives " in the House of Commons, which may delude the
people into thinking that the said representatives are doing something.
It is hoped, in fact, that the nearly used-up football will still hold
"wind enough to bear a little more kicking.

All honest men, whether they call themselves Socialists or not, will
applaud the jury at the Leeds Assizes who had the courage of their
opinions, and refused to hand over our comrade Bingham to the tender
mercies of Justice Grantham, who was quite prepared to show the
world that it is a dangerous thing for even a well-to-do man to have
-any aspirations towards better conditions of life than the present

;

dangerous, that is to say, if he expresses those aspirations openly ; and
if he keeps them to himself—well, it is an old saying of the philo-
sophers, that there is no difference between that which is not, and that
which is not visible.

It may be too much to hope that this verdict is the token of the
-beginning of a new epoch in jury-work, in which juries will give
verdicts according to their consciences (and according to their oaths,
too, if that matters) in spite of the judge's summing-up. But it is a
significant fact that the verdict in this case was loudly applauded in
Court by the general public.

It seems unlikely that the Crewe lads will be executed. But if

they are not to be hanged, which, as Wilkes said, is the worst use to
-which you can put a man, why should they be treated to the second
worst way of using a man, to wit, putting him in prison ? To give a
long term of imprisonment to these unfortunate young men would be
a mere cruel piece of subservience to the letter of the law. Our
friend, Mr. Grant Allen, acting on this view, has been circulating a
petition to the Home Secretary asking for a free pardon or at least a
short term of imprisonment. Surely all those people, from the judge
upwards, who were so " touched " in Court the other day, will agree
to this. W. M.

The Labour Conference at Berlin is over, and when all is said there
is little wonder that the English press should be most patriotically
proud of the fact that what has been done is little more than to
generally recommend an imitation of England in the way of industrial
legislation. Though they might very well remember that " he knew
well that coals would burn that first invented fire-tongs," or, in other
words, factory legislation came first in England because the factory-
hell grew hot here sooner than elsewhere. And now, when the boast-
ing is done about being ahead, they might begin to think of keeping so.

This from the Sydney Bulletin of February 22, looks as if religious
.philanthropists were the same everywhere :

"An ex-parson, some ex-black labour sympathisers, and the paid secretary

"Sf *t
*^vjen! union

»
run what is left of the Brisbane < London Dock

strike I
)

and.' Between them they have managed to keep £400 from going

7 f

e
w J; ?g8>

and
>

after every tuppenny-ha'penny local accident they
•try to bluti the crowd into giving the dockers' coin to some hospital ward
or flooded-out village. These Bananaland pull-backs have been kicking
themselves since the big strike at having let the milk of human kindness
•ooze out of a pore or two that wasn't quite choked with filthy lucre. Pro-
bably it is to prevent any more oozing that they are now wallowing in a
class-meanness. The money belongs to the London dockers and should go
to them."

George Harrison was released on Friday, after serving two years,
three months, and a fortnight of the four years' imprisonment to which
be was sentenced after Bloody Sunday. He has come out with an arm
onppled by a policeman's kick, and a constitution nearly destroyed

through the ill-treatment to which he has been subjected. Here is

the story in his own words :

" It seemed a long and weary time since that day in November, '87, when
the police fell on us we came over Westminster Bridge—I walking along in

procession with the Progressives and the Biackfriars Club men. Somebody
dropped a gas-pipe, and one of the police swore it was I hit him with it

;

and another fellow, when they got on to him with the staves, took his

pocket-knife out on 'em, and stabbed somebody—he came and confessed it

to me, and fully exonerated me to the committee of my club, when I was
out en bail before my conviction, but it was no use getting two into trouble,

and I knew the police meant having me anyway, innocent or not ; they had
been watching for a chance all day. So I said nothing about him—they
would only have put us both in. Why, a policeman brought up an oyster-

knife, and swore he saw me drop it. You see, the police knew me as a
speaker and lecturer, and they'd warned me about holding meetings, so they
were down on me, and besides, I was a witness against them in Blackwell's
case."

He was first taken to Pentonville for a fortnight, then to Wormwood
Scrubbs for nine months, after which he went to Chatham, where he
remained until Friday. He says :

"I was very well treated at the first two places, but at Chatham it was
different. I was treated very roughly there. Four times I was punished by
solitary confinement in a horrible cell, and on every one of those occasions

the punishment was unjustly given. They charged me with refusing to

work when I was not able to work through my ill-health, and they charged
me with talking when I was not. I cannot describe the terrors of those

cells. The smell in them is horrible, and they are so cold, while the light is

altogether insufficient. Whenever I came out of them after confinement I
felt like a drunken man on regaining a better atmosphere ; but if the
change made me reel, as it did once or twice, I only got a clump aside the
head."

One of those who interviewed him comments upon the " moderation "

and the "absence of bitterness" with which he spoke of his wrongs.
Well ! he has shown already by his conduct that his heart is stouter

than his tongue is long ; he is no caterwauling weakling. But whether
he himself does any of it or no, there will be a good deal of bitter

thinking and strong speaking for many a long day to come about his

case, which is but that of thousands of those who are not content

with tyranny, and which will not be forgotten until it is not only

atoned for but made impossible of re-perpetration. S.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OB,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. X. {continued).—Questions and Answers.

I said :
" We have heard about London and the manufacturing dis-

tricts and the ordinary towns : how about the villages %
"

Said Hammond: "You must know that toward the end of the

nineteenth century the villages were almost destroyed, unless where
they became mere adjuncts to the manufacturing districts, or formed
a sort of minor manufacturing districts themselves. Houses were
allowed to fall into decay and actual ruin; trees were cut down for

the sake of the few shillings which the poor sticks would fetch ; the

building became inexpressibly mean and hideous. Labour was scarce

;

but wages fell nevertheless. All the small country arts of life which

once added to the little pleasures of country people were lost. The
country produce which passed through the hands of the husbandmen,

never got so far as their mouths. Incredible shabbiness and niggardly

pinching reigned over the fields and acres which, in spite of the rude
and careless husbandry of the times, were so kind and bountiful. Had
you any inkling of all this 1

"

" I have heard that it was so," said I ; "but what followed ?

"

"The change," said Hammond, "which in these matters took place

very early in our epoch, was most strangely rapid. People flocked

into the country villages, and, so to say, flung themselves upon the

freed land like a wild beast upon his prey ; and in a very little time
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the villages of England were more populous than they had been since
the fourteenth century, and were still growing fast. Of course, this
invasion of the country was awkward to deal with, and would have
created much misery, if the folk had still been under the bondage of
class' monopoly. But as it was, things soon righted themselves. People
found out what they were fit for, and gave up attempting to push
themselves into occupations in which they must needs fail. The town
invaded the country ; but the invaders, like the warlike invaders of
early days, yielded to the influence of their surroundings, and became
country people ; and in their turn, as they became more numerous than
the townsmen, influenced them also ; so that the difference between town
and country grew less and less ; and it was indeed this world of the
country vivified by the thought and briskness of town-bred folk which
has produced that happy and leisurely but eager life of which you have
had a first taste. Again I say, many blunders were made, but we
have had time to set them right. Much was left for the men of my
earlier life to deal with. The crude ideas of the first half of the
twentieth century, when men were still oppressed by the fear of
poverty, and did not look enough to the present pleasure of ordinary
daily life, spoilt a great deal of what the commercial age had left

us of external beauty : and I admit that it was but slowly that men
recovered from the injuries that they inflicted on themselves even
after they became free. But slowly as the recovery came, it did come

;

and the more you see of us, the clearer it will be to you that we are
happy. That we live amidst beauty without any fear of becoming
effeminate ; that we have plenty to do, and on the whole enjoy doing
it. What more can we ask of life ?

"

He paused, as if he were seeking for words with which to express his
thought. Then he said :

" This is how we stand. England was once a country of clearings
amongst the woods and wastes, with a few towns interspersed, which
were fortresses for the feudal army, markets for the folk, gathering-
places for the craftsmen. It then became a country of huge and foul
workshops and fouler gambling-dens, surrounded by an ill-kept, poverty-
stricken farm pillaged by the masters of the workshops. It is now a
garden, where nothing is wasted and nothing is spoilt, with the neces-
sary dwellings, sheds, and workshops scattered up and down the
country, all trim and neat and pretty. Eor, indeed, we should be too
much ashamed of ourselves if we allowed the making of goods, even
on a large scale, to carry with it the appearance even of desolation and
misery. Why, my friend, those housewives we were talking of just
now would teach us better than that."

Said I :
" This side of your change is certainly for the better. But

though I shall soon see some of these villages, tell me in a word or two
what they are like, just to prepare me."

^
" Perhaps," said he, " you have seen a tolerable picture of these

villages as they were before the end of the nineteenth century. Such
things exist."

" I have seen several of such pictures," said I.

"Well," said Hammond, "our villages are something like the best
of such places, with the church or mote-house of the neighbours for their

chief building. Only note that there are no tokens of poverty about
them : no tumble-down picturesque \ which, to tell you the truth, the
artist usually availed himself of to veil his incapacity for drawing
architecture. Such things do not please us, even when they indicate

no misery. Like the medisevals, we like everything trim and clean,

and orderly and bright ; as people always do when they have any sense
of architectural power ; because then they know that they can have
what they want, and they won't stand any nonsense from Nature in

their dealings with her."

"Besides the villages, are there any scattered country houses'?"
said I.

" Yesy plenty," said Hammond ; " in fact, except in the wastes and
forests and amongst the sand-hills (like Hindhead in Surrey), it is not
easy to be out of sight of a house ; and where tbe houses are thinly

scattered they run large, and are more like the old colleges than
ordinary houses as they used to be. That is done for the sake of

society, for a good many people can dwell in such houses, as the

country dwellers are not necessarily husbandmen ; though they almost

all help in such work at times. The life that goes on in these big

dwellings in the country is very pleasant, especially as some of the

most studious men of our time live in them, and altogether there is

a great variety of mind and mood to be found in them which brightens

and quickens the society there."

" I am rather surprised," said I, " by all this, for it seems to me
that after all the country must be tolerably populous."

" Certainly," said he ; " the population is pretty much the same as

it was- at the end of the nineteenth century ; we have spread it, that is

all. Of course, also, we have helped to populate other countries

—

where we were wanted and were called for."

Said I :
" One thing, it seems to me, does not go with your word of

i garden ' for the country. You have spoken of wastes and forests,

and I myself have seen the beginning of your Middlesex and Essex
forest. Why do you keep such things in a garden 1 and isn't it very
wasteful to do so?"

" My friend," he said, " we like these pieces of wild nature, and can

afford them, so we have them \ let alone that as to the forests, we need
a great deal of timber and suppose that our sons and sons

7

sons will

do the like. As to the land being a garden, I have heard that they
used to have shrubberies and rockeries in gardens once ; and though
I might not like the artificial ones, I assure you that some of the

natural rockeries of our garden are worth seeing. Go north this

summer and look at the Cumberland and Westmoreland ones,—where,

by the way, you will see some sheep feeding, so they are not so waste*
ful as you think ; not so wasteful as forcing grounds for fruit out of
season, /think. Go and have a look at the sheep-walks high up the
slopes between Ingleborough and Pen-y-gwent, and tell me if you,
think we waste the land there by not covering it with factories for
making things that nobody wants, which was the chief business of the?

nineteenth century."

"I will try to go there," said I."

" It won't take much trying," said he.

William Mokris.
[to be continued.]

NOTES FROM NOTTINGHAM.
The pleasure-house of the rich, the prison of the poor—such is this-

manufacturing centre of ours. All the sensual delights that are to*

the bourgeoisie the only relief from the ennui which follows the cares
of money-getting, are here in abundance; and down in the slums

—

Narrowmarsh, with its dingy lodging-houses and narrow courts ; the
Meadow Platts, with their gloomy streets of back-to-back houses—the
poor are penned in grime, squalor, and density. Perhaps no manu-
facturing town has fairer skies and less of the inky blackness with
which capitalism elsewhere defiles the heavens, but the struggle of the
worker against the plunderer is as hopeless here as amid the smoke of

London or Sheffield. In what are called " good times," a proportion
of the twist hands earn what are regarded as high wages, but to then*
there soon comes the cycle of depression when they are either unem-
ployed or only gain a few shillings a week, and all the while the less

skilled workers, and, above all, the hundreds of young women, wha
are employed in the finishing, patterning, bleaching, and dyeing of the
lace, work long hours for low wages.
The workers, one hears, are wasteful and extravagant, and if sor

they follow only too well the example of their masters in pursuing the
will-o'-the-wisp of gambling, which has stricken this fair city as the
Black Death smote mediseval Europe. An ex-bricklayer, who left that
honest calling to turn bookmaker, and with his gains in that nefarious
pursuit amassed more by running a brewery, is not a high example to
hold up for a town's guidance ; and yet the parsons and the fuglemen
of capitalism generally have given this veneered bricklayer high
municipal honour, and his great wealth has enabled him by his
" charity " to buy much momentary popularity with the unthinking.
The " abstinence " in virtue of which the capitalist holds the worker
in chains, is aptly illustrated by the little villas in which the cocotte

enjoys a luxury that the honest working-woman is a stranger to. The
Corporation, packed with friends of Ireland and of Home Rule, sends
its police clothing to be made in sweater's shops, and has erected a
University College which for jerry-building can beat any suburban villa -

r
the School Board, which underpays its assistant teachers and builds*

its educational system on their bodies as it were ; the Board of Guar-
dians, full of publicans and small tradesmen, notoriously selected by
judicious manipulation of the voting papers, who put skilled artisans

when unemployed to stone-breaking, and build palatial offices and a
snugly-cushioned board-room for their own accommodation—these are
our rulers. The Liberal party, as a rule, hold the control of local

administration, and any sort of sweater is swallowed by the wire-

pullers provided he bears the regulation trade-mark.
Amid a population sweated, overworked, and depressed in bad times,

and corrupted and demoralised in good, the progress of the Socialist

propaganda is necessarily slow. At the hearing of an election petition

a month ago it was proved that dozens of voters were bought for a
shilling a-piece; and while our Socialist comrades have to struggle
with apathy on the part of the workers, the basest slanders and the
most unscrupulous wire-pulling have been exerted on behalf of the
" classes." For eight years, however, the sacred flame of Socialism

has been kept alight, and though discouraged at times some few
workers have laboured at the cleansing of the Augean stables of

profit-mongering rule. Local elections have been fought as a meana
of propaganda, and comrades Peacock, Proctor, and Whalley have
again and again led the assault, which has again and again proved a.

forlorn hope. Every Sunday in the summer open-air meetings have
been held, and of late the party have secured a convenient hall near
the centre of the town for lectures, etc. Comrades Sparling, Car-

penter, and others, have already visited us, and the unskilled labour
movement found in this room an asylum and in comrade Proctor a
mentor, when official trades unionism of the Broadhurst kidney (the

prevailing species) looked askance at it.

Much has been done, but much remains, and we are looking forward
to the coming visit of the Socialists of the Midlands on the last

Sunday in June to give the movement here an impetus that it sadly

needs. After a day's pleasure the comrades from surrounding towns
I propose to help us in holding a great demonstration in the Market
Place, when " the blood-red banner that our masters fear to see " will

be a sign to the observant that the chariot-wheels of Socialism are
rolling on. Next time I write I propose to deal with some of our
masters and their peculiarities. P.

At a public meeting of women, held at Adelaide the last week in January,
it was decided to form a Women's Trade Union.

Soft coal in the neighbourhood of Pittsfield is worth 2 cents a bushel, and
in Kansas City 22 cents a bushel, while corn in Kansas City is worth 10

cents a bushel and "70 cents in Pennsylvania. Can the " middle-man " be-

tween the two consumers be much less than a highwayman 1—Boston Globe,
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MURDER BY LAW.

A few days ago, two brothers, aged respectively 29 and 39, were

legally strangled in Worcester Gaol for the murder of a game-keeper

in the employ of the royalist emigre, the Due d'Aumale. Three

•human lives sacrificed in order that a royalist duke may preserve game ;

three more added to the holocaust of those who have suffered in the

hulks, the prison, and on the scaffold, in order that an infamous gang

of land thieves, who richly deserve to have the hempen ring around

ttheir own necks, may enjoy the pleasures of the battue.
" my poor wife and children ! " groaned these wretched men to-

gether as they prepared to die. When will the fierce Chartist motto,
*' For children and wife we will war to the knife ! " be taken up again

by the working masses of the country ? How long will they allow a

iiorde of aristocratic thieves to monopolise the common birthright,

fland, and all its products, against the rest of the community %

" Do you justify the murder of the gamekeeper ?" queries the average
Briton in horror, " what about his wife and children 1 " I maintain
<that all were murdered by the horrible system of land monopoly ; the

victims of the game laws in the country, the overcrowded who die of

^disease and want in our great towns, the evicted Irish peasants and
Scotch crofters, those who have perished of famine on the waysides,

and even those whose lives have been taken in reprisal as in Ireland,

all those who have gone down in emigrant ships. All are victims of a

system which is ripe for destruction.

Its basis and strength does not lie in the legal parchments, whether
-title-deeds or landlord-made enactments, which give legal sanction to

the monstrous wrong of private property in land ; nor in the soldier's

bayonet or policeman's baton, ready to defend the wrong ; but it lies

in the moral purblindness of the mass of the English workers. The
spectacle of men, women, and children pitilessly thrust out from their

liomes in Ireland or Scotland does not affect the average English
worker. The earth-hunger of the Celt, his aversion to pay blackmail
in the shape of rent to a land thief, is to the " respectable " British
" artisan " a ridiculous weakness which he unhesitatingly condemns

;

lie has been so long divorced from the soil and its health-giving life

that he has lost all vigour of view and action ; he is artificialised. The
•huge town with its smoke and grime, its ever-extending arms swallow-
ing up every green spot around, the blackened and blasted tracts of

-country where blast-furnaces flourish and Nature wilts and dies, are to
him signs of greatness ; and as a wage-slave, often foredoomed to the
workhouse himself, he squirms of the "earth earthy" amidst the
narrow courts of the town. If the tragedy of his own life will not
awaken him, such a cruel tragedy as that just consummated in Worces-
ter is scarcely likely to do so.

I have said that the present system and its most glaring iniquity,

land monopoly, is not maintained so much by the physical force at its

back as it is by the moral sanction it receives from even the victims
it crushes. " Wouldn't you do it yourself if you had the chance ] " is

the reply given to the Socialist agitator when he points out the injustice

•of the present system. A percentage of the possessing classes are
well aware of this narrowness of view, and are actively seeking at the
present time, in conjunction with renegade Socialists, to utilise it for

the conservation of their privileges. They will give barrack dwellings
in the towns, they will even consent to concessions being given to the
aristocracy of labour, but they will not give up the land. This un-
natural alliance bore fruit recently, when we found a professedly labour
organ, edited by a somewhile champion of Socialism, defending those
implicated in the Cleveland Street abominations.
Some of the hotter and younger amongst us, disheartened at what

.appears to be a hopeless task, sickened by the lumpish apathy and
selfishness of those they are trying to awaken, either give up in despair
or dream of more forceful methods of agitation. As Kropotkine says
in his " Appeal to the Young," they dream of barricades and heroic
-deeds : a short, sharp conflict, and then victory. To such, the slow
undermining of the system seems too slow and unprofitable a task

;

and so we have the kaleidoscopal sections which are still a feature of

.Socialism in England. As well prepared and willing as any to
make reprisals should there be a determined effort on the part
of the " haves " to suppress the murmurings of the " have nots,"

or of those who voice their claims. I still contend that in

agitation and education, that shall awaken the masses to a higher
oonception of life as opposed to mere existence, and that in
preaching the gospel of discontent where filth and poverty prevail
instead of beauty and plenty, lays our chief chance of success.

If this were not so why do the monopolists fear free speech or subsi-

dise the press % They create one class of opinion ; we create another
by agitation, by preaching unselfishness against selfishness. We have
seen virgin lands bear the same crop of evils which beset us here, not
because of force, but because the hearts of the pioneers contained the
germs of injustice of man to man. Let us preach community of interests
as the watchword of all, so that when our heritage falls to us there
shall be none to undo our work and re-shackle our limbs. The beating
of drums and the waving of flags are not necessary to this work, but
heartfelt enthusiasm, steady work, persistent attack both on the
•enemy's position, and its props that I have indicated amongst our own
ranks, and the result will be Victory. F. Kitz.

The Queensland shearers have added 940 members to their roll last year,
making a grand total of 2,907. The balance at their bankers has also in-
creased by nearly £300, making a cash balance of £2,104.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GEBMANY.

Lubeck, March 31.-—The movement among the timber workmen here for

an increase of wages resulted to-day in the discharge of 600 men. The
masters had agreed to grant the increase demanded, but requested " tolera-

tion " for non-members of the Woodcutters' Union, which, however, the

union men refused. Work at the great timber yards and saw mills is almost

at a standstill, and the rats are being guarded by police.

BELGIUM.
Charleroi, March 31.—A strike agitation is going on in some parts of

this district. In several collieries the miners claim an increase of 15 per

cent, in wages, and the demand has been put before the owners of the pits

in the form of an ultimatum from the Labour Leagues.

SPAIN.
The strikes in Catalonia are assuming a serious aspect. On Friday, 6,000

men paraded the streets and suburbs of Barcelona, and tried to persuade

the workmen of many factories to leave work. Large bands of women also

paraded the streets, headed by a delegate of the Federation of Workmen.
In Barcelona and other towns of Catalonia the number of men actually out

is 40,000, and it is thought that the figure will soon be increased to 50,000,

and that all the factories in Catalonia will be obliged to close. The move-
ment has spread to Badalona, Martin, and Provencals, and in the last-

mentioned district there is an Anarchist element among the strikers.

Numerous deputations from the men have waited on the masters to try and
arrive at a settlement, but hitherto without result. The strikers have posted

men at some factories in order to prevent rats from continuing work. A
large number of meetings were held by the strikers on Sunday, with a view

to agreeing upon a common plan of action. The Civil Governor of Barce-

lona convened a meeting of the manufacturers of Mauresa at ten o'clock on

Sunday night in order to try and put an end to the conflict. Several inter-

views have also taken place between the Mauresa manufacturers and their

hands, and it is reported that the masters in both cases refused to re-open

their workshops.
BUSSIA.

The latest news from St. Petersburg shows that the original cause of the

student disturbances in Moscow is the indignation felt at the treatment of

the political prisoners in Siberia. The Moscow students protested in an

unmistakable manner against the cruel proceedings of the authorities, and
the fear that the public might approve and participate in the demonstrations

was the cause of the University being closed immediately. The letter of

Marie Tschebrikova, which was secretly printed and distributed among the

students in spite of police spies, had a good deal to do with the movement.

The students of St. Petersburg, Charkoff, and Kasan followed the example

of their Moscow friends. The revolutionary movement is showing itself

more clearly every day. The only universities which are exempted from it

are those of Dorpat and Tomsk. All the others have been the scenes of

" disturbances." The students of all the faculties in Charkoff, Kieff, Odessa,

Moscow, and St. Petersburg have made demonstrations in favour of a con-

stitutional form of government. More than eight hundred have been

arrested. The universities are watched day and night by detachments of

police. For the present the garrisons of the university towns are confined

to barracks, and it is probable that all the universities will be closed. Pam-
phlets have been distributed in which the autocracy of the Czar is de-

nounced, and freedom of speech, religion, and the press is demanded. " Great

anxiety " is felt by the guardians of order with regard to the future, the

revolutionary movement having assumed incredible proportions during recent

weeks. A period of convulsions and agitation is anticipated. The Czar

has been releasing military prisoners, and " pardoning " Madame Tschebri-

kova as a precaution, but his other acts are more than neutralising these.

The Imperial prohibition against solemnising the anniversary of the aboli-

tion of servitude produced a very bad impression, as it showed clearly in

what light the Czar views the one good deed of his predecessor. S.

ITALY.
Milan.—In the cultivated and wealthy town of Milan, as in the rest of

Italy, the labour crisis continues, the mechanics and masons being those who
feel it the most. Meanwhile, the contractors still give their work to hands
from Novara, who consent to take a lower wage than the natives. The
Milanese are protesting against this, but in vain, owing to the thorough
disorganisation of the workers, who are thus at the mercy of speculators.

On the 30th ult., the delegates of labour associations will meet to endorse •

the final project of the Labour Exchange, which will then be at once pre-

sented to the municipality.

Germignagna (near Como).—Last week, 300 women employed in a factory

here, after uselessly demanding a working-day of 12 hours, have declared

themselves on strike. The director immediately gave way and work was
resumed. The women had previously worked 14 hours a-day.

Savona.—The Fascio del Lavoratori, a branch of the Italian Labour
Party, has recently been reconstituted here, and the members expect to

work it up into an active and influential body. M. M.

DENMAKK.
The manifesto of the revolutionary Socialists in Denmark lays particular

stress on the point that " concentration of industries into large concerns is

in harmony with our evolution, when on the contrary small industries (home
industries, etc.) are the raison oVStre of the middle-class, and therefore re-

actionary." This statement may be objected to on general theoretical

grounds (though it is a plausible generalisation itself), but it is certainly

appropriate as a protest against the people of Social Demokraten, who simply

bribe the small peasants and artisan with promises of petty reforms in their

favour in order to get their votes for Social Democratic candidates for Par-

liament. The manifesto goes on to say :
" We must, therefore, try to ex-

terminate all false ideas as to the possibility of achieving fundamental
improvements for the working-classes through legislation, and we must
out that legislation as well as electioneering principally, must be looked

upon as a means of agitation, and that any alliance with middle-class parties

ought to be broken off, just because all middle-class parties have an interest

in defending the foundation of the present society—private ownership in

land and other means of production." This statement is important, and the

Socialistic cause will certainly have advanced a great step when all Socialists

of all countries are unanimous in letting this principle, or another principle

, bearing on the same point, guide their agitation and action. Sm
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When we bear in mind that in England this war between capital

and labour has gone on for centuries, and that the first Act against

trade organisations dates from the year 1548, we may well ask, la

this war to last for ever ? In the preamble to that Act we read that
" Whereas artificers, handicraftsmen, and labourers have made con-

federacies and promises, and have sworn mutual oaths, not only that

they should not meddle with one another's work, and perform and
finish what another hath begun, but also to constitute and appoint

how much work they shall do in a day, and what hours and times they

shall work, contrary to the laws and statutes of this realm, and to the

great hurt and impoverishment of his Majesty's subjects." And this

nearly three centuries and a-half ago ! How far have trade organisa-

tions advanced since that period in their aims and objects ? We boast

that we learn wisdom by experience. Where is the wisdom we display

to-day after the sad experience of centuries ? True, in organising the

workers so as to control the new labour movement, you are bound to

combat existing evils, and to seek to ameliorate their condition ; but

let us not forget that those evils are incidental to the present system,

and that you cannot abolish the evils while you retain the system.

Organise the workers by all means, and improve their position as far

as possible under existing conditions, but let their organisations be the

means by which to educate them for a grander future, the destruction

of those conditions which render liberty, dignity, and independence

are impossible.

Nor have trade societies, either in the past or at the present, been

able to move the great mass of the workers. Taking the Board of

Trade report for 1889, we find 104 societies sent in their returns during

1888, the number of their members being 373,904. Suppose we take

their total number at 800,000, how small a proportion of the workers

they contain ! The societies of 10,000 and upwards who reported in

1888 may almost be counted on your fingers. Take the following

list:
No.

Amalgamated Society of Engineers 53,740-

Durham Miners' Association ... ... ... 38,000-

United Society of Boiler Makers and Iron Shipbuilders ... 26,545

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners 25,050
Amalgamated Association of Operative Cotton Spinners ... 16,910
Amalgamated Society of Tailors ... ... 14,214

Operative Stonemason's Friendly Society 10,261

National Union of Boot and Shoe Bivetters and Finishers 11,410

Friendly Society of Iron Founders 12,202

Northumberland Miners' Association ... 12,456

Amalgamated Society of Bailway Servants 12,080

Blackburn and District Bower Loom Weavers' Association 10,500

In pointing to these facts I am only pointing to the small number
of the workers embraced by present organisations, and as showing the

vast field there is for a greater and a grander organisation of workers
than has ever yet been attempted.

Again, the diffusion of knowledge and the progress of our powers of

production tend rapidly to break down the main differences between
the skilled and the unskilled workers. And who can tell how long or

how short will be the duration of the present good trade. Another
and a more terrible depression will come ; and when it comes what
will again be the condition of even the great societies 1 Go back to

1879, when the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, with an income-

of ,£135,267, paid to their unemployed alone £149,931. Come down
to 1886, when that society paid to its unemployed £86,460, and the

other large societies paid in proportion. Trade unionists, too, ought
to remember that England is not now the ruler of the waves, nor the

mistress of the markets of the world. All the nations of the earth

are becoming more and more independent of England. The telegraph

has destroyed for ever the supremacy of England as the centre of

commercial intelligence ; and the international character of our modern
commercial system has made equally international all our great

financial operations.

Look at the trade of the world to-day. Is England still supreme ?

Does she control the trade of the world ? Let the following items for

1887 answer

:

THE LABOUR MOVEMENT.
When the present Labour agitation arose, apparently so spontaneously,
and such determination was shown by tens of thousands of the un-
skilled workers, what hopes were raised throughout the country

!

Everywhere the hope was expressed that this movement would not be
like the labour agitations of the past, that its essential character
would be Socialistic, and that as many of its leaders were professed
Socialists, their chief aim would be to so organise and educate the
workers as to terminate for ever the war between capital and labour

;

to terminate for ever the war of classes by the triumph of labour and
the supremacy of the wealth-producing millions. If the present move-
ment is to aim at nothing higher than a paltry amelioration of the
condition of the working-class while the good trade continues, at

nothing more than a mere modification of the tyranny and oppression
under which the workers groan, then the movement will become only
a farce, a failure, and will leave the workers just where they are
to-day.

Total Imports. From England.
From other
Countries.

Bussia £39,321,000 £5,858,849 £33,462,151

Germany ... 230,100,000 27,316,544 202,783,45$

Belgium ... 116,266,000 13,140,582 103,125,418

France 197,708,000 20,495,730 177,212,270

Holland ... 94,457,000 15,037,525 79,419,475

U.S.A. ... 144,233,000 40,240,150 103,992,850

Now take the exports of these States :

Exports. To England.
To other
Countries.

Bussia £62,295,000 £9,683,388 £52,611,612'

Germany ... 231,235,000 24,563,536 206,671,464

Belgium ... 108,612,000 14,732,663 93,879,337

France 169,528,000 38,855,296 130,672,704

Holland ... 94,457,000 25,327,277 57,299,723

U.S.A. ... 149,204,000 83,049,074 66,154,926

Here we see the trade of the world fast leaving England. It is

already beyond her control. These are matters of the highest import-

ance to the workers. They are facts we must not forget. And if we
turn to our colonies and possessions, it is the same. For instance, in

1888 the total imports of Australia were 65 millions and odd. From
England 30 millions and odd, and other countries, 35 millions and odd.

Take North America ; out of a total of over 24 millions, she took from

us 8 millions and odd. Look at the matter how we will, or take pur

facts from what part of the world we may, the one inevitable conclusion
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is that England's supremacy as a commercial nation is a thing of

But there is another matter we must not lose sight of—viz., the

foreign investments of British capital. These are matters which the

workers cannot afford to ignore. In 1882 the total British investments

wpre £3,494,000,000, and in 1888 £5,786,215,000; an increase of

£2 295 215,000. Out of that £2,295,000,000, only £320,373,000

were invested at home. £1,974,842,000 were invested in foreign

regions. While the investments at home average only £53, 38/,000

per annum, our foreign investments average over £328,000,000^ per

annum. Let the workers and their leaders think of these things.

What do they indicate? They are the writing on the wall. Let the

workers read and reflect.

Can the trades unions continue to fight on the old lines 1 Are the

circumstances to-day the same as they were forty or fifty years ago?

Take your joint-stock companies, your great limited liability companies,

your gigantic rings and syndicates, and the federations of employers,

I am glad that a federation of all the trades connected with the

engineering and shipbuilding industries is about to take place. It is

absolutely necessary in face of the great federation of the employers.

But it is the millions that want organising, and educating, with a

national federation. That is the great want to-day.

Keep in mind, too, the immense increase in the powers of production

in every commercial nation, with the general spread of education, and

then ask yourselves the question—Can you still fight on the old lines ?

But suppose it were possible, are we never to learn wisdom \ are we

never to advance 1 Is this struggle of ages still to go on ? Is this war

of classes never to terminate 1 Are the slavery, and the misery, and

the degradation of the workers to be eternal ? Are the men of so-called

moderate views—the political tricksters, the social tinkerers, the miser-

able creatures who can never rise to the height of a great principle,

—

are these to be still the leaders of the wealth-producing millions 1 If

yes, whose fault will it be ? If yes, who will be responsible ? But no !

The days of ever rampant tyranny are numbered. The tyrannies and

the oppressions inseparable from our present system will end, and this

war of classes will terminate. Yes ; and the governments of the world,

whether imperial or aristocratic, will not long preserve the present

system. All the tyranny of the capitalist classes will not for long

keep the people in bondage ; and all the empty nonsense of incapables

will not for long mislead the masses. Organise and educate the

millions for the social revolution. There only is the emancipation of

labour, the regeneration of society, possible. That alone will bring to

the toiling millions liberty, dignity, and independence.

J. Sketchley.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE SHOP ASSISTANTS' UNION.—AN APPEAL TO
WOKKING WOMEN.

I daresay most of the readers of the ' Weal are aware that this new union

is making itself heard in Hammersmith and elsewhere. The object of this

<uuion is to shorten the hours of labour on one day, Thursday being the

usual day, the time for shutting up shop being 5 o'clock ; but now comes
(the tug of war, and that is the women will block the way and retard this

very small amount of leisure and pleasure that this union is trying to

obtain for the assistants. If the women are not appealed to at every meet-

ing all over the country by our various speakers not to shop after 5 o'clock

on Thursday and Saturday nights, I think two or three hours might very
easily be curtailed. If the speakers at the meetings would emphatically

appeal to the women not to shop at any and every hour of the night almost,

as this is the fundamental point of the whole movement. I would also ask

every workman on Saturdays after he has been paid, at 12 or 2 o'clock as

the case «aay be, to return home a little earlier so that the missus can do
her marketing sooner, and enable the shop assistants to arrive home before

the first hour of Sunday morning. Trusting that all my unionist friends

will co-operate with the above, I am, yours fraternally, F. Herve.

THE CHRISTIAN PIONEER.
Dear Sir,—I xead with much interest the article on "The Christian

Pioneer " in last weeks Commonweal. Would it net be possible for members
of the League, in conjunction with other Socialist societies, to organise a
demonstration, say in Hyde Park, to protest in the name of the workers of

London against granting of honours to such "Christian" freebooters as

Stanley ? No doubt there are many who would be willing to assist.—I am,
yours very truly, W. H. Brown.

26, The Avenue, Brixton, S.W., March 31st, 1890.

The Napier (N.Z.) Branch of the Federated Wharf Labourers "Union
numbered 25*7 members on Feb. 1.

The Queensland Central Labourers' Union was formed at Saltern Creek
18 months ago. Last year 2,400 new members joined.
In Northern Mexico labourers get 37J cents a-day. In Southern Mexico

it is too hot to work more than from three to five hours, and 1 dollar is paid.
Fifty honorary members, and about 500 working members, had been

enrolled up to the end of January in the newly-formed Thames (N.2.)
Branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association of Australasia.
There is a row in the camp of the Adelaide Land Nationalists. They are

broken up into two parties, the " Single-tax League " and the " Taxation
Reform League," and from appearances they will run against each other at
the coming elections.

Last half-year the Broken Hill Proprietary silver mine (N.S.W.) disbursed
in dividends £368,000, besides spending nearly £43,000 in machinery, etc.

The dividend has now been increased jto £80,000 per month, and will shortly
be raised still further. Wages remain about the same—starvation.

TOO LATE!
Mother, ah mother, hungry am I,

Give me bread or I must die !

Tarry a while, my little son,
Give me bread or

lile, nij ««**%.—
>.

To-morrow shall see the sowing done \

And after they had sown the corn,

Still the child cried out night and morn :

Mother, ah mother, hungry am I,

Give me bread or I must die 1

Tarry a while, my little son,
^

c

To-morrow shall see the harvesting done !

And when they had harvested the corn,

Still the child cried out night and morn :

Mother, ah mother, hungry am \
Give me bread, or I must die I

Tarry a while, my little son^

To-morrow shall see the thrashing done !>

And after they had thrashed the corn,

Still the child cried out night and morn ;

Mother, ah mother, hungry am I,

Give me bread or I must die 1

Tarry a while, my little son,

To-morrow shall see the grinding done !

And after they had ground the corn,

Still the child cried out night and morn ;

Mother, ah mother, hungry ami,
Give me bread or I must die 1

Tarry a while, my little son,

To-morrow shall see the baking done !

And when they had done baking the bread,

There on the bier the child lay dead.

Laura Lafargujs.

AUSTRALIAN LABOUR FEDERATION.
The first report of the council of the Australian Labour Federation, addressed
to the members of the affiliated unions, shows a record of seven months of
practical work. Recognising that it is only by means of organisation that
Labour can win that standard of political and social recognition to which it

is entitled, the council have used their energies mainly in that direction.

The London dock-strike is referred to as having given an impetus to the
work of union by showing how one body of workers can help another, and
how hopeless it is for labour to expect to secure a fair share of the products
of industry so long as the labourers remain so many units—every man fight-

ing for his own hand. "We know," continues the report, "that hitherto*
labour has been only partially organised when organised at all, and thalr.its-
operations towards amelioration have been sporadic ; but there i» some •

reason for believing that a new industrial era has dawned, and that the light
thereof is growing." The General Labourers, the Brisbane Cordwainers, the
Brisbane and Suburban Shop Assistants, the Early Closing Association, the
Federated Wharf Labourers, and the Tramway and Butchers1 Employes'
Unions are reported as likely to shortly be represented on the council. On
the other hand, the Coachmakers, and Saddle, Harness, and Collar-Makers'
Unions have been dissolved, and the Ironmoulders and Tanners and Curriers'
Unions have withdrawn. After referring briefly to the action taken by jthe

council with regard to Immigration, State-aided Village Settlement, and the
legislation of the Eight Hours' Day, the report goes on to state that up to
the time of writing from 6,000 to 8,000 actual subscribers to the new labour
paper had been secured, and an effort would be made to issue the first num-
ber on Brisbane's Labour Bay (1st March). The success of delegates who
visited the Central and Western districts for the purpose of attending the
annual meetings of the Central Queensland Carriers', Central Queensland
Labourers', and Queensland Shearers' Unions, with a view of inducing these
organisations to adopt the principles of federation, is referred to ; and the
report speaks warmly of the kind feeling shown and brotherly sentiments
expressed by the members of the Western unions. The prospect of " The
Federation of Labour throughout Australasia" being accomplished is hope-
fully regarded. The balance-sheet up to 31st December, 1889, shows receipts
amounting to £193 2s., and expenditure of £111 13s. 9d., leaving a credit
balance of ,£81 8s. 3d. "The council feel convinced that the money entrusted
to them has been laid out to the best possible advantage, and that they have '

placed it within the power of their successors, with the assistance of the
affiliated unions, to get a fourfold return "

; and they conclude with a hope
" that no effort will be spared on the part of the various societies to interest;

their members in Federation, and to lend all possible assistance in pursuing
the grand work of organisation."

Someone having trumpeted as a discovery that the way to the millennium
is through fewer hours and the consequent employment of more workers,
the Sydney Echo oracularly states that " the employe* would not consent to
have his wages reduced by a sumptuary law while he is willing and able to
earn more ; the employer, on his part, will not pay eight hours* wages for
four hours' work." Now, in a community where natural opportunities are
free to all and old age is not looked forward to with dread, no man will
desire to labour after his daily wants are satisfied, and no employer will
have the power to compel him either directly or indirectly to do so.--^Sydney
Bulletin.

The carriers on the Adelaide side will have to take a lesson out of the
Queensland book if they do not want to be crushed in detail. A movement,
having been started for the formation of a union, three of the firms engaged
in carrying goods between Adelaide and Port Adelaide threatened their men,
with immediate discharge if the movement were persisted in. Some of the
men were inclined to drop the movement on receiving higher wages and
shorter hours, but promises of assistance having been received from the
Trades and Labour Council and the Maritime Labour Council, they are
likely to remain true. At present the pay is two guineas per week, the day's
work ranging from ten to sixteen hours, and the men want £2 5s., or an
increase of 3s. per week, and uniform hours, extra payment being given for
overtime. One master. Mr. J. W. Bushnell, has agreed to pay union wages
and to throw no obstacles in the way of men wishing to join the Union.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Mauricewood Disaster.

Oar friends will remember this disaster, which occurred last September,
through a fire breaking out at the Mauricewood Colliery, Midlothian, when
sixty-three miners were stifled to death by the smoke. The Commissioners
have now given their decision, and Keir Hardie reviews it in an excellent

article in the Labour Tribune, He points out that the Commissioners' report

briefly summarised resolves itself into this :
" 1st, The fire originated in the

return air way, but how it originated cannot be ascertained ; 2nd, the smoke
found its way into the intake air-way owing to a badly-constructed trap-door

being partly open, owing also to the stoppings between the intake and
return air-ways being badly constructed, and through a rhone or pipe used

for conveying fresh air from the intake air-way to the engine-house ; 3rd,

there was no proper second outlet from the part of the mine in which the

accident occurred ; 4th, that had the level which was at one time actually

begun and afterwards stopped, been driven between the Mauricewood and
the 160-fathom working at the Greenlaw Pit been gone on with and com-
pleted, the accident would not have happened. Add to these the extra-

ordinary fact that of 14,000 cubic feet of air per minute entering the mine,

only 3,500 found its way to the face, and we have a set of circumstances

which point to an amount of carelessness and contempt for the provisions of

the Mines Act not easily paralleled. There is no getting over the fact, try

as we may, that sixty-three men lost their lives because the provisions of

the Mines Act and the very commonplaces of mine management had been
recklessly disrgarded. What are, then, the findings of the Commissioners ?

They can be summed up in four words—'No one is to blame.' Every
attempt is made to whitewash black spots, palliate wrongdoing, and even
misconstrue the Mines Act in favour of the delinquents. Instead of an
attempt to fix responsibility in an impartial manner, their special pleadings

are all those of a council for defence." Quite natural, for in this case, be it

remembered, it is not possible to put the blame on the shoulders of the

miners. They cannot be made responsible for a " badly-constructed trap-

door," or for there being " no proper second outlet from the part of the mine
in which the accident occured." No ; in this case it is the greed and the

meanness of the owners that turned the mine into a death-trap ; and the

Commissioners naturally hesitate before condeming such respectable men.
Instead of judging them, they defend them. The law which can punish a

miner for striking matches to light his pipe is powerless against the mine-
owner, who is equally reckless of the lives of the men. What, then, is the

remedy ? Not in more Acts of Parliament, through which capitalists can

drive their coaches and six, but in the miners taking to heart the last few
sentences of Keir Hardie's article :

" In the last analysis we get to this con-

clusion, that were the miners of the kingdom organised and watchful over

their own interests, they could do much to make such things as these im-

possible. Where men have not interest enough in themselves to combine
for the protection of their own interests, they must not expect that either

governments or commissioners can be intensely interested either in them or

their welfare.

" * Hereditary bondsmen learn to know
Who would be free, themselves must strike the blow.'

"

Monday night, at which they agreed to stick together. It is very doubtful,
though, if they will do so, as according to most reports they are very dis-

organised, and the fact that so many have given in is proof that the surrender
of the others is not far distant.

End of the Liverpool Dock Strike.

The men and the masters met several times in conference during the past

week, but no agreement was arrived at. The leaders therefore determined
that' the men should go to work for those masters who were willing to pay the

union terms. Last Saturday a large number of the men entered the dock
gates to work for the masters who were paying the union wages. Soon after

work had commenced some 200 labourers went for some blacklegs who were
working on a steamer, and completely scattered them, one blackleg being

so anxious to get away that he jumped into the dock. The police came
rushing up, to find the unionists had got the blacklegs down on the deck
and were pummeling them without mercy. A smart skirmish followed

between the police and the dockers, one of whom sent a big stone at the

head of a police inspector. He was immediately arrested, and though his

comrades did their utmost to rescue him, was dragged off to the police-court

and sentenced to two months' imprisonment.

On Monday a terrible rumour was afloat at Bootle. It was said that the

union men had commenced a general onslaught upon the blacklegs. Seventy
policemen rushed down to the docks in a great hurry to rescue the poor dear

blacklegs, to find when they arrived there that all was quiet.

On the same day Michael Davitt, who has been very active in negotiating,

had an interview with the employers who had not yet yielded, and persuaded
them to agree to a settlement, the chief points of which are as follows : That
the dinner-hour be conceded, but if the men should have to work during it

they are to have two hours pay, and that they are not to do more than nine
hours night work unless they choose. On their side the men agree to give

a week's notice in case of another strike.

Dock Strike at Plymouth.
Pour hundred dockers came out last Saturday at Plymouth. They demand

7d. an hour for day labour, 9d. an hour for overtime, and Is. an hour Sunday
labour. The masters have agreed to these terms, but have refused to sign

an agreement making the terms binding for twelve months. A steamer
that arrived on Sunday evening had to be unloaded by clerks and dock
officials ; the labourers refused to work, and the sailors, who were trade-

unionists, declined to be blacklegs. The employers have telegraphed to the
ports from which their ships sail to prevent them coming to Plymouth, but
the strikers have also telegraphed to all ports where there are branches of

the Dockers' Union and asked them to boycott Plymouth vessels.

The strike ended on Monday by the labourers accepting the employers'
offer, withdrawing their demand for a twelve months' agreement.

Great Strike in the Boot Trade.

After a long series of unavailing negotiations, the strike began on Satur-

day, when 10,000 men came out. The men demand that the masters should

provide them with workshops. This step has been taken by the men because
home-work leads to sweating. The masters have offered the workshops on
condition that the men will submit all questions of wages to arbitration.

This the men refused to do, as they think the masters might attempt to cut

down wages upon the basis of evidence collected from the country districts.

The men were joined by 1,700 Jewish workmen on Monday. Ninety-seven
masters have given in out of 400. The rest of the masters held a meeting on

Livesey Breaks his Word.
Although Livesey agreed to give union men the preference for employ-

ment shonld any further vacancies occur at the time the strike was concluded,
he has now deliberately gone back on his pledged word, and has had a notice

posted outside the factory gates stating that no union men need apply.
Of course this was what might be expected from the mean hypocrite who
did his best to smash the union under a pretence of philanthropy ; but I
wonder if the capitalist press which attacked the dockers so bitterly for a
pretended breach of faith will find equally strong terms of reprobation for

Livesey's shameful treachery %

Shop Assistants' Union.
It was mentioned in the last report that the shop-assistants were agitated

right through the country. As a proof of this, the assistants at Liverpool
had a torchlight procession through the streets last week against the shop-
keepers who would not close, with the result that when the police interfered

a riot ensued, in the course of which one or two shop fronts of the sweating
shopkeepers suffered severely in the way of broken glass. The whole work
of the union in London has been concentrated on Hammersmith during the
last few weeks, with the result that all the shopkeepers have given way in

face of the boycott. One shopkeeper, a Mr. Eetzbach, who keeps a pork and
saveloy shop, kept open after 5 p.m. on Thursday Mar. 20, although he had
promised to close, but on a threatening crowd gathering outside, he became
alarmed for the safety of his windows and shut up hurriedly. The threatened
prosecution has been abandoned, as the shopkeeper who threatened it, having
shops in other parts of London, thought those might share the same fate if

it was persisted .in. Peckham will probably be the next point of attack, as

a good branch has been established there, and the neighbourhood is a very
late one.

Dublin Bricklayers1 Labourers.

The bricklayers' labourers, who had been on strike for some time, resumed
work on Monday March 24th, on the recommendation of Archbishop,
pending the decision of the arbitrators. On March 28th, the arbitrators,

Michael Davitt, Alderman Moyer, and Archbishop "Walsh, made the follow-

ing award : That the rate of wages from the resumption of work till July
1st should be 16s. 6d. per week, and from July 1st the wages should be

—

Summer wages, March 1st to October 31st, 18s. per week ; Winter wages,
November to end of February, 16s. per week. As is usual in cases of

arbitration, the men have gained very little ; in fact, many of them will lose

Is. 6d. per week. N.

At a general meeting of the Canterbury Trades and Labour Council, at

Christchurch (N.Z.) on Saturday, Jan. 25, it was reported that 13 societies,

with 1,456 members, were already affiliated to the Council, and other societies,

with an aggregate membership of 1,650, were expected to join shortly, as

they were in sympathy with it, and others are in process of formation and
expected to join ultimately.

A meeting of the Auckland (N.Z.) Bakers' Union was held on Saturday,
January 25, at which the working day was made ten hours, whereas the

average hitherto has been from twelve to thirteen, and in some cases six-

teen. For the first three hours after the working day, overtime is to be
time and a-quarter, after that time and a-half. Delegates were appointed
to the Trades and Labour Council.

We are prone to laugh at the superstitious devotions of pagans to their

idols of wood and stone and the ignorance of African fetish worshippers, but
the worst exhibition of pagan superstition does not fall much below the

actions of some of the unthinking rank and file of our political parties. For
blind profession of belief in something they have never attempted to analyse

or understand, the average party machine-voter quite equals the devotees of

Mumbo Jumbo. And except that the party processions are more orderly

and less fatal than those of Juggernaut, they are but little to be preferred.

—

Journal of the K. of L.

Mrs. Astor of New York, at a recent wedding party, wore diamonds of

the value of 800,000 dollars. Her earings were valued at 50,000 dollars

each. She wore a diamond chain of 500 stones valued at 1,000 dollars each.

It may be well to add that 800,000 families suffered for the want of a dollar

each to buy bread ; that 300,000 families in Ireland are starving ; that

800,000 men worked all that day for one dollar each ; that 800,000 mothers
were in deep distress for the need of a dollar each to help a poor sick child ;

that 1,600,000 little children were working all that day with weary brains

and heavy hearts. And is this justice or equity ? and did it represent her

sacrifice, her earnings, her benefit to the world ?

—

Paterson Labour Standard.
Berlin Labour Conference.—The Conference has finished, and here,

so far as they are known, are the results :— Weekly rest : 1. A Sunday
holiday to be the general rule in all trades. 2. In trades where continuous

work is inevitable, workers to have at least every second Sunday free. 3.

Governments to arrive at an international understanding on the subject.

Work in mines: 1. Underground work by women and by children under
fourteen (twelve in southern countries) to be absolutely prohibited. 2. Work-
ing hours generally in dangerous mines to be shortened by such means as

each country may think best. 3. Measures to be taken by the State to pro-

mote safety in mines, and to ensure compensation and relief from conse-

quences of accidents. 4. Wages and output of coal to be regulated by
voluntary agreement or arbitration between owners and workers on the

British model. Labour of women and young persons: 1. Children under
twelve to be excluded from "industrial work." 2. Between twelve and
fourteen the period of " effective work " not to exceed six hours, with a

minimum of one half-hour's rest; Sunday and night work prohibited. 3.

Between fourteen and sixteen "effective work" not to exceed ten hours,

with one and a half hours5

rest; Sunday and night work prohibited. 4.

Between sixteen and eighteen, a maximum working day to be fixed, with

regulations as to work at night in dangerous industries. 5. For women
above sixteen " effective work " not .to exceed eleven hours per day, with one
and a half hours' rest ; Sunday and night work prohibited. These proposals,

of course, do not go beyond recommendations, on which the various countries

may or may not act. But most have been accepted by the delegates with
only trifling reservations, and therefore Europe is in the main committed to

an international programme on these lines.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.-—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889:—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.

1890 : — Manchester, to end of January. ' Commonweal ' Branch,
Leicester, and North London, to end of February. North Kensington,
to end of April. Streatham, to end of December.

pours Weavers Strike Fund,—Already acknowledged :—£4 Is. 4d. Re-
ceived :—Jennie Glasier, Is.; J. A. Morris, 5s.; A. T. Stevens, 6d.; H. R., 5s.;

Win. Thompson, £2 ; W. H. K., 6d.; and F. Pickles, 5s.

Propaganda Fund.—G. Beresford, £1.

Commune Celebration.—Hammersmith Branch, 4s. 2d.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Fbank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, March 31st, Is. 8d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards thisfund:—C. Saunders,

2s.; H. R., Is.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; B. W., 6d.; North London Branch, 3s.; Fraser,
6d.; Mrs. Schack, 6d.; Socialist Artist, 6d.; G. B. G., 6d.; and James Thom-
son, 6d.

KEPORTS.
East London.—A splendid meeting held in Victoria Park on Sunday after-

noon ; speakers were comrades Cores, Davis, and Hicks; 40 'Weal sold and
Is. Id. collected.—H. McK.
North Kensington.—Good meeting held at Latimer Road ; speakers were

Dean and Crouch ; few ' Weals sold. The Branch, in connection with Hammer-
smith, held a meeting in Hyde Park at 3 p.m.; we had a good audience ; 12 Com-
monweal sold and 2s. collected. At our rooms in the evening, comrade Turner
lectured to a good audience on "Co-operation" (The Socialist Co-operation
Federation System) ; 2s. collected and several ' Weals sold.

Aberdeen.—At meeting on 24th, an article by Frederic Harrison on ''The
Eighteenth Century " was read and discussed. On the 30th we commenced our
Sunday night meetings with a lecture by comrade Leatham, set down on the
list as " The Only Thing that will do—By One of the Unemployed;" the hall
was filled to suffocation, and the lecture, the discussion, and the singing were all

voted unusually good.—L.

Glasgow.—On Sunday we held our usual meetings at Jail Square and Paisley
Road Toll, Glasier being the speaker in both instances ;

' Weal sold out.

Leeds.—On Tuesday last comrade Morris lectured here at the Grand Assembly
Rooms on " The Class Struggle "

; the Rev. J. J. Bynner in the chair, and sup-
ported by two other rev. gentlemen. Morris was in good form, and was
frequently applauded. Many questions asked. Good sale of our literature. On
Sunday morning, at Vicar's Croft, a very good meeting was held, addressed by
Corkwell, Paylor, Sweeney, Maguire, and others. Good sale of literature, and
a collection made. In the afternoon, at the same place, another good meeting
was held, speakers Roper and Sweeney ; collection 3s.

Yarmouth.—On Sunday morning, on Priory Plain, comrade Poyntz gave an
address on "Where Trades-unionism Fails " to an attentive audience. In the
evening, on Colman's Granary Quay, we held another meeting, comrades Bright-
well and Poyntz speakers. 8d. collected, 15 Commonweal sold.—J. H.

Dublin.—On Sunday March 23rd, a general meeting of workmen was held,
under the auspices of the Dublin Branch of the National Union of Gas-workers
and General Labourers of Great Britain and Ireland, in the Theatre of the
Mechanics Institute, Lower Abbey. Addresses were delivered by Mr. Canty,
Central Branch, comrades Graham, Shields, Hamilton, and others.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—We had three fine meetings on Sunday. In
the morning the Christian Evidence Society lecturer opposed us. Comrades
Reeves and Chapman replied. In the afternoon Edward Carpenter lectured at
the Landing Stage to a good and attentive audience. In the evening he lectured
in the Concert Hall, Lord Kelson Street, Cunninghame Graham in the chair.
The hall was well filled ; several dock-labourers came, and were specially ad-
dressed by Graham. Commonweal and Justice sold out, together with 10s. worth
of literature. Collections, £1 5s.

Dublin.—A monster labour meeting, numbering from eight to ten thousand,
was held in the Phoenix Park, on Sunday March 30th, under the auspices of the
National Union of Gas-workers and General Labourers. J. A. Poole, M.A.,
presided. The principal speaker was Dr. Aveling, London, who was well re-

ceived, and whose exposition of Internationalism was very forcible. Shields,
Hamilton, and Canty also spoke. The following resolution was adopted :

" That
this mass meeting in Phoenix Park, Dublin, recognises the imperative necessity of
the working class combining nationally and internationally in order to obtain the
due share of the wealth it creates."

Chesterfield Discussion Society.—Some of the readers of the Commonweal
may be interested to know that a little work has been going on here. Lectures
have been given every Sunday evening since October 27. The following names
of comrades who have lectured for us will show that the subject has not been
neglected, although we have not confined ourselves to Socialism. Comrades
Carpenter, Taylor, Girdlestone, Morris, Gorbutt, Thompson, Unwin, Headlam,
Peacock, Proctor, Pengelly, and Cassels have all helped us with one or more
lectures. Altogether, good work has been done in breaking down prejudice and
spreading our gospel. Our audiences have averaged from fifty to a hundred,
though once or twice both more and less have been present.—R. U.

FUNERAL OF COMRADE F. NEUMAN.
The funeral of comrade P. Neuman took place last Sunday at Manor Park
Cemetery. The following clubs and societies were represented in the procession :

Communist Club, 1st Section ditto, Autonomic Club, Gleichheit Club, Berner
Street Club, Socialist League, and Clerkenwell Branch of S.D.F. The speeches
at the grave were delivered by comrade Bettye in German, and in English by
F. Kitz. After some singing by the united choir, we grouped our flags around
the gra*ve and gave three cheers for the Social Revolution. The only hitch in
the proceedings was caused by the police, who tried to stop the flags being
carried into the cemetery ; things looked ugly for a moment, but the police had
to give way. A young countryman in uniform also tried hard to create a dis-
turbance after the funeral, but failed.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Batter'sea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. On Sunday evening, April 6, a Concert.
Members are requested to turn up at business meeting on Thursday.

East London.—Comrades are requested to turn up on Sunday afternoon to sell

literature at the demonstrations. All branch communications to be addressed
to H. McKenzie, 12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday April 6, at 8 p.m.>
a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday April 6, at 8 p.m., a Social Evening, with
Songs, etc.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Monday evenings at 8. Singing
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock. Members in arrears are
earnestly requested to pay the contributions at once.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and

Thursday, at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.

Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Branch meets at comrade Headley's, near Co-operative Stores, every
Tuesday evening. Elocution Class Friday at 8 p.m. C. W. Mowbray (of

London) will address three meetings here on Easter Sunday.

7 .

8.30.,

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

Saturday 5,

Hyde Park Nicoll and Cantweli
Mile-end Waste ....The Branch*

Sunday 6.

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—•" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane .Mainwaring
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green Kitz
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3. 30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch North Kensington Branch
3.30 Victoria Park East London Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park . . . . fc Hammersmith Branch
7. 30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch
8 Streatham Fountain .»... ....Kitz.

Walham Green-

Tuesday 8.

-back of Church .. .Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 10.

8.15 Hoxton Church .......Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing-stage, Sundays at 11.30.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near
Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Colman's Granary Quay, at 7.

Members and friends are asked to turn up at Regent's Park next Sunday, as
the authorities are attacking the right of free speech.

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
April 6, at 8.30, George Stevens, "Anarchism v. Communism."
Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-

day April 6, at 8 p.m., E. S. O'Dell, " Mr. Bradlaugh's Objections to an Eight
Hours Bill."

New Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.—
Sunday April 6, at 8.30 p.m., George R. Cox, "Felicitous Facts and Figures for

Co-operators." Business meeting at 7.30.

Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday April 6, J. Sketchley,
11 a.m., " Labour Organisations "

; at 6.30, " Why I am a Socialist."

Nottingham Socialist Club.—All communications to be addressed to the
Secretary, A. Clifton, 11 Hawksworth Street, Clarence Street.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Sunday April 6, R. Dempster
will speak in Meadows at 2.30, and in Moulders' Hall, High Street, at 6.30.

On Tuesday April 8, at 35 George IV. Bridge, at 8 p.m., Gilray will criticise one
of the Fabian essays ; discussion.

Liverpool Socialist Society, 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street,-—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
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PUBLISHERS and BOOKSELLERS.
Your attention is called to the under-given Terms

of Advertising in the Commonweal, which, circulat-
ing as it does throughout Europe, America, and the
Colonies, affords by far the best medium for bringing
Books—especially those which deal with Social ques-
tions—under the notice of probable purchasers.
Among the subscribers and readers of the Common-

Weal are numbered the most prominent Political and
Social Reformers of this Country, as well as of the
Continent and America ; and the greater part of its

clientele are men continually upon the alert for the
latest expressions of opinion or statements of fact upon
the problems of the day.

Terms of Advertising.

3d. per Line each Insertion.

Half Column (57 Lines), 13s. 6d.

One, Column (111}. Lines), £1, 5s.

Two Columns, . . £2, 8s.

Three Columns, . . £3, 10s.

Discount on Monthly Accounts amount-

ing to £1, five per cent.; £5, ten

per cent.

Scale of
Brevier
Lines.

Advertisements must be acceptable in

every respect. Copy received until

Tuesdays, 3 p.m.

The Commonweal is sent free to those

who advertise in it as long as their

advertisement continues.

-10

-15

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this

enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v. MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LENO
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenceum.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture op VillacxE Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of ' Our Father,' * Bet
Graham,' 'Poor Bill,' ' Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London* Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Tukner, 196 Strand, W.C, or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

ON THE TWO GODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of

one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught

the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speakixg

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Mliller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
or Office of Commonweal.

J. SKETCHLEY'S PUBLICATION^"
153, Gibraltar Street, Sheffield.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free. 50, post free, 6s.

100, post free, lis.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles
of Social Democracy. By J. Sketchley. An
Introduction by William Morris. 240 pp., post
free Is. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

The Irish Question. Third Edition. 32
pages, ir Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or
more copies post free.

Labour and Capital (Kellogg). 370 pp.
Post free, Is. Id.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarghiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, l^d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

ARBEJDEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
12mo, 143 pp. Is. ;

post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates* International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must tvork in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and

must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them

by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have

expired and must be renewed immediately if they

wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the

name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,

at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTEES FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XI.—Concerning Government.

*' Now," said I, " I have come to the point of asking questions which
I suppose will be dry for you to answer and difficult for you to explain

;

but I have foreseen for some time past that I must ask them, will I

'nill I. What kind of a government have you ? Has republicanism
finally triumphed ? or have you come to a mere dictatorship, which
some persons in the nineteenth century used to prophesy as the
ultimate outcome of democracy ? Indeed, this last question does not
seem so very unreasonable, since you have turned your Parliament House
into a dung-market. Or where do you house your present Parliament %

"

The old man answered my smile with a hearty laugh, and said

:

"" Well, well, dung is not the worst kind of corruption ; fertility may
come of that, whereas mere dearth came from the other kind, of which
those walls once held the great supporters. Now, dear guest, let me
tell you that our present parliament would be hard to house in one
place, because the whole people is our parliament."

" I don't understand," said I.

"No, I suppose not," said he. "I must now shock you by telling

you that we have no longer anything which you, a native of another
planet, would call a government."

" I am not so much shocked as you might think," said I, " as I know
something about goverments. But tell me how do you manage, and
how have you come to this state of things."

Said he :
" It is true that we have to make some arrangements about

our affairs, concerning which you can ask presently ; and it is also true
that everybody does not always agree with the details of these
arrangements ; but, further, it is true that a man no more needs an
elaborate system of government, with its army, navy, and police, to

force him to give way to the will of the majority of his equals, than
lie wants a similar machinery to make him understand that his head
and a stone wall cannot occupy the same space at the same moment.
Do you want further explanation ?

"

" Well, yes, I do," quoth I.

Old Hammond settled himself in his chair with a look of enjoyment
which rather alarmed me, and made me dread a scientific disquisition :

.so I sighed and abided. He said :

" I suppose you know pretty well what the process of government
was in the bad old times ?

"

" I am supposed to know," said I.

(Hammond) What was the government of those days? Was it

really the Parliament or any part of it 1

(I) No.
(H.) Was not the Parliament on the one side a kind of watch-

committee sitting to see that the interests of the Upper Classes took
Jio hurt ; and on the other side a sort of blind to delude the people
into supposing that they had some share in the management of their
own affairs ?

(I) History seems to show us this.

(H.) To what extent did the people manage their own affairs ?

W I judge from what I have heard that sometimes they forced the
Parliament to make a law to legalise some alteration which had already
taken place.

(H.) Anything else ?

{I) I think not. As I am informed, if the people made any attempt
to deal with the cause of their grievances the law stepped in and said,

this is sedition, revolt, or what not, and slew or tortured the ringleaders
of such attempts.

(H.) If Parliament was not the government then, nor the people
-either, what was the government 1

(I) Can you tell me ?

S
(H.) I think we shall not be far wrong if we say that government

"was the Law-Courts, backed up by the executive, which handled the
torute force that the deluded people allowed them to use for their
owaa purposes ; I mean the army, navy, and police.

(I) Reasonable men must needs think you are right.

(H.) Now as to those Law-Courts. Were they places of fair dealing

according to the ideas of the day ? Had a poor man a good chance of

defending his property and person in them ?

(I) It is a commonplace that even rich men looked upon a law-suit

as a dire misfortune, even if they gained the case ; and as for a poor

one—why, it was considered a miracle of justice and beneficence if a

poor man who had once got into the clutches of the law escaped prison

or utter ruin.

(H.) It seems, then, my son, that the government by law-courts and
police, which was the real government of the nineteenth century, was
not a great success even to the people of that day, living under a class

system which proclaimed inequality and poverty as the law of God and
the bond which held the world together.

(I) So it seems, indeed.

(H.) And now that all this is changed, and the "rights of property,"

which mean the clenching the fist on a piece of goods and crying out

to the neighbours, You shan't have this !—now that all this has dis-

appeared, so utterly that it is no longer possible even to jest upon its

absurdity, is such a Government possible ?

(I) It is impossible.

(H.) Yes, happily. But for what other purpose than the protection

of the rich from the poor, the strong from the weak, did this Govern-

ment exist ?

(I) I have heard that it was said that their office was to defend their

own citizens against attack from other countries,

(H.) It was said; bnt was anyone expected to believe this? For
instance, did the English Government defend the English citizen

against the French ?

(I) So it was said.

(H.) Then if the French had invaded England and conquered it,

they would not have allowed the English workmen to live well ?

(I, laughing) As far as I can make out, the English masters of the

English workmen saw to that : they took from their workmen as much
of their livelihood as they dared, because they wanted it for themselves.

(H.) But if the French had conquered, would they not have taken

more still from the English workmen 1

(I) I do not think so ; for in that case the English workmen would
have died of starvation; and then the French conquest would have
ruined the French, just as if the English horses and cattle had died

of underfeeding. So that after all, the English workmen would have

been no worse off for the conquest : their French masters could have

got no more from them than their English masters did.

(H.) This is true ; and we may admit that the pretensions of the

government to defend the poor (i.e., the useful) people against other

countries come to nothing. But that is but natural ; for we have seen

already that it was the function of government to protect the rich

against the poor. But did not the government defend its rich men
against other nations ?

(I) I do not remember to have heard that the rich needed defence

;

because it is said that even when two nations were at war, the rich

men of each nation gambled with each other pretty much as usual, and
even sold each other weapons wherewith to kill their own countrymen.

(H.) In short, it comes to this, that whereas the so-called govern-

ment of protection of property by means of the law-courts meant
destruction of wealth, this defence of the citizens of one country against

those of another country by means of war or the threat of war meant
pretty much the same thing.

(I) I cannot deny it.

(H.) Therefore the government really existed for the destruction of

wealth 1

(I) So it seems. And yet

(H.) Yet what?
(I) There were many rich people in those times.

(H.) You see the consequences of that fact?

(I) I think I do. But tell me out what they were.

(H.) If the government habitually destroyed wealth, the country

must have been poor?

(I) Yes, certainly.

(H.) Yet amidst this poverty the persons for the sake of whom the

government existed insisted on being rich whatever might happen?
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(I) So it wag.

(H.) What must happen if in a poor country some people insist on
being rieh at the expense of the others ?

:*(I) - Unutterable poverty for the others* All this misery, then, was
oa^e^ &y the destructive ^ve^iunent of whi<A we have been- speaking 1

<$**) !
Say, it wouldi be incorrect to say «0; The government itself

^ftv&$ the necessary, result of tha^areless^ aimless tyranny of the
#9*ej^ i% was. but the ma©hinery of tyranny, v -Now tyranny has come
to an end, and we no longer need such machinery ; we could not
possibly use it since we are free. Therefore in your sense of the word
we have no government. Do you understand this now 1

(I) Yes, I do. But I will ask you some more questions as to how
you as free men manage your affairs.

(H.) With all my heart. Ask away.

William Morris.
[to be continued.]

(This Story began in Fo. 209, January 11, 1890.

Numbers can still be had.)

Sets of Back

PRIMITIVE COMMUNISM. 1

i.

"The man who first enclosed a piece of land and said, this is mine, and
found people simple enough to believe him, was the real founder of
civil society," runs the much discussed phrase of the Discours sur
Vinegalite. Rousseau, therefore, supposes that formerlyland was held in
common ; Hobbes, who, in England and France has exerted so powerful
an influence on the formation of modern ideas had previously made the
same supposition.

" Nature hath given to each of us an equal right to all things," says
Hobbes in Be Cive. " In a state ofnature every man has a right to do
and to take whatsoever he pleases, whence the common saying that
Nature has given all things to all men, and whence it follows that in a
state of nature utility is the rule of right."

This quotation will show Mr. Huxley that Rousseau cannot be charged
with having reintroduced into Europe the " State of Nature " of the
Greek stoics, whose philosophical doctrine was a protest against the
social condition of the age.

^
The primitive communism of Hobbes and Rousseau was a mental con-

viction which, probably, they could not have based on any fact duly
established. Mr. Huxley, who is not to be put off with mental convic-
tions, exclaims :

" The confident assertions that the land was originally

held in common by the whole nation are singularly ill-founded." And
with equal confidence he asserts that :

" Land was held as private or
several property, and not as the property of the public or general body

' of the nation."

Let us see which of the two, the " ignorant " Rousseau or the learned
Professor, is in the right; and, in order to that, we must address
ourselves to the men who have been in contact with savages and
barbarians.

Mr. Huxley, doubtless, has in his library the De Bello Gallico. Let
him open it at Book VI. § 22, and he will read :

" No German pos-

sesses enclosed fields of any extent, but the magistrates and the chief

distribute the fields to the clans and families who live in common, and
the year following compel them to go and settle elsewhere." One of the
objects of this custom was "to uphold in the people the sense of

equality, since every man sees his resources equal to those of the most
powerful." It follows that amongst the Germans known to Caesar the
land was the common property of the entire nation. Elphinstone
observed among the Afghan tribes, whom he had to combat, the same
mode of possession of the land by the nation at large, and its periodical

distribution among the clans and families composing the nation.2 Where-
ever one has been able to go back to the origin, one has met with
common property in land.

Morgan in his last and remarkable work on The Houses and House
Life of the American Aborigines (1881), has collected a large number
of examples of this primitive communism. He reproduces the following
curious passage by the celebrated Moravian missionary, Heckewelder,
who lived with the Indians from 1771 to 1786, and understood their

languages :
—" The Indians think that the Great Spirit has made the

earth, and all that it contains, for the common good of mankind ; when
he stocked the country and gave them plenty of game, it was not for

the good of a few, but of all. Everything is given in common to the
sons of men. Whatever liveth on the land, whatever groweth out of
the earth, and all that is in the rivers and waters, was given jointly to
all, and every one is entitled to his share. Hospitality with them is not
a virtue, but a strict duty They would lie down on an empty
stomach rather than have it laid to their charge that they had neg-
lected their duty by not satisfying the wants of the stranger, the sick

or the needy .... because they have a common right to be helped
out of the common stock; for if the meat they have been served with
was taken from the wood, it was common to all before the hunter took
it : if corn and vegetables, it had grown out of the common ground,
yet not by the power of man, but by that of the Great Spirit."

G. Catlin who during eight years journeyed among the savage tribes

of North America, relates that " every man, woman, or child in Indian

1 Condensed from an article entitled " Rousseau el VEgalit6 response au Pro-
fessor Huxley " in the Nouvelle Revue of March 15, and there signed Fergus.

3 Mount8tuart Mphinstone. An Account of the Kingdom of Caubul. 1837.
Vol. n., pp. 14 to 22.

communities is allowed to enter any one's lodge, and even that of the*
chief of the nation, and eat when they are hungry. . . . Even so can
the poorest and most worthless dron* o£ the nation, if he is top lazy to-

supply himself \on to hunt, he can-walk into any lodge, and,everyone
will share with him- as loHg^*toe*e i&i anything to eat. He, kowe*er,
who thus begs when he is «*bte**p irttfck pays dear for his meat, i&z J^ is
stigmatized with; lie disgraceful ^pith^t of poltroon or beggarA $i|es&
communistic practises, whiob were once genecal, were maintained in
Lacedemonia loa^-after the %a*taiss vhad issued out of barbarism.

Morgan, who has specially studied the customs of the Iroquois,
among whom he dwelt, tells us that they cultivated their fields in
common and divided the crops, the game, and fish among the families,
of the clans. Frequently the division was made per every female head ;

but the provisions were only, so to speak, given them in keeping, for
they were always" at the disposal of tho community.
The facts collected and related by, Gaesar, Elphinstone and Morgan,

whose intelligence and powers of^bservation nobody will think of dis-
puting, confirm the supposition of Rousseau and of Hobbes, which
Professor Huxley ridicules in so superior a way. The land has been
held in common by the familiar clans of savage nations, and each and
all had a right to the provisions, as long as they lasted, procured by the-
common labour of all the clans.

II.

The primitive communism of the land and its produce established;
perfect social and political equality among all the members of a nation.
The war-chief, on returning to his village loses his power :

" he is obeyed
by no children save his own," says Volney, and the authority possessed'
by the magistrate is a purely moral one ; chiefs and magistrates were
elected by universal suffrage. The woman frequently took a part in the
vote, and in deliberations of the council. " The Germans," says Tacitus,.
" attributed a sacred and prophetic character to them

—

sanctum aliquid
et providum" But it was in the distribution of the food at meals that
this equality manifested itself. The men and women ate apart. Every
Iroquois received from the kettle his portion in a wooden bowl, and as
there were neither chairs nor tables in their long houses, he ate his food
where he pleased. The women and children took their meals after the
men. The syssities, the common repasts of Greece, are simply a re-

production of those of the Iroquois described by Morgan.
Heraclides of Pontus, the disciple of Plato, has preserved for us a

description of the communistic repasts of Creta, where the primitive
manners prevailed during a long period of time. At the andreies-
(repasts of men) every adult citizen received an equal share, except the
Archon, member of the council of the ancients (geronia), who received a
fourfold portion—one in his quality of simple citizen, another in that
ot president of the table, and two additional portions for the care of
the hall and furniture. All the tables were under the supervision of a
matriarch, who distributed the food and ostensibly set aside the choicest
bits for the men who had distinguished themselves in the council or on
the battlefield. Strangers were served first, even before the archon. A
vessel with wine and water was handed round from guest to guest ; at
the end of the repast it was replenished. Heraclidus mentions common,
repasts of the men only, but Hoeck assumes that in the Dorian cities

there were also repasts of women and children. Our knowledge of the
constant separation of the sexes among savages and barbarians
renders probable the assumption of the learned historian of Creta.
Plutarch informs us that at these common repasts no one person was
considered as superior to the other, wherefore he styles them aristo-

cratic assemblies (sunedria aristokratika). The persons who sat down
at the same table were probably members of the same family. In
Sparta the members of a syssitia were formed into corresponding
military divisions, and fought together. Savages and barbarians,
accustomed at all times to act in common, in battle always range them-
selves according to families, clans and tribes.

It was of such imperative necessity that every member of the clan,

should get his share of the aliments, that in the Greek language the
word moira, which signifies the portion of a guest at a repast, came to
signify Destiny, the supreme Goddess to whom men and gods are alike

submitted and who deals out to everyone his portion of existence, just
as the matriarch of the Cretan syssitia apportions to each guest his

share of food. It should be remarked that in Greek mythology
Destiny is personified by women

—

Moira, Aissa, and the iTeres—and
that their names signify the portion to which each person is entitled in
the division of victuals or spoils.

Primitive Communism, when all men have equal shares, so profoundly
implants the sentiment of equality in the breast of the savage, that he-

cannot conceive that a member of his tribe should be better treated
than himself in any way. Darwin relates that having given

f

to a
Fuegian savage a woollen blanket, whose qualities he appeared to appre-
ciate, he was surprised to see him tear up the same into strips of equal
length and breadth and distribute them to his comrades. The Fuegian
was no doubt prompted to this action, which appeared absurc?, by a
desire to satisfy his own and his companions' sentiment of equality.

In any case, men proceeded after an analogous fashion when they
first divided the land. The savage, not knowing how to measure sur-

faces, divided the fields into narrow strips of equal length and
breadth [the agrarian measure of the primitive Romans, the dcPuCs

simplex, was 120 feet long by 4 wide]. The most difficult part of the
operation, on account of the irregularities of the ground, consisted

in obtaining a straight line, limiting these strips of land of rec-

tangular shape. The straight line alone cQuld satisfy Jiirn, and
so powerfully was he impressed thereby that the straight line ultimately

became the symbol of what was Just; in the same way that the
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matriarch who distributed the portions at the Greek syssities came to

personify Destiny. Tn the European . languages, and probably in the

languages of all the peoples who have arrived at collective and private

property, one and the same word serves to designate what is in a

straight line and what is Just—Right.

It was an inspiration of genius that led Rousseau to declare " the

first man who, having enclosed a piece of ground, bethought him of

saying, this is mine, was the real founder of civil society." Rare,
indeed, are the thinkers whose piercing insight has enabled them to
penetrate so far into the obscure past.

Men lived in society prior to the constitution of property ; but it is

from the time of the division of the common lands into familiar or col-

lective, and subsequently into, private, property, that customs were con-
solidated and converted into civil laws. The Greek genius made of
pemeter, the antique goddess of the Earth, the goddess of Agriculture
and Law. As the earliest division of land occurred amongst the men not
yet differenced by social inequalities, they must have been presided over
by a perfect spirit of equality ; and this spirit recurs in the primitive
customs and savageand barbarous laws regulating these divisions. Hence
when Aristotle sought for the origin of the political constitution, he found
it in Equality. " The city," he says, "is simply an association of beings
who are equal and seek in common a happy and easy life. The state
being an association of equal beings . . . . it is just that the share of
power and obedience allotted to each be perfectly equal; it is precisely this
that the law secures." {Politics. Book IV. ch. vii. § 2 ; and Book III. ch.
xi. §§ 2 & 3 ; French edition, St. Hilaire, 1848.) The legists of the
Antonine era proclaimed this equality in the origin of societies when
they formulated their judicial axiom : Omnes homines natura cvquales
£imt. 1 (Nature hath made all men equal.)

It is only in the course of historic development that the association
of equals introduced into their community artisans, slaves and serfs,

and that the equals began to differ from one another in consequence,
first, of the inequality of their possessions ; and afterwards, of the in-

equality of their political rights and duties.

^
The inequality which Professor Huxley proclaims an absolute prin-

ciple is a phenomenon of the development of history, and susceptible,
therefore, of , evolution in one sense or the other; certain economic
conditions, such as slavery, magnify it, others tend to lessen it. In our
society -the hazards of speculation, and of industrial and commercial
competition, -overthrow the most solid fortunes and level all social posi-
tions. Yoltaire, who had been impressed by this characteristic feature
of modern society, wrote humorously: "People have exaggerated
social inequality. Everybody, at the bottom of his heart, is justified in
considering himself as the equal of other men: it does not follow that
the cook of a Cardinal may order his master to cook his dinner for
him. The cook may say :

' I am as good a man as my master, and like
him came into the world crying; we both of us perform the same
animal functions. If the Turks take Rome, and if I turn cardinal, and
my master becomes a cook, I will take him into my service.' The whole
•of this speech is just and reasonable, but as long as the Great Turk has
not got hold of Rome, the cook must do his duty, or all human
society is perverted." Commercial failures and stock exchange swind-
lings take the place of the Great Turk.
The tendency to equality is one of the forces in the evolution of

modern society; it has already imposed universal suffrage—one of the
Professor's bugbears—which establishes political equality in law, if not
in fact. Economical equality will follow in good time.

Mr. Huxley charges Rousseau with ignorance. It is true that
this son of a clockmaker, with but scant means of acquiring knowledge
in the course of a sickly, needy, and chequered existence, was often
enough constrained to make up for his want of knowledge by the imagi-
native and inductive power of his genius. But what shall we say of the
learned professor, who, with every means of instruction, and with ample
leisure at his command, treats with such confident assurance of the
manners and customs of primitive societies, only just beginning to be
studied in Rousseau's time, and who would seem to ignore the works of
Morgan and Bachofen ? pAUL Lafarguk.

Strike of Carpenters at Chicago.— Between five and six thousand
carpenters of Chicago are out on strike. They demand an eight hours day,
and forty cents. (Is. 8d.) per hour. The present rate of pay is thirty-five
cents, an hour, and they work ten hours a day. Building operations are
practically suspended throughout the city.

Revolutionary Preaching.—It is quite time that all the struggling
nationalities should clearly understand that freemen have no sympathy
with men who do nothing but howl and shriek in their fetters. Liberty is
a serious game to be played out, as the Greek told the Persian, with knives^na hatchets, and not with drawled epigrams and soft petitions. We may
prate among us of moral courage and moral force, but we have also physical
courage and physical force kept ready for use.—Times.
A One-Sided Game.—A Man with a Shot-gun said to a Bird : " It is all

nonsense, yon know, about shooting being a cruel sport. I put my skill
.against; your punning—that is all there is of it. It is a fair game. " True,"
said the Bird, « but £ 4pn'fc wish to play." " Why not * » enquired the Man
with a Shot-gun. "The game," the Bird replied, "is fair, as you say ; the
chances are, about even ; but consider the stake. / am in it for you but
what is there m it for me?" Not; being prepared with an answer to the
question, the Man with a Shot-gun sagaciously reinoved the propounded
Inere is a moral m this somewhere when you come to think of it.

JL^^^LS^SS^^ ri
£
hts of citizenship were called oiomoiot-the

<M*uafe. Ail tfit** Who; had lost tSeir lands and could not contribute towards
the expense* of the syssities;

; were deprived of their rights arid were classed, like
the artisans among the upomeiones-the inferiors. The omoioi Were the ruling
class, and filled all public offices with the exception of the Ephoralty

DON QUIXOTE.
(By Eugene Pottieb. Translated by Laura kAFAftouE.^,

Meeting a chain of galley-slaves, '

Spain's hero, that all danger braves, - ^ < <

Don Quixote brandisheth his spear !

Saneho Panza quakes with fear i

The mad don makes the guards to flee

And sets the shackled prisoners free.
*' Sir Knight,** quoth Saneho, " spare your pains, •

And leave the galley-slave his chains !

"

" Brother Saneho, my duty I do,

This labourer is a convict too,

For battered tools the workers be,

Handled by a vile salary ;

Flung by their bowel-less master, gold,

To the lumber-heap when broken and old."
4t Sir Knight," quoth Saneho, " spare your pains,

And leave the galley-slave his chains I

"

•" Saneho, set free and save I must
This boy-convict from college-dust,

This dunce on musty learning fed

That pedants cram into his head,

Whose mind, with ne'er a free out-look,

Is but an ink-stained copy-book."
M Sir Knight," quoth Saneho, " spare your pains,

And leave the galley-slave his chains !

"

*" Ho .1 from the barracks come thou forth,

Thou soldier-slave of little worth !

A cartridge-box thou hast for brains,

A blunderbuss for conscience reigns,

'Thou to a -cannibal's trade art sold,

And art cast in a bullet-mould 1

"

**' Sir Knight," quoth Saneho, " spare your pains,

And leave the galley-slave his chains !

"

*" Thou convict of the sacristy,

'Throw off the cowl that stifles thee !

The cloister-walls in thee have bred
. The mildew of a faith long dead,
Despite the war that sick Borne wages
For the scrofulous Middle Ages."
'" Sir Knight," quoth Saneho, " spare your pains,

And leave the galley-slave his chains !

"

" Arise, unhappy woman, thou,
J?eerless Dulcinea, that, laid low,
Dost languish in the giants' hands
And miscreant enchanters' bands !

The law that wrongs thee, heeds thee not,
Follow thy heart and choose thy lot."
'" Sir Knight," ^quoth Saneho, " spare your pains,
And leave the gaMey-slave his chains !

"

O flower of chivalry !

Then said I in my reverie,

Confront these giants dire,

Despite thy caitiff squire ;

For till thy sword shall set us free,

And end this human tragedy,
"Will Saneho say :

" Best spare your pains,
And leave the galley-slave his chains !

"

If fools went not to market bad wares would not be sold.
He that kills himself with working must be buried under the gallow3.
The Michigan Labour Bureau shows that Detroit furniture-workers don't

average 1 dollar a-day.
New York bricklayers have agreed to work the nine-hour day, and the

pay will be 4 dols. 50 cents.

The Bible Echo, a pious paper, and the freethought Liberator are both
printed at rat offices in Melbourne. Extremes meet
Hundreds of miners in the Lackawanna Valley (Pa.) didn't make 8 dollars

in February. One man was paid 2 cents for the month.
You may fool all the people part of the time, part of the people all of

the time, but you can't fool all of the people all of the time.—Lincoln.
The labour question resolves itself into this : Shall the efforts of mankind

be directed to the amassing of fortunes, or to the building up of true man-
hood and womanhood ?

—

Knights of Labour Journal.
At Deepwater (Mo.) a reduction from 1 dollar to 75 cents for first-class

coal per ton has been forced upon the miners. For second-class they receive
only 25 cents per ton. Things are almost at starvation point, and there are
crowds of idle men.
The shearers' strike on Meteor Downs, Queensland, is not settled (Feb. 15)

the manager refusing to pay union rates to the labourers. The shearers'
labourers and permanent station hands have gone out to a man, and are
camped nine miles from Springsure.
Those Southern Congressmen who cannot endure to sit at table with a

coloured man are not at all to be endorsed on the grounds of reason or of
Christianity, and yet candour compels one to admit that the North is not at
all in a position to cast stones at them upon the subject.

—

Boston Herald.
A Charters Tower paper says that " every sane man must know that €he

distinction between Radical and Republican is very wide." Not so wide,
after all ; the former includes the latter. A Republican is not necessarily
a Radical, but a true Radical is of necessity a Republican, if he be not a
Socialist.--Sydney Bulletin.

The New York shirt-makers on strike have joined haDds with the cloak-
makers also on strike, and will now fight for shorter hours and mow pay
together. Seven of the largest shirt contractors have conceded the terms* of
the men, and the smaller ones are. expected to follow auit. I The pauts^raakers i

are also making a demand' for ten hours a-day and the privilege of forming
a union. - »
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NOTES ON NEWS.
I suppose it is natural that after each wretched little by-election there
should be a howl of triumph from one of the political parties, and of
rage from the other, together with all kinds of arguments and expla-
nations as to the meaning or non-meaning of the victory or defeat.
In the case of Windsor this has been quite as marked as usual and
even more ridiculous. It is understandable among the great parties
of Ins and Outs, but what more interest it can have for workmen than
a dog-fight is difficult to see. Whichever way the fight goes makes no
difference to them ; they are robbed all the same. Yet to see how
excited workmen in London got while the result of Windsor was
doubtful

! As though in some unexplained way their fate was bound
up in that of one of the two much-about-the-same and very respectable
gentlemen who sought the suffrages of that very insignificant and
corrupt nest of snobbery and toadyism—the "Royal Borough."

The Tzar has "fallen ill " it seems ; four or iive times over has the

report been "confirmed " and " contradicted," so there must be some-

thing in it. Does it mean that another attempt at executing him has

nearly succeeded ? Or is it only the rage and fear and worry caused

by all the troubles that he sees rising round him or threatening, in the

near future ? One thing seems assured, however, which is, that whether
this miserable tyrant meets a deserved fate or no, a great outburst of

rage and sorrow, overlong repressed, is coming in Russia, before which
everything that has taken place since the French Revolution will

seem small. And in all countries the hatred grows against the man
and the system that sends so many thousands to their Siberian hell.

Thirty-five years ago the same feeling put an enthusiasm behind the

Crimean war, which led all, or nearly all, our Republican predecessors

to seem ardent " patriots " for the time being.

Not that they were really " patriotic " or Jingo, but they hated
despotism so much that they hailed with joy the chance of bringing
the " Colossus of the North " to his knees. Was it not their chance
of bringing about the destruction of that great stronghold of tyranny,

that storehouse of reaction, the Russian Empire. They did not reflect

that the " constitutional " governments of England and Italy, being

monarchies at all, must have a sneaking regard for even an autocratic

monarchy, and would be sure to stop short of so smashing it as to make
a republic inevitable ; while Badinguet was only taking part in the,

fight so as to get himself recognised as being on equal terms with any.

other of the potentates of Europe. So that whatever happened there

was no probability and little possibility of any republican hopes being

realised.

Nor would there be now
;
yet, if war against Russia were to break

out, the warm hopes of all of us would go on the side of her enemy.
For who knows how many prison doors some shattering reverse of her

arms might not open ? even, it may be, giving a chance for a Siberian,

revolt, that would for ever end the myriad horrors of that hell upon
earth.

But it looks now as though the rising would not wait for
r
war, but

would begin right off. If it does, there will be little chanc > c f giving^

aid from outside. But one thing can and will be done, if ny other
government were to go to the aid of the Russian in rep o . jing the
arisen people, it would have to be attacked at home, and given enough-
to do to occupy its attention for the time being.

An artist friend writes to us as follows

:

" The Royal Academy was instituted to enable very poor artists to expose
their pictures for sale, and so bring their name and works before the public,,

by that means doing away with the cruel blackmail of the picture dealer..

Now it is an aristocratic Tory club. A poor artist could sooner get through
the eye of the proverbial needle than into it. Give us poor artists a word
of hope and you will gain many hundreds of believers, as each studio is a
little world in itself."

We do not quite see how the Royal Academy can be other than it is

under present conditions. Bourgeois society moulds everything after

its own image, and what is the Academy or art itself that they should
escape 1 The only wrord of hope we have for artists is the same that
we have for any one else.

All the same, it is not easy to refrain from damning the Academy
up hill and down dale for the worst collection of snobs, flunkeys, and
self-seekers that the world has yet seen. The way in which they shut
out men of any independence until they are either strong enough to

force their way in or weak enough to become " respectable," should
make young or poor artists see that there is nothing to be hoped from
these monopolists except for those who toady them. But the young\
or poor artists have their remedy—combination—if they like to employ
it; though, if the truth be said, the majority of artists are like the
majority of anybody else nowadays, snobs potential if not snobs.
actual.

Is there going to be a protest made in the name of English labour
against the glorification of " the Christian pioneer," as suggested by a~

writer in our last issue ? Where is the Metropolitan Radical Federa-
tion] Will they take it up? All the Radicals and Socialists of

London would turn out against the representative of the worst form-
of " imperial " piracy, and the Irish would join to a man against the
English policy of grab which is behind him. S.

Murder at Knutsford ! dreadful murder ! Dreadful enough this
time, certainly ; only it has been committed practically by the British
nation, and therefore does not shock the moral sense of comfortable-
easy-going people, who think, probably, that it does not much matter to
theaa, since they are never likely to come into the clutches of the Judge
and the Home Secretary. But to those who have learned to feel the
burden of collective responsibility, these legal murders are far worse
than any of those homicides caused by passion or misery, which our
lawyer-rulers put side by side with the calculated commercial slayings.

of such men as Palmer. The peculiar baseness of Matthew's " com
promise " in this case is in fact swallowed up by the shame which a
person, not absolutely stupified by the cowardly convention of a
" society " founded on wrong-doing, feels at such murders as those
authorised by law at Knutsford and Worcester. The only immediate
practical remedy for such horrors is that the juries should in such cases

le'urn no more than a verdict of manslaughter. A K
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THE TACTICS OF ANTI-SOCIALISTS.
The lectures on Socialism which Professor Flint delivered some years

ago in Edinburgh, and which were made the subject of a few critical

remarks in these columns at the time, are being published in Good

Words. The opening paper, which appears in the March number, deals

with the definition of Socialism and is a rather puzzling production.

Although it is admitted by the author in his first paragraph that

there are some good and true elements in Socialism, the definition

he gives a few lines further on does not help us to see what these are.

He defines Socialism as "any theory of social organisation which

sacrifices the legitimate liberty of individuals to the will and interests

of the community "
! What he understands by this is made but little

clearer by his statement, that he uses the word "Socialism "to denote only

social doctrines or proposals which he thinks he may safely undertake

to prove require such a sacrifice of the individual to society as society

is not entitled to exact. His definition, he cordially but rather un-

necessarily remarks, will not commend itself to Socialists. A definition

to satisfy both Socialists and their opponents he even deems it un-

reasonable to ask for, since "the whole controversy has for end to

determine whether the relevant facts—the doctrines, proposals, and

practices of what avows itself to be and is generally called Socialism

—

warrant its being defined as something essentially good or as something

essentially bad," and since "the adherents and the opponents of So-

cialism must necessarily define it in contrary ways."

But is that which he mentions, as having to be attained by means of

the controversy, in its nature a definition ? Is it not rather a judgment
as to the morality and expediency of Socialism ! And therefore, should

not this judgment, or "definition"—to use the word in the Flintian

sense—find its proper place at the end of the articles, rather than at

the beginning?

What is required at the outset of such a discussion is agreement as to

what " the doctrines, proposals, and practices " are. And what these

are can be easily ascertained from the writings and teachings of those

who are recognised by Socialists as the exponents of their views. This

information obtained, the arguments for and against the acceptance of

them have then to be considered. It is, of course, convenient for our

opponents to urge that among Socialists the differences of opinion are

so great as to make it almost impossible to discover the principles they

hold in common. There are, it is true, several schools of Socialism

;

but the differences between them, when closely examined, are found to

be of no great importance. As a matter of fact, all Socialists are

agreed on the main points, which are precisely those which anti-

Socialists need concern themselves with. Every one of us—from the

extremest Anarchist to the mildest Social-Democrat—condemn, for in-

stance, rent, interest, and profit as iniquitous ; we condemn the present

competitive system as wasteful of human life and happiness ; and we
of course maintain that it is possible, were people to set their minds to

it, to establish a social system which, while giving every individual his

true and legitimate freedom, would obviate the evils of competition,

prevent the present enormous waste of labour-force, and result in the
equitable distribution of wealth, thereby giving us the material con-

ditions of a full and happy life for everyone.
Let Professor Flint, then, consider the essential points of Socialism

;

and, since he is an anti-Socialist, let him take especial care to defend

—

which he did not attempt to do in his lectures—on both ethical and
economical grounds, the confiscation by some men of the products of

•other men's labour under the name of rent, interest, and profit. This
i« at least one thing he must do, if he wishes to make out his case

Against Socialism and to avoid the appearance of desiring to evade the
real issues.

By going out of the way to give, contrary to all the laws of logic,

a perfectly arbitrary and quite unjustifiable definition of the term
Socialism, one which cannot but tend to bring the doctrines we teach
into disrepute, and rouse prejudice against them among the unthinking
readers of his articles, Professor Flint sorely tempts us to regard him
as an opponent lacking fairness and honourableness. Conscious that
he is giving us good reason for displeasure and complaint, he endeavours
to justify the course he takes, but, by virtue of his paltry and untenable
excuses, unfortunately succeeds only in aggravating his offence. He
begs us to observe carefully that he uses the word Socialism in a
peculiar sense, and that he does not intend to reason from his " defin-

ition " as if it were absolutely true. He entitles his articles Socialism.

May we ask whether he means to discourse on the anti-social doctrines
which he chooses to regard as Socialism, or on the doctrines of " what
avows itself to be and is generally called Socialism " ? If the former,
how can he possibly prevent ordinary mortals mistaking them for the
latter 1 And if the latter, of what use is his " definition "

? To deter-
mine, he gravely says, whether any "Socialistic system (" so-called," he
cautiously adds) is Socialistic or not. Ostensibly a harmless use, but
in view of the purely subjective origin of the "definition," really a
ludicrously improper one. The funny thing is, that if we ever succeed
in converting Professor Flint—he still persisting in his method, which
in spite of its pretentions is a most unscientific one, to say the least of
it—he will inform us that we are not and never have been Socialists
at all.

To conclude, however. Taken all in all, the learned Professor's
article is quite a curiosity of anti-Socialist literature, and a wonderful
product of the mysterious workings of the theological mind.

J. Haldane Smith.

Ill-gotten goods seldom prosper ; or, as another puts it, There is no clear
gain but in honest getting.

THE ORDER OF THE GALLOWS.
At the beginning of the Christian ^era, the common method of-executing

criminals and malefactors was by crucifixion* The cross was to the Eomans
and the Jews of that time what the gallows is to the Christians of the

nineteenth century, the instrument for carrying out the sternest decrees of

the law ; a symbol of infamy and shame. Crucifixion of a malefactor was

supposed to cover his name for ever with ignominy. After the crucifixion

of the reformer Jesus, his followers underwent dreadful persecutions. -They?

were hunted like wild beasts from one country to another, forced to take *.

refuge in caves, in mountain fastnesses, anywhere to escape their blood-

thirsty tormentors. Partly to aid them in identifying one another, but

chiefly from adoration of their prophet and master—the founder of their

sect—the Christians made small crosses of wood, of bronze, o£ stone, any

material that was found available for the purpose, and hung them about

their necks. They made larger crosses and set them up in their secret

meeting-places, and gathered together there, and worshipped Jehovah and

him who had died to fulfil the law. As the centuries wore on, the cross

became a mighty and potent emblem. Millions of people worshipped uridet

its shade the being, now become a god, whose pure life and infamous death

had glorified it. Long and dreadful wars were waged in its name, and in

the name of the great reformer. To-day three hundred million people re-

cognise in this emblem the grandest and holiest symbol in the world.

Three short years since, four other reformers were put to death by the

State, their only crime a passionate hatred of injustice and an absorbing

love for humanity. The Golgotha of this modern execution was Chicago,
.

accursed now for evermore. The instrument of death a gallows, used ml,

in this day of the Christian's Lord to strangle murderers. They died as-

died the martyrs of old, heroically, triumphantly, crying out their warnings

of the wrath to come, pleading for the right of speech, shouting their de-

votion to their principles. The Cause for which they died grows and gathers

volume with amazing swiftness. A few short years since its adherents were

few in number. They suffered and still suffer persecution and ignominy.

Soon it will number its devotees by the hundreds of thousands, and then by

millions. Those who have been derided and maligned will be exalted. In^

a few years the gallows as an instrument of death will be known no more.

That it may not be forgotten, or remembered only with shame and humilia-

tion, let us preserve it as a memento of our time of travail and suffering.

Coming millions of Socialists will require an emblem to perpetuate the

memory of November 11, 1887. What emblem can be suggested more in

keeping with the circumstances than the gallows? Let us then make

gallows of available substances, and wear them upon our persons in com-

memoration of the murder of our martyrs. Not in a spirit of worship or

adoration—those who come after us will require no gods—but as a- badge

of our fealty to the principles for which they died. Some of us here in

Chicago have already taken the initiation, and wear as badges a miniatnre

o-allows with a noose hanging from the cross-beam. Comrades all over the

world should do likewise. Let us wear these badges openly, so that the

wearers may be known of men. Let them serve as an emblem of our de-

votion, and to bind us together more closely. Let those who wear this

emblem be known to the world as a new Brotherhood—the Order of the.

Gallows. Vh, Holmes,

Chicago, U.S.A.

FREE SPEECH IN REGENT'S PARK,
The park authorities have begun a very insidious attack on free speech in this

park. During the last year they have gradually enclosed a large portion of the
ground which up till now has been used for open-air meetings, on the pretext
that the meetings prevent the grass from growing. The meetings are now re-

stricted to a very small piece of land, where it is impossible they can be carried*
on properly ; or else we can have a larger piece of ground which is a swamp the
greater part of the year. Steps have recently been taken to resist these encroach*
ments. Robert Harding has spoken on this enclosed land, and has been fined
5s. at the Marylebone Police-court. Pearson (Freedom Group) spoke there last
Sunday, and had his name and address taken. A conference will shortly be held
by members of the various bodies interested in the maintenance of free speech
in this park. Members and friends are specially asked to turn up next Sunday.

A nod from a lord is a breakfast for a fool.

The pleasures of the mighty are the tears of the poor.

Who draws the sword against his prince must throw away the scabbard.

A man may lose his goods for want of demanding them.

—

Ray.—And also"

his rights.

"What is gotten over the devil's back is spent under his belly," i.e., what-
is got by extortion or oppression is lost by riot and luxury.

Dr. Johnson's improviso translation of a distich made on the Duke ok
Modena's running away from the comet in 1742 or '43

—

" If at your coming princes disappear,
Comets, come every day—and stay a year !

"

" If thou be hungry, I am angry, let us go fight. The belly hath no ears.
" And," says Ray, u nothing makes the vulgar more un tractable, fierce, and.
seditious than scarcity and hunger. There is some reason the belly should
have no ears, word3 will not fill it."

" By a newly-invented machine," says the Portland Argus, '• now in opera-
tion in the new mill at Manchester, N.H., one girl is able to sew on three
thousand buttons a-day." And yet we'll wager that she doesn't get any.
higher pay for three thousand buttons than she used to get for three
hundred. There's the whole labour problem in a nut-shell. Civilisation*

enormously multiplies the productive power of labour, but, somehow or
other, the benefit of the increased production does not go to labour.

—

Boston*

Globe.

Mr. Howells, in his new novel, "A Hazard of New Fortunes," which is

full of radical utterances on the social question, forcibly says: "Not the most
gifted man that ever lived in the practice of any art or science and paid at
the highest rate that exceptional genius could justly demand from those who*-
have worked for their money, could ever earn a million dollars. It is the
landlord and the merchant princes, the railroad kings and the coal barons
(the oppressors, whom you instinctively give the titles of tyrants)—it is these-

that make the millions ; but no man e irns them." Mr. Howells is wrong in

his concluding phrase. Somebody does earn them. The working men and
women of the country, many of whom exist in the most abject poverty and
lack the bare necessaries of life, they earn the millions which the millionaires*

steal from them.

—

Journal of United Labour.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Strike in the Boot Trade.

Despite the statements of the masters, who have not hesitated at what
some rude people call " barefaced lying," there can be no question that they
are already practically beaten. Every first-class firm has already given in,

and it is only the sweating Jewish firms that are now resisting. Those who
know these people, and how very truthful they are when a question
of "bishness" is concerned, will be able to appreciate at their full value the
various " statements " which have appeared on their behalf in the capitalist

press. These sweaters have gone in for some cunning ruses. Although good
business men, they are not remarkable for " backbone," being slippery and
eel-like in their nature. They have sent work to Ipswich, but the union
has stopped that little game by sending certain instructions to the local

branch of the union. Another enterprising person sent work out in biscuit
tins, but the pickets were on the alert and sent it back again. So their
cunning has not met with its usual success.

On Thursday April 3rd the men marched in a huge procession from the
East to the West End, through Ludgate Hill and Fleet Street, completely
blocking the traffic in these crowded thoroughfares. The procession was
accompanied by a brass band, and several large banners were carried by the
strikers, bearing these inscriptions—" Down with Sweating," "Boot-finishers'
Strike, 1890—We want the abolition of the Sweater," " United we stand,
divided we fall." Other banners bore the names of the Lasters and Boot-
finishers societies. Afterwards a large and enthusiastic meeting was held
in Hyde Park, at which a resolution was carried pledging the men to remain
out till the masters had conceded their demands.
About 2,000 members of the union received strike pay last Saturday

;

700 of the Jewish workmen were paid on Friday. A ways and means com-
mittee has been formed to relieve non-union strikers. It is expected that
the rest of the masters will give in soon after the holidays, as the busiest
season in the boot trade is between Easter and Whitsuntide.
The demonstration on Sunday was a grand success. The procession was

nearly a mile long. It was announced at the meeting that 192 masters had
given way. A resolution was passed pledging the men to continue the
struggle, and appealing to the public for sympathy and financial support.

What is "a Narrow Margin of Profit"?

Some little time ago, when Mr. Bradlaugh denounced Ounninghame
Graham as a dangerous person in the House of Commons, he made some
pathetic references to " the narrow margin of profit " of the poor capitalist,

and he specially enquired what would become of the wretched people who
had invested their money in Lancashire cotton factories if Mr. Graham
succeeded in his attempts to make an eight hour labour day the law of the
land. Owing to competition from India, Mr. Bradlaugh pointed out that
the narrow margin of profit is narrower still in their case, and such an
innovation would land them in hopeless bankruptcy. A correspondent of

the Labour Tribune furnishes us with some figures concerning this " narrow
margin " which makes Mr. Bradlaugh's pathos rather amusing. Here they
are ; they represent the dividends of some of the chief firms in Lancashire :

The Crawford Co., Rochdale, 10 per cent, dividend.

,, Arkwright Co., Rochdale, 15 ,, „
,, Thornham Co., Royton, 10£ ,, ,,

„ Central Mill, Oldham, 10 „ ,,

„ Star Co, Royton, 10 ,, „
„ Shaw Co., 8i „ ,,

.,, United Co., Oldham, 10 ,, ,,

,, Gladstone Co. , Failsworth, 10 ,, ,,

Here is a picture of misery to wring the heart of the stern Individual-

ist, who can gaze unmoved on the sufferings of sweated workmen and

starving outcasts, for he reflects that their misery is all their own fault,

because they are lacking in "backbone." Why didn't they all start as

popular " Freethought " orators, get into the House of Commons, and aspire

to a seat on the Treasury Bench ? Then if they made themselves generally

useful as defenders of the rights of property, rich Liberal M.P.'s would send

round the hat for them, so that they might continue their laudable exertions

on behalf of the poor capitalist with his " narrow margin of profit." But if

the unfortunate shareholders of the Lancashire cotton mills are to be pitied

as reeling upon the verge of bankruptcy with a paltry 10 or 15 per ceut. in

their pockets, and as this is the narrowest of narrow margins, we should like

to know what is Mr. Bradlaugh's notion of a " narrow margin "
; 40 or 50

per cent. ? If this is the case, we do not think that the Eight Hours Labour

Day will send them all to the workhouse. And if it did so, we think we
could bear it. Besides, it might have a good effect upon them ; they would

have a chance then, like Mark Tapley, of "coming out strong"—with a

"backbone"!

The Lock-out of Bargemen and Brickmakers.

The masters still continue the lock-out, though there is intense suffering

among the brickmakers. The strike has now lasted four weeks, and with

every week the distress increases ; hundreds of families have been deprived

of their only means of subsistence through the cruelty of the masters. On
Friday, April 5, a large demonstration was held, in which, probably for the

first time in Kent, women took a prominent part. Several hundred women
linked arm in arm, marched in procession in their holiday dress ; the rest of

the processionists, who were 5,000 strong, being bargemen and brickmakers,

who were on terms of complete friendship despite the attempts of the

masters to set the brickmakers-against the bargemen by .locking them out.

A resolution was passed at the meeting that followed in favddr of settlings

the dispute by arbitration.

Durham Miners.

The men are not satisfied with the 5 per cent advance, and a large meeting

has been held at H6ughton-le-Spring, when nearly thirty collieries, employ-

ing 40,000 men^were represented, at , which a resolution was unanimously

passed demanding a further advance of 25 per bent. A resolution was also

carried condemning the sanitary condition of many of the Durham mining

villages and demanding better house accommodation. The sanitary condi-

tion of Durham mining villages is shameful. The men. are forced to live in

cottage? which are as unhealthy and overcrowded as are many of the slums

in our great towns. As many of these dens belong to imne-owners, a strike

for better house accommodation would not be a bad move. N.

LITERARY NOTES.
* An Honest Dollar.' By. E. Benjamin Andrews, president of BfoWn Univer-

sity. American Economic Association, November 1889. 50 pp. (vol. iv. No. 6.

Baltimore : Guggenheimer, Weil, and Co.

)

The rising portent in the ranks of the learned for a couple of decades back
has been the surprising strength and activity developed by the new shrine

of Minerva in the Maryland metropolis. Its present horrible tongue-twist-

ing and jaw-breaking appellation makes it caviaire to the general, but it will

doubtless eventually blossom into the sweet and sonorous style of "Univer-
sity of Baltimore." The earnest seeker after wisdom cares little for names,
and many of the best brains of England, Germany, and France have already

sought the banks of Chesapeak Bay for patronage and opportunity to

develope their faculties. The ancient jogging Greco-Latin grinding-mills

look on with dismay at the rise of this young rival. All knowledge is the
field of Baltimore, and from its midst issues some of the best theses of modern
research in social as well as natural science. This pamphlet of Mr. Andrews'
is one of a valuable series, and is a good sample of the thoroughness in

fashion at Baltimore. Not that the conclusions of the author are of any
great value to the thoroughpaced social reformer. Far from it. It would
be too much to expect a college president in these days of distorted shams
to grasp the utter rottenness of our social foundation. But he honestly, if

blindly, delves in the vast mazes of that important but misunderstood feature

of the social problem, the Money Question. In his fifty pages he has

gathered more important information than could often be gleaned from a

whole library. The author struggles to find some universal scheme for

keeping a stable unit of value, setting out with that proposition which every

tyro appreciates, that a rise in value robs the creditor, while a fall robs the

debtor. Mr. Andrews starts out with the proviso that " were money merely

a medium of exchange, something to be spoken into being for each act of

traffic and then annihilated, permanence in its worth could be dispensed

with." He fails to see that this gives away the whole case. True money
must always be worthless in itself. If it is given a value, its possessor has

power of his fellow man, for such fictitious value is only kept up by the use

of force. Hence come the power of the usurer, the profit-monger, and the

rack-renting landlord. Mr. Andrews is at the head of the modern starched

and iron-out Baptists' seat of learning. The proletarian predecessors of his

sect, the Anabaptists of the sixteenth century, who stood against the rights

of "property" in human labour from one end of Europe to the other, could

teach our modern professor lessons in social truth.

HINTS TO HELPERS.
Of course you buy the ' Weal yourself, and pay for it ; but you can also

occasionally buy two copies and give one to a friend, or leave it in some
public place.

If you get it from a newsagent, you can ask him to show it in his window
or to display a contents-bill outside his shop.

You can have six sample copies sent post free to six different people for

7d., or three consecutive numbers to the same address for 4d.

You can ask your friends if they have seen it, and talk of what it con-

tains.

You can send a copy for review to your local paper and in many other

ways try to increase its publicity.

Above all, read it and get others to do so.

Men have fought and prayed
As with one breath : their energies they've spent

In brutalising wars, where hellish strife

Could prompt each man to seek a brother's life.

Called civilised ! far better had ye been
Like beasts that perish ; then ye would have lived

And roved in harmony through wood and glen ;

Nor would ye for the future then have grieved :

Or had ye fought, it would have been for food,

And not for creeds ye never understood.

—

Prize Poem,

Need hath no law.

They that are bound must obey.

If everyone mend one, all shall be mended.

As good play for nought as work for nought.

" Trade is the mother of money," says the merchant,—but Labour is its

begetter.

Patience with poverty is all a poor man's remedy ; but another says,

Patience is a medicine for a mad dog.

Although we have nominally got rid of child sacrifice, children are as

regularly and as ruthlessly sacrificed to Mammon as they were in the

heathen past. Under our industrial system they have to pass through the

fire to Moloch now as formerly.

—

Journal of the Knights of Labour.

Cours Weavers Strike Pund,—Already acknowledged:— £6 18s. 4d.

D'Arcy W. Reeve, £10.

Cours Fund.—Comrade "Vyilliam Thompson, in sending his subscription,

wrote as follows : I wish to subscribe to' the* English fund for the blanket-

weavers' (Cours) strike, because I think it is so very iinportant that workers

in different countries should unite and make common cause. In onfc'Way

it almost seems as if, in such matters, he gives twice who sends to another

country. Of course, that theory might be carried too far; but I do think

that it matters, that these poor people at Cours, for instance, should know
that it is not only their near neighbours, but also some foreigners, whom
they know nothing of, who sympathise with them, and that they should feel

that in fighting their own battle they are fighting the Rattle of workers

everywhere. "''."-,

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which yom can help to

spread the ' Weal Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who»*

don't care to buy it week by week to subscribe direct. Arrange for the

posting of contents bills anywhere you can. Any nvtobetf ei other plana,

will suggest themselveslf you think about it.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
•Offices: 24, CHEAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S *

hjftr FIELDS, W.<5.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
anid all other Socialist publications from 8.'30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch' Subscriptions Paid.—1888 j—Oxford, to end of September.
1880 :—Bradford and Hammersmith j to end of April. Norwich, Glaah
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.

1890:'— Manchester, to end of January. * Commonweal' Branch,
Leicester, and North London, to end of February. North Kensington,
to end of ApriL Streatham, to end of December.

• Propaganda Committee.—The Propaganda Committee meets on Tuesday,
April 15, at. 8. 30 p.m. Special meeting; important business; all members of
the League interested in the propaganda invited to attend.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of
Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

REPORTS.
^
East London.—We held no meeting in Victoria Park owing to the demonstra-

tions, but comrades turned up well to push literature, of which a considerable
quantity was sold, including 30 'Weals, 12 Freedoms, and 36 pamphlets.—McK.
North Kensington.—We held a good meeting at Latimer Road; speakers

were Crouch, R. J. Lyne, and Mrs. Edwards ; 12 ' Weals sold. In Hyde Park
at 3.30, we also had a good meeting ; speakers were R. J. Lyne, Crouch, Saint,
and Davis ; 2s. lid. collected, and 29 ' Weals sold. We held a social evening at
8 p.m. in our rooms, Tochatti in the chair; Crouch gave us "The Landlord's
Prayer," followed by songs, assisted by members of the Hammersmith choir

;

R. J. Lyne gave a short speech on the work of the branch in the neighbourhood,
followed by other songs and short speeches from Coulon (of Paris), Saint, and
Maughan, altogether we spent a very enjoyable evening ; 11 Commonweal sold,
and 4s. l£d. collected.

Aberdeen.—At meeting on 6th comrade U. Cooper (Woodside) lectured on
"Wasted Energy "to a still larger audience than the one of last week. A lively
discussion was carried on at close of lecture.—L.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, Joe Burgoyne and Glasier addressed a meeting on

Jail Square, quite a number of the audience expressing their intention of be-
coming members of the League. At 5 o'clock, Tim Burgoyne addressed a good
audience at Paisley Road Toll. In the evening a business meeting was held,
when the branch resolved to contribute 5s. weekly to the support of Commonweal.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning a good meeting held at Vicars Croft, addressed
by Paylor and Samuels. In the afternoon another good meeting held, when
Samuels debated Socialism with a Mr. Crewe. The discussion was lively and
amusing. Commonweal sold out.

Manchester.—We have held some good outdoor meetings here of late. On
Monday 31st March Edward Carpenter lectured at the Club on " The present and
Future Society." Meetings were held on Sunday at Philips Park and Stevenson
Square—speakers Stockton, Barton, andWT

. K. Hall of Salford. In the evening,
at the Club, W. K. Hall spoke on "Politics for Working Men." A good dis-
cussion followed ; 2s. 9d. collected.

Norwich.—Easter Sunday comrades Mowbray (London) and Darley addressed
a large meeting in the afternoon. In the evening, a good open-air meeting held,
when Mowbray took for his subject "Socialisms. Christianity." Large sale of
Copimonweal; good collections at both meetings. Monday morning Mowbray
spoke at a large meeting convened by the local trade society of rivetters and
finishers, in support of the strike in London. A call for our comrade was made
by the audience, notwithstanding the fact that the chairman, a so-called local
Radical, Mr. Burgess, did not make any response to the call, but very coolly left
the chair, followed by the society's leading lights, and leaving the platform to
our comrade, who received an enthusiastic greeting and was given an attentive
hearing.

Yarmouth.—On Easter Sunday, in the morning, a large demonstration on
Priory Plain, addressed by C. W. Mowbray (of London) on " Socialism v. Strikes."
Mowbray was assisted by C. Kitchen of Hammersmith Branch S. L. A kind
Christian lady asked Mowbray " why he didn't go to church ? " and said it was
people like Mowbray who were causing the discontent and strikes in the country.
In the evening, on Colman's Granary Quay, comrade Kitchen addressed an atten-
tive and large audience on "Socialism v. Class Monopoly," He was listened to
with marked attention. Comrade Ruffold also spoke. On Monday, in the after-
noon in the Market Place, the meeting was opened by Ruffold, followed by Mow-
bray with an address on " Socialism v. Political Action." 4s. Id. collected ; all
the Commonweal sold, and good sale of literature.—J. H.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation,—Dempster of Alyth lectured
to good audiences in the Meadows and in the Hall on " Socialism." He dealt
with the land question, and palliative measures generally. In the hall, many
questions were asked and answered, and a lively discussion ensued.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Discussion of Fabian Essays
Tuesday at 8 p.m., at 35 George IV. Bridge.

Nottingham Socialist Club.—All communications to be addressed to the
Secretary, A. Clifton, 11 Hawksworth Street, Clarence Street.

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-
day April 13, at 8 p.m., G. Clifton, " Socialism and the Individual."

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
April 13, at 8.30, Tom Pearson, "Communism v. Individualism."

St. Clement's Clur, 84 Ironmonger Row, E.C.—M. W. F. Crowther (G.S.M.),
" Clap-trap and its Influence." Sunday 13th, at 8.45.

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.

—

Sunday April 13, at 7 p.m., Open-air meeting, Broad Street ; 8 p.m., Committee
meeting ; 8,30, Address by J. D. Bouran, " Co-operation."

Liverpool Socialist Society.—On Sunday, April 13, William Morris will
deliver two lectures in the Rodney Hall—subjects : 3 o'clock, " Development of
Modern Society" ; 7 o'clock, "The Social Outlook."

Yarmouth.—Suitable premises have now been secured for the Socialist League
Club at 56 Row, Market Place, Amongst its attractions will be a library, read-
ing, boxing, and refreshment rooms. Friends who can assist, either with furni-
ture, fittings, books, or funds, are earnestly invited to do so. The club is open
every evening for members. Commonweal and Socialist League literature on sale.

International or Revolutionary Socialism.—As the study of Socialism
from a revolutionary or international standpoint is absolutely necessary, it is

intended by several friends to form a branch of the League. I have therefore to
ask all those who are willing to join in forming such branch, and who are willing
to help in propagating the principles of true Socialism, to communicate with me
as early as possible.—J. Sketchley, 165 Gibraltar Street, Sheffield.

LECTURE PIARY. ,

Buttersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45^Inwith Street, Battersea
.-. , Earfc^oadw •

Commonweal Branch.—24 Oreat Queen Street, Hblborn, W.C. Busineiaineetmg"
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hail ope3
every evening froitr7 till- 10. Sunday April 1£, a* # P*m> Hubert Bland; »

^How the Money .Goes*" . ,.,,.. .,'.,, !: ;,, -•,;,;,><, .:
.-•.), .::i tii ,. -,u

East London.—All branch communications fo b§ addressed to J3«rMc%mn&Z
12 Basing Place, Kingsland Jload.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday April 13, at 8 p.m.,;

.

a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30. ...

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll
members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m* On Sunday April 13, at 8 p.m., a Discussion,

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock. Members in arrears are
earnestly requested to pay the contributions at once.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. The Quarterly Meeting of the Branch will be held at the Club on
Monday 14th inst., at 8 p.m. prompt. All members requested to attend.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.
Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m. *

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Marketplace. Open every evening-
Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m..

Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 12.

7 Hyde Park Nicoll and Cantwelt
8.30 Mile-end Waste The Branch

Sunday 13.

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green Kite
11.30 Regent's Park ...Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch North Kensington Branch
3.30 Victoria Park East London Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch
8 Streatham Fountain Kitz

Tuesday 15.

Walham Green—back of Church ... .Hammersmith Branch

8.15

Thursday 17.

Hoxton Church Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing-stage, Sundays at 11.30.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday: St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near
Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary^
Quay, at 7.

There are but two possible solutions of the labour problem, either capital

must own the labour or labour must own the capital. The first means chattel

slavery ; the second national co-operation. All attempts to settle the question

which include the retention of the competitive system must, in the very
nature of things, fail. The new wine cannot be kept in old bottles. The
world must either advance into nationalism or recede in$Q BUverjr.-pJournal

of United Labour. * - *

"The labour problem," as understood by a good many* magazinis$sy
amateur political economists and dabblers in social science^is.how to better

the condition of the worker without interfering with the "rights n of the

capitalist. No wonder many of them give it up in despair an4 declare

it to be insoluble. It can't be done any more than you could , protect society

from burglars without interfering with the *' right" of the burglar to get his

living by plunder.

—

Journal of United Labour.
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'commonweal:
r[!0 PUBLISHERS and BOOKSELLERS.

Your attention is called to the under-given Terms
of Advertising in the Commonweal, which, circulat-
ing as it does throughout Europe, America, and the
Colonies, affords by far the best medium for bringing
Books—especially those which deal with Social ques-
tions—under the notice of probable purchasers.
Among the subscribers and readers of the Common-

weal are numbered the most prominent Political and
Social Reformers of this Country, as well as of the
Continent and America ; and the greater part of its

clientele are men continually upon the alert for the
latest expressions of opinion or statements of fact upon
the problems of the day.

Terms of Advertising.

3d. per Line, each Insertion.

Half Column (57 Lines), 13s. 6d.

One Column (114 Lines), £1, 5s.

^Txoo Columns, . . £2, 8s.

Three Columns, . . £3, 10s.

•Discount on Monthly Accowits amount-

ing to £1, five per cent.; £5, ten

per cent.

Advertisements must be acceptable in

every respect. Copy received until

Tuesdays, 3 p.m.

The Commonweal is sent free to those

who advertise in it as long as their

advertisement continues.

Scale of
Brevier
Lines.

-10

-15

IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM AECHER.

Crown 8vo, Cloth, Price 3s. 6d. per Volume.

ALREADY ISSUED—
VOL. I.

Containing "The League ofYouth," ''The Pillars

of Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts," "An Enemy of the People,"

"The Wild Duck."

To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

Containing "Lady Inger of Ostrat," "The Vik-

ings at Helgeland," "The Pretender."

Post-free from Commoniveal Office on receipt of

published price.

THE JUDGMENT
OF THE CITY

AND OTHEK POEMS AND VERSES.

By JOHN C. KENWORTHY.

Price, 2s. 6d.

From the ' Manchester Examiner.'

" It is not often that a book of verse from a new
comer contains so large a proportion of really notable
material. . . . The nature of the ethical burden of

Mr. Kenworthy's volume may be inferred from the
inscription, in which, after quoting the words 'Blessed
are ye poor ; for yours is the kingdom of God/ and
' Woe unto you that are rich, for ye have received
your consolation, ' he dedicates the book ' to those
poor.' He is, in short, a poet of Christian Socialism.
... * The Judgment of the City ' is a poem that is

exceptionally rich, not only in stern moral fervour,

but in sombre imaginative power—a Dantesque vision

-which, once read, haunts the memory and possesses it."

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LENO
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenceum.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture op Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of ' Our Father,' ' Bet
Graham,' 4 Poor Bill,' * Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Tubner, 196 Strand, W.C., or of the

Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REYOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, l£d.

London : Swan Sonnenshein and Co.

ON THE TWO GODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL"
A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of
one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught

the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

ARBE JDEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou • would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,

at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
"" He overtakes at last who tires not," says an old proverb. In the
face of a thousand failures and rebuffs, over a thousand apparently
insurmountable barriers, seeing a multitude of men and women falling

around us as we went, and many a trusted one dropping out of the
ranks, sometimes to turn traitor; in spite of all dangers and dis-

couragements we have kept on working for the Good Cause. Under
all the strain and amid the trouble, we have held on our way unfalter-

ingly ; but it may be that we are become so inured to long-continued
effort, that we do not fully realise how near we are to success. And
now, in all truth, our reward would seem to be at hand. It may be
only a false dawn this time, but the true dawn cannot be far behind.
Nor is it easy to believe that it is not the real dawn. In every country
the proletariat is stirring as it never stirred before ; not even in the
" Year of Revolutions " was there such a universal movement ; never
once has the feeling of international solidarity risen so high.

From Holy Russia, that mysterious land of terror, messages crowd
fast upon one another, telling of this and that manifestation of the
rising tide. From Germany we hear such news as this :

"A new Socialist song, with the refrain ' Das sind die ArbeitsmannerJ
sung to the melody of the formerly prohibited Andreas Hofer song, is being
widely sung in Berlin, and it is significant that soldiers and Socialists may
be seen daily marching up and down the Tempelhofer Feld arm-in-arm sing-
ing the new Volkslied."

France, Italy, Spain—every country in Europe sends cheering news of

the activity and wakefulness of the workers. Even England, Conser-
vative England, is moving more rapidly than her masters like, though
more slowly than her neighbours.

''Labour Day," May 1st, is drawing near, and already hearts are
quickening at its approach. On the side of Labour it is looked for-

ward to as what it is, a great manifestation of the solidarity of the
workers of the world. On the side of the rulers it is looked upon
with dread, resentment, and distrust. Right round the globe that
day will fly the warm and fraternal greetings of men, who, a few short
years ago, were ready and willing to fly at one another's throats, but
who are now learning to combine for mutual benefit. If one could
only stand aloof in space a little, and see the earth revolve under one's
feet that day ! As country after country came into sight, one would
-see the armies of Labour, marshalled under many flags, it is true, but
with the red flag over all. Then, as that mighty panorama unfolded
itself, one would realise that in all the history of the world there has
<not been such a mass of men moved with one object before.

In the very height of the Crusades there were fewer eyes turned
toward Palestine than there are now toward our latter-day Land of
Promise; the armies of Alexander, Xerxes, Napoleon, and all the
conquerors who have led vast armies to victory, sink into utter insig-
nificance when compared with the Army of Labour as it is to-day.
Yet there are millions of the lukewarm and half-converted who cannot
be counted yet, although they are being forced into the ranks. And
what is to be done with this host 1 Is it to be led on to victory 1 Or
he turned aside from attacking its enemies to pick shells upon the sea-
shore ?

It will be to our eternal disgrace, we Revolutionary Socialists, if this
great occasion should be so belittled and vulgarised, by being taken hold
of to promote catchpenny palliatives or to afford an opportunity for
parliamentary place-hunting and political chicanery, that its true
meaning will be overlooked. We must exert ourselves to the utmost
to keep it from this degradation, and to press forward its true end and
aim, the celebration of the international solidarity of Labour.

Not that we are or need be antagonistic to the demand for an eight-
hour day, which has been to a certain extent mixed up with the larger
question. We antagonise no amelioration of the workers' position
which can be wrought by themselves without danger to their ultimate
and speedy emancipation. But we do and must oppose and explode

the specious promises of those who would persuade the workers to dis-

trust their own strength and to rely upon anybody, emperor or M.P.,

who is outside their ranks and enrolled among their enemies ; to " sell

the sow and buy bacon," surrender their own power and right of action

in return for " gifts " which they might readily and more effectively

take for themselves.

I notice that even in the discussion by the London Trades Council on
Thursday of the Chamber of Commerce "conciliation" proposals, one

of the delegates pointed out that the power of combination under the

Trades Union Act was already in danger through parliamentary action.

The representatives of the (rich) people will be only too apt to ask

:

"If you want us to do everything for you, why should you retain

power to do anything for yourselves ?

"

By the way, that same discussion was in itself a sign of the times.

Remembering what the London Trades Council was, and to a certain

extent still is, how do the following speeches strike you %

Mr. Caiger (Cigar-makers' Society) said the whole scheme [that of a per-

manent Board of Conciliation equally composed of capitalists and workmen]
was fraught with danger to workmen. If they accepted this scheme they
would be playing into the hands of the employers by giving them informa-
tion they should not possess, and they would be undermining their trade

organisations. Boards of conciliation had hitherto been failures, as witness

the strikes of the miners, whose cases were always compromised out of exist-

ence. Mr. McBean (Compositors) opposed the scheme. Chambers of Com-
merce had failed to settle the dockers' dispute in Liverpool, and it would be
the same in London. Mr. Marks (Compositors) asked if they were to go cap
in hand to the employers' board of conciliation for an advance of 5 per cent,

in their wages. They should like to see the employers' profits before they
submitted to the judgment of the boards of conciliation. Mr. Griffiths

(Silver Plate Polishers) believed the scheme was the result of capitalist fear

of the organisation of the workmen. The proposal simply meant to break
up the trades unions. Mr. Left (Bricklayers) said he never knew a board of

conciliation give the benefit of the doubt to. the workmen in a dispute.

The scheme was unanimously rejected.

To think of that luncli in the servants' pantry at Sandringham

!

The continental workers are going to show in an imposing manner
their growing sense of international unity by making the first of May
a general Holiday of Labour and a demonstration in favour of an eight

hours' working day. There is to be no manual work of any kind on

that day, and the trades have agreed to go out in the open country

for a regular feast, and to leave all the exploiters severely to them-

selves. The enthusiasm evoked by this idea is so great in Berlin and

Vienna that at the headquarters of the Socialist party fears are enter-

tained lest the zeal of the workers may overstep the bounds of dis-

cretion and give the barrack governments on the Spree and Danube
the much desired pretext for a general massacre of the people. But
I think that those who profess to be Socialists may be depended on to

know what they are about, and that beyond a scuffle here and there

the grand holiday demonstration will come off a success and with

flying colours. A. S.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
on,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XII.

—

Concerning the Arrangement of Life.

"Well," I said, "about those 'arrangements' which you spoke of as

taking the place of government, could you give me any account of

them ?

"

" Neighbour," he said, " although we have simplified our lives a great

deal from what they were, and got rid of many conventionalities and
many sham wants, which used to give our forefathers much trouble,

yet our life is too complex for me to tell you in detail by means of
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words how it is arranged
;
you must find that out by living amongst

us. It is true that I can better tell you what we don't do than what
we do do."

"Well? "said I.

" This is the way to put it," said he :
" we have been living for a

hundred' and fifty years, at least, more or less in our present manner,
arid atradition or habit of life has been growing on us ; and that habit

has become a habit of acting on the whole for the best. It is easy for

us to live without robbing each other. It would be possible for us to

contend with and rob each other, but it would be harder for us than
refraining from strife and robbery. That is in short the foundation
of our life and our happiness."

" Whereas in the old days," said I, " it was very hard to live without
strife and robbery. That's what you mean, isn't it, by giving me the
negative side of your good conditions 1

"

" Yes," he said, " it was so hard, that those who habitually acted
fairly to their neighbours were celebrated as saints and heroes, and
were looked up to with the greatest reverence."

" While they were alive ? " said I.
t: No," said he, " after they were dead."

"But as to these days," I said ; "you don't mean to tell me that no
one ever transgresses this habit of good fellowship ?

"

"Certainly not," said Hammond, "but when the transgressions

occur, everybody, transgressors and all, know them for what they are

;

the errors of friends, not the habitual actions of persons driven into

enmity against society."

" I see," said I ; " you mean that you have no ' criminal classes.'

"

"How could we have them," said he, "since there is no rich class to

breed enemies against the state by means of the injustice of the state ?

"

Said I : "I thought that I understood from something that fell from
you a little while ago that you had abolished civil law. Is that so,

literally?"

"It abolished itself my friend," said he. "As I said before, the
civil law courts were upheld for the defence of private property ; for

nobody ever pretended that it was possible to make people act fairly

to each other by means of brute force. Well, private property being
abolished, all the laws and all the legal ' crimes ' which it had manu-
factured of course came to an end. Thou shalt not steal, had to be
translated into, Thou shalt work in order to live happily. Is there any
need to enforce that commandment by violence 1

"

" Well," said I, " that is understood, and I agree with it ; but how
about crimes of violence ? would not their occurrence (and you admit
that they occur) make criminal law necessary 1

"

Said he :
" In your sense of the word, we have no criminal law either.

Let us look at the matter closer, and see whence crimes of violence

spring. By far the greater part of these in past days were the result

of the laws of private property, which forbade the satisfaction of their

natural desires to all but a privileged few, and of the general visible

coercion which came of those laws. All that cause of violent crime is

gone. Again, many violent acts came from the artificial perversion of

the sexual passions, which caused over-weening jealousy and the like

miseries. Now, when you look carefully into these, you will find that

what lay at the bottom of them was mostly the idea (a law-made idea)

of the woman being the property of the man, whether he were husband,
father, brother, or what not. That idea has of course vanished with

private property, as well as certain follies about the ' ruin ' of women
for following their natural desires in an illegal way, which was of

course a convention caused by the laws of private property.
" Another cognate cause of crimes of violence was the family tyranny,

which was the subject of so many novels and stories of the past, and
which once more was the result of private property. Of course that is all

ended, since families are held together by no bond of coercion, legal or

social, but by mutual liking and affection, and everybody is free to

come or go as he or she pleases. Furthermore, our standards of honour
and public estimation are very different from the old ones, and success

in besting our neighbours is a road to renown now closed, let us hope
for ever. Each man is free to exercise his special faculty to the utmost,

and everyone encourages him in so doing. So that we have got rid of

the scowling envy, coupled by the poets with hatred, and surely with
good reason ; heaps of unhappiness and ill-blood was caused by it, which
with irritable and passionate men

—

i.e., energetic and active men

—

often led to violence."

I laughed, and said :
" So that you now withdraw your admission,

and say that there is no violence amongst you 1
"

" No," said he, " I withdraw nothing ; as I told you, such things

will happen. Hot blood will err sometimes. A man may strike

another, and the stricken strike back again, and the result be a homi-

cide, to put it at the worst. But what then ? Shall we the neighbours
make it worse still ? Shall we think so poorly of each other as to

suppose that the slain man calls on us to revenge him 1 when we know
that if he had been maimed he would, when in cold blood arid able to

weigh all the circumstances, have forgiven his maimer 1 Or will the

death of the slayer bring the slain man to life again and cure the

unhappiness his loss has caused %

"

"Yes," I said, "but consider, must not the safety of society be
safeguarded by some punishment ?

"

" There, neighbour
!

" said the old man, with some exultation.
" You have hit the mark. That punishment of which men used to

talk so wisely and act so foolishly, what was it but the expression of

their fear 1 And they had need to fear, since they—i.e., the rulers

of society—were dwelling like an armed band in a hostile country.

But we who live amongst our friends need neither fear nor punish.

Surely if we, in dread of an occasional rare homicide, an occasional

rough blow, were to solemnly and legally commit homicide and violence,

we could only be a society of ferocious cowards. Don't you think soy
neighbour 1

"

"Yes, I do, when I come to think of it from that side," said L
"Yet you must understand," said the old man, that when any

violence is committed, we expect the transgressors tb t)&ake a^y ^ttoe-
ment possible to him, and he himself expects it. But again, thioJbif

the destruction or serious injury of a man momentarily overcome by
wrath or folly can be any atonement to the commonwealth? Surely it

can only be an additional injury to it."

Said I :
" But suppose the man has a habit of violence,—kills a man

a-year, for instance ?

"

" Such a thing is unknown," said he. " In a society where there is

no punishment to evade, no law to triumph over, remorse will certainly

follow transgression."
" And lesser outbreaks of violence," said I, " how do you deal with

them *? for hitherto we have been talking of great tragedies, I suppose ?

'

Said Hammond : "If the ill-doer is not sick or mad (in which case

he must be restrained till his sickness or madness is cured) it is clear

that grief and humiliation must follow the ill- deed; and society in

general will make that pretty clear to the ill-doer if he should chance-

to be dull to it ; and again, some kind of atonement will follow,—at

the least, an open acknowledgement of the grief and humiliation. Is-

it so hard to say, I ask your pardon, neighbour 1—Well, sometimes it

is hard—and let it be."
" You think that enough ? " said I.

"Yes," said he, "and moreover it is all that we can do. If in

addition we torture the man, we turn his grief into anger, and the

humiliation he would otherwise feel for his wrong-doing is swallowed

up by a hope of revenge for our wrong-doing to him.- He has paid the

legal penalty, and can * go and sin again ' with comfort. Shall we
commit such a folly, then 1 Remember Jesus had got the legal penalty

remitted before he said * Go and sin no more.' Let alone that in a
society of equals you will not find anyone to play the part of torturer

or jailer, though many to act as nurse or doctor."

"So," said I, "you consider crime a mere spasmodic disease, which
requires no body of criminal law to deal with it %

"

" Pretty much so," said he ; " and since, as I have told you, we are

a healthy people generally, so we are not likely to be much troubled

with this disease."

Said I: "Well, you have no eivil law, and no criminal law. But
have you no laws of the market, so to say—no regulation for the ex-

change of wares ? for you must exchange, even if you have no property."

Said he :
" We have no obvious individual exchange, as you saw thia

morning when you went a-shopping ; but of course there are regula-

tions of the markets, varying according to the circumstances and
guided by general custom. But as these are matters of general assent,

which nobody dreams of objecting to, so also we have made no provision

for enforcing them : therefore I don't call them laws. In law, whether

it be criminal or civil, execution always follows judgment, and some-

one must suffer. When you see the judge on his bench, you see

through him, as clearly as if he were made of glass, the policeman to*

emprison and the soldier to slay some actual living person. Such
follies would make an agreeable market, wouldn't they ?

"

" Certainly," said I, " that means turning the market into a mere
battle-field, in which many people must suffer as much as in the battle-

field of bullet and bayonet. And from what I have seen I should

suppose that your marketing, great and little, is carried on in a way
that makes it a pleasant occupation."

" You are right, neighbour," said he. " Although there are so many,

indeed by far the greater number amongst us, who would be unhappy
if they were not engaged in actually making things, and things which

turn out beautiful under their hands,—there are many, like the house-

keepers I was speaking of, whose delight is in administration, organisa-

tion, to use long-tailed words ; I mean people who like keeping things

together, avoiding waste, seeing that nothing sticks . fast uselessly.

Such people are thoroughly happy in their business, all the more as

they are dealing with actual facts, and not merely passing counters

round to see what share they shall have in the privileged taxation of

useful people, which was the business of the commercial folk in past

days. Well, what are you going to ask me next ?

"

William Morris.
[to be continued. 1

(This Story began in iVo. 209, January 11, 1890. A few sets of

Back Numbers can still be had.)

Strike in the States.—New York,- April 11.—A thousand men em-
ployed in the building trade here have struck work owing to a firm of con-

tractors refusing to employ union men.

Threatened Police Strike.—The reports of a strike of the metropolitan

police are by no means without foundation, says the Pall Mali. For some
time past there has existed a feeling of considerable discontent at what is

termed " the unfairness of the present pension rules," and this feeling is at

at the bottom of the trouble. There are also a number of men who are

dissatisfied with the long hours and meagre pay, and these now come for-

ward and add their grievances to the others. Some weeks ago Mr. Jobn
Burns asked that two men, well acquainted with the grievances of the-

force, should assist him in agitating the cause of the police. He made one

stipulation—namely, that a sum of £600 should be raised in order to

indemnify these two men in the event of their being discharged. It is said

that there is no difficulty in raising the money, but that the martyr-cham-

pions are not forthcoming as yet. Several secret meetings have been held

recently, and the agitation, which is going on strictly sub rosa, has already

created a great deal of disaffection in the ranks of the metropolitan police.
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IN THE UNITED STATES.
The Massachusetts State Branch of the Federation of Labour met on the

16th inst. in the Typographical Hall, Boston. The following report has

been adopted :

" For the first time in the history of the American labour movement, the bulk

of organised labour has centred its efforts upon one definite reform, that of

shortening the normal working-day to eight hours. We advocate the adoption

of all legitimate means for the education of the general public in the justness of

the eight-hour demand. A systematic plan of work is necessary, and, therefore,

we make the following recommendations :

" 1. The appointment by each affiliated union of an eight-hour legislative

committee, whose duty it shall be to at once wait upon, or communicate with,

the senator and representatives from the district covered by the jurisdiction of

the union, for the purpose of notifying such legislators that their constituents,

represented by organised labour, are desirous of the passage, by the present

legislature of the eight-hour order introduced by representative Henry S. Lyons,
of North Adams, the first section of which reads as follows :

' Eight hours shall

constitute a day's work for all labourers, mechanics, or workmen now employed,
or who may be in the future employed, by, or on behalf of, the commonwealth
of Massachusetts, or in any county, city, or town therein. All acts, or parts of

acts, inconsistent with this act are hereby repealed.'
" 2. We recommend the appointment by each affiliated union, and other unions

in sympathy with the short-hour movement, of an agitation committee whose
general duty it shall be to keep the eight-hour question prominently before the
public.

" 3. That each union follow out the plan already adopted by the joint labour
conference of Boston, and send, either through its secretary, or by a special com-
mittee, a circular letter to each officiating clergyman in its jurisdiction, request-

ing the delivery, before May 1, 1890, of a sermon, address, or lecture upon the
general question of the short-hour movement.
" Every tradition urges us to do our share in the mighty onward impetus to

labour that the American Federation of Labour has undertaken. The spur of

self-interest is supplemented by the higher motive of concern for the general
weal."

So the eight hours day is going to be introduced through the parsons and
priests and such like preaching about and praying for it

!

The legislative committee presented a long report at this meeting, and
upon its recommendation the following proposed labour measures were en-

dorsed :

" That 5S hours per week constitute a week's work for women and children in

factories.
" That eight hours per day constitute a day's work for state, city, county, and

town employes.
" That the hours of labour be reduced, and better protection for life and limb

be provided for railroad employes.
" That trade labels be given protection accorded other trade marks.
" That the school limit be raised to 15 years.
" That corporations be compelled to give 14 day's notice of reduction.
" That the overwork of women and children be prohibited.

"That public parks and commons be made available for purposes of public

assemblage.
" That blacklisting be prevented, and, if attempted, be punishable by law.
" That the running of elevators by young people be regulated.
" That the employment of children under 13 in workshops, mercantile estab-

lishments and factories be prohibited.
" That better means of escape from factories in case of fire be provided.
" That eight hours be made a legal day's work."

Chief Wadlin, of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labour, has
issued a part of his report, which is devoted to the subject of the relation

of wages to the cost of production. The result of his observations is the
statement—proved by figures—that in industries representing some 73 per
cent, of the manufactured products of the State, the labourer gets 20 per
cent, of the cost of production. In establishments representing 27 per cent,

of the entire products, the labourer's share reaches 33 per cent., and in a

few special industries goes beyond that, but it never amounts to over 50 per
cent. If Chief Wadlin goes on making correct statements like this, he may
soon be able to shake the dust of his office from his shoes.

The Executive Council of the American Federation of Labour met on the

18th of this month in New York. All the members of the Council were
present. The Council resolved to engage George E. McNeil, of Boston, and
Paul Grottkau, of Chicago, as lecturers. Both lecturers will visit most of

the cities of the United States and Canada, and deliver speeches in favour
of the eight hour day under the auspices of the Federation and of the

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners. The Council resolved

further, that the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, the crack
organisation of the Federation, should take the lead in the eight hour move-
ment. The Brotherhood is instructed to ask for the introduction of the
eight-hours work-day on May 1st without condition. Should the demand
be refused by the masters, then the 60,000 members of this organisation will

cease to work till the demand is granted. In that case the strikers will be
supported by the strike fund of the whole Federation of Labour. As soon
as the carpenters and joiners have gained a victory, the miners will begin
the fight.

Boston, Mass., March 27, 1890. Henry F. Charles.

A man has no more goods than he gets good by.

In 1870 a Sydney lady purchased a piece of land with £160 she had saved.

The assessed value of the property is now £16,000—in other words, says
the Bulletin, the land has, without any effort of hers, increased in value a
hundred times.

Arrangements are now (Feb. 22) complete in connection with the new
Australian labour paper, which will be called the Worker, not the Swagsman
as at first proposed. It will consist of sixteen pages about Christian Socialist
size, and will be issued about the 26th instant. This will be the first labour
paper in the world owned by the workers themselves, under such conditions.
Australian Miners' Troubles.—Newcastle, N.S.W., Feb. 26.—In ac-

cordance with the orders of the Miners Association, the Wallarah men gave
notice yesterday to the manager demanding payment by weight, in lieu of
wages. A few hours afterward the manager posted up a notice that on and
after that date the miners will receive a hewing rate of 3s. per ton, and
wheelers 8s. per shift of eight hours. Under the district agreement the
men are bound not to work for less than 4s. 2d. per ton, and there is little

doubt that the association will call the men out rather than allow them to
work at reduced rates. The mine is situated at Catherine Hill Bay, some
14 miles south of Newcastle, and at the present time about eighty men are
employed.

INTERNATION^L \&&%^^&v^\
GERMANY. ". V' '

'

A deep impression has been made by ^.n order from the Saxon Ministry*

o£\the Inferior requiring four veteran military organisations to remove the

rdyai afms.from their flags, and to return all standards and kisigaia pre-

sented to teem by the King of Saxony, who is the patron of the, militiiy

veteran unions throughout the kingdom. They are also forbidden to carry'

firearms, and are deprived of all the rights and privileges appertaining to

the veteran associations in Saxony. This is due to the Socialist spirit per-

vading the unions. The immediate cause was that one corps recently

attended the funeral of a Socialist in full uniform, and planted its flag on

the grave while revolutionary speeches were delivered. The decree has led

to a wide-spread interest in the affair, which cannot fail to have a good

effect. X.
BELGIUM.

Charleroi.—For some time past, says La Bourse du Travail, the coal-

hewers at the Charleroi pits have been making complaints and demands
which are entirely disregarded. They announce their intention of striking

if their demands are still received with the same contemptuous silence. The
partial stoppage of work at Gilly is a sign of this, and we are assured that

the workers at one of the neighbouring collieries have decided to stop work.

They ask for a uniform scale of wages ; in some of the collieries the wages
are from 5 fr. 50 c, while in others they range from only 3 fr. to 3 fr. 50 c.

for a working day of 12 to 13 hours. At several places the men demand a

rise of 15 per cent., and the directors to whom the demand has been ad-

dressed have received an ultimatum from the Labour Leagues. The directors

will probably think before creating a movement similar to that produced

last year in all the mining centres, and will probably accede to the legitimate

wishes of these unfortunate workers.

On all sides a considerable movement is noticed in favour of the Interna-

tional Congress of miners, which will be held next month.

ITALY.
Corbetta (Milan).—An Association of Mutual Assistance has been formed

here among the country labourers, in memory, no doubt, of last summer's

disturbance and revolt, and in anticipation of a similar occurrence this coming

season.

At Brescia a Labour Exchange has been inaugurated, and the same is being

organized also in Bologna.
Milan.—The police have forbidden a meeting of journeymen bakers which

was to have been held in a hall granted by the municipality for the purpose,

to discuss the abolition of night labour. The reason of this veto has not been

vouchsafed, and remains entirely inexplicable.

SPAIN.
Mataro.—At a tannery in this town, the workmen had succeded in

organising themselves into a trade society ; but this was apparently a cause

of disquietude to the directors of the same, who have recently managed to

break up the organisation by means of various intrigues.

A strike is announced of the glaziers of Mataro, and the Society La
Fraternal have issued a manifesto charging those of the same trade in other

neighbourhoods to abstain from coming to Matar6 to the prejudice of the

said strike, and of the solidarity of the workers.

Manlleu.—The masons' trade society here have issued a similar announce-

ment of strike and manifesto to their fellow-workmen.

Manresa.—For some time an energetic propaganda has been carried on

by the Federation of the Tres Clases de Vapor in Barcelona and the neigh-

bourhood, more especially at Manresa, where several big meetings have been

held to discuss the condition of affairs. About 4,000 employes in the

weaving factories at Manresa are on forced strike. The master of one factory

refused the demands of his employes of both sexes (some of them girls under

13), who only asked one hour's reduction in the day, which now is from 5 a.m.

to 8.30 p.m. ; and when the strike took place, he called on the masters of the

other factories to stand by him. One and all presented a solid front to the

workers, expecting to break their spirit and reduce their demands by hunger,

and a lock-out was announced throughout. Great excitement prevails, and the

workers say they would rather starve than give way. The movement
spreads in Catalonia, and strikes are declared in numerous factories in

Barcelona. It is announced that a meeting will be arranged between the

masters and delegates from the Labor Societies, to try to arrange matters ;

but if the demands of the latter are not acceded to, the strike (which will

cease while the arbitration takes place) will begin again, and will spread yet

further through Catalonia. M. M.
SWEDEN.

The Swedish Socialists have now, from the 1st of April, two daily papers,

Social Demohraten and Arbetet. It is an immense step forward, and if it

proves a success—as we heartily wish it may—Swedish Socialism may justly

feel proud of itself, and its brave leaders of their splendid work.

A Swedish clergyman, the Rev. Johan Nylander, has for some time

preached revolutionary Socialism in his parish church, and his bourgeois

parishioners have promptly rewarded him by petitioning government for

his dismissal. A similar fate has befallen Mr. Johan Lindstrom, who was
one of the best Radical journalists of Sweden. He turned Socialist, and
consequently the proprietors of the paper he edited turned him out. Now
he is sub-editor of Arbetet, a very valuable acquisition for the Swedish
Socialistic party.

The eight hours movement and the agitation for a grand working-men's

demonstration on the 1st of May, are making good progress in Sweden.

NORWAY.
The Social Democrats of Norway have issued a circular to all the working-

men's unions in the country, explaining the importance and justice of an
eight hours working-day, and requesting them to join the international

demonstration on the 1st of May. Stn.

Hard Times in the Transvaal.—The Johannesburg Standard says :

—

It is quite appalling to see the number of active young fellows at the

present time idling about the streets in quest of employment, a large

number of whom are intelligent and no doubt industrious. A large per-

centage of them also were formerly brokers' clerks, but, as that branch of

business is now at a standstill, they are forced to look around them for

something else. The question is, what is there for them to do? Without
desiring to take a pessimist's view of the situation, it is, to say the least

of it, a gloomy outlook.
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Lyon—L'Action Sociale
Rouen—Le Salariat

Holland
Anarchist

Belgium
Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Bmancipazione
Milan—Cuore e Critica

Spain
El Proletario

Portugal
Porto—A Revolucao Social

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Trieste—Confeder. Operaia

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

West Indies
Cuba—El Productor

Cape Colony
Cape Town—Argus

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts

THE SITUATION IN GERMANY.
Whatever may be the fate of the Irish obstacle, which to the ambi-
tious Liberalism of these islands so effectually " blocks the way,"
there seems at least a fair chance of some historical variety-entertain-
ment being witnessed in Germany. The prelude, in fact, has just been
rattled off in a most promising manner. The heavy form of the
Chancellor, who, after his bloody work in 1871, had settled down in

mid-stream of national life, impeding its flow and causing stagnation)

and disease, has just been lifted up by the spring tide of the Revolu-
tion, and is slowly but surely drifting out of sight.

The alarm among the worshippers of successful brutality and violence

is great ; they show fear and doubt, lest the so-called peace of the
world should be disturbed by the fall of one of the busiest instigators

of war the world has ever seen. The great press mob is full of ad-

miration and regret, and the self-styled tutors of the " New Demo-
cracy " insult their readers and the German nation by declaring that
" Bismark was the greatest man that Germany ever produced."
That his admirers are so very small, made him look big, no doubt;

and that he was one of the greatest brutes to whom Germany ever

gave life cannot be denied. During the lifetime of Old William, whom
he had made an emperor, the chancellor ruled supreme. He set

himself not only above his master, but above the constitution, and
bearing down before him every opposition by the sheer weight of his

reckless brutality, imposed his will and pleasure upon the suffering

fatherland. He suppressed the will and stifled the voice of the people

wherever his own selfish interest was at stake, and used the power
placed in his hands in the meanest and most grasping manner for his own
enrichment and the snug placement of the members of his family ;. he
turned Germany into a huge barrack drill-ground, and brought the

system of blind military discipline to perfection ; he corrupted the

public service, subsidised the " Reptile Press " in his own favour, and
engendered a system of political espionage not previously known in

German history. His home policy, which, besides taxing the neces-

sities of life to the uttermost, consisted in the attempt to crush by
exceptional laws the advanced party of the country's working popu-
lation, culminated in the hatching of police conspiracies among the

men who refused to transgress even the most stringent provisions of

his national state of siege. The triumph of his foreign policy has

estranged the two most cultured nations of the continent, and keeps

them armed to the teeth, ready at command to tear each other to

pieces. For the last twenty years the power of this man has been without
mercy, his selfishness without shame, and his vanity without parallel.

It seemed as if his misdeeds were to go on without check until his

natural death. But Nemesis was on the way all the time. Slow came
she, but she came—and at last undid him.
He was literally hoisted by his own petard. For it was he who

fostered that, politically almost omnipotent, prerogative of the Prussian

Crown. The king's will was to over-rule all others, and against its-

pleasure there was no appeal—so long as the king's will was guided
by his Chancellor's. When old William was dead, and Bismark saw
his providential plans with regard to emperor Frederick's throat frus-

trated, he played the impetuous son against his dying father and his

English mother, thinking, no doubt, that young Willie on the throne
would be as pliant a tool in his hand as his grandfather had been.

But the chancellor had evidently reckoned without his host. For
young Hotspur is Emperor now, and finding that there is no room
for two despots on one throne, shows an unquenchable desire to do the

ruling all by himself.

The seed of repression too, sown broadcast by Bismark all over the
most fertile part of the nation, is bearing its fruit, and the triumph of

his sincerest enemies was brought about in its fulness by the very
methods of militarism. For it was the splendid discipline of the

drill-ground, fired by the consciousness of the grand ideal they were
fighting for, which led the Socialists to victory, and made the defeat

of the chancellor's policy so crushing. It having proved played out,

the Bismark dynasty was sent home to Friedrichsruhe, bag and baggage,

dogs and all.

What next 1 While being not quite so sanguine as many are in-

clined to be, as to the probable result of the last elections and the

change of government tools it has already brought about, I would yet

warn the Socialists of this country not to under-rate the importance
of this mighty manifestation. Socialism in Germany is not a fashion-

able fad, but a growing conviction in the mind of the working-classes,

which cannot be ignored or suppressed, but must be reckoned with.

There is no bourgeois money, no middle-class leader, scheming, garr>

bling, and dissembling in his own interest and that of the almighty
money-bag, but a sound, thorough-going, and downright working-class-

movement, supported and carried on by the brains, the sinews, and
the enthusiasm of the workers themselves. And whatever may be
the inclination of one or the other of their chosen mouthpieces in

Parliament in favour of a temporary policy of compromise, the fact

remains, that they are all elected on a strictly imperative mandate, to-

wit, the programme of the Socialist party, the fundamental aim of

which is the final abolition of the wage-system, that infernal source

of all the poverty, ignorance, and degradation in the world.

Twenty-five years ago Lassalle exclaimed, " Give me one hundred
thousand German working-men, and Reaction is a thing of the past

!

n

Those were boastful words, and perhaps somewhat illusory. But to-

' day the German Socialist Party have an army of a million and a half

of men ; men who have come of age in the thick of the fight against

the infamous odds of the Bismarck system—i.e., the allied powers-

of everything that is bad on the Throne, in the Church, and in the

Army—and the leaders of such a host have something to answer for-

By overthrowing the idol of German capitalism and Junkerdom, they

have begun well ; but it was indeed only a beginning, and the baneful

battle-field of Parliamentarism which they have now to enter is most
slippery ground to fight upon. The German Socialists have become
strong and powerful through persecution and adversity. Will they

i retain their strength in the enervating sunshine of imperial condescen-

I sion? Willie Hotspur is a young man whojs clearly dead for making
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history, and who in this endeavour conjures the spirits of the deep in

the most childlike way and without seeming apprehension of defeat.

He touches, after all, only the fringe of the social question, as he plays

with that of every other; he offends most powerful interests and

personalities, without on the other hand satisfying anybody, and may
find himself presently in rather hot water, Yet, with the working

classes he means business anyhow, and is not above canvassing for his

" ideas " (whatever they may amount to !) among the lowliest of his

realm by squeezing a workman's hand or two, and were they ever so

genuine. At the same time, he rattles his sword and talks loudly of
" smashing" those who refuse to take his candy and be quiet.

Nor is it the Scilla and Charybdis of the imperial smile and frown
alone which the chosen ones of the German working-men's party have
to steer clear between. There may be many among them who, like their

young Caesar, are brimming over with eagerness to save the world
row they enter upon the stage political, whilst others, again, may prefer to

play the part of diplomatists, sitting on a fence of observation above
the turbulent contentions of party. A million and a half of votes

given are too many to allow their delegates to assume the latter, and
thirty-five members are too few to take up the former attitude. They
are more than sufficient, however, to make their presence and their

importance felt, by watching and spoiling the game of the reactionists

and by protesting against the way in which the workers are fooled and
plundered. Yet, despite all the dangers of the situation, there is much
hope that those thousands of men who have just given the world such
a brilliant spectacle of party discipline, have in them enough of the

unerring spirit of the Revolution to keep their leaders straight and
fresh and to the point at issue. The masses have not taken the im-

perial bait, nor have they been cowed by the imperial threat, but they
have stood by their guns like men; an attitude by which their

brethren in England might well profit. For, the show of their number
and of their dauntless resolution has forced the hands of their ruler,

and, whatever may be the temporary outcome of the present emperor's

attempt at playing the Saviour of Society, it cannot fail ultimately to

benefit the cause of militant labour.

True it is, that to dabble in the shaping of Social Reform Bills looks

like the momentary damming back of the social sinflood, and that such
would not be exactly the work of professed revolutionists ; but it is

not likely that the electorate of a million and a half of Socialists will

allow much time and energy to be wasted over the attempt at patching
up " Iniquity found out" and there is sure to be an early tussle between
Csesarism ("well-meaning" or otherwise) and Socialism.

And. Scheu.

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA.
Awhile ago, the colonial press said that there was no such thing as a
" Labour Question " in South Africa. To-day the different dailies are to be
found admitting not only its existence, but that there is an unemployed
question as well ; that the former has asserted itself by carrying the eight

hours day both in the Transvaal and in Natal ; that the latter, though not
as yet well able to make any definite demands owing to lack of organisation,

may yet count on being heard later on. As regards the eight hour day in

Cape Colony, a deputation of workmen from the Cape Government Railway
workshops at Salt River waited on Colonel Schormbrucker, Commissioner of

Public Works, a couple of w.eeks ago, for an answer as to the eight hour day.
Although the interview has not yet been made public, I am able to give the
result. The Commissioner said that the demand of the workmen was uni-

versal, and that the eight hours day, with which he personally was in

sympathy, would come into operation from the 1st July next. This will

affect over 5,000 workmen throughout the railway system.
The trades in Cape Town are also agitating for the same, and most likely

will get it.

The sooner the eight hours question is settled, the sooner will the workers
be forced to attend to their true position. That they do not understand it

half so well as most of their enemies is evidenced by the tone and comments
of the colonial press. As proof of this, I clip the following from an article

in the Cape Times commenting on the London dock strikes

:

"The response of the workers in Australia by subscribing funds, and of the
labourers in Holland by refusing to fill the places of the strikers, are the fore-

warning of the spread of a movement which could paralyse industry over half
a continent."

Probably the " movement " will paralyse something else than industry first,

and extend to more than " half a continent."

Now let us look at the Rudd-Rhodes-Duke-of-Fife-Earl-of-Aberdeen
Syndicate, and see what it is doing alongside of what Lord Fife says it

intends to do. The following taken from the Patriot gives a very fair idea
of what it is just now bu9y with :

" The great Rhodes Company is also in the field, and is enlisting men who are
to be sent to Matabeleland as civilisers. The civilisers will naturally be well
equipped with powder and lead, and Gatling guns will certainly not be wanting."

How does the following read alongside of the granting of the South
African Company's charter ? It is taken from the Cape Times

:

" For the student of social and economic problems the South African Republic
is at present a fruitful field. The antiquated and dishonest [the italics are mine]
practices of the Transvaal Government in granting monopolies," etc.

Come, come ! Mr. Editor, what about the " dishonest practices " of the in-
fallible British Government 1 Another tale of the Kettle and Pot. The
company has begun what Lord Fife in his Mansion House speech called its
" high functions," by which he said he meant " the civilisation and elevation
of the aborigines of that long-neglected country," in rather a curious manner.
First, Mr. Rhodes, as representing the company, smuggles into the country
1,000 stand of rifles, and is aided by Government officials in doing so. The
civilising process thus begun, this is followed up by a grand horse-race in

Matabeleland, under the pacronage of King Lobengula, who, to show the
interest he takes in the civilising process, enters two horses presented to him
by the company. This he follows up on the following Sunday by a monster
dance. Some people at home will raise their hands in holy horror at this,

but (take heart of grace, good folk !) the dance was under the auspices of the
company formed for the " Elevation and Civilisation " of these " long-neg-
lected " people, and had, no doubt, a good deal of the Elevating and Civilising
influence infused into it ; of which influence Lord Fife would have us believe
the company possesses a monopoly. That Lobengula is a fraud^ and a puppet
to boot, of which the Rhodes Syndicate pull the strings, is very certain, and
the pity is that his tribe will be the sufferers from his treachery. Many of

the Matabeles, however, are uttering threats against the invasion of their

territory by the Fifing Filibusters, and Lobengula himself admits that some
of the younger regiments of the Matabeles may yet give trouble.

Lord Fife thought fit to tell the Mansion House meeting that the Rhodes-
Syndicate were working in co-operation with the African Lakes Company.
Reading this part of the speech brought to my mind an interview I had with
Mr. Moir, the manager of the Lakes Company, in Edinburgh about a year
ago. When talking over the wages paid by the company, I hazarded the
remark that they were very low ; was it not in Mr. Moir's power to increase

them ? "No," said Mr. Moir, "I cannot do that, for, as you are aware, it is

a limited company, and you know what that means." A second afterwards,
when I blurted out that I believed it meant that said companies had neither
soul nor conscience, my remark met with a consenting but silent nod—

a

handy way of signifying approval, which, however, cannot be produced as
evidence. However, the after-conduct of the company in advertising for

men to form part of an expeditionary force to be employed in " Elevating;
and Civilising" the Arab traders on the Zambesi, confirmed me in my
opinion ; and when the company went howling to Lord Salisbury and the
British Government about the treatment they had received from the Portu-
guese authorities, simply because they were not allowed to send arms and*

ammunition for their hired murderers into the interior by way of Delaeoa
Bay, I knew what the howl meant, and felt glad when they were forced to

take a back seat They have had their revenge by urging on the Makololos
to attack Major Serpa Pinto, and so, by forcing this officer to defend himself,

giving Lord Salisbury what shadow of an excuse he wanted for the ulti-

matum to Portugal. I do not say this out of sympathy with Portugal's

action in Eastern Africa, because both are playing the same game, only
Britain knows best how to play " brag." I cannot close my reference to

Lord Fife's speech without saying that all this hypocritical cant about the
" High [capital H] Functions " and the " Civilisation and Elevation," etc., is

simply rubbish, and puts one in mind of William and Mary's Attorney-
General, who, when asked to assist in founding a college in Virginia, and told

by way of inducement that the people of Virginia had souls to be saved as

well as those of England, " Souls !
" answered he ;

" damn your souls !—spin

tobacco." It comes to the same thing with the Rhodes Syndicate ; as with
all others, it is a case of "damn your souls !—dig us diamonds, or gold, or

any other thing by which we can fleece and rob you and your brothers in

other parts of the globe ; leave your souls in our keeping, we will look after

them for you. But don't have anything to do with those rascally Portu-
guese, who don't care a rap for ' High Functions ' or ' Civilising and Chris-

tianising Influences ' !
" So much for the South African Company.

That the whole of Southern Africa is in a state of transition is true and
very evident to people who may chance to be on the spot. A few years ago,

"exploitation" and "development" were words but seldom used in the
colony. Now they are used by most men and by many women with a
patness born of long familiarity. The only people who know the true mean-
ing of the words are the Kaffirs whose lands have been "developed" and
who have been well-nigh exploited out of existence. But for pure effrontery

in the use of the word exploitation in connection with labour commend me
to the following, which I picked up from the table of a share-broker in this

town the other day. It is the front page of the prospectus of the "General
Exploitation and Building Company, Limited," which has its motto " Labour
alone ennobles mankind," and for its capital £250,000 in £1 shares. The
margins of the front page are further embellished with the following :

" No
fruitful labour without organisation," "No prosperity without labour," "No
real organisation without liberty," " No charitable (?) liberty without know-
ledge." To the truth of all which I heartily assent ; but oh, the company
they keep ! ! The present rent-roll of the "General Exploitation," etc.,

Company is £6,308, and it reckons on increasing this in a few years to-

£25,000 ! Capitalise this sum at twenty years' valuation, and you have
£500,000, or twice the capital of the company. Then the company goes on
to say that "we would impress upon the readers the fact that Pretoria
property is on the increase, and to give some idea of the value of ground,
£14,000 was recently given for one erf of ground." An erf is 227 by 121
English feet. The prospectus winds up by saying that

" the company is possessed of a mile of street-frontages, partly with buildings onr

and nearly all in the steady solid town of Pretoria and centrally situated ; also

about 160,557 acres of farm lands or about 428 square miles upon which we have
endeavoured to show that gold, silver, copper, and other precious metals exist.

Here there is food for reflection by the investor, which can be digested at leisure."

Readers can find comments for themselves.
Harking back to " exploitation," let me give you the words of old Kreli,

chief of the Gcalekas, to a correspondent of the Cape Times who visited him
recently in his rocky fastness. The old man—he is over seventy—is one of

the most courageous and kindly hearted of native chiefs, and has won the
confidence of the colonists, who say, " He is a man of his word to us ; with
the Government he has no conscience. Here are the correspondent's own
words :

" He told us he did not care to see strangers, for he was living like

a baboon in a hole. * Where is my country ? where are my children ] My
country was there'—sweeping the horizon. 'Now I've no country.'" Per-
haps the old man's words explain the meaning of " Exploitation and De-
velopment," as applied to colonial matters, better than any dictionary
definition yet given. What civilisation did for Edmund Sandilli is put by
the same correspondent into few words—viz. : "It shot his father, jumped
his country, and sent him for years to the breakwater to herd with other

convicts, until, heartbroken and dejected, the Government thought there

could be no danger in sending him back to his—or what was once his

—

country." And so with old Kreli; for well-nigh eight years he was a
fugitive. Hunted down for no crime, fighting every step of the ground,
never showing the " white feather," poor old Kreli was at last forced back
to live as he himself says " like a baboon in a hole." And as with Sandilli

and Kreli and many other native chiefs, so it will yet be with many others.

However, a little more claptrap about "High Functions" and "Civilisation

and Elevation of the natives" from this new-fledged ducal "whistler," as

lifers are termed in Scotland, and the shareholders will grab their dividend*
and dispose of their shares to the highest bidders and rest with easy con-
sciences, and the gullible British public will be as wise as ever as to the real

objects of the Fifing Filibusters. However, with the turn affairs are taking
here, the doings of the company are likely to be known sooner than most
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people5imagine, and I am inclined to think that it has a future before it not
altogether pleasant to those most interested in it. In other words, Mr.
Bhodes will sooner cr later find that the days of Chartered Piracy Companies
are past, and that despite the patronage of colonial and imperial govern-
ments and the professional services of officers and ex-officers, military and
marine, and the help of African travellers and explorers, doctors, lawyers,
•and I don't know what else, that there is rougher work cut out for them
than they are fitted to do. J. Bain.
Cape Town, March 19th.

P. S.—News just to hand that police force of Chartered Company have
mutinied against officers and refuse to serve.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Cardiff and Hanley.

We had two Labour conferences on Easter Monday on the important
question of labour representation. The conference at Cardiff was got up by
a Liberal agent for the purpose of forming a new labour league, the mem-
bers of which would bind themselves to pay ^d. a-week for the purpose of

returning supporters of Mr. Gladstone to the House of Commons. We
will own that it was not plainly stated that this was the object of the con-

ference, but the cat was let out of the bag in the course of the proceedings.

A proposal by Mr. Mahon, London, that the movement should be inde-

pendent of all political parties, was indignantly rejected by an overwhelming
majority ; and when the same speaker hoped they would not elect Mr.
Broadhurst as one of their vice-presidents, he was received with a storm of

disapprobation, and Mr. Broadhurst was returned at the top of the poll.

The Liberalism of the congress was admirably shown when someone proposed
that Michael Davitt should be president. The meeting literally howled
with rage at the notion. The conference was mostly Welsh, and a general
outcry went up that " a Welshman was as good as him." A delegate from
Llanerch objected to telling his constituents that a "foreigner" was to boss
the show. We fear that after exhibiting this " patriotic " feeling that " the
British Labour League" is likely to be confined to Wales. Probably it

would be hard to find anywhere else workmen who are fools enough to give

their halfpence to return Gladstonian M.P.'s of the Broadhurst stamp to

Parliament, although they may be green enough to vote for them. English
prefer to let Liberal sweaters pay for the return of their partners to Parlia-

ment. Mr. Broadhurst should be a happy man, for he knows now that when
he has been kicked out of every assemblage of honest workmen in England
he will be able to find a refuge in the "British Labour League" of Wales.
A much healthier feeling was shown at the conference of the Labour

Electoral Association at Hanley. This conference was not a bogus affair

got up by a Liberal agent to nobble the Labour party. The conference,

-which represented the organised trade-unionists of the country, decided upon
" the energetic opposition of all unfair employers and enemies of labour, to

whatever party they may belong." It was also the general opinion, as stated

by the secretary in the annual report, that " in no case should candidates be
allowed to gain their seats without being closely questioned as to their in-

tentions, and certainly none whose primary qualifications appear to consist

of ability to fence, to evade, to compromise, and to cover by a number of

legal quibbles the points we contend for." On the motion of Mr. Holmes
(Leicester), the delegates regretted Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, M.P.'s, attitude

on the Employers' Liability Bill, and refused to recognise him as a labour

representative. Poor Charles will have a difficulty in posing as a representa-

tive of labour after this. A resolution in favour of the nationalisation of

the land wras carried unanimously. On the whole, although the conference

was not so advanced as we should have liked to have seen it, yet it certainly

showed that even the trade unionists are getting on. It was generally

recognised that, in the words of one of the speakers, as to the political

parties, "there was more profession in both than practical sympathy or

justice towards the working classes." These trade-unionists have learnt at

last that both these parties are largely composed of knaves and traitors.

They have yet to learn that parliamentary action is a fraud from beginning
to end, and that the people can only achieve their emancipation by over-

throwing the system of capitalism by their own united action.

The National Conference of Miners.

The miners showed themselves still more advanced in their Conference.

They did not go for Bradlaugh, but they passed a sharp vote of censure
upon that very reactionary body, the Trades Union Parliamentary Committee.
It appears that the Parliamentary Committee was ordered, at the last Trades'
Union Congress, to draw up an Eight Hours Bill for miners and present it

to the House of Commons. As the Trades' Union Parliamentary Committee
have a very strong objection to the Eight Hours movement, they " forgot "

to draw up this Bill, and the miners are very angry at this shuffling on the

part of the Committee. This anger found vent at the Conference, not only

in the vote of censure, but in some pretty strong speeches. The chairman,
Mr. B. Pickard, M.P., declaring that the Parliamentary Committee was
practically dominated by Tory influence, and for the last three years, at any
rate, had not been worth the money paid to them. Rather hard, this, on the
late Secretary of the Committee, Mr. Broadhurst, who, yon would have
thought, would have been reckoned as an orthodox Liberal, and who has
"dominated" the Committee up till now. Another delegate, Mr. Cowie, said
that if the Committee were the autocrats of the toiling masses, the sooner they
were got rid of the better. A Bristol delegate, Mr. Whitehouse, said the
Committee had humbugged them from Genesis to Eevelation. Poor
Parliamentary Committee ! It was decided to join the Trades' Union
Congress, and the delegates appointed were instructed to vote for a
Parliamentary Committee that would be favourable to an Eight Hours
Bill for miners. The Star, which is now " dominated " by capitalist Liberal
influence, makes a pitiful pretence of liking this new development, but it

notes in anything but a gleeful spirit, " that the advanced sections of the

miners seem to have it pretty well all their own way." The delegates

also showed that they look upon the Berlin "Labour" Conference as a
sham, and declared, through their chairman, that as neither the Miners'
Federation nor the Eight Hours Movement had any representatives at

that Conference ; they repudiated any arrangements that might have been
made there. It is evident that new ideas are taking a strong hold upon
the miners, who are again as they have always been, in the front of the
labour movement. There is evidently a bad time approaching for all

reactionaries and traitors.

The Strike in the Boot Trade.

The struggle is still continued with the same determination, the men
being confident of success. They have decided that the union men now on
strike who want to leave London will be assisted to do so. This, if the

masters still persist in their obstinacy, will mean that all the best workmen
will leave London for the country, where there is now a great demand for

labour, and the masters will be left in the lurch, for the London trade will

follow these best hands to the country. The London Trades Council has
agreed to support the strikers in their appeal to other trades for assistance.

215 out of 400 masters have given in, and will provide workshops, but the

others want to force the men to submit all future wages disputes to a court

of arbitration, and this the men very sensibly refuse to do. They do not
want their freedom of action fettered, and they have an idea that arbitra-

tion may be used to reducing the prices already paid. Some of the Jew
employers have offered 10s. and £1 to men to take work home, and thus
break the ranks of the strikers, but in not a single instance have they been
successful.

Strike of Thames Barge-builders.

The Thames barge-builders came out on strike on Monday. They demand
that the working day shall be reduced to nine hours, and that a uniform
rate of wages of 9d. an hour, and Is. an hour overtime, shall obtain through-
out the trade, two hours being allowed, or equivalent paid in money, for the

grinding of tools after a job. At present the men are working an average
of 58 hours per week at an average rate of wages of £2. They are willing

to submit the question of overtime to a joint committee of masters and
workmen, no overtime to be worked in the meantime. Out of ninety firms

carrying on the trade between Brentford and Woolwich, twenty-three have
already given way.

The Eight Hours Demonstration.
The societies affiliated to the London Trades Council have resolved to

invite the London districts to declare in favour of an eight hours working
day, without any stipulation as to the methods by which such eight hours
shall be obtained, the general sentiment being in favour of a reduction of

hours of labour as a pressing necessity and as likely to ensure employment
to those who are now denied it. It was further decided not to demonstrate
on the 1st May ; but to do so on the first Sunday in May, as the most con-

venient time.

Tram Strike at Swansea.
A strike broke out on Saturday among the tram men owing to the dis-

missal without notice of two of the men who have taken a prominent part

in the union. No trams ran on Saturday evening, owing to the head con-

stable declining to be responsible if a disturbance took place. A fearful

state of tram slavery prevails at S wansea, the men working 105 hours a-week
for 5s a-day. There was an attempt to run the trams with blacklegs on
Tuesday, but the people collected in strong force, and trams and blacklegs
were unmercifully pelted with flour bags, stones, and other missiles. The
windows of the trams were broken, and they were soon forced to cease

running.

Strike of Dublin Labourers.

The labourers employed by the Dublin Brick and Tile Co., Mount
Argus, have struck work for an increase in wages. During the summer
they work 60 hours per week, 57 in winter. Wages, 15s. summer, and
14s. 3d. winter. They demand, the hour system, at 4|d. per hour. N.

CORRESPONDENCE.

"DUBLIN BEICKLAYEES LABOUKEES."
SiR,—Under the above caption there is a paragraph on page 110 of last

week's Commomveal (which I have only just read) in which the following

statement occurs, in connection with the arbitration between the labourers

and contractors of Dublin :
" As is usual in cases of arbitration, the men

have gained very little ; in fact, many of them will lose Is. 6d. per week."

The facts are these :—There was an increase of 3s. per week got for every

labourer (groundman), Is. 6d. of which was to be granted immediately, and
Is. 6d. more after the 1st of July next. Hodmen to receive one shilling extra

beyond the pay of the groundmeu, as usual. There is no truth whatever
in the assertion that many of the labourers " will lose Is. 6d." as a conse-

quence of the arbitration.—Yours truly, Michael Davitt.

Land League Cottage, Ballybrack, April 9th, 1890.

Cours Weavers' Strike Fund,—Already acknowledged:— £16 18s. 4d.

~D. W. Reeve (second donation), £10.

Cours Fund.—When sending his subscription, Mr. Eeeves said :—" I

look upon such a subscription as of great importance, as all such expressions

of active sympathy shown by one country towards the workers of another

aid in promoting, what is so very desirable, an international solidarity of

labour."

Sea-wages from Leith are :—Westward, steam—Sailors, £4 15s. ; firemen,

£5 ; donkeyman, £5 10s.; stewards, £6 10s.; cook, £5 10s. and .£6. West-
ward, sail, £4 ; cook, £5 ; steward, £5 10s. To the southward, steam-
Sailors, £\ 10s.; firemen, £4 15s.; boatswain and donkeyman, £h and £5 5s.

respectively, cook, £5 5s.; steward, £5 15s. to £6. To the southward, sail,

£3 10s.; steward, £5 ; cook, £4 10s.; and weekly wages, local, £1 10s.; non-

local, .£1 12s. 8d.

Alaska Fishermen.—At a meeting in San Francisco, the men engaged in

the Alaska Salmon Fishery adopted the following scale of prices :—For
Copper Eiver and Nushagak : 30 dols. a month, 10 cents for king fish each

and 3 cents for small fish each per boat. For seining in Karluk district

:

30 dols. per month and 10 dols a thousand per seine. For Chignink Bay

:

30 dols a month and 20 cents per case to be divided among the fisher-

men. For Cook's Inlet : 75 dols. bonus to each man and one cent a case

per man. Eighty per cent, of the Alaska fishermen belong to the Coast.

Seamen's Union, and others belong to the Steamship Sailors' Union and
the Sacramento Fishermen's Union.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—The Council of the Socialist League have, at their meeting on

Monday, April 14th, resolved to demonstrate on May-day and Sunday following

in favour of the International Solidarity of Labour and its Emancipation by
Voluntary Combination. Branches and allied societies are asked to hold demon-
strations in their own districts upon the lines of the League principles.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.

1890 : — Manchester, to end of January. * Commonweal ' Branch,
and North London, to end of February. Leicester, to end of March.
North Kensington, to end of April. Streatham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, April 14th, 3s. 5d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards thisfund:—C. Saunders,

2s.; H. R., Is.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; North London Branch, 3s.; Fraser, 6d.; Birk-
beck, 4d.; P. Webb, 4s.; J. C. Kenworthy, 10s.; J. L. Joynes, £1 ; and A. K.
Austin, £1.

REPORTS.
East London.—Good meeting in Victoria Park addressed by Cores, Davis, and

Mowbray ; 33 'Weals, 5 Freedoms, and 12 pamphlets sold.—H. McK.
North Kensington.—A good meeting held at Latimer Road ; speakers were

R. J. Lyne and Maughan ; collected Is. lOd. and several 'Wea/s sold. Good
meeting in Hyde Park at 3. 30 ; speakers were Crouch, R. J. Lyne, and Cant-
well ; 2s. 6d. collected, and several ' Weals sold. At our room in Clarendon
Coffee Tavern, comrade Coulon lectured to a good audience on "The French
Revolution ;

" animated discussion ; 2s. collected.

North London.—We held a very good meeting on Saturday night at Hyde
Park, addressed by Cantwell and Nicoll ; fair sale of ' Weal. On Sunday after-

noon at Hyde Park, Cantwell, R. Lyne, Bullock, and Crouch, addressed a large
audience ; very good sale of Commonweal and pamphlets, and 3s. 8Ad. was col-

lected.—T. C.

Streatham.—A good meeting was held at the Fountain last Sunday night. A
middle-class young man of the Christian Association started the opposition with
a sermon, but did not succeed in diverting the attention of those who had come
to listen to our comrade Kitz ; 38 Commonweal sold. —R. S.

Aberdeen.—At meeting on 13th, comrade Rennieread an eloquent paper on
" The Socialism of Count Tolstoi," which was followed by an interesting
discussion.—L.

Glasgow.—On Sunday, at 2 o'clock, Joe and Tim Burgoyne spoke to a good
audience on "Jail Life." At 5 o'clock Glasier spoke at Paisley Road Toll;
' Weal sold out ; next Saturday we intend beginning our Saturday afternoon
excursions.

Leeds.—On Sunday last, at a meeting in Vicar's Croft, when Maguire, Braith-
waite and Sweeney spoke, a policeman cautioned Samuels against selling any
literature, as it was contrary to the bye-laws. Samuels, who has been speaking
and selling papers in the same place for months previously without molestation,
got on the platform and related the circumstance to the assembled crowd and
defied the constable. He then got down and in a few moments he had sold all

the ' Weals and Freedoms that he had with him. The policeman attempted to
rush him out of the market, but the demeanour of the crowd becoming threaten-
ing, he was satisfied with our comrade's name and address, whom he threatened
with a summons " in the morning." I think this is a sign we are getting felt

here.—H. S.

Leicester.—March the 4th, Stepniak lectured in the Co-operation Hall to a
large audience on "Russian Democracy"; a Fabian comrade took the chair;
great interest was manifested. On the 11th, William Morris was among us and
took tea with about twenty of us at our rooms. Morris's address, " The Class
Struggle " was a real stirring one. and his replies to objections excellent. Sunday
evening, Greenman, of the S. D. F., spoke on the general question of Socialism,
at Humberstone Gate, to a good audience.—T. B.
Manchester.—On Sunday morning a large meeting was held at Phillips' Park ;

Barton and Baillie spoke ; lively discussion. In Stevenson Square, in the after-
noon, Sharpies (of Blackburn) was the principal speaker ; two quires of
Commonweal sold, and 2s. 9d. collected. On Monday night, the quarterly meet-
ing of the branch was held at the club ; the financial report showed the branch to
be in a sound and flourishing position ; the corresponding and financial secretaries
were re-elected, and other business transacted.
Yarmouth.—On Sunday, in the morning, on Priory Plain, comrade Brightwell

opened a discussion on " Socialism v. Christianity," several comrades taking
part ; in the evening, at Colman's Granary Quay, comrade Ruffold addressed a
good audience ; 11 Commonweal sold.—J. H.

Dublin.—At Working-men's Club, Willington Quay, April 9th, the third
sitting of an Industrial Conference took place ; amongst the speakers were Mr. J.
A. Cree and Fitzpatrick, who dwelt strongly on the antagonism between employes
and employer, and the utter impossibility of propping up the existing system ;

the clerical and orthodox Trades Union element being not at all pleased at some of
the home thrusts.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation,—On Sunday afternoon we held
a very successful meeting in the Meadows ; M 'Kenrie, Hamilton and Smith made
very effective speeches. In the evening comrade Melliett lectured to a good
audience in the Moulders' Hall, on " Capital Punishment," and showed, from the
points of view of a Socialist and a man of the world, why it should be abolished ;

good discussion.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—On Sunday afternnoon and evening, comrade
William Morris lectured to good audiences at the Rodney Hall, on "The
Development of Modern Society " and "The Social Outlook "

; papers and litera-
ture to the amount of £2 9s. were disposed of.—E. C. Chapman.

* Commonweal' can be had from—
Mr. Read, Surrey-street, Littlehampton, Sussex.
C. A. Crump, 89, Rayner Terrace, Stratford New Town.

International or Revolutionary Socialism.—As the study of Socialism
from a revolutionary or international standpoint is absolutely necessary, it is

intended by several friends to form a branch of the League. I have therefore to
ask all those who are willing to join in forming such branch, and who are willing
to help in propagating the principles of true Socialism, to communicate with me
as early as possible.—J. Sjeletchley, 165 Gibraltar Street, Sheffield.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwjth Street, Battersea
Park Road. . ',..',.

Commonweal Branch.--24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Glass at 9. Hall open

'

every evening from 7 till 10. Sunday April 20, at 8 p.m., George Bernard
Shaw, " The Consequences of Democracy." .%..-•.,:

East London.—& meeting of members will be held on Sunday April 20 at
12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road, 6.30 p.m.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday April 20, at 8 p.m.,
a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings-
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—Comrades are asked to turn up at the "Lord Napier "on Sunday,
at 8.30, to decide upon the summer campaign.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday April 20, at 8 p.m., a Discussion.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening.

Norwich.—Sunday, at 8, Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' meeting.
Thursday, at 8, Discussion Class. Saturday, Social Meeting. Hall open
every evening from 8 p.m.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.
Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

7 Hyde Park

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 19.

.Nicoll and Cantwell1

Sunday 20.

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge .Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane .Mainwaring
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green J. Turner, Kitz, and Smith
11.30 Regent's Park Mowbray
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch North Kensington Branch
3.30 Victoria Park East London Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
8 Streatham Fountain Smith and Sparling,

Tuesday 22.

8 Walham Green—back of Church ... .Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 24.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing-stage, Sundays at 11.30.

Manchester.—Sunday : Philips Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday: Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near

Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary
Quay, at 7.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Nottingham Socialist Club.—All communications to be addressed to the
Secretary, A. Clifton, 11 Hawksworth Street, Clarence Street.

Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-
day April 20, at 8 p.m., H. R. Taylor, "England as it Was, as it Is, and as it

Ought to Be."

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Bruce Glasier (of Glasgow)
speaks in Meadows, Sunday at 2.30, and in Moulders' Hall at 6.30. Criticism

of Fabian Essays, Tuesday at 8 p.m., at 35 George IV. Bridge.

Fabian Society.—A course of seven lectures on Socialism in Contemporary
Literature will be given in the French Chamber, St. James's Restaurant, W.
(entrance from Piccadilly), on Friday evenings, at 8 o'clock. May 2 (second

lecture), Ernest Radford, •* William Morris."

Demonstration of Lancashire and District Soqialists. — On Sunday-
May 4th, the Annual Gathering of Socialists will take place in Manchester, and
a mass meeting will be held in Stevenson Square at 3 p.m. A large array of

well-known Socialist speakers will address the meeting.

Yarmouth.—Suitable premises have now been secured for the Socialist League
Club at 56 Row, Market Place. Amongst its attractions will be a library, read- ^
ing, boxing, and refreshment rooms. Friends who can assist, either with furni-

ture, fittings, books, or funds, are earnestly invited to do so. The club is open
every evening for members. Commonweal and Socialist League literature on sale-
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IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM AKCHER.

rCroivn 8vo, Cloth, Price 3s. Gd. per Volume.

ALREADY ISSUED—
.VOL. I.

Containing "The League of Youth," "The Pillars

.jpf Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts,"
t:An Enemy of the People "

"The Wild Duck."

To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

• Containing " Lady Inger of Ostrat," " The Vik-
ings at Helgeland," "The Pretender."

Post-free from Commonweal Office on receipt of

published price.

THE JUDGMENT
OF THE CITY

JlND other poems and verses.

By JOHN C. KENWORTIIY.

Price, 2s. 6d.

From the ' Manchester Examiner.'

" It is not often that a book of verse from a new
corner contains so large a proportion of really notable
material. . . . The nature of the ethical burden of

Mr. Kenworthy's volume may be inferred from the
inscription, in which, after quoting the words * Blessed
are ye poor ; for yours is the kingdom of God,' and
* Woe unto you that are rich, for ye have received
your consolation/ he dedicates the book 'to those
poor.' He is, in short, a poet of Christian Socialism.

... * The Judgment of the City ' is a poem that is

exceptionally rich, not only in stern moral fervour,

but in sombre imaginative power—a Dantesque vision

which, once read, haunts the memory and possesses it."

London : Swan Sonnenshein and Co.

ON THE~TW0 CODS
OF THE CLERGY AND THE SOCIALISTS,

See "EVIDENCE respecting HELL."

A Verifiable Story of how the Silencing of

one of the Clergy by Sudden Death taught
the Writer the Vanity of their God.

Id. W. Reeves, 185 Fleet Street, E.C,

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LENO
"The Burns of Labour."—A thenaium.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture op Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of « Our Father/ ' Bet
Graham,' 'Poor Bill/ 'Kimburton Fair/ etc., etc.,
forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.
James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first
edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Turner, 196 Strand, W.C., or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, 1 Jd.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Sixteen pages, One Penny ,- by post, ljd*

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

arbejderTn~
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International
Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-
perty and therefore need not work, and of
another that has no property and therefore
must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,
which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful
work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless
it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing
others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the
land, the capital, machinery, and means of
transit would cease to be private property,

sinoe they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners
for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
kbour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,
which is but an empty boast in a society that
upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-
tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-
ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation
throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race
hatred and commercial jealousy, but people
would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking
a part in the administration necessary for the
conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,
we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there
can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other
one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.
When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that
this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal,

Printed in the. Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen Stt , Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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STANLEY'S EXPLOITS:
OR,

CIVILISING AFRICA.

It may be interesting at the present time, when journalists, middle-
class orators, lion comiques, pious tub-thumpers, and all the advertising
agencies of a commercial civilisation, combine to raise a deafening
chorus of praise to Stanley, to state why we Socialists are not in an
abject state of admiration, and to support our objections to this

modern commercial hero by indisputable evidence.
First, we do not admire Mr. Stanley because we do not like his

methods of exploration, which resemble more the piratical operations
of Blackbeard or Teach, or the savage warfare of the Spanish con-
quistadores, than the peaceful marches of his predecessors in African
exploration. Secondly, we have still less liking for the ultimate result
of his journeys, which carry slavery, misery, degradation, and death
in their train, and leave a long and bloody trail behind them. With
regard to the first objection we must admit that there is some excuse
for Stanley ; his early occupation, and the scenes he witnessed
while pursuing it, may in some measure account for his brutal careless-

ness of human life. Everyone knows that he was originally a war
correspondent ; according to his own account he was first employed by
American papers during the great Civil War. In the same capacity
he witnessed battles between American troops and the Indians. His
next experience was in 1868, with Napier in Abyssinia, when the main
incidents of this war were a battue of helpless savages and the burn-
ing of Magdala. In 1869, he was present at some of the bloody
scenes of the repression of the republican insurrection in Spain, when
the people were mercilessly butchered at Valencia and Saragossa.
While in Madrid, " fresh from the carnage at Valencia," he was sum-
moned to Paris by the manager of the New York Herald, of which he
was correspondent, and was sent in search of Livingstone, who had
disappeared in Central Africa and was generally believed to be dead.
The incidents of that journey are told by Stanley in the well-known
work, "How I found Livingstone." I may mention here that when-
ever I produce any evidence against Mr. Stanley, it is always taken
from his own works and his own words. The unfortunate natives who
have come in contact with the valiant explorer cannot tell us their
side of the story. Stanley is his own accuser, and doubtless, like

all men he makes the best of his little eccentricities. If those who
have suffered by them could tell their tale, no doubt it would be con-
siderably blacker than it is at present. Still, we will own that he
pursued his task of finding Livingstone with more humanity than
ias characterised his later expeditions. It is true that in chapter vi.,

$)p. 217-18 of that work, he admits submitting one of his followers to
-" a vigorous and most necessary application of my donkey lash," and
"to flogging right and left to rouse the pagazis and soldiers up." He
also embarked upon a wicked and useless war in alliance with the
slave-hunting Arabs of Unyanyembe against an African chief,

Mirambo, who had successfully resisted their encroachments. Mr.
Stanley tells how his allies in this war were fond " of decapitating and
inflicting vengeful gashes in dead bodies," (p. 279). On p. 282, he re-
lates how they surprised one of Mirambo's people asleep, " whose head
they stretched backward and cut off as though he were a goat or a
sheep." Nice allies for a pioneer of Christianity and civilisation. 1

These incidents are, however, only worth mentioning as illustrations
of the character of this pioneer of civilisation, and we shall find that
his passion for cruel slaughter attained a still higher development
later on.

After his return from finding Livingstone, Stanley accompanied the
army of General Wolesley in the Ashantee expedition, and was present
during the defeat of the Ashantees and the burning of Coomassie.
Stanley, in his book "Coomassie and Magdala," curiously enough
censures the English General for his mildness towards the enemy. We
shall have no occasion to blame Stanley for such weakness in criticising
his own expeditions.

•JL^fl^ 9 alth°ugh even then he assumed this lofty character, Mr. Stanley
recounts these atrocities as though they were rather amusing.

But Stanley was soon to play a more distinguished part. Dr. Living-

stone was dead, and the proprietors of the New York Herald and Daily
Telegraph were anxious to find a successor for the man whose name
was famous throughout the civilised world. To these smart business

men it seemed fit that the prophet's mantle should fall upon the

shoulders of the brisk young American journalist. Stanley was accor-

dingly sent off into the wilds of Africa to complete the discoveries of

the dead man. He started from Zanzibar* on November 12, 1874,

with a well-equipped army of three hundred Zanzibaris, some of

whom were well experienced alike in exploring, ivory trading, and
slave-hunting. Mr. Stanley first journeyed in the direction of the

great lakes, where, however, he did not at first make many discoveries

of great importance. Still, the proprietors of the New York Herald
and Daily Telegraph expected something for their money, and it was
possibly with a view of providing them with some sensational articles

that Stanley engaged in a series of small wars with several savage

tribes, the incidents of which are both instructive and interesting as

to methods usually adopted by this apostle of civilisation in dealing

with the natives of Africa. These incidents were deemed so extra-

ordinary that Col. Yule (an old soldier, eminent also as a geographer,

who took a great interest in primitive peoples) and H. M. Hynd-
man drew the attention of the Royal Geographical Society and the

public to the " civilised warfare " carried on by the representative of

the New York Herald and the Daily Telegraph. 1

The first letter of Mr. Stanley, detailing his conflicts with the natives,

was printed in the Daily Telegraph of October 15, 1875. He tells* us

there how, while he was engaged in palaver with
*

fc

the elders of the

Waturu that

"It soon became evident, however, that though the elders were content
the warriors were not, as they could be seen hurrying by in scores and
gesticulating violently in crowds. ... As we watched them we noted that
about two hundred detached themselves from the gesticulating crowds east
of the camp, and disappeared hurrying to the thick bush west of us. Soon
afterwards one of my men returned from that direction bleeding profusely
from the face and arms, and reported that he and a youth named Sulieman
were out collecting firewood, when they were attacked by a large crowd of

savages who were hidden in the bush. A knobstick had crushed the man's
nose, and a spear had severely wounded him in the arm, but he had managed
to escape while Sulieman was killed, a dozen spears having been plunged in

his back."

The savages afterwards fired a shower of arrows upon the camp.
Stanley's men then set upon them, and being well armed easily routed
them. Here is his own description of the victory :

" The skirmishers now returned, and announced that fifteen of the enemy
were killed, while a great many more were wounded and borne off by their
friends. All my men had distinguished themselves, even ' Bull,' my British
bull-dog, had seized one of the Waturu by the leg, and had given him a
taste of the power of the sharp canines of his breed before the poor savage
was mercifully despatched by a Snider bullet."

The italics are mine. This passage certainly shows a keen relish for

slaughter and cruelty. You would think that the killing of one and
the wounding of another man had been sufficiently avenged by the
slaughter of fifteen men and the wounding of many more, but Mr.
Stanley is not satisfied. His taste for massacre, acquired by seeing
savages and rebellious crowds shot down in heaps by a storm of bullets

and grapeshot from the arms of precision of civilised troops, has
not been sufficiently gratified. On the next day the " war " was re-

sumed. Mr. Stanley has witnessed the burning of Coomassie and
Magdala, and now desires to have a little illumination on his own
account. He continues

:

" Accordingly, I selected four experienced men to lead four several detach-
ments, and gave orders that they should march in different directions
through the valley and meet at some high rocks distant five miles off ; that
they should seize upon all cattle, and burn every village as soon as taken."

The word " experienced " we have put in italics is worth noting.

We suppose they were " experienced " in savage warfare and burning

1 Accounts of this civilised warfare in longer extracts than I am able to give
from Mr. Stanley's letters, will be found in a pamphlet entitled "Mr. H. M.
Stanley and the Royal Geographical Society, being the record of a protest " by
Col. Henry Yule and H. M. Hyndman. Bickers and Sons, Leicester Square.
1878.
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villages. In that case it is probable that these men who commanded
Mr. Stanley's infernal columns were " experienced " in the atrocities

of ^ral^ilave-hunting expeditions, and no doubt they had now db-

tained>w€U$; which they enjoyed. Unhappily, however, one of these

detachments fell in with a strong force of the men whose villages they
werexg#ingi to burn, and were slaughtered to a man. The second very
neariy. shared/the same fate, but was rescued by reinforcements dis-

patched to the spot by Stanley. He then describes with unction the

work of the-other detachments :

" Meanwhile, smoke was seen issuing from the south and south-east, in-

forming us that the third and fourth detachments were pursuing their way
victoriously ; and soon a score or more villages were enwrapped in dense
volumes of smoke. Even at a distance of eight miles we beheld burning
villages, and shortly after the blazing settlements in the north and east

announced our triumph on all sides. . . . The next day we renewed the
battle with sixty good men, who received instructions to proceed to the
extreme length of the valley and destroy what had been left on the previous
day. These came to a strong and large village on the north-east, which,
after a slight resistance, they entered, loading themselves with grain, and
afterwards setting the village on fire. Long before noon it was clearly seen
that the savages had had enough of war, and were quite demoralised, so

that our people returned through the now silent and blackened valley with-
out molestation."

Now, even supposing that the previous massacre was amply justified

by the "offences" committed by the natives, yet nothing can justify

the acts of incendiarism and pillage committed by Mr. Stanley. It

It was not a war upon men, it was a war upon women and children,

who were left to starve amid the "silent and blackened valley," which
had once flourished in abundance and resounded with the innocent
mirth of thoughtless savages, who had no idea that an enterprising

war correspondent was on the way to " civilise " them.
It is not surprising to 'find after these incidents that Mr. Stanley

had a few more conflicts with other native tribes. Here is another
charming little incident, which I quote in full. It appeared in a letter

published in the Daily Telegraph, November 15, 1875, and describes

some events which took place on the Eastern shores of Lake Victoria
Nyanza, while Stanley was engaged in trading with the Wavuma, a
native tribe of the district

:

" While we were bargaining for potatoes with this party the other canoes
came up and blocked the boat, while the people began to lay surreptitious
hands upon everything ; but we found their purpose out, and I warned the
robbers away with my gun. They jeered at this, and immediately seized
their spears and shields, while one crew hastened away with some beads it

had stolen, and which a man insolently held up to my view, mockingly in-

viting us to catch him. At the dangerous example of this I fired, and the
man fell dead in his place. The others prepared to launch their spears, but
the repeating rifle was too much for the crew of so-called warriors, who had
hastened like pirates to pillage us. Three were shot dead, and as they re-

treated my elephant rifle smashed their canoes, the results of which we saw
in the confusion attending each discharge. After a few rounds from the
big gun we continued on our way, still hugging the shores of Uvuma, for

it was unnecessary to fly after such an exhibition of inglorious conduct on
the part of fifteen canoes, containing in the aggregate over a hundred men."

Mr, Stanley seems here to have revived on his own account the

ancient criminal law, by punishing the petty theft of a few paltry

beads with death. Still the good gentleman doubtless suffered consider-

able disappointment, with which we are sure the kind-hearted reader

must sympathise. Fancy ! the cowardly natives would not stop to be
shot down by Stanley's repeating rifle, so only "three were shot

dead," and a few canoes smashed by the elephant rifle. What a falling

off was there from the glorious slaughter of the Waturu !

D. J. Nicoll.

( To be continued.

)

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OK,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XIII.

—

Concerning Politics.

Said I :
" How do you manage with politics ?

"

Said Hammond, smiling : "I am glad that it is of me that you ask

that question : I do believe that anybody else would have made you
explain yourself, or try to do so till you were sickened of asking ques-

tions. Indeed, I believe I am the only man in England who would
know what you mean ; and since I know, I will answer your question

briefly by saying that we are very well off as to politics,—because we
have none. If ever you make a book out of this conversation, put this

in a chapter by itself, after the model of old Horrebow's Snakes in

Iceland."

"I will," said I.

Chap. XIV.—How Matters are Managed.

" But," quoth I, " is there no difference of opinion amongst you ? Is

that your assertion ?

"

"No, not at all," said he, somewhat snappishly; "but I do say that

differences of opinion about real solid things need not, and with us

do not, crystallise people into parties permanently hostile to one
another, with different theories as to the build of the universe and the

progress of time. Isn't that what politics used to mean 1

"

" H'm, well," said I, " I am not so sure of that."

Said he :
" I take you, neighbour ; they only pretended to this serious

difference of opinion ; for if it had existed they could not have dealt
together in the ordinary business of life ; couldn't have eaten together
bought and sold together, gambled together, cheated other people-

together, but must have fought whenever they met : which would not
have suited them at all. The game of the masters of politics was to
cajole or force the public to pay the expense of a luxurious life and
exciting amusement for a few cliques of ambitious persons : and the-

pretence of serious difference of opinion, belied by every action of their

lives, was quite good enough for that. What has all that got to do
with us?"

Said I :
" Why, nothing, I should hope. But I fear In short,

I have been told that political strife was a necessary result of human
nature."

" Human nature ! " cried the old boy, impetuously ; " what human
nature? The human nature of paupers, of slaves, of slave-holders, or

the human nature of wealthy freemen ? Which ? Come, tell me that ?

"

" Well," said I, " I suppose there would be a difference according to

circumstances in people's action about these matters."
" I should think so, indeed," said he. " At all events, experience

shows that it is so. Amongst us, our differences concern matters of

business, and passing events as to them, and could not divide men
permanently. As a rule, the immediate outcome shows which opinion

on a given subject is the right one ; it is a matter of fact, not of

speculation. For instance, it is clearly not easy to knock up a political

party on the question as to whether haymaking in such and such a
country-side shall begin this week or next, when all men agree that it

must at latest begin the week after next, and when any man can go
down into the fields himself and see whether the seeds are ripe enough
for cutting."

Said I :
" And you settle these differences, great and small, by the

will of the majority, I suppose?"
"Certainly," said he; "how else could we settle them? You see

in matters which are merely personal which do not affect the welfare

of the community—how a man shall dress, what he shall eat and drink,

what he shall write and read, and so forth—there can be no difference

of opinion, and everybody does as he pleases. But when the matter

is of common interest to the whole community, and the doing or not

doing something affects everybody, the majority must have their way

;

unless the minority were to take up arms and show by force that they

were the effective or real majority ; which, however, in a society of

men who are free and equal is little likely to happen ; because in such

a community the apparent majority is the real majority, and the others,

as I have hinted before, know that too well to obstruct from mere pig-

headedness ; especially as they have had plenty of opportunity of put-

ting forward their side of the question."
" How is that managed ? " said I.

"Well," said he, "let us take one of our units of management, a
commune, or a ward, or a parish (for we have all three names, indicat-

ing little real distinction between them now, though time was there was
a good deal). In such a district, as you would call it, some neighbours

think that something ought to be done or undone ; a new town-hall

built ; a clearance of inconvenient houses ; or say a stone bridge

substituted for some ugly old iron one,—there you have undoing and
doing in one. Well, at the next ordinary meeting of the neighbours,

or Mote as we call it, according to the ancient tongue of the times

before bureaucracy, a neighbour proposes the change, and of course if

everybody agrees, there is an end of discussion, except about details*.

Equally, if no one backs the proposer—'seconds him,' it used to be

called—the matter drops for the time being; a thing not likely to

happen amongst reasonable men, however, as the proposer is sure to

have talked it over with others before the Mote. But supposing the

affair proposed and seconded, if a few of the neighbours disagree to it,,

if they think that the beastly iron bridge will serve a little longer and
they don't want to be bothered with building a new one just then,,

they don't count heads that time, but put off the formal discussion to

the next Mote ; and meantime arguments pro and con are flying aboutr
and some get printed, so that everybody knows what is going on ; and
when the Mote comes together again there is a regular discussion and5

at last a vote by show of hands. If the division is a close one, the-

question is again put off for further discussion : if the division is a

wide one, the minority are asked if they will yield to the more general

opinion, which they often, nay, most commonly do. If they refuse,,

the question is debated a third time, when, if the minority has not

perceptibly grown, they always give way ; though as a matter of fact,

if there is any rule on the case, they might still carry it on further

:

but I say, what always happens is that they are convinced, not perhaps

that their view is the wrong one, but that they cannot persuade or
force the community to adopt it."

" Yery good," said I ; " but what happens if the divisions are still

narrow ?

"

Said he :
" As a matter of principle and according to the rule of

' such cases, the question must then lapse, and the majority, if so narrow,,

has to submit to sitting down under the status quo. But I must tell

you that in point of fact the minority very seldom enforces this rule,.

but generally yields in a friendly manner."
"But do you know," said I, "that there is something in all this*

very like democracy ; and I thought that democracy was considered to

be in a moribund condition many, many years ago."

The old boy's eyes twinkled. " I grant you that our methods have-

that drawback. But what is to be done? We can't get anyone

amongst us to complain of his not always having his own way in the

teeth of the community, when it is clear that everybody cannot have^

that indulgence. What is to be done?

"
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"Well," said I, " I don't know."

Said he : " The only alternatives to our method that I can conceive

of are these. First, that we should choose out, or breed, a class of

superior persons capable of judging on all matters without consulting

the neighbours ; that, in short, we should get for ourselves what used

to be called an aristocracy of intellect ; or, secondly, that for the pur-

pose of safe-guarding the freedom of the individual will, we should

revert to a system of private property again, and have slaves and slave-

holders once more. What do you think of those two expedients %
"

"Well," said I, "there is a third possibility—to wit, that every man
should be quite independent of every other, and that thus the tyranny

of society should be abolished."

He looked hard at me for a second or two, and then burst out

laughing very heartily ; and I confess that I joined him. When he
recovered himself he nodded at me, and said :

" Yes, yes, I quite agree

with you—and so we all do."
" Yes," I said, " and besides, it does not press hardly on the minority :

for, take this matter of the bridge, no man is obliged to work on it if

-he doesn't agree to its building. At least, I suppose not."

He smiled, and said: " Shrewdly put ; and yet from the point of

view of the native of another planet. If the man of the minority does

find his feelings hurt, doubtless he may relieve them by refusing to

ihelp in building the bridge. But, dear neighbour, that is not a very
effective salve for the wound caused by the * tyranny of a majority ' in

our society ; because all work that is done is either beneficial or hurtful

to every member of it. The man is benefited by the bridge-building

if it turns out a good thing, and hurt by it if it turns out a bad one,

whether he puts a hand to it or not, and meanwhile he is benefiting

the bridge builders by his work, whatever that may be. In fact, I see

no help for him except the pleasure of saying ' I told you so ' if the
bridge-building turns out to be a mistake and hurts him ; if it benefits

liim he must suffer in silence. A terrible tyranny our Communism,
is it not % Folk used often to be warned against this very unhappiness
in times past, when for every well-fed, contented person you saw a
thousand miserable starvelings. Whereas for us, we grow fat and
well-liking on the tyranny ; a tyranny, to say the truth, not to be made
visible by any microscope I know. Don't be afraid, my friend ; we are
not going to seek for troubles by calling our peace and plenty and
happiness by ill names whose very meaning we have forgotten !

"

He sat musing for a little, and then started and said :
" Are there

any more questions, dear guest 1 The morning is waning fast amidst
my garrulity."

William Morris.
[to be continued. 1
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A few sets of

IN THE ARGENTINE.
Commerce here is in a delightful state of confusion. Gold went up the day
before yesterday to 274, and to-day has gone down (!) to 255. Everything
is, of course, frightfully dear, and business is paralysed. I believe we are
on the eve of very hard times.

It is a great pity to see so many poor emigrants still coming to this
country, though I see by the papers to-day that there is a serious falling-off

of the numbers in January and February"as compared with the same months
of last year. The last act of the wretched Irish and English immigration
has been played out. The settlers of the Naposta Colony sent a deputation
to Buenos Ayres a fortnight ago to wait on the English Immigration Com-
mittee, and asked that something should be done for them. You will see
the whole matter in a paragraph from the Southern Cross of February 14th,
'which I enclose :

"We regret to hear of very sorrowful accounts from the colony of Naposta.
One account says that the owners of chacras will not average a profit of forty
paper dollars each after paying the claims of the company. It is the opinion of
an intelligent man who has seen the' place that the crops of the most industrious
Irish colonists will not pay for the interest charged on the land, and the gentle-
man, who is a great friend of the colony and is most impartial in his estimate,
assures us that the Irish colonists have done far better than their English neigh-
bours. Another independent witness thinks that each owner of a chacra will
not have an average of 30dols., or less than £3 sterling, after paying the lion's
share of the produce to the company. And we must remember that the Viticola
Company was not legally bound to supply provisions to the colony for more than
one year, which is now soon to expire. The question is, then, what will become
of these unfortunate people ? After being infested with vermin in the * Hotel,'
after lying down for several days in the muck of an abandoned stable in the
Paseo de Julio, after seeing their little ones die of cold and pestilence by their
sides, after passing, in fact, through a ' via crucis ' of slander, insult, and injury,
they now find themselves, we fear, in the same position as they were in the day
they landed from the " Dresden." Mr. Bulkley O'Meara, the Dublin information
agent, is at present in this city. As he painted this country in such glowing
colours to the emigrants, perhaps he will now come to the rescue of those who
confided in his words, and interest himself in their behalf."

This will show what false hopes are held out to poor people coming here.
From this time I believe the chances of doing anything here will be much
less than ever, for the prices of Indian corn and wheat have gone down so
much in Europe, that there will soon be perfect stagnation in the export of
these articles ; and it is on exportation they depend, as the consumption of
the country is small compared with production.

There is but little doing here among us, but we are preparing to celebrate
the anniversary of the Paris Commune on the 18th.
Four of our comrades who were suspected of having had something to do

with the publication of a manifesto to the workers in Buenos Ayres, in
September last, have since then been lying in jail in this free country !

When they will get out we have not the slightest idea, and this though the
man who did it very properly declares he was the sole author of it. Bail
was refused for every man who was known to be an Anarchist. Well ! the
day of reckoning is coming. J. Creaghe.

Buenos Ayres, March 5th, 1890.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

Paris, April 20.—At a meeting of the leather-dressers, held to consider

the question of taking part in the May-day demonstration, comrade Tor-
tellier strongly recommended their participation. He hoped the affair

would result in a general strike, to be closed when the eight-hours day had
been secured as a first instalment of what they wanted. Of course, their

one great object was to overturn the capitalist Bastille. The Anarchist vote

carried the meeting in favour of the demonstration.
Le Pin (Loire Inf.).—Here is a little scene of the joys of country life

that might very well have come from * La Terre.' A farmer of the village

of Le Pin was seen by a neighbour to fall senseless while digging and tend-

ing his vines. The doctor on arriving finds that his illness is due to starva-

tion, and the man's wife tells how one thing after another, first grain, then

the cow, and so on, is sold to pay the rent, the small store of potatoes is

consumed, and nothing is left but to die. The desolate scene is no uncommon
one among the vineyards of Nantes, where the peasants lived formerly a

prosperous if not an easy life. The last good vintage was in 1875 ; since

then the spring frosts have each year ruined the buds ; then came the mildew
in 77, then the phylloxera in '89. The vines, which need the greatest care

in cultivation, and much expenditure, scarcely produce anything now ; the

peasants, either as owners of some few yards of vineyard, or renting the

same, can no longer make a living, as formerly, or even make the rent of

their land, and are fallen into a state of the profoundest misery.

Le Havre.—Louise Michel held a meeting here last Sunday to an audience

of more than 600, the subject of her discourse being the May Day Labour

Demonstration. The citoyenne does not pronounce in favour of the same,

considering that no practical results are to be expected from it, and according

to her the only thing to be done is to prepare for a general strike, which is

sure to take place sooner or later.

LEgalite has again been prosecuted on account of " incitement to riot and

murder," and the publisher and editors, Caillava, Zevaco and Couret,^ have

been sentenced to imprisonment and fines varying from three to fifteen

months, and 1,000 to 5,000 francs.

Marseilles.—The appearance shortly of a new Socialist journal is an-

nounced in this town. It will be a daily and of fair size, and is to be called

Le Peuple.

Sotteville, Darnetal, etc. (Normandy).— Various small and incessant

tyrannies go on in workshops of some of the small towns of Normandy.
For instance, in the matter of fines, we see in glancing down one column of

Le Salariat, 50 centimes (5d.) for being three minutes late. In another

place, the fine is different on different days, as thus : 50 centimes for being

late on Monday, 30 c. on other days. When for one cause or another an

employe is absent all day, hey presto ! 3 francs fine, and this in a workshop
where the mean wage per day is only 2 francs. And other innumerable

little worries, which seem too trivial to put down, but which all the same
help to make up the sum of daily miseries in which the workers live. One
scarcely knows which most to execrate, these small day to day tyrannies and
slow bleeding by the master in a small way who has only lately and labor-

iously risen "from the ranks" himself, or the exploitation on a large scale

—

wholesale, frank, brutal, and impersonal.

BELGIUM.
Ghent.—The unemployed workmen of Ghent have been marching through

the principal streets of the town, accompanied by trumpets, and placards on

which is written " Give us work or bread," " Abandoned by man, what is

there left for us to do ? " etc., etc. A delegation of the unemployed, con-

sisting of nine workmen belonging to nine different trades, was conducted to

the presence of the governor. The interview lasted more than an hour, and
in the course of it the men explained their situation and asked for employment
in public works. The governor replied that he was not empowered to set

public works on foot, but that he would transmit the demand to the Govern-

ment, of which he was only a representative. At the end of the audience

the procession re-formed and marched to the office of Vooruit to tell the

result of the mission, distributing leaflets by the way. Afterwards the

delegates were received by the burgomaster at the Hotel de Ville. The
manifestation was, as can be seen, of a calm and orderly nature. It remains

to be seen if the unemployed of Ghent will get much out of it. M. M.

HOLLAND.
Amsterdam, April 19.—The Municipality here has refused to grant the

request of several labour societies for permission to hold a parade on May 1,

as a demonstration in favour of a normal working day of eight hours.

GEEMANY.
The Tyranny of German Capitalists.—The German capitalists who sent

a deputation over here a few months ago to enquire into the relations

between masters and workmen have made good use of the knowledge they

have thus acquired. According to the German correspondent of the Labour
Tribune, they have taken to heart the lesson they have learnt from the

English bosses, and have formed " powerful and well-organised employers'

associations, which pursue their interests in most vigorous and heartless

manner." They have the workmen at their mercy, as they are completely

disorganised, and their leaders are " victimised, starved, and prosecuted " by
the associated masters. Most of these employers' associations have recently

issued an edict that any workman who leaves his work on the 1st of May
will be at once dismissed and not employed again in any cf the associated

works ; and if a strike occurs at one of the works, the men are turned out
to starve at all the factories belonging to the association. Every day the

tyranny increases and the masters are becoming " more provoking and over-

bearing than ever." The emperor's philanthropy does not seem to have
made the German workmen any better off, and it is simply another demon-
stration of the powerlessness of legislation to improve the condition of

workers. In spite of Social Democratic parliamentary victories and imperial

rescripts, the tyranny of the masters grows worse and worse, and open revolt

now seems the only course left to the German workmen. N.

Cours Weavers' Strike Fund,—Already acknowledged:— £26 18s. 4d.

Received—Christina D, Hills, 2s. 6d.; Raymond Unwin, 2s. 6d. ; F. S. Ellis, £1.

The poem " Too Late," in ' Weal of April 5, was translated by comrade
Laura Lafargue, from a German folk-song ; the notification to that effect

was omitted bv accident.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Artist.—The cuttings as to Royal Academy were interesting, but rendered use-

less to us by bearing no sign of origin. Name and date of paper should be
attached to all extracts. Should like to see you as to drawing sent, which
we are unable to use through an error in design, though execution is good.
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England
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London—Freie Presse
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The same attitude towards the advertiser is assumed by the long-

talked-of Australian labour paper, the first number of which, dated
March 1st, we have just received. It is called the Worker, and bears
the sub-title " Monthly Journal of the Associated Workers of Queens-
land." About the size of the Christian Socialist, it gives 16 pages of

three columns each of closely printed reading matter. While not
professing more than advanced trade-union principles, it promises to be
a thoroughly sound and reliable labour advocate, and a most valuable
ally in the cause of progress. It says, by the way, that

" It isn't true that there is a capitalistic move on foot to start an organ to
be called the Drone in opposition to the Worker. Capitalism is satisfied

with the way its present organs work the oracle, which teaches, 'If you
have no case, abuse the other side.'

"

There is a most delightful letter in the Women's Penny Paper this

week. Words fail one before it ; imagination shrinks from the fancied

picture of its writer. Read this ; I don't know what it is in reply to,

but it is enormous ; the italics are her own :

" A Gentlewoman " does me injustice if she supposes me to consider that
any necessary or useful work is lowering. That is an opinion only held by
what I fear I must continue to call " the lower classes " " A Gentlewoman"
asks, " Why should there be lower classes 1 " To ask this is to arraign a
fixed and immutable law of Nature. So long as there are wise and foolish,

sober and drunken, thrifty and unthrifty, clever and stupid, so long will

there be higher and lower classes. The individuals that constitute our
lower classes at any given moment are those who have not in them the qualities

that command success. They are drawn from all the other classes, and sink
as naturally to the bottom as the dregs sink to the bottom of the cup. . . .

Those who remain at the bottom for any length of time are thoroughly well
suited to their situation, depend upon it. " A Gentlewoman " cannot mean
to deny that there are lower classes, or why does she sign herself by that
proud title ? Your correspondent continues :

" We gentlefolks are ignorant
and we sin, and the lower classes (sic) are degraded because of our sin." I
should think it much more probable they are degraded because of their own
sin. I only wish the lower classes would copy the virtues, instead of merely
the bonnets, of gentlewomen, namely, thrift, honesty, sobriety, prudence in
marriage, and so forth. We might then do away almost entirely with our
prisons, our police, our asylums for drunkards, our workhouses, and innu-
merable other institutions. But I am aware that this doctrine is unpalat-
able. Truth usually is so.
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Berlin—Volks Tribune
Erfurt—Thuringer Tribune
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Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

Norway
Tynnset - Fedraheimen

NOTES ON NEWS.
One of the most interesting experiments in journalism which I have
seen for a long time is Cynicus, the first number of which has just

appeared, and which will be published every fortnight at 3d. It con-

tains no advertisements, nor will it advertise ; the proprietor, who is

also editor, and indeed the whole staff, being resolved that cost shall

be the arbiter of price, and that his paper shall perish rather than
submit to the tyranny of the advertiser. Every reader of Common-
weal who can afford the fortnightly 3d. should order Cynicus along

with his ' Weal. The principal sketch in the present number repre-

sents Capital and Labour, and would make an admirable decoration

for club and branch room walls.

Is not that stupendous 1 Then what do you think of this :

" My opponent speaks of the want of sympathy between classes. I have
always been greatly struck by the want of sympathy evinced by the lower
classes for the higher. Hundreds and thousands of the higher classes de-
vote their lives in part, or wholly, to striving to better the lot of the lower

;

but I never heard of a single instance of a reciprocal devotion, gratis. And/
yet the higher classes have their troubles, even more unendurable than those
of the lower, if we may judge by the larger proportion of suicides among
them. But they get no sympathy from below. . . . All the sympathy, all

the feeling of brotherhood is on one side only ; all the kind deeds done
without hope of reward are done by the higher classes, and are looked on
by the recipients as no more than their due."

Another correspondent of the same paper is

" Perfectly persuaded that the ' ideals of villadom ' are, on the whole,
higher than in any other division of society. Purer lives, truer piety*

deeper culture, and more unselfish care for the welfare of others are to be
met with in villas than in either mansions on the one hand, or cottages or

lodgings on the other. Indeed, are we not told by Socialists that in the

good time coming, when all shall equal be, that every individual is to

occupy the position of the now despised middle classes, being neither rich

nor poor ?

"

What Socialists 1 Name ! name ! good lady. 'Twould be a queer

kind of a Socialist who held up the respectable villa-dwelling bourgeois

as an ideal before the workers. There may be so-called Socialists who
do it, but they are those who have not quite freed themselves from
the philistinism and cant, which are the characteristics of the bour-

geois, and are themselves imbued with the spirit of villadom. S.

" There never was a time when the dignity of labour was more fully

and truly recognised than at present." This stupendous statement

appears in the course of an article written by an anonymous liner of

the Daily Telegraph's, in bitter opposition to the projected May Day
demonstrations. There was a time when "recognition" and soft

phrases would have salved labour's ills, and when workmen could be

lulled with canting talk about the " sympathy " of the well-to-do with

the struggles of their poorer brethren, and suchlike Daily Telegraphisms.

But, alas and alas, those days are gone by ! The Schoolmaster in the

Red Cap has been abroad, and the "recognition of the dignity of

labour" is his reward. Those who, as Ruskin has it, pawn "the dirty

linen of their souls in order that they may dine," by writing abuse of

the working class in their vile capitalist sheets, will probably in the

near future have not only to recognise in literary sugar-coated pills the
" dignity " of labour, but be forced to share in it before they can enjoy

its fruits.

" This throwing out of gear of all the social machinery, and just in

the busy time, too," wails the scribe ; and then he lauds his last hope,

the "sensible British artizan,'
;

of whom on that day we may fear

nothing more than his ordinary peaceful movement to and fro his daily

toil. Then he gives us the superfluous information that all the work-

days of the toiling masses are spent in every country in a feverish

struggle to elbow each other out of the markets of the world. True,

O scribe ! and you and those who order your productions of the pen

may take warning that we are tired and weary of this miserable
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fratricidal strife. A new spirit is abroad, a yearning for international

solidarity; and although we dissent from the suppliant attitude of

those who are at the head of the May Day demonstrations, yet we
heartily welcome this sign of accord amongst the workers of the world.

Events are moving rapidly, and soon as the Social Revolution over-

takes us we shall be face to face with a problem of great magnitude

—

no less than what to do with the anonymous scribes, whose avocation,

like Othello's, would be gone. No longer should we be treated to those

glowing productions anent the drum-beat that sounds the sunrise round
the world to proclaim British power, or those gorgeous descriptions

of the jewels and fal-lals worn by bare-necked Society belles. No
longer would the world be electrified with the startling intelligence

that her majesty walked out yesterday, and used presumably both feet

in the process, or that Lady Fitz-Dodo gave a sumptuous repast at her
mansion, possibly in recognition of the "dignity of labour." Sad to

foretell, but an iconoclastic mob may in response to his plea for exist-

ence respond with Voltairian indifference that they don't see the neces-

sity, and then will cold weather beset the Special Correspondent.

R K.

COERESPONDENCE.

ANOTHEK COMPLIMENT.
Mrs. S t requests that no more numbers of the Commonweal be sent

to her house. It is a paper whose principles are subversive of all law and
order ; therefore, as a Christian mother she cannot allow it in her house,
and should any more numbers be sent they will be returned unopened and
the postage unpaid.

M m House, W m, April 14th, 1890.

COMMUNE CELEBRATION.
The following letter, read at the Commune meeting, was by inadvertence

omitted from report :

We, the members of the Scottish Socialist Federation, send our fraternal
greetings to our London comrades on this the nineteenth anniversary of the
Paris Commune. " Drink we the unforgotten dead !

"

The energy of the Commune should be an example to all Socialist fellow-
workers. The blood of its martyrs was shed for International Freedom.
And each anniversary of this great rising of the proletariat should inspire
all Socialists with fresh courage to fight for, and bring about, the triumph
of the Social Revolution.—On behalf of the members, I am, dear comrade,
yours fraternally, William D. Tait, Secretary.

Scottish Socialist Federation, Edinburgh, March 17th, 1890.

"INVENTORS UNDER SOCIALISM."
Sir,—I have been asked to prepare for our Tuesday night meeting, as a

subject of discussion, an answer to the letter of John W. Love on " In-
ventors under Socialism," which appeared in Commonweal of March 29th.
As no reply has appeared to that letter I send this, which perhaps you may
care to insert. John Love asks how inventors would be rewarded under
Socialism. A what-need-hardly-be-called hypothetical case, is taken from
the present system. An individual of inventive faculty having control of

certain means of production, devises a " cheaper process of producing an
article which is useful to the people and already in demand." He " pays
the fullest wages of the trade " to those he employs, but, as the fruit of his

invention, he requires to employ fewer workers than other manufacturers
do for the same output ; he, presumably conducting his business otherwise as

successfully, gathers as " rent of ability " what he thus saves in wages. It

is useful to note in passing that his share in the " rent of ability " will vary
as his share in the means of production. If he own all he will receive tLe
full reward ; if but partially he will have to divide with others. If he
owned not at all he would have run a very fair risk of receiving not at all.

It is unfortunate that John Love, in questioning as to how Socialism would
deal with the matter, does not make it clear that he conceives of Socialism
as anything really different from the present system. With the means of

production and distribution under the community's control for the supply
of its needs, it is difficult, if not impossible, to see how an inventor, except
in the most subsidiary trade, could ever have an opportunity to employ
people to work for him. If such, then, is the case, and the incentive of

personal gain in this particular form is largely, if not altogether, wanting,
might there not, it may be asked, be a danger that the inventive faculty
would fall into decay and the community be all this the poorer in intellect

as well as in leisure and pleasure ? This, I take it, is the real though un-
formulated question of John Love's letter. Except from this point of view
it is of really no importance whatever that the inventor should receive any
reward, other than that which he gets in seeing his invention prove a benefit
to his fellows.

Recognising, however, with John Love, that all are not tuned to this

pitch, it might be considered a matter of expediency for communities of

workers to offer rewards for inventions. Closely allied, if not really iden-
tical with this question, is that of the reward of those who, while not in-

troducing any new methods, show special powers within the old ones. In
the time of transition it may be found necessary to reward such somewhat
more highly than their fellows. But as with the socialisation of the means
of production and exchange we should ever more and more find ourselves
committed to Communism, all such distinctions would tend to vanish. With
full means of existence and ample leisure secured, all hankering after an
excess of goods over others would be recognised as not merely a sin but an
atrocious vulgarity. We would never think then of rewarding our inventor
with a gift of goods, unless, I daresay, he were a man who could not do
anything else. J. Gilray.

Edinburgh, April 19, 1890.

Bradlaugh describes John Burns as a " blatant orator at street corners."
This, says the Boomerang, is good coming from a man who is a blatant
orator everywhere else.

HIGH STREET, KENSINGTON.
I don't know that I know any more depressing sight than High Street,

Kensington, on an ordinary moderately fine winter afternoon. It is

my misfortune not unfrequently to have to pass that way ; but I must
confess that I avoid it as much as I can, at any rate at those hours of

the day when " ladies " do their shopping. King's Parade, Brighton,

is pretty bad, and the slums of Sheffield are pretty bad ; but for a
collection of weary, dreary, heartless, hopeless faces, commend me to

High Street, Kensington. On one side as you walk along the trottoir

stands, in the gutter, a long row of the mere outcasts of humanity

;

wretched old women with thin shawls and mouldy boots, shivering

visibly in the biting East, shapeless men with blue noses and bristly

chins, thievish looking youths and pale-faced pert children—making a
precarious living, as you may guess, by the sale of penny toys, offering

all imaginable and utterly useless new-fangled wonders—if by any
means one out of the well-dressed crowd may be induced to stop and
buy. Thin, starved, twisted with deceit and degradation, such faces

infect one with their own despair ; in almost pleasant contrast to them
are the looks of a few brazen coarse-featured flower-girls, who by
selling from time to time the dwindling remnants of their "virtue," have
obtained at any rate the wherewithal to get food and plentiful drink.

Out of all the faces, flower-girls and all, there is not one on which the

eye can rest without pain, not one—I have been up and down three

times, but there is not one. There is not a face in which joy and
happiness dwells, not one.

And then on the pavement, jostling each other, wrapped to the chin

in furs, goes the highly respectable crowd, " stiff with decency and
starch," from which the outcasts are trying to extort a penny ; and I

do not know if this is not the more damnable sight of the two. Yes,

there are one or two bright, one or two thoughtful, faces among them
—but the mass, the great mass—what weariness, O God ! what leaden-

eyed weariness and mere repletion, as they lounge into the shops, or

scrutinise the objects in the windows !—what stolid and stony indif-

ference as they glance at the things in the gutter !

Is it possible that these are human beings, and these also 1 On the

one side a crowd gorged with money, considering what merest trifle it

may buy, what faintest want it may gratify—if only a scarf to adorn
the drawing-room mirror with, or a pair of kid-gloves to match its

bonnet ; and on the other side a crowd pining, perishing, for want of

the most imperative necessities of life—physical, mental, and moral

—

and the two crowds close together staring, within a foot of each other !

What a sight !
" For mere sheer cruelty," says a friend of mine,

" there's nothing like Respectability," and as I gaze at this spectacle I

think I understand what he means.

It is not that these delicate-bred women (and men) have no hearts.

But their cardiac ganglions are torpid, quite torpid. Bred in luxury
and ease, they have seldom been called on to make sacrifices for each

other
;
physical deprivation is a mere name to them ; the life of human

toil and human fellowship has passed them by; their affectional

nature have become dwarfed ; their power of sympathy contracted

within the four walls of a stuffy respectability ; and so the one thing

which might at the same instant deliver them and the gutter-things,

and give them both a reasonable interest in existence, is, alas ! as

matters are, quite impossible. A gulf is fixed ; the policeman walks
with his truncheon along the curb. A brougham drives up and
scatters the ragged ones. A footman obsequiously opens the door

;

and another leaden-eyed "lady" wrapped in furs disappears into

"Barker's."

It is all very strange. I walk up and down and wonder if it is a
dream—some quite solid and indigestible nightmare. Supposing (I

think) it were some tribe in the interior of Africa—which the pious

Stanley had just discovered—of which we heard that the natives had
these customs. That a certain class among them were in the habit of

walking up and down a shady promenade, on one side of which were
heaped great stores of bananas, mealies, dates, cotton-cloth, beads, and
Sheffield knives—from which heaps said promenaders helped them-

selves freely to all they wanted ; while on the other side, in the burn-

ing heat, stood a row of poor creatures (of the same tribe) in continual

torture for want of food, waiting for hours and hours and hours, and
all their lives, for bits of refuse to be thrown to them. What should

we say to that 1 And yet, whatever plentiful villainous cruelties of

burnings and other torments savages (chiefly under the influence of

superstition) do perpetrate, I doubt whether any traveller has yet told

us of such a scene of sheer cold-blooded indifference as that which I

am describing.

And yet it goes on, and will go on—till the frame of this present

anti-social " society " is rent in twain. The beggars still stand, offer-

ing their ingenious trifles in the gutter ; the shops spread their piles

of goods (grapes at 5s. 6d. to 7s. a lb., bonnets at 27s. each) in the

windows ; the policeman and the footman still marshal the show—and
between goes the weary stream of stony faces whose aspect chills one

to the bone :

" For Eespectables are we,

And that is why, you see,

We confidently claim to be respected.

In well-ordered homes we dwell,
And discharge our duties well,

Well-dressed, well-fed, well-mannered, well-connected."

And this is High Street, Kensington, or " that part of Heaven which,

is called Hell." Edward Carpenter.

Where every hand fleeceth the sheep goes naked.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Eight Hours Demonstration.

It is, I think, a great pity that the English workers cannot hold their united

demonstration on the 1st of May, at the same time as their Continental

brethren. However large the demonstration on Sunday May 4th may be,

it will lose its significance as a declaration of fraternity between the English
and Continental workers. Of course, we know it is a hard thing for the

workman to lose a day's work in the busy season of the year, but then the

Continental workers will do it, and they cannot afford it so well as the

English. Even if the demonstration had not been such a big affair upon
the 1st of May, the middle classes would have known that the men compos-
ing it were determined to have the Eight Hour Day, and were not afraid

of self-sacrifice in order to obtain it ; but there will be no such certainty

about the demonstration on May 4th. It will merely rank with the usual

political demonstrations, which make plenty of noise for a few hours and
then disappear and are forgotten, and no one is much affected one way or

another. It is a remarkable fact that the Star, which is now manipulated
by Mr. John Morley and the official Liberal gang has been very earnest in

recommending May 4th as the date for the demonstration. As these people

are certainly not friendly to the Eight Hours Day, advice from such a source

is certainly suspicious, as it is clearly to the interest of John Morley and Co.

that the demonstration should not be too successful.

But though most of the trade societies have decided for May 4th, yet some
of the English workers will hold demonstrations on May 1st. The National
Federation of Trades and Industries announce a demonstration for the after-

noon, and the Socialist League will hold a mass meeting on Clerkenwell
Green in the evening, of May Day. Thus the international meaning of the

demonstration will not be altogether lost.

Threatened Great Strike of Eailwaymen.
A great strike of North-Eastern Eailwaymen is expected. The men have

demanded the establishment of the ten hours system. The directors have
made some slight wages concessions, but have refused the demand for the
reduction of hours. The men have twice offered to submit the question to

arbitration, but this the company has also declined. Ballot-papers have now
been sent round to the men by the secretary of the Amalgamated Society of

Railway Servants, and they are to give their decision as to whether they are
prepared to send in their notices. The ballot-papers are to be returned to

the central office of the union not later than April 26th. The ten hours
system is very much wanted, as some of the men on this line have been
working eighty hours a-week, and have to work the Sunday over and above
for nothing, because they come on duty after six o'clock at night. There is

some chance that the strike may come off, as the men are very enthusiastic

and well organised, and as all grades on the line have grievances, they are
likely to strike with the unionists. The railwaymen have as much power in

their hands as the miners, if they choose to use it. By a general strike on
all lines they could bring work everywhere to a standstill in a few days, and
that they are still the slaves of directors is entirely owing to their apathy
and cowardice in the past. Let us hope that they will now display nobler
qualities.

The Strike in the Boot Trade.

This strike is now concluded, as far as the orthodox trade-unionists are

concerned. The terms agreed to are as follows : 1. The manufacturers will

open workshops at the earliest possible date. 2. Matters relating to classifi-

cation and all other questions, except a direct reduction of wages, may be
referred to arbitration. 3. A uniform statement of wages shall be forth-

with prepared for all shops except the present first and second class houses.

At the same time an arbitration committee was formed of seven masters and
seven men to discuss the time to be taken by the masters for the provision

of workshops. The Jewish workmen are not satisfied with this arrangement.
They say that the sweaters have only agreed to these terms to tide the busy
season over, and that after Whitsuntide they will have the men at their

mercy and will then break their word. They have some reason for this

suspicion, as the sweated tailors were treated in a very similar fashion, as

after they had got the men to work, the sweaters broke every clause of the

agreement. The men therefore refuse to return to work unless workshops
are provided at once.

The West-end bootmakers have got a shilling advance a-pair on ground
work from their masters. We congratulate them on their easy victory.

Victory of Swansea Tram Men.
The tram company surrendered on Saturday. Both the dismissed men have

been taken back, and the company have consented to a reduction of hours.

Livesey's Testimonial.

Some middle-class snobs have presented Livesey with an illuminated

address and £1,720 for his services to "society" in starving 2,000 gas-stokers

with their wives and children. Livesey, who is anxious to pose as a philan-

thropist (on the cheap), is going to devote the money to providing a recrea-

tion ground for the poor of South London. How kind ! The starving gas-

stokers can go and console themselves for penury and privation by looking
at the flowers. A distinguished character in old wTorld history, commonly
known as Judas, once also invested some money he had obtained by similar
means in landed property. Livesey is anxious to copy him. Will he follow
the example still further by hanging himself in the midst thereof ? N.

Jewish Tailors' Strike in Manchester.
For a week, about 1,250 Jewish machinist tailors and pressers have been

on strike in Manchester. In the past they have worked from 75 to 95 hours
a-week under insanitary conditions for low wages, and they now demand
that their working day should be ten and a half hours. As most of them
are piece-workers, they also asked for an extra 3d. per garment for machin-
ists and 2d. for the pressers, in order to compensate for the loss of time
involved by reducing hours. The men's secretary, Mr. J. Marshall, is a

member of the Socialist League, and there are some Socialists among the
>members—facts which the sweaters' defenders quoted to indicate the danger-
ous nature of the movement. The men's demands were ultimately modified
to 2d. and ljd. extra, with Is. for stitched garments and Is. 6d. for bound
in the bespoke department ; and up to Sunday night 50 masters out of 130
had given way. Many of the speeches at the strike demonstrations have
been distinctly Socialistic in their character. P.

THEN AND NOW.
With horse of wood and hempen rein,

Our free forefathers coursed the main ;

With hardened strength they sailed and fought,

They fronted death as brave men ought,

And made the best man master.

Their day knew no to-morrow's dread,

They drank good drink, nor wanted bread
;

And though their war was never done,

They breathed the air and saw the sun,

And were the wide world's freemen.

The iron ships fly east and west,

At greedy Commerce's behest

;

With giant haste they quell the waves,

—

And down the stoke-holes sweat the slaves

Of money-lords in England.

Fools, fools are ye whose starveling toil

Yields to the money-lords their spoil
;

With torment-smoke ye hide heaven's light,

And ease and plenty take their flight

From yon, ye men of England !

John C. Kenworthy.

ROBERT OWENS LAST SON DEAD.
Richard Owen, of New Harmony, Pozey County, one of the pioneers of

Southern Indiana, died on the 24th ult., through drinking a glass of em-

balming fluid in mistake for mineral water. He was the third son of Robert

Owen, the others being Robert Dale Owen, distinguished in the public ser-

vice, as a publicist, and in his later years as a Spiritualist, and David Dale

Owen, a very notable geologist, both of whom are dead. Richard was born

at New Lanark, January 26, 1810, was educated in the grammar schools,

and, like his brothers, at Emanuel von Fellenberg's school in Switzerland.

He went to the States in 1828, intending to teach at New Harmony, Ind.,

the location of his father's unsuccessful community. But he went into

business in Cincinnati, and when he returned to New Harmony, which was

thenceforth his home, it was to manage a steam flour-mill and a stock farm.

In 1847 he went to Mexico as captain in the 16th infantry, and served under

General Taylor. After the war, he joined his brother David in preparing

for the geological survey of Minnesota, and took part in it. In 1849 he

became professor of natural sciences in the Western Military Institute of

Kentucky, afterwards the University of Nashville, and there remained until

his brother's appointment as State geologist of Indiana, when he was made
assistant geologist and worked on the survey of the State. When the war
broke out and soldiership was in request, he was appointed lieutenant-

colonel of the 15th Indiana regiment, and in the fall of 1861 he became
colonel of the 60th regiment. He served under General Sherman in Missis-

sippi, and under General Banks in the Red River expedition. On his return

from service in 1864, he took the chair of natural sciences in the University

of Indiana, which he resigned in 1879. His geological work has been of

great value, covering not only the regions aforementioned, but also New
Mexico, Arizona, and North Carolina. He has for the past ten years devoted

especial attention to meteorology, with relation to terrestrial magnetism and

the disturbances of the earth's crust, and has published many papers in

scientific periodicals, as well as reports. Cs.

Bellamy's "Looking Backward " has had an unprecedented sale in Queens-

land, according to the Boomerang. Eleven hundred copies have been dis-

posed of in Brisbane.

The threatened strike at the Day Dawn Block, Charters Towers, Australia,

has been averted owing to the firm attitude taken up by the union, the

question in dispute being whether lads over 18 should be allowed to receive

lees than the union wage. The manager has given way, but at the same

time he threatens to discharge all lads, no matter what their age is. This

seems a rather petty proceeding.

The miners clamour for food is one to which no Christian heart should be

steeled. Charity's purse strings cannot be too promptly loosened in answer

to that terrible cry for aid.—New York Herald.—There is something the

miners need more than charity, comments the Boston Globe. It is justice.

Under any just laws relating to mining property the poor miners would not

suffer for work while the rest of the country suffers for coal.

Nine Hours in New York.—The master marble workers of New York
City and State have acceded to the demand of the men that henceforth the

working day in the trade shall consist of nine hours, and that the reduction

of the hours shall not be followed by a relative decrease in wages. Two
thousand two hundred men were affected by the dispute, which at one time

threatened to result in very serious trouble.

Bricklayer and General.—Last week, at Maidenhead, a bricklayer

went to General Phillips' residence and offered a plant for sale. Being

sharply ordered off the premises, the man, so 'twas said, assumed "a fighting

attitude." The general had been an amateur wrestler, and saw here a chance

for a little cheap exercise of his skill : he seized the plant-vendor and threw

him to the ground. Next morning there was an assault case tried : but it

was the bricklayer who was sent to gaol for 14 days, and not the general \

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Annual Conference.—The Annual Conference of the Socialist League will

take place on Whit Sunday, May 25th. All propositions from Branches should

be sent in at once to allow of agenda being made up. Place of meeting and

other particulars in future issue.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will

be held at 6, Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, on Tuesday, May 6th, at

S. 30 p.m. All members interested in the propaganda are asked to attend.
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Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.
Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.
1890 : — Manchester, to end of January. ' Commonweal ' Branch,

to end of February. Leicester and North London, to end of March.
North Kensington, to end of April. Streatham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, April 21st, 3s. Od.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—S. C. S. S.,

Is.; H. R., Is.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; North London Branch (2 weeks), 6s.; R. Turner,
2s. 6d. ; A Few Artist Friends of the Lambeth Training School, 2s. 9d. ; Webb,
Is.; B. W., Is. 6d.; and Kitz, 6d.

MAY DAY DEMONSTRATION.
London and Provincial Branches are requested to have the following resolution

passed at the meetings held by them on May Day :

" That this meeting hails with joy the awakening of Labour wThich is taking
place throughout the civilised world ; declares the necessity for the union cf
workers in all countries to obtain complete freedom from the monopoly of capi-
talists ; asserts that the only possible remedy for the poverty and misery of the
workers is the free access to the resources of nature, and the management by
the workers of the organisation of Labour ; and calls on all workers to accept
the task of bringing about this freedom as a necessary duty paramount over all

others."

London comrades are asked to turn up at the League offices by 12.30 on May
Day. Banner bearers and other help wanted.

Received towards expenses—W. M., 2s.; Webb, 2s.; R. Turner, 6d.; and S.
Bullock, 6d.

REPORTS.
'Commonweal.'—Our hall was crowded to overflowing on Sunday evening

last to hear a lecture by G. B. Shaw on " The Consequences of Democracy," but
owing to some mistake the lecturer wTas late. Comrade Mowbray, therefore,
opened a discussion on the " Work of the S.L." The opener was criticised by
Mahon, Donald, Leno, Shaw, and others. G. B. Shaw has promised to lecture
for branch on May 11th ; collection 4s. 4d., and good sale of ' Weals.—M.
East London.—Comrade Mowbray addressed a good audience in Victoria

Park on " Christianity and Socialism ;" 14 'Weals and some Freedoms sold.—K.
Kilburn.—A good meeting held at the Old Plough last Sunday morning

;

speakers were J. Presburg and Mainwaring. There is a prospect of a good
branch being formed here if the district is properly worked ; fair sale of Com-
monweal.—J. P.
North Kensington.—Good meeting at Latimer Road ; speakers were J. F.

Lyne, Crouch, A. J. Smith, and H. B. ; several ' Weals sold. An enthusiastic
meeting was held at Hyde Park ; speakers were J. F. Lyne, Crouch, Cantwell,
and Mrs. Lahr. A man who interrupted had his hat smashed by the crowd, and
had to be escorted from the meeting by the police. At our rooms in the evening
a discussion took place on the object of the May International Demonstration ;

Crouch, Saint, Dean, and others took part ; 2s. ljd. collected, and several ' Weals
and song-books sold.

North London.—A splendid meeting at Regent's Park on Sunday morning,
addressed by Cantwell, Mowbray, Nicoll, and Mrs. Lahr. The park authorities
helped to swell the audience with the full strength of keepers and a number of
plain-clothes policemen, two or three sergeants and a chief inspector, while re-
serves of police were judiciously placed in various places (the Zoo notably) in
order to prevent us from speaking on the spot where we have spoken for the last
five years; 40 Commonweal and some pamphlets sold ; 6s. 9d. collected.—T. C.
Streatham.—Our branch assisted at the meeting at Mitcham on Sunday morn-

ing. At the Fountain on Sunday night a grand meeting was held ; much interest
was evinced by Sparling being announced to speak ; Smith acted as chairman ;

six joined the branch. Bundle of leaflets distributed and one quire of Common-
weal sold by our house-to-house calling during the day ; 29 Commonweal sold at
the meeting and Is. 2£d. collected.—S.

Aberdeen.—At meeting on 20th Mr. George Bisset, ex-president of Trades
Council, lectured on "Labour Politics." A long and well-sustained discussion
was carried on at the close of the lecture by quite a host of speakers, mostly non-
members of the League.—L.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, T. and J. Burgoyne spoke on Jail Square. In the

evening, at Paisley Road, Joe Burgoyne addressed a large and attentive audience,
and spoke mainly upon " The Workers and Foreign Competition."—J. B.
Leeds.—On Sunday morning last a good meeting was held at Vicars Croft,

when Samuels exhibited to the audience the summons he had received to answer
the charge of violating the bye-laws of the Market by selling papers on Sunday.
We adopted the device of one comrade giving the Commonweal away and another
following behind and collecting towards the expenses. We found that this plan
answered very well, so we must act so in future. At the meeting in the after-
noon the chairman, comrade Sweeney, asked for a collection for the Manchester
Jewish tailors on strike, which resulted in lis.—H. S.

Manchester.—On Saturday night we opened for the season our station on the
market ground, Middleton ; a good meeting was addressed by Bailie, Stockton,
and Barton. At Philips Park on Sunday morning W. K. Hall (of Salford), Stock-
ton, and Barton spoke to a large and sympathetic audience ; 2s. collected. In
the afternoon, at Stevenson Square, our meeting was held conjointly with the
Jewish tailors, who are now on strike against the sweaters. 4,000 to 5,000 per-
sons were present. Lewis Lyons (London), and Marshall, Reeves (Liverpool),
Ritson (S.L.) were the speakers. Commonweal sold out—3 quires altogether.—B.
Norwich.—A well-attended meeting of members was held at comrade Free-

man's on Sunday evening. Members' meetings will be held each week at various
comrades' houses ; notice wr

ill appear in Commonweal every week—comrades,
please note.

Yarmouth.—On Tuesday we held our first business meeting in the new club
room ; fair attendance of members ; there is every prospect of the club being a
success. On Sunday, in the evening, comrade Ruffold spoke to an attentive
audience on Colman's Granary Quay. 11 Commonweal sold.—J. H.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation,—Comrade Bruce Glasier (Glas-
gow) spoke in the Meadows on Sunday afternoon to a large and attentive audience.
A collection was taken in aid of the Commonweal. In the hall, in the evening,
Glasier lectured on "Socialism: How it can be Achieved." The subject was
well treated, and made a good impression.
Liverpool Socialist Society.—We held two excellent meetings on Sunday.

Comrades Bailie (Manchester), W. H. Chapman, and Balfour spoke. Some little
opposition created much interest.

Star Radical Club, 8 M* yall Road, Heme Hill.—Sunday April 27, at 8,
Jos. Lomaa, "Michael Davitt."

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. Sunday April 27, at 8 p.m., J. P. Oakshott,
"The Moral Justification of Socialism." The Athenaeum Hall, Tottenham
Court Road, has been taken for a Concert and Ball, May 12th, in aid of the
Commonweal.

East London.—Members meet at 26 Cawley Road after the out-door meeting.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday April 27, at 8 p.m.,

a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll
members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday April 27, at 8 p.m., a Discussion on the
" Iron Law of Wages."

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday and
Thursday, at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting will be held at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Marketplace. Open every evening..

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m. On Sunday May 4th, a large Demonstration
will be held on Priory Plain, at 11 a.m., in favour of international solidarity

amongst the workers. Addresses by C. W. Mowbray and others.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 26.

7 Hyde Park Nicoll and Cantwell.

Sunday 27.

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green Kitz and Smith
11.30 Regent's Park Mowbray, Mrs. Lahr, and Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch North Kensington Branch
3.30 Victoria Park Mowbray and Nicoll

7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
8 Streatham Fountain The Branch

Tuesday 29.

8 .*..*. Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 1.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday: St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m.; Burngreave Road, near
Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman'3 Granary
Quay, at 7.

Nottingham Socialist Club.—All communications to be addressed to the-

Secretary, A. Clifton, 11 Hawksworth Street, Clarence Street.

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
April 27, at 8.30, George Bonham, "Free Banking v. Communism."
Chelsea S.D.F., Co-operative Lecture Hall, 312 Kings Road, Chelsea.—Sun-

day April 27, at 8 p.m., J. Macdonald, "Socialism from a Worker's Standpoint."

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—On Sunday 27, Miss Cameron
will read a paper on "The Spirit of Socialism." Tuesday night's meeting as

usual at 35 George IV. Bridge, 8 p.m.
Fabian Society.—A course of seven lectures on Socialism in Contemporary

Literature will be given in the French Chamber, St. James's Restaurant, W.
(entrance from Piccadilly), on Friday evenings, at 8 o'clock. May 2 (second

lecture), Ernest Radford, "William Morris."

Demonstration of Lancashire and District Socialists. — On Sunday

'

May 4th, the Annual Gathering of Socialists will take place in Manchester, and*
a mass meeting will be held in Stevenson Square at 3 p.m. A large array o£-

well-known Socialist speakers will address the meeting.
Yarmouth.—Suitable premises have now been secured for the Socialist League

Club at 56 Row, Market Place. Amongst its attractions will be a library, read-

ing, boxing, and refreshment rooms. Friends who can assist, either with furni-

ture, fittings, books, or funds, are earnestly invited to do so. The club is open
every evening for members. Commonweal and Socialist League literature on sale.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men ...

Strike* and the Labour Struggle ...

Labour the source of all Wealth ...

To Working Women and Girls
What Socialists Want
Socialism and " Public Opinion "

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

4
3

3
3
3
2

2

2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth i 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 1

Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 09
Scholar in a Kepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free 1 ... 4
The Kailway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Keciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM ARCHER,

Crown Svo, Cloth, Price 3s. Gd. per Volume.

ALREADY ISSUED-^

VOL. I.

({tontaining "The League of Youth," "The Pillars

of Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts," "An Enemy of the People
"

"The Wild Duck."

To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

Containing "Lady Inger of Ostrat," "The Vik-

ings at Helgeland," "The Pretender."

Post-free from Commonweal Office on receipt of

published price.

WANTED—To-Day for October 1884. Kindly com-
municate with G.F.S., 6 St. Kilda's Rd., Harrow.

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LEN0
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenceum.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture of Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of ' Our Father,' ' Bet
Graham,' * Poor Bill,' * Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Turner, 196 Strand, W.C, or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, ljd.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

B Y WILLIAM MORRIS.

Sixteea pages, One Penny ; by post, l£d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

ARBE J DEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou

i
would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they

wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,

at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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LABOUR DAY.
$s the demonstration of Labour Day a mere isolated demonstration,

]

bearing no relation to anything but to the claim for a legal restriction
j

of the hours of labour to the arbitrary figure of eight 1 Surely it is

not so, whatever may be the wishes of some of those who may take
|

part in it. On the one hand it points to what has taken place within
j

the last few years, on the other to the coming events of the next few.
j

The great event in the history of labour of the last few years has

t>een the growing comprehension of Socialism by the English workmen,
«s shown by the spirit underlying all the strikes which have lately

*aken place, and which has been quite different to that of the strikes

of the decade before the revival of Socialism in this country.

That spirit is bred from a consciousness, or instinct perhaps, on the

part of the workers that these strikes are a part of a definite war which
the essential circumstances of their position force them to carry on
against their employers ; and the upshot of which must be, either the

transformation of the workers in general into mere machines without

any will at all ; or the destruction of the position of the employers

;

or lastly, as Mr. Giffen and some others try to persuade themselves, the

creation of a large class of capable workmen, who, if not really well

-off, will be better off than ordinary workmen are now ; and of a

residuum beneath them of hopeless misery and brutality, whose num-
bers we shall try to reduce as much as we can, but whom we shall not

otherwise heed, because they will be kept down by the great mass of

the contented and well-to-do workmen.
Of these three conceivable outcomes of the labour war, it cannot be

said that the first is really possible, although it is what may be called

the high commercial ideal. For supposing the war between masters

-and men come to an end in the complete and hopeless subjection of the

men, there would still remain the war between masters and masters,

which, unrestrained by any possible struggle of the workers to free

themselves, would at last reach such a pitch that it would bring the

whole system to the ground, and result in mere disorganisation and
confusion.

Of the third, the outcome of the reasonable and enlightened employer

—the contented honest workman and the residuum or helots of both,

who don't like it, but can't help themselves—it must be said that it is

the ideal of the rich man, who admits that the world is an ugly creation,

but knows that he profits by its ugliness and misery, and is therefore

content. Happily, it is a baseless dream ; for so far from there being

any likelihood of any such sharp distinction taking place between one
^class of workers and another, the whole set of the stream of modern
production tends towards breaking down such distinctions. The con-

sented and capable workmen would be very few, instead of being the

•great mass of workers, and would consist of foremen, sub-managers,
i and the like ; the discontented would be very many, and therefore their

-discontent would be apt to take a practical form. Have the theorists

who support this possibility forgotten the agricultural labourers 1 If

so, they may one day be reminded of them in an uncomfortable manner.
There remains the revolutionary outcome ; that is to say, the hope that

the workers will set themselves free and become their own employers

;

that they will work, not as captives for a conquering enemy, but as

neighbours for neighbours, exchanging labour against labour, without
loss on either side, for each other's convenience and happiness.

As this outcome of the labour war is the only one which offers any
betterment to the world, so most happily it is the only one which there
*is any chance of realising. As the war goes on, and therewith the value
-of the privilege of capital to compel labour without payment decreases,

-rent, profit, and interest will sink lower and lower, until they will

scarcely be worth defending : the function of the employers will be
gone, and necessity will compel the workers to push them out of their

position of dignity in order that labour may be reorganised, so the
world may not starve.

This, then, is the meaning of the unity of labour which the May
Labour Day proclaims—that the workers must no longer be a class,

but all society, or else there will soon be no society ; and this new
society they will certainly realise before, long.

And how is it to be brought about 1 In the first place by the
workers knowing that they are slaves and longing to be free. In the

next place, by their learning that it is possible for them to be free.

And lastly, by the enforcing of their will, so that they may become free.

Now, as to this last matter, Labour Day points out to us at least

one instrument for the winning of freedom—to wit, an universal strike.

The rich live on the labour of the workers in no way metaphorically,

but really. Teach the rich this lesson practically, and their power,

backed up by their armed slaves, is gone. The workers have shown
that they have striking-power capable of victory on minor occasions

:

let them combine and organise their striking power—capitalise their

resources, to borrow a word from the enemy—and how can they be

resisted 1

It is true that this idea of an universal strike was current amongst
the Chartists and was given up by them as unfeasible : but in those

days, near as they are to our own, labour was so much less elaborately

organised, and the different trades so much less dependent on one

another, that they assumed that a strike of a month (the Sacred Month,
as they called it) would be necessary ; whereas to-day if the coalminers

struck with the full assent of the mass of the workers, would not three

days be more than enough *? The ruling classes would have either to

give up or to attack the workers with the armed hand.

Would they do that ] or rather, could they 1 Effectually, they could

not ; another Peterloo massacre would be the downfall of our present

society, far more perilously balanced as it is now than it was in 1820.

Some ineffectual sputter there might be ; but if we make such a pos-

sibility a lion in our path toward freedom, we have degenerated from

our forefathers' valiancy.

In short, the lesson of Labour Day is, first of all, consciousness of

the unity of interests of labour ; secondly, the necessity of the workers

learning what it is that they can claim ; and thirdly, unity once more
in setting about the winning of the freedom of labour.

William Morris.

STANLEY'S EXPLOITS:
OR,

CIVILISING AFRICA.
(Continued from p. 130.)

In the Daily Telegraph of August 7th, 1876, we find Mr. Stanley
in hot water again with the natives of Bambireh, an island on
the western side of Albert Nyanza. These lawless savages dragged
Stanley's boat ashore and stole his oars and a drum. On the whole,

their attitude was threatening, and the explorer wanted to get away.
He says :

" As soon as I saw the savages had arrived in the presence of Shekka with
our drum, I shouted to my men to push the boat into the water. With one
desperate effort my crew of eleven hands lifted and shot it far into the lake,

the impetus they had given it causing it to drag them all into deep water.

In the meantime the savages, uttering a furious yell of disappointment and
bafiied rage, came rushing like a whirlwind towards their canoes at the
water's edge. I discharged my elephant rifle with two large conical bullets

into their midst ; and then assisting one of my crew into the boat, told him
to help his fellows in while I continued to fight. My double-barreled shot-

gun loaded with buckshot was next discharged with terrible effect, for with-
out drawing a single bow or launching a single spear they fell back upon
the slope of the hill, leaving us to exert our wits to get ourselves out of the

cove before the enemy should decide to man the canoes. My crew was com-
posed of picked men, and in this dire emergency they did ample justice to

my choice. Though we were without oars, they were at no loss for a sub-

stitute. As soon as they found themselves in the boat they tore up the seats

and footboards and begun to paddle, while I was left to single out with my
rifle the most prominent and boldest of the enemy. Twice I succeeded in

dropping men determined on launching the canoes ; and seeing the chief

who commanded the party that took the drum, I took deliberate aim with
my elephant rifle at him. That bullet, I have since been told, killed the

chief and two others who happened to be standing a few paces behind him
;

and this extraordinary result had more effect, I think, on the superstitious

minds of the natives than all previous or subsequent shots. On getting out
of the cove we saw two canoes loaded with men coming out in pursuit from
another small inlet. I permitted them to come within a hundred yards of

us, and this time I used the elephant rifle with explosive balls. Four shots

killed five men and sunk the canoes. This decisive affair disheartened the
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enemy, and we were left to pursue our way unmolested ; not, however, with-

out hearing a ringing voice shouting out to us, 'Go and die in the Niyanza \°

When the savages counted their losses, they found fourteen dead and
wounded with ball and buckshot, which, although I should consider to

be very dear payment for the robbery of eight ash oars and a drum, was
barely equivalent in fair estimation to the intended massacre of ourselves."

The reader's attention is called to this last sentence, for it is doubtful

whether anyone will agree with Stanley that the killing and wounding
of fourteen men was not an adequate punishment for the " intended

"

massacre of Mr. Stanley and his followers. He did not consider it

enough, for we find him soon afterwards engaging in another expedition

of vengeance. Another fact worthy of notice is the use of " explosive

balls," generally known as explosive bullets. The use of these missiles,

on account of the diabolical wounds they inflict, has been forbidden in

"civilised warfare." Stanley, however, considered them quite good

enough for savages. This fiendish cruelty—for which there is not the

least defence, as he could have easily have stopped the pursuit of the

two canoes without using them—makes his yearnings for " the spread of

the gospel " among the natives of Africa sound like the most detest-

able hypocrisy. The Daily Telegraph of August 10, 1876, contains

an amusing rhapsody on the pleasures of rest after massacring the

inhabitants of Bambireh, which reminds one of the satisfied purring of

the tiger after completely gorging himself with human flesh. The
very beginning is laughable in its hypocrisy :

"Sweet is the Sabbath day to the toil-worn traveller [after a bout of

shooting savages, be it observed] ; happy is the long sea-tossed mariner
after his arrival in port ; and gladsome were the days of calm after our
troublesome (!!) exploration of the Nyanza. The brusque storms, the con-

tinued rains, the cheerless grey clouds, the wild waves, the loneliness of the

islands, and the inhospitality (!!) of the natives, were like mere faint phan-
tasmagoria of the memory—so little did we heed what was passed while
enjoying the luxury of this rest from our toils. Still, it added to our
pleasure to be able to conjure up in the mind the varied incidents of the

long lake journey ; and they served to enliven and employ the mind, like

condiments quickening digestion."

Mr. Stanley's complaints of the " inhospitality " of the natives are

rather amusing. Perhaps, if that gentleman had been a guileless savage,

and someone had come round setting fire to his house and firing ex-

plosive bullets at him, it is possible that he would have been "inhospit-

able." His reference to the " varied incidents " of his journey serving

"to enliven (!!) and employ the mind, like condiments quickening

digestion," is very suggestive of the tiger smiling blandly after a good

gorge which fills him with a sense of comfortable repletion. Mr.
Stanley continues : "As the memory flew over the lengthy track of

exploration, how fondly it gazed upon the many picturesque bays,

margined with water-lilies and lotus plants, or by the green walls of the

slender reed-like papyrus . . . ." Then after a lot more talk about
" green islands," " rich grain-bearing plains," " soft outlined hills," " tall,

dark woods," Stanley indulges in a vision ot Christianity and commercial

civilisation. After speaking of how his memory clung to Uganda,
" that beautiful land, with its intelligent king and no less remarkable

people," Mr, Stanley's imagination from the present Uganda " painted

a future dressed in a robe of civilisation ; it saw each gentle hill

crowned by a happy village and a spired church from which the bells

sounded the call to a gospel service."

What sickening cant from a person who had just been inculcating

the gospel by a system of wholesale murder ; but Mr. Stanley remem-
bers that trade follows not only the flag but the missionary, who makes
an excellent commercial traveller, and he resumes with another flight of

his imagination :

" It saw the hill slopes prolific with the fruits of horticulture, and the

valleys waving fields of grain ; it saw the land smiling with affluence and
plenty, its bays crowded with the dark hulls of trading vessels : it heard

the sounds of craftsmen at their work, the roar of manufactories and
foundries, and the ever buzzing-noise of enterprising industry."

This picture of " enterprising industry " may commend itself to those

of our readers who are the fortunate possessors of a commercial mind.

Those who are not blest in this important respect will perhaps not be

so pleased with its manifold beauties. To these it may seem that the

beautiful land of Uganda will not be greatly improved by being turned

into a manufacturing district after the model of our Black Country.

Nor will its " remarkable people ." achieve a higher sense of the

blessings of civilised life, after labouring for 12 or 14 hours a-day amid
" the roar of manufactories and foundries," by going home to a dark

close den in some filthy reeking slum, to watch the way in which their

thin starved children are degenerating through starvation, dirt, and

disease, into puny miserable abortions of a once vigorous and happy

race. The " many picturesque bays, margined by water-lilies and

lotus plants, or by the green walls of the slender reed-like papyrus,"

will lose somewhat of their charm when they have a chemical factory

on their shores vomiting sweltering smoke, and pouring forth a green

poisonous stream, into the placid waters of the lake. Nor will those

happy people of Uganda, who trudge under heavy burdens to " the

dark hulls of trading vessels," have much cause to bless Mr. Stanley

as they writhe beneath the whips of his successors, even though they

may receive weekly the high wage of the casual London docker. It

is even possible that the inhabitant of the " happy village " on the

"gentle hill" may not greatly rejoice when "from the spired church

the bells sound the call to a gospel service," when he remembers

that he is starving upon a wretched wage, and that though there are

" waving fields of grain " in the valleys, and the land is " smiling with

affluence and plenty," yet the affluence and plenty is not for him but

for his hard taskmasters, those newly-imported pests, the European

pests, the European landlord and capitalist. It may be profane, but

we cannot help thinking that he may be inclined to say " Damn
the gospel service !

"

We now come to another instance of "inhospitality" on the part

of the natives. A little while after, Mr. Stanley, having finished

" resting," determines to start once again upon his " exploring" expe-

dition. At this period he is much disturbed in his mind by a polite

message from an African chief—Rwoma, the king of Southern Uziha

—

through whose territory Stanley desires to pass. Here is the message-

in full

:

" Rwoma sends salaams to the white man ; he does not want the white

man's cloth, beads, or wine, and the white man must not pass through his*

country. Rwoma does not want to see him, or any other man with long red

hair down to his shoulders, white face, and big red eyes. Rwoma is not

afraid of him, but if the white man will come near his country Rwoma and
Mirambo will fight him."

Rwoma showed his good sense by refusing to have anything to do

with Stanley ; but that pioneer of civilisation was only held back

from giving Rwoma and his tribe a taste of the resources of civilisa-

tion by the reflection that Rwoma was the proud possessor of " 150
muskets," and had several thousand warriors at his back. He there-

fore gave up this idea, and abandoning his intention of marching

through Rwoma's territory by force if necessary, took the lake route

to Uganda, borrowing some canoes off a friendly chief for this purpose.

In crossing the lake Stanley halted at Mahyiga Island, five miles south

of Bambireh, and one mile south of Iroba. Being in the near neigh-

bourhood of the natives of Bambireh, he thought that he had not

shot enough of them before, so he determined on another massacre.

He says in the same letter :

"Remembering the bitter injuries I had received from the savages of

Bambireh [they had stolen eight oars and a drum], and the death by violence

we had so narrowly escaped, I resolved, unless the natives made amends for

their cruelty and treachery, to make war on them, and for this purpose I

camped on Mahyiga Island. [He then took measures accordingly]. I dis-

patched a message to the natives of Bambireh to the effect that if they

delivered their king and the two principals into my hands, I would make
peace with them. At the same time, not trusting quite to the success of

this, I sent a party to summon the king of Iroba, who very willingly came
with three of his chiefs to save his people from the horrors of war. Upon
their arrival I put them in chains, and told the canoe-men that the price of

their freedom was the capture of the king of Bambireh and his two prin-

cipal chiefs."

Here is Stanley, according to his own admission, loading the chiefs-

of a peaceful tribe with chains, who had come to save their people-

from " the horrors of war "—and what those horrors were we know too-

well—because another tribe had inflicted a trifling injury upon him.

This may be considered simple justice by explorers of the modern

school, or by their comrades and friends the Arab slave-hunters, but ta

our minds it is simply abominable injustice and detestable tyranny.

The men of Iroba, however, succeeded in capturing the king of Bam-
bireh, who was " chained heavily," and the king and chiefs of Iroba

were restored to liberty. Then, not content with loading the king of

Bambireh with chains, Stanley started for that island, to massacre the

natives. As he approached Bambireh, he saw that the savages were

expecting him. Scouts were on the look out, and the natives were

concealed in a thick plaintain-grove, where it was impossible for even

Mr. Stanley's elephant rifle to reach them. It was necessary to get

the poor wretches—who seemed inclined to remain on the defensive

—

out of their covert to shoot them down. We will tell the rest of the

story in Mr. Stanley's own words :

" Perceiving that the savages of Bambireh were too strong for me to attack

in the plaintain-grove, I made for the opposite shore of the bay, where there

were bare slopes covered with short green grass. The enemy, perceit ing my
intention to disembark, rose from the coverts and ran along the hills to meet

us, which was precisely what I wished they would do, and accordingly I

ordered my force to paddle slowly, so as to give them time. In half an hour

the savages were all assembled in knots and groups, and after approaching

within a hundred yards of the beach, I formed my line of battle, the Ameri-

can and the English flags waving as our ensigns. Having anchored each,

canoe so as to turn its broadside to the shore, I ordered a volley to be fired

into one group which numbered about fifty, and the result was several killed

and many wounded. The savages perceiving our aim and the danger of

standing together, separated themselves and advanced to the water's edge,

slinging stones and shooting arrows. I then ordered the canoes to advance

within fifty yards of the shore, and to fire at close quarters. After an hour-

the savages saw that they could not defend themselves, and retreated up the

slope, where they continued still exposed to our bullets. I then caused the

canoes to come together, and told them to advance in a body to the beach,

as if about to disembark. This caused tbe enemy to make an effort to

repulse our landing, and accordingly hundreds came down with their spears

ready on the launch. When they were close enough, the bugle sounded a

halt, and another volley was fired into the spearmen, which had such a dis-

astrous effect that they retired far away, and our work of chastisement was

consummated. Not many cartridges were fired, but as the savages were so

exposed, on a slope covered only with short grass, and as the sun of the

afternoon was directly behind us and in their faces, their loss was great.

Forty-two were counted on the field lying dead, and over a hundred were

seen to retire wounded, while on our side only two men suffered contusions-

from stones slung at us."

How can one find words wherewith to characterise this infamous

massacre of men who were only defending their shores from invasion),

against armed murderers, directed by a gentleman who arranged the-

deliberate and fiendish butchery as calmly as he afterwards wrote the

account of it, and who, while shooting down the natives without mercy,

took extremely good care not to expose himself or his men to the

slightest risk from the primitive weapons of these poor naked creatures.

Be it observed that " only two men suffered contusions from stones " on

Stanley's side. This shows how safe the " fighting " was. There was
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tfitot even the poor excuse of passion for this gratuitous bloodshed.

Let it stand upon record that Mr. Stanley deliberately went out of his

way to coldly slaughter a people, whose only crime was that they had

stolen some trifling articles and put the great and brave traveller in

fear of his precious life. Mr. Stanley in his cold-blooded ferocity was

more cowardly than Caligula, more wanton than Nero.
D. J. Nicoll.

( To be continued,

)

CORRESPONDENCE.

RE STBIKES.

Comrade,—Your valuable column headed "The Labour Struggle" has of

'late bristled almost exclusively with announcements of strikes and rumours
thereof. All this is exceedingly satisfactory from the point of view of the

sympathetic field-glass witness ; but is it not high time that practical Social-

ists should make some definitive and strong pronouncement on the bogus
view of "labour disputes" which not only sees in them "the preliminary

skirmishes of the Revolution," but holds them per se to be the axis upon
which the cause of labour emancipation is to revolve ? With every strike

—

as with every other insurrectionary symptom among the workers—we Social-

ists can have nothing but passionate sympathy ; to them we must consistently

lend our unqualified assistance. But enjoying, as we profess, the optical

command of that further perspective which as yet to the average British

helot is stopped by a solid though back-shifting wall, we shall not be doing
our duty if we longer shirk the exposure of the solemn truth that the mere
act of "striking" is in no case necessarily a blow for freedom, whilst in the

majority of instances it is neither more nor less than fuel for Reaction.

It is we who have prayed for the organisation of Labour. Now that this

dream of half-a-dozen years ago is approaching somewhat of reality, shall we
be the last of all to raise our voice against so ridiculously shallow a course

as that the strength of combination shall be continually played fast and loose

with by every aspiring charlatan or honest lack-wit for merely nominal and
pitiably inconsequent coigns of vantage, to the desperate hurt and demoral-
isation of ultimate Revolutionary principles ? The futility of self-sacrificial

action en masse, and in the absolute, should be at once courageously declared.

The alternative processes of practical revolutionism are many and logical.

My personal connection with strikes has convinced me that they were each

tactical blunders—and with us it is as Talleyrand said, a blunder is frequently

worse than a crime. Not that it is a case of sour grapes. Two out of three

strikes were, as far as they went, successful. Yet was it not with King
Pyrrhus that we were constrained to exclaim, " Another such victory and I

am ruined ! " It is a disappointing commentary on the sagacity of the

labour leaders that they have not perceived ere this that the strike is not the

weapon of a
#
special revelation. Besides, are we forgetting that we started

out, not to make the best of, but to undermine and substitute the wage-slave
system ? Strikes cannot do it. They do not even show the way. The very
toleration accorded of late by the Philistine press to the strike epidemic
should well prove the nose of the bourgeoisie for the "right" and the weak-
ness of the hand-to-mouth proletariate for the wrong scent. The awakening
to discontent is eagerly welcome. But it must be scientifically guided if it

is not to be totally wasted. The as yet unwritten history of our decade will

necessarily be a stew of very small potatoes, but there will be one thing that

will stand out in high relief in the chapter of methods, and that will be our
fatal mastery of the way how best not to do it.—Yours fraternally,

4 West Craven Street, Salford, April 19. Leonard Hall.

Plain dealing is a jewel, but they that use it die beggars.

A bad custom is like a good cake, better broken than kept.

Three of the largest marble manufacturers in Boston have notified their

employes that on and after June 1 they will pay 10 hours wages for 9 hours
work.

In spite of recent " concessions," bakers in Brisbane still work from 70 to

90 hours per week. No wonder, adds the Worker, bread is bad, and the
-Statute Day unpopular—with the sweaters.

The Brisbane butchers want a weekly half holiday, and are to know their

•cue on March 4th. Just why butchers haven't had a half holiday before is

only known to the thousands of other hard workers who haven't one either.
— Worker.
Wages at Omaha: Plumbers, 4dols.; brickmasons, 4 dols. 50 cents; gas-

-fitters, 3dols. 50 cents
;
plasterers, 2 dols. 75 cents ; carpenters, 2 dols. 70

cents; mortar-mixers, 2 dols. 25 cents ; brick-tenders, 2 dols.; roust-abouts,
1 dol. 75 cents ; nine hours to the day.

At Youngstown, Ohio, the painters and decorators demand, after May 1,

.2 dols. 50 cents ; carpenters and joiners, 2 dols. 50 cents ; bricklayers and
masons, 4 dols.; stonemasons, 3 dols. 50 cents; plumbers and gas-fitters,

Z dols.; and a nine-hour day and eight on Saturday.

Italy.—The Central Committee of the Italian Labour Party has sent to

the different sections and branches the programme and rules of a fund for

the assistance of those of the party who are sentenced to imprisonment for
taking part in strikes or other methods of propaganda. Here is a summary
-of the principal articles of the same :

Article 1.—From the 1st of April, 1890, a Fund of Assistance will be insti-

tuted by the Italian Labour Party for the help of those members imprisoned for
•striking or making propaganda. The Central Committee assumes the full re-
sponsibility of the same.

Article 2.—The necessary funds will be raised by a payment of 30 centimes a
tmonth from all members of the party and all sections.

Article 4.—Only members of the party will have a right to apply for help.
The committee will send quarterly to the different nations information regarding
the working of the fund. Information concerning this institution to be obtained
at the Central Committee Office, Via Mazzini, 7 Alessandria, Italy.

The organ of the Federation of Journeymen Bakers, which is published
in Turin, is making active propaganda for the preparation of a general
-congress of bakers to be held in Milan.

The Italian Socialists are very busy preparing for the May Day demon-
stration. In Milan, Como, Torino, Parma, Keggio Emilia, Bologna, Vog-
hera, Bra, Cremona, Varese, and some other towns, the day will be held as
a holiday. Manifestos and addresses are issued, and special numbers of the
labour journals are being published in commemoration of the same.—M. M.

IN THE UNITED STATES.
The carpenter bosses in Chicago have given their side of the present strifcfc

to the public They say they will never acknowledge the union ; they want
to treat with the men individually, and not through the carpenter's council.

They assert to be willing to make concessions as regards wages and hours,

but under no circumstances will they agree to be "bossed" by the union.

Now that each side has issued its ultimatum, the strike seems to have

settled down to a question of endurance, and the general opinion to-day is

that the fight may be a protracted one. Few scabs have arrived in Chicago.

The resolutions adopted by the bosses favour the eight hour day, but say,

as there are differences in the abilities of workmen, and as it is a matter

regulated greatly by supply and demand, a uniform rate of wages is out of

the question. As to recognition of the union, the resolutions say :

" As the Carpenter's Council is not the ruler of a majority of the journeymen

carpenters of Chicago, and much less of the better class of mechanics, and ia not

wholly composed of carpenters, but of labour agitators, we can enter into no

agreement with them, which from its nature they would be unable to fulfil on

their part.

"

The strikers say the resolutions misrepresent some of their demands.

They have not asked for a uniform rate of wages, but for a minimum rate

of 40 cents per hour. The journeymen carpenters feel sure of winning the

strike. A telegram received by the Associated Press to-day says :

" Chicago, 111., April 14, 1890.—According to programme, the master car-

penters belonging to the association made an attempt to-day to start up work to

finish the contracts on hand with non-union men. The movement was not

general, as the number of non-union men on hand was not very large. It is de-

clared that if the master carpenters persist in putting non-union men at work, a

general strike of bricklayers and masons will be ordered."

It is pretty sure that the small master carpenters will go to the wall.

The journeymen carpenters of New York have presented to the master

builders the following notice :

"The conference committee representing the United Brotherhood and the

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters beg leave to notify the employing carpenters

of New York City and vicinity that on and after Monday, May 5, the working

hours for journeymen carpenters in this city will be eight hours, and wages

3 dols. 50 cents a-day."

Forty delegates, representing 23 unions—the strongest and best—in New
York, have resolved to organise under the leadership of the Socialist Labour

Party a demonstration in favour of the eight hours day on Union Square in

New York on the evening of May 1st. The following manifesto was given

out

:

" May 1, 1890, will be a red letter day in the history of labour throughout the

civilised world. The determination of the American Federation of Labour to

proclaim on that day the eight-hour work-day was endorsed enthusiastically by

the International Labour Convention which took place at Paris last summer.

Then began a movement which has now assumed grand proportions, and spread

like wildfire through all the countries of Europe. Hundreds of thousands of

working-men will congregate in France on May 1. Other vast multitudes will

unite in Spain, Germany, and Austria for an eight-hour day. Even Conservative

England is not behind in efforts to proclaim the end of wage slavery. May 3

will be the forerunner of the great day upon which labour will proclaim its

declaration of independence."

The appeal goes on to say that, from the first, the Socialists headed the

movement in all the world, except in the United States, but it is not yet

too late to take the lead here. The address concludes :

" Socialists of New York, working-men of New York, we ask your co-opera-

tion in joining hands with the proletarians of the rest of the world by appearing

on Union Square at 8 o'clock on May 1 to join in demanding a shorter work-day."

At a largely-attended meeting of Protestants at the Tabernacle in Toronto

on the 13th inst., Bev. Dr. Fulton delivered an address on "William II. of

Germany, his Opportunities and his Dangers." The following address was

unanimously adopted, and a copy of it will be sent to Emperor William :

" To William II., Emperor of Germany.
"Dear and Honourable Sir,—As citizens of the Western world, who feel the

pulsations of the life that throbs at this hour in the heart of the Germans, we
desire to assure you that we have followed your accession to the throne with

grave apprehensions and alarm, learning that the Jesuits have expressed a

determination to return in force to the land from which they were banished in

consequence of their implacable hostility to the government of which the late

Emperor William L, of blessed memory, was the honoured head. Equally sad

have we been made by assurances that negotiations have been entered into which

shall recognise Pope Leo XIII. as the head of the government, which is false in

fact, and hurtful in theory. Germany is the natural head of Protestantism.

Luther marked off the channel along which the current of free thought is sweep-

ing into the future. To surrender to Rome, is to cut loose from God, and betray

the trust committed to the liberty-loving people of every land. Your loyalty to

God and his commands, manifested in your elevated purpose to honour and k^ep

the holy Sabbath at home and abroad, and your determination to champion the

people's interests, lead us to hope that you have been chosen of God to strike

Romanism its fatal blow, and to build up the nation of which you are the

honoured head in all ennobling virtues. March at the head of the advancing

thought of the hour, and you will be more than Emperor of Germany ;
you shall

be one of the leaders of the embattled hosts of God on earth."

Stupid as the Catholic blockheads may be, the Protestant roundheads

may well rival them. To think of dethroning the Pope of Rome in favour

of the million and odd Protestant popes, in the days when materialism has

conquered the world, is a notion as ridiculous and nonsensical as can possibly

be conceived by human beings. And to suppose that William of Germany
can really ever champion the people's interests ! Besides, the times have

passed for "somebody" to champion the people's interests; the people,

indeed, begin to think that they can champion their own interest. And to

do this they need not the services of a religious crank or religious rogues, nor

those of a crowned head, or any other State officials, nor through captains of

industry. If the people will ever achieve anything, it can only be done

through their own combined effort.

The British beer syndicate in Detroit has failed in its purpose. After the

syndicate had bought four breweries in Detroit, the beer brewed by these

concerns became decidedly unpopular. Hardly sufficient profits were earned

to cover expenses. The Germans didn't like the beer, and the Irish hated

the taste of beer brewed through British capital. Many public-houses were

compelled to provide themselves with other beer in order to avoid losing all

their trade. The sales of the four breweries decreased from day to day. At
last, to avoid bankruptcy, the manager of the British beer syndicate ^as
compelled to sell the breweries back to their original proprietors, at a much
reduced price from that which was paid for them. And it is said that all the

breweries owned by the British syndicate in the United States are in much
the same condition.

Boston, Mass., April 15, 1890. Henry F. Charles.
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too closely, I will yield with a good grace to your injuring yourselves ;

it will at least help in keeping things as they are." Isn't this politics

all over] That is, the completest development of charlatanry.
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In the same spirit the House of Commons and the Liberal press

have been dealing with the question of profit-sharing ; the Star espe-

cially publishing an article on the subject, which is simply reactionary,

and also very nonsensical and shilly-shally ; with one hand putting,

forward laissez /aire, with the other State Socialism, and always

working the practical-politics wire, the shut-your-eyes-to-anything-

that-is-not-before-Parliament platitude, which one would think too

stale for even a daily paper by this time.

The Star says, " We dismiss from our consideration all proposals

which look to the twenty-first century for their realisation." This is

nothing but the usual platitudinary sneer of the debating-club bore y.

in the mouth of a writer in the Star it is either a dishonest evasion of

the point at issue, or it is the result of the " invincible ignorance" of

a reactionist masquerading as a Progressive Radical. I can only say-

that those who will not look to the essential principles of a serious

subject are (I speak gravely) triflers and fools, and very dangerous-

fools too. Those who with all opportunity of learning what the true

claims of labour are, do not learn to understand them, and who do

not state them openly and simply when they have understood them,

are doing their best to prepare for us a period of violence and misery

in the twentieth century, or not improbably in what is left of the-

nineteenth.

NOTES ON NEWS.
In Mr. Morley's speech the other day, while talking about the subject

of labour legislation, he said that though State Socialism was a bad
thing yet it had this advantage, that it might save us from Revolu-

tionary Socialism, which was a worse one. Political men are so sloppy

in their public talk, that they probably seldom recognise the meaning
which their words bear to the ordinary intelligent person ; and pro-

bably all Mr. Morley meant by this phrase was to temporise with the

tendency toward labour legislation while at the same time he declared

himself opposed to Socialism. But what he has actually done is to

ticket himself a reactionary before the world, and a stupid ore at

that.

For the plain meaning of his phrase is this, " These measures you

ask for will do you workmen more harm than good, that / know ; but

in order to amuse you, and prevent your looking into your own affairs

The real question for all people not professed reactionaries is how
can we speediest make an end of the disinheritance of the useful*

classes 1 How can we the speediest take the resources of nature out

of the hands of the monopolists ? And I assert that this profit-sharing

business is not even an advance, however small, towards the answering

of this question.

Here is a plain question or two on profit-sharing which every work-

man can understand. Will the workers who share in the profits have

to pay rent to an individual for the land on which the factories stand %

Will they have to pay interest to an individual for the capital which

they use 1 Or, to put it in other words, will the factories which they

have built, standing on the land which their labour has made valuable

be their property, or the property of their masters who looked on while

they were toiling ?

Or, shall we say, What shall be the workers' share of profit ? Will

his employer claim extra shares,—first, because he is a manager y

secondly, because he is a gambler in the world-market ; and thirdly,

because he is the owner of land or the instruments of labour 1

A«*ain, how many workers are to share in the profits 1 The dockersr

the brickmakers, the navvies, the tram- men, the railway-men, the

field labourers, the women and children whom the curse of commer-

cialism has driven from their homes (when they have any) into the

Factory Hell % Is the fringe of labour (i.e., nine-tenths of it) to be

left out in the cold then ?

There's the rub ; for, in short, my practical friends, the meaning of

these schemes is an attempt to avoid the consequences of the class-

war which commercialism is fast bringing to a point where it will

break up "modern society;" an attempt to manufacture a new class-

of privileged persons (though their privilege will be but a little one),

in order to keep those wicked lower orders in order. My practical

friends, the present strike-war, though it is wasteful and laden with

misery, has two advantages over this twaddle. In the first place, it is^

the only way of compelling the master class to share any of the profits

with the men ; and in the second, it will lead to the sweeping away o£

profits, masters, and all—and that long before the twenty-first century.

By the way what is the matter with the Star 1 Amongst other

smaller sins, mostly of omission, it indulged in a sin of commission in

publishing a morceau of twaddle far out-doing the debating-club-bore of

two or three years ago, for that obnoxious creature is being educated

into silence now. This strange production, which was as dull as Punch

and as fatuous as the Times, was called a " translation from the Ger-

man." Hey-day! is Berlin down to that standard then] Did the

Kaiser send it to Mr. T. P. O'Connor ? Or, is it perhaps a joke (a

very bad one in that case) of our usually brilliant friend G. B. Shaw 1

Or, lastly, is the " German " that branch of the Teutonic tongue which

is current in Dublin ?

On the other hand, the Star has had the grace to give the public

some of the facts about the Hero of the Day, the Rifle-and-bible news-

paper correspondent Stanley ; in guarded language certainly, but still

so that it cannot be misunderstood ; as thus, Stanley is (perhaps) a

hero ; but he has done no good ; killed a great many people for nothing

;

rescued a man who was in no danger, and didn't want to be rescued;

and the reason why we are so fond of him is that we hope and believe

that he is helping us Britons (who are fond of keeping curates to do

the rough work) in the "scramble for Africa," which is disgracing the;

nations of Europe at present. All this is good as far as it goes, and.

we must congratulate the Star on saying it. W. M.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTEES FKOM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XV.—Ox the lack of Incentive to Labour in a Communist
Society.

"Yes," said I. "I was expecting Dick and Clara to make their

appearance any moment : but is there time to ask just one or two
questions before they come 1

"

"Try it, dear neighbour—try it," said old Hammond. "For the

more you ask me the better I am pleased ; and at any rate if they do

come and find me in the middle of an answer, they must sit quiet and
pretend to listen till I come to an end. It won't hurt them ; they

will find it quite amusing enough to sit side by side, conscious of their

proximity to each other."

I smiled, as I v as bound to, and said :
" Good ; I will go on talking

without noticing them when they come in. Now, this is what I want
to ask you about—to wit, how you get people to work when there is

no reward of labour, and especially how you get them to work stren-

uously ?

"

" No reward of labour 1 " said Hammond, gravely. " The reward of

labour is life. Is that not enough ?

"

" But no reward for specially good work," quoth I.

" Plenty of reward," said he—" the reward of creation. The wages

which God gets, as people might have said time agone. If you are

going to ask to be paid for the pleasure of creation, which is what
excellence in work means, the next thing we shall hear of will be a bill

sent in for the begetting of children."
" Well, but," said I, " the man of the nineteenth century would say

there is a natural desire towards the procreation of children, and a

natural desire not to work."

"Yes, yes" said he, "I know the ancient platitude,—wholly untrue;

indeed, to us quite meaningless. Fourier, whom all men laughed at,

understood the matter better."
" Why is it meaningless to you ? " said I.

He said :
" Because it implies that all work is suffering, and we are

so far from thinking that, that, as you may have noticed, whereas

we are not short of wealth, there is a kind of fear growing up amongst
us that we shall one day be short of work. It is a pleasure which we
are afraid of losing, not a pain."

" Yes," said I, " I have noticed that, and I was going to ask you
about that also. But in the meantime, what do you positively mean
to assert about the pleasurableness of work amongst you ?

"

" This, that all work is now pleasurable ; either because of the hope

of gain in honour and wealth with which the work is done, which
causes pleasurable excitement, even when the actual work is not

pleasant ; or else because it has grown into a pleasurable habit, as in

the case with what you may call mechanical work ; and lastly (and

most of our work is of this kind) because there is conscious sensuous

pleasure in the work itself ; it is done, that is, by artists."

"I see," said I. "Can you now tell me how you have come to this

happy condition ? For, to speak plainly, this change from the con-

ditions of the older world seems to me far greater and more important

than all the other changes you have told me about as to crime, politics,

property, marriage."

"You are right there," said he. "Indeed, you may say rather that

it is this change which makes all the others possible. What is the

object of Revolution? Surely to make people happy. Revolution

having brought its foredoomed change about, how can you prevent the

counter-revolution from setting in except by making people happy?
What ! shall we expect peace and stability from unhappiness ? The
gathering of grapes from thorns and figs from thistles is a reasonable

expectation compared with that ! And happiness without happy daily

work is impossible."
" Most obviously true," said I : for I thought the old boy was

preaching a little. " But answer my question, as to how you gained

this happiness."

"Briefly," said he, "by the absence of artificial coercion, and the

freedom for every man to do what he can do best, joined to the know-
ledge of what productions of labour we really wanted. I must admit

that this knowledge we reached slowly and painfully."
" Go on," said I, " give me more detail ; explain more fully. For

this subject interests me intensely."

"Yes, I will," said he; "but in order to do so I must weary you by
talking a little about the past. Contrast is necessary for this explana-

tion. Do you mind ?

"

" No, no," said I.

Said he, settling himself in his chair again for a long talk : "It is

clear from all that we hear and read, that in the last age of civilisation

men had got into a vicious circle in the matter of production of wares.

They had reached a wonderful facility of production, and in order to

make the most of that facility they had gradually created (or allowed

to grow, rather) a most elaborate system of buying and selling, which
has been called the World Market ; and that world-market, once set

a-going, forced them to go on making more and more of these wares,

whether they needed them or not. So that while (of course) they

could not free themselves from the toil of making real necessaries, they

created in a never-ending series sham or artificial necessaries, which
became, under the iron rule of the aforesaid world-market, of equal

importance to them with the real necessaries which supported life.

By all this they burdened themselves with a prodigious mass of work
merely for the sake of keeping their wretched system going."

"Yes—and then?" said I.

" Why, then, since they had forced themselves to stagger along under
this horrible burden of unnecessary production, it became impossible

for them to look upon labour and its results from any other point of

view than one—to wit, the ceaseless endeavour to expend the least

possible amount of labour on any article made, and yet at the same
time to make as many articles as possible. To this ' cheapening "of

production/ as it was called, everything was sacrificed : the happiness

of the workman at his work ; nay, his most elementary comfort and
bare health ; his food, his clothes, his dwelling, his leisure, his amuse-

ment, his education—his life, in short—did not weigh a grain of sand

in the balance against this dire necessity of 'cheap production
7

of

things, a great part of which were not worth producing at all. Nay,

we are told, and we must believe it, so overwhelming is the evidence,

though many of our people scarcely can believe it, that even rich and
powerful men, the masters of the poor devils aforesaid, submitted to

live amidst sights and sounds and smells which it is in the very nature

of man to abhor and flee from, in order that their riches might bolster

up this supreme folly. The whole community, in fact, was cast into

the jaws of this ravening monster, * the cheap production ' forced upon
it by the world-market."

" Dear me ! " said I. " But what happened] Did not their clever-

ness and facility in production master this chaos of misery at lastT

Couldn't they catch up with the world-market, and then set to work

to devise means for relieving themselves from this fearful task of extra

labour?"

He smiled bitterly. " Did they even try to ? " said he. " I am not

sure. You know that according to the old saw the beetle gets used to

living in dung ; and these people, whether they found the dung sweet

or not, certainly lived in it."

His estimate of the life of the nineteenth century made me catch

my breath a little; and I said feebly, "But the labour-saving

machines ?

"

" Heyday !" quoth he. "What's that you are saying? the labour-

saving machines ? Yes, they were made to ' save labour ' (or, to speak

more plainly, the lives of men) on one piece of work in order that it

might be expended—I will say wasted—on another, probably useless,

piece of work. Friend, all their devices for cheapening labour simply

resulted in increasing the burden of labour. The appetite of the world-

market grew with what it fed on : the countries within the ring of

what was called ' civilisation ' (that is, organised misery) were glutted

with the abortions of the market, and force and fraud were used

unsparingly to c open up ' countries outside that pale. This process of

opening up is a strange one to those who have read the professions

of the men of that period and do not understand their practice; and

perhaps shows us at its worst the great vice of the nineteenth century,

the use of hypocrisy and cant to evade the responsibility of vicarious

ferocity. When the civilised world-market coveted a country not yet

in its clutches, some transparent pretext was found—the suppression

of a slavery different from and not so cruel as that of commerce; the

pushing of a religion no longer believed in by its promoters; the
' rescue ' of some desperado or homicidal madman whose misdeeds had

got him into trouble amongst the natives of the ' barbarous ' country

—

any stick, in short which would beat the dog at all. Then some bold,

unprincipled, ignorant adventurer was found (no difficult task in the -

days of competition), and he was bribed to * create a market ' by break-

ing up whatever traditional society there might be in the doomed*

country, and by destroying whatever leisure or pleasure he found there. .

He forced wares on the natives which they did not want, and took their

natural products in 'exchange,' as this form of robbery was called, and.

thereby he ' created new wants,' to supply which (that is, to be allowed

to live by their new masters) the hapless, helpless people had to sell

themselves into the slavery of hopeless toil so that they might have

something wherewith to purchase the nullities of ' civilisation.' Ah,"

said the old man, pointing to the Museum, " I have read books and

papers in there, telling strange stories indeed of the dealings of civilisa-

tion (or organised misery) with * non-civilisation
'

; from the time when

«

the British Government deliberately sent blankets infected with small-

pox as choice gifts to inconvenient tribes of Red-skins, to the time

when Africa was infested by a man named Stanley, who "

" Excuse me," said I, " but as you know, time presses ; and I want
to keep our question on the straightest line possible ; and I want at

once to ask this about these wares made for the world-market—how
about their quality ? These people who were so clever about making
goods, I suppose they made them well 1

"

" Quality ! " said the old man, crustily ; for he was rather peevish at

being cut short in his story ; "how could they possibly attend to such

trifles as the quality of the wares they sold? The best of them were

of a lowish average, the worst were transparent make-shifts for the;

things asked for, which nobody would have put up with if they could

have got anything else. It was a current jest of the time that the

wares were made to sell and not to use ; a jest which you, as coming;

from another planet, may understand, but which our folk could not."

Said I : "What ! did they make nothing well?"
" Why, yes," said he, " there was one class of goods which they did

make thoroughly well, and that was the class of machines which were

used for making things. These were usually quite perfect pieces of

workmanship, admirably adapted to the end in view. So that it may
be fairly said that the great achievement of the nineteenth century

was the making of machines which were wonders of invention, skill,

and patience, and which were used for the production of . measureless
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quantities of worthless makeshifts. In truth, the owners of the

machines did not consider anything which they made as wares, but

simply as means for the enrichment of themselves. Of course, the only

admitted test of utility in wares was the finding of buyers for them

—

wise men or fools, as it might chance.

"

"And people put up with this?" said T.

" For a time," said he.

"And then?"
"And then the overturn," said the old man, smiling, "and the nine-

teenth century saw itself as a man who has lost his clothes whilst

bathing and has to walk naked through the town."

William Morris.
[to be continued.]

(This Story began in J¥o. 209, January 11, 1890. A few

Back Numbers can still be had.)

sets of

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
How to get the Eight Hours Day.

Now the London Trades Council has declared that an eight hours labour
day is a necessity, on account of the "misery and social demoralisation"
resulting from the " long hours of labour" in many industries, it remains
for them to declare what means they will adopt to obtain this boon. On
this point the resolution is vague, as it merely " urges our fellow-countrymen
to be unceasing in their effort to successfully establish this limit by every
legitimate means in their power " ; but practically there are only two
methods of obtaining an eight hour day—by organisation of trade unions,

or Parliamentary enactment. Now, we cannot suppose the London Trades
Council intends to adopt legislative action, or it would certainly not have
declared, through the mouth of its virtuous secretary, Mr. George Shipton,

that it could have no " politicians " at the meeting. We will confess that we
thought George meant to exclude himself, for we remembered the sugar
business, but find we were mistaken, for George is going to boss the show.
Therefore this is not a case of righteous self-denial. "Well, as no politicians

are to be allowed to speak, we presume the London Trades Council intends

to obtain the eight hours by the organised action of their trade unions.

Now, there are two ways of doing this. First, sectional agitation on the

part of each separate society ; which would be unsuccessful, as it would
simply mean hurling a small battalion against the whole organised force of

capital ; or a general attack by the immense array of organised labour on
capitalist host, which would mean certain victory. Most trade unionists

know, for they have been taught by recent experience, that small strikes

mean defeat even in ordinary wages disputes, and therefore they would be
useless to carry a concession which every capitalist would bitterly oppose.

But supposing all the trade societies represented by the London Trades
Council decided,- say, on the 1st of May 1891 to come out on strike for the

eight hours day. According to their own account, this Council represents

from 100,000 to 150,000 workmen belonging to the principal trades carried

on in the metropolis, and if they ceased work business would be paralysed,

for their example would certainly be copied, in the excitement that would
follow, by most of the workmen in London. This is not a matter of conjec-

ture, but of absolute certainty, for when the excitement of the dock strike

was at its height, if the employers had not made concessions nearly every

workshop in London would have been deserted. Nothing could stand

against such a movement, and the masters would be forced to give way.
I doubt myself whether they would not surrender before the men left their

work, for they would see resistance would be fruitless. Therefore it is clear

that if the London Trades Council want the eight hours day they can easily

obtain it Some may say that this scheme is too revolutionary and that

serious consequences might follow. Possibly, if the masters were obstinate.

But I don't think they would be. At any rate, the consequences would not

be more serious than those which the leaders of the miners had to face when
they ordered a general strike for ten per cent, advance in wages a few weeks
ago. Surely Mr. Shipton and his colleagues have as much courage as the

leaders of the miners, and surely if the eight hours day is worth anything,
it is worth a little risk and trouble.

scene on Friday at Kingsbridge station . Owing to the strike of porters,

Eight Keverend Bishops and Eemovable Magistrates were forced to carry

their own luggage,, and being gentlemen of comfortable appearance, they

sweated like bulls as they toiled along under the weight of their heavy
travelling bags, etc. The trade in the south of Ireland is completely

paralysed. A telegram from Fermoy on Saturday stated that in conse-

quence of the strike> flour and coal were becoming scarce in that town, as

there was then only five days' supply. It is expected that if the strike con-

tinues many firms in Cork and Limerick will be forced to suspend business.

Michael Davitt has been interviewing the directors to see if they will

receive a deputation from the men ; but the directors have vowed ven-

geance against the signalmen, and are prosecuting them for having left

their boxes without giving notice. They have now offered to receive

the deputation from the guards and porters, but these honest fellows decided

they would not leave their comrades in the lurch, Mr. Foreman (the delegate

of the A.B.S.) declaring amid loud cheers that they had come out together

and would go back together, and that all attempts to separate them would
fail. It is a curious fact that some of the Nationalist papers, particularly

the Freemarfs Journal, have been most bitter in their attacks upon the

men and their leaders. This proves that Irish capitalists, although they

may be good Home Rulers, are quite as much the enemies of Irish workers

as Balfour and his gang. No one can say the men are extreme, for they

have offered to submit their demands to arbitration, and it is the obstinacy

of the directors in even refusing to reply to the communications from their

trade union that has brought about the strike. Seven signalmen have been

prosecuted, and one has been fined ,£10. There is still no prospect of the

strike ending, owing to the unrelenting attitude of the directors.

Mr. Bradlaugh again.

Mr. Bradlaugh again distinguished himself as a champion of capital in the

House of Commons. On Tuesday April 22nd Cunninghame Graham, in a

speech on the motion concerning profit-sharing, said that he thanked God
that he had never intervened as conciliator in disputes between capital and
labour. Mr. Bradlaugh, who followed him, attacked him on this point, and
was cheered by the assembled capitalists because he declared that he had
never interfered in labour disputes except as a conciliator. Perhaps this

is why they unanimously repudiated him as a representative of labour. As
we know that acting as a conciliator usually means getting workmen to

lessen their already too moderate demands for the benefit of greedy employers,

we can understand why Cunninghame Graham has never played that part.

We can also understand why the young gentlemen on the Tory benches,

elated with wine and insolence, vociferously applaud their pet Old Bailey

bully when he " courageously " attacks a man who stands alone and friendless

in the House because he lifts his voice on behalf of the wronged and
eppressed. But we confess we cannot understand why papers that profess

to represent workmen, like Reynolds and the Dispatch, should take the side

of Bradlaugh against Graham. Have they also, like the Star, received their

instructions from Mr. John Morley 1

The East-end Tailors will come out on May 4th against the sweaters,

who still work them from fourteen to eighteen hours a-day.

The Jewish Bootmakers have returned to work, the masters conceding

an advance of 3d. per dozen pairs of boots. N.

INDIA.
Cottonopolis is wild because India is supplanting her in China and Japan.

The export of yarns from India to these countries during the past six years

has increased by 300 million lbs., while during the same period the export

of English yarns to China and Japan has decreased by 30 million lbs.

Manchester now sees that her only chance of competing with Bombay lies

in the introduction of the English Factory Acts, the advocacy of which will

enable her to pose as a philanthropist. 'Tis true the factory hours in India

are long, aye, too long. The average hours are 80 per week in Indian fac-

tories, 56 in English. But there is a difference. The white slave is driven

hard the whole time, but the Indian works leisurely. To quote from the

report of the Bombay government, " To long work they (i.e., the operatives)

have no objection as long as it is light work, and provided they occasionally

go out to talk and smoke." Western civilisation has not \et produced in

the East human automatic machines, wound up to go factory like without

stopping. Having failed to pose as philanthropists, the Manchester cotton-

lords have become exasperated, and actually talk of getting " some sort of

control over the mills in India."

Behold ! Western ideas are permeating India. The latest phase of

Western life which the mild Hindoo has seized with avidity is the taste for

alcoholic liquors. We are told that Brahmius are becoming liquor con-

tractors in sharub, and that at high-caste weddings and religious festivals

the liquor freely flows. Shocking news for the Blue Eibbon Army !

In the Jessore district matters are becoming rather strained between the

ryots and the indigo planters. Mr. Suson, the magistrate, has been dealing

summarily with the poor ryots ; they have been fined and sent to jail in

batches. Has any wicked Anarchist been circulating Comonomoeal amongst
them ?

An Indian paper, commenting upon Lord Cross's Indian Council's Bill,

thus concludes, " Thirty year's experience has shown clearly that the means
devised by the authors of the Act (of 1861) for ascertaining the thoughts

and feelings, wishes and wants of the people of India in regard to legisla-

tion, have not been attended with the desired success, and that our Legisla-

tive Councils stand in urgent need of reform." A. B.

Great Strike of Irish Railwaymen.
On Monday April 21 the railwaymen in Cork came out on strike as a

protest against the dismissal of two porters who had refused to load some
bacon which had been brought by blacklegs belonging to a firm of carriers

where the men were on strike. Discontent had long been rife among the

men employed on this line, and on Tuesday the strike spread to Queenstown
and Limerick. On Friday at noon the strike became general ; from Cork to

Dublin, guards, signalmen, and porters all came out. The traffic is com-
pletely disorganised, for the only people who will do the blackleging neces-

sary to enable the company to carry on their business are the clerks, and
they are not very efficient as guards or porters. There was an amusing

Cardinal Manning speaks of " sweating " as " the greatest curse under

heaven." As the whole of our industrial system is a huge sweatiug shop,

the cardinal must see the need for a big blessing to descend and mop the

whole curse up. So the Brisbane Worker thinks.

A newspaper reporter, eleven years of age, engaged on a Sydney journal,

and paid per line, made 12s. one week lately. Whereupon, says the Bris-

bane Boomerang, the senior proprietor on the following Monday morning
notified the boy that he would in future be charged a subscriber's rates for

the use of the paper, and would be obliged to pay 3d. per week for copy

slips.

A London writer asserts that " now-a-days you have no choice between a

society which is utterly soulless or one which is no doubt intellectual enough,

but where half the company have at one time or another attacked the

throne, denied the Thirty-nine Articles or assaulted the police " Quite true.

All the brains are with the Kadicals, the Agnostics, and the Bevolutionaries.

—Sydney Bidletin.

Capitalism asks pompously, as though it were putting an unanswerable

question, " Can a man not do as he pleases with his own 1 " Before answer-

ing this question it is necessary to know what is a man's own and how he

came by it. The mere assertion of a claim does not prove its equity, and
sometimes unjust laws defend inequitable claims while the manner of

acquisition has much to do with the integrity of an assumed title. Ethics

is becoming a most important factor in modern economics.

—

Christian Ad-
vocate.

Parliamentary Duty.—According to the best authorities on the subject,

the chief duty of a parliamentary party is to oust the other side from power
and instal itself instead, and any conduct which will tend to bring about

this result is fair. Party leaders are supposed never to allow that anything

done by the other side has been either really good or prompted by anything

but base motives. A manifest duty of a party leader is to claim the author-

ship of any reform which he cannot convince the public will be injurious,

by references to newspaper paragraphs and private letters to eminent

persons. Should any press reports or Hansard reports seem to be against

this claim, it is the duty of the leader tc attribute the mistake to a hostile

and misrepresenting press, ditto to Hansard.—Australian Standard.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

ftnd all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Annual Conference.—The Annual Conference of the Socialist League will

take place on Whit Sunday, May 25th. All propositions from Branches should

be sent in at once to allow of agenda being made up. Place of meeting and
other particulars in future issue.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will

be held at 6, Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, on Tuesday, May 6th, at

8.30 p.m. AH members interested in the propaganda are asked to attend.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

fow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October,

[itcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.
1890 : — Manchester, to end of January. ' Commonweal ' Branch,

to end of February. Leicester and North London, to end of March.
North Kensington, to end of April. Streatham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, April 28th, 4s. Od.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—P. Webb,

Is.; H. R., Is.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; B. W., 6d.; Mrs. Newnham, Is. 9d.; and Scot-

tish Socialist Federation, 5s. 6d.

MAY DAY DEMONSTRATION.
Already acknowledged—5s. Received towards expenses—Propaganda Com-

mittee, 15s.; Presburg, 6d.; Webb, 3s.; R. Turner, 2s. 6d.; North London
Branch, 10s. ; and Hammersmith Branch, 10s.

REPORTS.
East London.—A large meeting was held in Victoria Park on Sunday, ad-

dressed by Davis, Tochatti, and Ricoll; Mrs. Tochatti sang some revolutionary
songs, which were well appreciated ; 40 'Weals sold and 2s. 10Jd. collected.—K.
Hammersmith.—Good meeting at Bridge End on Sunday morning ; speakers

were Grant, Steele, Morris, Bullock, and Tarleton ; 45 ' Weals sold and other
literature. Good meeting in the evening at same place ; speakers were Bullock,
Tarleton, A. J. Smith, Grant, and Steele ; 18 ' Weals sold. Fair meeting at
Weltje Road ; speakers were Bullock, Tarleton, and A. J. Smith ; 8 ' Weals sold.

Kilburn.—A short meeting was held here on Sunday morning ; Mainwaring
spoke ; fair sale of ' Weal.
North Kensington.—Good meeting was held at Latimer Road ; speakers

were J. F. Lyne, Kitchen, and Davis ; Hammersmith branch ' Weals sold well,

and Is. 2d. collected. At our rooms in the evening we had an interesting dis-

cussion on the " Iron Law of Wages ;
" several 'Weals sold and 2s. Id. collected.

North London.—Cantwell and Nicoll held a short meeting at Regent's Park ;

30 ' Weals and some pamphlets sold ; Is. 2£d. collected. Cantwell, Davies, and
Mainwaring addressed a large and enthusiastic meeting at Hyde Park ; 60 ' Weals
and 18 pamphlets sold ; 3s. 8£d. collected.

Walworth.—A good meeting was addressed at North Street on Sunday morn-
ing by J. Buckeridge in favour of May 1st Demonstration ; the resolution in
last week's ' Weal was carried unanimously ; 4s. Id. collected for Demonstration
Fund ; fair sale of ' Weal and * Monopoly.'—W.
Glasgow—On Sunday at mid-day, Joe and Tim Burgoyne spoke to a good

audience on Jail Square. In the evening Glasier spoke to a large meeting at
Paisley Road Toll. Business meeting of members was afterwards held in rooms.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning a good meeting was held in Vicars Croft, when
Samuels debated with Mr. Devily on "Is Total Abstinence a Remedy for
Poverty ? " A collection was made towards the fine of 5s. imposed upon
Samuels by the magistrate. At the afternoon meeting, Maguire announced that on
next Sunday, May 4, there would be a demonstration at the * * Croft " in support
of the eight hours movement ; good sale of ' Weals.
Yarmouth.—On Sunday morning, at Bradwell, comrade Brightwell addressed

a meeting of farm-labourers ; good discussion. In the evening the weather was
unfavourable for out-door speaking, so several comrades met in the club-room
and held an interesting discussion. 12 Commonweal sold. —J. H.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation,—Last Sunday evening Miss
Cameron lectured on "The Spirit of Socialism," in the Moulders' Hall. There
was a good audience, and being the first lady who has spoken here, Miss Cameron
was well received ; good discussion.—W. D. T.
Liverpool Socialist Society.—We held two excellent meetings at the Land-

ing Stage on Sunday—at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Comrades Sharpies (Blackburn)
and J. C. Balfour, W. H. Chapman, and S. Reeves addressed those present.
3 quires Commonweal and 1 quire Justice sold. Next Sunday we take part in the
annual demonstration at Manchester.
Nottingham Socialist Club.—On Sunday last, Tom McCarthy, of the Dock

Labourers' Union, London, gave two open-air addresses—in the morning in
Sneinton Market on the Eight Hour Question, and in the Great Market Place, at
night, on "My Experience of the Great Dock Strike"; Proctor in the chair.
Our London comrade made a good impression on large audiences. The meeting
was very enthusiastic as he related some of the incidents of that now famous
struggle. Commonweal sold out. On Saturday night M'Carthy and our Notting-
ham comrades, Proctor and Knight, spoke at a large trades union demonstration
at Long Eaton. They had a most enthusiastic reception.—A. C.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.—
Sunday May 4, at 7.30 p.m., J. D. Bouran, "Communism."
Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday

May 4, at 8.30, James Harragan, " The Late Strike in the Boot Trade."
Demonstration of Lancashire and District Socialists. — On Sunday

May 4th, the Annual Gathering of Socialists will take place in Manchester, and
a mass meeting will be held in Stevenson Square at 3 p.m. A large array of
well-known Socialist speakers will address the meeting.

The North Kensington Branch appeal to comrades and friends for their
Band Fund. They have the ofter of getting drums very cheap from a band that
foas ibecome defunct, and want to raise about £2 4s. for this purpose. Please
fcfind subscriptions to G. Maughan, Sec, Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Rd.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch*—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. The Athenaeum Hall, Tottenham Court Road,
has been taken for a Concert and Ball, May 12th, in aid of the Commonweal,

East London.—All branch communications to be addressed to H. M'Kenzie,
12 Basing Place.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday May 4, at 8p.m,,
a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday evening, May 4, Choir practice and a-

Lecture. Mrs. Besant will lecture on behalf of the branch at Fawcett
Liberal Club on 6th May—subject, " Is Socialism a Dream ?

"

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.

Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Branch meetings at International Club*,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Tarner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall;

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, ete;, in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets everyv

Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Horn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday.
evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance -

Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening. _

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday*
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every*-

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting will be held at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening*
Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m. On Sunday May 4th, a large Demonstration-
will be held on Priory Plain, at 11 a.m., in favour of international solidarity

amongst the workers. Addresses by C. W. Mowbray and others.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based...

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

7 Hyde Park

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 3.

.Nicoll and Cantwell

Sunday 4.

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Mrs. Lahr and Nicoll
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch North Kensington Branch
3.30 Victoria Park Nicoll
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7.30 Miteham Fair Green Great Demonstration.
8 Streatham Green The Branch

Tuesday 6.

8 Walham Green—back of Church ... .Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 8.

8.15 Hoxton Church „ Kitz and Davis <

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Tues-

day : Cathedral Square, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.
Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.nu.

Liver-pool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips-
Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : St. Faiths, at 11 ; Market Place, at 3.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith> Fargate, at 11.30 a. in.; Burngreave Road, near
Vestry Offices, at 3 p.m.; Pump, West Bar, at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary
Quay, at 7.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—On Sunday May 4, a meeting
will be held on the Meadows, at 2.30, to protest against the action of the
majority of the Trades Council with regard to the Eight-Hours Demonstrationt
and to pass resolutions. It is hoped comrades will muster in good force. Several
comrades and others are expected to speak.—Indoor meetings are discontinued,
for the present. On the 28th May we enter our new premises in South Bridge-
After that date all indoor meetings—of which due notice will be given—will b?
held there.
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Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle
Labour the source of all Wealth
To Working Women and Girls
What Socialists Want
Socialism and " Public Opinion "

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2
The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... -2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 G
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth ... ... i 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 10
Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 09
Scholar in a Eepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) (>

The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-
flict between Capital and Labour ... 4

What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? .;. 4
The Eailway Kings and an American Empire ±
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Eeciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

$OCIALIST~To- OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Kow, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v. MACHINERY.
^Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.
By THOMAS SHORE.

With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM ARCHER.

Crown 8Co, Cloth, Price Ss. Gd. per Volume,

ALREADY ISSUED -

VOL. I.

Containing "The League of Youth," "The Pillars

of Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts," "An Enemy of the People,"

"The Wild Duck."

"To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

Containing "Lady Inger of Ostrat," "The Vik-

ings at Helgeland," "The Pretender."

Post-free from Commonweal Office on receipt of

published price.

RANTED—To-Day for October 1884. Kindly com-
municate with G.F.S., 6 St. Kilda's Rd., Harrow.

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LENO
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenanim.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
Svo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture of Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of * Our Father,' ' Bet
Graham,' 'Poor Bill,' 'Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Turner, 196 Strand, W.C, or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Orgaxe Communiste-Anarch iste.

One Penny weekly
; , by post, 1 .Id.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY
HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORE IS.

Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, IJd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

AR BE J D E R EN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ;
post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou ! would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the
land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners
for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that
upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-
tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the
conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.
When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that
this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal,

Printed in the Socialist League Printeiy, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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LABOUR DAY.
There is only one event this week to be noted ; beside its overpower-

ing importance all others shrink into insignificance. And this event,

of course, is the world-wide demonstration of the international

solidarity of Labour which took place on May Day. The capitalist

press, with characteristic futility, has seized well-nigh unanimously
upon the Eight Hours part of the celebration as though that were its

be-all and end-all. It must be plain, however, to the most casual and
careless of honest observers that the whole essence of the demonstra-

tion was the international solidarity of Labour ; the Eight Hours'

Day was an accidental, tacked on because it was the object of desire

for the passing moment with those who, although desiring Socialism,

dream of palliating the present system as they go along. There are

always two divisions in the Labour movement—those who are fully

convinced and avowed Socialists, and regard the present system as

beyond anything but entire destruction ; and those who, sometimes

calling themselves Socialists, are disposed to patch and plaster here

and there, rather than go in for sweeping and radical change. The
former section, numerically the smaller, but intrinsically by far the

more important, have throughout been at the head and front of the

international agitation for a Labour Day ; the other, by far the larger,

and by farther still the least important, has been trying to divert

attention and enthusiasm from the definite assertion of Labour as

Labour to the claim for a legally fixed working-day.

Here, in London, the Revolutionary Socialists and the new Trades'

Unions, in spite of all opposition, kept the red flag aloft and held the

simultaneous meetings for which our foreign brethren looked. Those
who, by dividing the London Demonstration and throwing all their

weight in favour of the Sunday one, provided a means of escape and

ready excuse for the cowards and sneaks of the Labour movement,

did not see (or did they see too well ?) that the whole value of the

event lay in its proof of the capacity of the proletariate of the world

for organised and simultaneous effort. They did not see (or, again,

did they see too well ?) that ten thousand men in the' Park on Thurs-

day, in spite of the police and damned by the press, were of immensely

more weight than a hundred or two hundred thousand on Sunday, not

only allowed but aided by the police, blessed by the reptile press, and

looked upon with favour by all pastors, masters, and other persons in

authority. Which will be remembered and looked back upon in years

to come as meaning something more than a mere outing ? The one

was a demonstration of an intention to do something ; the other of a

desire to have something—when their masters gave it them. It showed

that a large number of workmen would like to work shorter hours ; it

-showed nothing else, except that it added the information they were

only prepared to submissively ask for it, and would not even sacrifice

a day's wages in order to get it. The international side of the ques-

tion was practically ignored, as might have been expected from men
who could with wanton treachery break away from the world move,
ment to demonstrate the blindness, stupidity, and cowardice of that

large part of the London workmen who follow their "legal" and
M moderate " leadership. There is one consolation, if it is a small one

;

the May Day Demonstration in England belongs to us ; in years to

.come, the "moderates" will be glad to come crawling behind us
through the gap that we have made, but they will never be able to

claim any share in its making. They will remember that while we
were banned they were blessed by the police, and praised by the
-enemies of Labour on the press. A thought that should burn a fiery

brand of never-ending self-reproach into their souls.

However, May Day was celebrated in London ; and it shall be again.

Though but a few of us be found who will do it, it shall be done. If

we have to work double tides from now to then, it shall be done. Our
comrades throughout the world may rely upon this, that though the

majority of English workmen still retain a good deal of their arrogant

insularity, and follow those who will stoop to play upon it, there is a

large and rapidly growing minority who have awakened to the true

position of Labour and the need for international action, and who are

resolved to stand or fall with their brethren abroad. As we have

begun we shall go on ; as each recurring May Day comes and goes

our strength will be seen to leap steadily up and up, until we are strong

enough to push aside the sneaks and faint-hearts who embarrass us,

break down the barriers that confront us, and enter into the promised

land. S.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTEES FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XV. (continued).—On the lack of Incentive to Labouk in a
Communist Society.

" You are very bitter about that unlucky nineteenth century," said I.

" Naturally," said he, " since I know so much about it."

He was silent a little, and then said : " There are traditions—nay,
real histories—in our family about it : my grandfather was one of its

victims. If you know something about it you will understand what
he suffered when I tell you that he was in those days a genuine artist,

a man of genius, and a revolutionist."
" I think I do understand," said I :

" but now, as it seems, you have
reversed all this 1

"

"Pretty much so," said he. "The wares which we make are made
because they are needed : men make for their neighbours' use as if they
were making for themselves, not for a vague market of which they know
nothing, and over which they can have no control : as there is no
buying and selling, it would be mere insanity to make goods on the
chance of their being wanted ; for there is no longer anyone who can
be compelled to buy them. So that whatever is made is good, and
thoroughly fit for its purpose. Nothing can be made except for

genuine use; therefore no inferior goods are made. Moreover, as

aforesaid, we have now found out what we want, so we make no more
than we want ; and as we are not driven to make a vast quantity of

useless things, we have time and resources enough to consider our
pleasure in making them. All work which would be irksome to do by
hand is done by immensely improved machinery; and in all work
which it is a pleasure to do by hand machinery is done without. There
is no difficulty in finding work which suits the special turn of mind of

everybody; so that no man is sacrificed to the wants of another.

From time to time, when we have found out that some piece of work
was too disagreeable or troublesome, we have given it up and done
altogether without the thing produced by it. Now, surely you can see

that under these circumstances all the work we do is an exercise of the
mind and body more or less pleasant to be done: so that instead of

avoiding work everybody seeks it : and, since people have got defter

in doing the work generation after generation, it has become so easy

to do, that it seems as if there were less done, though probably more
is produced. I suppose this explains a certain fear of a possible

scarcity in work, which perhaps you have already noticed, and which
is a feeling on the increase, and has been for a score of years."

" But do you think," said I, " that there is any fear of a work-famine
amongst you ?

"

"No, I do not," said he, "and I will tell why: it is each man's
business to make his own work pleasanter and pleasanter, which of

course tends towards raising the standard of excellence, as no man
enjoys turning out work which is not a credit to him, and also to

greater deliberation in turning it out ; and there is such a vast number
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of things which can be treated as works of art, that this alone gives

employment to a host of deft people. Again, if art be inexhaustible*

So is science also ; and though it is no longer the only innocent oceupa-
tion*wiioh is thought worth an intelligent man spending his time uponj
as it once was, yet there are, and I suppose will be, many people who
are^xcited by its conquest of difficulties, and care for it more than for

a^yi^ing else. Again, as more and more of pleasure is imported into

work, I think we shall take up kinds of work which produce desirable

wq|res, t>ut which we gave up because we could not carry them on
pleasantly. Moreover, I think that it is only in parts of Europe which
are more advanced than the rest of the world that you will hear this

talk of the fear of a work-famine. Those lands which were once the
colonies of Great Britain, for instance, and especially America—that

part of it, above all, which was once the United States—are now and
will be for a long while a great resource to us. For these lands, and,

I say, especially the northern parts of America, suffered so terribly

from the full force of the last clays of civilisation, and became such
horrible places to live in, that they are now very backward in all that
makes life pleasant. Indeed, one may say that for nearly a hundred
years the people of the northern parts of America have been engaged
in gradually making a dwelling-place out of a stinking dust-heap; and
there is still a great deal to do, especially as the country is so big."

" Well," said I, " I am exceedingly glad to think that you have such
a prospect of happiness before you. But I should like to ask a few
more questions, and then I have done for to-day."

" Yes,** she said ; and it seemed to me as if a slight cloud came over

her fail* face. I was going to speak to her on the subject, when the

pretty waitresses came to us smiling, and chattering sweetly like feed

warblers by the river side, and fell to giving us our dinner, i&s to

this, as at our breakfast, everything was cooked and served' wi|b a
daintiness which showed that those who had prepared it were interested

in it; but there was no excess either of quantity or gourmaic&e;
everything was simple* though so excellent of its kind; and it was
made clear to us that this was no feast, only an ordinary meal. The
glass, crockery, and plate were very beautiful to my eyes, used to the

study of mediaeval art ; but a nineteenth-century club-haunter would,

I daresay, have found them rough and lacking in finish ; the crockery

being lead-glazed pot-ware, though beautifully ornamented ; the only

porcelain being here and there a piece of old oriental ware. The glass,

again, though elegant and quaint, and very varied in form, was some-

what bubbled and hornier in texture than the commercial articles of

the nineteenth century. The furniture and general fittings of the hall

were much of a piece with the table gear, beautiful in form and highly

ornamented, but without the commercial "finish " of the joiners and
cabinet-makers of our time. Withal, there was a total absence of what
the nineteenth century calls " comfort "—that is, stuffy inconvenience

;

so that, even apart from the delightful excitement of the day, I had
never eaten my dinner so pleasantly before.

William Morris.
[to be continued.V

{This Story began in No. 209, January 11, 1890. A few sets of

Back Numbers can still be had.)

Chap. XVI.

—

Dinner in the Hall op the Bloomsbury Market.

As I spoke, I heard footsteps near the door; the latch yielded, and
in came our two lovers, looking so handsome that one had no feeling

of shame in looking on at their little-concealed love-making : for indeed
it seemed as if all the world must be in love with them. As for old

Hammond, he looked on them like an artist who has just painted a
picture nearly as well as he thought he could when he began it, and
was perfectly happy. He said :

" Sit down, sit down, young folk, and don't make a noise. Our
guest here has still some questions to ask me."

" Well, I should suppose so," said Dick ; " you have only been three

hours and a half together ; and it isn't to be hoped that the history of

two centuries could be told in three hours and a half : let alone that,

for all I know, you may have been wandering into the realms of

geography and craftsmanship."
" And as to noise, my dear kinsman," said Clara, "you will very

soon be disturbed by the noise of the dinner-bell, which I should think
will be very pleasant music to our guest, who breakfasted early, it

seems, and probably had a tiring day yesterday."

I said : "Well, since you have spoken the word, I begin to feel that

it is. so; but I have been feeding myself with wonder this long time
past : really, it's quite true," quoth I, as I saw her smile, O so prettily !

. But just then from some tower high up in the air came the sound of

Bilvery chimes playing a sweet clear tune, that sounded to my un-

accustomed ears like the song of the first blackbird in the spring, and
culled a rush of memories to my mind, some of bad times, some of good,

but all sweetened now into mere pleasure.
" No more questions now before dinner," said Clara ; and she took

my hand as an affectionate child would, and led me out of the room
• and down-stairs into the forecourt of the Museum, leaving the two
Hammonds to follow as they pleased.

We went into the market place I had been in before, a thinnish

stream of elegantly

-

1 dressed people going in along with us. We turned
into the cloister and came to a richly moulded and carved doorway,
where a very pretty dark-haired young girl gave us each a beautiful

bunch of summer flowers, and we entered a hall much bigger than that

io£ the. Hammersmith Guest House, more elaborate in its architecture

and perhaps more beautiful. I found it difficult to keep my eyes off

the wail-pictures (for I thought it bad manners to stare at Clara all

.the time,, though she was quite worth it). I saw at a glance that their

subjects were taken from queer old-world myths and imaginations

which in yesterday's world only about half a dozen people in the

-country knew anything about ; and when the two Hammonds sat down
opposite to us, I said to the old man,, pointing to the frieze :

" How strange to see such subjects here !

"

" Why i" said he. " I don't see why you should be surprised ; every-

body knowa the tales ; and they are graceful and pleasant subjects, not

.too tragic *fOEia place where people mostly eat and drink and amuse
themselves^and yet full of incident." i

1 smiled, and said : "Well, I scarcely expected to find record of i

the Seven Swans and the.King of the Golden Mountain and Faithful

'

Henry, and suck curious pleasant imaginations as- Jacob Grimm got:

togetherfrom the childhood of the world, barely lingering even in his i

time: I should have thought you would have forgotten such childish-

!

ness by this time.'?

The; old man smiled,, and said nothing; but Dick turned rather red, i

and broke out: ,

»ji" What da. you mean, guest? I think them very beautiful, I mean
not only the pictures, but the stories ; and when we were children we
•used to imagine, them going on in every wood-end, by the bight of

every stream : every house in the fields was the Fairyland King's

House to us. Don't
.

you remember, Clara% }> - -'"
i

1 •* Elegant, ?' I mdaxr, as ^Persian pattern is elegaut ; not like a rich " elegant *'

»

•lady ©utJos^a (Morning eaU*i I should rather call thafrpewteek i

"WHAT NEXT?"
Who would have thought that in the short space of time that has

elapsed since Sir W. Harcourt made the jesting remark, " We are all

Socialists now," statesmen and politicians of all shades would roll the

word Socialism over in their mouths and use it to conjure and delude

with ? It has ever been so, that a new inspiration or movement has

first been condemned and ridiculed, and then prostituted and stolen

by its enemies to use against itself. And the avowed enemies of

Socialism (the Liberty and Property Defence League and others), what
have they done or not done ? Has all their work and money been in

vain, or will they not make one more desperate and determined effort

to counteract the influence of Socialism and grapple with the inevit-

able
1

? What has brought this "theory" within the range of practical

politics ? What is the meaning of this sudden change in our masters,

this conversion to kindliness? Fear? Of what? An uneducated

mob held well in check, or organisation of the workers ? Or may it not

be some diabolical conspiracy between Capital and " Labour," or Land-
lords versus Capitalists, and the People to be again used as tools for

their own enslavement, and for safer but not less profits for the classes ?

" Socialistic" legislation, forsooth !
" We are all Socialists now," and

can well afford to be, so long as " we " live on rent, interest, and profit,

and you produce them.
An " eight hour day " is first in the field.—To think that our noble

comrades in Chicago went to their deaths for this thing !—What is

the cause of this move 1 Our organisations say some. Conceded, for

the sake of argument. But, mark you, " limited to government em-

ployes," which means that more people shall be employed for govern-

ment purposes on worse than useless work, the work of means of

destruction and jobbery. Yes, it is possible that combinations of men
will be able, by signs of their earnestness and determination, to wring

from their masters this same concession ; but when these same masters

can no longer hold their positions or make enough profit, they may
perhaps introduce the " iron man " (machinery) greatly improved upon,

or shift their business into sunnier climes (where the workers are not

so "damned unreasonable"), and so cripple that particular industry.

O well, they may by that time have stopped foreign pauper immi-

gration, and imposed retaliative duties on foreign imports. " What
next ? " What next, ye blind leaders of the blind ? What next, ye

constructive prophetic philosophers? Nearly everybody employed a
" reasonable number of hours." Is this the social transformation ?

Nearly everybody (among the poor) working " for the benefit of an

idle, vicious class" just the same, only different (by an hour or two).

Yes, the hour or two, or more, is certainly to be considered* and wo
shall use this time for educational purposes, hoping the freed workers

will do the same. But what a consummation! What next? ". Why,
we'll house the poor. Build cheap lodging-houses, and compete with

the : doss-house, or poor man's hotel-keepers; and build *' healthy^

workmen's dwellings ; at wha$ price and at whose cost? And give

them " free " education, elementary, secondary, university, and tech-*

nical. Yes, and free meals and "free" gifts of boots and clothing

and lodgings and seaside trips. Arid what will be provided for the

big children between 20 and 50 ? Why not free amusements and free

competitions for prizes ; would not that tend to keep the people con-

tented and happy ? "Socialistic" legislation, indeed, what a horrible

farce ! All that they could do (with the help of men that profess to

know better) in Parliament would leave the workers all the time

slaves, " better-off slaves," bttt still wage-slaves. Look to it, ye simple,

trusting, leader-worshipping workers. Organise, organise, yott are

told. Good* Organise, but also Educate, or what will avail you your

unions, if ye know not why and when to use them. Can you under?

stand that a commercial crisis will affect you in your unions jna^.t^e

same as before? A new invention, a new fashion, and your unions
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f411 to pieces. But organise, fellow workers, for the right to live

without your masters by your own labour. Organise to take posses-

sion of and use the land, with the mines, machinery, railways, docks,

shipping* factories, and all that you have made in the past ; the money

they m»y have and a11 tbeir seriP*

ft was necessary, we are told, that men should be formed into unions

all over the country. Just so, my friends ; but if you are not very

careful others will reap where you have sown. It was necessary to

get their eare, you say. Now let us see what you speak to these

multitudes and ears; you tell them-—what] We'll tell them to use

their votes. Ah ! is that the game ? But how many of them have

votes? O, but we'll get them adult suffrage. And will you, by Act

of Parliament force them to vote 1 and to vote for your selections and

choices* O, but we'll get payment of members, and short parlia-

ments, and payment of election expenses out of the rates. What
next 1 Then they must send in the " right" man. Who's hei Con-

servative, Liberal, Radical, or Labour candidate 1 Can you make or

influence one to vote for the other] What kind of man can an

ignorant (socially and economically ignorant) people possibly vote for 1

Only some such man as " their own understanding " dictates, or one

who is foisted on them as " the right man."

Is not this the same as the Americans have been doing the last

hundred years, and who have they selected, and why, and with what

results ] Fancy electing to the House of Humbugs a " Member for

Metropolitan Pauperism "
! How's that for high 1 It's nearly as good

as "a free breakfast-table" with nothing on it. But you may be con-

sidering the advisability of working up and waking up the munici-

palities. Good—very good. And then, having their ear, we hope to

be able to educate them.

And we, we International Revolutionary Socialists—what next 1 With

us it must be the same, the same as before, with riper experience,

bigger fields, and greater energy, enthusiasm and determination. We'll

Educate, Educate, and Educate. The very fact and feeling of which

will cause people to Agitate against their conditions and the system

that makes them. And the natural sequence of Agitation is Organisa^

tion. Thus we shall have organised an educated, agitated force, for

defence or offence, as circumstances determine, and prepared both

mentally and physically. And by various manifestations of our

earnestness and signs of our determination, the social reformers of all

kinds—politicians, priests, and princes—will introduce all kinds of

palliative measures, which we will take and use for the propagation

of Revolutionary Socialism. Come and help in the good work I

Now a word to the wise. What next, ye scientific evolutionists

or evolutionary social scientists 1 We are in the midst of an evolution,

of a transition period, you say. In all humility, I beg to submit that

we are at the end of an evolution. The time is now ripe for the

change ; only one thing is needful in order that the human race be

eligible for the new society, the society of truth, justice, and happiness.

And the one thing needful is—Education. Come, now, ye teachers

and guides, educate us as to the meaning of this great change that is

waiting to come. Coming slowly, you may say. Yes, it may be so

;

but who are to blame ? All the quicker will it come when all Socialists

work for that end which they must of necessity believe in, and when

we use all our faculties, energies, and all our time in the good work of

"making Socialists." Come now, ye practical ones, and ye honest

ones, reply and answer now—" What next ?
"

H. Samukls.

tf*rf\pd

NOTES.
80MB.more light has been thrown on England?*-.

,Afriea. On Tuesday April 22nd, in *-***$ fe'ttp*

mons on the suppression of the slave trade, &* #*£&£*'Ee^giliig:

forced to admit, in answer to a question, that thex Bra&ia Eagtjfc'

Company was carrying on its " civilising mission "<±bf the * ai<J «fc>

labour of wretched slaves, and thus was supplying » freSQ ^M"^"**

the wares of slave hunters in the interior. No wonder, Mr* Ht w

who, although he is a reactionary, happens to fee an ***&& 'fjfh
declared in the debate which took place on the same subjec* <m *y
following Friday, that "the miseries of the slave trade had beett*4»ijr f

mously increased by the pharisaical way in which, white making 4*^1
professions in this country about the suppression of the slave trad^ *i§f

had acted. We had intensified its horrors and increased its araoimt.
"

'

But a little thought should teach us that if our pious' traders and

the hypocritical butcher whom they are now engaged in worshipping

would tell the truth for once in their lying lives, they would adnfit

that they cannot "civilise" Africa without slavery. In a country

where nature is so bounteous, and her resources are open to ail men,

what native would be a " free labourer " for a set of grinding capital-

ists, when he can get an easy living without? Therefore, until all the

land of Africa is enclosed by European landlords, slavery is as much

a necessity to the christian capitalist as to the Arab slave-driver, and

accordingly slavery will be "enormously increased" under his rule.

But still, although the vilest scoundrelism oomes natural toa capitalist,

he might do without the whining cant of Exeter Hall, and say boldly

that he is "civilising" Africa to make money, not to put down tt^

slave trade; and as long as money is made, he does not mind
:

now,it

is made, and if it is coined out of the flesh and blood of miserable

humanity, he means to make it. Chadband ; arm in arm in^ loving

brotherhood with the slave-hunting cut-throat, or lashing the oack* *

" niggers
n with a cowhide, is indeed a sickening spectacle. IX N*

At a meeting of the St. Pancras Liberal Association last week,

Professor Stuart delivered an address which called forth (as usual on;

such occasions) a great deal of applause, with but a small modicum- of

criticism. There was indeed but little to criticise. The ProfessoYs

remarks were most pertinent, and the facts which he made known

most important and suggestive. In speaking of the question of gas an£

water rates, he stated that the high rates of the city of London were,

due solely to the fact that the gas and water supplies, instead of being

in the hands of the State, were held by a few monopolists, who doubled,

their capital in the course of a few years at the expense of the rate-

payers.

The speaker was careful to give figures (which are alwaysj;ery

effective), and showed clearly enough that not only rent, but all kincfe-

of merchandise were affected by gas and water rates: shopkeepers

paying high rates had to sell their goods at high prices. Now, under

a new administration—that is, the administration of Liberal members

—all this is to be changed. A man now paying a rent of £20 will m
the palmy days to come pay but £18 (loud applause). How pleasant

as well as reasonable this will be ! Tories may say £2 is a trifle, but

Professor Stuart wished to know whether £2 was nothing to a working

man? He received a very hearty assurance that £2 was a great deal

to the workers present, and sat down amid a thunder of grateful

applause.

EMIGRATE ! EMIGRATE

!

There are people who say that although there are a great many abuses in

the crowded Old World, in New Zealand "Jack is as good as his master,"

well able to take care of himself, and would not submit to any tyranny from

Capital. If anybody is under that delusion, let him read the evidence given

before the Dunedin Sweating Commission :

Thomas Fernley, late tram conductor, examined Feb. 13, gave evidence that

the hours were from seven to four one week, and from five to eleven next week,

with no time for meals. The wages were 27s. 6d. per week, with 3d. in the £
on the money collected. Overtime was paid Id. per hour extra, and was some-

times from 4 to 6 hours per day. On the 29th January he started work at

twenty-five minutes to eight a.m., and was not relieved till five minutes past

nine p.m., and had had no food during that time. On going to the ofiice he was

told that he had to go on again at ten, in which case he would not have got home

till half-past twelve, and would have had to resume at twenty-five minutes past

seven next day. He refused, and was fined 2s. 6d., and charged 2s. alleged to be

short, and Is. for not having put the advertisement board on the car.

A seamstress on the following day gave evidence of the benefit of the union,

A year ago she only earned 10a. 6d. per week, working from nine a.m. to eleven

p.m. Now she could make 12s. or 13s. per week in factory hours.

A journeyman butcher gave his hours of work as from eight to at least half-

past eight, and till eleven on Saturday. All last winter he had not seen his own
houBe by daylight. His children knew him ; but he was often strongly reminded

of the case where the father had struck his own boy in the street, and the latter

ran to his mother to tell her that he had been struck by a man who stopped in

their house on Sundays.

The principles of the Knights of Labour boiled down to the smallest com-

pass, mean " Do unto your neighbour as you would he should do unto you."

This old sentiment has been changed by the present age so that it reads,
44 Do your neighbour before he gets a chance to do you."

—

T. V. Powderty.

Postal Propaganda.—Here is a letter from one of the friends who have

taken our hint as to propaganda by post : I send you 38. to send some Com-

monweals to the people over-named. I think many are needed in this neigh-

bourhood ; they are the most narrow-minded bigots I ever lived amongst.

I greatly sympathise on many points, and I think the Commonweal ought

to be read, it may in time make their feelings more elastic. I know some of

my personal friends are better to get on with in many points since they

have read it a little.

Now, so far so good ! The Professor was right in all he said ;
_the

figures he named were large, the reforms he advocated was reasonable.

He did not think it necessary to mention, however, that the sum of

£14,000,000 (which was the amount to be saved in a few years by the

reduction of the water rates) was, after all, but a fraction in the..

National Exchequer, and that the fall of gas and water rates was *

very trifling reform. Two pounds may aftect the purse, but it in,

^

way affects the position of a worker. It ameliorates his lot, m the-

same way that alms ameliorates the lot of a pauper. But it change

nothing in his career and destiny. ...•,.:

Now, alms and concessions are in the main degrading to him that

gives and to him that takes. The aspirant to Parliamentary honours,

knows that in agitating about rates he is agitating about trifles* and

if he goes no further he is merely an office-seeker buying jtopulartfy,

as it often can be bought, too cheaply, yet paying away his awn honoa*

in the purchase. The friends as well as the enemies of the poor hold

them at a disadvantage. They are often ready to value a small con-

cession of liberty or justice as if it were a free and munihcent gift,

and in the same manner they often over-estimate the value of the

reforms which are suggested to them. .

At the St. Pancras meeting all the speakers professed an ardent

sympathy with the workers, yet no speaker suggested the necessity for

an energetic movement to bring about any actual reform. Such ideas

as were suggested, were all imported from foreign and despised

societies; the nationalisation of gas and water supplies being but^
leaf from the programme of the Socialists. The aim indeed was small, •

and a succession of such aims would prolong the social warfare through

i

many centuries into a very distant future. We believe, however, that

the solution of our social problem will not depend on the action o£

our Parliamentary representatives. For if Liberal candidates caii r

limit their demands to things which hardly affect the people, thett'

legislation is but a farce, kept up solely for the honour and- ••entertain-

ment of the privileged classes, M. McM.
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STANLEY'S EXPLOITS:
OR,

CIVILISING AFRICA.
(Continued from p. 139.)

As might have been expected, Stanley's glowing accounts of his glorious
exploits attracted some considerable attention in England. Some im-
pertinent persons troubled with stupid humanitarian scruples concern-
ing the treatment of savages, generally known as the Aborigines
Protection and the Anti-Slavery Societies, wrote to Lord Derby, who
was then at the Foreign Office, about Mr. Stanley's methods of ad-

vancing " civilisation." Strangely enough, his lordship appears to

have sympathised with these stupid scruples, and in his reply through

his secretary to these societies stated that he " has read with great

regret the reports of the circumstances which seem to have taker*

place " during Mr. Stanley's explorations, and " which have created

such a painful impression in this country. . .
." He also hoped that

Mr. Stanley " would be able to afford some explanation or justification,

for his proceedings, which is not apparent from the reports which have
been as yet received."

Mr. Hyndman, introduced by Col. Yule, brought the matter before

the Royal Geographical Society, but they were met by the previous

question. The chairman, Sir Rutherford Alcock, however, stated that

he did

" Not believe there were two shades of feeling with regard to the con-
flicts of Mr. Stanley with the natives of Africa. He thought Lord Derby
had expressed the feeling of the whole nation when he said that Mr. Stanley's*

later letters were read with great regret, and that they created a moat
painful impression throughout the country. . . . No doubt there was a
unanimous feeling with regard to his proceedings, and all condemned in the
very strongest way the circumstances, so jfer as they were known, of the-

apparently ruthless slaughter and violence which he had described in the-

second attack on the island of Bambireh."

However, despite these answers, the society decided to welcome'

Stanley on his return in 1878, in the full flush of his exploits during

his descent of the Congo. On Thursday evening, February 7, Stanley

was received at St. James's Hall, but he offered no explanation of his-

conduct save to sneer at his critics, and to show himself in his natural

character of a blustering bully. The Standard of February the 9thr
1878, states that

"The Council of the Royal Geographical Society have too evidently feared*

to insist on an explanation lest Mr. Stanley in his blustering way, of which-

he gave the audience at St. James's Hall a safe sample, when he asked any
of his critics to stand up that he might be ' measured,'—should allege that

the secret of the inquiry was English jealousy of American success."

Nor has Mr. Stanley ever made an adequate explanation of his

actions, save by a very weak attempt to excuse the slaughter at Bam-
bireh. In this he stated that he sent some people belonging to a.

tribe of his ally M'tesa to buy food from the natives of Bambireh
{after he had shot 14 of these with explosive bullets) and as Mr.
Stanley might have expected, some of his friends were killed by the

vengeful natives. We cannot doubt, taking all the circumstances into-

consideration, that Stanley sent them to be killed in order to have a~

pretext for massacre. Still, Stanley made up for an adequate defence

of his own barbarities by abusing his accusers. He said they had
given vent to much " vile, slanderous, and almost libellous abuse." He
imputed unworthy motives to them, and balanced the weakness of

his case by the strength of his language. Both charges were utterly

untrue. As to the motives of his adversaries, Mr. Stanley is rendered,,

by his own personal character, incapable of judging any action except
from the standpoint of the meanest, basest, and most brutal passions.

.

Men judge of other people by themselves, and surely this was the case,

with the emissary of the Daily Telegraph, As to the " vile, slander-

ous, and almost libellous abuse," as it was pointed out at the time, no-

one had accused Stanley but Stanley himself.

A considerable section of the press, and even the Jingo press of the
time, gave eloquent expressions of the general feeling concerning Mr.
Stanley's exploits, as a few quotations will show. The Pall Mall
Gazette of February 11th, 1878, said :

" We must altogether demur to the doctrine stated in general terms that
an explorer is always at liberty to 'make war' upon any savage tribe who
threaten to obstruct his advance. A European traveller penetrating into a
country inhabited by savage tribes, whatever the services he may be seeking to

render civilisation, is an intruder. He is not, as so many European philan-

thropists appear to suppose, the natural lord of the soil in mere virtue of

his white skin. Its black possessors have a perfect right to resist his invasion

if they choose, and should they do so we entirely deny that as a * pioneer of

civilisation ' he is entitled in the name of his mission to force his way
through them by the use of elephant rifles and explosive bullets. Explora-
tion under these conditions is in fact exploration plus buccaneering, and
though the map may be improved and enlarged by the process, the cause of

civilisation is net a gainer theieby but a loser."

This condemnation applies equally to Stanley's later exploits, as will

be seen further on. The Saturday Review, of February 16th, spoke

out strongly

:

"It is not ridiculous, it is not sentimental, to denounce war which is

waged on mere savages in the interest of speculative capitalists and their

journals. The horrors are the same as those over which the Telegraph wails

when they befall the Turks. The women and children of ' burning villager

and blazing settlements' suffer just as much, whether the missionary power
that supplies the torch resides in Peterborough Court or in St. Petersburgh.
When " each gentle hill in Uganda is crowned by a happy village and a
spired church from which the bells sound the call to a gospel service,' then
perhaps this private Holy War of Messrs. Levy Lawson and Gordon Bennett
will be justified by its fruits. 'The blessings of the Gospel of Peace,' as*

the Record said, and of Lord Houghton, will be on the work."

Similar comments appeared in other papers. Mr. Stanley has not
been altogether insensible to these criticisms, and one proof of this

may be found in his book, " Through the Dark Continent," where he
has considerably toned down the account of his exploits, so alter-

ing some of the stories of the massacres he committed, that it is-

almost impossible to recognise them as the same occurrences. He is

also particularly careful to lay great stress of his own "gentleness,"

"forbearance," "mildness," "long-suffering," and " placability.^

Apologies on this score are needless.

Let me give some examples in his account of the battle with the
Waturu, or Wanyaturu, as he calls them in his book. He exaggerates

the provocation given by the savage, and greatly praises his owji

moderation. The incident of the buU-dog and his teeth is altogether
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omitted, and he glides lightly over the burning of the villages, so

lightly that many readers would hardly notice it. His firing on the

Wavuma, and shooting the man who stole the few beads, is greatly

altered. According to his book the Wavuma threw their spears before

he fired, but a few sentences will serve to show how it differs from

his letter:

" Forming a line on each side of us, about thirty yards off, they flung

their spears, which the boat's crew avoided by dropping to the bottom of

the boat. The canoes astern clapped their hands gleefully, showing me a
large bunch of Mutunda beads which had been surreptitiously abstracted

from the stern of the boat. I seized my repeating rifle and fired in earnest
to right and left ; the fellow with the beads was doubled up, and the boldest
of those nearest to us was disabled."

Now, I wonder how it was Mr. Stanley forgot in his letters that the
Wavuma attacked him first, an important fact that quite changes the
story. It is surely strange that Mr. Stanley should only remember
this crucial point, after he had been accused of inhumanity in

taking such a frightful revenge for the theft of a few beads. It is

still more curious that he didn't bring it forward on the public

platform in answer to the attacks made upon him. Perhaps, how-
ever, he thought that the public might look upon him as it does
upon a witness in an important case, who having admitted a fact

very damaging to himself, hastens at the first moment he under-
stands what he has done, to " correct " his evidence. Mr. Stanley's

behaviour to the people of Bambireh is also explained away in a
similar fashion.

I have dealt first with the facts cited against Mr. Stanley by Col.

Yule and Mr. Hyndman. Some people may say that this is ancient

history, but still I would ask them if they think Stanley's character
has changed very much. It is true he is not so frank now-a-days in

giving the reasons for his numerous conflicts with the natives, but
when we find that his journeys can still be clearly traced across

the centre of Africa by a blood-red trail strewn with corpses, one
cannot help doubting whether Stanley has acquired more humanity in

later years. Most of us have a vivid recollection of his sensational

letters to the Telegraph upon his battles with the " cannibals " of the
Congo. It seems very doubtful now, according to Mr. Stanley's later

book entitled " The Congo," whether these were cannibals at all, but
one thing is quite certain—the bulk of Mr. Stanley's allies in that
famous journey were. In the beginning of the journey Mr. Stanley
was escorted by Tippoo Tib, an Arab slave-dealer, who with other

Arabs had established their dominion over the Manyema, a nation of

cannibals, and it was with an escort of cannibals commanded by Arab
slave-hunters that Mr. Stanley started on his journey. No wonder
the natives resisted ; the other alternative of becoming slaves or

being eaten was too unpleasant. It is true Tippoo Tib and his com-
rades left Stanley in the heat of the fight to struggle on alone, but
the natives were not to know the difference between Stanley's men
and their escort. It is curious to note also that the first shot that was
fired came from Stanley's party. It was fired by Billali, the Arab boy
who carried Mr. Stanley's big gun, and who, doubtless, thought that

he was as much justified in potting natives with it as his master.
Those who would go into this question further are referred to the
second volume of "Through the Dark Continent."

Stanley's march to the " rescue " of Emin Pasha1 has also been
marked by continual battles with the natives, and it is probable enough
that these contests were provoked by the overbearing conduct of his

own men, who had not lost the manners and customs of the slave-

hunters by " exploring " in the company of Mr. Stanley. He tells

himself how one of his men, a Soudanese soldier, marched into the
village of a friendly tribe and deliberately began shooting the people
down ; as it was a " friendly " tribe he was handed over to them to be
dealt with according to the law of " blood for blood." But supposing
this had not been a " friendly " tribe—what then ? The natives would
then have been forced to avenge themselves, and would thus have
furnished Stanley with a pretext for massacre. The mere fact of Mr.
Stanley being accompanied by a strong armed force, and insisting on
marching through all the countries he came to whether the people liked

it or not, is quite sufficient to account for all these conflicts. I would
ask any man if under similar circumstances an armed body of foreigners

of suspicious appearance forced their way through our country, behaving
themselves like conquerors, whether we should not resist, especially if

members of this expedition sometimes walked into our villages and
deliberately began shooting the people down ? If we take these things
into consideration, we may understand why a continual slaughter of

the natives with " smoking Remingtons " is still a feature of Mr.
Stanley's onward march. D. J. Nicoll.

{To be concluded).

Lady Lindsay says that she would sooner wear a stuffed village child in
her headgear than be seen with poor little robins as ornaments in her bonnet.
We believe it. In fact, we fancy the British aristocracy views the common
or village kind of child as of considerably less value than any of the feathered
tribe, more especially that portion of it protected by the game laws.—Bris-
bane Boomerang,

1 It is worth noting that even this expedition, which has been praised as if it

were a philanthropic work, was simply undertaken for the purpose of commercial
exploitation. The Daily News of Monday, April 7th, 1690, gives an account of
a book by a German missionary, Father Schynze, who states that the expedition
was got up by a shrewd Scotch merchant (Sir W. Mackinnon) who had probably
never heard of Emin Pasha before, but who saw an opportunity of getting hold
of Emin's province and 4,000 cwt. of ivory that he had in his possession.
So slaughter caused by the expedition cannot be excused on a plea of philan-
thropy.

THE TWO BUMMERS.
Air : " The Two Crowa''

j ;

There were two bums sat in the House---
Bounce-a-bounce ! hey bounce 1

,

Twas getting hard their chumps to chouse
With a bounce.

v
,,

Said one old bum unto his mate : /
" What shall we do for puff and prate,

With a bounce, bully bounce ? /

On yonder bench you see that Graeme,
Bounce-a-bounce ! hey bounce !

What say you ? Shall we make him game, . .. 7 •

With a bounce ?

We'll pluck his feathers one by one,

We'll steal his plumes—'twill be such fun !

With a bounce, bully bounce 1

"

But ah ! that Graeme was all too fly I

Bounce-a-bounce ! hey bounce !

He gave each bum a sable eye
With a bounce !

He stripp'd the mask from off each face,

And show'd their selfish, rotten race,

With a bounce, bully bounce !

Those bummers each gave forth a moan :

" Bounce-a-bounce ! hey bounce !

The game is up—the gaff is blown,
With a bounce !

"

So serve all knaves who try again
To live by selling working-men

With their bounce, bully bounce !

LOTHROP WlTHINGTON.

CORRESPONDENCE.

HE MISUNDERSTANDS US.

In your issue of 21st December (which I have received after considerable
delay, owing to my wanderings) you say :

" There would be small need of

any 'legislative remedies' if only the workers would 'perfect their organisa-

tions.'" You seem therefore to have a contempt for legislative "remedies."
But I understand (1) you advocate a form of Socialism in which, although
very rationally comprehending that the revolution must be effected by the
people themselves, legislative measures (2) are looked to for the maintenance
and regulation of the new society that will follow, at any rate in the shape
of the managerial legislature (3) of a vast " social organisation," which is*

only a different application of the same condemned principle. Is this con-

sistent with the concluding words of the very good Statement published in

your last column ?—Yours fraternally, J.A.Andrews.
Alexandra, March 13 ; but permanent postal address

—

P.O., Richmond, Victoria, Australia.

(1) On what ground ? (2) Where advocated 1 (3) What does this mean ?

We can hardly believe that you are serious in raising the point.

THE BLANKET-WEAVERS OF COUKS.
Comrades,—In his letter acknowledging a remittance I sent lately, the

Secretary of the Labour Syndicate of Cours gives news of the blanket-
weavers' strike, which will interest your readers doubtless. The news has
been going round that the strike was ended, but this is spread by the mill-

owners, who wish to prevent further funds from reaching the Cours workers,:

and use this means, among others, of trying to break the indomitable spirit

of their former employes. The fact is this, that though work is resumed in

some of the shops, yet the hands employed by the most important and
largest firm remain out, and more than 300 victims remain on the hands of

the Syndicate, who don't know which way to turn to support them. The
masters had issued circulars in the neighbouring country, and imported
"renegade" labour ; and although most of the blacklegs found out they had
been hired under false pretences and returned home, more than 300 remain
at low wages, to the detriment of the strikers.

Now, though to those who are accustomed to hear of men striking in

thousands, this strike in the Rhdne Department may not seem very notice-

able, in proportion to the district the numbers are really large, and the fact

that these people have been on strike for nine months makes this struggle an
important item in the annals of labour, and is in itself sufficiently eloquent.

This subscription-list will be open some time longer, and I earnestly ask
those who have anything to spare from other calls upon their purses to
think of those people, called " foreigners " by some, but by us, brothers and
fellow-workers, who are fighting as much for us as for themselves, their

wives, and children.—Yours fraternally, May Morris.

Strike Fund.

Amount previously acknowledged
E. Linder, H. Picton, S. Thomson

£28 3 4
6

Mayor Burdekin, of Sydney (who has, say, £60,000 or so coming to him
annually in house-rent), declares that his^ reception of Henry George at the

Town Hall does not imply that he is in sympathy with the Single-Tax

movement. Let us smile, says the Bulletin.

New Zealand White Slavery.—An Auckland (N. Z.) shop-assistant,

writing in a local paper, gives the following account of his time :
" The 144

hours in the six working days and nights are taken up as follows— 64 hours
per week behind the counter ; 9 for walking to and fro to meals and work ;

9 for meals, allowing 30 minutes only for each meal ; 9 preparing for work
in the morning, and also prepariug for rest at night ; 48 for rest and sleep ;

giving only 5 hours per week for self for mental improvement, recreation,

amusements, etc., which you are generally too tired to take advantage o .

If this is not * white slavery,' what is ?

"
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
THE MATT DAY DEMONSTRATION.

Despite the prophecies of failure from the faint-hearted and the police

proclamations of Mr. James Munro, .we are glad to say that the May-Day
Demonstration was a complete success. Long before the procession started,

large crowds assembled, and the Embankment between Westminster and
Blackfriars presented a lively spectacle. The police were there in strong

force. A small regiment of mounted men were ranged at the side of the

roadway where the ground rises towards Blackfriars Bridge, and 2,000 foot

and horse guarded the narrow hilly streets which lie between the Embank-
ment and Fleet Street and the Strand.
The police greatly distinguished themselves during the day. A procession

of our East-end comrades was broken up in Aldgate. Some of our friends

from France were reminded that they were living in free and happy Eng-
land by being set upon by the police in St. Martin's Lane. These bullies

kicked and cuffed the "bloody foreigners," as they elegantly termed them,
without mercy, and broke to pieces a flag they were carrying. On Clerken-

well Green our gallant police attacked the women who were on strike from
Fenner's envelope factory in John Street, Clerkenwell, and knocked them
about with the savage ruffianism with which we are now familiar. This

didn't, however, frighten these plucky girls, who marched down to the

Embankment and joined the procession.

At half-past three we started for Hyde Park. As we marched on, the

people who thronged the pavement poured into our ranks till the procession

became one vast mass of people marching onward. On we swept past the

battalion of police who guarded the entrance to Northumberland Avenue,
the "Marseillaise" ringing out defiantly as we marched up the hill to the

House of Commons, the' red flags and banners of the procession waving gaily

over our heads in the bright May sun. The banner which headed the pro-

cession bore the following inscription, the motto of the demonstration

—

"Workers of the World, Unite !" in English, French, and German. "Workers
of the World, we HaiL you as Brothers ! " declared another. While a third

proclaimed the self-evident truth that "Those who dare not celebrate this

day are Slaves ! " The banner of the North London Branch of the Socialist

League bore the motto, " No Master, High or Low ! " while the banner of

the Commonweal Branch had upon it these words full of meaning as to the

revolution we preach—" Away with Authority and Monopoly ! Free access

to the means of Life ! " A cartoon on a large white banner representing a

fat capitalist being kicked in the air by the hob-nailed boot of Labour
created great amusement The Metropolitan Railwaymen bore a flag

which had this announcement, which showed the value of our " freedom of

labour"—"Metropolitan Railwaymen boycotted for joining the Federation."

There were also the banners of the different branches of "The National

Federation of Trades and Industries," and the banners of the Firewood-

cutters, the Painters and Decorators, and the South-Side Labour Protection

League ; while over all floated the red flag, the emblem of the revolted

labour in every land.

As we entered Hyde Park, the rising ground around the Achilles Statue

was densely crowded. When we reached the Reformer's Tree, some 20,000

people gathered round the platforms of the Socialist League and the Federa-

tion of Trades and Industries. On the League platform the speakers were
Morris, Kitz, Mowbray, Turner, Mainwaring, Tochatti, and Nicoll ; while

John Williams, Votair, John Wood, James Macdonald, Miss Edith Lupon, J.

Baker, Bentley, Buckerbridge, Cores, and Greenman spoke on the Federation

platform. The resolution of the Socialist League was carried at both plat-

forms. It ran as follows :

• «' That this meeting hails with joy the awakening of Labour which is taking

place throughout the civilised world ; declares the necessity for the union of

workers in all countries to obtain complete freedom from the monopoly of capi-

talists ; asserts that the only possible remedy for the poverty and misery of the

workers is the free access to the resources of nature, and the management by
the workers of the organisation of Labour ; and calls on all workers to accept

the task of bringing about this freedom as a necessary duty paramount over all

others."

Resolutions condemning the despotic action of the authorities at home and
abroad were alio carried.

In the evening, a very successful torchlight meeting was held on Clerken-

well Green. Barkery Kitz, Mowbray, Nicoll, Hicks, Mrs. Lahr, and others

spoke. About 5,000 were present. The parson of the neighbouring church
endeavoured to annoy the speakers by making a hideous row with his bells,

but the attempt failed in any way to mar the success of the meeting. We
all hope and trust that now we have begun the battle, next year the workers

of London will demonstrate on May Day, and not put it off till the Sunday
to please their masters and the reactionary members of the London Trades

Council. English workers will then show their solidarity with labour all

over th« civilised world.

advantages of an eight hour day, " Yes, but you will have to have a universal

strike to get it." True, and when the next trade depression comes, and
devouring hunger grows sharper, and discontent and despair becomes fierce

and deadly, the House of Commons and wealth and respectability may be

swept away before ail overwhelming torrent. The immense demonstrations

held all over the civilised world must convince the most sceptical' that we
are on the eve of great events, and that the end of the reign of the capitalist

is not far off.

The Provinces.

Big meetings have been held in the provinces. At Sheffield on May Day
the League resolution was carried unanimously at an enthusiastic meeting at

Gower Street. On Sunday 4th a large demonstration was held at the Mono-
lith, and three other meetings were held in other parts of the town. Ten
quires of Commonweal sold, and 16s. collected. Speakers, Bullas, Bingham,
Edward Carpenter, Baymond TJnwin, and Sanders (Walsall). A large and
enthusiastic meeting was held at Hallamshire Hall by the Sheffield Labourers'

Union, addressed by Sketchley, Hanson, Garbutt, and Bryne. Eight hours

and S.L. resolutions carried. At Edinburgh, the meeting in the Meadows
was a remarkable success. Hamilton, McWaters, and Keir Hardie spoke to

an eight hours resolution ; while the speakers for the resolution of the S. L.

were Smith, Davidson, and Bruce Glasier. The meeting broke up with cheers

for the Social Bevolution. Collected, 22s. Id.; literature sold, 10s. At
Manchester an immense demonstration was held in Stevenson Square on
Sunday by the whole of the Socialist organisations in Lancashire. Eight
hcurs resolution was spoken to by Sharpies, Boyden, and Parkinson ; after

which the S.L. resolution was moved by Mowbray, and carried unanimously*

Collection, £2 16s. 10d.; a large quantity of literature and Commonweal sold.

At Leeds on Sunday 36,000 people attended the demonstration. Speakers

—

Paylor, Cockayne, Samuels, Sweeney, Braithwate. 12s. worth of pamphlets

sold. A resolution expressing solidarity with the international demonstra^

tions of the workers and demanding the eight hour day was carried unani-

mously. At Dublin, the Irish Socialist Union, at its meeting on May 3rd,

adopted a resolution of sympathy with the International Labour Demonstra-
tions on May Day, addresses being delivered by King, Hamilton, Fitzpatrick,

and Kavanagh. On May 5th, a meeting in favour of the eight hour move-
ment was held in Phoenix Park. Despite the inclemency of the weather,

several thousand people attended. Addresses were delivered by J. A Poole,

M. A. Foreman (Railway Servants), Shields, Kelly, and others. At Yar-

mouth three most successful meetings were held on May Day and Sunday
in favour of international solidarity amongst the workers. Speakers—Ruf-
fold, Headley, and Brightwell. The S.L. resolution was carried unanimously

at each meeting. "No Master," " March of the Workers," and other songs

were sung. Commonweal sold out.

Sunday's Eight-Hour Demonstration.

I feel in writing of this demonstration, first the impossibility of saying
anything that has. not been said before, and next that the subject is too

colossal for description in the scanty columns of the CommonweaL It is

enough to say that the Embankment was thronged from end to end by dense
masses of people ; that all along the line of route were huge crowds waiting
for the arrival of the procession ; that Hyde Park was filled by an immense
multitude that no man could number ; that the clangour of bands filled the

air ; that the innumerable processions beneath a leaden sky of woeful gloom
were enlivened by the bright banners of the trade unions and Radical clubs

and the red flags of the Socialist societies; and that on the whole the
demonstration was an unparalleled success, before which political demonstra-
tions sink into utter insignificance.

There can be no question that the world of labour has been stirred to

intense discontent with existing misery, and the thought must have occurred

to many present that there were enough men in Hyde Park on Sunday, if

they had been determined, to have swept away our rotten society, with all

the misery which presses upon their shoulders so heavily. You had only
to look at most of the processionists to see how they suffer beneath the
tyranny of the capitalist classes. Stunted forms, faces crushed into brutal-

ised stupidity by the heavy degrading toil, or with figures and faces shrunken?
and worn with hunger, want, and care. I thought as I looked upon them!
whether these intn are likely to wait till the State Socialists can get a
measure through a House of Commons composed of their worst' enemies?
I don't think they will. I heard a grey-headed workman exclaim, as he
listened to an eloquent orator who was perorating concerning the manifold

End of the Irish Railway Strike.

Through the mediation of Archbishop Walsh, Professor Galbraith, and
Mr. Harford (A.S.R.S.), the men decided on Saturday to return to work. The
directors have promised that they will give a decision upon the terms of the

men in a fortnight. The two Cork porters whose discharge was the original

cause of the strike are to be reinstated, and the directors have also agreed to

pay .£10 fine inflicted upon the signalman Fitzgerald.

Women Strike and Win.
The machine folders at Fenner's envelope factory at Clerkenwell have

gained a decisive vietory. They struck last week against girl labour, a

foreman having put on a girl to work a machine at 8s. a-week at which a

woman could earn 16s. After they had been out some days, Mrs. Besant

headed a deputation to the masters, who have promised that in future girls

shall not be employed in the place of women, and that the sanitary condition

of the workshop shall be enquired into. These brave women deserve their

victory. Their indomitable courage should make some workmen blush for

their cowardice. N.

Commonweal agent in Marylebone, W.

—

J. G. Fogwell, 9 Northumberland-street, Marylebone

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Anarchist League.—Sunday May 11, a meeting in .Regent's Park at 1L30;
and in Hyde Park, near Marble Arch, at 4.30.

Sheffield.—At Hallamshire Hall, Westbar, on Sunday May 11, at 6.30 p.nu,

J. Sketchley, "The May Bay Demonstrations : Their Meaning, and What is to

be Done."

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Tuesdays, Reading and Dis-

cussion at 35 George IV. Bridge, at 8. Business meeting, same place and time*

Sunday, meeting in Meadows at 4.30.; local talent.

Fabian Society.—A course of seven lecture* on, Socialism *n Contjsmbobab*
Literature will be given in the French Chamber, St. James's Restaurant, W*
(entrance from Piccadilly), on Friday evenings, at 8 o'clock. May 16 (third

lecture), A. R. Dryhurst, " Bax, Kirkup, Gronlund, and Bellamy. M
'

The North Kensington Branch appeal to comrades and friends fotf thej*

Band Fund. They have the ofter of getting drums very cheap from a band tattt

has become defunct, and want to raise about £2 4s. for this purpose. Pleatrig

send subscriptions to Mrs. Fox, Clarendon Coffee Tavern, Clarendon Road.

Sheffield Socialist Club.—We have now opened some fine and centrally

situated premises at 63 Blonk Street, containing meeting room, reading room
and library, smoke room for games, etc. Open every evening, and on Sundayiall

day. Membership, Id. weekly. French Class, conducted by Ed. Carpenter/

every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.; terms, 3d. weekly, which goes towards club funds*

Discussion every Wednesday at 8 p.m. We have a good assortment of Labour

and Socialist papers from various parts of the world on our reading tables, hut

should be glad of any books for library. We are very sanguine of being able to

accomplish grand propagands in Sheffield and district during the coming summer,

and ask the earnest oo-operation of aU Socialists in this neighbourhood.

FOR THE BEJT^lT OF THE ^OOMMOJfWEAL/
A Concert and Ball for . the benefit of the Commonweal will take place on'

Monday, May 12th t
at the Athen^um Hall, Tottenham Court Road. The

Choirs of the Hammmfldin -Branch ; <& the ManAe* <£eaan&Verein, and the" Com-
munist Club wiU fcitig* tftiHn£ ; the^evemn#i "THE DUCHESS OF BAY&i
WATER & Co." will be rendered by W. Morris* May Morris, H. H. Sparling,'

and others. Mr. Frixnetl's Quadrille Band. Programme—Single, Is.

,

Couples, Is. 6d., of F. Kitz, League Office, and all Branches and allied societies.
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;," WESTWARD HO I"

Spending a little* holiday in Somersetshire this Easter, I Was much cheered

to find how Socialistic teaching is spreading down in those parts, and how

readily people are assimilating our ideas. In Bristol, of course, there has

been a strong body of Socialists for some years, and they keep pegging away

valiantly with untiring enthusiasm. I had the honour of speaking at their

first open-air meeting for this season in the Haymarket. The members

turned up well, with flag atd lamp bedecked with mottoes, and the audience

were exceptionally attentive for an open-air meeting During the winter

the Socialists have been helping to organise the unskilled labour of both men

and women, and by means of numerous strikes they have succeeded in

obtaining rather better terms for the workers generally ; but the great wave

of labour agitation which followed the dock strike is showing signs of being

spent, and I think the Bristol Socialists are feeling disposed to throw them-

selves with renewed vigour into the great work of educating the people in

Socialism.

The Clifton Christian Socialists are also making a move again ; and, judg-

ing from their weekly meeting, at which I spoke, there seems to be a decided

disposition amongst some of the well-to-do people to Btudy the question

seriously* The younger people especially— high-school mistresses, and

youths just starting in life—appear anxious to find out the right and to

work for it.

LECTURE DJAFlY. .!

miles or more west of Bristol, that I was most surprised to see Socialism

springing up. I found that the Congregational minister had been preaching

in favour of Socialism, and that the editor of one of the local papers was

publishing * Looking Backward ' in weekly instalments I At the request of

some friends, the Liberal and "Radical associations agreed to call a meeting

jointly to hear a lecture from me on Socialism : and a capital meeting we
had. A good sprinkling of well-to-do people were there, the rest of the

room being nicely filled with workers from the wagon shops, brick yards,

and docks. The chair was taken by Dr. Winterbotham, president of the

Liberal Association, who spoke in a very sympathetic way of the Socialist

movement, though dissenting from some of my " extreme views." There

was very little opposition, and the meeting altogether encouraged me to

believe that many of the outlying districts will ere long accept Socialistic

teaching much more rapidly than we have been accustomed to expect. Even

business men are coming to see that things cannot go on as they have been

doing for the last fifteen years ; they acknowledge that competition has

made life hardly worth living, tV3ii for the employers. What must it be

for the workers !
R. TJ.

LONDON.
Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—21 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. The Athenaeum Hafl^Tottenham Court Read,
has been taken for a Concert and Ball, May 12th, in aid of the Commonweal.

East London.—A meeting of members will be held at the International Club,

Berner Street, on Sunday May 11th, at 7.30.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday May 11, at 8 p#m.,i

John Pearse (Gild of St. Matthew), "Early Hebrew Socialists." French

Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. On Sunday evening, May 11, a Lecture.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.

BuHtwas in Bridgewater, a little old-fashioned river-pont town, -thirty I Whitechapel and St. Georges in the ^^Branch meetings at International Club,
i^uui w* m uuugo ^ _ ,^ ., . ,. , ,_.i\ a_:_T:„.Jl 1 40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Annual Conference.—The Annual Conference of the Socialist League will

take place on Whit Sunday, May 25th. All propositions from Branches should

be sent in at once to allow of agenda being made up. Place of meeting and

other particulars in future issue.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :--Oxford, to end! of September.

1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-

gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of October.

Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.

1890 : — Manchester, to end of January. * Commonweal' Branch,

to end of February. Leicester and North London, to end of March.

North KensingtoD, to end of April. Streatham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any

official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, May 5th, 4s. Od.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund :—P. Webb,

Is.; H. R, Is.; D. Nicoll, 6d.; B. W., 6d.; Glasgow Branch, 5s.; C. Saunders,

2s.; Student Artist, 2s.; and J. C. Kenworthy, 10s.

MAY DAY DEMONSTRATION.
Already acknowledged—£2 Is. Od. Received towards expenses—Nicoll, Is.;

W. Knight, Is.; Seglie, 6d.; Mrs. Lahr, Is.; and A. P., 6d.

REPORTS.
Kilburn.—Mainwaring addressed a good audience at the Old Plough pn

May 4th ; 20 ' Weals sold.

Mitcham.—A great meeting was held upon the Fair Green last Sunday even-

ing, addressed by Kitz, Davis, Parker, and Gregory. The League resolution of

Labour Day was carried with acclamation. We aired our new red standard on

the occasion, and it seemed to have a dispiriting influence upon the police around.

Our Streatham comrades assisted at the meeting, which was most enthusiastic ;

in fact, enthusiasm and hope pervades the workers here, who are organising

against their masters on all sides.—P. K.
North Kensington.—We held no meeting at Latimer Road on Sunday morn-

ing. The Branch attended demonstration in Hyde Park in the afternoon. At

our rooms in the evening we had <;hoir practice/after which there was a lively

discussion on the "Topics of the Day;" 2s; Id. collected ; Commonweal sold

well during the day. r

North London.—At Hyde Park on Saturday, a gqod meeting was $ddresse£

by Nicoll and Mrs. Lahr ; 22 'FFeaJsand some Freedoms sold. In Hegent's Park
on Sunday morning, Nicoll, Mrs. Lahr, and Hunter Watts addressed a good

audience ; 57 ' Weals sold, and 2s. 4d. collected. Altogether we have sold 126-

Commonweal this week.
Leicester.—Sunday last, May 4th, we began our outdoor propaganda ; Bar-

clay, Taylor, and Chambers spoke in Russell Square ; audience fairly good. In

the evening Barclay spoke to a good audience at Humberstone Gate oh " What
Socialism is ;" ' Weals sold out ; collection, 3s. 8d. We are making arrangements

for London and provincial speakers throughout the summer.—T. B.

Sheffield,—Thanks to the efforts of the defenders of law-'n' -order in general,

our meetings have been much better attended of late. On Sunday, April 27th,

comrade Peacock faf Nottingham) was with us. In the morning large meeting

at the Monolith ; 5s. collected. In the afternoon several comrade* went down
to Rotherbam and held a good meeting ; 10s. collected for the stove-grate

workers, who are out on strike. Large meeting at the Pump, where Peacock

again spoke; we had no 'Weals left, having, sold out at the previous meetings,

but several pamphlets of Carpenters aold,,arid 2s, Id. colteeteeh *•
<•

PKOVINCES.
Branch meets in Hall,

etc., in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane^ Mondays at 8 p.m.*

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every

Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Ram's Qorn Hall, 122 Ingram Street. Branch meets on Thursday

evenings at 8 o'clock and Sundays at 7 o'clock.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwen's Temperance

Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,

Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting will be held at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, WalsalL Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.

Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist ^League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 10* „

7 Hyde Park *...,......Nicofl,Cantwell, and Parker

Sumday 11.
,

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch

11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Eammersmith Branch

11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwarmg

11.30...... Mitcham—Fair Green ......The Branch

11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Mowbray

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch . Branch

3.30 Victoria Park ..••«••. The Branch

7 Hammersmith Bridge ..... Hammersmith Branch

7 ...... WeltjeRoad, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch

7.30 Mitcham Fair Green .......Mrs. Lahr and Davis

Streatham Green , ,
Parker

8 -..« Walham Green-

Tuesdav 13.

-back .of Church ,< .Hammersmith Branch

8.15.. ..„

Thursday 15.

Hoxton Church .....Kitz, Davis, and Parker

Tues-
PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

day ; Cathedral Square, at 8 p. m.

Leeds.—Sunday r Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Wear's Qrott, at 7 p;m.

Leicester.-^-Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a»nv and.3 p.m. _

Manchester.—Saturday': Middleton market ground* a* 7 p.m; Sunday- Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich*—Sunday : F. Kitz, Market Place at 3 and 7.30. *

MeJM.~-Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 ml rBump, WesfrBar,^ p.m.

Monday : Lady's Bridge Wicker, at 7 p.m. Jk&erfcM%-^unday : College

Yard, at 3 p.m.

;

Yarmouth.—Sunday : F. Kitz, Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's

Granary Quay, at 7. '-.- -

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.—
Sunday May 11, at 8.30 p.m., J. D. Bouran, "Communism."

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
May 11, at 8.30, W. Cooper, " Banking."

Pamphlets wanted. —Original editions wanted, clean, * Labour Question from
- - - • »»-_.•* j-_ -.e ...1- r«__i_ir_a. t «»s»nA . anA < A*»f. and.

a Socialist Standpoint' j

Socialism.'

Manifesto of the Socialist League ; and * Art
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle ...

Labour the source of all Wealth ...

To Working Women and Girls
What Socialists Want
Socialism and " Public Opinion "...
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

3
3
3
3
2

2

2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth 1 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 1
Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 1

A History of the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Eepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Eeciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Kow, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices I

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

, IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM ARCHER,

Crown 8vo, Cloth, Price 3s. 6d. per Volume.

ALREADY ISSUED—
VOL. I.

Containing "The League ofYouth," "The Pillars
of Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts," "An Enemy of the People "

"The Wild Duck."

To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

Containing "Lady Inger of Ostrat," "The Vik-
ings at Helgeland," "The Pretender."

-Post-free from Commonweal Office on receipt of
published price.

RANTED-To-Day for October 1884. Kindly com-
;muneate with G.F.S., 6 St. Kilda's Rd., Harrow.

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LENO
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenaeum.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture of Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of * Our • Father,' ' Bet
Graham, '

* Poor Bill,' * Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Tubner, 196 Strand, W.C, or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REYOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, l£d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

LABOUR

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

ARBEJDEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansehsgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners
for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,
which is but an empty boast in a society that
upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-
tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking
a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there
can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other
one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.
When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that
this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must emorace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz^
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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THE "EIGHT HOURS" AND THE
DEMONSTRATION.

Now that the noise and clatter of the 4th of May demonstration are

over, it may be profitable to consider what it was that that huge meet-

ing was crying for, and whether it is likely to get it.

But first we must assume that the 4th of May demonstration did

not aim at showing any expression of sympathy with labour generally

throughout the civilised world. It was in fact an English trades-

union meeting distinct from the meetings held on the Continent and

in London on May Day, although it was only the agitation on the

Continent that made it possible. The English workmen, if we may
believe the Star (which is now a definitely reactionary paper) have got

together a huge demonstration, which, while it was a mere hanger-on

of the revolutionary meetings abroad, disclaims any solidarity with

those who first began the movement, and allows the English press to

insult them with jingo rot unrebuked.

The legal eight hours, then, is the thing claimed by the 4th of May.

Of course, I do not deny that many who attended that meeting go

much further than that ; but then a great many more do not go as far,

and only have very hazy ideas of what they want.

Furthermore, the spirit of that demonstration was a kind of missive

to Parliament. It practically said :
u We want the eight-hours day :

you, Parliament, must get it for us, and settle how it is to be."

That this was its spirit is clear enough from the fact that no sort of

hint has been given of any action to follow the demonstration. For

instance, one would have thought that with such a definite and

apparently small aim before them, the leaders of the movement would

have called a congress of at least the London workmen to settle on

some course of action to push the Parliament on toward some steps

for giving effect to the workmen's wishes : but as above-said, nothing

of the sort is being done, and the matter is to be allowed to go cold

;

and in the meantime the capitalist press is having its innings, and is

showing with a mixture of truth and falsity peculiarly easy of employ-

ment under the circumstances, that the limitation of the hours of labour

is impossible, and that if possible it would be of no advantage to the

workers. Of course, these capitalist agents do not mean by this to put

forth the matter from a Communist standpoint, as will have to be done

here presently : all they mean is, that resistance wherever possible to

the amelioration of the workers which is the great object of modern

politicians.

Now let us look at this eight hours claim for a little and try to find

out what it means. In the first place, no one who is not a slave-driver

(and most middle-class persons are slave-drivers), would deny that it

would be a good thing in itself for the maximum day's work to be
reduced to eight hours ; although on the other hand it would not in
itself be even a step in advance towards Socialism. From that point
of view it would be nothing more than an amelioration in the lot of

—

slaves
; just as an increase in the wage-earner's wages is an increase

in the slave's rations. Now, one must say that this kind of ameliora-
tion is just the thing which can only be gained by that species of

. ""self-help " which is called a general strike ; and that if it were gained
in this manner, the manner of gaining it would be so educational that
the gain would have a very different and much greater significance
than it would if thrown to the people by Parliament as a mere tub to
the whale.

Now, as to the gain of an Eight Hours Bill, what would it amount
to? In the first place, would it benefit the whole of the workers or
only a part? Surely there can only be one answer to that question.
For instance, how is such a Bill going to deal with the work of the
-agricultural labourers? And I may notice in passing that this body of
workers, at once the most useful and the most hardly used of all, are

generally left out in the cold when it is a question of these partial

"ameliorations"—unless where it is obviously intended to "work"
them for some political plot. Many other instances of workers who
would not benefit by an Eight Hours Bill will occur to any working

man who thinks about the subject.

Again, the Bill passed, a struggle between masters and men will

begin as to the wages to be paid for the shorter day's labour. Will

Parliament deal with this difficulty, I ask? I will show presently

what it will mean if it does. Meantime I assert that the men will

have to deal with it by strikes—i.e., they will have to fight the whole

battle over again. Once more, if the capitalists stand to lose by the

change, they will strain every nerve to recover that loss ; and the

intensification of labour is one obvious means of doing this. Improved

organisation (i.e., slave-driving) in the workshop, improved machinery

in the factory, will set the capitalist right again and force the workers

to produce more in every hour

—

i.e., to waste their bodily and mental

powers more.

Surely all these things must, in any case, be dealt with by the usual

methods of a Labour war, and the mere machinery of a statute will

have very little effect on that war. Why, then, when the workers

must of necessity make the new bill work themselves, should they not

save time and toil by making the unwritten custom themselves at first

hand ? Of what use will be the mere ornament of a legal enactment

when they have got what they want without it ? And let us also

remember once more that every gain won by the combination of labour

hastens the day when the odious distinctions of class will be abolished.

But some people will say, " This may be true if we are to stop at a

mere eight hours bill ; we mean much more than this." Quite true ;

every Social Democrat who knows the aims of his party, knows that a

legal eight hours day will be unworkable without a legal minimum
wage in each big trade (how about the little ones?), and that that

again will be useless without the enactment of a maximum price of all

general articles of consumption ; and these enactments will make it

necessary to establish national workshops in order to destroy the profit

of the capitalists, i.e., the capitalists themselves. This means com-

plete State Socialism, with which we Communists do not agree, because

we believe that the difficulties besetting it are so great, that the

realisation of Communism would be no more difficult on the one hand,

and on the other would mean a whole revolution, and not that most

fertile parent of counter-revolution, a half revolution.

But apart from this, does any man in his senses suppose that any
Parliament in England (or the world), on this side of civil war, would

hesitate one moment between allowing an eight hours bill to become

mere waste paper and accepting the logical consequences of it ? Our
artful Social Democratic friends would find they had done nothing

with the small end of the wedge but jar their hands by hammering on

it, and that they would have to begin all over again, unless they had

force enough to compel the capitalist enemy to disgorge his ill-gotten

gains for fear of worse.

We may be sure that whatever part of the Social Democratic claim

Parliament yields to, will be given with the intention of its being

either a nullity or a bait to quiet possible revolution.

One thing which the Demonstration of May 4th asked for they may
get in a fashion, that is, the eight hours day in government factories ;

but it will be given, if at all, in the hope of its acting as a little bit

of corruption. The price expected to be paid will be the quieting, the

de-revolutionising, of the workmen so employed. One may indeed hope

that the price will not be paid. But this on the other hand is sure to

happen, that the Parliamentary capitalists will think they have done

a prodigious stroke of Socialist business, and will take care not to do

any more Socialism till the Revolution is thundering at their doors*

and no man cares a button what they do.

Meantime, one must use the thread-bare fable again, and say that

when the labouring mountains have produced this ridiculous mouse,

the music of his squeak will scarcely pay us for all our trouble and all

our—shuffling. State Socialism ?—I don't agree with it ; in fact, I

think the two words contradict one another, and that it is the business

of Socialism to destroy the State and put Free Society in its place.

But State Socialism in the hands of a bureaucratic department—that

is indeed a strange birth of compromise and " moderation."

William Morris.
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STANLEY'S EXPLOITS:
OB,

CIVILISING AFRICA.
(Concluded from p. 149.)

But there is one thing Mr. Stanley is frank :about, and that is his

treatment of his own followers, and in this he -shows "that he has not
changed with time. The following instance of how he serves them
when mad with hunger is taken from his letter dated Ituri River,

August 28, 1888. It runs as follows :

" Hitherto our people were sceptical of what we told them, the suffering
had been so awful, calamities so numerous, the forest so endless apparently,
that they refused to believe that by-and-bye we should see plains and cattle,

the Nyanza, and the white man Emin Pasha. We felt as if we were
dragging them along with a chain round their necks. . . . They turned a
deaf ear to our entreaties, for driven by hunger and suffering they sold their
rifles and equipments for a few ears of Indian corn. . . . Perceiving that
prayers and entreaties and mild punishments were of no avail, I resolved to
visit upon the wretches the death penalty. Two of the worst cases were
accordingly taken and hanged in the presence of all."

Mr. Stanley's receipt for dealing with men driven to desperation by
hunger might be copied by his middle-class admirers in future trade
depressions, when unemployed men mad with famine may sack a

few baker's shops. The only obstacle, doubtless, to the gallows as

a remedy for discontent, is, that the English workers have not yet
sunk to the abject servility of Mr. Stanley's escort, and the people
who applied the remedy might perchance have a taste of their own
medicine.

It is not surprising, considering the sufferings of the men—who
perished by scores during the march—and the remorseless cruelty

of the tyrant at their head, that later on a "mutiny" broke
out, headed by one of Emin Pasha's men, who by this time had been
" rescued." The scene that followed was well described by a fervent
admirer of Stanley (Mr. Stevens, an American correspondent) at the
Savage Club, on Saturday, February 15, 1890, and appeared in the
newspapers on the following Monday. I give it in full, and ask the
reader to remember that it was told by a friend of the explorer :

" At that time Stanley was so weak that he could not turn in his bed
without help ; but so strong was his iron will that he insisted upon being
taken out of bed and propped up in a chair He took a strong stimulant
and had himself carried outside of his tent, where the people were all drawn
up, and where the mutineer, who had been tried and found guilty, awaited
his sentence. The chair was put down, and Stanley faced the miscreant, the
fever in his eye and his thin hand outstretched, ' We have come through a
thousand difficulties and dangers to save you,' he said, i and this is our re-

ward. Depart to God !
' The people thereupon rushed upon the man,

shouting, ' What shall we do with him ?
'

' Send him to God, I say,' shouted
Stanley, pointing to the overhanging limb of a tree. A rope was thrown
over it, noosed round the miscreant's neck, and he was swiftly run up and
soon dangled a corpse in the air."

Other mutineers were subjected to " mild punishments," that is,

" some were flogged and others ironed." You would think this would
be sufficient to maintain " order " in an expedition, but it is not enough
for Stanley, he must introduce that other civilising influence—the

gallows—into the African wilds as well. Perhaps the savage may find

a good use for it one of these days, and send somebody else to " God."
We mention no names, but there are some people who are too " good "

for this wicked world. Before quitting this subject we would like to

say that if Major Bartelott administered Stanley's system of ironing,

flogging, and hanging liberally among his men, we can quite under-

stand why his cannibal escort made short work with him.
In summing up the methods of Stanley's system of " exploration," we

find them to consist of fire, sword, and rapine among the natives, and
of ironing, flogging, and hanging among his own followers. And
this is the person whom the respectable middle-class from press and
platform call upon us to worship as a dauntless hero, a " Christian
pioneer," bringing " sweetness and light " to the benighted natives of

the darkest regions of Africa ! We would suggest, that after a series

of Stanley banquets the middle-class should make a pilgrimage to the
tomb of the late Mr. Peace, of immortal memory, and cover it with
heaps of flowers. Surely if Stanley's courage and enterprise is worthy
of so much admiration, we should not forget the efforts of the noted
burglar in his most dangerous and hazardous occupation, which requires

the very same qualities that Stanley has displayed. True, the exploits

of Mr. Peace have not benefited the human race to any considerable

extent. Let us see now if Stanley's explorations have improved the
lot of wretched humanity. Let us look at Africa, and see if we Socialists

are not right in denying that Stanley's expeditions have benefited

or will benefit the natives of Africa. Our first reason is that, up to

the present, he and his men have only benefited the natives by acting
as the advance guard of Arab slave-hunters. In his book on the Congo,
Stanley describes how in his journey up that river he found the tribes

Who had so valiantly opposed his passage had been massacred by slave-

dealers, who, after Tippoo Tib's return to Nyangwe, had followed in

Stanley's track, and with the aid of the Manyemas had carried fire

and sword along the populous banks of the Congo. Stanley tells us

in his book how his allies had desolated 118 villages and 43 districts,

a country larger than Ireland, and had captured 2,300 women and
children as slaves and 2,000 tusks of ivory. He says :

"Given that these 118 villages were peopled only by a 1,000 each, we
have ouly a profit of 2 per cent; and by the time all these captives have
been subjected to the accidents of the river voyage to Kirundu and
Nyangwe, of camp life and its harsh miseries, to the havoc of small-pox

and the pests which such miseries breeds, there will only be a scant 1 per
cent, upon the bloody venture."— * The Congo,' 2nd Vol., p. 148.

Please admire the commercial instincts of Mr. Stanley, who, in the

presence of misery, rapine, and murder, can calculate concerning the

small profit upon such a " bloody venture." Further on, Hr. Stanley

states that slave-hunters to get their slaves

" have shot 2,500 natives, while 1,300 more died by the wayside through
scant provisions and the intensity of their hopeless wretchedness. And
such slaves ! They are females and young children who cannot run away,
or with youthful indifference will soon forget the terrors of their captivity.

Yet each of the very smallest infants has cost the life of a father, and per-

haps his three stout brothers and three grown-up daughters. An entire

family of six souls have been done to death to obtain that small, feeble, and
useless child."— ' The Congo, 5 2nd Vol., pp. 149-50.

And yet if Mr. Stanley had never explored the Congo, all this

misery would not have occurred. Stanley, according to his own
account, had some notion of avenging the massacre of the natives on
the slave-drivers, but he reflected as follows :

" And yet, whom am I that I should take the law into my hands and
mete out retribution, ... I had not the slightest shadow of authority to

vindicate the dictates of justice. I represented no constituted government,
nor had I the shadow of authority to assume the role of censor, judge, and
executioner."—'The Congo,' 2nd Vol., p. 144.

It is strange that Mr. Stanley never thought of these things when
wretched savages were in question and not well armed slave traders.

He might surely have also thought what right he had to assume the " role

of censor, judge, and executioner" when his own followers were con-

cerned. Perhaps the fact that the slave-traders were a strong party and
armed with rifles had something to do with this singular forbearance.

So he treated these demons as allies and comrades. uWe exchanged gifts

with Karema and his blood-stained confederates" (p. 151). That
Stanley still finds allies among the slave-traders may be seen in his

accounts of the Emin Pasha expedition, where we find him again

acting in concert with Tippoo Tib and the Manyemas. Again he serves

as the advance guard of the slave-hunters, for in his letter of Sept. 1,

1888, to the Royal Geographical Society, he states that his passage

through the rich and thickly populated country of the Banalaya,

Bakunda, and Bungangeta has been the ruin of the people. He writes,

" The abundance found by us will never be found again, for the Arabs
have followed my track by hundreds and destroyed villages and plan-

tations, and what the Arabs spare the elephant herds complete." So
up to the present Stanley's explorations have hardly been a blessing

to the natives of Africa. Mr. Stanley has first broken the spirit of

the natives with the deadly fire of his breech-loaders, and they have

then fallen an easy prey to the Arabs who have followed close upon
his heels.

With the facts before us, there can be no doubt as to whether Stanley's

explorations have been for the benefit of the African race. But there

is something else for our consideration, even if his brightest dreams
are realised and commercial civilisation is introduced into the centre

of Africa. Ask those workers who live under that civilisation, and
who slave in unhealthy factories for starvation wages, and eat bad and
adulterated food, and dwell in rotten slums, whether they think the

African savage will gain anything by exchanging his wild free life for

theirs ? Let the philosophers and scientists, who say that the life of the

savage is preferable to that of the civilised labourer, answer. Then,

surely, until the life of the mass of the population is happier than that

of the savage, we have no right to go and inflict our miseries upon
him. Let us set our own house in order first before we talk of

" civilising " others.

Let us sum up the conclusions at which we have arrived. We have

seen that Stanley forced his way by the armed hand and with ruthless

cruelty through native tribes, burning their villages and shooting them
down like dogs with explosive bullets. We have seen that, far from

suppressing the slave trade, he has often allied himself with the slave-

hunters, and has cleared the way for them to fresh fields of rapine

and slaughter. Finally, we see that his ultimate aim is the extension

of trade and civilisation, that is, the extension of a " shoddy commer-

cialism " including the " improvement " of the savage off the face of the

earth by the Martini-Henry rifle, the Gatling gun, the whisky bottle, and

the worst diseases that our civilisation breeds. We can see in Africa,

and all over the world where " civilisation " spreads, that the poor

savage perishes from the face of the earth, or, at the best, sinks down
into a hopeless degraded being, as wretched and miserable as the

outcasts of our great cities. Knowing these things, we Socialists

refuse to join our voices to the chorus of triumph which greets the man
who, to swell the ill-gotten wealth of our cruel sweaters, is willing to

inflict these untold horrors upon a simple people who have not yet

been accursed by " Christian " civilisation. Let the great thieves and

their parasites welcome the " sanctimonious pirate " who glosses over

fire, slaughter, and cruelty with the " snuffling cant of the mission-

hall." We will have none of him. Let him be satisfied with the

applause of those who would have crucified Christ and worshipped

Barabbas ; but, at least, amid the applause he shall hear our hisses.

We have made our protest. We have given reasons for our accusa-

tions ; and though we expect to make no impression on those who
recognise in Stanley a man after their own heart, yet we trust that at

least some of those who have been beguiled by them will take the

warning to heart, and join no longer in the Jingo worship of one

who combines all the vices of an old buccaneer or a modern burglar,

with all the soul-corroding humbug of Little Bethel ; who is a cross

between Pecksniff and Blackbeard or Bill Sikes, with a dash of Quilp

to add the final flavouring—the typical hero of commercialism.

D. J. Nicoll.
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FREEDOM.
And are we free ? Ah ! say not so

;

Gyves such as these ne'er freemen wore.
As well tell lark in gilded cage
That he in sky is free to soar.

Go watch the stunted worker creep,
Tired and worn from daily toil

;

Behold his haggard face and eyes,

His body gripped in slavedom's coil.

And watching ; who shall say that he
Is one of Freedom's happy sons ?

Free ? Aye ! to work, to slave, to starve,
So long as life's blood feebly runs.

Free to be sweated, and to sweat

;

Free to be murdered, slowly, sure
;

Free to be scorned by robber rich
;

Free to be shown the workhouse door !

Free to compete with father, son
;

Free to compete with mother, wife
;

Struggling for bread and stifling den,
Dreading to snap the thread of life.

And while for vampires men must moil,
And o'erhead hangs the darkling mist,
While workers starve, and robbers thrive,
So long will slavery exist.

Not till the plunderer stays his hand,
And ceases rifler more to be,

Not till each lives by honest toil

—

Not, not till then shall men be free.

And when the mist is rent in twain,
And Freedom's face peeps shyly through

—

Then will the toiler strive to reach
The throne of Love, the Good, the True.

Break, then, ye mist, that all may see
The goddess fair, the ideal bright

;

Clutch fearlessly the flaming torch
Before the day shall turn to night.

Ring, ring, ye heavens, with joyous cries,
And torches glow with ruddy glare

;

Let Brotherhood, majestic youth,
Wed Liberty, that goddess fair.

Edward J. Watson.

IN NEW ZEALAND.
We owe a great deal here to the London Dock Strike, in the way of stimu-
lating workers in every trade to organise themselves for mutual help and
protection and the amelioration of their lot. Ever since the strike our
papers also are well supplied with cablegrams about tjie Labour movements,
which seem to be keeping things pretty lively with you. Our only morning
paper here m Dunedin has lately given a fortnightly column to the record
and consideration of labour happenings throughout the world. The column
is in good hands, and has been expressing views which cause intense annoy-
ance to and evoke much hostility from the "let alone" party among our
population. That they find a place at all in the columns of a paper supported
by the capitalist and commercial classes is something to note as instructive.
Some idea of how the Dock Strike stirred us up may be gathered from the

fact that during the last year no less than twelve unions have come into
existence, with an aggregate membership of 12,250.A few details as to the principal organisations may be interesting. The
Coal Miners, whose centre is Westport, includes all coal-miners, quartz-
miners and labourers on the west coast. Its membership amounts to 1,800.
It is a branch of the Amalgamated Association of Miners in Australia, whose
total membership exceeds 28,000 men. The Federated Seamen's Union has
a membership of about 2,000. It is also a branch of the Federated Seamen's
Union of Australasia, which tots up 14,000 members. The Wharf Labourers'
Union of New Zealand is of recent growth, having only been started some
four months ago, but already numbers 3,000 men. It is local at present-
ee.,

to New Zealand—but negotiations are going on between the colonies for
federation. The three foregoing unions are united together under a council
called the Maritime Labour Council of New Zealand. The Kailway Em-
ployes Union is also a very youthful union. It is only a few weeks old, but
embraces 3,500 members. This union, it is likely, will shortly be federated
with the Australian union of railway employed Another vouthful body is
the Tailoresses Union, which is only a few months old. It"was first formed
in Dunedin, but is now gradually extending in Christchurch, Wellington,
and Auckland. Its present membership is about 1,900. Tbe Bootmakers'
Union has 850,^ and the Typographical Society about 600. This latter body
is affiliated with Australia. The Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners have over 900 members here ; they form a branch of the Home
society lbe Amalgamated Society of Engineers is also pretty strong but
I don t know their exact Lumbers in New Zealand ; they also are a branch
of the Home society. The Marine Engineers have a membership of close on
400, and as most of these are certificated men, affiliated to the Australian
society, they are another powerful body. The Shipmasters' and Officers'
Association show close on 300 members, all of whom possess Government
cerLincates.

.i
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foreS°ing are the principal unions in New Zealand, but there are still

the following to swell the total : Ironmoulders (80), Boilermakers (50), Ship-
wrights (150) Painters (190), Bakers (300), Millers (60), Wharf Carters (250),Plumbers (100), Tailors (260), Stewards and Cooks (600-federated with
Australia), Invercargill Trades and Labour Union (400), Bluff Fishermen
and Oystermen (100), Plasterers and Bricklayers (number unknown). There

Th* d
m°re nni°nS °f * l0Cal nature

>
of which the Particulars are not

Each of the four chief cities of New Zealand (Dunedin, - Chrisfcchisi^
Wellington, and Auckland) has a Trades and Labour Council, which cons»*<p
of delegates from the foregoing unions, whose duties are to look after tibpf

interests of all classes of labour, and to settle amicably, if possible,* any 'itifc

pute that may arise in any particular branch of trade; tailing this, fcHej*

invoke the whole power of all the unions on behalf of the particular one?
ceneerned.

It will be seen that the growth of trades-unionism in this colony has bw*t
somewhat remarkable. The numbers given here represent a membership ofi

over 17,000. The movement is constantly extending. Taking the unions ia
process of formation, and those whose numbers are not at hand, there must*
be now a trades-union membership of close upon 20,000 strong out of a toted
population of a little over half a million. This is already a somewhat t&h
midable organisation, and when the process of amalgamation with Australia*
unions, which is now going forward, is completed, it will be seen that the**
federated unions will give a powerful position to labour in the coloaMi
industrial world.
Not before it is wanted, however. At a meeting to form a tailoresses' and

pressers' union, held in Auckland, January 28, Mr. Preston, a tailor, alluded
to the sweating system, and stated that in one establishment in Auckland a
more cruel system than that employed could not be devised. For slop goods
this employer paid 9Jd. for making trousers, 6d. for waistcoats, and Is. Id.
for coats, making a total of 2s. 4Jd. for the suit. He knew of one married
woman, whose husband was a carpenter and out of work, and who took some
work from this employer at 9d. a-pair for trousers. Her husband, however,
would not allow her to do the work at the price. At first-class shops the
average price for making trousers is 6s. 6d., waistcoats 6s., and coats 19s.

There is now a Sweating Commission sitting here, cuttings of the evidence
before which I send you, and you will see that we are quickly catching up
to you in some things as well as in others. Here is a sample :

" S. Spragg gave evidence that he was one of the reporting staff of the Otago
Daily Times. Towards the close of 1888 he received instructions to make as
thorough an investigation as was practicable into what was termed the * sweating
system,' then in operation, and concerning which communications had been re-

ceived and published by the journal with which he was connected. He began
the inquiry without any preconceived opinions regarding it, and prosecuted it

with a view to ascertaining the facts, whatever they might be. With the results
of the inquiry he was in no way concerned, his instructions being to investigate
the circumstances impartially. He must admit that the facts elicited soon re-

moved his feeling of comparative indifference, but, he believed, that did not affect*

the inquiry in a prejudicial manner. The result of these investigations were
published in a series of articles on the ' Sweating System,' which appeared in
the Times during the month of January last year. In his researches he had
found nothing of what he would call * sweating,' but a very low rate of wages
obtained, which necessitated to employe's very long hours of work in order to
obtain a sufficiency of wages on which to live. His definition of ' sweating ' was
the letting out of work to others by sub-contractors at a rapidly descending rate
of pay, and he had seen nothing of this sort in Dunedin. If ' sweating meant
that the people who do the work could make next to nothing out of it, then there had
been any amount of sweating going on in Dunedin. In one case he had been in-

formed by the proprietress of a factory that she had been induced to lower her
charges upon a promise of continuous work ; that for the sake of constant work
her employes had consented to a reduction that enabled her to accept the terms
offered ; and then on one plea or another the supply of work was intermittent,
and she and her employes suffered in common. He had no doubt that the state
of things described in the articles was brought about by excessive and reckless
competition. In using the term * reckless ' he meant to imply that the employers
were not at all careless of their own interests, but that they seemed reckless as
to whether their employes could live honestly or at all on the wages paid to them.
He had found a reduction of wages occasionally to result from the competition
of * outsiders ' to obtain occasional work. His observations were confined mainly
to clothing factories. He had known girls in factories taking work home to
finish, but never knew them to complain of it. He had rather thought they
were glad to get it to do. He had visited their homes, and what he had obgerved
was told in the articles referred to. In some cases he thought the girls he visited
who were working at their homes were only fit to be in the hospital. The opinion
had been expressed that the low rate of wages resulted from the desire of the
public to obtain goods at the lowest possible price. He held an entirely different
opinion. The people who made a profit out of the low rate of wages were the
only people who were to blame. It was absurd to suppose that paying ljd. or
2d. less for a shirt would be any inducement to the retail purchaser. And it wa$
also as ridiculous to suppose that the retailer who sold a few dozen shirts in a
week (more or less) had a great interest in doing so. But to those who put out
100 doz. or so at a time, 2d. a-piece made a considerable difference ; and those
who got the profit should also get the blame. In regard to trade unions* the
witness expressed the opinion that they were an undoubted good in a community,
for they prevented factories from taking contracts at improper rates. So far as
witness could see, the evils of the sweating system would, under the existing,
condition of things, best be obviated by a really strong federated trades union,
supported in all reasonable demands by public opinion.

"

Mornington, N.Z., March 20, 1890. H. K. Wilkinson*

The strike on Meteor Downs has been settled (March 8). After five weeks'
struggle Tyson has agreed to give the labourers fair wages. The influence
of the Australian Labour Federation contributed a good deal to the result.

Over-Production and Over-Population.—There must be many thou-
sands " unemployed " in Australia. There are two and a half millions of
workmen out of work in America. There are over a million in England.
Is it not an indictment upon our civilisation, asks the Brisbane Worker,
when, in the newest countries as in the oldest, under protection and free
trade and mongrel tariff alike, we utterly fail to bring together the workers,
we cannot carry on production and exchange without this terrific friction?
Frank Cotton, an Australian-born Georgean, tells a fine story in this cost
nection. He says he was on a mining field down South, when along cajm
a protectionist touter, who began to a group of miners about the iniquity of
letting in cheap American goods. "How does that hurt us?" demanded a
digger. "They over-produce on the cheap and unload on us," explained the*
touter. "so that we can't start factories of our own." "Yes, but they are
protected, and yet they have cheap labour. How's that? Oughtn't men to
earn high wages in a protected colony ? " " Of course," responded the touter>
nothing abashed; u they ought to, but the country's over-populated, and'
that makes wages low." "See here, mister," commented the digger^ "ypu
say they produce too much, and that there are too many of them. Over-
production and over-population !—too many kids and too much tucker !

What the buck-eyed rabbit are you giving us? Go to blazes out of this !"
And that is about the size of it in every country. The more there is pro-
duced the poorer the workers get, because the richer the non-workers become.
That's how it will be in Australia unless something is done.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OB,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM: A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.
Chap. XVI. {continued),—Dinner in the Hall of the Blgomsbury Market.

When we had done eating, and were sitting a little while, with a bottle

of very good Bordeaux wine before us, Clara came back to the question

of the subject-matter of the pictures, as though it had troubled her.

She looked up at them, and said :
" How is it that though we are so

interested with our life for the most part, yet when people take to

writing poems or painting pictures they seldom deal with our modern
life, or if they do, take good care to make their poems or pictures

unlike that life? Are we not good enough to paint ourselves ? How
is it that we find the dreadful times of the past so interesting to us

—

in pictures and poetry 1
"

Old Hammond smiled. "It always was so, and I suppose always
will be," said he, "however it may be explained. It is true that in

the nineteenth century, when there was so little art and so much talk

about it, there was a theory that art and imaginative literature ought to
deal with contemporary life ; but they never did so ; for, if there was
any pretence of it, the author always took care (as Clara hinted just
now) to disguise, or exaggerate, or idealise, and in some way or another
make it strange ; so that, for all the verisimilitude there was, he might
just as well have dealt with the times of the Pharaohs."

" Well," said Dick, " surely it is but natural to like these things-

strange
;
just as when we were children, as I said just now, we used to>

pretend to be so-and-so in such-and-such a place. That's what these
pictures and poems do ; and why shouldn't they]"

"Thou hast hit it, Dick," quoth old Hammond ; '"it is the child-like

part of us that produces works of imagination. When we are children

time passes so slow with us that we seem to have time for everything."

He sighed, and then smiled and said :
" At least let us rejoice that

we have got back our childhood again. I drink to the days that are
!"

" Second childhood," said I in a low voice, and then blushed at my
double rudeness, and hoped that he hadn't heard. But he had, and
turned to me smiling, and said: "Yes, why not 1

? And for my part
I hope it may last long ; and that the world's next period of wise and
unhappy manhood, if that should happen, will speedily lead us to a
third childhood : if indeed this age be not our third. Meantime, my
friend, you must know that we are too happy, both individually and
collectively, to trouble ourselves about what is to come hereafter."

" Well, for my part," said Clara, " I wish we were interesting

enough to be written or painted about."

Dick answered her with some lover's speech, impossible to be written

down, and then we sat quiet a little.

Chap. XVII.—How the Change came. .

Dick broke the silence at last, saying :
" Guest, forgive us for a little

after-dinner dulness. What would you like to do I Shall we have
out Greylocks and trot back to Hammersmith ? or will you come with
us and hear some Welsh folk sing in a hall close by here 1 or would
you like presently to come with me into the City and see some really

fine building % or—what shall it be 1
"

"Well," said I, "as I am a stranger, I must let you choose for me."
In point of fact, I did not by any means want to be * amused ' just

then ; and also I rather felt as if the old man, with his knowledge of
past times, and even a kind of inverted sympathy for them caused by
his active hatred of them, was a kind of blanket for me against the
cold of this very new world, where I was, so to say, stripped bare of

every habitual thought and way of acting ; and I did not want to-

leave him too soon. He came to my rescue at once, and said

—

" Wait a bit, Dick ; there is someone else to be consulted besides,

you and the guest here, and that is I. I am not going to lose the
pleasure of his company just now, especially as I know he has some-
thing else to ask me. So go to your Welshmen, by all means ; but
first of all bring us another bottle of wine to this nook, and then be
off as soon as you like ; and come again and fetch our friend to go-

westward, but not too soon."

Dick nodded smilingly, and the old man and I were soon alone in.

the great hall, the afternoon sun gleaming on the red wine in our tall

quaint-shaped glasses. Then said Hammond :

" Does anything especially puzzle you about our way of living, now
you have heard a good deal and seen a little of it 1

"

Said I : "I think what puzzles me most is how it all came about."
" It well may," said he, " so great as the change is. It would be

difficult indeed to tell you the whole story, perhaps impossible : know-
ledge, discontent, treachery, disappointment, ruin, misery, despair

—

those who worked for the change because they could see further than
other people went through all these phases of suffering ; and doubtless,

all the time the most of men looked on, not knowing what was doing,,

thinking it all a matter of course, like the rising and setting of the
sun—and indeed it was so."

"Tell me one thing, if you can," said I. "Did the change, the
4 revolution ' it used to be called, come peacefully ?

"

" Peacefully ] " said he ; " what peace was there amongst those poor
confused wretches of the nineteenth century? It was war from begin-

ning to end : bitter war, till hope and pleasure put an end to it."

"Do you mean actual fighting with weapons'?" said I, "or the
strikes and lock-outs and starvation of which we have heard ?

"

" Both, both," he said. " As a matter of fact, the history of

the terrible period of transition from commercial slavery to freedom
may thus be summarised. When the hope of realising a com-
munal condition of life for all men arose, quite late in the nineteenth

century, the power of the middle classes, the then tyrants of society,,

was so enormous and crushing that to almost all men, even those

who had, you may say despite themselves, despite their reason and
judgment, conceived such hopes, it seemed a dream. So much was
this the case that some of those more enlightened men who were then

called Socialists, although they well knew, and even stated in public,,

that the only reasonable condition of society was that of pure Com-
munism (such as you now see around you), yet shrunk from what
seemed to them the barren task of preaching the realisation of a happy
dream. Looking back now, we can see that the great motive-power
of the change was a longing for freedom and equality, akin if you
please to the unreasonable passion of the lover ; a sickness of heart

that rejected with loathing the aimless solitary life of the well-to-do

educated man of that time : phrases, my dear friend, which have lost

their meaning to us of the present day, so far removed we are from,

the dreadful facts which they represent.
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" Well, these men; though conscious of this feeling, had no faith in

it. Nor was that wonderful : for looking around them they saw the

bu<*e mass of the oppressed classes too much burdened with the misery

x>f their lives, and too much overwhelmed by the selfishness of misery,

to be able to form a conception of any escape from it except by the

ordinary way prescribed by the system of slavery under which they

lived ; which was nothing more than a remote chance of climbing out

of the oppressed into the oppressing classes.

"Therefore, though they knew that the only reasonable aim for

those who would better the world was a condition of equality, in their

impatience and despair they managed to convince themselves that if

they could by hook or by crook get the machinery of production and
the management of property so altered that the ' lower classes ' (so the

horrible word ran) might have their slavery somewhat ameliorated,

they would be ready to fit into this machinery, and would use it for

bettering their condition still more and still more, until at last the

result would be a practical equality (they were very fond of using the

word * practical '), because * the rich ' would be forced to pay so much
for keeping * the poor ' in a tolerable condition that the condition of

riches would become no longer valuable and would gradually die out*

Do you tollow me 1

"

" Partly," said I. " Go on."

Said old Hammond :
" Well, since you follow me, you will see that

as a theory this was not altogether unreasonable; but 'practically/

it turned out a failure."

"How so?" said I.

"Well, don't you see," said he, "because it involves the making of

a machinery by those who didn't know what they wanted the machines
to do. So far as the masses of the oppressed class furthered this

scheme of improvement, they did it to get themselves improved slave-

rations—as many of them as could. And if those classes had really

been incapable of being touched by that instinct which produced the

passion for freedom and equality aforesaid, what would have happened,
I think, would have been this : that a certain part of the working
classes would have been so far improved in condition that they would
have approached the condition of the middling rich men ; but below
them would have been a great class of most miserable slaves, whose
slavery would have been far more hopeless than the older class slavery

had been."

William Morris.

notes.
The Commission on the ill-treatment of the so-called dynamiters in

Chatham prison has reported on the subject in the way that might
have been expected from a Commission sitting on a -very bad case;
that is to say, that while practically admitting the charges, it said—
"Well, it doesn't matter." The case seems to have been so plain that
even the respectable Daily News has had it's stomach turned by it, and
a man of sense and humanity writing in its columns has condemned
the finding of the Commission in cautious words, but very clearly.

Let us say a few plain words on the subject.

[to be continued.]

(This Story began in No. 209, January 11, 1890.

Back Numbers can still be had.)
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DEGREES IN CHIME.
If you should steal a million golden dollars in a lump,
The people would regard you as a genius and a trump.

If you secure but half the pile, a "shortage" that would be
;

Whereas a somewhat less amount would be "insolvency."

To steal a tiny, paltry sum would give them the belief

That you were a dishonest man—a robber, and a thief.

But if you steal a loaf of bread whereby your life is saved,

They'll put you into prison with the " totally depraved."

't:-.

The prison system of this country is, and is meant to be, a system

of torture applied by Society to those whom it considers its
;
enemies

;

but this fact is kept in the dark as much as possible, lest ordinary

good-natured people, who do not want to torture persons pnless fear

drives them to it, should be shocked, and the system should be swept
away—or at least altered. The ordinary middle class man, till within

the last few years, had no idea of what went on in a prison ; and even
now, after some light has been thrown on it by the imprisonment of
" gentlemen " both in Ireland and England, he shuts his eyes to it as

much as he can. Keeping things dark is the necessary rule in a
prison.

Now it is clear that no one could accept the office of habitually

torturing his fellow-creatures unless he were a specially callous and
degraded man, and were probably also driven to it by hard need ; it

follows as a matter of course that the officials of a prison must be

chosen from the offscourings of the earth Surely the evidence of such

people should be taken with great reserve by men not interested in

suppressing anything.

But the ruling classes are, as we have seen, deeply interested in

proving that our prison-system is reasonable and humane ; and any
knowledge of the real facts will dispel that idea, and show that it is

a system of hideous and wanton cruelty. Can we expect, therefore,

that any enquiry into the treatment of men considered as the special

enemies of Society will be a fair one ? It is clearly impossible that

it should be, as that highly respectable paper, the Daily News, has

found out.

IN FRANCE.
Terrorism has ruled for the last three weeks in France. M. Constans,

Minister of the Interior, who is certainly not a man of genius, but still is a

very clever rascal, has quite well understood how to support the bourgeoisie

in these difficult moments. The party indeed being composed of men, and
some men having through their talent and education a certain influence over

their friends and the mass of the workers, M. Constans saw that depriving

the party of these men the movement would, if not fail, at least be a little

softened. And so he proceeded on this plan. It is true that the agitation

of the last week was remarkable, but far from the importance it was expected
to be. The reactionary papers were certainly very frightened, if it is to be
judged from the exaggeration they made of every little circumstance. So
the best informed Tory papers, as Le Matin, La France, etc., stated that a

clandestine printing office had been seized, and all printers arrested, includ-

ing the manager of the Anarchist pap«r La Re'volte. In fact, the pi inting

office was not clandestine at all, and it was the printing office of the united
Anarchists, which had been removed lately from the Rue du Marais. The
head printer, Cabot, was arrested ; Grave, the manager of the Re'volte, was
not. The RSvolte starts this week with a day of delay, and will be printed

in a bourgeois printing office. It is true that Malato, Martinet, Gegout,
Merlino, Petraroya, Prodi, and other Anarchists were arrested, and will be
the sent to hard labour for having distributed pamphlets and manifestoes to

students and to the soldiers. Comrade Stoi'anoff, a Bulgarian student, was
also arrested. There was a perquisition made upon the apartment of com-
rade Molinari, an Italian Anarchist, and there were found some manifestoes,
but the comrade was successful in escaping. It is to be feared that the
foreign Socialists arrested will be handed over to their respective govern-
ments after serving their sentences. Louise Michel and B.he'navin were
also arrested, and some other arrests made will be kept secret. Tramps
frequenting the Halles (Market) have been put in custody, but this had
begun a long time ago, in November, when the crisis and starvation were
growing threatening against the possessing classes. B.

Goods are theirs who enjoy them.

—

Italian.

With sublime condescension, millionaires' daughters have been visiting the
working-women's convention this week, and informing poor girls, who work
for three and five dollars a-week, what wonders economy might be made to
accomplish with their incomes. For pure heartlessness and cheek combined,
this " takes the biscuit."—Boston Daily Globe, April 18.

1 appeal to all honest and generous-minded men, whatever their

opinions may be, to consider what this extra torment and insult means
applied to men already tortured by the mere cast-iron system up to

the limits of endurance. Surely the insulting or tormenting of a

prisoner so over-burdened with misery already, so helpless as he is, is

such a dastardly and abominable crime, that any crime committed by
the prisoners in a jail sinks by comparison into insignificance. You
men of the comfortable middle-classes, so kind and unselfish in family

life, so scrupulous in business—so respectable, in a word—think of

what you are doing vicariously by means of the dreadful tools you
have made necessary to you ! Think of it—if you dare !

Amongst this Commission of Evasion we read the names of Mr.
Drummond and Mr. George Shipton. These gentlemen were, no
doubt, put there because our rulers thought, or pretended to think,

that they represent the working-classes. I appeal, not to Socialists,

but to the working-men in general to say whether it is not about time

to let the said rulers understand clearly that this humbug can be stood

no longer, and that these gentlemen and others like them do not re-

present the working-classes, or any section of them. W. M.

Hunger pierceth stone walls.

Eighty destitute men are receiving food and shelter at the old Immigra-
tion Dep6t, Brisbane (March 15).

Henry George says he " believes in nothing half-way." Then why, asks

the Bulletin, is he not a land-nationalisationist or a Socialist

The boy question is not yet (March 15) settled among the Charters Towers
unions. At the mine where men were working for boy's pay, the manage-
ment, out of pitiful spite, discharged all the lads employed, and a small

minority of the miners, fathers of the lads, are attacking the executive and
president of the union for their action, the president, who appears to a
" white" man, coming in fcr plenty of abuse. The large majority recognise

that the union only did its duty when it shut down on men receiving boy's

wages.

All We Like Sheep.—Tobacco, a newspaper published in the interests

of the cigar and tobacco manufacturers, gives in a recent issue the circulars

sent out to manufacturers in this line of industry by a committee who are

opposing the clauses in the Tariff Bill affecting tobacco imports. The
circulars include a form of petition against the bill, and the recommendation
to employers in the trade is as follows :

" We would advise that you copy
the following in duplicate, have the petition signed by every employe' in your

shop and forward," etc. Just notice, says the Journal of the Knights of
Labour, the cool assumption in the passage we have italicised, that the em-
ployer, as a matter of course, controls the political action of his workmen
and can dictate to them what petitions they shall sign. Unfortunately, the

despotic language of the circular only reflects the actual conditions of

matters in many establishments where workmen are completely subservient

to the dictates of their masters in their political movements. But we
cannot help thinking that the framers of this circular might at least have

had the decency to pretend that the employe's were to be appealed to on

some other ground than the mere will of the employer. It would have
looked better and been more politic. We commend this instance to those

who are so terribly solicitous that the "individuality " of the citizen will be
sacrificed by labour reform.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Lords on Sweating.

After a long delay, the Lords' Sweating Commission have at last issued
their report. In this they state that the sweating system is not the result
of sub-contracting or the introduction of machinery and sub-division of

labour or of foreign immigration. Well, let us admit it ; but what, then,
is the cause 1 The Lords are ready with the usual middle-class answer :

" Oh,
it is all the fault of the poor." It is " the inefficiency of many of the lower
class of workers, early marriages, and the tendency of the residuum of the
population of large towns to form a helpless community together with a
low standard of life and the excessive supply of unskilled labour." Indeed ?

that wicked "lower class of workers"! why will they marry early and
be inefficient in their work? But still we do not think the Lords have
dived to the bottom of the matter. Who, for instance, is responsible for

the " excessive supply of unskilled labour " ] We have always thought that
the grasping landlords, who have ground the agricultural labourer down
to such a depth of misery that he is glad to escape out of their hands into
those of the sweater in the towns, had something to do with it. Do the
noble lords agree with us? But the chief cause of the sweating system is

certainly the greed of capitalists, who have forced the masses of the workers
down to such miserable wages that the wretched workman, having so little

money, buys the cheapest of goods. Cheap goods, that chief blessing of our
commercial system, lauded to the skies by middle-class Liberals, are usually
the product of starvation wages. Thus there is a lower depth still to the
misery of the masses

—

i.e., by the misery of the people who produce goods
for their consumption. The labour of married women working at unskilled
trades in their homes and working " at what would be starvation wages to
unmarried women," is another cause, according to the Lords. Quite so

;

but why are these women forced to work ? Because the pay of their hus-
bands is not sufficient to enable them to live without. Thus the mass of

misery which makes sweating possible is merely the result of our commercial
system, and as long as that system endures, so long will the sweater thrive
and flourish. Instead of the petty tinkering remedies which the Lords
recommend, but which surely not even they can expect will make much
difference to the condition of the poor wretches who bear on their shoulders
the crushing weight of the present system, they should have advocated
the extinction of themselves and all other idlers who live upon rent, profit,

and interest. We are convinced that this alone will end the tyranny of the
sweater.

Strike of East-end Tailors.

Just as the report appeared, the East-end tailors, who are the chief
sufferers from the white slavery of modern commercialism, turned out on
strike because their masters have for the last six months deliberately broken
the strike agreement of last autumn. The average hours of work, according
to returns sent in to the Strike Committee, are about sixteen daily. One
man, in one of these returns, thus describes his slavery : "For three days
1 work from eight to eleven, and the rest of the week from seven a.m. until
two a.m. next morning ; no time for meals." He works with a crust in one
hand and an iron in the other, and his pathetic reason is "compulsion."
This indeed is the answer in every case. Another wretched man writes :

"Hours from eight a.m. to twelve p.m. ; air is very foul, and one day a-week
the small workshop is used as a laundry ; the stench is overpowering."
Will the remedies suggested by the House of Lords sweep away these
horrors ? Why, they will not even palliate them.
The men demand (1) that they shall work from eight a.m. to 8 p.m., one

hour being allowed for dinner, and half an hour for tea
; (2) four hours over-

time only to be worked during the week—two hours only to be worked in
one day ; (3) the first two hours to be paid for at regular wages, the second
two hours at time and a half They insist upon the masters signing a docu-
ment drawn up by the Strike Committee embodying these terms. Eighty-
two masters have already surrendered. The sweaters resolved at a general
meeting that they should join hands with the men against their common
oppressor the shop-keeper. They have decided to open negotiations with
the men to boycott the shops which will not pay sufficient for the keeping
of proper hours. On the whole, it seems that the workers have now a good
chance of winning.

Great Demonstration of Railway Men.
The railway-men held a large demonstration in Hyde Park, amid a heavy

storm of rain, although they were cheered by a glimpse of the sun towards
the end of the meeting. John Burns, Cunninghame Graham, Bernard Shaw,
and George Bateman were the chief speakers. The men have issued a
manifesto containing their demands, which are roughly as follows : That
fifty-four hours constitute the maximum week's work for railway-men on
day duty and forty-eight for those on night duty ; that all time over ten
hours any day be paid for as overtime at the rate of time and a half, and
that a week's holiday in the year and pay be granted. For platelayers and
permanent-way men nine and a half hours a-day, and for shunters in busy
goods yards and signalmen in important boxes, eight hours shall be a day's
work ; and in shops fifty-one hours shall constitute the week's work. Sun-
day duty is to be paid as double time, unless a day off be given in lieu
thereof. That a week's pay be guaranteed to all guards having to devote
the whole of their time to the company employing them. For the railway
carmen, they demand fifty-seven hours a-week ; for all men whose wages
do not exceed 21s. a-week they ask that a rise of 15 per cent, be granted

;

that for all not exceeding 28s., 10 per cent.; and for those above 28s., 5 per
cent. To get these concessions the men have only to organise ; and if the
400,000 men working on the railway would join the ^General Eailway
Workers' Union, they could obtain these very moderate demands in a week.
They would not then be kept on continuous duty for forty-two hours, or be
forced to work eighty, ninety, and a hundred hours a-week for starvation
wages, as many have to do at the present time.

day by organisation. But though this may deceive some people, most of

us know that they are about as earnest in the matter as most capitalist

Liberal M.P.'s. Why not take them at their word, and say, "Very well,

we'll get it by organisation. We will have a general strike at an early date.

Will you join us?" Strikes me that Shipton would even prefer a "legal"
eight hours day to this dreadful prospect. N.

The Eight Hours Day.
The firm of Messrs. Green and McAllan, printers, have conceded the

eight-hour working-day to their employee, without any reduction in wages.
Beport has it that several other firms in'this trade will follow suit. Caslon's,
the typefounders in Chiswell Street, are aUo among the converted. This is

very kind of them, and shows that even demonstrations may do some good.
By the bye, we have a suggestion to make to the Central Committee.
Messrs. Shipton and Co. profess to be very eager to obtain the eight hours

AN AUSTRALIAN LESSON.
[From the Brisbane ' Worker.']

Together you are all-powerful, workers of Queensland, workers of Aus-
tralia, workers of the world ! Together you can be free men and women,
citizens of a free land, never needing to crave from a fellow man permission
to earn a bare living by making somebody else richer, never needing to fear

the bitterness of unemployment, never needing to shrink at the thought
that those you love may want. Together, by standing together, you can
insure that your boys and girls will have opportunities now denied them

—

opportunities to be strong and learned, and honoured and happy ; that in
old age you and those who come after you will have enough ; that in sick-

ness or in death there will be no thought of destitution ; that the workers
will no longer squabble for the butter-milk of their wealth production,
while the idle cunning glut themselves with the cream. All this you can
do, and more if you will only stand together, and be patient and wise. You
can take all social injustices and industrial inequalities and vested privi-

leges, and strangle them one by one with your million-muscled hands, as

Hercules strangled in his cradle the serpents of Juno. Not all at once, but
gradually, patiently, slowly, by being thinking men working in harmony
with each other for the good of all, and by ceasing to crouch in hopeless
apathy within the prison-walls of competition, or to rise spasmodically and
disconnectedly in impotent, because only partial, revolt.

Singly, individually, you are really as powerless, you workers of Queens-
land, as the slum-soaked slaves of modern Babylon, a3 the tenement house
toilers of Paris and New York. Because there is sunshine here instead of

fog, and fever instead of rheumatics, it does not follow that therefore the
law of supply and demand—the divine law under which English women
work for Is. 6d. per week, finding themselves, while American miners fight

for the tremendous privilege of earning 3£d. an hour—would reverse its

invariable process here, and cover the worker with a blessing instead of with
a curse. This is called an Eight-Hour country, but how many work eight
hours ? Twice as many wage-earners work Ten, and numbers Twelve, right

here in Queensland. It is claimed that wages are high, but the average
Queensland wage for all classes of labour, skilled and unskilled, is con-
siderably under 30s. per week ; and those who consider the pay exorbitant
ought to be made to keep their families on it for a whole year—only, perhaps,
the common worker isn't supposed to have a family or anything else that is

luxurious. Companies and syndicates, and various other soulless forms of

that Capitalism, which at its very best is little disposed to give to the worker
more than it must of the wealth he produces, are forcing down wages on
the mining fields and watching the maritime men for a moment of weakness,
and tried only the other day to reduce rouseabouts' pay throughout the
central district, and would have had it not been for the wholesome dread
inspired in the Employers' Association by the Federation move. In Bris-

bane the tramway company used to outrage decency in its treatment of the
workers whom necessity compelled to accept its terms, and the planters have
been trying for years to kick out the white worker altogether, using every
plea but the true one that there is more profit to be made out of kanaka,
profit being the only recognised standard in the commercial morality of our
Christian civilisation. And if more proof be wanted that if he stands alone
the Australian worker will be driven into the gutter just like the European
worker, the ridiculous wages often paid here to women-workers, and the
arbitrary condition of their employment, should suffice the greediest.

Women are thus compelled to work for an almost nominal wage because
they do not stand together, but allow themselves to be treated individually
and to be set off one against the other. If men allow themselves to be
similarly dealt with, there can only be the same result, to their own sad
loss and to the profit-monger's gain. This is why those who profit by the
work of others object to solidarity ; it is for their own pecuniary advantage
that they endeavour to persuade the workers that it is far better to beg for

enough to live on, cap in hand, than to march up like men and demand
it. . . .

Workers ask charity of nobody. They do not have to, for there is no
wealth in existence which did not come from them, not a stick nor a stone,

not a pound of wool nor a loaf of bread. They produced all that is in

Queensland or the exchange value for it, which is the same thing, and the
idlers who mainly " own " it, only do so because our civilisation is a ghastly
failure which does not give the wealth to the worker,'which needs a general
overhauling in the interest of the robbed. And at this epoch, when from
end to end of Australia the idea of nationality is in all men's mouths and
fermenting in all men's brains, is the time for the workers to insist in their

united strength, in their resistless solidarity that there shall be just such a
general overhauling, that when this Australia of ours rises among the
nations she shall rise as the land of free men, not as the land of slaves. For.

he is indeed a slave, whether he lives under a cxar or a king or a president,

whom circumstances force to beg for permission to work and live, who when
his children are hungry and his wife in need, cannot satisfy them except by
paying profit-toll to another.

It is against the conditions which have crushed down our brothers, the
workers of Europe, that Australian labour is marshalling its legions ; the
Gospel of Organisation is only a form of the universal Gospel of Discon-
tent. It is not good enough to drift on to the slums and the workhouse ; it

is not good enough to build here a nation whose head of gold shall be the
private property of monopolists, and whose feet of clay shall be crimson,

with the blood of ill-paid toilers who suffer and die. It would be better to

shake this civilisation to pieces as the Goths and Vandals shook the rotten
civilisation of Borne, than to see in Brisbane and Townsville the sights one
sees in English cities, than to see our bold, brave, dashing bushmen degraded
to the helpless poverty of the once-hardy peasantry of the Atlantic lands.

Yet the horrible sights have commenced and the degradation is not far off.

On Queensland streets Australian girls sell themselves for bread just as

English girls do in the Haymarket. ... On the plains the bushmen whom
no man needs are thickening ; in the towns the unemployed gather ;

purse-

proud plutocrats sneer at the complaints of the workers, and bid them be
thankful if all their labouring gives them enough of bread. Are these the

conditions which workers desire to see grafted in a new nationality ? Will
they even lift their finger on behalf of such a nationality ? . . .
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For an Australia that would do them justice, what would not the workers

do ifi return ? To an Australia that would earnestly endeavour to right

their wrongs, and to give to each man work, and to every worker his fair

share of the wealth produced, how the heart of millions would go out, how
the love of a grateful people would encircle it like a wall of fire ! This is

the Australia that the workers seek, and that they dream of in their cheer-

ing for " The Federated Republic." But it is not this Australia that the

politicians are after. Their Australia is to be an America of millionaires

and misery, a republic of rent-robbery, a democracy of diamonds and desti-

tution and despair ; the workers are to be its beasts of burden, and the rich

its aristocrats, and there is to be no thought for the helpless, and no sympathy
for the poor. Few of them see, like Chief Justice Lilley, that the Australia

which is coming must answer the industrial problems if it would root itself

in the lives of the people. But they will see it soon if the workers only
stand together, if to skilled and unskilled, to men and women, to all sorts

and conditions and grades of the army of the workers, there comes a com-
prehension of the great issue at stake, and a realisation of the value of

organisation.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Annual Conference.—The Annual Conference of the Socialist League will

take place on Whit Sunday, May 25th. All propositions from Branches should
be sent in at once to allow of agenda being made up. Place of meeting and
other particulars in future issue.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1888 -.—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Norwich, Glas-
gow, and Yarmouth, to end of May. East London, to end of Oetober.
Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end of December.

1890 : — Manchester, to end of January. ' Commonweal ' Branch,
to end of February. Leicester and North London, to end of March.
North Kensington, to end of April. Streatham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

REPORTS.
'Commonweal.'—On Sunday, May 11th, G. B. Shaw lectured on " Socialism

in Practice " to a small audience.
Hammersmith.—Very good meeting at Bridge End in spite of rain ; speakers

were Bullock, Morris, C. Smith, A. J. Smith, Tarleton, Johnson, Tochatti,
Sparling, and Frye ; 43 ' Weal sold. Large meeting in the evening ; speakers
were Tarleton, Davis, Grant, A. J. Smith, and Clara Watt ; 12 'Weal sold.

Streatham.—We were disappointed that Parker was unable to be present,
but good results sprang from the disappointment ; the branch and the general
public turned out in good numbers, Moore, Collins, and Smith speaking for
upwards of an hour ; 'Weals sold out, and Is. 8d. collected.—S.

North Kensington.—Good meeting held at Latimer Road ; speakers were
J. F. Lyne, Crouch, and Saint ; fair sale of ' Weals. At our rooms in the even-
ing we had a discussion on " The Wastefulness of the Present System," which
was opened by Crouch and taken up well by the audience ; all ' Weals sold and
Is. 6^d. collected.

North London.—On Saturday iu Hyde Park, Cantwell and Nicoll held a
good meeting for an hour and a quarter ; good sale of ' Weal and pamphlets. In
Regent's Park on Sunday morning, Cantwell and Nicoll addressed a large
audience ; good sale of ' Weals and Is. 6d. collected. Sunday afternoon in Hyde
Park, a splendid meeting was addressed by Cantwell, Saint, Mrs. Lahr, and
another comrade ; very good sale of pamphlets and ' Weal, and Is. J Id. collected.
Aberdeen.—On Tuesday a special meeting was held to discuss " Eight Hours

Day," on which subject Leatham read a paper. At Sunday night meeting,
Gilray's paper—"The Problem of the Poor"—which appeared in Kilmarnock
Standard as contribution for a competition, was read and discussed. A belated
eight hours demonstration takes place on the 17th under auspices of Aberdeen
Trades Council.—L.

Glasgow.—On Sunday at 1 o'clock, Joe and Tim Burgoyne addressed a large
and very sympathetic audience on Jail Square. At the same hour Glasier gave
a lecture on " Socialism—what it means " to the Springburn Branch of the Irish
National League ; the lecture was received with entire approval. Our Paisley
Road Toll meeting could not be held owing to the rain. As we must now remove
from our present room in Ingram Street, we have arranged to co-operate with
the Christian Socialist Society and the S.D.F. in securing a suitable hall for
public lectures and private meetings.
Norwich.—Sunday last, in the afternoon, a large open-air meeting was held.

W. Moore opened, followed by F. Kitz (London), who delivered a very interesting
address upon the present position of the workers. In the evening another open-
air meeting was held, the speakers being Poynts and Kitz ; owing to heavy rain,

the audience was not so large. Kitz made special reference to Stanley, who is

shortly to visit Norwich. Audience very attentive. Commonweal sold out, and
8s. 7Jd. collected for propaganda ; good sale of Freedom.
Yarmouth.—On Sunday morning, on Priory Plain, comrade F. Kitz delivered

a splendid address on the Labour Struggle from a Socialist's standpoint to a large
and attentive audience. In the afternoon, near the London Boat Landing-stage,
an attentive audience was addressed by F. Morley ; several questions asked, and
answered to the satisfaction of those present. In the evening, on Colman's
Quay, Morley spoke at another large meeting. Ruffold assisted at each meeting.
18 Commonweal sold, several pamphlets, and 3s. lid. collected towards defraying
the expenses. —J. H.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—On Sunday we held two meetings at the
Landing Stage—at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m. Comrades Mowbray (London), Reeves,
Chapman, and Balfour spoke. Mowbray created a good impression, in spite of
his hoarseness through speaking too often during his week's tour in Lancashire.
Papers sold, 5s. 6d. ; collection for Commonweal, 3s. 8d.

Sheffield Socialist Club.—We have now opened some fine and centrally
situated premises at 63 Blonk Street, containing meeting room, reading room
and library, smoke room for games, etc. Open every evening, and on Sunday all

day. Membership, Id. weekly. French Class, conducted by Ed. Carpenter,
every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.; terms, 3d. weekly, which goes towards club funds.
Discussion every Wednesday at 8 p.m. We have a good assortment of Labour
and Socialist papers from various parts of the world on our reading tables, but
should be glad of any books for library. We are very sanguine of being able to
accomplish grand propagands in Sheffield and district during the coming summer,
and ask the earnest co-operation of all Socialists in this neighbourhood.

LECTURE DIAR^
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Biiteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10.

East London.—A meeting of members will be held at the International Chib,
Berner Street, on Sunday May 18th, at 7.30. Comrades of StGeorge's-in-
the-East Branch are requested to attend. Important business.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday May 18, at 8 p.m.,
Sydney Olivier (Fabian), " Emil6 Zola—Studies of French Society under the
Second Empire." French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday
evenings at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band will have its first practice next
Friday. All comrades wishing to join can give their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges in the East.—Br&nch meetings atInternational Crab,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m.

Bradford.—Laycock's Temperance Hotel, Albion Court, Kirkgate. Meets every
Tuesday at 7.30.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,

Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meet at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines, Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.
Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

7 Hyde Park

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 17.

.Nicoll and Cantwell

Sunday 18.

11 Latimer Road Station .« North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Mowbray
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Branch
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Mitcham Fair Green Mrs. Lahr and Davis
8 Streatham Green ..Branch

Tuesday 20.

Walham Green—back of Church ....

Thursday 22.

.Hammersmith Branch

8.15 Hoxton Church .Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vioar'i Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p,m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.80 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 and 7.30, Addresses by Walter Neilson

(London Freedom Group).

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m. ; Pump, West Bar, 8 p.m.
Monday : Lady's Bridge Wicker, at 7 p.m. Rotherham—Sunday : College

Yard, at 3 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary
Quay, at 7.

Anarchist League.—Sunday May 18, a meeting in Hyde Park, near Marble
Arch, at 4 o'clock.

Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—Sunday
May 18, at 8.30, George Attersoll, " Economic Liberty."

Nat. Fed. of All Tbades and Industries, " The Bell," York Street, Lam-
beth.—Sunday May 18, J. B. Bucheridge, "Labour's Wrongs and how to Right
Them."

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Tuesdays, Reading and Dis-

cussion at 35 George IV. Bridge, at 8. Business meeting, same place and time.

Sunday, meeting in Meadows at 4.30.; local talent.

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Solio, W.

—

Sunday May 18, at 8.30 p.m., W. Townshend, " Hard Times : The Cause, Over-

Production of Goods or Under-Production of Money ?
"

The North Kensington Branch appeal to comrades and friends for their

Band Fund. They have the offer of getting drums very cheap from a band that

has become defunct, and want to raise about £2 4s. for this purpose. Please

send subscriptions to Mrs. Fox, Clarendon Coffee Tavern, Clarendon Road.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
What Socialists Want ... 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.

A few remainders—
Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth ... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth 1 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 10
Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Kepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST GO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices I

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

MEN v. MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C, or from

T. Shore, 33 Newington Green Road, N.

IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM ARCHER.

Crown 8vo, Cloth, Price 3s. 6d. per Volume.

ALREADY ISSUED—
VOL. I.

Containing "The League ofYouth," "The Pillars
of Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts," (1An Enemy of the People "

"The Wild Duck."

To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

Containing "Lady Inger of Ostrat," 'The Vik-
ings at Helgoland," "The Pretender."

Post-free from Commonweal Office on receipt of
published price.

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LEN0
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenceum.

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
Svo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture op Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of ' Our Father,' ' Bet
Graham,' 4 1'oor Bill,' 'Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Turner, 196 Strand, W.C, or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, 1 Jd.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
OB,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

LA30UR

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, 1Jd.

"WANTED— To-Day for October 1884. Kindly com-
municate with G.F.S., 6 St. Kilda's Rd., Harrow.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

ARBEJDEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL

A KING'S LESSON,
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and publishocLin the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Prank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XVII. (continued).—How the Change came,

" What stood in the way of this ? " said I.

"Why, of course," said he, "just that instinct for freedom aforesaid.
It is true that the slave-class could not conceive the happiness of a
iree life. Yet they grew to under-
stand (and very speedily too) that
they were oppressed by their mas-
ters, and they assumed, you see how
justly, that they could do without
them, though perhaps they scarce
knew how ; so that it came to this,

that though they could not look
forward to the happiness or the
peace of the freeman, they did at
least look forward to the war which
should bring that peace about/7

" Could you tell me rather more
closely what actually took place ?

"

said I; for I thought him rather
^-ague here.

"Yes," he said, "I can. That
machinery of life for the use of
people who didn't know what they
wanted of it, and which was known
at the time as State Socialism, was
partly put in motion, though in a
very piecemeal way. But it did not
work smoothly; it was, of course,
resisted at every turn by the capi-
talists ; and no wonder, for it tended
more and more to upset the com-
mercial system I have told you of,

without providing anything really
•effective in its place. The result
was growing confusion, great suf-
fering amongst the working classes,

and, as a consequence, great discon-
tent. For a long time matters went
on like this. The power of the upper
classes had lessened as their com-
mand over wealth lessened, and
they could not carry things wholly
by the high hand as they had been
used to in earlier days. On the
other hand, the working classes were
ill-organised, and growing poorer
in reality, in spite of the gains (also
Teal in the long run) which they
&ad forced from the masters. Thus
•matters hung in the balance; the
•masters could not reduce their slaves to complete subjection, though
tney put down some feeble and partial riots easily enough. The workers
forced their masters to grant them ameliorations, real or imaginary, of
their condition, but could not force freedom from them. At last
came a great crash. On some trifling occasion a great meeting was
summoned by the workmen leaders to meet in Trafalgar Square (about
the right to meet in which place there had for long been bickering).

•fu^T
1

^
ge°is guarcl

<called the P°lice) attacked the said meeting
with bludgeons, according to their custom ; many people were hurt in
the melee, of whom five in all died, either trampled to death on the
spot, or from the effects of their cudgelling ; the meeting was scattered,
•and some hundred of prisoners cast into gaol. A similar meeting had
been treated m the same way a few days before at a place called
Manchester, which has now disappeared. The whole country was
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thrown into a ferment by this ; meetings were held which attempted
some rough organisation for the holding of another meeting to retort
on the authorities. A huge crowd assembled in Trafalgar Square and
the neighbourhood (then a place of crowded streets), and was too big
for the bludgeon-armed police to cope with ; there was a good deal of
dry-blow fighting; three or four of the people were killed, and half a
score of policemen were crushed to death in the throng, and the rest got
away as they could. The next day all London (remember what it was
in those days) was in a state of turmoil. Many of the rich fled into
the country

; the executive got together soldiery, but did not dare to
use them

; and the police could not be massed in any one place, because
riots or threats of riots were every-
where. But in Manchester, where
the people were not so courageous
or not so desperate as in London,
several of the popular leaders were
arrested. In London a convention
of leaders was got together, and sat
under the old revolutionary name
of the Committee of Public Safety

;

but as they had no organised body
of men to direct, they attempted
no aggressive measures, but only
placarded the walls with somewhat
vague appeals to the workmen not
to allow themselves to be trampled
upon. However, they called a
meeting in Trafalgar Square for the
day fortnight of the last-mentioned
skirmish.

"Meantime the town grew no
quieter, and business came pretty
much to an end. The newspapers—then, as always hitherto, almost
entirely in the hands of the masters—clamoured to the Government
for repressive measures; the rich
citizens were enrolled as an extra
body of police, and armed with
bludgeons like them ; many of these
were strong, well-fed, full-blooded
young men, and had plenty of
stomach for fighting; but the gov-
ernment did not dare to use them,
and contented itself with getting
full powers voted to it by the Parlia-

ment for suppressing any revolt,

and bringing up more and more
soldiers to London. Thus passed
the week after the great meeting;
almost as large a one was held on
the Sunday, which went off peace-
ably on the whole, as no opposi-
tion to it was offered. But on the
Monday the people woke up to find
that they were hungry. During
the last few days there had been

groups of men parading the streets asking (or, if you please, demand-
ing) money to buy food; and what for goodwill, what for fear, the
richer people gave them a good deal. The authorities of the parishes
also (I haven't time to explain that phrase at present) gave willy-nilly
what provisions they could to wandering people ; and the Government,
which had by that time established some feeble national workshops,
also fed a good number of half-starved folk. But in addition to this,
several bakers' shops and other provision stores had been emptied
without a great deal of disturbance. So far, so good. But on the
Monday in question the Committee of Public Safety, on the one
hand afraid of general unorganised pillage, and on the other em-
boldened by the wavering conduct of the authorities, sent a deputa-
tion provided with carts and all necessary gear to clear out two or
three big provision stores in the centre of the town, leaving blank
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papers promising to pay the price of them with the shop managers

:

and also in the part of the town where they were strongest they took
possession of several bakers' shops and set men at work in them for the

bip&frt of .the people;—all of which was done with little or no dis-

turbance, the policeassisting in keeping order at the sack of the stores

as they would have done at a big fire.

*iBut at this last stroke the reactionaries were so alarmed that they
were determined to force the executive into action. The newspapers
next day all blazed into the fury of frightened people, and threatened

the people, the government, and everybody they could think of, unless

'Order were at once restored.' A deputation of leading commercial
people waited on the government and told them that if they did not at

once arrest the Committee of Public Safety, they themselves would
gather a body of men, arm them, and fall on ' the incendiaries,' as they
called them.

" They, together with a number of the newspaper editors, had a long
interview with the heads of the government and two or three military

men, the deftest in their art that the country could furnish. The
deputation came away from that interview, says a contemporary eye-

witness, smiling and satisfied, and said no more about raising an anti-

popular army, but that afternoon left London with their families for

their country seats or elsewhere.
" The next morning the Government proclaimed a state of siege in

London,—a thing common enough amongst the absolutist governments
on the Continent, but unheard-of in England in those days. They
appointed the youngest and cleverest of their generals to command the

proclaimed district ; a man who had won a certain sort of reputation in

the disgraceful wars in which the country had long engaged in from time

to time. The newspapers were in ecstacies, and all the most fervent of the

reactionaries now came to the front ; men who in ordinary times were
forced to keep their opinions to themselves or their immediate circle,

but who now began to look forward to crushing once for all the Social-

ist, and even democratic tendencies, which, said they, had been treated

With such indulgence for the last twenty years.

" But the clever general took no visible action ; and yet only a

few of the minor newspapers abused him: thoughtful men gathered

from this that a plot was hatching. As for the Committee of Public

Safety, whatever they thought of their position, they had now gone
too far to draw back ; and many of them, it seems, thought that the

government would not act. They went on quietly organising their

food supply, which was a miserable driblet when all is said ; and also

as a retort to the state of siege, they armed as many men as they could

in the quarter where they were strongest, but did not attempt to drill

or organise them, thinking, perhaps, that they could not at the best

turn them into trained soldiers till they had some breathing space.

The clever general, his soldiers, and the police did not meddle with all

this in the least in the world ; and things were quieter in London that

week-end ; though there were riots in many places of the provinces,

which were quelled by the authorities without much trouble. The
most serious of these were at Glasgow and Bristol.

William Morris.
[to be continued.]

THE CAUSE GOES MARCHING ON.
I have often met with once active Socialists who bewailed the "utter

indifference of the masses to the teaching of Socialism," and I have

listened with feelings of contempt as they talked of being born 200

years or so too soon. They talked of the lull in the propaganda, and

believed that prosperity in trade had made all the workers uncompro-

mising Conservatives, and that the " march of economic events " had
come to a sudden standstill.

That there is a lull in one phase of the propaganda few will deny

—

the work in the streets is almost a thing of the past; 1 but this is

because it has done its work. The most unskilled and thoughtless

artisan has now some notion of the meaning of the word Socialism.

The outdoor propaganda may still be of greatest importance in many
towns yet, and I hope the "little bands" will stick enthusiastically

together and preach the gospel, no matter what the obstacles may be.

A few years has wrought a great change in the character of the

movement. It is no longer confined to two or three small societies,

but in some shape or form the ideas are part and parcel of almost

every literary and political club in the kingdom, and form the raison

ctitr6 of the new trade unionism.

. The attitude of the political parties towards social problems is a

sufficient indication of the way in which the wind is blowing, and

serves to show the growing strength of the movement towards

Socialism. We find that cute politician, Randolph Churchill, dangling

an, Eight Hours' Bill before the eyes of the discontented workers,

while other prominent politicians are fussing about the " housing of

the poor," and. other measures of an equally harmless import. While

the " representatives of the people " are excited—or pretending to be

excited -^-over the Parliamentary Game, nightly debating with

seeming b&*k the most trifling incidents and measures, beneath it all

lies a conaciQinMiiess of coming danger and a feeling,that the first note

in the elassrwar has been clearly sounded.

Whojsees and understands more clearly than the political parties

the, significance of Home Rule 1 The Gladstoni&ns fear it just aamuch
as tte Tories, and will seek to givathe Irish people>the mere semfelaiioe

1 Our comrade is somewhat mistaken here. Speaking for London at least/ and <

I believe many places in the country, we have never had better open-air meet-

ings tfean those held within the last three months.

—

[Editor.]

of the thing. Well do they know that the Irish are alive to the
economic problem, and each day of the delay is hastening the doom of

landlordism and the emancipation of Labour.
In England and Scotland the tattitude of the workers towards each

other has undergone an almost complete change ; a feeling of confi-

dence and solidarity is now springing up, and they know—or shall I

say only half know yet]—that the cause of one is the cause of all.

That this feeling has not yet found -expression* in* the programme of

any great body of workers, is not to be wondered at when we consider

the causes that have crystallized their apathy and indifference towards
each other.

In a time of degradation and social brutality like the present, when
everything around us tends only to develope the meanest part of our
nature and blot out the feeling of love, is it not inspiriting to know
that the cry of the " Brotherhood of Man " is becoming a living faith

and a potent factor in so many young lives? While the political

parties are tearing each other's eyes out for place and power, and
" coming to terms " with the new labour party, or concocting charges

against each other in the vain hope of diverting the attention of the

workers from their material salvation, all the elements of a social

conflagration are slowly but surely gathering. A few years back the

most hopeful of Socialists would hardly have dreamt that the doctrine

of equality and fraternity would have quickly taken such firm root,

and found such ready advocates in so many unexpected quarters. To-

day we cannot open a magazine, or even an " obscure country paper,"

without seeing an article on Socialism or a lively debate being con-

ducted in a spirit of fairness. Even the church magazines are being

forced to solicit articles on the subject, and find it more profitable

than the dispensing of spiritual chloroform. Instead of a few energetic

souls preaching to "a lamp-post and policeman, and making both

laugh," we have now quite an army of propagandists in every part of

the country—in press and on platform—-with attentive audience and

readers.

The Docker's Strike has rung the death-knell of the old trades'

unionism, and its leaders will soon take their departure and be heard

of no more, for their occupation like Othello's will be gone. The

skilled artisan, the " aristocrat of labour " and the darling of the

politicians at election times, is beginning to learn through bitter ex-

perience the insecurity of his position, and to know that the morrow

may see him in the swiftly swelling ranks of unskilled labour—and

thus the march of events is with us and everything is full of hope.

A short time ago who would have dreamt of the Docker's Strike ?

Had any one predicted it he would simply have been laughed at and

called that most horrible of names—a dreamer ! The steady and

patient work of our comrades at the dock-yard gates has not been

in vain, and they who were once the despair of the revolutionists

have shown by their devotion and unselfishness that the organisation

of the workers in the near future will be a much easier task than most

of us thought.

The next depression in trade will soon be upon us, and what with

the growing intelligence of the workers and the higher ideal of com-

fort they now have, the work of the League and other kindred bodies

will be much simpler in teaching the divineness of discontent and the

hollowness and rottenness of our civilisation. Already the workers

are gazing at each other across the Continent, and although they as

yet see but dimly, they look into each other's eyes with friendlier feel-

ings and learn that race-hatreds and jealousies have been the weapons

their exploiters used to keep them so long divided. Woe to all kings,

emperors, and oppressors of the weak when they clasp hands

!

The recent speeches of the German Emperor, and the sops he has

thrown to the workers with advice and threats to hold aloof from

those horrid Socialists, show the deep-rooted feeling of discontent with

the present order of things, in spite of all the coercive laws of Bis-

mark and his once master. That the German Emperor will "dish "

the Socialists by such adroit movements no one need fear ; for, prop up

the rotten edifice as he may, it will all come tumbling down about his

ears and bury him and his class out of sight for ever.

To Socialists who are isolated, I would say they have almost as much
power as a society ; a good word in season has often more real influence

than many an applauded speech at a meeting. It is astonishing the

work that one man can do when he has the Cause at heart. With

tact and discretion he could influence a whole village; and here I

would say that it is,not by suppressing the name Socialist and mas-

querading- as a sort of respectable advanced Radical that he will do

much. Nothing can be done or ever could be done on those terms,

and the sooner he learns the fact the better it will be for himself and

the Cause he is anxious to serve. J. M. B.

Readers cf Commonweal and sympathisers generally in Fife, Forfar, and

Perth, who are disposed to do their part in pushing forward the propaganda

of Socialism, are asked . to communicate with R. Dempster, care of Mrs.

Scott, Colenswell Cottage, Burntisland, Fife, N.B.

Pbostitution.-^Is there morally,any difference, asks the Journal of the

Knights of Labour, between the unfortunate woman who prostitutes her

body for the means of -existence and the educated, intelligent, man who, as

lawyer, /politician, o» editor, prostitutes his intellectual faculties for gain?

If there-is any difference, is not intellectual more degrading than physical

harlotry*inasmuch as^the if©nations of the nrind are bigher^and nobler than

those ofnthehody ? If vthejrule<oii«remf«atioe>were applied,,i»a»y a proud

and wealthyMpQliticali»agB«te.«aBdrsocial. leader whoahad ristni by lending

fall bis mental powers to .the -promotion, of rotten* causes and unjust schemes

of spoliation would be more loathed and shunned than the wretched woman,

more sinned .against than sinning, who lives on the wages of vice.
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NOTES FROM NOTTINGHAM.
Perhaps, of all our workers, none have more to suffer from the pressure
of capitalism than the girls and women who work in the warehouses
and factories. Nominally protected by the Factory Acts, whenever
the employer requires it they are forced to take work home and to slave
nearly all night for the miserable pittance which will result. Those
who, in the exercise of the » freedom of contract" which they possess,
refuse to do this, find that there is no work for them when slack times
arrive^ _Then there are all sorts of minor tyrannies imposed to break
the spirit of the workers and render them docile serfs. The fore-
women are selected specially for their ability to " nag " and to " drive

"

the hands, and the employers themselves are often not too choice in
the language they address to an employe" who has broken some rule
of the factory In one great Nottingham establishment, where a
number of girls are employed, the manager occasionally strolls down
the room and if one of the workers should turn her head .away from
work to glance at the majestic passer-by, she is instantly dismissed.
Ihis gentleman is a prominent Liberal, and a churchwarden, and his
master, a member of Parliament, who inherits the virtues of a pious
father is to be the Almighty's principal instrument in returning
Mr. Gladstone to office at the general election. And yet a so-called
labour paper, the Factory Times, a few Weeks ago devoted a long
paragraph to puffing this manager for his kindness to the workers!
from among whom he has risen. In several large warehouses the girls
are obliged to come half-an-hour earlier in the morning to hear some
hired parson preach and pray at them. One of these sky-pilots

uu
the ^mPudence to denounce his hearers because of the few

ribbons they had managed to obtain for self-adornment, but for oncehe had missed his mark. The girls in a body refused to attend
service, and the pious employer had to get another tool
The most unsatisfactory aspect of the case is the way in which

managers, sub-managers, chief clerks, and others in authority, use
their power to seduce girls, and then too often cast them adrift. The
gilded youth of two counties make Nottingham their pleasure-house,

Tvu %mj of
„
de8Pair whicl> lodges round the « Clarendon," the

ihree Crowns, or that glorified gin-palace known as the "Talbot"
is recruited from the weaker sisters of the warehouse. The result is a
social ulcer which permeates the bourgeoisie in spite of its efforts to
conceal it. One hears of aldermen slipping up back streets to brothels,
ot others who appear with their bona robas at the theatre, of the
disappearance of an inconvenient witness in a police prosecution,
because her evidence might compromise members of the Town Council •

of thatPillar of Society who is said to have kept a woman in almostevery street, and who now turns up at missionary meetings. The
funniest commentary on it all, however, was the recent declarationby a soletna local geologist that a salt lake once existed on the present
site of Nottingham The salt lake has gone; the capitalists remain:
where is the fire and brimstone 1

But why, says the moralist from " way back," do you elect such
persons to rule you ? But we don't, good friend moralist. They and
their crowd of scalawags elect themselves. For instance, the otherday a member of the Council, a lace manufacturer, displeased the
trades unionists m his ward by his bitter opposition to them, and theymanaged with great difficulty to procure his rejection by the Liberalward caucus. But it subsequently appeared that half of the members
of the caucus were in the habit of receiving monthly or fortnightly
presents of game wine, cigars, etc., from their member, that theyborrowed money from him, and that every year the whole Liberal
Association went for a picnic at his expense. Naturally they thoughtno man could be more fitted to be their master-and perhaps they were
right. In the same way the Conservatives are bossed by a few money-
oags. Mr. John Robinson, bookmaker and brewer, has been the
generous spring to which the Tories in the Eastern Division have gone,

rt w *
E,
5?P.

6
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lace man«fcct«rer, has been tfae m d m
*
n ^the Western Division. The natural result is that while the workersare tooled with the appearance of representation, the members of the

different public bodies are as a rule a set of puppets to be pulled by
strings. Thus the Town Council is bossed by the Town Clerk, the

Zf£Tl ?£ h
tt

h\°hiet Constable, the Board of Guardiansand the School Board by their respective chairmen. The poor puppets

caTw^h r^T °fit When PU"ed in °PP°8ite directions, and Ican fancy the typical marionette pondering, with a wet towel round

SlM* *"£* CUP °-^ffee
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fr°nt of bim
' the 8reat Probl<^> "What

shall it profit a man if he gam the trades unionist vote and lose W. H.farmers money?"
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?' worthy of their supporters. Broad-
est, who has sold and betrayed the workers like the Judas that he

Notnnlt ^T^u011
/ and Smith-Wright, a Jingo banker.Not one has an idea above the level of the grocer's shop, and not onecares two pins for the welfare of the workers p

ini™Z 1^1"IT
Soci^--On Sunday we held our meeting in the mom-

present IrtZSL^^*011 <Ma"<=h«^) and Balfour addressed those

On our arrival in th!- 6 Tm WaS to° heavy to Permit of another meeting,

of reUgioS from JWu**! our
u
usual s^d- we found it occupied by a party

determined^ „
m

*£? Y -M-CA., who coolly told us to find another stand. We
madTsuch ^n^reVv^ii^Th"^*011 **?«& ^ ""^ the^ * »
former that *£«?»? t g the Com™°nweal and Justice, and reading from the^toM f
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rigLto the Zfd So far
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agalDSt "a;.declarin8 th»t the others had an equal

our own law and wt . 'T ,8
oes *hls

,

was true
>
but we determined to make

th Cgest meetW vThZ^f"1
* ,-

Thank8 to the Christian intruders, we hadc largest meeting yet held. 6s. of literature sold ; collection 3s.-E. C. C

IN THE UNITED STATES*
The following telegram comes this morning from Chicago :

"Chicago, 111., April 28—Committees of the new bt*$eV association i

striking carpenters held a conference this afternoon, *w'tik a view Ao-a
for the resumption of work by as many of the sfcikert as 6«tt bo emtoloyf
new association. At its conclusion, both sides dtfeimed &> make "public' ta*«
until action thereon had been taken by tlfe general bodies which they repress
Ihis leads to the conclusion that they reached am agreement on tlie ter«w3
resumption of work." ... <^m
The Executive Council of the American FedVrati6ir of Labour ihffc]

April 28th m the afternoon in New York and discussed' tfe<* cdndttkfctfi_
the prospects of the eight hours movement. -Samuel Gmnperrpreaidaa\|#ii
there were^also present First Vice-President William Martirt; Seco&t*tfU#
President P. J. McGuire, Treasurer Henry Emrich, and Secretary tforffc
ilivans. The discussion was secret, and lasted sevejal hours. This appeal
was issued

:

- H
" To the Toilers of America, greeting. The manifestation of determination on

your part to hold the banner of the eight hour movement aloft and to carry it
along until victory shall have been achieved, gives hope, encouragement, iid
rejoicing to the lovers of progress in our country, and finds a hearty and respon-
sive chord m the hopes and aspirations of the down-trodden toilers of Europe,Already are seen emperors, kings, autocrats, and all the other enemies, to the
cause of labour and progress, palsied and paralysed with fear of the-arowinc
power and noble purposes of the toiling masses. The combined power of positionand wealth seems not only about pp be concentrated to antagonise the introduc-
tion of the simple, "beneficial, and essential improvement consequent upon a re-
duction in the hours of labour, but seeks to provoke you into a furious contest
The encouragement our movement has implanted among our fellow working
people, and the corresponding antagonism manifested on the part of our enemies
should convince us more than anything else that the policy we have thus far
pursued is the one which should be followed without any deviation whatever.
" The advice and suggestions thus far given and made for the conduct of; our

movement having received your approval, I made so bold as to submit others
which to my mind will lead us to a greater degree of success than could otherwise
be obtained. The Executive Council of the American Federation of LaboM has
selected the United Brotherhood of Carpenters to make the demand for tha en-
forcement of the eight hour work-day. I ask you to refrain from any sympathetic
strikes. Rather remain at your work and aid the carpenters and joiners to winm the contest. To the carpenters and joiners my advice is to demand and inswt
upon the enforcement of the eight hour work-day. It is not a matter of theory

,

it is a fact, that the question of wages andConditions will regulate the^eWeVto
your benefit as soon as the eight hour workaday has been in operation. ] For^hat
reason, if you cannot secure the eight hour work-day with other conditions,1then
allow them to remain open for further adjustment. > . (

" In the demonstration to be made May 1, turn out in vast numbers, and by
your presence manifest your unalterable determination to have the eight' hoar
work-day enforced, though by one trade at a time, jet for all as the .ultimate
result. Allow no one to provoke you to a breach of the peace. Maintain order
refiam from all violence, engage in no riot. Let the watchword be the enforce-
ment of the eight hour work-day. Firm, peaceful, and positive, wtth/stqqt
hearts and clear heads, let Us concentrate all efforts for victory upon the^ carpen-
ters and joiners. Men of labour, steady along the line to achievement of the
eight hour work-day —Fraternally, Samue£ Gompers."

Sergius S. Shevitsch has taken the lead of the agitation in the eight &o«r
question in New York. It must be confessed he works like a beaver, but I
fear his, like all other action taken in this question, is merely so much
wasted energy, which might be invested with more profit. The ' arrange-
ments for the demonstration on the evening of May 1st in Union SquareNew York City, are completed. "

' -
'

The programme of the Boston carpenters for their action will be announced
to-day.

Gompers has said to a reporter : "The movement of 1886 was chaotic,
disintegrated, unsystematic. To-day it is methodical, organised, prepared.We will secure the eight hour day for the workmen of the world—not if it
takes all summer, but if it takes all of our lives." :

In Chicago the newspapers are publishing the most sensational articles
about the action which might be expected by the workers of that city onMay 1st. The "scabs" in the carpenter trade of Chicago have already
appealed to Jim Blaine, Secretary of State in Washington, to give them the
protection of the United States Government, as the authorities of Chicago
and of the State of Illinois are unable to protect them—so they say. "Much
ado about nothing."

^

Fully 1,000 packing-house men of Chicago, by a unanimous vote, deeded
yesterday afternoon to strike unless their request for an eight hour day is
complied with. ,-...,.. ..<-,

The 2,000 Milwaukee carpenters strike May 1 for the eight hour day the
contractors having refused to grant their request.

'

A meeting of carpenters? delegates, representing l;90O union carpenters
out of a total of 3,200 in Philadelphia, adopted resolutions Saturday night
pledgiug themselves to maintain the demand for 35 cents, an hour arid1 to
insist upon the payment of that sum on and after May 1.

A big labour demonstration took place at Montreal Saturday night in
favour of the eight hour movement. Between 3,000 and 4,000 representa-
tives of the labour organisations assembled in Chaboiles Square and mete
addressed by their leaders. They were advised to combine to combat capital,
which was daily driving the working-men to starvation. Kesolutions in
favour of eight hours were passed. •-•>;

Hugh O. Pentecost is doing splendid service. He is just now publishing
in the Twentieth Century a series of articles written by the recognised leafefcs
of the different reform and economic schools. The last number eontain#an
article by "Bob" Ingersoll, and articles of " Free Trade "tfcnd on "Protec-
tion." As this paper has a circulation of about 20,000 copies ih the States
only good results can be expected from such an impartial ^wplay *©f*%h,e
different views.

Boston, Mass., April 29, 1890. Hekey F. CfiARW^ >

Braintrek (Essex).—On Sunday, three large meetings were addressed by Geo.
Cores (London) and W. Fuller (Norwich) in the Market Place. The audiences at
all the meetings were unanimous in their approval of the Socialist ideas as ex-
plained by the speakers, and, without tlie least doubt, a strong branch of the
S.L. will soon be established here. All our Commonweal, fifty-two in number,
were rapidly sold, and a great many more could have been disposed of hti&Sfe
had them. Altogether, we have " broken the ice " very successfully, and mttde
an opening for very good work in future. The next meetings are to be held on
the second Sunday after Whitsunday ; meanwhile, private propaganda work will
be done. Special notice—The Commonweal can be obtained of Mr. Heywood,
Manor Street, Braintree.—G. C.
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HAYS YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW ! FIRST, FEW MEN
IT J NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J

LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON

effective retaliation. Bullying a Quaker, he doubtless thought, was as

safe and exciting as shooting down naked savages with an elephant

gun or repeating rifle. He has now found out his mistake, and has

made himself look a fool into the bargain.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
R. W. B.—We regret to find your poem hardly up to publication standard.
C. B. (Liverpool).—The photos of Chicago Anarchists can be obtained from com-

rade Lucy E. Parsons, Avondale Station, Chicago, 111., U.S.A., at (we think)

50 c. each.

L. H. (Salford).—We have something more important to do than to quarrel over
details of future society. Most certainly no intelligent reader of the Com-
monweal could ever have suspected us ot tenderness toward parliamentarism.

J. H. Wood (Detroit, Mich.).—Thanks for communication, which, however, we
regret to be unable to utilise.

"Appkal to those who Labour."—We regret to find this poem unsuitable,

even though it were not sent anonymously.
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Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday May 21.

England
Coming Times
Justice
Norwich—Daylight
People's Press
Railway Review
Seafaring
Worker's Friend

Queensland
Brisbane—Worker

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Truthseeker
New York—Der Sozialist
New York—Freiheit
Twentieth Century
Volkszeitung
Workmen 'a Advocate
Bakers' Journal

Boston—WoiLan's Journal
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chicago—Knights of Labour
Vorbote

Cincinnati (O.) Volks-Anwalt

j
Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Los Angeles Cal. Nationalist
Philadelphia—United Labour
SanFrancisco ArbeiterZeitung
Pacific Union

S. F. Coast Seamen 's Journal
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Anarchist
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Stanley's accusation against Mr. Pease of having attacked the East
African Company for their employment of slaves vas quite unfounded,,

and on Mr. Pease demanding a public apology, in the cool, quiet

fashion peculiar to Quakers, the great explorer has had to eat the leek,

though he has not accomplished the feat with a very good grace. It

is rather amusing to see the fierce African butcher conquered by a

mild, peaceable Quaker.

As to Stanley's other charge against the Quakers, of being indifferent

to the suppression of the slave-trade, Mr. Pease has done well to leave

Mr. Stanley contemptuously to " the judgment of the public." Not
only have the Quakers done their utmost in this direction, but they

have always been noted for their kind treatment of native races.

They have been hungry for profit, it is true, but the blood of

murdered savages does not cry from the ground against them. Ele-

phant rifles and explosive bullets have not played their part in their

commercial propaganda.

Mr. Pease, however, did ask a question about the employment of

slaves in Africa, but it was not about the slaves of the East Africaa

Company, but concerning the slaves of Stanley. It appears that,

according to the admissions of the Government in reply to a question

of Mr. Pease in Parliament on Wednesday May 7, the virtuous Mr.

Stanley has been "suppressing" the slave-trade by utilising slaves as-

porters for his expedition, and on his return to Zanzibar he handed

the slaves back to their masters, who took half their wages. We can

understand now why so much flogging, etc., goes on in Stanley's ex-

peditions. No wonder Stanley was wild with Mr. Pease for showing

him up as a hypocritical fraud, who is always talking about his anxiety

to "suppress" the slave-trade, and yet finds his chief allies among
the slave-hunting cut-throats, and provides them with a profit-

able market for their wares by employing slaves for his caravans. La-

this what Stanley calls " suppressing the slave-trade " ] It is more like

encouraging it.

But Stanley has still another cause for anger against Mr. Peaser
who, it appears, had also called attention to the "Christian" enter-

prise of Stanley's friend and patron, Leopold of Belgium, who has been

exporting 400 slaves from Zanzibar for the Congo Railway. When
we remember that this ",noble and public-spirited " monarch was de-

nounced some time ago by a religious periodical as a frequenter of

Mrs. Jeffries' " fashionable establishment " in Pimlico, we confess we
can sympathise with Stanley's indignation on his behalf. Like Mr.

Stanley, this "noble" prince does good by stealth and blushes to find

it fame. He is of course perfectly qualified as a model of virtuous^

respectability "to impregnate the dull minds of Africans . . . with

the light of religious ideas."

I
Switzerland

Arbeiterstimme
Italy

Milan—II Fascio Operaio

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Lisbon— O Protesto Operario

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Trieste—Confeder. Operaia
Brunn—Volksfreund
Brunn—Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Social-Demokraten
Copenhagen—Arbejderen

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

,
Argentine Republic

Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts

But Stanley was truly " eloquent " when, amid an audience of Stock

Exchange gamblers, turtle-fed aldermen, the most shameless collection of

jobbers and robbers in existence, he declaimed upon the advantages of

his civilising march—i.e., unlimited Bibles, bullets, and Christianity

for the natives and a " hundred per cent." for investors. How Mr.

Stanley's "Christian" friends from the Daily Telegraph must have

rubbed their hands when they heard that eloquent sound fall from the

lips of the inspired orator ! We can fancy them exclaiming, " Vun
hundred per shent ! Yy, my tear, it ish petter as money-lending."

No wonder the assemblage was enthusiastic when Stanley denounced

his opponents, and called down upon them the rebuke of " every man
in whose soul the divine feeling of Christian charity is not quite dead."

If the divine feeling of Christian charity can only exist in the souls of

those who make a hundred per cent, profit out of the sweat, blood, and

agony of miserable slaves, we would rather be without it. Mr.
Stanley's "piety" is like the "godliness" of Shylock.

" Mark you this, Bassanio,

The devil can cite scripture to his purpose.

An evil soul, producing holy witness,

Is like a villain with a smiling cheek,

A goodly apple rotten at the heart"

We make Mr. Stanley and his congregation of city usurers a present

of the quotation. B. N.

NOTICE.
The Picture on the front page is a reduced facsimile of a beau-

tiful full-page Cartoon, designed by our comrade Walter Crane, to

commemorate the recent world-wide celebration of the Solidarity of

Labour. Printed on fine paper for framing, it may be had from

this office in cardboard protector, for J/d., post free, 2s. a dozen.

NOTES.
Probably Mr. Stanley thought he was quite safe at the Guildhall the

other night, when he fell foul of the Quakers. Unlike the honest tar

in the Savoy opera, who thought the " hitting of a gal was a lubberly

thing to do," Mr, Stanley likes fighting when there is no chance of

With the next number of Commonweal we shall be enabled, by

the kindness of the proprietor of Cynicus, to give an outline repro-

duction of the cartoon " Capital and Labour" which attracted so-

much notice when published in that paper, and which ice referred

to with praise a few weeks ago.
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THE SONG OF THE WORKERS.
BY PIERRE DUPONT.

{Translated in the original measure, to be sung to the original tune,)

Let us who hear the shrill voiced cock
With clarion blast disturb our slumbers,

Who to the mill and forge must flock
At early morn in countless numbers ;

Who for a scanty wage must sell

Our arms and limbs but to our sorrow,
The fear of want can ne'er dispel,

Nor make provision for the morrow.

Chorus—Be brothers, let our glasses clink

Together ; never more we'll sunder,
Though shot and shell around us thunder,

We'll drink
An end to avarice and plunder.

The jealous wave, the stubborn soil,

Yield up their treasure to our labours ;

Our arms are stiff with ceaseless toil

To pamper those whom fortune favours.
We gather from the hill and vale,

From sea and shore, from mine and meadow,
Those piles of wealth the eyes regale,

Yet die ourselves beneath their shadow.

Chorus—Be brothers, etc.

Poor sheep ! our backs rich garments give
The gilded few who scorn our station

;

In pride and luxury they live

While toil and want degrade the nation.
Machines are we ; we sweat and bend
To raise great buildings high as heaven ;

Without us soon the world would end
Yet from the hives like bees we're driven.

Chorus—Be brothers, etc.

The puny heir of some domain
Our wives oft nurse to health and vigour,

And yet with them this Son of Cain
At play or feast would blush to figure.

In olden days the lords might take
The bride from out her groom's embraces ;

Now cold and want our daughters make
The prey of such as deal in laces.

Chorus—Be brothers, etc.

Ill clothed, ill housed, in cellars foul,

Beneath the thatch, in ruins hoary,
We live companions of the owl
And thief—in truth a piteous story !

Yet the red blood within our veins
Impetuous runs in bounding measure

—

Ah, could we sport upon the plains,

Or seek the green wood for our pleasure !

Chorus—Be brothers, etc.

And when, as oft, we shed our gore
In streams that all the wide world cover,

The tyrant only reaps the more
From fields o'er which the vultures hover.

We have been fools : henceforth our power
We'll spend in breaking slavery's fetter,

And fill with mirth the passing hour
That brings the world from good to better.

Chorus—Be brothers, etc.

Edinburgh. J. G.

' COMMONWEAL ' CONCERT AND DANCE.
Monday, May 12tb, saw Revolutionary Socialists and their friends thoroughly
enjoying themselves at the Athenaeum Hall, Tottenham Court Road. The
occasion was the Concert and Dance organised by the * Commonweal ' Branch
of the S.L. for the benefit of the Commonweal. It was evident from the
first that every one had come to enjoy themselves ; and so they did. The
sketch, " The Duchess of Bayswater and Co.," in which our comrades Wm.
Morris, May Morris, Sparling, Radford, Walker, and others took part, was
highly appreciated, especially the little unrehearsed incident toward the
end, which was so well performed that most of the audience thought it part
of the play until they saw the actors laughing almost as heartily as them-
selves. After this the hall was cleared for daucing, which went on merrily
to the music of W. H. Friswell's quadrille band, conducted by our friend
E. C. Morgan. Our German comrades of the Central Manner Gesang Verein
rendered some excellent singing between the dances, as did also the choir of
the Hammersmith Branch, which greatly added to the evening's entertain-
ment. Only one thing was wanting—it was that more of our male English
comrades could dance. Under the circumstances it was largely one-sided,
and many female comrades were somewhat disappointed at not being asked
more frequently when there were so many in the room. However, those
that could kept the ball rolling till the early hours, and when parting time
came every one was surprised to find how quickly the time had flown, and
broke up expressing the hope that it would not be long before another of a
similar character was organised. It had brought comrades together who
had never met before, aud all agreed that a most enjoyable evening had
been spent. It remains to be seen what the result will be so far as regards
the object of the entertainment, the Commonweal benefit. Let us hope it
will be a good one, and thus encourage comrades to get up another with
even better results. j. Turner.

SCOTTISH NOTES.
" Labour Day " was not celebrated in Scotland.

Our comrades of the Scottish Socialist Federation held a demon-
stration on Sunday the 4th—in Edinburgh. No other Labour De-
monstration that I know of took place in Scotland.

In Glasgow a large demonstration might have been held on Sunday,
but it would have required much money to have " organised " it so as

to make it fairly representative of the sentiments of the workers, and
neither the local Branch of the Socialist League nor the S.D.F. had
funds available. The Glasgow Trades Council took no heed of the
matter.

In Glasgow none of the Socialist bodies are so strong or so lively as

they were a year or two ago. They have been deserted by many of

their members, especially the well-to-do ones. Just when Socialist

ideas are spreading rapidly among all sections of the people, active
interest in propaganda has declined among many of those who in times
past were energetic. Of course this is merely a temporary experience,

nevertheless it is not an inspiriting one. Many Socialists deserve
severe reproach for their indifference. Their apathy seriously lessens

the usefulness of the efforts of those who have unflinchingly stood to
their posts of duty.

It must be recognised, however, that this apathy is common to all

political and labour associations just now—except when a parliamen-

tary election or a strike for an increase of sixpence a-day is on the

field.

There are three Land Restoration (Henry George) Councillors in

the Glasgow Town Council, yet not a single voice was raised against

the proposal to confer the Freedom of the City on Mr. Stanley. One
might have thought that men who vehemently assert that the land of

a country belongs to the people who inhabit it, would have protested

in some form against any honour, however unsubstantial, being be-

stowed on a man whose mission has been to confiscate territory by
fraud and murder.

There has been a deal of excitement among Glasgow money-bags
over the Railway Bills which have been before the Parliamentary
Committees during the last two weeks. Westminster has been literally

besieged with witnesses for and against the various proposals. Rail-

way directors and officials, landlords, capitalists, lawyers, doctors,

civil engineers, etc., have been there in legions delivering their testi-

monies in favour of their own and their clients' interests—but no
working-man, and no one to represent the interest of the workers,

has given evidence. Of course, working-men have no " interest" in

railways, land, or vested rights of any description ; and the appear-

ance of a representative of labour before the Committees would have
been unseemly and ridiculous. Nevertheless, when Socialists venture

to tell the workers this very apparent truth, politicians and editors

grind their teeth in virtuous indignation and denounce Socialists as

knaves and fools.

The Edinburgh police " are straining every nerve," we are told by
the press, to catch the audacious thief who stole some £60 or £70
worth of the Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh's jewels from the hotel

wherein the royal pair sojourned on the occasion of their opening the
Edinburgh Exhibition. I wonder, indeed, when these vigilant thief-

catchers will " strain every nerve " to catch the Duke aud Duchess
for stealing these jewels, as well as every particle of property which
they possess—from the shirts upon their backs to the horses in their

stables—from the starving tax-payers of this rich and enlightened
country 1

Frank Sherman, aged 84, one of the oldest Freemasons in Scotland,

who had reached the twenty-eighth degree, and was a Knight of the

Holy Sepulchre, and who " stood next to the Prince of Wales at the

ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of the Glasgow P >st Office,"

died last week in extreme poverty at Castle-Douglas. H« had been
in receipt of pauper relief for many years. The " charity " and
" brotherhood " of Freemasonry appear to be about as hollow shams
as those of Christianity, in these days.

War makes thieves, Peace hangs them.

Some 500 tailors are on strike or lock-out in Glasgow, owing to the
Master Tailors' Association insisting that garments hitherto paid first

and second class shall in future be paid only third class. Some time
ago the masters granted an advance in price for all the thr*e classes ;

and now, after having raised the selling price of clothes, they seek to

rob the poor workers of their share by reducing the first and second

classes to third class—a strategem which, if successful, will actually

give their workers lower pay than before. Meanwhile, the work of

the men on strike and lock-out is being done in notorious sweating

dens. Now these master tailors are not Jews or Germans, they are

Christians and Scotchmen. Many of them are elders ani deacons in

the kirk, and take a lively interest in evangelical and philanthropic

missions at home and abroad. I don't think we should an.lish capital

punishment just yet.

For several weeks past the Glasgow police have been diligently
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honouring the Sabbath day and keeping it holy by making wholesale

raids upon "shebeens." With thftfe-ufcual nice discrimination, they
have made no attempt to disturb the Sunday merry-making in hotels,

clubs, or mansions of the west-end ; they have confined their virtuous

efforts to the "illegal" retailing of drink in the slums. Up lanes and
stairs in tbe most unwholesome parts of the city they have marched in

martial array, seizing indiscriminately men, women, bottles of beer,

and jars of whiskey.

And the temperance people have applauded. It is such good and
noble work to prevent the poor, who cannot keep a magazine of cham-
pagne, wine, whiskey, and beer, all of the best quality, in their own
homes, and get drunk comfortably, from going to places where they
can only get raw whiskey and flat beer, and then lie down poisoned

on the floor ! It is comforting also to these reformers to think that

the poor, who cannot afford to take a room in a hotel or hire a trap

and drive to some neighbouring town, where they would be bona fide
' travellers, must in future be made to feel that among the many advan-

tages of civilisation, besides having no chance of getting rich during
the week days, they will have no opportunity of getting drunk on
Sundays.

For downright blazing hypocrisy commend me to your average

teetotal magistrates. Look at what they have done in Paisley. That
, town being only some six miles from Gnlasgow, many Glasgow people

went there for a drink on Sundays, duly qualified as bona fide travellers.

This the teetotal magistrates of Paisley determined to put an end to

—

and this is the way they have done it. Hotel-keepers in future are

only to supply one drink to each traveller, and that one drink must
, be charged not less than one shilling ! This sublime arrangement will

of course shut out poor workmen and tramps—the only people likely

to be bona fide travellers on Sundays nowadays—and it will keep the

hotels "genteel" for the sporting men, commercial travellers, shop-

keepers, and lawyers, who can hire a conveyance and have a drink in

every hotel in the town ; while the extra charge will recoup the hotel-

keepers for the diminished custom !

_ i{ The "Servant Girl" question is,again up for discussion in the press

Jiere. The faults and follies of these domestic slaves are being
eloquently exposed and denounced by one fine lady after another

;

and a proposal has been made that a "mistresses' defence association"

should be formed. One energetic lady, in collaboration with her

husband, has actually drawn up a form wherein may be duly entered

all the faults and failings of servants, without which certificate from
their last mistress no other mistress may engage them.

Servant girls are no doubt often very dirty, very lazy, very frivolous,

and sometimes positively wicked; and little wonder that they are so;

but in the mass they are superior in every degree of womanhood to

their mistresses. Physically, mentally, and morally, they are better

fitted to survive ; and I should infinitely prefer that the coming race

should be born of them than of their cold, artificial, enervated, and
indolent mistresses.

But why should there be servants or mistresses at all ? Why should

one girl have to wash and dress and clean and cook for half a dozen
grown-up women and men, who ought to be quite capable of doing all

these things for themselves? Why should the daughters of the poor

be compelled to leave their own homes and spend the best part of their

lives in penal servitude, in the houses of those who exist by fleecing

and toiling to death their fathers and brothers in workshops and
factories? If these girls were retained in their own homes, how much
lighter would be the burden of motherhood of their mothers and sisters?

how much brighter and pleasanter in every way would be the dwellings

-of the toilers ? Surely in the promise that Socialism gives of bringing

back our sisters and daughters to our homes—bringing them back
alike from the sunk flats of domestic servitude and from the noxious
dens of warehouses and factories—there is enough to rouse every true

and brave man to join resolutely in the struggle for the Social Revolu-
tion ! J. Bruce Glasier.

CORRESPONDENCE.
BLANKET-WEAVERS OF COURS.

... Comrades,—I must ask your indulgence once more, having recently

received another letter from our French friends on strike at Gours. Two
hundred workers are still actually out of employment, and have to be sup-

ported somehow by their fellows, who, to help them as far as their own
means allow, have imposed on themselves a levy of 10 per cenL on their

wages. This, however, does not suffice, and these strikers, after near upon
ten months' endurance, have had no means of renewing clothes, shoes, etc.,

and besides the actual want of nourishment, find themselves in a most
.miserable condition. The blacklegs who have got their places in the work-
shops and who only make from 2 fr. 50 cents, to 3 francs a-day, when the
masters had held out the bait of from 4 to 6 francs a-day, are not in a par-
ticularly enviable position, seeing that they have to be housed as in a barrack
by their employer, and find the greatest difficulty in getting supplied with
necessaries, being boycotted by the tradespeople around.
Not to take up too much of your space, I will merely add to these few

.details of a foreign strike, which are always interesting to us Socialists, the
fact that my subscription-list is not yet closed, and that I shall be glad to

receive any further donations your readers are willing to spare, to add to

the funds of this strike.—Yours fraternally, May Morris.

Strike Fund.
Amount already acknowledged ... ... ... £28 9 4
Laun spach ., *•* •« «» »M « 9 6

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
London Postmen and the Police.

The beneficent State which is to give us a "legal" eight hours day and
load us with blessings, has shown by its treatment of some of the workers
who are sweated by it how likely it is to fulfil all the fond prophecies of its

admirers. The London Postmen took advantage of the Jubilee of the Penny
Post to hold a meeting on Clerkenwell Green to demand the right of meeting
and combination, the proper enforcement of the eight hour day, and a
minimum wage of 24s. a-week. The Postmaster-General issued a manifesto
forbidding the men to attend the meeting upon pain of dismissal. This
gentleman is deeply grieved in his heart because the postmen won't comply
with official regulations, which stipulate that only postmen shall address

meetings of postmen, and that there shall be an official shorthand reporter

E
resent who shall take down their speeches, so that any man who speaks out
oldly may be sacked at the first convenient opportunity. Processions were

to march to the meeting, but these were immediately forbidden by Mr.
Mnnro. The East-end procession, which was to start from Mile-end Waste,
was crushed at once by an overwhelming force of police. The postmen of

the Western Division marched in procession in defiance of the Chief Com-
missioner. They were of course brutally attacked and broken up. But
with dauntless courage they formed again and again, despite repeated police

charges. But close to the Holborn Post-Office the police set upon the men
with ruffianly fury—one sergeant setting the example to his men by strik-

ing one of the processionists with his fist. A short, sharp struggle, and the

postmen were finally dispersed. Now, it is evident that the police are

determined to put daWn all Socialist and trade-unionist processions during
the week. Workmen who want to collect funds for hospitals, where experi-

ments are carried out upon the bodies of the poor for the benefit of the rich,

will of course be excepted. We have seen that done already in the case of

the hospital demonstration of Saturday May 11th, which caused ten times

more obstruction than trade-union or Socialist processions. Our boasted

freedom of speech and meeting is rapidly disappearing. Trafalgar Square
went first ; now processions are prohibited on every day but Sunday. Soon
Sunday processions will be stopped because they interfere with the comfort
and repose of the middle classes upon that sacred day ; and last of all, Sun-
day demonstrations will be put down on the same pretext. The time has

come for workmen to make a firm stand upon this question by organising

processions and demonstrations in all parts of London to protest against the

increasing tyranny of the police authorities.

End of the Tailors' Strike.

The East-end strike ; concluded on Sunday by the masters accepting the

terms proposed by the men. They have agreed to employ none but union

men, and to combine with the workers to bring pressure to bear upon the

shopkeepers by refusing to work for any firm that will not pay the union

prices. All shops that refuse to pay these prices will be boycotted by both
masters and men. A committee of masters and men has been formed to

arrange details of united action. A great Government contractor, dis-

tinguished in the trade by paying only 2s. 3d. for making a policeman's coat,

will be the first to be attacked. We hope the masters—who caused the

present strike by refusing to carry out the terms they had agreed to—have
been taught a useful lesson, and will not try any of their treacherous tricks

again.

The Tram Men.
The tram-men have been very quiet for the last few months. Probably

they have been waiting to see whether Mr. Sutherst's "Twelve Hours Bill"

will get through the House of Commons. Some of them have got tired of

waiting, and last week there was talk of a strike in Battersea. The tram-

way manager, Mr. Jacques, has set the union at defiance. He refuses to

receive a deputation from the union, and treats it as a bogus body. The
union at the last moment, on the advice of John Burns, has decided to try

for another interview with the manager instead. Burns probably knows
the strength of the union, but it is certainly a great pity that it should

threaten a strike and then withdraw at the last moment. This is the third

time this has been done, This kind of action is not likely to increase Mr.
Jacques's respect for this weak-kneed association.

Another Trade Depression Coming.

Already there are signs that another trade depression is rapidly approach-

ing. The last labour statistics from the Board of Trade, combined with the

recent returns concerning exports and imports, point this out so strongly

that even the middle-class press is beginning to admit it. The trade-unions

report this month a percentage of i.96 members out, as against 1.7 in April

and 1.4 in March; < The ahip-buiidmg trade is very depressed; textile in-

dustries of Lancashire have not bfcauina very lively condition even during, the

recent brief period of> prosperity, andtfertainly now show no signs of improve-

ment The depression in the iron -trade, which began in Staffordshire,- is

now extending to the North. The iron and steel trades at Workington, in

Cumberland^ are in a critical condition. From Sheffield and Rotherham we
hear that most of the iron and steel workers are working short time ; and

from Middlesboro, in Yorkshire, the centre of the iron trade, comes the

same gloomy story of a rapid fall in prices. On the whole, it seems that 'the

reckless gamMing' of our exploiters -has had its usual result, and th'atf Ijhe

people are once more to be plunged into bitter misery through the avarice

and greed of their masters. But I don't think they will suffer so quietly

this time. Revolutionary ideas have spread far and wide since the last trade

depression, and the people will not starve quietly this time to please their

masters. If they have been discontented and restive during a period of

prosperity, what will they be when they are face to face with starvation and

despair^ ;; ••• -i •: •
'

*•*
• •

J '• : N.--

SwEDEff.—The MayDay demonstration has, in all industrial partsof Sweden,

Norway, and Denmark, been a far greater success than the most hopeful

Socialists dared predict. In all the larger towns enormous masses of workers

came out with their banners and bands, And held meetings, where the claims

for the limitation of the hours of work to eight was strongly put forward.

A surprise to the Socialists of Stockholm was the very able and energetic

support cthey got from sonie democratic papers and leaders. Two of the best

speakers at the gigantic Stockholm demonstration were well-kn6wn demo-

crats of high education. There is no doubt that the Scandinavian bourgeoisie

has got ^a powerful impression of the grasp of Socialism upon "thtir*

labourers. Who can doubt that this may be the real beginning of the end—
if only agitators and leaders understand to develope this Labour Day idea

in a truly revolutionary spirit ?

—

S'tn.
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TEE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Propaganda Committee.—The Propaganda Committee meets on Tuesday,
May 27, at 8. 30 p. m. Special meeting ; important business ; all members of

the League interested in the propaganda invited to attend.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Yarmouth, to
end of May. Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end
of December.

1890 : — * Commonweal ' Branch, to end of February. East London,
Manchester, and North London, to end of March. Leicester, and
North Kensington, to end of April. Norwich, to end of May. Strea-
tham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE.
The Annual Conference of the Socialist League will take place on Whit Sun-

day, May 25th, at the Communist Club, 49, Tottenham Street, Tottenham Court
Road. Dinner provided at club.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, May 19th, 4s. 8Jd.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—North

London Branch (6 weeks), 18s.; Streatham Branch, 6s.; B. W., 6d.; H. R., Is.;

D. Nicoll, 6d.; Glasgow Branch (2 weeks), 10s.; Blatant, 6d.; C. Saunders, 2s.;

Liverpool Socialist Society, 3s. 8d. ; and Bines, Is.

REPORTS.
Hammersmith.—Good meeting at Bridge End on Sunday for over two hours

;

attentive audience ; speakers were Morris, S. Grant, Johnson, Davis, Sparling,
Bullock, Tarleton, and Catterson Smith; 41 ' Weals sold, and other literature
Is. 9d. In the evening fair meeting, Tarleton, Johnson, and S. Grant speaking

;

10 ' Weals sold. Good meeting at Walham Green in the evening ; speakers were
Catterson Smith, Bullock, and Davis ;

' Weals and pamphlets sold, Is. 7d. Good
meeting at Starch Green, speakers being Mordhurst, Kitchen, and A. J. Smith.
North Kensington.—Fair meeting at Latimer Road ; speakers were J. Lyne,

Saint, Coulon, and Crouch. The branch held a very successful meeting on the
Wormwood Scrubbs, this being the first held there by the branch ; speakers were
Maughan, Crouch, W. H. Rogers, Dean, and Saint ; fair sale of ' Weals during
the day.—M. Sharp, sec. pro. tern.

Streatham.—Streatham Common was opened up on Sunday morning by the
Streatham branch, and considering there was no public notice of meeting a large
audience assembled. Two or three hundred were induced to listen to the earnest
address of comrade Collins, who preached Revolutionary Socialism pure and
simple ; 3s. 6d. collected, and 30 Commonweal and some pamphlets sold. In the
evening a fairly good meeting was held, Collins and Smith being the speakers

;

the meeting was a prolonged one owing to the enthusiasm of the audience ; good
collection and 29 'Weals sold.—S.
Aberdeen.—On the afternoon of Saturday, 17th, an eight hours demonstra-

tion took place on the Aberdeen Links under the auspices of the Trades Council.
With bright, sunshiny weather, about 10,000 persons attended—a procession of
the trades with bands, banners, and men at work in lorries marching through
the streets, which were blocked by enormous masses of people. There were
three platforms, and among the speakers were Champion, Webster, and Leatham.
A conference was held in the evening to discuss the policy of labour. Champion
delivered a long address, and in the discussion which followed, amidst much vain
enough talk about new political machinery, Socialism was not forgotten, any
more than it was at the demonstration. Duncan, Semple, and Leatham were in
evidence, and Champion declared himself, with obvious sincerity, as much of a
Socialist as ever. At usual meeting on 18th, Morris's magnificent lecture, " Art
and Socialism," delivered at Leicester, as long ago as 1884, was read and dis-

cussed.—L.

Glasgow.—Sunday meeting on Jail Square not held. In the evening Glasier
spoke at Paisley Road Toll, where the meeting (which was a very large one) was
twice interrupted by a "thunder plump " of rain. We have not yet secured a
new meeting-place.
Leeds.—On Sunday the usual two meetings were held in the Croft, when

Maguire, Roper, and Samuels spoke ; a good collection was made on behalf of
some labourers on strike ; good sale of ' Weals.
Manchester.—A meeting was held at Middleton on Saturday night, when

W. E. Strange, J. Strange, and Bailie spoke ; a lively discussion followed, which
terminated with a challenge to hold a public debate on Socialism between two of
our opponents and two from the League, which is arranged to take place on
Saturday, June 7th; 18 'Weals sold. On Sunday morning at Philip's Park,
Stockton, Strange and Charles (of Sheffield) addressed a good audience ; 28 Com-
monweal sold. In the afternoon Charles spoke in Stevenson Square after the
cabinet makers, now on strike, had held a meeting ;

' Weals sold ou$.
Norwich.—On Sunday last a good meeting was held in the Market Place;

Lenneying and comrade Neilson (London) spoke ; good sale of Commonweal and
pamphlets. In the- evening, no meeting was held, owing to weather. At Coltis-
hall, in the afternoon, a good meeting was held, addressed by comrade Poynts
and another ; good impression made.
Yarmouth.—On Sunday, on Priory Plain, comrades Neilson (Freedom Group),

Darley, and Ruffold addressed a large aBd attentive audience. In the afternoon,
in the Club-room, a discussion on Socialism by Brightwell and Ruffold. In the
evening, on Cohnan's Quay, a meeting was addressed by Ruffold ; many questions
were asked, and answered by Headley and Ruffold to the satisfaction of the
audience. 2s. 2d. collected; 17 Commonweal sold.—J. H.

Bolton.—On Sunday evening last, May 18th, a meeting numbering upwards of
1,000 persons, on Town Hall Square, was addressed by Stockton (of Manchester)
and Shumebotham and Smith (of Bolton). Stockton kept the audience well
together for an hour and a quarter, and when asked by Shumebotham if they
wished to hear any more speakers on Socialism, they answered "Yes." 5s. 4d.
collected ; Commonweal sold out. This should encourage other speakers to come
down.—J. S.

Rochdale Socialists.—We had two open-air meetings on Sunday, afternoon
and night. On the Town Hall Square comrade Bailie (S. L.), from Manchester,
addressed an audience of 400 ; slight opposition. Collection, 6s. ; papers, Is. 4d.
Edikb¥»gh--Scottish Socialist Federation,—A large meeting was held

on,the Meadpws, at which the men on strike in the Scottish Leader office
wexe.preaen$4*ffld made* known their position publicly. A resolution was carried
unanimously to give all possible support to the strikers, and to boycott the paper.
Hamilton, Smith, Davidson, and Bell, and T. C. Smith (for the compositors)
were the speakers.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10.

East London.—All branch communications to be addressed to H. M'Kenzie,
12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday May 25, at 8 p.m.,
William Thompson, "Women and Citizenship." French Class conducted
by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll
members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. for
practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p m.

Glasgow,—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meet at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines, Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.
Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Marketplace. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 24.

7 Hyde Park Nicoll and Cantwell

Sunday 25.

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge .Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane ...Mainwaring and Mrs. Lahr
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park The Branch
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Branch
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Weltje Road, Ravenscourt Park Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Mitcham Fair Green .. .The Branch
8 Streatham Green , Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 29.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow,—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philip*
Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 and 7.30.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m. ; Pump, West Bar, 8 p.m.
Monday : Lady's Bridge Wicker, at 7 p.m. Botherham—Sunday : College

Yard, at 3 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11; Bradwell, 11.30; Column's Granary
Quay, at 7.

Commonweal agent in Sloane Square, S.W.

—

James Mitchener, 1 Earl-street, Sloane-square

Rochdale Socialists.—Meetings held every evening at 28 Blackwater Street,

Rochdale.
Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Meeting in Meadows, Sunday

at 6 p.m.
Liverpool Socialist Society.—I Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m.
New Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.

—

Sunday May 25, at 8.30 p.m., Henry Green, " Mutual Banking."

Norwich.—A great Socialist Demonstration will be held in July, when
speakers are invited to take part. Communicate with A. Sutton, 23 Rose Yard,
St. Augustines.
The North Kensington Branch appeal to comrades and friends for their

Band Fund. They have the ofier of getting drums very cheap from a band that

has become defunct, and want to raise about £2 4s. for this purpose. Please

send subscriptions to Mrs. Fox, Clarendon Coffee Tavern, Clarendon Road.

Sheffield Socialist Club.—We have now- opened-some fine, «nd centrally

situated premises at 63 Blonk Street, containing meeting room, reading room
and library, smoke room for games, etc. Open ev»ry evening, and on Sunday all

day. Membership, Id. weekly. French Class, conducted -by E<L Carpenter,

every Tuesday at 6.30 p.m.; terms, 3d. weekly, which goeB"towards club funds.

Discussion every Wednesday at J8 p*nv We have a good assortment of Labour
and Socialist papers from various parte of rthe -world on bur reading tables, but
should be glad of any books fdr library. We are very sanguine of being able to

accomplish grand propagands in Sheffield and district duringlhe coming summer,
and ask the earnest co-operation of all Socialists in this neighbourhood.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

4
3

3
3
3
2
2

2

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men
Strikes and the Labour Struggle
Labour the source of all Wealth
To Working Women and Girls
What Socialists Want ...

Socialism and "Public Opinion"
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

American Literature.

A few remainders—
Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth ... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth 1 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 1

Labour Capital (Kellogg) 1

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4

The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST GO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring
Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare
of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.

150 Minories, E.

IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM ARCHER.

Crown 8vo
t
Cloth, Price 3s. 6d. per Volume.

ALREADY ISSUED—
VOL. I.

Containing "The League ofYouth," "The Pillars
of Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts," 'An Enemy of the People
"

"The Wild Duck."

To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

Containing "Lady Inger of Ostrat," "The Vik-
ings at Helgeland," "The Pretender."

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LENO
"The Burns of Labour."—Athenceum.

Drury Lane Lyrics, Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture of Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of ' Our Father,' ' Bet
Graham/ 4 Poor Bill,' * Kimburton Fair,' etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.

James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Tukner, 196 Strand, W.C, or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, l|d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

Post-free from Commonweal Office on receipt of
published price.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

ARBEJDEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ;
post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Ofiice, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which -would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OB,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTEES FKOM A UTOPIAN EOMANCE.

Chap. XVII. {continued).—How the Change came.

" Well, the Sunday of the meeting came, and great crowds came to

Trafalgar Square in procession, the greater part of the Committee
amongst them, surrounded by their band of men armed somehow or
other. The streets were quite peaceful and quiet, though there were
many spectators to see the procession pass. Trafalgar Square had
no body of police in it ; the people took quiet possession of it, and the
meeting began. The armed men stood round the principal platform,
and there were a few others armed amidst the general crowd ; but by
far the greater part were unarmed.

" Most people thought the meeting would go off peaceably ; but the
members of the Committee had heard from various quarters that some-
thing would be attempted against them ; but these rumours were vague,
and they had no idea of what threatened. They soon found out.

"For before the streets about the Square were filled, a body of

soldiers poured into it from the north-west corner and took up their

places by the houses that stood on the west side. The people growled
at the sight of the red-coats ; the armed men of the Committee stood
undecided, not knowing what to do ; and indeed this new influx so

jammed the crowd together that, unorganised as they were, they had
little chance of working through it. They had scarcely grasped the
fact of their enemies being there, when another column of soldiers,

pouring out of the streets which led into the great southern road going
down to the Parliament House (still existing, and called the Dung
Market), and also from the embankment by the side of the Thames,
marched up, pushing the crowd into a denser and denser mass, and
formed along the south side of the Square. Then any of those who
could see what was going on, could see at once that they were in a
trap, and could only wonder what would be done with them.
"The closely-packed crowd would not or could not budge, except

under the influence of the height of terror, which was soon to be
supplied to them. A few of the armed men struggled to the front,

or climbed up to the base of the monument which then stood there,

that they might face the wall of hidden fire before them ; and to most
men (there were many women amongst them) it seemed as if the end
of the world had come, and to-day seemed strangely different from
yesterday. No sooner were the soldiers drawn up as aforesaid than,
says an eye-witness, ' a glittering officer on horseback came prancing
out from the ranks on the south, and read something from a paper
which he held in his hand ; which something very few heard ; but I
was told afterwards that it was an order for us to disperse, and a
warning that he had legal right to fire on the crowd else, and that he
would do so. The crowd took it as a challenge of some sort, and
hoarse threatening roar went up from them ; and after that there was
•comparative silence for a little, till the officer had got back into the
ranks. I was near the edge of the crowd, toward the soldiers,

7

says
this eye-witness, * and I saw three little machines being wheeled out in
front of the ranks, which I knew for mechanical guns. I cried out,
" Throw yourselves down ! they are going to fire !

" But no one scarcely
<JOuld throw himself down, so tight as the crowd were packed. I
heard a sharp order given, and wondered where I should be the next
cainute

; and then It was as if the earth had opened, and hell
had come up bodily amidst us. It is no use trying to describe the
«cene that followed. Deep lanes were mowed amidst the thick crowd

;

the dead and dying covered the ground, and the shrieks and wails and
-cries of horror filled all the air, till it seemed as if there were nothing
•else in the world but murder and death. Those of our men who were
still unhurt cheered wildly and opened a scattered fire on the soldiers.
One or two fell ; and I saw the officers going up and down the ranks
urging the men to fire again ; but they received the orders in sullen
silence, and let the butts of their guns fall. Only one sergeant ran to
a machine-gun and began to set it going ; but a tall young man, an
officer too, ran out of the ranks and dragged him back by the collar;
-and the soldiers stood there motionless while the horror-stricken crowd,

nearly wholly unarmed (for most of the armed men had fallen in that

first discharge), drifted out of the Square. I was told afterwards that

the soldiers on the west side had fired also, and done their part of the
slaughter. How I got out of the Square I scarcely know : I went,

not feeling the ground under me, what with rage and terror and
despair.'

" So says our eye-witness. The number of the slain on the side of

the people in that shooting during a minute was prodigious; but it

was not easy to come at the truth about it ; it was probably between
one and two thousand. Of the soldiers, six was killed outright, and
a dozen wounded."

I listened, trembling with excitement. The old man's eyes glittered

and his face flushed as he spoke, and told the tale of what I had often

thought might happen. Yet I wondered that he should have got so

elated about a mere massacre, and I said

:

"How fearful ! And I suppose that this massacre put an end to

the whole revolution for that time ?

"

" No, no," cried old Hammond ; " it began it !

"

He filled his glass and mine, and stood up and cried out, " Drink
this glass to the memory of those who died there, for indeed it would
be a long tale to tell how much we owe them."

I drank, and he sat down again and went on.

" That massacre of Trafalgar Square began the civil war ; though,

like all such events, it gathered head slowly, and people scarcely knew
what a crisis they were acting in.

"Terrible as the massacre was, and hideous and overpowering as the

first terror had been, when the people had time to think about it,

their feeling was one of anger rather than fear ; although the military

organisation of the state of siege was now carried out without shrink-

ing by the clever young general. For though the ruling-classes when
the news spread next morning felt one gasp of horror and even dread,

yet the Government and their immediate backers felt that now the

wine was drawn and must be drunk. However, even the most reac-

tionary of the capitalist papers, with two exceptions, stunned by the

tremendous news, simply gave an account of what had taken place,

without making any comment upon it. The exceptions were one a
so-called * liberal ' paper (the Government of the day was of that com-
plexion), which, after a preamble in which it declared its undeviating
sympathy with the cause of labour, proceeded to point out that in

times of revolutionary disturbance it behoved the Government to be
just but firm, and that by far the most merciful way of dealing with

the poor madmen who were attacking the very foundations of society

(which had made them mad and poor) was to shoot them at once, so

as to stop others from drifting into a position in which they would run

a chance of being shot. In short, it praised the determined action of

the Government as the acme' of human wisdom and mercy, and exulted

in the inauguration of an epoch of reasonable democracy free from the

tyrannical fads of Socialism.
" The other exception was a paper thought to be one of the most

violent opponents of democracy, and so it was ; but the editor of it

found his manhood, and spoke for himself and not for his paper. In
a few simple, indignant words he asked people to consider what a

society was worth which had to be defended by the massacre of un-

armed citizens, and called on the Government to withdraw their state

of siege and put the general and his officers who fired on the people on
their trial for murder. He went further, and declared that whatever
his opinion might be as to the doctrines of the Socialists, he for one

should throw in his lot with the people, until the Government atoned

for their atrocity by showing that they were prepared to listen to the

demands of men who knew what they wanted and whom the decrepi-

tude of society forced into pushing their demands.
" Of course, this editor was immediately arrested by the military

power ; but his bold words were already in the hands of the public and
produced a great effect : so great an effect that the Government, after

some vacillation, withdrew the state of siege, though at the same time

it strengthened the military organisation and made it more' stringent.

Three of the Committee of Public Safety had been slain in Trafalgar

Square : of the rest, the greater part went back to their old place of

meeting and there awaited the event calmly. They were arrested

there on the Monday morning, and would have been shot at once by
the general, who was a mere military machine, if the Government had
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not shrunk before the responsibility of killing men without any trial.

There was at first a talk of trying them by a special commission or

judges, as it was called

—

i.e., before a set of men bound to find them
guilty, and whose business it was to do so. But with the Government
the cold fit had succeeded to the hot one ; and the prisoners were
brought before a jury at the assizes. There a fresh blow awaited the

Government; for in spite of the judge's charge, which distinctly

instructed the jury to find the prisoners guilty, they were acquitted,

and the jury added to their verdict a presentment, in which they con-

demned the action of the soldiery, in the queer phraseology of the day,

as 'rash, unfortunate, and unnecessary.' The Committee of Public

Safety renewed its sittings, and from thenceforth was a rallying-point

in opposition to the Parliament. The Government now gave way on
all sides, and yielded to the demands of the people ; though there was
a widespread plot for effecting a coup d'etat set on foot between the

leaders of the two so-called opposing parties. The well-meaning part

of the public was overjoyed, and thought that all danger of a civil war
was over. The victory of the people was celebrated by huge meetings

held in the parks and elsewhere in memory of the victims of the great

massacre."

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED.]

PRINCIPLES OF NATIONALISM.
We have been several times asked to explain the principles and
methods of American "Nationalism." Rather than run the risk of

misrepresenting a movement, which is at all events a sign of the way
in which things are progressing over there, we print the authoritative

statement of the California Nationalist, the foremost Western repre-

sentative, edited by W. C. Owen, at one time an active Socialist in

San Francisco :

1. The Principles of Nationalism. Nationalists maintain that man's
struggle should be with nature alone and not with his brother man ; that

the way to fight successfully with nature is to join hands, to co-operate.

Nationalists say that the proper function of a railroad is to distribute goods
and passengers as expeditiously and conveniently as possible, and not to run
the distribution of the country for the sole purpose of putting big dividends

into a few pockets. They say that th3 sole object of farming is to supply
the hungry with food, of cloth-making to clothe naked backs, and so forth.

In short, Nationalism teaches that production should be for general use, not

for individual profit. They say that under the present system labour is

bought just as it was in slavery, save that the purchaser has not even the

obligation to provide for his " hands." They say that not only is the wage
system worse than slavery in this respect, but also because the wage-slave

has to beg for the privilege of selling himself. They say that this condition

arises directly from the reduction to private ownership of the ifreans of

production. These private owners then compete with one another, which
results in the more powerful reducing the weaker to bankruptcy. The
method by which the rich become richer is by taking what is known as the
" surplus value " of the labourer's work ; that is to say, a labourer is only

hired on the understanding that he produces more than he gets back in the

shape of wages. This results in what is known as "over-production," the

producer obviously not being paid enough to enable him to buy back the

goods made. Apart from this, over-production naturally results from the

planlessness of all modern production, each manufacturer working in the

dark and being ignorant of the amount of goods his competitors are turning

out. The Trusts have formed to regulate this planlessness, but they are

regulating it from a purely selfish standpoint ; that is to say—they produce

just as much as it will suit their pockets to, not as much as the public really

wants. Nationalists propose to remedy this by so regulating industry as

that it shall perform, with the greatest nicety of execution, its true work,

viz., that of supplying human wants—the necessaries without which people

cannot live first, the luxuries afterwards. It being clearly proven that our

means of production are a long way ahead of our capacities for consuming,

it follows that the putting those means at the disposal of all who are willing

to work is equivalent to the abolition of involuntary poverty.

2. How do we propose to introduce Nationalism ? Simply by following

the natural development of affairs, as we see them now passing, to its

logical conclusion. It is certain that we have long since left the day of

small undertakings behind, and that the tendency of all modern invention

is to produce and distribute on a larger and larger scale. The railroads in

particular have rendered this possible, and there is no fact more clearly

proved than that the larger the aggregate of capital employed and the

greater the number of men co-operating in production and distribution, the

greater the results in proportion to the effort put forth. The common sense

of the race forbids its going back to the days of small production ; the

tendency to vaster combinations is a natural force that cannot be checked,

and, as the individual grew into the partnership, the partnerships into the

corporation, and the various corporations into the Trust, so the various

Trusts must sooner or later merge into the great National Trust in which
all citizens will be equal partners. We propose to frankly acknowledge,
instead of obstinately opposing this tendency, by getting the people to

absorb one after the other the leading industries of the country. This is in

entire harmony with the laws of progress as we see them now working ; the

great National Trust swallows up one by one the smaller individual Trusts,

as they in their turn swallowed the corporations, and as the corporations

swallowed the small individual producers. It is probable that the two
great distributing agencies—the railroad and the telegraph—will be the

first to be absorbed, for distribution is to-day the most important part of

production,

3. What are the best books on Nationalism ? The two best are, we think,

unquestionably " Looking Backward " and Gronlund's " Co-operative Com-
monwealth." We hope, however, to prepare a list of books upon the sub-

ject.

The Nationalist, of Boston, a monthly magazine which may be re-

garded as the most important periodical of the movement, of which

Edward Bellamy will henceforth be editor, and to which Laurence

Gronlund is a regular contributor, prints in every number the follow-

ing " Declaration of Principles "
:

The principle of the Brotherhood of Humanity is one of th# eternal

truths that govern the world's progress on lines that distinguish hmnan
nature from brute nature. The principle of competition is simply the appli-

cation of the brutal law of the survival of the strongest and most cuiiiitng.

Therefore, so long as competition continues to be the ruling factor in our
industrial system, the highest development of the individual cannot be
reached, the loftiest aims of humanity cannot be realised. No truth can
avail unless practically applied. Therefore, those who seek the welfare of

man must endeavour to suppress the system founded on the brutal principle

of competition, and put in its place another based on the nobler principle of

association. But in striving to apply this nobler and wiser principle to the

complex conditions of modern life, we advocate no sudden or ill-considered

changes ; we make no war upon individuals ; we do not censure those who
have accumulated immense fortunes simply by carrying to a logical end the

false principle on which business is now based. The combinations, trusts,

and syndicates, of which the people at present complain, demonstrate the
practicability of our basic principle of association. We merely seek to push
this principle a little further, and have all industries operated in the interest

of all by the nation—the people organised—the organic unity of the whole
people. The present industrial system proves itself wrong by the immense
wrongs it produces ; it proves itself absurd by the immense waste of energy
and material which is admitted to be its concomitant. Against this system
we raise our protest ; for the abolition of the slavery it has wrought and
would perpetuate, we pledge our best efforts.

All this reads very well ; but, when examined, it only comes to a

rather crude State Socialism after all, and there seems but little need

for the new name, and none for the tremendous fuss that is being

made about it. Dr. J. W. Moliere, speaking before the First

Nationalist Club of San Francisco the other day, was careful to point

out how very respectable they were, and how little they had to do with

mere vulgar Socialism and Communism :

Communists, said he, would make all property common property ; while

Nationalists will place only the materials of production, land, machinery,

raw materials, etc., under collective control. Communism compels every

man to do his share of labour and allows him to consume as he needs.

Nationalism allows every man the privilege of working as ninch or as little

as he pleases, hut " makes his consumption exactly commensurate with his

performance." The motto of Communism is, " Every man according to his

needs;" that of Nationalism, "Every man according to his deeds." We
acknowledge that the Communist motto is a very generous one, but our

motto is more just—taking human nature as it is to-day—and we claim it

as our peculiar merit that we take society just as it is and endeavour to

deal by it justly and without false sentiment.

After reading what the Nationalists have to say for themselves,

English Socialists will most likely conclude to stick to their un-

respectable name and work on in their old way. We welcome the aid

of anybody who will render it, and don't object to his doing it his

own way, but we can't help our unbelief in the efficacy of rose-water

and half-way revolutions. S.

WHO ARE "LABOURERS."
A common objection of the hired apologists for capitalism to the labour

movement is that the term " labour '' is used in too restricted a sense. " We
are all labourers," they tell us. " The man who works with his brain no

less than the man who toils with his muscles—the editor, book-keeper,

manufacturer, or merchant is just as much a labourer, works as hard and
as long as the hod-carrier or blacksmith." This sounds very plausible, says

the Journal of the Knights of Labour, and no doubt many are disposed to

consider it valid reasoning. There is one sense, indeed, in which it is true.

All who do needful and useful work can claim to be labourers, whether their

work be that of superintendence or a subordinate order of brainwork. No
one recognises this more fully, or wants to give it greater prominence, than

the Order of the Knights of Labour. We wish, indeed, that the classes

who live by brain labour would realise that they have a common interest

and common rights with the manual workers. There is no bar which
excludes them from co-operating as members in full standing with their

brethren of the class more generally recognised as " labourers " in the noble

work of emancipating toil from the clutches of the exploiting class. Our
only regret is, that so few of them seem willing to sink caste distinctions and
unite with the manual workers.

As to the other class, the brain workers, who are also employers or capital-

ists, they occupy a somewhat different position. Still, even against these

we have no enmity, provided they are willing to unite with us in an honest

effort to rectify the abuses of the industrial and economic system. We have

no quarrel with them as workers ; far from it. But most of them are in this

position, that, although they do more or less work, perhaps a good deal of

work, they draw most of their income, not from their work, but from the

fact that they control the means and forces of production, and so are able to

levy a tribute on the earnings of others. Obviously it ia the shallowest sort

of subterfuge to say that a millionaire landlord ought to be classed as &
worker because he chooses to keep his own books and thereby saves perhaps

what amounts to a cent on every dollar of his income, or that a bondholder

can also claim to eat his bread in the sweat of his brow because he clips his

own coupons and buys and sells securities personally.

But the singular part of the matter is, that in those comparatively rare

instances in which brain workers of either class show their practical sym-

pathy with their fellow- toilers of the forge and workshop, by taking part ia

the labour reform movement, these very same champions of capitalism turn

round on them with the sneer that they do not represent the opinions of the

honest toiler, with whom they have nothing in common. Then they are not

"labourers"? Oh, dear, no. They are only demagogues and jaw-smiths !

It is really very hard to satisfy the literary hirelings and toadies of the

moneybags. But fortunately there is no need of our trying to do iio.

" Trade is always the harbinger of peace," says the prophet of San Fran-

cisco. Is it? retorts the Bulletin. Think again—what of Britain's lifctfe

and big trading wars all over the world? With America, China, in A&U,

in Africa, India, Egypt, Sumatra, everywhere.
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IN THE UNITED STATES.
Mm. William Rockefeller [one of the "bosses" of the Standard Oil Trust],

who is building a 3,000,000 dollar cottage at Tarrytown, N.Y., says it's only just

an ordinary house, merely for his amusement. That's all.—Boston Herald.

The Boston Herald says :

"Of the 14,770 murders in this country during the past six years, 558 were

aveDged by hanging, and 975 by lynching. This rather goes to show that Judge

Lynch is more expeditious in his methods than the regular courts of law, and

that both are considerably behindhand in their work."

A pity we are living in the effete East. Montana would suit the tempera-

ment and the appetites of our newspaper-men—the newspaper-men of the

hub of the universe—considerably better.

Brave E. H. Heywood, publisher of the Word, was arrested in Boston
Saturday evening on a 'charge of circulating alleged obscene matter through
the medium of his paper. He was locked up in the city prison, but was
released on bail, his bondsmen being George W. Stevens and Marshall A.
Warren. The complaint in this case was made by Henry Chase, agent of

that contemptible, because hypocritical, society for the suppression of vice.

In court yesterday he was held in 1,000 dollars to May 23. It seems to me
that the greater the slavery in a country is to-day, the prouder its inhabit-

ants are of their liberty.

Edward Bellamy said to a New York Sun reporter :

"Everything is, and has been, working in our direction. The inter-State com-
. meree law I regard as a very important entering wedge. It is a manifestation of

tjm tendency toward centralisation, which is another form of association. You
will observe that since the War of Independence there has been a gradual but
very noticeable decadence in the importance of State government. The State

has been decreasing in dignity and power. It got a tremendous blow in the

results of the civil war. This tendency will continue until you will finally see

the functions of State government lapse into innocuous desuetude, as—oh

—

What's-his-name says. You have only to read the titles of bills introduced of

late years into Congress to be convinced of this tendency."

Bellamy might be right if it were not for the fact that besides the centri-

petal forces, there are in the United States, as well as in all other so-called

civilised countries, also strong centrifugal forces at work. It's not wise for

novices to prophecy too much.
Burnette G. Haskell, once leader of the "Black" International, the ultra-

radicals, now chief of the Nationalist movement in California, made the

following remarks to the Sun reporter :

"'We propose to win this next election here. And then this is our pro-

gramme : Our Nationalist board of supervisors will, by municipal ordinances,

declare that the city and county of San Francisco henceforth proposes to conduct
its own affairs ; that it will begin the immediate construction of its own water
works, bakeries, abbatoirs, street-car lines, bathing houses and laundries. It

will pay for the construction and operation of these in scrip, and will receive this

scrip for water, bread, meat, car fare, and washing, and eventually for taxation.

This will give this scrip full currency as money, and at par—perhaps may place

it at a premium. The scrip being received for the product and redeemed by it,

and then destroyed, will constitute a circulating medium, subject to no fluctua-

tion in value.' Then follows a series of calculations as to the cost of municipal
plants and the returns from them, of which this is a sample :

' If an aqueduct is

constructed bringing the water from the Sierras across the State (and sold to

other towns and farmers on the route as well), it will produce a revenue of

1,500,000 dollars per year, and will cost 10,000,000 dollars, paying for itself in

seven years.' After figuring similarly for the other municipal enterprises, Mr.
Haskell proceeds :

' The very first year we would nearly pay for all our improve-
ments. The second year we could buy up the outside lands and build homes for

our workers. The third year we could establish other industries; and in ten
years we could actually alone pay off the national debt. The point of attack is

the municipality ; the weapon is competition with municipal scrip receivable for

the goods produced, and the road is a plain and easy highway.'
"'

Mr. T. V. Powderly has some nice views on immigration—specially nice,

because he is the direct offspring of a couple of "scourings of Europe." He
says :

"I am not animated by a spirit of hatred or animosity, or even prejudice,
against those who seek our shores, nor would I do them an injury, but it is

on higher grounds that I .stand, when I say that the immigration to this country
as it exists to day is damaging, unhealthy, and of undue proportions. There is

but one thing that causes men to look down on the miner, the street cleaner, and
the ordinary day labourer, and that is the ease with which the places can be
filled from the scourings of Europe, and the result is that the immigrant in his

ignorance drives away the American labourer and mechanic."

Mr. Powderly suggests :

" Every immigrant should, on landing, be sworn as to his intention to become
& citizen of the United States, and he should be informed at the same time that
at the end of five years he would be required to read the English language and
take out full citizenship papers. He should be provided, free of charge, with a
copy .of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the United States,
a condensed history of the United States, all printed in his own language. His
instructions should be to study them, so that when he learns to speak English he
should know what they meant. Whenever an immigrant refused to comply he
should be returned to his home.

"

The following proposal has been introduced into Congress :

" Whereas, it is the opinion of a large majority of the people of this country
that the working classes should not be employed more than eight hours a-day

;

and whereas, also, it is believed that by shortening the hours of labour, it would
not only give employment to a greater number of people, but, by adding time to
the hours of leisure and recreation, would improve the people mentally, physi-
cally, and morally ; and whereas the uniform eight hour law is difficult to enforce,
for reason of diversity of interest, and for the further reason that the manufac-
turers cannot well establish an eight hour system in their factories unless other
manufacturers, in the same line of business, establish the same rule ; therefore
it is desirable that Congress should have full information on the subject, in order
to proeeed intelligently if possible to bring about at as early date as possible an
eight hour law."

Nothing will come of it.

How dangerous it is to argue the labour question in the South from the
fallowing occurrence :

Mr. G. F. Rich, a Boston drummer, selling a patent smoothing iron for giving
* gloss to laundried linen, was severely whipped by White Caps at Laurens, S.C.
°? Tj^sttay night. Mr. Rich was in Laurens selling his irons, which are prin-
etpftfly purchased by negro washwomen. As a mode of advertising his patent,
so as to reach the coloured people, it is customary for him to hire a church in
each town he visits to address the people upon the merits of his chattels. On
Moiiday evening, Mt. Pisgah Coloured Presbyterian Church at Laurens was
rented by Mr. Rich, and the building was crowded with negroes. Before speak-

ing of the advantages of the iron Mr. Rich gave his audience a iaetttfe ,oo

perance and morality. On Tuesday morning a negro who attended the laeetfjg

told the white citizens that a man was preaching nightly at the church to mptim^
advising them to strike for higher wages and to refuse to work on Sunday. T3*r

whites, after receiving this information, organised a party to take the druintplf

in charge, and on Tuesday night, after the address at the church, Mr. Bicarb
stopped on the streets while he was returning to the hotel by a band «| *bo*t
twenty masked men, who severely whipped him with switches.

The " Werner Printing and Lithographing Company " in Akron, Onk,
demands of the Attorney (Edmund Furthmann) and ex-Captain of Poliae

(Mike Schaack) 1,000 dols., as well as the money for a bill of exchange

amounting to 478 dols. 63 cents. The 1,000 dols. were lent in oasb, and the

478 dols. 63 cents, were spent for printing Schaack's book on "Anarchy aafl

Anarchists." Schaack and Furthmann are known for the part they took m
the great Anarchist trial in Chicago in 1886.—Five years ago to-day Lo«is

Kiel, the leader of the half-breeds rebellion in Canada, was defeated at

Batouche by the military under the command of General Sir Frederick

Middleton. That Middleton stole everything he could lay his bands on

during the suppression of the poor half-breeds' rising has long been well

known. The ministry constantly refused to act in the matter. But the

stink resulting from the brave general's doings became so great that some-

thing had to be done. A motion has been to-day accepted by the Canadian

Parliament censuring the general, and condemning him to pay 4,500 dols.

—

Such are the pillars of our society ; no wonder that it is tottering.

The organisation of the small bosses in Chicago has settled with the

striking carpenters. The following agreement was arrived at

:

1. The working day shall be eight hours.

2. The pay shall be by the hour, and the minimum rate of wages shall be 35

cents per hour until the 1st day of August next, and from and after that date

37^ cents per hour.

3. Each of the associations, the Boss Carpenters and Builders and the United

Carpenters' Council, shall at its annual meeting elect a standing committee of

arbitration, consisting of five members, to serve for one year. The two com-

mittees shall meet and proceed to organise into a joint committee on arbitration

by electing an umpire who is neither a mechanic nor an employer of mechanics.

The working year shall commence on the 1st of April of each year, and end on

the 31st day of the next March.

4. All working foremen shall be selected by the contractors, and shall be their

representatives.

5. The members of the Boss Carpenters' and Builders Association are to re-

tain all apprentices now under service. The term of apprenticeship to be three

years.

This organisation can only employ 4,000 men ; 3,000 strikers are yet with-

out employment, as the big bosses desire to fight it out to the bitter end.

In New York all the bosses have given in. Here in Boston the carpenters

are yet out. In most cities the carpenters continue to work nine and ten

hours. On the whole it may be said that even the carpenter movement for

an eight-hour day was a failure. Those who only work eight hours are

allowed to work overtime "when business requires it."

Of the demand of the coal miners for eight hours, which is the next thing

on the programme of the American Federation, Mr. Gompers said on the

8th inst., " I cannot tell whether the strike will occur before the fall or not,

if there is to be a strike, which is extremely doubtful, for I believe the

employers will consent. We will give them due notice, as we did in the

case of the carpenters, and I believe the result will be just as gratifying."

Henry F. Charles.Boston, Mass., May 13, 1890.

GENEBAL LABOUB NOTES.

By Associated Labour Press.

Washington (Pa.) plasterers won 3 dpls. and nine hours.

Boston- steam-fitters were granted nine trours'; no 'cut in pay.

New Haven masons refused 43 cents, an hour ; they want 45.

Railway street labourers at St. Paul won 1 dol. 50 cents, a day.

Bridgeport (Conn.) painters won nine hours, and ten hours pay.

Lowell building labourers won the demand for 22J cents an hour.

The San Francisco brewers have an emergency fund of 6,000 dols.

Chicago dockmen want eight hours and 25 cents an hour, instead of 20.

St. Paul gutter-layers now get 30 cents per yard ; last year only 18 cents.

Chicago terra-cotta workers and the stonemasons have worked eight hours

since 1867.

Carpenters' Branch No. 291 will expel any member who works more than

eight hours hereafter.

Furniture workers at San Francisco on outside work will be fined 5 dols.

a day for working over eight hours.

West Superior (Wis.) coal-heavers struck for 50 cents, an hour for work
in the hold and 2 dols. a day for dockmen.

Chicago painters have been working eight hours since 1886. They are

organising to get from 30 to 35 cents an hour.

San Francisco brewers won 1 dol. a week advance and nine hours. In
1886 these men worked fourteen hours for less pay.

St. Louis harness makers struck for 15 per cent advance. They were
making from 6 dols. to 15 dols. a week. One firm granted the advance at

once.

During the month ending Saturday last, charters and supplies were issued

by the General Secretary of the Knights of Labour to forty-nine local

assemblies.

The Coal Shovellers' and Stone Handlers' Protective Union has ordered a
strike against the Hurricane Isle Granite Company, for refusing to discharge

a number of "scabs." About 150 men are on strike.

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which you can help to

spread the ' Weal. Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who

don't care to buy it week by week to subscribe direct. Arrange for the

posting of contents bills anywhere you can. Any number of other plans

will suggest themselves if you think about it.

Postal Propaganda,—Some who would like to do propaganda but dare

not openly, or who cannot spare the time to do it personally, can find many
ways in which it can be done quietly. Not the least useful among possible

plans would be to order and pay for a number of copies to be sent to persons

in whose hands they might do good. We will send six copies to six different

addresses for 7d. Write the names and addresses legibly.
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Paris—Bourse du Travail
Le Proletariat

Charleville—L'Emancipation
Lyon—L'Action Sociale
Rouen—Le Salariat

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Middelburg, LichtenWahrheid

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme
Bulletin Continental

Italy
j

Rome—L'Emancipazione

NOTES.
The West End scandals have now been wound up to the satisfaction

alike of the wealthy criminals most intimately concerned and their

accomplices in the present Government. Newton the solicitor—wha
was charged with getting inconvenient witnesses out of the way and
assisting the notorious Hammond to escape to America—has been let

off with six week's imprisonment.

Some perverse people may call this "a shameful miscarriage fof

justice." But look at the services which Mr. Newton endeavoured to

render " Society." As it is he has enabled some rich men to feel

quite easy in their minds concerning the possibility of a police prose-

cution, and if he had been quite successful who knows but that Lord
Arthur Somerset might have returned to bless a virtuous, pure, and
immaculate Society with the delight of his aristocratic presence 1

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brunn—Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

West Indies
Cuba—El Productor

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts

Please admire English "justice." Poor Parke is condemned* to

twelve months' hard labour, an even heavier doom than that of the
vile wretches who were the tools of the real criminals, who escape

all punishment because they are rich and hold a high position ; while

Newton, the smug solicitor, gets six weeks, which he will probably
pass in the hospital on account of his " delicate health," with plenty
of wine and nourishing food, because he has done his best to shield

these " most respectable men."

What lesson do our governing classes mean to teach us by this?

That all attempts to show up aristocrat and capitalist in their true

colours will be punished with the utmost rigour of the law ; but that

if you cover up the crimes of wealthy criminals you will be let off

with a trifling punishment for your "zeal and indiscretion"; while

righteous magistrates, Liberal barristers, Conservative Attorney-Gen-
erals, and impartial judges will announce in a unanimous chorus their
" high opinion of you in your professional character." Thus you will

also become a " most respectable man," a " Pillar of Society." But let

the " libeller " who tells the truth, that " Enemy of Society," beware.

He shall feel the weight of that law which defends the rich and keeps-

the poor in their proper places.

DO YOU AGREE?
DO you agree with us that the social awakening of the ivorkers

is a desirable end? Do you agree with us that we are working

in the right wag to achieve that end?

YOU do not ? Then oppose us and prove us ivrong on every

platform and in every paper to which you can gain access !

YOU d.0 agree ? Then work with us and for us ; help us to

extend our circle of influence ; let no day pass in lohich you have

not interested some one in our propaganda!

There is no middle course for an honest man I

The Government and the upper classes may rejoice in their triumph.

The chief criminals have escaped. Those that were caught—much
against the will of the officers of the law, who gave them plenty of

time to clear out—are let off lightly, for fear they take a line of defence

which might end in awkward disclosures. But despite every effort to-

hush up the hideous scandal, its details are proclaimed from the house

tops. Although the names of all concerned are not known, yet this is

known, that rich men, worn out with ordinary vice and depravity,

have spent lavishly their ill-gotten wealth in a horrible vice which
has only flourished in cities and empires when ruin or revolution was.

approaching. It was the vice which flourished in old Rome in her
worst days of corruption, before the Goths and Huns swept down upon
her, gave her palaces to the flames, and covered her streets with

corpses ; in Paris before the great Revolution, or in the closing days
of the Second Empire. Everywhere it has announced that corruption

has become putrescent, and that the end of that society draws near.

Policemen, lawyers, magistrates, judges, and rulers may unite to white-

wash the sepulchre, we can still smell the stench of the dead bones,,

and for the sake of all it may soon be necessary to make a clearance.

Before quitting the subject, I would like to point out the cowardly

way in which Mr. Parke has been abandoned by the Star. There

cannot be any doubt that his action concerning these scandals was
endorsed, to say the least of it, by the editor of that paper, who pro-

bably didn't care to run the risk of prosecution himself. Yet the Star

has not said a word concerning the scandalous contrast between the

sentences passed upon Newton and Parke. Is this the result of fresh

instructions from the heads of the Liberal party to their humble ser-

vant, T. P. O'Connor ? Do these gentlemen recognise that the West-

end scandals are quite as likely to ruin the present society as ever*

the Tory Government ? Probably this is the case, but one consolation

is that the treason of the Star is being found out by the people, who
do not love papers that are not only treacherous and cowardly, but

carry toadyism to such an extent that they will abandon their own
friends to please the official heads of the Liberal party.

Mr. Balfour has been at his old games again. Meetings held at

Tipperary and Cashel have been dispersed by main force, and the people

brutally bludgeoned. The Liberal press, especially the Daily News%

is very indignant at these unheard-of atrocities. These things never occur

in England—or at least we are never treated to journalistic indignation^

at seven guineas a column, concerning them. It is true that lately a

few processions may have been broken up in London by the police with

a certain amount of violence. But these were only processions of

English workmen, and the Liberal press has no costly indignation to

throw away in their case. We suppose that won't prevent the English

workmen cheering till he is hoarse at next general election for the very

party which has agreed to systematically boycott all mention of his

wrongs. D. N,
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CULTURE AND SOCIALISM.
At the close of a Socialist meeting the other evening, the word " cul-

ture" was mentioned, upon which a Socialist present declared that

Socialism suffers from too much " culture " in some of its adherents.

I was constrained to reply that, on the contrary, Socialism suffers from

the want of " culture " in Socialists ; and thinking it over, it seemed

to me that this "culture" is a matter very well worth discussing.

Hence this paper.

On my way home from the meeting, I tried to hit upon a figure

which would put the subject of Socialism and Culture plainly ; and

this is what occurred to me. There are two men waiting at a railway-

station where the line is blocked ; they are both going to the same
city, and are waiting until the way is clear. So far, they are in one

and the same position. But these travellers have rather different ends

to serve when they reach the city of their desire. The one, on his

arrival, will make his way to a beautiful home he knows of, the inmates

of which are handsome, well-conducted people, whom he will join in

their useful and pleasant work, their spirited and good-tempered inter-

course, their singing, music, and dancing, their literature and art. The
other traveller's object is little more than to get away from where he

is now. He has vague ideas of having a more or less idle time, varied

with enjoyments such as commend themselves more particularly to the

companions of the ale-bench.

In these two men we have represented two kinds of Socialists. The
first is the Socialist whose desire to escape from the present social con-

ditions is exceeded by his longing to enter a society where the noble

life he has imagined would be lived in all its fulness. The second is

the Socialist whose motive is nothing more than to avoid the restraints,

privations, and humiliations he suffers at present, without much thought
of how he is to live when once these are thrown off and he has his

freedom.

Now, I want to make it clear that the first Socialist is a man who
has culture, and that the second is a man who lacks culture. Also,

that the condition of mind (intellect, soul—as you please) of the former
is much more desirable than the condition of mind of the latter. Also,

that it is not only desirable, but a pressing duty, for every Socialist to

make himself, or herself, as much as possible a person of culture.

When we speak of anything being in a state of culture, we mean
that Man has caused that thing to grow in a way that is more desirable

to him, Man, than Nature's own unassisted way. Thus the little hard
and sour crab, that sets the teeth on edge and produces colic, has, by
cultivation, become the juicy and sweet apple, a common dainty and a
valued food. This art of cultivation—an art with several names, such
as breeding, training, etc.—this art of causing things to grow in a way
more desirable than Nature's unassisted way, is, for his own ease and
advancement, applied by Man in many and various ways. Wanting
better food and clothing, and help in his labour, he cultivates plants,

animals, and fishes, and for the same ends he utilises (we can hardly
use the word "cultivates" here) natural forces, by diverting, develop-

ing, or accumulating them, and applying them in some desired direc-

tion. Man's aim in all this labour of cultivation is that he may live

a fuller, securer, and happier life.

But there is one object above all which man finds that he is under
the most absolute compulsion to cultivate—namely, himself. Nature,
under cultivation, has provided abundance of fine wheat and cattle, of

flax and wool, of excellent foods and materials ; but man finds he has

not the right capacity to appropriate and enjoy the plenty nature and
himself have provided. " Man is parcelled out in man " ; the indi-

viduals of the race, moved one and all by the same needs and desires,

rush on the spoil, scrambling in such fashion that some get much too

much, a wasteful superfluity ; but the most get all too little. " The
goods his soul lusted after are departed from him"; instead of ease

and plenty, and that general happiness without which the individual

cannot be truly happy, man finds he has attained only to riot and want,
to uncertainty, to fear and hate between men and men. So, as we
have said, man is driven to the cultivation of himself, to the endeavour
to shape himself in a way that is more desirable than nature's own
unassisted way. And he finds that the part of himself in which he
must bring his power of cultivation to bear is his Conduct—his Way
of Doing.

Therefore man sets himself this question : What must I aim at in

my conduct 1 The best of men, the heart and brains of the race, give
to this question but one, and that a very clear, answer ; to this effect

:

that while the body, the animal part of man, requires certain atten-

tion, such as being fed, clothed, and satisfied, the true enjoyment of

life lies not in attending to the body, but in developing, exercising,

and delighting the mind (the intellect, or soul). This, then, is the aim
of our conduct,— to have in a satisfied body, a free, active, and
gratified mind.

Again, the teachings of these best of men, which are the ripe fruit

of the race's experience, lay it down (and our own—consciences, shall

we say ?—confirm it) that such a state of mind is only possible to men
who stand in right relations to their fellows. In short, there are

certain modes of conduct which we call justice, love ; which, unless a

man observes and follows, he cannot be said to live his proper life.

The root-difference between the two kinds of Socialists may now be
plainly pointed out ; the one desires merely the satisfaction of the

body, the other adds to that the supreme desire of developing, exer-

cising, and delighting the mind (intellect, or soul), and seeks as a first

condition the establishment of a new society that shall be just, har-

monious, and peaceable. And it is only by, and for, such Socialists

that a regenerated society is possible. The others, who wish merely

to escape from their present pains, are themselves not rid of the spirit

which makes society what it now is.
v

I have spoken of " culture," using the term, as I believe, according
to its noblest meaning. There is a cant misuse of the word, by which
it is applied to the worthless accomplishments, bogus educations, and
heartless courtesy which our present society affords. These are about
as much the result of true " culture " as are dandelions, thistles, and
rushes among plants. But a true culture is that of a spirit trained to

justice and love, which makes itself beautifully manifest in all the

acts of life. John C. Kenworthy.

ALL WEALTH TO LABOUR DOTH BELONG.
Air—" When Britain really Ruled the Waves''' ('Iolanthe').

Long since, in every land on earth,

Through night of ages slow,

The Makers of the World have worn
The garb of shame, the crown of thorn,

Their heritage of woe
;

Nor knew they yet that, spite of wrong,
All wealth to Labour doth belong.

But lo, the world is born anew,
The time is gone for tears ;

New hopes within our bosoms rise,

New visions float before our eyes,

New voices fill our ears
;

And this the burden of our song

—

All wealth to Labour doth belong.

And when the Promised Land is won,
And Tyranny is banned,

And all are friends, and all are free,

And none so poor in soul to be
A burden in the land,

We shall not need to sing the song
All wealth to Labour doth belong.

C. W. Beckett,

THE LOSS OF INDIVIDUALITY.

It is wonderful, says the Journal of the Knights of Labour^ how solicitous

the capitalistic press is, lest the labour movement and the measures leading

to a more equitable system of social organisation should "destroy indi-

viduality " and ruin the worker's sense of
u personal independence." When

every economic argument against labour reform has been exhausted the

advocates of letting things alone always fall back on this time-worn objec-

tion. They do not seem to understand that the economic changes now going

on with such startling rapidity, that the people have not as yet had time to

take stock of their position, have already deprived their argument of any
validity it ever might have possessed by making " individuality " in the

old-fashioned sense of the word a thing of the past. There is no such thing

possible to-day for nine-tenths of labouring humanity. Individuals who
are dependent on their exertions, either of body or mind, for a living, are

becoming more and more parts of a great social and industrial machine.

Their sphere of independent action and volitionas bread-winners is becoming
continually narrowed. Labourer, employer, trader, and professional man
alike are becoming increasingly dependent on circumstances and conditions

—more moulded by their surroundings and less able to make any indepen-

dent headway or step outside the groove marked out for them. The man
who does not get adjusted to his place in the social machine and work in

harmony with its movement will be crushed out by it. Under these con-

ditions it is nonsense to talk of " individualism " in the sense in which the

term was used before these days of high- pressure organisation and concen-

trated capital. While the individualist Rip Van Winkles are deprecating

the possibility of its destruction by labour organisations and " Socialist n

legislation, it is being destroyed before their eyes by modern conditions of

production and exchange. The absolute dependence of the great majority

of mankind upon the social mechanism for the means of existence makes it

clear that the masses must either control the machinery or become its slaves.

Either we must have co-operation—international ownership of all the means
of production-—or the pressure will become greater, the competition among
workers keener, and the monopolist will rule supreme.
What a mockery it is to prate of the blessings of " individuality " and

the glories of personal liberty and independence to poor wretches who are

the slaves of modern economic conditions, and are compelled by the ever-

present dread of poverty to toil unremittingly for a mere pittance ! The
pictures drawn by capitalistic writers of the '* tyranny of a majority "

—

u the new despotism," as Herbert Spencer calls it—have no terrors for men
who are already virtually enslaved by conditions which enable the mono-
poliser of the means of employment to impose his own terms on the prole-

tariat. The cant about " individuality" and "independence" has no meaning
in the ears of the worker who realises that only through more perfect sociaL

adjustments, which will systematise production and let the whole people-

control all industrial enterprises, can a gleam of hope or an opportunity of

real freedom come to the wage-slave.

IMPORTANT NOTICE-
To those who have obtained eopie»-of -tho Commonweal through the propa-

gandist work of our comrades, by free distribution in the streets aud public

conveyances, or by purchase at our outdoor stations, we ask if in agreement

with our principles to help the sale of the Commonweal by ordering it of their

newsagents, and sending on to us the names of newsagents willing to ssll it ;.

and still better, as our outdoor work is for the present reduced, by joining the

local branches and helping on the work.

/

The North Kensington Branch appeal to comrades and friends for their

Band Fund. They have the offer of getting drums very cheap from a band that

has become defunct, and want to raise about £2 4s. for this purpose. Please

send subscriptions to Mrs. Fox, Clarendon Coffee Tavern, Clarendon Road.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The International Miners' Conference.

On of the best signs of the times for the working classes in all lands was
the International Conference of Miners which met on Tuesday May 20th at
Joliment in Belgium. The boldest, the noblest and best of workers, the
men upon whose skill and courage the whole industry of the modern world
depends, have joined together—disregarding frontiers, throwing aside those
race prejudices which it is the aim of the capitalist classes in all coun-
tries to stir up between the peoples—and have determined to strive for
their emancipation in the only way by which it can be obtained—by the
united action of the workers of the world. It surely did not injure the
meaning of the meeting that on this auspicious occasion the dying voice of
old-fashioned trade-unionism should be heard giving its last feeble croak,
when Mr. Burt, who had been elected to the presidency of the Congress,
probably on account of his age and general harmlessness, delivered an
oration which was certainly not of a militant description. Fancy the presi-
dent of a Trade Union Congress saying that " he was not prepared to con-
demn strikes without qualification "

! ! I fail to see why a workman should
" condemn " strikes at all, as they are practically the only weapon that the
workman has to redress his wrongs. However, Mr. Burt recommends that
before a strike the workmen should try " conciliation and arbitration." Un-
fortunately, the English workman has tried it and he finds it don't pay. If
" conciliation and arbitration " are such excellent things, how comes it that
the report of the Miners Federation of Great Britain presented to the Con-
ference states that " this Federation does not approve of sliding-scale boards
of arbitration, and conciliation as at present understood and practised " 1

Arbitration and conciliation usually means calling in capitalists to decide
between other capitalists and their men, and most of the miners have found
out that rogue generally sticks by rogue, and that the men get the worst of
it. It is true that in Durham and Northumberland, where Mr. Burt's
association, the Miners' National Union, holds sway, the leaders of the union
are so fond of arbitration and conciliation that according to their report to
the Conference, they have allowed the boys employed to work ten and in
soms cases eleven hours a-day, while the men have only worked seven. We
could not have a better illustration of the selfish individualism which is

advocated by trade-union leaders of the old school. Each for himself and
the devil take the hindmost is the motto of these gentlemen, and they have
acted up to it in the most thorough manner.
M>.

;
Burt then proceeded to treat the Continental workers to a homily on

the wickedness and violence, expressing at the same time a firm belief in
the good intentions of the German Emperor. We can judge how much
these " good intentions " are worth by the evidence of the German dele-
gates at the Conference, who stated that their contingent was much smaller
than it would have been but for the coercive laws in Germany. These laws
did not allow of combination, and there had been great difficulty in raising
voluntary subscriptions to send those who were present, owing to the fact
that all who subscribed were liable to three months' imprisonment with
hard labour. It would be heresy to doubt the "earnest desire" of the
young despot " to improve the condition of the wealth producers " after
this. As to Mr. Burt's objection to violence, all we can say is that such
damnable tyranny justifies any means that may be used for its removal.
Perhaps if it had not been for the courage and determination of the men
who fought the battle of " free combination " in England years and years
before the Miners' National Union was formed, and who didn't always use
the most " constitutional means " considering that " outrage and riot " were
the weapons that frequently brought the masters to their senses, Mr. Burt
might not be preaching " law-'n'-order " to the Continental workers. No
one loves " violence " for its own sake, but under such conditions as prevail
in Continental countries it is the only resource left to the oppressed and
downtrodden workmen. These men know their own business best, and they
have no need of sleepy sermons from the friend of tyrannical despots and
" Liberal " statesmen to teach them their duty.
We are glad to see that the Continental workers have taken up Keir

Hardie's proposition of a universal strike of miners on May 1st, 1891, for
the Eight Hours' Day so heartily. Of course, as we expected, the opposi-
tion came from the very gentlemen who are alwavs so fond of telling the
workers to get the eight hour day by their own action. Now the only
practical way of obtaining eight hours by their own organisation is pointed
out to them they shrink back. We leave the people to judge of the sincerity
of the advice these gentlemen have so often given.

The Tram and Bus Men.
There is hope for these workers at last ; John Burns is going to re-

organise their union. We believe he is the best man for the work, and if

the men show sufficient courage and determination, there is no doubt that
in a few months they will be able to demand something more than a
" Twelve Hour Day." Let them join the union in every district in London,
let there be no hanging back, and success is certain.

taken the company long to take away the advantage gained by the men by
the introduction of machines which will probably turn thousands of gas-

stokers into the street. Yet if these men grew desperate and smashed the
machinery, we suppose the respectable middle class would exclaim against

their " wickedness and stupidity " in rebelling against the " benefits " which
the present commercial age bestows upon the working classes. Surely this

incident should teach us that the reduction of the hours of labour to eight

a-day will not permanently benefit the working classes, and that their only
salvation lies in laying hold of machinery and all the means of production,

and using them for the good of all, and not for the profit of greedy capitalists.

This is the only true remedy for the misery of the people.

The Wood and Cardboard Box-Makers.
" These workers have formed a trade union. The workmen employed in

this trade number about 20,000. They complain of the employment of boys
to perform the work of men, and also of the excessive use of machinery,
which is tended by boys. The average number of hours worked by men in
the trade is thirteen, and they are by no means overpaid. There are no
fixed wages. The men claim snorter hours of labour, reduction of the work-
ing hours to fifty-four and a half a-week, and that improvement in their
workshops which seems now to be a key-note in the demands of every work-
men's organisation.

Trouble at Beckton.

"It seems likely that there will be serious trouble at the Beckton Gas
Works, S.E., where between 4,000 and 5,000 men are employed, consequent
upon the introduction by the company of mechanical stokers, each one of

which does the work of three men in charging and drawing the retorts, and
which steam day and night without intermission. The strikers call the
machine the "iron man." There is a partial strike against the machine,
and the places of the men who have struck have been taken by blacklegs.

A, strong force of police are upon the spot to protect these sneaks. The gas-

stokers, as we all know, gained the eight hour day a year ago. It has not

Government Dockyard Men.

The agitation among Government dockyard men for better pay and hours

has acquired very serious proportions at Pembroke Dock. All the skilled

labourers, including riveters, painters, drillers, etc., on Wednesday marched
up 400 strong to the Chief Constructor's office, and demanded to see the

revised list of payment. They declined to leave the office until they knew
the answer of the Chief Constructor, who said that the Admiralty had pre-

vented him from complying with their request. Afterwards the men held

a public meeting, under the auspices of the union, at which it was stated

that the rivet boys in the dockyard were almost worked to death. They
were hardly paid enough to buy bread. It was a difficult thing to find

healthy boys in the yard. Most of them had some physical ailment or de-

formity. The secretary of the union has been severely reprimanded by the

authorities for writing to papers about the dockyard men's grievances. He
was told by these gentlemen that a workman is not allowed to make public any-

thing relating to the dockyard. A resolution was ultimately passed urging

the Government to form a select committee, who shall receive delegates

from among various branches of workmen in the dockyards of the country

to represent their grievances.

How to make Money.

There can be no doubt that the masters have made their pile during the

last year or two. The Labour Tribune says :
" The Ferndale Collieries are

being transferred from their present owner to a limited liability company,
with a capital of £775,000. In connection with the conversion, a statement

of the profits for some years past has been made. It is officially stated that the

average profits for some years past have been £65,000 annually, while those

for the current year are about £100,000. A profit of £2,000 is a respectable

return upon invested capital, and these collieries seem a kind of gold mine
for their owners." We should think so ! And remember that though the

men who work in this mine are wretchedly paid, yet directly the next trade

depression arrives down will come their wages. They will have to starve

on a scanty pittance, while the mine-owners feast luxuriously upon the

wealth gained by the labour of the men during the past period of prosperity.

How much longer will the workers bear this so patiently ? N.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Sir,—I can heartily endorse the closing sentences of J M. B.'s article in

last week's Commonweal, where he commends the power of " isolated " Social-

ists, and that "a word in season has often more real influence than many an
applauded speech at a public meeting," and to that I can emphatically sub-

scribe, as my own personal experience has shown. For instance, in the

works where I am presently employed, a strike having taken place, a sym-
pathetic notice of it appeared in the labour column of your paper ; I bought
a copy of it, and since then (about three years ago) I have always continued

to do, and I have either read the various articles aloud to groups of my
fellow-workmen or given them copies to take home and read themselves,

and in that way have sown the good seed in a quiet way ; and I am glad to

say, seeing that we live in a very hotbed of Badicalism, with a considerable

amount of success. I also see in the same number a note by J. B. Glasier,

in which he regrets the apparent falling off in point of membership and
energy of some of the members of the local branches. I trust that this note

of mine will give him some heart of grace, and that, in the words of M.
Eeclus, "though hundreds by the hard necessities of life are hindered from
openly avowing their opinions, still they listen from afar, and cherish your

words in the treasury of their hearts."—Yours, etc. W. L. M.

THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE.
Our sixth Annual Conference took place last Sunday at the Communist

Club, 49 Tottenham Street. Fourteen delegates represented the various

metropolitan and provincial branches. Comrade E. C. Chapman, Liverpool

Socialist Society, was elected to the chair, and comrades Becket and Brookes

secretaries. The verification of credentials of the delegates and the taking

of reports came next in the order of business. Comrade Morris then opened

the discussion on Commonweal and the financial position of the League. The

various points of the agenda then came under discussion ; 1, 3, 4, and 6 were

passed as submitted ; 2 and 5 were somewhat modified. One notable feature

of this Conference was that the delegates were saved the trouble of confirm-

ing any new rules, as the late Council had sense enough to make none. The

election of Council, Editors, and Trustees, and other business, having been

gone through, the comrades adjourned to tea, which was served to the entire

satisfaction of all who sat down. When tea was over, Mrs. Tochatti sang a

few revolutionary airs, which were rendered with great effect. Comrade

Coulon gave " La Carmagnole " in French.

The new Council elected are :—Comrades Morris, J. Turner, Cantwell,

Bullock, Brookes, Kitz, Nicoll, Webb, Wess, Tochatti, Mainwaring, Catter-

son Smith, Netlow, Tarleton, and Mowbray. Kitz and Nicoll were elected

as Editors and Trustees.

In the evening, the Hall at 24, Great Queen Street, was filled with com*

rades, who passed a very agreeable social evening. The more enthusiastic

carried on the festivities till the dawn of day. A. Brookes,
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SONG OF THE RESPECTABLES.
Respectables are we
And you presently shall see

Why we confidently claim to be respected ;

In well-ordered homes we dwell,
And discharge our duties well

—

Well dressed, well fed, well mannered, well connected.

We detest the common cant
About poverty and want,

And all that is distressing and unhealthy :

Certain cases may be sad,
Yet the system can't be bad,

If it gives such satisfaction—to the wealthy.

As the Times each day we read,
We realise the need

Of more and more coercion for the masses
;

And we muse with wondering awe
On the sanctity of Law

—

As administered and construed by the Classes.

We stigmatise Home Rule
As device of knave and fool,

And reform as but a cloak for revolution
;

Our concern is not for self,

Not for property nor pelf,

Oh, no—but for the British Constitution !

And in truth not all for that

;

For in sable coat and hat
We never fail to flock to church each Sunday,

That with renovated zest,

And conscience rocked to rest,

We may yield our hearts to Mammon on the Monday.

So our wealth, which grows apace,

Is the outward sign of grace,

As property goes step by step with piety
;

In the present world we thrive,

Then we save our souls alive,

And move for evermore in good society.

Thus on through life we march,
Stiff with decency and starch,

Well dressed, well fed, well mannered, well connected ;

For Respectables are we,
Yes, and now you all can see

Why we confidently claim to be respected.

H. S. S.

{Reprinted from the
i Pall Mall ;

of about two years ago.)
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will
be held on Wednesday, 8.30 p.m., June 4th, at the North Kensington Branch,
Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road, near the Notting Hill Metropolitan
Railway Station. Special meeting ; important business. All members interested
in the propaganda are asked to attend.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1888 :—Oxford, to end of September.
1889 :—Bradford and Hammersmith, to end of April. Yarmouth, to
end of May. Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges East, to end
of December.

1890 : — * Commonweal ' Branch, to end of February. East London,
Manchester, and North London, to end of March. Leicester, and
North Kensington, to end of April. Norwich, to end of May. Strea-
tham, to end of December.

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of
Commonweal, to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
ofl&cial communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

REPORTS.
Hammersmith.—Fair meeting at Bridge End on Sunday morning ; speakers

were Catterson Smith, Watt, H. Grant, Tochatti, A. J. Smith, and Kitchen ;

34
5 Weal sold, other literature lid. Fairly good meeting at Walham Green;

speakers were Catterson Smith, Bullock, Davies, and S. Grant ; our comrade
J. Bruce Glasier (Glasgow) gave a spirited address, which was much appreciated ;

17 ' Weal sold.

Aberdeen.—At meeting on 25th the League Manifesto was read and very
fully discussed—doubts having been expressed as to the orthodoxy of certain
members. A series of trips are to be made by deputations from the League to
the surrounding villages, commencing on Saturday first with Banchory.—L.
Glasgow.—On Sunday at mid-day, Joe Burgoyne spoke to a good audience on

Jail Square ; in the evening at Paisley Road the same speaker addressed a large
audience ;

' Weals sold out.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—We held a large meeting on
Sunday on the Meadows, when the Leader strike was the principal matter dealt
with. Excellent speeches were made by comrade Haddow (Glasgow), Hamilton,
and Smith. A manifesto issued by the S.S.F. with reference to the strike, was
distributed among the people.

Fabtan Society.—A course of seven lectures on Socialism in Contemporary
Literature will be given in the French Chamber, St. James's Restaurant, W.
(entrance from Piccadilly), on Friday evenings, at 8 o'clock. June 6 (fourth
lecture), Edward R. Pease, "Tolstoi, Tchernychewsky and the Russian School."

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Business meeting
of members every Thursday evening at 8 ; Discussion Class at 9. Hall open
every evening from 7 till 10. Sunday, June 1, at 8 p.m., Lothrop Withing-
ton, "Through the Smoke."

East London.—AW branch communications to be addressed to H. M'Kenzie,
12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road.

Hammersmith.—Keimscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday June 1, at 8 p.m.,
a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evening*
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll.

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. for
practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streaiham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in- the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd*
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meet at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines, Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.
Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 31.

, .Nicoll and Cantwell7 Hyde Park

Sunday 1.

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch,
11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane ...Mainwaring and Mrs. Lahr
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park The Branch
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Branch
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge ..Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
8 Streatham Green Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 5.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 and 7.30.

-Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m. ; Pump, West Bar, 8 p.m.
Monday : Lady's Bridge Wicker, at 7 p.m. Botherham—Sunday : College

Yard, at 3 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Caiman's Granary
Quay, at 7.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Meeting in Meadows, Sunday
at 6 p.m.

Rochdale Socialists.—Meetings held every evening at 28 Blackwater Street,

Rochdale.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.

—

Sunday June 1, at 8.30 p.m., H. Green, " Anarchism versus Social Democracy."

Stick and Cane Dressers.—A special meeting of this society will be held on
Sunday June 1st, at 6 p.m., at the "King's Arms," Fieldgate St., Whitechapel.

Norwich.—A great Socialist Demonstration will be held in July, when
speakers are invited to take part. Communicate with A. Sutton, 23 Rose Yard,
St. Augustines.

Sheffield Socialist Club.—We have now opened some fine and centrally

situated premises at 63 Blonk Street, containing meeting room, reading room
and library, smoke room for games, etc. Open every evening, and on Sunday all

day. Membership, Id. weekly. French Class, conducted by Ed. Carpenter,
every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.; terms, 3d. weekly, which goes towards club. funds.

Discussion every Wednesday at 8 p.m. We have a good assortment of Labour
and Socialist papers from various p&rts of the world on our reading tables, but
should be glad of any books for library. We are very sanguine of being able to

accomplish grand propaganda in Sheffield and district during the coming summer,
and ask the earnest co-operation of all Socialists in this neighbourhood.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

4
3
3
3

3
2

2

2

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men
Strikes and the Labour Struggle
Labour the source of all Wealth
To Working Women and Girls
What Socialists Want
Socialism and "Public Opinion"
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth ... ... i 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 1
Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this
enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring
Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare
of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.

150 Minories, E.

IBSEN'S

PROSE DRAMAS.
(In Four Volumes.)

Edited by WILLIAM ARCHER,

Crown 8vo, Cloth, Price 3s. 6d. per Volume.

ALREADY ISSUED—
VOL. I.

Containing "The League ofYouth," "The Pillars
of Society," "A Doll's House."

VOL. II.

Containing "Ghosts," <sAn Enemy of the People "

"The Wild Duck."

To be Followed on 26th May by

VOL. III.

Containing "Lady Inger of Ostrat," "The Vik-
ings at Helgeland," "The Pretender."

Post-free from Commonweal Office on receipt of
published price.

WORKS BY

JOHN BEDFORD LEN0
"The Burns of Labour. "—Athenaeum. •

Drury Lane Lyrics. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3s.

The Last Idler, and other Poems. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. 3s.

Kimburton, A Picture of Village Life.
Second and Enlarged Edition. Paper Cover. Is.

The marvellous success of ' Our Father,' ' Bet
Graham/ 'Poor Bill/ 'Kimburton Fair/ etc., etc.,

forming part of the above work, as recitals, at St.
James's Hall, London Clubs, etc., caused the first

edition to be speedily exhausted.

Reeves and Turner, 196 Strand, W.C, or of the
Author, 76 Drury Lane, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, l£d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

a^bYjderen
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.
Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and

Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Kansensgade 28a, Copenhagen.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax

Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International
Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-
perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless
it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou i would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the
land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property;

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners
for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,
which is but an empty boast in a society that
upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-
tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race
hatred and commercial jealousy, but people
would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking
a part in the administration necessary for the
conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,
we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there
can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other
one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.
When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that
this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have
expired and must be renewed immediately if they
wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in th»
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Prank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
No Compensation ! is becoming a popular watchword. No Compensa-

tion to Irish landlords ! No Compensation to English publicans ! are

both cries with which you are certain to stir the people.

" Why should we compensate the publican 1 Why should we reward

a, man for spreading misery, disease, prostitution, and death broadcast

among the people 1
" say our temperance friends. Quite right, too.

We certainly should not reward any person for doing mischief. In

fact, our obvious duty to society is to stop him at his evil work by

•every means in our power. But is the publican the only person who
is engaged in cheating, starving, poisoning, degrading, and murdering

the people ? Look around you and see.

Think of our friend the Irish landlord, and what has been his work,

diving idly on the rack rents wrung mainly from a starving peasantry,

who starve not because they are idle, oh dear no ! If starvation

always followed idleness how would the landlord get on ? No, they

starve because they are industrious ; and though they toil like slaves

upon the soil yet they only get a bare existence, while the wealth pro-

duced from the land goes into the pockets of the landlord, who grows

fat and flourishing upon pillage and plunder.

But the Irish landlord is not the only robber, is not the only tyrant.

In England, Ireland, Scotland, and throughout the civilised world,

^peasants and agricultural labourers alike are ground down to the

lowest depths of misery, ground down to such wretchedness that

everywhere they flock into the towns to escape from it, to fall into the

•hands of the sweater, or to be used as blacklegs by a Norwood or a

Livesey to cut the throats of their brother workmen in the towns.

Those who read the papers will remember that at the time of the gas

strike an agricultural labourer, who had been brought up to London as a

blackleg, was asked by one of the pickets " Why he came to take the

places of men who were only struggling for their rights ? " What did

he reply, "At the place I have just left I was earning 2s. a day ; my
place is open now, and you can go there and take it, if you like !

"

Such is the enviable condition of the workers on the soil, who slaves

his heart out for this scanty wage, that the wealth he produces may
yield rent to an idle land thief.

Let us think now, have we named all those who live upon the

plunder of the poor 1 Some of the very people who are rich and
respectable, and who are ready enough to lead crusades against land-

lord or publican, are not in such a very sinless condition themselves
*hat they can afford to cast stones at others. Pious philanthropists

like the late Samuel Morley, for instance, who are foremost in " tem-
perance and gospel work," and yet who pay their workwomen such
wretched wages that they are driven upon the street to sell their

bodies to get bread. These people, at least, have no right to exclaim
-against landlord or publican.

denied them, and with enough to eat and drink would not the vice of

drunkenness gradually disappear ] But how could they gain all this 1

There is but one way—to sweep away the idlers who live upon the

plunder of labour. This is the remedy for the poverty which creates

the drunkard and the prostitute.

Let us consider the whole social question. Look upon those splendid

mansions, those gorgeous palaces that surround Hyde Park on all sides.

Who live in them % The workers who built them 1 Are they for the

only useful part of society ? No, they are built for grinding landlords

and sweating capitalists by the workers, in the same way as the

workers pile up their fortunes for them, leaving for themselves only

misery, squalor, wretchedness, and hunger. And when workers and

idlers stand face to face ; when the people, as they will surely do,

demand their own, the land and the wealth which they have produced,

will they talk of "compensation" to these idle rich thieves] No, they

will not. They will say, "No compensation! Down with the plun-

derers of the poor ! If they want compensation they shall be paid

with steel and lead. That is the only compensation they will get

from us." D. N.

After all, is the publican alone responsible for drunkenness and
<the miseries that sometimes flow from it % In the case, for instance,
of ,girls driven upon streets by pious and philanthropic capitalists

like Samuel Morley and Messrs. Bryant and May? These poor
girls drink to forget the horrors of the horrible and unnatural
life into which they have been forced by " pious and godly men " ; and
strange as it may appear, perhaps the drink after all is perhaps a better
friend to them than the good men above mentioned. It is the benef-
icent spirit which makes tolerable for a few moments the hell into
which these girls have been thrust by these sublime moralists in the
struggle for fortune.

I wonder, also, if the sweated worker, doomed to a long lingering
life of hopeless toil, slaving fourteen hours a-day in a close, unwholesome
garret, is much to blame, after all, if he reawakens his exhausted
vitality by drinking long and hard. If the lives of the slaves of the
present system could be made bright and happy, without exhausting
toil, with cheerful homes, and those rational pleasures which are now

DOWN A COAL PIT.
Five o'clock in the morning ! If we are to catch the " Paddy Mail "

we must turn out quickly, for it will leave the station in half an hour.

So we hasten up, snatch a mouthful of breakfast, and sally forth into

the chill morning air. We are soon mingling in a crowd of men and

boys hurrying in the same direction as ourselves, and carrying with

them their grub in all manner of tins, baskets, or handkerchiefs. The

clatter of their clogs, or ironshod boots, echoes through the silent

streets with a hollow sound : and the disturbed sleeper curls himself

up snugly again, with a feeling of satisfaction that he will not need

to put in an appearance until the streets " have been aired a little."

Arrived at the station we all pack into the workman's train, or " Paddy
Mail " as it is mostly called, presumably on account of the number of

Erin's sons who patronise it. Our compartment has evidently not

seen a paint brush for many years, and we sit on rough boards, which

doubtless once were cushioned—but that was long ago, when the

carriage moved amongst the aristocratic rolling-stock on the main line
;

it has gone down in the world since then, and is now serving its last

purpose before being broken up for fire-wood. We also become con-

scious of a scarcity of glass in the windows, which is only poorly

compensated for by a piece of flapping " brattis cloth," that is doing

its best to keep out the cold wind. After half-an-hour's ride we arrive

at the colliery which is our destination, and find that the men who

live hard by have already commenced to go down.

While the rest are being lowered and getting to work, we go to look

at some of the machinery on the surface. We see the smoothly

running fan-engine exhausting the foul air from the pit, and causing

a constant fresh supply to rush down the other shaft. It never stops

except for repairs ; night and day it drives the great forty foot fan,

the beating of whose blades makes the air dither with a curious

vibration. We go on past the long nest of boilers, which the firemen

are feeding with coal, into the winding-engine house. There we stand

some time watching the great engines with their iron arms turning

away at the large drum, upon one side of which the steel wire rope

is steadily coiling, while from the other it is uncoiling. One turn of

the drum raises or lowers the rope twenty yards or more, and half a

turn too much would send the cage full of men up into the head-gear

;

if the safety hook was to hold good there they would hang, but if not

—well, it would be four hundred and twenty yards to the bottom !

We look with some interest at the engine-man, to whom we shall

presently entrust our lives, and are astonished at the easy and

apparently careless way he handles the massive engines. The bell

rings ; with one hand he puts down the reversing lever, with the other

he gives a jerk at the throttle valve, and off she goes ; he sits uncon-

cernedly watching the finger on the dial. As it approaches the end

he gently raises the lever and steadies her a bit, then clang goes the

indicator bell—only one mora turn ; the lever is raised a little more ;

clang again, another slight jerk of the lever, a whiff of steam against
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her, and she comes to a stop within an inch or two ; all done with the
reversing lever, the brake is never touched except in caslt oi^ emer-
gency. Then the driver turns round with a casuaUremark ahoufcjthe

weather, showing a kindly face with a bushy beard and a quiet self-

possessed look, which inspires confidence at once.

But^ifc.is time for us to be going below ; so we bid the engine-man
good-morning, and getting each a safety-lamp we soon stand by the

pit ready for descending. The banksman rings three to the onsetter

below, that means there are men to go down ; he replies, one, two,

three, and will keep the other cage empty ; a few seconds and we get

the signal one, " All right," and are allowed to step into the cage, an
iron structure about 9 ft. by 3 ft. with two decks ; there is just room
to stand upright in the deck we enter. The signal is given to the
engine-man, we are raised an inch or two to free the props oh which
the cage has been resting, then drop. Down we go into the darkness,

faster and faster, while the air rushes upwards past us and we feel as

if our hearts were rapidly rising into our mouths ; we begin to wonder
whether we are not falling loose, certainly we cannot feel our feet !

Still faster we go ; then, like a flash, past goes the other cage at the

speed of an express train ; two or three seconds more and we begin to

have a sense of standing on our feet again ; in fact, so great is the

contrast that we seem to be going up ! But no, the light on the side

shows us that we are still descending ; then for the first time we really

feel that we are hanging, and as we steady down we feel every check
of the engine by a sort of elastic pull on the rope, until a faint light

appears and we gently rest on the bottom, having dropped four hun-
dred and twenty yards in 35 seconds. It seems very dark, and we are

led into a little cabin to collect our senses, and get our eyes accommo-
dated to the dim light of the safety lamps ; and a poor dim light it is

after the morning sunshine which we have just left ! Small wonder
that the men would rather run the risk of working with a naked
tallow dip than use a safety lamp.

We are each provided with a little leather cap to protect our heads
from bumps, and a short stick to walk with, and then we set out

towards the face, which lies nearly half a mile away. For the first

few yards there is plenty of head room, and the roof is nicely arched

with brick ; but that soon ends, and we have to look out both above
and below, which, with the dim light of our lamps, is not so easy.

We have not gone far before one of our party collides with a beam a

little lower than the rest, and finds himself sitting on the ground
rather mixed up with a wire hauling rope which is creeping along

between the little tram-lines.

It may be well to explain here that it is usual to cut all roads as

far as possible in the coal, partly because it is more easily worked, and
partly because the coal got helps to pay for the cutting of the road.

The height depends upon the thickness of the seam and the nature of

the roof. If a good solid rock comes immediately above the coal that

will form a roof, and the road will be cut just the depth of the coal,

which in these parts runs generally from four to six feet, though in

different districts seams vary from eighteen inches upwards. Very
often a thin layer of clod or loose hind lies between the coal and the

solid rock, in which case it is cut away too, leaving the rock still for

a roof. But in many places there is no safe rock to be come at, then

the roof has to be timbered. To do this props of larch are put up on

each side with bars of the same wood across the top resting on them,

and if necessary rough slabs or planks across these again. Where the

roof is bad it is marvellous how these bars, ten or eleven inches thick,

will be bent and broken in roads only five or seven feet wide. One
may walk for hundreds of yards and see nearly all the bars bent down
in the centre, and many of them already splitting in two. Men
accustomed to inspect the roads—deputies and underviewers—get to

know from the look of the beams and the nature of the roof when
they become unsafe ; but to a stranger they look rather dangerous,

and no doubt very often the line is not drawn far " on the safe side "
!

IVluch has been done by the Mines Regulation Act to make coal

pits safer, probably nearly all that can be done in that direction, for

already many of the hard-and-fast regulations, by means of which
alone a law can be operative, are being resented by the men ; and it

is often easy to raise in them a spirit of antagonism to the inspectors

only less keen than that of the colliery owners. While the profits of

the pits, or the earnings of the men, in any way depend on the greater

or less margin of safety allowed—which practically means while pits

are worked for a profit at all,—it cannot be but that many lives will be

lost which might have been saved, and many limbs unnecessarily broken

!

We have not travelled far down the plane—the coal is dipping a

little here—before we find out the meaning of the wire rope. We hear

a great rumbling coming towards us, and hasten to get into one of

the refuge holes which are left at intervals along the route ; then pre-

sently there emerges out of the darkness a long train of thirty tubs,

full of coal, being drawn into the pit bottom there to be wound up to

the surface. The rope is worked by an engine on the top, and comes
down the shaft. When this full train reaches the pit bottom a train

of empties will be attached to the rope, and they, running down the

incline, will carry the end out ready to draw another full train up.

Sometimes, if the roads are nearly level, an endless rope is used which
is kept always running; then the tubs are attached to either side,

according as they are going out or in, and slipped off again when they

reach their destination. Presently we see a light coming towards us,

the first we have met since we set off from the little cabin at the

bottom of the shaft. It turns out to be a deputy ; he is leading a

little lad who is crying, his pony has crushed him against the side of

the road. He seems but young to be working down in such a place
;

he may have to go several hundred yards alone with the pony, taking

the tubs down to the plane for the rope to haul them out, a mere chile?

twelve or thirteen years old perhaps ! Many of them having passed

their standards go into the pit at that age ; and. when they are***men>

some of them will go to night-school to learn again to read and writer

Such is British economy.
Resuming our tramp we soon arrive at the bottom of the plane.

Here lads are hurrying to and fro with their ponie3, bringing the-

loaded tubs out of the various banks and taking back empties to be

filled. We make our way up one of the gates, and are soon at the

face watching the actual working of the coal. By this time we are-

almost accustomed to the dim light of our lamps, and are getting

skilled at clearing beams above or rollers and sleepers below ; but we*

find it very trying to our backs to have to walk so much in a half-

stooping position, and cease to wonder that so many of the older men
look nearly doubled up. Coal-getting is all contract work. A stall,

i.e., a part of the face from twenty to forty yards long, is allotted to»

one or more coal getters, who are paid at so much per ton for all they

send out. Under them will be working one or two, and sometimes

three or four fillers, who will be paid by the day. The ponies and
pony drivers are generally provided and paid directly by the employers.

There are a few places, however, where it is customary for a sort of

contractor to take a district, comprising several stalls, and to find men,
ponies, and everything. But the most usual way is for the colliery

owners to provide ponies and lads and pay them directly, while the

stall men pay their fillers. But here there is a curious division of

authority. The stall men are responsible for, and have to pay their

fillers ; they have entire control of them while at their work ; but
generally they have no power either to engage or to get rid of them.

A sort of custom in each pit mostly settles the details of the arrange-

ment, as, for instance, how many fillers there shall be in each stall,,

what they shall be paid, and how much notice shall be taken of com-
plaints about them from the stall men. But in case of any dispute,

all authority lies with the manager or his deputies. The manager will

settle what the filler shall be paid—though he has not got to pay him.

He can send as many fillers into the stall as he thinks well—though

the men who have to work it, and who will have to find their wages,

may not want so many ! So long as custom is sufficiently strong in

any pit to regulate these little details, things go on fairly well in spite-

of the muddle, but a great deal of friction is often caused by it. And
probably the arrangement is partly responsible for the abominable way
in which some of the stall men nigger-drive their fillers. To the

ordinary mind, drilled in modern commercial ideas, to be obliged to

employ a man chosen by another, and whose wages are fixed by
another, must seem quite a sufficient justification for nigger-driving !

As to wages it must be understood that there is a good deal of

variation from district to district, and even between pits comparatively

near together. But as things are now, with a total rise of 35 per cent,

over the wages which were current a while back, the pony drivers and
other lads will get from Is. 8d. to about 2s. 6d. per day, according to-

their age, strength, etc., and their ages will vary from twelve to-

twenty. The fillers may be any age over eighteen, and their wages,

will run from 4s. 6d. or 4s. 8d. per day upwards ; the top wage for old

experienced hands, men who have been or could be stall men, is about.

5s. 9d. The filler, according to the Act, must work two years at the

face before he can take charge of a stall. R. XL
(To be co?icluded.)

THE "STAR" ON CO-OPERATION.
The Star is greatly charmed at the progress of co-operation. In speaking
of Lord Rosebery's speech at the recent congress at Glasgow, it says :

u Lord
Rosebery had a remarkable tale to tell of the progress of co-operation. A
capital of four hundred and ninety-one millions realised in twenty-six years-

profits amounting to thirty-nine millions, and annual sales of two millions.

These are healthy figures. . . . Accumulated capital was pushing co-opera-

tors forward ; they did not go to the State whining for assistance ; and they
worked out their own salvation. This is a really noble record of self-help.

When Socialists can show results like these, it will be time for them to

appeal to the sympathy of the British public."

The profit of thirty-nine millions naturally catches the commercial eye of

the editor of the Star. Perhaps it reminds him of the thirty pieces of silver^

the price which Judas received for his treason. What was the amount of

the subsidy which the Star received from Messrs. Gladstone and Morley for

selling the Christ of modern Labour, the mocked, despised, and tortured I

Or was it the promise of a free advertisement in Sir William Harcourt's

speeches, or the prospect of a nice little sinecure, with a few hundreds yearly,,

in the next Liberal Government ? We should like to know : will T. P.
explain in his next issue? It might impart a little interest to a paper
which is now as dull, stupid and respectable as the Daily News or the Times.

But let us return to our friends the co-operators. It is perfectly true that

we cannot show high profits as the result of our work ; but we can at least

say we have not taught workmen to sweat their brothers. Can the co-

operators say as much ? Unlike Mr. T. P. O'Connor, we do not believe that

the salvation of the people is to be obtained by the creation of a mass of

small tyrants in the shape of peasant proprietors or small shareholders in-

co-operative factories or stores. And we regret to see a movement which
was started by a noble and disinterested Socialist, Robert Owen, should sink

into the petty greed of grasping traders or the cold cruel slavery of the-

infamous sweater. If the present system of co-operation really benefited

the people, Lord Rosebery would not preside at these conferences ; nor
would they hare the apostolic benediction of the editor of the Star.

As to the taunt concerning whining to the State for assistance, we leave

that to a certain " able editor " in search of a " job." Whatever may be the
opinion of the namby-pamby politicians who once pinned their faith £0 the

coat-tails of T. P. O'Connor, we do not believe in State assistance. Nay,
some day we may show capacities for "self help" which will considerably

astonish capitalist Liberals and the traitorous paiasi.e =, who fawn upon them
and do their dirty work. N.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OB,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTEES FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XVII. {continued).—How the Change came.

*" But the measures passed for the relief of the workers, though to the

upper classes they seemed ruinously revolutionary, were not thorough

enough to give the people food and a decent life, and they had to be

supplemented by unwritten enactments without legality to back them.

Although the Government and Parliament had the law-courts, the

army and " society " at their backs, the Committee of Public Safety

began to be a force in the country, and really represented the producing

classes. It began to improve immensely in the days which followed on
the acquittal of its members. Its old members had little adminis-

trative capacity, though with the exception of a few self-seekers and
traitors, they were honest, courageous men, and many of them endowed
with considerable talent. But now that the times called for immediate
action, came forward the men capable of setting it on foot ; and a

great network of workmen's associations grew up very speedily, whose
avowed object was the tiding over of the ship of the community into

a simple condition of Communism ; and as they practically undertook

also the management of the ordinary labour war, they soon became the

•mouthpiece and intermediary of the whole of the working classes, and
the manufacturing profit-grinders now found themselves powerless be-

fore this combination : unless their committee, Parliament, plucked up
•courage to begin the. civil war again, and to shoot right and left, they

were bound to yield to the demands of the men whom they employed,

and pay higher and higher wages for shorter and shorter day's work.

Yet one ally they had, and that was the rapidly approaching break-

down of the whole system founded on the world-market and its supply
;

which now became so clear to all people that the middle classes, shocked
ifor the moment into condemnation of the Government for the great

massacre, turned round nearly in a mass, and called on the Govern-

ment to look to matters and put an end to the tyranny of the Socialist

leaders.

" Thus stimulated, the reactionist plot exploded probably before it

was ripe ; but this time the people and their leaders were forewarned,

and before the reactionaries could get under way had taken the steps

they thought necessary.
" The Liberal Government (clearly by collusion) was beaten by the

^Conservatives, though the latter were nominally much in the minority.

The popular representatives in the House understood pretty well what
this meant, and after an attempt to fight the matter out by divisions

in the House of Commons, they made a protest, left the House, and
•came in a body to the Committee of Public Safety : and the civil war
began again in good earnest.

" Yet its first act was not one of mere fighting. The new Tory
-Government determined to act, yet durst not re-enact the state of

siege, but it sent a body of soldiers and police to arrest the Committee
of Public Safety in the lump. They made no resistance, though they
might have done so, as they had now a considerable body of men who
*were quite prepared for extremities. But they were determined to try

iirst a weapon which they thought stronger than street fighting.
" The members of the Committee went off quietly to prison ; but

they had left their soul and their organisation behind them. For they
-depended not on a carefully arranged centre with all kinds of checks
and counter checks about it, but on a huge mass of people in thorough
sympathy with the movement, officered by a great number of links of

small centres with very simple instructions. These instructions were
now carried out.

" The next morning, when the leaders of the reaction were chuckling at

the effect which the report in the newspapers of their stroke would have
upon the public—no newspapers appeared ; and it was only towards noon
that a few straggling sheets, about the size of the gazettes of the seven-

teenth century, worked by polioemen, soldiers, managers, and press-writers,

were dribbled through the streets. They were greedily seized on and
read ; but by this time the serious part of their news was stale, and
people did not need to be told that the General Strike had begun.
The railways did not run, the telegraph-wires were unserved ; flesh,

fish, and green stuff brought to market was allowed to lie there still

packed and perishing ; the thousands of middle-class families, who were
utterly dependent for the next meal on the workers, made frantic

efforts through their more energetic members to cater for the needs of

the day, and amongst those of them who could throw off the fear of

what was to follow, there was, I am told, a certain enjoyment of this

unexpected picnic—a forecast of the days to come, in which all labour
grew pleasant.

" So passed the first day, and towards evening the Government grew
quite distracted. They had but one resource for putting down any
popular movement—to wit, mere brute-force ; but there was nothing
for them against which to use their army and police : no armed bodies
appeared in the streets ; the offices of the federated workmen were
now, in appearance at least, turned into places for the relief of people
thrown out of work, and under the circumstances they durst not arrest
the men engaged in such work ; all the more, as even that night many
•quite respectable people applied at these offices for relief, and swallowed
down the charity of the revolutionists along with their supper. So
the Government massed soldiers and police here and there—and sat

still for that night, fully expecting on the morrow some manifesto from
* the rebels/ as they now began to ba called, which would give them an

opportunity of acting in some way or anotfoet:'"They were ^
The ordinary newspapers gave up the struggle that morning, arifi traly

one very violent reactionary paper (called the Daily TeUgrapk) at-

tempted an appearance, and rated the 'rebels' in good set tern* for

their folly and ingratitude in tearing out the bowels* of their 'common
mother/ the English Nation, for the benefit of a few greedy paid

agitators and the fools whom they were deluding. On the other hand,

the Socialist papers (of which three only, representing somewhat
different schools, were published in London) came out full to the throat

of well-printed matter. They were greedily bought by the whole

public, who, of course, like the Government, expected a manifesto in

them. But they found no word of reference to the great subject. It

seemed as if their editors had ransacked their drawers for articles

which would have been in place forty years before, under the technical

name of educational articles. Most of these were admirable and
straightforward expositions of the doctrines and practice of Socialism,

free from haste and spite and hard words, and came upon the public

with a kind of May-day freshness, amidst the worry and terror of the

moment ; and though the knowing well understood that the meaning
of this move in the game was mere defiance, and a token of irrecon-

cilable hostility to the then rulers of society, and though, also, they

were meant for nothing else by the rebels, yet they really had their

effect as 'educational articles.' However, 'education' of another kind

was acting upon them with irresistible power, and probably cleared

their heads a little.

"As to the Government, they were absolutely terrified by the act

of ' boycotting ' (the slang word then current for such acts of absten-

tion). Their counsels became wild and vacillating to the last degree :

one hour they were for giving way for the present till they could hatch

another plot ; the next they all but sent an order for the arrest in the

lump of all the workmen's committees; the next they were on the

point of ordering their brisk young general to take any excuse that

offered for another mssacre. But when they called to mind that the

soldiery in that ' Battle ' of Trafalgar Square were so daunted by the

slaughter which they had made that they could not be got to fire a

second volley, they shrank back again from the dreadful courage neces-

sary for carrying out another massacre. Meantime the prisoners,

brought the second time before the magistrates under a strong escort

of soldiers, were the second time remanded.

"The strike went on this day also. The workmen's committees

were extended, and gave relief to great numbers of people, for they

had organised a considerable amount of production of food by men
whom they could depend upon. Quite a number of well-to-do people

were now compelled to seek relief of them. But another curious thing

happened : a band of young men of the upper classses armed them-

selves, and coolly went marauding in the streets, taking what suited

them of such eatables and portables they came across in the shops

which had ventured to open. This operation they carried out in

Oxford Street, then a great street of shops of all kinds. The Govern-

ment, being at that hour in one of their yielding moods, thought this

a fine opportunity for showing their impartiality in the maintenance of

' order,' and sent to arrest these hungry rich youths ; who, however,

surprised the police by a valiant resistance, so that all but three

escaped. The Government did not gain the reputation for impartiality

which they expected from this move ; for they forgot that there were

no evening papers ; and the account of the skirmish spread wide indeed,

but in a distorted form, for it was mostly told simply as an exploit of

the starving people from the East-end ; and everybody thought it was
but natural for the Government to put them down when and where

they could."

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED. 1

(This Story hegan in No. 209, January 11, 1890.

Back Numbers can still be had.)

A few sets of

5TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL WORKING
MEN'S CLUB, BERNER STREET, E.

The 5th Anniversary of the above Club will be celebrated on Sunday, June
8th, 1890, on which occasion a Tea, Concert, and Ball will take place. Wm.
Morris will preside, and among others who will address the gathering will

be P. Kropotkine, Stepniak, J. Turner, Janovsky, H. Sparling, and Feig<5n-

baum ; C. Graham, M.P., and John Burns are also expected. The Hammer-
smith choir will render revolutionary songs. To begin at 4 p.m.

Coiirs Fund.—Amount already acknowledged—£28 18s. lOd. Received—
And. Scheu, 5s.; A Friend, Is. 6d.; Etudiant en M^decine, 2s.; J. Tochatti, 5s.

Erratum.—Comrade W. H Chapman presided over the Annual Con-
ference, not E. C. Chapman, as stated in last week's issue.

Sheffield.—Our comrade Bruce Glasier of Glasgow has been with us during
Saturday and Sunday, and gave us some stirring addresses. We held two meet-

ings on Saturday, three on Sunday, and one on Monday, at which about 230
Commonweal were sold, and many more could have been sold had we not sold

quite out of the first six quires early on Sunday. A quantity of other literature

was sold. Next week we open a campaign in the mining districts ; and generally

must report splendid progress ; fine meetings, growing interest taken in our
propaganda by all sections of workers, and a largely increased sale.of literature.

R. Bingham, J. Bingham, Bullas, and Charles addressed these various meetings,

and were opposed at Rotherham by a typical Mr. Stiggins in the shape of a local

Methodist parson, who told us we should have equality in heaven, but it was
wicked to strive for it here. He further told us that he preached fifty-two Sun-
days in the year for no payment, but after being pressed by Glazier, he admitted
that he received some £100 or so for the other six days in the week for attending

to the secular work of the church.—F. Charles.
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ANTI-PARLIAMENTARY.
Most of those into whose hands this paper will fall know that as the

organ of the Socialist League the Commonweal advocates abstention

from Parliamentary action ; that the Socialist League neither puts

forward candidates, nor advises its members to vote for this that or

the other candidate; that the readers of these columns will indeed

find Parliament mentioned in them, but never with respect, and most
commonly only to point the moral of the corruption of these latter

days of capitalism. Our policy is, in short, abstention from all

attempts at using the constitutional machinery of government, whereas

to some Socialists this seems the only means of bringing us to the
verge of the Social Revolution. Now this policy of abstention seems
to some mere folly, and perhaps to others seems inexplicable. Let us,,

then, try to explain it, and leave others to call us fools if they needs
must after having listened to our explanation.

What is the purpose of Socialist propaganda ] Surely it intends

to make it clear to all the working-classes that society (so-called) as it

exists to-day, is founded on the robbery of the " lower " classes by the
" upper," of the useful by the useless, of the many by the few ;.

that so long as this privileged robbery goes on, those who do all the

useful work that is done will be constantly deprived of the refinements-

of life which are supposed to make the difference between the civilised

man and the savage ; while their lives will be much more laborious*

and much more pleasureless than the lives of most savages. In short,

thorough discontent with their position and a sense of its unfairness-

is the first thing we want to impress on the minds of the workers.

Next, we want to make it clear to them that this position of slavery,,

this unfairness which makes them so wretched and so bitter, is not a
necessary condition for those who live by producing the wealth of the
country (that is, the only people in it who have a chance of being
honest) ; that these working-men and women could still work, live,,

and be useful if they were working for each other, that is to say, for

their friends and not for their privileged masters, i.e., their enemies.

Again, we have to make it clear to the workers that this privilege

of a few to compel the many to live miserably, is merely an explana-

tion of the phrase, The institution of private property ; that he who-

declares that he wishes to abolish privilege means to say that he wishes-

to abolish the Institution of private property ; that he who defends,

the Institution of private property defends privilege, the gross in-

equality of rich and poor, the consequent misery of all genuine
workers, and the consequent degradation of people of all classes. Let
it be clearly understood that only two systems of society are possible,.

Slavery and Communism ; all who know the A B C of Socialism know
that this is so. Communism or the abolition of the individual owner-
ship of property is our aim, the aim of all real Socialists.

Will Parliament help us towards the accomplishment of this aim ?

Take another question as an answer to that first question. What is

the aim of Parliament ? The upholding of privilege; the society of

rich and poor ; the society of inequality, and the consequent misery of

the workers and the degradation of all classes.

Clearly if this is its aim, its reason for existence, it will only ex-

change its aim for ours if it be compelled to do so, or deluded into

doing so.

Can it be forced ] Well, Parliament is the master of the Executive ;

that is to say, of the brute force which compels the useful classes to

live miserably ; it will use that brute force to compel those classes

into submission as long as it dares. When it no longer dares, it will

practically no longer exist. Now I, for my part, say as I have always-

said, that in the last act of the Revolution the Socialists may be

obliged to use the form of Parliament in order to cripple the resist-

ance of the reactionists by making it formally illegal, and so destroy-

ing the power of the armed men on whom the power of the parliament

and the law-courts really rests. But this can only come in the last

act ; when the Socialists are strong enough to capture the parliament

in order to put an end to it, and the privilege whose protection is its

object, the revolution will have come, or all but come. Meantime,

it is clear that we cannot compel Parliament to put an end to its own
existence ; or, indeed, to do anything which it does not believe will

conduce to the stability of Privilege, or the slavery of the workers.

Well, then, can we jockey Parliament into Socialism, into Commun-
ism ? It seems to me a most hopeless enterprise. We shall not find

it difficult, perhaps, to put so much pressure upon it as to make it

pass measures for " the amelioration of the lot of the working classes."

But what will that mean save the "dishing" of the Socialists?—who,

if they do not take care, will find that instead of using Parliament,

they will be used by it. Let us remember, too, that the knowledge of

Socialism is growing with tremendous rapidity, and that even M.P.'s.

and their wirepullers will soon get to know what it means, and will

then strain their ingenuity to take the sting out of any measures that

look Socialistic on the outside ; or at last, and perhaps before long, will

stiffen themselves up into mere rejection of anything that looks like

Socialism. The failure of the attempt to capture the Star for the

parliamentary Socialists ought to be a sufficient lesson to them of the

power of the reactionists, Liberal as well as Conservative, and the way
in which they will refuse to be driven into a corner.

Well, then, if we cannot force Parliament to declare its function of

safeguarding privilege at an end, when it is obviously in vigorous life ;

if we cannot jockey it into furthering the very thing which it hates

most, and has most reason to hate—Socialism, to wit—what can we
do? " Nothing," say our parliamentary friends. I cannot see that.

Is it nothing to keep alive and increase discontent wiih the vile slavery

of to-day 1 Is it nothing to show the discontented that they can them-

selves destroy that slavery ? Is it nothing to point out to them what
lies beyond the period of struggle, and how workers can be happy
when they are not robbed of all the pleasure of life by the idlers that

live upon their labour 1

Moreover, the events of the last twelve months are producing a

different spirit in the mass of the workers, and they are now beginning

to learn how to combine in earnest. It is now far more hopeful than

it was five years ago to turn their attention from the Parliament of

their masters to their own organisation. In short, the true weapon

of the workers as against Parliament is not the ballot-box but the

Boycott. Ignore Parliament; let it alone, and strengthen your own
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organisations to deal directly with your masters in the present, and to

learn how to manage your own affairs both now and for the future, and

keep steadily in mind, and work for, the day when you will have to

use the great weapon which your own wretched position of unrewarded

toil puts into your hands, the weapon of the general strike. See to this,

and let politicians elect politicians ; let the upper and middle classes

by themselves choose for themselves members of the Committee for the

Continuance of Slavery, which should be the name of the House of

Commons, and you will see what terror you will inspire in the hearts

of the canting hypocrites who call themselves statesmen. A terror

which will be fully warranted by events ; for such an anti-parlia-

mentary boycott will show your determination to be free, and will

give you the instrument of attaining your freedom.

William Morris.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

itepublican France has tendered to despotic Russia the service of arresting
a number of Russian Socialists who were engaged, as it appears, in some
scientific experiments destined to advance the progress of chemistry. The
Czar and his Government don't like chemistry, and the pseudo-republican
ministry of democratic France must, of course, now and then do something,
however contemptible it may be, to preserve their alliance with autocratic
«czardom. Hence the arrest of comrades Reichstein (man and wife), Feo-
dorovna, Bromberg, Nakatchiz, Sfcepanoff, Katchinzen, Peploff, Wolgrine,
Lavremuas, Atscbiex&zi, Diemski, and Mendelsohn. The police have also
•searched the apartts&ents of our esteemed comrade Peter Lavroff, but without
success. According to French law, the possession of such engines as those
found in the lodgings of some of the arrested Socialists would bring them
within the power of the criminal code. It is very strange indeed that people
should not be allowed to study dhemistry as much as they like.

The French Fosaibilists have sustained a great loss through the death of

their most prominent leader, the veteran Chabert, member of the Municipal
•Council of Paris, who died a few days ago, at the age of seventy-two. He
took an active part in the revolutionary movements of February and June
1848, June 1849, December 1851, and of the Commune of 1871.
The fifth issue of the monthly review, L'Ldee nouvelle (The New Idea) has

•appeared at Paris, and we are requested by the editors to note the contents
of the May nnmber. Here they are : The First of May ; The German Bully,
by Chirac ; The Relativist Altruist Socialists, by Jac ; The Victims of Work,
by J. Dormoy ; Gambling, by Caron ; The Social Republic ; Socialist
Ephemeridesr, Evolution and Darwinism, by Rendoz ; Economic and Social
Enquiry, by Bopartz ; Literary Review, by <Lefebvre ; Belgian Correspond-
ence, by Henrion ; Ascamo, by Gervaise ; International Socialist Gallery:
Edouard V-aillant, by Pasquin.
Comrades August Chirac, one of the editors of L?Egalit6, and Chawmien,

publisher of the same paper, who had been sentenced to six months' im-
prisonment and a heavy fine for having incited to rebellion, have now been
acquitted by a superior <xwrt.

GERMANY.
The Socialist muzzle-laws are not to be renewed, as our readers know, but

it seems that the magistrates are inclined to replace them, as well as they
possibly can, by increasing the dose of "jail " for those who happen to fall

within the power of the penal code. A fortnight ago Karl Schulze, editor of
the Thiirimfer Tribune, was sentenced to four months' imprisonment for
having "offended" the Director of the Royal Gun-manufacture at Erfurt,
by saying that he had reduced the wages of his workers. At Zwickau, a
labourer was 'found guilty of having libelled a director of a coal-pit by assert-
ing that he had committed a breach of confidence, and he got one year's im-
prisonment for it

!

The strike funds of the lightermen at Hamburg, together with the whole
of the papers of their committee, have been seized by the police. The money
found only amounted to some two hundred marks. The strike is now
Tegarded as at an end.

Through combination of the manufacturers of Maingau, ten thousand
workers, engaged in the shoe-materials trade, have been thrown out of work,
and relief is badly wanted. Friedrich Weinreich, Herrnstrasse, 46, Offen-
bach on the Main, has volunteered to receive any assistance that may be
sent. At Gera, three thousand weavers have also received notice to quit
the works, because they refused to submit to new regulations which they
considered as being unfair and oppressive. Fifteen thousand of their fellow-
workers in the town and neighbourhood have resolved to stop work " on
principle."

AUSTRIA -HUNGARY.
On the 28th of last month the first issue of a weekly Socialist organ,

entitled Dtlnicky Listy, has appeared at Vienna, under the editorship of
comrade Joseph Tobola. The offices of the paper are : VI, Gumperdorfer-
strasse, 79, Vienna.
From the 1st of June appears, also at Vienna, another working-men's

Eaper, under the title of Arbeiterschutz (Protection of Workers), which will
e published fortnightly by the Central Committee of the Austrian Relief

Societies. The editors intend to deal chiefly with insurance and labour
legislation questions. Offices : VI, Gumperdorferstrasse, 64.

BELGIUM.
Several conferences have of late taken place in Belgium. The Inter-

national Miners' Conference at Jolimont, Province of Hainault, has so far
resulted in a considerable success. It has been resolved that a general strike
shall be set on foot next May Day. This decision, if the miners stick to it,

is certainly a very important one.
Another congress, that of the Belgian Relief Societies, has been held at

Ghent, under the auspices of the Executive of the Belgian Parti ouvrier.
Twenty delegates represented some seventy thousand confederates. It has
been decided to create a Federation of all the Relief Societies working under
Socialistic principles, and also to hold another conference in September next,
for the purpose of examining and discussing the rules and regulations of the
new Federation.

A new Socialist paper lias appear d at Brussels, under the title of La

Re'forme Sociale (the Social Reform), and will be issued weekly, with comrade
Octave Berger as chief editor. TTie offices of the paper are : 15, r^edes
Petits-Cannes. The new venture intends to do popular and . conciliatory

work in the field of revolutionary, independent, and scientific Socialism. We
hope that comrade Berger, who is an acute thinker, will succeed in his task.

At any rate, he has our best wishes.

DENMARK.
The stonemasons of Copenhagen are still out on strike, and tlierr energy^

in the battle has from the very beginning been really astounding. They
claim a workday of nine hours and wages at the rate of S4 cents- an hour..

Five hundred masons have already left Copenhagen, in order to work else-

where, and so to relieve their fellow-labourers on strike The committee

of the strike, however, finding that outside assistance has become necessary,

have issued an appeal for help and solidarity, and ask that all subscriptions

may be sent to P. C. Olsen, 22, Romersgade, Copenhagen.
Our friends of the Fedraheimen have issued a very good pamphlet of sixty-

four pages, entitled "Kann politikken hjelpe oss?" (Can Politics Help Us?),,

and, of course, the question is answered in the negative. The author of the

pamphlet is our comrade R. Steinsvik, one of the editors of the Fedraheimen.

ENGLAND.
The East London Communist-Anarchist Group have started the moathly

issue of a paper, entitled The Anarchist Labour Leaf. The first number
contains three articles very well written indeed, and we have no hesitation

in saying that this Leaf of our East-end comrades deserves to be encouraged

and spread as widely as possible. I understand that some three or four

thousand copies have been sent gratis, and that in future a larger number
still will be circulated in the same way, but for that purpose money i8 of

course urgently needed. Those who feel inclined to help the little paper,

can -enter into communication with comrade H. McKenzie, 12, Basing Place,

ffingsland Road, London, E.C.

This week appears, also in London, the first issue of a 20 pp. journal,

called Free Russia, which contains information for Western Europe con-

cerning the atrocities of Czardom. V. D:.

IN AUSTRALIA.
Henry George has been here, as you already know, and the visit has done
us good in many ways. Not that the profit-hunter of San Francisco is any
more on our side now than for a long while past. Oh no ! he is even more
decorous and modestly but firmly respectable than ever before. But he
has been troubling the waters, and we have been fishing therein. Before
he came, there had been a good deal of talk about his double-posing cam-
paign as a quick-change artiste, appearing alternately as a Free Trade hack
and the "inspiring influence" of the Single Tax, and there were several
controversies in the papers, of which we duly took all the advantage we
were allowed to. While he was her'e we heckled him all we could, and the
result was that his " arguments " against us got worn too smooth by con-
stant use to pass current any more, and he finally refused to answer us any-
where, or to meet any of us in debate. However, we still managed to keep
up a scattering tire of correspondence in different papers, and have also held
lectures and debates upon his alleged panacea. I don't think he will ever
have much of a following here, whatever he may have elsewhere ; not that
I should imagine it likely that the Single Tax would ever arouse much en-
thusiasm in the most eager and soulful breast—it is such a queer and unde-
fined halting- place that those who have once started on the road of progress
are not likely to stop short there ; for there is nothing to stick to or hold
by, and if they didn't go further on they would soon find themselves sliding
down again on the back-track. We have published a pamphlet on the sub-
ject, which has been having a great run at George's meetings.
On Sunday last (Easter Sunday, April 6th), W. H. McNamara lectured at

our rooms on " Henry George and Charles Bradlaugh : their attitude on the
Labour Question," and the lecture was well reported in Friday's Australian
Star. There was a right good audience, as there usually is" now, both in
numbers and in attention and enthusiasm, who punctuated the various
points made by the lecturer with cheers and laughter. After referring to
the action of the Trades and Labour Council of New South Wales, in re-
fusing to take any part in the reception of Henry George as " he was no
friend of labour," our comrade went on to detail the various phases of " the
prophet's " picturesque and varied career, giving chapter and verse for most
of his statements, and in all the large audience there wasn't a hand or a
heart for George when the record was closed. That is only one meeting, of
which I tell you as a sample, because it happens to be the last ;. the same
sort of thing has been going on pretty widely, and has had, and will still

more have, far-reaching effects. Bradlaugh was also handled without gloves.
I will say there for Australians, that Bradlaugh began to be seen through
here even before you on that side woke up to what he was.
But beating Henry George has not been our only work ; we have only

used him and the stir he made as a means of increasing our propaganda.
We have to thank our chief enemy for helping us, at second-hand and re-
flectively as it were, by helping him. The Sydney Daily Telegraphy like its
name-sake over your way, a snuffling compound of hollow cant, self-seeking
hypocrisy, and ready prostitution for profit's sake, started correspondences
on George and the Single-tax, and, following the example of its notorious
name-sake, hired penny-a-liners to fight as gladiators on either side in the
arena of its correspondence columns. So that it worked up quite a booror
and "everybody " talked of its conversion to the Single-tax. But the Tele-
graph was only playing a game, and it played it pretty low down too. The
Bulletin comments on the affair in words that some of you at home might
think of with profit as well as us :

" The Single-taxers now realise that they have been tricked and deceived. We-
are not sorry for them. Had their aggregated crania contained one grain of
common-sense they would not have expected any other result. What—the Tele-
graph go straight for confiscation ? What would become of Chairman Carey's
mortgages ? of Director Robert Sands' land-boom money ? of largest Share-
holder Gorman's enormous real-property-sales commissions ? of Shareholder
Walter Hall's Mount Morgan dividends ? Did the cranks ever dream that a
journal of which Bruce Smith, of the British Liberty and Property Defence
League, is a reputed, and land-anctioneer Mills, a certain stockholder, would
ever yell boldly for plunder by Act of Parliament, and shriek for legislative
sanction to grasp it and smash at one swoop both the major source of its adver-
tising income—land-sale " ads."—and the chief element of its subscription
revenue—the pennies of Bill Jones and Tom Smith, who have sunk a life-time's
hard-earned savings in a suburban allotment ? If they did they are crankier
than even we considered them. The Single-taxers merit no sympathy. They
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may be clothed with the ashes of humiliation and in the sackcloth of despair,

and the popular verdict is * Serve 'em right.' They sought to use the Telegraph,
and it has used them."

But the Telegraph helped to make the boom, and though it has euchred the

Georgites it hasn't hurt us, and as I said before we have been getting a good
deal out of the stir.

The labour movement in general here is moving along at a great rate.

Of course, the bulk of it takes trade-union form as yet ; but one instructive

sign of the times is the dislike for isolation that the different unions all

show. Big or little, they are all on the track for federation—first of all

local trades, then of the same trade inter-colonially, and then of all trades

the same way
;
presently we shall see a federation of trades that means the

organised labour of a continent ; " the days of labour clans are nearly at

an end." Here in Sydney there is a Trades and Labour Council of New
South Wales, which, though one might well wish it would use its power
better and go further on the right road, I am glad to say is getting stronger

continually. Of course, they are still under the parliamentary superstition,

and have drawn up a programme and will support candidates. If a " labour
candidate" runs he must be a member of and accepted by his trade union

;

but if no labour candidate is running in any constituency, whichever of the
ordinary candidates accepts the programme will get the support. The
platform is as follows :

1. Abolition of plural voting. 2. Free and compulsory education. 3. Legis-

lation on eight hours system. 4. A beneficial factories act. 5. Greater protec-

tion of persons engaged in the mining industry. 6. Extension of the franchise to

seamen. 7. Extension to seamen of the benefit of the Employers' Liability Act.

S. Supervision of land and boilers, and the protection of persons engaged in such
pursuits. 9. An elective Upper House. 10. Any measure that will secure for

the wage-earner a fair and equitable return for his or her labour. 11. Amend-
ment of the Masters and Servants Act. 12. Amendment of the Masters and
Apprentices Act. 13. Amendment of the Trades Union Act.

Our great want is a labour paper. W. A. Higgs, who started the Labour
Advocate, which broke down after two or three good numbers, has still two
libel actions hanging over his head, and nobody seems inclined to take on
the job after him. Up in Queensland they have the Worker, of which you
will have seen two numbers already. It's about the brightest and best

-thing we've had on this continent—meaning no disrespect to the Boomerang
or Bulletin. This is a sample of its doctrine :

"Henry George is one of those American reformers who are running frantic on
the ' Australian method of voting,' which is being fought for across the Pacific as

enthusiastically as Prohibition ever was. That seems funny, at this distance.

To Australian workers, who know only that here in Queensland a square foot

can vote in every electorate, while a square man can wander voteless from one
end of the country to the other, it is a huge joke."

The bakers here have struck, and are still on strike, for eight hours. They
are slowly but surely gaining a victory, as shop after shop is giving in and
taking on union hands. The Sydney millers have decided to federate with
them and also with Victorian millers and bakers. This is the sort of thing

I spoke of above. The Inter-colonial Wharf Labourers' Conference, which
has been sitting here, also agreed to federate all the wharf labourers' societies

right throughout Australasia. Thursday fortnight (March 27) the Dunedin
(N.Z.) tramway men had a midnight meeting and resolved to form a union

;

they have been working quite as long hours as in London.

Sydney, N.S.W., Sunday April 13, 1890. Cornstalk.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The International Miners' Conference.

The most important resolution passed at the Conference of Miners is the

following; that "The Congress declares itself in principle in favour of an

international strike of miners, so as to bring about the triumph of the move-

ment in favour of an eight-hours working day, and resolves that a second

Congress shall assemble in April, 1891, to examine this question.^ This

resolution, although it does not necessarily mean that a general strike will

take place on May 1st, 1891, at least pledges the miners to the strike as a

question of principle. This is in every way a step in the right direction.

When we remember that the Congress was not a revolutionary one, for the

Continental miners represented there were mainly Social Democrats, and

yet they united with English trade-unionists to pass a resolution which

they would have looked upon a little time back as dangerous and revolution-

ary. This would once have been thought impossible ; but it has come to

pass. How long will it take us now to permeate the workers of the world

to go in for a general strike not only for the eight hours, but for the Social

Revolution 1 Even that seems at present within " a measurable distance."

The Congress has been in every way encouraging. English and Continental

miners seem to have in their hearts that feeling of international solidarity

which is rather lacking among "British" delegates of the Shipton and

Broadhurst school. The only note of sadness in the Congress was the

description by the Continental delegates of the horrible tyranny exercised by

the capitalists upon the wretched workers. Let me give a few instances.

The report for the Charleroi district in Belgium (the country of that most

-Christian king who wants to " civilise " the Africans with the aid of Mr.

Stanley) said that there were 18,000 union men in the district. Many women
worked in the mines as hewers, working twelve to sixteen hours per day for

Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. We wonder if this is the kind of Christian civilisation

Leopold would like to extend among the "heathen." Another delegate,

M. Fauvian, reporting for the Boninage district of Belgium, said the men
worked from twelve to thirteen hours per day, the wages being from 3s. 2d.

to 3s. 4d. per day ; those who looked after the woodwork getting Is. 8d. to

" 2s. 6d. per day. Women worked in the mines, and also on the pit bank.
- Children were allowed to work at fourteen year old. When the women got

to be sixteen years of age, many of them filled per day seventy trucks

of fifty hectolitres capacity. The Bohemian delegate reported that the

average hours per day in Bohemia was about twelve ; but if the masters

required, they had to work longer, and sometimes they were in the mine

.more than twenty-four hours (cries of " Shame "). Children began work at

fourteen years of age. The men earned 50s. to 58s. per month. The chil-

dren got about lOd. per day.

And yet Mr. Burt is surprised at Continental workmen being " violent."

Besides the resolution concerning the general strike, the miners have decided

to form an International Federation Committee, each country to send two

delegates ; and a resolution was passed condemning the tyranny of Con-

tinental despots. On the whole, the Congress was wonderfully successful,

and the international union of the miners is now no longer a dream.

The Beckton Gas Stokers.

Matters are growing worse and worse at Beckton. The Gas-light and
Coke Company are not content with turning the men out by the help

of " the iron man," but want to reduce their wages from 5s. 9d. a day
(the rate of payment which the men have received from Nov. 16th, 1889)

to 5s. 4d. They also want to play the Livesey game by tying the men down
to a monthly agreement, while they shall be able to discharge workmen at

a moment's notice and confiscate their wages. If the company persist in

their present tyranny, it seems by no means improbable that a strike may
break out, which will spread to all the gas-works of the Gas-light and Coke
Company. If the men strike they must make it a general one, and must
leave without notice. It won't do to give the company time to bring up
blacklegs, and it certainly won't do to allow them to beat the union in de-

tail. Chivalry is a mistake with these huge corporations, they have no con-

sideration for their men. Let the gas stokers remember how the South
London men were beaten, and how the company trampled on them when
they were down, simply because of the men's moderation.

The Postmen.
More coercion. The Postmaster-General is determined to smash the

Union. Thirty postmen have had the following form sent to them. It

says: "You are requested to give an immediate explanation why you

attended a meeting on the 16th instant, in contravention of the special in-

structions given in the printed notice issued by the Postmaster-General."

This of course refers to the postmen's meeting held on Clerkenwell Green on

the same night as the Postal Jubilee celebration at the Guildhall. It was

on their way to this meeting that the postmen's processions were broken up
by the police with such brutality. The spirit of revolt is strong among the

postmen, and the proclamations forbidding them to go to the meeting had

to be guarded in the post offices to prevent thenfheing torn or defaced.

Pity the Poor Police.

We confess that our hearts are not deeply stirred at the sad case of the

unfortunate policeman. It is true that 24s. a-week, with a small pension at

the end of your career, is a not tempting prospect, but still it is better than

that of many unskilled labourers, who earn but 20s., and have the workhouse

as a refuge after toiling all their lives to make profit for others. Still, it is

an ominous sign of the times for the middle classes that the police should be

so discontented that they should be talking of striking. We are afraid,

however, that it is only talk. We should sooner expect a strike of flunkies

than a strike of dastardly bullies who have bludgeoned old men, women, and

children at the command of the despot of Scotland Yard. Some may con-

sider this very unkind. But we can't help it. We have not forgotten

Trafalgar Square. We are willing, however, to give the police a chance of

repentance. Let them begin their strike next time they are called upon to

bludgeon a peaceable procession. Then we shall believe them in earnest, and

will treat them as brothers. But so long as they are only "courageous" in

attacking poor, half-starved London workmen, we own we cannot feel very

fraternally towards them. Still, the agitation has frightened the chiefs

of the force. At the meeting on Clerkenwell Green a police superintendent

was very conspicuous in urging upon the men not to listen to the " agitators.''

Police Spies at Workmen's Meetings.

Throughout the Miners' Congress in Belgium some police spies were pre-

sent, and were denounced by some of the delegates. The editor of the

Labour Tribune seized the opportunity to sing " Rule Britannia," and pointed

out that in this matter " how peculiarly blest we are above the French and

German." Cunninghame Graham wrote and replied that the editor is

labouring under a slight delusion. Police spies are present at public meet-

ings in England. He says :

" All through the unemployed agitation three years ago in London, police spies

disguised as reporters were present at every meeting. During the recent strike

in Liverpool the same thing happened. It happens at every large meeting in

London. Now, though I agree with you that in some things we are in advance

of the " blarsted furriner," still it is not well to assume that we entirely leave

him behind in all things. This is, I take it, the position of affairs. In most

foreign countries (United States included) the hatred of employers and employed

is open and not disguised. The employer relies on his Maxim gun, like a Ben

Benjeers as he is ; the employed relies on the force of his numbers, and watches

his opportunity. It is war to the knife, as Chicago and Paris know. Here in

England the employers are not so stupid. Whilst relying on the Gatling gun

(the great aid to law-'n'-order) as a last resource, and not in the least hesitating

to use it if required, they see that humbug is still stronger and more potent. So

they pretend to be the friends of the workers, and as; Whig, Tory, or Radical,

shoot them down with the bullets of cant, and damn it (Yes, must print me a

damn), the workers fall into the trap, and, instead of laying down their lives as

on the Continent, lay down their independence and become the dupes of those

who pretend to be their friends. The friend of the working-classes is not and

cannot be Gladstone, Salisbury, Parnell, Chamberlain; Churchill, nor ev.en

Cunninghame Graham. All these folks live off rent interest and surplus value.

Therefore the friends of the workers are those who do not live off these things,

i.e., themselves. However, to our police spies. They are as common in Eng-

land as blackberries, as thieves on the Stock Exchange, or as duffers in the

House of Commons. At least, the foreigner knows his enemy. Here in Merry

England he too often hugs him to his breast and raises three cheers for him."

The editor does not like Graham's criticism, with which I think all Socialists

will agree. The editor says all he meant to say was that police spies are

not present at Trade Conferences. Possibly not, because up till now trade

unionists have been so very fond of law-'n'-order. But I think that if the

English miners decide to join in the General Strike, they will not be able

to boast much longer of their freedom from police supervision.

International Labour League and Federation.

A special delegate meeting is called by this organisation for Saturday

June 7th, 1890, at 4 p.m., at the East Finsbury Radical Club, 134 City Road,

James Macdonald in the chair. All organisations interested in the spreading

of international combination are invited to send delegates to attend. The
following manifesto has been issued by the Provisional Executive Committee :

" Fellow Working Men,—The great cause of the recent May Demonstrations

all over the civilised world was the principle of the international solidarity of

all workers. Capitalism is international* and international therefore must be the
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efforte of the awakening proletariat. And to strengthen the spirit trf internation-

alism* in .this country^ ther&4s necessary a lasting strong organisation of the

workers of all nationalities,slaying on these islands for the benefitof tha capitalist

classes. The recently-formed International Labour League and Federation,

which already comprises fifteen different organisations, aims to become such an

organisation, the following being its objects : 1. The wider and better organisa-

tion of all workers, skilled and unskilled, male and female, of all nationalities.

2. To give assistance in case of dispute in any of the affiliated organisations.
^
3.

The diffusion of sound information on all questions affecting labour. 4. The

agitation and organisation among the workers who are outside all present organ-

isations. 5. International exchanges, preventing the supply of foreign labour

during trade disputes. 6. And finally to take all possible steps to bring about

the federation of all workers in all countries."

The Provisional Executive Committee is composed of delegates of the

following societies, from whom further information may be obtained : M.
Eagle (International Working Men's Educational Club) ; S. Fischbein

(United Capmakers' Society) ; J. Land (International Labour League and
Federation) ; S. Levy (Amalgamated Boot and Shoe Lasters' Society) ; M.
Lightman (International Stick and Cane Dressers' Union ; J. Macdonald
(Amalgamated Society of Tailors, and L.T.C.) ; A. Siegel (Amalgamated
Society of Tailors) ; J. Skitten (Vice-President, London Clothing Machinists'

Union), Treasurer pro tern. ; Ferdinand Gilles (Communistic Working Men's
Club), 26 Kobert Street, Hampstead Road, N.W., Joint Secretary pro tem.\

F. Verhoeven (United Stick and Cane Dressers', Umbrella Makers' and
Mounters' Trade Union), 9 Nelson Street, Hackney Road, N.E., Joint Secre-

tary pro tern.

We think that this is an excellent movement, and from what we know of

the honesty and integrity of its promoters, we recommend all trade organisa-

tions to take part. The committee is thoroughly international, and trade

unions by sending their delegates to the meeting will do much to bring
about, not only the federation of workers in this country, but will do much
to realise the grand aim of all Socialists, the international solidarity of the

workers of the world. N.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—We wish to draw the attention of Branches to the decision of

the Conference re Branch Reports, viz., "That monthly records of the work
done, condition of the workers, etc., be, where practicable, substituted for the
short weekly reports."

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1889 :—Bradford, to end of April. Yar-
mouth, to end of May. Mitcham, to end of November. St. Georges
East, to end of December.

1890 : — Leicester and North Kensington, to end of April. Glasgow,
Oxford, Hammersmith, North London, East London, ' Commonweal

'

Branch, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of May. Streatham, to end
of December.

(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number
of their membership.)

Notice.—All letters on League business, except those intended for Editors of

Commonweal^ to be addressed to me. No other person is authorised to sign any
official communication. Frank Kitz, Secretary.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, June 2nd, 5s. 4£d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—North

London Branch, 6s.; B. W., Is.; H. R. (2 weeks), 2s.; ' Commonweal ' Branch,
16s. 10£d.; P. Webb (3 weeks), 3s.; J. Bines, Is.; Burnie, 10s.; C. Saunders, 2s.

;

A. F. H., 5s.; Glasgow Branch, 5s.; W. M., 14s.; and G. C. B., 4s.

KEPORTS.
Hammersmith.—On Sunday morning at Bridge End, an excellent meeting ;

speakers were Morris, Davis, Tochatti, A. J. Smith, and H. Grant; 48 [Weals

sold. In the evening at Walham Green splendid meeting, H. H. Sparling speak-

ing for upwards of three-quarters of an hour ; Bullock and S. Grant also spoke ;

19'JTe^ssold.—W.
Kilburn.—A very large gathering was addressed here by Mrs. Lahr on Sun-

day morning ; 54 ' Weals sold. Many more could have been disposed of if a

larger stock had been provided.
North London.—We have been holding some very successful meetings during

the past three weeks. At our Saturday meetings in Hyde Park we sell about
40 ' Weals. At Regent's Park last Sunday we sold 80 Commonweal and collected

4s. 4^d., Cantwell, Nicoll, and Mowbray being the speakers. In Hyde Park on
Sunday afternoon, the speakers were Cantwell, Parker, Miss Lupton, Mrs. Lahr,
and Mainwaring ; 78 Commonweal sold and 4s. 4d. collected.

Glasgow.—On Sunday at mid-day on Jail Square, a fine meeting, addressed
by Joe Burgoyne, was broken up before we had got right under way by a heavy
downpour of rain. In the evening at Paisley Road, Joe and Tim Burgoyne
spoke to a very large audience ;

' Weals sold out.—J. B.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—We had a very successful
meeting on the Meadows on Sunday ; Mackenzie, Hamilton, Davidson, Smith,
and Bell all spoke well. There was slight opposition. Commonweal sold out.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—We held two meetings on Sunday. The morn-
ing attendance was excellent, owing to the Y.M.C.A. people again occupying
our usual stand. We, however, took up our position back to back with them.
While they sang hymns we sang the " Marseillaise "and other songs with con-
siderable vigour, the audience giving three hearty cheers for the social revolution.

In the afternoon we had a quiet meeting. Thanks to our Christian opponents,
we sold lis. 5d. worth of literature, and collected 3s.

Chesterfield.—A good meeting was held last Sunday morning on Brimming-
ton Common ; Andrew Hall spoke. In the evening a large audience assembled
in the Market Place, and in spite of the rain, kept together and listened atten-

tively to the addresses given by comrades Hall and Edward Carpenter. Short-
land, of Sheffield, sang two songs. Three quires of Commonweal sold, and some
pamphlets. The collection amounted to 5s. 8£d.

liECTURE * DIARY. < »,

LONDON.
Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.
Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
On Sunday June 8, at 8 p.m., A. Brookes, " Order without Law."

East London.—A meeting of members will take place at 12 Basing Place, Kings-
land Road, at 7.30. Comrades of St. George's-in-the-East are requested t*>

attend.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday June 8, at 8 p.m.,

a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p. m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. for

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every*
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. .

f

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary."

;

PROVINCES..
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays, at 8 p.m. {

> /.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S* All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.-Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,

Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meet at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines, Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall Meetings every night. '

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 7.

7 Hyde Park Nicoll and Cantwell

7 Stratford—back of Church Cores and Mrs. Lahr

Sunday 8.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Davis and Brookes
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge , Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mrs. Lahr
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11,30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Marsh
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch ....;. ..Branch

3.30 Streatham Common .....< .Mowbray
3.30 Victoria Park ...Davis and Mrs. Latin

7 . Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs .North Kensington Branch
7.30 Mitcham Fair Green..... , The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church , Hammersmith Branch

Thursday 12.

8.15 Hoxton Church*'.. Kitz and Davis

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 and 7.30.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 a.m. ; Pump, West Bar* 8 p.m.

Monday : Lady's Bridge Wicker, at 7 p.m. Rotherham—Sunday : College

Yard, at 3 p.m.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary

Quay, at 7.

Rochiale Socialists.-—Meetings held every eveniug at 28 Blackwater Street,

Rochdale.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every

Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Norwich.—A great Socialist Demonstration will be held in July, when
speakers are invited to take part. Communicate with A. Sutton, 23 Rose Yard,

St. Augustines.

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.—
Sunday June 8, at 8.30 p.m., George R. Cox, "Other lips and Other Hearts" ;.

or Fifty Years After."

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge-

Business meeting every Friday at 8 o'clock. Communications, etc., to be ad-

dressed there. Meeting on Meadows, Sunday at 6 p.m.

Sheffield Socialist Club.—We have now opened some fine and centrally

situated premises at 63 Blonk Street, containing meeting room, reading room
and library, smoke room for games, etc. Open every evening, and on Sunday all

day. Membership, Id. weekly. French Class, conducted by Ed. Carpenter,,

every Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.; terms, 3d. weekly, which goes towards club funds.

Discussion every Wednesday at 8 p.m. We have a good assortment of Labour
and Socialist papers from various parts of the world on our reading tables, but
should be glad of any books for library. We are very sanguine of being able to

accomplish grand propaganda in Sheffield and district during the coming summer,
and ask the earnest co-operation of all Socialists in this neighbourhood.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

2

2

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thou* m'd :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
labour the source of all Wealth 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
-What Socialists Want 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

American Literature.

A few remainders—
"Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth ... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth 1 6
-Christian Missions. Cloth 1

Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 04
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange ernes Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

THE INDIVIDUALIST.
A Liberal and Reform Journal, advocating

Social Regeneration and Industrial

Emancipation.

Devoted to the rational exposition of the Philosophy
of Freedom—mental, moral, and physical ; social,

industrial, and sexual. Commands the pens of the
best writers in America on these subjects.

Sixteen pages, 2 dollars per year. Trial subscrip-

tion, three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber

will receive a copy of Mr. Stuart's book, * Natural
Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural Law.'

Address, F. Q. Stuart, Editor and Proprietor, 1653
Blake Street, Denver, Colorado.

PRICE EIGHTPENCE.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MOREIS.

Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, 1 Jd.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
12rao, 143 pp. Is. ;

post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE

FEDERATION, LTD.

49 Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Sound Goods at Fair Prices

!

Socialists of every shade who wish well to this

enterprise should give it the first chance before going
elsewhere. Boycott the Sweater all you can !

" COMMONWEAL" MANAGER, 24 Great Queen

Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C,

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring

Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare

of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.

150 Minories, E.

ARBEJDEREN
("The Worker")

DANISH SOCIALIST WEEKLY.

Edited and published by Nicolaj Petersen and
Gerson Trier.

Subscription 3s. a-year.

Nansensgade 28a, Copenhagen,

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which

consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that Has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would

give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would

not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property
;

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and

nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would

come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor -Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and

must embrace the whole of Society. The new

life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them

by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

NOTICE.
Subscribers who find a red wrapper round paper

are thereby reminded that their subscriptions have

expired and must be renewed immediately if they

wish to continue to receive Commonweal.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the

name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Prank Kitz,

at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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POLICE, PUBLICANS, AND SINNERS.
Why do the heathen beg pardon and the Christians rage so loudly 1

"When, in the early days of the Socialist revival, our propagandists
were arrested and our meetings broken up, what help did we receive
-from the red-hot Gospellers and Apostles of " pure " cold water 1 On
the contrary, they then, as in the present case, put themselves forward
as the friends of law-and-order, and took full advantage of the par-
tiality shown them at that time by the police authorities to occupy
<*he stations forbidden to us. It was not until a militant policy was
adopted by our comrades in forestalling them at their stations, that
they perceived there was a public question involved in the persecution
-of the Socialists. To-day they are in antagonism to the government.
-Judging from their antecedents one need not hesitate to aver that
were the occasion one in which Socialists instead of the temperance
*party were interested, they would look calmly on whilst the Socialists
•were bludgeoned and their meetings suppressed.

4
' Our followers," say they, " are of the most law-abiding and order-

loving section of the community !
" What a pity that such and a

>law-'n'-order government should be at logger-heads ! They might echo
with Caesar, " Et tu Brute ! " Nothing demonstrates more clearly
the power of the bung and gin-mill interest, than the fact that the
government can afford to offend a large and influential section of the
people, and perhaps force a proportion of that section to make common
•cause with ourselves upon the question of the right of public pro-
cessions.

A word in relation to the proposals of the government, which have
set the whole family of Stiggenses in motion. The Tories propose to
compensate their friends the publicans, who may, in view of a diminu-
tion by local action of the. number of licenses, be forced to " evacuate."
Of course, this simply means an increase of trade to the remaining
houses, and probably also an increase of drunkenness.

Landlords and publicans are the especial care of a government com-
posed of land thieves, and hence we have compensatory legislation on
their behalf. It is superfluous to point out that the worn-out wreckage
of society, the over-driven slaves, who, through old age, sickness, or
supercession by machinery, are pushed down in the battle of life,

-are never compensated by the nation—except in those pillars of
British society, the prison or the workhouse. The government will
not even compensate by full wages its own over-worked employe's,
but set their police upon them when they attempt to organise for the
•redress of their grievances.

As to the publican, reader. Have you ever noticed the bland beam-
ing rubicundity of Boniface, as he rakes in the shekels from the
sweltering crowds who on Saturdays and holidays are crushed in the
boxes which compose his " bar " 1 If you wish to see a cloud settle
upon that placid face, discuss Socialism, strikes, and clubs, and he will
§>ause as he is drawing the vile decoction he calls beer, to assure you
that " They 'ort to be all put down, sir, they 'ort, sir !

" He is a
Conservative and stands to the government, and in this case the
government stand by him.
And what about his mortal enemies, the Gospel Temperance Band,

the cohorts of Sion and Little Bethel, now so deeply agitated ? And
the Sons of the Cross ? who are now so cross. And the total absti-
nence force, who would vend you weak adulterated aperients to wean
you from beer, and who, moreover, enliven your sojourn in this vale
of tears with the startling information that " He who believeth not
as they believe shall be damned !

" and are ever anxious about the
^growthof their numerous sick and burial funds, of which, judging
from their lugubrious aspect, they stand in continual need.

" We are the missioners against strong drink, and all the evil 3 which
iflow from the drink curse. From drink, and drink alone, flows
poverty, crime, and attendant evils ! We are the party who by legis-
lative measures will curb and finally destroy the drink fiend !

" Pshaw

!

This narrow proposition, put forward with leather lungs and forty-
parson power, seeks to amplify the powers of the policeman, and,
^arming him with fresh coercive powers, obtrude him upon the people
ia a matter of conduct that should rest upon sentiment and liberty of
action.

It is the irony of fate that such a party should now be at issue with
the chief of police. The total ignoring of the root cause of intem-

perance, Poverty, and their placing it as a consequence instead of a
cause, is exasperating to the Socialist and those who study the social

question. It is the growth of large towns, the fierce fight for existence,

which exhausts the mental and physical faculties and drives the poor
to resort to artificial stimulants. Overcrowding, and breathing impure'
air, and adulteration, and the ogre Poverty, are responsible for drink-

ing habits. If one wishes to search out the most flaring gin-palaces,*

they are found in the most foetid slums. And so the drink statistics

of England are, in short, so far as they refer to the poor, a sufficient

although not complete criterion of its economic slavery.

The Socialist can find no rest for the sole of his foot upon the ground
now being fought over by publican and abstainer. The publican
bedecks his gin-palace, and eliminates all the comfortable features of
the old inn, in order that his customers shall consume quickly and
constantly. The teetotallers seek to allure you from the publican into
halls, where the afore-mentioned aperients are vended with a soupcon
of Christian cant. Behind their coercive proposals for the cure of an

\

evil of which they ignore the root-cause, there hides grim Puritanism
and social tyranny. Wherever their peddling proposals have had any
sort of enforced practice, they have been conspicuous failures.

Small wonder that the men of advanced thought who have adopted
the temperance idea as a rule of conduct resolutely refuse to enter their

narrow conventicles or be enrolled upon their membership. Let the
fight for existence be replaced by fraternal co-operation; the homes and
surroundings of the people will be in accord with these principles, and
then the drink question, so far as excess is concerned, will be solved.

To achieve this we must be in conflict with Law-'n'-order as represented
by Privilege. To-day the teetotallers respect Law-'n'-order. Just now
they and it have a temporary tiff. There is not the least doubt that'

if a conflict had occurred the truncheons of the police would have re-

ceived the greatest injury. A plague upon both their houses !

The clerical element, now so actively in opposition to the publican,
are ordinarily hard at work to persuade people to look above for

happiness. In narrow courts and alleys, where children are born and
reared amid sights and sounds which foredooms them to the workhouse,
jail, and hospital— where, in short, humanity swelters—they pursue

r

their way, giving their paltry charity, patching with presents of soup-
tickets and blankets the hideous social cancer they are too cowardly
to denounce the causes of. Kinging the changes upon the keyboard of
their particular phase of superstition, they gather the wretched victiins-

of Mammon within the narrow walls of mission-halls, and dose them
with religious cant as a soporific for their present sufferings. In this

wise they do the work of their employers, the rich, who pay them
deliberately to the end that the poor may be cajoled into enduring the
horrors of their surroundings by a belief in beatitude hereafter. (

When, under the Empire, an English female evangelist sought to
reclaim the wicked Parisians from their frivolous ways, she called upon
the prefect of the district and sought the usual permit to open a mis-

1

sion-hall. "Certainly/ 7

said he, in giving permission. "Open ydur
hall ; such places are as good as police-stations." It argues a want 6t

[

astuteness on the part of the governing classes that they should offend

so valuable an adjunct to the police force as are the Gospel Brigade.

And as to governmental policy, it is clear that the thin end of the
wedge, apparent when Trafalgar Square became a prohibited Spot .for

public meetings, is being driven home, and we shall presently be treated
to practical illustrations of Law-'n'-order in a wider sense than

i

he^6to-
fore. The police—those brutal servants of the propertied classes—-
are becoming more arrogant every day; and the right of public meet-

'

ing will follow the right of procession to the limbo of other extinguished
rights; and this will happen, in the glib language of Monro, "in the'
interests of the public at large." We are only at the outset of.con-
flicts with the police; and until working-men consider that spr^e-

thing harder than a policeman s skull is a necessary aid to pedestrian
exercise when engaged in demonstrating, they must expect £0 b6 the
victims of the unrestrained brutality of the hirelings of the classes.

As to processions, it is questionable whether in the growing heat of
the social conflict it is politic for bodies of unarmed men to gather"
into the middle of the thoroughfares as a ready point of attack anct
dispersal by the bludgeoners. Our friend the enemy, in tfce i&ape of
that sinister organ the Daily Telegraphy said recently, in ,ralktionjt6

;

the Paris demonstration, that the chief difficulty of the police lay In

'
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distinguishing Socialists from the ordinary public when mixed up with
them, and that processions helped them in attack. If a change of

tactics should result disastrously to the clientele of Monro, whom he
designates " the people at large," they will have that official and Home
Secretary Matthews to thank for their troubles. F. Kitz.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XVII. {continued).—How the Change came.

" That evening the rebel prisoners were visited in their cells by very

polite and sympathetic persons, who pointed out to them what a

suicidal course they were following, and how dangerous these extreme
courses were for the popular cause. Says one of the prisoners :

' It

was great sport comparing notes when we came out anent the attempt
of the Government to " get at " us separately in prison, and how we
answered the blandishments of the highly "intelligent and refined"

persons set on to pump us. One laughed ; another told extravagant
long-bow stories to the envoy ; a third held a sulky silence ; a fourth

dammed the polite spy and bade him hold his jaw—and that was all

they got out of us.
7

"So passed the second day of the great strike. It was clear to

all thinking people that the third day would bring on the crisis ; for

the present suspense and ill-concealed terror was unendurable. The
ruling classes, and the middle-class non-politicians who had been their

real strength and support, were as sheep lacking a shepherd; they
literally did not know what to do.

" One thing they found they had to do : try to get the ' rebels ' to do
something. So the next morning, the morning of the third day of the

strike, when the members of the Committee of Public Safety appeared
again before the magistrate, they found themselves treated with the

greatest possible courtesy—in fact, rather as envoys and ambassadors
than prisoners. In short, the magistrate had received his orders ; and
with no more to do than might come of a long stupid speech, which
might have been written by Dickens in mockery, he discharged the

prisoners, who went back to their meeting-place and at once began a

due sitting.

" It was high time. For this third day the mass was fermenting
indeed. There was, of course, a vast number of working people who
were not organised in the least in the world ; men who had been used to

act as their masters drove them, or rather as the system drove, of which
their masters were a part. That system was now falling to pieces, and
the old pressure of the master having been taken off these poor men,
it seemed likely that nothing but the mere animal necessities and
passions of men would have any hold on them, and that mere general

overturn would be the result. Doubtless this would have happened if

it had not been that the huge mass had been leavened by Socialist

opinion in the first place, and in the second by actual contact with

declared Socialists, many or indeed most of whom were members of

those bodies of workmen above said.

" If anything of this kind had happened some years before, when
the masters of labour were still looked upon as the natural rulers of

the people, and even the poorest and most ignorant men leaned upon
them for support, while they submitted to their fleecing, the entire

break-up of all society would have followed. But the long series of

years during which the workmen had learned to despise their rulers

had done away with their dependence upon them, and they were now
beginning to trust (somewhat dangerously, as events proved) in the

non-legal leaders whom events had thrust forward ; and though most
of these were now become mere figure-heads, their names and reputa-

tions were useful in this crisis as a stop-gap.
" The effect of the news, therefore, of the release of the Committee

gave the Government some breathing time: for it was received with
the greatest joy by the workers, and even the well-to-do saw in it a

respite from the mere destruction which they had begun to dread, and
the fear of which most of them attributed to the weakness of the

Government. As far as the passing hour went, perhaps they were
right in this."

" How do you mean % " said I. " What could the Government have
done? I often used to think that they would be helpless in such a

crisis."

Said old Hammond :
" Of course I don't doubt that in the long run

matters would have come about as they did. But if the Government
could have treated their army as a real army, and used them strateg-

ically as a general would have done, looking on the people as a mere
open enemy to be shot at and dispersed wherever they turned up, they

would probably have gained the victory at the time."
" But would the soldiers have acted against the people in this way %

"

said I.

Said he : "I think from all I have heard that they would have done

so if they had met bodies of men armed however badly, and however
badly they had been organised. It seems also as if before the Trafal

gar Square massacre they might as a whole have been depended upon
to fire upon an unarmed crowd, though they were much honeycombed
by Socialism. The reason for this was that they dreaded the use by
apparently unarmed men of an explosive called dynamite, of which
many loud boasts were made by the workers on the eve of these events;

and of course the officers of the soldiers fanned this fear to the utmost,,

so that the rank and file probably thought on that occasion that they

were being led into a desperate battle with men who were really

armed, and whose weapon was the more dreadful, because it was con-

cealed. After that massacre, however, it was at all times doubtful if

the regular soldiers would fire upon an unarmed or half-armed crowd."*

Said I :
" The regular soldiers 1 Then there were other combatants

against the people!"
" Yes," said he, " we shall come to that presently."
" Certainly," I said, " you had better go on straight with your story.

I see that time is wearing."

Said Hammond :
" The Government lost no time in coming to terms

with the Committee of Public Safety ; for indeed they could think of

nothing else than the danger of the moment. They sent a duly

accredited envoy to treat with these men, who somehow had obtained!

dominion over people's minds, while the formal rulers had no hold

except over their bodies. There is no need at present to go into the

details of the truce (for such it was) between these high contracting

parties, the Government of the empire of Great Britain and a handful

of working-men (as they were called in scorn in those days), amongst
whom, indeed, were some very capable and * square-headed ' persons.

The upshot of it was that all the definite claims of the people had to be
granted. We can now see that most of these claims were of themselves-

not worth either demanding or resisting ; but they were looked on at

that time as most important, and they were at least tokens of revolt

against the miserable system of life which was then beginning to

tumble to pieces. One claim, however, was of the utmost immediate-

importance, and this the Government tried hard to evade ; but as they

were not dealing with fools, they had to yield at last. This was the

claim of recognition and formal status for the Committee of Publio

Safety, and all the associations which it fostered under its wing. This-

it is clear meant two things : first, amnesty for the ' rebels,' great and
small, who, without a distinct act of civil war, could no longer be

attacked ; and next, a continuance of the organised revolution. Only
one point the Government could gain, and that was a name. The
dreadful revolutionary title was dropped, and the body, with its

branches, acted under the respectable name of the ' Board of Concilia-

tion and its local offices.' Carrying this name, it became the leader of

the people in the civil war which soon followed."

" O," said I, somewhat startled, " so the civil war went on, in spite

of all that had happened ?

"

" So it was," said he. " In fact, it was this very legal recognition

which made the civil war possible in the ordinary sense of war ; it took

the struggle out of the element of mere massacres on one side, and
endurance plus strikes on the other."

" And can you tell me in what kind of way the war was carried

on?" said I.

" Yes," he said ; " we have records and to spare of all that ; and the

essence of them I can give you in a few words. As I told you, the

rank and file of the army was not to be trusted by the reactionists -

r

but the officers generally were prepared for anything, for they were
mostly the very stupidest men in the country. Whatever the Govern-
ment might do, a great part of the upper and middle classes were
determined to set on foot a counter revolution ; for the Communism
which now loomed ahead seemed quite unendurable to them. Bands
of young men, like the marauders in the great strike of whom I told

you just now, armed themselves and drilled, and began on any oppor-

tunity or pretence to skirmish with the people in the streets. The
Government neither helped them nor put them down, but stood by,,

hoping that something might come of it. These " Friends of Order,"

as they were called, had some successes at first, and grew bolder -

y

they got many of the officers of the regular army to help them,,

and by their means laid hold of munitions of war of all kinds.

One part of their tactics consisted in their guarding and even

garrisoning the big factories of the period : they held at one time,,

for instance, the whole of that place called Manchester which
I spoke of just now. A sort of irregular war was carried on with

varied success all over the country ; and at last the Government, which

had at first pretended to ignore the struggle, or treat it as mere riot-

ing, definitely declared for * the Friends of Order,' and joined to their

bands whatsoever of the regular army they could get together; and

made a desperate effort to overwhelm * the rebels,' as they were now
once more called, and as indeed they called themselves.

" It was too late. All ideas of peace on a basis of compromise had

disappeared on either side. The end, it was seen clearly, must be
either absolute slavery for all but the privileged, or a system of life

founded on equality and Communism. The sloth, the hopelessness,,

and if I may say so, the cowardice of the last century, had given place

to the eager, restless heroism of a declared revolutionary period. I

will not say that the people of that time foresaw the life we are leading

now, but there was a general instinct amongst them towards the

essential part of that life, and many men saw clearly beyond the

desperate struggle of the day into the peace which it was to bring

about. The men of that day who were on the side of freedom were

not unhappy, I think, though they were harrassed by hopes and fears,

and sometimes torn by doubts, and the conflict of duties hard to-

reconcile."

"But how did the people, the revolutionists, carry on the war?
What were the elements of success on their side]"

I put this question, because I wanted to bring the old; man back to*

the definite history, and take him out of the musing mood so natural

to an old man.
He answered: "Well, they did not lack organisers; for the very
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conflict itself, in days when, as I told you, men of any strength of mind
cast away all consideration for the ordinary business of life, developed
the necessary talent amongst them. Indeed, from all I have read and
heard, I much doubt whether, without this seemingly dreadful civil

war, the due talent for administration would have been developed
-amongst the working men. Anyhow, it was there, and they had
leaders far more than equal to the best men amongst the reactionaries.

For the rest, they had no difficulty about the material of their army

:

€or that revolutionary instinct so acted on the ordinary soldier in the
ranks that the greater part, certainly the best part, of the soldiers
joined the side of the people. But the main element of their success
was this, that wherever the working people were not coerced, they
worked, not for the reactionists, but for « the rebels.' The reactionists
could get no work done for them outside the districts where they were
all-powerful ; and even in those districts they were harrassed by con-
tinual risings; and in all cases and everywhere got nothing done
without obstruction and black looks and sulkiness ; so that not only
were their armies quite worn out with the difficulties which they had
to meet, but the non-combatants who were on their side were so
worried and beset with hatred and a thousand little troubles and
Annoyances that life became almost unendurable to them on those
terms. Not a few of them actually died of the worry ; many com-
mitted suicide. Of course, a vast number of them joined actively in
the cause of reaction, and found some solace to their misery in the
•eagerness of conflict. Lastly, many thousands gave way and submitted
to the rebels ; and as the numbers of these latter increased, it at last
became clear to all men that the cause which was once hopeless was
now triumphant, and that the hopeless cause was that of slavery and
privilege.

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED.!

CORRESPONDENCE.

HOW TO WIN LANCASHIEE.
Dear Comrades,—If Lancashire is to take its proper place in the ranks

of Socialism, we must be up and doing, and to do our work properly we
must have a system, or else our efforts will be very materially depreciated,
-and the Cause will suffer. It has been dinned into our ears many
times during elections, and especially by the party which has secured a
majority of the seats, that "what Lancashire says to-day England will say
to-morrow." If this be an axiom, then we must work to get Socialism in
the ascendancy

; and with an educated working class we ought and can do
it. In this county we have at least nineteen towns with populations
numbering over 20,000 without a single recognised place of meeting, either
indoors or outside. These towns are : Oldham, 152,511 ; Preston 93 707 •

Bury 49,746 ; Burnley, 69,110 ; Wigan, 48,916 ; Warrington, 45,275 ; Ash-
ton 43,389 ; Accrington, 31,435 ; Bacup, 25,033 ; Hyde, 28,629 ; Heywood,
3¥£ ; *£nca

;

ster
>
2°>?24 ; Chorley, 22,792 ; Widnes, 24,919 ; Tottington

f?'
3
?^ ;

* Y,
0rsley

>
23

>
787

>
Barrow in Furniss, 47,276; Staleybridge and

£U
£oi

nfi^ld '
56

>
614

; Toc*morden and Nelson, 34,242 ; Leigh and Bedford,
21,733 ; Gorton 33,096 ; St. Helens, 57,234 ; Southport, 32,191 ; and another
score of towns just on the borders of these big towns ,with populations from
•8,000 to 20,000. They are all big enough to establish branches and provide
speakers of their own. These are Atherton, Blackpool, Clitheroe, Colne,
Crumpsall, Droyloden, Earlstown Junction, Eccles, Failsworth, Haslingden,
Hmdley Newton-le-Willows, Padiham, Prestwich, Badcliffe, Bawtenstall
•Sowerbybndge, Stretford, Westhoughton, and Whitefield.

Let every branch in Lancashire see to it. Let them determine which
place is the easiest to attack, and make the attack at once. Let the branch
send two or more members for some time. Let the meetings be held once a
week, be punctual, and ask for enquirers to be seen after meeting. Don't make
meetings too long

; you may educate, but it is just as desirable to organise.
<jret a corresponding secretary ; and you may rely upon it that a branch will
oe formed and you will not require to send more than one speaker after-
wards. You should always take Commonweal and leaflets and pamphlets
Let us work hard, pull well together, and victory will be ours.—Yours
fraternally, E H p

"P
J
S,
r"
A collection should be made at all meetings for the local propa-

ganda fund to pay travelling expenses for speakers. We want the best
talent procurable. All Socialists are enthusiastic enough, but not alwavs
rich enough to travel further than they can walk.—-E. HP

A SOCIAL MEETING
WILL BE HELD

AT THE INTERNATIONAL CLUB,
40 BERNER STREET, E.,

On Tuesday, June 24th, at 8.30 p.m.

,o^
1

l^
e^tionary Socialists are invited. The position of the Commonweal,

2?
best means of advancing the Revolutionary Propaganda will be dis-cussed, lo be followed by a Concert. Admission free, further particulars

Sheffield Socialists.—We have a very encouraging report to make of thework accomplished here during the past week. To us in Sheffield the « Rev "
isgettag^sensibly nearer. Had our usual meetings at Monolith, Westbar, 'and

JKotnernam. We are also holding open-air meetings on week nights as follows

:

Monday at Handsworth Woodhouse, a mining village about five miles out :
e
f
D
|SA

a
^ mghtmt

^
e ^icker

5 and Thursday, Bramall Lane, We sold lastweek 270 Commonweal, and a quantity of pamphlets and Freedom ; we expect to«qual it this week. The attendance at all our meetings has greatly increased,and the interest is getting almost intense. The members are one and all working
with a will, and in the heartiest comradeship. Our comrade Andrew Hall, of
Chesterfield, visits us on Sunday next, and we are expecting record audiences.

A VISION OF mUL; ^
OR, A PEEP INTO THE REALMS BELOW.
Heavens ! what a list !—what skoals on shoals
Of sinners sentenced, on hell's rolls,
To scorpion-whips and brimstone-coals !

Tremble, ye lords of funds and acres !

Now is the time to save your souls,
Ye money-grubbing Jews and Quakers,
Bow your stiff wills unto your Maker's,
Ere death calls in your undertakers !

Foremost in sinful guilt and pride
Scowled land-usurpers, money-changers

'Twixt these the world is crucified
;

Authors of all its woes and dangers,
To which men otherwise were strangers.

What streams flow from this fountain-head

!

What myriads tangled in their toils !

What countless hosts these monsters lead

!

Who share their crimes, to share their spoils,

Filling the earth with woes and broils I

Loan-mongers, landlords, millionaires,

Contractors, usurers, speculators,

Stockjobbers, brokers, bulls, and bears,

Blacklegs, monopolists, regraters,

Dealers in spiritual wares ;

And House of Commons' sham debaters,

Yea, the whole tribe of legislators,

Who cater for these depredators,

Most of them rotten fornicators,

All of them licensed spoliators,

Tramplers on right, and people-haters,

Rogues every man, and all first-raters

;

With swarms of hunters after place

—

A hungry, servile, graceless race.

Discounters, notaries, lawyers, proctors,

The scum of gluttonous corporations,

Of bubble-company concoctors,

Fit tools for rank abominations,
Attorneys gorg'd by litigations ;

Managers drown'd in peculations,

Pauls, Eedpaths, Bobsons, of all stations,

Steep'd to their chins in malversations,
The produce of their incubations,

And scandal of corrupted nations.

Land-factors, merchants, bankers, brewers,
Proprietors of " hells " and stews, t

'

Forestalled, turf-men, hired reviewers,
And fabricators of false news,
With smooth-fac'd Quakers, " saints," and Jews,

•Suck as pious thieves would choose
For missions to back slums and mews,
To coddle thieves, on their acquittals,

With sermons, tracts, and broken victuals,

Which they would gladly leave for skittles,

Or " swag " to earn them fresh commitals.
-Conscious their blots would bear the light,

Oompared with their's who'd washed them white.

Legions there were of cotton lords,

And manufacturers, whom free trade
Make candidates for hell's rewards,
Through blood-stain'd fortunes wrung, not made,
From famished serfs in graves soon laid.

No devils were half so hypocritical
As these close-fisted, grinding skin-a-flints,

Most brazen-faced, yet parasitical,

With falsehood traced in all their lineaments
;

Bullies to serfs, to tyrants, sycophants,AM primed with purse-proud, upstart insolence,
Which swelFd them out to huge dimensions,
Based only on their own pretensions.

Though *' Liberals " styled, none e'er can love them,
So opposite their actions show them ;

Take all they can from those above them,
And iwthing give to those below them.
Behold the shibboleth to know them !

For never yet was Liberal known
To let the poor have even their own.

By J. Bronterre O'B&iek.

An infamous sentence has been passed upon Moses Harman, the editor of
Lucifer. He is a very plain-spoken sexual reformer, and did Hot shrink
from printing an unusually strong letter from one of his correspondents.
For this offence he has actually been sentenced to five years* imprisonment
and a fine of three hundred dollars, which he is never likely to pay. Such
a sentence makes one gape with wonder. Would any judge who was not a
wretched bigot pass it, or would it be tolerated by any people not eaten out
with hypocrisy 1 The wife-beaters and woman-outragers are at large, and
this well-meaning, if mistaken, man is treated as a criminal of the deepest
dye. Even if society—God bless its sweet, pure soul I—felt obliged to dis-
countenance such a publication as Lucifer, one would think that a week's
imprisonment would sunice, at least to begin with. But five yewrs^t It
takes one's breath away. Yet this happens in America, whese $feer are
holding meetings to protest against the Czar's treatment of political
prisoners. « Frailty, thy name is woman/ says Hamlet. That's a mistake.
But this is true—Hypocrisy, thy name Is Oiristian civilisation.~.i^^Am4er
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W. M., De C. (Hampton, Va.)—Letter and book received.
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We shall not fear/ to publish the truth.
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DOWN A COAL PIT.
(Concluded from p. 17S.)

The stall man is responsible for the safety of his bank ; he has to

see that the requisite props and sprags are fixed, and that nothing is

left in a dangerous condition. His wages are even more difficult to

fix with exactitude, depending as they do on so many varying circum-

stances. The tonnage price will mostly lie between Is. 8d. and 2s. 2d.,

subject to the 35 per cent, rise, though both more and less may be met
with. Of course Is. 8d. in one stall may be much better than 2s. 2d.

in another, so much depends on the nature of the coal, the thickness

of the seam, and the character of the roof. But for a full week's

work most of the stall-men will now make from 30s. to 40s., and some
men as much as 50s. or 60s., and for an odd week in exceptional cases

possibly even a higher figure might be touched. But, on the other

hand, it is quite possible for men to work a whole week for nothing

!

If they come across a fault in the coal, or if the roof falls in and
buries the stall, it may take them all their time to earn enough to pay
the day-men. It is seldom that a stall will be worked for many weeks
together without getting a poor one in for some reason or other. I

have before me two pay tickets taken from the same stall for succeed-

ing weeks ; in both cases there were two stall men and one filler,. and
in both weeks there were only five days worked :

First Week.

33 Tons 18 Cwr. at 2s. 4d
Advance 25 per cent. ...

Total

Sick and Accident Clubs, stopped
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^ °J
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:

, , ;
;

;.

a i" 'business letters address
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'
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.,

.
*

>'

t c ;,ij 3 ,^ <

Second Week.

24 Tons 7 Cwt. at 2?. 4d

4 Yards " Kipping " at Is. 9d. ...

Advance 25 per cent. ...

Total

£ s. d..

3 19 1

19 9

4 18 1(?

1 10

4 17

£ s. d..

2 16 10
7 O

15 11

3 19 9

1 10

3 17 11

Club?, etc.

It will be noticed that in this case 10 per cent, of the rise had been

added to the price, making it 2s. 4d. ; but as successive rises were
gained they were calculated on the old basis. Out of the money paid

to these stall men as above, they had to pay their filler for five days

at 4s. lid, viz., .£1 4s. 7d., leaving them in the first week £1 16s. 2|d.

each for themselves, and in the second £1 6s. 6d. A deduction of 6d,

a-week each would have to be made for powder, and wear and tear of

tools, probably rather more than that would be needed. Pits are con-

sidered to be working well when they make five days a week regularly-

Most of the house and gas coal-pits will not work that during the

summer, though some of the hard coal ones may make six days most

weeks. Only clean lump coal must be loaded by the men in the pit;

for slack they will get only 9d. or Is, per ton. The ton consists of

21 cwt. for all kinds of coal. There are fixed rates for various extras

which occur, such as "ripping," or "heading," but a great deal is

expected to be included in the tonnage rates, and when faults and

slips occur the men have to trust very largely to the generosity of the

employer for any extra payment. The pit we are examining is one of

the more generously managed in many ways ; a good deal of work is

done by day-men employed by the owners to clear and secure the

travelling roads, etc., and nowhere have we noticed the ponies rubbing

against the roof, which in some pits may be frequently seen, though*

of course, contrary to the provisions of the Act.

We were fortunate enough to see the whole process of coal-getting

in the different stalls as we went through, but it will be more easily

explained in the order in which it is done. In the first district we
pass through the hard rock comes immediately over the coal, so here

they "hole" the coal underneath and wedge it down. The "holing"

consists in cutting a sort of groove about one foot high and four or

live deep all along the face of the stall ; this the miner does with his

pick, lying on his side; as he goes along he, will put short sprags at

intervals to keep the coal from breaking down, until the whole length-

is holed. He then draws two or three of the little sprags and drives-

the end of a long steel bar between the rock roof and the coal, and

so wedges down a huge block weighing often many tons. This his

filler will l?reak up >nd load
f
iutiq^ tubs, each tub being marked with

chalk, or having a small leather ticket attached bearing the number of

the stall.. This will go on until all the bank is wedged down; then a

fresh row of props must be fixed to keep the roof safe, and afterwards

the back row will be withdrawn and the roof left to drop in at its

leisure. This it does, now and then, with greater energy than is

required, burying the whole stall up to the face ; and as we pass from

bank to bank we have to crawl through more than one small; ugly-

looking hole that has been cleared through such a slip to allow the air

: to pass. Sometimes if the coal is lively it takes little or no wedging

down, but splits off without any assistance. Nothing
;

makes one

realise so vividly the immense pressure to which the coal has been

f subjected by the weight of the superincumbent ground—in thi^ oatfe

400 yards thick—as to hear it hissing and cr^Uing''
r
wMA ;

.fi|^b
i
J£{^

bare ! The men like the coal to be lively as it takes'90 mncfejesg
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winning, though of course there is a little more danger of getting

caught by unexpected falls. Where there is a layer of soft clod above

the coal, between it and the rock, the holing is done in this, and then

shot holes are drilled near the bottom and it is broken up by blasting.

The shots are fired with flameless powder by one of the deputies, they

only being allowed to fire them, in dangerous pits, after making an

examination to see that there is no gas about. Should the charge fail

to <*o off the stall would be shut up until it is considered by one of

the officials that all risk of its explosion will have passed.

It will be easily imagined that, even where the utmost precautions

are taken, accidents cannot be entirely prevented; and there is no

doubt that the present system often leads to unnecessary risks being

run. For instance, the eagerness of the men to get as many tons of

coal as possible—and so as large a wage—makes them run into danger

in order to save time ; they neglect to put enough props in, or draw
too many out at once, so letting the coal down too suddenly, and in

many ways they run extra risk in order to increase their earnings.

On the other hand, risks are run to save expense to the owner. There

is a standard of safety which varies, and which is undoubtedly in-

fluenced by the wealth of the pit and the disposition of the manager
or owner. The men are held responsible for the loss of props which
the officials consider it safe to recover; sometimes it turns out that

they could not safely be got out, and a man is injured in the attempt.

Mistakes of judgment there must always be in these things, but there

is no doubt that the standard of safety is kept down a good deal by
the basis of profit upon which the whole system is worked.
We pass on through many stalls, getting considerably hot and dusty,

until at length we turn out once more into the travelling road. Here
we find quite a cool breeze, and one is glad to button up. We at once

realise the work that is being done by the fan which we saw at the

surface. The air is so guided by doors, brattis cloths, etc., that it is

always circulating through every part of the roads or workings, which
are many miles in extent. We are now trudging along up some old

roads, which were made twenty or thirty years ago, towards the shaft

of another pit which is working a seam below ours. For hundreds of

yards this old road is arched in with brick, and altogether gives one

the impression that progress during the last score of years has not in

every case brought improvement ! Evidently a more generous use of

brickwork was common in those times. Presently we come to an old

furnace, once used for ventilation, but long since superseded by a fan.

Furnaces are still used in some of the more old-fashioned pits. A
huge fire used to be kept burning in these furnaces, and a large volume
of heated air discharged into a shaft, which, acting like a very tall

chimney, caused a great draught, sufficient in fact to draw the fresh

air down the other shaft and through the workings. We now pass

through double doors, and find ourselves in a small cavity half way
up the shaft. We watch for a while the two cages spinning past us,

one up and one down ; then we ring five to the banksman, which tells

him that there are men waiting at this seam. Again the cages fly

past us, and then ding, ding, ding, goes our bell ; we know that next
time one of them will call for us. A few seconds and here it comes
slowly down, stopping exactly at the right level ; again our bell rings

one, and we get into the cage—carefully, for there is another hundred
yards below us, and plenty of chance to slip down, as this is not a

regular landing-stage. When we are all on, the last reaches and gives

a final signal to the engine-man, and up we go. This is pleasanter

than going down, one's feet seem to feel the cage well under them,

except just for a few seconds when the engine first steadies, then a

feeling creeps over one that the cage has begun to go down again, and
one has just time to wonder, with a slight pang of horror, whether the

rope has given way when the first glimpse of daylight casts a re-

assuring ray on the side of the shaft ! Slowly we emerge into the full

dazzling light, and as we glance at our lamps we wonder how we can

possibly have got accustomed to walk by such slender illumination.

However, here we are, come out a mile and a-half from where we
went in, and we are not at all sorry to be able to walk upright again,

free from any misgivings about the roof coming down or the sides

closing in on us !

It remains for us to follow the coal from the pit bank to the wagon,

and see it screened and sorted. As the cage comes up two empty tubs

are pushed in on one side sending out the two full ones on the other.

These are run off to a weighing machine beside a little cabin, in which
a clerk and check-weighman are rapidly booking the weight—of the

latter of these we shall have more to say presently. From the machine
the tubs are run to a tippler, which turns them over, discharging the

coal on to a sloping screen, down which it slips. The small, falling

through the bars, glides down a shoot on to a travelling belt under-

ground, which conveys it away to be further sifted into nuts and
slack, the latter going forward through a washer and crusher finally

lands in the coke ovens, and is there converted into coke by being
burned to a red heat and then slacked with water. The larger coal

slips over the screen bars on to a wide belt, which slowly creeps along

carrying the coal with it. On each side of the belt lads are stationed

to pick out any lumps of dirt or bad coal ; being stimulated by a
bonus on the quantity of dirt they pick out, there is not much escapes

them. At the end of the belt the coal slides down another screen

into the wagons, which will carry it up to London to cook many
people's dinners or warm their toes.

Ap' w# walk away from the pit towards the station, we ask our con-

ductor
?

about the checkweighman. It seems that he is a most import-

ant person, and holds a position almost unique. He is appointed by

the men in the first instance to check the weights of the coal which

they send out, to see that the weighing machines are true and that the

correct weight is booked. His position is established by atof $f Earlia-

ment, which authorises the majority of men who are paid bf -weight to
elect him, and compels all so paid to contribute their share towards hia
remuneration, which share is stopped from their wages. But h& actual

sphere is much larger. Being a servant of the men, independent of
the employers, he has got to be a sort of general secretary to theni.

He presides at their meetings, is spokesman for them in dispt^tes,

makes collections at the pit-top for strikes or other purposes, p^tpj up
any general union notices, and in fact does all the work for doing
which an ordinary man would be in danger of being/discharged. ; Ife

will be easily seen what an immense advantage it is to the miners to*

have such a man, appointed by them, independent of the employers,

but still holding an acknowledged official position on the pit batik.

His legalisation is in fact one of the most distinct benefits conferred*

on the men by the Mines Regulation Acts.

Perhaps a coal pit illustrates better than anything else the advan-
tages and disadvantages of Government regulation—grandmotherly
legislation, as some like to call it. There can be little doubt that,

while the relations of employers and employed remain as they are,

Government regulation is the most direct and effectual means of carry-

ing out any measure for the benefit of the men. The present standard
of safety in pits, low as it still is, would not have been reached nad
not the law come to the aid of the men's combinations. But on the

other hand, one is made to feel that the law is a poor and clumsy way
of enforcing regulations which should be adopted voluntarily and;

carried out loyally, without the need of enforcing. And why are they

not so adopted] Simply because, the pits are worked for profit, ancfo

because the interests of the men and masters are all across. It is,the

masters' interest to bring to bank as large a quantity of coal as possible

with the smallest expenditure on labour and safety precautions. -4$ is-

the men's interest to get as large a payment as possible in wages r

for

every ton they send up, and to get as much as possible out of the

employers in the shape of safety precautions. At the same time, the

tonnage price being fixed, they are tempted to get all the coal they

can and to spend as little time as they dare in making their stalls safe.

While this system of working continues, there will always be discon-

tent, distrust, and friction of all sorts between men and their employers,

between the employers and the inspectors, and even between the men
and the inspectors sometimes.

Only when the pits come to be worked by free men, not goaded on
by a scanty tonnage price, but secure of their fair share of life's

comforts, and at liberty to make what provision for their safety they

may think fit,—only then will it be possible for the miner's life to be

a decent one, and for rational organisation to take the place of arbitrary/

regulation, with its endless friction and discontent.

R. TJ„

SCENES IN THE PARK.
A temperance demonstration does not, as a rule, fill me with great en*

thii8iasm, but there were some sights in the Park on Saturday which made

my heart beat a little quicker than usual. You have read in the papers

about the size of the demonstration, and the way it was broken up into

minute fractions by police. That I shall not trouble you with* My purpose

is to relate as briefly as possible the attitude of the people tswards the idle

scoundrels who live upon their labour, and who have the insolence to ride

them down like dogs whenever they enter the Park to vent their complaints
in a more or less futile demonstration. I am glad to say these gentry got
a warm reception on Saturday. They were hooted all along the line, and in

fact had to run the gauntlet amid a storm of jeers and chaff. " Sweaters n

was the popular name for them ; and the general sentiment was well ex-

pressed by one workman, who, addressing a praticularly fat and over-fed
capitalist, said, "All right old man. Wait till another five years is over ;

we'll have you out of that blooming carriage." Not only this, but despite

the efforts of the police, carriages were repeatedly stopped by a furious

crowd, so as to allow the procession to pass ; and a coachman who en-

deavoured to drive over the people was sternly warned to be careful, of

the carriage would be overturned. We all know how a " gallant " baronet

and an M.P. had to ride for his life, amid a volley of sticks and stones, for

insulting the workmen. All these are signs that should tell us that our

propaganda is taking effect, and that the people will not stand the insolent

tyranny of aristocrat and plutocrat much longer. Nor will they be blud-

geoned into a meek and quiet submission by an irresponsible police despot

like James Monro with his horde of murderous police bullies. These gentle-

men and their chief had better let processions alone for the future, or it may
be the worse for them. N.

A Word to the Practical Man.—It is not a lucky word, ttnVsame
impossible: no good comes of it. Who is he that says, there is a lion in the
path ? Sluggard, thou must slay the lion then ; the way has to be travelled.

In Art, in Practice, innumerable critics will henceforth demonstrate that

most things are impossible ; that we have got once for all into the region of

perrenial commonplace, and must contentedly continue there. Let such
critics demonstrate ; it is the nature of them ; what harm is there in it?

Poetry once well demonstrated to be impossible, arises the Burns, arises the

Goethe. Unheroic commonplace being now clearly all we have to look |or,

comes the Napoleon, comes the conquest of the world. It was prpyed py
fluxionary calculus that steamships could never get across from the farthest

point of Ireland to the nearest of Newfoundland : impelling force, resisting

force, maximum here minimum there ; by law of nature, and geometric

demonstration :—what could be done? The Great Western could weigh
anchor from Bristol Port ; that could be done. The Great Western, bound-
ing safe through the gullets of the Hudson, threw her cable out on the
capstan of New York, and left our still moist paper demonstration to dry
itself at leisure. " Impossible ?" cried Mirabeau to his secretary ;

w Ne me
ditesjamais ce bSte de mot ! " Never name to me that blockhead Of a word.—

*

Carlyle :
i Chartism.'
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Shipton Triumphant.

So Shipton has gained the secretaryship of the London Trades Council
and beaten the new trade unions after all. The wily old fox is not to be
caught napping. Mr. Shipton is a man whom every trade-unionist you
meet admits ought to have been kicked out long ago, yet he contrives,

though attacked by young and vigorous men, to defeat them by sheer force of

cunning, and his knowledge of all the tricks which are the capital of an old
hand at electioneering. The first dodge was to prevent the most popular
candidate, Mr. Parnell, from standing for election by procuring a " myster-
ious vote" from his society, withdrawing him as a delegate from the Trades
Council. Then with a bogus majority of people who represent small and
reactionary trade unions, Shipton gained the victory, by 61 to 46, against
Hammil of the Engineers, a comparatively young and untried man. The
new trade unions, who joined the Council to turn him out, will now have
the pleasure of paying Shipton's salary for some considerable time. Would
it not be a wiser plan for these bodies to boycott that effete and
rotten institution, the London Trades Council, and form a federation of their
own ? A rival organisation set up beside the Trades Council would certainly
attract all that was young and healthy in trade-unionism, and Mr. Shipton's
bogus societies would then be left to stew in their own juice along with
their respectable secretary. We fear it will take the new trade unions some
time to beat Shipton on his own ground.

Mr. Burt and the German Emperor.
Mr. Burt's firm belief in the good intentions of the German Emperor

ought to be considerably shaken by this time. Here is a copy of the
proclamation issued by an official of that most benevolent and best of
princes just before the International Miners' Conference :

" In virtue of section 16 of the Socialist law passed in October 1878, we
prohibit herewith the collection of subscriptions having for its object to send
delegates to the forthcoming International Miners' Congress at Jolimont, in
Belgium. And in particular we warn you herewith not to supply any means
whatever to enable any delegate to attend this said congress. Any public
^announcement asking for funds for this purpose is likewise prohibited. Any
person acting contrary to this notice will be prosecuted, and is liable to a penalty
not exceeding £20, or three months' imprisonment. Any monies so collected will
>be confiscated and hauded over to the poor-box of the district. This notice will
4»ke effect from the day of its publication.

"Dr. Baltz, Sub-Prefect.
" Gelsenkirchen, 30 April, 1890."

This proclamation is quoted from an article on the Congress by Mr.
Abrahams (Mabon) in a South Wales paper. Mabon, besides commenting
oil this edict, gives some other facts which show what a sham is William's
" earnest desire to improve the condition of the wealth-producers." Mabon
says

:

"This most extraordinary notice was posted in all mining districts, and also

published in the newspapers. Is not this tyrannical edict in striking contrast to

the solicitude recently expressed by the Emperor William on behalf of the labour-
ing classes? ... In point of fact, however, proclamations notwithstanding, no
country was more ably represented than Germany, one of the representatives

being one of the men that recently appeared before the Emperor. These men
reported that one of their comrades, who, at a public meeting recently, dared to

denounce a large colliery director who had artfully and wrongfully broken a
pledge given by him to them on strike in order to induce them to return to work,
had been sent to gaol for twelve months. When asked why they did not take
part in the question of a general strike if the eight hours day was not conceded,
they said, * that they dare not,' for if they did, they would, upon their return to

their own country, be prosecuted, and placed in prison. But they knew their

countrymen and their sufferings so well, that when the time agreed upon arrived

they would rise to a man and * strike the blow.'
"

We wonder what the miners think of that old humbug Burt after this.

It is quite evident that a reactionary Government knew what it was about
when it sent him as a delegate to the Berlin Conference. But surely it will

be impossible for any body of workmen to have any confidence in him in future.

Has "Tory money " got anything to do with Mr. Burt's sudden zeal in the
cause of reaction 1 Or is it the weakness and childish imbecility of ad-

vancing age ? Let us charitably conclude that it is the latter. In that case

the Miners' National Union had better pension him off :
" Superfluous lags

the veteran on the stage."

Livesey Hooted.
Livesey had quite an ovation at the Victoria Hall on Friday night. This

gentleman, who drenched his blacklegs with beer and brandy during the
recent strike, had the impudence to appear on the platform as chairman of

a meeting to protest against "compensation to publicans." The audience
were so delighted, that if they could have got hold of Livesey they would have
probably " compensated " him. What Livesey's great exemplar, Mr. Pecksniff,

would have called " forcible and hilarious suggestions " for Livesey's removal
were made by a numerous and savage audience. "Chuck him out," " Break
his neck," "Throw him off the platform," were among the yells which assailed

him. So furious was the hooting, that Livesey, after vainly endeavouring to

speak, had to " gracefully " retire, like Sir Charles Warren at the Oxford
Music Hall. We believe Mr. Livesey professes to be " a sincere and earnest
Christian " as well as a " temperance advocate," and we want to give him an
opportunity of proving his Christian beneficence. If anyone will send us
his private address, we will be happy to publish it for the information of

some hundreds of starving gas-stokers, who are anxious to call upon him to
show their " gratitude and respect " for his late " kindness " towards them,
-and also to "solicit a voluntary contribution" for the support of their

>wives and families.

International Labour League and Federation.

This organisation held a very successful meeting at the East Finsbury
Radical Club on Saturday, June 7th. Thirty-five organisations were repre-

sented by sixty delegates from all parts of London. An attempt was made
by the State Socialists to get the federation formed upon a " legal and
constitutional basis." But most of the delegates were not authorised to

pledge their organisations to this programme, and the question is held over
t\\\ the 13th of July, when another conference will be held. We hope that
th£ workers will steer clear of legality, and decide as the miners and other
Socialist .workmen on the Continent have done, not to wait for Governments
or Parliaments to give them the eight hours day, but to obtain it for them-
selves by a general strike of workmen in every trade. N.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GERMANY.

The German Socialist Publishing Company have issued the second volume
of a most interesting work, entitled Nach Zehn Jahren (After Ten Years),

being the history of the working of the muzzle-laws in Germany for the
last decade. We say an interesting work, and regret not being able to add
an impartial one, but we have no room here to deal at any length with the

contents of the book. We want only to say that 15,000 copies of the first

volume, and already 12,000 copies of the second volume have found their

way in Germany alone, and after such a widespread circulation the Berlin

police have thought it necessary now to prohibit the entry on German terri-

tory of this Socialist publication.

A German Socialist, comrade Janisverski, who was the opponent of Pro-
fessor Virchow at the recent election for the Reichstag, has been ordered to

leave Berlin.

The police have arrested at Wiesenbach, in Saxe-Weimar, comrade Steuz-
leit, who recently returned to that town from America. A domiciliary visit

to his house resulted in the discovery of various appliances for making
explosive shells.

It is expected that comrade Bebel will become the chief editor of the
daily Berliner Volksblatt, the principal Socialistic organ now issued in Ger-
many, after the 30th of September next, when the muzzle-laws will cease to

be in force. It is also stated that comrade Auer, who for the present is

expelled from Berlin, will be the sub-editor of the paper.

The government of Saxony have asked that the Bundesrath may prolong
the state of siege which is proclaimed over Leipzig, that would otherwise
cease to exist under normal circumstances after the 28th of this month.
The authorities in Saxony have always been the most ardent adversaries of

the Socialists ; the Draconian laws of 1878 have nowhere been applied more
vigorously than in Saxony. The papers of that part of Germany are espe-

cially reactionary ; they issue just now scores of articles of a most alarming
nature, describing under the most sombre light the situation which will be
created by the abrogation of the muzzle- laws. Another paper issued at

Hamburg goes still further, and says " The government are placed in an
awkward position ; they cannot aggravate the general penal legislation

without restraining at the same time the political freedom of all other
parties ; on the other hand, if they abrogate simply and purely the anti-

Socialist law an insurrection becomes inevitable, and when the guns will have
interfered God knows what may then happen ! It is possible that a good
strong bleeding following the revolt may have a salutary influence on the
social organisation, but on one condition only : that this bleeding be implac-

able and merciless ; otherwise there will be no end of troubles and revolts,

and Socialism, like a cankerous disease, will permeate society at large."

There are still a considerable number of partial strikes going on all over
Germany. At Altenburg, the sculptors, carpenters, and turners have won
their cause. The sculptors of Erfenschlag, near Chemnitz, have also ob-

tained an increase of 25 per cent. The cabinet makers at Gorlitz are

still out of work, as well as the millers of Leipzig and neighbour-
hood. The cigar-makers at Brunswick have succeeded, after a strike

which lasted for several months and cost over 50,000 marks, in getting rid

of a tyrannical foreman. The strikers at Fleusburg have now resumed
work after having won their demands. The carpenters of Leipzig and at

Hamburg are still out of work, and intend to stick to their guns as long as

they possibly can. Numerous other strikes, which cannot all be recorded
here, are in progress, and make at the present time the German soil rather

hot for the capitalist class of that country. Everywhere, in fact, all over
the world, we seem to approach the beginning of the end !

RUSSIA.
The paper of the " Society of Friends of Russian Freedom " has now ap-

peared, and we can only say that this venture is well worth of meeting with
the sympathies of all true-hearted men and women. In "A Free Platform
for Russian Reformers," Dr. R. Spence Watson, speaking of the Russophile
movement in England, says :

" The actual task which we contemplate is the

wide dissemination from time to time of accurate information upon the

political position of Russia in domestic affairs, the condition of the people,

the treatment of political exiles, and all the action of authorities in suppress-

ing all aspirations for freedom. From time to time news appears in the

French or English papers casting a lurid light upon the darkness which
surrounds Russian life, but that light and the interest it awakens speedily

die away. We wish to prevent this, and to preserve the interest by ensur-

ing that authentic information shall be regularly forthcoming. In spite of

many difficulties, such information will be provided ; and although in the

nature of things the source from whence it is obtained cannot be disclosed,

every pains will be taken to assure that everything we publish shall be so

guaranteed as to stand the test of the severest investigation." Free Russia,

having so stated the nature of . its publication, enters at once into Russian
affairs. Madame Tzebrikora's Letter to the Tzar is reprinted, and we fully

agree with the commentator when he says that her letter is a most important

and perhaps historical event in the record of Russian liberation. The
Siberian atrocities are dealt with in an exhaustive manner, and it is clearly

shown that the life of the whole mass of people exiled and imprisoned in

Siberia has been made unendurable by the new rules and recent events.

Another good feature of Free Russia is the " Bibliography of the Russian
Question," and we hope it may be made as complete as possible, for the

benefit of those who want to become more acquainted with the history and
details of the Russian question.

The paper may be had from the publisher (Reeves, Fleet Street) at Id. a
copy. Every subscriber to the fund of the Society from Is. and upwards
will receive all its publications that shall be forthcoming, free of charge till

further notice.

All of us—revolutionary Socialists, Anarchists, Social Democrats—who are

engaged in the battle of freedom against tyranny and oppression, must feel

deeply interested in the fate of these heroic Russian men and women who,

by hundreds and thousands, are willing to give up their lives as the van-

guard of the army of social justice and human liberty.

DENMARK.
We have already spoken last week about the stonemasons and bricklayers

strike of Copenhagen. We are now requested to reproduce the appeal
launched by our Danish friends. It runs as follows : "Comrades, the brick-

layers of Copenhagen, at this moment, are struggling to bring about a nine-

hours working day and a payment of 50 ore (60.) an hour.' The strike

broke out on the 12th of May, after we had negotiated for about two years

with the masters about this matter. But they have always opposed ear
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claim, although want of employment increased year after year in such a

manner tkat about 500 have been obliged to leave Copenhagen and a great

number of others have been forced to seek work abroad. Under these

circumstances, we had no other resource than to ask for a reduction of hours,

and the masters persistently refusing to yield to this, about 1,200 bricklayers

have struck work, whereby 800 unskilled workmen and a number of car-

penters have also got out of work. The masters' corporation is engaged in

struggling against us ; they have associated with the building-speculators,

the carriers and constructors, to prevent those of the masters who would be

willing to accede to our demands to go on working. Thus we are at war
against our whole capitalist class, and the battle will be a hard one. As the

question of reduced hours is for us of great importance, we are ready to hold

out until we have won our cause. Therefore, comrades and brethren, we do
beg you instantly not to come to Copenhagen before the strike has ended,

and we also entreat to send us your support. Remember that, owing to the

strike, about 2,500 families are without bread. We also request you to let

us know whether work is abundant enough with you to allow some of our
striking comrades to get employment in England." Signed H. Rasmussen,
chairman of the Bricklayers' Union of Denmark. Treasurer : P. C. Olsen,

22, Romersgade str., Copenhagen, K. Denmark. V. D.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—We wish to draw the attention of Branches to the decision of
the Conference re Branch Reports, viz., "That monthly records of the work
done, condition of the workers, etc., be, where practicable, substituted for the
short weekly reports."

Propaganda Committee.—The Propaganda Committee meets on Tuesday,
June 17, at 8.30 p.m. Special meeting; important business; all members of
the League interested in the propaganda invited to attend.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1890 : — Leicester and North Kensington,
to end of April. Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, North London, East
London, ' Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Streatham, to end of December.
(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number

of their membership.)

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, June 9th, 3s. 6d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—East

London Branch, 3s. ; B. W., ]s.; H. R., Is.; * Commonweal' Branch, 16s. 4d.;
Deakin (Walsall), 10s.; A. H. (Norwich), 5s.; D. Nicoll (2 weeks), Is.; P. Webb,
Is.; Hammersmith Branch, 2s.; Mrs. Edwards, Is.; C. Saunders, 2s.; and Glas-
gow Branch, 5s.

KEPOKTS.
East London.—We are trying hard to push Revolutionary Socialism among

the workers in the East-end, and are very hopeful. We intend in future to make
it a feature at our meetings to have female comrades open with revolu-
tionary songs ; Mrs. Morgan has been very active in this respect for weeks
past. We held four meetings last week, viz. , at Hoxton Church on Friday night,
at Union Street on Sunday morning, and Victoria Park and Hoxton Church in
the afternoon ; literature sold well. At Union Street we have had the pleasure
of hearing two comrades, Wright and Marsh, make a start as speakers, and we
hope in future to spur on other comrades to take an active part in spreading our
ideas. At Stratford Church, Mrs. Lahr and Cores tried to hold a meeting, but
were driven away by the police. The following speakers have addressed meet-
ings during the week—Blundell, Parker, Cores, Hicks, Davis, Brookes, Mow-
bray, Mrs. Lahr, Wright, and Marsh.
North London.—After the demonstration on Saturday, we endeavoured to

enlighten the teetotallers as to the errors of their ways, which started a brisk
discussion ; one said that among the many advantages of total abstinence it

enabled him to live on a pound a week and bring up a wife and family of ten
respectably ; our speakers were Cantwell, Moore, and Parker. In Regent's Park,
Cantwell and Nicoll spoke to an attentive audience ; collected Is. 8d., and 6s.

worth of literature sold.—T. C.
Aberdeen.—Open-air work was resumed here in Castle Street on the evening

of Saturday the 7th,—the first meeting (which had been announced by handbills)
taking the form of a demonstration to protest against the freedom of the city
being presented to Stanley, who pays us a visit in about a fortnight. Before the
singing commenced we were surrounded by some hundreds of people, who had
gathered there to hear us. Comrades Duncan, W. Cooper, and Leatham were
listened to with close attention—a number of damaging extracts, read from Stan*
ley's own books and letters, creating a marked impression. When a hope was
expressed at the close that those who had learned what manner of man Mr.
Stanley was, and what kind of work he had been doing, would show their dis-

approval when the celebrations came on, the large crowd responded with unan-
imous applause. At the indoor meeting on the night following, at which there
was a large attendance of non-members, Nicoll's article on " Stanley's Exploits "

was read and discussed.—L.
Glasgow.—On Sunday we held two very successful meetings ; one on Jail

Square, which was addressed by Joe Burgoyne ; and one at Paisley Road Toll,
which was addressed by Glasier. At the latter meeting Morris's idea of how
the Revolution maybe achieved, as given in "News from Nowhere" in last
week's ' Weal, much impressed the audience ; all our ' Weals were sold out.

Dublin.—At the Dublin Branch of the Theosophical Society, on Wednesday,
June 4th, Mr. E. A. Neale read a paper on " Socialism and Theosophy," in
which he accepted the doctrines of Socialism. The opposition was of the usual
thrift, reward of industry, etc., kind ; Fitzpatrick, King, Hamilton, Mr. F. J.
Allen, and others took part in a highly interesting discussion.
Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—We held a very good meeting

on the Meadows on Sunday, and although it rained somewhat heavily, the good
speeches of Mackenzie, Hamilton, Smith, Bell, and Davidson kept the crowd
together till a late hour. Some statements about the Trades Council roused the
ire of Purdie, the bookbinders' representative, and other unionists, and a sharp
exchange of questions and answers was the only result, but perhaps the last has
not been heard on the subject. Our new hall is opened, and is ready to be let
for trades and other ^meetings. No one need fail to find us, as our name may be
read at a considerable distanoe—large white letters on a vermillion ground,—T.

fefltNBUKGH—Scottish: Socialist Federati©*.—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.
{Ruainess meeting every Friday at 8 .o'clock. Gproawpfcoations, etc., to be ad-
<dxeaaed there, Heating on Meadowy Sunday u&4 p.m.

LECTURE DIARY, IjQ
~ LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
On Sunday June 15, at 8 p.m., a Free Concert.

East London.--All branch communications to be addressed to H. M'Ken^ie,
12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday June 15, at 8 p.m.,
a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll
members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday atS p.m. for
practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen,—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening*
Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday

^

Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p. m.
hianchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meet at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines, Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every months
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-
cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday: Monolith, at 11.30; College Yard, Rotherham, at 3; Westbar
Pump, at 8. Monday : The Cross, at 7 ; Handsworth Woodhouse, at 7-

Wednesday: Corner of Nursery Street, at 7.30. Thursday: Comer o£
Bramall Lane and Hereford Street, at 7.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 14.

7 Hyde Park Nicoll and Cantwell"

7 Stratford—back of Church ... K Cores and Mrs. Lahr

Sunday 15.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street ....Leggett and Mrs. Lahr
11 Latimer Road Station , North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge .Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church Davis, Marsh, and Brookes.
1 1.30 Kilburn— ' * Old Plough ,

" Kilburn Lane .Mainwaring and Coulon
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 New Cut—Short Street Casey and Wright.
11.30 Regent's Park Mrs. Shack and Nicoll
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch ...Mrs. Lahr and Miss Lupton*
3.30 Streatham Common Smith and Wrights
3.30 Victoria Park Davis-

7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Mitcham Fair Green ..The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church ... Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 18.

8 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton, Casey, and Mrs, Lahr

Friday 20.
8.15 Hoxton Church „ ,Kitz and Davis..

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock^

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunalet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. 5 Humberstone Gate, at Spiral

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton metrket ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips'
Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,
Blackley, at 8.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place at 3 and 7.30.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30 ; Colman's Granary
Quay, at 7.

Commonweal agent in Lambeth

—

Newsagent, 80 Princes-road, Lambeth
Club Autonomie, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham, Court Road, W.—Sunday '

June 15, at 8.30, Lothrop Withington, •* Through the Smoke."
New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W*

—

Sunday June 15, at 8.30 p.m., George R* Cox, "Qfchfor ^pg and Other Hearts" ^
or Fifty Years After."

'

Manchester.—A Demonstration, to protest against the freedom of the city?

'

being conferred on H. M. Stanley, will be held on Sunday June 15, in Stevenson*
Square. Frank Kitz (London) will be the principal speaker.
South London.—All Revolutionary Socialists in South London willing to form-"

a Branch of the S. L. are requested to send their names to W. Wright, 18 Ward
Street, Lambeth, or turn up at the open-air meetings at Short Street, New Cut,
on Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings
Fabian Society.—A course of seven lectures on Socialism in Contemporary

Literature will be given in the French Chamber, St. James's Restaurant, W.
<entrance from Piccadilly), on Friday evenings, at £ o'clock. June 20 (fifth
lecture), William Boulting, " Edward Carpenter and Karl Pearson/' .
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand

:

-Straight Talk to Working Men 4

, Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
What Socialists Want 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

"The -Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.

A few remainders—
Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6

Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth 1 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 1

Labour Capital (Kellogg) 1

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men ... ... 1

A History of the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists r(Dyer Lum) ... ... 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Eepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8

Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4

What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4

The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

vObject of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.
cSpaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-

and Heigl 8
.The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
Irom the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

THE INDIVIDUALIST.
A Liberal and Reform Journal, advocating

Social Regeneration and Industrial

Emancipation.

"Devoted to the rational exposition of the Philosophy

of Freedom—mental, moral, and physical; social,

industrial, and sexual. Commands the pens of the

best writers in America on these subjects.

Sixteen pages, 2 dollars per year. Trial subscrip-

tion, three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber

will receive a copy of Mr. Stuart's book
%

Natural

Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural Law.

Address, F. Q. Stuart, Editor and Proprietor, 1653

Blake Street, Denver, Colorado.

dulSMdr

PRICE EIGHTPENCE.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MOBBIS.

Sixteen pages, Osr Penny ; by posty ip.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Qseen Street* W.C.

A SHORT ACCOUNT Of THE

COMMUNE OF PARIS.
BY E. B, MAX, VICTOR DAVE, and

WILLIAM MORRIS,

Price Twopence*

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queem Street* Lincoln's

Inn Fields,. London, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A BEAWIKG

BY WALTER CRANE.

On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2& 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which

consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not, work, and, of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would

give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The

result of this would be that livelihood would

not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou ' would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to. own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by

employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property;

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and

nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would

come to an end.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

One Penny.

Special terms to Trade and Branches.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

LA REYOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anaechiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, 1 Jd.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

«COMMONWEAL " MANAGER, 24 Great Queen

Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C,

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Vk ; p*& fy^V ls- 2d -

C&mmonweal Office, 24, (Srreat Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; un£l it is realised, Society is nothing

but a baj|i |£,robbers. We muat add that

this chan^^'lfidy be brought about by com-

binationAmoagftt the workers themselves, and

must eij&wttoe the whole of Society. The new

life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them

by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist Leacr**.

Printed in the Socialist League Printer/, ^^^?*^*£°
name and onbehalf of tiw SociaUpt l^aje, Wf£f*K*

it 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fidds, London, W.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
A little too previous. Our friend the Star announces to its readers
that there has been " another " split in the S. L. ; and Reynolds, misled
probably by the false news of the delectable evening print, comes out
with a note wherein we are informed we are "waking up," and we are
dividing ourselves into still minuter sections. The Star, with char-
acteristic unfairness, refused insertion until the last moment to a
contradiction sent by comrade Morris. No enemy is more virulent
than a renegade ; and if the Star really wishes for reliable information
as to what is going on within the ranks of the Socialists, it should seek
cleaner channels of obtaining it than the individual it uses now for

the purpose. Presently we shall have something to say about the
erstwhile Socialist press gang which will make them wince.

" Dodo " in Reynolds has disclosed the particular sect to which he
belongs, by the puff he gives it as having done " all the practical
work." The wish is father to the thought re the alleged split in the
S.L. No doubt the existence of an International Organisation is a
thorn to those who are continually abusing foreigners, and Germans
in particular, because the English Royal Collar is made of German
silver. We may be " somnolent," but we think that the preaching
of International Solidarity is preferable to the national prejudices and
continual laudation of Sham Republics like France and America, of
which " Dodo," in common with the staff of Reynolds, seems to be
iost in rapt admiration. Editors.

The Daily News the other day had an elaborate congratulatory
article on the progress of Italy, which was once nothing at all, and is

now a great nation courted and flattered by all the great powers. I
do not know nor care how much the Italian bourgeois patriot likes
this " condescension " of the English ditto, but I cannot help feeling
that all this glorification of the progress of the commercial class in
the country (for that is what it comes to) is little better than an
insult to the general humanity of Italy.

All this glory of the nation to which he has the honour to belong,
what will it do for the Italian peasant, the Italian labourer, the Italian
town-workman? The Lombard field-labourer driven to his toil in a
gang, dying by inches of pellagra (in English, starvation) in the very
.garden of Europe, I wonder what touch of national vanity (which is

what people mean by " patriotism ") his master's grinding has left in
him. The town workman in whom even trades' unionism is a crime,
I wonder whether he thinks that his nation has done all they can for
him in driving out the Germans and leaving the capitalists to fatten
•on his labour ?

Italy is like other " civilised " nations, she keeps her successes, her
progress, her civilisation for a class of masters. Who could venture
to say that Italy has " progressed " who thinks of the condition of
those that alone make Italy, the workers, the useful part of the
•country ] Those who write flattering articles about Italy's progress,
•do in truth think of nothing human in Italy except the middle-class

;
to them the rest are not men and women, but parts of the huge
machine which grinds the masters sweet idle life. But how if the
machine should one day burst ? W. M.

The Earl of Wemyss was kind enough in the House of Lords the
other night, in a debate on the sweating system, to lay down a few
rules of conduct for the people, and which he told them would be ex-
cellent remedies for their poverty. He said :

" True statesmanship consisted in telling the people the truth that to a
great extent the cure rested with themselves. They must practise tem-
perance and thrift, and must, like the upper classes, avoid marriage until
they were able to support their wives and families in comfort. They must
be taught not to regard emigration as banishment, but to accept it as a
means of reducing the surplus population of this country."

It is quite true that the " cure " does rest with the people, but we
doubt whether that remedy is one that Earl Wemyss would relish.

As to the noble lord's humbugging cant about " temperance and thrift,"

we should have thought that it was scarcely possible for an East-end
workman, earning from 15s. to 20s. a-week, to be anything but "tem-
perate and thrifty " upon it. If Lord Wemyss doubts this he is

welcome to try the experiment of living upon this sum, and he will

then be able to tell us whether it leaves him a very ample margin for

expenditure in champagne, cigars, and other luxuries which the noble

lord, thanks to the " temperance and thrift " of other people, is now
able to enjoy.

The poor must " avoid marriage." Must they ! What excellent

advice from a " Christian and moral " peer ! At that rate the Mile
End Road would soon be as full of prostitutes as Piccadilly, and the

aristocracy would not be able even to claim a monopoly of immorality.

Why, we might even have an East-end Cleveland Street, if the poor
"like the upper classes avoid marriage." What splendid morality

and " manly virtues " the great Earl Wemyss endeavours to spread

among the people ! Perhaps they might reply that in these things

they are not anxious to emulate the " upper classes."

But the people have still another lesson to learn, and that is, " not
to regard emigration as banishment, but to accept it as a means of

reducing the surplus population of the country." It strikes me that
it will take the people some time to swallow this pill. Why are people
forced to emigrate 1 Because the Earl of Wemyss and his brother
thieves, the landlords and capitalists, cannot make rent or profit out
of their labour, and so the workmen are forced by starvation to " emi-

grate." And thus, owing to the monopoly of the land and the means
of production by Wemyss and Co., they cannot live in the land of their

birth. Earl Wemyss may not consider this " banishment," but the

people hold a different opinion.

Supposing, some day the workmen get tired of supplying idle

scoundrels with wealth to spend in every form of vice and profligacy

which it is possible for the most diseased and depraved mind to
imagine ; suppose that they rise in revolt, and hunt Wemyss and Co.
out of the country, like the French peasants hunted their lords a
hundred years ago. Would Earl Wemyss consider that " banishment 1

"

It was called " emigration " then.

Some people might, however, be content " to accept it as a means o£
reducing the * surplus ' population of the country." Like the country-
man in the story, we think that " emigration " is an excellent thing
properly applied, and that in England we could very well spare " a few
landlords." Earl Wemyss might with advantage set the example, and
go first. The unemployed could make a good use of his acres, when
they had not got to keep him into the bargain. D. X.

SCENES FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.
in.

THE REVOLT OF THE WOMEN.

The 5th of October, 1789, dawns—a dull, desolate morning—and the
great city of Paris is waking to life again. Already the idea is afloat

among the women that the National Guards will surely not fire upon
them, and at the markets and in the bakers' queues there is excited
talk. " The men are cowards, and will not act ; then let the women act.

Forward to the Hotel de Ville, to Versailles ! Down with the fore-

stalled of bread ! Death to murderous aristocrats and their black
cockades !

"

A woman in one of these excited groups in the Quartier St. Eustace
snatches a drum from a guardhouse, rushing through the adjacent
streets beating it and raising cries concerning the scarcity of bread.
A crowd of women gather round her, and increase in number as they
approach the Hdtel de Ville. At the same time a host of women
sweep in a surging flood from St. Antoine, the East-end of Paris, and
pour like a torrent through the streets, pulling into their ranks every
woman they can lay hold of—even breaking into houses and dragging
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them out. Thus the crowd rushes on—roaring, shouting, brandishing

weapons of every kind—and streams into the open space, the Greve,

in front of the Town Hall, raising fearful cries of " Bread ! brefcd !*?

and demanding to speak with the representatives of the CoHlnmne.
Lafayette, Bailly, and the other representatives are not there. The
Municipal Council sat late into the night, discussing the troubled con-

dition cf Paris, and there are now only at the Town Hall a few clerks,

with a slender guard of Nationals, under the command of M. de

Gouvion, a major-general who has served with Lafayette in America.

Just before the crowd enters upon the place in front of the Hotel de

Yille, a baker who has been selling bread with short weights is brought
there in custody by some National Guards. The furious crowd already

gathering rush upon him with fearful shouts, but he is dragged from
their hands by National Guards, taken into the Town Hall, and
smuggled out of the back door. M. de Gouvion, alarmed at the vast

crowd of women now covering the place, sends round to the districts

for reinforcements. Meanwhile, on come the women. In front of the

Town Hall are a body of mounted Nationals. These the women set

upon with showers of stones, and they are forced to retreat before the

desperate crowd. And now for the Town Hall. On they come in one
long wave. The National Guards form on the stone stairs outside,

and receive them with a hedge of glittering steel. But the crowd
rushes on madly ; stones begin to fly from behind ; it is impossible to

fire on these starving, desperate women ; the guards give way; and
the crowd dashes on, surging, thundering through the halls and passages

of the Hotel de Ville. List to their savage shouts—Bread ! bread !

Bread and arms ! The men are cowards ! We will show them what
courage means ! Others cry that the municipal councillors, especially

Lafayette and Bailly, deserve hanging. Some of the women batter at

the door of the magazine of arms, but cannot force it. Fierce and
ragged men, armed with axes and crowbars, come to their aid ; the door

is broken open, and eight hundred stand of arms are pulled out, with
two pieces of cannon. Here they also lay hands on three bags of gold, one
of which is promptly annexed by someone, but the others are rescued.

Meanwhile, another troop have swept up to the belfry, looking for

Lafayette and Bailly, whom they do not find, but find instead only

one member of the Municipal Council, an unfortunate Abbe' Lefevre,

who was very busy distributing powder on the Bastille day, but has

since ranked among the moderates. He is soon hanging out of the

belfry with a rope round his neck. The rope, however, is cut, or

breaks, and he tumbles down upon the leads, and lives for years after-

wards, though always with " a trembling in the limbs." But below
they are piling up heaps of paper, which two ladies with blazing

torches announce their intention of setting on fire, when suddenly

their hands are seized by a gigantic man dressed in sombre black.

It is Usher Maillard, prominent in the assault upon the Bastille, now
sergeant in the Bastille Volunteers, composed of men who distinguished

themselves in the assault on that fortress.

Maillard had arrived at the Town Hall before the women arrived,

with complaints from his volunteers. On the arrival of the women,
he rushed forth and returned with the company of the Bastille heroes,

arriving just in time to prevent the Town Hall from being burnt

down. For the moment the women are inclined to turn their wrath

on to him ; but he tells them who he is, and is then received with joy.

He says that he will lead them to Versailles, and entering the room
where the officials are clustered in confused terror, he informs them
there is only one thing to do, and that is to take the women to Ver-

sailles. The officials, half beside themselves, will not sanction this

step, so Maillard takes it without them, seizes a drum, and beating on

it loudly, runs down the stairs, the women rushing after him. Down-
stairs eight thousand women have rallied in the Place de Greve, armed
with every species of weapon—pikes, guns, pitchforks, ironshod blud-

geons, and several pieces of cannon, dragged by horses taken from
carriages. Seated on one of these cannon is Theroigne de Mericourt,

once a beautiful courtesan, but who now, moved by the enthusiasm of

revolution, had given up her trade, and declared that she would have

no more lovers except the great constitution-maker, the A bbe
7
de Sieyes,

noted for his coldness and his hatred for women. Thus with drums
beating at the head of this motley multitude Maillard starts for Ver-

sailles, and the Place de Greve and the Hotel de Ville are left empty
as the human sea sweeps on.

On they march through the West End of Paris past the Louvre and
the Tuileries, men crowding to the windows to gaze in astonishment,

but no women showing their faces for fear they should be pressed. It

is riot pleasant weather for a march through the country to Versailles

this dull dank October day, for rain is falling and they splash in mud
and water as they go. In the Elysian Fields, the Parisian Hyde Park,

there is a halt, and there Maillard harangues them; he is met with shouts

that they wish to march to the Arsenal for arms, but he declares that

there are no arms in the Arsenal, and recommends that they march
without arms peacefully and petition the National Assembly. Then,

forming them in somewhat like military order they march on, the

Bastille volunteers bringing up the rear. Through the villages on the

road they tramp, at some of which the peasants are glad to yield a

supply of bread to prevent their houses being pillaged by the hungry
crowd. Any woman they can lay hands on is forced to join them.

Fine carriage ladies in their dainty vehicles are forced to descend,

though with shrieks and hysterics, and to march on. Carriages and
travellers of all kinds are stopped, especially any that come from Paris,

so that news cannot be carried to Versailles. Among others is

Deputy Lechappelier, who explains very nervously "That he is a

good patriot, and presided in the Assembly on the famous 4th of

August." This announcement is met with a shout of " Vive Lechap-

pelier I
" and several people spring up behind and before to escort himv

But? meanwhile, rumours do reach Versailles, despite the stopping

^£ Couriers and passengers. The National Assembly is in very bad
spirits at the sight of royalism becoming so rampant ; the king, too,

has refused to accept the famous 'Rights of Man,' vhicb has just

been passed as part of the new constitution by the Assembly,- and
altogether the Court has taken a very defiant attitude. When the

news of the march of the women reaches Versailles, Mirabeau, one of

the first to hear it, crosses to Mounier, the President of the day, and
informs him that Paris is marching upon Versailles, and that he must
fall suddenly unwell and go to the palace and tell them. Mounier, who
though a very mild constitutionalist, has been much irritated by recent

events, and replies, " Paris marches on us ! Well, so much the better >

we shall sooner be a Republic !

"

But Paris is marching ; scarcely had the women departed than an,

immense crowd fills the Place de Greve, Nationals summoned by M.
de Gouvion, the work-people from St. Antoine, and last but not least,

the famous Garde Fran^ais, whose appearance caused the Bastille to

fall, now known as the Centre Grenadiers of the National Guard.

These are loudly cheered, but they reply "It is not cheers we want

;

the nation has been insulted ! To arms ! and come to us for orders I

"".

A deputation of these brave soldiers enter the Hotel de Ville, where-

the frightened Municipals have already assembled. They see Lafayette

and speak to him in blunt soldier fashion, " My General, we are de-

puted by the six companies of Grenadiers. We do not think you a

traitor, but we think the Government betrays you. We cannot turn

our bayonets against women crying to us for bread. The people are

miserable, the source of their misery is at Versailles ; we must go and-

seek the King and bring him to Paris. We must exterminate the

Flanders regiment and the body-guard, who have dared to trample on

the National Cockade. If the King be too weak to wear a crown let

him lay it down. You will crown his son, you will name a council of re-

gency and all will go better 1" Poor Lafayette could only reply, " What !!

would you make war upon the King 1 " But all his pleading was in

vain. " The King must come to Paris ; all the people wish it !
" La-

fayette and Bailly then try their eloquence outside, but it is lost

among cries of " Bread ! Bread ! To Versailles ! To Versailles !

"'

Lafayette mounts his white charger and speaks from that ; but it is-

all in vain. " To Versailles ! To Versailles !
" Finding eloquence and

white charger useless, he tries to bolt, but is stopped by the Centre

Grenadiers. " My General, you will not leave us." What is to be
done? Half the day has been wasted in unavailing speech! And
now from St. Antoine there come cries of "To the Lanterne !

" St.

Antoine has some idea of settling the difficulty by hanging the-

general. Lafayette sends in word to the very much frightened Muni-
cipals, to ask whether he is to go, and receives an order to do so. He
informs the crowd that he will go. The decision is received with

shouts of rapture, and they march for Versailles, all Paris shouting

and applauding as the troops march by. The people from the suburb-

of St. Antoine have already marched, and the huge host pours on,,

covering the country roads that lead to Versailles. The drunken orgie

at the Opera House has done its work. Paris throngs in tumultous-

crowds, and marches in military order upon Versailles.

D. J. Nicoll.

(The first two " Scenes from the French Revolution " appeared in

Nos. 208 and 214, January kth and February 15th, 1890. These

Numbers can still be had.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Correspondents who order literature should prepay postage, or state if they

wish their parcels to be sent per rail or carrier, " carriage forward."

C. Cobley.—This correspondent sends in a letter asking "why we Socialists*

have never dealt with the question of foreign immigration into this country,"*

and then proceeds to advocate the imposition of a heavy tax upon such poor

foreigners as emigrate here. " It would at least," says he, "prevent those

without visible means of subsistence from landing here and working for any

mean wage that is offered to them." But he doubts the efficacy of his own
specific, for a little further on he says that " he believes that it is the im-

portation of cheap foreign goods ' free of duty ' rather than foreign immi-

gration which injures the English workman." In the first place the letter

should not have been addressed to us, as we attach only a conventional

meaning to the word "foreigner," and recognise in bur working comrades*

of other lands as members of the Army of Labour, whose emancipation-

is fast approaching. We expect that the number of persons wha labeL

themselves as Socialists and wave the red flag over every crochet* are re-

sponsible for the confusion in our correspondent's mind, and which has led-

him to address us. He would put a heavy fine upon foreigners, which would

be a bagatelle upon such as the Rothschilds, in order to keep out poor

foreigners. Very large-minded and generous indeed. From this to the-

re-erection of the toll-gates, which fined people for locomotion from one-

place to another, is but a step. Our friend has given us no indication that

he objects in any way to the International Capitalistic System, which preys,

upon all without regard to clime : and, therefore, we would like to know
whether he objects to accept the results of foreign genius simply because it

is not native ? Many of those who have sought refuge upon these shores

have enriched Literature, Art, and Science in this country, who upon land-

ing could not have paid a pecuniary fine. We have not yet come across the

Englishman who refused to make a profit out of an invention, or take ad-

vantage of scientific discoveries when made by foreigners ; in fact, hundred*

cf Englishmen have employment in this way. As to a " mean 5 wage
:

the-

strikes going on around us are not complicated by the foreigner but by the-

native blackleg, and certainly it is not the possibility of getting foreigners

as substitutes which makes British slaves of 'bus, tram, and railway em-

ployes. In conclusion, we would advise our correspondent to leave the

labryinthian ways of narrow national prejudices, and strike out upofi the

high road of International Solidarity.—[Eds.]
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTEES FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.
Chap. XVIII.

—

The Beginning of the New Life.

" Well," said I, "so you got clear out of all your troubles. Were
people satisfied with the new order of things when it came 1

"

"People?" he said. "Well, surely almost all must have been glad

of peace when it came ; especially when they found, as they must have
iound, that after all, they—even the once-rich—were not living very
badly. As to those who had been poor, all through the war, which
lasted about two years, their condition had been bettering, in spite of
iihe struggle ; and when peace came at last, in a very short time they
-made great strides towards a decent life. The great difficulty was
i;hat the once-poor had such a feeble conception of the real pleasure of
life : so to say, they did not ask enough, did not know how to ask
enough, from the new state of things. It was perhaps rather a good
than an evil thing that the necessity for restoring the wealth destroyed
•during the war forced them into working at first almost as hard as
they had been used to before the Revolution. For all historians are
agreed that there never was a war in which there was so much destruc-
tion of wares and instruments for making them as in this civil war."

"I am rather surprised at that," said I.
*' Are you 1 I don't see why," said Hammond.
"Why," I said, "because the party of order would surely look upon

•the wealth as their own property, no share of which, if they could help
it, should go to their slaves, supposing they conquered. And on the
other hand, it was just for the possession of that wealth that the
* rebels' were fighting, and I should have thought, especially when
•they saw that they were winning, that they would have been careful
fto destroy as little as possible of what was so soon to be their own."

"It was as I have told you, however," said he. "The party of
border, when they recovered from their first cowardice of surprise—or,

if you please, when they fairly saw that, whatever happened, they
would be ruined, fought with great bitterness, and cared little what
they did, so long as they injured the enemies who had destroyed the
sweets of life for them. As to the rebels, I have told you that the
-outbreak of actual war made them careless of trying to save the
wretched scraps of wealth that they had. It was a common saying
amongst them, Let the country be cleared of everything except valiant
•living men, rather than that we fall into slavery again !

"

He sat silently thinking a while, and then said : " Don't you see
what it means ? In the times which you are thinking of, and of which
you seem to know so much, there was no hope ; nothing but the dull
jog of the mill-horse under compulsion of collar and whip ; but in that
fighting-time that followed, all was hope : the rebels at least felt them-
selves strong enough to build up the world again from its dry bones,

—

and they did it too
!

" said the old man, his eyes glittering under his
beetling brows. He went on :

" And their opponents at least and at
tast learned something about the reality of life, and its sorrows, which
they—their class, I mean—had once known nothing of. In short, the
two combatants, the workman and the gentleman, between them "

"Between them," said I, quickly, "they destroyed commercialism !"

"Yes, yes, yes," said he; "that is it. Nor could it have been
destroyed otherwise; except, perhaps, by the whole of society gradually
falling into lower depths, till it should at last reach a condition as rude
as barbarism, but lacking both the hope and the pleasures of barbarism.
Surely the sharper, shorter remedy was the happiest."

" Most surely," said I.

^
"Yes," said the old man, "the world was being brought to its second

birth ; how could that take place without a tragedy. Moreover, think
•of it. The spirit of the new days, of our days, was to be delight in
the life of the world ; intense and almost overweening love of the very
«kin and surface of the earth on which man dwells, such as a lover has
in the fair flesh of the woman he loves; this, I say, was to be the new
spirit of the time. All other moods save this had been exhausted :

the unceasing criticism, the boundless curiosity in the ways and
thoughts of man, which was the mood of the ancient Greek, to whom
these things were not so much a means, as an end, was gone past
recovery ;. nor had there been really any shadow of it in the so-called
science of the nineteenth century, which, as you must know, was in
the main an appendage to the commercial system ; nay, not seldom an
appendage to the police of that system. In spite of appearances, it
was limited and cowardly, because it did not really believe in itself.
It was the outcome, as it was the sole relief, of the unhappiness of the
period which made life so bitter even to the rich, and which, as you
may see with your bodily eyes, the great change has swept away.
More akin to our way of looking at life is the spirit of the Middle Ages,
to whom heaven and the life of the next world was such a reality, that
it became to them a part of the life upon the earth ; which accordingly
they loved and adorned, in spite of the ascetic doctrines of their creed,
which bade them contemn it.

"But that also, with its assured belief in heaven and hell as two
•countries in which to live, has gone, and now we do, both in word and
in deed, believe in the continuous life of the world of men, and as it
were, add every day of that common life to the little stock of days
which our own mere individual experience wins for us: and con-
sequently we are happy. Do you wonder at it ? In times past, indeed,
men were told to love their kind, to believe in the religion of humanity,

and so forth. But look you, just m the degree that a man kad^K^
tion of mind and refinement enough to be able to value this id4fy$&$&*
repelled by the obvious aspect of the individuals composing the m*fe*
which he was to worship, and could only evade that repulsion by, ni^k*
ing a conventional abstraction of mankind that had little actual or
historical relation to the race, which to his eyes was divided into lilidd

tyrants on the one hand and apathetic degraded slaves on the other.

But now, where is the difficulty in accepting the religion of humanity
when the men and women who go to make up humanity are fffep,

happy, and energetic at least, and most commonly beautiful of j&ocfc?

also, and surrounded by beautiful things of their own faShaoaiog, am
a nature bettered and not worsened by contact with mankind. This
is what this age of the world has reserved for us." '

*

" It seems true," said I, "or ought to be, if what my eyes have seen
is a token of the general life you lead. Can you now tell me anything
of your progress after the years of the struggle %

"

Said he : "I could easily tell you more than you have time to listen

to ; but I can at least hint at one of the chief difficulties which had to

be met : and that was, that when men began to settle down after the
war, and their labour had pretty much filled up the gap in wealth
caused by the destruction of that war, a kind of disappointment seemed
coming over us, and the prophecies of some of the reactionists of past
times seemed as if they would come true, and a dull level of utilitarian

comfort be the end for a while of our aspirations and success. The
loss of the competitive spur to exertion had not, indeed, done any-

thing to interfere with the necessary production of the community,
but how if it should make men dull by giving them too much time for

thought or idle musing. But, after all, this dull thunder-cloud only

threatened us, and then passed over. Probably, from what I have
told you before, you will have a guess at the remedy for such a disaster

;

remembering always that many of the things which used to be produced
—slave-wares for the poor and mere wealth-wasting wares for the rich

—ceased to be made. That remedy was, in short, the production of

what used to be called art, but which has no name amongst us now,
because it has become a necessary part of the labour of every man who
produces."

Said I :
" What ! had men any time or opportunity for cultivating

the fine arts amidst the desperate struggle for life and freedom that

you have told me of ?

"

Said Hammond : "You must not suppose that the new form of art

was founded chiefly on the memory of the art of the past ; although,

strange to say, the civil war was much less destructive of art than of

other things, and although what of art existed under the old forms
revived in a wonderful way during the latter part of the struggle,

especially as regards music and poetry. The art or work-pleasure, as

one ought to call it, of which I am now speaking, sprung up almost
spontaneously, it seems, from a kind of instinct amongst people, no
longer driven desperately to painful and terrible over-work, to do the

best they could with the work in hand—to make it excellent of its

kind ; and when that had gone on for a little, a craving for beauty
seemed to awaken in men's minds, and they began rudely and awk-
wardly to ornament the wares which they made ; and when they had
once set to work at that, it soon began to grow. All this was much
helped by the abolition of the squalor our immediate ancestors put up
with so coolly ; and by the leisurely but not stupid country-life which
now grew (as I told you before) to be common amongst us. Thus at

last and by slow degrees we got pleasure into our work ; then we be-

came conscious of that pleasure, and cultivated it, and took care that
we had our fill of it ; and then all was gained, and we were happy. So
may it be for ages and ages !

"

The old man fell into a reverie, not altogether without melancholy,
I thought ; but I would not break it. Suddenly he started, and said

:

" Well, dear guest, here are come Dick and Clara to fetch you away,
and there is an end of my talk ; which I daresay you will not be sorry
for ; the long day is coming to an end, and you will have a pleasant
ride back to Hammersmith."

William Morris,
TO BE CONTINUED. 1

{This Story began in No. 209, January 11, 1890*

Back Numbers can still be had.)

A few sets of

A SOCIAL MEETING
AND CONFERENCE OF LONDON REVOLUTIONISTS

WILL BE HELD

AT THE INTERNATIONAL CLUB,
40 BERNER STREET, E.,

On Tuesday, June 24th, at 8.30 p.m.

All Revolutionary Socialists are invited, whether members of societies, clubs,
or groups, or working as independent propagandists. Comrades of international
clubs specially invited.

The position of the Revolutionary Organs, and the best means of extending
their circulation, will be discussed.
The great object of the meeting is, the consolidation of our forces and the

extension of the revolutionary and Anarchist-Communist propaganda.
A good number of well known comrades and societies have already promised

to take part in the proceedings.
A Concert and Dancing will follow the conference. Admission free* All

anti-parliamentary Socialists are urged to attend.

The Organising Committee.
(Appointed by the S.L. Propaganda Committee.)
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SHAM SOCIALISM.
" We aro all Socialists now," remarked that Liberal leviathan, Sir

William Harcourt, and though the phrase was ludicrously mal apropos
in view of the row of complacent mediocrities for whom he spoke, it

has become historic. Nor is there anything surprising in this. Apart
entirely from the prominence which the speaker occupied in the ad-

jacent fields of phrase-making and political somersault-throwing, it

had a bearing on current thought. Of course there were some mis-
guided enthusiasts who, like the patriarch's spouse, were inclined to-

cast back a glance of regret on the Gomorrah of Liberalism from
which they had just managed to tear themselves. To them the spec-

tacle of Sir William, the heavy father of the stock company which
Mr. Gladstone manages, paternally opening lus arms with a melo-
dramatic " me che-ild," had an affecting side, and it apparently needed
but little to make some of these " Radical Socialists " (so the cant
phrase goes, I think) fall sobbing upon that expansive bosom. To
those of us who are of a less confiding nature than the gentlemen who
supply the bait for Mr. T. P. O'Connor's man-traps, the incident was
interesting because it was typical of a certain popular feeling which
one discerns to be in the air. In a period of transition like ours,,

when thought (or the brain contortion that passes for it) on industrial

and social questions is in a state of flux, minds which lack stamina*

are driven hither and thither by its tides. What Carlyle called the*

" Universal Stygian Quagmire " is to be satisfactorily bridged over bw
a few tons of resolutions, and all the Mrs. Jellabys who tire of the-

fascinating Polynesian cannibal are busy regenerating mankind at-

home. But no expenditure of either money or wind ever converted
that which is in its essence a No-Thing into any semblance of a Things
and while it is certainly not unwise for the Socialist to review the

situation, he may do so with confidence that the coffin-ships that

surround his bark are too water-logged to long remain athwart his-

course.

The clerical imitation of Socialism is a very wide-spread species of
wooden ham with which the worker's stomach is to be filled. " So-

cialism plus the Ten Commandments" shouts that sentimentalist

preaching friar, Mr. W. T. Stead, and straightway the black police of

capitalism supply us with an article which is " the Ten Command-
ments minus Socialism." Brought face to face with the gravest social

problems these gentry content themselves with shouting " Great is

Diana of the Ephesians !
" (keeping the while a sharp look-out for the

interests of the craft of the silversmiths), or else come out as political

" cheap-jacks " with working-men's clubs, friendly societies, and greatest

boon of all, free pews in their own particular tabernacle. All these

shoddy wares are branded with the magic trade-mark " Socialism," and
with the impudence of their profession they occasionally explain that
this is " true " Socialism as distinguished from the " false " which you
and I are preaching. Until somebody in the national jaw-shop at

Westminster extends the false-marking clauses of the Merchandise
Marks Act to clerical " cheap-jackery " of this nature, many unsus-

pecting working-men will share the fate of the Vicar of Wakefield's

son at the fair.

Fabianism is one of the most recent counterfeits which have to be
nailed to the Socialist counter. Its propaganda can, of course, be-

most effectively pursued while the Liberal party are out of office, for
it preaches a policy of moralising Liberal associations and members

—

a thing that no one is likely to attempt to do while the Liberals are in

power. The professors of this party protest that the noble hearts of

Gladstone, Harcourt, Brunner, Morley, and Co. are ready to pant witn*

affection for the workman, provided the necessary votes are supplied.

It is the principle of the automatic chocolate provider applied to

politics—put a majority of votes in the slot and you get the municipal-

isation of gas-works. " Eat, drink, and be merry " at this Barmecide^
feast ; but above all, my proletarian friend, don't forget the munificent

providers thereof. The game of promising a Socialist millenium with*

the advent of Sir William Harcourt to office has the additional advan-

tage that that politician's elastic conscience will not be likely to impel

him to fulfil the promises made for him by his henchmen ; and thus,

the wealthy men who now remain— being assured that all this*

" playing at the barricades " is only meant for the gallery—will con-
tinue to adorn the Liberal benches. Sir William Harcourt and Mr..

T. P. O'Connor (worthy colleagues in a noble cause) may be likened

to the Walrus and the Carpenter of Mr. Carroll's verses, and the end>

of their promises may be prophesied by quoting the finale of that,

partnership

:

" I weep for you," the Walrus said :

" I deeply sympathise."

With sobs and tears he sorted out
Those of the largest size,

Holding his pocket handkerchief
Before his streaming eyes.

There is another species of bogus Socialism which is beginning to*

show its head here—the Bismarckian State Socialism with which the

Man of Blood and Iron tried to stop the march of the Socialists to the

ballot-boxes. The large crowd of faddists are imploring the Govern-

ment to impose their pet panaceas upon the community willy-nilly,

and they complacently puff their peddling " isms " as a complete

substitute for the Socialist demands.
I have even met misguided enthusiasts who thought that compulsory

national insurance was a step to Socialism. The idea of stripping the

worker's bones still barer in order to provide for an old age, which he

never reaches, is to us too unscrupulous for the comic side of the claim
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to be fully apparent, but the mental twist which is responsible for this

counterfeit is curious enough to warrant its mention.

With so many trumpery imitations around us, there is the more
need to keep steadily before us the ideal of a Socialist commonwealth,
and meanwhile to denounce these shams as shams on every suitable

opportunity. Many of them are but shadows, and with the coming of

the light they will be dispersed. Let us therefore "spread the light."

X.

AN IMPOSTOR DEPARTS.
" Mr. T. P. O'Connor, parasite of the Liberal party and editor of the
Star" That is how this eloquent and enterprising political privateer
was spoken of in the ' Weal a couple of years ago. We in Liverpool
have been afflicted with him as the mis-representative of one of our
Parliamentary divisions, and you in London have suffered from him as
editor of the Star—editor as defined by Mark Twain, a man appointed
and highly paid to keep truth out of his paper. Not that his unclean
sheet was ever likely to be otherwise than it is, being a cross between
a hired party bravo and a commercial advertising medium ; for, to
quote Mark Twain again, "that kind of a paper is just as well off

with a sick editor as a well one, and better off with a dead editor than
either."

There is a rumour going around that Mr. T. P. is not coming here
for re-election any more ; that a " safe " Liberal seat is to be found
for him somewhere else in England, where he can "ease off" on his

violent Irish-ness as he has done already on the small, cheap, and
sneaking Socialism of the "London programme." There is also a
rumour that reaches us to the effect that Mr. T. P. may after all not
manage to carry over the Star into the orthodox Liberal camp, and
trade off its gleams to John Morley for a place on the Treasury bench,
but will find that it breaks away into the more useful, even if more
erratic, courses it pursued awhile back.

So that it is likely that Mr. Thomas Power O'Connor, M.P., L.P.H.,
and S.S., 1 will soon depart from two spheres of obtrusive and immo-
dest uselessness, which he has filled for some time with discredit to
himself and damage to the people at large.

But, you will say, what have we to do with the Scotland division of
Liverpool and its representation in Parliament ? Not much, indeed

;

but we all have some interest in the wavering Star, whose uncertain
rays have a misleading and dangerous effect upon those who try to
read current events by their light. In several ways we are responsible
for the Star—for its coming into existence that is—not for anything
else, thank goodness ! And it may be worth while to call up the
record and think over the history of the Star, from the time when we
all, or a lot of us, anyhow, thought a new sun had arisen and was
going to shine on a re-illumined world.

For years London had been having a good rake-up by Socialist
speakers and agitators. For more years still it had been a "Tory
stronghold " and the despair of the Liberal wire-pullers. The " fran-
chise " had been "widened," which is to say, more of the geese had
been given a chance of choosing what kind of sauce they would be
cooked with. But, to the disgust of the Liberal chefs-de-cuisine, the
geese didn't come readily up to be cooked ; they had lent their ears to
those who had taught them they needn't be cooked at all. The pro-
letarian voters, who had been relied on as tools for turning out the
Tories, were found to have a pretty strong opinion as to the family
likeness between all politicians, and a carelessness as to party cries,

and a callousness toward party appeals, that were appalling to the
old-fashioned machine-made and caucus-managed Liberal. Besides,
the Tories were coquetting with the social question ; there was talk of
secret conferences between Tory members and the leaders of the un-
employed; flying rumours that London was to be secured for ever to
the Tory interest by immense bribes in the way of "bread and
circuses."

The parting of the ways between the " Grand Old Party " and the
party of progress had come ; what was to be done 1 Why, of course,
save the Party (with a big P) at all costs ! Let Plunder flourish though
the People fall ! But the split was so very obvious, that something
bold and striking and original must be done. The staid and respec-
table brigadiers of the Liberal front bench, trained in the scientific
and red-tape methods of party warfare, were obviously out of it.

Their juniors, those of them who were not mere cogs in the party
machine, were too much tainted with the dangerous new ideas to be
reliable. But there was one man who filled the bill ; others could
have been found, no doubt, but he was ready to hand. Ready in all

senses ; a swashbuckler who had fleshed his sword in many a quarrel

;

a soldier of fortune who had fought so long on " either which side
"

that he was case-hardened and conscience-less ; whose warfare had
always been guerilla-like and irregular, full of ambuscades, surprises,
and night attacks. Was the plan his, or that of some more astute and
far-seeing general who stood behind and prompted him ?

However that may be, the plan was entrusted to him to be carried
out ; and here it is. The assumption underlying all the moves on the
political field of battle is that nobody believes anything; except, perhaps,
the poor voters, who are never thought of except as mere food for
powder, raw material for glory-making, fill-ditches over whose pros-
trate bodies their astute managers may march to victory. A conse-
quence of that assumption is another, that nothing is real, no move-
ment need mean anything ; even if it chance to have any truth and

1 Much Palaverer, Liberal Party Hack, and Self Seeker.

reality underlying it, one can always manage and manoeuvre that out

of existence.

The parting of the ways had come; but could not the ways be
brought together again 1 If only a " leader " could be got, vociferous

enough to deafen the crowd and drown the voices of the dangerous
men who were leading them away from the Liberal path of political

salvation, could not he do a sort of loop-line dodge ? Couldn't he tear

off at full cry on the line of the " New Departure," howl hosannahs
to the " New Radicalism," work up the speed until he had the whole
crowd of malcontents hurrahing at his heels, and then gradually work
around until, before they knew where they were, he had brought them
back into the ranks of the Liberal party, and he and they had fallen

into line behind the renovated banners of Free Contract and Moralised

Capitalism ?

He could, and he did up to the point of bringing them back.

Enough time was not allowed for the work. It was getting on beau>-

tifully, but there was the threat of a general election being near at

hand, and the New Radicalism was still far away from where it *W"a*

wanted ; the loop-line had not yet swung nearly far enough in for the
plan to work as it was expected to do. So the curve was prematurely
made more acute, and the return hastened too suddenly, with the
natural result that there has been a considerable mix— the New
Radical train has run off the rails and is churning up the gravel at a
great rate—the New Radical crowd is falling all over itself in the
effort of some to get on and some to turn aside—you can take your
choice of similes, and invent a few more if you like. There is the

situation : a Liberal trick to turn the work of the Socialists into •

material for their own profit and advantage, a trick which has failed

and turned upon its authors.

But what of the clever and dashing filibuster who headed the -

attempt % What of the able editor whose one aim in life was to add
another lump of sugar to the washerwoman's tea ; who flourished his

pen-shillelagh and asked for reactionary skulls to crack ; who set up .<

an inky guillotine in the columns of the Star, and clamoured for the

front-bench heads in a basket ; who entreated Oligarchy to come on
and be wiped from off the face of the earth; who was ready—in-

a

Pickwickian sense—to go through fire and blood and mud, and several

other things, to the rescue of the Democracy ; who posed, in short, as

.

a regular old jabberwock of a New Radical, and ranted and raved and;

tore around like all possessed ? Well • of course he is too valuable *
tool to be thrown aside because of his one failure. He will still be. a.

big man among Liberals, and sit in the high seat of an elected repre-

sentative of property and plunder. But his power for evil over the
party of the advance has gone. T. P. as the New Radical has de-

parted, after demonstrating once more for our benefit the ingrained

treachery and baseness of Parliamentary methods, the hopelessness of

expecting anything but evil from political parties, and the paramount
necessity of pushing forward the propaganda of principle with all the
energy we possess. Dicky Sam<v.

CORRESPONDENCE.
MORE BOYCOTTING.

Comrade Edward Leggatt writes as follows : I have been discharged fronr-

-

the firm of Browne and Eagle, wool-warehousemen, of Great Alie Street,
Whitechapel, for leaving off work at six o'clock on Saturday night. I had
previously worked from live o'clock in the morning till eleven o'clock at night'
on two nights in the week ; from six o'clock till ten, two nights ; and from
eight o'clock till six the Saturday, when we left off work. They wanted us
to work till ten ; and about twenty men out of a hundred refused to work
after six, and paid themselves off. On going to work on the following Mon-
day, I was told I was the leader and the sole cause of the other men knock-
ing off, though I took no active part in it. The result is that I am not to
be employed at any of the three warehouses, because I am, as the manager
describes me, "a Socialist agitator."

I also was discharged from E. Smith and Co., Princes Square, for advising
men not to load while the strike was on at Hay's Wharf. This makes tfce~
fourth time I have been discharged for preaching Socialism.
[We know comrade Leggatt to be a brave, honest, and sturdy worker in-

the Socialist cause. His treatment is only another illustration of what the
" freedom of labour " is worth.—Eds ]

Great Strike in the Shoe Trade at Norwich.
A strike commenced here on Wednesday. Several thousand hands turned

out. A conference between manufacturers and employe's has been sitting ;

for some time past to consider the men's demands for a uniform statement of
wages as compared with other towns. On Tuesday last was the final sitting
of the conference, when the masters agreed to send a list to the men to meet •

their demands. A large public meeting of the men was held the same even-
ing, the list was read and refused, a resolution calling on all hands to strike-
work was carried unanimously, and the men have been turning out each day
as they finished up their work, the non-union hands turning out as well as
the union hands. From the first outset there was every prospect of a pro-
longed strike, the employers being stubborn and the men feeling thoroughly
equal to a long struggle. Meetings of the men have been held since, and on
Saturday last a large meeting was held, when one of the bosses of the union
frQm Leicester, Mr. Inskip, suggested to the men arbitration as a means of
settlement, thus making a half-hearted fight and very little gained. To this
the men foolishly agreed, except one individual, who had the courage of his
convictions to vote against this proposal. Such is the work of trade-union
officialism. It remains for us to see what the result will be. Sunday after-
noon a large meeting was held in the Market Place ; our comrade Mrs. Lahr
was present, and spoke from the platform of the local Gas Union Workers.
Our comrade pointed out the inefficiency of trade unions, and urged them
to go in for taking from the capitalists and landlord class what they had
been robbed of, and to be no longer content with submitting to the present
system of robbery. A large quantity of literature has been distributed. S.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Shameful Tyranny in the Post Office.

Government officials are doing their best to introduce Russian despotism
into "free and happy England." The last offender is Mr. Raikes, the Post-

master-General. Some time ago one hundred of the men who had attended

the meeting of May 16th, were called upon to explain their conduct. They
answered unanimously that they considered that, when not on duty, they
had exactly the same rights as other citizens. On Wednesday, June 11th,

after four weeks' delay, the reply came that they must give a written

apology, and undertake not to attend meetings in future. With one accord

the men flatly refused. Thereupon sentences were pronounced and put into

execution. Some senior men, who have been from twenty-five to thirty

years in the service, were deprived of their good conduct stripes, which
means a loss of 3s. a-week, and 2s. in addition deducted from their weekly
wages, so that 5s. a-week is the total of their loss ; some had from three to

six days' pay confiscated, and others were suspended and fined, and are to

remain suspended until they sign the apology and undertaking as requested.

Mr. Raikes acted with suddenness. At the Western and Eastern Central

District Offices men were summoned by telegram within a few minutes of

the instructions being received by the district postmasters, and within an
hour men were being suspended and having the stripes torn off their

uniforms. Great excitement ensued. As each victim appeared amongst his

fellows he was loudly cheered. So great was the indignation among the

men at this cowardly tyranny, that at one post-office at least there was very
nearly a strike. We hear, however, from the capitalist press that the
" officers of the Postmen's Union " were equal to the occasion, and greatly

assisted the Postmaster-General by restoring " order." Work, however,
was delayed, and it seemed very probable that at one time there would be a

very serious block in the business of the post-office. On Thursday, letters

were so delayed in the E.C. district through the irritation of the men, that

the general post, which should have left the General Post Office at a quarter

past seven to be sent to the district post-office to be delivered by the last

post at night, was not sent away till Friday morning. At a meeting held

on Sunday night, another "leader" (!), C. A. V. Conybeare, M.P., recom-

mended the men to do the extra duty imposed upon them through the sus-

pension of their comrades, so that " public sympathy " should be alienated

from them. By this Mr. Conybeare means middle-class sympathy, but we
do not know that the middle-class have shown any yet, judging by the way
in which the men have been boycotted in middle-class papers like the Daily
News. A strike would bring these people to their senses. If the men in

the South Dock had listened to their "leader," Mr. Ben Tillett, the great

dock strike would never have come off, and I think that if the postmen give

too much attention to their " leaders," the moment for action may go by,

and they may find themselves in the same position as the tram men, who
are now hopeless and helpless slaves beneath the iron yoke of their tyrants.

Sneaking Livesey.

Livesey has once more given the public to understand that there is no

depth of meanness to which he is not prepared to descend. The other day
this model commercial gentleman was called before the House of Commons
Committee, which is hearing evidence with regard to the Bill which has

recently been introduced into the House of Capitalists in order to abolish

the Watermen's Guild—that is, the lightermen's trade union. This Water-
men's Guild is the only one of the mediaeval trade unions that is still com-
posed of working men, and it secures to its members the monopoly of

navigation upon the river Thames. A large number of capitalists wish to

deprive the lightermen of these privileges, to punish them for helping the

dockers in the great strike. So they have introduced a Bill into the House
of Commons for this purpose. In the gas-stokers' strike the lightermen did

not help the strikers, but stood by Livesey, and Livesey admits that if it had
not been for their aid he would have certainly been beaten. But how does

this mean hound reward them for their help 1 Why, he recommends the

House of Commons to take their privileges awav. Now, I have not much
sympathy for the lightermen, who deserted the gas-stokers in their hour of

trouble, and who have only got the reward they might have expected. But
what are we to say of that hypocritical sneak Livesey, who has basely

betrayed the men who helped him in his hour of need ? Why, that is a dis-

grace to our common humanity, that such a base, mean, treacherous and
cowardly cur is allowed to crawl upon the face of the earth ; and the only

meaner things than Livesey are those capitalists who make a hero of that

kind of vermin which a decent working-man would kick into the kennel.

Let Livesey's treachery to the lightermen be a warning to all workmen who
may be inclined to fight on the side of the capitalists in future labour battles.

Those who are traitors to their brethren may only expect treachery from the

rich whom they serve by their treason. They may see now how they will

be rewarded for their pains.

"Our Dear Friends the Police."

Monro's resignation is not of much consequence to Socialists. Chief com-
missioners may come and chief commissioners may go, but police tyranny
goes on for ever. Whoever takes Monro's place, it is quite certain that he
will be quite as ready to suppress public meetings and processions. But it

is certain that Monro's resignation has greatly increased the discontent

within the force. Monro has fallen in defence of good pensions for police-

men, and the grateful peelers will not forget him. Therefore the agitation

among the force is likely to greatly increase, and talk of a strike will grow
louder during the next few weeks. Whether it will come to much, remains
"to be seen. N.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
POLAND.

Whilst the Russian movement directed its chief attention to the Socialist

propaganda among the peasants—although a certain amount of propaganda

was and is being made among the industrial workers of St. Petersburg,

Odessa, etc.—the Polish Socialist movement was based since its beginning on

the industrial workers who crowd the growing factory towns of Poland,

which is much in advance of Russia in its industrial development. So far

as the organised movement is concerned, it underwent great difficulties by
the prosecutions of 1884 and 1885, which led to the famous trial of the

Socialist party, called the Proletariate, the execution of Bardowski, Kunicki,

Pietrusinski, and Ossowski, on Jan. 28, 1886, and the burial of so many
others in the Siberian mines and icy deserts. The secret printing presses

of the paper Proletaryjat were then confiscated. It has only just now been

possible to establish a new secret press, on which proclamations on the 1st of

May and the first number of a paper were printed—namely, Walka Klas

(The Class Struggle), the organ of the Warsaw Working-men's Committee).

We understand that this paper deals with the eight hours and other ques-

tions from the Social-Democratic standpoint. Arrests have been made in

connection with this mild propaganda. Surely things could not get worse

if it took a more revolutionary turn, and told the plain truth instead of

bolstering up palliatives. The same may be said of the Marxist propaganda

in Russia, too ; in spite of the horrors we daily hear about, the palliative

and stepping-stones agitation goes on.

NETHERLANDS.
The widow of Multatuli (Douwes Dekker), the author of " Max Have-

laar," has just published the first part of the " Letters and Memoirs " of her

late husband (155 pp.). Douwes Dekker, it is known, exposed the shame-

less exploitation and oppression of the Javanese by the Dutch government

in his great novel, "Max Havelaar," and in other writings. He was a

Socialist, and sacrificed his position to his convictions, living for years in

exile ; he died in 1887.

AUSTRIA.
All over this country outrageous sentences have been passed on workers

who took part in the riots — following the strikes and demonstrations

of April and May. In Wadowice (Galicia), thirty-two were sentenced to

prison and penal servitude up to two years for taking part in the Biala dis-

turbances, where, as the papers stated with great satisfaction at the time

the newly-introduced Mannlicher rifles were tried on the bodies of the

workers, quite a number of whom were killed. The middle-class press de-

clared that these rifles acted " splendidly." Other trials took place inTroppau

and Olmutz ; forty fresh arrests were made at Nurschau.

SPAIN.
We have received the first part of Segundo Certamen Socialista (Second

Socialist Prize Competition), Barcelona, 1890. In 1885 the society Centro

de Amigos of Reus started a competition for Socialist essays, which were
printed in a volume of 580 pages. Last year the Anarchist group "the
Eleventh of November," of Barcelona, took the initiative by the circular of

June 10, 1889. Seventeen subjects were proposed by various groups of

Spain and the Argentine Republic. We note a few : Anarchy, its origin,

progress, evolution, etc. ; Can human passions be of a detrimental influence

in a society which is really free or Anarchist ? Advantages or disadvantages

to humanity of free love ; A novel describing Anarchy or future society (six

competed for this prize, and two stories—of R. M. of Seville and M. Burgues
of Sabadell—will be printed) ; On the production and reward of artistic and
scientific work under Socialism ; Is it necessary that the intellectual revolu-

tion should precede the material revolution ? Production and consumption
under Anarchy ; The mission of machinery in future society ; The scientific

bases of Collectivism ; The present duties of the workers ; etc. Sixty-three

essays were sent in, from Spain, Italy, and Brazil. The prizes were awarded
at the 11th of November meeting last year, before an audience of 10,000

workers. The publication of the essay on Anarchy is begun in the part

before us. * *
SWEDEN.

The northern section of the Swedish Socialist party has lately had a Con-

gress at Stockholm. Political tactics was one of the chief debating points,

and the result was resolutions in favour of parliamentary action and com-
promises with advanced bourgeois parties. It sounds hard, but there was
really very little of Socialism and revolutionary spirit in the whole proceed-

ing. There seems to be a real lack of independent and advanced thinking

among the Stockholm " leaders."

There has been a great strike of mechanics in Stockholm. Though it

ended with defeat for the workers it was a most important and gratifying

event, because the men went out not for higher wages or shorter hours, but

solely because they have been haughtily and arbitrarily treated by their

master. From Malmo there is still better news. There was a strike in the

building trade, the masters imported blacklegs from another province, and
the authorities of Malmo took up the defence of masters and blacklegs in

the most outrageous manner. This was too much for the people of Malmo,
and they began a series of very energetic demonstrations, ending in violent

collisions between the military and police on one side and the, unarmed
people on the other. Sweden "has not witnessed anything similar for the

last ten or fifteen years. The workers of Malmo have showed themselves

capable of an insurrection, and the world is reminded that the Swedish
proletarian, though he may be starved bodily and intellectually, is not

enervated by " East-end civilisation." His anger may be slow to rise, but

when once aroused it is not likely to cool off before he has destroyed his

enemy or been crushed in the attempt. Stn.

Liverpool Tailoresses.

These workers came out on strike on June 10th, their demand for two
hours per day less work not having been granted by the sweaters. It is

only a, few weeks ago since the women formed a trades union, so they are

largely dependent on outside assistance. Our Liverpool comrades have been
among them, contributing both funds and encouragement. By Saturday,
seventeen out of fifty-six of the masters had given way, but some five or six

of these have gone back on their word. There is every possibility of the

women organising themselves into a co-operative society, thereby dispensing
with the sweater altogether. In this they are promised assistance from the
Liverpool Socialist Society and other organisations. We think this an
excellent way of proving to these workers that they can do without their

"employers." H. C.

SOUTH AMERICA.
On the 20th of February last a small number of Italian Anarchists, who

have been joined by a family of Spanish workers from Gibraltar, started for

Porto Alegre, rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, with Dr. Giovanni Rossi, in order

to establish there an Anarchist colony, with a view of giving to the propa-

gandists of the cause a practical demonstration of the soundness of Anarchist

ideas, and even of aiding the revolutionary agitation in Europe with financial

means. These Italian friends have studied for several years, at home, the

advantages and the dangers of such an undertaking, and after careful con-

sideration, they resolved to set to work at once. They have promised to

give from time to time to our contemporary La Re'volte a report of their

work and progress. We need hardly say that our friends have our best

wishes in their bold enterprise.
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At Buenos Ayres, on the 2nd of May, the Socialists, answering an invita-

tion of the German revolutionists residing in that city, met in the great hall

called " Prado Espanol " and decided, after a long discussion, in which Italian,

French, Spanish, and German comrades took part, to constitute, under the

name of "Partido operaio Argentino," an international revolutionary Socialist

league. The cities of La Plata, Eosario, and Santa Fe have joined in the

movement, which shows already signs of certain progress and prosperity.
^

Besides this general association, the Flemish and Dutch Socialists residing

at Buenos Ayres have founded a society for revolutionary propaganda

among Flemish and Dutch speaking workers, under the title of " Neder-

duitsche Arbeiterclub " (Netherlandish Working-men's Club). V. D.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1890 : — Leicester and North Kensington,

to end of April. Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, North London, East
London, * Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Streatham, to end of December.
(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number

of their membership.)

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, June 16th, 3s. lOd.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—North

London Branch (2 weeks), 8s. ; B. W., Is.; H. R., Is.; 'Commonweal' Branch,

6s. 7d.; A. H. (Norwich), 5s.; D. Mcoll, 6d.; P. Webb, Is.; Hammersmith
Branch, 2s.; C. W. (Ashwell) Is.; Bines, Is.; Short Street Meeting, 2s.; W., 6d.;

and Glasgow Branch, 5s.

REPOKTS.
East London.—We held four good meetings this week, but we want more

assistance from comrades. At Hoxton Church on Friday night we had opposi-

tion, which is a rarity to-day ; a workman of the Rip Van Winkle type wanted
to know how we manage to exist without the help of our enemy, the capitalist.

At Union Street on Sunday, we have to record with satisfaction additions to

our list of speakers in comrades Leach and Leggatt, who held an enthusiastic

meeting ; collected 2s. for ' Anarchist Labour Leaf
'

; sold 18 ' Weals and some
pamphlets. At Hoxton Church on Sunday morning and Victoria Park in

the afternoon, comrades Marsh and Davis held excellent meetings; 36 'Weals

sold.—H. McK.
North Kensington.—Sunday morning we held a good meeting at Latimer

Road ; speakers were Dean, Crouch, and Saint ; fair sale of ' Weals. On Sunday
afternoon we had an excursion to Kingston-on-Thames, where we held a big

meeting at the Market Place ; speakers were Coulon, Crouch, Tochatti, and
several members of the Shop Assistant's Union : good sale of ' Weals and of

Morris's pamphlet ' Monopoly.'—M. S.

North London.—At Hyde Park on Saturday, Nicoll, Cantwell, and Steven-

son spoke ; many questions and some opposition, which so excited our audience

that they formed groups all around the place and discussed Socialism with great

vigour. On Sunday morning we held a splendid meeting, addressed by Cant-

well, Nicoll, Mrs. Schack, and Edwards ; the speakers were all in good form,

and the audience showed their appreciation by subscribing 7s. Id. and purchasing

65 'Weals and 3s. worth of pamphlets. In Hyde Park Sunday afternoon, Cant-

well and Miss Lupton addressed a good meeting ;
' Weals sold out. We have

sold 120 ' Weals this week.—T. C.

South London.—Last week we had two splendid meetings. On Wednesday,
at Short Street, New Cut, which is as bad as any slum in the East-end, ad-

dressed by Cores, Miss Lupton, and Casey [Freedom Group). On Sunday we
had another splendid meeting, addressed by Wright, Miss Lupton, and Casey.

Great enthusiasm shown by the people at both meetings ; good sale of ' Weals.

Aberdeen.—At Castle Street on Saturday night a large meeting was addressed

by comrades Aiken, Rennie, W. Cooper, and Leatham—the latter replying to

quite a shoal of intelligent questions at the close. At indoor meeting on Sunday
night Leatham delivered the first of a series of lectures by him on " Sweetness

and Light "—being an expository criticism of the Gospel According to Matthew
Arnold : there was an excellent attendance, especially of strangers.—L.

Braintree (Essex).—Comrade Mowbray visited this district on Saturday and
Sunday last, and met with a splendid reception. Good meetings were held on
Saturday nignt and on Sunday morning and afternoon ; large audiences at each

meeting. 89 Commonweal, 3s. 9d. worth of pamphlets, and 13s. 2d. collected for

propaganda—this I am sure all comrades will admit is marvellous for so small a

place, and does great credit to the efforts of comrade Fuller, who intends to open
up Halstead, Bocking, Witham, and other towns in the district. The branch
now numbers 22 already. F. Kitz will visit Braintree on Sunday week.
Glasgow.—We had a visit last Sunday from comrade John Smith, of Edin-

burgh, whose sturdy vernacular addresses at Jail Square and Paisley Road Toll

kept us good audiences, despite the rain. Joe Burgoyne and Glasier also spoke.

Commonweals sold out.
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Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—We held a good meeting on
Sunday afternoon at Leith ; comrades Hamilton, Bell, and Pearson were the

speakers. In the evening we encountered opposition, for the first time on the

Meadows, from a member of the Trades Council, who ridiculed Socialism and was
cock-sure it would never be realised. Comrade Hamilton very soon disposed of

him. Bell, Davidson, and Mackenzie also spoke.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—On Sunday we held two meetings at the

Landing Stage, there being a good attendance at both. Reeves, Chapman, and
Balfour addressed those present ; some weak opposition from the Christian

Evidence Society. A large meeting was held on Monday in the Haymarket

;

comrades Chapman, junr,, and Parker, of London, were the speakers. Good
sale of Commonweal and literature at all meetings.

Nottingham Socialist Club.—On Sunday, June 8, Frank Kitz, of London,
addressed two open-air meetings for the Club ; they were the largest meetings
we have held in Nottingham for some time. On June 15th our comrade Ray-
mond Unwin, of Chesterfield, gave two open-air addresses to good audiences.

The members of the club are arranging for the conference of Midland Socialists,

which takes place at this club on Sunday June 29th. There is a desire to form
a Midland Socialist Federation, for the interchange of speakers and for spreading
Socialism in the midland districts where there are not any recognised Socialist

.societies. Comrades will be present from Sheffield, Chesterfield, Clay Cross,

Derby, Newark, Long Eaton, Leicester, Walsall. The Nottingham Branch
S.D.F. will also be present. Good work may be done in the midlands if we can
arrange a good plan of organisation. We shall hold a large demonstration in the

Market Place in the evening on Sunday next, June 22 ; comrade Carless, of Wal-
sall will give two open-air addresses.

LONDON.v<

Battersea.—All communications to E. BirieixF4fr, *t*B&mP*Strtet, Batteraea

Park Road.
Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Satedajfs, Social Gathering.

Sunday June 22, at 8, Comrade Neilson (Freedom Group), a Lecture.

East London.—Meeting of members will be held at 12 Basing Place, KitfgslaUd

Road, at 7.30 p.m., on Sunday June 22nd.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday JtiEte*22, at 8 p.m.,

a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings

at 7.30. : •».'*"
Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday a*TOO, to enroll

members, etc. •
. ^

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road.; Meets i
every

Wednesday at 8 pan. The branch Band meets every Friday atjS p.m. for

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor

at the above address.

North London.—§ Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road.. l^Eeets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham,

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Ckib,\

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc,, in Odd*
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p.m. - -I

Braintree,—Meetings held alternate Saturdays, at 8 p.m., and Sundays, 11 and
2.30, at the fountain, Market Place. Business meetings, Wednesdays at 8.

All communications to W. Fuller, 74 Manor Street. Saturday and Sunday,.

June 28 and 29, F. Kitz will speak. ';

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at.-,.

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica- •.

tions to be sent to that address.
(

;

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

, .

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Glose. Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,

Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Mancherter.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. ,

Norwich.—Members' meet at 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines, Tuesday at &30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every.month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8,30.; Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :—
Sunday: Monolith, at 11.30; College Yard, Rotherham, at 3; Westbar
Pump, at 8. Monday: The Cross, at 7 ; Handsworth Woodhouse, at 7.

Wednesday: Comer of Nursery Street, at 7.30. Thursday: Corner of

Bramall Lane and Hereford Street, at 7.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall -Street, Walsall. Meetings every nighter

Tarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Marketplace. ) Of** every Cfe*ing.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.

Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 21.

7 Hyde Park -Kitz

7 Mile-end Waste : < Brookes and Leggatt

7 Stratford—back of Church .......Cores and Mrs. Lahr

Sunday 22.

11 ...... Commercial Road—Union Street ....Leggatt and Mrs.. Lahr
11 ...... Latimer Road Station ..North Kensington Branch*

11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church -%yM
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane ,. .^..Kitz
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 New Cut—Short Street Holloway and Miss Lupton
11.30 Regent's Park . ...Brookesand.Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch ....ThelSranch

3.30 Streatham Common , The Branch;

3.30 Victoria Park ?.:.-.. ...The BrancK

7 Hammersmith Bridge ^Hammersmith Branch

7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch,

7.30...... Mitcham Fair Green ^ .....The branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church .Hammersmith Branch,

Wednesday 25. v A

8 ...... New Cut—Short Street ,.....,;...,Gores and^ollowa^

Friday 27.
,

* ^ :

8 Camden Town—Cobden Statue ........Nicoll and Cantwell,

8.15 Hoxton Church .MKitz and Mowbra$

PROVINCES. - . ; *

Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock*

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, *t7 p.m.
Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Huraberstone Gate, at 8 p.in;.

J
Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m. V;

'

'
I

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton"market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday: Philips?-

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Atarket Street*
Blackley, at 8.

Norwich.—Sunday: Market Place at 3 and 7.30.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary'
Quay, at 7.

^

National Federation of All Trades.—The Hammersmith branch will h^lcl

a meeting at Hammersmith Bridge on Sunday June 22, at 11,30.
] f

The Annual Excursion of United Socialist Bodies of London; to Ep^ingf.
Forest (Robin Hood) will take place on Sunday, July 20. . Particulars next tKeek.^

Nottingham Socialist Club.—Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. 4

Open-air meetings held every Sunday—Sneinton Market at 11, and Great Markets
Place at 7.

New Manhood Suffrage League, " Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, V-—

*

Lectures discontinued until August. Public Meeting on Sunday July 6, at 8.30
p.m. Speeches by members.
Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.

Business meeting every Friday at 8 o'clock. Communications, etc., to be ad-

dressed there. Meeting at foot of Leith Walk, Sunday at 3p.m., and)©!! the, ,

Meadows, at 6 p.m.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

3
3
3
3
2

2

2

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

-Straight Talk to Working Men 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle ...

Labour the source of all Wealth ...

"T© Working Women and Girls
What Socialists Want
^Socialism and "Public Opinion" ... '.,

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
"The Skeleton or Starvation Army

American Literature.
A few remainders—

"Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth ... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth ... ... i 6
* Christian Missions. Cloth 1 o
Labour Capital (Kellogg) 1 o
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1
Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike ; the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom 2 When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great 'Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

THE INDIVIDUALIST.
—A. Liberal and Reform Journal, advocating

Social Regeneration and Industrial

Emancipation.

X)eyoted tothe rational exposition of the Philosophy
"of Freedom—ttiehtal, moral, and physical; social,

industrial, and sexual. Commands the pens of the
best writers in America on these subjects.

Sixteen pages, 2 dollars per year. Trial subscrip-
tion, three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber
will receive a copy of Mr. Stuart's book, ' Natural
^Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural Law.'

Address, F. Q. Stuart, Editor and Proprietor, 1653
Blake Street, Denver, Colorado.

artwalrr

PRICE EIGHTPENCE.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE

COMMUNE OF PARIS.
BY E. B. BAX, VICTOR DAVE, and

WILLIAM MORRIS.

Price Twopence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRANE.
On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

One Penny.

Special terms to Trade and Branches,

« COMMONWEAL" MANAGER, 24 Great Queen
Stbeet, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C,

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

LA REYOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, l£d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou i would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-
tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Fbank Kitz
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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SOCIALISM TO-DAY.
JSix years ago we could not foretell how Socialist propaganda would
fare in this country—whether it would at the outset provoke fierce

^antagonism and repressive measures from the privileged classes against
his, or whether it would be reckoned as of no little account, or of such
visionary aim, that few would care to trouble themselves about us.

It is pleasant now to know that our propaganda has so far escaped
"both those fates, and that in quite a marvellous way it has converted
men and women of all classes, and has become a formidable and
threatening power against the existing order of things almost without
encountering serious resistance or repression. Useless conflict with
the authorities over trivial matters of tactics, the wholesale discharge
of workmen for participating in propaganda work, general ostracism
in social and commercial life—those and many other pains and penalties,
which most of us then in the movement expected would be rife if our
cause achieved much success or publicity, have been comparatively
orare.

It is true that several tragic incidents, such as the Trafalgar Square
murders and a goodly number of fine and imprisonment cases, have
accompanied our efforts ; but considering the extreme character of our
teaching, its total and unequivocal subversiveness of every existing
privilege and power, and remembering also the brutal treatment meted
to our comrades in Continental countries, we must frankly admit that
our career has been singularly free from many of the difficulties and
dangers which we beforehand considered we would have to face and
overcome. We are not, of course, out of the wood yet—far indeed
from it—so we must not holloa ; but we have, at least, passed almost
unscathed one of its most perilous thickets. So far as we have yet
gone we have had more fun than fighting, and have spilt more money
than blood. Our enemies, too conceited perhaps of their own strength
and our weakness, and too busily engaged in over-reaching and plun-
dering each other, have allowed us to pass into and establish ourselves
In a portion of their territory which they can never regain, and draw
a vast number of their followers to our banner who will never
desert us.

But a danger lies ahead, which, if we be not wary, will mar our
further progress, and probably make all our efforts of no avail for
long years. It is : that our enemies, seeing they cannot now undo our
success, affect to favour it, and are attempting to so magnify the
advantages of our triumph that we and their own disaffected followers
may rest satisfied with the little that has been done, or is about to be
done, and cease striving for more. They are, in fact, attempting to
exploit Socialism as they exploit all other useful and good effort. This
is apparent from the drift of all recent political utterances. Socialists
.are being patted on the back, and told that they are not altogether
bad fellows, that they mean well, and that many of their ideas can
^e put into practice with advantage to everybody. Politicians are
-vying with each other in hastening to legalise the scraps and fringes
of Socialistic propaganda ; and as things are at present going on we
shall have at no distant date a Parliament of Socialist-Radicals, with
Sir William Harcourt or John Morley at its head, using the blessed
name of Socialism to cover a mass of ill-reasoned and utterly futile
legislation.

Never, therefore, was it more imperative than it is now that the
true and complete aim of Socialism should be held before the people's
«yes. Never was it more the bounden duty of Socialists to refuse to
identify their principles with any mere passing political or mere trades
union struggle. Loudly and more loudly should it be proclaimed that
.Socialism is not peace but war to Capitalism and class ascendency, and
that by no conceivable jugglery of names or masking of features can
any form of Capitalism be made tolerable to us.

Perhaps in our anxiety to win the sympathy of timorous and un-
imaginative people, we have too frequently associated our ideal with
the proposals of those who desire to make the existing system less
patently brutal and less unendurable, and may be our teaching in
future will appear somewhat vindictive in these people's eyes. Per-
haps, also, many Opportunist Socialists, strong in the confidence of
their own faithfulness and in their conviction that Socialism cannot
be kept back, will regard us as somewhat doctrinaire and intolerant,
But, surely, it is sufficient for us to say that our vision becomes clearer

with the dawn, and that the nearer we approach the time of achieve-

ment the more certain and definite should be our aim. We do not
say that all men are knaves or fools who do not see as we see ; but
we do say that we certainly would be knaves or fools if we said we
saw otherwise than we do. And we see now that everything that

tends to appease the people's discontent, everything that entices

them aside from direct revolutionary effort, is wrong, and it is our
duty at all times to say that it is wrong. We are not compelled to

equivocate ; we have no " authorisation," divine or human, to teach

what we do not believe ; and it is the most repulsive egotism on our
part to assume that we can better serve the cause by becoming hypo-
crites than remaining honest men.
The seaman who knew from his chart that a certain land lay not far

distant across the mid-ocean, and who from fear of the ignorance and
cowardice of his fellows pretended it lay by some circuitous and
apparently pleasanter route, but where he knew were many hazardous
straits and barren and pestilent islands, would not be more culpable
than we, who, seeing Communism certain of attainment right ahead
of us, if we go forward bravely and patiently, should yet pretend that
it would be better to turn aside to innumerable Parliamentary devices,

and that we ought to rest awhile on this and that little barren
measure of reform, losing uselessly many valuable years and countless

lives.

There is no dearth of Opportunists in the world, and there is little

likelihood of a dearth in the immediate future. We shall always
have more than enough of " practical men " eager to perform the
duty of camp-followers to our movement—pretty far in the rear. We
know, too, that these people will reap the first fruits of our efforts,

just as the crows that follow the ploughshare alight on the furrows
and feast on the fresh upturning of the soil. Let them do so—perhaps
they are fulfilling some humble function in the eternal economy of

human progress ; but let us, regardless of all these little things, do
what alone we can do honestly and without misgiving, preach Socialism,

and endeavour to achieve it and nothing else. The chief difficulty we
have to overcome is the cowardice of the people, and if we would
teach them to act bravely we must act bravely ourselves. We can
only hasten the Revolution by marching boldly towards it.

J. Bruce Glasier.

SCENES FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.
IV.

THE WOMEN AT VERSAILLES.

It is about three in the afternoon as the women climb the last hill on
the road to Versailles. Before them lie the town and the royal
chateau and its splendid grounds, the glories of which are dimmed and
obscured in the mist and rain of the drizzling day. Here Maillard
halts and harangues them once again. The burden of his oration is

still the same, the necessity for a pacific attitude, for from the town
of Versailles comes the sound of tumult and alarm ; drums are beat-
ing loudly the troops and Nationals together, and it is evident that they
are mustering to repel the advancing army of female insurrectionists.
" Let us, then," says the wise Maillard, " advance peacefully ; let our
cannon be put to the rear, and as we march forward singingRoyalist songs
and shouting ' Live the King !

'
" His advice is acted upon, and soon all

the people of Versailles, who crowd to see, behold these women drenched
to the skin by rain and worn out by their long and weary march,
advancing and singing " Vive la Henri Quatre " (Live Henry the IV.),
varying the singing of this Royalist air by shouts of " Live the King !

"

The Versailles people reply by shouts of " Vivent les Parisiennes !

"

(The Paris women for ever).

But all is hurry and bustle in Versailles. Body guards, dragoons,
the Flanders regiment, and Versailles National Guards are drawn up
outside the palace gates. The Royalist officers are very nervous and
very repentant concerning the Opera House orgie. The Versailles
National Guards have lost a commander, for royalist Count de
Estaing has gone ; other Royalists, who are rallying round the chateau,
are plotting flight and civil war. Major Lecointre now commands, a
linen-draper by trade, a valiant man for all that, and who has already
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run the risk of assassination at the hands of a Royalist bully on
account of his demotion to the popular cause. The members in the
Assembly are ift$&d very uncomfortable; the debate drags wearily,
for rumour is growing more like reality. And now sounds of dis-

order, shouts, and cries are heard at the doors, and in burst a crowd
of women, some fifteen in number, Maillard having great diffi-

culty in persuading the others to stop back. Maillard then addresses
the Assembly concerning the plots of the Royalists and the scarcity of
bread, which he declares is kept frote Paris by greedy monopolists and
intriguing aristocrats. It is decided at last by the Assembly to send
a deputation, headed by President Mounier, to represent to the King
the u afflicting condition of Paris," and also to demand the acceptance
of the " Rights of Man " which the King has refused to sanction.
When Mounier gets out he finds the broad open space between the

Assembly and palace is covered by a hungry and desperate crowd,
armed with rusty pikes and muskets, and ironshod clubs with swords
and knife-blades bound upon them, altogether a formidable assemblage.
The Body-guards are busy doing their utmost to irritate the people by
spurring up and down, dispersing groups in true Trafalgar Square
fashion, and are followed everywhere by hissing and hooting. Directly
Mounier gets outside he is immediately surrounded by women, who all

want to form a deputation to the King. Twelve are selected, and
Mounier marches on, a respectable man in a very uncomfortable posi-

tion, for the fierce haggard pikemen of St. Antoine insist upon escort-

ing him, and he runs a risk of being taken for a leader of advancing
insurrection. Nay, this really happens; for the Body-guards charge
upon them and scatter or upset them in the mud.
The deputation at last get together and enter the palace. Five

women are even graciously admitted to the royal presence. They are
received very courteously by His Majesty. The spokeswoman of the
deputation, Louison Chabray, a flower-girl of the Palais Royal, faints

away and is caught in the royal arms. The deputation are sent back
with gracious "promises" that the King will do his utmost to make
bread plentiful. They return to the crowd shouting " Live the King
and his house !

" But the crowd does not credit the glowing promises
;

they are wet, cold, and hungry, and have not been admitted to the
royal presence. The messengers are accused of treason, especially

Louison Chabray, who has been reclining in the King's arms. She is

seized by two desperate Amazons, very nearly strangled with their

garters, twisted into a rope for the purpose, and is rescued with diffi-

culty by the several bystanders. The others are sent back for a written
order which shall secure a plentiful supply of bread in Paris.

Scarcely have they gone when another deputation is formed, pro-
bably to look after the last, with Brunout, a Parisian National Guard
at their head. They advance to the gates of the chateau, but are

immediately set upon by the Body-guards, headed by a lieutenant,

M. de Savonnieres, and are dispersed with great brutality. Brunout
is pursued with drawn sabres by the lieutenant and two others, who
evidently mean to murder him. Savonnieres is just raising a sabre to

cut him down, but the Versailles National Guard can stand it no
longer; shots are fired at the Royalist murderer, and his right arm
falls broken with a musket ball. Brunout is saved, but fierce cries go
up from the crowd. The three pieces of cannon brought from Paris
stand loaded with grape, and pointed towards the palace gates ; lit

matches are applied to them, but the touch-holes are wet with rain,

and they will not go off. At the same moment voices are heard to

cry, " Stop ! it is not yet time ! " The Body-guards fall back upon
the gates of the chateau, and venture no more among the crowd.
And now TheYoigne de Mericourt and the prettiest among the

women are busy among the dragoons and Flanders regiment, and with
soft words, embraces, and kisses, get them to promise they will be
good patriots and will not fire upon the people ; in proof of which
good intentions they exchange cartridges with the National Guards.
But darkness is creeping over the agitated scene. Major Lecointre,

who has been busy receiving professions of friendship for the popular
cause from the Flanders regiment, the dragoons, Swiss, and even the
body-guards, now approaches the Parisians, and is met by twelve
delegates standing by their levelled cannon, the mouths of the cannon
pointing towards Lecointre, while burning matches, ready for firing,

light up the gloom. Lecointre asks them in the name of their brothers

of Versailles what they desire. One unanimous shout greets him of

" Bread and the end of these troubles!" He inquires how many
there are of them. They reply "Six hundred." '"Well, will six

hundred loaves be enough for their most pressing needs ] " They
reply " Yes." Lecointre then goes to the municipality, which is an
•unreformed one, with monarchical leanings, and the municipality
replies " That it cannot furnish the bread, but will two tons of rice

<Jo ] " To this Lecointre agrees ; but he receives from the municipality
-—aft hour or so after—-the reply that it cannot find the rice and has
dissolved itself, and Major Lecointre had better do what he can.

• While these exciting scenes occur outside, there is panic and con-

fusion in the court. Mounier is kicking his heels there waiting for the

King to accept the articles of constitution concerning the rights of

man; while the King does not know whether to accept or to take the

advice of the court party, headed by her majesty the Queen, and fly.

Experiments are tried in this direction ; some carriages are sent out,

•but are always driven back by Lecointre's Nationals.

The night increases in gloom, and the rain is falling in heavier

showers. The wet and weary Nationals receive orders from their com-
mander, the Count dTSstaing, who has come out from the chateau on
purpose. This is done with a view to clear them out of the way for

-the- King's escape; but they sturdily refuse to go till the Body-guards
retreat. Orders are then sent to the Body-guards to retire, which order

they obey, but the people throng upon them, hooting and hissing.

They respond by firing upon both people and National Guards, which
firing is replied to by a smart volley from the other side; ancMhe
Body-guards retreat confusedly behind the palace gates, out of the f$ach
of the bullets of the people and the Nationals.
But the National "Guard is unfortunately short of ammunition^ »nd»

dreads more treacherous attacks from these traitorous Royalists. : Am-
munition must be had somehow, and a lieutenant of Nationala in

desperation clutches the commandant of artillery, and, putting a pistol

at his head, threatens to blow his brains out, if no ammunition is forth-

coming. They are then supplied with powder and ball in abundance.
In the meantime, the people have got hold of a Body-guard, M. de-

Moucheton of the Scotch company, whom they are handling very
roughly, and are about to submit to summary execution, when he is-

rescued by some Nationals. His horse, however, killed by a musket-
shot, is roasted at a huge fire : but the people are so hungry that they
cannot wait till it is done, and they tear the nearly raw flesh from the
bones and devour it greedily.

But the rain, which is now falling in torrents, drives away the crowd.
The troops and Nationals are also withdrawn, but not till Lecointre

has posted strong patrols at every gate of the palace, who during the

night again prevent the royal carriages from escaping. As for the
people, they seek shelter in barracks and stables, and many of them,,

with the mass of the" women, in the hall of the Assembly. Here they
occasionally interrupt the proceedings of that august assembly with
shouts of " Bread ! bread ! Not so many long speeches ! " The As-
sembly is waiting for Mounier—who is waiting for the King to make
up his mind—as to whether he will accept the articles of the constitution

or run away. But the waiting is a long job, and the Assembly, finding

Mounier does not come, adjourns and leaves the people in possession of

the parliament house. Soon after they adjourn, the King, finding

that escape is impossible, owing to the vigilance of Lecointre's patrols,

signs the articles, and Mounier returns in triumph, to find a new
parliament installed. For the women have started one of their own.
A big fish-woman has possession of the bell and president's chair, and
they are passing decrees which send the whole assembly into roars of

laughter. They give way to Mounier quietly enough, though some
want to know whether the acceptance of the rights of man will give

bread to the poor folks in Paris. Others cry piteously, " We have eaten

nothing ; we are very hungry." Mounier orders provisions to be fetched

from the bakehouses, and at the same time convokes the Assembly by-

beat of drum.
Provisions are brought, and the women feast merrily. While they

eat they chat familiarly with Mounier. " My dear president," says-

one, " why did you defend that villainous veto ] Mind the lanterne !

"

A word of warning which Mounier took to heart by getting out of the

country soon after this insurrection. While the feasting is going on,,

honourable members come flocking in. News has now arrived that

Lafayette is coming, and in order to fill up the time till his arrival,

they start a discussion on the penal code : a discussion that is not very
interesting, and is frequently interrupted by the women with cries of
" Make that chatterbox hold his tongue ! That is not the question i

what we want is bread. Let's hear our little darling Mirabeau." But
Mirabeau was sulky and would not speak. The revolution was going

too far ; as a moderate politician, he did not approve of feminine

insurrections.

But Lafayette is steadily approaching. The march is slow, for the

fat shopkeepers who form the bulk of the force, do not get along very

rapidly. Lafayette also wastes time in halting for continual har-

rangues, and the administration of oaths of fidelity to the King. At
last, however, he reaches Versailles, glances at the Assembly, and i&

then ushered into the chateau and sees the King, to whom he presents-

the demands of the Parisians, which are as follows : That bread be
found for Paris ; that the King be guarded by the French Guards

;

that political prisoners have judges sent them ; and finally, that his

majesty come and live in Paris. The King agrees to all but the latter

point, on which he reserves his decision. Lafayette withdraws, station-

ing guards for the night. The National Guards are left to the hospitality

of Versailles, and seek shelter and sleep where they can, in spare beds*

churches, barracks, and conee-houses. Quiet settles in Versailles, and
it seems likely to Lafayette and his friends, who retire to bed about

five o'clock in the morning, that all may end well.

D. J. Nicoll.

{The following is a complete list of articles which have appeared in

the ' Commonweal ' on the French Revolution during 1889-8(0

—

" Storming the Bastille" No. 183, July iZth ; " Foulon to the

Lanterne" No. 184, July 20th ; " The, Chateanuc in Flames"

Ms. 187 and 188, Aug. 10th and Ylth. "The Men of the

Revolution"

:

—1. Mirabeau and Robespierre; 2. Danton and

Marat; Nos. 203 and 204, Nov. 30th and Dec. 1th.-

"Scenes from the French Revolution"

:

—1. Paris after the Fall

of the Bastille—The Veto ; 2. The. Black Cockades ;%. The Re-

volt of the Women—-have appeared in Nos. 208, 214, cmd 232/
January 4fth, February \5th> and June 21. All these Numbers,

can still be had.)

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—We held a good meeting on
the Meadows on Sunday ; comrades Leslie, Smith, Hamilton* Davidson, atid

» Mackenzie all spoke.—W. D. T.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
dvilising^agente have beeu te±^.^^ ^^fe^g^S 'ggA

"HOW TO WIN LANCASHIRE."

<Jombades,—The surpassing naivete of " E. H. P." on this subject is too

delicious. I wouldn't like to be guilty of damping his enthusiasm or shock-

ing his simple faith, but it is evident our comrade is too much in earnest to

make it fair that he should continue under a stupendous hallucination like

his, as to the child's-play of provincial organisation. It is as easy to estab-

lish branches as to catch birds—by salting their tails. I should know some-

what of the modus operandi in general, and of organising in the Cotton

€ounty in particular. In the Lancaster district, for instance, we forced

affiliations some years ago—when my splendid friend, Rev. E. P. Hall, and

our late lamented comrade Rev. Sharman, led the van—like mushrooms,
precisely on the programme sketched by " E. H. P." And the length of

their existence carried out the simile. For weeks and weeks, hard running,

last year, our hearty young comrades of the Manchester Branch of the

League pegged heroically away at Middleton, etc. But never a sign of a

branch. The Social Democratic Federation is, of course, far stronger in

Lancashire than the League ; their best efforts have been addressed to

nearly every one of the towns mentioned by " E. H. P." I formed a branch

on my first visit to Barrow-in-Furness of thirty strong, out of a sympathetic

meeting of over two thousand strikers, etc. Never been heard of since. I

left a couple of embryo Internationals behind at Hastings and Bechill ; re-

sult ditto. Corresponding secretaries and collections for expenses are in-

variably and alike pre"carious matters. The amount of propaganda, and the

extent of self-denial continually made by our Lancashire friends, would
stupefy "E. H. P." The harvest is great, but the labourers are few and not

always happy at their work. I find that the only stability, even in existing

branches, is absolutely owing to the strong personality and energy of one or

two of their members. The principles are soaking slowly through our

Palatinate ; but the masses fight shy of organisation. Possibly the main
secrets of our indifferent progress in Lancashire are our lack of a local

" gradely " Labour paper, and our distance from the revolutionary centre.

Lately two of the Manchester papers

—

Examiner (Unionist Liberal) and the

Pendleton Reporter (Independent)—have opened their columns to Socialistic

correspondence. " Nunquam," of the Sunday Chronicle, has also for the last

year or two nobly played the part of Socialist Messiah hereabouts, and he
is widely read ; but, of course, his Socialism is philosophic and sentimental

—not u
practical," don't you know. What we want—a want that is not

local—is, of course, sinews of war, plenty of advertisement, and a few smart
speakers whose livelihood could be secured them while touring the shire,

and against victimisation ; which, after all, is the fox at our vitals.

Yours, etc., Leonard Hall.
4, West Craven Street, Salford, June 14, 1890.

liveried* pj^e^e^rye?,s, who stood amazed and <

^ood^eetingt were beld in the morning at PBiJifc ^^%nlnt^kl^t
a new station lately opened, at which Parker spoke.

I hope this account of our work will enlighten fpur correspond^

what is being done in Lancashire.—Fraternally youw* \ *y.

Socialist League, 60 Grosvener Street, Manchester.
*
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IN THE UNITED STATES. v 4

The rather amusing story of a sham dynamite sensation, instigated by the

police of the good city of Chicago, forms the news of this week. On Sunday

morning, May 24th, all the inhabitants of the United States were Startled to

read in the newspapers the following telegram from the city of Chicago :

" The night of May 4, 1886, the date of the Anarchist riot, was recalledJo
mind this morning with startling vividness by the discovery of unmistakable

traces of an attempt to blow up the Haymarket monument and the surrounding

buildings with a gigantic charge of dynamite. A policeman passing near the

monument saw at its base what appeared to be a roll of biac* cloth, tied with a

small rope. He reached through the railing and pulled on the supposed rope.

It parted in his fingers, and easily crumbled, as though charred by fire. He then

climbed over the fence and found tied up in a piece of black cloth, a tin can

about twelve inches long and four inches in diameter. The can and its contents

weighed about ten pounds. In the top of the can was a small hole alx>ut three-

eights of an inch in size, from which he had pulled the 'rope. Beside the can

lay several pieces of the string, which crumbled beneath the touch. It was the

fuse The powder within had burned out, leaving the outer covering intactvbut

very brittle. On the step, approaching the base of the statue, was found an

unlighted piece of the fuse, to one end of which was attached a small dynamite

cap. It is believed that the heavy rain of last night prevented an explosion

which must have been most disastrous in its consequences. The charge ot dyna-

mite, according to the police, was enough to blow up several blocks. 1he

machine was probably placed there early this morning, and the ram extinguished

use. An explosion would have made terrible havoc. With street

Comrade,—In your issue of June 14, a correspondent, " E. H. P.," fur-

nishes some statistical information with a view to showing " how to win
Lancashire " for the Cause. By way of reply, I shall give some particulars

of what the Manchester Branch is doing to accomplish that most desirable

object. I may state that it has been in existence now about eighteen

months, and is the only S. L. organisation in Lancashire. It is more easy to

draw up a system and explain how it may be carried out than to take one's

coat off and settle down to the work of putting it in practice. To work all

the towns in this district would require a very large array of speakers,

competent to popularise our principles, which unfortunately have yet to be
found or manufactured. But not being so equipped, the best thing to do is

to make the best possible use of the few we have got. This the Manchester
Branch is doing to the utmost. The usual meetings, which are kept up in

season and out of season, are three each week. Some time ago, Blackley, a

small manufacturing town of about 10,000, has been visited on Monday
nights by our speakers. To all appearance the people are as full of hopeless

ignorance, as we know them to be, of State Churchism and Toryism. On
each occasion a rather boisterous opposition was developed, and a local paper
has given copious reports of what has taken place. We are determined on
fighting out the opposition and getting a firm hold on the place. Many
sympathisers we have already, and our visits furnish the inhabitants with
matter for discussion in factory, workshop, and tavern till the next meeting.

On Saturday nights, Middleton, another factory town, is visited, and a very
-attentive hearing is obtained, whilst lengthy discussions, arising out of ques-

tions put to the speakers, form a feature of the propaganda in this place.

The chief difficulty in the way of forming a branch is the fear of being
marked or losing their job which people in these small towns display,

Bolton, a rather large centre of the cotton industry, where a branch of

Socialists once flourished, has also been taken in hand. Meetings are now
held every evening, which a speaker from Manchester goes over to address.

Commonweal here sells well, and great interest is taken in the propaganda
by the people who attend. There are four S.D.F. Branches in Lancashire,
which work these meetings mostly among themselves, though of late our
speakers have been invited and spoken at Bochdale, and arrangements are

being made with the branches at Darwen and Blackburn. The Liverpool
Socialists, who are making great progress, interchange speakers regularly

with Manchester. We are now arranging with some comrades at Heywood
and at Hyde, each about ten miles off, to start weekly meetings.
With more workers, it would be easy to largely extend the propaganda.

Truly, the harvest is ready, but the labourers are few.
When anyone at all likely to be able to assist in the work is found or

comes amongst us, he does not remain idle for want of asking ; and if

"E. H. P." wishes to give a hand in carrying out his ideas, which we have
all along been working at, we shall be gladly welcomed. The Manchester
Club is easily found.
Now to what was done last week. A large and most enthusiastic meeting

was held on Sunday, June 15, in Manchester, at which Parker (of London),
Parkinson, Bailie, Strange, and Stockton spoke. It was organised by our
Branch in view of the forthcoming Stanley visit. The following resolution

was unanimously passed : "That we, citizens of Manchester, in mass meeting
assembled, recognising that H. M. Stanley's invasion of Central Africa has
brought death and destruction upon the natives, and that the object of his

mission is to introduce into those regions the system of commercialism, which
means the economic slavery of the workers of this country, the only benefit
of which will be to the speculating capitalists, who can no longer make large
profits out of British labour, hereby indignantly protest against the action
of the City Council in offering the freedom of our city and paying honour at
our expense to this modern hero of Christianity and Commercialism, whose

the burning fuse,

cars frequently passing so close, too, the loss of life wouia nave oeen.pam

There is as yet no clue to the perpetrators of the outrage, but Anarchists, are

probably the guilty parties."

The concluding sentence, the assertion that "Anarchists are probably: the

guilty parties," is really delicious, besides being significant. Of course, every

reasonable man reading the telegram knew at once that the police of Chicago,

purposing to clear its shady reputation somewhat, and to pose again as

saviours of society, happened to be the " Anarchists " in this case. Comrade

Most made directly in the Freiheit the statement that no sensible Anarchist

could have been so foolish as to try to blow up a block of stones. But now

mark the sagacity of the Chicago guardians of peace and order. A certain

Joseph Kaiser, a former tinsmith, but now excluded from all honest radical

circles because of his connection with incendiaries and bona fide swindlers,

happened to be at the time of the sensational "discovery" in Chicago, ply-

ing his present trade—that is, dealing with religious P^^a^?^?; ^!-

happened
ing his prcncnw **«aav. «««« *~, ~ to

— * y . ... - .,

Most had warned all Chicago comrades to be on guard against this fellow,

The smart police captains in Chicago, putting two and two together, con-

cluded that Kaiser might be a suitable person to imprison for the alleged

dynamite plot. And so they did ! Never before have policemen taken

to the road that leads to absurdity so swiftly as in this case. After
;

tne

arrest of a man like Kaiser, a speedy ending of the whole matter in a bitter

and ridiculous defeat of the blue-coated pillars of society was unavoidable.

And so we are told now that

" One of the private watchmen on duty in Haymarket Square has confessed to

Police Captain Hayes that early last Saturday morning he saw a fuse burning at

the base of the Haymarket monument, and, being unable to blow,it out, picked

out the fire with his knife. He saw no can of dynamite there at the time. He

being a reliable man, Captain Hayes and Chief Marsh believe what he says.
^
His

name is withheld. It is now thought the whole thing was a fake, and that the

can of dynamite was placed at the foot of the monument after the watchman lett,

and was not near the fuse. A dynamite expert said last night that no fuse sold

by any of the powder houses can be put out by the rain, and that a fuse soaked

in the water a month will burn readily. Chief Marsh is now convinced that there

was no attempt to blow up the monument, but that a scare was intended by some

unknown person. Kaiser, the New York Anarchist, is still in custody.

And so ends this latest attempt of reviving the old, happily now almost

extinct, prejudice against Anarchism in the United States. The people-—

fcliat is, the intelligent part of the people—begin to see more and mono that

Anarchism is a science* and not a mere doctrine of force. ':..:

Evidently our friends the police in Chicago must, if they desire to create a

genuine, even if only temporary, scare, engage a man who possesses at least

the ability of a Constans. _
Moses Harman, the editor and publisher of Lucifer, in Valley Falls, a man

of really sterling and incorruptible qualities, has been sentenced to five

years' imprisonment for publishing articles containing obscenelanguage.

As he is bodily weak, and advanced in years it is questionable ^etker^he

will survive, if he has to serve out the term. It may be debateable "whether

it is always wise to call, under all circumstances, a spade a spade, but no one

can for one moment doubt the honesty, the integrity, and the devotion to

his cause of Harman. Despicable hypocrisy, the hypocrisy which would like

to veil the soft splendid outlines of a Venus statue, is at the bottom of this

persecution.
,

The trial against E. H. Heywood, editor of the Princeton Word, in Boston,

who is under the same accusation, has not finished yet.

General Ben Butler, the brilliant lawyer, intends to take habeas corpus

proceedings in favour of Schwab, Fielden, and Neebe. I reported some

time ago that in the record of the trial of the Chicago Anarchists a legal

error had been discovered. ._ . > I

Very little is heard now of the eight hour movement. This agitation has,

it seems, ended in a fizzle.

Boston, Mass., June 3, 1890. Henry 'A GfiAHim

London Members' Meeti2ig.-rThe next monthly meeting of member* will

be held on Friday, July 4th, .at 8.30
s
p.mM at the Hall, of the Hammersmith

Branch, Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, JHammersmith, W. Special meeting

;

important business. All members interested An the- pro^ganda -ate ksked to

attend.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
To Contributors —Workmen could help us greatly by sending in accounts of

capitalist tyranny and sweating in London and the provinces. We want
the names of the sweaters. Those who write must send us their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, bat as a guarantee of good faith.

We shall not fear to publish the truth.

R. O. B.—You can lay your complaint before him ; but we doubt whether he can
do anything for you.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
There is, as everybody can see who wastes his time in reading the^

capitalist papers, a great pother going on about our bargain with
Germany, as to what we, each of the two countries, consider out pro-

perty. Just so, two highwaymen armed and masked (we are the most
careful about the mask), finding themselves on the same " lay," look

sourly on each other for a while, and then see the necessity of coming:

to some sort of agreement as to their action ; and having come to th#
agreement each regrets that he has not bested his brother robber a
little more ; and each has friends to twit him with his folly, and
enemies to inform the world in which he moves that he is a dunder-
head and a dastard.

I think I have heard, or seen it written, that nations were got to-

gether and grew in order to afford mutual protection to their members*
If so, it was a long time ago, and perhaps a long way off. For clearly

the object for their existence now is organised robbery of the weak
both within and without their own bounds ; and surely this African

business gives us as good an instance of the game as easily can be read

of in history.

Then also, we must have Stanley's opinion of the said bargain, and,,

indeed, wait with trembling anxiety till he has pronounced before we-

go for the Salisbury government neck or nothing. The sense of relief

shown by the Daily News, for instance, when it finds that that great

and sympathetic soul does not actually condemn the transaction, i&

delicious to witness. Stanley has spoken and we can be happy.

Well, well ! we have had several " uncrowned kings " in my time,

and Stanley, it seems, is the last of them, and may be said almost to

have thrust down Gladstone from his throne. One thing must be said,

that his filibustering majesty keeps up the traditions of kingship

pretty well. The African massacres and the hanging of unwilling
" soldiers of civilisation," are quite in the style of the best performer*

in the trade. And surely the adoration of this last " uncrowned one^
shows us pretty well what would be the fate reserved for persons at
home inconvenient to the commercial aristocracy, if only the latter

dared. Black men in Africa were not killed because they were black,

but because they were weak.

Mr. Gladstone has been spinning one of his yarns to the railway

men, and began by buttering them all over, and told them how happy
they were to be a part of the machinery of commerce (if they only
knew their happiness) ; what a blessing it was for them that it was
a necessity of their occupation that they were compelled to form habits

of regularity and order ; and how much better they were in all respects

than the old servants of the mail-coach days,—which latter is probably

true enough, for if ever there was a blackguardly system of travelling,

surely that was the most blackguardly in all respects.

So far so good : but what reward does Mr. Gladstone propose for

these treasures that he praises so much 1 Well, chiefly that they shall

be allowed to exercise that noble virtue, thrift That is, that they,

by compulsion (for that is what it comes to) shall half-starve them-
selves and their families in order to get a very small account at a
savings-bank, so that they may provide against their wholly starving.

In short, these admirable public servants, as Mr. Gladstone, surely not
without warrant, considers them, are to be kindly allowed to pay the

poors-rate which the shareholders would otherwise have to pay.

Please to observe, meantime, that thrift is the art of thriving. If

that be so, I cannot call the saving railway men thrifty, for they are

but poor professors of the " art of thriving." They might be so much
more thrifty that they could compel the shareholders, who contribute

no iota toward the business of carrying passengers and goods, to hand
over to them their ill-gotten gains, wrung out of the labour of these*

poor useful men. That would be thriving. Their present thrift, which
Mr. Gladstone praises so, is not thriving, but starving; and no on**

starves except a madman or a slave.

Mr. Gladstone talks about the eloquence of figures. A hundred and
ten hours a-week, at fifteen shillings a-week are, it seems, the wages
paid to the " cleaners." Is there no eloquence in those figures then 1

To think that half the United Kingdom should bow down before this

uncrowned king, Gladstone ! What shall we call him ? Mere invec-

tive is meaningless. Perhaps he was once a man : what he really is.

now is an official, whose public life is simply a constant conventional

masking of facts in order to make them presentable to the office-.

Carlyle calls him an unconscious hypocrite. I do not know that the
description can be bettered. W. M.

Our Jingo press does not exactly know whether to be grieved or

pleased concerning the recent division of African territory between

England and Germany. It is doubtful whether we have got the best

part of the swag or not. But why does it not take the word of it*

Stanley, who is in ecstacies. " Half a million square miles " of land

added to the glorious British empire ! O Jeosophat ! It takes the great

explorers breath away. He is " electrified." He is so pleased to find

that there is a greater scoundrel in this world than himself—our worthy

Premier, who negotiated the "treaty." Stanley, the piratical mis-
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creaat, has murdered " niggers " with " explosive balls," and burnt
their villages by the score, but it has never fallen to his lot to steal

" half a million square miles " of territory.

There should be great rejoicings in the City among the hundred-

per-shenters. O, Father Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ! there never was
such a chance for the children of Israel since they came out of Egypt
with other people's jewellery !

But, meanwhile, other " Christian " powers, notably France, do not
like this little bit of " bishness." It looks as if the "Christian"
powers may yet fall to cutting each other's " Christian " throats in

their evangelical eagerness to " Christianise and civilise " the poor un-
fortunate African. Such zeal for the Gospel of " vun hundred per
shent " is worthy of our respectful admiration. Tartuffe, Maw-worm,
Pecksniff, and Stiggins may take a back seat after this. " Praise God,
from whom all blessings flow," including " vun hundred per shent."

Let us prey, D. N.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
on,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XIX.

—

The Drive back to Hammersmith.

I said nothing, for I was not inclined for mere politeness to him after

such very serious talk ; but in fact I should like to have gone on talk-

ing with the older man, who could understand something at least of

my wonted ways of looking at life, whereas with the younger people,

in spite of all their kindness, I really was a being from another planet.

However, I made the best of it, and smiled as amiably as I could on
the young couple ; and Dick returned the smile by saying :

" Well,
guest, I am glad to have you again, and to find that you and my kins-

man have not quite talked yourselves into another world ; I was half

suspecting as I was listening to the Welshmen yonder that you would
presently be vanishing away from us, and began to picture my kinsman
sitting staring in the hall at nothing and finding that he had been
talking a while past to nobody."

I felt rather uncomfortable at this speech, for suddenly the picture

of the sordid squabble, the dirty and miserable tragedy of the life I
had left for a while, came before my eyes; and I had as it were a
vision of all my longings for rest and peace in the past, and I loathed
the idea of going back to it again. But the old man chuckled and
said:

" Don't be afraid, Dick. In any case, I have not been talking to

thin air ; nor, indeed, to this new friend of ours only. Who knows
but I may not have been talking to many people 1 For perhaps our
guest may some day go back to the people he has come from, and may
take a message from us which may bear fruit for them, and conse-

quently for us."

Dick looked puzzled, and said :
" Well, gaffer, I do not quite under-

stand what you mean. All I can say is, that I hope he will not leave

us : for don't you see, he is another kind of man to what we are used
to, and somehow he makes us think of all kind of things ; and already
I feel as if I could understand Dickens the better for having talked
with him."

" Yes," said Clara, " and I think in a few months we shall make him
look younger; and I should like to see what he was like with the
wrinkles smoothed out of his face. Don't you think he will look

younger after a little time with us ?

"

The old man shook his head, and looked earnestly at me, but did

not answer her, and for a minute or two we were all silent. Then
Clara broke out

:

" Kinsman, I don't like this : something or another troubles me, and
I feel as if something untoward were going to happen. You have been
talking of past miseries to the guest, and have been living in past
unhappy times, and it's in the air all round us, and makes us feel as

if we were longing for something that we cannot have."

The old man smiled on her kindly, and said :
" Well, my child, if

that is so, go and live in the present, and you will soon shake it off."

Then he turned to me, and said :
" Do you remember anything like

that, guest, in the country from which you come 1
"

The lovers had turned aside now, and were talking together softly,

and not heeding us ; so I said, but in a low voice :
" Yes, when I was

a happy child on a sunny holiday, and had everything that I could
think of."

" So it is," said he. "You remember just now you twitted me with
living in the second childhood of the world. You will find it a happy
world to live in

;
you will be happy there—for a while."

Again I did not like his scarcely veiled threat, and was beginning
to trouble myself with trying to remember how I had got amongst
this curious people, when the old man called out in a cheery voice

:

"Now, my children, take your guest away, and make much of him;
for it is your business to make him sleek of skin and peaceful of mind :

he has by no means been as lucky as you have. Farewell, guest !

"

and he grasped my hand warmly.
" Good-bye," said I, " and thank you very much for all that you have

told me. I will come and see you as soon as I come back to London.
May I ?

"

"Yes," he said, "come by all means—if you can."

"It won't be for some time yet;," quoth Dick, in his cheery voice;
" for when the hay is in up the river, I shall be for taking him a round
through the country between hay and wheat harvest, to see how our
friends live in the north country. Then in the wheat harvest we shall

do a good stroke of work, I should hope,—in Wiltshire by preference

;

for he will be getting a little hard with all the open-air living, and I
shall be as tough as nails."

"But you will take me along, won't you, Dick?" said Clara, laying

her pretty hand on his shoulder.
" Will I not ? " said Dick, somewhat boisterously. " And we will

manage to send you to bed pretty tired every night ; and you will look

so beautiful with your neck all brown, and your hands too, and yoo
under your gown as white as privet : that will get some of those

strange discontented whims out of your head, my dear. However, our
week's haymaking will do all that for you."

The girl reddened very prettily, not for shame but for pleasure ; and
the old man laughed, and said :

" Guest, I see that you will be as comfortable as need be ; for you
need not fear that those two will be too officious with you : they will

be so busy with each other that they will leave you a good deal to
yourself, I am sure, and that is real kindness to a guest, after all.

O, you need not be afraid of being one too many, either: it is just

what these birds in a nest like, to have a good convenient friend to-

turn to, so that they may relieve the ecstasies of love with the solid

commonplace of friendship. Besides, Dick, and much more Clara, likes

a little talking at times ; and you know lovers do not talk unless they

get into trouble, they only prattle. Good-bye, guest; may you be-

happy!"
Clara went up to old Hammond, threw her arms about his neck

and kissed him heartily, and said :
" You are a dear old man, and may

have your jest about me as much as you please ; and it won't be long

before we see you again ; and you may be sure we shall make our guest

happy ; though, mind you, there is some truth in what you say."

Then I shook hands again, and we went out of the hall and into the

cloisters, and so in the street found Greylocks in the shafts waiting for

us. He was well looked after ; for a little lad of about seven years

old had his hand on the rein and was solemnly looking up into his

face ; on his back, withal, was a girl of fourteen, holding a three-year-

old sister on before her ; while another girl, about a year older than*

the boy, hung on behind. The three were occupied partly with eating

cherries, partly with patting and punching Greylocks, who took all

their caresses in good part, but pricked up his ears when Dick made-

his appearance. The girls got off quietly, and going up to Clara, made-

much of her and snuggled up to her. And then we got into the*

carriage, Dick shook the reins, and we got under way at once, Grey-
locks trotting soberly between the lovely trees of the London streets,,

that were sending floods of fragrance into the cool evening air, for it

was now getting toward sunset.

We could hardly go but fair and softly all the way, as there were
a great many people abroad in that cool hour. Seeing so many people

made me notice their looks the more ; and I must say, my taste, culti-

vated in the sombre greyness, or rather brownness, of the nineteenth

century, was rather apt to condemn the gaiety and brightness of the

raiment ; and I even ventured to say as much to Clara. She seemed'

rather surprised, and even slightly indignant, and said :
" Well, well,,

what's the matter? They are not about any dirty work; they are-

only amusing themselves in the fine evening ; there is nothing to fouV

their clothes. Come, doesn't it all look very pretty 1 It isn't gaudy,

you know."
Indeed that was true ; for many of the people were clad in colours

that were sober enough, though beautiful, and the harmony of the
colours was perfect and most delightful. '

*

I said, " Yes, that is so ; but how can everybody afford such costly

garments 1 Look ! there goes a middle-aged man in a sober grey dress ;.

but I can see from here that it is made of very fine woollen stuff, and
is covered with silk embroidery."

Said Clara :
" He could wear shabby clothes if he pleased,—that isr

if he didn't think he would hurt people's feelings by doing so."

" But please tell me," said I, " how can they afford it 1
"

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED. 1

(This Story began in No. 209, January 11, 1890. A few sets of

Back Numbers can still be had.)

Arbroath.—There may be reason to doubt whether eight hours demonstra-
tions serve to directly advance Socialism ; but it must be gratifying to all So-
cialists to see discontent prompting men to formulate demands of any definite

and not absolutely ridiculous kind. Those who believe in evolutionary Socialism
will be specially glad to hear that the movement for shorter hours is being well

sustained in Scotland. On Saturday, in the Abbey Green at Arbroath, some
2,000 persons assembled to demand the institution of an eight hours day. The
meeting was held under the auspices of the Mill and Factory Operatives Union,
and contingents were present from the Dundee, Forfar, Brechin, Montrose, Kirk-
caldy, and other surrounding districts. Previous to the assembly on the Abbey
Green, there was a long and well-organised procession of the Arbroath trades
and industries, along with the contingents from a distance. As there were a few
Socialists among the speakers, a good deal more than the ordinary trades

unionist talk went on. Ritchie (Dundee), Eddy (Glasgow), Spence, Bisset, and
myself (from Aberdeen) supported the resolutions, which were carried unani-
mously, and with a heartiness that might have surprised those who think that
Scotchmen can't cheer. With so much discontent expressed by the speakers,,

and endorsed by the hearers, the wonder is that so small a safety-valve as the
demand for an eight hours day is sufficient to let it off.—L.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Police.

Discontent among the police has certainly been increased by the appoint-

ment of the new Chief Commissioner, Sir Edward Bradford. This martinet,

fresh from bullying and ill-treating the natives of India, directly he attains

office begins his reign of despotism—by issuing an edict forbidding the men
to hold public meetings to discuss their grievances. This, indeed, may be

called poetical justice. The police for a long time have been engaged in

suppressing workmen's meetings and processions ; they are now enjoying a

little taste of their own medicine, and they don't like it. On Monday, when
the order was first issued, there were very strong symptoms of mutiny
among the men. It appears that a meeting of delegates had been arranged
at Bow Street, and on Saturday night at the Borough police-station the

constables wanted to elect delegates, but they were informed by the chief

inspector that this would not be allowed. They showed some inclination to

resist, which resulted in the suspension of a sergeant and a constable. The
men in a body at once refused to turn out for night duty. The dispute

lasted for two hours, and was only concluded by the inspector giving way
and re-instating the two suspended men.

There was great fun at Bow Street on Monday, when four hundred dele-

gates arrived at Bow Street and found their meeting had been " proclaimed."

They blocked up the pavement, and discussed the question with great excite-

ment. They were at once ordered to " move on " by an inspector, which
order they did not obey. One policeman who was " mutinous " was warned
by that official, in a bullying voice, that if he did not mind he would take

him inside. It would have been rather a joke if the inspector had carried

out his threat, and charged the policeman with " obstruction " ! The men
gathered round, however, and seemed inclined to resist the "law," and the

inspector wisely let the man alone. The men afterwards held a meeting at

the Police Institute, No. 1, Adelphi, where it was decided to present a
" respectful " petition, asking the superintendants to persuade the Chief

Commissioner and the Home Secretary to allow them to meet at Bow Street

on June 30th. The men have agreed to stick together in the case of any
intimidation, and it is evident that the new Chief Commissioner will find

the restoration of " order" a difficult task.

Later.—It appears that it was not in the Borough that the " mutiny "

took place, in consequence of the suspension of a sergeant and a constable,

but at Bow Street. This adds to its significance.

The Postmen.
The Postmen's Union has issued a manifesto, giving a short history of the

movement. It points out, what most of our readers know already, that Mr.
Raikes took no notice of the union till last April, though hundreds of meet-
ings were held. He then issued an order by which the postmen were in-

formed they could hold meetings outside, provided that notice was sent to

the postal authorities, and none but postmen and an official shorthand writer

were permitted to be present. We all know the story of the postmen's

meeting on Clerkenwell Green—its proclamation bv Mr. Raikes, the break-

ing up of the processions by the police, and finally his infamous treatment

of the men concerning whom his spies had given information. To quote the

manifesto :
" For attending a trade-union meeting to ask for better wages

and a better regulation of working hours, some postmen have been deprived

of their good-conduct stripes and reduced in wages ; others have had several

days' wages confiscated and have been suspended until they give an apology

for attending the meeting and promise to attend no more.'' This is the

position, but what has the union done to defend the men against this

abominable injustice 1 Some questions have been asked in Parliament by
Messrs. Graham and Conybeare, which have shared the fate of most ques-

tions asked there. They have received the usual lying official reply, amid
the cold contempt of the honourable and wealthy gentlemen who sit in that
" den of thieves." Last week, when the excitement among the postmen was
at boiling point, and the men were ready for action, they were advised not

to take the only manly course left open to them—a strike in every post-office

in London—by Secretary Mr. J. L. Mahon and other officials of the union.

Now this gentleman appeals to the public for subscriptions to support the

men who have been "suspended" for answering the Postmaster-General

according to the instructions of the union officials. It is a great pity that
" the officers of the Postmen's Union " did not have the same courage as the

men when the time for action arrived. Questions have been asked in Parlia-

ment, indeed ; but " while the grass grows, the steed starves," and perhaps
in a month or two the men will not have such a high opinion of Parliament-

ary action as their " versatile " secretary. N.

Strike in the Shoe Trade at Norwich.
Up to the present no progress has been made in connection with the above

strike. A meeting of the masters was arranged to take place during the

week, but was not held owing to Mr. Alfred Haldenstein, a representative

of the large sweating firm of Messrs. Haldenstein and Sons, being out of

town. This individual seemed to be of more consequence than the demands
of three or four thousand men. During the week several incidents have
taken place, such as pickets dropping on to men who are doing scabbing.

It is being made a general thing during the dinner-hour, and at night when
the firms close, to see these men who have been working escorted by hun-
dreds of men and boys to the central rooms of the strike committee, where
these individuals sign an agreement not to continue working during the

strike. On Friday moaning a bill appeared, which was extensively posted,

bearing the following words, "Take the docker's advice and pay no rent till

the strike is won !
" The appearance of this bill seems to have created

much talk among the men, who claim to be ignorant as to who has
issued it. One objection from a group of men standing around the central

rooms was that it was a nice thing for men who are depending on a few
shillings a-week coming in for rent for them to live ; not only that, but they
.(the strikers) would lose the sympathy of the landlords, who would probably
- put a bob in the collection box. The local press also contains a statement
announcing that the leaders of the strike entirely repudiate the no-rent

manifesto. On Saturday, the union men were paid 12s. for the week, while

the non-union married received 5s., and single 3s., a noble sum. The miser-

able pay for the non-union men has created much dissatisfaction. These
men, it is estimated, number between two and three thousand, and the

union men under a thousand. Under these circumstances not much will be

left for the landlord. A meeting of masters is arranged to be held, and we
stall fee a,ble to giye an account of the progress made next week. S.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FKANCE.

Every day it becomes clearer that the Russian bomb affair is a trumped-
up business, invented either by the French Government to have an oppor-
tunity of displaying their servility before the Tzar, or by the Russian police,

who want to get at the relations that those arrested may have with friends

in Russia, and therefore have stolen their papers and letters under the pre-

text of searching for explosives.

It appears that an international congress of prison authorities is being
held at St. Petersburg—a very proper place for such a thing. They have an
exhibition there of prison apparatus— a modern torture-chamber. The
French delegate made a speech, in which he declared that Russia spreads

intelligence, etc. ; whilst in fact she is shutting up her schools and suppress-
ing every means of instruction. The paroxysm of servility towards Russia
French bourgeois parties are so fond of displaying is the true sequel of the
humbuging phrases they traded in last year about the French Revolution.

Atrocities, after the Russian fashion, are committed in France upon the
political prisoners when they are expelled. In a recently published letter, it is

stated that they are put on the railway in cells or boxes they can hardly
move in. Two comrades spent thirty-six hours in this condition until they
reached the Belgian frontier, which can usually be reached in a few hours.

The Anarchist press is increasing. Two new papers have come out, the
Tocsin of Alger, and the International of London.

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND.
The decomposition of the State Socialist parties into parties going in for

this or that reform is also shown by the number of papers springing up,

brought out by Socialists, but specially devoted to the advocacy of this or that

miraculous remedy. So a new paper called Het Algemeen Stemrecht (Uni-

versal Suffrage) is about to be published at Ghent. We have already The

Eight Hours Working Day of Zurich, and the Arbeiterschutz of Vienna (on

hygienic measures, etc.). Soon papers will exist for every palliative ; So-

cialism is no more spoken of.

It is some little satisfaction, on the other hand, to read comrade
F. D. Nieuwenhuis's article, "To each the full result of his labour,"

in which he fights this dogma, and uses the Communistic arguments against

it which are familiar to our readers ; nevertheless, the article is worth
translation. The Dutch Socialists published some time ago a pamphlet
exposing co-operation, which won a superficial success in Belgium. They
exposed the action of the Congress last year, and now Communism is advo-

cated there, which is inseparable from Anarchism, as they will learn by and
by. They really are white ravens among the State Socialists as things stand

at present.

AUSTRIA.
Details of the Niirschau (Bohemia) massacres are now at hand. Three

hundred men and women went during the strike to the office of the mining
company to get the rest of their wages iu tickets for food, which they have
to put up with under the truck system. An officer of the army spoke to

them in the German language, which they could not understand, as the

district is a Bohemian one—a sufficient reason for the Government to send
German soldiers there, who cannot be spoken to by the people. After some
talk in that language, they were simply shot down like dogs. Eight
were killed and thirty-five wounded. Revolver bullets were found in the

bodies, which show that the company's officials, who certainly understood
the language and saw the " misunderstanding," murdered the workers too.

All this was stated in an interpellation in the Diet, which the Liberal

papers simply did not reprint.

At Prague three bakers who were out of work, as they took part in the

last strike, shot themselves simultaneously to call attention to the position of

their fellow workers.

AMERICA.
The Pioneer Aid and Support Association of Chicago bought the ground

in which the Anarchists murdered on November 11, 1887, are buried, and
propose to erect a monument on their grave, to be unveiled in 1893. In a

circular published they deprecate the cultus of persons, but consider the

monument to be "a symbol of the fraternisation of labour" all over the

world. Subscriptions to be sent to Th. Greif, 54 W. Lake Street, Chicago,

111. ; letters to be sent to Martin Lacher, Avondale Station, Chicago, 111.

In New York a Bohemian Anarchist paper, Volne Listy, is published, with
which the issuing of pamphlets translated is connected. Malatesta's "Entre
Paysans " (Between Peasants, a dialogue explaining Anarchism to peasants),

and Krasser's " Antisyllabus " (an Atheist and Socialist German poem) have
been published.

The death is announced of Albert Brisbane, who, fifty years ago, did more
than anybody else to spread Fourier's ideas in America. Many colonies on
Fourierist lines were then formed, but after some years the movement
dwindled away. Even at present it is not yet dead in France, where last

year two Fourierist papers were still published by H. Destrem, and also a

Fourierist conference held ; but it has lost every touch with the working
classes.

SOUTH AMERICA.
We have received No. 1 of El Perseguido (The Persecuted Voice of the

Exploited) of Buenos Ayres, an Anarchist paper, written in the Spanish,

Italian, and French languages. It has no connection with the Working-
men's Party, formed in connection with the May Day demonstrations, which
is a Social-Democratic concern. Much bitter feeliug, and not without reason,

exists between both parties. * *
.

Glasgow.—Jail Square too crowded to hold meeting on Sunday at mid-day.

In the evening Glasier addressed an unusually large meeting at Paisley Koad
Toll, where Commonweal was sold out. We intend adding Bridgeton Cross to

our outdoor stations.

Excursion to Epping Forest.—The annual excursion of the Autonomic and
other allied societies to Epping Forest, took place last Sunday, and was most
successful. Everybody enjoyed themselves thoroughly. Music, dancing, merry-

making of all sorts, and the excellent catering arrangements, all helped to leave

none but pleasant recollections of the day's outing. Nor was the serious part of

our work neglected ; Commonweal was on sale, and the Ensex country lads

showed their desire to -acquire some knowledge of the labour problem by the

readiness with which they bought the paper. The return procession to Loughtdn
station, escorted by some of those detestable flunkies of law-'n'*order, was en-

livened by the singing of several revolutionary airs ; and the spirited pUyin&gf
^he band gave clear proof that they had not been overtaxed during the day.—*j£.
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r SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.
*''

-.

:

- 'LEEDS.
"

During the past month we have held two meetings every Sunday. We have

several comrades who can speak, but hardly any with much enthusiasm. The
sacred flame of Uncompromising Socialism had been allowed to gradually go out.

It is hard work reviving it single-handed, but circumstances are working in that

direction, and we shall in a abort time, I hope, be as powerful as our Sheffield

comrades (more power to their elbows). Now, in Leeds, owing to the exertions

of the Socialist Club members, who worked long and hard here for about eight

months, there have been formed several unions and many branches of the Gas
Workers Union. It was thought that these thousands could be utilised for
4t Socialistic " work, but what is the result ?—nothing. Not a single member
made, no more purchasers among them of the ' Weal, and little or no interest

shown in the various lectures and meetings. If it were not for our friends the

enemy we should have a dreary time of it. But the Leeds Municipal Gas Com-
mittee are causing discontent and hatred amongst their men, by trying to force

them to sign agreements which include more work in the eight hours (which they
gained by striking last November). The men, however, are determined not to

yield, and there is every sign of a stiff fight. The Municipality are making
arrangements for scabs. It is also interesting to hear that one of the gas em-
ployes has invented an " iron man," which is so perfect that the Gas Committee
(Municipal) are about to test it. What a lesson or sermon could be preached
from this. I shall send more particulars as the struggle goes on. " But still

the Cause goes marching on." Our Jewish, comrades here are quite strong in

their International Educational Club, and the activity and enthusiasm amongst
tbem is remarkable. They are primarily teachers, not leaders nor yet politi-

cians, and it is pleasant to see their fraternity, as well as the enthusiasm of

several female comrades. They intend holding open-air meetings regularly,

and it is quite certain that they will not be the last to leave the house of bondage,
nor will they require a Moses to lead them into the promised land. H. S.

YARMOUTH.
It was said by some Yarmouth people during the bad weather, when no meet-

ings could be held, or only small ones* .that Socialism was dead here. But we are

glad to say this is not true ; in fact, Socialism, and that of a thorough revolution-

ary character, is growing stronger in Yarmouth than ever. 'Tis true, it is left to

a few to carry the standard in the advance-guard. As you know, we were to be
represented at the Conference of the S.L. on Whitsunday by three of our com-
rades ; but still, those left behind were not idle, comrades Brightwell and Ruffold

opening and keeping up a discussion on Priory Plain. The Branch received the

report of the Conference delegate at their next meeting, and adopted it after

slight discussion. On Thursday following a debate took place between Bright-

well (S.L.) and a Mr. Adams, a "Conservative Working-man," which lasted

upwards of three hours, our opponent getting the worst of tussle. On June 1st,

one of our speakers being ill, no meetings were held in the open-air, but we met
in the club-room and spent an enjoyable evening, singing revolutionary songs and
having a chat amongst ourselves. At our next business meeting arrangements
were made for three London comrades who had promised to come down and assist

us ; 1,000 handbills were printed, giving names and subjects. On June 8th, com-
rade Crouch being unable to come, owing to illness, comrade Saint took his place,

who had large and attentive audiences and plenty of opposition at both morning
and evening meetings ; all Commonweal sold out, and 2s. 2^d. collected. On
June 15th was a red-letter day with us ; three very large and attentive meetings
were held. In the morning, on Priory Plain, comrade Turner (of London) lec-

tured on "Socialism v. Political Action "
; although we challenged all politicians

in our bill, none of them had courage enough to defend their principles ; more
than 1,000 people were present. On the afternoon Turner continued his lecture

on the Hall Quay. In the evening, on Colman's Quay, Turner lectured on " In-

sufficient Remedies " to a still larger audience, Mr. Adams attacking our comrade
on several points ; and he had the impudence to say that John Burns was not a
Socialist. He also attacked the Communists, Anarchists, and Nihilists. But he
again got the worst of the fight, and was hooted by the audience. A resolution

was put in favour of Socialism ; nearly every hand went up, only three against.

All Commonweal sold, and 5s. ^d. collected towards railway expenses. We are
arranging for a tea and concert next month, and think that old members who
have dropped away will rejoin ; in fact, names are being given in already. The
majority of workers are unfortunately very demoralised. As we reported in one
of our old reports, they are only too ready to act as blacklegs when strikes take
place elsewhere, but have not pluck to try to better their conditions here. We
hope, however, to stir them up before long, and while drawing them into the
Branch, to see that they work hard amongst their fellow-workers in trying to

educate and organise them. Altogether, they are moving in the right direction,

and in some future report we will try to give some facts respecting the condition
of the fishermen in and around Yarmouth. Also a few facts concerning some of

the capitalists of this town, from the mayor (a sweater) dow nwards. Success to

the Cause ! J. H.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1890:— Leicester and North Kensington,
to end of April. Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, North London, East
London, ' Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Streatham, to end of December.
(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number

of their membership.

)

KEPORTS.
Nottingham Socialist CixrjB.-rOn Sunday last comrade Harry Carless, of

Walsall, gave two addresses at our out-door meetings, to an interested audience.

Collections good ; Commonweal sold out. Arrangements are now complete for the

holding of the Midland Conference next Sunday, June 29th. The delegates

present will travel to Stoke in the morning for a picnic, returning to Nottingham
for Conference at 2.30 p.m. In the evening at 6.45, in the Great Market Place,

we shall hold a Demonstration—the speakers including Edward Carpenter,
Andrew Hall, Charles, Bailie of Manchester, our old comrade Pengelley, and
others.—A. C.
Sheffield.—On Sunday 15th our comrade Andrew Hall, from Chesterfield,

addressed some very large meetings. 216 Commonweal sold. Owing to miners'

demonstration at Barnsley, no meeting was held at Woodhouse. This week
G. Cores has been with us, and we have had some good meetings, including a
fine one amongst the miners at Woodhouse on Saturday, where 56 Commonweals
were sold. Our 216 Commonweal were sold out early on Sunday evening, together,
with some other literature, and we had to wire for a fresh supply, No meetings
l*ere next Sunday, on account of Nottingham Conference and Demonstration*
Have opened two new stations during the week.—F. C.
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Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road... .

Commonweal Branch.—24: Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.(J, Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. . ^tnrftiyfc, Social Gathering.

East London.—Meeting of members will be held a$ 12.Basing,Place,, Ju»gs^and\
Road, at 7.30 p.m., on Sunday June 29th. Members are requested to f.V
tend—important business.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday June 29* itf*8 p-nh.,

a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings \

at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll /

members, etc.
;

,
t

,

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every,
Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. for

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham jCaurt Road. . Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,.

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES,
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica. Street. Branch meets in Hall,.

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30, Singing practice, ^tc., in Odd*-'
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p rn. >

•(' ill i

Braintree.—Meetings held alternate Saturdays, at 8 p.m., and Sundays, Hand
2.30, at the fountain, Market Place. Business meetings, Wednesdays at

^

;

All communications to W. Fuller, 74 Manor Street. Saturday and Sunday,.

June 28 and 29, F. Kitz will speak.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close, Open every evening.

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m.
Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,.

Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-
cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows i-^
Sunday : Monolith, at 11.30; College Yard, Rotherham, at 3; Westbar
Pump, at 8. Monday : The Cross, at 7 ; Handsworth Woodhouse, at 7.

Wednesday: Corner of Nursery Street, at 7.30. Thursday: Corner of

Bramall Lane and Hereford Street, at 7.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.nv
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 28.

7 Hyde Park ......Kite

7 Mile-end Waste Brookes and Leggatt

Sunday 29.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church Davis, Miss Lupton, and Brookes
11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Presburg and Parker
11.30 Mitcham—Fair Green The Branch
11.30 New Cut—Short Street Casey and Wright
11.30 Regent's Park Mrs. Schack and Nicoll

3. 30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Parker and Mainwaring.
3.30 Streatham Common The Branch
3.30 Victoria Park Miss Lupton.
7 ...... Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Mitcham Fair Green ......*... .The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 2.

8 ...... New Cut—Short Street Cores and HoHoway

Friday 4.

8 ...... Camden Town—Cobden Statue .Nicoll and Caiitwell

8.15 Hoxton Church '...',, ..Kitz;

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a,m. ; Yioar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.nu ; Huraberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Liverpool,—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. ' Sunday : Philips-

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Norwich.—Saturday : Haymarket, at 8—addressed by C. W. Mowbray (London)-
Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and 7.30.

j

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman^Granary
Quay, at 7. ... *

The Annual Excursion of United Socialist Bbdies of London to Epping.

Forest (Robin Hood) will take place on Sunday, July 20.

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.

—

Lectures discontinued until August. Public Meeting <>^Siin4ay July G, at 8.30'

p.m. Speeches by members.
South London.—All Revolutionary Socialists in South London willing to form

a Branch of the S. L. are requested to send their names to W. Wright, 18 Ward
Street, Lambeth, or turn up at the open-air meetings at Short Street, New Cut,

on Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings.

. Farian Society.-—A course of seven lectures on Socialism in Contemporary
Literature will be given in the French Chamber, St. James's Restaurant, W.
(entrance from Piccadilly), on Friday evenings, at 8 o'clock. July 4 (sixth

it

lecture), Hubert Bland, " Recent English Socialistic Novels."
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

3
3
3
3
2

2

2

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand

:

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
rStrikes and the Labour Struggle ...

Labour the source of all Wealth ...

To Working Women and Girls ...

'What Socialists Want
-Socialism and "Public Opinion" ...

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

American Literature.
A few remainders—

- Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth ... ... i 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 1
Labour Capital {Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 1

A History of the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists (Byer Lum) 1

- Speeches of the -Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Kepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
SocialismXby Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

vict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
TheJiaiLway .Kings,and an American Empire 2

*- Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

r Spasiergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

.

; 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

THE INDIVIDUALIST.
A Liberal and Reform Journal, advocating

Social Regeneration and Industrial

Emancipation.

Devoted to the rational exposition of the Philosophy

of Freedom—mental, moral, and physical; social,

industrial, and sexual. Commands the pens of the

-feest writers in America on these subjects.

Sixteen pages, 2 dollars per year. Trial subscrip-

tion "three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber

will receive a copy of Mr. Stuart's book^ * Natural

"Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural Law.'

Address, F. Q. Stuart, ^Editor -and Proprietor, 1653
'' Blake Street, Denver, Colorado.

" '' "* ' ftain/alrr

PRICE EIGHTPENCE.

MONOPOLY:
HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Sixteen pages, Onz Penny ; by post, 1Jd.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE

COMMUNE DF PARIS.
BY E. B. BAX

y
VICTOR DATE, mid

WILLIAM MORRIS,

Price Twtpenee.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great! Queen Street* Lincoln's

Inn Fields, Loadon, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY <» LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRAJTK.

On fine toned paper, suitable for fr»i»iD££

THE

Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s, 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS

One Penny.

Special terms to Trade, and Branches.

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO.'

CYNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, indte-

pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye

on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he

launches his satires on a world of dissimulation

and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

He is the true philanthropist
Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly hearty

While smiling at his fancies, still may say

—

" He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part

Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

To such he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy

of modern society pictorially lampooned, we recom-

mend Cynicits.

Fortnightly, 3d.; by post, 3^<L

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

" There will come a time when our silence itriU be

more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day?
—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted

solely to the Interests of the Workers.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

LA REVOITE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, l|d.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party

and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the

worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords

alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

"COMMONWEAL" MANAGER, 24 Great Queen

Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C,

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
and

A KING'S LESSON,

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ;
post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,

Fleet Street, E.C.

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring

Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare

of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.

150 Minories, E.

Printed in the Socialiat League Printery, and PuttWuwTin tho

name and on behalf of the Socialiat l£W©, by »ra»k Kitz

at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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A WORD TO THE POLICE.
Brazen and shameless impudence has ever been a distinguishing
characteristic of a hired bully, and the stout men in blue who guard
the fat persons, and, above all, the fat purses of the London middle-
classes, have never been deficient in this necessary quality of their

vile calling. Yet, shameless and brazen as we know their impudence
to be, it came as a shock of surprise even to those of us who had seen
most of them, to find them posing as underpaid workers, and raising a
piteous cry concerning higher wages and "pensions." Warm from the
congenial business of bludgeoning under-sized and overstrained post-

men on their way to demonstrate on Clerkenwell Green, these well-fed

chawbacons from the country districts hold meetings, elect delegates,

present petitions, and formulate demands and pass resolutions couched
in quite mutinous, not to say revolutionary, terms. Apparently these
men who are betraying their brethren every day for the sake of the
safe weekly wages and the warm uniform, and the certain pension
secured to them, and of the countless tips and gratifications of all

kinds given to them on all hands, are so ignorant of their own infamy
*.s to suppose that the workers, whose ranks they have left, will syn>
pathise with them because they find the devil a hard taskmaster, as in

the long run he generally is.

If any policeman reads this number of the Commonweal, he may be
•really surprised to learn that he is regarded by us revolutionary So-
cialists (and not, as we believe, by us only, but by tens of thousands
of London workers not yet Socialists) as an infamous scoundrel. We
will endeavour to make clear to the presumably dull intellect of this

bobby why this should be so. Let him understand that Socialists in

general (and the present writer least of all) blame no man who, under
present conditions, is driven into what we look upon as an anti-social

trade. For aught we care, he may get his living by thieving on the
Stock Exchange or at the Bar, he may join even the hired assassins of

the army, or carry advertisements of swindlers in the streets, and yet
be a good comrade. We recognise the fact that, like the rest of us,

he is a slave and cannot help himself. But, slave though he be, there
must surely be certain limits beyond which he will not go, although
the penalty for not passing them be even the Christian's hell itself.

If he be born an agricultural labourer and be expelled by landlordism
from the fields whereon he has grown to manhood, we can understand
that he may easily drift into the police force. Once there he must, of

course, perform the " duty " which is set him to do. Yet, surely, not
all such duty. Even you, our dull-brained friend, must see that you
would not be justified in committing murder at the command of your
inspector, or even of " I, Sir Edward Bradford " himself. You see it

in the abstract, do you 1 But that is precisely what the police of
London, you yourself, perhaps, have done—not in the abstract, but in
the concrete. Not yet three years ago, at the command of your Com-
missioner, you set upon and cruelly bludgeoned your fellows, men of
your own class from all parts of London, on their way to peaceably
.demonstrate in Trafalgar Square. You bludgeoned them and killed
some ; others you made prisoners, and when you got them inside your
station yards and had them completely at your mercy, you beat them
•before trial within an inch of their lives; jeering and mocking mean-
while at the fools who, unlike you, had not sold their manhood for a
•compliment from the " beak," or a share of the cook's cold mutton.
But why need we recall the memories of "Bloody Sunday"? Not
that they need much recalling to London workers ! What you were
three years ago, that you are to-day. On May-day this year you
broke up our processions, tore our banners, and (brave men that you
^are) assaulted and insulted some stalwart lasses (who, let us hope, will

never endure the shame of having given suck to creatures like you)
•on Clerkenwell Green.

Great, doubtless, is the powers of organisation and what is called
-" discipline," and you may plead that you have made yourselves mere
machines, and act like automata at the word of command. Even if

true, such an excuse would not avail you much. We may remind you
of those sentries on duty at Buckingham Palace that Sunday afternoon
last autumn, who broke all military rule and doubtless incurred punish-
ment by facing round, and presenting arms to the dockers' procession
as it passed to Hyde Park : contrast their conduct with yours. But
the excuse is not true; you have played no automatic part in the

outrages of the last few years
;
you have absolutely revelled in the

base and bloody tasks which have been set you ;
you have cracked

coarse jests as you have cracked heads ; and you have shown yourselves

brutal, cowardly hounds, who know neither justice nor mercy, you
hired prostitutes, the baser and meaner because you claim to be " men."
On calm reflection, do you wonder that you are not appreciated at

your own valuation 1 Seriously speaking, are you not vile and in-

famous ? Do you wonder that we look upon your attempt to represent

yourselves as ill-used workers as about the sublimest height yet reached

by the blatant insolence of persons whose offensive impertinence

springs from their utter lack of perception or intelligence?

Yet, even now, one way of repentance is still open to you as it is

to others : it may not be open long. Even yet, you may save your-

selves from that true wrath which is really coming, the wrath of the

workers in the Revolution. You claim that you, too, can organise a

strike for better wages and shorter hours. Organise a strike first, then, for

nobler ends. Strike against such employment as you have been lately

put to. The next time you are ordered to "disperse" a peaceable

procession, throw down your bludgeons and refuse the cowardly and
brutal work like men. Will you take this advice, now you find that

the tyrants who have used you as tools for their dirty work are

beginning to suppress your meetings] when the new Chief Commis-
sioner, fresh from butchering natives in Hindustan, will not even allow

you to meet in order to complain a little about your grievances ? Now
is the day of salvation ; now is the time ; now is the hour. By refusing

this very day to carry out your new despot's orders you will win the

sympathy of the working classes, and they will support you in your
agitation. Prove that you are men, and not cowardly flunkies, base

and cringing to the rich but brutal, murderous, bullies with the poor, .

and you will have the kindly help of your brothers in obtaining your
demands. Refuse, and you will neither get sympathy nor help, and
you will fail—as cowards always fail—in your agitation..

R. W. B.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OB,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.
Chap. XIX. [continued).—The Drive back to Hammersmith.

As soon as I had spoken I perceived that I had got back to my old

blunder ; for I saw Dick's shoulders shaking with laughter ; but he
wouldn't say a word, but handed me over to the tender mercies of

Clara, who said

—

" Why, I don't know what you mean. Of course we can afford it,

or else we shouldn't do it. It would be easy enough for us to say, we
will only spend our labour on making our clothes comfortable : but we
don't choose to stop there. Why do you find fault with us? Does it

seem to you as if we starved ourselves of food in order to make our-

selves fine clothes ? or do you think there is anything wrong in liking

to see the coverings of our bodies beautiful like our bodies are ?—just
as a deer's or an otter's skin has been made beautiful from the first ?

Come, what is wrong with you ?

"

I bowed before the storm, and mumbled out some excuse or other.

I must say, I might have known that people who were so fond of

architecture generally would not be backward in ornamenting them-
selves ; all the more as the shape of their raiment, apart from its

colour, was both beautiful and reasonable—veiling the form without
either muffling or caricaturing it.

Clara was soon mollified ; and as we drove along toward the wood
before mentioned, she said to Dick

—

"I tell you what, Dick: now that kinsman Hammond the Elder
has seen our guest in his queer clothes, I think we ought to find him
something decent to put on for our journey to-morrow : especially since,

if we don't, we shall have to answer all sorts of questions as to his

clothes and where they came from. Besides," she said, slyly, "when
he is clad in handsome garments he will not be so quick to blame us
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for our childishness in wasting our time in making ourselves look

pleasant to each other."
" AIL right, Clara," said Dick ; "he shall have everything that you

—

that he wants to have. I will look something out for him before he
gets up to-morrow."

Chap. XX.—The Hammersmith Guest-House again.

Amidst such talk, driving quietly through the balmy evening, we came
to Hammersmith, and were well received by our friends there. Boffin,

in a fresh suit of clothes, welcomed me back with stately courtesy ; the

weaver wanted to button-hole me and get out of me what old Hammond
had said, bnt was very friendly and cheerful when Dick warned him
off; Annie shook hands with me, and hoped I had had a pleasant day

—

so kindly, that I felt a slight pang as our hands parted; for to say the

truth, I liked her better than Clara, who seemed to be always a little

on the defensive, whereas Annie was as frank as could be, and seemed
to get honest pleasure from everything and everybody about her

without the least effort.

We had quite a little feast that evening, partly in my honour,

and partly, I suspect, though nothing was said about it, in honour
of Dick and Clara coming together again. The wine was of the

best; the hall was redolent of rich summer flowers; and after sup-

per we not only had music (Annie, to my mind, surpassing all the

others for sweetness and clearness of voice, as well as for feeling and
meaning), but at last we even got to telling stories, and sat there

listening, with no other light but that of the summer moon streaming

through the beautiful traceries of the windows, as if we had belonged

to time long passed, when books were scarce and the art of reading

somewhat rare. Indeed, I may say here that though, as you will have
noted, my friends had mostly something to say about books, yet they

were not great readers considering the refinement of their manners
and the great amount of leisure which they obviously had. In fact,

when Dick, especially, mentioned a book, he did so with an air of a

man who has accomplished an achievement ; as much as to say, " There,

you see I have actually read that
!

"

The evening passed all too quickly for me ; since that day, for the first

time in my life, I was having my fill of the pleasure of the eyes without
any of that sense of incongruity, that dread of approaching ruin, which
had always beset me hitherto when I had been amongst the beautiful

works of art of the past, mingled with the lovely nature of the present

;

both of them, in fact, the result of the long centuries of tradition,

which had compelled men to produce the art, and compelled nature to

run into the mould of the ages. Here I could enjoy everything without
an after-thought of the injustice and miserable toil which made my
leisure ; the ignorance and dulness of life which went to make my keen
appreciation of history ; the tyranny and the struggle full of fear and
mishap which went to make ray romance. The only weight I had upon
my heart was a vague fear as it drew toward bed-time concerning the

place wherein I should wake on the morrow : but I choked that down,
and went to bed happy, and in a very few moments was in a dreamless

sleep.

Chap. XXL—Going up the RiveFv.

When I did wake, to a beautiful sunny morning, I leapt out of bed
with my over-night apprehension still clinging to me, which vanished

delightfully however in a moment as I looked around my little sleeping

chamber and saw the pate but pure-coloured figures painted on the

plaster of the wall, with verses written underneath them which I knew
somewhat over well. I dressed speedily, in a suit of blue laid ready

for me, so handsome that I quite blushed when I had got into it,

feeling as I did so that excited pleasure of anticipation of a holiday,

which, well remembered as it was, I had not felt since I was a boy,

new come home for the summer holidays.

It seemed quite early in the morning, and I expected to have the

hall to myself when I came into it out of the corridor wherein was my
sleeping chamber ; but I met Annie at once, who let fall her broom
and gave me a kiss, quite meaningless I fear, except as betokening

friendship, though she reddened as she did it, not from shyness, but

from friendly pleasure, and then stood and picked up her broom again

and went on with her sweeping, nodding to me as if to bid me stand

out of the way and look on ; which, to say the truth, I thought amusing

enough, as there were five other girls helping her, and their graceful

figures engaged in the leisurely work were worth going a long way to

see, and their merry talk and laughing as they swept in quite a scientific

manner was worth going a long way to hear. But Annie presently

threw me back a word or two as she went on to the other end of the

hall : "Guest," she said, "I am glad that you are up early, though we
wouldn't disturb you; for our Thames is a lovely river at half-past six

on a June morning : and as it would be a pity for you to lose it, I am
told just to give you a cup of milk and a bit of bread outside there,

and put you into the boat : for Dick and Clara are all ready now.

Wait half a minute till I have swept down this row."

So presently she let her broom drop again, and came and took me by
the hand and led me out .on to the terrace above the river, to a little

table under the boughs, where my bread and milk took the form of as

dainty a breakfast as any one could desire, and then sat by me as I

ate. And in a minute or two Dick and Clara came to me, the latter look-

ing, most fresh and beautiful in a light silk embroidered gown, which to

my unused eyes was extravagantly gay and bright ; while Dick was also

handsomely dressed in white flannel prettily embroidered. Clara raised

her gown in her hands as she gave me the morning greeting, and said

laughingly :
" Look, guest ! you see we are at least as fine as any of

the people you felt inclined to scold last night
;
you «ee we are,not

going to make the bright day and the flowers feel ashamed of them-
selves. Now scold me !

"

Quoth I: "No, indeed; the pair of you seem as if you were born
out of the summer day itself ; and I will scold you when I scold it."

"Well, you know," said Dick, "this is a special day—all these days-

are, I mean. The hay-harvest is in some ways better than corn-harvest

because of the beautiful weather ; and really, unless you had worked
in the hayfield in fine weather, you couldn't tell what pleasant work it

is. The women look so pretty at it, too," he said, shyly ; " so all

things considered, I think we are right to adorn it in a simple manner."
"Do the women work at it in silk dresses," said I, smiling.

Dick was going to answer me soberly ; but Clara put her pretty

hand over his mouth, and said : "No, no, Dick; not too much infor-

mation for him, or I shall think that you are your old kinsman again.

Let him find out for himself : he will not have long to wait."
" Yes," quoth Annie, " don't make your description of the picture

too fine, or else he will be disappointed when the curtain is drawn. I

don't want him to be disappointed. But now it's time for you to be

gone, if you are to have the best of the tide, and also of the sunny
morning. Good-bye, guest."

She kissed me in her frank friendly way, and almost took away from

me my desire for the expedition thereby ; but I had to get over that,

as it was clear that so delightful a woman would hardly be without a
due lover of her own age. We went down the steps of the landing

stage, and got into a pretty boat, not too light to hold us and our

belongings comfortably, and handsomely ornamented; and just as we
got in, down came Boffin and the weaver to see us off. The former

had now veiled his splendour in a due suit of working clothes, crowned

with a fantail hat, which he took off, however, to wave us farewell with

his grave old-Spanish-like courtesy. Then Dick pushed off into the

stream, and bent vigorously to his sculls, and Hammersmith, with its.

noble trees and beautiful water-side houses, began to slip away from us..

As we went, I could not help putting beside his promised picture of

the hay-field as it was then the picture of it as I remembered it,,

and especially the images of the women engaged in the work rose up
before me : the row of gaunt figures, lean, flat-breasted, ugly, without

a grace of form and face about them ; dressed in wretched skimpy

print gowns, and hideous flapping sun bonnets, moving their rakes in

a listless mechanical way. How often had that marred the loveliness-

of the June day to me ; how often had I longed to see the hay-fields

peopled with men and women worthy of the sweet abundance of early

summer, of its endless wealth of beautiful sights, and delicious sounds,

and scents. And now, the world had grown old and wiser, and I was-

to see my hope realised at last

!

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED. 1

(This Story began in Xo. 209, January 11, 1890. A feio'sets of

Back Numbers can still be had.)

SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.
LEICESTER.

Socialism has now firmly caught on here, and shows every sign of spreading.

May 11th, Chambers and Barclay addressed good audiences, and there was a
lengthy discussion. The Sunday following, our old friend Peacock, of Notting-

ham, lectured morning and evening—ruffling, in his second address, the com-

placent well-to-do and worldly Christians, and keeping the crowd in good

humour. Proctor, of Nottingham, was the next speaker, who tore the emigration-

fraud to very tatters from personal experience. Sunday June 1st, Carless, of

Walsall, delivered two addresses. For a young fellow of twenty-three, he is.

surprisingly fluent and confident, and put the principles of Socialism before his-

hearers with force and animation. June 8th, Kaymoud Unwin, of Chesterfield,

gave us two most thoughtful addresses—morning, " Democracy "
; evening, " The-

Survival of the Fittest." The speaker's exposure of our senseless shoddy pro-

duction and terrible cut-throat competition was hailed with applause by the

audience.

Friday, June 6th, we niade our first incursion of this year into the villages.

Barclay addressed the people of Austy, a large village five miles out. Thomas
Slatter and other anti-Socialists, getting wind of our meeting, went from Leicester

to oppose us, and there was animated discussion, and great excitement among
the audience. The next Saturday we took George Cores, of London, over, and
a local capitalist, a brewer, made a personal attack upon him : but a friend of

ours in Ansty, having whispered to Cores the information that his opponent was
a sweating employer, our comrade lashed out, and turned the tables beautifully -

on the capitalist, to the immense delight of the villagers. Comrade Taylor also
I -J. J.1--— J.- . Cl J 1 .Ti-l, (~*,. iftn InniiinnJ *• ]i »•» /-».<-» t\ n ZitTT Clfa 4"i/%*» V»Ol Ti CI

But Sunday 22nd was by far our greatest day.this season. Mrs. Lahr, of London,,

spoke thrice, the third time being on Sanvey Gate. Mrs. Lahr is an earnest

speaker, and the fact of her being a woman told with her Leicester audiences*

Three quires Commonweal were sold, 14s. 3d. collected, and six new member*
were enrolled.

We have had discussion at most of our meetings ; and long after, we have

broken up it has continued among little groups. Sometimes the opponent of our

principles is a fanatical teetotaller or thrift-monger, sometimes a capitalist on the

make, and sometimes the discussion is simply one of difficulties among enquirers";

but discussion there is sure to be, and from week to week it increases. Educa-
tion inside our Branch is not neglected meanwhile. Every Monday night spnae

member brings in a difficult phase of the great question for discussion ; and as we
are mostly young men, we are hoping to have presently two or three other

speakers. We intend, as long as we come near paying railway-fare "of speakers

from elsewhere, to keep on importing them.
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POLICE BRUTALITY TO WOMEN.
The question of the behaviour of the police to women is becoming so

serious that it is time that public attention was called to the subject. It is

very well known that the police avoid unnecessary displays of violence to

men, knowing that such displays will only lead to retaliation on the part of

otherwise peaceable citizens. With regard to women, the matter is, however,
different. Our police force have read their Shakespeare, and knowing the
line, "A woman, naturally prone to fears," they proceed to act upon it ; and
the hands of the police may be said to be never off the poorer class of women—shoving, pushing, hauling, or even with further violence, without any
regard to their rights as citizens or the consideration due to them as women.
These facts have long been known to those attending our police courts, where
quite decent women, coming with the most just complaints, are besides
spoken to habitually with the utmost brutality. Not long ago, at one of the
best known of these courts, a woman had cancer in the breast caused by a
deliberate blow from the elbow of a policeman.
The matter is, however, assuming a more acute phase, and the police are

now determined to take from women that right to ventilate their grievances
in public which they assume for themselves. Not long ago a peaceable
meeting of women on strike on Clerkenwell Green was attacked by a number
of police specially selected on account of their enormous size. One woman
with a collecting box was seized upon, shaken, and told to "get home out of
that." Other women were nearly knocked down, and no doubt more violence
would have been offered had not some working-men closed up to protect the
women, when the police precipitately retired. It is evidently by assaults on
women that the "bullies" and "bravos" of our police force hope to earn
promotion. The charge brought against these women was that they were
causing an obstruction. An obstruction in the middle of Clerkenwell Green !

And yet, strange to say, a meeting of policemen was held on the same spot
not long after, to ventilate their grievances, and we have not yet heard that
they have taken one another up for obstruction ! But then these police
were men earning 30s. a-week and upwards, who burnt with the noble desire
to nobble a few more of the public shillings, in the way of increased weekly
wage and secure pensions ; while the women, poor ignoble wretches, only
wanted to prevent a hitherto wage of 16s. being reduced to 8s.

Perhaps, however, an even more serious case of interference with public
and personal rights occurred recently in regard to some women who formed
themselves into a union, and wrote a letter to their employers asking for the
redress of some grievances. They did not threaten to go on strike, there
was no disturbance, they continued peaceably to pursue their employment

;

but the employer surrounded the place with policemen, and illegally threat-
ened that unless they submitted to his will he would give them into custody.
It would be interesting to know by whose authority the police in this dis-
trict thus prostituted the very name of Justice. I ask, "Who controls the
police—the Home Secretary or the Chief Commissioner of Police—or are they
simply the paid hirelings of the capitalist class ?

"

Before any attention is paid to the oft-repeated complaints as to the over-
work of the police or their insufficient numbers, it would be well that the
public should make enquiry as to by whom, and on what work they are now
employed. E. L.

The Women's Union held a large meeting on Clerkenwell Green on Sunday
evening to protest against the assaults on women by the police, more
especially respecting their action on May 1st, a description of which is given
above. A big van served as a platform, which, before the meeting started,
was carefully looked after by a number of policemen, who showed an inclina-
tion to interfere on the stale pretext of obstruction. They complained that
the crowd was blocking the footway. However, this insolence was resisted
by the speakers, and the crowd gathering round us, the police left the meet-
ing alone. Later on, when their brutal conduct towards working women
was thoroughly exposed by Miss Lupton, they sneaked off to the other side
of the Green to solace themselves with the psalms and hymns of a band of
religionists. Parker took the chair, and Miss Lupton, Mr?. Schack, Mrs.
Lahr, Nicoll, and More (Norwich) were the other speakers. The following
resolution was carried unanimously: "That this meeting, assembled on
Clerkenwell Green, indignantly protests against the conduct of the police
in violently assaulting several women on the occasion of a public meeting
held on this Green on May 1st, and also begs to call the attention of the
Home Secretary to the action of the magistrates at Clerkenwell Police
•Court in refusing a summons against one of the constables for assault ; and
further protests against the employment of the police for the purpose of
preventing the combination of women to secure for themselves a larger share
of the fruits of their labour." A second resolution was also carried directing
the chairman to send the first resolution to the Home Secretary. 9s. was
collected for expenses of the meeting. "VV. B. P.

CONFERENCE OF LONDON REVOLUTIONISTS.
The Conference of London Eevolutionists, held at the Berner Street Club
-on Tuesday, June 24th, passed off very successfully. Comrades were pre-
sent from all the revolutionary societies of London, and the discussion
showed at least that there was not much difference of opinion among them
as to revolutionary tactics.

After a general discussion on principles, policy, and tactics, in which Mow-
<bray, Casey, Blackwell, Davis, Nicoll, Robert Harding, Pearson, and others
took part, the following motion by J. Blackwell (Freedom Group) was
^unanimously agreed to, " That we do our utmost to spread the idea of an
International General Strike among the people." It was also agreed, on the
motion of Leggatt, St. Georges Branch, S.L., " That we hold special meetings
called by handbills for this purpose." The sum of 10s. 6d. was collected for
the revolutionary press. During the evening the choir of the Commonweal
Branch sang revolutionary songs with great fervour and enthusiasm. The
-Conference has certainly brought the International Revolutionary bodies in
London together, and we believe that it will result in renewed vigour for
the revolutionary propaganda.

Russia.—Madame Maria Tchebrikova, the author of the open letter to
the Czar, has been banished by the governor of Vollogd to Yaransk, a little
town with a population of about 1,000, by the river Yaranga, on the north-
eastern side of Vollogd. The town is situated about 600 miles away from
Moscow, and about 750 miles from St. Petersburg. The colony of the exiles
consists of fifteen other "criminals" besides Maria Tchebrikova, who, with-
out exception, belong to the so-called " privileged " class, and receive from
8 to 15 roubles per month for their sustenance. There is no telegraphic or
postal communication in Yaransk, ai d the exiles are entirely cut cff from
the whole world.
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The Chicago MAirrYRS: their Speeches in Court. Third Etfttan..' Puteh&ed
i "by the International Socialist Societies of London. 189D. Price iTufeepe&cl. -

Tlie International Revolutionary Societies of London, including iWSo-
cialist League, -have just re-issued the pamphlet giving the record of the
judicial murder and false imprisonment of our Chicago comrades. It wkmM,
perhaps, enlighten the mental darkness, "assumed or real," ofc the "part 7*
certain Radical and Republican editors and orators in this country "itfeie

they to peruse the pages of the pamphlet under notice. Our forefa^Hers
and a large percentage of latter-day emigrants have looked to America -a*

the promised land, but they carried with them the fatal seeds of compete
tion and exploitation, and the result has been ably expressed in the speech
of our martyr comrade Parsons, when upon his trial in Chicago. After
alluding to the utterances of the capitalist press, wherein it was advocated
to poison or shoot down tramps and rebellious workmen, he says :

" Your honour, one of the most startling facts in connection with this trial,

the labour movement, and the general situation of affairs, is to be found in the
fact that during the last two or three years at least one-half of the large indus-
trial establishments of the United States, the larger corporations, monopolies
and industries, have been conducted under military supervision. A startling
fact is this. Armed men, armed guards, either the Pinkertons or the police, the
police of the municipalities in the cities, or the militia, or the" United States
army, as has been done in some cases, are supervising one-half of the industries
of America, that is, the larger industries. It is a positive fact. Think of this.

Who is doing this ? Now, as an off-set to this state of affairs, we find 1,200
delegates assembled in Richmond, Va. , representing our American working-men
in the convention of ihe Knights of Labour. That congress, that organisation,
is the reply which is being made by peaceable labourers to the rifle-diet advice,
the strychnine business, and the hand-grenade business, and club business advice
by the Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, and other large papers in this country.
These men are assembled in self-defence. The conflict is the struggle between
liberty and authority—authority in any and every form. Those who are in
authority tell the working-men that if they want to enjoy the law and the pro-
tection of the law, they must render a cheerful obedience to the law. Why a
man when he flogs his slave for disobedience tells him the same thing. Your
honour, according to your construction of sentence, or the reason which you
propose as a portion of the ground-work upon which you expect to render your
proposed sentence, you deny the right of Americans to defend themselves against
the rifle diet, and to protest against these outrageous things, to object to the
strychnine business. These are the things that have made us what we are. If

there be any wrong in me I am the product of these conditions. I am the crea-
ture of circumstances ; I am the effect of a cause."

The whole book is inferentially a bitter rebuke* to those who in England
whilst terming us as visionaries and utopists, are seeking to delude the
working-class with exploded Republican theories.

Exhibition of Champion Humbugs, and A Letter (by J. Kaspary) to Philan-
thropic Capitalists (sic).

The first is at starting a rather clever satire upon American clerics and
pressmen, but is obscured in its conclusions by a web of theological rubbish.
The second is an attempt to float colonies adjacent to London and New York,
based upon the principle of beggar my neighbour, i.e., making a profit upon
the calculation " that as the value of land will be more than tenfold its cost

price (who pays ?) in a few years, an increased security for the loans and a
large capital for the humanitarian will thus have been created." We fancy
that philanthropic capitalists will rise to this bait.

Ideo Kleptomania : The Case of Henry George. By J. W. Sullivan. * Twen-
tieth Century' Publishing Co., New York.

' Ideo Kleptomania ;

is a clever demonstration of the intellectual dis-

honesty of the great single-tax humbug. In this little work the "prophet"
of San Francisco is shown to be an advertising charlatan, who has started
in business with a stock of stolen ideas. Thanks to Mr. Sullivan, Henry
George has now been thoroughly exposed. If his admirers will read this
pamphlet they will be thoroughly convinced, not only that Henry George is

a "false prophet," but that he is also shamefully ignorant of political

economy, which he pretends to thoroughly understand.

A Chat about the Colonies and India. Published by the Working Men's
Club and Institute Union, 150, Holborn, E.C.

* A Chat about the Colonies and India' is an interesting pamphlet by our
comrade Thomas Shore, jun. It appears that some time ago Sir Charles
Dilke, in his efforts to regain a lost popularity, placed at the disposal of the
Working Men's Club and Institute Union the sum of ,£10, to be offered as
a prize to any one who could write an essay in laudation of our glorious
British Empire. Thomas Shore was among the competitors, but his essay
did not exactly "come within the terms of the advertisement issued by the
Union," as it was mainly devoted to " smashing the British Empire " fro*n a
logical point of view at least. The judges, however, thought it so good that
they recommended " a special gift of £5 " should be presented to the writer,
and the pamphlet has also been published by the Club and Institute Union,
with a " reply " by Sir Charles Dilke. The " reply " is not a very brilliant
one, and does very little to shake the damaging mass of facts and figures,
which prove that this glorious British Empire was built by battle, murder,
and cruelty, and that even now it is simply a huge edifice of tyranny,
oppression, and extortion. This pamphlet should be read by those who in
this enlightened age have any lingering belief in that bastard Imperialism
which our masters are so fond of preaching. It will shake their faith a
little.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—We held two good meetings on the Landing
i
Stage yesterday, when comrade J. Ward delivered a couple of stirring addresses.
A little discussion followed the morning lecture, the opposition being taken up
by the Christian Evidence Society lecturers. The second meeting was held in
the afternoon. Excellent attendances at both ; 14s. 5Jd. taken by collections and
sale of literature. The tailoresses strike, which has lasted three weeks, is now
concluded, the last lot going in to-day (Monday). The girls have gained
a decided victory. In addition to the reduction of hours, which nearly every
employer has conceded, a deputation from the trades societies waited upon,
several of the leading shops, such as Lewises, and Beatty Bros., and succeeded ia*
getting them to employ the girls direct on their own premises, and so abolish the
middleman. Our comrades who have been taking an active part in thirstrike
are living in hopes of establishing both tailors and tailoresses on a more advan-
tageous basis in the coming winter by the introduction of one or two co-operative
workshops, and so by this means gradually getting the work in their own hands,
Should this scheme prove successful, we can make it a good field for propaganda..
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. L. (Aberdeen).—Your figures were illegible, and that is how the mistake

occurred. We cannot publish your letter, as our columns are overcrowded
this week, but we are willing to state for the benefit of the general public
that the number attending the eight hour demonstration at Arbroath was
7,000, and not 2,000, as reported in last week's issue.

R, P.—Report of Midland Socialist Conference crowded out this week. Shall
go in next.
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England
Belfast Weekly Star
Coming Times
Die Autonomic
Justice
London—Freie Presse
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Sozial Demokrat
Seafaring
The Whirlwind
Worker's Friend

Queensland
Brisbane—Boomeraug

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Freiheit
Twentieth Century
Volkszeitung
Bakers' Journal
Workmen's Advocate
Volne Listy

New York—Der Sozialist

New York—Truthseeker
Boston—Woman's Journal
Investigator
The Dawn

Chicago—Rights of Labour
Cincinnati (O.) Volks-Anwalt
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NOTES ON NEWS.
" Signor .Arrigo has given particulars of his detention by the brigands.

He declares that nothing can be more horrible and infamous." Yes ~
T

quite so. What happened to the signor apart from the anxiety about
his life, and his loss of liberty, was that he was ill-fed (as one is in

English prisons at least). In other words he shared the short commons*
of his captors, and has at least gained this advantage from his cap-

tivity, that he has found out how the poor live. It is to be hoped he
will use his knowledge in doing his best to get rid of that condition

of poverty which he found to be so " horrible and infamous."

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

Spain
Madrid—El Socialist*

Portugal
Lisbon— O Protesto Operario
Porto—A Revolucao Social

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brunn -Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

West Indies
Cuba—El Productor

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ayres—Vorwarta

It is a curious thing, by the way, that even acknowledged brigandage-

is duly exploited, and gives a profit to the enterprising capitalist. For
it seems the industrious working brigands are in the employ of gentle-

men, who live on their somewhat ill-paid labour. Signor Arrigo's-

guard, who seems to have been a very good-natured friendly fellow,,

was one of these journeyman brigands, and found it as difficult " to-

better himself " as most journeymen do. So commercial is the present

age ! So bent upon using up all waste in the process of making
money ! Even when that waste is no better than the lives of a few
poor men. W. M.

The present Government is going to pieces—not the least doubt
about it. They are perishing of dry rot, dying of too many amend-
ments, of too much parliamentarism altogether. The editor of the

Star is in raptures, and evidently considers that it is he who is dealing,

a death blow to the Government, while it is really perishing of general

public disgust at its stupidity, meanness, cowardice and cruelty.
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"
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Letters containing Eeports should be marked " Report " on the

envelope, and if intended for next issue should reach the

Office not later than Tuesday morning.

It is an exciting time for Government, the temperance people, and
the editor of the Star ; but strange to say, the work-people do not-

seem greatly interested. The cowardly betrayal of the people by the

Liberal party, who have looked on with calm satisfaction while such

small liberties as we have were torn from us by brutal force and

ruffianly violence, has even alienated many a workman who used to

look upon the Grand Old Sham as the incarnation of all earthly justice

and wisdom. The people see now that he is but a middle-class politician*

with a genius for eloquence of an ambiguous character, which may
mean little or nothing, although there is a lot of sound about it. The
Great God Gladstone has fallen never to rise again. These who onee

worshipped him can see that he is only made of a very poor sort of clay

after all.

But let us imagine Salisbury, Balfour, Matthews and Co. gone; and

Gladstone, Harcourt, and T. P. O'Connor in their places. What then?

Has the millenium come] Will the foul slums of London, with

poverty, want, and care vanish like a " summer fog" before the rays

of glorious sun? I trow not. The first two "nice old gentle-

men " have a pleasant little trick of giving the lie to every promise

they make in opposition directly they get into office. Workmen, have

you forgotten how these great and good Liberals behaved when they

were last in power ? Peace, retrenchment, and reform was written on*

their banners when they went to the polls. How did they fulfil their

promises 1 Two bloody, useless, and cruel wars—in Egypt and the

Soudan ; heavier and heavier taxes after, to pay for these massacres ^

and brutal and shameful coercion in Ireland.

11 0, but they have reformed since." Have they, my dear simple

friend? Have you forgotten Trafalgar Square and "our admirable

police "
1 What a splendid Home Secretary would be our dear friend

Tay Pay O'Connor ! He is so fond of " free speech " in his own paper.

Please ask Mr. Massingham, the late sub-editor of the Star.

If there is any one so simple as to believe in the electioneering lies-

with which the country will soon be flooded, he will soon be undeceived.

The next Liberal Government will do what the last Liberal Govern-

ment did—copy the Tories who were in office before. Neither of the

great gangs of political impostors are worth a single vote or a single

cheer. Nor is it by forming a " Labour Party " headed by gentlemen,

who are only humble imitators of these great professors of political*

fraud and dodgery, that the workman will improve his position ; but-

by making a clean sweep of all political humbugs and tricksters.

The only reform of the present rotten system of wholesale fraud and

robbery is its complete destruction. The people must free themselves,

from the tyranny of landlord and capitalist, even if they have to wring,

the necks of these noxious vermin in the process, and the best reformer-

for the House of Commons would be a modern Guy Fawkes.

Here are two paragraphs from last Sunday's Dispatch, with the

"common"—far too common—headline, "Sad Case of Starvation."*

Elizabeth Bryant* a widow, aged sixty-three, lately living at 29 Ben..

Jonson Road, Mile-end, has died of hunger in a Christian land, and;

the inquest took place last Saturday. Henry Bryant, her son, who gave

evidence, said his father died in the workhouse infirmary in Eebruary,

1889. His mother had been ill for a long time, and quite unable to get

out lately. For nearly twelve months the deceased had lived on tea and

dry toast. She had applied to the parish for out-door relief, which

they had refused, but offered her the "house." Henry Bryant also

applied, but without result. The poor old woman then ill in. bed

made shirts, but could not earn more than 4d. a-day. The son had

been paralysed for five years, and had been unabte to get work. The
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landlady of the house said the son used to go out looking for work
every day. A juryman asked if it was true that the woman was
refused out-door relief, and the coroner replied :

" Yes, I am afraid it is.

There seems a great objection to giving out-door relief." The doctor
stated that " the cause of death was syncope from want of food," and
the jury returned a verdict of death from starvation. They also said

the son was not to blame, though some thought the parish authorities
were. Another victim of society. Elizabeth Bryant may sleep peace-
fully, undisturbed by the pangs of hunger, in " a pauper's grave."

And now comes the next paragraph—Sale of Old Masters : Extra-
ordinary Prices." In the afternoon of last Saturday, just after the
inquest was held, they were selling pictures at Christie's, in King
Street, St. James's. Here are the "extraordinary prices" given for these
old masters, "late the property of the 12th Duke of Somerset":
" Lord A. Hamilton," in blue silk Vandyck dress, in an oval, by T.
Gainsborough, R.A., 4,200 gs. (Agnew). This was put up at 1,000 gs.,

and at the bid of 4,000 gs. the auctioneer, amid laughter, observed
that it w*as like giving it away at that price. "Alexander, Duke of
Hamilton," in black Vandyck dress, in an oval, by the same master,
1,500 gs. (Agnew); "A Lady with Powdered Hair," by J. Hoppner,
R.A., 1,500 gs. (Agnew); "The Fairy Farm," a chef-d'oeuvre of the
rare master, Paul Potter (19J in. by 24i in.), signed, and dated 1646,
5,800 gs. (Agnew).

Think a moment of these scenes. They should teach you more than
pages of Socialist articles. On the one hand, the poor, starved,
paralysed workman, telling his sad story before the coroner ; and on the
other side, an auction-room, crowded with rich idlers and their parasites,
ringing with riotous laughter at the " wit " of the auctioneer. The
poor woman who died was a hard-working woman. Even when ill,

when actually dying of hunger, she still, though feeble and helpless,
tried to make shirts, and " could not earn more than 4d. a-day."
Perhaps among the gang of idlers at Christie's was the very sweater
who battened upon her starvation. The West feasts luxuriously upon
the plunder wrung from the starving .East. Enormous fortunes are
made out of the misery, the degradation and starvation of people like
this poor woman and her son. How much longer will the workers
bear it so patiently? The laughter of the thievish idlers sounds
devilish, as we hear the moan of those who die of hunger to supply
these "gentlemen" with the pleasures and luxury they enjoy, including
old masters worth thousands of guineas. D. N.

SCENES FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.
v.

THE TRIUMPH OF THE PEOPLE.

The morning of October the 6th is dull and gloomy, the rain still
falling in drizzling showers as the people wander in straggling
crowds around the chateau, wondering enviously at the magnificence
which surrounds them. Some of them find a gate open, and curiously
enter the outer court of the chateau. Here they catch sight of a
Body-guard at one of the windows, and some mutual compliments are
interchanged, till the Body-guard losing his temper fires and wounds
one of them. The crowd enraged rush upon the gates of the inner
court, and are fired upon by other Body-guards. A Parisian National
Guard, the son of a saddler, falls slain upon the pavement. With a
yell of fury the people throw themselves upon the gates, which give
way. They burst into the inner, or marble court, and rush up
the grand staircase into the palace. Resistance is vain against this
torrent of furious men and women. Two Body-guards, who endeavour
to resist, are struck down and massacred by a hundred pikes ; the
others fly panic-stricken towards the Queen's apartments, who, terrified
by the tumult and half-dressed, runs for refuge to the King. But
many of the Body-guards have also fled here, followed by the people,
who are now thundering with axes and hammers against the door of
the CEil de-Bceuf, a large hall where the Court was held, and which
stood between the crowd and the King's apartments. Here a
frightened crowd of courtiers and Body-guards have gathered, and
they are heaping the furniture of the hall against the door, which already
threatens to give way.

But just as the tumult is at its height, and the door seems yielding
beneath the storm of blows which falls upon it, the tumult dies
away and the steady tramp of military men is heard advancing. It
is the French Guards, who have been stationed in the guard-rooms of
the palace by Lafayette on the preceding night, and who have at once
marched to the rescue of the Court. The palace is quickly cleared by
these stout soldiers, who drive the crowd from its corridors into the
courts outside. In the marble court they rescue a Body-guard from
the hands of the frenzied crowd, who had dragged him down to kill
him beside the body of the murdered National Guard. There lie the
headless corpses of two Body-guards, struck down when the people
entered the palace ; their heads are now borne aloft on pikes among
the multitude.

The marble court is now filled by a tumultous sea of men and women
roaring and surging against the stone walls of the chateau. The King
appears upon the balcony with Lafayette, and is greeted with loud
cheers and cries of "Live the King !

" "Live the Nation !
" and also

"The King to Paris ! " Voices then are heard calling for the Queen.
She shrinks back for a time, for she knows how great 'is the unpopu-

larity she has brought upon herself by her hatred of the people and
her continual intrigues against them. But the cries are becoming
more pressing, and Lafayette advising her to comply and. offering to
accompany her, she steps up the balcony with him. Arriving there
he kneels down and kisses her hand, which action is greeted by a bturst
of applause from the crowd. The people, who still foolishly believed
in Lafayette, thought that by this action he pledged himself for the
Queen's future good faith towards them. But Lafayette really had
very little more love for the people than the Queen—though he had
cunning enough to conceal his real feelings—so any pledges on his
part for her good behaviour were of very little value. It had, how-
ever, the effect that was intended, and rendered her journey from
Versailles to Paris perfectly safe.

Now it only remained for the Body-guards to go through the same
mockery, and to give a lying adhesion to the popular cause. In their-

heart of hearts these bitter Royalists would willingly exterminate the-
whole of the " vile rabble" who crowd the courts of the chateau ; but

.

it would not be politic just now to give utterance to their real senti-

ments. So Lafayette goes through the farce of presenting their

-

captain, decorated with a tri-colour cockade, to the multitude ; while-
at the same time the captain take3 the National oath, and declares-,
that he will be faithful to the King, the Nation, and the Constitution,,
intending all the time to break his word at the first opportunity. The-
rest of the Body-guards go through the same hypocritical farce under
the able directorship of Lafayette. The simple-hearted people, think-
ing as they always do " that men are honest that but seem to be so,"

receives all this humbug with loud applause. But the people have-
not forgotten why the women came to Versailles, amid shouts of

~

"Live the King!" and the cries grow louder and louder of "The-
King to Paris !

" At last the King comes and announces that he will

go with his wife and children. The popular host is overwhelming, it

is impossible to hold back any longer. The King's decision is received
with a hurricane of applause ; muskets and artillery are discharged
wildly in the air, and the people think that the reign of happiness-
has really arrived.

On receiving the news that the King has decided to go, the National-
Assembly decrees that it is inseparable from his Majesty, and will*
follow him to Paris. A hundred members are appointed as a deputa-
tion to accompany him on his journey. At one o'clock the King and*
his family enter their carriage and the procession starts, but they do*
not arrive at Paris till nine in the evening, the procession being so-

large and moving so slowly.

But now let us glance at Paris, which has passed a night of alarm
;

the streets illuminated, filled with patrols, and traversed by deputa-
tions from the districts; Louison Chabray, the half-hanged spokes-
woman, arrives there at two o'clock in the morning ; at four, MaillarcP
comes bearing the decrees sanctioned by the King and the National?
Assembly; at eight o'clock a letter arrives from Lafayette. This is
followed by a placard from the Hdtel de Ville, announcing that all is -
going well, and several hours afterwards a second placard announces
the coming of the King to Paris. But the first arrival is that of a
band of men bearing on pikes the heads of the two Body-guards. The
authorities, however, take care that the Parisians shall not be alarmed
by these unexpected phenomena. The band is dispersed, and its trophies-
seized at the gates of the city.

But now the curious Parisians throng the roads to meet the royal *

procession, a procession truly royal since it celebrates one of the first
triumphs of the common people. Through the eyes of those who
gazed upon it that day we still see this rude march of the triumphant
populace. The advance guard is in sight ; it is composed of troops -

and artillery, mingled with men and women mounted on cartsr hackney,
coaches, and cannon ; other women tramp joyously along covered from<
head to foot in tri-colour ribbon ; mingled with these are women with*
green poplar branches; loaves too are borne triumphantly on bayonets.

-

Then come fifty or sixty carts of grain taken from the stores af
Versailles. Behind is the royal carriage, accompanied by mounted
Nationals. This is followed by carriages containing a deputation from
the Municipality and a hundred members from the Assembly. In the
rear of these are National Guards, fusiliers, grenadiers, and cannon
mingled in wild confusion with women, Body-guards, soldiers of the
Flanders regiment, and the hundred Swiss, who march in good order. _

The march is closed with grain carts. As to the people, men and <

women sweep gaily from one part of the procession to the other ;. they

-

are everywhere. The whole mass is filled with mad gaiety ; the air
rings with song. " Courage, friends !

" sing the women, as they dance
covered with tri-colour ribbon around the royal carriage ; « we shalh
not want bread any more, we are bringing you the baker, the baker's ...

wife, and the baker's boy ! " As they sing they point to the King,
Queen, and the Dauphin, who are nothing more to them than pro^
viders of bread for the people. Perhaps they thought that as his
most gracious Majesty's father, Louis XV., had made a considerable
amount of money by buying up corn and holding it back from the
market in time of famine, his son might undo the' evil by feeding the
starving poor. But though kings and monopolists can grind a people
down to the lowest depths of hunger and desperation, they seem power-
less to relieve the misery they have caused.
Thus the people marched into Paris that dark wet October evening

bringing the King in triumph with them, and hurling into hopeless*,
rum the plots of the conspirators of Versailles. His Majesty may
now repose in the Tuileries, where conspirators may plot, but they
will be well watched. Moderate persons are greatly shocked, some so-
much so that their health is injured ; they want to retire from the-
National Assembly for change of air. The Constitutional^party, which.
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wished to imitate the English Constitution, is very eager to get away
with its leaders, President Mounier, Lally, Tollendal, and others. The
lovers of royal despotism fled on the fall of the Bastille ; the Moderates
follow them in their emigration ; nobles, clergy, and deputies pour in

thousands across the frontier. They will linger there and plot and plot
till the term " emigrant" becomes hateful in France. In this case it is the
right people who are going, and though they fly they cannot take their

property with them. So France bears their flight with tolerable com-
posure.

Thus the women of Paris conquered and overthrew the traitors

who plotted their murder by famine and sword. Jt would be well if

the women of all nations had the same spirit and courage.

D. J. Nicoll.

(The follovnng is a complete list of articles which have appeared in

the c Commonweal ' on the French Revolutio i during 1889-90

—

"Storming the Bastille" No. 183, July 13th; " Foulon to the

Lanterned No. 184, July 20th; "The Chateaux in Flames,"

Nos. 187 and 188, Aug. 10th and 11th. « The Men of the

Revolution " .•—1. Mirabeau and Robespierre ; 2. Danton and
Marat; Nos. 203 and 204, Nov. 30th and Dec. 1th.

"Scenes from the French Revolution"

:

—1. Paris after the Fall

of the Bastille—The Veto ; 2. The Black Cockades ; 3. The Re-

volt of the Women; 4. The Women at Versailles—have appeared

in JVos. 208, 214, 232, and 233; January 4<th, February 15th,

June 21, and June 28. All these lumbers can still be had.)

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Miners.

The miners have turned out in splendid force at their annual demonstra-
tions this year—notably at Barnsley and South port, where 40,000 men and
70,000 men demonstrated. The speeches at these demonstrations were of a
sturdy character. Mr. Pickard, M.P., in speaking on the miners 5 Eight
Hours Bill at Barusley, said that

—

"If the Bill was voted out by a strong majority, his hearers would know what
course would be pursued in January next. They would not have to wait till the
1st of May. Their course was plain ; whether they laid the pits idle and stag-
nated trade or not, all tools would be lifted on the 1st of January unless they got
the eight hours system legalised by Act of Parliament—(loud cheers), there
were pamphlets going round London now asking what would be the price of coal
next winter—(laughter). If the miners of the country 'played' for some time,
lie did not know what the price of coal in London would be, but he imagined the
railway and shipping companies would find themselves crippled for want of fuel."

We can fancy that an ordinary middle-class politician must have ejaculated,
on reading this speech, in horror-stricken tones, "Why, this is quite uncon-
stitutional ! " Well, my respectable middle-class friend, you told them " to
get it by their own action," and if they take your advice you surely cannot
complain. Of course it is quite possible, if there is no coal and no work in
London next January, there may possibly be "dangerous mobs," who will
make short work of all respectable middle-class people ; but you are not the
first man whose own medicine has disagreed with him. Talking of "danger-
ous mobs," according to the Labour Tribune, the " respectable people" of
Southport were very much alarmed at the invasion of the town by the
miners. Says that paper :

" A great many people had an idea that colliers
are a kind of wild species of humanity, that, if let loose in a town like South-
port, would destroy all their trees and flowers, fight and almost kill each
other, and that the inhabitants would be in danger of their lives all the
time the colliers were in the town. A good many of these old fogies left the
town on Friday." Despite this alarm, however, nothing serious occurred.
We are glad these people fear the miners. After all, there is more hope
for the workers in these huge processions of stalwart marching men than all
the palaver of parliamentary quacks and humbugs. The miners will get
the eight hour day because they are prepared to take it. When will other
workers learn that they have also the same power to force the middle classes
into compliance with their demands ? They have only to cease working in
every factory and workshop, on land, railways, and in the mines, to bring
their masters to their knees and force them to surrender.

Spies at Postmen's Meetings.
The atmosphere was sultry for spies at the postmen's meeting on Sunday*

One of these people received a severe thrashing with thick sticks, and would
have been chucked into the Serpentine if it had not been for the interference
of the police, who have a natural^ sympathy with this kind of vermin. Two
other spies were also thrashed without mercy. Through the exertions of
these spies, these mean cowards, who to carry favour with the post-office

tyrants go sneaking about at the postmen's meetings to carry tales to Mr.
Raikes and other officials, thirty more men have been reported to the
Postmaster-General for attending a meeting in Finabury Park. It is, there-
fore, clearly time that this spy business was stopped. So the postmen think

;

and we hope in future when they get hold of a spy that they will render
him incapable of spying for several weeks afterwards. We want to know
what the union is going to do about these men who have been "reported."
Do the officers of the Postmen's Union mean to allow them to be disgraced
•and suspended without endeavouring to sace them ? We suppose they will
-have some more questions asked about it in Parliament. No doubt. But
is it not time something else was done ? The questions in Parliament have
snot "reinstated "those poor fellows who have been "suspended," and it is

-quite certain they will do as little for the thirty men who are now called
Aipon to "explain their conduct." But, perhaps, if the Postmaster-General
kue'w that if these thirty men were " punished "all the postmen in London
would turn out on strike, he might possibly leave them alone. How long-

do the officers of the Postmen's Union think their body will hold together
if that old tyrant Raikes is to disgrace and suspend men at his pleasure ?

Surely a union ought to protect its m mbers against this odious tyranny, or
it cannot be worth much !

The Police.

There is little to report about the police this week. Their petition asking
that their delegates might be allowed to meet at Bow Street has been, con-
temptuously rejected by the Chief Commissioner, and as might have been
expected the cowardly curs bear this rebuff with a tame and slavish sub-
mission. Bullies are always cowards.

International Labour League and Federation.
The above organisation announces that a Special Delegate Meeting will

be held on Saturday, July 12th, at 4 p.m., at Christ Church Hall, Hanbury
Street, Spitalfields, E. All organisations interested in the spreading of

international combination are hereby invited to affiliate with this organisa-

tion, by sending duly-instructed delegated to attend this meeting. The
Executive Committee send us also the following statement: "A special

delegate meeting, with the same object, which was convened by the Inter-
national Labour League and Federation, took place on June 7th, at the
East Finsbury Radical Club, City Koad. Thirty-five organisations were
represented by sixty delegates from all parts of London ; but as many of

the delegates declared they had no definite instructions, and as another
delegate meeting with a similar purpose was to be held on June 22nd, called

by the Central Committee for a Legal Eight Hours' Day, it was"proposed to

delay any decision for a few weeks, so that the different organisations inter-

ested in the matter might have time to consider the position to be taken by
them. The delegate meeting of the Central Committee has been held, and
it was decided to found a new political labour party, while the International

Labour League and Federation is to be a purely social-economical organisation,

whose objects are the national and international emancipation of labour.

Four labour electorial parties being already in existence, there seems to be
no need for a new fifth one. On the other hand, a strong social-economical

organisation, which has for its object the fighting out the struggle between
Labour and Capital by all practicable means, is a sure and sound basis for

uniting all the different sections of advanced labour."

All communications may be sent to the honourary secretaries—Ferdinand
Gilles, 26 Robert Street, Hampstead Road, N.W. ; F. Verhoeven, 9 Nelson
Street, Hackney Road, N E.

It appears that the meeting of the "Central Committee"

—

i.e., the Aveling
"Labour Party"—held at Vauxhall on June 22nd, was mainly composed of

Radical clubs and the Gas-stokers' Union, with a few independent organisa-

tions. As it is well known that the Radical club3 and the gas-workers are

entirely under the influence of the Aveling "Labour Party," who succeeded in

carrying their political resolution concerning a legal eight hour day. There'
were seventy delegates present, and yet the Aveling " Labour Party

"

majority (!) only consisted of 37 delegates against the 12 delegates who voted
against their electioneering humbug. Most of the independent delegates

who were present abstained from voting, as they had no instructions.

We hope all workmen's organisations will attend the delegate meeting
of the International Labour League and Federation, which is not under the

control of middle- class political wirepullers, but is entirely composed of

working men.

Another Trade Union Victory.

We are glad to hear that the National Press Agency will, after July 1st,

be conducted " strictly in accordance with the rules and customs of the trade,

none but trade-unionists being employed." This is an important victory for

the London Society of Compositors, as the chapel consists of upwards of a

hundred journeymen. It is suggested that the proprietors of the Times, the

Globe, and the People might copy this excellent example. It is worth remem-
bering that these respectable Tory publications are printed at rat houses,

noted for sweating their men, the Globe and the People being especially re-

markable for the low wages paid. It is only what might be expected from
the advocates of despotism and shameless tyranny. Workmen do not read

the Globe and the Times, so anything I may say here will not affect their

circulation ; but every workman who reads this, ought to do his best to get

his comrades to bovcott that miserable rag the People. Shun it as if rat

labour had infected it with poison.

Lock-out of Gas-workers at Leeds.

The gas-workers are locked-out at Leeds. On Tuesday 200 police escorted

some blacklegs into the works ; but they had such a warm reception with
sticks, stones, and bottles, that when they were inside they doubted whether
their lives would be safe, and so came out again. A telegram just arrived

says that there are 2,000 police and soldiers, horse and foot, in the town,

and_that the place is in darkness. N.

Parliament and the People.—We have heard it asked, Why Parliament
throws no light on this question of the Working Classes, and the condition

and disposition they are in ? Truly, to a remote observer of Parliamentary
procedure it seems surprising, especially in late Reformed times, to see what
space this question occupies in the Debates of the Nation. Can any other

business whatsoever be so pressing on legislators ] A Reformed Parliament,

one would think, should enquire into popular discontents before they get the

length of pikes and torches.

—

Carlyle : ' Chartism?

The doctrine of hell is now only for the poor, the ragged, the ignorant.

Well-dressed people won't have it. Nobody goes to hell in a carriage—they
foot it. Hell is for strangers and tramps. No soul leaves a brown-stone
front for hell—they start from the tenements, from jails and reformatories.

In other words, hell is for the poor. It is easier for a camel to go through
the eye of a needle thanfor a poor man to get into heaven, or for a rich

man to get into hell. The ministers stand by their supporters. Their
salaries are paid by the well-to-do, and they can hardly afford to send the

subscribers to hell.

—

Ingersoll.

NOTICE.
In Next Week's Issue there 'will be a Special Article by Frank Kilz, en-

titled, .

•

.
<

'

"THE GREAT LAND THIEVES:'

Branches and Newsagents are asked to send in their orders early.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
.Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will

be held on Friday, July 11th, at 8.30 p.m., at the Hall of the Hammersmith
Branch, Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, Hammersmith, W. Special meeting

;

important business. All members interested in the propaganda are asked to

attend.

Correction.—The Committee composed of delegates of the S.L. and Group
Autonomic, appointed at the request of the Group Autonomic to enquire into

the allegation made against J. Peukert in the ' Weal, have at their last sitting

come to the conclusion that there is no proof to hand to justify the allegations

made, and the delegates of the S.L. therefore drew up and signed the following

resolution, " Seeing that there was no proof to hand actually incriminating J.

Peukert as a police spy, we express regret that a statement to that effect

ever appeared in the 'Weal."—The Committee.

Notice.—The Branches and Allied Societies willing to share in the convoca-
tion of the Conference of August 3rd, are requested to answer the convening
circulars at once.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1890: — Leicester and North Kensington,
to end of April. Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, North London, East
London, * Commonweal' Branch, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Streatham, to end of December.
(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number

of their membership.)

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collected at Council meeting, June 23rd, 3s. 4d.; June 30th, 7s. 9d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
The following further sums have been received towards this fund:—A. H,,

(Norwich), 5s.; P. Webb, Is.; Andrews, 6d.; H. R., 2s.; Collection at Berner
Street, 2s. 2d.; S., 6d.; 13. Niooll, Is.; ' Commonweal ' Branch, 8s. Ud,; B. W.,
Is.; Hammersmith Branch, 4s.; and Glasgow Branch, 5s.

KEPORTS.
East London.—A splendid meeting was held at Union Street, addressed by

comrades Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr ; 27 Commonweal sold, and 2s. ll^d. collected

for propaganda. At Hoxton Church on Sunday morning a good meeting was
held, when Brookes and Miss Lupton spoke to a good audience, assisted by com-
rade Moore from Norwich, who has migrated to London, owing to the strike in

the shoe trade ; fair sale of Commonweal. At Victoria Park in the afternoon,
despite the strains of two brass bands, we got together a splendid audience by
means of the revolutionary songs sang by Mrs. Morgan. The people were then
addressed by Miss Lupton, Mrs. Lahr, Davis, Brookes, and Leggatt. Our Com-
monweals and Freedoms sold out ; 2s. (3d. collected for " Anarchist Labour Leaf."
North London.—Our meeting at Regent's Park was a success; Cantwell,

Nicoll, Mrs. Schack, and Edwards spoke ; 45 Commonweal, 12 { Chicago Speeches '

and 14 other pamphlets sold ; 4s. lid. collected. In Hyde Park we held a
meeting Sunday afternoon, at which Cantwell and Parker were the speakers, and
with the help of the comrades present we sang " Hark the Battle Cry " and the
" Hymn of the Proletariat ;

" both songs well received by audience.

Aberdeen.—On Saturday afternoon the Branch held its first annual pic-nic at

Muchalls (never mind trying to pronounce it !), a village twelve miles south from
Aberdeen, and famous for its rock scenery, botanical specimens, and exorbitant
hotel charges. Going out in the train we roused the neighbourhood by the sing-

ing of Glasier's "Marching on to Liberty," Nicoll's " Marseillaise,'' "No Master,"
and a host of others. The day turned out wet ; but we secured a bam, and,
having stowed away a string-band of five in an exalted place, we "chased the
glowing hours with flying feet." Solos and concerted songs were again sung;
outside we had football and a ladies' race in spite of the wet ; I should be afraid

to say how much tea and other liquors was drunk ; and while waiting for the

train at the station amid a large crowd, we showed them that the Salvation Army
does not possess a monopoly of singing power. Other work well sustained during
past fortnight.—L.

Braintree.—Last Saturday Fuller and Blundell (London) addressed good
meeting in Market Place ;

' Weal went well, and a good many leaflets distributed.

Sunday morning we broke new ground at Halstead, a village some six or seven
miles from Braintree. Things look very encouraging here, and if well worked
we should soon have very strong branch. Fuller opened meeting, and introduced
London comrade, who spoke to them for an hour and a quarter ; literature and
leaflets were much asked for. Left here for Braintree Market Place, and held
another rattling meeting in the afternoon. Our comrade from London here spoke
at some length on the " Shams and Frauds of Commercialism," to the evident
satisfaction of the Braintree workers, who showed their appreciation by con-

tributing to the box and buying 'Weals and pamphlets. 52 'Weals sold and
5s. 4d. collected.—F.

Glasgow.—On Friday evening we held our first meeting at Bridgton Cross,

the centre of one of the most populous factory districts in the city. Comrades
of the S.D.F. and Christian Socialists acted jointly with us. There was a good
audience of working people, who listened most attentively to our speakers

—

McNaughton (S.D.F. ), Glasier, Joe and Tim Burgoync. At the close quite a
number of questions were put, and it was evident from some of them that we
will be kept lively at this station with opposition from Tories and their allies.

On Sunday evening, Joe Burgoyne and Glasier spoke at Paisley Road Toll.

Leeds.—On Saturday evening last, Sollit and Samuels addressed a good
though rather noisy meeting on Woodhouse Moor. On Sunday morning,
good meeting on Hunslet Moor ; Maguire and Samuels spoke. In the Market,
in the afternoon, a mass meeting was held to call attention to the gas-workers'
position regarding the strike ; about six thousand present ; Thorne, of London,
and several of the Leeds Socialists spoke ; lis. 6d. worth of S.L. literature was
sold. In the evening, at the Vicars Croft, another good meeting was held

;

speakers Sweeney, Maguire, Samuels, Roper ; Commonweal and Freedom sold

out, and 3s. 3d. collected. The quarterly business meeting was held afterwards
in the club, when we arranged for a more active propaganda and made several
new members.—H. S.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—We held a very successful
meeting on the Meadows on Sunday ; comrades Davidson, Smith, and Hamilton
spoke.—W. D. T.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Rochdale Socialists.—Meetings held every evening at 28 Blackwater Street,

Rochdale.
Nottingham Socialist Club.—Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street.

Open-air meetings held every Sunday—Sneinton Market at 11, and Great Market
Place at 7.

LECTURE DIARY. 08
LONDON. , •„ , .. ?<r . n ;

Battersea.—All communications to % Buteuli *4&,A inwftlr Hsirelt, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.

East London.—A Meeting of members will be held at 12 Basing Place, Kings-
land Road, on Sunday July 6th. The position Tof the •Commonweal' will be"
discussed. - , ,

(
.. .'

}

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday July 6, at'Sp.Tft.V-'.-
a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30.

'

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to enroll'

members, etc.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every r*

Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at S p;nn. for 1-':

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor > .

at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road., Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham. ~. -'---

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club„ ;

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.
t .

PROVINCES; '

Aberdeen,—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in .Hall*

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p m.

Braintree.—Meetings held alternate Saturdays, at 8 p.m., and Sundays, 11 and
2.30, at the fountain, Market Place. Business meetings, Wednesdays at 8.

All communications to W. Fuller, 74 Manor Street.
^ V

Qlasgoiv.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings * *fc;

"'

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica*
::

tions to be sent to that address. •: '*

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helii well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evening.; :

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m. ,

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,.
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
s

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday: Monolith, at 11.30; College Yard, Rotherham, at 3; Westbar
Pump, at 8. Monday : The Cross, at 7 ; Handsworth Woodhouse, at 7/
Wednesday: Corner of Nursery Street, at 7.30. Thursday : Comer of
Bramall Lane and Hereford Street, at 7.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every nighty

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Marketplace. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at Sp.m. Elocution Class Friday at 6.30 p.m.

Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 5.

7 Hyde Park Nicoll

7 Mile-end Waste << Brookes and Leggatt-

Sunday 6.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Turner and Blundell
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church Leggatt and Moore
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring;
1 1 . 30 New Cut—Short Street Wright, Miss Lupton, and Buckeridge
11.30 Regent's Park Mrs. Lahr
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch ...MisjrLuptoa

3.30 Victoria Park Mrs. Lahr
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church "...Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 9.
'

8 New Cut—Short Street Wright and Presburg.

8 Newport Market Blundell and Mowbray

Thursday 10.

8 Camden Town—Cobden Statue Nicoll and Cantwell

Friday 11.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kite.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.
Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3. p m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.
'

Norwich.—Saturday : Haymarket, at 8—addressed by C. W. Mowbray (London).
Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and 7.30.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11; Brad well, 11.30 ; Colm&n's Granary
Quay, at 7.

The Annual Excursion of United Socialist Bodies of London to Epping,

Forest (Robin Hood) will take place on Sunday, July 20. .

New Manhood Suffrage League, "Three Doves," Berwick St., Soho, W.

—

Lectures discontinued until August. Public Meeting on Sunday July 6, at 8.30
p.m. Speeches by members.
South London.—All Revolutionary Socialists in South London willing to form,

a Branch of the S. L. are requested to give their names to W. Wright at the*

open-air meetings at Short Street, New Cut, on Sunday mornings and Wednesday
eveuings.

k

.""".;'",

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.

Business meeting every Friday at 8 o'clock. Communieations, etc., to be ad-
dressed there. Meeting at foot of Leith Walk, Sunday at,3.p.m., a,n$ on t^fc

Meadows, at 6 p.m. - •
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4

Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3

Labour the source of all Wealth 3

To Working Women and Girls 3

What Socialists Want 3

Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.

A few remainders—
Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6

•Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth 1 6

^Christian Missions. Cloth 1

Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9

Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8

Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6

The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-
flict between Capital and Labour ... 4

What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? . .

.

4

The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

"Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-

and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

THE INDIVIDUALIST.
.A Liberal and Reform Journal, advocating

Social Regeneration and Industrial

Emancipation.

Devoted to the rational exposition of the Philosophy

of Freedom—mental, moral, and physical; social,

industrial, and sexual. Commands the pens of the

best writers in America on these subjects.

Sixteen pages, 2 dollars per year. Trial subscrip-

tion, three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber

will receive a copy of Mr. Stuart's book, * Natural

"Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural Law.'

Address, F. Q. Stuart, Editor and Proprietor, 1653

-Blake Street, Denver, Colorado.

PRICE EIGHTPENCE.

MONOPOLY:
OR,

HOW LABOUR IS ROBBED.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO."

A New Pamphlet

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Sixteen pages, One Penny ; by post, ljd.

CYNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-

pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye

on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-

known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he

launches his satires on a world of dissimulation

and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

He is the true philanthropist

Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly heart,

While smiling at his fancies, still may say—
" He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part

Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

To such he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy

of modern society pictorially lampooned, we recom-

mend Cynicus.

Fortnightly, 3d. ; by post, 3|d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE

COMMUNE OF PARIS.

BY E. B. BAX, VICTOR DAVE, and

WILLIAM MORRIS.

Price Twopence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

" There will come a time when our silence will be

more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day."

-August Spies.

THE

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRANE.

On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Kevolution-

ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

One Penny.

Special terms to Trade and Branches.

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted

solely to the Interests of the Workers.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, WT
.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, l£d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party

and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the

worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords

alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium

for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,

Fleet Street, E.C.

'COMMONWEAL" MANAGER, 24 Great Queen

Stbeet, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C,

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

l?mo, 143 pp. Is. ;
post free, Is. 2d.

Commomoeal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring

Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare

of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.

150 Minories, E.

Printed in the Socialist League Trlntery, and pubHshedin th

name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Katz

at 24 Great Qaoeu Jit., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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NOTICE.
Next Week we begin our Series of Articles on the

Orowth of Landlord and Capitalist Exploitation in

a continued article by William Morris, entitled,

"THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN SOCIETY."

Branches and Newsagents are asked to send in their orders early, as ice

expect a large demand for this Number.

A REVOLUTIONARY POLICY.
We are now upon the verge of a fresh economic crisis. The middle
classes by their greedy gambling, will in a few months bring
misery and starvation upon thousands of the workers. They will

use this depression to crush the newly-formed trade unions, and
force wages down to a starvation level. From the North we already
hear that the Cleveland miners have had their wages reduced by 10
per cent., and everywhere in the iron trade the masters are threaten-
ing similar reductions. The wave of prosperity is passing, and it will

soon be impossible for the workers by their unions to force concessions
from the capitalists. With closed factories and the streets filled with
unemployed, the reaction will be upon us. Down will come wages,
and the newly-formed unions will have a desperate fight for their very
existence. Already the gas-stokers are finding this out at Leeds and
Beckton.

But though the men will be forced upon the defensive as regards
wages, and will even be beaten—for with plenty of goods in stock the
capitalist can rub his hands and laugh at strikes, which will only in-

crease the price of his wares,—yet, on the other hand, the cry for an
Eight Hour's Day will grow louder among the workmen, who are now
gradually getting the idea that it alone can save them from being
crushed to the ground. On the other hand the Social Democrats will

be busy recommending Parliamentary action as the only means of
-obtaining their pet palliative. What, then, is our duty as a body of
Hevolutionary Socialists who do not believe in Parliamentary humbug,
nor in those who advocate this legislative quackery ] It is our duty
first to preach our principles without fear or flinching. True, but we
must do something more ; theories are excellent, but we must show
that we are willing to carry these theories into practice directly the
people are ready to do and dare. Already we have repeatedly pointed
out in the Commonweal that it is hopeless to expect even an Eight
Hour Bill from the present Parliament, and it will be still more hope-
less in the next, when the Great Liberal Party will rule the roast, the
leaders of which, from Gladstone down to T. P. O'Connor, are strongly
opposed to any "legislative interference with the hours of labour."
There will, therefore, be only one way of obtaining the Eight Hour's
Day, a General Strike in every trade and industry, a Strike which,
to be thoroughly effective, must not be confined to any town or country,
but must be International. ' Already the miners on the Continent
have adopted the idea of an International Strike of Miners. We
must preach the General Strike of all European Workmen consistently
and without ceasing, and depend upon it our preaching will not be
without its effect.

But there is another phase of Revolutionary policy which must not
be neglected. We have not forgotten our friend the industrial capi-
talist. We must also remember that other thief—the " owner " of land
and houses,—the landlord. The best weapon against this gentleman,
especially in London, is a No Rent Manifesto. We have spoken
again and again of the shameful way in which the workers are rack-
rented in the filthy slum dens of London. In our immediate neigh-
bourhood they are paying 5s., 6s., aye, and 7s. for a single room

;

while the " aristocrat " of labour, who wants two rooms, is forced to
pay 9s. 6d., 10s. 6d., and even lis. for the luxury ! Thus, a third of
the worker's wages in Central London goes to the rent thief ! We, as

Revolutionary Socialists, would make a quick end of this sort of thing

by paying " No Rent " at all to these rascally robbers ! But it may
take some time to educate the workers up to our ideal ; but it would
not take long in a time of trade depression, with suffering and starva-

tion in their midst, to get them to go in for a movement for, say, a
50 per cent, reduction. Even then the workmen would be paying

more than the middle-class, who, according to the Rev. Price Hugh,
would reckon themselves on the brink of ruin if they paid more than
10 per cent, of their income in rent, while at the present time the

workman is paying 25 and 30 per cent, of his income. Still, this

would not be an end to the business, for once started the workers

would not stop till they had made an end of " rent " altogether.

With a little courage and daring it might be possible to carry this

programme out in a very little time. It has been suggested to us by
a good comrade that half-a-dozen enthusiastic Socialists, who want to

do some " practical work," might take a house in the centre of the

slums, and once in there, set the bailiff and the landlord at defiance.

They could placard the house with bills advising the people to pay
" No Rent," while their comrades flooded the slums with anti-landlord

literature. If the house was well barricaded, they might hold " law
and order" at bay for weeks, and by that time "No Rent" would be
paid by the whole neighbourhood.

But when the slum-dwellers are universally refusing to pay rent,

and general strikes are in progress in most industrial centres, the great

final step in the revolutionary Socialist movement must be taken. The
people must seize upon the factories, and the warehouses with their

stored-up wealth, and force the landlord and capitalist to rapidly depart

through the back doors of their mansions, their departure being

accelerated by kicks from behind. The slum-dwellers will then find

clean and comfortable lodgings in these luxurious abodes. The ques-

tion of the housing of the poor would then be settled. There is

luxurious accommodation for all the poor in London in these palaces,

and " when the revolution comes " we will take care that the poor are

properly housed.

This problem at least will receive a prompt solution on the arrival

of the Social Revolution. This is what we mean when we tell the
people that " they must do it themselves." A general strike, and the
refusal to pay rent to thieving landlords, will be the first step, as the

seizure of the land, the means of production, and the wealth produced
by the labour of the people, will be the last in the Social Revolution.

These are the ideas which we Revolutionary Socialists must spread.

They are simple and practicable ; and if we preach them with vigour
and determination—and above all, if we show that we have the courage
to carry them out—they will soon get a firm hold upon the masses.

The Social Revolution will not then be a "dream" or a "theory," but
a "hard fact"—a very "hard fact" to our friends the capitalist and
landlord, who will find that it is no longer possible to lead an idle and,

luxurious existence at the expense of other people.

D. J. Nicoll.

THE GREAT LAND THIEVES.
LETTER I.—TO PRIVATE SOLDIERS.

" Why prosecute the man or woman
Who steals the goose from off the common,
But leaves the greater felon loose

Who steals the common from the goose ?
"

" The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof !
" This declaration

is to be found in Holy Writ, and also over that resort of thieves the
Stock Exchange. If the word Zand were joined to lord's, it would
adequately express the condition of things in England to-day. Fre-
quently, when a weary and footsore tramp upon the high road, I have
looked wistfully through the gates of some fair demesne, and viewed
the broad-curved carriage-sweep, the cool undulating park, and the
stately mansion or hall, and having been warned away by snarl of
hound or flunkey, I have re-commenced my trudge to the town, and
there have seen the swarming slums, the noise and unrest of struggling
crowds herded in the overcrowded streets and houses.

The ill-defined feeling of injustice and wrong engendered by personal
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suffering and the sight of wide contrasts, has since taken shape in

determined attacks upon the monopolists, who seize upon the fairest

portions of the earth and say to the rest of mankind, "You are

trespassers ! " But I still wonder at the spectacle of a people, land-

less and divorced from the soil, suffering all the horrors of social

degradation, and yet clinging to and believing in the shibboleths of

home, country, patriotism, etc., etc.

Wonder becomes mingled with contempt when the same people pro-

test their abhorrence of violence, and yet are ever at war with some
tribe or race ; and who, moreover, take from the barbarian his native
wilds, and yet are too cowardly to wrest their own soil from the land

monopolists.

More astonishing still is the attitude of the working-worn en of Eng-
land, who shrink shudderingly from the possibility of civil conflict

involving those near and dear to them in bloodshed and loss of life,

yet cheerfully and uncomplainingly render up as tribute husbands,
sons, and lovers to the Moloch of False Patriotism—the God of Com-
mercial War.

In Afghanistan, in Zululand, in the Soudan, whithersoever, in short,

their master's lust for extended Empire directs them, the flower of the
working-class redden the soil with their blood and offer up their lives

to increase capitalistic domination, deluding themselves that they are

fighting for their Queen and country. They reap the reward of

patriotism as understood to-day. Search the casual wards and common
lodging-houses, and find in them men who have fought and bled for

what they mistakenly term their country.

It is but a few short years ago that the reward of patriotism took
the form of the cat-o'-nine-tails, and the plebeian serfs in the army
and navy were strung up and flogged by the orders of scoundrels of
" family." Some of these uniformed gentry are now clamouring for

the re-instatement of the lash to excoriate the back of the common
soldier.

And what, it may be asked, has all this to do with the Land Ques-
tion ? Simply that it is the business of Socialists to undermine the
very bases of modern Society, and as it is hoped that this article may
get into the hands of the soldiery, we desire to destroy the sentiment
of false patriotism which makes them the abject tools of the pro-

pertied classes. We would tear away the web of lies woven by
journalists and scribes anent the glories of war, and show them
Shylock waiting with knife and scale for the recovery of his usurious

bond upon the completion of the soldier's work of carnage in Egypt
and elsewhere.

Let the soldier know that he is only the armed servant of the

money rings, and of the market riggers and forestalled of the Bourses
and Exchanges of the world, and that they having used him to bind
the shackles of their hideous civilisation upon native races, are equally

ready to hurl him upon unarmed crowds of his own countrymen, and
if need be compel him to slaughter his own kin, should they protest

against the system whereby they are robbed of the results of their

labour. Is this so, soldier 1 and if so, Are you a patriot, or a hired

butcher ?

In the course of these letters I shall address myself to the Scotch,

Welsh, Irish, and English elements which go to make up the murder
machine—the Army. The intrepid Scotsmen who have left glen and
mountain to fight the battles of the Empire, have been rewarded by
the destruction of their homesteads and the forcible dispersal of their

kindred. Subjoined is a record of the dastardly work of eviction as

carried out on the Sutherland and other Highland estates :

"' Deeds have been done of a character so base and heartless on these
unoffending Highlanders that it almost exceeds belief,' and that as a con-
sequence of the clearances, the land under tillage in Scotland decreased,
between 1831 and 1855, by no less than one million five hundred and thirteen

thousand three hundred and eighty-two acres" . . .

"At a later period the evictions were carried out with much greater
severity ; the lots given to the people were often patches of moor and bog
quite unfit for cultivation, the houses were often burned down, crops and
furniture destroyed, and general misery spread among the people."

"'In former removals the tenants had been allowed to carry away the
timber of their old dwellings to erect houses on their new allotments, but
now a more summary mode was adopted—by setting fire to them. The
able-bodied men were by this time away after their cattle or otherwise 1

engaged at a distance, so that the immediate sufferers by the general house-
burning that now commenced were the aged and intirm, the women and
children. . . . The devastators proceeded with the greatest celerity, demolish-
ing all before them, and when they had overthrown all the houses in a large

tract of country, they set fire to the wreck. Timber, furniture, and every
other article that could not be instantly removed was consumed by fire or

otherwise utterly destroyed. The proceedings were carried on with the

greatest rapidity and the most reckless cruelty. The cries of the victims,

the confusion, the despair and horror painted on the countenances of the one
party, and the exulting ferocity of the other, beggar all description. . . .

Many deaths ensued from alarm, from fatigue, and cold, the people having
been instantly deprived of shelter, and left to the mercies of the elements.

Some old men took to the woods and to the rocks, wandering about in a state

approaching to, or of absolute insanity ; and several of them in this situation

lived only a few days. Pregnant women were taken in premature labour,

and several children did not long survive their sufferings.'

"

" ' The consternation and confusion were extreme ; little or no time was
given for the removal of persons or property ; the people striving to remove
the sick and the helpless before the fire should reach them, and struggling

to save the most valuable of their effects. The cries of the women and
children, the roaring of the affrighted cattle, hunted at the same time by the
yelling dogs of the shepherds amid the smoke and fire, altogether presented
a scene that completely baffles- description—it required to be seen to be
believed. A dense cloud of smoke enveloped the whole country by day, and

1 They were fighting in the Crimean War.

even extended far out to sea ; at night an awfully grand, but terrific, scene
presented itself—all the houses in an extensive district in flames at once. I
myself ascended a height about eleven o'clock in the evening, and counted
250 blazing houses, many of the owners of which were my relations, and all

of whom I personally knew, but whose present condition—whether in or
out of the flames—I could not tell. The conflagration lasted six days, till

the whole of the dwellings were reduced to ashes or smoking ruins. During
one of these days a boat actually lost her way in the dense smoke as she
approached the shore, but at night was enabled to reach a landing place by
the lurid light of the flames.' "

—

A. Wallace.

The wretched remnant were forced to emigrate to Canada, or

crowded the narrow wynds and slums of Glasgow and other Scotch
cities and towns, and thus

" Much more than 2,000,000 acres have been depopulated and cleared of

thousands of sheep to make room for deer forests : homes, farms, and food
destroyed, that wealth may sport. There are now in

Caithness 50,000 acres -,

Sutherland 136,000 „ I

Ross and Cromarty ... 760,000 ,,
j

Inverness 710,000 ,, i

Argyll 165,000 „
*° ff, ,?2'™ » j

of Deer Forests.
Aberdeen loo,000 ,, >

Perth 97,000 ,,

Forfar 51,000 „ I

Dumbarton 1,000 ,, \

Total ... 2,155,000 acies >

According to the British Almanac for 1885, the total area of the four

counties of Scotland which are Highland counties par excellence, and in

which are situated the chief deer forests of the country, extends to 8,030,190
acres ; the extent of land under cultivation being only 419,385 acres."

—

Financial Reform Almanack, 1886.

We are termed madmen, but we venture to say that it is supreme
folly to offer up health, nay, life itself, to be an instrument of oppres-

sion at home and abroad in the interests of a gang of land and labour

thieves, who sentence yourself and dependents to the workhouse, and
would prosecute for trespass did you touch an inch of the soil of what
you stupidly call your country, but which in reality is theirs.

Some day, and that not a distant one, the working-class will take to

fighting for their country, and that day will be a cold one for the land
thieves. See to it soldier, and stand by your kindred when the hour
comes. F. Kitz.

THE REVOLT AT BOW STREET.
We live in lively times, but I doubt if London has ever seen more exciting events-

than those of last Monday. In consequence of events which we chronicle in our

Labour Column, the press announced on Monday morning that the police intended

to strike on Monday night unless their comrades who had been " suspended' 7

were reinstated. When the night came an immense multitude collected in Bow
Street. The people were wild with enthusiasm, cheering, shouting, and singing.

I never heard the " Marseillaise" rendered with such vigour before. But soon

a change came over the spirit of the scene. The mounted men were ordered out.

They charged up and down, headed by a superintendent, who was evidently

labouring under a fit of temporary insanity, during which he cculd do nothing

but shout " Bide over them ! Bide them down !
" This brutality infuriated

the people; they hooted the mounted men, calling them "blacklegs." The
ruffianly police grew savage, and they charged on the pavement, trampling down

men, boys, and women. Stones then began to fly, and the crowd, enraged in

their turn, struck fiercely at the police with sticks and umbrellas. Missiles of

all kinds were showered upon them, and it was evident that they were getting

the worst of it, when suddenly there was a cry of " The Guards," and a captain's

escort 30 strong came galloping down the street. They were cheered at first, but

when the people saw that they had come to do the dirty work of the mounted

men they were vigorously hooted. Meanwhile the foot police did nothing ; they

stood and quietly watched the scene, while from the windows of the station

policemen waved their hands to the crowd.

Great as was the tumult outside, there was worse confusion within. The men
had refused to turn out ; some cowards who wanted to sell their brethren were
seized and held back by main force. The Indian despot had summarily dismissed
the men out of the force who had been suspended, and the police were greatly
enraged. In the meantime stones were flying fast and furious outside, and a
baker who threw some water on the crowd had his windows smashed, and the
shop would have been sacked if the Guards had not galloped to the rescue. The
swells in carriages coming from the opera had a very warm reception ; carriage
windows were shivered into fragments; and iiis " Royal Highness" Edward
Guelph, who was at the opera, got away as quietly, as he could. Rioting continued,
despite the heavy rain, till nearly three o'clock in the morning. The last excit-

ing incident was at midnight, when in a charge of mounted police upon the
people one of them was dragged from his horse.

On Tuesday night the disturbances were not very serious, although the
brutality of the police blacklegs was excessive. We hear an attempt was made
to overturn a cab, probably to make a barricade. If Bow Street had been in

Paris on Monday night, cabs, busses, and carts would have been overturned,,

and the quarter between Clare Market and Drury Lane, with its narrow streets,

courts, and cul de sacs, would have been a fortress impregnable save to troops

and artillery. But the London population has not learnt the art of barricade-

making. Never mind ; the Parisians were equally ignorant before 1789. N.

THE GUARDS MUTINY.
The 2nd battalion of Grenadier Guards have had too much " drilling" lately,

and on Monday when ordered to "parade" by Colonel Maitland, a notorious

tyrant, they refused to turn out, greeting their colonel with yells, hisses, and

groans. When the non-commissioned officers tried to get the men out, they

barricaded themselves in their barrack-rooms. The authorities are so alarmed

that they have sent for "The Prince of Wales' Yorkshire Regiment" from

Southampton to overawe the men. We think it is likely to have a very different

effect.
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The waterproof workers employed by Messrs. David Moseley and Co., of

Manchester, have recently been bestirring themselves to form a union. The
•manager of the firm, while passing through the works, saw a placard an-
nouncing a meeting for the union pasted up. He tore it down, and told the
foreman to find out the man who put it up and sack him. The result was
that a man named Michael McGee was discharged, although he had no
hand in pasting up the placard. The manager further gave orders that any
of his "hands" attending the announced meetings would be discharged.
The Trades Council have taken the matter up, and meetings of the workers
have been held and a union formed. The hubbub raised about the discharge
of McGee, and the glaring tyranny of the proceeding, has compelled the
'firm to re-instate him. The local press in reporting the proceedings, have
in deference to the firm, studiously avoided to mention their name.

The following disgraceful practices are carried on at Ipswich by one of the
largest stay factories in that county, and where about fourteen hundred
persons are employed. The heads of the firm implicated, whose names are
Messrs. Footmen, Pretty, and Nicholson, have long held high social positions,
and bear in the town irreproachable Christian characters. How much this
is deserved the disclosures I herewith make will show. At other factories
here, and we have several, the employes are very badly paid. Experienced
hands (young women of twenty) are unable mostly to realise more than 3s.
or 4s. per week, and often less than that. They have to buy reels of cotton
^illegally deducted from wages) at 25 per cent, dearer than they are bought
elsewhere. For every broken needle they pay Id., which is, according to
the machine used, more or less a serious infliction upon their pitiful wage.
The gross account for each, including fines, etc., is entered in the books

&
as

their nett takings, when it does not amount to two-thirds, or, as it some-
times happens, they owe more at the end of a week than what their so-called
earnings can pay. When not wanted the workers have to sit inside the
-factory idle, and this very often lasts for days at a stretch, placed by com-
-mand like bales of merchandise waiting for a purchaser. Could worse
slavery exist anywfcere 'I What a commentary upon the boasted "freedom
of contract !

" If they could earn anything at home or elsewhere just then
they are not permitted to do so, except at the risk of notice to leave or a
certain fine of 6d. for every day's absence, whether ill or not with no excep-
tion. Over five minutes late there is a 3d. fine, and for keeping away the
fine is the same for every half-day. So great is the horror felt that as soon
as they catch sight of the manager the poor girls feel sick and faint. We
of the Labour Federation, among whom are many Socialists, are preparing
to organise them into a strong union. In the 'meantime we think that
publicity may possibly lead to some effective measures being adopted to stop
this shameful tyranny.

To Contributors.—Workmen could help us greatly by sending in accounts of
capitalist tyranny and sweating in London and the provinces. We want
the names of the sweaters. Those who write must send us their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.
We shall not fear to publish the truth.—Eds.

CORRESPONDENCE.

MOEE POLICE TYBANNY.
Dear Comrades,—On Sunday week a few comrades of the Hammersmith

-and North Kensington branches went in brakes to Kingston-on-Thames, to
speak to the shop-assistants and others on the advisability of organisation,
-and to expound the doctrines of Socialism. When all was arranged, we started
from Hammersmith about 4 o'clock, arriving at Kingston at 6 o'clock. On
finding our meeting at the Fairfield prohibited, we adjourned to the Market
Place, where we had a large meeting. Speeches were made, and labour
songs sung by a female comrade, literature being sold by mvself and others.
Among our audience was a man who, I afterwards was informed, was

Peter Gould, an exploiter of labour in Kingston, and a magistrate Thinking
he would like to know " how labour is robbed," I held one of William Morris's
" Monopoly " up to him, when he became very indignant, and gave orders to
the police—who were m strong force—to take my name and address, which
increased the sale of the pamphlets 75 per cent. Our meeting being over
soon after we started for home, our audience following behind cheering
lustily. A week after, I received an invitation to attend her majesty's police
-court, for selling "Monopoly ; or, How Labour is Robbed " in the Kingston
Market Place, contrary to Act of Parliament. On Wednesday 25th June
I appeared at Kingston Police-court, when I was told by this Peter Gould
^and five others that I must pay £1 13s., or go to prison for fourteen days5

hard labour—Peter Gould having the audacity to tell me I must seek some
honest occupation. This is an ancient law that is still in force at Kingston,
and this Peter Gould is the sort of man that is supposed to administer

J
U8tlce - F.Baker.
[The suppression of "free speech "and public meeting is advancing with

rapid strides. What will be the next move of the "authorities"? We are
not allowed to march through streets, we must not hold meetings, and now
the sale of literature is forbidden. We might as well be living in Russia—Editors.]

bergius Stepmak will lecture on " Tolstoi as Novelist and Social Reformer," in
the Portman Rooms, Baker Street, on Wednesday July 16th, at 5 p.m. Tickets
Is. and 2s. 6d from Mrs. Edw. Pease, 2 Hyde Park Mansions, N.W. Proceedsm aid of some Russian exiles.

Commonweal Beanch.—Concert on Saturday July 12, for the benefit of a
comrade. Doors open at 8 ; to commence at 8.30. Comrades and friends are
earnestly requested to come. No charge for admission, but a collection will bemade at the end of the concert for our comrade's benefit.

Edinburgh— Scottish Socialist Federation. — Comrades Hamilton and
bmith addressed a large meeting at Leith on Sunday afternoon, and sold a
quantity of literature. In the evening Mackenzie, Smith, Hamilton, Gilray,
and Leslie spoke in the Meadows to a large crowd. In spite of a pelting ram
the meeting kept well together; Leslie's address was splendid. Some IrishUome Rulers were very angry at the speaker's allusions to the G M

SOCIALISM
THE

IN LONDON ^ATO
PROVINCES.
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SOUTH LONDON. /
:

The movement in South London is going on well. We only started .meetings wa
this part a month ago, but with great success. At Short Street, New Cut, wet •

have held seven meetings on Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings. -We
<

are advocating with great vigour the International General Strike to over^hr^w?

.

the system, and it has been received with great fervour. Comrade Buckeridge
has joined us, and is working heartily in our ranks ; comrade Casey (Freedom* :

Group) has also rendered some valuable help by speaking. We have distributed!
about 1,000 Anarchist ' Labour Leaf ' and 500 other leaflets. We are arranging'
for a course of Anarchist-Communist open-air lectures at Short Street on. the
next four Sundays ; Freedom and Commonweal sell well at our meetings. Since
we have started the red Hag at our meetings the gospel-punchers now come out
with a magnificent red silk flag for the purpose of making the people go to their
meeting instead of ours, but this has not come off yet. The following comrades
have addressed our meetings—Cores, Wright, Holloway, Stevens, Casey, Turner,
Buckeridge, Miss Lupton, and Smith. We have issued 1,000 handbills announc-
ing our lectures for next month. The comrades aho decided to have as their
motto, "Away with Authority and Monopoly; Free Access to the Means of
Life." \y ^r

t

NORWICH.
The propaganda here is moving along successfully. On the 1st of June, com-
rades A. Moore and Poynts spoke at Crostwick in the morning; at Horstead in
the afternoon, they were joined by Houghton, Morley, and Barley, and held a
meeting. At both places the audiences consisted of agricultural labourers, who
listened attentively. June 15th, Mrs. Lahr and W. Moore spoke in the morning
at the Market Place ; in afternoon, a large meeting was held by one of the local
unions in aid of the strikers, when Mrs. Lahr spoke. In the evening, Mrs. Lahr
and Poynts addressed a large open-air meeting. On the following day a meeting
was convened for the evening at the Market Place by the Gas Workers' Union.
Mrs. Lahr spoke at some length, upholding the principles she believed in, and
was followed by a Mr. Watkinson, of the London Gas Workers' Union, who has
been here several days holding meetings. During his remarks that evening he
pointed out the blessings of returning working-men to Parliament, and advised
working-men to use their efforts in this direction, and also take part in municipal
affairs, etc. At the close he called for opposition, and Mrs. Lahr and Poynts
were ready ; comrade Poynts opened, and denounced the action that had been
advised to the audience. Watkinson here lost his temper, and there was some
slight disturbance, which euded in Mr. Watkinson beating a hasty retreat. Mrs.
Lahr left here on the Tuesday, her visit having proved very successful. The
same day she left three comrades had to answer a summons before the magis-
trates ; one, however, did not turn up and could not be found. The " serious

"

charge against these comrades was stencilling on the pavement as follows, " Mrs.
Lahr, Market, Sunday, June 15th." This resulted in a fine of 2s. and 8s. costs
each, or three days imprisonment. The fine was paid for one comrade owing to
his position, the second one took the three days, and the third is still at liberty
in spite of the constable who brought the charge attending our meetings in
private clothes. The following Sunday in the afternoon a meeting was held, at .

which Darley and Fred Henderson spoke ; in the evening, Poynts and Morley
spoke. On Saturday last, Mowbray lectured in one of the Board Schools on
" Reform or Revolution ;" Poynts took the chair. The next day Mowbray spoke
at the Market Place in the morning and afternoon, and addressed large open-air
meetings assisted by comrade Swash. Mowbray had to leave for London before
the usual time of our evening meeting. We have sold during the month 493
Commonweals and collected £1 3s. 9d.; we have lost two or three collections
owing to the strike here. Freedom has sold well, and a large quantity of strike
leaflets and Anarchist * Labour Leaf ' have been distributed. S.

NOTTINGHAM.
A conference of delegates from various Midland Socialist bodies was held at
Nottingham on Sunday, and was an unqualified success. In the morning the
party had a ramble to Stoke Ferry by the Trent, and in the afternoon returned
to the Socialist Hall, Woodland Place, Parliament Street. About 30 delegates
were present, besides a number of Nottingham comrades. Sheffield, Leicester,
Chesterfield, Derby, Newark, Long Eaton, were among the towns represented.
Peacock, of Nottingham, presided ; and Proctor, on behalf of the Nottingham
Socialist Club, proposed the formation of a Midland Socialist Federation for the
better organisation of the lecture-lists and the missioning of new ground. In the
discussion which followed, it was cordially agreed that no control could be
exerted over the various branches by the Federation, and that no executive
council or other governing body would be necessary. A general secretary would
keep a list of speakers and arrauge with various branches for a constant supply
of speakers for districts,—in fact, as comrade Charles put it, it would be a sort
of "post office." The Conference, which included parliamentary and anti-parlia-
mentary Socialists, agreed unanimously to the Nottingham resolution, and
Clifton, of Nottingham, was appointed secretary of the new Federation ; a collec-
tion being at once taken for postage and other small expenses which will be
necessary. It was resolved, on the motion of Gorrie, of Leicester, to extend the
campaign to towns in which there is no Socialist organisation; and delegates
from Newark, Derby, and Long Eaton addressed the Conference on the prospects
of the Cause in their respective localities. It was decided to call another Con-
ference at Sheffield on the last Sunday in June 1891 ; and the meeting closed
with a hearty vote of thanks to the Nottingham comrades for their hospitable
entertainment of the delegates who had arrived on the previous evening.

After tea, a demonstration was held in the Great Market Place, where between
3,000 and 4,000 persons assembled. There were two platforms, presided over by
J. Peacock and T. Proctor respectively. The speeches were short and sharp,
the speakers being A. Hall and Furniss (Chesterfield), Bingham, Bullas, Mrs.
Usher, Cores, and Charles (Sheffield), Knight and Whalley (Nottingham S.D.F.),
Watkinson (London S.D.F.), Chambers (Leicester), Deakin (Walsall), Purcell
(Derby), Stephenson (Newark). A resolution welcoming the delegates to Notting-
ham, and demanding the complete emancipation of the workers, was agreed to
unanimously, and the meeting closed with Socialist songs by Peacock and Cores.
The gathering excited the greatest interest in Nottingham, was reported at length
in the local papers, and was the occasion of much fraternal interchange of greet-
ings on the part of Socialists of the Midlands. Collection at the Conference,
13s. 7d. ; in Market Place, 26s. 2d. ; literature sold, 14s. 6d. * A. C.

Books Received.—" A Refutation of the Single Tax Theories of Henry
George." By A. Genen. International Publishing Company, Sydney.
A correspondent writes co the Twentieth Century: " I hope that you will

keep on harping upon the suggestion that landless men occupy vacant land,
without saying by your leave or with your leave. It is the biggest thing
yet. Add to it that they stop paying interest and taxes."
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XXII.

—

Hampton Court. And a Praiser of Past Times.

So on we went, Dick rowing in an easy tireless way, and Clara sitting

by my side admiring his manly beauty and heartily good-natured face,

and thinking, I fancy, of nothing else. As we went higher up the
river, there was less difference between the Thames of that day and
Thames as I remembered it ; for setting aside the hideous vulgarity of
the cockney villas of the well-to-do, stockbrokers and other such, which
in older time marred the beauty of the bough-hung banks, even this

beginning of the country Thames was always beautiful; and as we*
slipped between the lovely summer greenery, I almost felt my youth-

come back to me, and as if I were on one of those water excursions

which I used to enjoy so much in days when I was too happy to think-

that there could be much amiss anywhere.
At last we came to a reach of the river where on the left hand a.

very pretty little village with some old houses in it came down to the

edge of the water, over which was a ferry ; and beyond these houses-

the elm-beset meadows ended in a fringe of tall willows, while on the
right hand went the tow-path and a space nearly clear of tree3, which*

rose up behind huge and ancient, the ornaments of a great park : but.

these drew back still further from the river at the end of the reach to-

make way for a little town of quaint and pretty houses, some new,,

some old, dominated by the long walls and sharp gables of a great red-

brick pile of building, partly of the latest Gothic, partly of the Court-

style of Dutch William, but so blended together by the bright sun and
beautiful surroundings, including the bright blue river, that it looked^

down upon, that even amidst the beautiful buildings of that new happy
time it had a strange charm about it. A great wave of fragrance,,

amidst which the lime-tree blossom was clearly to be distinguished,,

came down to us from its unseen gardens, as Clara sat up in her place.,

and said :

"O Dick, dear, couldn't we stop at Hampton Court for to-day, ancL

take the guest about the park a little and show him those sweet old-

buildings? Somehow, I suppose because you have lived so near it,

you have seldom taken me to Hampton Court."

Dick rested on his oars a little, and said :
" Well, well, Clara, you

are lazy to-day. I didn't feel like stopping short of Shepperton to-day :.

suppose we just go and have our dinner at the Court, and go on a.gain.

about live o'clock 1

"

"Well," she said, " so be it ; but I should like the guest to have
spent an hour or two in the Park."

" The Park ! " said Dick ;
" why, the whole Thames'-side is a park

this time of the year ; and for my part, I had rather lie under an elm-

tree on the borders of a wheat-field, with the bees humming about me
and the corn-crake crying from furrow to furrow, than in any park
in England. Besides

"

" Besides," said she, " you want to get on to your dearly-loved

upper Thames, and show your prowess down the heavy swathes of the
mowing grass."

She looked at him fondly, and I could tell that she was seeing him
in her mind's eye showing his splendid form at its best amidst the
rhymed strokes of the scythes ; and she looked down at her own
pretty feet with a half sigh, as though she were contrasting her slight

woman's beauty with his man's beauty ; as women will when they are
really in love, and are not spoiled with conventional sentiment.
As for Dick, he looked at her admiringly a while, and then said

at last :
" Well, Clara, I do wish we were there ! But, hilloa ! we are

getting back way." And he set to work sculling again, and in two
minutes we were all standing on the gravelly strand below the bridge,,

which, as you may imagine, was no longer the old hideous iron abortion,,

but a handsome piece of very solid oak framing.
We went into the Court and straight into the great hall, so well

remembered, where there were tables spread for dinner, and everything
arranged much as in the Hammersmith Guest-hall. Dinner over, we-

sauntered through the ancient rooms, where the pictures and tapestry

were still preserved, and nothing was much changed, except that the
people whom we met there had an indefinable kind of look of being at

home and at ease, which communicated itself to me, so that I felt that
the beautiful old place was mine in the best sense of the word ; and
my pleasure of past days seemed to add itself to that of to-day, and
filled my whole soul with content.

Dick (who, in spite of Clara's gibe, knew the place very well) told"

me that the beautiful old Tudor rooms, which I remembered were the
dwellings of the lesser fry of Court flunkies, were much used by people
coming and going ; for, beautiful as architecture had now become, and
although the whole face of the country had quite recovered its beauty,
there was still a sort of tradition of pleasure and beauty which clung,

to that group of buildings, and people thought going to Hampton
Court a necessary summer outing, as they did in the days when London
was so grimy and miserable. We went into some of the rooms looking
into the old garden, and were well received by the people in them,
who got speedily into talk with us, and looked with politely half-

concealed wonder at my strange face. Besides these birds of passage,
and a few regular dwellers in the place, we saw out in the meadows
near the garden, down " the Long Water," as it used to be called,,

many gay tents with men, women, and children round about them..
As it seemed, this pleasure-loving people were fond of tent-life, with,

all its inconveniences, which, indeed, they turned into pleasures also.

We left this old friend by the time appointed, and I made some
feeble show of taking the sculls ; but Dick repulsed me, not much to
my grief, I must say, as I found I had quite enough to do between the
enjoyment of the beautiful time and my own lazily blended thoughts.
As to Dick, it was quite right to let him pull, for he was as strong,,

as a horse, and had the greatest delight in bodily exercise, whatever
it was. We really had some difficulty in getting him to stop when it

was getting rather more than dusk, and the moon was brightening just

as we were off Runnymede. We landed there, and were looking about for

a place whereon to pitch our tents (for we had brought two with us), when,
an old man came up to us, bade us good evening, and asked if we were
housed for that night; and finding that we were not, bade us home to
his house. Nothing loth, we went with him, and Clara took his hand.
in a coaxing way which I noticed she used with old men; and as we-
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went on our way, made some commonplace remark about the beauty
of the day. The old man stopped short, and looked at her and said •

" You really like it then 1

"

" Yes," she said, looking very much astonished. " Don't you ?

"

"Well," said he, "perhaps I do. I did, at any rate, when I was
younger; but now I think I should like it cooler."

She said nothing, and went on, the night growing about as dark as
it would be; till just at the rise of the hill we came to^ hedge with

* a gate in it, which the old man unlatched and led us into a garden, at
the end of which we could see a little house, one of whose little win-
dows was already yellow with candle-light. We could see even under
the doubtful light of the moon and the last of the western glow that
the garden was stuffed full of flowers ; and the fragrance it gave out
in the gathering coolness was so wonderfully sweet, that it seemed the
yery heart of the delight of the June dusk ; so that we three stopped
instinctively, and Clara gave forth a little sweet " O ! " like a bird
beginning to sing.

" What's the matter ? " said the old man, a little testily, and pulling
at her hand. " There's no dog ; or have you trodden on a thorn and
hurt your foot ?

"

"No, no, neighbour," she said ; "but how sweet, how sweet it is !

"

"Of course it is," said he, "but do you care so much for that?"
She laughed out musically, and we followed suit in our gruffer voices

;and then she said :
" Of course I do, neighbour ; don't you 1

"

"Well, I don't know," quoth the old fellow; then he added, as if
somewhat ashamed of himself: "Besides, you know, when the waters
are out and all Runnymede is flooded it's none so pleasant."

"/should like it," quoth Dick. "What a jolly sail one would get
about here on the floods on a bright frosty January morning !

"

" Would you like it?" said our host. "Well, I won't
&
argue with

you, neighbour ; it isn't worth while. Come in and have some supper."

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED.]

(This Story began in No. 209, January U, 1890. A few sets of
Back Numbers can still be had.)

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GEKMANY.

The close similarity between the English trade-unionist and the German
and Austrian Social-Democratic movements is illustrated by the fact that
both have undergone of late the same successes, difficulties, and trials, and
neither of them manages to get better out of the difficulty than the other.
In England the great success was the dockers' strike, in Germany the
elections of February, and in Austria the May Day demonstrations.
Iney were all followed by a period of shallow optimism, during which some
believed they had found the remedy, and then by capitalist reaction, when
these saw the workers congratulating themselves on their love of law and order
Ihis was followed by defeats of the workers and a great deal of unpleasant
quarrelling, and disillusion, etc. Only here, Socialists worthy their name kept
aloof from these ephemeral events, and the people now return to those who
Jsept up unflinchingly the revolutionary propaganda. In Germany and
Austria the foremost Social-Democrats stand in the midst of all these
quarrels and squabbles, and much quarrelling and intriguing goes on at
present, however much the official mouthpieces of the leaders may deny this
or hush it up These leaders showed themselves utterly incapable of manag-
ing the 1st of May affair, as some persons nearer home about the general
strike last year. They got frightened at the decisive moment, and "pro-
claimed the holiday-making on May Day. Their ukase created much dis-
content, for the masses are already more advanced than their pretended
leaders. A part, however, stuck to the holiday ; the result was lamentable

half measures, which only encouraged the bourgeois to revenge themselves
on the few who were cowardly deserted by the great mass. Hamburg was
foremost m this, and now great distress prevails there among the Socialists
great numbers of them having been sacked, strikes being lost, etc. In
Berlin to give another example, during the brewers' strike scab breweries
were boycotted, as the local Socialists had decided ; but the official cliquewho still hold the local daily paper did all they could to discourage this
boycott, and so it fell through. Much ill-feeling is provoked by this, and at
a large representative meeting even Bebel did not succeed in lulling the
growing feeling of independence of the workers, who are angry at being
humbugged by their leaders. In the same way, the chief Austrian organ
of the Social-Democrats thinks that there has now been enough of strikes
Of course, the workers should content themselves for a time bv living on
the recollection of the "glorious May Day promenades." Here also an
opposition is rising It is certain that the approaching depression of trade, the
breaking up of trade organisations, and the confused demagogic escapades of
the Emperor, will all combine to bring about a crisis in the German move-
ment, which will open the eyes of many to the truth of the Eevolutionary
and Anarchist ideas.

J

JAPAN.
It appears that Socialist and Anarchist ideas begin to spread among the

natives of Japan. Some information on this subject has been published by
Dr. J. Hoffmann, of New York, a collaborator of the Freiheit, who visited
Japan last year. Some time ago a secret radical society was organised by
lalui lokitchi, who was imprisoned for this for three years. This society
is dead, but its adherents have since adopted Socialist ideas. They must be
very careful and moderate in their propaganda, owing to the despotism they
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their ulterior aim w Anarchist-Communism. A paper called
lheXIXth Century was published for one and three-quarter years, and then
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was started (since December 13,
1889), published m San Francisco, and for the time being hectographed until
the funds will allow to buy type. This movement seems to be more under
the influence of European Socialist ideas than under that of the native
Socialist traditions of Eastern Asia, which are especially vigorous in China.We hail this movement as a new link in the world-wide chain of the Socialist

NOTES ON NEWS.
Police and Guards in revolt ! Surely the whole Governmental machine
is going to pieces. Even the practical middle-class man is beginning:
to ask, "Are we on the verge of a Revolution 1" The middle-class
may indeed shake in their shoes when their crack regiments are in,
mutiny. They always thought they could depend upon the Guards^
though they could trust no other regiment in London. They have
now found they were mistaken.

There is a lull in the trouble for a moment, but there can be very
little doubt it will break out again ; and the respectable classes must
shudder when they think that the Daily News the other day said that
a financial crisis is very probable in the autumn. What will become
of the middle-classes when that crash comes? I think it is likely
there may be an extensive " emigration " of the " surplus population

"'

to a much warmer climate.

Bravo Leeds ! Your people have shown that the men of the North*
have not lost their manhood in the enervating atmosphere of a com-
mercial civilisation. Nor has the u peace at any price " cant of the
hucksters of the Manchester school influenced the men, in whose veins.
runs the blood of the wild Norse sea rovers, who made danger a
pastime, and sought in battle the pleasure which all the cheating
knaves who lie and adulterate can never find in the smartest bargain.
The men of Leeds have gained a victory. But how 1 Not by listening
to the " law-'n'-order " appeals of Tay Pay O'Connor, who has the
strongest objection to " violence " outside Ireland, or even by paying,
much attention to the mild platitudes of sentimental and political]
Socialists.

It is true that a juvenile contemporary of ours, with that sweet.
simplicity peculiar to innocent youth, says that "the gas workers have
accomplished more by peaceful means than they could ever have hoped
to do by recourse to violence." This is really too innocent ; so inno-
cent that we fear it can hardly be real.

Last winter, in South London, the gas-workers fought their battle-
in a strictly " legal and constitutional manner." They only tried the
" peaceable means " of mild persuasion. How did they succeed 1 The
gas company got more blacklegs than they wanted, and the men were-
shamefully defeated. Livesey's slave dens are now manned withr
blacklegs, and the gas-stokers are starving outside. At Leeds a huge
mob assembles, armed with "formidable sticks,, many of them with**
hooks, spikes, and nails attached," and blacklegs and police are attacked
with savage bravery. With what result? The blacklegs who are in.
the works come out again, in consequence of the "peaceable means"
employed by the crowd. Rioting continues for two nights, police,,
military, and town councillors are stoned ; an attempt is made to forced
the works. There is suddenly a great scarcity of blacklegs ; they can-
not be had at any price ; and the Town Council gives way, and it is
the blacklegs who have to clear out and the men who take their places.

What is the moral of this ? We fear the moral would not commend
itself to the Fabian Society, or to any other body of kid-gloved pedants,
with whom Socialism is a kind of high-class amusement—something ta
talk about, to vary the monotonous ease of their lives. But to work-
men the moral is this—all means are justifiable against traitors and*
tyrants. "Death to blackleg! death to sweater !" must be the war
cry of the working class. As they show no mercy to us, we will-
show none to them. This is what the people will not forget in future.

There is still another moral, and that is the futility of political,
reform. The Municipality of Leeds is a freely elected body,, it is even-
a Fabian body. There are Municipal gas-works and Municipal police
in that town. What more can Sidney Webb want I Yet this body
does not mind sweating its employes ; and when they resist, it brings,
its Municipal police to bludgeon them, and summons soldiers to shoot
them down. And yet we are told by our Fabian friends that if the
County Council had control over the London police, bludgeoning the-
people would be a thing of the past, and to quote the mad gentleman
in 'Nicholas Nickleby,' "all would be gas and gaiters." I fea-r it will-
not be much consolation to a discontented London workman, when that
happy time arrives, to remember, when his head is broken by a police-
man's truncheon, that that valuable onicer is not under the control of
a tyrannical government, but is the servant of the London County-
Council. We wonder if that will make the workman feel quite serene-
and comfortable : we doubt it.

The leaders of last Saturday's procession are very jubilant over
their "victory." According to Mr. Conybeare, M.P., it is all owing:
to the Gladstonian victory at Barrow. A more probable explanation
is that the Government could not trust even their beloved police to*
bludgeon an unarmed crowd, and so as not to risk an almost certain
" mutiny " they preferred to let the procession go by, especially as " it
was only a little one." ^ J

The most amusing incident on Saturday was the eager way in whiehr
the mounted police accepted some copies of the Commonweal from *-
young comrade. We hope they liked the article on the front page
Let them read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest it. Then perhaps
they may repent and be saved while there is yet time. N
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THE LABOUR REVOLT.
The Leeds Gas-workers.

Up to October, 1889, the Municipal gas-workers were working twelve hours

a-day. Then, after being agitated and organised by the Leeds Socialist

League, they threatened a strike unless their demands were granted. The

authorities, not caring about putting the town in darkness, gave the men
the eight hours' day and 2s. 6d. more wages weekly. The consumers were,

n consequence, charged 4d. a 1,000 feet more for their gas. About three

weeks ago the Gas Committee posted notices up at all the works, informing

the men that on and after July 1 they would have to sign an agreement

binding them for four months to do a certain amount of work (about 20 per

cent, more) in the eight hours. The men refused to sign, and most of them

hrew down their tools a day or two before the time for signing. Agents

were now dispatched by the authorities to London, Manchester, and other

places for blacklegs. The locked-out men were quite determined to prevent

them reaching the works, and on Sunday, June 30th, Thorne, the general

secretary, and Cockayne and Paylor, the local secretaries, advised the men
to try their utmost to prevent the scabs getting into the works. Pickets

were doubled, and through the night and all day Monday the entrances to

the several gas-works were strongly guarded. The adjacent streets were
blocked with people who had been obliged to stop work, on account of the
failure of their gas-engines and stoves for heating in the many clothing
factories, about 20,000 people being idle according to the local press. The
feeling, of course, was very bitter against the Gas Committee by all sections

of the general public.

On Monday night the word passed along that a gang of knobsticks had
left London and Manchester, and would arrive about 4 a.m. Had it not
have rained so incessantly, and thus damped the ardour of the men and
women, there would have been some exhilarating scenes to record for that

night. The air itself seemed charged with a nervous excitement, which
seemed to fill the crowds with rage and boldness, and urge them nearer and
closer to the gates and guards. The whole town was m darkness, and in

the railway stations, post-office, the different hotels and large shops, a few
candles and paraffin lamps were all that could be had to light up the dark-
ness. The names of Gilston and Joseph Henry (who won't be soon for-

gotten) were freely bandied about, with expressions of regret that they
could not be got hold of. These two " representatives ;

' are Radical Home
Rulers. Gilston, who is an alderman, went over to Ireland and was photo-
graphed in a group of similar " friends of the working classes," then came
back here and lectured, and pretended to weep at the heartrending eviction

scenes and cruelties under Balfourism. But this thing called " Henry " is

a much more horrible example, for he is a trade unionist. He is also

a teetotaller, and one who has "worked his way up 51 on the toil and
sweat of the men he has been able to employ on municipal jobbing. The
Tory press is going for trie whole crew in a slashing manner, and threatens

them all with extermination at the next November elections. It seems that

the politicians can suggest nothing else except passing resolutions and
liowiing round. But the men and their supporters did something and were
not wasting time in mere talk. All through the wet miserable night they
waited and watched, getting information as to the starting, journeying, and
arrival of the scabs just as soon as the authorities.

At about 5 a.m. on Tuesday, the scabs to the number of 150 were seen

coming down the Victoria Eoad from the Midland Railway, under a strong

.escort of police, with the chief constable and other chiefs. When near the

bottom, and within 150 yards of the Meadow Lane Works, the people pre-

• sent with many Socialist comrades made a determined attack on this body.

After a fierce fight they were at last repulsed, but not before many of the

police were kors de combat. Several mounted men, including Chief Webb
(whose arm got broken), were disabled and bleeding. The wounded on the

other side were also numerous. The scabs having got into the works, the

men retired for rest and deliberation.

In the morning about 11, comrade Sweeney, who was backed by thousands,

got on the wall and called out to the scabs to be men and throw down their

tools. About sixty then and there clambered over and joined in the shouts

of exultation. They related how they had been deceived as to the position,

and as to the pay also. It now leaked out that 600 scabs from Manchester
and surrounding districts had been run into the Town Hail during the

previous night, as it was thought too risky to venture a mile tramp through
the town to the other works. A march now began with the sixty deserters

and many thousands of people through the streets to Victoria Square, where
stands the Town Hall and other municipal buildings. Here Sweeney and
Samuels spoke to about 20,000 from the Wellington Statue, advising the

people to get their wives, daughters, sisters, and female friends along, and
not to leave the square until the 600 scabs came out, and then by fair means
or foul to prevent them getting to the works. The authorities evidently

funked, for about 5 o'clock placards were being posted up all over the town
warning the people against obstruction, disorder, and unlawful assembly,

the Meadow Lane Works meanwhile being strongly picketed.

At 7.30 about 300 extra carbineers from York and Strensai arrived with

about 300 extra police from Halifax, Bradford, Huddersfield, etc., as well as

several gold-laced idiots mounted, who galloped around and gave orders.

The streets by this time were filling with working people, old and young,

who were leaving work. At 8, the 600 scabs (who had been feasting

in one of the halls of the building) prepared to start on their perilous

march. Here they were lectured by Town Councillors, and played to

by the organist, a Mr. Spark. After a time they were led out, formed

into a solid square, surrounded by a strong force of police and soldiers.

They started on the march, accompanied by the mayor (Emsley), magis-

trates, clerks—in fact, the whole gang of law-'n'-order humbugs. They
were hooted, jeered, spit upon, kicked, and appealed to; but in vain, for

they were hemmed in by the soldiery, and the afternoon's blow-out of beef,

bacca, tea, and patriotism (they had sang " Kule Britannia " to the grand

organ) had hardened them, and many of them used very bad language indeed

to the people. But their time was coming, and they didn't have long to wait

either.

All seemed comparatively fair sailing up to the railway bridge in Welling-

ton Road, where thousands of people clambered up the mountains of ashes

and refuse on to the bridge, under which the procession had to pass. On the

bridge were three buckets full of coals, but they were not quite so full a few
minutes after. Just as the procession was well under the bridge, down

came planks and logs of wood, iron sleepers, great lumps of coal, bottles,

clinkers, and all sorts of missiles, on to the horse and foot soldiers, police,

scabs, mayor, and magistrates. The consternation and confusion baffles

description ; and if the people had only the knowledge (they had the pluck)

the whole cursed lot would have been wiped out. As the horses and men
picked themselves up, it was seen that many were bruised and bleeding,

but, alas ! no corpses to be seen. The party on the bridge got off without
trouble or hurt.

From here to the gates of the New Wortley Works (Leeds) was only some
thirty or forty yards, so they got over that distance very soon. But there •

was a fresh surprise in store for the authorities here, as just as the scabs

were got in at the front gates, about 150 scaled the inside walls and ran

away for their lives (without their bundles) at the back. The ungrateful

varmints ! After being fed and feted, and promised and protected ! But
there—fraility, thy name is blackleg ! A strong force of pickets and
sympathisers stayed behind to get the remainder out, and about an hour
later the Meadow Lane Works were again surrounded by excited crowds,

although it was raining hard. Darkness had again set in, and there was no
gas at all.

At 10 p.m. Tuesday, July 1, a sudden, determined attack was made on
these works ; and although the police offered a most stubborn resistance,

much damage was done and a few of the men got inside the gate ; but they

were ultimately beaten off, so they were not able to expel or set free the

scabs. Many a skull was cracked that night, and many a vow was made
that tilled one with hope as to the action of the masses when the time comes.

The 145 police had got something to think about ; and it was noticed how
brutally the strange policemen behaved, especially the Bradford lot. Now,
this attack was quite a spontaneous affair, unorganised, unordered, and un-

expected. During Tuesday night fresh troops were sent for, and early

Wednesday morning about 250 hussars galloped up to the Town Hall. I

heard on good authority that the volunteers were sent to individually and
asked if they were willing to come out on duty, so that the regulars could be

kept out of sight. They were offered 7s. 6d. for the day, but they declined.

On Wednesday afternoon the Riot Act was read, the people gradually

leaving the streets ; but at night the town looked as if it was in a state of

siege. No gas, sky dark, air misty, streets blocked by soldiers, police, and
people. On Wellington Road, leading up to the memorable railway bridge,

it was very dangerous for pedestrians, who had to run the gauntlet of a

demoralised police and meet the volleys of stones from the crowd. In the

morning nearly all the street lamps in the vicinity were found to be smashed,

and the roads strewn with all kinds of missiles. At this time two local

" gentlemen " approached the gas-men and the Gas Committee with talk of

conciliation. After a lot of palaver, a kind of compromise was at last settled,

although the men claim to be better off now than before. They agreed to

do 60 cwt. a-day instead of 55 as before, and to get paid for last Good Friday

and get four days off in the year and pay. There was still the scabs to be

considered, and here the men were firm. " We won't have them under any
circumstances," and they had to go. Some had been engaged for three, six,

and twelve months, and they naturally wanted compensation. Some got as

much as £7 10s and some £5. The total cost to the ratepayers will come
up to about ,£20,000, and the Liberals and Radicals on the Committee are

doomed to defeat at the next election. The authorities will doubtless be

more firm on the next occasion, so the workers must put their trust in them-
selves, and keep their powder dry. On Sunday last a monster procession

and band marched to Hunslet Moor, where speeches were made, and all our

Commonweal were sold, as well as a quantity of pamphlets. I think that we
shan't be sorry when the next rising takes place. "And the Cause goes

marching on.
: ' H. S.

The Police.

The trouble with the police came to a crisis on Saturday. At Bow Street

the men refused to turn out on duty because Thomas Beevers, P.O., had been

transferred to the X division as a punishment for issuing and distributing

the following circular :

" Metropolitan Police, Bow Street, 4 July, 1890.
" Dear Sir,—Please make known to your men that Mr. Matthews last night

said :
' The police have a perfect right to petition.' Also ask your sub-divisions

to do likewise ; it is for their mutual benefit, and the betterment of the whole

force. The petition has gone in from Bow Street, and has met our respected

Commissioner's approval. For further particulars, etc., apply to your obedient

servant, Thos. Beevers, P.C. 134E."

An inspector succeeded in persuading some of the men to go on duty, and
on Sunday forty men were suspended. A comical incident occurred on
Sunday night. About 100 of the Bow Street force who were not on duty
attempted to hold a meeting in the billiard-room at the station. The meet-

ing would have been quiet enough had not an inspector discovered that

Beevers was in the building. That he might not be found, the men had
hidden him under a table. But the inspector found him, and advised him
to leave the building. Beevers refused to do so, and invited the inspector

to leave the room. The business ended by the men rushing the inspector

out, after which they held their meeting in peace and quietness. A full

account of the riot at Bow Street will be found on page 218.

The Postmen.
It must surely be a symptom of extreme discontent when the telegraph

clerks, who are what the middle class call " a most respectable body of men, : '

salute the name of that very fat old woman Mrs. Guelph with hoots and
groans. If in France the name of M. Carnot was saluted with groans it

would have been thought a very revolutionary symptom, but as it happened
in England, we are assured that the men have "no feeling whatever of dis-

loyalty to her majesty." No doubt if the postmen chevied Mr. Raikes as they
did some of his spies the other Sunday, the officials would state that the men
had no feeling of disloyalty to their " respected " chief. This amiable gentle-

man, however, has now succeeded in bringing matters to a crisis with the

postmen. On Friday, July 4, nine men were suspended for attending the
" disgraceful meeting " in Hyde Park, when Mr. Raikes's spies were " mal-

treated." One of the men who has been " suspended " has been in the service

twenty-five vears, and was one of those who lost their stripes for attending

the meeting on Clerkenwell Green.

Despite this cruel tyranny, it was decided on Monday night at the post-

men's meeting at Hoiborn Town Hall not to strike till the London Trades
Council had "interviewed" the Postmaster-General. The men, however,

succeeded in extorting a promise from their "leaders" (!) that if Ifcaikes

sacked any more men for attending tlaat meeting, they would give the order

1 to " come out." N.
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IN AUSTRALIA.
A test case is being tried now between Labour and Capital up in Queens-

land, that will very piobably bring on a fight in London as well. The

Darling Downs squatters and the Australian Labour Federation are pre-

paring for battle ; and as in your strike of the dockers, the fight began over

a very downtrodden and unorganised branch of unskilled labour, but has

spread and is still spreading, until it involves the whole question of organised

labour against organised capital.

The " rouseabout," the unskilled labourer who picks up wool on the shear-

ing-shed floors, waits on the comparatively skilled shearer, digs dams, makes
fences, and does odd jobs, is being paid by the squatters, wool-producing

monopolists, of Darling Downs any weekly wage he will take, ranging from,

at the highest, 25s. down to 20s., and still oftener to 15s. Now the rouse-

abouts are claiming 30s. a-week and a little recognition as men. Although
the squatters have been compelled to pay union wages to their shearers,

they won't have union men, yet these non-union shearers are supporting the

rouseabouts. The Sheep-shearers' Union has taken the matter up, has been

backed by the Australian Labour Federation, and by so many unions

throughout the continent, that to give their names would be to furnish a

regular Australian trades-union directory.

The actual fight was brought about by the squatters on purpose to have

an opportunity of squashing the unions. Messrs. Kent and Weinholt, of

Jondaryan, were selected to begin, and they had a lot of wool shorn and
made ready for market by blackleg labour throughout, making the rat

character of the affair as aggressive as they could. Every division of labour

concerned in the preparation or transport of wool took up the challenge, and
the test consignment now lies on the wharf at Brisbane, having been got so

far by blackleg labour. It is intended for shipment in the Jumna, but the

Wharf Labourers', Lightermen's, and Seamen and Firemen's unions have
notified the B. I. S. N. Company that if the wool is shipped in one of their

steamers it will implicate them in the quarrel. It is threatened that it shall

be shipped in a sailing vessel ; if so, and it gets safely into a London Dock,
it would be too much to hope, I suppose, that it should meet with the same
fate that befell the tea in Boston Harbour a hundred and more years ago?
Anyway, the London unions have been notified of the affair, and will take

their own measures.
There are only four words wanted from about a dozen men, and the whole

thing is over. The squatters, who number about that, have only to wire :

" We acknowledge the union." But having chosen their own time to begin,

they won't like to give in so soon, and the fight will go on. And it will be
one of the very biggest and bitterest struggles between Labour and the

Sweater that has ever taken place. If a general strike is found necessary
throughout the back blocks, the Amalgamated Shearers will draw a cordon
right round the border of Queensland to keep out blacklegs crossing from
New South Wales or South Australia. The other preparations are equally

tremendous ; the Brisbane press has been notified that if it doesn't treat the

matter impartially there will be a n-ew paper on the streets at under two
hours' notice ; the strike manifesto was written, printed, and several thou-

sand copies mailed in little over an hour ; delegates have gone up and down
the coast, and in every town the trades are ready to down tools at any
moment.
The government has been taken by the beard, notified of the impending

unprecedented strike, and the demand made that in no way shall it or any
of its officials take sides in the dispute in any way. Further, it has been
requested to instruct the law-'n'-order lambs to behave at any strike meet-
ing or procession as if they were at a governor's reception ; to close the

public-houses so as to stop one fertile means of helping the blacklegs to

make trouble ; to put an end to employers sitting as justices of the peace
on their own cases ; and to forbid any hiring at immigration depots, where
the sweaters cateh the "new chums " before they have had time to get

acquainted with what is going on. In short, government has been sternly

requested to confine itself entirely to keeping the ropes and letting the

strongest win. If it does anything else you will hear of some fur flying

before long.

As in your dock strike, if this great fight begins in earnest it will lead to

a good many more before it is over. Among others the Townsville wharf
labourers have some accounts of their own to settle, which they will see to

presently when they have helped the others through.

Lots of other things are happening, but they are all of lees importance
than the foregoing, and may stand for next time. Our meetings continue
to be large and enthusiastic, and our principles are spreading in. a way that
a little while ago we should have thought miraeulous.

Sydney, N.S.W., May 10, 1890. Cornstalk.

[Since the above was put in type, telegraphic advices have reached us
that the bosses have collapsed all round and surrendered eveiy point. We
congratulate our comrades.

—

Eds.]

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN^ INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Notice.—The Branches and Allied Societies willing to share in the convoca-
tion of the Conference of August 3rd, are requested to answer the convening
circulars at once.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1890 : — Leicester and North Kensington,
to end of April. Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, North London, East
London, * Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Streatham, to end of December.
(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number

of their membership.

)

REPORTS.
Aberdeen.—At our meeting on Sunday 6th, a comrade who is a declared

Anarchist, lectured on " Anarchy " to a large audience. There was a brisk dis-

cussion, opinion being about equally divided between Anarchy and State So-
cialism ; comrade Aitken declared tiaat no hard-and-fast line could be drawn
between Anarchy and the Socialism of the League.—G. C.
Olasgow.—On Friday evening we held & second meeting at our new station

—

Bridgeton Cross. The audience, which was .entirely a working-class one, listened
to Joe Burgoyne and Glaaier most attentively. On Sunday evening, comrade
IX Stewart, and David McCulloch of the S. D.F., spoke at our Paisley Road Toll
meeting, taking the placed our .own speakers,, ayho had gone on a holiday.

LECTURE DIARY. ~m
LONDON. ,.;>

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 46, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.
Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.

East London.—12 Basing Place, Kingsland Road;
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday July 13, at 8 p.atti,

a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings

at 7.30.
•<•';' ;

;
t

•

,

•

''
; .

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.30, to r6k*ol*

members, etc. Ix
North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Roadi ' Meets^vfer*'

Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at

&

&mil for/

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names totne-lnsfcrttctatf

at the above address. ..;,!,:
North London.—Q Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. W^te every;

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatbam,
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch, meetings at* International Club*

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES. - a

Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch me«Na in HalK
9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 pin,

!

Braintree.— Meetings held alternate Saturdays, at 8 p.m., and Sundays, LI arid

2.30, at the fountain, Market Place. Business meetings, Wednesdays at 8v

All communications to W. Fuller, 74 Manor Street.
.

*
' •

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at.

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica^

tions to be sent to that address. :
; ;

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at HelliwelH Temperance,

Hotel, Northgate. ,',•,, ,^

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Road, School Close. Open every evfejang^

Business meeting Saturdays at 8 p.m. . .,

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
r

Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m. -J •
. . .

' ;

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, AH Saints, Opes aVer^-

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. _ ; ; » :.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m. _ ,
•

- A :.. '• w-

<

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.W., dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8. 30. Open-air meetings are held as fo^wa:—
Sunday: Monolith, at 11.30; College Yard, Rotherham, at 3; Westbar

Pump, at 8. Monday : The Cross, at 7 ; Handsworth Woodhouse, at 1.

Wednesday: Corner of Nursery Street, at 7.30. Thursday: Corner of

Bramall Lane and Hereford Street, at 7.30.
#

Walsall—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every mght.
#

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening.

Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.

Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m. «* ; r

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 12. ...

Hyde Park *
Mrs. Lahr and Cantwell

Mile-end Waste '7.!'. - Brookes-

Sunday 13.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Mrs. Lahr and Moore

11 Latimer Road Station .......North Kensington Branch

11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith. Branek

11.30 Hoxton Church ..Davis an4 Darley^

11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane ..Mamwarmg
11.30 New Cut—Short Street Casey, Miss Lupton, and Buekeridge

11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Edwards

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch ..MissXuptOn

3.30 Victoria Park M*s- *<anr '

7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch

8 ...... Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 16.

8 New Cut-Short Street Wright and Presburg

8 Newport Market ....Blundell and Mowbray

Friday 18.

8.15. Hoxton Church ,...........,..Kitz

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday: Castle Street, at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 elm. ; Ticar'a Croft, at 7 p.m. \

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m;~
Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Market Street,
Blackley, at 8.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30. ... \

:
Yarmouth.—Sunday: Priory Plain, at 11; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary

Quay, at 7.

North Kensington Band Fund.—Bell, Inabwearmouth, Is. ;

Freedom Group.—Open-air meeting at Ossulton Street, Friday at 8.30

—

Pearson, Davis, and Morton.
Anarchist Alliance.—Sunday, Victoria Park, 11.30; Hyde Park, 4.30

—

speakers, Withington, Attersoll, and Tarn.
Autonomie Club, 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.—^Sunday

July 13, at 8.30, lecture—" Towards Anarchy."
The Annual Excursion of United Socialist Bodies of London to Epping

Forest (Starlings' Hill, High Beech) will take place on Sunday, July 20.

South London.—All Revolutionary Socialists in South London willing to form,*-

a Branch of the S. L. are requested to give their names to W. Wright at the
meetings at Short Street, New Cut, on Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings.
Fabian Society.—A course of seven lectures on Socialism in Coktemfokary

Literature will be given in the French Chamber, St. James's Restaurant, W*
(entrance from Piccadilly), on Friday evenings, at 8 o'clock. July 18„ (last-

lecture), G. Bernard Shaw, "Henrik Ibsen."
Norwich.—A great Socialist Demonstration will be held in Norwich about the?

end of July. The comrades already invited are W. Morris, Kropotkine, C. W.
Mowbray, Mrs. Lahr, Edward Carpenter, Mrs. Schack, Wess, and Ogden (Ox-
ford). Any comrade in London or the provinces willing to take part is asked to
communicate with A, Sutton, 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.
rThe flowing are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
:• Strikes,and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
'To Wonking Women and Girls 3
'What -Socialists Want 3
* Socialism and " Public Opinion "... ... 2
* Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

' v The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 20
American Literature.

A few*remainder>8—
-- Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6
PreWem ofLabour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth _ / x 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 10
Labour Capital (Kellogg) ... ."."." .'.'.'

i o
Plutarch 's Lives of Famous Men ... . . l oA History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1 o
Speeches of theChicago Anarchists ... 1
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 09
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8

* m?
01*118111

(b? Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

« flicfr between Capital and Labour ... 04
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? 4
The. Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

* Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.
^Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-

and*Heigl 8
iXhe Reciter lor Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
<*4, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

THE INDIVIDUALIST.
,A Liberal and Reform Journal, advocating

,.§9£ial Regeneration and Industrial

Emancipation.

Devoted to the rational exposition of the Philosophy

of Freedom—mental, moral, and physical; social,

industrial, and sexual. Commands the pens of the

best writers in America on these subjects.

Sixteen pages, 2 dollars per year. Trial subscrip-

tion, three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber

will receive a copy of Mr. Stuart's book, * Natural
Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural Law.'

Address, F. Q. Stuart, Editor and Proprietor, 1653

'Blake Street,
1 Denver, Colorado.

PRICE EIGHTPENCE.

THE JUDGMENT
OF THE CITY

AND OTHER POEMS AND VERSES.

By JOHN C. KENWORTHY.

Price, 2s. 6d.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

Prom the ' Mako&ester Examiner.'

" It is not often that a book of verse from a new
comer contains so large a proportion of really notable
material. . . . The nature of the ethical burden of
Mr. Kenworthy's volume may be inferred from the
inscription, in which, after quoting the words * Blessed
are ye poor ; for yours is the kingdom of God,' and
* Woe unto you that are rich, for ye have received
your consolation,' he dedicates the book 'to those
poor.' He is, in short, a poet of Christian Socialism.
. . . 'The Judgment of the City' is » poem that is

exceptionally rich, not only in stern moral fervour,
but in sombre imaginative power—a Dantesque vision
which, once read, haunts the memory and possesses it."

'SINE IRA ET STUDIO.

London : Swan Sonnenshein and Co*.

AN EIGHT HOURS DAY
WITH TEN HOURS' PAY:

HOW TO GET IT AND HOW TO KEEP IT.

BY JAMES LEATHAM.

The most exhaustive pamphlet on* the Eight Hours
i

question yet published. Deals with all the most
recent noteworthy objections.

24 pages, crenel 8vo, closely prmSed.

One Penny.

To be- had from

The Author, 15 St. Nicholas Street, Abstfdet*, and
Branches of the S. L. and SiD.F-

LA REVOLTE
ORGANE COMMUNI6TE-ANARCHIS»m

One Penny weekly ; by post, ]!|cL

-24 Great Queen Street, London, W-C

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE-

COMMUNE OF PARIS.
BY E. B, BAX, VICTOR DAVE+ mid

WILLIAM MORRIS.

Price Twopence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Stree*,. Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRAJTE.

On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Sent in cardboard protector, pest free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

One Penny.

Special terms to Trade and Branches.

x *COMMONWEAL" MANAGER, 24 Great Queen

Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C,

CYNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-

pendent and unbiassed he looks with -impartial eye
on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he
launches his satires on a world of dissimulation
and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

He is the true philanthropist
Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly beartr

While soiiling at his fanciesy still may say

—

" He acts- »o snarling, mean, or churlish part
Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away,"

To &uch he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy
of modern society pictorialiy lampooned, we recom-
mend Cynicm.

Fortnightly, 3d.; by post, 3|dw

Commonioeal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-

lam Fields, London, W.C.

" There will eome a time wftm our dleinee will be-

more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day"
—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

CoYwmonweal Ofiice, 24 Great Queen Street,, Lincoln's.

Inn. Fields, Loudon, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devqtej*

solely to the Interests of the Workers..

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, amd the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,

Fleet Street, E.C.

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring

Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare

of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.

150 Minories, E.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in th.

name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz

at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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AFTER THE STORM, A CALM.
We can hardly imagine that it is barely a week ago that London was
filled with tumult and excitement. Unexpectedly the storm came
upon us, and even we were taken by surprise. Who among the com-
fortable middle classes dreamt a month ago that their faithful servants
the police—the Bow Street police, the picked men of the London
force, the giants who guard Trafalgar Square against the assaults of
the sacrilegious Socialist—would be in open mutiny ? Little, too, did
they think that the Guards—Her Majesty's Guards—would lead the
way in revolt, and that their middle-class Government would be forced
to send for another regiment to overawe the men in whom they once
put their whole trust and confidence.
On the other hand, the whole Labour world is agitated, even the

dullest, the most crushed among the workers, are raising their heads
and dreaming of hope at last. Everywhere the talk is not of the vir-

tues of Gladstone and Salisbury, nor the merits of Whig or Tory, the
subjects of discussion are Strikes, Socialism, and the Great Revolu-
tion that is coming upon the world. The people have got new hope,
a hope that nothing will take from them. They are beginning in their
moments of exultation and excitement to defy the police and the
military, and set at nought those who " are set in authority over them."
" The Spirit of Revolt " is abroad. Two years ago you might search
files of English newspapers and see nothing of " the spirit of revolt."
It was a French phrase, utterly un-English. Now you may see re-

peated till you are almost sick of it in respectable Tory newspapers.
Charming, is it not ? It only shows how very ready our friends the
journalists are to borrow the language of Revolutionary Socialists.
Another instance, though rather a ludicrous one, is the origin of the
phrase, "Who killed Cock Warren?" It was the cry with which
Cunninghame Graham was saluted on 12th November, 1888, at the
meeting held to commemorate the anniversary of the martyrdom of
our Chicago comrades and the massacre of Trafalgar Square. On that
night Warren fell. The phrase caught the public fancy, became
popular, and ultimately enshrined itself in a comic song that was sung
on the stage of every music hall in London.
The notion also of gaining the eight hour day by a General Strike is

forcing its way everywhere, and yet at one time we heard nothing of
a General Strike but from a few Revolutionary Socialists—a sect that
was so feeble that policemen, judges, jailors, and magistrates looked
upon us with contemptuous toleration. That stage is passed now, and
we almost seem to have passed our period of persecution also. Surely
this must be so, when a Bow Street magistrate dismisses a charge
against " a well-known Socialist," though the police had " sworn " that
ihe was guilty of all sorts of " awful crimes."

" What can the world be coming to?" say old middle-class fogies.
What ? indeed ! But to us the spectacle is full of hope and enthu-
siasm, for now we find our lightest words caught up and repeated
again and again from press and platform. It is the advanced thinkers
who lead the way

; the multitude will follow those who have minds of
their own, and speak without fear and flinching. Forward then, com-
rades ! What have we to fear 1 A Government of doddering imbe-
ciles

;
a hopeless, helpless mass of muddle and mediocrity, who are so

•confused and puzzled at the entanglement into which they have
managed to get the " affairs of the nation," that they do not know
whether to turn to the right or the left. "And what have they to sup-
port their authority ? A disorganised police, and a soldiery seething
with mutiny. True, they have crushed the revolt ; it has sunk into
silence—for a time. True, the storm has passed and all is calm and
quiet—-for a time. But what a calm ! The sky is grey and gloomy,
and is growing blacker and blacker; the air is thick, close, and
oppressive

; a trembling of the earth, and muttered thunder in the
distance. Surely this does not mean peace and quietness, but storm
and earthquake. What of the winter full of gloom and terror which
is now approaching? What of the commercial crisis coming nearer
and nearer 1 What of the crash ; ruin spread far and wide ; closed
factories; thousands thrown starving upon the streets; the spread
of revolutionary ideas among the masses; wild hope in the hearts
of the people? and yet among them starvation—bitter starvation

—

-empty cupboards, hungry children, despair and desperation ! Would

not a modern Lord Chesterfield find to-day in England all the signs

that tell of the approaching Revolution ?

We need not be statesmen or politicians to see this. The plain

workman in his work-day talking to his mates, can feel the storm
coming closer and closer. It was only the other day that one quiet

and honest workman, not as a rule given to wild enthusiasm, said to

us " that the London workmen had been so excited and discontented

by recent Labour troubles, that they only needed a leader to sweep
the present system into ruin ! " Those who mingle with the people

can judge of the truth of this ; we, at least, can confirm it from personal

experience. If this is so now, what vill it be when the next de-

pression comes ? It is not certain that the people will starve with
that Christian meekness so highly commended by the well-fed journa-

lists of the capitalist press. Nor will Lazarus be content any longer to

put up with the crumbs of insulting charity that fall from the rich

man's table. He will rise and grasp the rich robber by the throat,

demanding and taking his own. The storm has passed, and there is

calm. Let us use this period of quiet to prepare for what is coming.
Do not let the trumpet sound of the Last Day of a corrupt and rotten

society find us lying in lazy slumber. Let us be up and ready for

action, for we know not at what hour the Revolution cometh !

D. J. Nicoll.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN SOCIETY.
All the progressive races of man have gone through a stage of develop-

ment during which society has been very different to what it is now.
At present there is a very definite line of distinction drawn between
the personal life of a man and his life as a member of society. As a
rule, the only direction in which this social life is felt is in that of his

nearest kindred—his wife, children, parents, brothers and sisters.

This is so much the case that we to-day have given to the word rela-

tions (which should mean all those with whom a man has serious and
continuous dealings) a fresh meaning, and made it signify only those
near members of kinship aforesaid. For the rest most civilised men
acknowledge no responsibility. Though the word State is in every-
body's mouth, most people have but the vaguest idea as to what it

means ; it is even generally considered as a synonym to the Govern-
ment, which also indicates either the heads of one of the political

parties, or the vague entity called by Carlyle the parish constable—in
other words, the executive power of the ruling classes in our society.

So little do we feel any responsibilities to this hardly conceivable things
the State, that while few indeed feel any loyalty towards it, most men
do not realise it sufficiently even to feel any enmity against it—-except,

perhaps, when the tax-gatherer's hand is on the knocker.
Now all this is so far the result of a long series of history, which I

must just hint at before one comes to the condition of the workman
during its different stages,—a series of events which tended to give to

the word property the meaning which it now has; a series of events
which tended more and more to consider things as the important
matter of consideration rather than persons; which I may illustrate

by the fact that nowadays the law looks upon the estate as of more
importance than the user of it, as for instance in the case of the estate
of a lunatic, which it will defend to the utmost against all attacks,

and treat as if it had a genuine life and soul capable of feeling all

injuries and pains, while all the time the lunatic is under restraint.

I will now contrast this entire ignoring of the community (for that
will be a better word than State to use at present) with the conditions
under which men lived in earlier ages of the world, and through which,
as I have said, all the progressive races have passed, some x>f thenrso
early that when we first meet them in history they are already passing
out of it into the next development. In this early period the indi-:

viduaHs so far from feeling no responsibility to the community, that
all his responsibilities have relation to the community. Indeed, this
sense of responsibility, as we shall see later on, has only been completely
extinguished since the introduction of the present economical and politi-

cal system—since the death of feudality, in short : but in the period
I am thinking about it was a quite unquestioned habit. The unit of
society, the first, and in the beginning the only bond, was the narrowest
form of clan, called the gens. This was an association of persons who
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•were traceably of one blood or kinship. Intermarriage between its

members was forbidden, or rather was not even dreamed of: a man of

l^te/Ijlagle gens could have no sexual intercourse with an Eagle woman,
i^Jhought of it. All property was in common within the gens, and
timtijnt wgis. traced, not through the father, but through the mother,

W&& was the orjvious parent of the child. Whatever competition (war,

jpxi may call it, for competition was simple in those days), was outside

;|^e group of blood relations, each of which felt no responsibility for

r <||i<lr groups or their members. " But the fact that intermarriage was
iibp&ssible within these groups brought about a larger association.

Since an Eagle could not marry an Eagle, the Eagles must either get

their wives by violent robbery in a haphazard fashion from outsiders,

or have some other society at hand into which they could marry, and
who could marry into their society. It used to be thought that the

violent robbery was the method, but I believe the second method was
the one used. There were groups of neighbours at hand who were
recognised as belonging to the same stock, but who were not too near
in blood to make marriage impossible. Between these groups there

was affinity, therefore; the Eagles could intermarry with the Owls,
the Sparrows, the Cats, or what not, according to a somewhat intricate

system, and this quite without violence. And also between the clans

or gentes who composed these tribes there would be no war, and the

use of whatever land they fed their stock upon or cultivated (for in

some places or ages this gentile-tribal system lasted well into the

agricultural period) was arranged peaceably in a communal method.
Now the tribe in which a common ancestor (worshipped as a god)

was always assumed, and was generally a fact, tended to federate with
other tribes who still felt that they belonged to a common stock, who
thus formed an association called by our ancestors the thiod, or people

;

an association much looser, of course, than that of the gens or tribe,

but like those, founded on an idea of common kindred ; founded on the

personal kinship of all its members to the god-ancestor, and not on
locality or the holding of certain property or position. The officers of

the body, under whatever names they went, were appointed by the

tribesmen for their personal qualities to perform definite duties. There
was no central executive body ; every freeman had certain necessary

duties to perform, a shadow of which still exists in our jury, who were
originally the neighbours called together to utter their finding (without
direction from a judge) as to how such an one had come by his death,

what was to do between two neighbours who could not agree, and so

forth. If a man was injured, it was the duty of the members of his

gens or clan to take up the injury as an injury to the community.
This is the meaning of the blood-feud of which we hear so much in the
early literature of the North, and of the Celtic clans, and a survival of

which still exists among out-of-the-way folks. The practice of the
vendetta in Corsica, e.g., does not indicate that the Corsicans are a
specially vindictive people ; it is a survival of the tribal customary law :

its sentimentalising by novelists and poets is a matter of ignorance

—

natural enough, I admit. "Government" or administration, or what-
ever else you may call it, was in this condition of society as direct

as it ever can be ; nor had government by majority been invented
-

—

e.g., if the clans could not agree to unite in war, the war could not
go on, unless any clan chose to go to war by itself.

I am conscious of not explaining fully the difference between such
a state of society and ours ; but it is indeed difficult to do so now,
when al} our ideas and the language which expresses them have been
for so many ages moulded by such a totally different society. But I
must, at least, try to make you understand that the whole of the
duties of a freeman in this society had reference to the community of

which he formed a part, and that he had no interests but the interest

of the community ; the assertion of any such private interests would
have been looked upon as a crime, or rather a monstrosity, hardly
possible to understand. This federal union of the tribes is the last

state of society under barbarism ; but before I go on to the next stage,

I must connect it with our special subject, the condition of productive
labour.

With the development of the clans into federated tribes came a
condition of organised aggressive war, since all were recognised as

enemies outside of the tribe or federation ; and with this came the
question what was to be done with the prisoners taken in battle, and,

furthermore, what was to be done with the tribe conquered so entirely

as not to be able to defend its possessions, the land, which it used.

Chattel slavery was the answer to the one question, serfdom to the

second. You see this question was bound to come up in some form,
as soon as the productive powers of man had grown to a certain point.

The very early stages of society slaves are of no use, because your
slave will die unless you allow him to consume all that he produces

;

it is only when by means of tools and the organisation of labour that

he can produce more than is absolutely necessary for his livelihood,

that you can take anything from him. Bobbery only begins when
property begins ; so that slavery doesn't begin till tribes are past the
mere hunter period. When they go to war they only save their prisoners

to have some fun put of them by torturing them, as the redskins did,

unless, perhaps, as sometimes happened, they adopt them into the tribe,

which also the redskins did at times. But in the pastoral stage slaves

become possible, and when you come to the agricultural stage (to say

nothing of further developments) they become necessary till the time
when privilege is destroyed and all men are equal. There are, then, three

conditions of mankind, mere gregarious unorganised savagery, slavery,

and social equality. When you once have come to that conclusion you
must also come to this deduction from it, that if you shrink from any
sacrifice to the Cause of Socialism it must be because we are either

weak or criminal, either cowards or tyrants—perhaps both.

Well, this last stage of barbarism, that of the federated tribes, gave
way in ancient history, the history of the Greeks and Romans, into

the first stage of civilisation. The life of the city, and in mediaeval

history into feudalism; it is under the latter that the development of

the treatment of the conquered tribe as serfs is the most t)byis|us
;

serfdom being the essence of mediaeval society proper, and its

beginning witl* the decline of serfdom. But, undoubtedly, there

serfs in the classical /period ; that is to say an inferior class

freemen, ^q&o were allowed to get their own livelihood on the <

of their performing certain services for them, and with a certain status,

though a low one, which raised them above the condition of the

chattel-slave, whose position was not recognised at all more than that

of his fellow labourer, the horse or the ass. The Helots, for example,

were the serfs rather than the slaves of the Spartans, and there were
other instances both among the Greeks and the Romans of labourers

in a similar position.

However, chattel slavery as opposed to serfdom is the characteristic

form of servitude in the ancient city life. In that life you must

understand the idea of the merging of the individual into the com-

munity was still strong, although property had come into existence,

and had created a political condition of society under which things

were growing to be of more moment th^n persons. But the community
had got to be an abstraction, and it was to that abstraction, and not

to the real visible body of persons that individual interests were to be

sacrificed. This is more obvious among the Romans than the Greeks,

whose mental individuality was so strong and so various, that no
system could restrain it ; so that when that system began to press

heavily upon them they could not bear it, and in their attempts to

escape from its consequences fell into the mere corruption of competi-

tive tyranny at an early period. The Romans, on the other hand,

without art or literature, a hard and narrow-minded race, cultivated

this worship of the city into an over-mastering passion, so fierce and

so irrational that their history before their period of corruption reads

more like that of a set of logical demons bent on torturing themselves

and everybody else, than a history of human beings. They must be

credited with the preservation of the art and literature of Greece

(though with its corruptions and stultification as well), and for the

rest I think the world owes them little but its curse, unless indeed we
must accept them as a terrible example of over-organisation. Of

their state one may say what one of their poets said of their indi-

vidual citizens, when they were sunk in their well-earned degradation,

that for the sake of life they cast away the reasons for living.

William Morris.

( To be continued.

)

SOCIALISM IN LONDON.

WEST -CENTRAL (' COMMONWEAL. 5

)

This branch, which was formed out of the scattered elements of the late Clerken-

well branch, together with a large number of comrades who hitherto belonged

simply to the League and to no branch in particular, has now been in existence

several months. Up to the present we have been content to help all the London
branches who desired it, having taken up no stations of our own until lately.

Of course we have not been idle, for we have held a number of indoor meeting*

which have been addressed by various friends and comrades of all schools of

Socialist thought. So successful have the meetings and concerts held by the

branch been, that we have since the last Conference been enabled to aid the

Commonweal considerably by supporting the Guarantee Fund. Acting on the

spirit of the resolution of the Conference we were not content alone to pay the

2s. per week asked for, but have been able to hand over something like 30s.

during the last few weeks, which sum will be increased as time goes on. The
comrades have worked with a will in pushing papers, pamphlets, and collecting

funds for propaganda purposes. During the last month a female comrade kindly

made the branch a present of a piano. A choir is in course of formation, which

is being conducted by a comrade of the North London Branch, who is assisted

at the piano by our comrade Hurford. The choir will greatly facilitate

our out and indoor propaganda, and I am sure one ought to be started by
every branch. Social evenings have been held on Saturdays, when the members
find a little relaxation from the every-day worry and struggle for bread, in sing-

ing revolutionary songs and dancing. This has been and might still further be, a
means of keeping our members together in the bonds of close fellowship.

Several new members have joined during the last month, and they are of the

right kind, ready and willing to aid the movement in every way. For so. young
a branch we can feel pleased at having 05 members, all I hope good and true to

the Cause of Socialism, and all stirred by the spirit of revolt against the present

system. C. W. M.

North London. —On Sunday week we held a meeting in Regent's Park, in

spite of the rain ; speakers were Stone, Edwards, Nicoll, and Mrs. Lahr ; and
last Sunday morning our meeting was addressed by Cantwell, Stone, Edwards,
Nicoll, and Mrs. Schaack. A Mr. Whelan offered some very weak opposition.

Collection, 3s. 5d. In Hyde Park, in the afternoon, Cantwell, Miss Luptpn,

Parker, Moore, and Saint were the speakers, and we also enlivened the meeting
with a couple of songs. Collected 2s. 9d. We sold 15s. worth of literature at

these meetings.

Aberdeen. —At Castle Street, on the 12th, the usual meeting was addressed by
Kennie and Leatham. Questions at close. On Sunday, 13th, at weekly indoor

meeting Grant Allen's "Individualism and Socialism " was read and discussed

with ability and animation by W. Cooper, Rennie, Fowlie, McKenzie, Duncan,

and Leatham.—L.

Glasgow.—On Friday evening Glasier, Joe Burgoyne, McNaughton (S.D.F.),

and Biggar (Christian Socialists) spoke at Bridgeton Cross. On Sunday evening

Glasier spoke at Paisley Road Toll. At the conclusion, an individual disputed

some of our comrade's statements in the form of a number of questions, but ran

away without waiting a reply, amid the jeers of the crowd. No meetings will be

held next week, owing to the Fair holidays.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Good meetings were held on

Sunday—at Leith in the afternoon, and on the Meadows in the evening. Smith,

Hamilton, Bell, and Gilray were the speakers. Smith was in grand iorra.

Literature sold well.—W. D. T.
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SWEATEES!
WOMEN SLAYES IN BERMONDSEY.

The women at Messrs. Barber and Morison's, sackmakers, Bermondsey, re-

ceive commonly Jd. per sack (out of which they buy their own twine) for

making large sacks of new material. The sacking is so hard as to be fre-

quently only comparable to a deal board, and the needles have to be forced

through with the palm of the hand and by the whole force of the woman, so

that, as they express it, " every bone in their body is ricked." This at the

best brings them in for eleven hours work a-day Is. (two dozen sacks being
the utmost they can make), but frequently it is less. Sometimes, after a
day of most arduous toil, their earnings will only amount to 9d. Men who
do the Bame work are paid 4d. an hour, and I am told by an expert, who
understands the trade as well as the work, that women can compete in this

kind of work on equal terms with the men, their work being quite as good
as regards quantity and quality. It is easy, therefore, to understand the
desperate determination of the masters to keep these sweated women in

slavery, and prevent them if possible from combining, as from no other
class of workers (geese, perhaps, I should have said) do they get such
veritable golden eggs. The women at this factory have also to carry the
unmade sacks on their heads to the work-rooms at the top of the building,

no lift being used. They have also to load the waggons with the completed
work, going up ladders 16 rungs high, with bales of from 1 cwt. to 1J cwt.
on their heads. In men's places of work these ladders have always hooks
at the top, and frequently spikes at the bottom to avoid any danger of

slipping, but as the employes at Messrs. Barber and Morison's are only
women, mostly young married women, mothers of children (some unborn),
the firm does not consider it necessary to take such precautions on their

behalf, and the ladders are quite unsecured. The other day a rung broke
under the feet of a woman, and the ladder with two women who were on it

fell to the ground, and one woman was severely cut about the head and
face. This firm also does not provide any water for sauitary or driuking
purposes, and when thirst or nuisance becomes quite intolerable, the women
have to go round with cans begging from the neighbours.

To Contributors —Workmen could help us greatly by sending in accounts of
capitalist tyranny and sweating in London and the provinces. We want
the names of the sweaters. Those who write must send us their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

We shall not fear to publish the truth.—Eds.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
ITALY.

The series of strikes, and the agrarian disturbances and their bloody sup-
pression continue. Last month the women engaged in the cultivation of
rice went on strike, asking a salary of lOd. (one franc) instead of the 6d.
they formerly earned by 15 hours work under the burning sun, and standing
up to their knees in the foul water of the rice-fields. After much wrangling
the employer, Signor Massari, a landowner of great wealth, who recently
bought for the sum of 100,000 francs his title of duke, made a show of
yielding to his worker's demands. The women went to work, but on reach-
ing the fields they were informed by his agent that the " duke " will not pay
more than 8d. a day. The incensed workwomen immediately struck again,
and went to the town in a body to lay their protest before the municipal
authorities against the deceit practised upon them. But soldiers and gen-
darmes stood at the entrance of the Town Hall, and refused them admit-
ance. The women wanted to enter all the same, and began to shout and
struggle to open a way for themselves ; several men who stood by took their
part. One of the women gave a slap on the face to the head of the gen-
darmes, and immediately, without giving the warning prescribed by law,
the soldiers opened fire. Three corpses and twenty wounded were stretched
upon the ground.
At Favara (Sicily), the miners of the sulphur works are on strike. A

fortnight ago they made a threatening demonstration ; the troops were
called forth, and a bloody encounter took place. Fifteen soldiers were
wounded, and many more among the miners. But the exact number of the
latter is not known, for they were carefully hidden by their companions so
as not to expose them to the police.

At Savone (near Genoa), there were also bloody encounters between the
troops and the people, but the government tries to hush up these unpleasant
stories.

At Intra, a town which is called the Birmingham of Lombardy, the
majority of woikmen are on strike.

At Koine, the election for the county council has taken place. Out of
62,990 electors, only 6.451 went to the poll.

The split of the Italian Bepublicans is now an accomplished fact The
young, generous, and democratic section moves towards Socialism ; the rest
pass over to the Monarchy, or are mummified by the worship of old formulas
out of which the life has long departed.
At Forli, where a congress of the Republicans of Romania was held, a

strong minority voted in favour of collective property. The proposal of
incorporating their desires into the programme of the Republicans being
rejected by the majority, they seceded from the Republican Federation. M.

HOW THE BAKERS ARE SWEATEE. <0m\<

THE UNITED SOCIALIST SOCIETIES OF LONDON
will have their Annual Excursion to

EPPING FOREST
(STARLINGS' HILL, HIGH BEECH),

ON SUNDAY, JULY 20th, 1890,
in aid of the Socialist Propaganda.

Pull Entertainment in the Forest. Dancing, Concert, and Gaines.

Return tickets from Liverpool Street Station to Loughton, Is. Processions,With J3rass Ban«i and Banners, will stait from Tottenham Street, W„ at 9.0, and
tserner btreet, E,, at 9.50 a.m.

Comrades,—J feel it my duty as a Revolutionary SocialiiMp .

the public notice the horrible conditions under which thfe'|oiijptew

are compelled to work for a livelihood;; rx>b to Kva aa :#*&$, tyu

exist in order to fill the pockets of the profittnongteirs *a& UJgal4b . .

often hear people casting a slur on the baker^ calling ; ihey ,aay ike£ «pb

aristocratic trade-unionists, who fancy themselves rather above their fettow>

workers. But really they are among the most enslaved and downtrodden
of the workers. What time have they to enjoy lifetflr improve their cmdtl
Remember that a baker has to begin his work at 11 o'clock a,t

:

itfghfyjail4

keep on till 1 or 2 o'clock in the afternoon of the next day, and in some^c^j
even longer ; while on Friday he has to start earlier in the evening; and
work till 5—nay, even 8 o'clock—on Saturday night; and that is the only

night he has off. I know shops not Only in the East, but also in the W«fet

end, where you can see these slaves tearing away, not allowing themselves

time to eat anything, in order to get out of their miserable, wretchedly-

ventilated dens, where the atmosphere is most stifling and unhealthy.
? In

some bakehouses the ceiling is so low that the men are constantly in a

stooping position, and the suffering of these men is most horrible, and a

disgrace to our sham society.

If you want to find out the truth about the baker's lot, go in their clubs

or trades-union societies, also to their homes, and what will you see ? Men
coming in, not walking upright, but staggering in, to drop themselves down
into the first chair, too tired even to smoke their pipes. They drop off to

sleep with an empty stomach, worn out with the day's slavery. This is at

home, where the wife and children look forward fcr the bread-winner's

return, but the husband no sooner comes than he drops down exhausted, not

caring for anyting else but rest. Best ! is the cry of these wealth-producers.

Some will say, But there is Sunday. But they have no rest even on Sunday.

When 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning comes round, you will see the baker at

work getting ready for the dinners to be brought in, and they are thereat

work till 2 o'clock ; then they go home, just having time for a bit of dinner.

Tea-time comes round, and he is just able to have his tea; then 7 o'clock

strikes for him to go to set the sponge, and that takes another hour of his

Sunday's leisure. Then this poor wretch is at liberty till 11 o'clock, when
he is on duty again till next day. What a grand thing it is to be a baker's

wife ! There are some employers who do not work their men quite so hard

and where they are better treated, I admit, but they are very few.

Now, that is the life of a baker's slave under the present civilised society.

Just fancy that while others have their night's rest after their work is done,

these poor wretches have to turn out in the night air, in all kinds of weather.

Instead of sleeping peacefully, they have to tramp along toward their dens,

where they are compelled by this most rotten society to gain bread, not only

for themselves, but for the idlers, who have all the comforts of life, which
i hey steal from these poor slaves. The master is able to enjoy a nice

slumber at night, and so feels refreshed in the morning, and is able to bully

about his worn-out employe's and also to look after the profits which these

men have produced while he was sleeping. These lazy profit-mongers, who
never do a stroke of real work, and who thieve legally and respectably, are

not satisfied by stealing from the men the results of their labour, but they

must try to grind the men down lower and lower. Wages vary in the

baking trade from 25s. to 30s. for the foremen ; for second hands, 18s. to 24s.;

and third hands, 16s. to 20s. These infamous sweaters, the masters, are

constantly crying out that trade is bad, and not satisfied with their plunder,

they have iu most cases the meanness to lay hold of the men's privileges.

The yeast merchants allow a foreman on every pound of yeast 2d.; some
only allow Id. It does not amount to much in the week, but still these

meau miners stick to the money, and many dresses and jewellery are bought
out of this, and with which they adorn their wives and daughters. The
same is done with the sack money. The poor wretches in the bakehouses
have to stand to dust the sacks out, and are smothered in flour while the

perspiration is pouring down them, and it often requires a vigorous scrubbing
with soap and water to get them free from the dirt and dust again ! Yet
these thieves, who sit behind the counter blowing and puffing with fatness,

steal all these little additions to the men's wages.

The workmen's wives and children are even deprived of the comfort they
ought to have. The wife does not know what it is to go out with her
husband to have a little recreation ; the children are frightened to move
about at home, so as not to disturb the breadwinner's sleep during the few
hours he has for this purpose. Can we wonder that the spirit of the bakers
is broken, and their intelligence somewhat dulled by the constant drag upon~
them ?

Not long ago, when a strike was threatened by the men, there seemed
to be some chance of the men improving their position, but owing to the

mis-management of the union officials, matters are now sinking into their

old condition. I want to ask these gentlemen what has become of the ten

hours ? Are not the firms already stealing from the men the few advan-
tages they have gained ? Take the firm of Hill and Son, for instance, soon
after the *' strike." These people refused to pay overtime, and the result

was that the men had to accept the terms or leave, and are now working
under the same conditions as before. The men at most of the other shops
have now sunk into their old misery. This result, I am sorry to relate, has
demoralised and dispirited them, which must show them clearly that some-
thing more must be done than to strike for a mere few shillings or shorter

hour«. The capitalist must no longer be allowed to fleece the worker, and
the whole capitalist system must be overthrown.
Now, comrades, let us be determined to help these wretched men* It is

our duty to show them the right path. Let us not lose a single opportunity.
Think of the*e met) when you sit down to your meals and see the bread
upon the table. Think under what shameful conditions it has beeu manu-
factured. Let this memory urge us onward in our work, and let us tell

them that a General Strike for the overthrow of Capitalism is the only way
to save them from their misery and despair. Johanna Lahr.

The Police.

The police agitation has also broken down completely.. In addition to the
forty air ady dismissed from the E, twelve have been dismissed from "die Y
divisiou for refusing to turn out on Monday night. Sir Edward Bradford
reigns supreme, an J is talking of breaking up the Bow Street division and
distributing the men all over the metropolis. The tyraut, however,<had
better be careful; the spirit of revolt is not dead yet, though it may be

,

sleeping.—For particulars of "Police Brutality" at Bow Street and sur-
roundiug neighbourhood, see page 230.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The total failure of the postmen's strike is in every way dishearten-

ing. The men, who a week ago were full of enthusiasm for their

union, are to-day utterly broken down. What is the reason for

this 1 Was the fault theirs, or had they to fight against discouraging

circumstances. This was clearly not so, for they showed plenty of

pluck at the beginning of the week, and the people were with them,

Where was the fault then % We are sorry to have to reply in their
" leaders," who knew not how to lead, and who had about as poor a
notion of managing a strike as a baby in a cradle. It was prophesied

by those who knew these gentlemen, when they so kindly took up the
cause of the postmen, that they would make a mess of the whole
business, and they have amply fulfilled that prophecy.

A few years ago we of the Socialist League were blest by the com-
pany of some of these gentlemen in our organisation, and they were
always found wanting in times of emergency. The secretary, J. L.
Mahon, who has now made himself so ridiculous by his capacity for

being " round the corner " or in bed, when there was the greatest need
for his services, is a notorious example of instability and vacillation.

It is within our knowledge that he has changed his opinions at least

six times within the last five years, during which time he has been
everything by turns and nothing long. A Social Democrat, Revolu-
tionary Socialist, Anarchist, then a Parliamentary Revolutionary
Socialist, whatever that may mean, then Social Democrat again, and
last of all a mild social reformer and secretary of the postmen's union.

He will probably end his political career as a Conservative " working-
man," and this won't take him long, for, judging by present events,

he will soon lose his post as secretary of the union. We can
only recommend the men, when they have got rid of Mr. Mahon, to

choose a secretary among the discharged men, and to be sure that he
is honest, firm, and resolute.

Mr. Stanley is married. Let us hope we have heard the last of him
for some little time. We present our respectful sympathy to the
bride, for we are sure that a man who has spent his life in murdering
hapless savages is not the sort of person with whom she is likely to be
happy.

By the way, Reynolds published a portrait of the great explorer on
this happy occasion, which, if it resembles him, is the most damning
evidence against him. A man with a countenance like that which
appeared in our contemporary, would not be content with killing

natives but would eat them as well. All we can say is that if any
one was brought before a country magistrate, and charged with high-

way robbery with violence with a face like the portrait in Eeynoldsr

the magistrate would not require any other evidence, but would give

him six months on the strength of his countenance.

Mr. Parke has been released. The Government did not want
another Mandeville case, so he was treated kindly in jail and was let

loose directly it was clear that his health was failing. Mr. Parke has
done good revolutionary work—though it may be unwittingly—by
exposing the Cleveland Street Scandals. He has dared to speak plainly

and boldly concerning these hideous crimes, and for his honesty he had
received twTelve month's hard labour. Now Tay Pay has cleared out
from the Star, we hope Mr. Parke will do the same admirable work
upon that paper as he did in the past. Although we differ in opinion

from him, we can always recognise honesty and courage even in those

who are most opposed to us. D. N.

It appears from Woman, a journal for feminine Tories, that the wives-

of married constables were brought around the police stations to
influence their husbands not to strike, and that the very much married

Roberts, so courageous in assaulting juveniles and aged people, quailed

before their better halves, and "scabbed." "The fiery bachelors gave
the most trouble." Just so. We were not concerned for the success

of the bludgeoners
5

strike, such as it was ; but the facts so exultingly

drawn attention to in Woman are worth noting.

Every upward movement on the part of working men has found it&

bitterest opponents amongst the wives and female relatives of the men.
If in other circles there be marriages of convenience, there are thou-
sands of working-class households wherein the wife only views the male-

bread-winner in the same light that the boss of the factory does—viz.,

to get what is possible out of him ; and if he rebels against the outside

slavery, the wife is too frequently found to be a powerful ally of the
boss in coercing him back to toil.

The capitalists are perfectly well aware of this preservative force,,

and use it unscrupulously in every struggle with their workmen.
Hence during the Dock Strike the Fleet Street limners depicted the
docker's wife pleading with the docker to resume work. All the
enginery of the mission-hall, the muffin struggles, and tea fights, the
sewing classes and mothers' meetings (good Lord, deliver us !), are mean*
to the end that the men may be reached by these neuter agencies, and
put up with that state of life which it pleases the capitalist to create
for him.

We must face this kind of opposition, and not only must it be over-

come, but be changed into helpful comradeship. There is, unfor-

tunately a large number of very advanced men who are responsible for

the conservatism of women, for they refuse either to recognise or treat

them in thought or action as equals. The contending political factions,

play battledore with the catch-cries of Women's Rights, meaning
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thereby only partial political enfranchisement as a part of conserva-

tive and reactionary tactics. Socially and economically speaking, the

Women's Rights agitators of the Mrs. Lynn Linton stamp would
" free " (sic /) woman by forcing her into competition with man. Such

seek to intensify the economical struggle by bitter sex strife.

The non-political Socialist, and especially our women comrades, have

a large field of work in counteracting the reactionary influence which

makes the large mass of women—especially working women—a dead

weight of opposition and hindrance to progress. Let them penetrate

into the tenements with literature and argument, and show the women
that the gospel-monger and his ilk are not the only ones who make
women and their work their concern. By preaching the mundane
gospel of making this world a brighter and happier one, causing them
to look with horror and detestation upon the grimy, sordid existence

they lead to-day, filled as it is with woes and petty cares, we shall

lead them to higher conceptions of life, and obtain their assistance as

comrades and equals for their realisation. F. K.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTEES FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XXII {continued).—Hampton Court. And a Praiser of Past Times.

We went up a paved path between the roses, and straight into a very

pretty room, panelled and carved, and as clean as a new pin ; but the

chief ornament of which was a young girl, light-haired and grey-eyed,

but with her face and hands and bare feet tanned quite brown with

the sun. Though she was very lightly clad, that was clearly from

choice, not from poverty, though these were the first cottage-dwellers

I had come across ; for her gown was of silk, and on her wrists were

bracelets that seemed to me of great value. She was lying on a sheep-

skin near the window, but jumped up as soon as we entered, and when
she saw the guests behind the old man, she clapped her hands and
cried out with pleasure, and when she got us into the middle of the

room, fairly danced round us in delight of our company.
" What !

" said the old man, " you are pleased, are you, Ellen %
"

The girl danced up to him and threw her arms round him, and said :

41 Yes, I am, and so ought you to be grandfather."
" Well, well, I am," said he, " as much as I can be pleased. Guests,

please be seated."

This seemed rather strange to us ; stranger, I suspect, to my friends

than to me ; but Dick took the opportunity of both the host and his

grand-daughter being out of the room to say to me, softly :
" A

grumbler : there are a few of them still. Once upon a time, I am told,

they were quite a nuisance."

The old man came in as he spoke and sat down beside us with a

sigh, which, indeed, seemed fetched up as if he wanted us to take

notice of it ; but just then the girl came in with the victuals, and the

carle missed his mark, what between our hunger generally and that

I was pretty busy watching the grand-daughter moving about as beauti-

ful as a picture.

Everything to eat and drink, though it was somewhat different to

what we had had in London, was better than good, but the old man
eyed rather sulkily the chief dish on the table, on which lay a leash of

fine perch, and said :

" H'm, perch ! I am sorry we can't do better for you, guests. The
time was when we might have had a good piece of salmon up from

London for you ; but the times have grown mean and petty."

"Yes, but you might have had it now," said the girl, giggling, "if

you had known that they were coming."
" It's our fault for not bringing it with us, neighbours," said Dick,

good-humouredly. "But if the times have grown petty, at any rate

the perch haven't ; that fellow in the middle there must have weighed

a good two pounds when he was showing his dark stripes and red fins

to the minnows yonder. And as to the salmon, why, neighbour, my
friend here, who comes from the outlands, was quite surprised yester-

day morning when I told him we had plenty of salmon at Hammer-
smith. I am sure I have heard nothing of the times worsening."

He looked a little uncomfortable. And the old man, turning to me,

said very courteously

:

" Well, sir, I am happy to see a man from over the water ; but I

really must appeal to you to say whether on the whole you are not

better off in your country ; where I suppose, from what our guest says,

you are brisker and more alive, because you have not wholly got rid of

competition. You see, I have read not a few books of the past days,

and certainly they are much more alive than those which are written

now; and good sound unlimited competition was the condition under
which they were written,—if we didn't know that from the record of

history we should know it from the books themselves. There is a

spirit of adventure in them, and signs of a capacity to extract good

out of evil which our literature quite lacks now ; and I cannot help

thinking that our moralists and historians exaggerate hugely the un-

happiness of the past days, in which such splendid works of imagination

and intellect were produced."

Clara listened to him with restless eyes, as if she were excited and
pleased ; Dick knitted his brow and looked still more uncomfortable,

but said nothing. Indeed, the old man gradually, as he warmed to

his subject, dropped his sneering manner, and botli spoke and looked

very seriously. But the girl broke out before I could deliver myself

of the answer I was framing :

" Books, books ! always books, grandfather ! When will you Tinder-

stand that after all it is the world we live in which interests us ; the

world of which we are a part, and which we can never love too much!
Look!"8he said, throwing open the casement wider and showing us

the white light sparkling between the black shadows of the moonlit,

garden, through which ran a little shiver of the summer night-wind,

" look ! these are our books in these days !—and these," she said, step-

ping lightly up to the two lovers and laying a hand on each of their

shoulders; "and the guest there, with his oversea knowledge and ex-

perience ;—yes, and even you, grandfather " (a smile ran over her face

as she spoke), "with all your grumbling and wishing yourself back

again in the good old days,—in which, as far as I can make out, a

harmless and lazy old man like you would either have pretty nearly

starved, or have had to pay soldiers and people to take the folk's

victuals and clothes and houses away from them by force. Yes, these

are our books ; and if we want more, can we not find work to do in

the beautiful buildings that we raise up all over the country (and I
know there was nothing like them in past times), wherein a man can

put forth whatever is in him, and make his hands set forth his mind
and his soul."

She paused a little, and I for my part could not help staring at her,

and thinking that if she were a book, the pictures in it were most
lovely. The colour mantled in her delicate sunburnt cheeks ; her grey

eyes, light amidst the tan of her face, looked kindly on us all as she

spoke. She paused, and said again :

" As for your books, I say flatly that in spite of all their cleverness

and vigour, and capacity for story-telling, there is something loathsome

about them. Some of them, indeed, do here and there show some

feeling for those whom the history-books call ' poor,' and of the misery

of whose lives we have some inkling ; but presently they give it up, and
towards the end of the story we must be contented to see the hero and

heroine living happily in an island of bliss on other people's troubles ;

and that after a long series of sham troubles (or mostly sham) of their

own making, illustrated by dreary introspective nonsense about their

feelings and aspirations, and all the rest of it ; while the world must

even then have gone on its way, and dug and sewed and baked and
built and carpentered round about these useless—animals."

" There !
" said the old man, reverting to his dry sulky manner again.

" There's eloquence ! I suppose you like it 1

"

"Yes," said I, very emphatically.
" Well," said he, " now the storm of eloquence has lulled for a little,

suppose you answer my question?—that is, if you like, you know,""

quoth he, with a sudden access of courtesy.
" What question 1

" said I. For I must confess that Ellen's strange

and almost wild beauty had put it out of my head.

Said he : "First of all (excuse my catechising), is there competition

in life, after the old kind, in the country whence you come ?

"

" Yes," said I, " it is the rule there." And I wondered as I spoke

what fresh complications I should get into as a result of this answer.

"Question two," said the carle: "Are you not on the whole much
freer, more energetic—in a word, healthier and happier—for it ]

"

I smiled. "You wouldn't talk so if you had any idea of our life.

To me you seem here as if you were living in heaven compared with

us of the country from which I came."
" Heaven %

" said he :
" you like heaven, do you ?

"

" Yes," said I—snappishly, I am afraid ; for I was beginning rather

to resent his formula.
" Well, I am far from sure that I do," quoth he. "I think one may

do more with one's life than sitting on a damp cloud and singing

hymns."
I was rather nettled by this inconsequence, and said : "Well, neigh-

bour, to be short, and without using metaphors, in the land whence
I come, where the competition which produced those literary works

which you admire so much is still the rule, most people are thoroughly

unhappy ; here, to me at least, most people seem thoroughly happy."
" No offence, guest—no offence," said he ; but let me ask you

;
you

like that, do you ?

"

His formula, put with such obstinate persistence, made us all laugh

heartily ; and even the old man joined in the laughter on the sly.

However, he was by no means beaten, and said presently

:

"From all I can hear, I should judge that a young woman so beauti-

ful as my dear Ellen yonder would have been a lady, as they called it

in the old time, and wouldn't have had to wear a few rags of silk aa

she does now, or to have browned herself in the sun as she has to do

What do you say to that, eh 1
"now.

Here Clara, who had been pretty much silent hitherto, struck in,

and said :
" Well, really, I don't think that would have mended

matters ; or that they want mending. Don't you see that she is dressed

deliciously for this beautiful weather? And as for the sun-burning

of your hayfields, why, I hope to pick up some of that for myself

when we get a little higher up the river. Look if I don't need a little

sun on my pasty white skin !

"

And she stripped up the sleeve from her arm and laid it beside

Ellen's, who was now sitting next her. To say the truth, it was rather

amusing to me to see Clara putting herself forward as a town-bred fine

lady, for she was as well-knit and clean-skinned a girl as might be met
with anywhere at the best. Dick stroked the beautiful arm rather

shyly, and pulled down the sleeve again, while she blushed at his touch
;

and the old man said laughingly : "Well, I suppose you do like that,

don't you 1
"
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, Ellen kissed her new friend, and we all sat silent for a little, till she

broke out into a sweet shrill song, and held us all entranced with the

wonder of her clear voice ; and the old grumbler sat looking at her

lovingly. The other young people sang also in due time; and then

Ellen showed us to our beds in small cottage chambers, fragrant and
clean as the ideal of the old pastoral poets ; and the pleasure of the

evening quite extinguished my fear of the last night that I should

wake up in the old miserable world of worn-out pleasures, and hopes

that were half fears. William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED. 1

(This Story began in iVo. 209, January 11, 1890.

Back Numbers can still be had,)

A few sets of

THE LABOUR REVOLT.
The Postmen's Strike.

This strike has failed, mainly through the cowardice and weakuess of the
leaders. It will be remembered that on Monday, July 7, a meeting was
held at Holborn Town Hall, to consider what action should be taken on
account of the continued suspensions of men for attending the union meet-
ings by the Postmaster-General. Through the advice of the union officials,

the men decided to accept the mediation of the London Trades Council, and
postponed the strike for twelve days. But the men insisted that if there

was any attempt to bring blackleg labour into any post-office, all unionists

should strike at once.

On Tuesday morning the men at the General Post-Office discovered, shortly

after they had started work, that there were thirty blacklegs in the
place. They insisted on these being removed, and as it was evident there

would be a strike iu the event of a refusal, the officials were obliged to sub-
mit, and they were ordered out.,

On Wednesday the blacklegs employed at the Parcels-Post Office at Mount
Pleasant had to run for their lives before a furious crowd of men. Alarmed
at the discontent, and the possibility of a strike, Baikes endeavoured to get
the postmen to sign a paper promising that they would not strike during
the crisis. This the men refused to do, according to the instructions of the
union.

Then on Thursday Mr. Baikes determined on vengeance, and a hundred
men were dismissed at Mount Pleasant for ill-treating the blacklegs. This
was followed by suspensions and dismissals at other offices. Then the union
officials gave the word to strike, and the men turned out at several offices.

At Finsbury Park they shut themselves in the office and refused to budge
an inch. A number of tradesmen applied for their letters, when the post-

men rushed at the bags and dragged them out of their hands, crying, "No
letters here unless from postmen." The men were then set upon by our
gallant police and dragged from the office with brutal violence. At Leices-

ter Square thirty-five marched out of the office, amid a scene of popular
excitement. Everywhere the cowardly police, who had not sufficient pluck
to strike to remedy their own grievances, did their utmost to crush the post-

men. These slavish bullies seemed to take a delight in the work. Never
mind ; Sir Edward Bradford will avenge the postmen, as the cowardly crew
are already finding out.

But although the men turned out very well at many of the district offices

—-particularly North Islington, where, according even to official report, 108
left their work—yet at St. Martin le Grand they did not turn out. Here
the men had lost confidence through the vacillating conduct of their leaders,

and moreover had been deceived by a traitor on the executive of the union,
who had informed them that the secretary had ordered them not to come
out. Meanwhile Mr. Mahon had mysteriously disappeared, and they could
get no word from him. So they remained at work all day Thursday. On
Thursday night a meeting was held at Clerkenwell Green, at which the
secretary announced "that they had got practically the whole of the London
men out on strike," and that all was going well. The events of the next day
proved that this was an empty boast. On Friday morning only some eighty
or ninety men assembled on Clerkenwell Green by half- past four. There
they spent some time waiting for their invaluable secretary, who did not
turn up ; so they determined to march on without him. He arrived, how-
ever, soon after, and caught them up ; but before they had arrived at the
Post Office, he had vanished again, this time into a hansom cab, which
drove off, leaving the men to march along without their "leader." When
they reached the Post Office, they were met by Superintendent Foster, a
kind old man, despite bis position, who asked them "where their leader
was"—a question which they could not answer. After they had marched
up and down two or three times, the superintendent informed them that he
could not allow them to continue to do so, but they must break up and leave
the road clear. This they did, and established pickets; but deserted by
their " leaders," they had lost all hope, aud the strike had evidently gone to

pieces.

On Saturday it was evidently all over. A petition was received from 83
of the 94 men who struck in the Eastern district, begging in the most
humble tones that the Postmaster-General would be pleased to reinstate

them. This humiliating appeal only showed how thoroughly the men were
broken down.
But though these postmen may lick the dust beneath Mr. Baikes's feet,

it will avail them but little. That gentleman was very amiable to a deputa-
tion of postmen that waited upon him on Friday, when there was still a
chance that they might strike, yet he shows a very different temper now.
On Saturday, when the possibility of a strike had vanished, eight more men
were dismissed ; therefore it is not likely he will listen to their petition, so
they might have saved themselves the humiliation.

The Guards.
The Guards' grievances are being "enquired into," and meanwhile the

excessive duty of which the men complained has been reduced. It looks as
if they were afraid to punish the men for "mutiny." No wonder, when the
whole army is smouldering with discontent, only waiting a breath to blow
it into a flame.

Corruption in Parliament.
Many workmen must have often wondered why it so often happens that

a man who is honest and upright while workiug in the popular cause outside

the House of Commons, immediately becomes tainted and corrupt soon after

he gets within ,the walls of that edifice. The following quotation from a

speech of Mr. Cremer on the Directors' Liability Bill, given in the Railway

Review, will perhaps supply an answer to this question :

" If not the poorest member of the House, there were few poorer than he (Mr.

Cremer), and there had been no want of temptation put in his way. A few

months ago he was asked to become a director of a scheme which it was said had
received the sanction of the hon. member for Kirkcaldy (Sir G. Campbell), but

knowing the hon. member to be a cautious man, and to belong to a cautious

nation, he made enquiry, and found the hon. member had nothing whatever to

do with the scheme, and had never lent his name. The remuneration offered to

him was £200 a-year. This was the kind of temptation placed in the way of

poor members."

This will not only explain why men who were once sincere get corrupted,

but will also explain why certain impudent adventurers, who are sincere

alone in their self-conceit, are so eager to enter these charmed portals. They
ought by rights to bear labels on their breasts, on which, in huge black

letters might be inscribed, "This lot can be bought cheap." Certainly no

sane man would expect anything but cowardice, treachery, and corruption

from these people. They start as " Labour " candidates on money from sus-

picious sources, and they end by selling themselves and their dupes to the

highest bidder. There is a chance that people may be deceived bv these

humbugs, and they had better keep a wary eye on some of these "Labour"
candidates, of whom we are threatened with a perfect swarm at the next

election. One consolation is that these swindlers will soon disgust people

with "parliamentary action," and will teach them its uselessness. The
people then will see that the destruction of the present system by their own
action is the only way to salvation. N.

POLICE BRUTALITY.
We have received several letters concerning the police brutality on

Tuesday, July 8th, at Bow Street, and surrounding neighbourhood, of

which we think our readers should be informed. The crowd appeared

to us to be very peaceable and quiet, and of course the police bullies

seized the opportunity of displaying their valour. The big brutes of

the G division were specially noted for their ruffianism, and how

shamefully they behaved our readers will see from the following

:

On Tuesday night, after leaving the soiree of that glorious institution the

International Arbitration and Peace Association at Essex Hall, I came upon
a very dim rent scene on njy way homewards, which lay through Bow Street.

I was accompanied by two ladies, one of whom was most eager to see what
was going on. On reaching the foot of Bow Street, about 9.30, we found the

street blocked by a crowd of policemen, so we remained in Catherine Street,

just facing Drury Lane Theatre. The crowd, so far, was not excessively

large, and very orderly, moving up and down the street without incon-

venience ; but there was an air of expectancy about the people, which showed
that something was exp«-cted. We had not long to wait before the cry was
raised, " Here they come ! " and the mounted police turned the corner and
came down the street at a trot, driving the people before them, accompanied

by a number of policemen, who attempted to drive everyone off the sidewalk.

There was a rush now for the public-houses and the doorways, and the

orderly street instantly became a scene of confusion. One of my companions
was hurried into a bar, and the door locked, but the other bravely remained
with me in a doorway. The police now tried to make us leave our position

by bullying, but as we refused to stir, they passed on. Two or three times

this performance was gone through, the crowd each time becoming more
irritated and iudignant, hootiug them on their way down, and accompanying
their return with volleys of stones from the dark side streets. On one of

their return journeys a more serious outbreak seemed on the point of

happening. A woman rushed from the crowd in pursuit of the retreating

squad, aud tried to pull the hindmost from his horse. He brutally raised

his staff to strike her down, when the crowd, with a great shout, surged up
and swept her out of the way.
Another incident showed that the art of the barricade is not unknown

here, though at present in a very elementary stage. Just before the

mounted police were expected down again, a number of men hurried up with

a coster's handbarrow, which they overturned right in front of us, and
placed broadside across the road ; they then retired to await the result.

Unfortunately for the success of their scheme, they had placed it in the light

from a bar, and just as the horses began to trot down the street, and we
were breathlessly awaiting the crash, about a dozen officious bobbies rushed

down and carried it off—just in time.

It was now nearly halt-past ten, so we made for home, having to make a

large detour to reach Tottenham Court Boad.

The following glaring instance of police brutality seems to show that by
Tuesday night they were so thoroughly cowed by the merciless action of

their superiors, that they were ready to do any dastardly act to show their

zeal. Between 11 aud 12 o'clock ou that night I saw a respectable-looking

young man standing at the corner of Great Queen Street and Drury Lane.
A guard iaii of the law approached him, and tie was told to move on. As
he moved away another guardian came forward, aud twisting his leg in the

youug man's threw Lim violently down on his face. The few people who
were about rushed up to try and save him, when several more guardians of

the peace ran up and pushed the people back, while four of them gave him
what is called the "Frog's March," that is, each policeman took him by a
limb and carried him face downwards. The victim, of course, was helpless,

aud wary soon black in the face. The subsequent fate of this young man
depouent knoweth not.

The press were very careful to state on the Wednesday that the pre-

ceding night « riot in Bow Street and neighbourhood was not marked by
violence on the part of the police. As a matter of fact some desperate

charges were made by foot and hyrse police. Amougst the crowd opposite

the Novelty Theatre, a foot passenger was kuocked down and brutally

batoned uutil insensible. In Drury Lane and Great Wild Street, the police

broke into ihe houses and assaulted the inmates. In the first-named

thoroughfare the mounted men rode on the pavements and roadway, and
here one man in the crowd was ridden down and had to be conveyed to the
hospital.
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TO A FOIL'D EUROPEAN REVOLUTIONAIRE.
Goubage yet, my brother or my sister !

Keep on—Liberty is to be subserv'd whatever occurs ;

That is nothing that is quell'd by one or two failures, or any
number of failures,

Or by the indifference or ingratitude of the people, or by any
unfaithfulness,

Or the show of the tushes of power, soldiers, cannon, penal

statutes.

What we believe in waits latent forever through all the con-

tinents,

Invites no one, promises nothing, sits in calmness and light, is

positive and composed, knows no discouragement,
Waiting patiently, waiting its time.

(Not songs of loyalty alone are these,

But songs of insurrection also,

For I am the sworn poet of every dauntless rebel the world
over,

And he going with me leaves peace and routine behind him,
And stakes his life to be lost at any moment.)

The battle rages with many a loud alarm and frequent advance
and retreat,

The infidel triumphs, or supposes he triumphs,
The prison, scaffold, garrote, handcuffs, iron necklace, and lead-

balls do their work,
The named and unnamed heroes pass to other spheres,

The great speakers and writers are exiled, they lie sick in

distant lands,

The Cause is asleep, the strongest throats are choked with their

own blood,

The young men droop their eyelashes toward the ground when
they meet

;

But for all this Liberty has not gone out of the place nor the
infidel enter'd into full possession.

When liberty goes out of a place it is not the first to go, nor the
second or third to go

;

It waits for all the rest to go, it is the last.

When there are no more memories of heroes and martyrs,
And when all life and all the souls of men and women are

discharged from any part of the earth,

Then only shall liberty or the idea of liberty be discharged
from that part of the earth,

And the infidel come into full possession.

Then courage, European revolter, revoltress !

For till all ceases neither must you cease.

I do not know what you are for ( I do not know what I am for

myself, nor what any thing is for),

But I will search carefully for it even in being foiPd,

In defeat, poverty, misconception, imprisonment—for they too
are great.

Did we think victory great ?

So it is—but now it seems to me, when it cannot be helped,

that defeat is great,

And that death and dismay are great.

Walt Whitman.
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circulars at once.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1890 : — Leicester and North Kensington,
to end of April. Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, North London, East
London, * Commonweal' Branch, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of
May. Streatham, to end of December.

(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number
of their membership.)

NEW PREMISES FUND.
£ s. d. I £ s. d.

Collected at Council meet-
|
Collected at Council meet-

ing, July 7th . . .0571 ing, July 14th . . .056
Medical Student . . . 5 |

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ 8. d. £ s. d.

H. R. . 1 Hammersmith Branch . .0 2
A. H 2 6 Glasgow Branch . . 5
H. R. C. N. (Berks) . 2 North London Branch . . 12
D. Nicoll (2 weeks) 1 Mrs. S. (Chelsea) . . 10
* Commonweal ' Branch 1 Medical Student . . 5
H. R. C. N. (2nd donation) . 2 E. C. (Glasgow) . . 2 2
P. Webh (3 weeks)
B. W. (2 weeks) .

3

1 Total . 3 8 8

REPORTS.
East London.—Good meeting at Hoxton Church on Sunday morning, ad-

dressed by Moore and Davis ; a large number of * Anarchist Labour Leaf ' dis-
tributed, and Is. J^d. collected for same. At Victoria Park on Sunday after-
noon, a large audience was addressed by Mrs. Lahr, Davis, Burnie, and Hicks.
The Social Democrats distributed a number of bills at our meeting, announcing
their so-called " Labour candidates " for the House of Imbeciles at Westminster.
Davis strongly criticised their policy. Burnie made his maiden speech (for this
Park), and gave material support to Anarchism ; Commonweal and Freedom sold
well, and large number of * Labour Leaf ' distributed ; collection Is. 9Jd.—H. D.

{For other Reports, see page 226.)

LECTOR^ PIA&Y;
?' I A T? I

LONDON. . . ,

Battersea.-*-All communications to E. Riiteuxj *4£>r ' Instil Utareet, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Hblborn,
: W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
East London.—95 Boston Street, Hackney Road. Members* Meeting, Saturday

July 19th, at 8 p.m. Members of St. George's-in-the East Bipocli ar*T»$}&&
to turn up. Important business.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday July 20, at 8 p.niiif

a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches oni Friday evening
at 7.30.

Mitcham.—" Lord Napier," Fair Green. Meets every Sunday at 12.90, to enroll
members, etc. 7 ,-1 r/7

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meet* 4v'er$ J

Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 ]Mm, lor
practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill. Street, Tottenham Court. IJoa^ Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Streatham.—Address secretary, R. Smith, 1 Natal Road, Streatham.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club^

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary..

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen,—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,.'

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p m.

Braintree.—Meetings held alternate Saturdays, at 8 p m.,*and Sundays, 11 and
2.30, at the fountain, Market Place. Business meetings, Wednesdays at 8;

All communications to W. Fuller, 74 Manor Street. Jiliss Lupton, from
London, will speak on July 27th.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday amd Sunday evenings, at-

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—International Educational Club. Open every evening; Discussix>n c*ass

every Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist

literature on tables and for sale.
'

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.80 L
:

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

, cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;
Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30 ; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday : Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56. Row, Marketplace. Open every evening
Business Meeting Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Elocution Class Friday at 8.30 p.m.
Discussion Class Sunday 3 p.m.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 1&

7.30 Prince of Wales Road Nicoll and Cantwell

Sunday 20.

11 CommercialRoad—Union Street The Branch
11 Latimer Road Station .North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge .Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church ....... The Branch
11.30 Kilburn—" Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 New Cut—Short Street Holloway, Buckeridge, and Miss Lupton
11.30 Regent's Park The Branch
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch The Branch
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 . *. . ... Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 23.

8 ...... Newport Market Blundell and Mowbray

Friday 25.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Miss Lupton

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday ; Castle Street, at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.
Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.
Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 pm.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Bradwell, 11.30; Colman's Granary
Quay, at 7.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will
be held on Friday, July 25th, at 8.30 p.m., at the Hall of the Hammersmith
Branch, Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, Hammersmith, W. Special meeting ;

important business. All members interested in the propaganda are asked to
attend.

Sheffield.—The Commonweal can be obtained every Friday afternoon at Mr.
Kipling's, newsagent, Wicker, Sheffield.

South London.—All Revolutionary Socialists in South London willing to form
a Branch of the S. L. are requested to send their names to B. Holloway, organ-
iser, 41 Wootton Street, Cornwall Road, Lambeth, or turn up at the open-air
meeting at Short Street, New Cut, on Sunday morning.
Norwich.—A great Socialist Demonstration will be held in Norwich about the

end of July. The comrades already invited are W. Morris, Kropotkine, C. W.
Mowbray, Mrs. Lahr, Edward Carpenter, Mrs. Schack, Wess, and Ogden (Ox-
ford). Any comrade in London or the provinces willing to take part is asked to
communicate with A. Sutton, 23 Rose Yard, St. Augustines.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle ...

Labour the source of all Wealth ...

To Working Women and Girls ...

What Socialists Want
Socialism and " Public Opinion "

. . . \

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

3
3
3
3
2

2

2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Wealth Creation (Mongredein). Cloth... 3 6
Problem of Labour and Education (Karoli).

Cloth ... ... 1 6
Christian Missions. Cloth 10
Labour Capital (Kellogg) 10
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 1

A History of the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Eepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
Socialism (by Starkweather and Wilson) 6
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Eailway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Keciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

THE INDIVIDUALIST.
A Liberal and Beform Journal, advocating

Social Regeneration and Industrial

Emancipation.

Devoted to the rational exposition of the Philosophy
of Freedom—mental, moral, and physical; social,
industrial, and sexual. Commands the pens of the
best writers in America on these subjects.

Sixteen pages, 2 dollars per year. Trial subscrip-
tion, three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber
will receive a copy of Mr. Stuart's book, ' Natural
Rights, Natural Liberty, and Natural Law.'

Address, F. Q. Stuart, Editor and Proprietor, 1653
Blake Street, Denver, Colorado.

"SJjtjjtir'

PRICE EIGHTPENCE.

COMMONWEAL" MANAGER, 24 Great Queen
Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE JUDGMENT
OF THE CITY

AND OTHER POEMS AND VERSES.

By JOHN C. KENW0RTHY.

Price, 2s. 6d.

From the 'Manchester Examiner.'

" It is not often that a book of verse from a new
comer contains so large a proportion of really notable
material. . . . The nature of the ethical burden of
Mr. Kenworthy's volume may be inferred from the
inscription, in which, after quoting the words * Blessed
are ye poor ; for yours is the kingdom of God,' and
* Woe unto you that are rich, for ye have received
your consolation,' he dedicates the book 'to those
poor.' He is, in short, a poet of Christian Socialism.
. . . 'The Judgment of the City' is a poem that is

exceptionally rich, not only in stern moral fervour,
but in sombre imaginative power—a Dantesque vision
which, once read, haunts the memory and possesses it."

London : Swan Sonnenshein and Co.

AN EIGHT HOURS DAY
WITH TEN HOURS' PAY:

HOW TO GET IT AND HOW TO KEEP IT.

BY JAMES LEATRAM.

The most exhaustive pamphlet on the Eight Hours
question yet published. Deals with all the most
recent noteworthy objections.

24 pages, crown 8vo, closely printed.

One Penny.

To be had from
The Author, 15 St. Nicholas Street, Aberdeen, and

Branches of the S. L. and S.D.F.

LA REVOLTE
Organe CommunisteAnarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, l£d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE

COMMUNE OF PARIS.
BY E. B. BAX, VICTOR DAVE, and

WILLIAM MORRIS.

Price Twopence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

«

THE

SOLIDARITY op LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRANE.

On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.
BY WILLIAM MOEEIS.

One Penny.

Special terms to Trade and Branches.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO."

vyYNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-

pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye
on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he
launches his satires on a world of dissimulation
and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin

;

He is the true philanthropist
Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly heart,
While smiling at his fancies, still may say

—

" He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part
Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

To such he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy
of modern society pictorially lampooned, we recom-
mend Cynicus.

Fortnightly, 3d.; by post, 3^d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

" There will come a time when our silence will be

more 'powerful than the voices you strangle to-day."

—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted
solely to the Interests of the Workers.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the u New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices ; 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C.

SEAFARING.
THE RECOGNISED ORGAN OF THE

SEAFARING CLASS.

A Weekly Newspaper for Seafaring
Folk and their Friends.

Deserves the support of all interested in the welfare
of Seamen.

One Penny, weekly.

150 Minories, E.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Prank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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IS THE REVOLUTION COMING?
The events of the last two years give but one answer to this, the all-

important question to every Socialist. To him, as to all who look by
the light of history at the throbbing of those mighty forces, which to

day are shaking the dilapidated edifice of Society to its foundations,

the only uncertainty regarding the question lies in the manner of its

accomplishment. And it is in these yet unresolved factors that the

avowed Revolutionist holds the key of the situation. For it is the

business and the duty of militant Socialists to supply the force which

will seize the opportunity to make the Revolution an accomplished

fact. What, then, should be our attitude, the attitude of every son of

labour who is intelligent enough to be discontented with his condition 1

The attitude of all who feel the burden of the misery engendered by

Capitalism, and who know that it must be borne till the system in

which it is inherent, is destroyed ?

We have now reached the parting of the ways. The decisive

moment has arrived. Let us choose our course. There can be no
neutral ground—he that is not for us is against us. We expect no

quarter, and we shall give none. The upholders of the existing order

stigmatise us as the " dangerous element," "the enemies of Society,"

and by heavens we are determined that their epithets shall not lack

occasion. The Revolutionary Party wastes not its time and energies

on effete institutions such as Parliament. It believes in Trades

Unions merely so far as they can be used as a convenient weapon
with which to maintain the Holy War against Capitalism, but which

like all implements of warfare, may become obsolete, and require

to be superseded by more potent, if less respectable methods. It is

therefore more important that it be a party of action than of great
numbers. Indeed, the numbers will follow quickly enough upon the
action.

The principles of Revolutionary Socialism are thorough, its policy
must be the same. We are the enemies of mis-government and disorder,
and must fearlessly attack those who mis-govern and maintain disorder.
They include all " authority " and robbery, and these must be swept
away by "revolutionary" storm. The people must not submit to
tyranny of Governments any longer. No 1 Ignorant the masses may
be, and not seldom without the least idea of their own interests on
certain questions. But the instinct of self-preservation, if nothing else

•else, will assuredly bring them to see that their very existencemay depend
on whether they are willing to oppose, even by armed resistance, the hire-
lings who are kept in readiness by the propertied classes solely to be
hurled against the people when they attempt to take their own. The
truth of this cannot much longer be concealed from the producing,
jet property-less, classes. They are being taught by oft-repeated
•experience. The people are the raw material of Revolution, and there
need be no fear but that when the time arrives they will be ready.
Now, the coming of that time must be hastened and brought about

fcy the Party of Revolutionary Socialism. How % By the most un-

compromising preaching of its principles, and by every means

;

paying no heed as to the legality, or otherwise, of the methods
employed. By resisting and combating " Authority " at every
opportunity. We shall then soon have law and order on our track at all

points. When we throw down the gauntlet, our rulers will with
alacrity pick it up. They will undoubtedly wish to crush us. They
know our mission, and fully understand that it means crughing them.

Prosecution and persecution we must court, and the more of it we
get, the more progress we shall make. The machinery of tyranny
was never so much out of gear as at present. The organized brute

force which our masters wield to enslave us and secure their own
position cannot now be absolutely depended on. The spirit of revolt

which is the characteristic of our time has permeated all the forces of
" Authority," civil and military. Not that we can hope much from such

weak and futile displays as the recent Police and Postmen's " Strikes,"

but here also experience will prove the most efficient teacher. When
these bullies on the one hand, and slaves on the other, find that

vacillation, cringing servility, and an utter lack of powerful organisa-

tion, are met by their masters in merciless tyranny and coercion, and
that to be treated like men they must have the courage to act like men,
it will rouse them from their slavish degradation to bold and fierce

revolt.

It is precisely amongst those workers who have shown themselves
most fearless and determined, who have not scrupled to use violent

means where pacific did not answer, and have not considered whether
they elicited the sympathy or hatred of a sentimental public, that the
most substantial gains have been won. Time serving and timidity

can never accomplish anything except the contempt they deserve, and
there has been too much of them in the labour struggles in the past.

The advantages to be won in a struggle for Socialism against the
present system are so great compared with those for which Labour's
battles are now fought, the gain to every worker so enormous, that it

should be the duty of each to see to it, and make the question his

own. The Revolution concerns all alike. Its benefits will be shared
by all. Then why should anyone stand back ? If he is not a traitor

to the cause of Labour, it behoves every toiler, though he may not
call himself a Socialist, to lend a hand in pushing forward the great
crisis which will precede his emancipation.

Let none be deluded with the idea which the enemies of real pro-

gress would thrust upon us—that the price to be paid for the change
is too dear. They tell us it cannot be got peaceably or constitutionally

;

that blood must be spilled ; civil war and universal massacre are sure
to be the result of our teaching. What if they are ? Have we not
to-day a system which murders and destroys with greater cruelty and
more torture than any social upheaval could accomplish % It sounds
well to be thus denounced by the classes which are ever perfecting

more and more the most fiendish implements of human destruction, to

be used on a wholesale scale, not by a few fanatics or enthusiasts, but
by millions of trained men, drilled to the utmost precision in the art

of human butchery. The governments of Europe spend upwards of

four hundred millions sterling annually, which is stolen from labour,

in order to maintain those Christian institutions, their enormous
armies. But yet we the Socialists, the preachers of brotherhood
amongst all men, of universal peace and happiness—we, the lovers and
saviours of mankind—are bloodthirsty, callous, sowers of discord and
hatred, preachers of violence and murder. There is nothing we can
preach, nothing we could do, had we the power, that would entail a
tithe of the horrors of the state of things under which we live.

Then let us make war upon the system, and on the ruling powers which
maintain it, in every possible way. When called upon at any time to
assist the workers in the disputes at all times cropping up, it is our
duty to urge upon them to attack the system in every possible way.
The power is always with the producers, could they but realise it.

When they make a demand, it is not sufficient to passively await the
result ; they must enforce it if necessary by a strike in every trade.

Thus industry may be paralysed and the possessing classes driven into
submission.

How long will it take the toilers to appreciate their strength ? We
revolutionists must answer by our deeds. These will spread our ideas,

till we gather force to sweep away the spoilers; and when these
robbers are driven away, the people will take their own. W. B.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

EPOCH OF REST.AN
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN EOMANCE.

Chap. XXIV. (continued).—Up the Thames: the Secondeday.

However, that mattered little to us ; the nights were light, for the

moon was shining in her third quarter, and it was all one to Dick

whether he sculled or sat quiet in the boat : so we went away a great

pace. The evening sun shone bright on the remains of the old build-

ings at Medmenham ; close beside which arose an irregular pile of

building which Dick told us was a very pleasant house ; and there

were plenty of houses visible on the wide meadows opposite, under the

hill ; and we had seen before that the beauty of Hurley had compelled

people to build and live there a good deal. The sun very low down
showed us Henley little altered in outward aspect from what I re-

membered it. Actual daylight failed us as we passed through the

lovely reaches of Wargrave and Shiplake ; but the moon rose behind

us presently. I should like to have seen with my eyes what success

the new order of things had had in getting rid of the sprawling mess

with which commercialism had littered the banks of the wide stream

about Reading and Caversham : certainly everything smelt too de-

liciously in the early night for there to be any of the old careless

sordidness of so-called manufacture ; and in answer to my question as

to what sort of a place Reading was, Dick answered

—

" O, a nice town enough in its way ; mostly rebuilt within the last

hundred years ; and there are a good many houses, as you can see by

the lights just down under the hills yonder. In fact, it is one of the

most populous places on the Thames round about here. Keep up your

spirits, Guest ! we are close to our journey's end for the night. I ought

to ask your pardon for not stopping at one of the houses here or

higher up ; but a friend who is living in a very pleasant house in the

Maple-durham meads particularly wanted me and Clara to come and

see him on our way up Thames ; and I thought you wouldn't mind this

bit of night travelling."

He need not have adjured me to keep up my spirits, which were as

high as possible ; though the strangeness and excitement of the happy

and quiet life which I saw everywhere around me was, it is true, a

little wearing off, yet a deep content, as different as possible from

languid acquiescence, was taking its place, and I was, as it were, really

new-born.

We landed presently just where I remembered the river making an

elbow to the north towards the ancient house of the Blunts ; with the

wide meadows spreading on the right-hand side, and on the left the

long line of beautiful old trees overhanging the water. As we got out

of the boat, I said to Dick

—

"Is it the old house we are going to?"
" No," he said, " though that is standing still in green old age, and is

well inhabited. I see, by the way, that you know your Thames well.

But my friend Walter Allen, who asked me to stop here, lives in a

house, not very big, which has been built here lately, because these

meadows are so much liked, especially in summer, that there was

getting to be rather too much of tenting on the open field; so the

parishes here about, who rather objected to it, built three houses

between this and Caversham, and quite a large one at Basildon, a

little higher up. Look, yonder are the lights of Walter Allen's house !

"

So we walked over the grass of the meadows under a flood of moon-

light, and soon came to the house, which was low and built round a

quadrangle big enough to get plenty of sunshine in it. Walter Allen,

Dick's friend, was leaning against the jamb of the doorway waiting

for us, and took us into the hall without overplus of words. There

were not many people in it, as some of the dwellers there were away at

the haymaking in the neighbourhood, and some, as Walter told us, were

wandering about the meadow enjoying the beautiful moonlit night.

Dick's friend looked to be a man of about forty ; tall, black-haired,

very kind-looking and thoughtful; but rather to my surprise there

was a shade of melancholy on his face, and he seemed a little ab-

stracted and inattentive to our chat, in spite of obvious efforts to listen.

Dick looked at him from time to time, and seemed troubled ;
and at

last he said : "I say, old fellow, if there is anything the matter which

we didn't know of when you wrote to me, don't you think you had

better te]l us about it at once? or else we shall think we have come

here at an unlucky time and are not quite wanted."

Walter turned red, and seemed to have some difficulty in restraining

his tears, but said at last : " Of course everybody here is very glad to

see you, Dick, and your friends ; but it is true that we are not at our

best, in spite of the fine weather and the glorious hay-crop. We have

had a death here."

Said Diok: "Well, you should get over that, neighbour: such

things must be."

"Yes," Walter said, "but this was a death by violence, and it seems

likely to lead to at least one more : and somehow it makes us feel

rather shy of one another ; and to say the truth, that is one reason

why there are so few of us present to-night."

"Tell us the story, Walter," said Dick; "perhaps telling it will

help you to shake off your sadness."

Said Walter :
" Well, I will ; and I will make it short enough, though

I daresay it might be spun out into a long one, as used to be done with

such subjects in the old novels. There is a very charming girl here

whom we all like, and whom some of us do more than like ; and she very

naturally liked one of us better than anybody else. And another of

us (I won't name him) got fairly bitten with love-madness, and used to

go about making himself as unpleasant as he could—not of malice

prepense, of course ; so that the girl, who liked him well enaugb at

first, though she didn't love him, began fairly to dislike him!' Of
course, those of us who knew him best—myself amongst othe|fli

—

advised him to go away, as he was making matters worse and wbrse

for himself everyday. Well, he wouldn't take our advice {4hpt also,

I suppose, was a matter of course), so we had to tell him that he must

go, or the inevitable sending to Coventry would follow ; for his indi-

vidual trouble had so overmastered him that we felt that we must go-

if he did not."
" He took that better than we expected, when something or other

—

an interview with the girl, I think, and some hot words with the

successful lover following close upon it, threw him quite off his balance ;

and he got hold of an axe and fell upon his rival when there was no-

one by ; and in the struggle that followed the man attacked hit him

an unlucky blow and killed him. And now the slayer in his turn is

so upset that he is like to kill himself ; and if he does, the girl will do

as much, I fear. And all this we could no more help than the earth-

quake of the year before last."

" It is very unhappy," said Dick ; " but since the man is dead, and

cannot be brought to life again, and since the slayer had no malice in

him, I cannot for the life of me see why he shouldn't get over it before

long. Why should a man brood over a mere accident for ever 1 And
the girl?"

"As to her," said Walter, "the whole thing seems to have inspired

her with terror rather than grief. What you say about the man is true,

or it should be ; but then, you see, the excitement and jealousy that

was the prelude to this tragedy had made an evil and feverish element

round about him, from which he does not seem to be able to escape.

However, we have advised him to go away—in fact, to cross the seas '

T

but he is in such a state that I do not think he can go unless someone

takes him, and I think it will fall to my lot to do so ; which is scarcely

a cheerful outlook for me."
" O, you will find a certain kind of interest in it," said Dick. " And

of course he must soon look upon the affair from a reasonable point of

view sooner or later."

"Well, at any rate," quoth Walter, "now that I have eased my
mind by making you uncomfortable, let us have an end of the subject

for the present. Are you going to take your guest te Oxford ?
"

"Why, of course we must pass through it," said Dick, smiling,

"as we are going into the upper waters; but I thought that we

wouldn't stop there, or we shall be belated as to the haymaking up our

way. So Oxford and my learned leeture on it, all got at second-hand

from my old kinsman, must wait till we come down the water a fort-

night hence."

I listened to all this story with much surprise, and could not help

wondering at first that the man who had slain the other had not been

put in custody till it could be proved that he had killed his rival in

self-defence only. However, the more I thought of it, the plainer it

<*rew to me that no amount of examination of witnesses, who had wit-

nessed nothing but the ill-blood between the two rivals, would have

done anything to clear up the case. I could not help thinking, also,

that the remorse of this homicide gave point to what old Hammond
had said to me about the way in which this strange people dealt with

what I had been used to hear called crimes. Truly, that remorse was

exaggerated; but it was quite clear that the slayer took the whole

consequences of the act upon himself, and did not expect society to

whitewash him by punishing him. I had no fear any longer that

" the sacredness of human life " was likely to suffer amongst my friends

from the absence of gallows and prison.

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED. 1

(This Story began in Fo. 209, January 11, 1890.

Bach Nxirabers can still be had,)

A few sets of

DO YOU WISH TO HELP THE SOCIALIST CAUSE?
If you do—Then join the Socialist League, or the local Socialist Society, and

take your share in the work of educating the slaves of modern society to know

how they may win their freedom.

Speak about Socialism in public and in private ; at the club, in the local dis-

cussion society, or through the local newspapers ; among your friends, acquaint-

ances, and shopmates.

Take a few copies of the Commonweal and pamphlets weekly, and distribute

them where you think they will do most good. Leaflets, too, are very useful.

Insist upon your newsagent getting the Commonweal for you, and if he refuses

get your other papers at another shop where they are more obliging. You might

also leave a few other copies, and get him to show a hill by a little gentle per-

suasion."

Leave a Commonweal weekly on the table of your club-room, in the meeting-

room of your trade society. Better still, order a supply of Commonweal from

the publishing office every week, and sell them among your shopmates and tne

members of the societies you belong to, or leave them in the local public reading-

room.

If there is no local Socialist Society, get a few sympathisers together andJorm

a propagandist group, collect enough money amongst them to cover railway

travelling expenses, and, after selecting a hall or a couple of °Pen -air/P°r®ul
jJ"

able for holding meetings, invite a speaker from one of the nearest towns* or

London, to pay you a visit and publicly advocate Socialism. j :

Remember ! it is the ignorance of the workers that alone postpones the day-of^

the Social Revolution, . .

*
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Christian Commonwealth has a leading article anent our late

^excursion to the Epping Forest, and is so badly served by its reporter

as to say that we went in company with Spiritualists and Secularists.

As the London Secular Federation had their outing on the same day to

toother part of the Forest, the Freethinker is wroth with the Chris-

tian Commonwealth for asserting that they danced and drank lager
beer with the Socialists, and protests the respectability of the Secu-
larists thereby, viz., " they went by themselves, they took no beer
barrels, and they conducted themselves with perfect propriety" and
concludes its reference to the matter with the amusing statement,
" that it is neither Secularists nor Socialists who go to Epping Forest
with beer barrels, but certain German clubs."

We can assure the Freethinker that the German clubs and the English
Socialists are one, and that they did take beer-barrels into the Forest.
And now to our Christian foes ! The malignant and lying reports
which have appeared in the press in connection with this question,
including that which appeared in the Christian friend of Czardom. the
Fall Mall Gazette, was penned by a Christian of Loughton.

We do not believe that the Corporation will yield to the bigots, who
are only a narrow clique of parsons and teetotallers in the vicinity of
the Forest, who think that it was purchased at public expense to be a
private pleasance for them. If we are caused any further incon-
venience in our visits to the Forest by these fanatics, we will make it

impossible for the Christian Gospeller to keep a single outdoor station
in London, and make it generally so hot for these lugubrious saints,
that they may come to the conclusion that it will be as well to go
their way and to let us go ours without further molestation. Dear,
Christian, pious Mr. Lindley, reporter of York Hill, Loughton, please
note and take heed !

Unity, the journal of Friendly Societies, says that they have asked
questions of the Commonweal which have proved unanswerable. We
have no recollection of the unanswerable question. It would be as
well, perhaps, to re-state the cause of divergence between ourselves
and Unity. We say that the benefit societies of the kingdom are only
so many agencies in relief of the rates. When we reflect that the
average length of life amongst the working-classes is 29 years and
amongst the well-to-do 55 years,, and that two thirds of the sickness
is caused by unhealthy homes and workshops, adulterated food, and
anxiety for the morrow, we believe that the workers should do some-
thing more than buy their own medicines and coffins to save the
pockets of the exploiters, and work to overthrow instead of patching
up the system whereby they are deprived of health and life. Let the
dead bury their dead. Unity has, however, a friendly word for the
Commonweal concerning our attitude towards Stanley. F. K,

Scandals and strikes, with an occasional revolution in South
America, are the most prominent features of these latter days. We
have had so many aristocratic and middle-class scandals, that the
students of divorce-court literature must be satiated with their favour-
ite food. What a crop during the last five years, from Jeffries to
Dunlo

!
What a very pious and respectable fashionable world it is

!

When the people who we are told to look upon by their hirelings in
press and pulpit as models whom the poor may contemplate with
respectful admiration, at a long distance, yet at same time the time
the poor see that these " models " are continually appearing in the
Divorce Court, or are " wanted " by the police, not alone for offences
against morality, but for crimes so foul and ugly that you shrink from
naming them, it strikes me that is rather what is commonly called an
" eye-opener " to the poor.

It might be wprth pointing out that revolutionary agitation has
grown and increased exceedingly with every fresh disclosure of how
the upper classes live. Nay, latterly fresh labour revolts, such as the
dock strike, have taken place almost at the same time as the discovery
of fresh vices on the part of the masters. It is evident that the people
are getting sick of supplying wealth for a gang of idlers to spend in
debauching their sons and daughters ; and every fresh scandal which
tells of the rottenness of modern society forms a stronger incitement
to social revolution than the most fiery speech of any Revolutionary
Socialist.

J

But let us leave the general question, and speak upon the latest
development of " morality " among the people whose peculiar province
it is to support the " Crown, Constitution, and Property," whose office
it is to be, in fact, the pillars of society. By the by, commercial
society must be m a bad way when its "pillars" are so rotten. Lord
Arthur Somerset, Colin Campbell, Hughes Hallet, with numerous
others, are weak supports to a tottering social system ; and yet what
we know is not a tithe of what is concealed. If Mrs. Jeffries had pub-
lished her list of child-violators, we wonder how many models and
virtues of respectability it would have included. If Hammond had
also given the names of wealthy clients, we should be astonished by
the addition of more than one illustrious criminal to the known list.

Lord Dunlo after all, may plead in his defence that he is no worse
than others of his class—those gilded butterflies who lounge at stage
doors with the one object in life of buying women for the basest pur-

poses. Nay, he might plead that he is better, for he is willing to give
a higher price for his " amusement," although he deserted his wife as
if it was just an ordinary case of seduction. His father was naturally
shocked. If Lady Dunlo had been a victim of his son's, atfcbougfr |fi^

might have been the purest and most virtuous maiden, his father
would have taken it as an ordinary incident in the life of a rich, idle

youth. But that the heir of all the Clancartys should marry a womail
of humble birth, who had not even the merit of being rich, wad too
much. So he sends his son out of England, leaving the wife penniless,

with cool calculation that she must starve or sell herself. What nice
v

notions "our old nobility" have of virtue, humanity, and "piety"

!

But it is not the sons of the nobility alone who spend their lives in

destroying your daughters, workmen ; there are others also who "en-
joy " life in a similar fashion. For instance, among the crowd of

gilded youth, whose want of intellect is only equalled by their apish

imitation of the vices of the aristocrats, are the sons of thousands
of rich capitalists, whose fathers having ground heaps of wealth out
of the sweat and blood of men and women, and are thus enabled to

let their sons live idly upon their stolen wealth. Their tender mercies
are not greater than those of the aristocracy, and were the ruling classes

entirely composed of capitalists they would be quite as cruel, if not
worse. If the aristocracy were swept away to-morrow, the new land-
owners would develope just the same vices as the old, save perhaps that
they would be characterised by the petty meanness peculiar to the bour-
geosie. In America, where there is no titled aristocracy, the people
find that their capitalist masters can boast of the same vices. No,
the only remedy for the starvation and misery of the people, the pro-

stitution and degradation of women, which, like a deadly cancer, are

eating the life out of modern society, is to sweep away all the idle

rich, whether they belong to the aristocracy or plutocracy. " War to

the idlers " must be the battle-cry of the people, and surely the de-

struction of a Society, which is already going to pieces with its own
rottenness, will be an easy task. N.

Social Songs.
Chester.

By Muimllog.

Reviews.
Is. Cloth, 2s. R. J. Derfel, Publisher, Man-

The practical style of this collection of songs we are unwilling to criticise,

but the author is evidently an ardent Socialist. One example will give an
indication of his method of versification :

"Men of Labour, with spade in hand,
Go forth to win a barren land

;

And at the touch of every spade
The yielding soil sends forth a blade

—

And corn and fruit and flowers fair

Wave on the surface everywhere

—

At the charm of work by young and old,

Turning the deserts to fields of gold."

John Bull and His Other Island. By Arthur Bennett. Is. Simpkin, Mar*
shall, Hamilton, Kent and Co., London.

This is a narrative of visits to Ulster and Gweedore. The author is evi-
dently one of the Respectables. The whole tone of the book is in the strain
of the conversatioD on Irish topics one hears, when afflicted in cars or rail-

way carriages with the presence of the British snob. The Irish are unthrifty.
Emigration is a cure for their ills. We quote from page 85 as follows :

" Though it would have been an interesting experience to have seen the people
and all their worldly belongings thrust out of doors, the scene would undoubtedly
have had a painful aspect ; and, if our curiosity was not quite fully satisfied,
neither were our feelings unnecessarily harrowed."

Further on, we read of the kindness of the sheriffs, and the wickedness of
the Irish people in boycotting the police and emergency men (the dastardly
scoundrels) who thrust them homeless upon the roadside. We come across
the "quite English you know" assertion that

"If you want to reach a person's heart, the directest way is through his
pocket ; and this applies to much bigger children than the barefooted juveniles
of Bunbeg."

What price the author ?

SCENES FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.
(The following is a complete list of articles which have appeared in

the 'Commonweal' on the French Revolution during 1889-90
"Storming the Bastille" No. 133, July 12th; " Foulon to the

Lanterne," No. 184, July 20th; "The Chateaux in Flames,"
Nos. 187 and 188, Aug. 10th and 11th. " The Men of the

Revolution "

:

—1. Mirabeau and Robespierre / 2. Danton and
Marat; Nos. 203 and 204, Nov. 30th and Dec. 7th.

" Scenes from the French Revolution "

;

—1. Paris after the Fall

of the Bastille—The Veto ; 2. The Black Cockades ; 3. The Re-
volt of the Women; 4. The Women at Versailles; 5. The Triumph
of the People—have appeared in Nos. 208, 214, 232, 233, and
234; January 4>th, February 15th, June 21, June 28, and
July 5. All these Numbers can still be had.)

Nottingham Socialist Club.—Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street
Open-air meetings held every Sunday—Sneinton Market at 11, and Great Market
Place at 7.
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BRADLAUGH AND HYNDMAN.
Any unprejudiced listener to the debate between Messrs. Bradlaugh
and Hyndman, which took place at St. James's Hall on the evening
of the 23rd July, must have observed that there are various ways of

gaining the confidence and sympathy of a mixed audience. Mr. Brad-
laugh, in his closing remarks, described his opponent's eloquence as the
" fizz of champagne," and brought forward continually against him the
charge of vagueness. However, Mr. Bradlaugh himself, despite his

flourish of figures and statistics, was far from explicit at times, and
relied greatly upon the demagogic tricks which have often proved so

serviceable upon the platform of the Hall of Science. Mr. Hyndman's
opening remarks, general and cursory though they necessarily were,
contained, we venture to think, some very definite statements. As
for example : That the average age of the working man is 27 as against

55 for the class which does no manual labour ; that while some men
work 15, 18, or even 36 hours at a stretch, twenty, thirty, or even a

hundred thousand are starving for lack of opportunity to earn a liveli-

hood, and that all medical opinion testifies that a large proportion of

the female population of London fall victims annually to excessive toil

undertaken for insufficient wages. These oft-repeated statements may
have become stale, but they are by no means " vague," nor did Mr.
Bradlaugh make any attempt to disprove them. He, however, ad-

dressed himself promptly to the task of proving, " by figures," that the
bulk of the textile industries of the country would be ruined at once

if labour was limited to eight hours a-day, and referred to the case of
the Northumberland miners, who had declared that a compulsory eigbt

hours day applied to their county would throw thousands out of em-
ployment, besides lengthening the working day for many thousands-

more. At this point the speaker discarded his figures ; and his state-

ment as regards the textile industries was proved after all in the very
vaguest of ways—viz., by an exhortation. "Let me ask you to con-

sider," said Mr. Bradlaugh, " when the short hours are worked, whether
it will be possible to conduct the special industry in question profitably

so as to produce the money with which to pay the wages."
Now, the production of money is essentially a vague subject. Even

the most statistic-loving legislators have hitherto neglected to throw
much light upon it ; and consequently a considerable amount of vague-
ness may co-exist with an extensive and impugnable use of " figures."

Science tells us, and the great mass of workers have been allowed to

take it for granted, that money is merely a convenient medium of

exchange for the establishment of values—only this and nothing more

!

A mere medium of exchange money may be, in an ideal State, but we
do not know of any such Utopias. In every State of which we have
any cognisance, and where there is money, there is violence—the

existence of violence being proved, not indeed by murder and open
slavery, but by the necessity laid upon some of the members either to

toil or starve, and the ability of others to feast safely and remain idle.

It is quite evident that this state of things would not be possible in a
State where money was simply a medium of exchange, for there the

standard of value would not depend upon the pleasure of any. Each
would perforce have to produce the value of the money he desired to-

possess. There would be no laws or conditions by which he could

escape this necessity. The taking away of money in order to give it

again in exchange for the production of labour would be accounted,

not as the right of a landlord, but as an act of violence and robbery-

That ours is no such State Mr. Bradlaugh himself is careful to show
us. " If more men are employed, they must be paid, consequently the

cost of production must be greatly increased or the wages of those

already employed must be reduced." In saying these words Mr. Brad-
laugh declared that he appealed, not to revolutionary Socialists, but to
" those who had brains " : still, we think that even a " revolutionary

Socialist " might understand from them how the standard of value of

regulated, and how effectually the medium of exchange—money—may
be used as a means of violence and oppression. It becomes easy, too,

to understand the appeal of the Northumberland and Durham miners,

who, finding that the cost of production had increased by 20 per cent,

in consequence of reduced hours of labour, earnestly requested that

they might be allowed to forego the extra leisure which entailed an
insufficiency of food. What is not so easy to understand is that Mr^
Bradlaugh should bring a charge of " vagueness " against his opponent,
while he was himself speaking in such an unpardonably vague way
about the " produce of money," etc. As for the textile industries, we
fail to see why they should be in jeopardy. It is not the power of

carrying on an industry which is called in question, but rather the

power of a few men to ^x the value of labour. Does this threaten

trade? We cannot see that it necessarily threatens anything but
capitalism. For if, as Mr. Bradlaugh complains, no one has given
himself the trouble to prove that a certain number of hours of labour

(for instance, eight) would be sufficient to conduct the industries of the

country, that is only because the fact is proven every day by the exist-

ence of many persons who do not work at ail—and who even dissipate

and destroy the work of others.

Mr. Bradlaugh is a great advocate of thrift. He calls it the life

and soul of the country (Thrift is always the life and soul of countries-

where Mammon is worshipped), but he says not a word about the

reckless extravagance of supportiug in affluence an absolutely unpro-

ductive class. His panegyric of thrift applies only to the few shillings

which find their way into the worker's pocket. Of the great economic
problem, with the extremes of wealth and poverty, he had not a word
to say, except that it was inevitable ! Legislation could not cope with
it ! We may advocate the punishment by law of companies who work
their employes unreasonable hours, but we must not take any steps to

determine the limit of " reasonableness !
" That is to say, we may

condemn unreasonable hours when we feel them to be unreasonable,
but our feelings must not be interfered with in any way by positive-

and decisive measures. The capitalist must not be cabined, or confined

by Acts of Parliament. At this point Mr. Bradlaugh becomes " vague,"

and expresses a hope that his audience will not believe that an Act
of Parliament can make bread spring out of the ground, or clothe*

the ragged, or educate the ignorant ! It is to be presumed that no
one present ever placed any faith in Parliament as a Supernatural
Agency. The meeting was convened to debate merely whether an*

Act of Parliament could not insure some leisure and opportunity of

education to the ignorant, while putting it within the power of men
willing to cultivate the earth to enjoy some of its fruits. According:
to Mr. Bradlaugh, Parliament is perfectly helpless in this matter. If

such be the case we can only agree with Mr. Hyndman's closing re-

mark, that it is impossible for workmen to obtain justice from a legis-

lature composed of landlords and capitalists. Such a legislature can

represent only the will of a class, not the interests of a community.
The fact that workmen are obliged to appeal to such an assembly to

make laws regulating their labour, only proves how well and singly-

this devotion to class privilege has been maintained. The delibera-

tions of this assembly may be extremely profound and interesting, but
we are continually reminded that so far as the interests of the mass.

of workers in the community are concerned, they have neither point

nor value. M. McMillen.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN SOCIETY.
(Continued from p. 244.)

To these about the eleventh century were superadded another set

of guilds, whose main object was the protection of trade, and which

soon became powerful, and establishing themselves in the towns, drew
together with the corporations, the freemen of the towns, and were
fused with them. They shared in the degeneration of the municipal
aristocracies, which reached its height in the beginning of the
thirteenth century, and with them were attacked by the third and
last set of guilds, whose office was the organization and protection of

the handicrafts. These of course had been growing up with the
growth of the towns, and the increasing capacity for production, and
and at the time I mention were organized pretty completely, and
embraced, I think, the whole of the handicrafts.

The greater part of the thirteenth century was taken up by the
struggle between these new and quite democratic guilds, which were
entirely composed of workmen ; that struggle was partly a peaceable
one. The municipalities could not quite keep the guilds from all

participation in the government of the towns ; their officers gradually
crept into the corporations, and they began to influence the adminis-
tration ; but this peaceful revolution was supplemented by very hard
fighting, especially in the north of Germany. The upshot of this

double struggle was the complete victory of the workmen over the
municipal aristocracies, and by the end of the thirteenth century the
ci aft guilds, who no doubt had been fostered all along by the increasing
productivity of labour, had the towns entirely in their power ; but,

although the municipal aristocracy had lost its privileged official

position, the old families had not lost all their influence, and still

formed a kind of middle-class nobility ; this is exemplified clearly

enough by the incidents in the struggle between the great town of

Ghent and its feudal superior, the Earl of Flanders, in which men like

James Van Artavelde and his sons clearly had a position akin to that
of powerful rich men at the present day. The old struggle also was not
forgotten ; throughout the men of the mean crafts are on the revolu-
tionary side; while the great crafts, led by the mariners, i.e., the
shippers, merchants, and so on, are loyalists.

This victory of the handicraftsmen brings us to the apex of the
Middle Ages. Let us therefore stop a little to contrast the condition
of labour at that period with its condition under the height of the
classical period, and see what it has gained. The classical period gives
us a class of privileged persons actually idle as far as any good purpose
goes,' supporting a huge class of parasites, and an enormous pauper popu-
lation fed on charity, and all this founded on the labour of mere chattel
slaves, who were fed clothed and housed according to the convenience of
their owners, just as beasts of burden were, but whom the}7 had to buy
with hard cash just as they had their horses and mules. There was a
certain amount of labour done by freemen, or non-slaves rather, but
that did not come to much, and I think we may class these few freemen
among the parasites of the rich. The government of all this was
aristocratic at first (tempered by the money-bag aristocracy), and at
last mere absolutism founded on tax-gathering.

In the fully developed Middle Ages, on the other hand, we have a
privileged class of landholders deduced from the freemen of the
conquering tribe, absolutely idle, supported by their serfs, who for

their part are somewhat speedily turning into tenants, and so laying
part of the foundations of the later middle-class. Between these two
classes, which in the beginning of the Middle Ages were the essential

constituents of society, lies the great body of the craftsmen, now
gathered into towns administered by themselves, oppressed always, no
doubt, legally by taxes, and often illegally by war on the part of the
nobles, but free in their work except for such regulations as they have
imposed on themselves, and the object of which in the main was the
equitable distribution of employment, and the reward of employment
throughout their whole body. Capitalism does not exist at this time

;

there is no great all-embracing world-market
;
production is for the

supply of the neighbourhood, and only the surplus of it ever goes a
dozen miles from the door of the worker. It must be added that every
freeman has the use of land to support himself on, so that he does not
depend on the caprice of the market for his bare necessities, and
whether employer or employed, he neither sells himself, nor buys
others, in the labour market under the rule of competition, but
exchanges labour for labour directly with his neighbour, man to man
and hand to hand.

Now, you will probably agree with me in thinking that this was a
much better state of things for the wprker than his condition under
what have been called the "free peoples of antiquity," but whose free-

dom was confined to the rich and powerful. One other thing I note
in this contrast, that whereas in the ancient world, the intelligence,

the high mental qualities, which have made the ancient days so famous,
came from the idle classes, who where in good sooth an aristocracy of
intellect as well as of position, in the Middle Ages, the intelligence

lay with the great craftsmen class,—and that again, I think, was a
decided advantage, both for them and for us ; since it has given us,

amongst other treasures not so famous, but scaicely less glorious, the
poems of Shakespear.

Now, on this high tide of mediaeval life supervened two things : the
Black Death, and the gradual decay of the guilds, both of which got
the times ready for the next great change in the condition of labour.

I will say little about the first, space not serving for it. I will only re-

mark first, that the Statute of Labourers of Edward III., which was one
consequence of it, and which has been so useful to enquirers into the

condition of labour at that time, represents in the account of wages and
labour-hours to be drawn from it, the state of things before the
terrible plague, not after it, since it was avowedly enacted against the
labourers in order to lower their wages to the standard of reward
before the Black Death.

,

Furthermore, I must say that all antiquarians must be fully con-
scious of the decline in art that took place in Northern Europe, and in

England especially, after the reign of Edward III. Before the
middle of the fourteenth century the English were in these matters
abreast with, and in some matters ahead of, the Italians, and in the

art of architecture especially, produced works which have never been
surpassed, and seldom equalled. By the end of the fifteenth century
our arts had for the most part become rude, unfinished and barbarous,

and lacking altogether in that self-respect and confidence which the
arts are always full of in their fine periods.

Looking carefully at the gradual change, I conclude that the Black
Death was answerable for some of this degradation, but that the main
part of it was the natural consequence of the great change which was-

coming over society. For during the next century, a new plague
invaded Europe, compared with which the slaughter of the Black
Death was but a trifle. That plague was the pest of Commercialism ;

capitalism aided by bureaucracy and nationalism, began to show itself,

and took away from labour the hope of a happy life on the earth.

At the end of the fourteenth century, there were no journeymen in the
guilds ; every worker in them was certain to become a master if he
only did his duty fairly ; and the master was not the master in ouj?

sense of the word, he was the man who had learned his craft thoroughly,

and could teach the apprentices their business, and all sorts of

restrictions were laid on him to prevent his becoming a capitalist, i.e.,

forcing men as good as himself to pay him for his privilege of pro-

viding them with work. But in the early days of the fifteenth

century the journeyman began to appear; there were men in the

workshops who were known as " servants," and, who though
necessarily affiliated to the guild, and working under its regulations,

would never become crafts-masters. They were few and unimportant
enough, but they grew in numbers, till, e.g., about 1480 the non-guilds-

men of the merchant-tailors in London attempted to form a guild

under the old craft guild, just as those latter had formed their guilds

under the trades guilds. In this attempt they failed, showing thereby
how the times were changing, and how employment for profit was
raising its hideous head. This falling of the craft guilds from their old

simplicity of equality, was doubtless a token rather than a cause of

the change. Capitalism was advancing from other directions. The
productivity of labour was increasing, though slowly ; more wealth was
being produced, and men's greedy desires grew with it. The landed
nobility began to see how they might recover their losses in war, and
become as rich in relation to other people as they had been when the
latter were so poor ; and they were no longer contented, as they once
were obliged to be, to live on the rents of their land, whether those rents

were the enforced service of serfs, or the money rent of tenants, both
limited by the custom of the manor. The Peasants Rebellion m
England had foiled them in their attempt to rack-rent their tenants,

growing prosperous, by forcing them to pay serfs' services on villeinage

tenures as well as tenant's rent. But no matter ; in spite of the high
wages and comfort of the craftsmen and yeomen, they were the power-
ful people, since they were the makers and interpreters of the laws, and
since the meetings round the Shire Oak and the folkmotes of the free-

men of the Hundred, and other such direct local assemblies, had been
swallowed up in the representative assembly, the central parliament,
the King's taxing machine. So they set to work to steal, not a purse
here, or a bale of goods there, or the tolls of a market in another
place ; but the very life and soul of the community, the land of the-

country, which was of the more importance, as in those days no direct
rent could be got out of anything save the land. They got the yeomen
and tenants off the land by one means or another ; legal quibbling, -

direct cheating, down-right violence ; and so got hold of the lands and
used their produce, not for the •livelihood of themselves and their

retainers, but for profit. The land of England, such of it as was used
for cultivation, had been mostly tillage where tillage was profitable ;

it was the business of the land thieves to turn this tillage into pasture
for the sake of the sheep, i.e., the wool for exportation. This game not
only drove the yeoman and tenant off the land, but the labourer also,,

since, as More says " Many sheep and one shepherd now take the place
of many families." As a result, not only was a pauper population
created, but the towns were flooded by crowds of the new free labourer^
whom the guilds, grown corrupt, were ready to receive as journeymen.
The huckstering landlord and the capitalist farmer drove the workman
into the hands of the new manufacturing capitalist, and a middle-class
of employers of labour was created, the chief business of whose fathers
was to resist the rich, and the business of whose sons was to oppress-
the poor. William Morris.

{To be concluded).

Modern Badicals.—There is a class of revolutionists named Girondins,.
whose fate in history is remarkable enough ! Men who rebel or urge others
to rebel, ought to have other than formulas to go upon. Men who discern
in the misery of the toiling, complaining millions not misery, but only a raw
material which can be wrought upon and traded in, for one's own poor hide-
bound theories and egoisms ; to whom millions of living human creatures,
with beating hearts in their bosoms, beating, suffering, hoping, are " masses,"'
mere " explosive masses for blowing down Bastilles with," for voting at
hustings for us: such men are of the questionable species.—Carlyle

:

* Chartism.'
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Strike on Channel Steamers.

Last Tuesday, July 29th, the blacklegs engaged on the steamer ' Wave ' were
attacked by the firemen and stokers on strike. For a time the police were
helpless, but in the end with their assistance the blacklegs were enabled to

get upon the vessel. On Saturday sixteen firemen and stokers were charged
before the Dover magistrates with "disobeying the captain's orders," under
the Merchant Shipping Acts. Of course they were found guilty, and a fine

of £5 5s. was imposed. Notice of appeal was given.

Crisis in South Wales.
Affairs look very serious, as the strike and lock-out of 150,000 men

threatens to entirely paralyse trade in the district. The colliery proprietors
are banking their coal, and on the Cardiff Exchange absolutely no business
has been done during the past week. The railway-men, despite the deter-
mined hostility of the railway directors, have shown themselves marvellously
moderate, and have made a final offer to submit all points in dispute to Lord
Brassey or Lord Aberdare. Surely this tribunal should commercial and
aristocratic for even railwav directors.

Strike at Crosse and Blackwell's.

A strike broke out on Thursday July 31st at Crosse and Blackwell's
pickling factory, East Ham, when the women, to the number of 400, who
are employed in skinning and cleaning onions for pickling came out for an
increase of pay. They have been paid 8£d. for tub of seven quarts, but now
demand la. 3d. The women have joined a union, and are very determined.

The Postmen.
As we expected, the postmen have got rid of their secretary Mr. Mahon,

who has " resigned." Mark Burke, a postman from Notting Hill, has been
appointed an "interim secretary, till a proper election by ballot can be
made." The "executive" of the Postmen's Union is also going after its

secretary. It is a pity both did not go long ago. All subscriptions for the
benefit of the out of work postmen, many of whom are in deep distress,

should be sent to W. Saunders, Palace Chambers, Westminster. N.

CHRISTIAN MISSIONS AND INDIAN MORALITY.
The Behar Herald of June 28th, says, " Christian missionaries are sent to
India at an enormous cost by the English people, under a mistaken notion
that the Indian people are i savages' and have no religion of their own, and
to * reclaim ' them by converting to Christianity will be an act of humanity.
But the efforts of the Christian missionaries in India have proved to be a
failure " The Behar Herald further quotes from the Tablet, which paper
remarking on the " newly published official reports about the material and
moral conditions of natives in India," says, " It appears from the figures
that not alone do we, by converting the natives to our belief, decidedly lower
their moral status, but the standpoint of their natural morality is so high
that, although they become Christians, we cannot make them so immoral as
we ourselves are. The figures, which show the comparative moral status
among the different classes, are as follows : Europeans, 1 of 274 ; Native
Christians, 1 of 709 ; Hindoos, 1 of 1,361 ; Eurasians, 1 of 509 ; Mahome-
tans, 1 of 856 ; and Buddhists, 1 of 3,787. The last figure is a tribute to
the noble purity of Buddhism, but the statistics impart to us here at home
another teaching—that as regards our social life, we would do better if we
for a generation or two contributed our superfluous pennies and our energies
to the moral improvement of our own countrymen, in place of trying to
destroy the morality and religion of other people, people who in truth could
send us their missionaries to convert us."

Whenever any canting and hypocritical humbug is about to make a col-

lection in any church or chapel for the avowed object of destroying the
morality of the natives of India, a few copies of this issue of the Common-
weal judiciously distributed among the congregation would have a beneficial
effect by limiting the funds raised for these immoral purposes. People also
who have robbed the poor of this country, and done their best to morally
degrade them

; people who figure conspicuously as supporters of missions,
should also have the enormity of their crimes pointed out to them. I
therefore trust our comrades will send copies of this issue to these notorious
criminals of bad repute. A. Brookes.

Gladstone and the Labour Movement.—Mr. Gladstone has never been
able to thoroughly free himself from the traditions and prejudices of his
class, though as a political leader he has been hurried forward by events and
partisan exigencies into a position far in advance of them. Hence the in-

consistency between his policy in dealing with Irish landlordism and his
solicitude for the fate of capitalism in what he regards as the remote con-
tingency of labour getting the upper hand. Despite his famous epigram of
" the classes and the masses," his ideal is evidently a society of grades and
ranks—a capitalistic caste living in idleness on investments or profits, and a
labouring class indoctrinated with the idea that the tribute levied by these
favoured ones is just and legitimate. He very greatly misjudges the aim
and spirit of the labour movement, however, if he imagines that in the " in-
definitely remote" contingency of labour's ascendency any religious or
economic scruples will restrain the workers from destroying, root and branch,
the entire capitalistic system. The Tory of the old school, who opposes
popular education and would keep the masses ignorant so that they may be
willing slaves, is a far wiser and more practical man than the " Liberal " of
the Gladstone type, who wants to see the people educated, intelligent and
politically free, and yet fancies that when they reach this point they will

t respect politico-economical traditions and continue to toil patiently and
amass fortunes for the favoured few. Popular intelligence means death to
capitalism.—Journal of the Knights of Labour.

JAMAICA AND SOCIALISM.
The Jamaica labour question, at the present time, is somewhat interesting

to Socialists. The march of the workers towards Socialism has thrown the

English and Jewish exploiters of the negroes into " a dreadful state of ex-

citement." The editor of the Jamaica Gleaner—owned by Jews—in a leader

says

:

" We are thrown into a feverish state of excitement when we are told that

these fiendish individuals (Anarchists and Fenians, Socialists, and the wild and
reckless members of the extreme Labour Party) have threatened to take the life

of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. A note addressed to the Prince of

Wales, containing the words * Give us bread if you would reign,' and signed
* Thousands of Starving Englishmen/ is said to have been found in the courtyard
of Marlborough House. But this is not all. They also want to take—and take
it they will if they are allowed the opportunity—the life of England's Premier,
the Marquis of Salisbury. News such as this is sufficient to, and has doubtless,

thrown Jamaica and the whole world into a dreadful state of excitement." 1

Say, friends, is "the whole world" still moving? What does this

hysterical verbiage mean ] Does it arise from the effects of a tropical sun

on a weak brain, or is it the villain's paid part this man has to play in the

drama of Duping the Dunces 1 If the former, he ought to be secured at

once as a special attraction to the Jamaica Exhibition of 1891. "Hi ! ho !

People of the whole world, throw off your dreadful state of excitement at

the fates of Wales and Salisbury by coming here to see the man in a fever-

ish state of excitement conducting a daily paper on business principles ! His
excitement is for a consideration." Now, as it is more than likely that the
cause of this hysterical editor's " feverish," and the alleged " whole world's

dreadful," "excitement" originated in a simple practical joke of some of the

Prince's pals or the scullery-maids' young men, than in threats of labour
leaders. But happily the reason is to be found in the same sheet as the
nauseous froth of his fit.

It appears that the negroes of Jamaica are showing signs of a determina-
tion not to be any longer mere machines for the making of money, and they
are beginning in Socialist fashion to protest against being stolen from.
Strikes have hitherto been unnecessary in Jamaica, because the principal

industry is agriculture. In place of strikes, the labourer can withdraw from
hired employment and cultivate as much for himself as satisfies all his wants.
This the negro labourers have done, and now the planters call upon the
Government to assist them by acquiring labour from abroad—East Indian
coolies. This was done for a considerable period ; but as the expenses came
out of the revenue, to which the working negroes were contributors, they
very naturally objected to being taxed to provide against themselves the
means of competition in the labour market. Now, the money-mongers who
annex profits and interest affect to see a reasonableness in the negroes'

arguments and actions so far, but when the negroes only work for enough
to supply their own wants and do not extend their enterprise to permit of

the money-monger operating on the surplus balance, then it is alleged the
negroes are acting unrighteously. The Jamaica negroes have somehow come
to distinguish between the value of the product of their labour and the rate

of wages, and because the latter cannot rise to the former and provide also

all the perquisites to the parasites who will not work, the negroes prefer

—

on business principles, be it observed—to stict to their product and work no
more than is necessary for their needs. The " business-principle " men are
consequently hoist with their own petard.
The negroes have grasped one central fact—viz., a sufficient livelihood

is enough. They have no desire to be possessed of that they cannot them-
selves personally use, and what they cannot use belongs to their neighbour.
This contentedness will bring them through, and all such interested piping
as our hysterical hireling indulges in will not induce them to dance to his

money-mongers' tune—viz., " The more a man works the greater becomes
not only his employer's success, but his own prosperity." They laugh at
such pipers, and say, " When cockroach make feast, him no invite fowl," or
" Fowl be ever so drunk, him no invite fox to dance. 5

' The negroes have
apparently got beyond their would-be teachers and advisers in their theory
of wages. This editor, in feverish excitement, says: "Ere concluding, we
very much regret to have to admit that a great many of the Jamaica work-
men do not perform the amount of labour which their employers reasonably
expect." With " reasonably " deleted, that sentence states a fact, for the
wages paid are not what the negroes reasonably expect. "Reasonably"
belongs rightly to the last sentence, for the negroes strive only to render to

Caesar his due.

The march and acceptance of Socialist ideas is what causes the " feverish "

and "dreadful" state of excitement in the Jew's office in Jamacia, as it does
in the same class throughout " the whole world." It has the same effect on
them as the Communists' notice, " All Thieves will be Hanged," is said to
have had on a famous Jew in Paris, who fled when he saw it. This brilliant
Jamaica editor in his assumed terror shrieks " when labour is in the ascen-
dant, and when Mr. Cunninghame Graham is the leader of the dominant
party in the State we may look for violence on a scale which shall be to all

past violence as the French Revolution is to Trafalgar Square." Our feverish
one wrings his hands and weeps over the conflict of capital and labour,
which, as he says, " is the result of a natural law, and can never be brought
to a permanent settlement." " It is heartily to be wished," he says, " that
the working-classes had many such counsellors as Sir Michael Hicks-Beach
and Mr. Charles Bradlaugh " (sic\ and " If these two classes (employer and
employed) were left to adjust their difficulties without extraneous inter-
ference, those differences would be adjusted on business principles, that is

to say according to the laws which regulate demand and supply ; but, un-
fortunately, a political spirit of a debased character known as Socialism has
been introduced into the dispute, etc." Awful, isn't it ?

Hence these bad nicknames, foul calumnies, and feverish excitements " in

Jamaica " and " the whole world." The negroes of Jamaica sit and sing
under their palm-trees, contented because they have raised sufficient yarns
for their needs and gathered sufficient mangoes for their indulgences, and
while they dance to their shadows in the moonlight, the money-mongers of

Jamaica and the market manipulators of the whole world can be " feverish "

and " dreadful " in their excitement at the negroes obliviousness to commer-
cial enterprise. What do they care, they live, and that is enough.

George McLean.

(Reports must be sent in by first post on Tuesday
y
or they will be too late

for insertion. Monthly Reports must arrive on Monday morning to

appear hi ensuing issue.)

1 We think the editor must be insane, as we have heard nothing yet of this
alarming note, and we are rather nearer Marlborough House than the editor of
a Jamaica newspaper.—Ens.
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SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.

MANCHESTER.

Although we cannot give such a glowing report of progress during the past

month as some of our friends, yet our record is fairly satisfactory. We have

held good meetings every Sunday at Phillip's Park, Stevenson Square, and
Higher Cheetham Street, besides our usual ones at the outside villages—Mid-

dleton on Saturday night and Blackley on Monday nights. We have also sent

speakers to Heywood and to Crumpsell, and intend keeping these stations on,

while we are also making attempts to get a footing in Hyde and other surround-

ing places where the gospel of human freedom and equality has not yet been
spread. We held a large demonstration in Stevenson Square on June 15th, to

-protest against conferring the freedom of the city on H. M. Stanley, our comrade
W. J\ Parker (of London) being present, which was very successful. John Ward
also addressed a good meeting the following Sunday, and we have had a fairly

good sale of literature during the month, so that we have done much to stir up
sleepy Lancashire considering the small number of active members. We have
also been considerably enlivened lately by our " active and intelligent" blue-

coats. Thinking that there could be no harm in " obstructing " a thoroughfare
without any traffic, and where the Salvation Army hold their meetings and howl
and beat the big drum every Saturday night, we thought we might occupy the

same place on Sunday evenings. Alas ! for our socialistic innocence ! On Sun-
day, July 6th, the speaker, Barton, was interrupted in his harangue by the voice

of authority, which ordered him to stop. This, of course, was not done, and
the result was a summons to appear in court on July 17th. This was dismissed

on a technical point, the minion of law-'n'-order not having the intelligence to

put the name of the right street down ; result, a fresh summons, which ended in

5s. fine and costs, the magistrate informing our comrade that what other bodies
did had nothing to do with the matter, that where there was a crowd there must
be obstruction, presumably whether there was traffic or not, and that the police

knew their duties without any one telling them. We, however, intend to con-

tinue holding the meetings in spite of the law and the police, and we trust that
it will not be long before law, magistrate, and police have vanished, and a free

life be possible for all men. Alfred Barton.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1890 :—North Kensington, to end of April.
Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, ' Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester,
and Norwich, to end of May. Leicester, North London, and Yarmouth,
to end of June. East London, to end of July. Streatham, to end of
December.

(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number
of their membership.

)

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Funds are urgently needed for special work in connection with Propaganda.

These funds will be used at the discretion of the Propaganda Committee, and to
prevent confusion all money must be sent to Secretary of Propaganda Committee,
at 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C, and will be acknowledged
by him the ' Weal. D. J. Nicoll, Sec. to Propaganda Committee.

REPORTS.
Aberdeen.—At conference of the Branch held on 28th ult. very little was

done, but at the adjourned meeting to be held to :night (Monday) probably some
headway will be made. On Saturday night a splendid meeting was addressed
in Castle Street by"W. Cooper, Rennie, and Leatham—the latter replying to a
number of good questions at close. Over a gross of pamphlets were sold, besides
Commonweal and Justice, which about represents our average weekly sale during
the past two months of open-air work. Judging by Aberdeen and Dundee, we
should say that a distinct "boom" is setting in in the revolutionary movement.
The many unsuccessful strikes that are occurring have the effect of turning men's
minds to Socialism as the only thing that will do.—L.
Leeds.—On Sunday last we held three good meetings, at which Samuels and

Sollit spoke ; 3| quires of Commonweal sold and many pamphlets, besides 3s. 8d.
collected.—H. S.

Sheffield.—The propaganda here is being carried on with the same vigour as
in the past. On Sunday, July 20th, H. Samuels (of Leeds) paid us a visit, The
Sunday following, July 27th, C. Reynolds (of Hull), and on Sunday last, R.
Unwin (Chesterfield) spoke for us. Among local comrades, Bullas, Kent, May,
Palfreyman, Robinson, Smith, Charles, Cores, R. and J. Bingham have been
actively at work in the propaganda. Our literature sales do not diminish, and
during the month wc have opened up a new station at Attercliffe, a suburb of
the town.—F. C.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—We had good meetings at
Leith and on the Meadows on Sunday, addressed by comrades Hamilton, Pearson,
Ritchie, Smith, Bell, and Mackenzie. On the Meadows we encountered some
opposition from one known to the " Evening Squeak " readers as " Buruiewin,"
who has evidently trusted too much to the second-hand bookstalls for his know-
ledge of economics. Needless to say, those who took him in hand made very
short work of him.—W. D. T.

ANTI-PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE.
The Conference of Revolutionary Societies passed off with the most remarkable
success. The utmost enthusiasm was shown by all present, and the occasion will

long be remembered by all London Revolutionists. A full report of the speeches,

etc., will appear in next week's Commonweal, We have only to say that the
Conference has given us all fresh vigour and determination for the work that
stands before us.

An Appeal.—Comrade Lessner appeals to us on behalf of A. Weiler, who,
with his wife and three children, is in a terrible condition of poverty. Weiler
is an old veteran in the Revolutionary Cause, who has worked in the Continental
movement lor twenty years, from the beginning of the International Working-
men s Association. Help is most urgently needed, and should be sent to the
Secretary of the Communist Working Men's Club, 49 Tottenham Street, Totten-
ham Court Road, W.C, or to F. Lessner, 12 Fitzroy Street, Fitzroy Square.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday August 10, at 8 p.m., A. Brookes, a lecture.

East London.—A meeting of members will be held at Berner Street on Sunday,
August 10th, at 7.30. Members of St. George's-in-the-East Branch are
invited to attend.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Aug. 10, at 8 p.m.,
a Lecture. French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings
at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. lor

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Hall,

9 Harriet Street, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing practice, etc., in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, Mondays at 8 p m.

Braintree.—Meetings held alternate Saturdays, at 8 p.m., and Sundays, 11 and
2.30, at the fountain, Market Place. Business meetings, Wednesdays at 8..

All communications to W. Fuller, 74 Manor Street.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. : All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—International Educational Club, Templar Street. Open every evening.

Discussion class every Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds
of Socialist literature on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
eveiJing. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,.

at 8.30 p.m.
Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;
Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening
Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30
Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 9.

7.30 Prince of Wales Road The Branch

Sunday 10.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Leggatt
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church The Branch
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 New Cut—Short Street .Collins, Miss Lupton, and Buekeridge
11.30 Regent's Park..... Nicoll and Cantwell
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch The Branch
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
7 . Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 ...... Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 13.

8 Newport Market The Branch

Friday 15.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Mrs. Lahr

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Saturday: Woodhouse Moor, at 7.30 p.m. Sunday: Hunslet Moor,
at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.
Tuesday : Sanvey Gate, at 8 p.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,
at 11; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman's
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.

J. Walther, Stenhousemuir, Scotland, is agent for Commonweal.

Rochdale Socialists.—Meetings held every evening at 28 Blackwater Street,

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street, Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m.

South London Branch.—This Branch has taken the St. George's Coffee
Tavern, 106 Westminster Bridge Road, for discussions and Branch meetings, and
the first discussion will take place on Monday August 11, at 8 p.m., when, after
branch discussion, Buekeridge will give an address on Anarchist-Communism.
All members of Branch and Freedom Group are earnestly requested to attend.

Edinburgh—Scottish Socialist Federation.—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.
Business meeting every Friday at 8 o'clock. Communications, etc., to be ad-
dressed there. Meeting at foot of Leith Walk, Sunday at 3 p.m., and on the
Meadows, at 6 p.m,
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
Every Thursday—One Penny.

PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4

The Land for the People. Are we Over-
Populated ? A useful leaflet, full of

facts 3 6

Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3

Labour the source of all Wealth 3

To Working Women and Girls 3

What Socialists Want 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2

Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.

A few remainders—
Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum)
Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists

Modern Christianity v. Heathenism
Scholar in a Kepublic (Wendell Philipps)

The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-
flict between Capital and Labour ... 4

What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? . . . 4
The Eailway Kings and an American Empire 2

Object of the Labour Movement ... ... 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-

and Heigl • 8

The Keciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUK PAPER, Devoted

SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

1

1

1

9
8

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party

and the '* New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the

worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords

alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,

Fleet Street, E.C.

A few Remainders on Hand

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

" There will come a time when our silence will be

more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day"

-August Spies.

THE

ALL FOR THE CAUSE!
WORDS BY WM. MORRIS.

MUSIC BY E. B. BAX.

Price One Penny.

Only a small number on hand.

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-

ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

One Penny.

Special terms to Trade and Branches.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

PAMPHLETS BY JAS. LEATHAM.

"THE ONLY THING THAT WILL DO."

BY ONE OF THE UNEMPLOYED.

A plain and well-illustrated criticism of the exist-

ing order and a constructive statement of Communal
Collectivism. Shows how Socialism will most likely

be realised, and sketches the form of administration,

etc., under it.

32 pages, demy 16mo.

One Penny.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

TAILORS
LOOK OUT FOR THE

JOURNEYMAN,
An Organ devoted to the Interests of the

Working Tailors.

Price One Penny.

Now ready. Order through Branch Secretaries or

Newsagents.

Tailors in Foreign Countries are especially requested
to communicate with this Journal.

AN EIGHT HOURS DAY WITH
TEN HOURS' PAY:

HOW TO GET IT AND HOW TO KEEP IT.

The most exhaustive pamphlet on the Eight Hours

question yet published. Deals with all the most

recent noteworthy objections.

24 pages, crown 8vo, closely printed.

One Penny.

James Leatham, Printer, 15 St. Nicholas Street,

Aberdeen.

Joumeyman> 10 Ganton Street, Regent Street, W.

New and Cheaper Edition.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL
AND

A KING'S LESSON.

BY WILLIAM MORELS.
12mo, 143 pp. Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

SONGS FOR SOCIALISTS.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Forty capital Socialist Songs by William Morris,
Edward Carpenter, J. Bruce Glasier, C. W. Beckett,
D. J. Nicoll, Most, and Ernest Jones ; as also spirited
translations of French and German revolutionary
songs, including "The Carmagnole," etc.

One Penny.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

LA REYOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, l£d.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which

consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would

give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The

result of this would be that livelihood would

not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou
J
would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by

employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised. *

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and

nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would

come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING
TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and

must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them

by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published to the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,

[ at 24 Great Queen StM Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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THE LABOUR WAR IN WALES.
More depends upon the conflict that is now raging in South Wales
than a careless observer might imagine. It is not alone a battle be-
tween the South Wales railway men and the rich railway company, it

is really a fight between the railway companies and railway workers
of Britain. South Wales has been chosen as the battle-field, and that
is all. If the railway company is beaten, every one of these rich
corporations in England, Wales, and Scotland may look forward to
reduced dividends. If the men are defeated it may be the Sedan of
the New Unionism, and the Norwoods and Liveseys may rejoice, for
Labour will be once more a crushed slave beneath their feet. No
wonder, then, that all who love the people are looking with so much
interest to South Wales.

But there is another reason why Socialists should be interested in
this Great Strike. If capitalists have united against labour, then on
the other hand labour stands in serried ranks against capital. Sym-
pathy is universal among the workers with the strikers. The dockers
will not take coal from blackleg railway men, and the miners on their
side not only will not dig coal, but they threaten that they will prevent
by main force the running of trains by blacklegs. What with the
men on strike, and the miners and the dockers who are locked out, the
•strike is practically a general one. This fact has been recognised even
by the scribes of the capitalist press. The Weekly Dispatch, among
other capitalist newspapers, has pointed this out. It says :

^
" Another point to be noted is this. The Welsh strike for the moment

simply paralysed the life of the community. And why ? Because it was a
case where labour operated not merely by one combination, but by a com-
bination of combinations, and because it contrived to neutralise the blackleg.
The strikers first shut up the seaport of- the district, and then strangled its
railway system. If that were done in London—and it can be done—we
leave it to our readers to say what would happen within twenty-four hours.
The alternative would be surrender or civil war, and the sooner this ugly
fact is faced the better."

We do not think that a General Strike even in London would in-
volve civil war, because we do not know who would do the fighting on
the part of the capitalist classes. With outbreaks among the soldiers
in our garrison towns, and with a fierce discontent among them, of
which these revolts are only the outward symptoms, it will not do for
fat railway directors and other sweaters to rely too much on their
army. As for the police they would simply, to use a graphic Ameri-
canism, be " chawed up " in the event of a popular outbreak. Robert
knows this, and he will if he is a sensible man take care to be out of
the way when trouble comes. We fear that so great is the unpopularity
of the force, that a blue uniform would be a certain passport to Para-
dise. Of course, we would not insult the " respectable " police by
hinting that they would be sent anywhere else by a revolutionary mob.
Therefore, provoking general strikes by " smashing unions " is not to
be such a safe amusement as some capitalists appear to think. Let
them listen to the words of wisdom of the Weekly Dispatch again :

"Moreover, do people know what the effect of ' smashing up unionism'
must be ? As Professor Lugo Brentano, of Breslau, told the Germans in his
..great work on English guilds, nothing but the trades union stands between
*<ngland and the social revolution."

What do you think of that, ye Norwoods and Liveseys? The Dis-
patch, and other papers that have said the same thing, are right, but

it will not be the social revolution of legality that these people are

forcing on. Do you know what you are doing, you .rich respectable

gentlemen of the middle classes ? When unions are smashed, what
will happen then? Will the workers sink into the old condition of

miserable slavery? Are the "resources of civilisation" exhausted
when the unions are defeated ? Do you know what you are doing ?—
you are provoking, not the Red, but the Black Terror. You are put-

ting the torch into the hands of the incendiary to fire your mansions

;

you are urging on the masses to use those dread forces which the

science of your civilisation has placed in their hands
;
you are whetting

the sword for your own slaughter. That is what you are doing, gentle-

men of the middle classes.

There is one thing which strikes us particularly in this crisis in

South Wales—how much more advanced the men are than their

leaders. Mr. Harford, the delegate of the men, accepts a compromise.
The men, knowing their own business better than any trade-union

leader, reject Mr. Harford's compromise, and stick to their original

terms. But it has been reserved for William Abraham (Mabon) to

treat the public to an exhibition of unexampled cowardice and treach-

ery. He and two other gentlemen have issued a disgraceful document,
in which they recommend the miners to let the company run the trains

with their blacklegs, knowing well all the time that it is only the fear

of having every bone in their bodies broken by the stalwart miners of

Rhondda Yalley that has kept shoals of blacklegs out of the district.

We advise the miners not to follow this cowardly and treacherous

advice. All the gentlemen who signed that document—we give their

names, it is right that they should be remembered : William Abraham
(Mabon), M.P. ; William Evans (miners' agent) ; T. Pascoe Jenkins
(president of the Rhondda Labour and Liberal Association, Pentre)

—

are in the pay of the Liberal party, a party that has always sold and
betrayed the people. For all we know, they may be in the employ of

the railway directors. We therefore advise the miners not to let a
single train pass along the line manned by blacklegs. If the miners
do, the treachery of Messrs. Abraham and Co. will be successful and
the railway men will be defeated.

D. J. Nicoll.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XXV.—Still up the Thames.

As w£ went down to the boat next morning, Walter could not quite

keep off the subject of last night, though he was more hopeful than he
had been then, and seemed to think that if the unlucky homicide could

not be got to go over-sea, he might at any rate go and live somewhere
in the neighbourhood pretty much by himself ; at any rate, that was
what he himself had proposed. To Dick, and I must say to me also,

this seemed a strange remedy ; and Dick said as much. Quoth he :

"Friend Walter, don't set the man brooding on the tragedy by
letting him live alone. That will only strengthen his idea that he has
committed a crime, and you will have him killing himself in good
earnest."

Said Clara :
" I don't know. If I may say what I think of it, it is

that he had better have his fill of gloom now, and, so to say, wake up
presently to see how little need there has been for it ; and then he will

live happily afterwards. As for his killing himself, you need not be
afraid of that ; for, from all you tell me, he is really very much in love

with the woman ; and to speak plainly, until his love is satisfied, he
will not only stick to life as tightly as he can, but will also make the
most of every event of his life—will, so to say, hug himself up in it

;

and I think that this is the real explanation of his taking the whole
matter with such an excess of tragedy."

Waiter looked thoughtful, and said :
" Well, you may be right ; and

perhaps we should haye treated it all more lightly ; but you see, guest

"

(turning to me), " such things happen so seldom, that when they do
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happen we cannot help being much taken up with it. For the rest,

we are all inclined to excuse our poor friend for making us so unhappy
on the ground that he does it out of an exaggerated respect for human
life and its happiness. Well, T will say no more about it; only this,

will you give me a cast up stream, as T want to look after a lonely

habitation for the poor fellow, since he will have it so, and I hear that

there is one which would suit us very well on the downs beyond
Streatley ; so if you will put me ashore there I will walk up the hill

and look to it."

"Is the house in question empty ?" said I.
11 No," said Walter, " but the man who lives there will go out of it,

of course, when he hears that we want it. You see, we think that the

fresh air of the downs and the very emptiness of the landscape will do
our friend good."

"Yes," said Clara, smiling, "and he will not be so far from his

beloved that they cannot easily meet if they have a mind to—as they
certainly will."

This talk had brought us down to the boat, and we were presently

afloat on the beautiful broad stream, Dick driving the prow swiftly

through the windless water of the early summer morning, for it was
not yet six o'clock. We were at the lock in a very little time ; and
as we lay rising and rising on the in-coming water, I could not help

wondering that my old friend the pound-lock, and that of the very
simplest and most rural kind, should hold its place there ; so I said :

" I have been wondering, as we have passed lock after lock, that

you people, so prosperous as you are, and especially since you are so

anxious for pleasant work to do, have not invented something which
would get rid of this clumsy business of going up-stairs by means of

these rude contrivances."

Dick laughed. " My dear friend," said he, " as long as water has

the clumsy habit of running down hill, I fear we must humour it by
going up-stairs when we have our faces turned from the sea. And
really I don't see why you should fall foul of Maple-durham lock,

which I thirflk a very pretty place.

"

There was no doubt about the latter assertion, I thought, as I looked

up at the overhanging boughs of the great trees, with the sun coming
glittering through the leaves, and listened to the song of the summer
blackbirds as it mingled with the sound of the backwater near us. So
not being able to say why I wanted the locks away—which, indeed,

I didn't do at all—I held my peace. But Walter said

—

" You see, guest, this is not an age of inventions. The last epoch
did all that for us, and we are now content to use such of their in-

ventions as we find handy, and leaving those alone which we don't

want. I believe, as a matter of fact, that some time ago (I can't give

you a date) some elaborate machinery was used for the locks, though
people didn't go so far as to try to make the water run up hill. How-
ever, it was troublesome, I suppose, and the simple hatches, and the

gates with a big counterpoising beam, were found to answer every

purpose, and were easily mended when wanted with material always

to hand : so here they are, as you see."

" Besides," said Dick, " this kind of lock is pretty, as you can see

;

and I can't help thinking that your machine-lock, winding up like a

watch, would have been ugly and would have spoiled the look of the

river : and that is surely reason enough for keeping such locks as these.

Good-bye, old fellow ! " said he to the lock, as he pushed us out through
the now open gates by a vigorous stroke of the boat-hook. " May you
live long, and have your green old age renewed for ever

!

"

On we went ; and the water had the familiar aspect to me of the

days before Pangbourne had been thoroughly cocknified, as I have
seen it. It (Pangbourne) was distinctly a village still

—

i.e., a definite

group of houses, and as pretty as might be. The beech-woods still

covered the hill that rose above Basildon ; but the flat fields beneath
them were much more populous than I remembered them, as there

were five large houses in sight, very carefully designed so as not to

hurt the character of the country. Down on the green lip of the

river, just where the water turns toward the Goring and Streatley

reaches, were half a dozen girls playing about on the grass. They
hailed us as we were about passing them, as they noted that we were
travellers, and we stopped a minute to talk with them. They had

been bathing, and were light clad and bare footed, and were bound
for the meadows .on the Berkshire side, where the haymaking *had
begun. At first nothing would content them but we must go with

them into the hayfield, and breakfast with them ; but Dick put for-

ward his theory of beginning the hay-harvest higher up the water, and
not spoiling my pleasure therein by giving me a taste of it elsewhere,

and they gave way, though unwillingly. In revenge they asked me
a great manjrquestions about the country I came from and the manners
of life there, which I found rather puzzling to answer ; and doubtless

what answers I did give were puzzling enough to them. I noticed

both with these pretty girls and with everybody else we met, that in

default of serious news, such as we had heard at Maple-durham, they

were eager to discuss all the little details of life : the weather, the hay-

crop, the last new house, the plenty or lack of such and such birds,

and so on ; and they talked of these things not in a fatuous and con-

ventional way, but as taking, I say, real interest in them. Moreover,

I found that the women knew as much about all these things as the

men : could name a flower, and knew its qualities ; could tell you the

habitat of such and such birds and fish, and the like.

It is almost strange what a difference this intelligence made in my
estimate of the country life of that day ; for it used to be said in past

times, and on the whole truly, that outside their daily work country

people knew little of the country, and at least could tell you nothing

about it; while here were these people as eager about all the goings

on in the fields and woods and downs as if they had been Cockneys
newly escaped from the tyranny of bricks and mortar.

I may mention as a detail worth noticing that not only did there
seem to be a great many more birds about of the non-predatory Wfcds,

but their enemies the birds of prey were also commoner. A kite lung
over our heads as we passed Mednienham yesterday; magpies W&re
quite common in the hedgerows ; I saw several sparrow-hawks, "ttjict I
think a merlin ; and now just as we were passing the pretty bri9ge
which had taken the place of Basildon railway-bridge, a coupfe of

ravens croaked above our boat, as they sailed off to the higher ground
of the downs. I concluded from all this that the days of the game-
keeper were over, and did not even need to ask Dick a question

about it.

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED.!

(This Story began in No. 209, January 11, 1890, A few sets of

Back Numbers can still be had.)

SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.

NOTTINGHAM.
We are still pegging away in Nottingham. On Sunday July 6, our comrade
Proctor spoke twice—in Sneinton Market in the morning on " Quack Remedies
for Poverty" ; in the evening, in the Great Market Place, on " The Historical

Development of Trade Unions." On Sunday July 13, comrade W. K. Hall, of

Manchester, visited us, and gave three addresses in his excellent style before

good audiences, our comrade Peacock silencing some working-men politicians

who were giving some opposition on the temperance question. On Sunday July
20th comrade Andrew Hall, of Chesterfield, gave three stirring addresses to very
large audiences. He created great interest by the way in which he spoke of

gaining our object by any means. He advocated the same methods in defence of

our cause as were used against us. We are expecting some lively meetings when
our comrade again visits us, which he has promised to do in a few weeks' time.

On Sunday July 27th no meetings were held, our members having the annual
picnic, the place chosen this year being Naupanton, on the borders of Charnwood
Forest. The weather was all that could be desired, and we all spent a most
enjoyable day, rambling amongst the bracken and foxgloves, mounting the rocks,

and trespassing in the woods in defiance of Law-V-order, arriving in Nottingham
about 11 p.m. On Sunday August 3rd our comrade Harry Carless, of Walsall,

visited us again, and spoke in his usual eloquent and able manner, his addresses

producing a great impression on capital audiences. Last night, August 9, com-
rade Proctor assisted at the first meeting held in Derby by the Midland Counties

Socialist Federation, a splendid start in preaching Socialism being made, this

being the first Socialist meeting held in this town. During the past month
we have increased the sale of the Commonweal at our meetings, also having dis-

posed of a number of pamphlets, especially the "Rights of Labour," "Mon-
opoly," and "True and False Society." We have also had good collections.

Although this is not such a glowing report as has been nvv.de by some of our
comrades, we consider it a very satisfactory one, and hop^ to produce better

results in the future by dint of hard work and preaching the cause in season and
out of season. Our lecturers for the ensuing month are Mowbray, Bingham,
Leonard Hall, George Cores, and Miss Lupton. A. Clifton.

LEICESTER.
Under the auspices of the Leicester Branch of the S.L. and the Midland Coun-
ties Socialist Federation, meetings have been held at the villages of Oadby,
Ansty, and Wigston, and the towns of Loughborough and Derby. These meet-

ings have been addressed by comrades Chambers, Taylor, Proctor, Barclay,

Purcell, and Mowbray, of London. Notwithstanding that it has been Bank
Holiday week, and money must necessarily be scarce, we have sold a very large

quantity of literature. The meeting in Derby was to me a great surprise. Some
2,000 people answered the announcement made on the posters and handbills, and
gathered early in the Market Place in order to hear what Socialism is. There
was little or no opposition worth mentioning, and about 15s. worth of literature

was sold by our Nottingham comrades and the Leicester Branch ; £1 0s. 3d. was
collected towards expenses. This is the first meeting that has been held in

Derby, and to my mind the results only prove more conclusively than ever the

need for more country propaganda. Owing to the rain, our meeting at Russell

Square, Leicester, was shorter than usual ; but, as if to make up for the loss in

the morning, a very large meeting indeed was held in Humberstone Gate. Mow-
bray spoke out strongly and vigorously, and after his address was finished the

audience kept up a discussion until 11 p.m. Filled by the spirit of emulation,

our Leicester comrades are intent on entering the lists with the comrades of

Sheffield, whose work recently shows what metal they are made of. The sale of

literature in Leicester has been for the week about 8s., and 9s. Jd. has been col-

lected towards expenses. I have been compelled to promise the Nottingham
comrades that I will give Nottingham a turn as soon as possible. I can safely

say that everything snows me that if we only work hard at our propaganda as

Socialists, we shall make better headway than we have done before. Three
hearty cheers for the Social Revolution is the greeting we send from the Mid-
lands; C W. M.

' Commonweal. —On Sunday, August 10th, Miss Lupton and McGinn held a
good meeting at Hyde Park, and collected 3s. 7d. In our hall, A. Brookes, ad-

dressed fair audience on " Labour."
#

••
>

Streatham.—At Fountain on Sunday night, a short but interesting meeting

was held, interesting on account of interference by the law-'n'-order lambs, short

on account of a heavy pour of rain ; Gospellers on the path and Revolutionary

Socialists on their track, makes it necessary for "pass along, please" to tjie

respectably-dressed crowd and "get away here" to the underpaid groaning

worker ; our purpose was served, however, and a good meeting was held.

Aberdeen.—At adjourned Conference held on Monday, August 4th, among a

good deal of other business, a set of rules for the regulation^ of branch business

was gone over, amended, and adopted. On Tuesday and W •dnesday nights new
ground was broken at the Quayside, good meetings being addressed there by
Duncan, Atkinson, and Leatham. At Castle Street on Saturday night, W.
Cooper and Leatham spoke to the usual large crowd. At Sunday night meeting

(indoors) a paper on " German Railways " was read and discussed.—L.

Glasgow.—Last week we had a visit from comrade R. S. Bingham (of Shef-

field), who was taking a holiday in Scotland. Bingham, wlio gave ua a cheering

account of the progress of the Cause in Sheffield, spoke at mid-day on Jail

Square, and in the evening at Paisley Road Toll ; Glasier and Joe Bnigoyne *I«o

spoke. s '•' -

v
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: NOTES ON NEWS.
<Under the heading " Chickens Coming Home to Roost," our American
*(^temporary. The Rights of Labour, after quoting the remarks in the

- Commonweal re the disposition to humbug the Socialist Cause by bogus

dries, says " The error lies in so persistently insisting that reliance

ttiUBt be placed in the State." Pray where does the anonymous writer

'of this refreshing piece of news hail from? Has any of the U.S.A.

'lunatic asylums been depleted of an inmate who has found employ-

ment on the staff of the Bights of Labour, and written the notice

'regarding the Commonweal ?

Such mis-quotations and mis-representations are part of the burden

~we sufferingly have to bear, because the advocates of soup-kitchens

'and parochialism in this country persist in waving red flags and calling

themselves Socialists. I suppose that this sort of thing must be en-

dured as patiently as it can be, until these folk reach their haven of

rest in the den of thieves at Westminster, and if we let them make
laws for us. But we expected better things of our American
contemporary than to be classed with the mob who are striving to be

our future masters. F. K.

v. It is just as well to give our readers a word of warning. There is a

danger that many honest and enthusiastic Socialists may be deceived

'by the pretended zeal of certain capitalist newspapers in the cause of

the workers, and may take advice given by them as coming from
: thoroughly honest sources. If the workmen knew, however, who was
behind these papers their confidence might not be given so generously.

Take, for instance, the Star. It is not Messrs. Parke and Massing-

ham, who we believe are both thoroughly honest in their Socialist

Radicalism, who really direct the policy of that paper, but it is Pro-

fessor Stuart who in reality sets the pace. And who is Professor

Stuart 1 He is the son-in-law of Mr. Colman, who owns the big mus-
• tard works at Norwich, and who has made an immense fortune out of

the labour of men, boys, and girls, not always, if common report is true,

paying the most magnificent wages. Professor Stuart is also the boon
friend and trusted political agent of Mr. Gladstone ! Do you smell a

rat, gentle reader? Does it not seem rather probable that the "ad-
vanced " tone of the Star is only assumed by direction of the Grand
Old Sham himself, who wants the workmen's votes for the next General

Election 1

This opens up a fruitful field of conjecture, but I leave this alone, as

it was not this that I meant particularly to refer to. We were told the

; Star was going to be as " advanced " as ever. But the Star has not

gone back to its old form. During several periods of crisis in the

labour movement recently the paper has become suddenly wonderfully

•moderate,-—during which periods people have laughed and said Stuart

was getting frightened. Now, can any man put his confidence in a

paper that is under the control of a hired hack of the official Liberal

gang, who are without exception the worst enemies of the working
class?

I have no love for the Tory party, but they at least are honest in

their enmity. But the whining old humbugs who sit on the front

opposition bench are not only really your foes, but they add hypocrisy

-to their other vices, and pretend to be the workman's friends while

they are picking his pocket or stabbing him in the back. We have

not forgotten the treason of the Star a few months ago, and there is

-some danger that under the able directorship of Professor Stuart that

treason may be repeated.

Even now the Star gives treacherous advice. Only the other day,

when the Welsh railway. strike had "frightened" its able director, the

paper was very busy recommending boards of conciliation to the people.

Strikes were "barbarous." Quite so; but we had better have bar-

barous realities than civilised shams. And boards of conciliation and
arbitration are shams and frauds, They are simply a means of cheat-

ing the worker out of his just rights. Who are the people who want
boards of conciliation ? The capitalist classes ; they have been crying

out for them for the last year—ever since the great Dock Strike. Do
the workmen want them ? No. A few leaders of the old school, who
get their living by blacking the boots of capitalists, and who ought by
rights to wear plush breeches to show in whose employ they are, join

their hired voices to the general cry. But the mass of the working
classes have no desire to be swindled by these " impartial " tribunals.

What does a board of conciliation consist of? An equal number of

trade-union leaders and capitalists, with an " impartial " capitalist in

the chair to hold the scales of justice. Let us suppose all the trade-

union leaders are honest and cannot be bribed either by natoney or fair

words—a very bold supposition. What about the capitalist in the

chair, who gives the casting vote? Why, the mere fact of his being a

capitalist means that he will always act with his own class, and the
workers will find themselves bound by the decisions of a tribunal of

which the majority is composed of their worst enemies. No, Professor

Stuart; the workmen would rather do without boards of conciliation.

" Will you walk into my parlour, said the spider to the fly,

It is the prettiest little parlour that ever you did spy."

But the fly does not care about it, he does not want to be devoured by
the capitalist spider. Let the workman s.tick to the big strike, the com-
bined strike of all trades and industries.

It iimv very incmseniejifc method .^£6%\£flvpai£^
karba&^, ferutai; «^mtitu«opal. JB«V*h*.w^Jw^^U^^^OT
4e#bw*re\-if it than he will get-otit of a» board of -coaciJJMt^ifc

^tidkriflt^he General Strike, boys, an4 ypu#1 #sfc*bafc you^ait.Jj|f

John Burns's wages as a County Councillor ifo vanning' sfc^%|i$
he has been talking of going back to the bench again* Several $&JI#f^
have expressed themselves strongly about the ingratitude of the !qty|*

don workman. Well, if the London workman believes -that Bnms*o*h
do anything for him on the County Council, the London workmatfcis

acting very stupidly in not paying him for his work there. But JttfJf

John Burns been able to do much there 1 We don't think so. In'iia£

opinion the best work he has done has not been done in the Coufleik

but outside, and could have been done equally well if he had remained

plain John Burns, and had never been a County Councillor. It was

Burns's reputation as a Socialist which made him the leader v of > the

Dock Strike, as it made him the leader of the unemployed, and we are

only sorry that a man who has done such good revolutionary work,

and who we believe, with all his " constitutionalism," is still at heart

a revolutionist, should "waste his time" among the second-rate

mediocrities, insipid respectables, and corrupt jobbers who compose the

bulk of the London County Council.

The capitalist press is in an awful state of alarm regarding the

spread of revolt among the troops. The Leeds Mercury declares that

the revolt among the Guards was caused by the underground work of

the Anarchists and Socialists. The Dublin Express, the organ of high

and dry Toryism, says that these outbreaks will increase and multiply,

and then in a tone of deepest horror informs us that there are " paid

revolutionary agents " in every garrison town who have a most " evil

influence " upon the troops. Dreadful, isn't it ? It seems that the

" gifted " writer on the Dublin Express knows more about the revolu-

tionary movement than we do. We know nothing about any " paid

agents," but we have plenty of friends in garrison towns who have

done good work in supplying soldiers with revolutionary literature.

Only they do this work not for payment, but for the love of their prin-

ciples. They are not like the hired scribes of the Tory press, and we
are glad to see that the efforts of our comrades have not been unfruit-

ful. Any one who wishes to aid in this good work can send subscrip-

tions to us, and we will take care that the money is well expended.

N.

"Free " Labour is one of the catch-cries of avowed enemies of the

people. Such papers as the St. James's Gazette, and its like, are at one

with the directors in Wales, who are attempting to crush the workers.

"Free" Labour, forsooth! What does it mean] The "right" of

masters to employ the workers at starvation terms ; a neat little dodge

to deal with the workman as an individual, and not, as in large in-

dustries where men have united, collectively. The latter may be best

while Commercialism stays !

Blacklegs versus Trade Unionists ! This is the grievance ; not only

in Wales, but in every large movement for the advancement of wages

affecting the standard of comfort, as represented by money, remember.

The masters object to collective bargaining ; they demand individual

bargaining. The workers themselves are divided on the matter, and

this, unfortunately, enables the capitalist to still hold a trump card.

What does this schism among the workers come to? Why, just this,

that a trades' unionist is at the best only a respectable slave, while the

blackleg is an unrespectable one. Trade unionists contend that non-

unionists have to thank them somewhat for even the wages they com-

mand in the labour-market. To a very large extent there is much
truth in this.

Some pretty plain talk is required on the subject, and here it is.

The trade unionist who contends he has done his duty when he has

paid his weekly " subs.", and, maybe, kept this up since " coming out

of his time " till he has reached the two score and ten period, is the

veriest dolt. It is perfectly true he has done his best in so far as

keeping up, at the very most, a miserable standard of comfort. We
admit that this standard is better than any blackleg can expect under

existing circumstances, unless he is good at " lifting " without being

cotched.

But such a trade unionist has not done his duty ! The broad plat-

form of humanitarianism should have taught a bolder lesson. When
unionists have reached that stage in human affairs, where men and

women would act fraternally, and, in short, where the worker's interests

are identical, something will have been done. When will they recog-

nise that masters (capitalists) are not necessary for the carrying-on of

industry 1 The very system which gives cause for unions to spring up

for the avowed purpose of protecting industry and its " reward," as

against masters who contend for " free " labour, should convince the

trades' unionist that something much more aggressive than uniting to-

gether and holding delegate and annual meetings is the course that

must be taken, and to which, by the way, events are fast tending.

You want free labour, do you 1 Free in its proper sense ! Yery

well, we must have abolition of capitalist, then ; the taking over of

the means of life, i.e., the land, machinery, tools, factories, and so on,

each industry managing its own affairs ; rent, interest, and profit must

go
;
production and distribution for workers and by workers ! These

are matters that should and must be worth the consideration of even

blacklegs and unionists. W. B.
'
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN SOCIETY.
(Concluded from p. 253.)

Thus fell the Society of the Middle Ages, by Capitalism establishing

itself on the ruins of Feudality, and the rise of a middle-class who
were either parasites of the nobility, themselves become commercial,
trading on the grossest monopolies, and exacting rack-rent, and prac-

tically doing the state no service—partly parasites of the nobility, or

partly employers living on the profit wrung out of workmen employed
at a very low rate of wages. I have been giving the story of the

change as it happened in England. On the Continent the divorce of

the people from the land was not so sudden or complete, I think be-

cause there was less resistance possible to the centralised bureaucracy
here than on the Continent. There, on the other hand, the rise of

definite nations with stiff political demarcations gave rise to most
horrible wars, which reduced the peasants to the last stage of misery,

hampered new-born commerce, and in the long run ruined the land-

owning aristocracy, and at last made the French Revolution both
possible and necessary. It is no exaggeration to say that Germany is

only now within the last twenty years recovering from the Thirty

Year's War which went on at the end of the sixteenth and beginning
of the seventeenth centuries.

But with the birth of capitalism and the world-market, the relative

importance of agriculture and manufacture began to alter ; and that
again especially in England, a country so rich in coal and minerals,

and so well furnished with harbours on all sides. The new-born power
of making profit out of the employment of handicraftsmen had to be

exercised and developed. The craftsmen were in a changed position y
they had been completely masters of their own work with other re-

sources, which forbade the work mastering them ; they were so no
longer ; they were working for other people, driven by competition to
sell themselves at a poor price in the market. In short, they had be-
come wage-slaves ; but they were still handicraftsmen working in an
isolated way. They were not being made the most of, and could only
be the instruments of a timid scanty commerce. If they could have
remained thus I think that they would have been less degraded than
they became afterwards, and are now ; but then the last word of pro-
gress would have been said, the hope of revolution would never have
arisen.

What happened was very different. Capitalism was no sooner born
than she was forced to sow the seed of her decay and final destruc-
tion ; she was forced to develope the power of Labour to the utmost

;

that was indeed her work. The mechanical invention of man had
lain dormant since the early days that had invented the plough, the
cart, the row-boat, and the simple machines that help man's labour
and do not supersede it, such as the grist-mill, the potter's wheel, the
lathe, the simple loom, the crane, etc.; that invention was now to wake
up, but not very suddenly ; the fuller organisation of handicraft was
to precede its abolition. I say when Capitalism began to grow to-

wards manhood at the end of the sixteenth century, production was
wholly by handicraft little organised.

The work of the seventeenth century was that gradual organisation

by means of the division of labour. In handicraft (supposing a man
to take no pleasure in his work, to be no artist) the single worker's
whole intelligence is wasted on a piece of commonplace goods ;

* a small

part of that intelligence will suffice, if the whole of some one else's

intelligence is employed in organising. Therefore, set him, the single

man, at doing one small portion of that work, and you can soon dis-

pense with almost all his intelligence, while at the same time you will

quicken the habit of his hand, his mechanical power, prodigiously ; in

short, you will at last make of him a very delicate machine, or part of

a machine, for performing the small piece of work you apportion to

him ; but you must take care that the whole machine of him and hia

fellows must be properly built up. This was the work of the seven-

teenth century. In the eighteenth it was complete, and the unit of
labour was no longer a single man but a group of men.
Commerce was now, one would think, as well provided as she needed

to be ; but happily she could not stop there, or there would still have
been no revolution possible for us. Now, indeed, she stirred up the
sleeping invention of man, and with the latter half of the eighteenth

century began that marvellous series of inventions, which one would
have thought should have set mankind free from the greater part of

his labour, but which, as it is, has done, on the face of it, little more
than make a new and enormously rich middle-class, and multiply the
working population many times over in order to provide them with
due wage-slaves, who work not less, but more than they did in the days
before the organisation of labour, and get not higher wages, but lower
for their more burdensome labour.

My briefly told tale is over now, for I need not go through the
often-told story of the fly-shuttle, the spinning jenny, the steam-engine,

the power-loom, and the rest of it. I will only remark that the last

development of machinery is to make the factory itself the machine,,

of which these wonderful machines, and the men that manage them
(the most wonderful of all) are only parts. There remains only on
this side of human life, production to wit, one thing to do as long as
machine production lasts (which I prophecy will not be for ever).

That one thing is this : The machines were invented that some men
might work harder and others softer than they used to do, and they
have well fulfilled their purpose ; but though they have in that process

seized hold of the bodies of the hard-working ones, the wage-slaves,,

though the factory has their bodies in its grip, it has not got hold of

their intelligence, and does not want it, nay, sedulously* keeps it out..

Suppose that intelligence to wake up and to say, The hard work and
the soft work, let us no longer keep these two separate for two classes

of men, but throw them together and divide them equally amongst all,,

so that there should be no classes ! In that case would not life in

general, the only holy and sacred thing we know, be purified and made-
far holier by taking away from it the sorrow and misery that come of

anxious seeking for toil, and the need for accepting the sickening

burden. Surely that is so. Surely there is nothing in the machines
themselves and the invention of man which created them, that they
should forbid the true use of them, the lightening the burden of human
labour.

That is what we Socialists under the machine and factory system
are striving for at present, leaving the consideration of what is to be
done to the machines and factories to future ages, who will be free to

consider it, as we are not. Freedom first at any price, and then if

possible happiness, which to my mind would be the certain result of
freedom. Or are we free % I have told you what was the condition

of the civilised world in the days of the late Roman "Republic, and
the Absolutist Empire which followed it. What is its condition now
that we have gone through chattel-slavery and serfdom to wage-

slavery ? It can be told nearly in the same words. .

A privileged class partly composed of a landed nobility, partly of a
money-bag aristocracy ; a parasite class, ministering to their pleasures

and their corruption, drinking of their cup, eating of their dish, flat-

tering them and flattered by them but despised by them, and (woes

me !) sharing in their crime of living on the misery of the poor. And
those by whose labour they live ? A huge population of miserable and
hopeless labourers, to whom are superadded a crowd of paupers, far
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less joyous than the old Roman ones, fed by the fears, the remorse-—

the charity we call it—of the rich ; and a few, a very few, free work-

men, who as they work not for the workers, but the idle, must be

turned back again to herd with the crowd of parasites aforesaid. Who
can dare to say that this is not true of our society 1 And how does

it differ from that of Roman corruption ? Can its end be otherwise

then—or worse 1

Remember this, that in the days of that Roman corruption there

was valiancy outside it which was ready to help the then world by de-

struction and new life combined ; its enemies were the friends of the

world, and were as good in their way as the early classical peoples had

been in theirs, and I say they were outside that society, but at hand
for iti regeneration. All that the last two thousand years have used

up ; there is nothing outside civilisation that we can turn to for new
birth ; whatever there is to help us must come from within.

How are we to get at that ? you will say. The answer to that ques-

tion is the fact that we admit that the workers of to-day are wage-

slaves. Those that feel themselves slaves must have been driven to

desire freedom. But, again, what is the freedom which we desire 1

For the word has been used so often that men have forgotten its

meaning. I think the answer is the freedom to develope our capacities

to the utmost without injuring our neighbours. And how can that be

done ? By each of us working for the welfare of the whole of which
we each form a part, and feeling sure that only so can we each of us

fare well. Shall we not then have to give up a great deal in order to

reach this point ? Yes, we who are trying to bring people to that

point will have to, but when people have reached it, they, when So-

cialism is realised, will turn round and find that their loss has only

been imaginery. The rich man will have lost riches, i.e., dominion
over others, and find that he is happy ; the intellectual man will have
given up his claim to be worshipped by the masses, and will find that

he is understood by them and loved by them—and the poor man, what
has he to give up 1 He will have to give up his chance of becoming
rich—a valuable possession truly—and he will find that he is not rich,

but wealthy ; that is, that he has whatever a man healthy in mind
and body can wish for, and that poverty has become an evil dream but
half remembered.

In short, even now, while the realisation of Socialism, though it is

already going on, is neither desired nor understood by most men, the

mere breath and rumour of its coming can at least hold out to true

men who will join our ranks one gift at least—that they shall be glad

to live and not afraid to die. And is that not a wonderful contrast to

the spirit of the life of those who are still living placidly, because

ignorantly, amidst the dishonesty of our present society 1 wherein how
many there are, and those not always the poorest or most ignorant, but
men of culture, men of genius, who do at once hate life and fear death.

- Friends, join us in helping to throw off this bugbear, so that you may
be no longer wage-slaves or their masters, or their masters' parasites.

So shall we be our own Goths, and at whatever cost break up again

the new tyrannous Empire of Capitalism. William Morris.

THE REVOLUTIONARY CONFERENCE.
An Anti-Parliamentary Conference of revolutionary bodies and groups was
held at the Autonomie Club on Sunday, August 3rd. The following societies

and groups were represented : Autonomie Club, Berner Street Club, East
London Anarchist-Communist Group, Gleichheit Club, Hull Freiheit Club,
Freedom Group, Italian, French, and Scandinavian Groups, Knights of

Liberty Group, Sheffield Socialist Society, and the West-end Anarchist-
Communist Group ; and the following Branches of the Socialist League

—

North London, Hammersmith, Streatham, East London, North Kensington,
South Londou, • Commonweal,' Leicester, Norwich, Oxford, and Yarmouth.
The Conference having assembled, Kitz, at noon, on behalf of the Socialist

League, stated the general objects aimed at—viz., greater unity and efficiency

in revolutionary work and propaganda. He asked the comrades present to

decide whether they would elect a chairman or not. It was unanimously
agreed to dispense with any such quasi-constitutional official. It may here
be also mentioned that throughout the proceedings no vote or division was
taken, but that, nevertheless, perfect order and harmony were maintained.
The undersigned were appointed Secretaries, and the Conference was con-
stituted.

The first question on the agenda for discussion was—
"To secure United International Action on the part of the Revolutionary

Party in the event of a European crisis, so that the Cause be not injured by
indecision in such event."

Mowbray thought that the gist of the matter was to secure ourselves
from waiting or indecision. In the first place, we should meet at least

quarterly together. As to what he would do "in the event of a crisis," he
would do his best to get the groups called together for consultation ; but
as to preliminary steps he should form himself into a committee of one. In
the event of a crisis at home, the first thing to do was to fire the slums and
get the people into the West-end mansions. In the event of a crisis abroad,
the first thing to be done was to prevent help to foreign capitalists being
sent from here.

Cores thought that for example in the Leeds business strong revolutionary
placards might have been issued and meetings called in the neighbouring
towns, so as to keep the police of those towns employed at home. He hoped
that what we discussed to-day would not be kept to ourselves, but spread
abroad. "Workmen understood unflinching propaganda better than theoretic
discussions.

Kitz said our chief enemies, strange to say, were amid the dregs of the
populace. We were largely to blame for this, because of the academic mode
in which the propaganda had been carried on. We should preach to the
thieves, the paupers, and the prostitutes. The Christians already reached
them by their emotional superstition ; .we might do so by preaching heaven

r

here on earth. The first act of the Revolution ought to be to open the
j

prison doors. I

Charles (Sheffield) was sure the spirit of revolt would spread here as wfcfl*^

as abroad. Leeds showed this. The very children looted the little provision /
shops for their fathers who were fighting in the streets. The women col- \

lected stones for the men to throw. If we only spread ourselves a bit in the

provinces we should soon light a fire that would end the whole damned _

thing.

Malatesta said the problem of the best means of assuring combined inter-

national action had been often discussed. The authoritarian solution was
to have committees everywhere. The committees were always too late or

ill-informed, and consequently the movement was paralysed. Another sys-

tem was to renounce all system. The results of this course were no better.

By all means trust to individual initiative, but let every individual have a
clear idea of what he should do, without necessity for any word of command.
To establish an initiative of this kind the individual must know the strength

behind him. As a rule men were not heroes, and they wanted to be assured

that if they did some great thing they would have the sympathy of their

comrades. For practical purposes, too, we should distinguish future plans from
present action. For instance, as to the future, we might be either Communists
or Collectivists ; but both schools of Anarchists were at one as to what was
to be done immediately. Each school was determined to seize property and
put it in common by means of a tumultuous revolution. Why should not

the two schools agree together, so long as the Bevolution was yet to be made ?

Let us urge the people to seize property and go and dwell in the mansions

of the rich ; do not let us paralyse our efforts by discussions as to the future.

Some organisation was desirable. There was an authoritarian system of

organisation, which encouraged spies and accustomed the people to the sys-

tem of delegation ; but there was also a system of organisation which was
spontaneous and Anarchist. A party which did not believe in organisation

would do nothing ; a party which believed in organisation only would soon

join the Social Democrats or the politicians. In all things we went from one
exaggeration to another before finding the mean. It was so in discussing

the problem of how to make the [Revolution. At one time Anarchists had
abandoned trade-unions and strikes, and thought of nothing but making
the [Revolution by force. Then we found the bourgeois too strong for us

upon this ground, and after the great Dock Strike we began to fancy that

the General Strike would do everything. A strike, however, was not the

Eevolution, but only an occasion to make it. The General Strike wouhj be
good if we were ready to make use of it at once by immediate military action,,

whether by barricades or otherwise.

After Malatesta's speech the Conference adjourned at 1.30 for dinner*

Upon resumption of business at 3 p.m.,

Ogden (Oxford) said that it would be very indiscreet, as we had no preten-

sions to be prophets, for us to lay down laws as to what any individual

should do or as to what the future society should be like. We could at any
rate here to-day make doubters understand that we were at war with the

present society. What should be our immediate practical action? He-

answered, to bring into existence elements out of which the Revolution

would be made. Natural leaders there must be, but do not let us make
gods—Gladstones or Bradlaughs—of them. That was what we were in

revolt against.

Pearson (Freedom Group) said that we must know what we were to put
in place of the present system. The Social Democrats were revolutionist^

but we could never work with them because they would not abolish authority-

The Social-Democratic system was as bad as the present one. Coercion in

any shape—dictating to people what was right and what was wrong—was
bad. Our organisations in the past had gone wrong by electing people to

do our work. We should recognise individuality. We should get into

harmony with those with whom we could work and whom we could trust.

For example, we had got to make it unsafe to send English soldiers to put
down rioters and revolters elsewhere. This should be done by individual

guerilla warfare. Don't let us try to organise the Revolution upon fixed

lines beforehand, and bring people into the streets to be shot down. The
Commune was ruined by councils and governors.

Kent (Sheffield) spoke of the impending colliery strike. Leaders would
be required to prevent people acting all together in mobs and to utilise them
individually. We wanted to know where the gatling guns and other instru-

ments of destruction were kept, so that we might find them when wanted.
So we wanted to know where the storehouses of food and clothing were,

that we might take them.
Bordes said that whenever the people had conquered any advantage, it

had been by means of individual initiative. It was so in the great French
Revolution. At the time of the Commune, too, people did not wait for the
Central Committee, but acted for themselves. Organisations Of every kind
had only sold the people. The thing to be done was to show the producer*
that everything that existed was false, and to put into their hands the
means of getting rid of their masters.

Miss Lupton believed in assembling the people in the streets ; only by
teaching them together could we infuse courage into them. Revolt, too, was
generated in this way, as fire by the sharpening of flint against flint. There
must be leaders—(some cries of "No!")—but they must arise when the

time came. Leadership was necessary—(renewed dissent)—but we must
not plan it. We must not make a trade of it ; only we must be ready to

utilise it when necessary.

Casey suggested that we should stick to what he called the basic line of

this discussion, viz., that our Revolution was a Revolution against property-
He thought Miss Lupton's 'views of leadership somewhat dangerous.

Louise Michel said that the General Strike was the Revolution. In the
Revolution there was no Group, no League,—only Humanity. We should
not be always talking ; we should act.* By action the Revolution would be
began ; all would understand action. In France, too, there had been too

much talking. Comrades have endeavoured to make propaganda before the
law courts, but they had only made themselves drunk with their own words
and moved no one. The 1st of May showed they had been working on
wrong lines.

Wess thought the result of the discussion was that personal and local

initiative was the best means to our end. He also thought that, we should
not depend upon bourgeois papers for news, but upon our own journals and
personal information.

The Conference then proceeded to discuss the second question on the
agenda, viz.

:

" To determine the hest methods of propaganda."

With this question was also considered the following suggestion from the
Council of the Socialist League :

" To push on the Cause by the advocacy of a General Strike and Non-Payment
of Rent."

H. Davis, reverting to the previous discussion for a moment, spoke against
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*all idea of leadership. Leadership had ruined every movement. The very

^ fact that a leader was asked for ta make a Eevolution showed that the time
was not ripe for a complete Eevolution* Anarchism was the simplest doc-
trine in tjie world. There were scores ofsystems of society. The Anarchist
said, "Let us have no system ; the only thing we want is inter-dependence
one upon the other." We ought to be more definite in our propaganda and
policy. There was no half-way house between Social Democracy and
Anarchism.

_, Netlow thought the General Strike should not be made too prominent.
. It might become a fetish, and take the same place in our movement as the
JEight Hours with the Social Democrats. He took the same view as to a
No-Bent propaganda ; a strike was apt to kill individual initiative. We
had too much to do to devote much time to it.

Nicoll said there was no need to preach the General Strike so as to lose

sight of principles. When we were asked what practically was to be done,
we must have some answer. The General Strike coupled with a No-Rent
movement, would deal a heavy blow at the present system. An Eight Hours'
Day, on the other hand, would tend to prolong the present system.
Mowbray thought that if we clearly advocated the taking over of the

means of life, a General Strike might also be advocated as a means to that
end. A propagandist should keep clear of trades' union disputes.

Mrs. Lahr thought we should do our utmost to get among the soldiers.

We-should distribute leaflets among them, and teach them not to fire on
their brethren. She would advocate the General Strike as a revolt against
the whole system. We must make sacrifices, and be courageous in preach-
ing revolt ; we had been mild too long.

Brooks said a general cessation of work meant the destruction of master-
ship. A General Strike meant the International Revolution.

Saint thought slavery was not to be abolished by using the means of
authority. A General Strike meant authority. No-Rent he supported. The
Revolution must be brought about by economic means.
Schmidt (Hull) wanted to know why, instead of going out of the shops

and leaving the masters in, we should not kick the masters out ? Men
would not act in the way of a strike without an order from their union
executive. He thought some share might well be taken in the unions, but
no doubt any true Socialist would soon be kicked out of them. We should
preach Socialism in the unions and everywhere else, only do not let us help
any comrade to become a paid official.

Wess showed how the demand for a General Strike originated in Tor-
tellier's Eight Hours' proposition. We must tell the people " Whatever you
want you must get for yourselves." So would the General Strike be pre-
pared. The next Revolution should be final. He also thought some good
work might be done within the trades' unions.
Casey was thoroughly opposed to too much stress being laid on the

General Strike ; by advocating it you weakened your position. It might
be used to obtain only an Eight Hours' day. We might take advantage of
it, if it came. It was very dangerous to advocate it except by putting it

forward as a means to an end.
Nicoll thought the General Strike meant the Social Revolution. It was

not necessary to tell everybody so ; all revolutions hitherto had been made
by minorities. A General Strike would mean the streets thronged with
desperate hungry crowds ready for anything, and that would mean the Re-
volution.

Cores said strikes and crowds would come of themselves ; we were only
going to take advantage of them when they came. As Socialists, we should
preach and encourage every kind of revolt. The General Strike was the
easiest way of attacking the masters.

A collection was taken for the wives and children of the men murdered
by the Austro-Hungarian Government during the recent m ining disturb-
ances in that country, and realised £1.
The Conference at 6.30 adjourned for an hour. Upon resumption the

following matter was referred to the various societies and groups :

"The support of the recognised organs of the party, and the printing and
publication of leaflets and periodicals."

#

It was agreed to publish the proceedings of the Conference in the Revo-
lutionary Press.

After a long discussion it was also agreed that the next meeting in Con-
ference should be appointed for Easter-day, 1891, but that the groups should
be requested to call a Special Conference should any urgent occasion arise.

A collection was then taken for the different anti-Parliamentary news-
papers.

So terminated a most successful Conference, pervaded throughout by a
spirit of comradeship and good feeling. Although all red-tapeism and
quasi-authoritarianism were banished, the order maintained set an excellent
example to that "den of thieves" the House of Commons. Exigencies of
space have compelled us to give only the barest outlines of the speeches,
and to omit some altogether. Comrades must pardon these enforced de-
ficiencies. W. Wess, 7

R. W. Burnie, J
Secs'

The Onion-peelers Win.

The onion-peelers' strike at Crosse and Blackwell's, East Ham, was settled
on Thursday August 7. The women asked for Is. for white onions and 6d.
green onions, and they are to get it in future. The strike has also improved
the condition of the women who gather beans for the farmers. On the same
day they demanded 8d. instead of 6d. a-basket, and they got it.

NOTICE.

Next Week's Issue will contain an Article on

REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT/'
By PETER KBOPOTKIFE.

Branches and Newsagents are requested to order early.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GERMANY. •

L The thirty-four Social-Democratic Members of Parliament have issued an
address to their party, in which the party is requested to send delegates to
a congress which is to be held on the 12th October and following days at
Halle. The coercion law against the Socialists has lasted nearly twelve
years, and will come to an end on the 30th September, and the party is

asked to select their delegates on the 1st October. The order of the -day at
the congress will be rather rich, as it i& proposed to discuss the following
items : 1. Report on the condition of the party ; 2. Report of the auditors ;

3. Report of the parliamentary section ; 4. The organisation of the party

;

5. Election of officials ; 6. The programme or platform of the party ; 7. The
press of the party ; 8. Our attitude to strikes and boycotts ; 9. Free pro-
positions. The old question about centralisation and federalisation will be
once more thoroughly chewed—in fact, it has already started in some papers
of the party, pro and con. No doubt the big pots of the movement are very
much in favour of a strict centralistic organisation, and are strongly against
a too free development of private ideas and the desire for liberty in some
members of the party. They also object to their trying to communicate
their ideas to their fellow members. It is very sad indeed that men like

Bebel and Liebknecht, who once upon a time defended their independence
and federalistic principles so ably in Der Volkstaat> are now up in arms
against anyone who dares to be independent. It is very doubtful whether
the great mass of our comrades in Germany will be led so easily ; they have
outgrown their leading-strings, and very likely soon will break the strings

and perhaps kick out the leaders in the bargain, even if the majority in the
congress carry such measures. To talk about the necessity of closed, dis-

ciplined ranks because we are in constant warfare, is all very well, and no
doubt the rank and file will work in a body if the circumstances demand
such action, but if allowed freedom the local bodies will be more able and
understand much better how to fight and how to win. What was the good
of the centralisation at the time when the coercion laws were declared ? The
party had been used to look to the heads of the party ; and the heads, what
did they do ? Nothing ; they simply lost their heads. If there had been no
centralisation or combination whatsoever, the chaos could not have been
worse, and it would have been a deal better if the people had been used to

stand on their own legs. Well, we shall soon see what resolutions the con-

gress will come to.

AUSTRIA -HUNGARY.
The last act of a great tragedy, which was played in a northern part of

Bohemia, and in which two men were killed and many wounded, has begun.
Eighty-seven glass-workers have , been arraigned before the Reichenberg
District Court, on the charge of riotous conduct, open revolt against the
established law, plundering, etc. Oat of the voluminous acts of accusation,

we learn the following facts of the case. The splitting of glass into rough
beads, during many years, was done by the workmen at home, and many
thousands earned their living in this trade ; a quick workman could split

5,000 dozen in a day, at 7Jd. per 1,000 dz. In the last two years the trade
has been very bad, beads being not very fashionable, and as a consequence
the prices got lower and lower ; the competition was also great with Venetian
beads made by machines. In 1887 a large firm put some machines up, and
in 1888 another firm, L. Breit, himself an engineer, improved the machines
to such an extent that one machine can do more work than a hundred hands.
The beads are even in better condition for further improvement. The
average wages went down to 2Jd. a-day, and by degrees, horrible suffering

were the consequences. On the 28th January, at a secret meeting of the
men a resolution was taken, and on the next day several hundred workers
went from factory to factory destroying all machines and machine-made
beads. The police had no knowledge of the movement, and the few in the

place had enough to do to save and protect the owners until the arrival of

the military. In the first instance the bourgeois papers made a hue and cry
against the "Socialist agitators"

;
.but they had no luck there; it was too

well known that hardly any Socialists are in the district, and even the public

prosecutor puts the revolt solely down to the horrible misery under which
the people suffered. The ignorant people think the machines are the source

of the evil, whereas the evil is that the machines are in the hands of the

capitalist ; and the evil will last until all instruments of production will be
common property. The end of the tragedy will be—the accused sent to a

long term of imprisonment, the wives and children in the workhouse, thou-

sands of men, willing to work, in unspeakable misery, and the younger ones

absorbed by another branch of industry equally as bad. O, ye ladies 1 do
you think sometimes, donning your fine dresses ornamented with beads, on
the many hot tears out of the eyes of the poor mixed with them ?

DENMARK.
The director of the United Steamship Society, Mr. Tietgen, who was sent

by the king as council delegate to the International Workmen's Protection
Congress in Berlin, called together by the " Socialistic " Kaiser, used the
following words :

" As long as a tear can be dried from the face of a labourer

we must not be lax in our endeavour to create better circumstances for

them." Now the seamen and sailors are on strike for a pittance of mere
wages, and, of course, the gentleman can do nothing in the matter. At a
meeting the women have carried a resolution to go in procession to him
with the fine sounding words on a banner, and we hope they will make him
eat them, the miserable hypocrite.

SWITZERLAND.
A new paper, called the Textil Arbeiter, has made its appearance, and we

wish it success. At the same time we learn that a movement is on foot to

hold an international congress of the workers in the textile industry, to

consider the means for an improvement of their position. They need it,

indeed ; it is one of the worst paid branches of industry.

Some great patriots want to erect a monument to Tell, the tyrant^remover,

the personification of bold manliness and love of freedom. A Swiss labour

paper says :
" If to-day a Tell was to do his deed in another country and fly

to us for protection, we would give him up, or turn him out of the-country

at least, as many a brave fighter for liberty has been insulted and hunted
from our mountains. The agitation for a Tell monument by those whacry
* Bravo ! ' and clap their hands at the infamous deeds of the political police,

is therefore a detestable hypocrisy and a barefaced lie." Rtr.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—1 Stanley Street) Dale Street.—Meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m. . .

^ iic
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THE SONG OF HATRED!
Yes, Freedom's war !—though the deadly strife

Makes earth one charnel bone-yard !

The last "kiss now to the child and wife,

And the first firm grasp of the poniard !

Blood soon shall flow in rivers above
The bright flowers we to-day tread ;

"We have all had more than enough of love,

So now for a spell of Hatred !

We have all had more than enough of love,

So now for a spell of Hatred !

How long shall the hideous ogre, Power,
Rear column of skulls on column ?

Oh, Justice ! hasten thy judgment-hour,
And open thy doomsday volume !

No more oiled speech !—it is time the drove
Of despots should hear their fate read

—

We have all had quite enough of love,

Be our watchword henceforth Hatred !

We have all had quite enough of love,

Be our watchword henceforth Hatred !

Cold steel ! to that it must come at length

—

Nor quake to hear it spoken !

By the blows alone we strike in our strength

Can the chains of the world be broken !

Up, then ! No more in city or grove,

Let Slavery and Dismay tread !

We have all had more than enough of love,

Let us now fall back upon Hatred !

We have all had more than enough of love,

Let us now fall back upon Hatred !

My friends ; the tremendous time at hand
Will show itself truly in earnest !

Do you the like !—and take your stand

Where its aspect frowns the sternest !

Strive now as Tell and Korner strove !

Be your sharp swords early and late red !

You have all had more than enough of love

—

Test now the talisman, Hatred !

You have all had more than enough of love,

Test now the talisman, Hatred !

Herwegh. Translated by Clarence Magnan.

2:

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Great Strike in Wales.

On Wednesday August 6th the strike began, as the directors not only
refused to agree to the terms of the men, but had even refused to meet the

secretary of union, Mr. Harford. 1,500 men came out on Wednesday evening
and Thursday morning. The directors had talked very loudly about getting

blacklegs, but blacklegs were scarce. The whole population sympathising
strongly with the strikers, the blacklegs were very easily " persuaded " to go
home. In illustration of the terror caused by the threatening attitude of

the people, I may mention an amusing incident which occurred on Thursday
morning at half-past three. Mr. Harford, who did not wish to "inconven-
venience the public," gave permission for a mail train to be run. The atti-

tude of the working-class public who had gathered along the line was so

menacing that men could not be got to run the train, and " her majesty's "

mails had to go in brakes by road. On one train that did run the driver

and fireman had to beat a hasty retreat before the people, the fireman being
knocked about severely. The directors, seeing the blackleg game was up for

the time, then entered into negotiations with Mr. Harford, who rather

weakly consented to a compromise by which the men could work 240 hours
a-month instead of the sixty hours a-week demanded by the men. The men,
however, very rightly rejected this compromise, and declared that they
would stick to their demands. They adhere to their claim for a sixty hours'

week, but they are willing in the case of the colliers' monthly holiday to

guarantee a week of fifty hours. The railway men have the support of both
dockers and miners. The dockers will not load coal that is brought down
with blacklegs, and the miners will not dig for these people. Meanwhile
the miners have been everywhere locked out, and the dockers, too, are idle,

so what is practically a general strike prevails in South Wales.
The strike on Saturday was beginning to be felt in the district ; there was

a famine in garden produce, and meat supplies except the local hill sheep were
beginning to run short, while in many large towns not a single London
paper had been seen since Wednesday. Trade was completely paralysed.

The condition of affairs is thus described by a Times correspondent :
" No-

body had anything to do, and nobody was doing anything. In the East,

West, and Roath docks, everywhere, the scene was the same. Huge colliers,

sailing and steam vessels, great ocean liners, lay in absolute idleness, for the
very sufficient and very deplorable reason that there was- not a 'ton of coal

to place in them. The railway lines are the arteries, and the coal which
they bring down are the blood and life of many hundreds and thousands of
tons of shipping. The shipping lay motionless and inert. There had been,
said the experienced officials, bad times during former strikes, but the
appearance of the docks has never been so depressing as upon this occasion.

The average arrivals have dropped from 10,000 net tonnage to 2,000. There
were in the docks on Saturday steamers of a registered tonnage of nearly
59,000,^and sailing vessels of nearly 68,000 tons register, of which at least

two-thirds ought to have gone away. Such figures speak for themselves."
The directors contrived to smuggle a large number of blacklegs into their

E
remises while a big demonstration was being held on Saturday. Encouraged
y the presence of these blacklegs, the directors refused the men's terms on
Monday. The police are being got together, and troops are held in

eadiness. It is evident these gentlemen intend to massacre the people if

hey can get a chance. Later.—No blackleg trains ran on Tuesday. The
directors complain bitterly of threats of force and the talk of " hot recep-
tions " for blacklegs among the miners. At the same time the directors do
not mind using " threats," the latest of which is a proposal to work the line

by " Royal Engineers." We do not think, however, these gallant soldiers
will turn blacklegs, even if they are " ordered." N.

LECTURE DliAKyV 1J A k
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45; Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.
. .^ . •

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Sunday Aug^l7, at 8 p.m.,

a Lecture. French Class conducted by, Mdle. Desroches on Friday evening*

at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
;

Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. for

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor

at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South London.—St. George's Coffee Tavern, 106 Westminster Bridge Road.
Monday August 18, at 8.30, J. Casey, " Government and Palliatives.

"

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-Bast.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen,—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing:

practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.
'

. *

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet, on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that adilress. \

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Leeds.—International Educational Club, Templar Street. Open every evening*

Discussion class every Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinaV
of Socialist literature on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p. m.

Manchester. —Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every-

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.-Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,,

at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :—
Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;

Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30; Monolith, Far-

gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery

Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall-Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 16.

7.30 Prince of Wales Road The Branch-

Sunday 17.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Davis

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

11.30 Hoxton Church ...Burnie and Mrs. Lahr
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 New Cut—Short Street '. .Casey, Buckeridge, and Pearson

11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Cantwell

11.30 Streatham—Fountain Smith
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mrs. Lahr
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
3.30 Streatham Common Miss Lupton and Gregory

7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Streatham—Fountain Smith-

8 ...... Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Monday 18.

7. 30 Westminster Bridge Road—Pearman Street Smith and Holloway

Thursday 21.

7.30 New Cut—Short Street Buckeridge and Casey

Friday 22.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kits

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday: Castle Street, at 8 p.m.*
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Saturday : Woodhouse Moor, at 7.30 p.m. Sunday: Hunslet Moor,
at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday: Russell Square at 11 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Tuesday : Sanvey Gate, at 8 p.m.
Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Sa.t\irda,y : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Norwich.—Saturday : Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,

at 11 ; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman's

Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.

Mr. Hayne, newsagent, Harrow-on-theHill, is agent for Commonweal.
Derby.—In connection with the Midland Counties Socialist Federation, open-

air meetings are held every Saturday in the Market Place, at 7.45 p.m. Aug. 16,

Harry Carless, of Walsall. Aug. 23, J. C. Chambers, of Leicester. Socialists in

Derby willing to assist in forming a Branch, please communicate with W. G.

.

Purcell, 12 Society Place.

Loughborough.—Meetings every Friday at 7.45 p.m. in the Market Place.

August 22, T. Barclay and J. C. Chambers, of Leicester.

Nottingham Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street-
Open-air meetings held every Sunday in Sneinton Market at 11 a.m and Great
Market at 7 p.m. Club contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday,
8 till 10.30—fee 3d. Commonweal can be had from Mr. Mills, newsagent, Milton

Street ; G. Hickling, 44 Pym Street ; or at the Club.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
The Land for the People. Are we Over-

Populated ? A useful leaflet, full of

facts 3 6
Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
What Socialists Want 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)--each 2
The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum)
Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps)
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,

24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

1

1

1

9
8

" There will come a time when our silence will be
more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day.

11

—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO."

CYNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-
pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye
on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he
launches his satires on a world t>f dissimulation
and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,
Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

He is the true philanthropist
Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly heart,
While smiling at his fancies, still may say—

•? He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part
Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

To such he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy
of modern society pictorially lampooned, we recom-
mend Cynicus.

Fortnightly, 3d. ; by post, 3|d.

THE

PEOPLES
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOTJK PAPER, Devoted

SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,

Fleet Street, E.C.

A few Remainders on Hand

ALL FOR THE CAUSE!
WORDS BY WM. MORRIS.

MUSIC BY E. B. BAX.

Price One Penny.

Only a small number on hand.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

PAMPHLETS BY JAS. LEATHAM.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

. .
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

"THE ONLY THING THAT WILL DO."

BY ONE OF THE UNEMPLOYED.

A plain and well-illustrated criticism of the exist-

ing order and a constructive statement of Communal
Collectivism. Shows how Socialism will most likely

be realised, and sketches the form of administration,
etc., under it.

32 pages, demy 16mo.

One Penny.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

AN EIGHT HOURS DAY WITH
TEN HOURS' PAY:

HOW TO GET IT AND HOW TO KEEP IT.

The most exhaustive pamphlet on the Eight Hours
question yet published. Deals with all the most
recent noteworthy objections.

24 pages, crown 8vo, closely printed.

One Penny.

James Leatham, Printer, 15 St. Nicholas Street,
Aberdeen.

SONGS FOR SOCIALISTS.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Forty capital Socialist Songs by William Morris,
Edward Carpenter, J. Bruce Glasier, C. W. Beckett,
D. J. Nicoll, Most, and Ernest Jones ; as also spirited
translations of French and German revolutionary
songs, including "The Carmagnole," etc.

One Penny.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, ljd.

24t Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou 1 would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place "of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

PROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

'

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a .class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London/W.CL
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MEN WHO ARE NOT SOCIALISTS.

VI.

THE POLICE.

The only sensible thing acted in our theatres nowadays is the harle-
quinade, and I never miss seeing it. It is so thoroughly socialistic

—

from the stealing of hams and sausages out of the butcher's shop, to
the dipping of the policeman in a barrel of treacle, burning him with
a red-hot poker, and passing him through a mangle ! It is the social
revolution in miniature, and I enjoy it immensely—especially the
treatment of the policeman. It is so full of instruction, too, and
moral benefit to the young. When I have a family, I will take the
youngsters regularly to see the harlequinade, and also to witness labour
and free speech riots, and if they do not play a lively part in the
Social Revolution it won't be the fault of their early impressions.

In olden times people walked in lonely places at night-time in dread
of evil spirits—warlocks, witches, and goblins; nowadays, alike in
the day-time and night-time and in busy and lonely places, they go
about in terror of the police. The presence of a policeman at his
door, or the touch of a policeman's hand on his shoulder, excites as
much apprehension in the breast of a free-born Briton to-day, as the
sight of the horns of the devil peeping over a peat-stack did to his
serf-bound ancestor.

In olden times when folk suffered no skaith from evil-disposed
persons, when they found their horses safe in their stalls and the grain
unbroken in their barns, they held that they had been warded by good
spirits

; nowadays, when people live without molestation, when their
houses are not entered by thieves, or their children stripped of their
•clothes in the streets, they attribute their good fortune to the minis-
trations of the police.

The inhabitants of these islands have thus devised a new super-
stition

; they have become a police-fearing and a police-trusting people.
Mankind has sought out many inventions of idolatry and demonolitry—there has been stone-worship, tree-worship, bird-worship, serpent-
worship, crocodile-worship, cat-worship, and cow-worship ; but surely
police-worship is lowest and will be the last

!

The cry of " Police !
" lies at the bottom of the heart of every

Briton, and becomes articulate upon his lips in every case of public
-alarm or fear of violence to his own or his neighbour's person or pro-
perty. If any one assaults him he screams " Police ! " and if he sees
another assaulted he screams " Police !

" If two drunken people fight,
if a fire breaks out, if a child is run down, if an old lady trips over
her poodle, if a wild bull or a mad dog rushes down the street, if
some one attempts suicide by leaping over a bridge, if a purse is stolen,
a, window broken, or a water-main bursts—the cry of " Police !

" an-
nounces the occurrence and puts the neighbourhood in a panic. Yes,
the cry of " Police !

" is as instinctive to the adult Briton as the cry
of " Ma

!
"was to him when a child, and it leaps forth spontaneously,

oftentimes in the most untoward and compromising occasions.
During the miners' riots at Blantyre some years ago, when a number

of shops were looted, an old man was seen trudging up the street with
a cheese in his arms, of which he had become possessed as his portion
ot the "general divide" of a grocery store. On his way some miner's
wives, wishing to still further extend the application of the temporarily

triumphant socialist principle, ran after him demanding shares, on
observing which the poor fellow clasped the cheese despairingly to his

bosom and took to his heels, yelling " Police ! Police ! Police !

"

So habituated have people become to depending upon the police for

protection, that they have surrendered the right of protecting them-
selves, and have ceased to recognise their own and their neighbour's
duty to preserve the public peace and guard the commonweal. They
have grown so familiar with the intrusion and interference of the
police in the concerns and discipline of public life, that they are no
longer conscious of the powers which the police have usurped. They
allow the police to bully them in the streets, overawe them in their

workshops and dwellings, and coerce them into submission to the most
degrading restrictions and behests of class tyranny ; and have actually
convinced themselves that their own and the common well-being de-

pends upon their submission, and that without the presence and
dominion of the police, Commerce, Art, Science, and life itself would
be impossible in a civilised community ! A man may publicly disavow
belief in God, the Constitution, and the Church, and no one expresses
disapproval or surprise, but if he dares deny the necessary existence
of the police he is laughed at as a lunatic or denounced as a scoundrel.
I have seen an audience of working-men greet with applause the asser-

tion that society could endure without landlords, capitalists, lawyers,
doctors, clerks, and commercial travellers, but when the speaker added
policemen, the applause ceased, a murmur passed round the crowd, and
in a few minutes the apparently most sensible and intelligent portion
of the audience had disappeared in disgust

!

Still, although it seems almost blasphemous to say so, the police are
merely men, having heads that will crack if belaboured with a trun-
cheon, and necks that will break if suspended by a rope, just like
yours or mine. Yes, stripped of their blue clothes, their helmets, and
their tackety boots, policemen are not differently formed in body and
not differently constituted in mind from peers, members of Parliament,
lawyers, judges, burglars, parsons, editors, or tramps. The recognition
of this fact enables us to consider the habits and functions of the
police without that superstitious awe that clouds the perception and
perverts the judgment of our fellows.

Policemen are not selected on account of their mental but their
physical proportions. Intellectual policemen are few, and they seldom
get promotion or pensions. Intellectuality hampers them in the
execution of their duties, and is always getting them into trouble
with their superior officers. It was proposed at one time to recruit
the police from the discharged criminal class, but the principle didn't
work well. It was found that while criminals could easily be trained
up to the requisite standard of honesty, they could not be trained
down to the official standard of stupidity and brutality. They were
too clever and vigilant ; they discovered crimes which the authorities
did not wish discovered, and arrested criminals whom the authorities
did not want arrested. They were much too civil towards the common
people, and not sufficiently obsequious towards the rich ; while their
indiscreet avowal of the truth in giving evidence tended to sully the
prestige of the police and sap the foundations of public order.

I often chasten my moral pride by thinking that I might have been
a policeman myself !—that instead of being a Socialist, endeavouring to
put down crime, I might have been a policeman promoting and en-
couraging it. I can never forget the circumstance that a boy who was
born next door on the same day as myself is now a policeman

!

Sometimes policemen may be seen everywhere, and at other times
nowhere. On bright sunny days, when the toilers are locked in
factories and fields under the surveillance of their masters, and when
rich thieves are peacefully pursuing their calling in offices and ex-
changes and poor thieves are hiding in their dens—the police seem
legion. Alike amid the throng of our cities and the quiet lanes of our
villages their blue coats and tin-plate mounted helmets shine con-
spicuously, like thistles in a quarry-pit. Their decorative effect, as
well as their utility, appears to be indispensable to civilised life. They
are paraded on all state and civic occasions. They are stuck on either
side of our theatres, public halls, art galleries, general post offices, and
sometimes our churches. They are placed with flower-pots at the
doors of the city residences of lords and gentlemen during important
receptions. Together with lamp-posts they are the sole decoration
provided at public expense on our streets; and they divide with public
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urinals the glory of ornamenting the junction of important thorough-

fares.

P&licemen jperform many offices which they are not compelled to do
by statute. They watch shebeens lest detectives pounce upon them
unawares ; they procure half-pint bottles of whiskey in the night-time

for belated swells on payment of a trifling commission ; they assist the

Society for the Suppression of Vice by levying taxes upon prostitutes

and brothel-keepers ; they render thieving a less remunerative profes-

sion by exacting blackmail from thieves and resetters ; and they save

the public the cost of extending police-office accommodation by accept-

ing "tips" from respectable criminals and permitting them to go home
to their own more commodious and comfortable mansions.

The marvellous gift which policemen acquire of being able to testify

as eye-witnesses concerning occurrences which they have not seen, has

been frequently noted and commented upon. The fact that this faculty

becomes sometimes so objective or hylo-ideal that they aver to having

witnessed incidents which never occurred, has brought it and the police

themselves into disrepute with matter-of-fact people. But it should

be borne in mind, in all fairness to the police, that the disadvantages

which result from the possession of this gift are not infrequently

balanced by the possession of another of an opposite tendency, which

prevents them seeing—or at least recollecting having seen—incidents

which transpired before their eyes and in which they themselves

prominently participated. This peculiar mental endowment is the one

intellectual characteristic which gives policemen an advantage over

their fellows, and it inspires in common people more terror than even

their truncheons and big boots. Divested of it, they would be as

Parliament without party or newspapers without advertisements

—

their dominion over the citizens would speedily perish.

The notion that policemen are bigoted upholders of law and fanatical

respecters of public order has been somewhat shaken by recent events.

There never was, indeed, the slightest foundation for sucn an opinion.

As a matter of fact, the police are, and always have been, practical

Anarchists in their own way. They break the law in private as

naively as they break the heads of the citizens in public; and half a

dozen of them placed in the middle of a crowd will produce more
anarchy in five minutes than all the foreign sections could do in five

years. Wherever two or three policemen are gathered together, riot

and disorder dwell in the midst of them.

Policemen have no political principles and they belong to no political

party. They are not Socialists, but neither are they Tories, or Liberals,

or Radicals—they are simply policemen. They are not opposed to

Socialism ; they are simply opposed to Socialists. They are not in

favour of landlordism or capitalism ; they are simply in favour of land-

lords and capitalists. They would club down Liberals and Tories,

landlords and capitalists, as jauntily as they do Socialists, crofters,

and tenant-farmers if their pay and pensions depended upon their so

doing ;—and perhaps they shall some day.

J. Bruce Glasier.
{To be concluded).

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTEES FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XXVI.—The Upper Waters.

We set Walter ashore on the Berkshire side, amidst all the beauties

of Streatley, and so went our ways into what once would have been

the deeper country under the foot-hills of the White Horse ; and
though the contrast between half-cocknified and wholly unsophisticated

country existed no longer, a feeling of exultation rose within me (as it

used to do) at sight of the familiar and still unchanged hills of the

Berkshire range.

We stopped at Wallingford for our mid-day meal ; and though of

course all signs of squalor and poverty had disappeared from the streets

of the ancient town, and many ugly houses had been taken down and

many pretty new ones built, I thought it curious that the town still

looked like the old place I remembered so well ; for indeed it looked

like that ought to have looked.

At dinner we fell in with an old, but very bright and intelligent man,

who seemed in a country way to be another edition of old Hammond.
He had an extraordinary detailed knowledge of the ancient history of

the country-side from the time of Alfred to the days of the Parlia-

mentary Wars, many events of which, as you may know, were enacted

round about Wallingford. But what was more interesting to us, he

had detailed record of the period of the change to the present state of

things, and told us a great deal about it, and especially of that exodus

of the people from the town to the country, and the gradual recovery

by the town-bred people on one side and the country-bred people on

the other of those arts of life which they had each lost ; which loss, as

he told us, had at one time gone so far that not only was it impossible

to find a carpenter or a smith in a village or small country town, but

that people in such places had even forgotten how to bake bread, and

that at Wallingford, for instance, the bread came down with the news-

papers by an early train from London, worked in some way, the ex-

planation of which! could not understand. He told us also that the

townspeople who came into the country used to pick up the agricultural

arts; by carefully watching the way in which the machines worked,

gafliering an „ idea of handicraft from machinery; because at that-

time almost everything in and about the fields was done by
elaborate machines used quite tmiktfcpigently by the l*b»ar6tte, On
the other hand, the old men amongst the labourers maN^««^feK
teach the younger ones gradually a little artizanship, such as'-'tne^ljp-

of the saw and the plane, the work of the smithy, and so forth'*lpr
once more, by that time it was as much as—-or rather, more tha»*l|a

man could do to fix an ash pole to a rake by handiwork ; sd&$t

would take a machine worth a thousand pounds, and a gtoap- of

workmen, to do five shillings' worth of work. He showed us, among
other things, an account of a certain village council who were working:

hard at all this business ; and the record of their intense earnestness

in getting to the bottom of some matter which in time past would have
been thought quite trivial, as, for example, the due proportions of
alkali and oil for soap-rnaking for the village Wast, or the exact heat

of the water into which a leg of mutton should &e plunged for boiling,.

—all this joined to the utter absence of anything like party feeling,,

which even in a village assembly would certainly have made its appear-

ance in an earlier epoch, was very amusing, and at the same time
instructive.

This old man, whose name was Henry Morsom, took us, after our

meal and a rest, into a biggish hall which contained a large collection

of articles of manufacture and art from the last days of the machine
period to that day ; and he went over them with us and explained

them with great care. They also were very interesting, showing the

transition from the makeshift work of the machines (which was at

about its worst a little after the Civil War before told of) into the

first years of the new handicraft period. Of course, there was much?

overlapping of the periods : and at first the new handwork came in

very slowly.
" You must remember," said the old antiquary, " that the handicraft

was not the result of what used to be called material necessity : on the

contrary, by that time the machines had been so much improved that

almost all necessary work might have been done by them ; and indeed

many people at that time and before it used to think that machinery

would entirely supersede handicraft ; which certainly, on the face of

it, seemed more than likely. But there was another opinion, far less

logical, prevalent amongst the rich people before the days of freedom,

which did not die out at once after that epoch had begun. This,

opinion, which from all I can learn seemed as natural then, as it seems

absurd now, was, that while the ordinary daily work of the world

would be done entirely by automatic machinery, the energies of the

more intelligent part of mankind would be set free to follow the higher

forms of the arts as well as science and the study of history. It was,

strange, was it not, that they should thus ignore that aspiration after

complete equality which we now recognise as the bond of all happy
human society ^

"

I did not answer, but thought the more. Dick looked thoughtful^

and said :

" Strange, neighbour ] Well, I don't know. I have often heard my
old kinsman say that the one aim of all people before our time was to-

avoid work, or at least they thought it was ; so of course the work
which their daily life forced them to do seemed more like work than*

that which they seemed to choose for themselves."

"True enough," said Morsom. "Anyhow, they soon began to find

out their mistake, and that only slaves and slaveholders could live solely

by setting machines going."

Clara broke in here, flushing a little as she spoke : "Was not their

mistake once more bred of the life of slavery that they had been living ?

—a life which was always looking upon everything, except mankind,

animate and inanimate— *nature/ as people used to call it—as one thing,

and mankind as another. It was natural to people thinking in this way
that they should try to make ' nature ' their slave, since they thought
1 nature ' was something outside them."

" Surely," said Morsom ; " and they were puzzled as to what to do,.

till they found the feeling against a mechanical life, which had begun
before the Great Change amongst people who had leisure to think of

such things, was spreading insensibly, till at last under the guise of

pleasure that was not supposed to be work, work that was pleasure-

began to push out the mechanical toil, which they had once hoped at

the best to reduce to narrow limits indeed, but never to get rid of

;

and which, moreover, they found they could not limit as they had
hoped to do."

" When did this new revolution gather head ? " said I.

" In the half-century that followed the Great Change," said Mor-
som, "it began to be noteworthy; machine after machine was quietly

dropped under the excuse that the machines could not produce works

of art, and that works of art were more and more called for. Look
here," he said, " here are some of the works of that time—rough and

unskilful in handiwork, but solid and showing some sense .
of pleasure

in the making."

"They are very curious," said I, taking up a piece of pottery from

amongst the specimens which the antiquary was showing us; "not a
bit like the work of either savages or barbarians, and yet with what

would once have been called a hatred of civilisation impressed upon

them." V
"Yes," said Morsom, "you must not look for delicacy there t fc>

that period you could only have got that from a ainA was '

practically a slave. But now, you see," said he, leading me oil a little,

"we have learned the trick of handicraft, and have! added th» utmost

refinement of workmanship to the freedom of fancy aad imagination." .

I looked, and wondered indeed on the deftness and khrandarice fof

beauty of the work o| men. who bfrd at last le&raad[i^aecqibltfer/itselfi <v
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sis a pleasure, and? the satisfaction of the common needs of mankind

and the preparation for them as work fit for the best of the race.

I. mused silently ; but at last I said

—

" What is to come after thisV
The old man laughed. "I don't know," said he; "we will meet

it when it comes."
" Meanwhile," quoth Dick, "we have got to meet the rest of our day's

journey; so out into the street and down to the strand! Will you

come a turn with us, neighbour? Our friend is greedy of your stories."

" I will go as far as Oxford with you," said he ; "I want a book or

*two out of the Bodleian Library. I suppose you will sleep in the

old city ?

"

"No," said Dick, "we are going higher up: the hay is waiting us

>there, you know."
Morsom nodded, and we all went into the street together, and got

into the boat just above the town bridge. But just as Dick was
getting the sculls into the rowlocks, the bows of another boat came thrust-

ing through the low arch. Even at first sight it was a gay little craft

indeed—bright green, and painted over with elegantly drawn flowers.

As it cleared the arch, a figure as bright and gay-clad as the boat rose up

in it ; a slim girl dressed in light blue silk that fluttered in the draughty

*wind of the bridge. I thought I knew the figure, and sure enough, as

«he turned her head to us, and showed her beautiful face, I saw with

ioy that it was none other than the fairy godmother from the abundant

garden on Runnymede—Ellen, to wit.

William Morris.

Gfoarclians from the MancheB^^Sim^:^^m^ AttgWSfc* ^

which the story is told of a boy whd had h&dti sent i8f£'sk|g&j?

brought back to England at the request of hia fr>*ufa%^/,£ '&/\

"Mr. Tomlinson said he had seen the boy. He wa^teu^rtwr of *&&£

the story that he told of the life he had led in €anaife ^atnid^^fP:

(Mr. Tomlinson's) opinion as to the value of emigration. B>re W» ft Utt

of ten years of age, who had not passed the fifth standard, and wM* irfcft

made to work on a farm from five in the morning till ten o'clock at tt^gltt

He was not supplied with the food to which boys in England were afccgs-

tomed, and said he had not tasted beef since he left this country.^™
story altogether was more like an account of ' white slavery ' than anytMag

else. If that was a sample of the treatment accorded to boys wno ^were

sent to Canada, the sooner juvenile emigration was stopped the'betteV • «

.
« #

The fact is the whole business is a philanthropic fraud. Poor little

boys without any friends are sent out to Canada by hypocritical scoun-

drels of the Barnardo type, to be worked like slaves by brutal farmers.

We have very strong reasons to believe that all the atrocities of our

old factory system are committed by those slave-drivers upon these

helpless children. These guardians are going to investigate the affair.

We hope it will be done thoroughly, and are also of opinion that when

it is done that, that philanthropic swindler Barnardo will find the

East-end rather too hot for him. "N.

TO BE CONTINUED.]

iThis Story began in No. 209, January 11, 1890. A few sets of

Back Numbers can still be had.)

NOTES ON NEWS.
We admire Mr. Cunninghame Graham greatly, and we especially like

<his command of forcible language, which puts our vocabulary to shame.
But we think it would be better if Mr. Graham, in his zeal for " con-

stitutionalism," would occasionally be a little more accurate. It is

quite true he might have thought he was quite safe in repeating a

wretchedly stale commonplace, very popular among constitutional trade-

unionists and peace-at-any-price Radicals, when he told the English

people last week in a contemporary that " violent revolution is alien

to the spirit of tradition of your race." When we hear this sort

of thing from an educated man, you are tempted to ask whether his-

torical study has formed a part of his education. We will ask Mr.
•Graham, however, if it is not a fact that the English working class,

before they were starved down and crushed into cowardly submission,

*~ere not the boldest, most stubborn and rebellious race in Europe ]

Did you ever hear of Wat Tyler, Mr. Graham, and have you read

-what Professor Thorold Rogers says about the effect of " violent

revolution " in his time ? Let us quote the passage from the Professor's

book, ' Six Centuries of Work and Wages '

:

"Once in the history of England only—once, perhaps, only in the history

of the world—peasants and artizans attempted to effect a revolution by
force. They nearly succeeded ; at least they became for a short time the

masters of the situation. That they would have held the advantages they
gained at Mile End bad they provided against the tragedy of Sniithfield, is

improbable. But they caused such terror by what they actually did, that

they gained all that they claimed, and that speedily. The English labourer
iov a century or more became virtually free and certainly prosperous."

NTow, Mr. Graham, what do you think of that 1 Do you know that
"" the golden age of the English labourers," the famous fifteenth cen-

tury, followed close upon that revolt, which was conducted according

to " Continental methods," and included the burning of palaces, and
hanging and beheading of lawyers, tax-gatherers, and other enemies of

the public weal? Do you also know, Mr. Graham, that Henry VII.,

one of the most grasping of English kings, was afraid to tax the people

because he knew they would rebel, and preferred to tax the nobles

instead ? Mr. Hallam's * Constitutional History ?

is our authority for

this statement. Have you ever heard of Jack Cade, Kett the Tanner,
Robert Aske, Lilburne and the Levellers, the Luddites and the

physical-force Chartists 1 Why, Mr. Graham, a man of your courage
^,nd ability ought to be ashamed to talk Manchester Quakery. Let's

have no more of it.

We are glad to welcome another accession to the " moderate " party.

Parliamentary candidates run with money from "a friend" suit ill

with " Revolutionary Social Democracy." We are not surprised, there-

fore, to see that Mr. Hyndman is opposed to the " general strike," and
thinks the people are " short-sighted " who advocate it. It would lead

to a " dictatorship." Indeed? Well, in these days of dynamite and
other dangerous explosives we don't envy the " dictator." But one
thing does astonish us. In our ignorance we always thought that a
dictatorship was rather in Mr. Hyndman's line. Is it possible that
his dwindling popularity leads him to believe that he wouldn't be the
" dictator," and it is this which makes him suddenly such a "deter-
mined " opponent of " tyranny " ? We should like to know.

There are still some kind-hearted people who believe in that vener-
able fraud and child kidnapper, Doctor Barnardo. For their benefit
we quote part of a report of the meeting of the Chorlton Board of

Our old friend Reynolds last Sunday had the ineffable effrontery to

advocate in set terms the unconditional " endowment " of John Burns

with a handsome annuity for life at the expense of the workers, and

as a " reward " for his past labours in their cause ! This preposterous

proposal throws much light on the motives of some self-dubbed

" friends of the people."

No writer in the Commonweal, no member of the League (so far as

I know), has ever joined in the ignoble attacks on Burns which have

been made in certain quarters. We, at any rate, have always thought

well of his motives, and recognised the thoroughly good work done by

him, both in spreading revolt and even in organisation, although (as

anti-Parliamentarians) we deplored his wasting his energies on County

Councils and such-like tomfoolery.

The fact, however, that such a suggestion as this should be seriously

entertained, shows how demoralising the whole system of " leadership
"

is to those " led." If Burns does not repudiate the indiscreet zeal of

his friends, it will show also (not for the first time) how demoralising

the system is to the "leader" himself. In any case we assume that

Free Communists have something better to do with such coin they

possess than to contribute in any form to the support of any " leader."
*

R. W. B.

LANDLORDISM AND POVERTY.
Landlordism for centuries has been, and is now, the curse of civilisation

and the progenitor of crime, vice, and misery. Poverty follows landlordism

as surely as light follows darkness ; where we find exhorbitant rents, so in

proportion do we find an equivalent amount of extreme poverty.

The question then arises—how are we to remove the cause, so as to banish

the effect 1 Is it to be done by constitutional means, or philanthropical

schemes, or even the working-men's dwellings ? No ! What we want to do,

and what every British worker ought to do, is to overthrow it themselves,

and wait no longer for those who say they have the workers' interests at

heart, but unite together and fight for that liberty to live which is the

birthright of all men, even though it may cost us our lives. The land for

the people shall ever be our watchword.
Such is the tenacious grip of this monster that its victims dare not lift up

their heads to protest against the cruel oppression that enthrals them. The
outcome of landlord usurpation we find has been fully and graphically

illustrated in Ireland, where the cruelties of the police, soldiery, and "civic"

authorities for the last century have been especially horrible and cold-

blooded.

The very materials of the houses in which the workers are forced to live

have been paid for several times over, and yet their occupants have still to

slave in order to keep those in idleness who toil not. Then it appears to me,

and I think any man with a spark of humanity in him, will agree that the

causes of poverty are not, as many well-meaning people would lead us to

suppose—namely, that of drunkenness, extravagance, and so forth—but of

landlordism.

I have examined this subject very closely, and I find that the harder the

masses work the more wretched and unhappy they become ; for if by chance

they do succeed in obtaining a rise of wages (which is seldom), the land-

thief scoops down upon them and adds another lash to the already bleeding

backs of his victims, and extorts from them in rent the additions they may
have obtained by strikes.

Not long ago a friend of mine related to me (what is an everyday

occurrence) how he settled some twenty years ago in a very poor neighbour-

hood, agreeing to pay £60 a-year for his house to carry on his business.

After a time he managed to build up a decent concern, till about six months
ago, when his lease expired, and he applied in the usual course for a renewal,

when he was told that £100 would in the future be the yearly rental. Now
this man had to get this extra rent from somewhere, consequently down
went his workmen's wages, and then these workmen had either to deny

themselves some article of food or clothing, or go and live in a worse slum

than that in which they already existed, in order to pay this extra demand
made upon their master for rent.

Well, to give way to the sentiments of my mind upon this matter, I will

quote the words of a celebrated divine : If men are such cowards to put up
with this, they deserve to be slaves.

I am glad that we Socialists are fully alive to the situation, and are lead-

ing the people in a No-Rent crusade. It is time something practical was done

to drive this hellish monster, Landlordism, into oblivion. n A a™~"™C. A. Stone.
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JOHN BURNS AND FOREIGN COMPETITION.
John Burns is reported to have said at Hartlepool that Englishmen
could always beat the foreigner. There's a smell of mildew abdut this

statement ; it smacks of the period of Gillray's satires upon the for-

eigners, and when it was impossible for anyone of foreign aspect and
speech to pass unmolested about the streets of London. It ranks with
the boast that one Englishman can fight six foreigners, and that all

Englishmen dine daily off roast beef and plum pudding.

No doubt the position occupied by Burns is an equivocal one, and
necessitates some pandering to the prejudices of his following. Such
swallowing of principles is part of the penalty of leadership ; but
Burns could use his position to preach internationalism, instead of

talking down to the grossest form of jingoism extant. A large pro-

portion of his followers believe in England for the English, and all the
world for them too if it can be grabbed. They want, in short, an
international system of commerce handled solely by Englishmen, wThich

very modest aspiration is not likely to be gratified.

The next commercial depression will leave its mark on the New
Unionism, if it does not utterly destroy it. Burns might utilise the

interval by rooting out the narrow nationalist prejudices of his fol-

lowers, to preach the international solidarity of labour. It would fit

them for the time when their New Unionism will be as a broken reed

in their hands, and instead of looking upon a gain of Id. per hour as

a final solution of the labour problem, cause them to strive for the

total overthrow of masterdom. F. K.

BE BOLD AND RESOLUTE!
One of the most hopeful sigiiS of our hopeful time is the universal'

discontent, rising here and there (as the other day at Leeds, or in the
Wellington Barracks) into open rebellion and " mutiny," which is

beginning to animate the braver and more desperate of our wage-slaves

to practical protest against the hideous mockery of society under which?

we live to-day. The motto of our League enjoins us to "agitate" and
" organise," as well as to " educate," and surely we cannot but rejoice

and take courage at every blow struck at bourgeois institutions and
bourgeois law,—even although the striker may never have read * Das-

Kapital,' and may even be quite ignorant of scientific economics.

Economics are (let us concede at once) good to know. The work of
Karl Marx and the rest can never, in the nature of things, be forgotten?

in the happy days to come after the Revolution. Thanks to them (and

to other still more daring and original thinkers), we know, roughly at
least, how to assist the evolution of the new and better world. But
if we are to wait, before beginning the genera1 overthrow, until every
combatant on our side has mastered the scientific aspect of Socialism,

then indeed (as that Fabian said) we shall "die in the wilderness."

Fortunately, even were we willing to wait, the current which is

—

silently for the most part, yet surely—bearing us onward towards
Niagara would not wait for us. Precisely how near the catastrophe

may be, we cannot tell. He would be a foolish man indeed who*

should pledge himself that it will not come next year ; on the

other hand, we may have to wait for years for the final emancipation

of mankind. Come when it may, it is surely much to be dasired that,

if it may be, it should come as the result of passionate detestation of

capitalist rule—passionate longing for the reign of equality—and not

merely as a consequence of economic necessity. If so, we should foster

and cherish, by all means in our power, this same passionate detesta-

tion of things as they are,—in other words, the spirit of revolt and
insurrection. "What]" our doctrinaire Socialist of the arm-chair

may ask, " would you stimulate and encourage aimless mutiny, aimless

destruction, for the sake of mutiny and destruction ? " The present

writer answers, for his part, " Assuredly I would. * Civilisation ' and
so-called society to-day form so vile and hateful a tyranny that, even*

were there nothing to put in their places, I should sympathise heartily

with any attempt to destroy them. Better, a hundred times better,

unknown chaos than such a loathsome system of organised robbery

and murder as that under which we live now." But it is unnecessary

to consider any such question. Come the destruction of middle-class

society when it may, it is clear now that the race is prepared to enter

on the next stage in its long history. Mistakes may be made at first

;

it may even go hard with our doctrinaire friend, unless he see the

error of his ways (so well-read a person will surely remember the tale

of the Girondists, and be warned in time) ; but we are certain in the

long run Free Communism will replace wage-slavery, and the tyranny
and robbery of landlordism and capitalism will be known no more.

It is not our business, then, as revolutionists, to fear the Revolution
or to hinder its coming, but rather to hurry it on as best we can. The
very finest lever we have to work with in our attack on the possessing

classes is the fierce and growing hatred of the workers for the robbers

who live on their labour. That hatred should be encouraged and
strengthened at all hazards. Our aim is to fan the smouldering class

war into a blaze which shall fire the world. Deliberately do I for my
part say that hatred of capitalists is, from our standpoint, an excellent

thing, as well as hatred of capitalism. We are not Christians, that

we should love our enemies, do good to them that despitefully use us,

or turn the other cheek to the smiter. That line of policy has been?

tried for nineteen hundred years, and the result is that the present

representatives of the Galilean carpenter and street agitator (a " labour-

leader " in his own way) are " His Holiness Pope Leo XIII.," " His
Grace the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury," and "General" Booth.
Revolutionary ethics are robuster and more manly, and likely, let us
trust, to prove more successful as a working theory of life. As has
been well said by a French comrade, " Only those who know how ta
hate can really love." Only those who hate a Livesey or a Norwood
can sincerely love humanity. " Do I not hate them, Lord, who hate
thee 1 " said the old Jewish singer, addressing his Jehovah, his national

deity, the mythical Spirit of his tribe. Do we not hate them who hate
mankind (the only mankind worth considering, the proletariate)?

Let us who look not to the tribe but to the race, and with the?

force generated by this ever - intensifying hatred, organise revolt

everywhere. Riot, conflict, and disorder will multiply and grow as
the doomsday of theft and mastership draws near. The more they
multiply and grow the better for us. " Mutiny " and revolt does not
necessarily mean the beginning of the Revolution itself ; but it is an
excellent preparation and, so to speak, education for the Revolution.

Wherever there is excuse or opportunity, let us strike at the odious

bourgeois in such fashion as to train ourselves for action and to make
him understand that his hour has nearly come. Whenever we get the

chance, let us preach detestation of him and all his deeds, contempt of

his laws, resolution to re-take from him his ill-gotten wealth for the

benefit of all. This is the really pressing work. When these feelings

are once fairly roused it will be time to turn to theories of the future

—

theories which, after all, have now been tolerably well discussed, and*

which it is time to put in practice. R. W. Burnie.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members, will'

j
be held on Wednesday, August 27th, at 8.30 p.m., at the Autonomie Club,

|
Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W. Comrade Kitz will give an address

I on *' Revolutionary Propaganda." All members invited to attend.
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REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT.
Translated from the French of Peter Kropotkine.

I.

That the existing governments ought to be abolished, so that liberty,

equality, and fraternity may no longer be vain words but may become

living realities; that all the forms of government which have been

tried up to the present have been only so many forms of oppression,

and ought to be replaced by a new form of organisation,—so far, all

those who think, and whose temperament is, however little, revolution-

ary, are perfectly agreed. To tell the truth, it is not even necessary

to be much of an innovator to come to this conclusion ; the vices of the

existing governments, and the impossibility of reforming them, are too

striking not to be seen at once by every reasonable observer. And as

to overthrowing the governments, we know, speaking generally, that

at certain periods that takes place without much difficulty. There are

moments when the governments fall to pieces almost of their own
accord, like houses of cards, before the breath of the revolted peoples.

That was seen quite clearly in 1848 and 1870 : it will be seen again

very soon.

To overthrow a government—that is the end for a middle-class

revolution. For us it is only the beginning of the Social Revolution.

The machinery of the State once thrown out of gear, the hierarchy of

the officials fallen into disorganisation and no longer knowing how to

act, the army of the defenders of capital once put to rout—it is then

that we have to face the great work of destroying the institutions

which serve to perpetuate economical and political slavery. The
possibility of free action is acquired ;—what are the revolutionists

going to do ?

To this question there are only the Anarchists who reply, " No more
government—Anarchy." All the others say, "A revolutionary gov-

ernment." They differ only as to the form to give to this government.

Some desire that it shall be elected by universal suffrage in the State

or in the commune; others declare in favour of a revolutionary

dictatorship.

A " revolutionary government " ! Those are two words which sound

very strangely to the ears of those who understand what the Social

devolution ought to signify and what is the meaning of a government,

—two words which contradict each other, which destroy one another.

We have seen oftea enough despotic governments—it is the essence of

all governments to be for the reaction against the revolution and
necessarily to be despotic—fout we have never seen a revolutionary

government, and for a very good reason. It is because the revolution

—synonym of "disorder," of destruction, of the overthrow in a few

days of venerable institutions, of violent demolition of the established

forms of property, of destruction of castes, of rapid transformation of

the ideas accepted about morality, or rather, about the hypocrisy which

occupies its place, of individual liberty and spontaneous action—is

precisely the opposite, the negation of government, that being the

synonym of "the established order," of conservatism, of the preserva-

tion of the existing institutions, the negation of individual initiative

and action. And nevertheless, we continually hear people speak of

this white blackbird as if a "revolutionary government" was the most

simple thing in the world, as common and as well-known to everyone

as royalty, empire, or the papacy.

That the self-styled revolutionists of the middle-class should preach

this idea it is easy to understand. We know what they mean by

revolution. It is simply a patching up of the middle-class republic

;

it is the taking possession by the self-styled republicans of the lucrative

employments reserved to-day for the Bonapartists and the Royalists.

It is, at the outside, the divorce of the Church and State replaced by
the concubinage of the two; the confiscation of the wealth of the

elergy for the benefit of State, and above all for the benefit of the

future administrators of this wealth : perhaps even the referendum,

or some other machine of the same kind. But that the revolutionary

Socialists should make themselves the apostles of this idea—we can

explain it only in supposing one of two things : either those who accept

it are imbued with the middle class prejudices which they have un-

consciously drawn from the literature, and especially from the history,

written for the use of the middle class by members of that class, and,

still full of the spirit of servility produced by centuries of slavery,

they cannot even imagine themselves free ; or they do not desire this

Revolution, the name of which is always upon their lips—they would
be contented with a mere patching up of the existing institutions, on

condition that they were put in power and left free to find out later on
what it would be necessary to do to quiet the " mob," that is to say,

the people. They are against those who govern to-day only because

they wish to take their place. With these people we do not desire to

reason. We will speak, then, only to those who are honestly deceived.

Let us commence by the first of the two forms of "revolutionary

government " which are extolled—the elected government.

Authority, royal or otherwise, is overthrown, the army of the

defenders of capital is routed ; everywhere there is fermentation, the

discussion of public affairs, the desire to march forward. The new
ideas come to the front, the necessity of serious changes is understood

;

it is necessary to act, it is necessary to commence without mercy the

work of demolition in order to clear away the ground for the new life.

But what is proposed to be done] To convoke the people for the

elections and to elect a government immediately afterwards, to confide

to it the work that we all, every one of us, ought to do on our own
initiative

!

This is what Paris did after the 18th of March, 1871. "I shall

always remember," said a friend to us, " these beautiful moments of

emancipation. I had descended from my garret in the Latin Quarter

to enter that immense meeting in the open-air, which was filling the-

Boulevards from one end of Paris to the other. Everybody was dis-

cussing the public business, all personal pre-occupation was forgottenr

there was no longer any question of buying and selling, all were ready

to throw themselves forward body and soul towards the future. Even
some members of the capitalist class, carried away by the general en-

thusiasm, regarded with pleasure the beginning of a new existence.

* If we have to make the Social Revolution, very well, we will make

it ; let us put everything in common, we are ready 1
' The elements

of the revolution were there ; all that had to be done was to bring

them into action. When in the evening I returned to my room, I

said to myself, ' After all, humanity is grand ! We did not understand

it ; it had always been calumniated !
' Then came the elections, the

members of the Commune were named, and the power of devotion,

the zeal for action, was extinguished little by little. Every one re-

turned to his accustomed work, saying, 'Now we have an honest

government, let us leave it to act
!

'
" We know what followed.

Instead of acting themselves, instead of marching forward, instead

of throwing themselves boldly into a new order of things, the people,

confiding in their government, left to it the work of taking the initia-

tive. There was the first consequence, the fatal result of the elections.

What, then, would this government do invested with the confidence

of alii

Never were elections more free than those of March, 1871. The

adversaries of the Commune have themselves recognised it. Never

were the great mass of the electors more strongly imbued with a

desire to put the best men into power, the men of the future, the re-

volutionists. And this is what they did. All the revolutionists of

renown were elected by formidable majorities ; Jacobins, Blanquists,

Internationalists, the three revolutionary factions, were found repre-

sented in the councils of the Commune. Elections couldn't possibly

produce a better government.

We know the result. Shut up in the Hdtel de Ville with instruc-

tions to proceed in accordance with the forms established by previous

governments, these ardent revolutionists, these reformers, found them-

selves unable to do anything to produce any good result. With all

their good will and their courage they did not even know how to

organise the defence of Paris. It is true that to-day the blame is

thrown upon the men, upon individuals, but it was not individuals

who were the cause of this catastrophe—it was the method applied.

In fact, universal suffrage when it is free can at the most only give'

an Assembly representing an average of the opinions which are current

at the moment amongst the people ; and this average at the commence-
ment of revolution is generally only a vague idea, very vague, of the
work which is to be done, without taking into account how it should

be done. Ah ! if the bulk of the nation, of the commune, were able

to understand one another before the movement as regards what they
would have to do as soon as the government was overthrown ! If this

dream of the Utopians of the drawing-room could be realised, we
would never have had any bloody revolutions ; the will of the bulk, of
the nation having been expressed the remainder would submit with
good grace. But it is not in this way things take place. The Revo-
lution burst forth before a general understanding is possible, and those
who have a clear idea of what they will have to do on the morrow of
the rising are at that moment only a small minority. The great mass
of people have as yet only a general idea of the end which they wish
to see realised, without knowing very well how to act in order to bring
about this end, without having much confidence as to the steps they
ought to take. The practical solution will be found, will become clear,,

only when the change has already commenced ; it will be the product
of the revolution itself and the people in action—or else it will be
nothing ; the intelligence of a few people being absolutely incapable
of finding the solutions which can arise only from the life of the

people.

It is this situation which is reflected in the body elected by the
suffrage, even when it has not all the vices inherent to representative

governments in general. The few men who represent the revolutionary

idea of the period find themselves overwhelmed amongst the repre-

sentatives of the revolutionary schools of the past, or of the existing

order cf things. These men who are so necessary in the midst of the
people, precisely in the revolutionary days, to scatter their ideas broad-
cast, to put the masses in motion, to demolish the institutions of the
past—find themselves compelled to stop there in a room discussing at

greater length than they imagined in order to tear some concessions
from the moderates, to convert some of their enemies, whilst there is

only one possible means of bringing them round to the new ideas—to

put those new ideas into execution. The government changes in par-

liament, with all the vices of the capitalist parliaments. Far from
being a " revolutionary " government it becomes the greatest obstacle

to the revolution, and to stop its "marking time" the people find

themselves compelled to dismiss it, to turn away those who only yes-

terday they hailed as their elected. But it is no longer an easy
matter. The new government, which feels called upon to organise an
entirely new administration in order to extend its rule and make
itself obeyed, is not inclined to give way so quietly. Anxious to-

maintain its power, it clings on to it with all the strength of an in-

stitution which has not yet had time to fall into senile decomposition.
It is resolved to oppose force to force, and there is only one way to
dislodge it—to take up arms and make the revolution over again, in

order to get rid of those in whom the people had placed all their hopes.
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And in- ibis; way the revolution is divided. After having lost pre-

cious time in coming to terras with its opponents, it is about to lose

its strength in internal dissensions between the friends of the young
government and those who have realised the necessity of doing away
with it 1 And all this through not having understood that a new life

requires new methods, that it is not by clinging to the old forms that

a revolution is effected ! .All this because the incompatibility of revo-

lution and government has not been comprehended, because it has not

been foreseen that the one, under whatever form it is presented, is

always the negation of the other, and that outside of Anarchism there

cannot be a revolution.

It is just the same as regards that other form of " revolutionary

government " which is so much cried up—the revolutionary dictator-

ship.

railway ; the ordinary, holidays at Easter* Whitsuntide, and. Christmas to be
treated as heretofore on the TafT Valley Railway. The hours of the pilot

men, engine men, and shunting men are to be eleven per day, with six hours
per week allowed, reducing the net hours worked to sixty. Signalmen's
time is to be twelve hours per day, with twelve hours in the week allowed
off, again reducing the total hours to sixty.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
THE DOCKERS' DEMONSTRATION.

The Dockers* Demonstration was immensely successful. Sunday was one
of the brightest and finest days I have seen during this dull and gloomy
summer. There was no mist, no gloom to veil the brightness of the glorious
sun ; the weather was radiant, and everyone's spirits was up to the weather.
It is quite true that the demonstration was not so large as that of the Eight
Hours Day, but there were at least no leaden skies to make the demonstra-
tors feel miserable. I shall say nothing of the muster on the Embankment
or the march through the streets ; that has been described again and again
in the ordinary press ; but there was one incident that the capitalist press
has not, in most cases, described at all, for very obvious reasons. When the
front of the procession reached Wellington Barracks, the bands that headed
struck up "The British Grenadiers," and the whole crowd burst into a
thundering shout, waving their hats wildly in the air. The sentries at the
gate looked on with seeming apathy ; they did not present arms this time,
for commissioned and non-commissioned officers had their eyes upon them ;

but from the open barrack windows, where the soldiers were lounging in

their shirt-sleeves, hands and handkerchiefs were waved, several men in

their enthusiasm seizing their red coats and waving them. On the proces-
sion passed, and as' every band reached the barracks " The British Grena-
diers" rang merrily out, and there was nought but cheering from one end of
the procession to the other, soldiers and people cheering each other as the
procession marched by. This was certainly the most interesting incident of

the whole demonstration.
Another fact of interest to revolutionists is also worth noting. The

" Marseillaise " was the popular tune of the day. Even the Tory Evening
News notes that it was the only tune to which the men marched with any
spirit. Probably with a view of getting rid of that "dreadful tune," with
its memories of revolution and of the men " who knew how to die," so dis-

comforting to the "hupper suckles," the Evening News recommends "a good
labour march," and laments piteously that until it is written "the 'Mar-
seillaise' seems to be the only piece of music which makes the London
workman step in time." Probably a combination of "We don't want to
Eight," " God save the Queen," and " Rule Britannia " is the sort of thing
the Evening News would like. Whether it would suit the workmen is quite
another question. We note with interest that the procession did not pass
in front of Buckingham Palace. The police probably had made other
arrangements. Popular processions must not annoy the royal flunkies with
the "Marseillaise." The old woman was out of town, according to her usual
custom, so her feelings could not be offended.

The speakers on the platforms all exulted in the progress of the New
Unionism.
John Burns gave an indication of aggressive policy when he declared that

he wished they would relieve him from the County Council and his candi-
tature for Parliament, so that for five years he might labour to elevate the
lot of the agricultural labourers, and prevent them from flocking to the
large towns to depreciate an already overstocked labour market. In our
opinion John Burns would be far better employed in stirring up a labour
revolt among the agricultural labourers than in electioneering or in en-
deavouring to turn County Councillors into honest men. The latter is a
very hopeless task.

Mr. Freake, who said he was not a Socialist, was the only man to give the
Socialists credit for their work in the past. He said it was the Socialists
who had taught the workers to rebel by their preaching in the highways
and byeways.
Ben Tillet curiously enough made the best speech from a revolutionary

point of view. Ben Tillet is getting on. His peroration is worth quoting :

" We call upon the pulpit to help us, we call upon the Senate ; but if they
won't help us we will help ourselves. We want them to come and assist us ; we
ask them as Christians to come and assist us. With the settlement of this diffi-

culty there will be the advent of a time when the nation will be upright and
true, when immorality and starvation will not exist, when every wife will be a
happy wife, and every home a comfortable home, when every man will be an
honest and a dignified man, when one generation will hand to its successor a
heritage of happiness and prosperity."

If this is the ideal of the New Unionism, we can only wish it success and
prosperity, for it will be found that the only way to realise this is for the
workers to sweep the idlers and robbers away who live upon their labour,
and to take possession of their own, i.e., the land, factories, mines, railways,
docks, and all other means of producing and distributing wealth, must be
seized by the people for their own use and enjoyment, and then indeed "one
generation will hand to its successor a heritage of happiness and prosperity."

The Eight Hours Day.
The London Compositors have not only decided in favour of the legal

eight hours, but have refused to allow their secretary Mr, Drummond, one

of the worst of the "old gang," to go as a delegate to the Trades Congress.

In his place they have appointed Mr. Matthews, a young man who is not

ashamed of being a Socialist. The London Trades Council, by 62 to 30, have

also decided to instruct their delegates to vote for the legal eight hours day
at the Congress. Poor Shipton does not stand much chance of the Parlia-

mentary Secretaryship. As to the legal eight hours, we do not believe that

a Parliament of capitalists and landlords will ever give it to the workers,

and we are sure they will have to take it themselves by a general strike of

every trade and industry ; and that that strike will probably end in winning
much more than an eight hours day.

The Welsh Railway Strike.

On Thursday, just after an "accidental" fire, through which a signal-box
^was burnt down, the directors suddenly gave in. It is worth noting that
this signal-box caught fire just after the directors had threatened to use
soldiers as blacklegs. Perhaps the reason the directors gave in was that
they thought that if they did not surrender there might be some more
"accidents." It is dangerous to drive workmen to desperation. The terms
of the agreement are as follows : That the company undertake to pay for a
week of sixty hours, subject to the conditions that the men will not be paid
for time lost through the monthly holiday at the collieries, or through
strikes or other unusual interruptions or undertakings connected with the

Lock-out of Borough Scale-makers.

Messrs. Doyle and Sons, Borough, have locked out their men because they

refused to work with a man who had blacklegged for Livesey during the

strike at the South Metropolitan Gas-works. Good luck to these brave

fellows ! We hope they will beat their masters and the blackleg.

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA.
Since last writing you, there has been a considerable falling-off in the de-

mand for labour of all kinds in all parts of South Africa. Many men of all

trades and no trades are going idle in Johannesburg, Transvaal, Durban,

Natal, and in Port Elizabeth and other parts of Cape Colony. Wages in

Johannesburg have been reduced all round, in many cases as much as 20 and

30 per cent. In the Diamond Fields there are numbers of unemployed

whose condition—as if it were not bad enough—the De Beers Company have

set themselves to try and make worse in different ways. The first way was

by shutting up the Du Toitspau and Bullfontieu mines for no other reason

but that the profits (and there has always been a considerable profit from

both mines) were not large enough to satisfy the cursed greed of the Hon.
Cecil Khodes and other shareholders in the De Beers Company. The other

way was by refusing many workmen leave to work as "debris-washers."

Here it is perhaps necessary to explain that ever since the Diamond Fields

were discovered, heaps of "debris," or earth that has been washed and

searched for diamonds, have been accumulating in different places. Owing
to faulty methods in washing and neglect in searching the clay, a number of

diamonds were left in the debris, and the re- washing and more careful

searching of this rubbish has up till recently given employment and a liveli-

hood—precarious enough, it is true—to a goodly number of men. But the
" Hon. Cecil," Lord of the (South African) Heavens and Earth, for his am-
bition or greed—which is it ?—is such that nothing short of the annexation

of the upper hemisphere or the demonstrating to him of the impossiblity of

such a task will satisfy himself and " pals."

And now, craving pardon for this digression, or series of digressions, let me
hark back, giving our modern Alexander his full title. The Hon. Cecil, Lord
of the (South African) Heavens and Earth, Premier of the Cape Colony,

Amalgamator of the Diamond Mines, Paramount Chief of Mashono and
Matabele lands, Comissioner of Crown Lands, and God only knows what
else, seeing that the competition of these debris-washers might reduce the

profits of himself and pals, instantly prohibits such work by laying claim to

said debris. But the best part of the whole business is that after the debris-

washers had ventilated their grievances pretty well in Kimberly (Diamond
Fields), they thought—like a good many more foolish men in a country some
six thousand miles away—to obtain justice by appealing to Government.
And so a deputation from the Diamond Fields waited last week upon the

Governor, Henry Loch, who, after giving them what the local press termed
a " patient hearing," and appearing considerably interested, expressed the

hope "that the Government" (the Hon. Cecil, the amalgamator, and the

most interested man in the company whose action the deputation complained

of) " would see their way to assist the debris-washers at Kimberly. The
deputation then thanked the Governor and withdrew." And now that the

mantle of Elisha Sprigg, the late Premier, has decended upon the shoulders

of the Hon. Cecil, we will see what redress or manner of relief the Govern-
ment will give these workers.
Which way the wind will blow is pretty plainly shown by the following

motion which Mr. Laing, member for Fort Beaufort, gave notice of in the

House a few days ago :
" That in the interests of the country it is impolitic

and undesirable that the official representative of the British South Africa

Company should be Prime Minister of this colony." There are a good many
other things, my dear Mr. Laing, done in the Cape Legislative Assembly
which are also undesirable and impolitic in the interests of the country.
What about the Masters and Servants Act, and the amendment to it

sanctioning the flogging of workers, but in no way applying to masters ?

What about the Native Location Bill ? and Mr. Trowels Bill to prohibit

Amaqueta dances amongst natives ] Since the native population is increas-

ing out of all proportion to the whites, I have no doubt that at no very
distant date Mr. Trower or the "Hon. Cecil" will be quite agreeable to

introduce and pilot a Bill for the prevention of breeding amongst natives.

And to wind up, what about the "Stock Thefts Repression Bill"? and the

pass system ?—all of which are directed against the natives. What the late

Premier, Gordon Sprigg, would not do—viz., speak in favour of the Flogging
Bill for workers—the present Premier, Cecil Rhodes, did, and was quite

prepared to vote for it if a precedent could only be established, and straight-

way set himself the task to find one—and proved it, to the satisfaction of

all concerned. Is there anything the modern politician would not vote (or

—precedent or no precedent—so long as it was in the interests of his own
class ?

In Cape Town the agitation for an eight hours' working-day still goes on,

and has taken form in an organisation called the " Cape Town Traaes and
Labour Council," which, unlike the narrow-minded, selfish, exclusive trades

unionism of Britain, is composed of workers of all kinds ; the only qualifi-

cation is that the members must be workers. The membership is increasing,

and though there are perhaps only about 170 or 180 men employed as joiners
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and carpenters in Cape Town, yet the membership now numbers about 150.

One of the last acts of the late ministry was the granting of the "eight

hour day" to the engineering departments of the government railways,

so that now the working-day commences in winter at 6.50 a.m., ending at

5 p.m., working till 12 o'clock on Saturdays. In summer, from 6.30 a.m.

tifi 4.30 p.m. All over the colony there are more labourers than there is a

demand for, so that no workmen ought to leave Britain to come here on
" spec "—were I to speak more to the point, I might say that no worker
ought to leave Britain if his only motive in doing so is to get higher wages.
Higher wages are to be had in the United Kingdom if the workers will bat
fi^ht for them. However, I trust to see the day when men the world over
will work for something more than a mere wage.
The " Chartered Company " are pushing their " Filibustering Expedition "

slowly up into the Matabele Country, and unless I am much mistaken they
will come down country much faster than they went up. It is rumoured
that troops are to be sent up from Natal to assist, I suppose, in increasing
the dividends of Mr. Fife and Aberdeen, and others of a like kidney. Now
that the " Hon. Cecil " is " bossing " the show, shares in the S. A.C. Co. may
reasonably be expected to "boom" again, and seeing that the Chartered
Company in point of dividend paying are about to put the Automatic Photo-
graphic Company into the shade completely, I suppose that Messrs. Wales,
Fife, and Aberdeen will stick to what shares they have got like so many
limpets to a rock. They need not be in the least afraid but that their in-

terests will be well looked after. With Mr. Rhodes, the originator of the
company, as Premier of the Cape Colony, and shareholders in the Cabinet,
and a paid director of the company acting as Commissioner of Crown Lands,
the " Jammary Ring " can take a back seat. When Mr. Laing, member for
Fort Beaufort, brought his motion before the House of Assembly and chal-
lenged Mr. Rhodes as to what he would do in the event of Colonial interests
clashing with those of the Chartered Company, the Premier was heard to
say " that he would resign, but that he could not conceive of the interests
conflicting." Of course not ; but what has Mr. Rhodes to say about the
smuggling of the guns into the interior last year, in which he as an official

of the South Africa Company played the chief part ? and what about the
colonys interest being likely to suffer by the war which sooner or later will
result from robbing the Matabeles of their territory ? Of course, the
motion was negatived by a large majority ; no one but an idiot would have
expected the result to turn out otherwise. To satisfy themselves and blind
outsiders, a number of members of the " House " expressed the opinion
that the Hon. Cecil meant well, but that at the same time they would " keep
an eye on him "—so that whilst at home you " keep your eye on Paisley,"
colonists will find it worth their while to " keep their eye on Cecil," and a
few other things as well. J Bain
Cape Town, JuJy 23, 1890.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.
The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collection by Council on August 11th, 5s. 6d.; Aug. 18th, 4s. 3Jd.; D., 2d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.

H.R
Saunders

„ (on July 10th)
R. F. H.
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McKenzie
B. W. (3 weeks) .

£ s. d.
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P. Webb (3 weeks)
Nicoll

North London (2 weeks)
F. H. James (Buenos Ayres) .

Glasgow Branch .

Total
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H. Samuels (Leeds)
J. Bines
Banco .

SPECIAL PROPAGANDA FUND.
£ s. d

3 6
10

9

£ s. d.

Returned Subscription pro
Grenadier Guards from the
Daily Chronicle . . . 4

9 4Total

For Grenadier Guards.—W. S., Is.; collected by S.L., 3s. Id. This has
been placed to Special Propaganda Fund, the Daily Chronicle having closed the
fund.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Funds are urgently needed for special work in connection with Propaganda.

These funds will be used at the discretion of the Propaganda Gommittee, and to
prevent confusion all money must be sent to Secretary of Propaganda Committee,
at 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., and will be acknowledged
by him the ' Weal D. J. Nicoll, Sec. to Propaganda Committee.

REPORTS.
North London.—At Regent's Park our meeting was addressed by Stone

Nicoll, Edwards, and Turner ; collection, 6s. In Hyde Park Miss Lupton and
Nicoll addressed a good meeting. We have sold this week 110 Commonweal.
some Chicago^ Speeches and other literature.
Leeds.—We held three good meetings here on Sunday—speakers Sollit,

Sweeney, Corkwell, and Samuels. Commonweal and pamphlets sold well. At
a special club meeting it was resolved that we get up a demonstration here for
Mowbray on September 7.

Aberdeen.—At Quayside (foot of Market Street), on 14th, Rennie and Leatham
addressed good meeting. At Castle Street on Saturday night Aiken, Duncan,
and Rennie addressed a large crowd while Addie and Leatham vigorously pushed
the

^
sale of literature. A word ought to be said in praise of the exertions of the

choir just now, the members of which are turning up at meetings in unusual force
and making the singing correspondingly effective.—L.

An Appeal.—-Comrade Lessner appeals to us on behalf of A. Weiler, who,
with his wife and three children, is in a terrible condition of poverty. Weiler
is an old veteran in the Revolutionary Cause, who has worked in the Continental
movement for twenty years, from the beginning of the International Working-
men s Association. Help is most urgently needed, and should be sent to the
Secretary of the Communist Working Men's Club, 49 Tottenham Street, Totten-ham Court Road, W.C, ortoF. Lessner, 12 Fitzroy Street, Fitzroy Square.—
Received from the Hammersmith Branch S. L., 93. 6d.

LECTURE \ PIARY. . * ! M VV
LONDON. /<L c

Battersea.—All communications to E. Butenx, 45, Inwith Strejjjt, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. "Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays-, Social Gathering.
Sunday, 8.30p.m., Aug. 24, Adjourned Discussion on €i What are the best
Revolutionary Methods ?

"

East London.—A special meeting of members will be held at International Club,
Berner Street, on Sunday, August 24th, at 7.30 p.m.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.
French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. for
practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South London.—St. George's Coffee Tavern, 106 Westminster Bridge Road.
Wliitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Cluh,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, , at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.-—International Educational Club, Templar Street. Open every evening.

Discussion class every Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds
of Socialist literature on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-
cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;
Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.
Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.
Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30>
Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 23.

7.30 Prince of Wales Road The Branch

Sunday 24,

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Leggatt and Kitz
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church Burnie and Mrs. Lahr
11.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Miss Lupton
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 New Cut—Short Street Casey, Buckeridge, and Pearson
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Cantwell
11.30 Streatham—Fountain Smith
3.30 Hyde Park^-Marble Arch Mrs. Lahr
3.30 Victoria Park The Branch
3.30 Streatham Common The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Streatham—Fountain Smith
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Monday 25.

7. 30 Westminster Bridge Road—Pearman Street Smith and Holloway

Thursday 28.
7.30 New Cut—Short Street Buckeridge, Casey, and Kitz

Friday 29.
8.15 Hoxton Church Mrs. Lahr, Kitz, and Burnie

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.
Leeds.—Saturday: Woodhouse Moor, at 7.30 p.m. Sunday: Hunslet Moor,

at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.
Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 10.45 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Monday : Belgrave, at 7.30. Tuesday : Sanvey Gate, at 8. Wednesday :

Oadby, at 7.30. Friday : Anstey, at 7.30. Saturday : Wigston, at 7.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Market Street,
Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.
Norwich,—^Saturday : Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and

7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain*
at 11; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Cplman'3
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.

Loughborough.—Meetings every Friday at 7.45 p. hi. in the Market Place.
Derby.—In connection with the Midland Counties Socialist Federation, open-

air meetings are held every Saturday in the Market Place, at 7.45 p.m. Aug. 23,
J. C. Chambers, of Leicester. Socialists in Derby willing to assist in forming a
Branch, please communicate with W. G. Purcell, 12 Society Place.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
The Land for the People. Are we Over-

Populated ? A useful leaflet, full of

_ facts 3 6
Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
'To Working Women and Girls 3
What Socialists Want 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2
The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

^Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum)
Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism
Scholar in a Eepublic (Wendell Philipps)
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ..> 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

" There will come a time ivhen our silence will be
more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day"

1

1

1

9
8

-August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO."

OyNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-
pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye
on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he
launches his satires on a world of dissimulation
-and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

He is the true philanthropist
Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly heart,
While smiling at his fancies, still may say—

" He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part
Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

Every Thursday—One Penny.

To such he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy
of modern society pictorially lampooned, we recom-
mend Cynicus.

Fortnightly, 3d. ; by post, 3^(1.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted
solely to the Interests of the Workers.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of
political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C

FREETHOOGHT PUBLICATIONS.

The Freethinker. Edited by G. W. Foote.
Widest circulation of any Freethought
paper. ... ... ... Weekly 1

Mistakes of Moses. By Col. R. G. Inger-
soll. Only complete edition in England 1

Reply to Gladstone. Bylngersoll ... o 4

Rome or Reason ? Reply to Cardinal
Manning. Bylngersoll ... ... 4

Bible Heroes. By G. W. Foote. First and
Second Series. ... ... Each 1

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote
and J. M. Wheeler. Vol. I. ... ... 2 6

Infidel Death Beds Historic and Descrip-
tive. By G. W. Foote. Second edition.

Tenth Thousand. ... ... ... 8

Letters to the Clergy. By Foote ... 10
Is the Bible Inspired? By Foote ... 1

Complete Catalogue on application.

R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.

PAMPHLETS BY JAS. LEATHAM.

"THE ONLY THING THAT WILL DO."

BY ONE OF THE UNEMPLOYED.

A plain and well-illustrated criticism of the exist-

ing order and a constructive statement of Communal
Collectivism. Shows how Socialism will most likely

be realised, and sketches the form of administration,
etc., under it.

32 pages, demy lGmo.

One Penny.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

AN EIGHT HOURS DAY WITH
TEN HOURS' PAY:

HOW TO GET IT AND HOW TO KEEP IT.

The most exhaustive pamphlet on the Eight Hours
question yet published. Deals with all the most
recent noteworthy objections.

24 pages, crown 8vo, closely printed.

One Penny.

James Leatham, Printer, 15 St. Nicholas Street,
Aberdeen.

SONGS FOR SOCIALISTS.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Forty capital Socialist Songs by William Morris,
Edward Carpenter, J. Bruce Glasier, C. W. Beckett,
D. J. Nicoll, Most, and Ernest Jones ; as also spirited
translations of French and German revolutionary
songs, including "The Carmagnole," etc.

One Penny.

Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou \ would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare
subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there
can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that
this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W.C.
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"A NEW SAVIOUR OF HUMANITY."
The Review of Reviews for this month gives us the following informa-

tion, which is of the utmost importance to Anarchists, Socialists, and

revolutionists generally

:

" July has been a month of peace congresses and international agreements,

and it has seen the breaking out of a war as a corollary to the formation of

a League of Peace. But it is possible that all these imposing international

political acts and demonstrations count for less in the future of the world
than the ingenious mechanical contrivance which was exhibited at the head-

quarters of the London Scottish Rifle Volunteers on July 18th by a French
engineer named Giffard. To outward appearance it was a simple thing

enough, consisting of a small tube of toughest steel only nine inches in

length, containing nothing that when opened the eye can see, the ear hear,

the nose smell, or the fingers touch. Yet that small tube may yet be
destined to destroy empires, check the progress of Socialism [?], and establish

throughout the world the principle of government by consent of the gov-

erned [sic /]. Whether it will abolish war is a question for discussion ; but
if all that is claimed for it is true, it will abolish gunpowder and convert all

the armaments of the modern world into old iron. The tough steel tube,

nine inches long, is charged with liquified carbonic acid gas, the same that

we breathe from our lungs after every respiration, but converted by
liquefaction into one of the most powerful propulsives known. It is fixed

to the barrel of the rifle in such a way that when the trigger is pulled a
drop of the liquified gas is forced into the breech of the gun behind the

bullet, where, instantaneously resuming a gaseous condition, it developes a
force equal to 500 lb. pressure on the square inch. The bullet is then
expelled at any degree of velocity desired, for the power can be increased or

diminished by a simple turn of the screw. The pressure is equally dis-

tributed and continuously increased until the bullet leares the barrel. A
slight fizz like the escape of gas from a ginger-beer bottle is the only
sound which announces the dispatch of the bullet, which flattens itself

against the wall at 1,200 yards. The new propellant is indifferent to heat

or damp. It will not burst under the impact of a heavy blow, and it is so

cheap that 250 bullets can be fired at the cost of a penny."

If this be true (and we have every reason to believe it is, seeing

that Messrs. Colt, the American gun-makers, have paid £200,000 for

the American rights of the patent), then at last we have something
which will be better than all the firearms ever yet introduced. The
firing of a rifle or revolver always betrays the whereabouts of those

using them. The new weapon will not, at least, do that ; and it

strikes us forcibly that the Giffard gun will not check the progress of
Socialism, Mr. Stead, but, on the other hand, will rather be one of

the most powerful and speedy means of realising it. We would
also like to say that even in the workshops of the Government
it may be quite possible that our comrades will be working and learn-

ing what, though an advantage to our masters for the time being,

may yet prove of infinite value to us also. The Giffard gun, like

dynamite, which only gave them a temporary advantage, may some
day be useful to us.

We must also remember that Col. Knollys, equerry in waiting to

the' Prince of Wales, has given us a valuable hint as to the most
effective method of guerilla warfare about two years since in the
Fortnightly Review, and again in the last number of the same maga-
zine he thinks the smokeless powder (I suppose they mean the noiseless

gun) will largely increase the list of killed and wounded, especially

where large army corps are moved, for he thinks it certain that some
of them may be completely annihilated. This will give the comrade
who acts individually a great advantage, and individual action will

in future be the best method that could be adopted, as it will

render conspiracies useless, and thus leave no room for the police spy

to fill the prisons with our best comrades.

With the new gun, the smoke, the noise, and the perils of powder

will disappear, and the expert mounted butcher, whose past delight

has been in riding people down, may be taught even a better lesson

than that of the ginger-beer bottle of Bow Street. In future, the

Warrens or Bradfords, the Bismarcks or Czars, may not find the

butchering of unarmed crowds such a safe business, for as they ride in

their pride through the streets they will tremble as they remember that

the air is filled with " swift death " for them. We must also not forget

that, owing to our propaganda among our comrades in the army, that

with renewed effort on our part in that direction it is just possible

that they will reverse their rifles and rid the world of their tyrants !

Bravo for Science ! The Giffard gun can be used by the poor as

well as the rich. Ways and means have always been found in the

past, and depend upon it will be in the future. What to-day fills our

Christian masters and others with delight, may yet be the cause of

deepest remorse to them and their class, unless they are content to

take their places in the workers ranks and leave off thieving for a

living !

Yet one point more. The Giffard gun cannot compel men to work

who refuse to do so, and the General Strike may yet be a weapon in

the hands of the workers, which if used resolutely for Socialism may
compel our masters to give way. For force if once resorted to can be

used quite as effectively on our side as on the side of our masters. It

would be well for most of our comrades, who wish to see our ideas

spread into the country districts and among the troops, to do their

utmost to help us with money. We are only prevented from doing

this by want of means, and all our friends would do well to listen

more especially now to the appeal for funds for the Special Propaganda

;

the Committee can make good use of all the money entrusted to them.

But do not let us be downcast at this latest man-destroyer of our

masters, for as gunpowder preceded a great revolution in the past, so

also may the Giffard gun be the means that will enable us to achieve

our freedom. So I will conclude by saying " All hail to the Giffard

gun ! " which may yet be the New Saviour of Mankind.
C. W. Mowbray.

MEN WHO ARE NOT SOCIALISTS.

VI.

THE POLICE.

(Concluded from p. 266.)

I have known a number of policemen intimately, and have, by con-

descending to the level of their intelligence and sympathies, gained

from them a deal of knowledge of human nature. To fraternise in

this way properly with a policeman, one must contrive to meet them

in a friendly way in a country public-house after the authorised

closing time. I have spent many a sociable hour with them on such

occasions, and have noticed how soon all their official characteristics

except their clothes disappear under the influence of Scotch whisky.

I've got them to join in singing the " Marseillaise," dance the " Car-

magnole," and toast the " Social Revolution !

"

I remember a sergeant of police with whom I got on friendly terms

in this way. He knew I was a Socialist, and I knew that he procured

smuggled tobacco, and occasionally accepted hares and rabbits which

had been poached on a neighbouring preserve. There was thus a

magnetism between us as it were. We used to walk arm in arm down
a country road after leaving the tavern at midnight, when he confided

to me suppressed information about the crimes and scandals of the

well-to-do people in the district, and revealed to me many of the

secrets of his profession. Having been many years a city constable,

his information regarding the theory and practice of " law-'n'-order
"

was extensive and interesting.

He was much perplexed regarding some points of religion, and

seemed to derive much consolation from my exegetical remarks. He
was especially interested in the bearing of scientific investigation upon
the question of the six day's creation, the flood, and similar old-
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fashioned points of biblical controversy. I had a deal of trouble in

>hinv 'tq ..giv«t up the* orthodox iotioii of eternal torment.

1 refneifci©*, some two hours unctwr^he moonlight one night
point, «nd as I bade him "Good morning ! " he pressed

n^^han<| ^armlv, and with emotion told me that a new light had
drfwne<i trpon his* soul, and

'
that I had made him a happy man ; he

tjien fulled a flask from his hip-pocket, and we drank affectionately

and separated.

:
He w$s removed to another district shortly afterwards, because a

local pawnbroker, who was also a Justice of the Peace, had taken a set

against him for discovering some valuable stolen property on his

shelves. He was much hurt at this, for, as he explained to me, he
was forced to make the discovery against his inclination, and he had
befriended the pawnbroker many a time at great risk to himself. Be-

fore leaving he assured nie that if the Socialists could have given him
a salary to go round the country denouncing the police system—as

the Irish National party had done in the case of several Irish con-

stables—*-he would most readily have resigned ; and he begged of me
that should a favourable opportunity occur, to mention the matter to

Morris or Hyndman.
My acquaintance with policemen in their ordinary-mortal capacity

led me in the early stages of my propagandist career to regard them
as not unfavourable material for operating upon, and for a time I had
great ideas of converting them to Socialism wholesale, as the Spaniards
converted the Moors to Christianity. I conjured visions of the ranks
of the constabulary becoming honeycombed with our proselytes, who
would refuse to act in case of a strike or popular revolt. I used,

therefore, to direct my remarks so that the policemen who decorated

the fringe of the crowd might be conciliated and attracted towards
our principles. Oftentimes I was certain that I observed beneath
their affected indifference or disdain, a glimmer of sympathy twinkle
in their lordly souls. When I had occasion to pass near them 1 looked
kindly in their faces, and if perchance I received a nod of friendly

recognition my heart bounded within me. I contrived sometimes to

get into conversation with them, and esteemed the vaguest expression
of sympathy from one of them as of more importance than an avowal
of full acceptance from twenty common citizens.

But it was all a hallucination ! Ere long I discovered that their

sympathy was without substance—that they were mostly incapable of

an honest opinion upon any subject—and that I was only making an
ass of myself. All my subsequent experience of them confirms this

notion, and convinces me that it is as hard for a policeman to be a
Socialist as for a bishop to be a Christian or a politician a patriot.

I never attempt to convert policemen now—I have, I hope, become
a wiser man. I have reasoned the matter impartially, and have con-

cluded that even if we could convert a few here and there—and we
could not hope to do more—it would serve no useful purpose. If,

after being converted, they remained in the force, they would not be
men worth converting, and if they left the force others would take
their place, and our proselytes being then no longer policemen, we
would only have gained a few additional ordinary members—and not
likely very good ones either. Besides, I think the fact of policemen
becoming Socialists would tend to lower the moral and intellectual

status of the movement. They may do all very well for the Salvation
Army and other Christian bodies, where the acquisition of heathens
and sinners adds lustre to their names and money to their treasuries

;

but in the Socialist movement we find that the acquisition of honest
and intelligent men serves and pays best. We can look at things
from a business point of view as well as our neighbours !

So much, indeed have my sentiments changed, that I now feel quite

uncomfortable when I think my speeches are making a favourable im-
pression upon any of them. The thought suggests issues that are

perplexing. It seems unfair to enlist a policeman's sympathy towards
us to-day and perhaps have to heave bricks at him to-morrow. It

mars the field and spoils the fight. Of course, if a policeman insists

upon becoming a Socialist we cannot prevent him ; but it would be
better if he didn't. Not that I have any animosity against them per-

sonally—none in the least. Although I regard them as destroyers of

the public peace, devourers of public rights, maltreaters of the poor,

and hired hacks of the privileged class ; although I regard them as

being mostly ignorant, lazy, bullying, cowardly, conceited rascals; and
although at the beginning of this paper I expressed delight in witness-

ing their public execution,—yet I bear them no malice. Why should

I ? Are they not victims of civilisation like the rest of us? They are

bad, but why should we thirst for their gore 1 Nay, I regard them
rather as Stanley regards Congo niggers—as obstacles in the path of

progress : and may not I delight in seeing policemen annihilated in the

abstract for freedom's sake, just as Stanley delights to kill Congo
niggers in the concrete for civilisation's sake,—without bearing any
ill-will against them ? Thank heaven ! I have enough philosophy in

me to enable me to fight and even kill a man without hating him in

the least

!

When the revolution is accomplished we shall be glad to open our

doors to " all that is left of them " ; meanwhile let them keep at a

respectable fighting distance. If they don't meddle with us we won't

meddle with them ; if they do meddle with us, then heaven help their

poor widows, and orphans ! J. Bruce Glasier.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE;
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST. Sj.' •>»

East London and Southwark.—Good meeting was held last Sunday at

Union Street, Commercial Road, addressed by Leggatt, who spoke for one hour
and a-half ; 42 ' Weak sold ; enthusiastic audience and no opposition. We were
quite as successful on Mile End Waste at 7.30 ; 27 'Weals sold, and a meeting
announced for next Sunday. Saturday night at Bermondsey Square, a good
meeting by Leggatt, who spoke for Leather Trade strikers ;

' Weafo sold out.—L.

BEING SOME CHAPTEKS FEOM A UTOPIAN KOMANGE.

Chap. XXVI. {continued).—The Upper Waters*

We all stopped to receive her. Dick rose in the boat and cried out a
genial good morrow ; I tried to be as genial as Dick, but failed ; Clara
waved a delicate hand to her ; and Morsom nodded and looked on with
interest. As to Ellen, the beautiful brown of her face was deepened
by a flush as she brought the gunwale of her boat alongside ours,

and said :

"You see, neighbours, I had some doubt if you would all three come
back past Runnymede, or if you did, whether you would stop there

;

and besides, I am not sure whether we—my father and I—shall not be
away in a week or two, for he wants to see a brother of his in the

north country, and I should not like him to go without me. So I

thought I might never see you again, and that seemed uncomfortable
to me, and-—and so I came after you."

" Well," said Dick, " I am sure we are all very glad of that ; although

you may be sure that as for Clara and me, we should have made a

point of coming to see you, and of coming the second time if we had
found you away the first time. But, dear neighbour, there you are

alone in the boat, and you have been sculling pretty hard, I should

think, and might find a little quiet sitting pleasant ; so we had better

part our company into two."
" Yes," said Ellen, "I thought you would do that, so I have brought

a rudder for my boat : will you help me to ship it, please."

And she went aft in her boat and pushed along our side till she had
brought the stern close to Dick's hand. He knelt down in our boat

and she in hers, and the usual fumbling took place over hanging the

rudder on its hooks ; for, as you may imagine, no change had taken

place in the arrangement of such an unimportant matter as the rudder

of a pleasure-boat. As the two beautiful young faces bent over the

rudder, they seemed to me to be very close together, and though it

only lasted a moment, a sort of pang shot through me as I looked on.

Clara sat in her place and did not look round, but presently she said,

with just the least stiffness in her tone :

"How shall we divide*? Won't you go into Ellen's boat, Dick,

since, without offence to our guest, you are the better sculler ?

"

Dick stood up and laid his hand on her shoulder, and said: "No,
no ; let Guest try what he can do—he ought to be getting into train-

ing now. Besides, we are in no hurry ; we are not going far above
Oxford ; and even if we are benighted, we shall have the moon, which
will give us nothing worse of a night than a greyer day."

"Besides," said I, "I may manage to do a little more with my
sculling than merely keeping the boat from drifting down stream."

They all laughed at this, as if it had been a very good joke ; and I
thought that Ellen's laugh even amongst the others was one of the

pleasantest sounds I had ever heard.

To be short, I got into the new-come boat, not a little elated, and
taking the sculls, set to work to show off a little. For—must I say

it ?—I felt as if even that happy world were made the happier for my
being so near this strange girl ; although I must say of all the persons-

I had seen in that world renewed, she was the most unfamiliar to me,

the most unlike what I could have thought of. Clara, for instance,

beautiful and bright as she was, was not unlike a very pleasant and
unaffected young lady ; and the other girls also seemed nothing more
than specimens of very much improved types which I had known in

other times. But this girl was not only beautiful with a beauty quite

different from that of " a young lady," but was in all ways so strangely

interesting ; so that I kept wondering what she would say or do next

to surprise and please me. Not, indeed, that there was anything

startling in what she actually said or did ; but it was all done in a new
way, and always with that indefinable interest and pleasure of life,

which I had noticed more or less in everybody, but which in her was
more marked and more charming than in anyone else that I had seen.

We were soon under way and going at a fair pace through the

beautiful reaches of the river between Bensington and Dorchester.

It was now about the middle of the afternoon, warm rather than hot,,

and quite windless ; the clouds high up and light, pearly white, and
gleaming, softened the sun's burning, but did not hide the pale blue in

most places, though they seemed to give it height and consistency y

the sky, in short, looked really like a vault, as poets have sometimes-

called it, and not like mere limitless air, but a vault so vast and full of

light that it did not anyway oppress the spirits. It was the sort of after-

noon that Tennyson must have been thinking about, when he said of

the Lotos-Eaters' land that it was a land where it was always afternoon.

Ellen leaned back in the stern and seemed to enjoy herself thoroughly*

I could see that she was really looking at things and let nothing escape

her, and as I watched her, an uncomfortable feeling that she had been

a little touched by love of the deft, ready, and handsome Dick, and

that she had been constrained to follow us because of it, faded out of

my mind ; since if it had been so, she surely could not have been so

excitedly pleased, even with the beautiful scenes we were passing

through. For some time she did not say much, but at last, as we had

passed under Shillingford Bridge (new built, but somewhat on its old

lines), she bade me hold the boat while she had a good look at the

landscape through the graceful arch. Then she turned about to me
and said :
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'
• I do not know whether to be sorry or glad that this is the first

time that I have been in these reaches. It is true that it is a great

pleasure to see all this for the first time ; but if I had had a year or

two of memory of it, how sweetly it would all have mingled with my
life, waking or dreaming ! I am so glad Dick has been pulling slowly,

so as to linger out the time here. How do you feel about your first

visit to these waters *?

"

I do not suppose she meant a trap for me, but anyhow I fell into it,

and said :
" My first visit ! It is not my first visit by many time.

I know these reaches well ; indeed, I may say that I know every yard
of the Thames from Hammersmith to Cricklade."

I saw the complications that might follow, as her eyes fixed mine
with a curious look in them, that I had seen before at Runnymede
when I had said something which made it difficult for others to under-
stand my present position amongst these people. I reddened, and said,
in order to cover my mistake :

" I wonder you have never been up so
high as this, since you live on the Thames, and moreover row so well
that it would be no great labour to you. Let alone," quoth I, in-
sinuatingly, "that anybody would be glad to row you."

She laughed, clearly not at my compliment (as I am sure she need
not have done, as it was a very commonplace fact), but at something
which was stirring in her mind ; and she still looked at me kindly
but with the above-said keen look in her eyes, and then she said

:

" Well, perhaps it is strange, though I have a good deal to do at
home, what with looking after my father, and dealing with two or
three young men who have taken a special liking to me, and all of
whom I cannot please at once. But you, dear neighbour ; it seems to
me stranger that you should know the upper river, than that I should
not know it ; for, as I understand, you have only been in England a
few days. But perhaps you mean that you have read about it in
books, and seen pictures of it 1—though that don't come to much, either."

" Truly," said I. " Besides, I have not read any books about the
Thames

:
it was one of the minor stupidities of our time that no one

thought fit to write a decent book about what may fairly be called our
only English river."

The words were no sooner out of my mouth than I saw that I had
made another mistake ; and I felt really annoyed with myself, as I did
not want to go into a long explanation just then, or begin another
series of Odyssean lies. Somehow, Ellen seemed to see this, and she
took no advantage of my slip ; her piercing look changed into one of
mere frank kindness, and she said :

" Well, anyhow I am glad that I am travelling these waters with
you, since you know our river so well, and I know little of it past
Pangbourne, for you can tell me all I want to know about it." She
paused a minute, and then said :

" Yet you must understand that the
part I do know, I know as thoroughly as you do. I should be sorry
for you to think that I am careless of a thing so beautiful and inter-
esting as the Thames."

She said this quite earnestly, and with an air of affectionate appeal
to me which pleased me very much ; but I could see that she was only
keeping her doubts about me for another time. William Morris.

TO BE CONTINUED. 1

THE ST. LUKE'S EVICTIONS.
We preserve the following taken from the Star, which should teach
our Radical friends that cruel and merciless evictions are quite as
•common in London as Ireland :

"The drama of Golden Lane is working itself out. While the evictor
and his emergency men were exulting over their victory at Clerkenwell
Police-court, there was a scene of a different character going on in the
filthy little court over which the dispute has taken place. Amongst the
evicted was an old man, 84 years of age. He has for many years occupied
one of the tumbledown rooms in this awful slum, and has weekly paid over

•" u r
l? Mr

* Marmaduke Matthews for the privilege of being poisoned
with foul air and squalor. His total weekly income was 3s. 6d., a pension
from a cabinet-making firm in Hackney for which he used to work in his
younger days. To this he added about Is. 3d. a month by makina book-
slides in his feeble old way. He has been moved twice during these cruel
evictions, but he will not trouble the house jobber again. He will offer no
resistance to being taken out next time, for he died after the worry and
anxiety of being driven like a dog from one wretched kennel to another.
Shortly after the old man died, having expressed on his death-bed a wish
not to have a pauper's funeral, Marmaduke Matthews, the recipient of that
weekly 2s. 6d. for rent, came along, and graciously contributed sixpence—

a

whole sixpence, mind you—towards the cost of a burial not at the expense
ot the parish. When a Star man visited the poor fellow a few days ago in
Ins wretched room, whose only furniture was a broken bed propped up with
a box, two chairs, and a table saved from falling by leaning against the
wall, he found Johnson cooking his meal of rice and water, and feeding with
a few grains a little linnet, which was his only companion in the world.
±Le

i

complained then of the cruelty with which he was being moved on, and
told our man how, out of his scanty income, he had regularly paid over
two-thirds for rent, and yet they were evicting him. People who imagine
tnat good samantanism is confined to respectable well-to-do folk ought to
have seen how, even in this frightful slum, with all its horde of rough in-
habitants, this old man owed many a real addition to his means to the
kindness of neighbours who could ill afford the gift."

When are the English people going to be men enough to stop these
brutalities by greeting the bailiff with bricks, stones, and hot water
*,fter the Irish fashion ? Liberal ministers may then remember that
landlord tyranny is not confined to Ireland ! Don't forget Johnson
was a "Free Englishman," and he lived in a place not fit for a do*
and on Chinese diet—rice and water ! But we all know the English
workman is so much better off than the foreigner, and so superior in
every way 1

r
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The * Commonweal ' Branch have been very active during this month wjfc
propaganda work, such as the pushing of the paper, distribution of leaflet*, i»i
general dissemination of anti-Parliamentarian tactics. Indoor work has prowt
very successful, good audiences having been addressed in our hall on Sunday
evenings. The singing class practices have not been so well attended, and your
secretary suggests that as it is but a step from the class to the street cornea^
comrades might turn up ; the singing of our revolutionary songs helps to yh&t
large audiences, relieves the speakers, and tends to sell our paper and song-boo|3i«

Outdoor meetings have been held regularly at Hoxton on Friday evening a£d
Sunday mornings. On Friday, August 15, we took large red flag with us, aid
were taken for the time being as apostles of the Salvation Army, in some, in-

stances receiving groans and hisses, hut this suddenly disappeared when we
began speaking. A large audience was addressed by Leggatt, Kitz, Mrs. Lamr,
and Blundell ; at one point of the meeting some miserable half-hearted opposi-
tion on the foreign bogey came from some half-starved and pinch -faced women,
who were all hat and feathers and no boots, but they were more to be pitied
than blamed ; our comrade Kitz let them down very gently, and the meeting at
finish expressed evident signs of satisfaction at what had been said by our com-
rades. At same place on the following Sunday morning, comrades Burnie, Mrs.
Lahr, and Blundell addressed very good meeting, the flag this time proving a
good attraction. The No-Rent Crusade was advocated pretty plainly by the
speakers, and altogether seemed to be received with approbation. Several of
our comrades attended the Docker's Demonstration in the afternoon, and dis-

tributed several thousand leaflets and pushed the Commonweal, At this meeting
we had a strange experience. A meeting was started by us, and some reference
made to the fact that the New Unionism was due to the work of the Socialists,

but that now those who have benefited by their work shrink from the name of

Socialist, and would wear anything but red as a badge, the dockers intolerantly

refused to hear this lecture and broke up the meeting. It was, however, re-

formed further on, and a large amount of Commonweals disposed of. On Friday,
August 22, at Hoxton, a large and enthusiastic meeting was addressed for three
hours and a-half by Leggatt, Burnie, Kitz, Mainwaring, and Blundell, also

White (S.D.F.). The usual drunken fool turned up, but disappeared after some
kindly treatment of his special case. Some opposition came from a "good
Christian young man," who thought our doctrines were erroneous, and would
only lead to bloodshed and disorder, and further exhorted the people not to
listen to us because we only made working-people more miserable and discon-
tented than they were before, and that no good could come out of it. He also

expressed regret that we should criticise the police, because in his case on one
occasion, when he was on tramp, and in the town of Hastings, cold and weary,
some good and kind policeman there gave him a pot of nice hot tea. He agreed
with a good deal that had been said by our speakers, but as a Christian he had
more faith in charity, the giving away of soup, blankets, and other little dodges
which are resorted to by the mission-hall hypocrites to delude the workers.
Kitz replied, and informed the good young man that the police had killed and
cruelly beaten and injured many of our comrades, and that there should be no
surprise at our expressions of bitterness. We think if this good Christian will
read our paper, and attend some more of our meetings, it will not be long before
even he will see eye to eye with us. On Sunday morning, August 24, good
audience addressed by Mrs. Lahr, Kitz, and Blundell ; very sympathetic and no
opposition. Our meetings have closed with an endeavour to get names of the
Hoxton men and women as members, and we think it will not be long before a
good strong branch will be established here. Branch comrades have sold at the
different meetings some 157 ' Weals, besides distributing some thousands of
leaflets. W. B.

SHEFFIELD AND MANCHESTER.
Leaving Leicester on Monday week, I went to Sheffield and at once began
spreading discontent by holding meetings on Monday at the Pump, West Bar,
Tuesday at Bramall Lane and Monolith, Wednesday at Wicker, going on Thurs-
day out into the country to Eckington with comrade Cores, distributing ' Weals
and leaflets from house to house, and preparing the way for a meeting which we
held in the same town on Friday. The doctrine goes very well among the
miners, who seemed only too eager to listen, and were sorry when we had to
leave to catch a train back to Sheffield. These meetings will now be kept up
by the comrades here. Comrade Bulas and myself went to Woodhouse on
Saturday, but owing to all the available ground being taken up by the annual
fair, etc., we were unable to hold a meeting. I went to Manchester on Sunday
morning, and began by addressing a very large meeting of strikers in the water-
proof trade, whose chief speakers were the official clique of the Trades' Council
here, and who were so shocked at my utterances that they hastily left the plat-
form. I will give them some more during the week. At night I addressed a
very large meeting indeed at the spot where our comrades have been prosecuted.
The police did not interfere, nay, what is more they never turned up ; and though
our Social Democratic friends of Salford promised to turn up and help, yet they
failed to put in an appearance. Free speech for Social Democrats is their cry,
but down with Anarchists is their action. I am going to stir up Manchester
and Salford this week, and shall show our somewhile friends that " We're not
asleep !

" Good meetings and good sale of literature have been the result of all

our meetings. C. W. M.

North London.—On Saturday, our meeting was addressed by Cantwell,
Nicoll, and Edwards

; good discussion. Sunday morning an excellent meeting
gathered to hear Miss Lupton, Stone, Edwards, and Nicoll ; some discussion was
replied to by Miss Lupton and Nicoll ; collection, 7s. 3d. In Hyde Park, Cant-
well, Miss Lupton, Emerson, Coulon, and Furlong spoke ; a man of bourgeois
appearance, describing himself as a working-man, a well-known leader of work-
men's societies in the East-end, etc., but who refused his name, offered some
opposition. He proved to be a Guardian of the Poor Law, and on being fixed
with a couple of questions he declined to answer and skulked of ; collection was
Is. 4d. We also held a meeting at King's Cross on Sunday evening, where Miss
Lupton, Edwards, and Nicoll spoke. We have sold 7 quires of ' Weal this week
and 3s. worth of literature.

Leeds.—On Sunday last a very successful meeting was held on Hunslet Moor,
speakers Allworthy, Cores, Sollit, Sweeney, and Samuels. Good sale of Com-
monweal and pamphlets, and 3s. 3d. collected. Afternoon, at 3, we held a good
meeting and opened up a fresh station at New Wortley recreation ground, Cores,
Samuels, and Wormald speaking ;

good sale of Commonweal. At 6.30, in the
" Croft," another very good meeting was held, speakers Cores and Samuels,^when
2s. more was collected and the last of our 3J quires Commonweal sold : goocl sale
of " Monopoly."—H. S.

Socialist Delegates to the Trades Congress.—The Liverpool Socialist

Society will be glad to welcome, at 1 Stanley Street, Dale Street, Socialists who
are delegates to the Trades Congress to be held in Liverpool next week.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
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A. J. Winstanley.—We have not space for the object you mention.
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To Contributors.—Workmen could help us greatly by sending in accounts of

capitalist tyranny and sweating in London and the provinces. We want
the names of the sweaters. Those who write must send us their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

We shall not fear to publish the truth.—Eds.
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REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT.
Translated from the French of Peter Kropotkine.

II.

The dangers to which the revolution is exposed if it allows itself to

be mastered by an elected government are so evident, that a whole
school of revolutionists have boldly renounced this idea. They under-
stand that it is impossible for an insurgent people to give itself by
means of elections a government which does not represent the past,

and which will not be a cannon-ball attached to the feet of the people,

especially at the time when it is necessary to accomplish this immense
work of regeneration—economic, political, and moral—which we de-

signate the Social Revolution. They throw aside, then, the idea of a
"legal" government, at any rate for the period during which the

revolt against legality continues, and they cry up the " Revolutionary
Dictatorship."

"The party," they say, "which will have overthrown the govern-
ment will take its place by force. It will possess itself of all power

and proceed in a revolutionary manner. It will take the measures
necessary to ensure the success of the uprising ; it will demolish the*

old institutions; it will organise the defence of the country. And for
those who will not recognise its authority there is the guillotine ; for
those, workers or capitalists, who refuse to obey the orders which it

issues in order to regulate the progress of the revolution—also the*

guillotine ! " This is the reasoning of the Robespierres in embryo

—

of those who have only remembered the closing scenes of the great

drama of the last century, those who have only learnt the speech of

the Public Prosecutors under the First Republic.
For us who are Anarchists the dictatorship of an individual or of a*

party—at bottom it is the same thing—has been definitely rejected.

We know that a Social Revolution cannot be directed by the intelli-

gence of a single man or a single organisation. We know that Revo-
lution and Government are incompatible ; the one must kill the other,,

no matter what name is given to the government— dictatorship,,

royalty, or parliament. We know that the strength and the truth oi
our party is contained in its fundamental formula, " Nothing good and
durable can be done except by the free initiative of the people, and?

all authority tends to kill it." This is why the best amongst us, if

their ideas had no longer to pass through the crucible of public opinion*

in order to be put into execution, and if they became masters of this

formidable machine, the government, so that they would be able to
act according to their will, they would become scoundrels in less than
a week. We know to what a dictatorship leads—even the best inten-

tioned—to the death of the Revolution. And, moreover, we know that

this idea of a dictatorship is always only an unhealthy product of

governmental fetishism, which, in conjunction with religious fetishism r

has perpetuated slavery.

But to-day we are not speaking to Anarchists. We are speaking to

those amongst the revolutionary governmentalists, who, misled by the

prejudices of their education, are honestly deceived, and desire nothing

better than to discuss their position. We will speak to them then

from their own standpoint.

First of all, let us make a general observation. Those who advocate

a dictatorship do not generally perceive that in sustaining this preju-

dice they are only preparing the ground for those who will cut their

throats later on. There is a saying of Robespierre's which his admirers

would do well to remember. He did not deny dictatorship on prin-

ciple, but " Mark my words !
" he exclaimed suddenly to Mandar, when

the latter was speaking to him on the subject one day, " Brissot will

be dictator !
" Yes, Brissot, the malignant Girondin, the deadly enemy

of the equalitarian tendency of the people, the indignant defender of

property (which he had formerly described as theft) ; Brissot, who
would gladly have inscribed the names of Marat, Hubert, and all the

moderate Jacobins in the prisoners' book of L'Abbaye Prison.

But this saying dates from 1792 ! At this time France had already

been three years in the revolutionary state ! In fact royalty no longer

existed, there was nothing more to do but to give it the finishing

stroke ; indeed, the feudal regime was already abolished. Neverthe-

less, even at this period, when the waves of revolution were freely

disporting themselves, it was the reactionary Brissot who had all the

chances of being appointed dictator ! And before this, in 1789, who
had the chance ? Mirabeau would have been recognised as the autho-

ritarian chief, the man who was making a bargain with the king for

the sale of his eloquence. Those are the men who would have been

carried to power at this period if the insurgent people had imposed its

sovereignty, supported by pikes, and if they had not followed up the

accomplished deeds of the Jacquerie by rendering illusory all consti-

tuted power at Paris and in the departments.

But the government prejudice so blinds those who speak of dictator-

ship, that they would rather prepare the dictatorship of a new Brissot

or of a Napoleon than renounce the idea of giving another master to

the men who break their chains !

The secret societies of the period of the Restoration, and of Louis

Philippe, have powerfully contributed to maintain this prejudice in

favour of dictatorship. The middle-class Republicans of the time,

assisted by the workers, made a long series of conspiracies to overthrow

royalty and proclaim the republic. Not taking into account the

immense transformation that would have to take place in France, even
for the establishment of a middle-class republican regime to be com-
menced, they imagined that by means of a vast conspiracy they would
overthrow royalty some fine day, take possession of power, and pro-

claim a republic. For nearly thirty years these secret societies con*-

tinued to work with unbounded devotion, with perseverance, and
heroic courage. If the republic resulted quite naturally from the

revolution of February, 1848, it was due to these societies, it was
thanks to the propaganda by deed which they carried on during thirty

years. Without their noble efforts even now the Republic would be
impossible.

Their end then was to take possession of power, and to install the

representatives of their ideas in a republican dictatorship. But, as

might have been expected, they never succeeded in doing this. As is

always the case, as an inevitable result of the existing condition of

things, the conspiracy could not overthrow royalty. The conspirators

had prepared the fall. They had widely spread the republican idea.

Their martyrs had put the ideal before the people. But the last effort,

that which definitely overthrew the bourgeois king, was much greater

and much stronger than could possibly come from a secret society—it

came from the mass of the people.

Everyone knows the result. The party who had prepared the fall

of royalty found itself driven away from the steps of the H6tel de

Ville. Others who were too prudent to run the risks of a conspiracy,
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but better known and also more moderate, waiting for the moment to

take possession of power themselves, took the place that the con-

spirators thought to conquer in the noise of the cannon. Some jour-

nalists and lawyers, fine speakers, who were working to make them-

selves a name whilst the real republicans were forging arms or dying

in the convict prison, possessed themselves of power. Some already

well known were acclamed by the crowd ; others pushed themselves

forward and were accepted because their name represented nothing but
a programme of agreement with everybody.

Let no one tell us that this was due to a want of practical thought
on the part of the party of action ; that others would do better ! No,
a thousand times, no ! It is a law like that which rules the motions
of the stars, that the party of action shall remain outside whilst the
intriguers and talkers take hold of power. They are better known
among the great mass who give the last push. They get the most
votes, for with or without voting papers, by acclamation or through
the intermediary of the ballot box, at bottom it is always a sort of

tacit election that takes place at such a moment by acclamation. They
are chosen by everybody, especially by the enemies of the revolution,

who prefer to push to the front those who will do nothing, and accla-

mation thus recognises as chiefs those who are at bottom either enemies
of the movement or indifferent to its success. -

The man who more than anyone else was the incarnation of this

system of conspiracy, 1 the man who paid for his devotion to this

system by a life in prison, threw out just before his death these words,
which are a programme in themselves, " Neither God nor Master."

CORKESPONDENCE.

"JOHN BUENS AND FOEEIGN COMPETITION."
Sir,—In your issue of last week you state that " John Burns is reported

to have said at Hartlepool that Englishmen could always beat the foreigner."

Without taking the trouble to enquire if such a statement was true, or if

true the conditions under which it was made, you at once criticise the
statement as if I had made it. Besides this liberal assumption, you go
further and lecture me as to what I could have said upon the question of
Internationalism, and conclude by saying " Burns might preach the Inter-
national Solidarity of Labour."

Before you criticise any speeches of mine taken from garbled and con-
densed reports in capitalist papers, which alone ought to make you suspicious,
it is your duty to read the speech in the local papers where it appeared. If
you had done so, you would have found that I dealt with the Foreign Com-
petition question from the Socialist point of view entirely. But in answer
to a speech made by Sir Charles Palmer, I thought it necessary to prove,
as I did, that even from an insular point of view that the masters were not
justified in asking for a reduction or resisting an increase of wages in the
coal, iron, and shipbuilding trades through foreign competition, as facts were
dead against them.
You then insult the intelligence and honesty of the workmen who listened

to me by saying it was necessary to pander to them. They did not desire
it. I did not do it. The fact is your note was written in entire ignorance
of what was really said, and with a view, I believe, of simply adding me
with Graham to the already long list of people whom it seems to be your
special mission to misrepresent.

In your report also of the docker's demonstration (and such is Socialist
editing

!) you credit Ben Tillett with the best speech from the revolutionary
point of view. In this you may be right, but in Justice of this week he
and Tom Mann were credited with the very opposite. Which is right ?

For what I said at the meeting I would refer you and your readers to the
Times, to which or any other capitalist paper I would rather look for fair

reporting than to either of the Socialist papers now in existence. You were
so busy denouncing me and all my works on Sunday last in the Park that
you could not hear what we said. If you had heard, your report of the
demonstration might have been different to what it was.

In your last week's issue you also sneer at my work on the London County
Council. I can justly claim to have done a little work in London really
revolutionary and also constitutional ; but of all the work I have been
capable of, none gives me greater satisfaction than the raising of the wages
of the workmen of the L.C.C. staff and the reduction of their hours in many
cases from twelve to eight.

I know this is regarded as a " dirty palliative " and labelled as mere " con-
stitutionalism " by men who don't know anything about the working-class
movement. But I intend to go on with it, in spite of deliberate mis-
representation on the part of men who talk about the reconstruction of
society and denounce others who work for it, and have themselves not yet
shown capacity enough to run a decent-sized apple-stall.

Take the trouble to hear what the ideal of the New Unionism is, and see,
as you easily can, what is the work that Tom Mann, Ben. Tillett, and others
have really done, and in doing have been impeded by men calling themselves
Socialists, and whose chief object seems to be to jealously wreck the good
work that they themselves are incapable of doing.
In justice to your readers who read last week's note, this reply ought to

be inserted.—Yours truly, John Burns.

[The blame, if any, for taking what Burns describes as the garbled and
condensed reports of the capitalist press as a basis of criticism, rests with
the People's Press, the organ of the New Unionism, the quotation about
foreigners being taken from it. We did not insult the intelligence and
honesty of the working-men who listened to Burns, but we do know from
bitter experience the hide-bound prejudices the bulk of such audiences have
against foreigners, and we recognise it as one of the chief hindrances to
our propaganda. We protest, therefore, against even the shadow of an
attempt to foster them. As a matter of fact, we were not specially engaged
in attacking Burns in the Park, but asserted that the principles of Inter-
national Socialism had been preached to the disorganised workers of London,
and that the present upheaval was partly the result of such work. But
now a number of men seek to ignore the root principles of Socialism, and

1 Blanqui.

to turn the New Unionism into an Aristocracy of Labfour.'* 'K any ruribeT
proof were needed the following excerpt from Burns's speecTi Wt#e<Wbfcer*
on Tower Hill will suffice : V * 7 '

'

"The docks of London had been too loftgf the haven of refuge for, alV"the>
loafers, tramps, and deadbeats of Great Britain ; for too long had the flotsam*
and jetsam of the labour market drifted there, to knock down the wages and
increase the hours of the legitimate dockers. If these loafers, who wanted to ~

earn money for drink, could not get work, let them go to the poor-law, 'and
throw themselves upon the pockets of the middle and upper classes, and not .

upon the poor dock labourers. Let them go to the Government and demand a
legal eight hours day. They were not going to allow 3,000 or 4,000 loafers and
ne'er-do-wells, whom society must support, drive down the wages earned by
legitimate workers. In his opinion this was the best and wisest thing they had
ever done. Now agricultural labourers and others will know that the docks
were not the cesspool for the residuum of labour."

And this is the end of all the tail talk about the dawning day of Labour's
Emancipation, etc., etc.

Burns advises us to learn what the ideal of the New Unionism is ;_
judging from the above it seems to be the devil take the hindmost. The
complaint about attacks by those who call themselves Socialists is refresh-
ing after our experience of the Labour Elector during John Burns's con-
nection with it and its editor. It would be, perhaps, superflous to remind.
Burns what is the ideal of the Socialists, and especially of the International
Kevoiutionary Party ; but for the enlightenment of the New 'Unionists it
may be stated that it means the inculcation of the doctrine that the unfor-
tunates who compose the wreckage of our rotten civilisation to-day, are the
direct results of the hideous competition around us. Further, that our
foreign comrades are one with us in the Order of Labour, and when Com- ....

mercialism pits them against us we shall attack it and not them.

Emphatically Revolutionary Socialism does not mean the carving out of a
new and close order of labour, which will help to kick those already down,
meanwhile stigmatising them as loafers, tramps, etc. The exigences of the
New Unionism no doubt compels them to adopt self-protective measures;
but to do this and at the same time wish to be credited with holding fast

still to the old faith is expecting a little too much. If to carry a kindlier

message to the fallen and the dregs is a task at once too heavy and incom-
patible with the existence of the New Unionism, that is not the fault of

the Socialists. Their task, at all events, is clear, and that is, to preach in-

cessantly for the complete overthrow of wage-slavery.

Let us take the other points raised by Burns. As to Cunninghame
Graham, he does not need Burns's protection ; if he thinks he has been " mis-

represented," he has a tongue and pen and can defend himself. With regard
to the Dockers' Demonstration, we stick to our opinion ; we have no connect
tion with Justice, and what that organ says is nothing to us Our criticisms

of Burns's work on the County Council were perfectly fair ; we did not sneer,

we only said he had done better work outside ; and surely the stirring up of

the labour revolt of 1889 was in the opinion of most reasonable people a
greater feat than any work he has done on the County Council. The words.
" dirty palliative " have never been used in the Commonweal, and we shall

trouble ourselves to reply to any personal abuse on the part of Mr. Burns,
It is untrue—and Burns knows it is untrue—to say we have " impeded " or-

have tried to " wreck " the new movement. We have always been friendly

to it, when it has done good work, as witness our reports of the dock strike

and of the strike of the chocolate girls, and even Burns has acknowledged
this in the past.

We do not think the last sentence was necessary. We believe in "free
speech." We are neither "New Unionists" nor "New Journalists," and if

we give hard knocks we are not afraid of them in return. In conclusion,

we say we shall continue to speak out, and we are not to be silenced even
by Mr. John Burns.

—

Ed&]

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

At Grenoble lately the trial took place against our comrades accused of
riot on the 1st of May at Vienne. Peter Martin was sentenced to five years'
imprisonment, Thenevin to two years, and Buisson to one year. The other
accused have been discharged. In spite of the silence of the press, the
public who attended were very friendly to the accused, and the opinion of
the people is very favourable, so that we may consider this trial as having
been very useful to the propaganda of our ideas. Comrade Martin, who has-
been very prominent in the movement, and who led the people to the
plundering of the stores of Mr. Brocart, defended himself splendidly \

endorsing all the responsibility of his action, he explained that the workers
had the right to take from the rich the possessions which they have stolen
from the people, and it was this robbery which has caused the workers to be in-

distress and want. He described the pitiful condition of the working classes
in Vienne, and especially of the working women ; he proved that the
bourgeoisie will only yield to the legitimate pretensions of the workers
when pressed by force, and that if there was any improvement in the con-
dition of the working classes during the last few weeks, that had been in
fact through the fright the capitalists had had from the riots of the 1st May.
We are very satisfied, he said in his plea, with what we have done, and we
are largely repaid for it, for through the walls of our prison the blessings of
the working women of Vienne will reach us. I wish, he concluded, that the
conscience of our judges might be as peaceful as my own.
The plea of comrade Martin ended amidst the enthusiastic applause of the-

crowd ; everybody was highly affected, even the press people and lawyers
who attended.

Thenevin, who was not at Vienne the 1st of May, was accused for a speech
made the day before. Buisson was charged with having taken an official

by the collar and pushing him out of the meeting, saying, " I abandon you
to the justice of the people."
Comrade Louise Michel, who had in the case of Vienne the same respon-

sibility as the others, made it possible for her to be included in the trial

;

but the Government were afraid that the popularity and the eloquence of
this valuable comrade would be dangerous to existing institutions, so they
made a vile excuse for not trying her.

In connection with the Grenoble trial, the Intransigeant of M. Rochefort,
seizing the opportunity that our comrade Martin is in prison and could not
answer, said that he was a spy, which base calumny could only be expected
from such vile mercenary people.

At Grenoble 10,000 working women and girls are occupied in the glove
trade. Of these one-tenth work in factories at the rate of 6s. to 12s. a-week.
The rest, who work in the manufacture of gloves from four o'clock in the
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morning till nine or ten at night, never earn 10s. a-week. In spite of these

low wages, the manufacturer puts the work out in the country at yet lower
prices, and the working women, who can hardly earn their piece of bread
with the hard labour of fifteen hours daily, have to suffer the fearful con-
seqnencea of want of work.
The people have not forgotten the fearful explosion in the collieries of St.

Etienne. The miners are indignant against the greediness of capitalists

who can send to their death 120 working-people ; and the day won't be
long when the united miners will force the capitalist to work underground
themselves if they want coals.

ITALY.
A new Socialist paper has appeared' at Adria, called II Polesine. At

Macerata (Marche) there has also appeared the Anarchist paper La Campana,
specially for the propaganda among the peasants.

An enquiry made by our comrades about the spinning factories of the
Calabria (S. I.) has given the following results. There are only women em-
ployed at the factories, except for the working of the steam-engines. They
'work fifteen hours in winter (six in the morning till nine at night) and four-

teen in summer, with only half an hour for their meals. There are young
girls employed there under twelve years of age. The work is continual and
without rest ; no holidays, neither Sundays nor weekdays. They are sub-
ject to all kinds of penalties, and no excuse is received in case of sickness.

If they do not attend to the factory on Sundays they are punished with
double penalty. The average wages are 2s. 6d. a-week, the minimum being
Is. 8d. and the maximum 5s.

In Home at the last bye-elections, out of 29,398 registered electors 3,500
only attended ; half voted for the ministers, the other half against. At
Faenza, with 4,346 registered electors, only 800 attended, and the local press

^ are satisfied with such a big figure. At Recanati (Marche), out of 1,900
'registered electors, only 700 voted ; last year the number of voters was 1,200.

At Urbino the women working in spinning factories have obtained a
reduction of their work hours ; they work twelve hours instead of fourteen.
They earn about 3s. a-week.

BELGIUM.
A great miners' strike has broken out in Belgium, chiefly in the district

of Mons, on Thursday 21st. At Liege a partial strike has also been declared,
and the workers are irritated with the employers because an important com-
pany has announced that every workman who on any day does not come to

his work without leave of absence shall be fined a sum equal to his day's
salary. Meetings have been held at several places.

On Friday night the number of strikers reached 14,000. The men assumed
a decided attitude. The solidarity which exists between the miners is

remarkable ; most of them are on strike in the interest of their fellows.

The organisation of the workmen is formidable enough to oblige the author-
ities and employers to come to some agreement. At Liege they have already
obtained an increase of wages. M.
The great demonstration on the 10th of August in favour of the universal

suffrage was enormous, and it will be only a question of a very little time
before the people will secure this so-much-desired right. What energy and
hard-earned money is wasted in following this will-o'-the-wisp ! Napoleon
in France, Bismarck in Germany, gave it to the people ; they did not think
it so very dangerous to their class, but thought it a good safety-valve ; and
we see constantly what it lets off

—" words, words, words."

GERMANY.
On the 30th of July the term of imprisonment (three and a half years)

came to an end to which our Russian comrade, Slavinsky, was condemned in

the great Socialist trial in Posen (Prussia). A great number of workmen
went to the prison Plotzensee near Berlin, eager to grasp him by the hand
once more ; but several policemen were also in attendance, and as soon as
Slavinsky came out he was handcuffed and again locked up. In accordance
with the new extradition law, Jae has been given up to Russian authorities,

now claim him for being suspected of having taken part in the removal of a
certain justice of the peace in Warsaw in 1884. This is how the authorities
oblige each other. A reason is soon invented, just to give it a lawful appear-
ance ; we know what being "suspected " means in Russia : if after the crud-
est tortures not sufficient proofs can be brought against the accused, the
uufortunate person simply disappears in the ice and snow fields of Siberia.

It is a pity that no attempt was made at rescue. The people must have
been perfectly paralysed ; and I am afraid the constant cry of the Social-

Democratic leaders, "Don't be provoked to do anything unlawful," has a
great deal to do with it ; it lames the movement and makes the people
afraid to act quickly and on the impulse of the moment. It will be some
time before such a good opportunity offers itself again. Later on an attempt
was made on the frontier to free Slavinsky, but they had their prey too well
secured.

The Home Minister, Herrfurth, has sent a ukase to the provincial presi-
dents, in which he orders that the Socialist movement shall be strictly
watched, and suppressed as far as the law can be stretched. Coercion
or common law, they strike always in the same way ; we are still to

be gagged in the good old style. Freedom of speech, press, meeting, and
combination is under the merciful consideration of the gentlemen in blue.

To us Socialists it makes very little difference by what law we get treated

—

or rather, ill-treated ; our enemies can do and try as they like, there is only
one way to stop the movement, and that is by the turning of the private
property into common property, the distribution of the stored-up necessities

of life to those in want of them, and the use of all machines, tools, and means
of communication by the people, for the people. That the present owners
will never peacefully submit to these terms any child can see, and it is best
to tell the people that the time will come when they will haxe to show their

teeth to get it, and more so to hold it when they have got it. Rtr.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Tom Mann makes a Revolutionary Speech.

The leaders of the NewUnionism are beginning to speak out. The following

speech by Tom Mann delivered last week at a meeting of the Seamen's and
Firemen's Union at Bermondsey Town Hall may be of interest to our
readers :

" Their objects as trade-unionists were not only to obtain an advance of

wages, but to obtain what was far more necessary, the extirpation of poverty
and the causes of poverty. There was nothing in nature that said that any one
man, woman, or child should be short of the necessaries and comforts of life, and
they were working not only for a bare existence wage, but for conditions of

affluence. He believed that a greater educational work had been carried on
amongst the workers of London during the past year than during any period of

their history. Discontent was rankling in their breasts, but it was discontent on
a higher plane, a discontent appreciating knowledge and thirsting for it, thinking
less of the public-house and more of the lecture-hall and concert-room. They
were not content to be thought good women and praised as steady fellows ; that
was all very well as far as it went, but it did not go far enough. They could,
some of them, make fine houses, yet they had to dwell in miserable slums and
leave others who had done nothing to live in the splendid mansions they had been
building. Others of them were able to make splendid furniture, yet they had to
be content with a few squalid sticks. They could build Pullman cars, and yet
they let the parasites who lived on their labour travel in them, whilst they were
relegated to cattle-trucks. All good things came as the result of labour. Noth-
ing ever came that dropped from heaven, or was shot from bell. Workmen
make all the good things of life, and then go without them. Those who created
ought to enjoy, and they were striving to alter the word * ought ' into the word
'shall.' These ideas might be called revolutionary. Very likely. So was every
great idea that inspired the human race when it was first mooted ; but was not
the cause of their own welfare and well-being as well worth fighting for as any
great cause that had ever been fought for ? They were taking part in a great
movement, and there was a shaking of their chains, which was frightening a good
many people—the German Kaiser, for instance, who began to recognise that if

he valued his own skin he must do something for the workers. It was frighten-

ing their own statesmen, too, although he had not one atom of confidence in what
they could do for them, but he had far more confidence in what they could do for

themselves."

The '" Postmen's" Gazette' and the ' Commonweal/
The Postmen's Gazette accuses us of telling "lies" about the secretary of

the Postmen's Union, J. L. Mahon. The lies are as follows. We first

accused J. L. Mahon of losing the postmen's strike through cowardly mis-
management. Of the truth of this accusation, the public, who read the
accounts of the strike in not only the ordinary press, but in the labour press,

can judge for themselves. We then said that Mr. Mahon had repeatedly
changed his opinions within the last few years, and we especially noticed his

apostacy from Eevolutionary Socialism to mild Parliamentarism. His fre-

quent changes of opinion are so notorious that Socialists of all schools know
our accusation to be true. We beg respectfully to inform the editor of the
Postmen's Gazette that lying is not in our line. We need some lessons in that
useful art from the small gang of political swindlers who boss what is left of
the Postmen's Union.

Tom Mann must be congratulated,

have made a better speech.

A Eevolutionary Socialist could not

The Dockers.

The dockers' leaders have drawn up a co-operative scheme by which work
is to be offered to the men at a certain agreed price, and the men will then
form themselves into a company to undertake the work on co-operative
principles. Each member of the company will be allotted his share of the
work and his wages, the contract stipulating only that the work shall be
carried on under the direction and to the satisfaction of the company's official.

Under such a system there would, of course, be no guarantee of the sixpence
an hour. But if the directors fall in with the suggestion that they shall

officially recognise and deal only with the union, it will sweep away the
necessity for such a guarantee. We fear, however, that the directors will
not agree. Norwood never forgives or forgets. The executive of the union
has also issued a resolution declaring that no candidates for admission to the
union will be accepted in future. We think it is a mistake ; already the
clouds of trade depression are beginning to overhang the land, and Norwood
is waiting his opportunity. When the crash comes, this notice will not pre-
vent unemployed men flocking into the London labour market. Norwood can
provoke a strike when he chooses by insisting on the "freedom of labour,"
and there will be plenty blacklegs to take the strikers' places. Knowing how
much they will then need public sympathy, we do not think that resolutions
of this description, or calling the broken-down outcasts of our present sys-

tem hard names, will help the dockers in the coming struggle. We think,
therefore, the resolution should be withdrawn, and that it would be a good
thing if a little more sympathy was shown for " criminal tramps," whose
help is sometimes very effective in a labour revolt. Remember it was the
memory of the "casual labourer" fighting madly at the dock gates for a few
hours' work at a miserable wage, that brought in the big subscriptions which
enabled the dockers to win the Great Strike.

The Dockers and the Trades Congress.

The dockers' executive have passed the following resolutions as instruc-

tions to its Trades Congress delegate :

1. Believing that the time is now ripe for the trade unionists of this country
to take united action to secure the payment of trades union rates of wages and
a maximum day of eight hours in Government dockyards, and believing that the
Union of Dockyard Labourers is not sufficient in itself to enforce the same, we
hereby instruct our delegate to urge upon the Trades Congress the need for
pledging itself to use its best efforts to secure such trades union wages and a
maximum working day of eight hours to dockyard workers. 2. Recognising
that no trade union can be sure of success in its action unless free from blacklegs
taking the places of unionist strikers, and believing that at the present time
blacklegs mostly come from agricultural labourers, owing to their scanty pay
and unorganised condition, we hereby instruct our delegate to urge upon the
Trades Congress the need of at once taking steps to organise the agricultural
labourers for the protection of the trade unionists already existent. 3. Be-
lieving that the organisation of labour in this country has now reached a stage
when a general system cf boycott might be effectively used to bring pressure to
bear on unscrupulous employers, we hereby instruct our delegate to the Trades
Congress to bring that subject up for discussion, and to urge upon the delegates
to that body to pledge themselves to use their best efforts in their respective

societies to get the members to boycott all goods, railways, and establishments
where the employers refuse to comply with trade union regulations.

We think the ideas of organising the agricultural labourers and boycotting
unfair employers are excellent, and we know them both to be thoroughly
practical. We doubt, however, if the Trades Congress can do much for the

dockyard labourer. According to Cunninghame Graham in Monday's Star,

Liberal capitalists and Tory leaders have formed a coalition against the

Eight Hour movement. If they have not done so already they will, and a

General Strike will be the only way in which the people can effect a change
in their condition.

The Trades Congress.

Arrangements are almost complete in connection with the twenty-third
annual congress of the trades unions of the United Kingdom, which will be
opened in Hope Hall, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, on September 1, and will
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be co&tinued throughout the week. The preliminary programme of sub-
jects to be discussed with a view to the next parliamentary session includes

(1) the Employers' Liability Bill
; (2) certificates of competency for men

in charge of steam-engines and boilers
; (3) the desirability of increasing

the number of factory and workshop inspectors
; (4) the right of relatives

of deceased miners to be represented at coroners' inquests ; (5) public con-

tracts and fair wages ; (6) co-operation and its relation to trades unionism
;

and (7) representation of labour in Parliament.

Strike of Women Fur-pullers.

Herbert Burrows sends the following appeal to the press :

" Sir,—Will you kindly allow me to make an appeal to your readers, especially
to women ? Between fifty and sixty girls and women employes of a firm in South
London—J. Vancailli, 186 Old Kent Road—have been on strike for three weeks
against a system of work which involves a considerable addition to their already
too laborious toil. The details are technical, but it may be shortly stated that
fur-pulling is hard and dirty work, and that by an unfair method of giving out
too large a proportion of heavy skins a reduction of wage (the work is piecework)
is effected. At the best, the pullers can only earn lis. or 12s. a-week, and some-
times only from 5s. to 7s. The employer has acknowledged to me that they work
hard and ' earn the money,' and such an admission from an employer means much.
One great cause of the difficulty is the foreman, who, to quote the women's phrase,
treats them as if they were 'the scum of the earth,' and who has told them when
they have complained about low wages to 'go round Charing Cross and the
Elephant and Castle.' Your readers will know the meaning of that. The
behaviour of the women during the strike has been most quiet and exemplary ; so
quiet that during the more exciting labour commotions they have been almost
overlooked. I ask those of your readers who can, particularly the women, to
send me at once what sums they can afford for the help of their sisters who are
bravely struggling, not simply for themselves, but for womanhood.
" All fur-pullers are requested to avoid Vancailli's while the strike is going on,

and I shall be much obliged if any carmen or railway-men who know of any goods
being sent out by the firm will at once communicate with me."

Subscriptions to be sent to Herbert Burrows, 283 Victoria Park Road,
N.E. The foreman seems to be modelling himself upon that eminent
philanthropist Samuel Morley. I wonder if, like his great exemplar, he
professes to be pious.

Lock-out of Gas-workers.
The gasmen at Enfield have been locked-out. The company wanted to

drive the men back into their old slavery of twelve hours a-day. This the
men resisted, and were paid a week's wages instead of notice on Thursday
August 21st. Some blacklegs have been supplied by Livesev, but otherwise
the company are rather short of hands. The men who work at the Small-
Arms Factory and the workpeople of the neighbourhood are standing by the
locked-out men. £T #

"COMMONWEAL" CONCERT.
The North London Branch gave a very successful coucert for the benefit of the
Commonweal Fund on Wednesday, August 20th. Songs were given by Cantwell,
Mrs. Mackenzie, Mrs. Leatham, and Williams. Darwood and Nicoll were the
reciters. Comrade Fox gave us a splendid solo on the violin, which was loudly
encored. McKechniewas an excellentaccompanist to the singers. Lurache sang the
" Carmagnole " with great effect, and Blundell was equally successful with the
"Starving Poor," the chorus of both songs being taken up vigorously by the
audience. Dancing was kept up till three o'clock in the morning. Altogether we
spent a very jolly evening, and the concert will result in a substantial addition
to the Commonweal Fund. Other Branches might follow suit.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.
The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.--1890 :—North Kensington, to end of April.
Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, * Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester,
and Norwich, to end of May. Yarmouth, to end of June. Leicester,
North London and East London, to end of July. Streatham, to end of
December.

(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number
of their membership.)

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.

H. R. .

F.C.S.S.
P. Webb (2 weeks)
Nicoll .

£ s.

3
1

2

J. B. G. (Glasgow)
B. W

Total

£ s. d..050.006
. 12

Propaganda.—Change, iod.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Funds are urgently needed for special work in connection with Propaganda.

These funds will be used at the discretion of the Propaganda Committee, and to
prevent confusion all money must be sent to Secretary of Propaganda Committee,
at 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., and will be acknowledged
by him the ' Weal. D. J. Nicoll, Sec. to Propaganda Committee.

REPORTS.
Aberdeen.—A good meeting was held on Castle Street on Thursday night

;

the speakers were Leatham and Duncan. On Saturday night, at the same place,
Aiken, W. Cooper, and Leatham spoke to a large crowd; the latter was kept
answering questions until half-past eleven o'clock ; literature sold well.—C.
Glasgow. —On Friday night Glasier spoke at Bridgeton Cross. On Saturday

evening, in response to an invitation from a number of new comrades in Beith,
we held an open-air meeting in that town at the Star Hotel. Comrade McLagan
(Beith) presided and made an earnest appeal to his fellow-townsmen to study
Socialism. Glasier then addressed the meeting at length on the general aims of
Socialism, and was followed by Joe Burgoyne, both of whom were listened to
with marked attention and sympathy. Two quires of Commonweal were sold,
and a large number of pamphlets. It is obvious that our Beith comrades are
awaking great interest in the question in their little town, and there is every
likelihood of a Branch of the League being formed there. On Sunday evening
Glasier spoke at Paisley Road Toll, where Commonweal was sold out and 4s. 2d.
worth of literature* sold.

LECTURE DIARY. A ').()?

LONDON.
Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.
Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, August 31, at 8 p.m., Edith Lupton will lecture on " Woman.

"

Women specially invited. Free discussion after lecture.
East London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday ^at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings »i 7.30.
North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets ©veny

Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p.m. for
practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South London.—St. George's Coffee Tavern, 106 Westminster Bridge Road.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club^ Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every
Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature
on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.
Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.
£/&6$e&i—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 ; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30 ;

Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30;
Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.
Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,
Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 30.

8 Bermondsey Square Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr
8 Prince of Wales Road Nicoll

Sunday 31.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr
11 . Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church Nicoll
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 New Cut—Short Street Kitz and Buckeridge
11.30 Regent's Park Burnie
11.30 Streatham—Fountain Smith
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Miss Lupton
3.30 Victoria Park Burnie, W. and Mrs. Blundell
3.30 Streatham Common The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Streatham—Fountain The Branch
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street...Edwards, Miss Lupton, Mrs. Blundell
8 Mile end Waste Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Monday 1.

7.30 Westminster Bridge Road—Pearman Street The Branch

Thursday 4.

7.30 New Cut—Short Street Leggatt, Mrs. Lahr, and Kitz

Friday 5.

8.15 Hoxton Church Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.

N

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-
day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Saturday : Woodhouse Moor, at 7.30 p.m. Sunday: Hunslet Moor,
at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 10.45 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at S p.m.
Monday : Belgrave, at 7.30. Tuesday : Sanvey Gate, at 8. Wednesday :

Oadby, at 7.30. Friday : Anstey, at 7.30. Saturday : Wigston, at 7.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,
Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.
Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and

7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,
at 11; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; dolman's
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.

Derby.—In connection with the Midland Counties Socialist Federation, open-
air meetings are held every Saturday in the Market Place, at 7.45 p.m. Socialists
in Derby willing to assist in forming a Branch, please communicate with W. G« -

Purcell, 12 Society Place.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.
All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League

will in future be charged to, Branches and Allied
Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
The Land for the People. Are we Over-

Populated ? A useful leaflet, full of
facts 3 6

•Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
What Socialists Want 3
^Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2
The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Kepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Kailway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

•Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Keciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
.from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
*24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

" There will come a time when our silence will be

•more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day"

-August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-

ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

-Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO.'

"CyNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-

pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye
on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he
launches his satires on a world of dissimulation
.*and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

He is the true philanthropist

Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly heart,

While smiling at his fancies, still may say

—

"He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part

Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

To such he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy
of modern society pictorially lampooned, we recom-
mend Cynicu8.

Fortnightly, 3d. ; by post, 3|d.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted

solely to the Interests of the Workers.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of
political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C.

FREETHOOGHT PUBLICATIONS,

The Freethinker. Edited by G. W. Foote.
Widest circulation of any Freethought
paper. ... .... ... Weekly 1

Mistakes of Moses. By Col. R. G. Inger-
soll. Only complete edition in England 1

Reply to Gladstone. By Ingersoll ... o 4

Rome or Reason ? Reply to Cardinal
Manning. By Ingersoll ... ... 4

Bible Heroes. By G. W. Foote. First and
Second Series. ... ... Each 1

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote
and J. M. Wheeler. Vol.1. ... ... 2 6

Infidel Death Beds Historic and Descrip-
tive. By G. W. Foote. Second edition.

Tenth Thousand. ... ... ... 8

Letters to the Clergy. By Foote ... 10
Is the Bible Inspired? By Foote ... 1

Complete Catalogue on application.

R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.

BOOHS FOE SALE.

Comrade Weber, a veteran revolutionist, who
is now in great difficulties, offers the following

to intending purchasers :

—

1

3

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Butler's Hudibras ...

Napier's History of the Peninsular War
(2 vols.)

Prescott's History of the Reign of Charles
V. (2 vols.) 2

L'Association Internationale des Travail

-

leurs a Paris 1 6
The Lives and Works of Michael Angelo

and Raphael. By R. Duppa and
Quatremere de Quincy. Illustrated

with 15 highly-finished engravings ... 16
Life of George Washington. By Washing-

ton Irving (4 vols.) 3
Segur's Expedition to Russia (2 vols.) ... 2

Reliques of Ancient Poetry (Percy's) ... 9
A Poetical Translation of the Works of

Horace^ with the Original Text, and
Critical Notes collected from the best

Latin and French Commentators. By
Philip Francis, D.D. Eighth Editiou.

(4 vols.) 10
War and Peace. By Tolstoi. (2 vols.) ... 2
Eminent Men and Popular Books ... 6
German Literature 6
History of the Reign of Ferdinand and

Isabella. By William H. Prescott.

(2 vols.) ... " 1

History of the Insurrection of China.
(Translated from the French.) By
John Oxenford 3

Those comrades who have already bought books

will please clear them as soon as possible, as the

money is urgently needed.

The above prices do not include postage.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING
TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society \ until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

Apply to the Manager, 24 Great Queen Street,

Lincoln's In u Fields, London, W.C.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queou Jit., Liucolu's Inn Field*, Loudou W.C.
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THE PARLIAMENTARY FRAUD.
u Why do we not believe in Parliamentary action ? " is a question often
asked by inquirers. We answer because we believe it is useless, not
only to effect a revolution but even to effect the smallest change in the
condition of^ the people. We see also that to send a honest man into
Parliament is the best way to turn him into a knave, and even if his
honesty is untainted, yet he can do nothing, for the whole force of
the privileged classes is there arrayed against him.
We are told by its members that the House of Commons is composed

of " freely elected representatives of the people." Indeed ! Who are
these " representatives " 1 Let us see. All save 8 " labour " repre-
sentatives, most of whom are hired to black the boots of the " respec-
table " members, belong to the robber classes. The Financial Reform
Almanack, not a Socialist authority but a capitalist Liberal publication,
gives the following list of the "trades" and "professions" of the
House of Commons :

... 209

... 186

... 135

... 128

... 91

... 77

Land-holding interest ...

Trade, commerce, and manufacture
Law ...

lighting (Army and Navy, etc.) ...

Official (placemen and ex-placemen)
Literary and professional (law excluded)

62
33
24
8

Railway
Banking
Liquor
Labour

" Oh ! Gemini
! What a bloody crew !

" a certain well-known painter
once exclaimed on hearing the names of certain Royal Academicians.
We echo this exclamation on reading this list of the " interests " re-
presented in the House of Commons. And yet some people, the
" friends " of the working-classes, are anxious to get M.P. after their
names. They appear^to think that the moral atmosphere of the
House of Commons would be improved by their presence. We are
very doubtful, however, if the "moral atmosphere" will improve
them. The House of Commons was a " den of thieves " a hundred
years ago in Cobbett's time ; it has not altered since, unless the pre-
sence of Broadhurst, Howell, and Co., has improved its general
character. But even our friends, the New Unionists, might doubt
that.

Those people who are still idiots enough to expect to get an Eight
Hour Bill through the present House of Commons, might read with
advantage Cunninghame Graham's letter in the Star of Monday,
August 25th. It does not give much hope for "labour" legislation.We quote the most important passages in it

:

-o-iw°
r fiv

?
years have I striven to get one day to discuss my Eight Hours

Bill for miners. Why had I no success? 'Oh!' cry some, 'the Tories
cannot stand the idea of it.' Fair and softly, my friend. The Tories ! Oh,
yes, the lories. I quite believe none of them, except a small modicum,
would vote for such a project. Did not Lord Randolph Churchill, in order
to catch votes^nd win popularity, make a fair pretence to the miners on the
question

; and did he not, when we discussed the question of the Berlin
•Conference, funk and climb down, not daring to vote against his party on a
mere labour question

; though on the Parnell trial, an affair of almost
microscopic import compared to labour, he strutted and swaggered like a
Grass Napoleon on a Palais Roval clock. No ; th'e Tories will do nothing

But what gives them confidence to do nothing on labour questions but t£e
consciousness that they have the tacit approval of the commercial Liberals I

It was stated openly in and about the lobbies that influential Liberals had
made representations to the Government that there was nothing in the
eight hours movement ; that it was the work of agitators. If they ^ict

thus (and I firmly believe they did) on the eight hours, thus also will they
act upon the land question. Many of the Parliamentary Liberals who, at
the beginning of the Parliament, were loud on the land question, have nbw,
since the assault on capital fairly began, drawn in their horns on land, seeing
to what their land theories would lead."

Mr. Graham has toiled for five years to get a day to discuss his Eight
Hours Bill for miners, and he has not got a " day " yet. How long will it

take to get an eight hour law for all trades and industries through the
House of Commons ? Here is a pretty little conundrum for those who are

good at guessing them. We should imagine that at this rate of " pro-

gress " the present generation will be in their graves before that
" valuable " measure is passed. Nor will a capitalist Liberal House of

Commons like we are promised in a little while make much difference.

Does not Mr. Graham say that the Government have been backed up
in their opposition by " influential Liberals " I—in plain English, the
leaders of the Liberal party, Gladstone, Morley, Harcourt, and Co.
And will these gentlemen be any more friendly to the " labour cause "

when they are in power ? By past experience of them, we should say
not. But let us take another supposition. Suppose there is a Labour
party in the next House of Commons, composed of thirty men, all

honest and trustworthy: could not they do something? We answer
no. The stronger in numbers the Labour party is in the House of

Commons, the weaker it will be in reality. Tory and Liberal both
know that, however " moderate " the " leaders " may be, the people are
not; and capitalist and landlord, Liberal and Tory, will fight tooth
and nail for their threatened property and privileges. So the Labour
party will find they are helpless, and will be forced, if they are honest
men, to go back to the people and tell them that parliamentary action
is hopeless, and that the people must help themselves. Or if they are
knaves and dastards, they will join with the capitalist and landlord
in keeping up the parliamentary fraud—for a time.

D, J. NlCOLL.

REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT.
Translated from the French of Peter Kropotkine.

III.

To imagine that the Government can be overthrown by a secret society,

and that this society can implant itself in its place—this is an error
into which all the revolutionary organisations which have sprung up
from the republican middle-class in France since 1820 have fallen.

But other instances are plentiful which illustrate this delusion. What
devotion, what abnegation, what perseverance, have we not seen dis-

played by the secret republican societies of Young Italy—and yet all

this immense work, all these sacrifices made by the youth of Italy,

before which pale even those of the revolutionary youth of Russia, all

these corpses heaped up in the casemates of Austrian fortresses, which
have fallen under the knife and the bullet of the executioner—all

these had for heirs the wretched middle-class and royalty.

It is the same in Russia. It is difficult to find in history a secret
organisation which has obtained with such limited means such immense
results as those secured by the Russian youth, who have given proofs
of an energy and an action so powerful as that of the Executive Com-
mittee. It has shaken Tzarism— that Colossus which appeared
invulnerable,—and it has rendered autocratic government henceforth
impossible in Russia. Nevertheless, they are very stupid who believe
that the Executive Committee will become the master of power on
the day in which the Crown of Alexander III. is thrown into the
gutter. Others, the prudent ones, who are working to make a name
for themselves, whilst the revolutionists are digging their mines and
perishing in Siberia ; others, the intriguers, the talkers, the lawyers,
the journalists, who from time to time drop a tear, very swiftly wiped
away, on the tombs of the heroes and pose as friends of the people.
These are they who will come to take the vacant place of government,
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and will put the unknown people who will have prepared the revolu- ;

tion into the background.
RjfaiMaevitabk ; it is fatal.; «nd it cannot pos&ibly be otherwise.

FoiP^?ifltWt"ft)(a^dcwiet <sso<stetim, not even the evolutionary organisa-

tiep^rt»^e^he ^sbing ^Sbrdke ±o governments. Their function,

the*t* &foto*i6ril ni«Bion, ier^to ^pp^pare the people's minds for the revo-

hfti&Efc, 'and tofatn winds iareprepared and the other conditions are

ffc^Dtrifclile, 4ba kwit effort G&mes, not "from the initiatory group but

frtta *Cfee *roas» *&iicii has rBaatfined outside *fche organisation of "the

06016%, On &e!&8t of August, 1870, Paris was dumb to the appeals

of Blanqui. Four days later it proclaimed the fall of the govern-

ment ; but then it was no longer the Blanquists who were the prime

movers in the uprising ; it was the people, the millions, who dethroned

the man of December and hailed the place-hunters, whose names had
resounded in their ears for two years previously. When the revolu-

tion is ready to take place, when the movement is in the air, when
success has already become certain, then a thousand new men on whom
the secret organisation has never exercised a direct influence, come to

take a part in the movement—like birds of prey who are come to the

battle-field in order to share the spoil of the victims. These help to

make the final effort, and it is not from the ranks of the sincere and
irreconcilable conspirators, but from amongst the men on the fence

that they select their leaders, so long as they are inspired with the

idea that a chief is necessary.

The conspirators who maintain the prejudice of dictatorship are

then working unconsciously to enable their own enemies to mount to

power.
But if what we have just said is true as regards political revolu-

tions—or rather risings—it is still more true with regard to the

revolution to which we are looking forward—the Social Revolution.

To promote the establishment of any government whatsoever—an
authority which is strong and obeyed by the mass—is to hamper the

progress of the revolution from the start. The good that this govern-

ment might do is nothing whilst the evil is immense.
In fact, what is it that we desire 1—what do we understand by the

Revolution ? It is not a simple change of rulers. It is the taking

possession by the people of all the social wealth. It is the abolition

of all the authorities which continue to hinder the development of

humanity. But is it by decrees emanating from a government that

this immense economic revolution can be accomplished ? "We saw
during the last century the Polish revolutionary dictator, Kosciusko,

decree the abolition of personal slavery, but slavery continued to exist

eighty years after the issuing of the decree. 1 We have also seen the

Convention, the all-powerful Convention—the Terrible Convention as

its admirers say—decree the general division of all the communal
lands taken from the aristocracy. Like so many others this decree

remained a dead letter, because in order to put it into execution the

proletarians of the country would have had to make a new revolution,

and revolutions are not made by the issuing of decrees. So that the

taking possession of the social wealth by the people may become a

real fact it is necessary that the people should have their hands free,

that they should shake off the servility to which they are too much
habituated, that they should act of their own individual initiative,

going forward without waiting for the orders of anyone. Now it is

just this which will prevent a dictatorship, even if it were the best

intentioned in the world, and, moreover, it would be incapable of

helping on the revolution in the slightest degree.

But if the government—be it even an ideal revolutionary govern-

ment—does not create a new force and presents no- advantage for the

work of destruction which we have to accomplish, still less have we to

count on it for the work of reorganisation that must follow the demol-

ition. The economic change which will result from the Social Revolu-

tion will be so great and so deep, it must alter so thoroughly all the

relations based to-day on property and exchange, that it is impossible

for one or many individuals to elaborate the* social forms which will

arise in the future society. This elaboration of new social forms can

only take place by the general work of the masses. To satisfy the

immense variety of conditions and wants which will spring up the

moment that individual property is abolished requires the flexibility of

the entire wisdom of the country ; all outside authority would be only

an impediment, only a hindrance to this organic work which will have

to be done ; and in addition it would be a source of discord and hatred.

But it is quite time to abandon this illusion of revolutionary govern-

ment, which has so many times proved a failure in practice, and for

which we have had to pay so dearly. It is time to tell ourselves once

for all, and to admit this political axiom, that a government cannot

be revolutionary. We are reminded of the Convention, but we do not

forget that the few measures which had a revolutionary character,

however slight, were but the sanction of deeds already done by the

people, who were at that moment marching over the heads of all

governments. As "Victor Hugo has said in his picturesque style,

Danton was pushing Robespierre, Marat was watching and pushing

Danton, and Marat himself was pushed forward by Cimourdain—that

personification of the clubs, of the " madmen," and of the rebels. Like

all the governments which have preceded or followed it, the Conven-

tion was only a weight attached to the feet of the people.

The facts which history has taught us are so conclusive in this con-

nection ; the impossibility of a revolutionary government and the

iww»m m«'n urn i %> i ) '» '" * '* ' — »»» "" ' » « ' ' ' ' i

.
.

-

,
l This decree was decidedUpon on^the 7th df May, 1794, and made public on

the 30th of May in the same year. If it had been carried into effect it would

have been, in point of fact, the abolition of personal slavery and of patrimonial

justice.

B»elessness of that which is described by this name, are so evident that
it «eems difficult to explain the tenacity witnwii^ a certain school
describing iteeif -as .Socialist .holds &> ijhe neflem^
government. ®ut *8he e^aaalfenaiw^Ty^ffn^lB. %t m tH

ists as th&y $erm themselves, *the altepte of this ssehoel &»&*
another idea to ours of fche llevdhxtion which it is our dutjyxtd iicoJk

for. For them—as lor all the middle^lass French Racficals—4&e
Social devolution k ^rattker an affair of the future, which; is m<*b'Wo£feh

dreaming about ^>cbay. What they are thinking about, in the bolftoin

of their hearts, without daring to admit it, is quite another thing It

is the establishment of a government like that of Switzerland or the

United States, making some attempts to appropriate to the State that

which they ingeniously term the "public services." It is a cross

between the ideal of Bismarck and that of the workman who strives to

elevate himself to the dignity of president of the United States. It is

a compromise made beforehand, between the Socialist aspirations of

the masses and the greed of the middle class. They would like com-

plete expropriation, but, not having the pluck to attempt it, they put

it off for another century, and before the beginning of the struggle

they have already begun to negotiate with the enemy.

For us who understand that the moment is at hand to give the

capitalist class a mortal blow, that it will not be long before the people

will lay their hands upon all the social riches and reduce the exploit-

ing classes to powerlessness—for us, I say, there can be no hesitation

whatsoever. We throw ourselves body and soul into the Social

Revolution ; and as with such a programme a government, whatever

it may call itself, is an obstacle, we shall render powerless and sweep

away from before us the ambitious individuals who may seek to put

themselves forward as rulers of our destiny.

Enough of governments ; room for the people, for Anarchy !

MEN WHO ARE NOT SOCIALISTS.

THE POLICE.

With apologies to J. B. Glasier.

The Committee of Enquiry into the allegations against the Cheshire County

Police made by Mr. Slater Lewis (county councillor) held its eighth day's

sitting at Chester Castle last -week, Sir Horatio Lloyd presiding.

A great mass of correspondence was read by the Clerk of the Peace, the

first letters being from ex-Chief Superintendent Egerton, t)f Birkenhead, to

ex-Inspector O'Donnell, and upon these Mr. Slater Lewis said he based

his case.

In the first letter Superintendent Egerton stated that O'Donnell's case had

been treated by the Joint Committee just as he had anticipated, and pro-

ceeded :
" I think you were unwise in mixing up with the Eadical side. You

know all the Home Kulers and their supporters hate the police as they do

poison, and would be a rotten stick to lean on, from old Gladstone down to

the mad fanatic O'Brien, and at present they are greatly in the minority.

Perhaps in long years to come, when neither I nor even yourself inhabit the

sublunary globe, things may have been changed. We may be then living

again, but the mischief is we shan't remember what has occurred in this

decade." . . . "You must bear in mind that, according to Holy Writ, since

our Saviour left this world and returned to Heaven miracles ceased, except

in the minds of silly women and superstitious men, and those of the Church

who invent them and get them up, so as to impress the ignorant portion of

their flocks, and keep them under their priestly domination—so the worthies

you have named must bide their time. And you may possibly live to see

your desire on your enemies."

In the course of another letter Superintendent Egerton says : "As regards

the strikers, no words in my vocabulary could half convey my detestation of

the hounds. I trust they will get shot down if they begin rioting, as they

richly deserve. The paid delegates who are fattening on the misery they

cause don't deserve such an honourable fate. Cunninghame Graham, Burns,

etc., down to the lowest agitator in the scale, I would hang, along with the

Irish members ; and Lord Kandolph should be the executioner. That office

would suit his tastes, as he is always ready to stab his best friends. ... As
to Lewis, they have given him a sop to keep him quiet. You know when
a man becomes troublesome and mischievous at St. Stephen's, if he possesses

talent sufficient to make him dangerous he always gets a sop, such as a

Foreign Secretary or the governorship of an island." ...
"It has always a shady appearance to wait until you arc inj&red ^before

you complain of malpractices in carrying out the law. I don't mean it is

requisite to see those of higher rank if they happen «to get tight—this would

be certain to make enemies all round. ... Of course there are always indi-

viduals who do wrong—bobbies who go night-looking with keepers, accept

tips from justices who are game-preservers, etc. This class of men—I should

say a few of them—will probably be ruined by the immaculate Mr. Lewis.

. . . Men have an objection to cut their own throats when they reome to the

point, and deny former statements or put different colour on. those gwwn,

perhaps, under the influence of whiskey-toddy and sympathy, which dies

away on reflection afterwards."
" I have not much faith in the Secretary of State, or, in fact, any of them.

All men of high or low office are simply placemen, whether they be Wings,

Tories, or Radicals."

St. Luke's Evictions.—The Fair Bents Union is doing some tweful work*

Last Sunday, after the removal of the corpse of poor Johnson, an indigna-

tion meeting was held on a vacant piece of land adjoining Golden Lane.

Useful advice, couched in language none too strong, was given by several

speakers, which was evidently well appreciated by the best part Of the
v

audience, and if acted upon would create quite a ama1i^Tevt5ltftii5n:in4ne;

relations between landlord and tenant. The -first resOlutfe^,^jwsir|^o

municipalise the land of London, was carried unanimoasty; TBow Ifr^
what m*ans 'this was <to

1be effected no speaker attempted ^ ipfenft^tfk

Surely the people who would go sofar as to agree to muuicipfth^tt^'tegr

of London could be persuaded without much^xtra effort ^'titf^^f^lw.
Rent campaign, which wouhi end in the communisatfen of the lana*-*&. TR.
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•< BESPECTABLE " WORKING-MAN.
One ofteiv **<iet;s w^^ tne *yPe °^ workman to whom no argument

can ~f/peal, except the one of the breeches pocket. He has been so

often patted on the back by his clergyman and employer, who have
held out all the glories of " thrift " before him, and encouraged him
with the hope that he himself might become some day a master of

slaves, or failing in that " ideal," he might by diligent becking and
boring become a foreman or overseer, and keep his more unfortunate
fellows, who then become his " inferiors," with their noses to the
grindstone.

He has a horror of anything suggestive of the discontent that awakens
the people to a sense of their true manhood, and which when once
awakened places them in the position of rebels to a canting society
that thrives only on their continued degradation, and the hope that
they will ever act the mere part of machines in the production of
superfluities for others, and the barest necessaries of life for them-
selves.

The type of workman to whom I refer is, unfortunately, so common,
that a full description of his peculiarities is not needed—everyone
has met him, and most I hope have meted out to him the contempt
which lie deserves. He is a regular attendant at church, and is to be
met with in every teetotal society, where he finds scope enough for the
display of his distorted manhood and all the pride and uncharitable-
ness of his stunted nature.

His conception of Christianity is so loathsome that I do not wonder
at strong sensitive natures flying to the other extreme, and finding
relief in an active crusade against everything pertaining to that name.
His life is one long blasphemy against the "lowly Nazaiene," and he
believes in the eternal reign of Wrong on earth, and takes care that
every act of his at least shall help to prolong it. With the hope of
rising in the social plane a little above his fellows, he cants about the
position in which it " pleases providence " to place people, and teaches
that submission to poverty is a Christian acquiescence in the divine
order of things.

He is a perfect pattern of the morality taught by the bourgeoisie
to the workers. He neither spends money upon himself nor his
fellows; loves with all the little heart he possesses every form of
approved respectability, and is prepared to go off the beaten track
only when wealthy brigands lead the way. To show that he is a
" man of feeling," he will at some " mothers' meeting " shed a tear for
the aborigines of South Africa, protesting against the " indecency"
of their nakedness, and wonders at the apathy of a Christian nation
not sending out more bibles and guns. He is a born " blackleg," and
is ready to take the place of his comrades during a strike, for he
abhors "agitators," and is more covetous of the friendly eye of his
employer than the manly approval of his brother workmen,

Old in heart and decrepit in spirit, all ideal of a better and nobler
life on earth is dead to him. Selfish to the core, he cannot believe in
the disinterestedness of human conduct nor understand the generous
enthusiasm of the Socialist. With a steady weekly wage and a shilling
or two in his pocket of overplus, his whole energies are bent in making
people believe that he is not a mechanic or mere handicraftsman, but
a clerk—-or better still, an " overseer " or small capitalist. He holds
aloof (with a comic air of superiority) from his brother artizans, and is

shocked if he finds himself in company with a shabbily dressed mortal

;

his look then protests against acquaintanceship, and he summons into
his expressionless eyes a look of far-off recognition. His panacea for
all our social sores—for all our sweated workmen and workwomen—is

in total abstinence from strong drink and a more regular attendance
at church. This cheap gospel he trots out on every occasion, in total
ignorance of the economic factors that govern our competitive society.
His conception of morality can go no further, and to be "respectable"
is to fulfil the law and the prophets. His notion of love is of the most
brutish kind, and the dream of a true comradeship has never once
dawned upon him; he ]aughs at the higher qualities of love, and
believes that only somewhere in the damp clouds (where we have no
bodies to gratify or to hurt) will the realisation of peace and brotherly
feeling be attained, when such as he will be presented with a harp and
golden crown, and make one in a procession through the orthodox New
Jerusalem, croaking their cuckoo-cry of Hallelujah, while the Socialist
agitators are getting their deserts in doses of fire and brimstone.

That this strange product of our civilisation is by no means rare,
everyone will admit; but his power for doing evil in the world is

slowly passing away. He is no longer looked up to as a pattern of
"behaviour" by workmen, and "not all the king's horses nor all the
king's men" can ever reinstate him in his former position of an
" ideal." All the big and little Smiles may write him up as much as
they like, but "the word has gone forth," and derision and well-
deserved contempt meet him at every turn. He can no longer enter
the councils of the workers and plead on behalf of the profits of the
employer and the " reward to capital," seeking for an increase in the
"benefit fund," and urging that this only ought to be the main object
of combination. He finds his place now at the street corner degrading
the teaching of the Jewish Carpenter—getting up evangelical meetings
and striving by sneers and words of hate to stem the rising tide of the
divine discontent, that will sweep him with our rotten society out of
sight for ever. J. M. B.

NOTICE.—Next week there will appear a Special Article on the
life of the country workers, entitled,

"THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER."
Branches and Newsagents are requested to send their orders early.

stT?^NNER-PAm :AVEtt0E.M,

*tO*the North-Wort Side of -Chicago, for nearly foUr miles, ther* is aft *- - T
which, morning and evening, presents a crowded thoroughfare. Mflwjtu
Atfenue-,- or as it is more popularly called, " Dinner-Pail Avenue," dioB^thwr'
section ..of the city where thousands of our sturdy toilers reside. -At elp
the day, from five to seven, there is a constant jam of men: and women j

home from their work.]— 1 Rights of Laboub.'

O, the city is great,

With its pomp and state,

"With its towering piles,

With its parks and miles,

With its wealth and gold,

With its pride unrolled

—

But stand in the dawn, or twilight hour,
And gaze on the city's vital power !

Close to its beating heart,

Close to its centered mart,
Where the angles meet
Is a crowded street

That resounds to the tramp of the toilers' feet

!

Feet that are young, and feet that are old,

Through the summer's heat and the winter's cold,

Must measure the distance, mile by mile,

Must save the cost of the ride meanwhile,
For the pittance gained means fire and .bread,

To the pinched, and hungry, and poorly-fed !

There grey-haired men, that are bowed, and bent
With the weight of the years, and the burdens sent,

With their faces wrinkled, and seamed, and worn,
With their garments scanty, and patched, and torn

—

So they stumble along, on tottering feet,

To the rugged toil they must daily meet,
Through the winter's cold and the summer's 1ieat

—

And with them all are the pails of tin,

The pails they carry their dinners in !

There are children, too, of the tenderest age,

Little ones learning to turn life's page !

There are boys and girls of every size,

With hollow cheeks and with hollow eyes

—

They are trudging along through dust and din,

And they swing, as they walk, their pails of tin !

So childhood and age march side by side,

To the toil that builds for the city's pride

—

Through the days, and the years, that have just begun,
Through the days, and the years, that are almost done,
The child and the man must steadily tramp
Through the crowded street, through its dust or damp

—

Down " Dinner-Pail Avenue " moves the throng,
With its joy, and its sorrow, its right, and its wrong l

Watch, if you will, this wonderful force,

Measure the power that flows from this source,

As these thousands all pour
Into workshop and store,

Into channels of labour—the higher and lower !

Mark the creative touch that shapens and forms,
The grandeur that crowns, the skill that adorns,
This city far-reaching, this city of pride

—

Where the need of its toilers should ne'er be denied

—

The toilers who stand for the work of the world,
With their right arms upraised and their banners unfurled I

Let fashion take heed and let beauty beware,
Though the hands that have wrought may be horny and bare,
To these hands they are owing an unceasing debt,

And the services done they should never forget

—

O, let the streets of the city, its finest and best,

Give " Dinner-Pail Avenue " its rights with the rest

!

Ridgeland, 111. Ella Dare.

INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.
HOLLAND.

We have received the following communication from the Dutch Railway
Workers' Union :

Since last year a Railway Workers' Union has existed in Holland, called
" Steeds Voorwaarts " (Always Forward), and bearing the initials " S. V." The
object of this union is, besides the management of trade interests and the obtain-
ing of political rights—the improvement of social conditions.
Though the union has not yet joined the Social Democratic Federation, it is

more and more working in our direction, and its members are for the most part
convinced Socialists.

The union has been going ahead since its establishment at extraordinary speed.
At the end of February, 1889, eight railway-men joined together, who, helped by
thirty-two others, formed in March a provisional committee to establish a
union. On July 1st, 1890, the strength of the new organisation was 2,000 mem-
bers, divided into ten sections and about forty branches. The organ of the
union, named De Seingever (Signal-giver) is published every fortnight.
Our railway-men regret that our efforts have not yet been seriously devoted to

the formation of fin international railway-workers* union. Let us take an example,
for instance, by the miners of different countries, who have joined together
already. The. time is now arrived for the slaves of the steam-engine to act like
their gallant companions the miners. The Dutch railway-men therefore call on
their fellow-workers to form an international organisation.
The address of the S. V. Union is : Mr. J. Hoekstra, Roggeveenstraat 54,

The Hague, Holland. The initials S. V. are not to be forgotten. Railway
slaves of all countries, let us join together J G.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will Branch Secretaries please write Reports and Orders for Literature on

separate pieces of paper.
J. S.—We propose at an early date to have a course of articles such as you

mention. Meanwhile, a discussion might be raised by a criticism of Kro-
potkine's " Revolutionary Government."

Periodical* received during the week ending Wednesday September 3.

England
Belfast Weekly Star
Church Reformer
Free Life
The Journeyman
Justice
Labour Tribune
Magazine and Book Review
People's Press
Postman's Gazette
Railway Review
Scots Observer
Sozial Demokrat
Seafaring
Unity
Worker's Friend

Queensland
Brisbane—Boomeraug

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United Statks
New York—Truthseeker
New York—Freiheit
Twentieth Century
Volkszeitung
Bakers' Journal
Volne Listy

Boston—Woman's Journal
Boston—Liberty
Investigator

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chicago (111)—Vorbote
Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Milwaukee—Die Wahrheit
Philadel.—Knights of Labour
SanFrancisco ArbeiterZeitung
Pacific Union

St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Anarchist

Valley Falls (Kan.)—Lucifer

Franck
Paris—Bourse du Travail
Paris—La Revolte
Le Parti ouvrier

Charleville—L'Emancipation
Lyon—L'Action Sociale
Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur
Rouen—Le Salariat

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen
Anarchist

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Palermo—Avanti

Spain
Madrid—El Socialists
Barcelona—El Productor
Madrid—La Anarquia

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune
Halberstadt, Sonntags-Zeitung

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brunn—Volksfreund
Reichenberg—Freig eist

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Copenhagen—Arbejderen

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
on,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTEES FEOM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XXVI. {continued).—The Upper Waters.

Presently we came to Day's Lock, where Dick and his two sitters had
waited for us. He would have me go ashore, as if to show me some-
thing which I had never seen before ; and nothing loth I followed him,
Ellen by my side, to the well-remembered Dykes, and the long church
beyond them, which was still used for various purposes by the good
folk of Dorchester ; where, by the way, the village guest-house still

had the sign of the Fleur-de-luce which it used to bear in the days
when hospitality had to be bought and sold. This time, however, I
made no sign of all this being familiar to me ; though as we sat for
a while on the mound of the Dykes looking up at Sinodun and its

clear-cut trench, and its sister manelon of Whittenham, I felt some-
what uncomfortable under Ellen's serious attentive look, which almost
drew from me the cry, " How little anything is changed here !

"

We stopped again at Abingdon, which, like Wallingford, was in a
way both old and new tome, since it had been lifted out of its nine-
teenth century degradation, and otherwise was as little altered as
might be.

Sunset *as in the sky es we skirted Oxford by Oseney. It was a

matter of course that so far as they could **e seen from the river, I
missed none of the towers and spires of thatb*w^don-beridden city

;

but the meadows all round, which, when I had lastr-pq^d through,
them, were getting daily more and more squalid, more aiitt^Qre im-
pressed with the seal of the " stir and intellectual life of the ninetee*

century," were no longer intellectual, but had once again become as-

beautiful as they should be, and the little hill of Hinksey, with two or
three very pretty stone houses new-grown on it (I use the word
advisedly ; for they seemed to belong to it) looked down happily on
the full streams and waving grass, grey now, but for the sunset, with
its fast-ripening seeds.

The railway having disappeared, and therewith the various level

bridges over the streams of Thames, we were soon through Medley
Lock and in the wide water that washes Port Meadow, with its

numerous population of geese nowise diminished ; and I thought with
interest how its name and use had survived from the older imperfect
communal period, through the time of the confused struggle and
tyranny of the rights of property, into the present rest and happiness,

of complete Communism.
I was taken ashore again at Godstow, to see the remains of the old

nunnery, pretty nearly in the same condition as I had remembered
them ; and from the high bridge over the cut close by I could see, even
in the twilight, how beautiful the little village with its grey stone

houses had become ; for we had now come into the stone-country, ia

which every house must be either built, walls and roof, of grey stone or

be a blot on the landscape.

We still rowed on after this, Ellen taking the sculls in my boat ^

passed a weir a little higher up, and about three miles beyond it came
by moonlight again to a little town, where we slept at a house thinly

inhabited, as its folk were mostly tented in the hay-fields. We started

before six o'clock the next morning, as we were still twenty-five miles,

from our resting place, and Dick wanted to be there before dusk. The
journey was pleasant, though to those who do not know the upper
Thames there is little to say about it. Ellen and I were once more in*

her boat, though Dick, for fairness' sake, was for having me in his*

and letting the two women scull the green toy. Ellen, however, would
not allow this, but claimed me as the interesting person of the com-

pany. " After having come so far," said she, " I will not be put off

with a companion who will be always thinking of somebody else than

me : the guest is the only person who can amuse me properly. I mean
that really," said she, turning to me, " and have not said it merely as

a pretty saying."

Clara blushed and looked very happy at all this ; for I think up to

this time she had been rather frightened of Ellen.

As we passed through the short and winding reaches of the now
quickly lessening stream, Ellen said :

" How pleasant this little river

is to me, who am used to a great wide wash of water ; it almost seems,

as if we shall have to stop at every reach-end. I expect before I get

home this evening I shall have realised what a little country England
is, since we can so soon get to the end of its biggest river." .

" It is not big," said I, " but it is pretty."

"Yes," she said, "and don't you find it difficult to imagine the times-

when this little pretty country was treated by its folk as if it had been,

an ugly characterless waste, with no delicate beauty to be guarded,

with no heed taken of the ever fresh pleasure of the recurring seasons,

and changeful weather, and diverse quality of the soil, and so forth 1

How could people be so cruel to themselves 1
"

"And to each other," said I. "Dear neighbour, I may as well tell

you at once that I find it easier to imagine all that ugly past than you
do, because I myself have been part of it. I see both that you have
divined something of this in me ; and also I think you will believe me
when I tell you of it, so that I am going to hide nothing from you
at all

"

She was silent a little, and then she said :
" My friend, you have

guessed right about me; and to tell you the' truth I have followed you
up from Runnymede in order that I might ask you many questions,,

and because I saw that you were not one of us ; and that interested

•and pleased me, and I wanted to make you as happy as you could be.

To say the truth, there was a risk in it," said she, blushing—" I mean
as to Dick and Clara ; for I must tell you, since we are going to be
such close friends, that even amongst us, where there are so many
beautiful women, I have often troubled men's minds disastrously*

That is one reason why I was living alone with my father in the cottage,

at Eunnymede. But it did not answer on that score ; for of course
people came there, as the place is not a desert, and they seemed to find

me all the more interesting for living alone like that, and fell to mak-
ing stories of me to themselves—like I know you did, my friend.

Well, let that pass. This evening or to-morrow morning I shall make
a proposal to you to do something which would please me very much,
and I think would not hurt you."

I broke in eagerly, saying that I would do anything in the world for

her ; for indeed, in spite of my years and the too obvious signs of them.

(though, indeed, I felt much younger already than when I first woke
up in that new world)—in spite of my years, I say, I felt altogether

too happy in the company of this delightful girl, and* was prepared to-

take her confidences for more than they meant perhaps.

She laughed now. "Well," she said, " meantime for the present we
will let it be; for I must look at this new country that we are passing,

through. See how the river has changed character again: it is broad

now, and the reaches are long* and very slow-running. And look, there

is a ferry !

"

I told her the name of it, as I slowed off to put the ferry-chain over
our heads ; and on we went till the stream narrowed again and
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deepened, and we passed though ^alls of tall reeds, whose population

of reed-sparrows and ^blers were delightfully restless, twittering

and chuckling *» *ne wasn °* tDe Doats stirred the reeds from the water

npwai^^^e still, hot morning.

^J^emesmiled with pleasure, and her lazy enjoyment of the new scene

seemed to bring out her beauty doubly as she leaned back amidst the

cushions, though she was far from languid ; her idleness being the

idleness of a person, strong and well-knit both in body and mind,

deliberately resting.

" Look ! " she said, springing up suddenly from her place without

any obvious effort, and balancing herself with exquisite grace and
ease ;

" look at the beautiful old bridge ahead !

"

" I need scarcely look at that," said I, not turning my head away
from her beauty. " I know what it is ; though " (with a smile) " we
used not to call it the Old Bridge time agone."
She looked down upon me kindly, and said, " How well we get on

now you are no longer on your guard against me."
And she stood looking thoughtfully at me still, till she had to sit

down as we passed under the middle one of the row of little pointed
arches of the oldest bridge across the Thames.

" O the beautiful fields !
" she said ;

" I had no idea of the charm
of a very small river like this. The smallness of the scale of every-

thing, the short reaches, and the speedy change of the banks, give one
a feeling of going somewhere, of coming to something strange, a
feeling of adventure which I have not felt in bigger waters."

I looked up at her delightedly ; for her voice, saying the very thing
which I was thinking, was like a caress to me. She caught my eye
and her cheeks reddened under their tan, and she said simply

:

" I must tell you, my friend, that when my father leaves the Thames
this summer he will take me away to a place near the Roman wall in

Cumberland ; so that this voyage of mine is farewell to the south, of

course with my goodwill in a way; and yet I am sorry for it. I

hadn't the heart to tell Dick yesterday that we were as good as gone
from the Thames-side ; but somehow to you I must needs tell it."

She stopped and seemed very thoughtful for awhile, and then said

smiling :

" I must say that I don't like moving about from one home to

another ; one gets so pleasantly used to all the detail of the life about
one, it fits so harmoniously and happily into one's own life, that be-

ginning again, even in a small way, is a kind of pain to one. But I

daresay in the country which you come from you would think this

petty and unadventurous, and would think the worse of me for it."

She smiled at me caressingly as she spoke, and I made haste to

answer :
" O, no, indeed ; again you echo my very thoughts. But I

hardly expected to hear you speak so. I gathered from all I have
heard that there was a great deal of changing of abode amongst you
in this country."

" Well," she said, "of course people are free to move about; but
except for pleasure-parties, especially in harvest and hay-time, like this

of ours, I don't think they do so much. I admit that I also have
other moods than that of stay-at-home, as I hinted just now, and I

should like to go with you all through the west-country—thinking of

nothing," concluded she, smiling.

" I should have plenty to think of," said I.

William Morris.

CORRESPONDENCE.

TO BE CONTINUED. 1

(This Story began in i\To. 209, January 11, 1890.

Back Numbers can still be had,)

A few sets of

Religious Humbug.
Multifarious are the forms and numerous are the devices through which

young intellects are swindled out of their rights and power by the zealous

piety and charity of religious teachers (alack for the perversion of words !),

who cunningly aim at impressing the way while it is too soft to resist, and
sagely imagine that the hypocrisy and falsehood indented there will grow
indelible hardness, so to be applied to their use as stepping-stones to mind
and soul domination ; for intrenching the intellectual slavery they inculcate,

and for building up walls that shall securely enclose their usurpations. A
few of their victims may continue through life too cowardly indolent, too

bigotedly depraved, too hypocritically dissolute to make an independent
effort towards ascertaining in their riper years whether those tales were
true ; but the many, the majority will read, and will find other interpreta-

tions of scripture than those which were imposed by the fraudful tyranny of

an established domination, the craft of a creed, or the selfishness of a priestly

greediness of lucre. The man will remember—and he will have all the
scenic getting up of the gorge-heaving mummery strongly placed before his

mental retina—how when he was a poor child in one of their fens of cant,

craft, and catechism—the National Schools—he and his little comrades were
• examined on texts of scripture, in order to prove to the pious patronesses
present how religious was their training. He will remember his quoting, or

rather gabbling like a parrot, "Bender unto Caesar the things which are

Csesar's, and to God the things which are God's "—and he will again see the
pious and condescending smile on the face of the begowned parson ; again
hear the said parson's " Well, my child, and what does that text of scripture

teach you 1 " and he will feel sick at the recollection of the answer which
eaid parson had taught him to squeak—" to pay taxes and tithes cheerfully "

;

and his face will burn with shame and self-scorn at the remembrance of the
delighted vanity (under which he blushed, 'even to the tips of his fingers)

with which he received said parson's " Right, my good child." And the
bitterness of pity will swell in his heart for those clever women, and those
bright-minded men, who then and there lauded the success of their scheme
and prophesied the important and fruitful results to " true religion." " Train
up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart
from it."—From l The History of Pel Verjuice? 1853.

JOHN BUBNS.
Comrades,—I notice that Burns complains in last week's Commonweat,

not only of a leaderette on certain alleged statements of his concerning
foreign competition, but also of a " Note on News " written by me, I may,
perhaps, say that in speaking of "County Council tomfoolery." I was ob-
viously sneering not at Burns but at the London County Council—an
institution which, as an Anarchist, I cannot be expected to hold in reverence.
The main point in the note, however, Burns leaves quite unanswered. I
invited him to repudiate the indiscreet zeal of his friends in asking for an
unconditional life-endowment of him. As he has condescended to notice
the paragraph at all, it would surely have been easy for him to supply the
asked for repudiation. Are we, then, to infer that he approves of the
monstrous suggestion that he should receive an annuity for life in con-
sideration of his past services? It is a sad illustration of the evils of
" leadership " to note the truculent tone of his whole communication; " I
am, Sir Oracle," he seems to say, " and when I ope my lips, let no dog bark."
Anarchists at any rate, are not to be either conciliated or terrified by his
bad temper.—Fraternally yours, R W. Buittfie.

THE COSMOPOLITAN RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.
Sir,—This Association has been started by a number of working-men

with the sole object of getting their fellow-workers to take an interest in
the discussion of all questions which affect their interest. Meetings will
be held every Wednesday evening at 8.30, at the Temperance Bar, 46>
Wharfdale Road, King's Cross, and discussion on the question of the even-
ing will be cordially invited. It is to be hoped that working-men of the
district will rally up and help to make this venture a success. All in-

quiries concerning condition of membership, management, etc., should be
addressed as above, or to Yours fraternally, C. Grason, Secretary,

22, Middlesex Street, Euston Road, London.

NOTES ON NEWS.
All the plagues of Egypt seem to be descending upon us. Cyclones*
tornados, tempests, storms of rain and hail, showers of frogs, blight,

famine, influenza, and cholera are among the pleasant things which
the " power that stands behind evolution," or whoever it may be that
presides over the affairs of this terrestrial globe, is now inflicting upon
suffering humanity. The " world is out of joint "; very much so, and
the poor old planet is in some danger of going to pieces. Nature is

in travail ; what will she bring forth ]

Man is the child of Nature, and when she is feverish and excited

he gives way also to the prevailing influence. Therefore we hear of

big strikes and boycotting, and revolt once more seems likely to break
out among all sections of Labour. But we have another epidemic
lately, which is also worth noticing, as it perhaps may be ascribed ta
the agency of man—an epidemic of big fires breaking out in every
part of this, immense city. Let us remember that all these fires break
out in warehouses, wharves, and factories, and in every case the cause
was " unknown." What was this " unknown " cause 1

Possibly in some cases the fire was really accidental ; in others per-
haps the " owners " could tell us more about it than any one else. An
" accidental " fire is an excellent way of avoiding bankruptcy, especi-

ally when an approaching trade depression threatens to throw you
into that unhappy condition, but you first must take care to be
heavily insured. But we are firmly convinced this will not account
for all the " big blazes " we have seen in London recently.

Some time ago there were several big fires at Mr. Whiteley's estab-

lishment, and both these theories were brought forward by many
people to account for these remarkable occurrences. But it came out
that Mr. Whiteley was not insured against the last fire, so the latter

theory fell through. The Pall Mall Gazette then started a new one
;

it said that a shameful system of tyranny prevailed in Mr. Whiteley's

establishment, and it believed that some one driven to desperation had
set fire to the place. Whether this was correct or not, the employe's

of that firm have been treated better since the last fire, and the public

have not been startled by the announcement on the press placards,

" Another Great Fire at Whiteley's " since that period. It would be
interesting to inquire if sweating prevails in any of the establishments

that have been in flames recently.

This might form a good subject for study to employers who talk so»

glibly of " smashing unions." Men in whom the spark of divine dis-

content has been aroused, will not be driven back into their old

slavery like whipped curs. Capitalists who hate the unions should

remember that the time of the middle-classes has come. " Gentlemen,

you have got to be shaved, and if you wriggle you will get cut"

Unions may be " smashed." Smash away, gentlemen of the middle-

classes, but you haven't got rid of the discontent, you have only made
it more fierce and dangerous. Woe to the commercial classes who
are driving the people into a corner, at a time when matches are

so cheap and factories so inflammable. It might be well for these

commercial autocrats to pause, and reflect whether they had not better

allow themselves to be " peacefully " improved out of existence. It

is not pleasant, but it is much more comfortable than the other pro-

cess. N.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
THE TRADES CONGRESS.

The twenty-third annual. Trades Congress opened on Monday at Hope
(Sail, Liverpool. The first breeze occurred on the question of the credentials

of John Williams, but the Parliamentary Committee quailed before the

.storm it saw was rising, and the question was left for the new Standing

Orders Committee to report upon on Tuesday. This committee consists of

John Wilson, M.P., Durham ; J. M. Jack and Henry Tate, Glasgow; Judge,

•Leeds ; and Haslam, Derbyshire. John Burns then moved a resolution

pledging the Congress to help the Australian strikers with sympathy and
monetary aid. John Burns spoke eloquently upon the " international soli-

darity of labour," which shows that the teaching of the Commonweal has

not been without effect. Advanced revolutionists who speak their minds
sometimes influence " public men." See our comrade Kropotkine's article

this week. Burns's resolution was carried with acclamation. The resolution

of H. Quelch, that the Congress do not adjourn till five o'clock, a direct

negative to the proposition that Congress do adjourn for a trip up the river

and a tea at the Town Hall under the auspices of the Mayor of Liverpool,

only received the support of 31 votes. This is not a healthy sign. Surely

trade-unionists ought not to take river trips and feeds from the Corporation

of Liverpool, which won't allow its workmen to become unionists, and which
only a few months ago imported troops into the town to shoot down the

strikers like dogs if they laid a hand upon the blacklegs who were robbing

them of their means of existence. If the New Trades Unionism goes on in

ithis way it will soon become as corrupt as the old. The capitalist is the

deadliest enemy of the working class, and those who parley with him and
are feasted by him are treading in the steps of Shipton and Broadhurst. If

they go on in this style it won't be long before their treason will be dis-

covered, and they will be denounced and repudiated by the men whom they

have betrayed.

Tuesday's events were rather amusing. Mr. Matkin, the president, made
a speech.—a " splendid speech "—in which he declared himself in favour of

the Social-Democratic programme. But when James Macdonald moved a

resolution pledging the Congress to vote for no candidates save those who
would pledge themselves to this programme, it was quite evident that the

Broadhurst mob, with whom the the Congress was packed, did not agree

with the president ; for these braying asses and yelping curs kicked up such

a hideous row that not a word could be heard of Macdonald's speech. What
nice, reasonable, rational people these orthodox trade-unionists are. John
Burns supported Macdonald, and gave it hot to Broadhurst and Co. * In the

end the resolution was lost, 55 voting for and 263 against in a Congress
composed of 457 delegates.

Co-operation among the Lightermen.

One result of the Dock Strike is that the lightermen have formed a co-

operative society, which seems to be worked upon better principles than
most co-operative enterprises. The company formed is no mere commercial
speculation ; there are no founders' shares, no promotion money is paid, and
the directors receive no remuneration (excepting those who are licensed

lightermen) until a dividend of 5 per cent, has been declared and the bonuses
paid, and then only such sum as may be voted to them by the shareholders.

Every person employed by the company is a shareholder—this being an
indispensable condition. The £10,000 capital is divided into 10,000 shares

of £1 each, most of which are in the hands of the watermen and lightermen

of the Thames. The articles of association provide that the profits should

be divided as follows : (1) 5 per cent, is paid into a reserve fund ; (2) a divi-

dend upon the share capital of 5 per cent, is declared. The*remainder is

divided as follows—one-third is paid as a bonus to the workmen, one-third

to merchants and shipowners who have been customers, and one-third to the

shareholders ; so that the watermen and lightermen get nearly 75 per cent.

of the profits earned, besides being paid the maximum rate of wages under
Brassey's award. It is needless to say that the proceedings of the new co-

operative society are viewed by the Masters' Association with no friendly

eye ; in fact, there was the greatest difficulty in the first instance in obtain-

ing barges from the builders, as when the destination of the barges was
discovered, for some mysterious reason the barge-builders were unable to

carry out the order. The same difficulty arose in obtaining the service of

tugs, but this has been got over, as the new society have now a tug of their

own. Thirty-nine barges are at present owned by the society, and the
amount of work done this month is already quite double that done during
the whole of July. The Master Lightermen's Union took advantage of the
late strike to run up their charges enormously, and while in no case were
the men's wages increased more than 25 per cent., in many cases the rates

have been doubled. Take the case of rum : before the strike the rate for

41-50 puncheons was 47s. 6d. ; it is now £5. Under the old scale the rate

for sago was Is. 3d. ; it is now 2s. So that there is no wonder at the cry
about trade leaving the port of London, when the master lightermen are

making a 25 per cent, increase in wages the excuse to double their profits.

This is an experiment in productive co-operation which should be watched
with interest by Socialists, and we wish it every success. N.

The Norwich Shoe Strike.

,No doubt many of the readers of the Commonweal have read the notices

of the above strike which appeared in it. Comrade Sutton gave a few
instances of the way it was being carried on. One of them was when the

secretary of the union, Mr. Inskip, came down and described a new scheme
to the men, which he said would not be a compromise—viz, to assimilate

the wages for Norwich to those as paid in other towns. This the men
accepted in good faith, but there were yells of "No compromise !" when he
first appealed to them. The men when they first came out had a uniform
statement for the city ; they came out with the intention of fighting for the
original statement, which was a good advance all round for the men, with
very few reductions, if any, to the highest paid wages in the city. Finding
in a few days the masters wouldn't* give way, and the secretary thought
more of public opinion, apparently, than the men's demands, they were
foolish enough to listen to his appeal to take into consideration his offer.

But when the men had given way, it was all up; it seemed to be in the
hands of a few committee men, who bungled the whole business, the masters
.practically getting things all their owL way. After close upon six weeks'
fighting, there was a statement agreed to, which is an immense reduction
almost all over the city. Notwithstanding the quality of the new statement,
sorne^ of the masters are continually giving the work out in the wrong
classification, which means about three, four, or five shillings a-week reduc-

tion in the men's wages; Some of the niters are so " benevolent n that
they are letting the men wor^ou-their old wag**^ There has scarcely been

was boss of the show, advised the men to go in before they did ; buttm^
would not, but greeted the humbug with some very objectionable remarks,

for which he had to keep himself quiet for a time. This Horobin is boss of

the committee which objected to the idea of paying "No Rent" when placards

were posted around the city, and advised the men to take no notice of the

above, though over a thousand men were only drawing about five or six

shillings a-week. While I was in London at work, one of the shop-mates

showed me a handbill, which was an extract from Horobin's speech which
he made after the London strike about the London people down at Leicester,

for which they pulled him up to London and made him apologise ; which
is one of the hardest things in the world for an official-—a treasurer—of

any union to do. When the strike terminated there was a mutual agree-

ment agreed to that the men should go to work as if nothing had occurred.

As per usual, the employers played the game of autocrats, and signed an
agreement that they should set no one on to work unless they could get a

written agreement from their last exploiter of labour to say that they had
no need for them. After the strike was over, they discharged some of

the men who they thought were the agitators, and so they are left on
their own resources. As to the rest of the men, they are in a fearful mess,

and many of them say that they are worse than before the strike. Some of

the men declare they will go in for a twelve and a half per cent, advance next

spring if they can get enough financial members, so they can stand out

longer and fight the capitalists. Such is the position of affairs after six

weeks' endurance of poverty, untold misery, unhappy homes, and semi-

starvation. This ought to be a lesson to the trade-union workmen. The
question they now have to ask themselves is this to be our only aim, to

strike for a semi-subsistence and find after all that they have gained nothing
;

or shall we organise to take possession of all the wealth produced by our

labour ? But all these failures only increase the numbers of revolutionists

and bring the present system nearer to its end. The workmen are finding

out that not a paltry rise in pay or a shorter day will save them from their

wretchedness, but that in the Social Revolution lies the only hope of the

working class. M.

The General Strike.
Our comrade H. Hopkins sends us a cutting from the Bobcaygeon Inde-

pendent of July 18th, which, after giving extracts from the Commonweal,

makes the following pertinent comments : That is the present position of

the leading Socialists in Britain. They desire to make the masses thoroughly

discontented with their position, and to awaken in them a sense of the un-

fairness of that position. That is the present purpose of the Socialists, and
they are accomplishing the end they have in view. When the masses have

awakened generally to a sense of the unfairness of their position, then they

propose to organise a general strike. Provided the strike were sufficiently

extensive, the whole social machine would collapse. There should^ be no
mistake made as to the strength and depth of the movement of which Mr.
Morris is one of the leaders. Only the silly will pooh-pooh it. There is

grave discontent among the wage-earners in all civilised countries ; that dis-

content has a substantial foundation in reason and justice ; and the strike

has already been found to be a most efficient weapon. When Mr. Morris's

general strike takes place, modern " civilisation " will probably be consider-

ably modified.

Labour and Capital.
Labour can not be patient, for while it deliberates and plans it starves.

The crimes which capital perpetrates are too numerous to mention in detail.

Oppressive and tyrannical governments depend upon and result from wealth.

All the horrors of centuries committed through the feudal age are the

results flowing from privileged and wealthy classes clothed with political

power. Slavery, from the period of the patriarchs, through the Roman era

down to the Civil War in America, is but one and the lesser of the evils

penetrated by the privileged and wealthy few. Standing armies, wars, and
dynastic conflicts for succession and for empire, come from few other causes.

Trusts, corners, combines, and moneyed syndicates, all are criminal organi-

sations which men of wealth resort to in order to enhance the values of the

necessaries of life indispensable to sustain physical strength necessary to

enable the working-man to endure the hours of toil which the master exacts

—usurious interest, a monopoly of lands, special laws for the protection of

property, the cost of legal expenses. There is only one proceeding at law
which is conducted by the State at the expense of the tax-paying public,

and that is prosecution for crime. The rich may oppress the poor by cor-

porate or other exactions, may deprive the poorer man of his land or estate

and drive him to a ruinous defence at law, the success of which may im-

poverish him. If against any of these modes of oppression and devices to

which rich and unscrupulous men resort to increase their capital, there

should be strikes and unlawful combinations, and out of them should result

destruction of life and property and an interruption of the law, let all

reasonable, intelligent, and just-minded men calmly consider whether labour

has not causes for dissatisfaction, which it has not the intelligence to con-

sider nor the time to remedy. The world is in the throes of rebellion. The
working-man has revolted from his yoke, and if he does not lie down in his

furrow and patiently wait for relief, it is because the labour he must perform

is the penalty of the original sin which the church has imposed upon him
as a religious belief. The Church and the State are in conspiracy to bind

the toilers' conscience and control his acts that capital may secure more than

it earns in its co-operation with labour. The two are working in co-partner-

ship upon unjust terms, and this revolution will never go backward or be

stayed till the classes who possess the wealth, the brains, and the leisure to

consider the relations between labour and capital, shall adjust them more

rationally and equitably.— The Argonaut, San Francisco, Col.

Agents for Commonweal—
Hammersmith—Nice, 3 Be^don-rqad.

Clerkenwell—Skeats, 123 Farringdon-road. Williams, 7 Exmouth-street.

Kings Cross—Harrison, 306 Grays Inn-road.

A Tonic Sol Fa Class meets every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock at Kelmscott

House, Hammersmith; comrade J. Munday conductor. All members of the

League are cordially invited to attend and assist.

Louise Michel will lecture at the Autonomic Club, 6 Windmill Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W., on Saturday, September 6, at &30—subject*
"Internationally." Admission free. -. .-•,,»
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f81 ^OlAIilST LEAGU1.
Qotices: 24* *i&JSAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

TV«jP*n6e8 of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
^araallother Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1890 :—North Kensington, to end of April.

Glasgow, Oxford, -Hammersmith, ' Commonweal ' Branch, ^Manchester,

and Norwich, 'to end of May. Yarmouth, to end of June. Leicester,

North London and East London, to end of July. Streatham, to end of

December.
(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number

of their membership.

)

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collection by Council on September 1st, 3s. 3d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ s. d.

S. (Norwich)
Norwich Comrades
B. W. .

Total

£ s. d.

1

1 7

6

13 7

H. R. . , . . .010
P. Webb . . . .010
Nicoll 6
W. Hearn . . . .050
North London (2 weeks) .080
A. H. (Norwich) . . .050

SPECIAL PROPAGANDA FUND.
S. (Norwich), Is.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Funds are urgently needed for special work in connection with Propaganda.

These funds will be used at the discretion of the Propaganda Committee, and to
prevent confusion all money must be sent to Secretary of Propaganda Committee,
at 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., and will be acknowledged
by him the ' Weal. D. J. Nicoll, Sec. to Propaganda Committee.

SOCIALISM IN LONDON AND
THE PROVINCES.

YARMOUTH.
Hail the Social Revolution ! is the greeting the Yarmouth comrades send to the
readers of Commonweal. Since our last report we have been pegging away with
all our might at the foundation of our present rotten system of wage-slavery.
On Sunday, July 27th, some thousand or over assembled on the Priory Plain to
hear a lecture from comrade Turner, who had been announced the week previous,
but he was unable to attend, owing to severe illness. Headjey, however, dis-

tributed 300 or 400 Commonweal and Freedom back numbers, and a large bundle
of leaflets. Sunday following we held the last meeting at Bradwell until after

the harvest, the labourers having to sweat too much during the week to be able

to attend any meetings on Sundays, they have to make up for the loss of sleep,

etc., on the day of rest; nature will make herself felt, even in the down-trodden
agricultural slaves. On Sunday, August 10th, comrade A. Coulon, of Paris,

paid us a visit for a few days. In the morning, on Priory Plain, a few ' Weals
were sold, but no meeting held, owing to bad weather. In the afternoon, on the
London Boat Landing-stage, Coulon had a large audience and any amount of

opposition, one opponent threatening to throw him in the river if it wasn't for

the law. In the evening, on Colman's Quay, another large meeting and exciting
opposition; some pious robber of the middle-class cursed the "blarsted furriners"
for coming to England to spread discontent amongst the British slaves. Our
comrade assisted with his accordion at each meeting. Sunday, August 17th,
comrade Darley, of Norwich, assisted us ; in the morning on Priory Plain he was
listened to with marked attention, special reference being made to the Welsh
strike ; and in the evening on Colman's Quay, although the audience was small,

there was great interest shown in the speaker's remarks. On Sunday, August
24th, comrade Sparling, of London, addressed two large meetings here ; in the
morning on Priory Plain, subject " The Leprosy of Politics." Although our com-
rade attacked the political fraud pretty roughly, no one in the audience had the
courage to oppose any of his remarks. In the evening on Colman's Quay, sub-
ject " How we Live and How we Might Live." This interesting subject was well
handled by Sparling ; the audience, or most of them, went away wiser than
they came. Sparling kept his audiences together well by his occasional witty
remarks. Comrades R. Turner and W. Wess, of London, are staying with us
for a week, and we have had some enjoyable evenings in the club-room during
their stay. Comrade Hindes has been compelled to emigrate to London, owing
to the boycott of the capitalists. This and the want of funds is the greatest
drawback to the Cause in Yarmouth, for as soon as a comrade takes an active

part in the propaganda he is spotted, which of course means starvation in this

degrading hole. Comrades Brightwell and Headley assisted at all meetings.
Since our last report we have sold 240 Commonweal and collected 7s. 3d. for local
propaganda. But still, despite suffering and starvation, we look forward hope-
fully when the evils of our present society will have vanished like an ugly
dream. J. Headley.

LEEDS.
Splendid meetings here on Sunday, at Hunslet Moor in the morning and in the
"Vicars Croft" in the afternoon and evening. Audiences thoroughly sympa-
thetic with revolutionary Socialist ideas. 3s. 6d. collected, and good sale of
Commonweal. Speakers were Allworthy, Sollit, Sylvester, Menkey, Dyche, and
Cores. Comrade Mowbray will be here next week, when we expect to have
grand times. We hope to bring Leeds to front in the future. H. S.

Commonweal Branch.—At Union Street last Sunday morning *a large and
attentive audience was addressed by Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr; 49 Commonweal
sold ; collection, Is. 1 £d. We held a meeting on Sunday afternoon in Victoria
Park ; very good audience,, who seemed very interested ; speakers Burnie, Mrs.
Lahr, Mrs. Blundell, and W. Blundell ; 37 Commonweal sold, and could have
sold more if we had had them ; collection, 3s. On Mile-end last Sunday a very
large gathering was addressed at 8 o'clock in the evening by Mrs. Lahr and
Leggatt ; good sale of ' Weal. We have sold this week six quires. In our hall
E. Lupton addressed us on " Woman ;" animated discussion ; collection £1 4s. 4d.
South London.—Good meeting at New Cut on Thursday evening by Mrs.

Lahr and Leggatt ; one quire of ' Weal sold. On Friday evening good meeting
at Oxford Market by Miss Lupton and Leggatt ; 20 ' Weal sold. Bermondsey
Square on Saturday, meeting of leather trades on strike ;

good meeting by
Leggatt ; 25 ' Weal sold. At Oxford Market the police interfered and told Miss
Lupton to leave off speaking and go away, but she declined to move and told
them they could carry her if they liked ; they'then left us alone.—L.
Aberdeen.—On Sunday evening 24th August the first chapter of Matthew

Arnolds " Culture *nd Anarchy " was read and discussed. A meeting was held
on Castle Street on Thursday night ; the speakers were Duncan, Rennie, and
G. Cooper. Another meeting was held in the samp place on Saturday night,
wfeen Ehttietm and Leatbam spoke to a large crowd, Yhe literature sold well.

LECTUKE 151ARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
"ParkHoad.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. JSaturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, September 7, at 8.30 p.m., Adjourned discussion on " Wonian9

,*^o
be opened by A. Brookes. Women specially invited.

'

East London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Glerkenwell Road, E.G.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at«&

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at WW...
North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets *jwf^

Wednesday at 8 p.m. The branch Band meets every Wictay *t!8*p.;aii mt
'

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their nairtes to the ^Ibwtrttctor

at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road.' Meets &&&''
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South London.—St. George's Coffee Tavern, 106 Westminster Bridge Road.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East:—Branch meetings at International Club*

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings *t -6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at HeUiwelFs Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Glub Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8.- International Educa-

tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every

Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds xtf Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club-

contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d,

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,,

at 8.30 p.m.
Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;

Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-

gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 6.

8 Bermondsey Square .Nicoll and Leggatt

8 Euston Road—Ossulston Street ..>,.. Kitz

Sunday 7.

11 Croydon—Brighton Road Miss Lupton and Leggatt

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Nicoll

11 ....„ Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church . Burnie

11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane Mainwaring
11.30 New Cut—Short Street „ Kitz and Buokeridge

11.30 Regent's Park Mrs. Lahr
11.30 Streatham—Fountain Smith
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mrs. Lahr
3.30 Victoria Park Leggatt and Brookes

3.30 Streatham Common The Branch
6 Streatham—Fountain Miss Lupton and Leggatt

7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 Kings Cross—Liverpool Street «...Nicoll and Mrs. Lahr

8 Mile end Waste „ Leggatt

8 .« .~ Walham Green—back of Church .Hammersmith Branch

Monday 8.

Westminster Bridge Road—Pearman Street The Branch7.30....

7.30

8.15....

.Mrs. Lahr and Kitz
Thursday 11.

New Cut—Short Street

Friday 12.

Hoxton Church Nicoll, Mrs. Lahr, and Mrs. Blundell

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road a$ 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Saturday : Woodhouse Moor, at 7.30 p.m. Sunday: Hunslet Moor,
at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 10.45 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.

Monday : Belgrave, at 7.30. Tuesday : Sanvey Gate, at 8. Wednesday :

Oadby, at 7.30. Friday: Anstey, at 7.30. Saturday : Wigston, at 7.—
Sunday September 7, H. Carless, of Walsall.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.
Norwich.—Saturday : Haymarket, at 8. Sunday : Market Place at 11, 3, and

7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,

at 11—R. E. Dell (London), " Socialism v. Trade-unionism"; Bradwell, at

11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3 ; Colman's*GfanaigyvQuj^^MiJ?~r
R. E. Dell, " Socialism v. Individualism." Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

2

1

1

1

Leaflets.
All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League

will in future be charged to Branches and Allied
Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand

:

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
The Land for the People. Are we Over-

Populated ? A useful leaflet, full of

facts . 3 6
Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
What Socialists Want 3
Socialism and "Public Opinion" 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2
The Skeleton or Starvation Army

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum)
Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism
^Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps)
"The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
irom the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
"24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

" There will come a time when our silence will be
more powerful than tJie voices you strangle to-day."

—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
art Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICUS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO."

CYNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-
pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye
on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he
launches his satires on a world of dissimulation
and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,
Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

He is the true philanthropist
Who takes the stranger in.

But where, perchance, some honest kindly heart,
While smiling at his fancies, still may say

—

"He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part
Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

To such he Dedicates his Book.

To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy
of modern society pictorially lampooned, we recom-
mend Cynicus.

Fortnightly, 3d. ; by post, 3|d.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted
solely to the Interests of the Workers.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C.

FREETHOUGHT PUBLICATIONS.

The Freethinker. Edited by G. W. Foote.
Widest circulation of any Freethought
paper. ... ... ... Weekly 1

Mistakes of Moses. By Col. R. G. Inger-

soll. Only complete edition in England 1

Reply to Gladstone. By Ingersoll ... 4

Rome or Reason? Reply to Cardinal
Manning. By Ingersoll ... ... 4

Bible Heroes, By G. W, Foote. First and
Second Series. ... ... Each 1

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote .

and J. M. Wheeler. Vol.1 2 6

Infidel Death Beds. Historic and Descrip-
tive. By G. W. Foote. Second edition.

Tenth Thousand. ... ... ... 8

Letters to the Clergy. By Foote

Is the Bible Inspired ? By Foote

1

1

Complete Catalogue on application.

R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.

BOOKS FOR SALE.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Comrade Weber, a veteran revolutionist, who
is now in great difficulties, offers the following

to intending purchasers :

—

SECOND LIST.

The Forbidden Books of the New Testa-
ment. Suppressed by the Bishops.
14 copies, paper 1

Half Hours with the Freethinkers. 23
copies, paper ... 1

The Bible : What it Is. 9 copies ... 10
Beeton's Dictionary of Universal Informa-

tion. 25 parts, Nos. 1 to 25 16
4 The Keasoner ' for 1830—bound 16
Infidel's Text Book. By K. Cooper. 1831 1 6
E. Cooper's Journal 10
Christianity v. Secularism 9
Half Hours with the Freethinkers ... 9
Last Trial by Jury for Atheism ... ... 4
A Poetical Translation of the Works of

Horace, with the Original Text, and
Critical Notes collected from the best
Latin and French Commentators. By
Philip Francis, D.D. Eighth Edition.

(4 vols.) 10
Zur Kritik Politischen CEkonomie. Karl

Marx. 1859 1

Those comrades who have already bought books

will please clear them as soon as possible, as the

money is urgently needed.

The above prices do not include postage.

Apply to the Manager, 24 Great Queen Street,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W»C.

LA REYOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly ; by post, 1 £d.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

STATEMENT fll PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates^^jWernational
Revolutionary Socialism. That is^tr--Z^fhe
destruction of the present class society, whioll

consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful*

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou ! would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO. EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. * The new.

life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by theol

by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

Pointed & the Socialist League Printer?, and published in Jtne
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Fbakk Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W.C
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THE "LEGAL" EIGHT HOURS DAY.
The great event of the week at the Trades Congress was the carrying
of the Legal Eight Hours motion by a majority of 38. It has had one
great result—an almost unanimous yell of disapprobation from all

sections of the middle-class press. Even the Star and Daily Chronicle,

which are both supposed to be friendly to the working class, receive the
news with such cold approval that it is evident the proprietors of these

papers do not like the prospect. Of course, the New Unionists will

not allow the proposal to remain a dead letter, and all parliamentary
candidates will be heckled at the next election as to whether they will

vote for an Eight Hours Bill or not. We are sure, however, that

though even some capitalists who sit for working-class constituencies
may "pledge" themselves—and we know what "election pledges" are
worth—yet the measure is certain to meet determined opposition from
both political parties.

Any workman who believes that the Conservative Party, with all

their love of State aid for the rich, will carry an Eight Hours Bill

for the poor, may be recommended to read the Standard and St.

James's Gazette of last Friday ; this will be quite enough to shatter
his simple faith. And as to the "intelligent

*
Radical," we ask him if

he is still green enough to imagine that Gladstone, Morley, Harcourt,
and Co., are going to advocate Eight Hours with enthusiastic bursts
of parliamentary eloquence, should read the organ of the official

Liberals, the Daily News, of the same date, and then to ask themselves
this question—even supposing, in their thirst for office, these gentle-
men agreed to this measure, can the Great Liberal Party afford to
send all its wealthy members over to the Conservative side ? Why,
even with the Unionist secession hard cash has began to run short,

and how many more capitalists would follow them if Eight Hours was
inscribed on the Liberal banner? No; it is evident* that, save in a
few instances, both the political parties will form in a solid front
against the oncoming tide of Labour.
But some will answer us with the cry that a Labour Party must be

formed. But have trade-unionists sufficient funds to send a majority
of labour members into the House of Commons ? I don't think so,

and at any rate, if they had, it would be a work of years to carry this
measure. When all the rich men are united, every means would be
used against the Labour Party—bribery, corruption, and intimidation,
And it would be a long and bitter fight. Remember that to the soli-

darity of labour the rich oppose the solidarity of capital, and before
that a minority of labour members would be powerless in Parliament.
I am sure the political game of the Irish Home Rulers cannot be
played again. However corrupt our political parties may be, however
eager for place and office, they have too keen an eye to their then
commercial interests to played off one against the other. They are
landlords and capitalists first, and politicians afterwards. They
remember, too, that the men who head the eight hours agitation also
voted for the nationalisation of the land and means of 'production,
and the sneaking gang of swindlers and pickpockets—we won't dignify
them by calling them robbers ; for they have not courage enough to take
with the strong hand—will fight the " beginnings of evil," for they
Jnow that Socialism, which would force them to earn their living
honestly, would be a very great evil for them. Therefore we shall see

landlord and capitalist prepared to fight in mass in defence of their

rights and privileges ; and it will be useless attacking them in a place

where they will have a majority for years to come, and where even a

strong minority of labour representatives would be useless.

But " while the grass grows the steed starves," and probably before*

the Labour Party has even got an active minority in the House of

Commons another commercial crisis will be upon us. Our present

commercial prosperity is nearly at an end. On the day the Trades

Congress met, a procession of the unemployed appeared again in the

streets of London ; an ominous sign for the coming winter. The
storms, the floods, the heavy rains, have spread the potato blight in

Ireland, and will make bread dear when the cold weather is upon us.

These calamities affect not only England, but the whole civilised world.

We seem to be approaching anotheryear of revolution, such as ourfathers

saw in 1848. In that year also there was a serious commercial crisis;

bread was dear ; there was a terrible potato famine in Ireland ; and

the man who might be looked upon as the embodiment and type of

despotism and " divine right," Pope Pious IX., declared in favour of

a reforming policy. So to-day the German Emperor, the head-centre

of the military despotism of the Continent, says he is a Socialist. He
may also, like Pope Pious IX., be lighting the match which will fire

the powder magazine. But in 1848, although Socialism was talked of,

yet the leaders of the revolt in all countries were middle class constitu-

tionalists, who were fighting merely for the interests of the bourgeois.

To-day the Revolution, when it comes, will be Socialist ; it is a work-

ing-class movement ; the middle classes take no part, they do not even

stand aside in indifference, but they stand shoulder to shoulder with

their old enemies the landed proprietors to resist the advancing peril.

It is therefore quite possible, when we are plunged into the coming

commercial crisis, with closed factories, sharp starvation among thou-

sands of unemployed, and reduced wages, and fierce discontent among all

sections of labour, from engineers down to sandwich-men—that events

may move a little too quickly for Parliament and Parliamentarians,

and that their sage deliberations concerning Eight Hour Bills and the

future of labour may be rudely interrupted by the roar of the revolu-

tionary torrent which will sweep babbling chatterers and thievish

humbugs into well-deserved oblivion. Not a " legal eight hours day,"

but " The land and all that is therein for the people," will then be the

battle-cry of the working classes. D. J. Nicoll.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
We hear much now about the agricultural labourer. It has been

found by leaders of the New Unionism that it will not do to ignore

him, that leaving him alone simply means that he becomes an ally of

the Liveseys and Norwoods, to be used with crushing effect in a big

strike or lock-out ; so they are now talking of organising him, although

that at first was not included in their programme.
We Revolutionary Socialists have for a long time endeavoured to

spread our doctrines in the country districts, but we have been crippled

for want of funds, and what work has been done is nothing to what

remains to do. Seeing the agricultural labourer is likely to have much
attention bestowed upon him in future by all sections of the Socialist

and semi-Socialist party, I thought that an article from one who has

lived in the country for some time and understands the conditions

under which the labourer works and lives, Would be of interest to the

readers of the Commonweal.
I will begin by describing the man and the conditions in which he

lives at Newnham, a village in North Hertfordshire. He begins the

day's work at six and leaves at six ; two hours are taken for meals.

This is the normal day ; in the depth of winter, when it is impossible

to see as early or as late as six o'clock, the hours are less ; in summer
it is usual to do some of the work by the piece, when the hours are

pretty much what the men like to make them. They can begin at

3 or 4 a.m. and take a long dinner-hour. By steadily toiling through

all the hours that he can stand the man may obtain as much as 3s.,

and for one month in harvest he may secure 5s., a-day, but this is when
there is no " reserve army of labour." But it must be clearly under-

stood that every shower of rain stops his work and his pay ; sometimes
a night's rain prevents two days' work ; during these two days there
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may or may not be other work to which he can put himself—it may
happen that it is not cbnvenient for it to be done. Certainly the day's

rest is a great boon to the worker ; it would be greater still if he had
more facilities to amuse or instruct himself.

The normal day's pay (not piecework) has been as low as Is. 10d.,

and in some villages near Newnham it has been as little as Is. 8d.,

but as a general rule a week's continuous work would follow, regardless

of the state of the weather. In fact, the men in this particular place

very seldom lose any time, in which respect it is totally different from
most villages. This arises from the small number of resident workers

for the 950 acres of arable land, held by two farmers.

There are twenty-three work-people's cabins, for which they pay Is.

a-week rent. Fourteen of these twenty-three cabins have only one

door. I do not know how many have only one bedroom ; but it is a

fact that in one of them a man, his wife, two sons, and a daughter
sleep in one small bedroom. The oldest son is fourteen and the

youngest nine. There are, of course, thousands of cases of greater
" crowding," but this particular case is in a small village. This man
is one whom the clergymen and members of " county families " would
term a " very respectable person " ; so much so that his employer has

asked the agent of the "owner" of the "property" to have the space

over the wood-barn converted into a bedroom for the children at a

cost of <£16. The agent requires 10s. a-year more rent if the outlay

is made. The employer protests that the man ought not to be asked

for more rent ; then the agent offers to find material if the man's em-
ployer will pay for the carpenter's time fixing it into the landlord's
" cabin," to remain the landlord's " property " for all time. The
employer having no other interest than that which exists between
employer and employed, the work remains undone.

These workers exist upon the wages stated. They cannot exactly

tell you how they exist ; I do not think they know : they have been
brought up to it. In addition to existing and paying the shilling rent,

they clothe themselves also. I have never seen a Newham man in

rags. You very seldom see an agricultural worker in actual rags ; at

the same time it is the rare exception for him to possess two complete

sets of clothes to work in. If he gets wet, he gets dry again as he
moves. Rheumatism is common, but is not complained of so much as

might reasonably be expected.

Of amusement I cannot find a trace. Undoubtedly the people have

amusement of some kind, but I do not know what it is.

Anything in the shape of a country lane is not to be found. There
are no nooks in which to look for brambles—you may not go off the

public road without a shiver. It is all private property, straight and
stiff; as formal as a coffin

;
private property always is. But for all

that, if you bring proper letters of introduction you will find the

custodians of property are very nice people indeed. The fact remains,

however, that you do not get " letters of introduction " very often.

The sale of alcoholic liquors is very strictly forbidden ; but the

secret consumption of laudanum is not. It would amount to exactly

the same thing if it were prohibited, and all the pains of hell threat-

ened against those who took it.

This is part of the inner life of Newnham, Hertfordshire, in 1890.

It is really a great deal better than that of an average agricultural

village. Take the case of the adjoining parish—Stotford. Men walk

thence to Newnham to dig potatoes, by the day or the piece. Having
raised a few tons for very little wage, they naturally carry a few home
in their dinner-baskets—not in wheelbarrows ; they are too much toil-

worn to carry home a "load" of goods worth only a farthing a-pound

—but still they have helped themselves to some few potatoes out of

some scores of tons which their labour has secured from the rapidly

approaching frost, having no land of their own on which to grow
potatoes or any other thing, and having little, if any, prospect of

regular work for six months to come. Tramping their weary way
towards Stotford in Indian file on the narrow footpath, they meet an
enemy of the human race wearing a blue suit. This representative of

Law-'n'-order has lately been moved into the locality, and wants to

make his little self a name and get his self conceit puffed out by a little

promotion. He is then and there seized with the idea that the men's
dinner-baskets look like Mark Twain's Mr. Smiley's frog

—

i.e., " mighty

baggy "—and his inquisitiveness goes as far as taking the names of

the useful men into his useless and harmful pocket-book, from which

he makes an elaborate "report" to his superintendent.

Now I have no love for farmers as a class, but the particular farmer

whose potatoes are in question, would in my opinion heartily wish the

policeman and his report at the devil. He does not wish to go seven

miles to be witness against men who dig potatoes. He will be expected

to ask the Nupkinses to be lenient ; he does not wish to press the

case. Finally, he pays the small fines and large costs, amounting to-

gether to more than all the potatoes that all Stotfold could have carried

home in the way these few were " lifted."

I am of opinion that the lot of the occasional labourer, agricultural

or other, is worse than that of the 23 cabin-holders at Newnham,
although it is a lonely place. These 23 and their families have the

sympathy of thousands of people, who are rapidly becoming very in-

dignant at the system carried on for the benefit of a landlord who so

seldom visits the place that he actually lets the shooting—and lets it

to a person other than either of the two farmers. Here we see the

case put by Carlyle of the Worker, the Master-Worker, and the Un-
Wobkeb. The latter is believed to possess four millions worth of

property of one sort or another. A kindly man in his way he does

actually give to the poor every Christmas, and at other times, if asked

to help through a hard winter or an exceptional difficulty. The two
farmers are also kindly men, and the workers are all most amiable

people. But the fact remains that these 950 acres produce three or
four times the value that reaches the actual workers, who could very
well manage all the business without the parish constable. They
know when and how to do the work, but the system leaves them <with

only one tool of their own—the hoe. The corn and clover are c%t by
" reapers " of the Hornsby and Samuelson sort. 1 For all which fchese-

men's lot is more free from actual dire necessity than that of the
majority of those who work in the adjoining parish of Bygrave. This
little parish is " owned " by the present Chancellor of the ,ever sun-lit

British Empire, and the 1,100 acres are in the occupation of one-

farmer. Not a bad sort in the heart of him. He would have it all

ploughed without hurting a worm if he could, but the " system " holds-

all his community in the same grip ; the workers for the most part,

walk from Baldock or Ashwell to work when required. At other
times they are free to help the South Metropolitan or any other gas>

company. They know that weeds remain in the Bygrave land, and
they also know that those weeds are to be removed on a system of

which they form part, but not that part which has the direction, of

agriculture. They are always paid the amount of their contract

wages; the Chancellor's agent is not troubled about the cabins in.

which they live, those cabins are not on the Chancellor's estate.

C. Walkden..
{To be continued.)

THE ENEMY'S TESTIMONY.
Throughout the world to-day the progress of Socialism is the centraP

phenomenon, and even the enemy, Clericalism, has to testify to the
" growth " of our ideas. Curiously enough, it is the Roman Catholic

Church that has first awakened to this fact, and with characteristic-

astuteness has attempted to turn it to its own advantage. I came
across the other day a little twelve-page tract issued by the Catholic-

Truth Society, entitled, " Modern Socialists on the History of the
Church." It is written by Mr. A. Hilliard Alleridge, and although

he is innocent enough to describe Henry George as a Socialist, his

production is not, I think, uninteresting. Premising that " Socialist

writers of the revolutionary type " are not likely to be prejudiced in

favour of the Church of Rome, he says : "It is curious to note the?

recent progress of Socialist views among English speaking peoples.

Ten years ago English Socialists were almost unknown—to-day they
are a large and an increasing body of men. English names that have
a world-wide reputation in literature and science appear on the lists

of adherents of this or that Socialist programme ; not a week passes*

without a number of Socialist meetings and lectures, and the literature

of the party is a rapidly growing one and has a wide circulation." He
then proceeds to quote from the writings of Henry George (who, I

suppose, is a Socialist " of the revolutionary type " 1), Morris, and
Hyndman, passages which denounce that pious fraud " the Reforma-
tion," and give the Roman Church credit for what really social work
it performed in the Middle Ages.

Mr. Alleridge is kind enough to add that on these matters " the

would-be organisers of a SociaJist Utopia are teaching plain and simple

truth." Not a few of their objections " to the pet maxims of current

political economy are sound and valid," and we hear that " on the

negative side Catholic economists have several points of contact with
their teachings, especially in the recognition of the evils resulting

from the present relations of labour and capital, the so-called freedom
of contract in the labour market, and the unequal sharing of the

profits of Labour." All this is, of course, very pretty, and one ex-

pects to hear that Grant Pope has doffed the tiara for the bonnet

rouge. But, alas ! the mountain is in labour again ! I find, after all,

that "confiscation" cannot be accepted, and phrases like "bureau-

cratic tyranny," "brotherhood of rich and poor," "linking of class

with class," bob up with a cork-like persistency throughout the last

few pages of the tract. Clerical sympathy with Labour is generally a
swindle, but still it is worth noting as a sign of the times. Rome has

never lacked foresight, and this recognition of our progress from one

of our most powerful enemies—let no Socialist under-rate the power
of Clericalism to chloroform the workers—must be interesting and
encouraging. X.

Dublin.—On Monday, September 1st, most of the coal merchants locked out
their workmen as a reply to a demand for an increase of wages. Their present

object is to break up the union. A meeting of 18,000 to 20,000 people was held

in the Phoenix Park Sunday, September 7th, the principal speaker being Wnu
Thorne, general secretary National Union of Gas-workers ; Shields, Graham,,

Canty, Dench, and Poole also addressed the meeting.

Scottish Socialist Federation —Edinburgh.—We have for the past month
been holding very successful meetings at Leith and on the Edinburgh Meadows.
Considering the material which we have got to work upon here, we have every

reason to feel gratified at the results of the propaganda, which is not by any
means of the milk-and-water kind which our comrade Kitz may imagine it to be.

It is our purpose to form a branch in Leith during the incoming winter, and
there is no doubt a strong one can be set agoing there. Last Sunday comrade
Hamilton spoke well on Leith Links to a large crowd, and the attention and
liberality displayed augurs well for a successful winter campaign in Leith. On
the Meadows Smith dealt with the tramways question, which is exercising the

minds of our civic misrulers at the present time, and which we intend to have

discussed publicly in our new hall in a short time. Bell was in splendid form,

his scathing criticism of Carnegie's Dundee speech being much relished. Hamil-
ton also spoke of that triumph of hypocrisy, the Scottish Leader. When the

stool was taken down the crowd divided itself into groups, in the centre of which
some comrades were tackled on the subject of Socialism by persons who had net

the courage to mount the rostrum when questions were called for. We continued

in disputation till a late hour. Good collections and sales of literature.—T.

1 Hornsby (of Grantham) and Samuelson (of Banbury), manufacturers of agri-

cultural machinery.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Most of our readers have heard of the false and shameful charge

brought against our comrade Miss Lupton by those blue coated scoun-

drels who make a trade of perjury and brutality. Those who know

Miss Lupton know how utterly ridiculous and shameless this charge

was. We wonder that the slinking cowards who made it was not

ashamed to crawl upon the earth in the sight of other men. We all

know that it is always been the practice of those in power to try and

throw disgrace and dishonour upon those they cannot corrupt or bribe.

Our comrade has our sincere sympathy, and we are sure she will

persevere, despite the cowardly brutality of ruffianly policemen, in

carrying the glad tidings of Socialism to the poor and oppressed.

Eds.

The arrest of our comrade Miss Lupton, when holding a meeting,

on a false charge of being " drunk and disorderly," is an instructive

example of police methods. Our comrade has made herself especially

obnoxious to Bradford's boys in blue,—as much by making them look

silly when hanging about our gatherings as by any other means.

Nothing annoys a bobby so much as that he (with his helmet and his

truncheon and his " ammunition " boots) should be turned into ridicule

by a mere " civilian." He feels then that the very foundations of

society are indeed being undermined by insolent iconoclasts.

SOCIALISM Itf THE PROVINCES. '

Miss Lupton accordingly made herself the mark for the vengeance

of the first "active and intelligent " officer who could take her at what
he conceived to be a disadvantage. 11 LR and 317 L (it may be just

as well to note these numbers) thought they saw such an opportunity

on Thursday week last. They found our comrade addressing a meet-

ing without any others of the League to support her. Here was a

woman all alone. There were no hard knocks from male fists to be
feared, and not much chance of any independent witness, likely to be

-credited by a magistrate, turning up. 11 LR and 317 L felt that the

time had come for action.

The question remained, however,—what action should they take 1

It was then that a brilliant idea struck one or both of these twin
heroes of " the Force." The old plan of charging speakers with
" causing an obstruction " was distinctly rococco, and had had its day.

Besides, it was desirable to select a charge which, it might be sup-

posed, would annoy Miss Lupton, and perhaps cause her to lose her
temper. Accordingly, the constabular imagination (proving equal to

its task) evolved the daring conception of a charge of drunkenness,

and the constabular arms and legs marched the speaker to the station,

where she was detained for some hours before she was allowed to send
for bail.

Unhappily, accidents will happen to the best arranged police cases.

Our uniformed friends had relied too implicitly upon the loyalty of

their divisional surgeon,—perhaps had thought that an " unprotected
female " would never dream of demanding to see him. Both expecta-

tions were disappointed. Miss Lupton insisted upon her right, and
the very police doctor was compelled to certify that she was perfectly

sober.

Nevertheless, with a courage worthy of a better cause, our two
gallant constables refused to confess themselves beaten. They had
made a charge, and when a policeman makes a charge he sticks to it.

With the sanction, doubtless, of their inspector, they duly appeared
to prosecute next morning before Mr. Fenwick, and, upon the insidious

invitation of counsel for the defence, 317 L covered himself with
ridicule by swearing that, despite his divisional surgeon, he still

thought that our comrade was drunk, or (he added by way of saving
olause) " if not drunk, mad "

! Of course, the magistrate was com-
pelled to dismiss the case, and the gentlemen in blue "took nothing
by their motion." R. W. B.

The Scots Observer, an Imperial magazine, has a fling at the Socialists

in an article ironically entitled " The Good Time Coming," wherein
the writer says when England is a vast convict establishment the
iconoclasts will give Art the shortest shrift in history. When we have
lost our individuality, and are known to the officials who supply our
barest necessities by a number branded upon our foreheads or stitched

upon our attire, we must needs live out our lives of dulness and despair.

We may then, he says in conclusion, see Mr. Crane doling out slabs

of coarse beef in a booth, and the earnest Mr. Sanderson officiating

with a broom and a shovel at the tail-board of a scavenger's cart.

Appropriately enough, this journal has as a tag an article on stocks
-and shares and the money market.

Really, the scribe must have had the present system in his mind (sic)

when he penned his pitiful plea for Art. The convict establishments
abound ; the hideous blocks of " dwellings," and the railway-arch, and
the advertising screen are here ; so also are the slums, the true pro-
ducts of this " art-loving " age. It excites no surprise that this aristo-

cratic publication sneers at the sandwich-men's attempt to wring a
better wage out of the sweater for their wretched occupation. To
become advertising mediums between two boards is frequently the fate

of broken-down literary flunkies and paragraph-mongers, and this will

be increasingly so as their commercial ink-slinging fails ; therefore it

is rather hard that the writers for the imperial magazine should deride
attempts to increase the pay for what may after all be their last and
certainly most fitting occupation. F. K.

MIDLAND COUNTIES SOCIALIST FEDERATION.
The movement is lookhig up in the Midlands. Everywhere the greatest activity

is being displayed by our comrades. The propaganda goes on at an increasing

rate, notwithstanding all the obstacles which are placed in the path of all who
are ready to fight for Freedom. The Sheffield comrades hold about thirteen

meetings every week, and sell about an average of fifteen quires of Commonweal,
a great number of pamphlets, besides carrying on the propaganda in virions

other ways. Meetings are also held in Clay Cross and Chesterfield every Sunday
and during the week. Andrew Hall and John Furniss have been very active in

carrying on the fight in these two places, and through their efforts good societies

have been formed. They have now a comrade from some other town to address

the meetings every Sunday. The revolutionary propaganda has certainly caught

on at these places. The Leicester comrades are also very active, holding about

eight meetings per week and selling a large amount of literature. The Socialist

Cause has been started in Derby and Loughborough, places where no meetings

were ever held, and the most astonishing results have followed.

Loughborough.
The meetings were started here on Friday, August 8, by C. W. Mowbray and

W. Taylor (Leicester), who had a most successful meeting. On Friday, Aug. 15,

W. Doleman and J. Peacock were the speakers. Our comrades created quite a
stir, discussion having started in the columns of a local paper as the result of

their speeches. On Friday, August 22, T. Barclay and J. C. Chambers (of

Leicester) journeyed there, but the meeting was unfortunately interfered with
by a heavy downpour of rain, which also stopped the sale of literature. On
Friday, August 29, T. Proctor and P. H. Knight paid them a visit, and there

was a slight scrimmage with some of the crowd at the conclusion of comrade
Knight's speech. On Friday, September 5, comrade Peacock again paid a visit

there, effectually silencing the opposition, holding a discussion extending over

an hour and a quarter, and replying to the arguments urged against Socialism to

the entire satisfaction of the meeting.

Derby.
This is one of the large towns which has until recently been overlooked by the

Socialist missionaries, but which promises to take a foremost position in the

Socialist movement of the future. It has been the despair of ail reformers ; but

the workers are rapidly awaking from their apathy, and enthusiastically embrace
Revolutionary Socialism. It is one of the most hopeful signs of the progress of

our propaganda, and gives more courage to those who are fighting this battle.

The first meeting was held on Saturday, August 9, when comrades Mowbray,
Barclay (Leicester), Proctor (Nottingham), and Purcell (Derby), spoke on the
" Aims of Socialism." Their remarks were taken up by the crowd, who gave

to the collection £1 0s. 3^d., the sale of literature amounting to 17s. On Satur-

day, August 16, comrade Harry Carless (of Walsall) gave a very able address,

which won the sympathy of the crowd. Our comrade on the Sunday morning
turned up at the meeting of the temperance party, and after hearing the quack
remedies for poverty put forward by the speakers, proceeded to go for them and
spoke for upwards of an hour, completely pulling their arguments to pieces, the

audience taking up and cheering every fresh plea made for Socialism. Our com-
rade also held a meeting in the evening, when he addressed about 2,000 people.

This in a town where it was openly boasted that the Socialists were frightened

of holding any meetings whatever, and that Sunday meetings were not at all

possible. One amusing incident occurred during our comrades visit. As he was
in the Market Place in the afternoon, he was asked by a constable of the police

if he was the " Socialist chap " who had been speaking in the morning. On his

replying in the affirmative, our comrade was asked if he had any literature he
could give him, and he gave the policeman his Commonweal. The man in blue

then thanked our comrade, and wished him and the Cause good luck and with-

drew, after telling the small crowd who had assembled to move on. On Satur-

day, August 23, comrade Chambers (Leicester) paid Derby a visit. He met with
a very good reception, and made a strong appeal to the audience to join the

local society. On August 30, comrades Leonard Hall (Manchester) and H. Davis
(London) were the speakers ;

good addresses were given, and the remarks of our
comrades listened to with attention. On September 6, comrade George Cores

journeyed from Leeds and held a splendid meeting, his rendering of the song for

Socialism

—

" When the Worker has his place at the top of the tree,

And the Loafer is somewhere down below,"

bringing forth cheers from the crowd. He was listened to with rapt attention.

Good help has been rendered in Derby by comrades Goodwin and Purcell in

helping at these meetings and organising a Socialist Society. These results, of

our propaganda put new life into our comrades, and make them more determined
to overthrow the rotten state of society, and place in the labourer's hands the
full result of his toil. It is a pity there were not more speakers for Socialism in

the Midlands than there are, as there is the most splendid ground for preaching
our ideal and converting the workers. The comrades of the League in London
would do well to try a scheme of sending out more missionaries into the pro-

vinces, and to try and obtain work and stop there if possible.

Nottingham.
We still keep the ball rolling here with the spread of the spirit of revolt. On

Sunday, August 17, our comrade Proctor, Peacock, and Knight spoke at both

our meetings. On Sunday, August 24, comrade S. Bingham (Sheffield) paid us a

visit, his very pointed remarks calling for the opposition from some trades union

leaders as to his attack upon them and their methods. The meetings which he

addressed were very lively. On Sunday, August 31, Leonard Hall (Manchester)

was the speaker for the day. Our comrades two addresses were given in a very

able manner, his address in the morning on " The Cause of Poverty " being de-

livered in very clear and convincing language, and his revolutionary remarks
being enthusiastically received. In the evening, in advocating his "Remedies
for Poverty," the S.D.F. policy was given in the best manner ever heard in

Nottingham, being put before the people in the plainest possible form ; he held

the best audiences we have had for some time. On Sunday, September 7, com-
rade George Cores gave two very able addresses, his remarks on "The Money
Question " being exceptionally good, and were eagerly taken up by the crowd.

At the conclusion of the meeting Cores sang his "Song for Socialism," Peacock
singing "The Coming of the Light" and the "Ninety and Nine." This is an
excellent means of keeping an audience interested. Our comrade Peacock has

done good service by taking the chair for the speakers and addressing the crowd
on local topics. Comrade Proctor has also been busy at organising the unskilled

labourers of the town and district. The sale of literature still keep3 up to the

standard, Commonweal selling out every week and the collections being good.

At the half-yearly meeting of our club, recently held, Clifton was again elected

secretary, Peacock treasurer, Mrs. Shakleton being elected president ; a strong

committee was also formed. Tne question of deciding on the future work of

the club was adjourned until next Sunday. It is our intention to go in for a
very vigorous propaganda during the winter months, and use all the means at

our disposal in spreading discontent. The speakers appointed for the ensuing

months are Chambers (Leicester), Mrs. Lahr, Joe Tanner (Birmingham), Andrew
Hall, and Mrs. Schack. " Success to our comrades in all countries, and three
cheers for the Social Revolution ! " are the greetings sent from the comrades in
the Midlands. A. Cliftok.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FKOM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.
Chap. XXVII.—A Resting-place on the Upper Thames.

At a place where the river flowed round a headland of the meadows,
we stopped a while for rest and victuals on a beautiful bank which
almost reached the dignity of a hill-side : the wide meadows spread
before us, and already the scythe was busy amidst the hay. One
change I noticed amidst the quiet beauty of the fields—to wit, that
they were planted with trees here and there, often fruit-trees, and that
there was none of the niggardly begrudging of space to a handsome
tree which I remembered too well ; and though the willows were often
polled (or shrowded, as they call it in that country-side), this was done
with some regard to beauty : I mean that there was no polling of rows
on rows so as to destroy the pleasantness of half a mile of country,

but a thoughtful sequence in the cutting that prevented a sudden bare-

ness anywhere. To be short, the fields were everywhere treated as a

garden made for the pleasure as well as the livelihood of all, as old

Hammond told me was the case.

On this bank or bent of the hill, then, we had our mid-day meal

;

somewhat early for dinner, if that mattered, but we had been stirring

early : the slender stream of the Thames winding below us between
the garden of a country I have been telling of ; a furlong from us was

a beautiful little islet begrown with graceful trees ; on the slopes west-

ward of us was a wood of varied growth overhanging the narrow
meadow on the south side of the river ; while to the north was a wide
stretch of mead rising very gradually from the river's edge. A delicate

spire of an ancient building rose up from out of the trees in the middle
distance, with a few grey houses clustered about it ; while nearer to
us, in fact not half a furlong from the water, was a quite modern house
—a wide quadrangle of one story, the buildings that made it being
quite low. There was no garden between it and the river, nothing
but a row of pear-trees still quite young and slender ; and though there
did not seem to be much ornament about it, it had a sort of natural
elegance, like that of the trees themselves.

As we sat looking down on all this in the sweet June day* rather
happy than merry, Ellen, who sat next me, her hand clasped about
one knee, leaned sideways to me, and said in a low voice which Dick
and Clara might have noted if they had not been busy in happy word-
less love-making :

" Friend, in your country were the houses of your
field-labourers anything like that 1

"

I said : "Well, at any rate the houses of our rich men were not;
they were mere blots upon the face of the land."

"I find that hard to understand," she said. " I can see why the
workmen, who were so oppressed, should not have been able to live in

beautiful houses ; for it takes time and leisure, and minds not over-

burdened with cares, to make beautiful dwellings ; and I quite under-

stand that these poor people were not allowed to live in such a way
as to have these (to us) necessary good things. But why the rich men,
who had the time and the leisure and the materials for building, as it

would be in this case, should not have housed themselves well, I do not
understand, as yet. Of course, I know," she said, looking me full in

the eyes and blushing, " that you mean to say that their houses and all

belonging to them were generally ugly and base, unless they chanced
to be ancient like yonder remnant of our forefathers' work " (pointing

to the spire) ;
" that they were—let me see ; what is the word]"

" Vulgar," said I. " We used to say," said I, " that the ugliness and
vulgarity of the rich men's dwellings was a necessary reflection from
the sordidness and bareness of life which they forced upon the poor
people."

She knit her brows as in thought ; then turned a brightened face on
me, as if she had caught the idea, and said :

" Yes, friend, I see what
you mean. We have sometimes—those of us who look into these

things—talked this very matter over ; because, to say the truth, we
have plenty of record of the so-called arts of the time before Equality

of Life : and there are not wanting people who say that the state of

that society was not the cause of all that ugliness ; that they were
ugly in their life because they liked to be, and could have had beautiful

things about them if they had chosen
;
just as a man or body of men

now may, if they please, make things more or less beautiful "

" Stop ! I know what you are going to say."
" Do you ? " said I, smiling, yet with a beating heart.
" Yes," she said ; " you are answering me, teaching me, in some

way or another, although you have not spoken the words aloud.

You were going to say that in times of inequality it was an essen-

tial condition of the life of these rich men that they should not
themselves make what they wanted for the adornment of their lives,

but should force those to make them whom they forced to live pinched
and sordid lives ; and that as a necessary consequence the sordidness

and pinching, the ugly barrenness of those ruined lives, were worked
up even into the adornment of the lives of the rich, and art died out
amongst men 1 Was that what you would say, my friend 1

"

" Yes, yes," I said, looking at her eagerly ; for she had risen and
was standing on the edge of the bent, the light wind stirring her dainty

raiment, one hand laid on her bosom, the other arm stretched down-
ward and clenched in her earnestness.

" It is true," she said, " it is true ! We have proved it true."

I think amidst my—something more than interest in her, and
admiration for her, I was beginning to wonder how it would all end-

I had a glimmering of fear of what might follow, of anxiety as to the

remedy of that age for the missing of something one might set one's

heart on, when Dick rose to his feet and cried out in his hearty
manner :

" Neighbour Ellen, are you quarrelling with the guest, or
are you worrying him to tell you things which he cannot properly
explain to our ignorance ?

"

" Neither, dear neighbour," she said. " I was so far from quarrelling

with him that I think I have been making him good friends both with
himself and me. Is it so, dear guest %

" she said, looking down at me
with a delightful smile of confidence in being understood.

" Indeed it is," said I.

"Well, moreover," she said, "I must say for him that he has ex-

plained himself to me very well indeed, so that I quite understand him."
" All right," quoth Dick. " When I first set eyes on you at Runny-

mede I knew that there was something wonderful in your keenness of

wits. I don't say that as a mere pretty speech to please you," said he
quickly, but because it is true ; and it made me want to see more of

you. But, come, we ought to be going ; for we are not half way, and:

we ought to be in well before sunset."

And therewith he took Clara's hand, and led her down the bent.

But Ellen stood thoughtfully looking down for a little, and as I took

her hand to follow Dick, she turned round to me and said

:

" You might tell me a great deal and make many things clear to me,,

if you would." j>V'u,

"Yes," said I, "I am pretty well fit for that,—and for nothing else

—an old man like me."

She did not notice the bitterness that, whether I liked it or not
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was in my voice as I spoke, but went on. " It is not so much for

myself ; I should be quite content to dream about past times, and if I

could not idealise them, idealise some of the people who lived in them.
But I think sometimes people are too careless of the history of the

past—too apt to leave it in the harids of old learned men like Ham-
mond. Who knows 1 happy as we are, times may change ; we may be
bitten with some impulse towards change, and many things may seem
too wonderful for us to resist, too exciting not to catch at, if we do
not know that they are but phases of what has been before; and
withal ruinous, deceitful, and sordid."

As we went slowly down toward the boats she said again :
" Not

for myself alone, dear friend ; I shall have children
;
perhaps before

the end a good many—I hope so. And though of course I cannot
force any special kind of knowledge upon them, yet, my friend, I
cannot help thinking that just as they might be like me in body, so
I might impress upon them some part of my ways of thinking ; that
is, indeed, some of the essential part of myself ; that part which was
not mere moods, created by the matters and events round about me.
What do you think ?

"

Of one thing I was sure, that her beauty and kindness and eagerness
combined forced me to think as she did, when she was not earnestly
laying herself open to receive my thoughts. I said, what at the
time was true, that I thought it most important; and presently
stood entranced by the wonder of her grace as she stepped into the
light boat, and held out her hand to me. And so on we went up the
Thames still-^or whither ? William Morris.

TO BE CONTINUED.]

(This Story began in Fo. 209, January 11, 1890.

Back Numbers can still be had.)

A few sets of

THE GREAT LAND THIEVES.
LETTER JIL—CYMRU FYYD.

" The proud throne shall crumble,
The diadem shall wane,
The tribes of earth shall humble
The pride of those who reign

;

And War shall lay his pomp away,
The fame that heroes cherish
The glory earned in deadly fray
Shall fade, decay, and perish ;

(But) Honour waits o'er all the earth,
Through endless generations,
The art that calls her harvests forth
And feeds the expectant nations."

In turning one's attention to Wales as a scene of landlord domination
and capitalist exploitation, one is struck by the present passiveness of
a once brave and hardy race in the hands of their despoilers. To see
the descendants of the wild and daring Celtic tribes imprisoned in
mine and factory, slaving for a pittance, and to traverse their once
beautiful hills and vales, but now disfigured by blast-furnaces and
prodigious accumulations of filth ; to see (and smell) what were once
pure gushing mountain streams turned into fsecal disgusting sewers,

—

then truly can we say with Marx that commercialism shapes the world
after its own image.

As a writer in a local Glamorgan journal has remarked, the once
lonely vales have been converted into teeming hives, resonant with
the clash and whirr of great industries, increasing its resources and
population at an amazing rate. It is enlarging everything except its

sanitation. Beauty and purity have fled the scene, but commerce and
typhus reign in their stead.

Hireling capitalist scribes and political economists wax ecstatic over
the impetus given to trade by the utilisation of the vast mineral
resources of Wales, but the other side of the shield is carefully kept
out of view. The hideous disfigurement of the country, the waste of
life and limb, the overwork and scanty pay, are glozed over, if not
ignored. Moreover, the same sage writers carefully keep silent upon
the monstrous pretensions of landlordism, which claims the minerals
beneath the soil. It is computed that the landlords of these islands
receive ,£36,000.000 per annum from mining rents and royalties, and
of this enormous tribute paid to idle thieves who have never mined a
shovelful of coal or an ounce of ore Wales pays a large proportion. My
Lord Marquis of Bute, owner of 116,683 acres of land, claims eight-
pence per ton royalty upon coal raised in Glamorganshire Valley. His
lordly castle at Cardiff stands out in strange contrast to the wretched
cottages of the miners in the Rhondda Yawr.
The swarms of men and boys who daily descend the mines and

pursue their deadly calling, to emerge again only at nightfall, must
first earn this tribute to an idler and his fellows. Nor is this the
whole of the tax levied upon their labour by the land thieves. Before
a mine can be sunk an enormous bonus must be paid the landowner.
The mining lease is frequently so high, and bristles with so many pit-
falls, that by a delightful arrangement peculiar to landlordism, the
mines, after having been opened by the labour of others, lapses into
the landlord's hands. My Lord Dunraven demands ,£40 per acre for
land upon which it was necessary to build cottages ; the pasture value
was 5s. per acre, and he in common with the landlords of North and
South Wales claim the cottages built by others upon the expiry of the
leases, And thus a society which punishes the theft of a loaf with
imprisonment erects into lawgivers and legislators those who thieve

,

legally the results of other men's labour.
j

The question of Way Leaves, i.e., the tax or fine paid to the land-
owner before the soil can be touched for mining, also the rents and
royalties, is a sore one with the mine-owners; but both mine-
owner and landowner are an incubus upon the bent shoulders of the
miner. At present he pins his hopes on Mabon, and* other House of
Common debaters. Some day he will divest himself of Parliamentary
hallucinations, and take a sharp and decisive method of ridding him-
self of both.

If we leave the underpaid miners and quarrymen, and turn to
agricultural Wales, we find Landlordism pressing like a blight upon
the land. Lord Cranbrook has insisted upon the need of greater
attention being paid to agriculture in Wales. The class to which hia
lordship belongs are responsible in Wales, as elsewhere, for the neg-
lected state of agriculture. Of the 4,700,431 acres of common lands,
once completely wild, the greater portion has been seized by the land
thieves. 270 odd persons claim 4,000,000 acres of the soil. One
wonders at the ancient and dilapidated cottages that are to be seen
about the country, and the explanation is Landlordism. By the most
unscrupulous use of their power to grant or withhold leases, except
upon their own terms, they have confiscated the cottages built by the
tenantry ; and in this way some of the best portions of Holyhead,
Cardiff, and other towns are owned by patrician robbers.
The thrifty quarrymen and labourers have, by self-denial and tre-

mendous exertion, brought great tracts of barren hill-side into culti-
vation, and built cottages worth £110,000, with the result that the
land thieves have increased their rents fourfold, and charged them for
"improvements." In Carnarvonshire and Merionethshire, half a
million worth of property thus created lies at the mercy of peers and
patricians.

A few samples of landlord tyranny are sufficient to illustrate the
question. B grants a lease to A, A must keep a dog for the behoof
of his landlord ; he may not, however, keep one for his own sheep.
He must agree to allow a suit to be instituted in his name, but by the
landlord, against anyone whom it muy please the landowner to prose-
cute. In this way a tenant may be compelled to prosecute his own
kith and kin. The landlord may shoot or hunt over his tenant's land,
but the tenant must not kill or snare the game which destroys his
crops. For each and all the things which the tenant may not do
there are fines varying from £20 to £100.

Superadded to landlord and capitalist is the parson of the Estab-
lished Church. He exacts tithes from a people who neither desire nor
receive his ministrations. Bodies of police and troops, with emergency
men, are being moved about the country, valiantly seizing upon the
chattels and stock in satisfaction of the claims of a State parson.
Truly the spectacle is a strange one to see the followers of the lowly
Nazarene enforcing their claims with the aid of truncheon and sabre,
and enlisting in their service hired bullies in the shape of scoundrelly
emergency men !

Religious and political Nonconformity is punished in the most
arbitrary manner. Wholesale evictions, ending frequently in the
death of the victims, are the penalty for disobedience to landlord
mandates. Legislation is supposed to have given the tenantry some
protection in respect to game and holdings, but they dare not avail
themselves of the provisions of the Acts without incurring the risk
of eviction. So a tenant may have his garden produce eaten in a
night by hares and rabbits, and yet must not harm one ; in short, the
fish of the rivers, the birds of the air, the land above and the minerals
below are mine, saith the lord of the soil.

The pettifogging politicians who crawl at the heels of the Great
Liberal Party, delude the Welsh people with the hope that with their
advent to power, the evils under which they groan will disappear.
Yet, singular to relate, the list of the great landowners of the country
show Liberals and Tories in nearly equal proportions, and the most
exacting and tyrannical are the " Liberals."

Socialism has found a foothold in Wales. As it grows in strength
the old political and religious fetishes will lose their worshippers, and
Wales will truly advance towards the Social Revolution.

F. Kitz.

FREE SPEECH MEETING AT SHORT STREET.
Last Sunday morning, a demonstration was held by the Socialist League in
Short Street, New Cut, to protest against Miss Lupton's arrest at that place on
the previous Thursday. Our comrades brought a van and banners, but though
costermonger's barrows habitually stand in the street, and though a teetotaller
on a hansom cab occupies every Sunday the next opening, the Socialists were
not allowed to use their van. Comrade Buckeridge took the chair, and was ably
supported by Parker, Kitz, Mrs. Lahr, and Miss Lupton. A large and enthu-
siastic crowd assembled, who encouraged the speakers, and showed every
sympathy with the meeting. A resolution condemning not only Miss Lupton's
arrest, but also the attack on Free Speech, was passed with acclamation.

Aberdeen.—On Sunday night, 31st August, Leatham lectured to an unusually
large audience on "Is Marriage a Failure ? " A lively discussion followed. Dun-
can and Leatham addressed an open-air meeting on Castle Street on Thursday
night. On Saturday night W. Cooper, Rennie, and Leatham spoke in the same
place to a large audience. Our new red flag apparently added to the enthusiasm
both of the speakers and the audience. The literature sold well.

Leeds.—On Sunday last we held three splendid meetings—morning Hunslet
Moor, afternoon Woodhouse Moor, evening Vicars Croft—when Mowbray was
the principal speaker. We were unable to get any opposition, although we had
been threatened seriously. We sold 133 Gommoniotal and some copies of Freedom
and pamphlets, and we collected 19s. Comrade Bland, from Bradford, visited
us on Saturday night, and J. Burgoyne, of Glasgow, was with us on Sunday ; he
hopes to find employment here. And the Cause goes marching on.
Yarmouth.—Good meeting addressed by Leggatt for an hour and a half.

Good sale of Commonweal and Freedom ; Is. b'd. collected. Comrade Burnie
announced for next Sunday.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
THE TRADES CONGEESS.

There can be no question that the New Unionism has gained the victory

all along the line ; and we must confess that the leaders have come through
it a great deal better than we expected. When Mr. Champion was the main
mover in the New Unionist movement, there was always an uneasy suspicion

among many Socialists that not only was the agitation being utilised for

purely reactionary ends, but that its main object was to ruin the Socialist

movement by insisting upon one item in the Social Democratic programme,
the legal eight hours day, by dragging it as a red herring across the path of

progress. But there is little fear of that now ; the leaders of the New
Unionism, by declaring for the nationalisation of the land and the means of

production, have shown that they have not forgotten the principles they once

prominently advocated*; and it is evident from the outburst of ill-concealed

rage and fury from the reactionary press that they have been disappointed,

and have found out, as many reactionists have done before, that people who
play with fire often burn their fingers. Neither Maltman Barry nor his

clever pupil H. H. Champion have been able to turn the popular movement
in the direction they wished. The revolutionary forces were too strong for

them ; and the present leaders know well enough also that neither they nor

anyone else can boast that they control the rushing stream which merely
bears them with it. Even John Burns is as little master of the popular

movement as he was of the crowd which bore him through the West-end of

that famous 8th of February, mid the crash of shattered glass and the shouts

of a rebel populace. I was speaking just now of the fury of the reaction-

ary press. Let us give a few extracts from a " highly respectable " capitalist

newspaper, the Liverpool Mercury :

" The advanced section of the Congress were ripe with suggestions which, if

adopted and carried out, would turn the world topsy-turvy. The eight hours
proposal is one of the least revolutionary of these proposals. During the closing

scenes on Saturday some of the wilder spirits of the party gave vent to sugges-

tions so extravagant as to make one wonder whether they were brought forward
in a serious vein. Boycotting is the latest resort proposed by Mr. John Burns
and his friends in order to bring about the establishment of the new order of

things which is to make labour the supreme power in the Stato, even if it be
erected on the ruins of society. Everything and everybody standing in the way
of the realisation of their schemes, however Utopian in conception, is to be swept
aside. All commodities made by so-called * blackleg ' labour are to be boycotted ;

only those rail, tramway, and steamship owners who allow thtdr employes to

work under the most favourable conditions and pay them the best wages are to

be patronised by trade unionists. Even reporters representing newspapers which
do not pay the full rate of union wages to printers are to be placed under a ban,

and be refused permission to take notes at a trades-union meeting ; while the
newspapers in question, as well as general printing establishments of the same
stamp, are to be anathematised as unworthy of receiving any support whatever
from unionists. The new boyoott is to be made universal. It does not seem to

have struck the advanced section that in clamouring for what they call their

rights they are resorting to the worst methods of tyranny, and setting up a claim
that no one else shall have any rights. . . . Under the present condition of things

no Govornment would entertain the idea of introducing an Eight Hours Bill, and
still less would Parliament contemplate passing such a measure."

We think it a remarkable fact that an organ like the Liverpool Mercury
agrees with us that a "universal boycott "is a more "revolutionary pro-

posal" than an Eight Hours Law. They know that the Eight Hours Law
is impossible, for the capitalists cannot be beaten in their fortress the House
of Commons, where " no Government would entertain the idea of introducing

an Eight Hours Bill, and still less would Parliament contemplate passing

such a measure." But not even Parliament can save the sweater from the

boycott ; and there is a better weapon than the universal boycott, and that

is a Universal Strike, as the capitalists may find out before long. Several

of the New Union leaders—for instance, Keir Hardie, Mann, and Tillett

—

have very little belief in parliamentary action ; a little more experience of

the parliamentary fraud will shatter the faith of those who still believe.

There is a warm time coming for the capitalist. Even the dear little Star,

which had such a touching faith in Fabianism and New Unionism, because

it imagined that they might be utilised to return Gladstone, Morley, Stuart,

and Co., to the top of the poll at the next election, talks about the "over-
bearing attitude of the eight-hour men," and sneers at Cunninghame Graham
because he objected to the presence of lying press reporter at a meeting at

which he was speaking. Whigs, Tories, and Radicals have all been dished,

and they are a little wroth in consequence. Probably Professor Stuart
thinks he made a mistake in getting rid of T. P. O'Connor. Tories and
Radicals can now go in company, and shed bitter tears over the graves of

Broadhurst and Shipton—they have lost their best friends for ever. The
most fossilised of the old trade-unionists are going ; the ideas of the New
Trade-unionism are triumphant, alike on the Parliamentary Committee and
in the Congress. What will they do—go forward with the popular stream,

or try to struggle against it? If they dream of doing the latter, the
putrescent corpse of the old trade-unionism, stranded in the mud of the
river bank, should be a sufficient warning. To dare, again to dare, and
without end to dare, is the only safe motto for those who are in the front of

a revolutionary movement.

Great Dock Strike at Southampton.

On Tuesday, just after the Trade Congress, news arrived that a serious

strike had broken out among the dockers at Southampton. The company
have been engaging blacklegs, who they sweetly call " permanent men," at

one guinea per week of ten hours a-day

—

i.e., 3fd. an hour. Immense
crowds collected round the docks, and a party of sixty blacklegs were sent

home by the people. A train of cattle-trucks, which the people thought
might contain blacklegs, was stopped by the strikers collecting on the line,

chucking the engine-driver off the engine, and thus making a temporary
seizure of this part of the company's plant. The engine was afterwards
drawn back and not allowed to pass, one man telling the people to smash
the cattle-trucks to pieces before they allowed them to go into the docks.

In the end, the company found it impossible to get blacklegs into the docks
in the face of the opposition of the men, upon whom the lesson of Leeds has

not been lost, and agreed to a twenty-four hours' truce.

On Tuesday night the military were called in by the mayor, and there

was desperate fighting, the troops charging the people with the bayonet.

The crowd then marched round and smashed the mayor's windows. No
blacklegs have yet arrived. The people of Southampton are showing a
splendid spirit, and we hope they will continue their courageous fight

against blacklegs and sweaters.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BOARDS OF CONCILIATION.
In the Chronicle of August 28th, I find a letter from Mr. Ben Tillett

advocating and sketching an ideal Board of Conciliation. Mr. Ben Tillett

is, of course, quite at liberty to occupy his time with this sort of thing, but
when he is spoken of as a revolutionary character I find it impossible to

reconcile the two ideas.

The Commonweal of August 23rd says that Mr. Ben Tillett, [' curiously

enough, made the best speech from a revolutionary point of view." 1 (A
remark, by the way, which has roused the ire of the gentleman who did

make the best speech). " Curiously enough," indeed, when read by the light

of his letter to the Chronicle. I cannot say that I found anything specially

socialistic or revolutionary in the speech. It is the sort of speech the

popular orator feels bound to make to the working-man nowadays.
1 should like to digress here a moment to protest against the ill-advised

remark in last week's Commomveal about a speech of Mr. Tom Mann, that

"a Revolutionary Socialist could not have made a better speech." The only

difference I can see between the two speeches is that Mr. Tom Mann has

learnt his lesson better. There is nothing in it to lead us to suppose that

he would not devise a Board of Conciliation if he had the inventive genius

of Mr. Ben Tillett.

To return to the letter. It is too long, too involved and straggling for

quotation. Here, however, are a couple of sentences that could never have

been written by a Socialist. It appears there is an economic necessity for a

Board of Conciliation :

"Seeing the economic necessity for such a board on account of our social en-

vironment assuming more complex forms every day, it behoves all concerned to

strive for a permanent good understanding."

And—
" Trade unionists are only too anxious to see capital organised, provided the

means and powers to organise are also recognised for labour. The more perfect

the organisation of either, the less will there be of strikes or even disputes."

We know that such a Board is quite opposed to the principles of Socialism.

To refer disputes to it is an admission on the part of the workers that the

capitalist has rights to defend. It permits the capitalist to make a slight

concession (which he has been forced to make) with a good grace, and to

pose as a benefactor of the working-classes. The hypocrisy of such an
institution is worthy of the canting spirit of our time. We say capital has

no rights. The capitalist has no right to force the worker to sell his labour

power to him for a mere existence. The capitalist has yet to justify the

possession of wealth, which is not the result of his own labour, but the

result of the labour of generations of workers.

It cannot be too strongly expressed that trades unionism, even with its

new leaders, is not Socialism. It is too limited, too exclusive, too conserva-

tive in spirit. Trade unionism, if it would be Socialistic, must be

all-embracing ; it must be militant and aggressive ; its aim must be the ex-

propriation of landlords and capitalists, and its battle-cry, " No Compro-
mise !

"

I would a thousand times rather see a strike to protest against the dis-

charge of comrades, or some other act of tyranny, than for a rise in wages.

The first strengthens the bond of sympathy between the workers ; the

other is a doubtful good if it tempts the worker to lay down his arms and
lapse into a state of indifference, from which it will take a tremendous
effort to rouse him.

Let us rather preach and work for the Great Strike, which will be for

nothing less than Freedom. Freedom for the proletariat. Freedom for all

to use the means for producing the necessities and pleasures of life. Freedom
from the thraldom of wage-slavery. Freedom for each to develop his latent

talents to the utmost, and to find his highest pleasure in devoting them to

the common good. " But !" the timorous trade unionist will exclaim, "this

is a Revolution,—the General Overturn !
" Yes, my dear friend, exactly !

J. S. S.

WHY NOT A UNITED MEETING ON THE CHICAGO
MARTYRS ?

Comrades,—I notice with some surprise and regret the fact that Freedom
and the groups that journal speaks in the name of are organising a meeting

for the purpose of announcing and speaking on the anniversary of those

noble men who died or are imprisoned for Labour's Cause. More power to

these Freedom groups for their initiative, but why should they stand alone ?

It is time some international comradeship was shown in these matters.

Why could not the whole, or, at any rate, the majority of the schools of

thought in London who are in any way revolutionary, unite on these-ques-

tions ? There are two events in the year that all Revolutionists delight to

honour—the Paris Commune of 1871, and the noble deaths of those Chicago
Martyrs on November 11, 1887. If not unity this year, let us see what can

be done next

—

i.e., either a series of meetings throughout the country on the

same day, or, a large one in each town If the Social Revolution has not

overtaken us, may unity prevail next year.—Fraternal greetings,

An Anarchist.

" REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT."
Although looking upon comrade Kropotkine's article as a splendid piece

of criticism of all forms of possible revolutionary government, still I feel

there is one difficulty he has not met, one question he has not answered.

Supposing that the Labour Party, the Social Democrats, and the Revolu-

tionary Socialists have all made a mess of the business, and a popular

revolution declares for Anarchy : what will the Anarchists do ? I ask this

question, for it is one that is continually asked by thinking men, and it

would be well to supply some answer. It is no good saying that you will

not be pushed to the front, and you will only have to spread your ideas

1 The writer of the note did not say Ben Tillett was a revolutionary character*

but that he had made what was a "revolutionary speech." Very moderate

people indeed sometimes do this. Even Morley and Gladstone have given vent

to some very revolutionary utterances at various times ; but this does not make
them revolutionists. We have never given the character to either Ben Tillett

or even Tom Mann. We only recorded how the tendencies of the time affect

even them. Whether they are sincere or not is only known to themselves, and
we fully agree with our friend that the leaders of the New Unionism are not

1 models of consistency.

—

Eds.
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among the people ;
you cannot be sure of this. Who would have thought

in 1789, when Baily, " a most respectable man," surrounded by other " re-

spectable men," was mayor of Paris, that in three years' time the Hotel de

Ville would be occupied by men between whose opinions and Bailly's there

was far more difference than between the opinions of Burns and Kropotkine ?

It is therefore no use to reply by saying you might not be placed in that

position.

Let us suppose that an Anarchist revolution has just come off in this huge
city of five millions. As in all revolutions, provisions run short. Who is to

direct the men, for instance, who must be sent into the country, and into

other countries also, to get supplies of food ? Who is to direct the dis-

tribution and exchange of commodities l Do modern Anarchists agree
with Bakounine ? According to Emile Laveleye in ' Socialism of To-Day,'
Bakounine, in a pamphlet entitled * Letters to a Frenchman, 5

1870, thus laid

down the Anarchist programme after the revolution :

" The insurgent capital forms itself into a commune. The federation of the
barricades is maintained in permanence. The communal council is composed of
delegates, one for each barricade or ward : deputies who are responsible, and
always revocable. The council chooses separate executive committees for
each department of the revolutionary administration of the commune. ' The
capital declares that, all central government being abolished, it renounces the
government of the provinces. It will invite other communes, both urban and
rural, to organise themselves, and to send to a place to be named delegates with
imperative and revocable mandates, in order to establish the federation of the
autonomous commune and to organise the revolutionary force necessary to the
triumph over the reaction. This organisation is limited to the insurgent country.
Other provinces or countries may join in it. The communes which pronounce
for the reaction shall be excluded from it. '

"

With this I and other members of the League agree. I believe also that it

is practical enough to commend itself to the ordinary English workman.
Does it represent the ideas of the modern Anarchist ?

There is another question I should like to ask : Was not the Commune of
Paris of 1793 a revolutionary government with which little fault could be
found ? If it also failed in its work, why did not Kropotkine select it

also for his criticism ? Surely he should have touched upon that famous
body, which was surely more revolutionary in spirit than even the Commune
of 1871. D. J. Nicoll.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.
The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

For Fur Pullers' Strike.—Donation, 7s. 6d.

General Fund.—D. Gostling, £5.

Propaganda Committee.—The Propaganda Committee meets on Tuesday,
Sept. 16, at 8.30 p.m., at 24, Great Queen Street. Comrade Kitz will open a
discussion on " The Land Question." Special meeting ; important business ; all
members of the League interested in the propaganda invited to attend.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collection by Council on September 8th, 4s. 2d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ s.

H.R 1

P. Webb . . . .01
R. F. (1 month's) . . . 10
Commonweal Branch . . 10
H. R. C. N 10
Saunders . . . .02
B. W

North London Branch (pro-

ceeds of Concert)
Glasgow Branch .

C. D. Hills .

M. Moscheles

£ s. d.

Total 3 S

SPECIAL PROPAGANDA FUND.
P. J. W., Is.; J. B., 5s.

REPORTS.
North London.—On Saturday at Ossulston Street, our meeting was addressed

by Kitz, Mrs. Blundell, Blundell, Miss Lupton, and Cantwell ; 27 Commonweal
sold. In Regent's Park a most successful meeting held ; Cantwell and Nicoll
spoke ; our old opponent Whelan filled up an interval with some opposition,
which amused the audience very much by its imbecility ; collection 4s. 9Jd,, and
60 ' Weals sold. In Hyde Park, Coulon, Miss Lupton, Mrs. Lahr, and Cantwell
spoke, and in conclusion comrade Smith sang a couple of songs, and we disposed
of all the song-books we had; collection Is. 9£d. We held a meeting at Liver-
pool Street, King's Cross, in the evening, where a virtuous Christian woman
inquired what was Nicoll's salary, and when asked what was her salary she
offered to give me a " wipe across the jaw," and then went to take her position
in the congregation of the Rev. Zephaniah Woffendale. We have disposed of
7 quires of ' Weals, and 5s. worth of other literature ; we have the red flag at
our meetings now, and find it a great attraction.—T. C.
Manchester.—On Sunday, September 4, Samuels (of Leeds) paid us a visit,

and spoke at three meetings during the day—morning St. Phillips Park gates,
afternoon Stevenson Square, and at night at Higher Chatham Street. Barton
and Stockton also spoke, and other comrades assisted. Commonweal sold well,
and we made a collection at each meeting, which resulted in 8s. 7|d. for the day.
These visits of fresh comrades do a deal of good, and we gladly welcome all our
surrounding friends.

Norwich.—Good Meetings Sunday afternoon and evening ; about 2J quires of
Commonweal sold ; about 4s. collected ; addressed afternoon for two hours by
Leggatt, evening by Leggatt, Poynts, and Emery. Collection made for Leggatt,
who is out of work, amounting to 7s.

Agent for Commonweal—
Streatham—Mr. Bush, newsagent.

Brighton.—W. B. Parker will speak on the Level Sunday Sept. 14, at 3.30.
Cosmopolitan Research Association, Wharfdale Temperance Bar, 46 Wharf-

dale Road, Kings Cross.—Wednesday September 17, at 8.30, Houchin, a lecture.

A Tonic Sol Fa Class meets every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock at Kelmscott
House, Hammersmith; comrade J. Munday conductor. All members of the
League are cordially invited to attend and assist.

"Commonweal" Branch S.L.—A Course of Lectures and Concert and Ball
(under the management of the above Branch) for the benefit of the Commonwealmm active preparation. The full particulars of same will shortly be announced.
There will be some initial expenses in connection therewith, and Branch com-
rades and friends are asked to help in this direction. All donations will be
gladly acknowledged m Commonweal by Wm. Blundell, Branch Secretary,
24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

LECTURE DIARY,
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, September 14, at 8.30 p.m., Social evening by members and friends.

East London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p. m. The branch Band meets every Friday at 8 p. m. for

practice. Comrades wishing to join to give in their names to the Instructor
at the above address.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South London.—St. George's Coffee Tavern, 106 Westminster Bridge Road.
Whitechapel and St. Oeorges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every
Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meets on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday at 8 p. m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d,

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;
Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckingtbn, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening
Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 13.

8 Bermondsey Square Kitz and Miss Lupton
8 Euston Road—Ossulston Street Nicoll and Parker

Sunday 14.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Leggatt and Mrs. Lahr
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church Burnie and Kitz
11.30 Kilburn—"Old Plough," Kilburn Lane .Mainwaring
1 1 . 30 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton and Buckeridge
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch „ Cantwell
3.30 Victoria Park Mrs. Lahr and Burnie
3.30 Streatham Common The Branch
6 Streatham—Fountain The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street Nicoll

8 Mile end Waste ....Mrs. Lahr
8 .... ... Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Monday 15.

7.30 Westminster Bridge Road—Pearman Street The Branch

Thursday 18.

7. 30 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton, Leggatt, and Parker

Friday 19.

8.15 Hoxton Church.. Nicoll and Mrs. Blundell

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Saturday: Woodhouse Moor, at 7.30 p.m. Sunday: Hunslet Moor,
at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square at 10.45 a.m. ; Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m.
Monday: Belgrave,.at 7.30. Tuesday: Sanvey Gate, at 8. Wednesday:
Oadby, at 7.30. Friday: Anstey, at 7.30. Saturday: Wigston, at 7.

—

Sunday, September 14, Andrew Hall, of Chesterfield.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.
Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and

7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,
at 11 ; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman's
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.

Excursion to Shirley Hills will take place on Sunday, September 28th.
Brakes will start from the Office at 10 a.m. All seats must be booked by 24th
latest.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.
All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League

will in future be charged to Branches and Allied
Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand

:

Straight Talk to Working Men 4
The Land for the People. Are we Over-

Populated ? A useful leaflet, full of

facts 3 6
Strikes and the Labour Struggle 3
Labour the source of all Wealth 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
What Socialists Want 3
Socialism and "Public Opinion" 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2
The Skeleton or Starvation Army ... 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
A History of the Trial of the Chicago

Anarchists (Dyer Lum) 1

Speeches of the Chicago Anarchists ... 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Kepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2
Object of the Labour Movement 2

Miscellaneous.

Spaziergange eines Atheisten. Bei Ferdin-
and Heigl 8

The Reciter for Clubs and Social Gatherings 1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

" There will come a time when owr silence will be
,more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day"

—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

THE

SATIRES OF CYNICOS.

"SINE IRA ET STUDIO."

CyNICUS asks no favour, is no partisan, inde-
pendent and unbiassed he looks with impartial eye
on the follies and corruptions of his time. Un-
known and unaided, but with firm purpose, he
launches his satires on a world of dissimulation
and deceit, where alas

—

Virtue's at a discount,

Truth is under par,

Honesty's a scarcity

Wealth is better far.

Knavery's commendable,
Cheating is no sin ;

Me is the true philanthropist
Who takes the stranger in,

^But wliere, perchance, some honest kindly heart,

While smiling at his fancies, still may say

—

" He acts no snarling, mean, or churlish part
Who fain would laugh the follies of the world away."

To such he Dedicates his Book.

''To Socialists who wish to see the hypocrisy
* of modern society pictoriaily lampooned, we recom-
mend Cynicus.

Fortnightly, 3d. ; by post, S±&.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted
SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of
political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C

FREETHODGHT PUBLICATIONS,

The Freethinker. Edited by G. W. Foote.
Widest circulation of any Freethought
paper. ... ... ... Weekly 1

Mistakes of Moses. By Col. R. G. Inger-
soll. Only complete edition in England 1

Reply to Gladstone. Bylngersoll ... o 4

Rome or Reason ? Reply to Cardinal
Manning. By Ingersoll ... ... 4

Bible Heroes, By G. W, Foote. First and
Second Series. ... ... Each 1

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote
and J. M. Wheeler. Vol.1. ... ... 2 6

Infidel Death Beds Historic and Descrip-
tive. By G. W. Foote. Second edition.

Tenth Thousand. ... ... ... 8

Letters to the Clergy. By Foote ... l o

Is the Bible Inspired? By Foote ... 1

Complete Catalogue on application.

R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.

BOOKS FOR SALE.

Comrade Weber, a veteran revolutionist, who
is now in great difficulties, offers the following

to intending purchasers :

—

SECOND LIST.
The Forbidden Books of the New Testa-

ment. Suppressed by the Bishops.
14 copies, paper 1

Half Hours with the Freethinkers. 23
copies, paper ... ... ... ... 10

The Bible : What it Is. 9 copies ... 10
Beeton's Dictionary of Universal Informa-

tion. 25 parts, Nos. 1 to 25 1 6
4 The Reasoner ' for 1830—bound 16
Christianity v. Secularism ... 9
A Poetical Translation of the Works of

Horace, with the Original Text, and
Critical Notes collected from the best

Latin and French Commentators. By
Philip Francis, D.D. Eighth Edition.

(4 vols.) 10

Those comrades who have already bought books

will please clear them as soon as possible, as the

money is urgently needed.

If the remaining lots purchased by comrades are

not cleared away this week, they will be put up
for re-sale.

The above prices do not include postage.

Apply to the Manager, 24 Great Queen Street,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.

^Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

LA REVOLTE
Organe Communiste-Anarchistb.

One Penny weekly; by post, l£d.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates Interaflli^al
Revolutionary Socialism. That is to j»jrxne
destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour* burdensome.
Labou' would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth.

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING
TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

I inted in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W.C.
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THE CREAT STRIKE AT SOUTHAMPTON.
One lesson at least we have learnt from the Southampton Strike is

that the workers have, if they choose to exercise it, the power of in-

spiring a wholesome terror in the craven hearts of their masters. To
understand this clearly, let us hastily run over the most remarkable
events of the strike. The strike breaks out ; the people surround the
docks and literally besiege them ; trains are stopped to see if they
contain blacklegs ; no one is allowed to go out or in without giving a
proper account of himself ; blacklegs are conspicuous by their absence

;

the whole town is in the hands of the people. What do the middle-
class authorities do? The Mayor, a most worthy man, resembling
greatly the Mayor of the famous Town of Hamlin, or shall we say
Mr. Justice Nupkins, is in a mighty flurry; he knows better, however,
than to let loose his police upon the crowd with their bludgeons. He
has an idea, a strangely sensible one for an amiable imbecile—that
the police might possibly get hurt more than the crowd. So he tele-

graphs for troops ; troops are sent ; and by way of getting the crowd
in a good humour, the Mayor, on the advice of the officer in command
of the troops, orders the fiaemen to play upon it with a fire-engine ; the
people retaliate by throwing stones, of which several hit the soldiers

;

a lieutenant gets his nose broken with a stone ; the troops, irritated
in their turn, are ordered to charge upon the people with the bayonet

;

several men are seriously injured ; in revenge, some of the crowd
march round to the Mayor's place of business and smash his windows;
more power to their elbows.

Well, this awful act of revolt throws the local swells into the
most abject terror. The next day there are the most fearful rumours
about ; the mayor's house is to be sacked and pillaged ; the London
dockers are marching on Southampton, as the Paris women marched
on Versailles. The mayor's house is guarded by troops ; a few hundred
more soldiers are ordered into the town ; and two gunboats are sent
for—possibly with a view of affording a chance of escaping by water
to the mayor, should the insurrection prove too strong and the com-
mune be proclaimed. So great is the general terror among the respec-
able classes that many of them take to their heels and run for their lives
at sight of a dockers' procession. For these and other interesting facts
see the reports of the Daily News correspondent. The terror is not
confined to Southampton ; it unfavourably affects the prices on the
London Stock Exchange, and it has an even worse effect on the Paris
Bourse. Please admire the easy way in which the capitalists are
frightened out of their lives.

Supposing that the people had routed the police and soldiers—such
things have happened—and instead of breaking the mayor's windows
had burnt his house and hung him on a lampost—our forefathers would
have done that with less provocation; suppose an Anarchist revolt
had really taken place and the dockers had taken possession of the
docks and the factories, while the shipping and railways had been
seized by the rest of the people, who at the same time had made a free
distribution of tea, meat, bread, clothes, and groceries among the poor
of the town ; suppose even the insurrection had been crushed,—how
much more should we have heard of "smashing unions" from the
gentlemen of the middle classes ? I believe they would even prefer
the " tyranny " of the unions to a miniature social revolution, which

certainly would not stop at Southampton, but spread like a prairie
fire through the length and breadth of the country.

But though the men showed they had the courage to face bayonets
and cannon, yet, as our comrade Kitz has clearly shown, the leaders by
their cowardly action, first by recommending the men to " obey the
law," and next by the shameful action of the Executive in abandoning
these brave dockers, did their utmost to crush down the spirit of

revolt and play the game of the masters. It is true the leaders of

the Dockers' Union may imagine they have not done this, but we
should like to ask them if they do not think their surrender at

Southampton will encourage Norwood and Co. to attack their new
unions everywhere before many months are over 1

In the Labour War that will follow, the masters will not only have
the assistance of police and soldiers, but will doubtless take the advice
of the Tories and St. James s Gazette, and hire a gang of Pinkerton
assassins to murder men, women, and children. The capitalists are
showing by their tactics that they mean to crush the Labour move-
ment, even if they spill human blood like water to do it. The men
must be prepared for a desperate fight ; and if every man in the
ranks of the dockers who is used to bearing arms had a good revolver
in his possession, the hiring of Pinkertons by the capitalist classes

would be a difficult job, and even bloodthirsty military officers who
" don't hesitate to shoot," would perhaps be not quite so eager for

massacre as they were at Southampton. J. D. Nicoll,

AT SOUTHAMPTON.
Southampton presented a lively appearance upon my arrival. The

Docks Railway Station was surrounded with police and soldiers. They
were, however, exceedingly civil to passengers by train, and sir'd me
as I needed their service to get through the cordons. Had they known
my mission, doubtless their tone would have been different ; but it

was very nice of them however.
Oh that every town in England had a mayor like his worship of

Southampton ! the Revolution that we dream of and libate to would
be hastened by leaps and bounds. Soldiers at every street corner,

bayonet charges upon the slightest pretext and on no pretext at all

—

that is the way to familiarise the people with Law-'n'-order in its worst
aspect. The officer in command of the Yorkshire Regiment, who did
the dirty work of the frightened bourgeois of Southampton, is evidently
a student of Colonel Knollys' advice as to the treatment of crowds, for

he ordered the town fire-brigade to play upon the strikers. Every-
thing, in short, was done to exasperate the people in order to afford a
pretext for slaughtering them. One drunken officer stationed at the
corner of a street in charge of a file of soldiers deliberately lurched
amongst the civilians, hoping, no doubt, that they would retaliate and
give this carpet soldier the chance of fulfilling his expressed wish to

fire on what he elegantly termed the .

I watched the crowd narrowly at all points, and must say that there
was a certain stolid good humour about it, which under repeated
provocation was rapidly becoming grim ; and had our friends the
enemy continued their exasperating tactics a little longer they might
have found that, if water is a valuable element, fire is also of use in
equalising odds; and certainiy the strikers would not have lacked
precept and example in its use.

The leaders, so precipitate to order the strike, speedily lost control
over it. They showed a lamentable want of grasp of the issues in-

volved. The companies, and in fact the capitalists generally, together
with the reptile press of London, notably the Times, made no such mis-

take : the prompt and unsparing use of the military and naval forces,

the significant use of Knollys' tactics against the strikers, and their

fixed determination to ignore the union, shows that they, at least,

were determined to make it a test fight in the labour war. The
apologetic and pusillanimous tone of the leaders (sic/) encouraged
them. It was my painful duty to have to listen to T. McCarthy. His
speech was made up of "ifs" and " buts," and pitiful supplications to
preserve order. If the strikers were without weapons, they certainly
had canons enough (excuse the pun). As McCarthy stood up, he had
canons to the left and to the right of him, for unctuous cleric3

in the persons of Rev. Messrs. Scannell, Wilberforce, and Leach beamed
peace upon the crowd. When later on the final fiasco and defeat took
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place, the last-named cleric appealed to the infuriated and betrayed
strikers to accept their fate as the will of God. So that God, it

appears, is- a .friend of the dock companies and views strikes with dis-

favour (please note, my unionist friends who are so fond. of hobnobbing
with sky-pilots).

r
.
On Tuesday, the men could have secured possession of the dock if

properly led, for two of the dock-gates are, although high, merely
planks battened together. But the leaders took the courage out of

the men, and after a struggle that had lasted barely four days,

McCarthy made the hideous blunder and practical confession of defeat
by leaving an open-air meeting in company with a cleric as a deputa-
tion to the Dock Company "to see," as he feebly put it, "what they
would do," and they having seen his hand would do nothing—not even
allow him in.

During his absence on this bootless errand, I took occasion to
address the men on Socialism. I got an immense reception, for a
great number of the men had been unable to hear McCarthy's weak
voice. But he returned whilst I was speaking with the doleful
message of his failure, and fearing, I suppose, that I should alienate
his followers, he mounted a seat and denounced me. I had desisted
from speaking upon his return. I owe it to the impression I created
that I was not subjected to personal violence through his action. Mr.
McCarthy has mistaken his vocation ; he would no doubt be able to
marshal a small Sunday-school treat, and come out of the ordeal with
flying colours ; but as a Labour leader he is a woeful failure.

Tom Walsh made a better show ; he denounced the tactical blunder
that McCarthy made in going unsolicited to the Company, and showed
his contempt for the parasitical reporters by telling them he liked
them at a distance.

The Sailor's Union had come out on sympathy with the dockers,
and for the recognition of their union. The subsequent collapse
brought about by the action of McCarthy and Co., has placed the
sailors in a difficult position. They are determined to have their
union recognised, and as they are strong enough to boycott the port
they are to be reckoned with.

There is a class of boy labourers here known as the scurfer boys
;

they are a hardy and courageous set. They were prominent in all

the scrimmages that took place, and they furnished nearly all the fun.
They burnt handlights in the streets to fool the police and military,

and were to the front when hard knocks were distributed. The union
leaders, having got into a moral mood, denounced these frisky lads,

although they too were out with the men strikers, and even went so
far as to urge on the men to put the boys down with a strong hand.
I confess that my admiration for these lads rose in proportion as they
incurred the displeasure of the parson-loving leaders.

To summarise. Some £6,000 have been lost to the men in wages
;

several men are in prison; a great number have been stabbed or
bludgeoned, and the point fought for has been lost. Of course, Labour
will eventually have also to bear the cost of the movements of troops,

police, etc., and the broken windows of the Mayor. I heard the
epithets of "loafers" and " tramps " applied to those outside the New
Unionism by the suddenly made Aristocrats of Labour. It is a fatal

mistake. The propertied classes are preparing for a mighty struggle,

in which the Southampton scenes are but an episode. The marching and
countermarching, the proclamations in the name of our Sovereign
Lady the Queen to keep the peace, etc., are but the pattering rain-

spots before the storm. It is not the time to use harsh words in

regard to paupers and tramps, who, after all, are what Society makes
them ; and least of all should the men in command of the forces of

Labour join in the abuse of the residuum. If on no higher ground
than policy, it is a tactical mistake to turn the unorganised mass
into a reactionary force at the possible disposal of the enemy.

F. Kitz.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTEKS FKOM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.
Chap. XXVIII.

—

The Journey's End.

On we went. In spite of my new-born excitement about Ellen, and
my gathering fear of where it would land me, I could not help taking
abundant interest in the condition of the river and its banks ; all the

more as she never seemed weary of the changing picture, but looked

at every yard of flowery bank and gurgling eddy with the same kind
of affectionate interest which I myself once had so fully, as I used to

think, and perhaps had not altogether lost even in this strangely

changed society with all its wonders. Ellen seemed delighted with my
pleasure at this, that, or the other piece of carefulness in dealing with
the river : the nursing of pretty corners ; the ingenuity in dealing

with difficulties of water-engineering, so that the most obviously useful

works looked beautiful and natural also. All this, I say, pleased me
hugely, and she was pleased at my pleasure—but rather puzzled too.

" You seem astonished," she said, just after we had passed a mill 1

which spanned all the stream save the water-way for traffic, but which

1 I should have said that all along the Thames there were abundance of mills

used for various purposes ; none of which were in any degree unsightly, and
many strikingly beautiful ; and the gardens about them marvels of loveliness.

was as beautiful in its way as a Gothic cathedral—"you seem aston-

ished at this being so pleasant to look at."

"Yes," I said, "in a way I am; though I don't see why it

shouldn't be."

" Ah ! " she said, looking at me admiringly, yet with a lurking gmile
in her face, " you know all about the history of the past. Were they
not always careful about this little stream which now adds so much
pleasantness to the country-side 1 It would always be easy to manage
this little river. Ah ! I forgot, though," she said, as her eye caught
mine, " in the days we are thinking of pleasure was wholly neglected
in such matters. But how did they manage the river in the days that

you " Lived in, she was going to say; but correcting herself,

said—" in the days of which you have record ]

"

" They mismanaged it," quoth I. Up to the first half of the nine-

teenth century, when it was still more or less of a highway for the
country people, some care was taken of the river and its banks ; and
though I don't suppose anyone troubled himself about its aspect, yet
it was trim and beautiful. But when the railways—of which no doubt
you have heard—came into power, they would not allow the people of

the country to use either the natural or artificial waterways, of which
latter there were a great many. I suppose when we get higher up we
shall see one of these ; a very important one, which one of these rail-

ways entirely closed to the public, so that they might force people to

send their goods by their private road, and so tax them as heavily as

they could."

Ellen laughed heartily. "Well," she said, "that is not stated

clearly enough in our history-books, and it is worth knowing. But
certainly the people of those days must have been a curiously lazy set.

We are not either fidgety or quarrelsome now, but if anyone tried such

a piece of folly on us, we should use the said waterways, whoever
gainsaid us : surely that would be simple enough. However, I re-

member other cases of this stupidity : when I was on the Rhine two
years ago, I remember they showed us ruins of old castles, which,

according to what we heard, must have been made for pretty much the

same purpose as the railways were. But I am interrupting your his-

tory of the river : pray go on."
" It is both short and stupid enough," said I. " The river having

lost its practical or commercial value—that is, being of no use to make
money of

"

She nodded. " I understand what that queer phrase means," said

she. " Go on !

"

" Well, it was utterly neglected, till at last it became a nuisance—

"

"Yes," quoth Ellen, "I understand: like the railways and the

robber knights. Yes ?

"

" So then they turned the makeshift business on to it, and handed
it over to a body up in London, who from time to time, in order to

show that they had something to do, did some damage here and there,

—

cut down trees, destroying the banks thereby ; dredged the river

(where it was not needed always), and threw the dredgings on the

fields so as to spoil them ; and so forth. But for the most part they

practised ' masterly inactivity,' as it was then called—that is, they

drew their salaries, and let things alone."
" Drew their salaries," she said. " I know that means that they

were allowed to take an extra lot of other people's goods for doing

nothing. And if that had been all, it really might have been worth
while to let them do so, if you couldn't find any other way of keeping

them quiet ; but it seems to me that being so paid, they could not help

doing something, and that something was bound to be mischief,

—

because," said she, kindling with sudden anger, " the whole business

was founded on lies and false pretensions. I don't mean only these

river-guardians, but all these master-people I have read of."

" Yes," said I, " how happy you are to have got out of the parsimony

of oppression
!

"

"Why do you sigh?" she said, kindly and somewhat anxiously.
" You seem tu think that it will not last ?

"

" It will last for you," quoth I.

" But why not for you ? " said she. " Surely it is for all the world

;

and if your country is somewhat backward, it will come into line

before long. "Or," she said, quickly, "are you thinking that you
must soon go back again 1 I was going to propose that you should

live with us where we are going. I feel quite old friends with you,

and should be sorry to lose you." Then she smiled on me, and said :

" Do you know, I begin to suspect you of wanting to nurse a sham
sorrow, like the ridiculous characters in some of those queer old novels

that I have come across now and then."

I really had almost begun to suspect it myself, but I refused to admit

so much ; so I sighed no more, bub fell to giving my delightful com-

panion what little pieces of history I knew about the river and its

border-lands ; and the time passed pleasantly enough ; and between

the two of us (she was a better sculler than I was, and seemed quite

tireless) we kept up fairly well with Dick, hot as the afternoon was,

and swallowed up the way at a great rate. At last we passed under

another ancient bridge ; and through meadows bordered at first with

huge elm-trees mingled with sweet chestnut of younger but very

elegant growth ; and the meadows widened out so much that it seemed

felt that the trees must now be on the bents only or about the houses,

except for the growth of the willows on the immediate banks, so that

the wide stretch of grass was little broken here. Dick got very much
excited now, and often stood up in the boat to cry out to us that this

was such and such a field, and so forth ; and we caught fire at his

enthusiasm for the hayfield and its harvest, and pulled our best.

At last, as we were passing through a reach of the river where on

the side of the towing-path was a highish bank with a thiols whispering
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bed of reeds before it, and on the other side a higher bank, clothed

with willows that dipped into the stream and crowned by ancient

elm-trees, we saw bright figures coming along close to the bank, as if

they were looking for something ; as, indeed, they were, and we—that

is, Dick and his company—were what they were looking for. Dick

lay on his oars, and we followed his example. He gave a joyous shout

to the people on the bank, which was echoed back from it in many
voices, deep and sweetly shrill ; for there were above a dozen persons,

both men, women, and children. A tall handsome woman, with black

wavy hair and deep-set grey eyes, came forward on the bank and
waved her hand gracefully to us, and said :

" Dick, my friend, we have almost had to wait for you ! What
excuse have you to make for your slavish punctuality % Why didn't

you take us by surprise, and come yesterday 1
"

" O," said Dick, with an almost imperceptible jerk of his head toward
our boat, " we didn't want to come too quick up the water ; there is

so much to see for those who have not been up here before."
<f True, true,'' said the stately lady, for stately is the word that must

be used for her ; " and we want them to get to know the wet way from
the east thoroughly well, since they must often use it now. But come
ashore at once, Dick, and you, dear neighbours ; there is a break in the
reeds and a good landing-place just round the corner. We can carry
up your things, or send some of the lads after them."

"No, no," said Dick; "easier going by water, though it is but a
step. Besides, I want to bring my friend here to the proper place.

We will go on to the Ford ; and you can talk to us from the bank as

we paddle along."

He pulled his sculls through the water, and on we went, turning a
sharp angle and going north a little. Presently we saw before us
a bank of elm-trees, which told us of a house amidst them, though I
looked in vain for the grey walls that I expected to see there. As we
went, the folk on the bank talked indeed, mingling their kind voices
with the cuckoo's song, the sweet strong whistle of the blackbirds, and
the ceaseless note of the corn-crake as he crept through the long grass
of the mowing-field ; whence came waves of fragrance from the flower-
ing clover amidst the ripe grass.

In a few minutes we had passed through a deep eddying pool into
the sharp stream that ran from the ford, and beached our craft on a
tiny strand of limestone-gravel, and stepped ashore into the arms of
our up-river friends, our journey done.

I disentangled myself from the merry throng, and mounting on the
cart road that ran along the river some feet above the water, I
looked round about me. The river came down through a wide meadow
on my left, which was grey now with the ripened seeding grasses ; the
gleaming water was lost presently by a turn of the bank, but over the
meadow I could see the mingled gables of a building where I knew
the lock must be, and which now seemed to combine a mill with it.

A low wooded ridge bounded the river-plain to the south and south-
east, whence we had come, and a few low houses lay about its feet and
up its slope. I turned a little to my right, and through the hawthorn
sprays and long shoots of the wild roses could see the flat country
spreading out far away under the sun of the calm afternoon, till some-
thing that might be called hills with a look of sheep-pastures about
them bounded it with a soft blue line. Before me, the elm-boughs still

hid most of what houses there might be in this riverside dwelling of
men ; but to the right of the cart-road a few grey buildings of the
simplest kind showed here and there.

There I stood in a dreamy mood, and rubbed my eyes as if I were
not wholly awake, and half expected to see the gay-clad throng of
beautiful men and women change to two or three spindle-legged back-
bowed men and haggard, hollow-eyed, ill-favoured women, who once
wore down the soil of this land with their heavy hopeless feet, from
day to day and season to season and year to year. But no change
came as yet, and my heart swelled with joy as I thought of all the
beautiful grey villages, from the river to the plain and the plain to the
uplands, which I could picture to myself so well, all peopled now with
this happy and lovely folk, who had cast' away riches and attained
to wealth.

William Morris.
TO BE CONTINUED.!

(This Story began in Fo. 209, January U, 1890. A few sets of

Bach Numbers can still be had.)

More "Fire and Slaughter."
' The following paragraphs, clipped from the Star in one day (Tuesday,
September 9), will perhaps persuade some of our " union-smashers " that
there is something in the epidemic of incendiarism of which I spoke a week
or two ago :

" Francis William Hulley, 21, a farm-labourer, was yesterday apprehended at
Draylsden on the charge of setting fire to four stacks of hay, and attempting to
murder Amelia Bonsall, a farmer's daughter at Macclesfield."
"Another outbreak of fire, the second within a week, took place last evening

at Beckingham Hall, near Maldon. Two large barns with their contents and
four cattle-sheds were destroyed."

"When a charwoman named Grant was lighting a fire in a house at Deal
to-day an explosion occurred, seriously injuring her face and arm and burning
her hair. A tin containing 1 Jib of gunpowder, used for clearing the furnace flue,
had been placed in the stove and covered with loose paper."

There is a dangerous spirit abroad, and our Norwoods, Eaikes, Liveseys
had better pause m their exploits. These deeds prove that there are plenty
of people about whom a little more tyranny would soon goad into " outrage."

D. N.

TRADE UNIONIST TACTICS;
Having spent a week as a listener to the proceedings of the Liverpool

Trades' Congress, I may perhaps report briefly thereon. Leaving ti& *

others any comment on the reactionary and pettifogging nature of

much of the business done, I desire to make clear to readers of the

Commonweal a few of the playful ways of the aristocracy of labour*

First, their slavish adherence to red-tape was worthy of a vestry, A
Standing Orders Committee is elected before which all resolutions

must pass, and when any resolution distasteful to the " old gang " was
proposed, they managed to have it referred to the committee to take

its chance in the ballot. Thus a resolution that the delegates of the

insurance agents should be admitted was adroitly delayed by this

dodge until the last day of the Congress, when, of course, its effect

was nil. On every possible pretext men with the mark of the vestry

on their brow rose to " points of order," and many resolutions were

thus shelved. Then the rampant intolerance of the Congress merits

notice. No representative of a minority had any chance of being

heard, and this applies not only to the Socialists present, but to any
representative of an unpopular cause. When a Socialist dared to

rise there was an immediate howl, and many resolutions which some
of them desired to oppose were summarily passed without a word of

opposition being audible. For snobbery no gathering of grocers could

have beaten this democratic assembly. While Macdonald (London)

was shouted down, as described already in the Commonweal, the Con-

gress actually cheered Fenwick, M.P., when he complained that Mac-

donald had not explained his resolution ! On the other hand, Burns

(who is influential and determined) was allowed in quiet to second the

very resolution which Macdonald had not been allowed to propose.

Money is as much a god here as on the Stock Exchange, and it was

sickening to hear these curs laugh derisively when it was stated that

John Williams represented the firewood-cutters—much too plebeian a

body for these sucking capitalists. The voting papers for the election

of the committee bore opposite to each name the amount which its

owner's society had subscribed to the funds—as though this was any

evidence of a man's fitness for office. When the Lairds of Birken-

head were accused of being "sweaters," delegates positively fought for

an opportunity of whitewashing that firm, while the so-called labour

members were cheered to the echo over their miserable defence to the

charge of being political hacks. In fact, while the delegates found

Burns, Tillett, and Mann too strong to be entirely " burked," they

took it out of Quelch, Williams, and the rest of the Socialists to make
things straight. " Yerily there is no god but Gladstone, and Broad-

hurst is his prophet !

" P.

Reviews.
' Political Economy of Socialism.' By John Carruthers. Id. Hammersmith

Branch S.L., Kelmscott House, Hammersmith.

Comrade Carruthers has written a tract upon what used to be once called

the Dismal Science, which, strange to say, is not dismal at all, but is both

bright and interesting. We know how the name of "political economy"
frightens a good many people, and we do not wonder at it ; but even the

ordinary reader can get through comrade Carruthers' little pamphlet, and
after all some knowledge of political economy—it need not be much—is

necessary to every Socialist. With regard to the pamphlet, we think Car-

ruthers' use of the words " purchase and sale " is unfortunate. " Purchase

and sale," in the ordinary public mind, is associated with profit-making, and
I am sure the author does not want the British shopkeeper to understand

that he is going to make a profit under Socialism. We admit that possibly

in the transition period a paper currency may be needed, but it will simply

be used as a measure of value, so that each community could exchange its

products for others of equal value. We think with Carruthers that

perfect morality and honesty will not be attained directly after the Involu-

tion, but that it may take some considerable time to free ourselves from the

vices engendered by the present system. We recommend all friends inter-

ested in that great question of what the future society will be like to read

Carruthers' pamphlet. Although they may not agree with all his con-

clusions, yet it will give them some idea of how a Socialist society might

manage the production, distribution, and exchange of commodities.

'Our Social System; and How it Affects those who Work for their Living.'

By David Andrade. Published by David Andrade, Syndney Road, North
Brunswick, Melbourne.

A most damaging criticism of our present society from the Individualist-

Anarchist standpoint. The following figures, showing how the Australian

worker is robbed by his rulers the capitalist and landlord, are worth quoting

:

How the Australian Labourers Spend their Annual Earnings.

Taxes £15,000,000
Rent, at 10 per cent, on estates value (£190,000,000) 19,000,000
Interest, over 12 per cent 10,000,000
Profits, at 75 per cent, on merchantable commodities 67,000,000
Remuneration to labour 22,000,000

£133,000,000

The moral of the pamphlet to the English worker is, " Don't go to Aus-
tralia," for you will find that the labourer is no better off than he is in

England. Nothing but the destruction of capitalistic monopoly can ever
free the workers of the world from over-work, robbery, and starvation.

Our Spanish contemporary La Anarquia has an enlarged cartoon

upon the lines of the one published by the S.L., entitled " When will

he get there?" In the Spanish copy the characters are attired in

native costume, and a priest is added to those opposing the progress

of the Labourer towards the fruits of his toil. The picture has an
,
effective appearance. F. K.
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THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
(Continued from p. 290.)

These farms are singular in being situate in a place containing
nothing but agriculture of the decidedly extensive sort. No factories
or mines are near enough to influence the price of wages. The men
leave for Yorkshire, London, or the army, only when compelled by
actual necessity to do so.

In one other respect, too, the three farms enjoy a peculiarity. They
lare blessed by the total absence of any sub-manager or person who
has to make his own account by petty harrassing of the actual workers.
There is no man in either of the villages who is trying to wriggle
himself out of his position by climbing up the backs of those about
him. It may be very gloomy for individual men to feel that they
cannot look forward to any amelioration of a life of monotonous work,
but it has its better side in the circumstance that life is at least free

from the prying of a downright " prig," the person who in many
villages thinks he can climb out of the slough by starting pig-dealing
and developing into a cattle dealer, and ultimately into a full-blown
tyrant. That is the person who is a danger to the progress of
humanity.

This is the state of the agricultural districts as they now are, and
appear likely to remain. It has another side—the supply of workers
to the towns. The young people cannot stay in the villages if they
would. Even if they wished to remain sleeping in the small room
with their father and mother, the introduction of reaping machines,,
hoeing machines, and the rest, which are considered to be a necessity
of extensive agriculture, compels them to seek a livelihood in a centre-

of greater activity, where human life is worn out much more quickly.
There is no present prospect of the establishment of workshops, at
such villages as Newnham and Bygrave. Neither is there any ad-
vance being made towards a higher state of cultivation. The tendency
is rather to put land to permanent pasture, although it is capable of

growing a higher class of plant than has hitherto been cultivated.
The system under which land is held restricts the spread of knowledge
into the ranks of those who could and would use it. Our agricultural
worker does not know the extent to which margarine is eaten. He is-

quite able and ready to cultivate carrots, cabbage, and a variety of

plants, which would assist in feeding cattle and in producing good
butter, and would at the same time free the land from weeds far more-
effectually than the four-course rotation of rough crops, which the
" landlord " insists shall be grown, to the exclusion of plants which he,

poor thing, thinks might exhaust " his " land. In many instances the
farmer gets free from vexatious stipulations as to cropping, but he
remains attached more or less to the old rotation of simple crops
which require the least attention, and which can be gathered and
thrashed by machinery.
When we talk of municipalising the land, and playing hey-day with

landlords, agents, bailiffs, and all their paraphernalia, we ought not
to forget that it will be a work of some years of patient study and
hard manual exertion to bring the soil up to such a pitch of cultivation

and fertility, that it could bear what is wanted. The " organisation
"

of the home food supply is in a very deranged state. The "classes'*

certainly have their cattle shows and various displays, but they are of

no practical use. It is the village workman who needs to be permitted
to use his wits upon something more than the eighth of an acre of
" allotment," grudgingly given at an exorbitant rent which he is too
poor to pay.

The declared value of food imported into this much disunited
country is a hundred millions annually, while millions of acres are
abandoned to grass which does not grow, and millions of other acres
are cultivated in a way that shows the extent to which the " system "

has broken down.
Agriculture is the industry first organised by a new colony ; its

decay is the sure sign of the decay of civilisation.

The difficulty in the agricultural labourer's way is his apparent in-

capacity to understand that anything can come to him otherwise than
through his master, and then in the shape of wages. His whole world'
is his little parish, sometimes his master's farm. He would be unhappy
if away from the farm more than a day ; it would tire him more to
walk about London four hours than to hoe turnips for ten hours. He
is capable of feeling that one and eightpence a-day is a miserable wage
for him to receive, but he is also puzzled to know how any more is to
be given him " while prices are so low," as the farmers tell him. These
gentry will sometimes condescend to jabber a sort of " account " of

the working of a given piece of corn, telling the details of expense
and of produce, always producing a loss of a shilling or a pound per
acre per annum. The workman does not get beyond this mode of
assessment, and so remains mystified. I have seen groups of them
mystified, dazed, silent, in the streets at Biggleswade, Stotford, and
Ashwell in winter, when there is no particular field work that must be
done. How they get through a long winter is the greatest wonder of

all. The " casuals " often do not get more than three days work a
week, and then at Is. 8d. a-day.

The winter that tries them most is that which follows a hot summer,
and for two reasons. A hot summer means an early harvest with
short straw. The smaller bulk of straw is got through the thrasher
much more quickly than bulky straw, such as grows in a dull summer £
consequently work runs short soon after the Christmas which follows
a hot summer. But the farmer, landlord, and parson do not trouble
about short and long straw and its effects on the life and death of the
the workers—they have to do with the corn.

Again, a hot summer is unfavourable to the growth of turnips, con-
sequently there are less to take up and shelter from frost while the
sheep-fold slowly advances. This is another dead loss to the worker,,
for which the farmer cares not two straws. Whatever he requires to-

replace turnips he can easily get in the shape of foreign barley, oats,

or cotton-seed cake and linseed cake, which the workers of other
countries have to supply to the British farmer by their own wretched
slavery. With Mr. John Bull it is " Heads I win, Tails you lose !

"

Hot summer—heavy corn ; light expenses ; cheap imports. Dull
summer—heavy turnips ; no imports.

This is putting aside losses from floods and special causes, which are
made a great deal of when they happen. But the view I try to put
before these mystified workers waiting in the January slush is this

:

You and your comrades have done work in this village upon 4,000
acres, which has caused the forces of Nature to make a return of
£20,000 value of one kind or other—the low average of £5 an acre

—

can any of you show me where half of that produce has gone ? You
and your comrades of all sorts have not had half in wages. But the
Landlords have had a pound an acre, and the Church has had over a
£1,000 in all, the Government has had its taxes, and your nine neigh-
bours, whom you call master farmer, they have—well !—they hav*
lived ! and lived in some style. You cannot put it much under £4 a
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week for each of the nine. Why should you not be standing in this

horrid cold slush in the street here in Ashwell, near the extreme north

of north Hertfordshire in 1890?

It would be drier and warmer in the ale-house, but these men have

not the wherewith for a pint of " cold fourpenny." For this they are

dubbed lazy fellows who will not work. How can they work under
the system ? The landlord has got his rent, the farmer has got a
" living " by his system of four-course cropping—the only system he
knows or cares to know, since it gives him an easy existence. It is

nothing to him that his " system " has left a few casuals out in the
cold. But is not this carelessness on your part a little dangerous,
gentlemen 1 Has not similar recklessness and oppression sometimes
produced very alarming phenomena among the downtrodden wretched
slaves of similar systems, when driven by hunger and desperation
into riot and rebellion 1 Did you ever hear of the Jacquerie in France
in the last century, my dear friends ? Did you ever hear of agricul-

tural riots, blazing ricks, and smashed machinery in England ? If you
have, and can read the signs of the times, you would not drive your
labourers to despair by grinding them down into shameful misery and
horrible starvation. Even the worm will turn, and the overladen ass

revolt at last

!

C. Walkden.
[To be concluded).

IN THE ARGENTINE.
Our comrade J. Creaghe, now in Buenos Ayres, sends us the following
vivid account of the recent Political Revolution in the Argentine.
After recounting the attempts to found an Anarchist paper in Italian,

French, and Spanish, he says :

Comrades,—As I write the city of Buenos Ayres is en fete. The whole
place is covered with flags, and crackers and rockets are blazing away in all

directions. The reason is that we have just had a very pretty political
revolution carried out, which I shall now tell you about. The party in
power for the last four years had steadily neglected everything but the
most barefaced filling of their own pockets, even the bourgeoisie could not
stand it, particularly as a commercial crisis came to make things unsupport-
able, and so the party in opposition gained over a large part of the army
(about half), and on Saturday morning last the troops took possession of
the artillery barracks and arsenal, which is situated in one of the squares
in the centre of the city. They were there joined by large numbers of the
citizens, who were immediately armed, as there was abundance of arms
and ammunition in the arsenal. They entrenched themselves in the square,
and armed citizens stationed themselves on the roofs of the houses all

round. The government then with the troops at their disposal took post on
the edge of the town, and three thousand police of the city armed with
rifles in anticipation of the movement joined them. There was some de-
sultory fighting during the day, and you will be sorry to hear that police-
men were shot down in all parts of the city as they went to join their
comrades.
On Sunday, we were aroused at six in the morning by the most furious

fusilade of small arms, mitrailleuses, and Krupp guns, which continued
without the least intermission for two hours. The police (who are old sol-

diers by the way) had with the troops of the line made a desperate attack
on the position of the revolutionists, but were repulsed after two hours
hard fighting. The police suffered awfully. During all that day there was
much fighting in different parts of the city, and both parties continued to
strengthen themselves. In the evening an armistice was agreed to until
ten the next morning. Next day the whole fleet declared for the revolution,
or was taken possession of, and began to bombard the position of the
government, and the government house and the private residence of
President Juarez. A shell fell in a house about 600 yards from this, and
killed a woman and child and wounded many others. Several other cases
of this kind occurred.

On Monday evening there was another furious attack made by the forces
of the government, which, after twenty minutes hard fighting was again
repulsed. Everybody was delighted, for the whole city sympathised with
the movement. When, on Tuesday—things having been quiet in the morn-
ing and forenoon—in the evening, we were all surprised by the news that
all was over, and that the revolutionary leaders had submitted to the
government on the condition that no one was to be punished. They said
the reason was that they had not enough ammunition to continue the
struggle. No one believed this, and the young men in great part refused
to give up their arms, but disbanded and rushed about firing and shouting

;

some even committed suicide, saying they were sold.

However, the leaders of the revolution knew what they were doing. They
had gone far enough, and did not wish to go farther. Many of them were
within the government party itself, and after all was quieted down the
ministers resigned. The president found it useless to try to form a cabinet,
no one would come to him ; the clamour for his resignation became too loud
to be unheard. Another outbreak was expected on the part of the army,
and so the members of the Congress at last, who had up to this time said
" Amen !

" to all the president's paternosters, sent him a written demand to
resign, which he did, and the vice-president, Pelligrini (who by the way is

nephew to the late John Bright) became president. He is very much liked
by all parties, and he has already formed an administration which gives
confidence. Juarez resigned the day before yesterday, and since then there
have been continual rejoicings.

We had a very lively time I can tell you while the affair lasted. Bullets
were flying about in all directions, and the number of persons killed and
wounded, who found themselves in the streets from mere curiosity, was very
great indeed. One of our comrades got a grape-shot through his arm and
into the flesh of his ribs, where it lodged ; I am still attending him and
several others. I had a narrow squeak myself one day, as a bullet passed
close to my face and struck the wall near me. It nearly happened to me as
to one poor citizen who was standing on the balcony at one of the windows
of his house, when a bullet carried away both his eyes and his nose
We Anarchists were in great hopes that the fighting would last for about

fifteen days, and if it had the city would certainly have been sacked. Some
thirty of us met and consulted what might be done in order to get funds
for the Eevolution (our Eevolution), but the next day all was over.—With
fraternal greetings to all comrades, J. Creaghe.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FEANCE.

The men employed in the dye-works of Eeims earn 2Jd. an hour and work
twelve, fourteen, and sixteen hours a-day, without any meal-time. Except
a few Socialists, the mass of the workers are so crushed that they only ask
to work longer, in order to get more money to drink on Sunday, and recom-
mence again their life of slavery on Monday. The peasants of the country
about Eeims, on the contrary, seem to become every day more rebellious,,

and promise to be useful to the cause of humanity.
Comrades Cabot and Vinchon (Paris), who had already been condemned to

two years' imprisonment and £20 fine under the accusatipn of having dis-

tributed proclamations to the soldiers on the 1st of May, having had
recourse to the Court of Appaal, were re-tried the other day. They ener-
getically pleaded for their ideas and explained the Anarchist theories, con-
founding the public accuser. The jury found Cabot guilty, and condemned
him to three months' imprisonment and £2 fine. Vinchon has been ac-
quitted.

The solidarity between the workers has defeated the masters, and so the
victory of the parquet-makers has disorganised the trust of the master
carpenters and parquet-makers. The masters who had not been damaged by
the strike protested against those who yielded to the demands of the workers,
and withdrew from the trust.

The glass and crystal cutters of Charleville have struck work. The masters
try by all means to get foreign workers, but as until at present they have
not succeeded, the workers hope that the international* solidarity of the
working men will be successful once more.
The tobacco-workers of the whole of France have organised against their

powerful master, the Government.
The French are forced to pay each year fifty million pounds for interest

of the public debt, so that every Frenchman is bound to pay from his birth
£1 5s. to feed a handful of parasites. When will they make a bonfire of
these stock-books ?

ITALY.
At Milan, the 1st September, a great meeting of engineers was held.

After a lively discussion the following conclusion has been voted :
" The

engineers and allied trades who have met to deliberate about the present
crisis which has disorganised our industry are convinced that only through
a strong organisation shall we be able to reclaim the machines, the ground,
and the tools as a property to the workers, and put an end to our misery."
Considering that every man has a right to earn his livelihood, they repel
alms as a cause of demoralisation and humiliation. They protest against
the foolish waste by the Government of the money of the tax-payers, throw-
ing it in wrong speculations, leaving the workers, who are the only pro-
ducers of wealth, to lie in starvation and in want. They intend to ask the
Government to promptly provide the unemployed with work, and propose
if in a fortnight the Government and proprietors won't have put an end to
such a state of things, that they will be ready to sacrifice their lives rather
than die of starvation.

From Naples the constitution of several Anarchist groups is announced.
A new Anarchist paper, 11 Grido del Popolo, will soon appear in that town.

In several towns of Italy the workers have been occupying themselves for
some time with an important agitation for next 1st of May, which they hope
will become historical. Most likely this question will be treated also in
future congresses.

The trials and judgments for the riots of the 1st of May are still going on,
and at Turin and Leghorn several comrades have been condemned to one,
two, and three years' imprisonment.

Several comrades of La Spezia have been one year and a half in prison
under the charge of having prepared explosive material and conspired
against the safety of the State. A public trial has taken place twice alreadyr
but the judges declared themselves incompetent, and remanded them to
another court.

SPAIN.
The 14th August the Spanish comrades missed a good friend, Eafael Farga

Pelicer, one of the founders of the International in Spain, and one of the
most intelligent, energetic, and influential propagandists of Socialism. A
good father to his family and a good friend to his comrades, he was devoted
to the cause of mankind. Although impotent because of an infirmity, he
was loved not only by all comrades, but by the whole working class of
Barcelona and Catalogna. His death will leave a great void in the hearts
of all who had the opportunity of knowing him.
At Madrid there has appeared a new Anarchist organ, the Anarquia.

Long life to our comrades' paper.

The locksmiths of Barcelona have struck work.
The workers of Manresa imprisoned for striking have been discharged.

M.

More Testimony.
We take the following from the Echo of September 4th :

" There is untold tragedy in the simple contrast of the death-rate in the New
Town of Edinburgh with that of the Old Town. Of every thousand of the
comfortable classes 10*27 die ; of every thousand of the poor 21 'lO die. Broadly
stated, this means that for one case of child mortality in a good street, at least
two occur in the slums, and that to be born to poverty is to receive a sentence of
death at middle-age."

And yet some people complain of our " violent " language. When we re-

member that everywhere the poor are slowly murdered by the present
system before they have lived out half their lives, I say we are not u violent n

enough, and that any means are justifiable against a system of society under
which 27 people have been starved to death during the last year in the
richest city of the world. Scores are also horribly murdered every day by
continued under-feeding. Death to the commercial system ! The best
means to use against are those which will the quickest end it.

" Commonweal " Branch S.L.—A Course of Lectures and Concert and Ball

(under the management of the above Branch) for the benefit of the Commonweal
is in active preparation. Full particulars of same will be announced next week.

Theie will be some initial expenses in connection therewith, and Branch com-

rades and friends are asked to help in this direction. All donations will be
gladly acknowledged in Commonweal by Wm, Blundell, Branch Secretary,

24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Strike at Barratt's Confectionery Works.

Three hundred and fifty girls and boys have been out on strike for thelast

few days at Barratt's Confectionery Works at Wood Green. They complain of

the atrocious sweating and also the system of fines, which are imposed upon
the slightest pretext, and are especially hard upon the girls, who only earn

the miserable wages of some 6s. or 8s. a-week, and have even these consider-

ably reduced by the "ingenious" fine system. How the system works is

clearly shown by the following letter handed in by a boy who had worked
in the firm to a Star reporter. It runs as follows :

" Sib,—Since I have worked at Barratt's I have (with Care) lost so much as

Is. a-week. On Monday I was 1 minute late Fined 3d. Tuesday 4 minutes 3d.

Wensday 10 minutes late 3d. Thursday 20 minutes late 4| and The same week
I was fined 3d. for aming a Turnover, making an amount of Is. 4£d. out of 6s.

per week. Sir I know a girl who has lost so much as £3 in one Year for being

late only. Sir, I have seen Boys come to work with only two slices of Bread and
Butter for their Dinner Meal. I have been very Pleased to get Id. fish myself.

Many a morning I have Lost 3d. and worked till 10 the same night to make it up
I know Boys who to make what they call a good week has worked from 6 in the
morning till 10 at night and came home half Dead. Sir I would like to see you
win the 8 hours won't the boys think they had a easy time of it. Sir try and get

them all out Barratts won't- give in until they all come out. I pity the Girls who
is in lodgings. Sir that is all I have to say just now. Excuse the riting."

The strikers are fighting gallaDtly. They demand the abolition of the

fines and also ask for a reduction of hours. The hours at present are from
eight to eight, and till three on Saturday. The workers demand that they
shall be reduced in future to eight till six, and one on Saturday ; all work
done out of these hours to be paid for at the rate of time and a half. Sub-
scriptions are urgently needed, and should be sent to the Strike Committee,
Star Coffee House, Wood Green.

Strike of Hair and Fibre Workers.
A strike has taken place among the horse-hair workers at Messrs. Grey

and Unsworth's and Messrs. McDonough's, Manchester, owing to the em-
ployment of non-union men. Over ,£100 has been received from London
and Sheffield, and the smaller unions are forwarding donations. A meeting
will be convened in London to consider the advisability of forming a co-

operative factory at Manchester for the employment of the men on strike.

The London secretary states he can procure the services of skilful buyers,
and can command orders far into next year. This is considered an import-
ant suggestion, as it will be the first step towards getting the Manchester
trade into the hands of the workers themselves, and will open employment
for workers of other districts who may require it.

SOCIALISM
THE

IN LONDON
PKOVINCES.

AND

Mr. ThrefaH on the Coming Winter.
Mr. ThrefaH, one of the most intelligent of the old trade unionists, has a

thoughtful article on the Old and New Trades Unionism in the Bristol

Evening News of Friday, September 12. He appears to share our views as
to next winter being a very " rough " one. He says :

" A Maidstone correspondent sends me a very gloomy account as to the pros-

pects of labour in the southern counties. Farmers have in many cases given up
the struggle in despair, and thrown their farms up ; and their labourers, having
nothing to look forward to, are flocking into the metropolis and other large
centres in the south. In addition to this, the mould has assailed the hops, and
consequently fewer people are this year employed in hop-picking than for many
years past. These facts, taken in connection with the potato famine in Ireland,
and the inevitable invasion of agricultural labourers into our populous centres,

certainly do not forecast a very bright winter. With plenty of surplus labour
to work with, we may expect employers endeavouring to reduce wages, and this

will undoubtedly lead to terrible struggles. " - • '

He points out also that a defeat at Southampton would speedily lead to

a terrible strike at the London docks. The " defeat" has now occurred, and
it is evident that the New Trade-unionism will soon be fighting desperately
for its very existence.

STREATHAM.
The never-to-be-forgotten revolutionary meetings in Streatham last year shows
unmistakable signs of bearing fruit. The outspoken truths concerning the

hideous commercial system and landlord robbery seems the only sort of talk

that rouses enthusiasm and revives to fresh life and vigour the men whose lives

are wellnigh wrecked in the rush for luxury and ease of the privileged classes.

Except for the Liberal Club, bossed by a few of the snobocrasy (lower middle

class), and the Bee Hive Coffee Tavern (very little patronised by the worker),

nothing of an educational character is carried on except our meetings in the

open-air. They are well attended, very orderly, and very popular. The morn-

ing meetings are held for reorganising the Streatham Labour Union. At night

the meetings are for revolutionary propaganda. Owing to difficulty of getting

speakers, C. Smith has. to do most of the revolutionary propaganda.

Since my last report the cause still goes marching on. Miss Lupton and Smith
addressed a large audience on Sunday morning, August 17th. Miss Lupton's

comparison of the lawyer's charges for useless work, while the workman was still

the prey of the sweater, created a good impression. Throughout the meeting

enthusiasm and order was maintained, and Is. lOd. was collected for the union.

Wimbledon ,

audience
Proletariat,

5

w
waving of hats and cheers for the revolution. On Saturday, August 30, the

Good Templars started opposition with their usual hypocritical canting psalm-

singing and cold water, not proving sufficient to damp the longing of the worker

here for economic freedom, a more lively meeting I never attended. Smith asked

a question, but was not answered. Sunday 30th, Smith and Osbourne addressed

a good audience at the Fountain ; 5s. collected for fur-pullers. At night, at the

Fountain, Smith, Osbourne, aud Rees addressed a large audience, opened by

Smith singing the " Proletariat." Osbourne spoke well, but on scientific Social-

ism, the salvation of society depending on the return of Socialist candidates to

Parliament ; Rees followed in the same strain. Now this was more than Smith

could stand ; like the last speakers he agreed that this present system was based

upon the plunder of the worker in the interest of the idler ; and as the future

society must be work for all, with its results enjoyed by all, it was futile to im-

agine that the institutions and traditions of the old order must be brought into

the new. The question of physical force was dealt with, and its necessity main-

tained, as it was used in the present to maintain the robbery and plunder in our

midst. Our comrade was well received. Commonweal sold out ; 2s. Jd. collected

for fur-pullers, making 7s. ^d. for the day. S.

Glorious War.
What, speaking in quite unofficial language, is the net-purport and upshot

of war ? To my own knowledge, for example, there dwell and toil, in the
British village of Dumdrudge, usually some five hundred souls. From these,

by certain "Natural Enemies" of the French, there are successively selected,

during the French war, say thirty able-bodied men : Dumdrudge, at her
own expense, has suckled and nursed them : she has, not without difficulty

and sorrow, fed them up to manhood, and even trained them to crafts, so

that one can weave, another build, another hammer, and the weakest can
stand under thirty stone avoirdupois. Nevertheless, amid much weeping
and swearing, they are selected ; all dressed in red ; and shipped away, at

the public charges, some two thousand miles, or say only to the south of

Spain ; and fed there till wanted. And now to that same spot, in the south
of Spain, are thirty similar French artizans, from a French Dumdrudge, in

like manner wending : till at length, after infinite effort, the two parties

come into actual juxtaposition ; and Thirty stands fronting Thirty, each
with a gun in his hand. Straightway the word " Fire ! " is given : and they
blow the souls out of one another ; and in place of sixty brisk useful crafts-

men, the world has sixty dead carcasses, which it must bury, and anew
shed tears for. Had these men any quarrel ? Busy as the Devil is, not the
smallest! They lived far enough apart; were the entirest strangers; nay,
in so wide a Universe, there was even, unconsciously, by Commerce, some
mutual helpfulness between them. How then ? Simpleton ! their Gov-
ernors had fallen out ; and, instead of shooting one another, had the cunning
to make these poor blockheads shoot.—Alas, so it is in Deutschland, and
hitherto in all other lands ; still as of old, " what devilry soever Kings do,

the Greeks must pay the piper ! "

—

Carlyle : ' Sartor Resartus.'

LEICESTER.
Sunday, July 27, Mowbray spoke three times ;

good meetings ; 14s. 4d. col-

lected, and 83. lOd. worth of literature sold. Bank Holiday Sunday, had Navvy
Hall for the first time ; he likewise spoke three times. Hall's evening discourse

was truly eloquent, and the audience was much impressed ; 16s. 7d. collected,

and 8s. 6d. worth of Commonweal and pamphlets sold. Tuesday following,

Mowbray with us again, and stayed till the end of week. Thomas Purcell (of

Derby), a Christian Socialist, occupied platform. On 24th, Joe Tanner, of Bir-

mingham (S.D.F.), spoke three times. On 31st, H. Davis, of London (Anarchist),

addressed us twice. Davis also met us at Exchange Buildings by our request

for an exposition and discussion of Anarchist principles. Saturday, Sept. 6th,

Harry Carless (of Walsall) spoke on the Old Cross, Belgrave Gate, and. on Sun-

day, 7th, at our usual places. During July, we have opened up the new stations

of the Old Cross, Belgrave, and Wigston. At the last place we have been in-

terfered with by the police, accused of obstruction, and our names taken, but
nothing more. Some wretch has been distributing our pernicious literature

among the soldiery stationed four miles out from here,- and their colonel has been

in a devil of a sweat over it. We are propaganding now five nights a week
somewhere, town or village, but find that the towns gives the best result. It is the

most open to attack. People in the rural districts feel isolated and almost hope-

less ; still, they wouldv succumb if we only had more workers. Together with

Nottingham comrades, and by aid of a Loughborough comrade, we have held

weekly meetings in Loughborough, and have tried to destroy the belief of the

workers there in political shams. On August 31st, Barclay spoke at the

Secular Hall on " Socialism the Salvation of the People "; fair discussion. Com-
rade Clara Warner made her first real speech last Monday night. Have begun
to criticise our critics in the press for the sake of ventilating our principles

;

good sale of literature at all our meetings. B.

Leeds.—The "Chicago Martyrs" annual meeting will be kept up in Leeds on
Monday November 10, when comrades Bingham, Carpenter, Reynolds, Samuels,
Cores, and Maguire will take part. Other particulars will soon follow.

Fabian Society.—A course of lectures on "Common Objections to Social-
ism " will be given at Bloomsbury Hall, Hart Street, New Oxford Street, W.C.,
on Friday evenings at 8 o'clock.—Sept. 19th. I. That Socialism is contrary to
Human Nature. "Professor Huxley and Natural Inequality," Sydney Olivier

;

'The Seven Deadly Sins," G. Bernard Shaw,

Commonweal.—Good meeting on Sunday at Union Street; speakers were

Miss Lupton and Leggatt ; Freedom sold out and 3s. collected. In the evening

at Mile End Waste, Leggatt held a good meeting.

North London.—We have held good meetings at Ossulston Street, Regent's

Park, and Liverpool Street ; speakers were Cantwell, Nicoll, Edwards, and Miss

Lupton. The attendance of the choir at Liverpool Street made the meeting a

grand success, and brought seven or eight police and an inspector to see whether

the " Rev " had broken out. We collected 2s. 9Jd. at Regent's Park, and sold

5 quires of Commonweal,

Aberdeen.—On Sunday evening comrade Leatham lectured to a large audience

on " Massaniello and the Neapolitan Revolt of 1647." In the discussion, which
turned chiefly on revolution and parliamentary methods, comrades Rennie, Dun-
can, W. Cooper, G. Cooper, McLean, Moir, Addie, and Paul Blottman (a Swiss

comrade) took part. The usual open-air meetings were held on Thursday and
Saturday, Rennie, W. Cooper, and Leatham being the speakers on both occasions.

Glasgow.—We are still maintaining our out-door propaganda here, our Paisley

Road Toll meeting on Sunday evenings being as well attended and as useful -as >

ever. Owing to the loss of our comrade Joe Burgoyne, who has gone to Leeds,

we are short of speakers—comrade Glasier having meanwhile to do all the

oratory himself. We are. anxiously hoping providence may send us an additional

speaker or two. '

'*

Leeds.—We held three splendid meetings on Sunday last. Commonweal sold-

out. In consequence of several letters on (Socialism appearing in the local press/

we had some good opposition, and at the afternoon meeting on Woodhouse Moor
we got some hearty support from an old temperance orator, Mr. Campbell, who
spoke after an enthusiastic retailer of teetotal heresies, who said that even were
everybody converted to total abstinence, there would still be poverty and
degradation consequent on the monopoly of the natural resources of the country.

This testimony from such a source is highly encouraging, and it was noticed ut;

the evening meeting that other teetotal lecturers also declared themselves ." in,

the fashion." But we can only gain by this.—H. S.

Manchester.—We have held three good meetings Sunday the 14th, addressed

by Cores (of Leeds), Barton, Stockton, and Scott. Collections amounted to

7s. 8£d. Oommonweal all sold out, besides a number of Freedom, * Monopoly,*

and 'Chicago Speeches.' In the evening, at Higher Chatham Street, we had
another taste of police interference, which ended in the complete discomfiture oi

the guardians of Law-'n'-order.—A W. ~
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CORRESPONDENCE.

REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT."
Truly, Kropotkine's articles, as Nicoll observes, constitute an able attack

against the chimeric idea of Government associated with Revolution. By
Revolution, I mean doing away with the causes of poverty. When once

this is achieved certainly it will matter little whether there exist Govern-
ments or not. They will be mere shadows of Governments. Bat one ob-

jection may be that even such shadows could be dangerous for a time. It

is indeed useless to ignore how easily the people can be led astray by these
" saviours. 55 The blow, therefore, should be strong enough to destroy the

faintest vestiges of power, lest these people contrive once more, by estab-

lishing the old tyranny, to bring back the causes of poverty.
In the event, then, that all Socialists combine to bring about the Revo-

lution, by persuading the people to take possession of all the resources of

wealth, the great difficulty to deal with would be—How to prevent indi-

viduals from extorting power from the people. The other difficulty referred

to by Nicoll, as to who is to direct exchange and distribution of commodities,
seems to me secondary. This work can be done by special societies, com-
mittees, etc. England affords a very instructive example of such a tendency
of the people. But I attach to the word Government the meaning of power
outside of the people. When the Revolution is effected it will bring home
to the mind of the people the principle that they are the power, and further-

more, that the notion of some power standing outside of them is an absur-
dity, if not a positive danger.
Let us suppose that during the time in which that principle is borne in

mind by the people, a Revolutionary Government contrives to arise by some
means or another. Unless the people soon lose sight of the principle, the
Government will be forced to carry out one single measure, and that is—to

lose itself at once into the people. Here the difficulty presents itself. Are
we sure that some other Government will not arise at a, for it, more pro-

pitious moment, and secure itself in a popular belief that it is carrying out
the principles of Revolution until it ceases to call itself Revolutionary ?

Nothing more likely. Some great guarantee then is absolutely needed, that
nobody will ever dare either to ask or to accept power. This is a point
which ought to be thought over by Anarchists. They should make up their

minds that if any people tried to seize upon power they would be lynched
at the first opportunity (it is to be hoped that they will resign in time).

If this method be not the best, it would be important to be shown what
could enable the people to attach a criminal character to the idea of some-
body governing them, or what guarantee can be obtained against the
formation of Governments ?

But another view of the matter might be considered. May it not be that
the abolition of poverty will involve the gradual extinction of all forms of

Government ? The essential idea of Anarchy is that all power should be kept
within the bosom of the people, and never be delegated to either minorities
or majorities. How can this be done otherwise but either by force, such as

the above suggestion implies, or by our passing through all the intermediary
stages until we reach the Anarchist ideal ? It may be said that the latter

alternative means deferring the ideal to the twenty-first century. Not if

all Socialists work for it, by concentrating their forces in each stage. All
Socialists do not go for this ideal, but it would be wise of Anarchists to

work with those who would help the advent of the first stage of Socialism,
and so on with regard to each succeeding one. Since we can go together as

far as a certain point, better together than separate. In this way we would
shorten the intermediary stages, and bring them all within the compass of
less than a century. And it would not be long before every revolutionist
would work, having as his ideal the motto, "No Poverty, No Government. 55

Plato Draculi.
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;
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Comrade Weber, a veteran revolutionist, who
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to intending purchasers :
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The Forbidden Books of the New Testa-
ment. Suppressed by the Bishops.
14 copies, paper 1

Half Hours with the Freethinkers. 23
copies, paper ... ... 1

The Bible : What it Is. 9 copies ... 10
Beeton's Dictionary of Universal Informa-

tion. 25 parts, Nos. 1 to 25 1 6
4 The Reasoner ' for 1830—bound 16
Christianity v. Secularism ... ... ... 9
A Poetical Translation of the Works of

Horace, with the Original Text, and
Critical Notes collected from the best
Latin and French Commentators. By
Philip Francis, D.D. Eighth Edition.

(4 vols.) 10

Those comrades who have already bought books

will please clear them as soon as possible, as the

money is urgently needed.

If the remaining lots purchased by comrades are

not cleared away this week, they will be put up
for re-sale.
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Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.
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LA REVOLTE

Organe Commtjniste-Anarchiste.

One Penny weekly; by post, ljd.

24 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new-

life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Prank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W.C
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EVIDENCE IN BLACK AND WHITE.
That the workers are prodigiously fleeced by capitalists is, one would

think, a fact as self-evident as any fact can be. There are, however,

some people who will deny anything, if they think they can profit by
the denial ; and there are other people who will scarcely believe any-

thing—no matter how palpable to their sense or judgment—until they

think everybody else believes it. There is consequently no physical or

moral fact but has probably upon occasion been disputed by interested

knaves or disinterested fools.

We need not wonder, then, that the robbery of labour has been

denied by some important and clever people, and many unimportant

and stupid people : the former because they benefit, or imagine they

benefit, by preventing the detection of the robbery ; the latter because

they have so lost the faculty of seeing or judging for themselves that

they actually believe the lie, although the truth stares them in the

face every moment of their lives,

It does not seem much use trying to convince people of facts by
means of figures, when the everyday evidence of their own five or

seven senses fails to impress them : but it is one of the vagaries of the

depraved mental habits of this commercial age that if a fact or an
argument can be resolved into figures of pounds, shillings, and pence,

certified in " black and white," its credibility becomes established as

if by a miracle. I verily believe there are some folk who would doubt
death itself if it were not for the registrars' returns and the bills for

funeral expenses

!

It is, I suppose, our duty to try and convert such people : even if

they don't prove of much account when converted. We at any rate

appease our own consciences ;< and, what is quite as comforting, add to

the moral damnation of those who persist in abiding in error. With
that view I submit the following.

A prospectus appeared a few weeks ago in the chief commercial
(newspapers of the country announcing the conversion of the firm of

Messrs. J. and P. Coats, thread-manufacturers, Paisley, and Rhode
Island, U.S.A., into a limited liability company. According to the

-certified report of the auditors the average profits of the business

during each of the last three years reached the gigantic sum of
£457,719. The report also states that the total number of hands
employed by the firm is 6,000. A simple calculation, therefore, shows
us that the firm makes a profit of £76 per year, or 30s. per week, off
every one of its workers ! The sheer voracity of this fleecing will be
still more apparent if we bear in mind that the majority of the workers
are girls whose wages average less than twelve shillings per week.
It means that the girls get less than a third of the net remunerative
value of their labour. I say remunerative value because it must be

borne in mind that before this " divide " takes place an enormous por-

tion of the wealth created by these girls has been thrown away in high

salaries for management, rent, advertisements, and in the woeful waste

entailed in everyday competitive trading,—all of which is lost to the

girls, although not included in the profits of the masters.

If we could get to the bottom of the matter, and find the actual

number of people whose hands and minds contribute to the production

and marketing of the thread—excluding all whose service, great or

small, has merely to do with safeguarding the business and its profits

to the proprietors, and whose labour consequently does not contribute

one iota to the value of the material—if we could get thus at the real

makers of the wealth, and find en an average how much of it each

produces, and compare it with what each on an average now receives

from the Messrs. Coats, the revelation would be vastly more astounding.

But as it is—even making full allowance for all uncertain qualities

in such statements—these facts and figures are enough to startle even

the most unimaginative stickler for black and white evidence. It is

not easy to see how facts and figures bearing more direct testimony of

plunder could be desired by any sentient being. There is no getting

out of their conclusion by assuming that the wealth produced is due
chiefly to the genius, industry, and thrift of the Messrs. Coats them-

selves. A heap of wealth the genius, industry, and thrift of these

princely personages would produce without the labour of their six

thousand workers ! It is probable that without the Messrs. Coats,

these six thousand workers might produce as much, and most likely

more, than they now produce ; but it is quite impossible that without

the six thousand workers the Messrs. Coats could manufacture as much
thread as would serve to patch the seats of their own breeches.

If enquiry were made, it would be found that whatever genius or

industry these employers display during the one or two hours per day
or per week which they give to business is devoted, not to the manu-
facture of thread or any useful adjunct of its manufacture, but in

taking devilishly good care that the profits of their workers' toil is

scooped into their own pockets and not diverted into the pockets of

anybody else ; and it would also be found that their thrift is more
manifest in scrimping the pays of the poor girls in their factories than

in scrimping themselves of any luxury or pleasure.

No ; the abilities and virtues of the Messrs. Coats have as little to

do with the production of thread which yields them the profit of

£457,719 per year, as prayers have to do with potato-growing or

philanthropy with the colonisation of Central Africa. Were they, or the

new directorate, to take a pleasure trip to the South Sea Islands and
unfortunately get gobbled up by native epicures, the business would
probably go on and the fleecings roll in as briskly as ever,—their heirs

and successors would get the fleecings, that is all ; and even if through

mismanagement the business of the firm diminished, the business of

other firms would proportionately increase, and the girls who are

presently fleeced in the Coats' factories would be fleeced in those other

factories, and the bosses of those other factories would get the fleecings

instead of the Messrs. Coats. As it is, the Messrs. Coats are selling

out, and in future the concern will be owned by a whole swarm of

money-bags, who will divide amongst themselves the spoil of the

workers.

L'envoi.

The Messrs. Coats dwell in palaces in the west of Scotland ; they
have horses and carriages and sumptuously appointed pleasure yachts,

and they lease expensive shootings. There are ten of them—one is

reputed insane—the others are mostly strong handsome fellows, who
seem thoroughly contented with their lot. They contribute liberally

to the church and public charities, and are highly respected.

Their work-girls dwell in single and two-appartment houses in the

narrow lanes of Paisley. They never ride in carriages or sail in

pleasure yachts, and are bereft of almost every means of seeking health

and recreation. They are not strong ; they are mostly pale, wearyful

looking creatures, who do not seem happy.

The Messrs. Coats keep patent automatic time-recording machines
in their factories, and the girls are fined if they are five minutes late.

The girls are not allowed to read their Bibles or sing hymns during
working hours ; and if they are off work through sickness they don't
get any pay. J . Bruce Glasier.
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OB,

AN EPOCH OF REST.
BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XXIX.—An Old House amongst New Folk.

As I stood there Ellen detached herself from the merry group on
the little strand and came up to me. She took me by the hand,
and said softly, " Take me on to the house at once ) we need not wait
for the others : I had rather not."

I had a mind to say that I did not know the way thither, and that

the river-side dwellers should lead ; but almost without my will my
feet moved on along the road they knew. The raised way led us into

a little field bounded by a backwater of the river on one side

;

on the right hand we could see a cluster of small houses and barns,

new and old, and before us a grey-stone barn and a wall partly over-

grown with ivy, over which a few grey gables showed. The village

road ended in the shallow of the aforesaid backwater. We crossed

the road, and again almost without my will my hand raised the latch

of a door in the wall, and we stood presently on a stone path which
led up to the old house to which fate in the shape of Dick had so

strangely brought me in this new world of men. My companion gave
a sigh of pleased surprise and enjoyment ; nor did I wonder, for the
garden between the wall and the house was redolent of the June
flowers, and the roses were rolling over one another with that delicious

superabundance of small well-tended gardens which at first sight takes
away all thought from the beholder save that of beauty. The black-

birds were singing their loudest, the doves were cooing on the roof-

ridge, the rooks in the high elm-trees beyond were garrulous among
the young leaves, and the swifts wheeled whining about the gables.

And the house itself was a fit guardian for all the beauty of this heart
of summer.

Once again Ellen echoed my thoughts as she said : "Yes, friend, this

is what I came out for to see ; this many-gabled old house built by
the simple country-folk of the long-past times, regardless of all the
turmoil that was going on in cities and courts, is lovely still amidst all

the beauty which these latter days have created ; and I do not wonder
at our friends tending it carefully and making much of it. It seems
to me as if it had waited for these happy days, and held in it the
gathered crumbs of happiness of the confused and turbulent past."

She led me up close to the house, and laid her shapely beautiful sun-
browned hand on the lichened wall, as if to embrace it, and cried out,
" O me ! O me ! How I love the earth, and the seasons, and weather,
and all things that deal with it, and all that grows out of it,—as this

has done !

"

I could not answer her, or say a word. Her exultation and pleasure

were so keen and exquisite, and her beauty so delicate, yet so interfused

with energy, expressed it so fully, that any added word would have
been commonplace and futile. I dreaded lest the others should come
in suddenly and break the spell she had cast about me ; but we stood

there a while by the corner of the big gable of the house, and no one
came. I heard the merry voices some way off presently, and knew
that they were going along the river to the great meadow on the other

side of the house and garden.

We drew back a little, and looked up at the house : the door and
the windows were open to the fragrant sun-cured air ; from the upper
window-sills hung festoons of flowers in honour of the festival, as if

the others shared in our love for the old house.
" Come in," said Ellen. " I hope nothing will spoil it inside ; but I

don't think so. Come ! we must go back presently to the others.

They have gone on to the tents; for surely they must have tents

pitched for the haymakers—the house would not hold a tithe of the
folk, I am sure."

She led me on to the door, murmuring little above her breath as she

did so, "The earth and the growth of it and the life of it ! If I could

but say or show how I love it
!

"

We went in, and found no soul in any room as we wandered from
room to room,—from the rose-covered porch to the strange and quaint

garrets amongst the great timbers of the roof, where of old time the

tillers and herdsmen of the manor slept, but which a-nights seemed
now, by the small size of the beds, and the litter of useless and dis-

regarded matters—bunches of dying flowers, feathers of birds, shells

of starling's eggs, caddis-worms in mugs, and the like—seemed to be
inhabited for the time by children.

Everywhere there was but little furniture, and that only the most
necessary, and of the simplest forms. The extravagant love of orna-

ment which I had noted in this people elsewhere seemed here to have
given place to the feeling that the house itself and its associations

was the ornament of the country life amidst which it had been left

stranded from old times, and that to re-ornament it would but take
away its use as a piece of natural beauty.

We sat down at last in a room over the wall which Ellen had
caressed, and the walls of which were still hung with old tapestry,

originally of no artistic value, but which had now faded into pleasant

grey ' tones which harmonised thoroughly well with the quiet of the

place^ and which would have been ill supplanted by brighter and more
striking decoration.

I asked a few random questions of Ellen as we sat there, but scarcely

listened to her answers, and presently became silent, and then scarce

conscious of anything but that I was there in that old room, the doves

crooning from the roofs of the barn and dovecot beyond the window^
opposite to me.
My thought returned to me after what I think was but a mii*B*i dr

two, but which, as in a vivid dream, seemed as if it had lasted a long
time, when I saw Ellen sitting, looking all the fuller of life and
pleasure and desire from the contrast with the grey faded tapestfcy

with its futile design, which was now only bearable because it hfl&

grown so faint and feeble.

She looked at me kindly, but as if she read me through and through^
She Said :

" You have begun again your never-ending contrast between
the past and this present. Is it not so ?

"

" True," said I. " I was thinking of what you, with your capacity
and intelligence, joined to your love of pleasure, and your impatience
of unreasonable restraint—of what you would have been in that past.

And even now, when all is won and has been for a long time, my heart
is sickened with thinking of all the waste of life that has gone on for
so many years."

" So many centuries," she said, " so many ages !

"

"True," I said ;
" too true," and sat silent again.

She rose up and said :
" Come, I must not let you go off into a dream

again so soon. If we must lose you, I want you to see all that you
can see first before you go back again."

" Lose mef" I said—" go back again ? What do you mean 1
"

She smiled somewhat sadly, and said: "Not yet; we will not talk

of that yet. Only, what were you thinking of just now?"
I said falteringly : "I was saying to myself, The past, the present?

Should she not have said the contrast of the present with the future i

of blind despair with hope 1"
.

" I knew it
!

" she said. Then she caught my hand and said

excitedly, "Come, while there is yet time! Come!" And she led

me out of the room ; and as we were going downstairs and out of the
house into the garden by a little side door which opened out of a
curious lobby, she said in a calm voice, as if she wished me to forget

her sudden nervousness :
" Come ! we ought to join the others before

they come here looking for us. And let me tell you, my friend, that

I can see you are too apt to fall into mere dreamy musing : no doubt
because you are not yet used to our life of repose amidst of energy, of

work which is pleasure and pleasure which is work."

She paused a little, and as we came out into the lovely garden again

she said :
" My friend, you were saying that you wondered what I

should have been if I had lived in .those past days of turmoil and
oppression. Well, I think I have studied the. history of them to know
pretty well. I should have been one of the poor, for my father when
he was working was a mere tiller of the soil. Well, I could not have
borne that ; therefore my beauty and cleverness and brightness " (she

spoke with no blush or simper of false shame) " would have been sold

to rich men, and my life would have been wasted indeed; for I know
enough of that to know that I should have had no choice, no power of
will over my life ; and that I should never have bought pleasure from
the rich men, or even opportunity of action, whereby I might have won
some true excitement. I should have wrecked and wasted in one way
or another, either by penury or by luxury. Is it not so 1

"*

" Indeed it is," said I.

She was going to say something else, when a little gate in the fence,,

which led into a small elm-shaded field, was opened, and Dick came
with hasty cheerfulness up the garden path, and was presently standing

between us, a hand laid on the shoulder of each. He said :
" Well,

neighbours, I thought you two would like to see the old house quietly

without a crowd in it. Isn't it a jewel of a house after its kind'

I

Well, come along, for it is getting towards dinner-time. Perhaps you,,

guest, would like a swim before we sit down to what I fancy will be

a pretty long feast 1
"

" Yes," I said, " I should like that."

" Well, goodbye for the present, neighbour Ellen," said( Dick*

"Here comes Clara to take care of you, as' I fancy she is more at
home amongst our friends here."

Clara came out of the field as he spoke ; and with one look at Ellen*

I turned and went with Dick, doubting, if I must say the truth,,

whether I should see her again.

William Moebis.
[TO BE CONCLUDED IN OUR NEXT.]

A Tonic Sol Fa Class meets every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock at Kelmscott
House, Hammersmith ; comrade J. Munday conductor. All members of the
League are cordially invited to attend and assist.

Cosmopolitan Research Association, Wharfdale Temperance Bar, 46 Wharf-
dale Road, Kings Cross.—Meets every Wednesday at 8.30 for discussion of

social subjects. October 1st, Mr. Sweet, " Social Democracy v. Anarchy."
Fabian Society.—A course of lectures on "Common Objections to Social-

ism " will be given at Bloomsbury Hall, Hart Street, New Oxford Street,"W.Q.>

on Friday evenings at 8 o'clock.—October 3rd. IL Thai Socialism is (M4emne&
by the lessons of history. " Because Democracy has always broken down," Sidney

Webb ; " Because all Socialist experiments have failed," Graham Wallas.

Scottish Socialist Federation —Edinburgh^—Our meetings in * Edinburgh
and Leith on the past two Sundays have been very successful, especially in Leith*

where we anticipate crowded houses during the winter. We have all but secured

a nice hall in Henderson Street. On Monday, 15th, we held our first annual

picnic at Rosslyn, to which place a good number of our comrade*, wjtk th,eir/

wives and children, drove out by coach. Comrade McDonald and hia daughter,

with their violins, furnished the music for the dancing, which was largely taken

advantage of by the strangers present. The singing of revolutionary songs-

attracted a good many natives and others towards us, and the opportunity was
taken to make an appeal for Socialism, comrades Glasse and Smith addressing

the gathering. Comrade J. H. Smith took a capital photo of us all in group.

On Wednesday, 17th, we held a public meeting in our hall, 50, South Bridge**

when we had ior discussion " The Tramways Question." It was fairly successful

and well reported in the newspapers. We are still adding to our numbers.
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SWEATING AMONG THE FISHERMEN.
Of all the white-slavery there is in Christian, commercial, and loyal Eng-

land, perhaps the slavery of the demoralised, unorganised, and down-trodden
fisherman is the worst. Little do the people in our inland towns and
villages know the hardships, starvation, and degradation these men have to

endure to procure the celebrated Yarmouth bloaters they hear so much of

and get so few of, and the way they are robbed by the owners and middle-

men. Well might John Buskin say, "England has become a nation of

thieves. Everybody is trying to rob everybody else, and that not bravely
and strongly, but in the cowardly and loathsome ways of lying trade."
When will the fishermen rise and assert their manhood like true men, and
cot go begging and crawling, cap in hand, to their so-called masters for a
petty pittance, not sufficient to keep body and soul together, but by their
united efforts, and organisation with their fellow-workers of the whole world,
rise and shake off the chains of commercial slavery, and strike down
-monopoly and authority? Know ye not that the workers produce all

wealth, yet do not get for themselves, their wives and children, the bare
necessities of life ; whilst the idlers—not the poor devils who hang about
the quay, wearing shoddy clothes, eating adulterated food, and living, or
lingering is perhaps nearer the mark, in filthy, insanitary slums, not fit for
<logs to live in, but those rich idlers, those sweaters, " those luxurious drones
who would eat your flesh and drink your blood "—live in mansions, that
we the workers have built—not one single brick or nail have they made
themselves—nay, tbey would not make them if they could, and they could
not if they would ? Have you never walked along a nice pleasant country
road and seen some large mansion, in the midst of a splendid park, in which
there is a large board announcing that " trespassers will be prosecuted " or
« Beware of the dog," and has not your blood boiled within you to think
that one useless creature should monopolise the glorious gifts of nature, and
the labour of scores of poor workers, who perhaps have not where to lay
their heads, some in prison for "stealing" a rabbit, or even a turnip, to ease
their hunger for a little while, and some dying in our modern bastille the
workhouse ? Oh, workmen, do show a little spirit of rebellion, and try to
•break down the present wage-slavery. Why should we not enjoy the very
best of everything nature and labour has provided for us all, but which we
•the workers never get ] Everything is produced by labour, every nail, every
rope, every sail, everything that is necessary to catch the fish, is made by
some worker or other. Then why should not everything belong to labour ?

It should, and it will do as soon as you make up your minds to do it.
41 Why, then, and for what are we waiting ? There are three words to speak,
We will it, and what is the foeman but the dream-strong wakened and
weak?" B

But the fisherman. It will be as well to state here the conditions on
which the men are engaged, as most people inland think the boats belong to
the men—which they should do. After all expenses are paid, including
towing, harbour dues, wharf-dues, salesman's commission, food, etc., the
remainder of the money, earned by the men, is divided into seventeen shares,
the owner taking ten, for which he has done nothing, and the crew seven
shares

; which seven shares are again divided into ten or ten and a half
shares amongst the crew of ten men and a boy as follows :

nber of Shares, BoaVs Grew.

2 for the Master or Skipper
n „ Mate
1 Oarsman
1 Whalesman
7-8ths „ Net Ropeman
7-9ths „ Net Stower
f each for 4 Scudders or Junkers
£ for the Boy

As will be seen by the above, the master, who does the least work and
•gets the most sleep, also gets the most pay. The first four get more than
the other seven. The scudders, who do the hardest and the most work, get
the worst paid. The owner, the damned monopolist, the greatest curse of
the present society, gets more than all the crew put together. Men, is not
this eating your flesh and drinking your blood ? See to this, like true men.
If you are too cowardly to do it for your own sakes, think of your children at
home crying for bread, their poor little faces pinched with hunger ; compare
them with the children of your masters—nay, they will not bear comparison

;

their little feet cold and often bare as they have to trot off to school, some-
times without a bit in their insides, whilst the children of the monopolist
have the best of everything their hearts can desire, and your daughters, who
ought to be at home helping their overworked mother, have to wait on them
hand and foot.

If only we can get the mothers to understand Socialism, our cause is won
;

for instead of instilling respect for authority into their little hearts, which,
when they reach manhood, takes so much to knock out of them, they would
instil into their young hearts the noble principles of Socialism.
On signing to a boat, the men have to go and rig her out for sea—the boat

having been laid up since the last fishing—which lasts four or five days.
All the men get for this is a little bread and cheese and beer. Directly she
has got all on board that is required she is towed out to sea ; then the slavery
begins. There is always something or other to be done, either pulling on
ropes, scudding the fish, scrubbing down, etc.; the crew, with the exception
of the master, very seldom get more than four or five hours sleep at a
stretch, and that in a little bunk not large enough to keep a rabbit in, in
fact, if any one was to keep rabbits in places like the men have to sleep in
they would soon have the inspector of nuisances down on them. Can you
wonder at them being degraded ?

On coming into harbour with her catch, and directly she touches the quay,
she is covered with a swarm of men and boys anxious to get a job, telling
out or carrying the herrings ashore. The money they are paid comes out
of the boat expenses instead of out of the owner's share. When all the
herrings are got out the boat is washed down and got ready for sea again

;
all this is done by the crew. If they get her ready by 12 or 1 p.m., they
very often go to sea again the same day. If not, the crew are allowed a
night ashore, which happens about once in eight or ten days, but they are
sent off to sea first thing in the morning. If any of the crew stop rather
late the owner sets another slave on in his place, sometimes paying him as
much as £1 a night during the time they are at sea, which money comes
out of the man s share that stops ashore. Sometimes by an accident of this
kind a man with a wife and family has to go the whole of the fishing for
nothing, the owner having paid most of his money away to the man he set
on m his place, the rest of his wages go for sea clothing.

The following is a bill one of the*Yarmwith men had stopped ^ut of Shis

share : .
- •

This is what he is paid, because he had
no money to pay Cash,

£ s. d.

1 Pair Slush Boots . .14
] Oil Frock . . . 10 6
1 Pair Duffel Trousers . 10 6
1 Blue Guernsey . . 10 6
1 Gray Guernsey . .076
2 Sea Shirts . . . 7 6
1 Tan Jumper . .036
1 Sou' Wester . .023
1 Pair Sea Stockings. .066
1 Sea Bag . . .016
1 Pair Oil Leggings . .036
1 Pair Mitts . . .013
1 Knife . . .010

is is what he cotUd have got them vfor

in any $hop for Cash.

£ 9. d.

• • . 10
, . .076.076
# .076

.

.050.040.016

. 1

. 2 9

. 1

. 2 6

. 1.009
Total
Deduct

Money Stolen

4 10

2 18
Total 2 18

. 1 12 not including the other sweater's pound
of flesh.

A sweating exploiter, one of the great unpaid, has a monopoly in this

gigantic robbery. When will the fishermen awake to their own interests ?

And so the game goes on year after year, to the latter part of December,
when the boats make up, which last three or four days. Then comes the
grand settling of accounts, some getting £10 or £12 for twenty or more
weeks of the worst of slavery, whilst others pay off their " debts " the owner
taking good care that he gets his plunder. After Christmas the fishermen
are forced by hunger to go begging to the Corporation to allow them to

break stones or some other slavery for 2s. per day. Some day they will go
to the sweaters and demand the wealth they have stolen from them.

J. Headley.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
GERMANY.

The discussion of the proposed party programme, etc., which will be the

order of the day at the Congress, is going on, and has already stirred up a

great deal of bad temper. The way in which the old ones want to enforce

their authority is certainly very provoking, especially as everybody knows
that they are very far from being the " old ones." They have shifted and
drifted about according to circumstances, that it might be said it is surpris-

ing that still such a great number follow them in their antics. Berlin seems
to be the stronghold of the " kickers," and some meetings there have been
far from harmonious. No doubt that the enemies of the Socialistic move-
ment are rather pleased at this sight, but that can't be helped ; it iff much
better that these differences are open and freely discussed than kept back ;

they only go in the blood of the body, forming diseases much worse than
sores which can receive open treatment. Meanwhile everybody is anxiously
waiting for the coming Congress, and most members wished that the
wrangling should be stopped till then, though it is not at all unlikely that

a split will take place.

The great lock-out in Hamburg is nearly at an end now. It can't be said

that it has ended quite in favour of the workmen, though it is true the
combined capitalists have been unable to smash the union (which was their

desire), and must take men on without asking them to sign a paper declaring

that they belong to no union ; but on the other hand the unions have lost a
good many members and have an enormous drain on their funds. The com-
mittee thank all friends who so liberally helped them in their struggle ; and
after all, if the beneficial results are not great, the workmen have learnt to

stand together, and the different trades will work more and more in com-
bined unity ; if one organisation is touched it will be felt and resented by
all. Rtr.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
The son of our old friend, John Bedford Leno, in writing to his father a

few days since from Helensburgh, N.S.W., says :

" The masters of this continent are beginning to quake. The miners, to which
body of workers I belong, are all combined, the three districts as one. The
trades here are like a bundle of sticks, the tie that binds them being formed of
one common interest. We have been paying sixpence in the pound weekly for
six months in order to keep the men out at a neighbouring pit. I can see that
Labour is about to turn the table on Capital, or, in other words, assume the
position of 'boss.'—Yours, dear father, William Leno, Miner."

"The Labour World."
Michael Davitt's paper, although " moderate " in tone, is certainly the

best written and best edited " labour paper " we have yet seen. Morrison
Davidson begins a fine series of articles entitled 'The Book of Labour.'
The e Scottish Notes ; and the column on ' Social Contrasts ' are also excel-

lent. Some sensational revelations about the dealings of the present
Government with Pigott, and also concerning the way dynamite explosions
have been got up by the " law-'n'-order " party, are promised for next week.
We are glad to see Mr. Davitt doesn't share the Republican prejudices of
our old friend Reynolds, since the following appears in the pages of the
Labour World:
" Let us hear no more trash about * free ' America as compared with down-

trodden Europe. Both continents are downtrodden by the rich men who own
the raw material out of which wealth is created by human labour. When the
land of the United States is all absorbed by private persons, as it will be in 20
years' time, there will not be a pin to choose between America and Europe, so
far as wage- workers are concerned. Wages may be higher in America, but the
increased cost of living there will nearly equalise the condition of the two con-
tinents. While for swindling, lying, and merciless oppression, many American
capitalists leave their European brethren far behind."

What does Reynolds think of this ? Mr. Davitt and his friends know the
condition of the American workers, unlike the writers in Reynolds, whose
sole knowledge springs from reading the works of Mr. Andrew Carnegie.

Excursion to Shirley Hills will take place on Sunday^ September 28th.
Brakes will start from the Office at 10 a.m.
Scottish Socialist Federation.—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge, Edinburgh.

Business meeting Fridays at 8 p.m. Secretary, W. D. Tait, 20 Dundee Street.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Leon Carlyle.—We owe you long deferred thanks for your ably executed copy

of our " Statement of Principles." It has been handsomely framed, and is

a valued possession of the S.L.
G. S. (Dusseldorf).—We have not been able to get a copy of the resolution,

but according to the capitalist press it certainly called for the nationalisa-
tion of land, docks, railways, mines, and all the means of production.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday September 24.

England
Belfast Weekly Star
Justice
People's Press
Railway Review
Sozial Demokrat
Seafaring
Surrey Advertiser
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Sydney—Bulletin

Queensland
Brisbane—Worker

Canada
Ottawa—Progress and Liberty

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Freiheit
New York—Der Sozialist
Twentieth Century
Volkszeitung
Bakers' Journal

New York—Truthseeker
Workmen's Advocate

Boston—Woman's Journal
Investigator
Nationalist

Chicago—Rights of Labour
Vorbote

Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Milwaukee—Die Wahrheit
Philadel.—Knights of Labour
Paterson Labour Standard
SanFrancisco ArbeiterZeitung
S.F.—Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—La Revolte
Le Parti ouvrier

Charleville—L'Emancipation
Lyon—L'Action Sociale
Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur
Nancy—Le Tire-Pied

Belgium
Antwerp—De Worker
Ghent—Vooruit

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme
Przedswit

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Barcelona—El Productor
Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Porto—A Revolucao Social

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brunn—Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

West Indies
Cuba—El Productor

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
(Concluded from p. 301.)

The enemy of the human race in the larger village is the worker who
tries to climb the backs of his comrades; the creature who curries
favour with his " superiors " by telling tales of hare-catching business.
He scrapes or steals a few pounds worth of goods to start a beer-shop
or a pig-dealer's cart, or anything to lift him a little out of the ruck,
so that the exploiters will listen to him when he gives informa-
tion of "dangerous" men among the lower multitude. His path his
hard and his progress slow, but his character is as bad as the condi-
tions in which he creeps along towards a position in which he can
"employ" others. This creature always becomes a tyrant, and his
children as surely degenerate into " respectable " prigs.

The case of the agricultural worker who migrates is different. He
most likely remains a worker among workers. I know young men
who have turned shoemakers in the Northamptonshire shoe district
who are still as distinctly workers as ever, and decidedly more alive
to their position. The manufacturing and mining districts have a
great influence upon the agricultural labourer over a narrow belt
around the busier centre. But as you penetrate the more decided
space and silence of the districts which produce only food, then the
pace becomes slower, and the difficulty of approaching the men in-

creases; they are more afraid of combining, or even of listening to
any one who tries to inform them. They are overawed by the power
that the money-bag exercises over them.
And what fearful confusion that money-bag works upon the material

of agriculture, as well as upon its slaves ! It is farming " for a profit
""

that we see. It is a sad sight. In place of the sickle we see a huge
machine that smashes all before it, sweeping ears and stumps into a
littering mess, to be trampled by horses drawing the next " machine."*
To cut the corn down quickly before it has time to shell, that is the
business—never mind if there are not enough "hands" to get it

sheafed to-day or to-morrow, it can be tied up " some day " so long as
it is cut. There it lays sprawling Saturday, Sunday, Monday ; rain,

rain, rain ; all the ears of grain laying upon the warm and sodden
ground. They ought all to have been gathered neatly and bound*
within an hour of being cut, and all the sheaves set up in tens every
day. How can we expect our agricultural worker to be more than an
animal, while we " basely view the ruin " that he is compelled to see
made by the machines of luxury and pride 1 While he is compelled to-

see the new wheat spoiling upon the wet ground because his own
children have been compelled to leave the country to make room for
a labour-saving machine which cannot save that corn from destruction.

Why, I say, do we wonder the worker is dull ? The wonder is that
he is not mad.
But these few hasty remarks are only upon the harvest. The winter

work is as bad or worse destruction. What has become of the thresh-

ing floor ? Where are its associations,—the pigeons picking the newly
turned out straw, the pigs burrowing under it, the calves rubbing
themselves clean in it ? Gone, all gone, nothing now but noise, dust,

and disgust. The farmer says men will not thrash with a flail now.
No, they will not ! they have not the chance ! The man on a thrash-
ing floor in a winter's storm was lord of creation. True he toiled ten
hours ; but the length of the day was no fault of the flail, it was
Commercialism that made the ten hours toil

!

Thrashing with " two sticks and a leathern thong " for a reasonable
time at a bout is fine exercise; and what an interest it gave the
worker in his tools ! The ash " hand-staff " wore itself as smooth as*

polished marble by sliding through the hard hand as the "flail"

swept the air around the man's head. The whitethorn " flail " wore
itself as smooth as plate glass by continually striking the straw. The
eelskin, which attached the head of the flail to the swivel of the
hand-staff, was the joy of all the boys that ever had access to Ambrose,
as he patiently flogged away at the golden grain. The " thrasher

"

made his own tools until 1850. Now, he cannot even mend the
" machine " that mangles a stack of corn in a day, and what is much
worse, he may not take any care of the heaps of straw and chaff

which used to make the young cattle so happy. The straw may wait
till it can be sold to go to London for the packing of shoddy furni-

ture, and while so waiting it may or may not get rotten, the worker
cannot interfere. As with the straw so with the chaff, and worse.
At Bygrave, aforesaid, they bum it to kill the seeds of weeds that
ought to have been uprooted before they choked the corn ! They also-

burn, or expect to burn, certain rats and mice at the same time. It
is no wonder that condensed milk and canned meats have to be im-
ported to feed the people of England

—

" England, bound in by the triumphant sea,

Whose rocky shores beat back the envious siege
Of wat'ry Neptune, is now bound in with shame,
With inky blots and rotten parchment bonds."

This is a true picture of the life of the agricultural labourer. It is>

not a pleasant nor an hopeful one ; and yet, when the spirit of revolt
is spreading everywhere, who can be sure that in a very little time
even the agricultural serf may be roused to revolt at last. Of this I
feel sure ; the awakening will be terrible, and the rich will have reason?

to fear him when he is roused. C. Walkdek.

[Now comrade Walkden's interesting article is concluded, we shall be very
glad to have facts concerning the labourer in other agricultural districts. W&
want information concerning the wages paid, the length of the working-day, the
condition of labourer's cottages, overcrowding if any, the extent to which>
labour has been displaced by machinery, and all cases of oppression and sweat-
ing. Comrades need not have great literary talents to do this ; send us the
facts and we will put them into shape. Sometimes, too, a plain tale simply told
touches the hearts of the people more than all the learned rhetoric in the world.
—Eds.]

ON TEMPERANCE.
Sir,—I would be a Socialist bond fide. I have been one at heart for many

years, but have as yet only a slighc acquaintance with the generally accepted
principles of the League, and, furthermore, have only quite recently come
across a copy of the ' Weal containing the " Notes on News " (enclosed), to»

which I trust I am in order in asking your kind attention. Said " Notes "*

comment in somewhat adverse terms, to my mind, upon the subject of
Temperance, the adoption of which a9 a firm basis I always understood (and
practice myself) as being one of the first principles of reform, and advocated
by Socialists and all other friends (of whatever denomination) of the masses,
who are the chief sufferers from the effects of Intemperance. You will not
deny that, sir. It may be that I am too young a Socialist and reader of
the Commonweal.—Yours sincerely, Spbro.

[The objections we have to temperance folk is when they step out of their
way to coerce others, and also when they assert that their principles are
the sole panacea for evils flowing from our social system.

—

Eds.]

Labour Literature.—A large meeting was held last Saturday afternoon
at the Sewing Machine Makers' Hall, Antigua Street, Nelson Street, Glas-
gow City, for the purpose of considering the establishment of a depot for
labour literature. The proposal was well received, and a committee was
appointed to carry out the necessary arrangements and report to a future
meeting. The above step has been rendered necessary, as the newsagents
refuse to give labour literature any publicity whatever.
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AN ANARCHIST PAPER ON THE LABOUR

MOVEMENT.
Our Anarchist friend who writes the leading article in La Eevolte

appears to be very indignant with the Revolutionary Socialists of

England because they have not played a prominent part in the great

Dock Strike of last year and in the labour revolt which followed.

"We should like to point out to this writer, whose knowledge of English

affairs is evidently on a par with that of most writers in the French
press, that he might have spared his lofty indignation if he had known
the elements which made up this tremendous labour revolt. It is not

altogether true that the dockers themselves were prejudiced against

Socialism, although they were downtrodden, as our friend seems to

think. Thanks to the propaganda done among them by a few poor
Socialist workmen, years before the leaders of New Unionism had blest

the Socialist movement with their presence, they were rather friendly

than otherwise. This anyone who spoke at the numerous outdoor

meetings held by the Revolutionary Socialists during the Dock Strike

can testify ; but on the other hand the aristocratic trade unionists

like the stevedores and the lightermen would certainly have withdrawn
from the strike altogether if any Revolutionary Socialist had taken an
active part in the movement, and this would probably have led to the

failure of the strike.

We will endeavour to explain to our French friends why these

aristocratic gentlemen objected to Socialism. The lightermen and
watermen, whose trade union is an old city guild which dates from
the Middle Ages, were bitter Conservatives and Jingoes to a man.
Their ideas with regard to politics are those of a " bold British tar

"

of the reign of George III. ; they believe most devotedly in their

queen and country, and hate " French principles " like poison. Among
the stevedores there is a large section of Irish Catholics, on whom a

red flag would have the same effect as a red rag upon a bull. The
remainder of them, with very few exceptions, were ordinary " British

trade unionists " of the most hopeless type. By personal experience,

we certainly say that you might as well talk to a brick wall as preach

Revolutionary Socialism to such people. Our Anarchist friend would
probably know what would happen if he attempted to convert an
assembly of Breton peasants—those people who were so active in

exterminating the "enemies of the Church" in Paris in 1871. We
should admire our friend for his courage, but we do not think any
practical good would come from his exertions, unless his speedy

martyrdom could be considered in that light. Therefore we think we
are justified in saying that it would have been hopeless for a Revolu-
tionary Socialist to have attempted to lead a motley host of this

description—unless, of course, he was prepared to abjure his Revolu-

tionary Socialism, and talk as much like an orthodox trade-unionist

as possible.

Perhaps our French friends will now understand why it was neces-

sary to exclude the red flag from the dockers' procession ; why, also,

when in response to a cry for help from the leaders of the strike the

Socialist League sent two speakers, these men were carefully kept off

the platform by the " leaders " ; why also Mr. Champion, to still

further oblige his Conservative and Catholic friends, consented to alter

the sub-title of his paper, which stated that it was the "organ of

practical Socialism," into something much more " moderate." We admit
that the alteration was needed, for we never could make out what
that paper was called the "organ of practical Socialism," unless its

" practical " Socialism consisted in advocating an Eight Hour Bill and
a heavy duty on all foreign imports, together with rabid professions

of jingoism and savage abuse of every Socialist who, unlike Mr.
Champion, was too honest to sell himself as a base and venal tool to

the Tory party. It was therefore not the Social Democracy of most
of the leaders of the Dock Strike, that recommended them to the

stevedores and lightermen, whatever it may have done with the

dockers. Burns was popular with the Irish section of stevedores

because he was fresh from assisting at a Home Rule victory at Ken-
nington ; while on the other hand the lightermen thought there could

be nothing " revolutionary or Socialistic " about the business, for Mr.
Champion, the friend of Maltman Barry the trusted agent of the Tory
party, was the real leader of the movement. So the New Unionism
at its start conciliated both the Conservative and the Home Rule
working-man.

The secret history of the New Unionism, like the secret history of

the unemployed movement of 1887, has yet to be written. But be-

hind both hovered a Mephistophlean figure, whose gifts, like those of

the demon in the old legend, always brought curses with them, and
the name of this modern edition of Satan is—Maltman Barry. It is

the old story of many a popular movement in France, including the
Boulangist movement. The reactionists have played what they thought
was a deep game ; they have stirred up a popular movement with a
cry, which they thought would drown a popular cry of their political

adversaries, and they have done it. The movement has grown too
strong for their friends, and now the raging whirlpool of their own
creation threatens to engulf not only Liberals but Tories also. To
daring young Tory Democrats it seemed an excellent plan to drown
the siren song of Home Rule with a popular shout of Eight Hours.
So they set the heather a-fire, and to their dismay the blaze not only

threatens the mansion of the capitalist but their own ancestral halls.

If we were the writers on La Eevolte, we should give thanks not to

the leaders of the New Unionism but to Mr. Maltman Barry and his

Tory Democratic employers, "who have done more to awaken the

most downtrodden of the masses, who are the most prejudiced against

Socialism, than all the Socialists put together."

When the work of these gentlemen is completed, and London is in

the throes of a popular revolution, then the Revolutionary Socialists

will take a hand in the game, and not even the leaders of the New
Trade Unions shall say them nay. Till then we shall continue our
work of quietly impregnating the masses with revolutionary ideas by
open-air meetings and the distribution of revolutionary literature, and
although such work may not make a great noise or provide us with-

much popular applause, yet perhaps, the people who come after

us and enjoy the fruits of our work, may not forget the obscure

propagandists who worked on in silence amid difficulty and discourage-

ment, and the hatred and persecution of the enemies of the people,

their only aim being to free the poor and downtrodden, and seeking

neither honour, glory, nor gold for themselves. It was such men as

these, after all, and not Mirabeau or even Danton who made the

French Revolution. Mirabeau and Danton merely took advantage of

the work of other men to raise themselves into greatness and pro-

minence.

Verily they have had their reward ! A brief period of prosperity

and then—death; one dying in his bed worn out by his own vices, the

other perishing on the scaffold as a traitor to the Cause of the people.

And down to the present historians are still squabbling over the point

as to whether they were heroes or scoundrels. We, at least, do not

want their " fame." " Better be a poor fisherman than a ruler of

men," and we rather fancy the leaders of the New Trade Unionism
are by this time rather inclined to be of Danton's opinion. Mean-
while, we should advise our critic in La Eevolte, before he writes

about the work of the Revolutionary Socialists in England again,, to

read the reports in the Commonweal of the work we have done during

the past year, and then perhaps he will come to the conclusion that after

all we have done something " to awaken the downtrodden masses who
are the most prejudiced against Socialism ! " Further, we hope a writer

in an Anarchist paper will not tell us to abandon our " principles " in

order to gain a little temporary popularity and applause. N.

CORRESPONDENCE.

" REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT."
As criticism is invited on this article, I wish to make a few observations

with reference to the same. In the first place, as to the elected " govern-
ment," Kropotkine states " to confide to it the work that we all, every one
of us, ought to do in our own initiative " would be a blunder.
Kropotkine then contents himself and his Anarchist followers with the

remark that " the practical solution will be found, will become clear, when
the change has already commenced "

; as though each of the workers would
thoroughly educate himself at the last moment, and know exactly what to
do in his own initiative and the most suitable way of doing it. Past ex-
perience of revolutions teaches us that the way of carrying on the Revolution
so as to make it a success can only be arrived at by careful study and dis-

cussion through the Commonweal and at Socialist meetings for months
beforehand.
An elected " government " would of course be unsafe, as the people would

naturally elect the persons who " talked " the most at the time.
As to the " dictatorship," Kropotkine states, "We know that a Socialist

Revolution cannot be directed by the intelligence of a single man or a single
organisation," thus leading us to believe that the intelligence of one hundred
human machines (alas ! that the term should be used) must be greater than
that of a William Morris. Kropotkine paints the dictatorship as black as
he possibly can, and his description of the French Revolution seems to be
his principal argument in favour of Anarchism, and he appears to think
that all future leadership will be as bad and as muddled. It is certain that
he could not trust a non-elected temporary administration, consisting of
long-standing workers in the cause, which must necessarily arise when the
time comes.—Yours fraternally, J. Smythe;

In relation to this very important question comrade Nicoll asks " What
will the Anarchists do ? " and seems to fear they will become corrupt, which
they may. But when, as he says, "a popular revolution declares for
Anarchy," one must assume the people declare against the very evil Anarch-
ists are as a body a living protest—government; or, if you will, mere
authority, say of the most "palatable" form, the humble chairman
(presumably a most harmless creature, but still a type of authority). And
also assume the Revolution has just come off, and in this city of five millions
provisions run short—" who is to direct the men, for instance, who must be
sent into the country, and into other countries also, to get supplies V* A
natural question, and undoubtedly there would be much confusion resulting
from the social disturbance, and present supplies would, however near or
distant (if not actually in consumption) would be at the least retarded in-
transit. But if the popular revolution declares for Anarchy, if /have any
faith in my fellow creatures, those who can go will not wait to be sent, they
will go, they will do and not wait till some one orders them to do : being no
longer at arm's length, with all the absurd, degrading, and artificial social

barriers of this unnatural society, but free to use head and hand in the
highest and best manner to mutually serve each other. The distribution of
necessaries would follow in the natural course of things, though perhaps the
people would possibly congregate where they were easiest of access for a
time. Generally men retain the position most suitable or pleasing to them,
and I can't help saying that immediately after the Revolution those who
even are part of a " means of transit," say, will quietly and rapidly fall into
their places, seeing the necessity of it, and as there will be plenty of help*
there will not be so much "utter confusion and irretrievable disorder" as-

even some of our friends suppose. I trust my fellow creatures that when
they rid themselves of their chains, however long their tuition of submissive
helplessness may have been, their submission will take a new turn, and just
as they have been willing slaves to be exploited, they will set to work to
use and enjoy all the good things of life, but not at the dictation of others.

—

Yours fraternally, Hinry Hopkinsv
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
"Free Labour."

We Lear a lot about free labour nowadays from employers of the Nor-
wood and Livesey type, and it is just well for workmen to consider what
kind of freedom the dock-labourer used to possess in the good old days which
Mr. Norwood so eloquently regrets. Here is Mr. Tillett's description to a
reporter the other day :

"I know what our critics, and the employers, and those who rant about free

labour, want to see down at the docks. They are anxious for the return of times
such as I have seen at the London Docks in the past. There is a place at the
London Docks called the cage—a sort of pen fenced off by iron railings. I have
seen 300 half-starved dockers crowded round this cage, when perhaps a ganger
would appear wanting three hands, and the awful struggle of those 300 famished
wretches, fighting for that opportunity to get perhaps two or thrt'.e hours' work,
has left an impression upon me that can never be effaced. Why, I have actually
seen them clambering over each other's backs to reach the coveted ticket. I
once saw a man's ear torn off in the struggle, and I have frequently seen men
emerge, bleeding and breathless, with their clothes pretty well torn off their
backs. I think if some of the critics who talk so glibly about free labour had
seen the sights I have, they would not complain so much of our new departure."

We must remember that the shipowners of this " free country " have
formed a federation with a capital of £100,000,000 for the benevolent pur-
pose of reducing the dock and other labourers into their old misery, by
which they would be forced into a mad struggle for such a miserable exist-

ence as starvation wages would give them. Now, the poorer English workers
have been fighting for nearly two years to improve their position by peaceful
combination, and now a robber gang is threatening to do their best to hurl
them back into slavery and starvation. These scoundrels are not alone
content with the power of their combination, they talk openly and boast of

crushing the new union by shooting the unionists " down like dogs." Troops
alone are not enough for this purpose—these capitalists are beginning to feel

doubtful about the troops now—so they must have their gangs of hired
assassins, their Pinkertons, to murder the rebels against their law and
authority. Well, let them begin the shooting. Within a minute after the
first shot has been fired the carcasses of deceased Pinkertons in the neigh-
bourhood of the docks would be as common as dead flies in November ; and
even some members of the " Shipping Federation " might find out that the
lamp-post would form as good a gallows for the robbers and assassins of the
capitalist classes, as ever it did for their progenitors, the Foulons and Ber-
thiers of old feudal France.

Gladstone and Scamped Work.
Old Gladstone the other day took to lecturing the working-man. This

has become quite an amiable weakness on his part recently, and he usually

succeeds in demonstrating how completely ignorant he is of all questions
relating to labour. In course of his remarks he accused workmen of scamp-
ing their work out of sheer idleness and carelessness. Mr. Davis, the
secretary of the Brass-workers, has given the Grand Old Sham a rap over
the knuckles, and has proved conclusively that it is the employers' love of

cheap and shoddy goods, which correspond in many particulars to most
middle-class politicians, and not the desire of the workman to scamp his

work, which causes so many trashy articles to be thrown on the market
nowadays. Here is Mr. Davis's statement. He begins by quoting Glad-
stone's, which runs as follows :

" ' It was bad altogether, and they were speaking of the working man. In
this case it was bad, first because it was a fraud on his employer, and secondly
because it was a fraud on himself. In the long run the interest of the working
man was to do his work in the best manner ; not to do it so that it would pass
possibly a cursory and hasty inspection, but so that it should be done as well as

the nature of the case permitted.'

." The case thus stated gives colour to the fallacy that the individual mechanic
is responsible for scamped work. Now from an extensive, intimate, and practical
knowledge of the inner workings of our manufacturing system, and from general
representations made to me from a variety of sources, I do not hesitate to say
that the* opposite can be demonstrated by a statement of facts. It will be well to

give one or two illustrations of our desire to maintain England's commercial
supremacy by producing an honest article. In 1882 Mr. Birtwistle and myself
were appointed' to represent the Trade Union Parliamentary Committee at the
Co-operative Congress held at Oxford on behalf of the Lancashire operatives.
The deputation called attention to the over-sizing of cotton goods by industrial
©p-operative concerns as well as by private traders. The system was denounced
as a fraud on the public, and by the application of certain chemical ingredients
in the process of manufacture a danger to the health and longevity of the
Wdrkers. More recently still, when acting as one of her majesty's inspectors of
factories at Sheffield, I had the opportunity of witnessing the working men of
that town putting forth an almost unanimous effort to bring about the enactment

• of the present Merchandise Marks Act. The opposition to the proposed legisla-

tion came from the manufacturers and the Cutlers' Company and Chamber of
Commerce, doing all they could to frustrate the intentions of the trade unionists.

The object of the Act is, as you well know, to prevent commercial fraud by pro-
tecting the genuine article from the eyeable counterfeit.

"Qnly the other month some of the hatters of London struck against being
compelled to put best silk on common shapes, the result being a discontinuance
of the deception.
"The Trade Union Congress has year after year carried unanimously resolu-

tions against fraud in manufacture in various industries, and Congress after

Congress recommends Parliament to allow none but competent certificated engine-
men to be permitted to take charge of engines and boilers. The opposition to
this latter proposal, it need hardly be said, emanates from the capitalists.

" I will now deal with how the shape, finish, and workmanship is taken away
from hand labour by those who are ever lowering labour's dignity by debasing
industry and marring and destroying the country's reputation for fair trading.
..... ;. Well, sir, the way the standard of quality is pulled down is by manufac-
turers or their agents going to the workman and saying, * I can have a large
order for these ' (producing a pattern) ' if yon can reduce the price.' The artizan
remonstrates. Then he is informed that the article is not required to be highly
finished. The mechanic pleads that he has not been used to make bad work, and
that he' would prefer that all his work should be of good quality, but in vain.

He is told that he must work to the wishes of the firm, or make room for those
who will. Some of the smaller merchants, and.I fear also some of the larger

• ones, are factors in bringing down hand labour to a low level. They not in-

frequently obtain large orders from samples supplied by reputable houses, and,
wishing to obtain the greatest profit, take them to what are known as the
' slaughterhouses, ' and accept the lowest tender. This is done to the injury of
ttie firm who made the pattern, and who paid for the brainB of the skilled

designer and artizan to produce it, and depreciates the reputation of the district

in which such goods are made.

" Mechanics all over Great Britain and Ireland know to their cost that bad
workmanship means low wages, and low wages bad trade. "*.. - -

^
'

*

The Grand Old Sham returns a very lame re^ly • and it is to be hoped
that in future he will not give vent to any more " good advice" to workmen
without first ascertaining whether his advice is needed. N.

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA.
On Saturday night, August 23rd, news reached Cape Town that the " Pioneer
Column " of the Chartered Company's force had been attacked by the Mata-
beles and slaughtered almost to a man—two natives were all that the rumour
stated had escaped. The news caused a deal of excitement and distress, for
many residents in Cape Town and district had friends with the column.
The rumour, however, has since been officially contradicted, but there is not
the slightest doubt but that the Matabeies are massing themselves at
differerent points to resist the advance of the filibusters. It is a fact that,
as I mentioned some time ago, the younger regiments of Matabeies are
determined to resist any attempt of the Chartered Company to rob them of
their birthright. Lobengula—the king—finds that the young warriors are
dead against him for granting concessions to the Rhodes syndicate, and he,
Lobengula, will be compelled to take the field against the Chartered Com-
pany, whether it is his wish or no. White European natives have yet some-
thing to learn from their coloured brothers in other lands. Many of the
company's force have taken " French leave " already, and patrol parties are
out in search of deserters. The company's police are keeping a matter of
150 miles or so from the "kraals" (or huts) of the Matabele regiments, lest

a too sudden and near approach should end in their complete annihilation.

The Daily Independent (Kimberly paper) states that the Chartered Company
has already expended nearly a round million in the creation and equipment
of their troops. And when one remembers that the " pioneer column " is

provided with such civilisiDg agencies as Gatling guns, electric search light
for night attacks, and betwixt four and five hundred professional cut-throats
all armed to the teeth, one begins to understand what wonderfully cute
liars the Hon. Cecil and Messrs. Fife and Co. are. Were the "pioneer
column " only composed of shareholders and directors, and other such like

fry, then the cutting up of such a lot of vermin would be no great loss to
the world at large.

Truly, the workers in the neighbouring colony of Natal have much to be
thankful for. First they were taxed for the importation of Indian coolies

for the use of sugar-planters and other capitalists. Then their wages are
kept down indirectly by the presence of cheap labour and a low standard of

living. Then, as if that were not enough to be thankful for, they are given
by a considerate and careful Immigration Board an epidemic of cholera into
the bargain. On the arrival at Durban (Natal) of the S.S. " Congella " eight
deaths were reported from fish-poisoning, and a number of coolies were in

hospital. Since then the following official proclamation has been published :

"Under and by virtue of the provisious of the 11th section of the Public
Health Act, 1883, his Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, hereby notifies that the port of Durban in the colony of

Natal is infected with cholera."

A "Labour League " (which I take to be a fraud) has been formed in

Durban, mainly for the purpose of bringing forward candidates in favour of

"responsible government," and amongst others have nominated Sir John
Robinson, Mr. Escombe, and a Mr. Greenacre.

Another thing which shows the stuff which this party is made of was a
petition made by this body that a large number of coolies, Arabs, and natives
be struck off the roll of voters. This the magistrate has done, but the
natives were not to be squashed so easily. They appealed against the
magistrate's ruling, and the Chief Justice upset the magistrate's decision
and ordered them to be again placed on the voters' roll—a very questionable
benefit.

As regards the " debris-washers," of whom I spoke in my last letter, the
whole affair has turned out a farce all through. In short, it was a "put-up
job" from the first. Those who have received licences from the De Beers
Company are all fairly well off, not one really poverty-stricken case amongst
the whole batch of so-called respectable and deserving licence-holders. And
yet there are hundreds in Kimberly out of work at the present moment.
The Chamber of Mines (or masters, it comes to the same thing) announces

that competent miners are required. I trust no one in England or elsewhere
will be gulled by this announcement. There are plenty of miners in the
country : why doesn't this Chamber try and be honest and plainly say that

they want to reduce wages all round ?

The same body has issued a circular to mine-managers, asking particulars

as to native labour and prices paid, and calling for suggestions about effect-

ing a reduction. Native labour on the gold-fields costs about £54^000 per
year, and the Chamber of Mines, or masters, think that it could be easily

reduced one-half. I wonder if the same body ever thinks of effecting a
reduction of dividends, or of directors' salaries. Jos. Bain.

Fop the ' Commonweal.'
A Course of Special Lectures and Concert and Ball for the above purpose

(under the management of the ' Commonweal ' Branch of S.L.) will be given
at the Club Autonomie, 6, Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, W., as

under :

Monday, October 6th, at 8.30 p.m.—G. Bernard Shaw (Fabian Society),

on " Ferdinand Lassalle " * Commonweal ' Choir will sing. Admission free.

Monday, October 13th, at 8.30 p.m.—D. J. Nicoll (S.L.), on "The
Glorious Reformation ; or, How the English People were Evicted, Robbed,
and Murdered by the Ruling Classes." *Commonweal' Choir. Admission free.

Monday, October 20th, at 8 p.m.

—

William Morris (S.L.), on "Art for

the People." This Lecture will be delivered at the Athenaeum Hall, 73,

Tottenham Court Road, W. Admission by Ticket, Sixpence. For full

particulars, see large bills. Tickets can be had from Wm. Blundell, c Com-
nkonweal ' Branch Secretary, or F. Kitz, S.L. Secretary, 24, Great Queen St.,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. ; and of all Branch Secretaries.

Monday, November 3rd.—A Concert and Ball. Full particulars of this

will be duly announced in ' Weal,

Any further information will be gladly supplied by ' Commonweal 'Branch
Secretary, 24, Great Queen Street, W.C. Received for expenses—J. L., Is.

A Truth of Botany as well as or Socialism,-—Neither conquering nations,

nor earthquakes, nor fires, nor tempests, nor rain, nor all put together, have
destroyed so many works of man as have the roots of plants, wnfcri have ail

begun their work as slender fibre*
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A SONG FROM QUEVEDO'S VISIONS.
(Written by Clio Rickman in 1784, and sung at the Anacreontic Societies of that

day • and in America, where fifty thousand copies were circulated. See the

Pope's Curse, or Bell, Book, and Candle ; the Creed of St. Athanasius, and

many other " sacred" denunciations.)

Air—" Liberty Hall."

When Quevedo peep'd into the regions below,
He met with a Devil, a sort of a beau ;

Who, scraping bis hoof with a courtier-like grace,

Made offers of service to show him the place.

" Sir Devil, your servant," the stranger replied,

"Your offer's most kind, since the place is so wide ;"

So, bowing politely, they set off together,

Like a couple of beaus in the park in fine weather.

Wide around the drear regions of Tartarus flamed,

Where Quevedo on all sides saw millions of damned,
Each profession pent up in a separate cell,

Which divided, like pews, the interior of hell.

Damned lawyers, damned courtiers, damned cowards, damned
braves,

Damned counterfeit patriots, damned time-serving slaves,

Damned bishops, damned cardinals, damned priests, and
what not,

With red-letter saints, now in hell were red-hot.

Damned generals, who ravage mankind for ambition,

Damned prophets, who cheat the world into submission,

With founders of sects, sat a-warming their noses
;

There were Peter, Mahomet, Paul, Aaron, and Moses.

Having viewed all these curious and terrible things,

"Be so good," says the stranger, "to show me your kings

;

For fain would I know if these high-titled brothers

Are damned to a hell any hotter than others."

" The hottest of holes," says the fiend, " they are crammed in,

And a still ten-times worse they deserve to be damned in :

Take a peep through the key-hole, their kingships you'll see ;

For, by Satan ! their stink's too offensive for me."

Quevedo peeped in, and through sulphur and smoke
Espied certain monarchs, and instantly spoke

—

" Sir Demon, I think, with submission to you,

Though the world is so ancient, their numbers are few."

"But few ! " quoth the demon ;
" why surely you rave ;

Speak out, man, and tell me how many you'd have ?

Without bate, or exception of climate or nation,

Here are all that have reigned ever since the creation."

Just on quitting these regions of sulphur and smoke,
To the demon, so civil, Quevedo thus spoke
(For now they had reached of hell's boundary the door)

—

" Among all these damned I see none of the poor."

" The poor," quoth the Devil ;
" you mean those on earth,

Who are slaves to their kind of rank, riches, and birth

;

We have none such in hell "—grinning full in his face

—

" For 'tis wealth and possessions that damn all your race !

"
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TYRANNY AND ROBBERY IN THE ARMY.
The greatest sign of the approach of the Social Revolution is the

growing discontent in the whole army. This last three years a great

deal of work has been done in educating the soldiers to understand

their position. We have carried the red flag in front of the Guards

marching from Chelsea Barracks ; we have distributed pamphlets and
leaflets; we have chatted with them in the barracks and canteens;

and conversed with them on every possible occasion ; and now we can
rejoice in the fruits of our work.
Why does a man join the army ] He has been thrown into the

ranks of the unemployed, who are very great through the introduction

of wage-saving machinery monopolised by a class for the benefit of that

class ; so the workers have no other alternative than to join the army
if they would live. But why do we want an army 1 The means and
instruments of production—viz., the land, mines, and machinery, and
all the means of transit—being in the hands of the capitalist class, the

army (and police) are required to keep the workers from taking their

own property given to them by Nature. The capitalist requires protec-

tion whilst he robs the workers of their inheritance. The soldiers when
they enlist have to swear they will shoot down their own kith and kin
—spare not thy father nor thy mother, but do your duty, uphold those

(the capitalist and landlord class) who rob the workers of the fruits of

their toil. The young man walking through the streets in a starving

condition, looking for work, sees the fly-papers on the wall outside the
barracks or elsewhere, which are nothing but fraudulent misrepresenta-

tions, which the recruit finds out when caught by them. The poor
fellow who, through insufficiency of food, has not the power to use his

faculties, is easily caught by these lying statements of free kit and free

rations. He is taken before a doctor for inspection (I cannot explain

this as I should like on account of its indecency ; fifty or upwards of

men standing naked before several doctors is a thing which will shock
the feelings of anyone). He passes the doctor, and is then taken to

the quartermaster's stores, where he is served out with his kit, which
consists of 1 tunic, 1 short jacket, 2 pairs trousers, 2 shirts, 3 pairs

socks, 1 cap, 1 helmet, 2 pairs boots, 1 box blacking, 1 box brass ball,

1 hold-all complete, consisting of 1 knife and fork, 1 razor, 1 shaving-
brush, 1 spoon, 1 button-stick, 1 comb, 1 pocket-knife, shoe, hair, and
cloth brushes, 1 knapsack or valise, 1 great-coat. After this every-
thing required by the soldier has to be purchased by him out of his

miserable pay, except tunic, trousers, helmet, boots, and great-coat,

and these have to be replaced if the nature of the duties are such as to

wear them out before the time. He is then taken to the tailor's shop,

where his clothes are marked for alterations. These alterations have
to be paid for indirectly, for if the soldier does not tip the tailor the
clothes never fit him, or they are made so tight in different parts that

when he bends at drill he splits them ; he is then put down for new
trousers, etc., only receiving a penny per day until the clothing is paid
for (oh, what jobbery !). He has to keep a double kit of small things,

such as hold-all complete, brushes, etc., for kit inspection, for if he
shows the knife and fork or spoon, brushes, etc., he uses, he is confined

to barracks for two or three days and told he must get others. Clean-
ing articles, such as pipeclay brickdust, soft-soap, rubbers, sponges,

etc., have to be found by the soldier out of his starvation wage, so that

at the week's end the soldier finds he has not a sou to call his own. If

he is a man, and has the spirit of a man, he rebels, and is placed under

arrest, marched to the insanitary guard-room, to remain there under

lock and key until the one who calls himself his superior calls him.

The man is then sentenced to confinement to barracks with pack drill,

or sent to the cells to be fed on bread and water, etc., for a period of

seven days and upwards.

The barrack-room is void of comfort in the day, and at night is

dangerous to the health of a soldier through the " tub " being used for

all purposes. A sanitary arrangement fitted up with a good self-acting

flusher would be far better than the "tub," but what do the classes

care for the soldiers? There are plenty more men out of em-

ployment ready to sell themselves as food for powder and shot, and
to keep up this present dastardly system of jobbery, robbery, and mis-

management. The food of a soldier is bad and insufficient. He is

told by the recruiting officer that he will get 1 lb. of "ruti" (bread)

and fib. of meat, beer, potatoes, "duff" (pudding or pie), etc. The
poor recruit thinks he is to have a good feed every day, comes to the

conclusion it is better than starving ; he enters the service, dons the

shoddy made clothing, becomes a soldier, and sits down to the dinner-

table only to find he has about \ lb. of meat and an insufficiency of

other things to satisfy him. He is sold ; curses fall from his lips, but

he is a soldier, and has to bear it. He does not dare to make a com-

plaint to the officer when he comes round, for he would be spotted,

and on some trifling pretext would be punished at the first opportunity.

When I was in Her Most Gracious Majesty's Royal Regiment of

Artillery (Field Brigade) I saw recruits collecting hard stale crusts,

the refuse of the officers' mess. They put them into a publican's can

with water, boiled the mess on the fire, adding pepper and salt, and
eating it, to satisfy the cravings of their stomachs. They called it

"slingers," " ruti soup," and when mustard was added, "stingo harry."

The ration of bread is not sufficient to make two meals. To make the

most of this, the bread is broken ; one half is put into the coffee ; it

swells up twice the size ; the soldier fancies he has had a glorious feed.

This is called "coffee cutlets."

This free ration statement is a lie. The soldier is starved unless he

spends the whole of his pay in extra food. How would His Royal
Highness the Duke of Cambridge, Commanding Chief of the whole of

the British Army, like to live on such food ? He does not care. Even
when the soldiers were on the field backing up the robbery of the

plundering classes by murdering the poor Soudanese, they were not fed

nor clothed as they should be. The soldiers, when marching across the

sands of the desert, had no boots to their feet, and had to eat food that

was unfit for human beings. The sick and wounded were not cared

for ; the surgical appliances and medicines, kept far in the rear, was of

no service. Many a poor fellow drawn from the ranks of the workers

was murdered through neglect. Were any of the officers who were

responsible punished 1 Were they court-martialed, as the soldier would

be for a frivolous neglect of duty 1 No ; they belong to the classes,

who murder and plunder, and the classes protected them.

But let us return home and look at the tyranny of the officers to-

wards our brothers, from the hobble-de-hoys who wear their first stripe

of promotion, to the commissioned officer whose only qualification is

to bully, swear, and yell at the men because they do not please him.

They place the young recruits in the guard-room, and then have him
punished for something that does not please these tyrants fancy.

Take the non-commissioned officer who is a man to the men, what is

his life like? One continued round of hardship; pegged (made a

prisoner) for the slightest offence. Pegged for the purpose of getting

him reduced to put some fellow into his place who is senior, and who
is a friend of some high official. I know of a case where a gunti|fe

in the Royal Artillery was made a sergeant before he had finishW

learning his elementary drill, or goose step, and this young stripling

was the cause of an old soldier with four good conduct badges losing

two of them. A man with 17 or 18 years' service finds it unbearable to

be tyrannised over by these raw recruits. No wonder the discontent

and mutiny in the army ! To see an old soldier on the parade ground
being inspected by a young officer just out of the cadet's school, who
tells him he is dirty and does not know how to clean himself, who has

to tip-toe (as the stripling we called " Shavo " did) to see if the man
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has shaved himself. This man confined a soldier to barracks for some

4*&$ fe$S&£*e h§ had not sbaveji..tbe down off his face, and the young
r^«iifc>^^ That does not matter, the soldier

has to; shave himself even if there is no hair to shave off. No wonder
this officer (" §havo ") had a basin thrown from the barrack-room

window at him when on his rounds at night inspecting the guards.

There were also* several attempts made on his life, and in the time of

war many an officer will be shot by his own men through his past

tyranny.

The soldiers must not act as men, they must submit themselves to

all their governors, teachers, spiritual pastors, and masters, and order
themselves lowly and reverently to all their betters. It is the
soldiers place to do his duty. When he enlists he is told the first

duty of a soldier is strict obedience ("Obedience is the first duty of a
soldier !

" is on his account book). He has orders to proceed to some
eviction scene in Ireland, or to keep some Trade Unionists or Socialists

down ; or he is sent to some far-off land to slaughter Ashantees, Bur-
mese, Zulus, and others. He is told to remember the words, " England
(the capitalists and landlords) expects that every man this day will do
his duty !

"

Let the soldier consider that he belongs to the workers, and that it

is his duty to fight for those to whom he belongs, for those who are

robbed by the plundering classes of the fruits of their labour. It is

not his duty to fight for a class who monopolise the means of life.

Remember, soldiers ! when the Revolution takes place do your duty,

and do it well ! Do not fire a shot on the people ! Do not murder
your own kindred ! Do not let the voices of the fatherless children

curse you as hired murderers ! Do your duty ! J.J. Chapman.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE:
OR,

AN EPOCH OF REST.

BEING SOME CHAPTERS FROM A UTOPIAN ROMANCE.

Chap. XXX.

—

The Feast's Beginning—the End.

Dick brought me at once into the little field which, as I had seen from
the garden, was covered with gaily-coloured tents arranged in orderly

lanes, about which were sitting and lying on the grass some fifty or

sixty men, women, and children, all of them in the height of good
temper and enjoyment—with their holiday mood on, so to say.

" You are thinking that we don't make a great show as to numbers,"
said Dick ; " but you must remember that we shall have more to-

morrow ; because in this haymaking work there is room for a great

many people who are not over-skilled in country matters : and there

are many who lead sedentary lives, whom it would be unkind to

deprive of their pleasure in the hayfield-—scientific men and close

students generally ; so that the skilled workmen, outside those who
are wanted as mowers and foremen of the haymaking stand aside,

and take a little downright rest, which you know is good for them,

whether they like it or not : or else they go to other countrysides, as

I am doing here. You see, the scientific men and historians and
students generally will not be wanted till we are fairly in the midst

of the tedding, which of course will not be till the day after to-morrow."

With that he brought me out of the little field on to a kind of cause-

way above the riverside meadow, and thence turning to the left on to

a path through the mowing grass, which was thick and very tall, led

on till we came to the river above the weir and its mill. There we had a
delightful swim in the broad piece of water above the weir, where the
river looked much bigger than its natural size from its being dammed
up by the weir.

" Now we are in a fit mood for dinner," said Dick, when we had
dressed and were going through the grass again ; " and certainly of all

the cheerful meals in the year, this one of haysel is the cheerfulest

;

not even excepting the corn-harvest feast; for then the year is begin-

ning to fail, and one cannot help having a feeling behind all the gaiety

of the coming of the dark days and the shorn fields and empty gardens

;

and the spring is almost too far off to look forward to. It is, then, in

the autumn when one almost believes in death."
" How strangely you talk," said I, " of such a constantly recurring

and consequently commonplace matter as the sequence of the seasons."

And indeed these people were like children about such things, and had
what seemed to me a quite exaggerated interest in the weather, a fine

day, a dark night or a brilliant one, and the like.

" Strangely ] " said he. " Is it strange to sympathise with the year

and its gains and losses %
"

"At any rate," said I, "if you look upon the course of the year as

a beautiful and interesting drama, which is what I think you do, you
should be as much pleased and interested with the winter and its

trouble and pain as with this wonderful summer luxury."

A" And am I not]" said Dick, rather warmly; "only I can't look

trpon it as if I were sitting in a theatre seeing the play going on before

me, myself taking no part of it. It is difficult," said he, smiling good-

humouredly, " for a non-literary man like me to explain myself properly,

like that dear girl Ellen would ; but I mean that I am part of it all,

and feel the pain as well as the pleasure in my own person. It is not

done for me by somebody else, merely that I may eat and drink and
sleep ; but I myself do my share of it."

In his way also, as Ellen in hers, I could see that Dick had that

passionate love of the earth which was common to but few people at

least, in the days I knew ; in which the prevailing feeling amongst
intellectual persons was a kind of sour distaste for the changing .drama
of the year, for the life of earth and its dealings with men. Indeed,

in those days it was thought poetic and imaginative to look upou^life

as a thing to be borne rather than enjoyed. <"

So I mused till Dick's laugh brought me back into the Oxfordshire

hayfields. "One thing seems strange to me," said he—"that It must
needs trouble myself about the winter and its scantiness in the* midst
of the summer abundance. If it hadn't happened to me before, I

should have thought it was your doing, guest ; that you had thrown
a kind of evil charm over me. Now, you know," said he, suddenly,

that's only a joke, so you mustn't take it to heart."
" All right," said I ; " I don't." Yet I did feel somewhat uneasy at

his words, after all.

We crossed the causeway this time, and did not turn back to the

house, but vent along a path beside a field of wheat now almost ready
to blossom. I said :

" We do not dine in the house or garden, then?—
as indeed I did not expect to do. Where do we meet, then % for I can

see that the houses are mostly very small."

"Yes," said Dick, "you are right, they are small in this country-

side : there are so many good old houses left, that people dwell a good

deal in such small detached houses. As to our dinner, we are going to

have our feast in the church. I wish, for your sake, it were as big

and handsome as that of the old Roman town to the west, or the forest

town to the north

;

1 but, however, it will hold us all ; and though it

is a little thing, it is beautiful in its way."

This was somewhat new to me, this dinner in a church ; but I said

nothing, and presently we came out into the road which ran through

the village. Dick looked up and down it, and seeing only two straggling

groups before us, said :
" It seems as if we must be somewhat late

;

they are all gone on ; and they will be sure to make a point of waiting

for you, as the guest of guests, since you come from so far."

He hastened as he spoke, and I kept up with him, and presently we
came to a little avenue of lime-trees which led us straight to the church

porch, from whose open door came the sound of cheerful voices and
laughter and varied merriment.

"Yes," said Dick, "it's the coolest place for one thing, this hot

evening. Come along ; they will be glad to see you."

Indeed, in spite of my bath, I felt the weather more sultry and

oppressive than on any day of our journey yet.

We went into the church, which was a simple little building with

one little aisle divided from the nave by three round arches, a chancel,

and a rather roomy transept for so small a building, the windows
mostly of the graceful Oxfordshire fourteenth century type. There
was no modern architectural decoration in it ; it looked, indeed, as if

none had been attempted since the Puritans whitewashed the mediaeval

saints and histories on the wall. It was, however, gaily dressed up
for this latter-day festival, with festoons of flowers from arch to arch,

and great pitchers of flowers standing about on the floor ; while under

the west window hung two cross scythes, their blades polished white,

and gleaming from out of the flowers that wreathed them. But its

best ornament was the crowd of handsome, happy-looking men and
women that were set down to table, and who, with their bright faces

and rich hair over their gay holiday raiment, looked, as the Persian

poet puts it, like a bed of tulips in the sun. Though the church was
a small one, there was plenty of room ; for a small church makes a
biggish house ; and on this evening there was no need to set cross

tables along the transepts ; though doubtless these would be wanted
next day, when the learned men of whom Dick had been speaking

should be come to take their more humble part in the haymaking.

I stood on the threshold with the expectant smile on my face of a

man who is going to take part in a festivity which he is really prepared

to enjoy. Dick standing by me was looking round the company with

something of an air of proprietorship in them, I thought. Opposite

me sat Clara and Ellen, with Dick's place open between them : they

were smiling, but their beautiful faces were each turned towards the

neighbours on each side, who were talking to them, and they did not

seem to see me. I turned to Dick, expecting him to lead me forward,

and he turned his face to me ; but strange to say, though it was as

cheerful and smiling as ever, it made no response to my glance—nay,

he seemed to take no heed at all of my presence, and I noticed that

none of the company looked at me. A pang shot through me, as of

some disaster long expected and suddenly realised. Dick moved on a
little without a word to me. I was not three yards from the two
women who, though they had been my companions for such a short

time, had really, as I thought, become my friends. Clara's face was

turned full upon me now, but she also did not seem to see me, though

I know I was trying to catch her eye with an appealing look. I

turned to Ellen, and she did seem to recognise me for an instant ; but

her bright face turned sad directly, and she shook her head with a

mournful look, and the next moment all consciousness of my presence

had faded from her face.

I felt lonely and sick at heart past the power of words to describe.

I hung about a minute longer, and then turned and went out of the

porch again and through the lime-avenue into the road, while the

blackbirds sang their strongest from the bushes about me in the hot

June evening.

Once more without any conscious effort of will I turned my face to-

ward the old house by the ford, but asIturned round the corner wbieli led

to the remains of the village cross, I came upon a figure strangely -coa-

trasting with the joyous, beautiful people I had left behind in the

1 Cirencester and Burford, he must have meant.
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ohurch. It was a man who looked old, but whom I knew from h^bit,

now half-forgotten, was not really much more than fifty. His {ace

was rugged, and grimed rather than dirty ; his eyes dull and bleared

;

his body bent, his calves thin and spindly, his feet dragging and limp-

ing. His clothing was a mixture of dirt and rags long over-famiiiar

to me. As I passed him he touched his hat with some real good-will

and courtesy, and much servility.^

Inexpressibly shocked, I hurried past him and hastened along the

road that led to the river and the lower end of the village; but
suddenly I saw as it were a black cloud rolling along to meet me, like

a nightmare of my childish days ; and for a while I was conscious of

nothing else than being in the dark, and whether I was walking, or

sitting, or lying down, I could not tell.

I lay in my bed in my house at dingy Hammersmith thinking about
it all ; and trying to consider if I was overwhelmed with despair at find-

ing I had been dreaming a dream.
Or indeed was it a dream 1 If so, why was I so conscious all along

that I was really seeing all that new life from the outside, still wrapped
up in the prejudices, the anxieties, the distrust of this time of doubt
and struggle?

All along, though those friends were so real to me, I had been feeling

as if I had no business amongst them ; as though the time would come
when they would reject me, and say, as Ellen's last mournful look
seemed to say, " No, it will not do

;
you cannot be of us

;
you belong

so entirely to the unhappiness of the past that our happiness even
would weary you. Go back again, now you have seen us, and your
outward eyes have learned that in spite of all the infallible maxims
of your day there is yet a time of rest in store for the world, when
mastery has changed into fellowship—but not before. Go back again,
then, and while you live you will see all round you people engaged in
making others live lives which are not their own, while they themselves
<jare nothing for their own real lives—men who hate life though they
fear death. Go back, and be the happier for having seen us, for having
added a little hope to your struggle. Go on living while you may,
striving, with whatsoever pain and labour needs must be, to build up
little by little the new day of fellowship, and rest, and happiness."

Yes, surely ! and if others can see it as I have seen it, then it may
be called a vision rather than a dream.

William Morris.
the END.

(This Story began in No. 209, January U, 1890,

Back Numbers can still be had,)

A few sets of

LITERARY NOTES.
6 Igdrasil ' for October,—the first number of a new volume—(Price 6d.,

London : Geo. Allen, 8, Bell Yard, Temple Bar, W.C.), will contain inter
alia a powerful poem dealing with the social question, entitled, "Poor
People's Christmas," by the Hon. Roden Noel; "Ruskiniana ": Letters
dealing with the Irish Question ; and " The Last Laird of Monkbarns and
his Bequest to the Nation," by W. Marwick, accompanied by illustrations.
The Handbook of the Reading Guild for 1890-91 can be had from the
publisher, price 3d. post free.

'New Amazonia,' by Mrs. George Corbett, is a sketch of a new state of
Society wherein women enjoy the amplest rights, including the choice of
finely developed and intelligent servants of their own sex, a Domestic Aid
Agency seeming to be the great institution in this " foretaste of the future."

Our comrade P. Argyriades announces that he is about to issue a revolu-
tionary almanack, entitled, « Almanach de la Question Sociale.' This
•almanack will contain notices of all the Socialist parties in various countries,
interesting statistics, articles on scientific Socialism, and various economic
subjects, with poetry by Louise Michel and Eugene Pottier, also the cele-
brated case of the woman Soubain, who, driven by misery, has strangled her
five children

; finally, a catalogue of Socialist journals and reviews. Post free,
1 franc 25 cents, for France, and 1 franc 50 cents, for England and other
-countries. Subscriptions should be sent to P. Argyriades, 5, Bouboard,
-Saint Michel, Paris, All subscribers will receive with the almanack an in-
teresting pamphlet on the Socialist poet, Eugene Pottier.

' Fabian Essays on Socialism.' Walter Scott, 24, Warwick Lane. Cheap
Edition, price Is. The ' Fabian Essays' have already been reviewed in the
Commonweal, and it only remains for us to note that this cheap edition is
really cheap. It is well printed and well written from a Fabian point of view.
It is also nicely bound in a paper cover, which is decorated with a cartoon
by Walter Crane, representing a capitalist up a tree and two workmen
trying to pull him down. The design has more physical force about it than
a, judicious Fabian would appreciate, as the capitalist is provided with two
revolvers, and the workers with two agricultural implements, an axe and a
spade, which we fear they may put to a use very dangerous to the capitalist
if he comes any of his nonsense with tho^e revolvers. The axe will probably
split his head open, and the spade will decently bury him. If the Fabians o-o on
in this style Sir Edward Bradford will be arresting Sydney Webb^s a
dangerous character.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will
fce held cm Wednesday/ October 8th, at 8.30 p.m., at the Hall of the < Com-
monweai Branch, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. All
members invited to attend.

Scottish Socialist Federation.^Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.
B^smeBS meeting Fridays at 8 p.m. Sunday, October 5th, at 6.30, McDonald
<*abian^ Society), « Socialism Defined and Defended." Leith—Henderson.
Street Hall, Sundays, at 6.30.—Secretary, W. D. Tait, 120 Dundee Street.

THE LABOUR Vtmm AUSTRALIA. "4

The great Labour Battle which is being fought out in Australia is at ottci-

one of the most interesting and most momentous of all the struggle* tfi|f

hare lately taken Jlaoe between Labour and its oppressors* When $|f

opposing classes are/face to face ail over a whole continent at once, we wt|6

are only accustomed to embroiling a town or so at a time have to look xxo.

with admiration, almost with wonder. And when it is seen that the ques-

tion at issue is not in the least one of an advance or reduction in wages, or

any other trumpery palliative, but is a bitter fight over the cardinal prill*

ciple, the right to combine—when it is seen that the labour-class of a con-

tinent are defending desperately their very existence, there is a feeling of

awe as well as of absorbing interest.

Headers of the ' Weal will remember the Jondaryan squatters, who tried

their strength against that of organised labour, and were beaten before the

battle had fairly begun. That defeat enraged and roused Australian mono-
polists ; it showed them that in order to maintain and preserve their

supremacy they must make a final stand against the " encroachments " of

Labour.
The " pastoralists," wool-growing landlords, the squatter aristocracy of

Australia, were the sorest of all. Before the Shearers' Union began its

work they had been able to " do what they liked with their own" and with
other people's too. But although they fought the union long and bitterly,

they could not prevail against it in fair fighting. So they made up their

minds to circumvent it and smash it up.

They began to pay 10 per cent, over the union rate (22s. instead of £1
per 100 sheep), and do other benevolent things to those who would swear
off the union. This was done in order to demoralise and divide the union
ranks, and so prepare for a smashing blow later on. But if the monopo-
lists were far-seeing enough to think out this plan of attack, the men were
awake enough to see what was meant and to meet it half-way.

The Shearer's Union insisted on the definite acceptance of its rules by
the employers in ail cases. Admitting fully in most cases that these rules

are fair and just, the pastoral ists have yet refused to accede to them, making
a point of principle of their "freedom of contract " in each individual case.

Here was war at once.

To support the principles of labour organisation all the various unions

which had to do with the handling of wool in preparation, storage, or

transit, gave notice to the warehouseman, railway, dock, and shipping com-
panies that they would not handle non-union wool. Preparations were
made for a strict boycott upon all blackleg wool, and on the other hand
tremendous efforts were made by the bosses to scrape together enough
blacklegs to carry on the work.

Meanwhile, the Marine Officers' Association had been coming into colli-

sion with the shipping companies over the same question—the right of

combination. Following the example set them by the seamen, the officers

had been organising on ordinary union lines, and were taking up their

position as part of the Labour army. Alarmed at the approach to solidarity

between officers and men, the owners tried to get up a bogus sort of associa-

tion, apparently something like that which the Lemon-Peters gang have
been trying at here, and attempted to force the officers into it. But the

officers knew better than to bind themselves hand and foot in the hands of

their employers, preferring to cast in their lot with the general body of

organised labour. The owners would hear of nothing until the officers

renounced their organisation, and the officers were equally determined to

have their union recognised and get what they had asked for besides.

What between the shearers and the marine officers, and those who were
backing them up, the battle spread to the Wharf-labourers, Seamen and
Firemen, Carriers, Trolly and Dray Men, Cooks and Stewards, Kailway-men,
Coal-lumpers, General Labourers, and in fact to pretty nearly the whole
strength of Australian organised labour.

The possessing classes presented an almost equally united front ; and there
was the position, as plainly as it ever has been in the labour struggle, with
a clear definite issue, and a strong determination on either side to tight the
matter out to the bitter end.

Both sides announce that they mean to make the struggle a decisive one
;

it will be a fierce one while it lasts, and whichever side wins will follow up
the advantage with relentless vigour. On the side of the men there is much
more at stake than even the principle of unionism : they openly avow that

they are defending their organisations, and will do so to the death, because
they intend them to be the component parts of a vast federation of labour
which shall enable the working classes of Australasia to move as one man
when the time comes to exert their strength. And they say, further, that

the ameliorations they from time to time demand are not merely to meet
the needs of the passing moment, but are preparations for a greater struggle

than is even now taking place—one that will end all strikes and labour
troubles for ever and inaugurate the new era.

It is hardly necessary to warn Commomveal readers that almost every line

is a lie in the ordinary press telegrams. The letters that reach us from
trusted men put quite another face on the matter from that which the venal
newsmongers endeavour to present. We would say, believe only half of

what you read, and have a good deal of doubt about even that. And, above
all, don't forget that this is a really revolutionary struggle in the true sense
of the word, and one that must command the help and sympathy of Socialists

everywhere.
'

Hoodlum.

THE UNEMPLOYED OF 1890.

On Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock a large meeting of the unemployed took place

near the Marble Arch, Hyde Park, at which several well-known speakers spoke

on behalf of the unemployed, and the following resolutions were carried unan-

imously :

1st. It was resolved that a meeting of the unemployed be held on Saturday,
October 4th, at 2 o'clock, on the steps of the Royal Exchange, thence to the
Tower ; after that a series of meetings will be held in different promiuent places
in the East and West End of London, with the object of calling together thou-
sands of the unemployed and to compel the various authorities to adopt measures
for their employment.

2nd. That we, the unemployed, propose that a deputation of the unemployed
should wait upon the Executive Council of the South Side Labour Protection
League, Dockers' Union, and other large trade unions, tou lay before them- the
question of the unemployed, and ask them to take^ acfciqn \h forcing the local
bodies to start municipal Workshops and factories lor the unemployed,

;
and by

that means preventing blacklegs from working against trade-unionism. '
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HOW THE POOR ARE "RELIEVED."
The news has been going the round of the capitalist papers that " the
figures as to the poor relief in England and Wales during the first

half of 1890 are said to be encouraging, since they show that pauper-
ism is decreasing rather than increasing. The expenditure is smaller
than in ten out of twelve of the preceding half-years, and there was
a decrease in 36 out of the 44 union counties. The largest increase
was in Essex, and amounted only to 4 per cent." When this is read
in the light of a case that came before the Stirling Sheriff Court on
Sept. 2nd, it suggests unspeakable cruelty and brazen hypocrisy. That
the relief of the poor has decreased is no proof against the fact that
poverty has increased. The poor we have still with us in increasing
numbers and privation, and however big-bellied, church-going, hand-
some-salaried superintendents of poor funds may try to cover up the
fact with the aid of mock philanthropic religious "adopters" of
orphans, the cruel crime of their decreasing figures will not be hid.
The Stirling case is a fair sample of hundreds that help to keep down
the figures of poor relief, and which demonstrate that the only relief

for the poor in our present society is in Death or Revolution.
Mary Wright is the wife of an innkeeper at Buchlyvie. There is a

great deal of hard work about an inn to keep all things clean, and
the profits of the inn will sometimes not afford to pay for that work
after rent, taxes, etc., are handed over to provide a livelihood for others
who are above living off the sale of drink. The people who live by
fleecing the publican's profits, are generally those who for political

reasons load the publican with the drink excesses, which are the out-
come of inherited results of overwork and underfeeding. The primary
cause of Mrs. Wright's crime is not to be found in Mrs. Wright, but
in the social system that produced her and her environments. Mrs.
Wright, with a just appreciation of how profits are made, thought it

would not be wrong to become the proud possessor of a slave who

would do the work with the least possible expenditure. The poor
relief authorities helped Mrs. Wright to that by relieving themselves
of the cost of the keep of poor wee Agnes Campbell. By such means
the figures of poor relief are made encouraging news to capitalists

and church goers, who have to listen at times to Matthew xxv., 45.

Agnes Campbell is nine years of age, diminutive (no wonder) but in-

telligent, and she lived with the accused first in England and after-

wards in Balfron. She had to wash and shine dishes and pans, sweep
and scrub the floors, was not sent to school, and was only allowed out

to the back to brush the boots. She was kept so close indoors that

the neighbours did not know there was a child in the Endrick Inn.

She was not provided with a bed—that would cost money, and Mrs.
Wright could not give the money to her betters and also to Agnes

—

and so she slept on a piece of canvas on the floor. She had to go-

without food—that costs money also and the laird needs it—and had
to put up with thrashings with a walking stick, or straps, or kicks, in.

order that she might not grow too proud for her station in life.

Owing to such treatment poor Agnes made up her mind to become
a revolutionist in her own small way. So on Sunday, August 3rd,

when her philanthropic adopters and reducers of the figures of the

poor relief—Mr. Thomas and Mrs. Mary Wright—were at church (it

wins the minister to your side when you attend church), poor Agnes-

was locked in an upper room feeling weary, sore, and hungry. Chattel

slavery, as cruel as any that ever existed in the Southern States of

America, exists still in Britain with the aid of our poor relief autho-

rities, notwithstanding our bellowings of "Rule Britannia." Poor
Agnes, in pursuance of her revolutionary idea, took a rope which lay

on the floor of her prison and fastened it to a chair and lowered her-

self from the window to the ground. This revolutionary act exas-

perated her slave-drivers, but although it was the cause of some
personal suffering, it brought on the crisis which promises to bring

relief to the revolutionist.

Let it be noted that however small and weak, and limited in?

resources one may be, there is always improvement to be got behind

rebellion to tyranny. "Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God.'*

Rebellion troubles the waters of the pool and imparts healing for the

ills our economical professors pronounce to be incurable. Rebellion

works miracles of healing to the overburdened and hopeless. When
things are at the worst it is well to try something desperate. Poor
Agnes Campbell's exploiters, like all other exploiters of human lives*

resented her attempts to better herself. But the truth came out at

last, and at the trial which followed Mrs. Bennet swore to having
examined the child's body and found " her shoulders to be black and
blue and covered with wales. Her dress consisted of a dirty ragged
frock, and a chemise which witness could compare to nothing bub a

duster." Dr. McCandlish described the filthy condition the child was
in and the bruises on her body, which he said " were very severe."

All these are bare unadorned facts, sworn to in court, and found clearly

proven by the sheriff, who, in sentencing Mrs. Wright to thirty days
without the option of a fine, said " that this girl was used as a drudge,

underfed, and assaulted in a manner that was cruel and disgraceful."

Now for the sequel, which shows the direct interest the poor relief

authorities have in such treatment, and the light it throws on the

decrease of poor relief figures. Mrs. Wright had one witness to stand

by her. He was not sent to prison. He was Mr. W. Grimmond,
superintendent of children for the city parish of Glasgow. This man
swore " he had every reason to believe she [Agnes] was well treated."

His reasons were based on the admissions drawn from him in further

examination " that though the Parochial Board got intimation on the

4th August—the day after Agnes's revolt—of the condition the child

was in, no reply was sent or enquiry made." It is very easy to show an
encouraging balance if no notice be taken of one's liabilities. In this

manner the figures of our poor relief are kept down and reduced in

face of the increasing poverty and distress that press the workers
under. When the workers consider and understand what it means,

that for every pound paid by them towards the relief of the poor only

about 2s. actually reaches the poor, they will try to prevent the
parochial guardians of their orphans pocketing so much for rendering

such services as they did to poor Agnes Campbell. In paying poor

rates the workers are not only supplying salaries to these useless and
un-needed darlings and friends of the classes ; they are also helping to

protect the profit-mongers, who exploit human lives, from the just

vengeance of their victims. Out of the mouths of babes cometh wis-

dom, and the sad experience, and the revolt and escape of Agnes Camp-
bell speak eloquently to the workers who have eyes to see and ears to-

hear. Her case is just a miniature of Labour's treatment.

George McLean.

If it were possible that a people brought up under an intolerant and arbi

trary system could subvert that system without acts of cruelty and folly''

half the objections to despotic power would be removed. We should, in.

that case, be compelled to acknowledge that it at least produces no pernicious

effects on the intellectual and moral character of a people. We deplore the

outrages which accompany revolutions. But the more violent the outrages,,

the more assured we feel that a revolution was necessary. The violence of
those outrages will always be proportioned to the ferocity and ignorance of

the people : and the ferocity and ignorance of the people will be proportioned

to the oppression and degradation under which they have been accustomed
to live. Thus it was in our civil war. The rulers in the Church and State

reaped only that which they had sowb. They had prohibited free discussion y,

they had done their best to keep the people unacquainted with their duties

and their rights. The retribution was just and natural. If they suffered

from popular ignorance, it was because they had themselves taken away the*

key of knowledge. If they were assailed with blind fury, it was because*

they had exacted an equally blind submission.

—

Macaulay :
i Milton?
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NOTES ON NEWS.
My remarks about the Southampton Strike are treated by the People's

Press the journal of New Unionism, in what doubtless the editors

think to be a humorous vein. It is a fearfully laboured attempt to

be funny, and could be passed over without comment but for the de-

liberate lie contained in the note immediately above it.

Therein the anonymous writer states that I bolted when McCarthy
approached. As a matter of fact I simply desisted from speaking in

order first not to divide the audience, and secondly to hear the result

of McCarthy's " mission," and so far from bolting was amongst the

hearers who listened to the tale of his failure to obtain a hearing from

the dock authorities.

If the editors of the People's Press like to meet adverse criticism of

their pet leaders with ridicule instead of serious answer, that is their

business, but as " "New Journalists " they might at least be truthful,

and abstain from making their sheet a vehicle for anonymous slander.

New Journalism like New Unionism is supposed to be a grand
departure from old methods. Why do not the working-class readers

of the Labour Press insist upon signed articles 1 The mysterious " we "

could no longer then be used to hide the personality of some parasitical

penny-a-liner or literary dead-beat.

It is an ill wind that blows nobody any good. The New Unionism
is a god-send to a host of impecunious ink-slingers and hungry para-

graph mongers, superior persons with severely correct pronunciation

and credit suits, who but for the advent of the New Unions might
have gravitated to the Older Unions under the Poor Law.

The Registrations now taking place are instructive as showing the

absurdities of Parliamentarianism. In one place an official is charged

with putting the names of 2,000 unqualified persons upon the register.

In another a dead man is registered as eligible to vote. Smart limbs

of the law, representing the political Ins and Outs, seek under every

pretext to disfranchise as many as possible of their opponent's friends.

The would-be voter is metaphorically used as a shuttle-cock between
the battledores of contending lawyers. A Registration Court would
be a good place to harden Revolutionary Socialists in their principles.

F. K.

The great glove-fight is not a subject that I love, but it is the most
prominent topic of public interest during the present week, judging

from the prominence given to it on the newspaper bills. This is a

Christian country, a civilised country, and yet gentlemen of the middle

and upper classes pay thirteen guineas for seven minutes' "sport," to

see two beefy brutes pound each other into jelly. It would take a

skilled artizan seven weeks to earn the money spent by a labour robber

for his " amusement." Yet Christian divines talk of the blessings of

Christianity. This glorious creed has swept away the brutal sports of the

Roman arena. Indeed, but does not the modern " masher " greatly

resemble the effeminate Roman dandy who gazed in wondering delight

on the huge muscles of the gladiator, or shrieked with joy to see blood

redden the circus sands ? The records of the divorce court and Cleve-

land Street show that the modern masher resembles the Roman dandy
in more ways than one.

Mr. John Morley nearly had his head smashed by a policeman's

truncheon in Ireland a few days ago. "We wish his head had been

smashed. Perhaps then he and other middle class politicians would
feel more sympathy with unemployed workmen who will probably go

through a similar experience at the hands of " our admirable police
"

this winter. N.

We who are in revolt against the loathsome society of to-day,

founded as it is upon force and fraud, have no prejudices against so-

called "criminals," but rather always commiseration for them, some-

times sympathy with them. Such a man as Wright, the " Hoxton
burglar," appears to be, excites a feeling of admiration in every real

revolutionist. Not for the first time this brave convict made a deter-

mined onslaught on one of the uniformed scoundrels told off as task-

masters to the wretched slaves undergoing what is known as "penal
servitude." Probably he would have rid the world of at least one

defender of "law and order," if (for the sake, doubtless, of ingratiating

themselves with the authorities) some of hir> fellow convicts had not

proved themselves dastardly hounds and come to the "warder's"
rescue.

The Government have been afraid to bring Wright to trial in open
court, although his " offence " clearly amounted to " attempt to murder."

He has been dealt with in secret by some "visiting justices" or
" prison commissioners " or other privy torture-dealers, and sentenced

apparently (amongst other things) to a succession of cruel floggings.

At any rate, the capitalist journals announce with ferocious glee that

he has received a " first instalment " of three dozen lashes ! The
official report describes him as " cowed "—a palpable lie, since in the

same breath the bureaucratic scribe adds that " his demeanour is as

desperate as ever, and he states that he is determined to have revenge,

and would rather be hanged than endure penal servitude." Probably

the very damned hypocrites who order the infliction of these punish-

ments upon a fellow human being are among the first to denounce

similar atrocities in Siberia. R. W. B.

IN EAST KENT.
Propaganda is having a good result amongst the hop-pickers, who are
pretty plentiful round about here just now, but it can only be carried on
group by group, the plantations being scattered over such wide areas.
There will be, say next season, a good opportunity for a handful of organisers
to go from plantation to plantation and work with, and make the acquaint-
ance of the pickers themselves, and judging from the readiness with which
they have received what little propaganda has been given to them during
the past fortnight, I am certain that a thoroughly successful campaign
could be carried out without the slightest difficulty. At ripening-time, hops
are the most capricious crops imaginable ; every day adds to their value or
to their detriment. The pickers know this, and if they could only be kept
in touch with one another by the organisers, and strike work all together
when there were signs in the air that a day's delay with the picking would
mean the ruin of the whole crop (these signs occur at least once during
picking-time), they would obtain double wages at the first time of asking.

Last Wednesday week, about 400 men, women, and children, employed by
a Mr. T. Phillips at Offham to pick his hops, came out on strike and returned
a few hours afterwards, having obtained their demand that a shilling be
paid for picking four bushels instead of a shilling for six bushels as hereto-
fore. This strike also resulted beneficially to some of the neighbouring
groups of pickers, their employers giving them the same terms sooner than
the gathering should be delayed. The pickers are frequently swindled most
unmercifully in the measuring. The measure has a ring fixed a certain
height inside, and the hops are shovelled in and shaken level until they
reach this ring. This quantity represents a bushel, and is put to the picker's

credit ; but in nine cases out of ten the employer, by means of unfair
measures and false entries, manages to obtain about nine gallons to the
bushel.

One affair in particular happened a fortnight ago at a place known as

Mercer's Farm, where the perpetrator, who is the employer himself and a
leader of the local Y.M.C. A, had unobserved, and with a craftiness peculiar

to his sect, raised the ring in the measure to such a height that ten gallons

instead of eight were required to reach it, hoping by these means to get

two gallons picked for nothing. The trick was discovered early in the day,

and the Christian cheat narrowly escaped a severe beating.

A family of six can earn, provided the weather be fine, barely Is. 9d. a-dayr

which will just keep them in food and provide a little tobacco and beer
besides ; but as often as not the pickers return to their " homes " with only
a few coppers in their pockets ; indeed, last year many of them had to foot

it back, begging their keep on the road.

But by far the most outrageous feature of the hop-picking season is the
dwellings with which the employers provide these people. There is no
accommodation for them in the neighbouring villages, so they are bound to

use them. They have no choice. One place, called St. Leonard's Street, is

a fair sample. It is a low building but 6 ft. high, and covered with a low-
pitched roof and making three sides of a square. It is divided into seven
or eight chambers, with a door to each, which opens into the piece of open
ground inside the square, where all the cooking, washing, etc., must be done.

There is no room for such matters inside the building, for as soon as one
rises in the morning, outside he or she must go to give room for the others

to get up. The crowding inside is simply incredible. I saw myself in one
of the rooms, 14 ft. by 9 ft., twenty-seven persons ! and in another room,
10 ft. by 8 ft., 23 persons ! Men and women, married and otherwise, ladsr
girls, and infants all crowded together—at bed-time ! The men wait outside

until the women undress, and then slip in to find their own places in the

dark. They sleep upon straw spread on top of low stacks of faggots ; the

things are suggestive of auto da fe. Naturally the air inside at night-time
is fearfully heated and close.

In this particular case the employers are two wealthy ladies, who are

regular attendants at the parish church, and who find time to comfort their

victims on Sunday afternoons with a gratuitous distribution of tracts

washed down by a short sermon on the blessings of honest poverty. After
the " divine service " on the Sunday afternoon we were present, a collection

of Is. 5d. was made, but not for the Gospel as preached by these two
wealthv ladies. J. Bines.

Fop the * Commonweal/
A Course of Special Lectures and Concert and Ball for the above purpose

(under the management of the 'Commonweal ' Branch of S.L.) will be given
at the Club Autonomic, 6, Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Koad, W., as

under

:

Monday, Oct. 6th, at 8.30 p.m. — G. Bernard Shaw (Fabian Society)r

on " Ferdinand Lassalle." 'Commonweal ' Choir will sing. Admission free.

Monday, October 13th, at 8.30 p.m.— D. J. Nicoll (S.L.), on "The
Glorious Keformation ; or, How the English People were Evicted, Bobbed,
and Murdered by the Euling Classes." * Commonweal' Choir. Admission free.

Monday, October 20tb, at 8 p.m.—William Morris (S.L), on "Art for

the People.'' This Lecture will be delivered at the Athenieum Hall, 73,

Tottenham Court Koad, W. Admission by Ticket, Sixpence. For full

particulars, see large bills. Tickets can be had from Wm. Blundell, ' Com-
monweal ' Branch Secretary, or F. Kitz, S.L. Secretary, 24, Great Queen St.,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.; and of all Branch Secretaries.

Monday, November 3rd.—A Concert and Ball. Full particulars of this

will be duly announced in ' Weal.

Any further information will be gladly supplied by * Commonweal ' Branch-

Secretary, 24, Great Queen Street, W.C.

KOTIOE.

Next Week the Celebrated Revolutionary Song,

"LA CARMAGNOLE."
WORDS AND MUSIC.

Tranches and Newsagents are requested to order early, as we
expect an immense demand.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
War to the Knife.

Although the present time is a period of comparative quiet, yet it is

evident that serious events are impending. Mr. J. H. Wilson, the secretary
of the Seamen's and Firemen's Union, has issued a circular, in which he
warns the men. He says, speaking of the Shipowners' Federation :

" I have private information of the tactics they intend to adopt. They intend
to promote conflicts in as many ports as possible, and to have a constant supply
of men on hand to fill up the places of our members who may be on strike : con-
sequently, at any moment, we may be embroiled in one of the largest labour
battles ever known. If we are successful in tiding over the next three months
without a fight, it will be as much as we will be able to do. ... The most serious
part of the business is that many of the dock-labourers' organisations, owing to
the strikes during the past twelve months, are financially in a weak position, and
in the event of any general strike taking place the burden of the battle would be
on the shoulders of the sailors and firemen."

In the very same paper in which this appears—the Daily Chronicle of
September 27—there is also a significant paragraph, which is calculated to
give one the impression that Mr. Wilson's private information is rather near
the truth :

" At a meeting of the Association of Employers, held at Southampton yester-
day, it was unanimously decided that it was desirable at once to establish in the
interests of all concerned a free labour association for the port. Immediate steps
are being taken to carry the resolution into effect."

It is therefore evident that a terrible crisis is near at hand. It may be
even upon us within the next few days. Everyone knows that ships manned
by blacklegs will arrive in the docks from Australia before many days are
over. What are the dockers going to do ? Go dead against every principle
they have proclaimed, and to please Mr. Norwood, unload these vessels,
that are loaded by blacklegs and manned by blacklegs ? We hope they
will stand firm, and refuse ; but if unfortunately they do give way, they
have only postponed the conflict, unless they are willing to capitulate at
once and let Mr. Norwood trample them beneath his feet. Norwood never
forgives or forgets, and do dockers think that amiable gentleman has for-
gotten the vollies of hard names showered upon him during the Dock
Strike? Does he not remember how he was called "a financial Jack the
Kipper," and his eftigy carried on a gallows through the public streets ?

No, Mr. Norwood has not forgotten ; and he is only biding his time ; he
lacks the amiable Christianity of Mr. Ben Tillett. So the leaders of the
New Unionism must prepare for the worst. And in the fight that is close
at hand, not only the interests of the dockers are in question, but the
interests of every workman in London who gained a rise in wages during
the great labour revolt of last year. If the Dockers5 Union is smashed, the
citadel of New Unionism is in the hands of the enemy, and all is over ; in a
few months every advantage gained by the unskilled labourers of London
will be lost. What must be done to avert this calamity 1 On the day on
which Mr. Norwood begins the attack on the Dockers' Union by a general
lock-out, the men belonging to all the new unions in London must strike.
Let the gas-stokers, colliers, railway-men, carmen, tram-men, bus-men, join
with sailors, stevedores, dockers, and lightermen, and the battle is won.
The trade of the metropolis would be paralysed, and no body of employers
could stand against this immense revolt of labour. This is practically the
only chance for New Trade-Unionism, the battle before it is a fight to death.
The last Dock Strike was partly won through fear of riot and insurrection, and
also because Mr. Norwood could not get blacklegs enough. He will have no
difficulty in getting blacklegs this winter, and the whole forces of the
Government, the army, navy, and police, will be at his command ; so the
leaders of the dockers must either basely surrender or else proclaim a general
strike. If it was worth while doing this to get the docker his tanner, it

surely ought to be done to prevent him losing it. The case is desperate, and
desperate means must be employ rd. If they are not, the speedy decease of
the New Trade-Unionism is not far off.

Making it Hot for Blacklegs.
The people of Plymouth know how to appeal to the tender feelings of the

blackleg. There was a blackleg recruiting sergeant in Plymouth the other
day, and he obtained twenty blacklegs to go and take the place of some
joiners who were on strike at Newcastle. The blacklegs had scarcely taken
their train when the station was invaded by a mob of two thousand people,
who dragged them out of the carriages by force. One of the crimps em-
ployed by the bosses nearly got his arm broken, and a railway guard who
interfered had his clothes torn off his back. " Gentle persuasion " ultimately
triumphed, and seventeen blacklegs " were prevailed upon to stop." Bravo,
Plymouth ! Three cheers for the Spirit of Revolt

!

N.

The Shop Assistants' Union.
Last Sunday a meeting of shop assistants was held in Eegent's Park,

under the auspices of the Shop Assistants' Union. J. Turner was in the
chair, and opened the meeting with a most practical speech. He was fol-
lowed by Mr. Thomas, who spoke pretty plainly of the way assistants were
treated, saying we had to eat food not tit for human beings to eat, and
mentioned a case he knew personally where an employer went to the butcher's
the last thing Saturday night and offered him 2d. per lb. to clear him out of
all odd pieces ; it was then put into an ice-safe and brought out as wanted—
"plenty good enough for assistants." He said he had often had to sleep on
a bed not fit for a dog, and he had known assistants who had to sleep three
in a bed. He had slept on beds which he could make an impression upon,
and he had also slept on beds which had made an impression on him. As-
sistants had to put up with being driven about and insulted by some petty
official, which a mechanic would never think of standing, let alone work the
number of hours we were compelled to work. He had always noticed that
the bigger liar an assistant was the more the masters appreciated him.
The assistants, however, seemed to resent being shown up to such an

extent. With a few remarks from A. Mussett regarding the degrading
agreements the assistants were compelled to sign at large establishments,
which put them right outside the pale of the law, the meeting was closed'
and 3s. 5d. was collected. M.

'

SOCIALISM IN XONDON" AND
THE PROVINCES.

DUNDEE.
Comrades H. H. Duncan, William Rennie, and the writer (Aberdeen) went to
Dundee on Saturday, Sept. 20th, to further the Cause of Socialism. Our first

meeting was held on the Green Market on the Saturday evening ; comrade J.

Duncan (Dundee) presided. The speakers at this meeting were Rennie and
H. H. Duncan, and both comrades were listened to by a very orderly and intelli-

gent audience ; no questions were put ; a fair supply of literature was sold. I
may say that at this meeting we sung two of our songs, a part of propaganda
work which was quite new to Dundee friends. On the Sunday afternoon a large

and enthusiastic meeting of unskilled labourers was held in the Labour Insti-

tute, 72, Overgate. The object of this meeting was to organise the carters,

dockers, etc., into one solid organisation; comrade Addison preside^. After
the chairman had explained the objects of the union, Rennie, H. H. Duncan,
and the writer addressed the men ; our speeches were listened to with close

attention, and we were glad to hear after the meeting that good results followed.
I may just add that Addison, Munday, Munro, and a few other corhrades are
working very hard in this movement of organising the unskilled labourers. At
six o'clock we held an open-air meeting in Barrack Street, where a large audience
listened attentively to H. H. Duncan and Rennie ; both comrades were in
splendid form and delivered stirring speeches. Our last meeting was held at

7 o'clock in the Labour Institute ; Addison was again in the chair. There were
over 200 persons present of all shades of opinion. We began the meeting by
singing " Marching to Liberty," the chorus of which the audience soon took up.

Rennie and H. H. Duncan then read papers on " The Labour Movementin Re-
lation to Socialism " and '• The General Strike." A lively debate followed j one,
opponent—a Trades' Councillor—was alarmed lest we might be the means of

driving the. capitalists with their capital out of the country, to which we replied

that we should only be too glad if they would do so, and take all their " bonds,
bank-books, and bills" with them. As usual, we had the "practical man " to

contend with. At this meeting he appeared in the shape of John Nicol, a man
well known in Dundee ; on the whole the opposition was very tame and easily

disposed of. In conclusion, I would just say that it is a pity that Dundee is so

very hard up for speakers in the Socialist movement, for there is splendid
material to work upon, and I am convinced that if only any of our speaking
comrades would visit Dundee, whenever it is possible for them to do so, they
would be the means of converting a very large number of the workers to our
ideal in a very short time. Meanwhile, success to our comrades in Dundee !

James Maclean.

LEEDS.
Fairly good meetings on Sunday, 21st ult., when comrade Stockton (of Man-
chester) spoke, in spite of the rain and very chilly weather. The temperance
party, who have been riled by our letters in the local press, turned up in force
and attempted to spoil our meetings by rude and intemperate interruptions. As
a consequence of their action, aided by the correspondence in the press alread
referred to, and also by the denunciations of our meetings, our " dirty red flag,"
and " pernicious doctrines," which have appeared in other local papers, large
crowds attended on Hunslet Moor, Woodhouse Moor, and Vicar's Croft on Sun-
day last, when Reynolds (of Hull) delivered three eloquent and forcible addresses.
The sympathy of the people with us was proved by the subscription of 14s. 6d.
to our funds, and the purchase of four quires of Commonweal and some other
literature, a very unpleasant answer indeed for the local scribes who have
actually appealed to the readers of their papers to drive us by main force from
Woodhouse Moor. The Woodhouse Moor meeting proved to be the most success-
ful of all. Bland (of Bradford) assisted us on Sunday, 21st ult., and among
local speakers comrades Sollit, Sweeney, Corkwell, and Cores, and James of the
Universal Labour Union of Newcastle, who delivered a very powerful speech in
our support. Altogether we have been immensely encouraged by our recent
meetings in Leeds. G. C

North London.—A very good meeting at Ossulston Street was addressed by
Cantwell, Nicoll, and Mrs. Lihr. \Y

T
e enlivened the meeting with several songs,

and after we had sang the "Red, White, and Blue" (revised edition), some
Jingoes said it was a shame we were " allowed " to sing it in England, but that
we dare not sing it in Portsmouth among the loyal and patriotic militia. Our
three meetings on Sunday were very successful. At Regent's Park the speakers
were Cantwell and Nicoll ; Whelan opposed, but devoted his time to calling us
brainless, uncultivated, and saucy-tongued, and as he did not refer to Sooialism
at all the audience became very imp itient ; Nicoll replied; collection 2s. ll£d.
At Hyde Park the meeting was opened by a song from the choir, and addressed
by Cantwell, Mrs. Lahr, and Coulon ; good sale of Commonweal and song-books

;

Is. 5£d. collected. At Liverpool Street, Cantwell, Nicoll, and Blundell spoke

;

20 ' Weals sold.

South Side Branch.—Three very successful meetings were held in Croydon,
on Sunday, at Thornton Heath, Handcroft Road, and Crownhill ; speakers were
Leggatt and Miss Lupton ; 2s. 2d. collected ; two quires Commonweal and song-
books sold.—E. L.

Aberdeen.—Monday the 22nd ult. being a holiday here, comrades Jhincan
and Rennie journeyed to Dundee on the Saturday. (See report above.) We
held our usual Sunday night meeting here, when the Duke of ArgyleV attack
upon Henry George, and Henry George's reply, was read and discussed,! We
had no meeting on Thursday night owing to fche rain. On Saturday, Duncan,
W. Cooper, and Leatham spoke to a large crowd, the latter answering qjuite- a
host of questions at the close.—C.
Hull.—On Sunday last, Samuels (of Leeds) visited us (while Reynolds went

to Leeds), and spoke twice at Tribal Green in company with Sketchley, who i*
living here ; good meetings were held ;

' IVeals and Freedom sold out and many
pamphlets ; collected 5s. 8d. We iutend to have a champion Commemoration.
Meeting here for the Chicago Martyrs on Nov. 10th in the Sailors' Institute, Hull.
Scottish Socialist Federation -Edinburgh.—On Wednesday the 27th urt.,

we had a good meeting in Labour Hall, when Cunninghame Graham delivered a-

capital address on the '• Eight Hours' Day," which was much appreciated ; a
discussion followed. After the meeting dispersed we had a "social" in the
small hall, when we had short speeches from Graham, Spence (Aberdeen) and
Glasse, and the meeting was otherwise enlivened by appropriate toasts and the
singing of revolutionary songs. Graham also spoke at the Scottish Home Rule
meeting, which was being held at the same time in the music-hall. He had a
decent reception from the audience, but his Socialistic speech was too much for
Professor Blackie, who shook his "kail runt" at the "unsentimental gentle-
men," and generously made an exception in his case when moving a vote of
thanks to "all the speakers." We had good meetings in Leith and Edinburgh
on Sunday, and lively discussion. Henderson Street Hall has been secured for'
our Sunday evening meetings in Leith, which begin on Sunday first.

A Tonic Sol Fa Class meets every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock at Kelmscott
House, Hammersmith; comrade J. Munday conductor. All members of the
.League are cordially invited to attend and assist.

Cosmopolitan Research Association, Wharfdale Temperance Bar, 46 Wharf-
dale Road, Kings Cross.—Meets every Wednesday at 8.30 for discussion of

i

social subjects. October 8th, Mr. A. Bradfield, " Natural Causation,"
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f .. INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
<

' GERMANY.
Twenty-two soldiers of the 78th Regiment stationed at Oldenburg have

been sentenced to two years' imprisonment for insubordination, and they

freely declared that they were Socialists. How the cowardly and false

bourgeoisie must shake in their shoes at reading such news ! What is to

become of them if they can't rely any more on the army, the strongest pillar

on which that miserable structure, so-called modern society, rests ? Though
we have great pleasure at the sight of the cold perspiration which breaks

out on the leaders of the present social "civilisation," we are sorry for the

young men ; but even they will get over it, and the hate against their tor-

mentors will only grow stronger and more intense. We hope if these young
soldiers of Socialism ever use the ballot-box as a means to destroy the
present state of society, they will use to smash the skulls of some of its

brightest ornaments.
Ever since the last great miners' strike the large manufacturers and

capitalists have been very dissatisfied with the way the Emperor interfered

in the strike, and also with his meddling with the "free contract " between em-
ployers and employed, and as they dare not attack the Socialist kaiser him-
self, their warfare is directed against Councillor Hinspeter, who was teacher
to the Emperor, and who is supposed to have infused the social reforms into

the royal " brain." On the other hand, the workmen have shown at the elec-

tions and otherwise what they think of the royal humbug. It is certain that
young Billy suffers very much from some nervous disease, for he travels and
runs about from place to place, from one military show to another, it looks

certainly as if something was not quite right, or as if he hadn't his right
change anyhow. In his social reforms we find the same feverishness and
inconsistency throughout ; further, the actions of the Ministry show that
they are affected in the same way. The Home Minister, Herrfurth, who
declared in the debate about the removal of the coercion law that they could
not do without it, has now (since Bismarck got the sack) said that the law
was a great mistake. It is strongly rumoured that the Government is going
to publish on the 1st October a manifesto to the working classes, asking
them to stand by the Emperor, telling them what he is going to do for them

;

and if this has not the desired effect, and the workmen refuse to be good
boys, the policy of in the one hand sugar, and in the other the whip will be
dropped, and the policy of only whip will again be adopted. It seems as if

the Socialist members smell the rat ; they try to make the new organisation
as flat as possible, and get the ribbons well in their hands, to be able to

excommunicate everyone who dares to kick.
At a congress at Halle of German miners a federation of unions was agreed

upon, and the rules prepared by a committee adopted. A petition was also

drawn up to be submitted to the Imperial Parliament and other bodies,
setting forth the following demands :

1. That a shift shall not exceed eight hours. 2. That overtime shall be
abolished. 3. That the shifts to be reduced in wet or too hot places. 4. That
the minimum wages of pickmen be 4 marks per day, the pay of the other workers
in mines to be fixed in proportion. 5. That wages be paid weekly, and one
system of pay-books be introduced in all mines. 6. That courts of arbitration be
established to settle all disputes. 7. That a new German mining law be passed.
8. That improved sanitary arrangements be introduced. 9. That the restrictions
which prevent miners from going from one district to another be removed. 10.

That the administration of miners' co-operative unions be entirely in the hands
of the men. 11. That measures be taken to prevent the importation of foreign
labour. 12. That the power of employers to dismiss their men be limited by law.
13. That copitalist rings be abolished or suppressed if they are directed against
workmen.

Some of these demands show that the authors of this petition have very
childish notions about the grim warfare between capital and labour. Peti-
tion, indeed ! they can petition till they are black in the face ; it will only
fill the waste-paper baskets. If the miners want any lightening of their
burden they will have to make their demands in a different key. Rtr.

DAMNATION !

How the parsons do laugh in their sleeves !

They laugh, for they care not a pin,

Though the world with themselves has been damned,
Because Eve gave Adam a pippin.

If you think this untrue you will go
To the Devil, the parsons tell you ;

—

O, believe in such nonsense as that

!

You deserve to be damned if you do !—Harry Croplev.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.
The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1890 :—North Kensington, to end of April.
Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, ' Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester,
and Norwich, to end of May. Yarmouth, to end of June. East Lon-
don, to end of July. North London and Leicester, to end of August.
Streatham, to end of December.

(Branch Secretaries will please senci with remittances for Capitations the number
of their membership.

)

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.

Total

' £ s. d.
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P. Webb .010 J. S. S
A Worker .006 B. W.
C. Saunders . .020
J. Bines .010
N. .006
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
Funds are urgently needed for special work in connection with Propaganda.

These funds will be used at the discretion of the Propaganda Committee, and to
prevent confusion all money must be sent to Secretary of Propaganda Committee,
at 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, WT.C, and will be acknowledged
by him the ' Weal. . D. J. Nicoll, Sec. to Propaganda Committee.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Butenx, 45, Inwith Street, Batterse*
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, October 5, at 8.30 p.m., R. W. Burnie, "Anarchist Morality."

East London.—K. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. Band practice every Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday,
October 5, at 7.30, a lecture.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South Side Branch.—E. Lupton, secretary pro tern.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every
Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Exchange Buildings, Rutland Street. Branch meeting on Thursday
at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30*

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;
Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening
Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30=

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 4.

8 Euston Road—Ossulston Street Nicoll
8 Mile-end Waste . Leggatt and Greenwood

Sunday 5.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Burnie
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge .Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church ....Nicoll

11.30 New Cut—Short Street Smith and Miss Lupton
11.30 Regent's Park Blundell
3. 30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mordhurst and Cantwell
3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
3.30 Streatham Common Smith, Buckeridge, and Miss Lupton
6 Streatham—Fountain The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street Mrs. Blundell
8 Mile-end Waste ......The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Friday 10.

7.30 New Cut—Short Street Buckeridge and Miss Lupton
8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Mrs. Blundell

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-
day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Saturday: Woodhouse Moor, at 7.30 p.m. Sunday: Hunslet Moor,
at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square, at 10.45 a.m. ; Market Place, at 6.15 p.m.

;

Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m. Monday : Belgrave, at 8. Tuesday : Sanvey
Gate, at 8. Wednesday : Braunstone Gate, at 8. Friday : Infirmary
Square, at 8. Saturday :

" Cross," Belgrave Gate, at 8.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips
Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,

at 11 ; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman'a
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.

South Side Branch.—Comrades who either have joined or are willing to
joii above Branch are requested to communicate immediately with Miss E,
Lupton, 59 Selhurst Road, S.E., secretary pro iem.
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HOW
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—August Spies.
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A TREACHEROUS ATTACK.
HUBERT BLAND STRIKES HIS BLOW.

Hubert Bland has struck his first blow, and has dealt it not against

the foes, but against the friends, of Socialism. We had always a mis-

giving that some such untoward occurence would result from so much
waiting and hesitation.

In a letter which appeared recently in the Sunday Chronicle, he tells

the people of Manchester that the leaders of London Socialism are

about to visit their city, and then proceeds to warn them against the

faults and follies of modern Socialist agitators. These are chiefly, he says,
4

' bleat," " blether," and " bunkum. " Under these headings he accuses

them of morbid sympathy with lustful wives who become enamoured
of good-looking young lodgers ; of sentimental pity for criminals, and
hatred of judges and jailers ; of general ignorance of economic fact,

and with frequent and foolish repetition of the term " bourgeois "
; of

magnifying the strength of Socialism, and using grandiloquent and
specious phrases when talking of rights and wrongs of labour. Our
Fabian " friend " concludes with a hint that the sensible and virtuous

citizens of Manchester should kick the Socialist agitators out of their

sacred city.

Of course, Hubert Bland professes that Socialism is very good
although Socialists are very bad, and that it is only his exceeding love

for Socialism that incites him to urge the Manchester mob to meet
our comrades with the points of their clogs !

Had this letter appeared in the Times or the St. James's Gazette

above the signature of Charles Bradlaugh or Professor Tyndall, we
would have regarded it merely as an unusually silly and spiteful

diatribe of the enemy ; but coming from the pen of an avowed So-
cialist, and appearing in a democratic journal, we can only regard it

as one of the meanest and most cowardly tricks that have yet sullied

the comradeship of militant Socialism.

The difficulties and dangers of Socialist propaganda in the past
have been many, and Hubert Bland is evidently anxious that they
shall not be less in the future ; and so, to the interruptions and abuse,
the brick-bats and horse-ponds of the ignorant and bigoted avowed
enemy, he hastens to add the satire and affront, the kicks and the
cuffs, of the educated and polite professed friend.

The Socialists who speak in the highways and byeways of our towns
and cities are mostly workmen, who have neither been taught fine

speaking in universities or fine manners in London drawing-rooms,
but they have a nobler ideal of Socialism and a higher perception of

morality than anything yet revealed to us in the writings of Hubert
Bland. They do not believe in the existing law of marriage, perhaps

because they do not see the ethical beauty that Mr. Bland sees in the

licensed prostitution of our marriage system ; they do not love judges

and jailers, having some perception, that Mr. Bland apparently lacks,

of the utter brutality and hypocrisy of their office ; and they do

sympathise with criminals because, unlike Mr. Bland, they do not
sympathise with crime.

As for maudlin sympathy with " the married woman who is hin-

dered by Society—that baneful entity—from indulging in her passions

without risking her position," and who is compelled " to fill the

feeding-bottle while she might be discussing Browning [why not

Theosophy?] with some good-looking young men of her feather," we
dare assert it to be a characteristic, not of London Socialist clubs, but

of the saloons where Fabians and their fashionable literary and

dramatic friends most delight to congregate.

If the solicitude which our monitor has for the delicate moral' and
intellectual susceptibilities of the readers of the Sunday Chronicle,

and his utter disregard of the common feelings and intelligence of

the brave men and women who have through good and evil report

made a highway to social freedom in our country, are examples of the

higher culture of Fabianism, then let us hope that there are few of

his friends who will care to aspire to that " bad eminence " of manners
and morals, with him.

It is a " remarkable coincidence " surely, as Mr. Weller the elder

might have put it, that while Mr. Bland is crying down the credit of

the "leaders of London Socialism" to the people of Manchester, he

and the leaders of London Fabianism are meanwhile vigorously push-

ing their own literary and oratorical wares in that city and district

!

Anyhow, let us hope that Mr. Bland does not over-estimate the

discrimination of the people of Manchester, and that they may nob
make the ridiculous blunder at any time of mistaking a Fabian for

Socialist, and meting out the treatment to him that Mr. Bland would
reserve exclusively for the poor, despised, apostles of liberty, equality,

and fraternity, who lack the culture and the priggishness of this new
public censor of Socialist morals and education.

J. Bruce Glasier.

THE SLAVES OF THE STOKE-HOLE.
In the vast Inferno—wide as the world itself—in which Labour-
writhes and toils, there are (as in that old hell of the mediaeval poet)
varying circles of intensifying torture. Surely almost in the lowest of
them all are placed the wretched men who work as " firemen " aboard
ocean-going steamships. This is the tale of their lives, as told, not by
some Socialist or Anarchist, but by the sober bourgeois pen of a black-
coated, tall-hatted, highly respectable middle-class doctor.

First, what is the toil required of him] He must labour in the
intense heat of the furnaces. " The exhaustion due to the exposure to
the fire is most painful, and breaks down the strongest constitutions.
Six or seven years' constant work as a fireman on board a steamer
seems sufficient to ruin the health of a strong man. . . . Sometimes a
man may go down to the stoke-hole in sound health, and yeb in an
hour or two is so overcome that he is unable to climb on deck again.

Straps have then to be fastened about his body, and he is hauled up
with a rope. The men often remark that four hours down seem a
longer time than twelve hours up. . . . When there is a strong breeze
blowing, a good draught is created, which keeps the stoke-hole cool.

But by the time the next watch comes in, the wind perhaps has
changed,* the stoke-hole becomes oppressively hot, and the number of

revolutions falls off. Then the engineer manifests all the symptoms
of bad temper. He abuses the firemen ; and to avoid reprimand they
seek by extra effort to compensate the effects resulting from^the un-
favourable direction of the wind. Such extra strain in such unhealthy
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heat is naturally injurious. The heat at times is so great that the

tools burn and the steps of the iron ladder leading to the deck are

too hot to be held with the bare hand." Out of this burning Gehenna
(which yet has its variations of temperature, amounting sometimes
to 35° Fahr.) the men have often to come up to the mayhap cold and
rain-swept deck. "Sometimes they come up simply to breathe for a

moment a little fresh air, or else they have to carry ashes and throw
them into the shoot, or they have to feteh water."

Scorching heat, alternated with cold, is not the only demon with its

clutch upon the poor stoke-hole slave. In consequence of the con-

strained position in which he works he suffers from excruciating cramp.
" The muscles so contract as to stand out like thick ropes. The men
roar with pain till their mates lay them down and by the exercise of

friction restore the contorted muscles to their normal condition. It is

only the firemen who suffer from such cramps ; sailors are exempt,
though travelling by the same ship. Firemen, when attacked by
cramp, cannot eat ; they cannot retain food, but drink constantly and
lose weight very rapidly."

Nominally, this torture, miscalled work, only lasts for four hours in

every twelve (these four hours, be it remembered, meaning three times
as long in the upper air). In fact, the men are constantly bent under
their tasks for a much longer period. " There are ashes and clinkers

to be cleared away after the watch is over, and this takes up some
considerable time. More serious than that objection is the fact that

firemen are often ill. There are never any extra hands on board, and
therefore, when one fireman is ill, two other firemen have to work for

six hours instead of four in every twelve. This makes twelve hours

per day of exposure to the fierce heat of the stoke-hole. With the

sailors it is possible to work the ship even when there is a hand or two
short ; to keep up the fire for the engines the full complement of fire-

men and trimmers must be there—not one can be spared. It is a

terrible misfortune for the firemen if any among them fall ill. There
is then every chance of illness increasing in a ratio that might be com-
pared to compound interest. Thus, if one man is ill, two men have to

work six hours instead of four. Overcome by this stress, they also

may fall ill ; then four men have to work extra time. If three men
are ill, then six men are affected."

Such is the daily work of a fireman. What provision is there made
for him when he comes off duty ] Let us see. " When the fireman
comes off duty he goes to his cabin and removes the clothes that are

black with coal-dust and soot and saturated with perspiration. These
foul-smelling clothes have to dry in the 72 cubic feet of space allotted

to him, and naturally contribute very materially to pollute the atmos-
phere of the cabin. A sooty sort of grease, formed by the mixture of

perspiration, smoke, and coal-dust, is daubed on all sides of the cabin,

and the firemen become so repulsive in their appearance that, in many
ships, precautions are taken to prevent the passengers seeing them."
The good, cleanly, well-clothed bourgeois passenger must not, forsooth,

be offended by sight of the poor drudge whose hellish toil is carrying

him across the ocean. The 72 cubic feet of air-space are never properly

ventilated, and the air is often rendered still more foul by paints and
mineral oils stored in lockers on either side of the narrow gangway
leading to the forecastle. Convicts in prison enjoy 370 cubic feet of

well-ventilated space. Very frequently, to reach their quarters, the

sailors and firemen "have to pass through a very small hatch and
descend by a ladder to a depth of ten or more feet into the lower

decks of the ship. If an accident or collision occurs and something
falls over the hatch, this apeiture is so small that the sailors or firemen

below are unable to get out. Many lives have been lost in this manner.
The men below might have saved their lives and perhaps the ship also,

if the hatch had been wider and not so easily blocked by debris." At
night the sailors and firemen lie "sweltering in the heat of the over-

crowded, badly-ventilated cabin." So close are they together that one
man's head lies against his neighbour's feet, without any partition.

At meal-time food is literally thrown to the men in huge pieces. The
recipients make a rush for it and hack and cut it " in a semi-savage
manner."
The result of this terrible existence is, says the calm medical witness

from whom we are quoting, to " occasion great nervous excitement
and irritability. Men who by nature are not quarrelsome, end by
losing their tempers; disputes and even fights ensue." The system
would be bad enough even were all the men competent and able-bodied ;

but unfortunately incompetent hands (usually, we may presume, black-

legs) " are smuggled on board at the last moment. When the firemen

see with whom they have to sail, they sometimes refuse to start with
the ship. Then legal complications arise." This is a pleasant euphem-
ism for prison with hard labour. " Those who cannot afford to abandon
the ship at the last moment—and these are generally the married men
—have to bear throughout the voyage the brunt of the work. The
incompetent hands fall ill, and those who are healthy become invalided

because they have more than their share of work to do."

The summing-up of the whole matter is that, as we have seen, after

six or seven years, the fireman ceases to be able to work at his trade.

He can do no more hard work, and "goes," says our medico, "to swell

the great army of the unemployed who loiter about the docks in search

of some light, if ill-paid task." Alas ! in this instance our medico is

not "up to date" in his information. Under the regime of Burns,

Tillett, McCarthy, and the rest of them, there is no room at the docks
for the " loafer and the tramp " of ruined physique. They may go to

the workhouse or the prison for aught our " labour leaders " care.

Once more, we are quoting from no madcap Communist, but from
the " Report on Sanitation at Sea " of the Lancet " Special Sanitary

Commission." The Lancet is a paper published at sevenpence, and

unlikely to come in the way of the worker. Therefore it is that we
have reproduced so much of its Report. The editor of the medical

journal, in a soft-spoken leader, observes, apparently with astonish-

ment :
" Ship building and ship management seem to have beea con-

ducted solely for the one purpose of ensuring the commercial success

of the enterprise taken in hand. Little or no thought has been given

to the risk of life attendant on such ventures." Exactly so, oh
respectable editor! Here, as elsewhere, what cares the idle profit-

grinding capitalist, in his comfortable mansion, " replete " (as the
advertisement in its vile jargon doubtless said) " with every modern
convenience," for the poor stoke hole slave who helps to pile up riches

for him 1 All he cares for is that his soft and cushioned life should

not be disturbed by plaints from poor damned Lazarus in his furnace,,

that he should neither see him nor hear of him. Medical officers of

ships who report upon these matters are quickly told that their services

can be dispensed with. Even the Board of Trade, it seems, has.

suggested that the ship's surgeon should report whether the ventilation

on board ship be sufficient, but Dr. Leet, of Liverpool, has publicly

stated that when he acted in that capacity he received written instruc-

tions from his owners to do nothing of the kind. No Board of Trade
regulations, no parliamentary enactments, so long. as commercialism-

continues, can sensibly improve the condition of workers at sea any
more than that of workers on land. For them, as for others, the
" only thing that will do " is the Social Revolution. As our editor, in

his mild way, has truly said, the " one purpose " of our present system
is " the commercial success of the enterprise taken in hand," and the
lives of "common" labouring men—their happiness or misery—are

matters of small concern indeed to the lazy thieves who make to them-

selves what they conceive to be an earthly paradise from their torment*

Of these, by the way, our dear friend Norwood is one. Free Com-
munists are not vindictive ; they do not, like the middle classes to-day,

love to torture and " punish " criminals ; but we should be less than

human did we not wish for the Chairman of the Joint-Committee just

one week of the stoke-hole. Probably one week would suffice to dispose

of him for ever.

In a later issue of the Lancet, a certain " Arthur Moss, M.B." (let ua
by all means note his name), opines that firemen are themselves largely

to blame for their early deaths. It seems, according to Dr. Moss, that

they often suffer from diseases which result from dissipation. This,,

being interpreted, means that some of them, during their brief holidays-

ashore, seek in reckless bestial debauchery forgetfulness for a little of

the hell from which they come and the black future before them.

Probably if Arthur Moss, M.B., were a thrall of the stoke-hole, even

he (model of morality as he doubtless is) might also give way to such

ignoble pleasures as came his way. Possibly he, as well as Norwood,
would (to adapt the famous saying of the old Scotch judge) be "nane
the waur " for a good roasting at the furnace. R. W. Burnie.

FELIX VOLKHOVSKY.
Our contemporary, Free Russia, which is very good this month, has
the following article on our brave comrade Felix Yolkhovsky, who has
had the good fortune to escape from the horrors of Siberian exile :

We are very happy to be able to announce to our friends the news of the
safe arrival in England of one of the most hard-tried champions of Russian
freedom. Felix Volkhovsky, the same of whom Mr. George Kennan spoke
in such high terms in his article upon the Tomsk exiles, is with us, having
succeeded in escaping from Siberia. A total of seven years solitary confine-

ment in the Fortress and other prisons of European Russia, and eleven years
exile in Siberia : such was the reward of our friend's services. We do not
propose to give his biography. We will only say that these eighteen years
of suffering were inflicted upon hiin because he was known to hold certain

opinions unfavourable to the present Russian regime, and suspected of

spreading these views among workmen and educated people. He could not
possibly be implicated in terrorism or the like, because nobody thought of

such things when he was first arrested. With his health to a great extent
wasted, but with his energy and talents unimpaired and fresh, he resolved

to escape, with the deliberate purpose of devoting himself to forwarding the-

Russian cause in foreign countries. He succeeded in eluding the vigilance

of the Siberian authorities, and after many adventures, which he will tell us,

we hope, some day, he reached Canada through the Pacific, having travelled

right across Siberia. His little daughter was left behind, as it would have-

been madness to take her with him. The fear that the child might be laid

hold of by the Russian Government, as was the case with the children of

several political offenders, imposed upon Volkhovsky the necessity of keeping
himself as quiet as possible, concealing his identity under the name of Felix
Brant. But now, after a \ear of anxieties which it is easier to imagine than
to describe, the child arrived in London and joined her father, so that there

is no longer any need of concealment on his part.

Though Felix Volkhovsky stayed in Canada only about eight months, he
succeeded in laying in that country the foundation of a pro-Russian move-
ment. He wrote upon the Russian question in various periodicals : the

Toronto Globe, the World, the Woodstock College Monthly, and other Canadian
papers. Three months after his arrival he was able, thanks to his exceptional

linguistic capacities, to appear as a lecturer.

Though small in number, these lectures awakened a deep interest in the

Russian cause, and a number of the most prominent and influential Canadian
citizens offered to form a committee similar to the English and Philadelphian.

Amongst them are Sii Daniel Wilson, president of the Toronto University,

Professor Rev. Dr. William Clarke, of Trinity College, Dr. Daniel Clarke,

of the Asylum, Rev. Dr. Dewart, of the Christian Guardian, Rev. John
Burton, Dr. Geikie, and Dr. Aikins.

In July last Volkhovsky reached London, where he will settle permanently.

The Russian cause here has made in his person an invaluable acquisition.

This man, who is himself a living indictment against Russian despotism,

comes straight from the land of exile and suffering. His experiences are

those which few men have had, because very few could outlive what he has

outlived, and we know of no one who would deliver such a message as his

with more impressiveness.
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NOTES.
It must be now evident to all that the policy of coercion is about to be
tried in England as well as in Ireland. At Leeds, Southampton, and
Beckton the Government have shown a determination to crush the

labour movement by force ; and at the same time the Revolutionary
Socialists are attacked by the police for exercising the right of free

speech in places where public meetings have been held for years. A
large section of the workers have asked tho Government to shorten
their hours of labour. The Government replies by attempting to crush
their combinations by main force. After all, this is all that might be
reasonably expected from any government.

We have witnessed a strange sight during the last few days. Eight
hundred men specially selected from regiments that are known to be un-
touched by the discontent which prevails in the army are ordered out
and are provided with ball-cartridge. For what ? To put down riot
and disorder ? No, to terrorise men who are suspected of desiring to
^xercise the most elementary right of labour

—

i.e., to leave their work
if they are dissatisfied with the conditions under which they labour.

The Government are not content with threats to shoot rebellious
workmen down like dogs, but they even offer—taking a leaf out of the
book of the worst despots on the Continent—to find soldiers to act as
" blacklegs." It is to be hoped that if this is done in future these
gallant men will strike against such '" employment." The Revolution-
ary Socialists at least will do their utmost to persuade them to do so.

In face of the attack that is now being made on " free speech " and
"free combination," men of all sections of advanced thought should
prepare to act together. Whatever may be our differences of opinion,
we must close up our ranks in front of the common enemy. Above
all, we must commence a vigorous propaganda among soldiers, we must
spread the spirit of discontent and revolt which is already smouldering
among them. The new unions should not neglect this work, or else
-their movement may be crushed, not by the wealth of the capitalists,
but by the bullets and bayonets of the army.

We rejoice, however, in one fact. The present Government is
proving conclusively that it is hopeless to expect anything from them.
And we hope that they will soon drive the workmen into the only
method of action which will really improve their position—a general
strike in every trade and industry. D. N.

I do not suppose that many readers of the Commonweal concern
themselves with the proceedings of a congregation of sky-pilots and
their friends known as the "Church Congress." It is, however,
possibly worth while to note occasionally the abject ignorance—made
•all the more conspicuous by bumptious and insolent pretence of know-
ledge—of some " doctors of divinity " and " right reverend prelates

"

who boss this show. These persons would not hesitate to repudiate in
strong language the presumption of a working-man who, discoursing
upon Socialism as one having authority, should show himself absolutely
uninformed of its fundamental doctrines. This, however, is precisely
what Bishop Moorhouse of Manchester, despite his university educa-
tion, has been doing.

This wonderful "successor of the apostles," in what the Pall Mall
Gazette characteristically calls a " very striking sermon " addressed to
the Congressional wiseacres, declared that "some forms of Socialism
prescribed the worship of gold as a god "

! This will be news to those
who are looking for the time " when no slave of gold abideth 'twixt
the breadth of sea and sea." Moorhouse went on to say that " men
were not born equal, and all State decrees for the equal payment of
labour would end in discord and the same heart-breaking failure as
attended all Louis Blanc's State workshops."

It would seem, then, that this foolish prelate is under the impression
(a) that Socialists contend that all men are born equal; (h) that Louis
Blanc was responsible for the plan or the management of the National
Workshops which were organised by the bourgeois Government of
February as a sop to Cerberus and with the preconceived determina-
tion that they should fail; (c) that a "State decree for the equal pay-
ment of labour" is advocated by any school of Socialists. The first
two misstatements look very like deliberate misrepresentations. The
last is of course equally inaccurate, since it does not describe the
orthodox Collectivist programme and has no application to Communists
like ourselves, who adopt the famous formula of that very Louis Blanc
of whom Moorhouse ignorantly prates: "From each according to his
capacity ; to each according to his needs."

It is fair, perhaps, to add that at a subsequent discussion on Socialism
the Bishop of Durham managed to speak on the subject with some
sympathy and without betraying crass ignorance. Of course he
deprecated revolution and violence. The " Rev " would naturally not
be very acceptable to a prelate who receives £7,000 a-year for his
shepherdising, and about vhom still cling the traditions of his pre-
decessors' medieval princedom. Judge Thomas Hughes (a survival of
the Kingsley and Maurice period) discoursed concerning "co-operation"
(falsely so-called) and " thrift " ! How truly intelligent the " educated
and cultured " middle classes are, and how infinitely wiser than the
poor workman !

The egregious General Booth is a gospekgriucler of ««dw4^Mri^
but his grasp of the social question is as feeble as that of Wfi li|liqan
rivals. Our " excellent friend " Bombardos-Booth has been etitertafe \

mg us for months past with various puffs preliminary of the new
departure about to be taken by the "Army" he commands. The
Daily Chronicle, the Star, the Pall Mall Gazette and other Radical
capitalist journals have vied with each other as to who should most '>

advertise the schemes of the pious General. Bombardos has now, with
his usual flourish of trumpets, published his precious plan for what he
has the audacity to style a " social revolution." It turns out only to
be a rehash of the old familiar nostrums—shelters tempered T>y hymns,
the "workhouse test" in a new form, emigration (!), and, above all, of
course, implicit obedience to Bombardos. Shut your eyes, you vicious,
wicked unemployed, and see what good Bombardos-Booth will send
y°u - R. W. B.

THREE REVOLUTIONARY SONGS.
The three songs published in the Commoniveal this week have a common
character. They are songs of the poor alike in France, Germany, or
England. In all you heara cry of despair, but of an awakened despair, that
knows where the evil is, and is determined to find a remedy. The three
songs are characteristic of the nations to which they belong. In the
" Carmagnole " desperation is mingled with gay cynicism that laughs
at all things in heaven or earth ; the people feel that they have power
in their hands, and as they dance lightly through the streets, even their
laughter menaces the tyrants of the earth. But with all this cynicism
there is vision of a brighter world of peace and happiness. "The
Song of the Lower Classes" and " The Hymn of the Proletariat" are
curiously alike. In both you hear the bitter wail of the poor, and in
both there is the stern determination to end their misery by the
strength of their right arms; but there is no laughter in their songs,
the people suffer too much to laugh, and the hope of the future seems
farther off than it does to the Parisian populace.
A few words with regard to " La Carmagnole," the most revolu-

tionary song that the French Revolution produced. Like everything
revolutionary, it has had a wreath of strong adjectives showered upon
it by middle-class journalists and historians. To these it is even more
objectionable than even the terrible " Ca ira " of 1793, the chorus of
which was as follows :

" Ah ! 9a ira, 9a ira, 9a ira ! Les aristocrates a
la lanterne ! Ah ! 9a ira, 9a ira, 9a ira ! A la lanterne, on les pen-
dera !

" (Ah ! it will go, it will go, it will go ! The aristocrats to
the lamp-post ! Ah ! it will go, it will go, it will go ! Up to the lamp-
post we will hang them !) It is but fair to remember that at that time
the people had been driven mad by hunger, and been made desperate
by continual Royalist plots to overthrow the Revolution by a merciless
slaughter of the poor.

But to return to the " Carmagnole." Little is known of the origin
of the song, the author is unknown, though the tune had been pro-
bably popular as a country dance on the sunny plains of Provence for
many generations. The tune is supposed to have been brought to Paris
by the Marseillese, the six hundred men who knew how to die, along
with the famous song to which they have given this name; but even
this is doubtful. It is, therefore, a true song of the people ; author
and musician are both among the great unknown. One thing is quite
certain, it became popular soon after the capture of the Tuilieries on
the famous 10th of August. It was at first merely a topical song,
laughing at King, Queen, and Court, and rejoicing in the popular
victory. The chorus, " Dansons la Carmagnole ! Vive la son du
canon ! " (Let us dance the Carmagnole ! Hurrah for the sound of
the cannon !) is a reference to the insurrectionary cannon that bat-
tered down the walls of the Tuileries. The song became so popular
that at every victory of the Republican armies and every Revolutionary
outbreak a new version was made. The version, of which we give a
translation, probably came from the Hebertists, the Revolutionary
Socialists of the French Revolution. It is, therefore, the most in-

teresting to all those who are doing their best to sweep away the tyranny
and robbery of the ruling classes, and to bring back the golden age of
peace, happiness, truth, and justice for the oppressed peoples of the
earth. X.

@o i§e pernor*? of i§e ^enixmeniaZ lHct&.

Our vivacious contemporary, the Scots Observer, prints the following

entertaining "Epitaph on the Modern Sentimental Radical." It has the

merit of being true, which is more than can be said of some epitaphs

:

Moved by their Sorrows, He was ever ready
to Relieve the Poor
Out of the Rates :

Zealous in the Public Weal, He Sacrificed

For the Public Benefit

His Neighbour's Land :

Generous to a Fault,

He gladly expended
Any Sum, however large,

Which brought Him a steady Ten Per Cent.

:

Eminently gifted with a Tender Heart,
A Sympathetic Nature, and a Strict Sense of Duty,

He dropped a Tear in every Good Cause,
and

Subscribed Largely
to

His own Monument.
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WHY WE DO NOT VOTE.
This question has been so often answered and the reasons given so

abundant, that to those who have thought the matter out it seems
altogether superfluous to answer it. Nevertheless, as there still exist

men who, while styling themselves Revolutionary Socialists (?), are

going to establish by vote a Progressive Government (by the way, an
impossibility), I therefore think it is a necessity to answer once again
this question.

Now, whatever benefits may accrue to those who own land, etc., by
a change of government, it is self-evident that the propertyless class

can obtain nothing. As Parsons says, An economic slave cannot in

any country obtain political liberty. The science of politics is law-

making. The right to vote implies the right to make laws, [conse-

quently the right to govern. Now, as a propertyless man has no
right to live, inasmuch as the laws under which he is born denies him
access to the means of life, it is absurd to tell him that he can make
laws to govern those who own his means of life, and consequently
himself also. In whatever country he happens to be born he is a
trespasser according to the law. Imagine a man who cannot control

either the price of his day's labour or his productions voting ! The
only capital he possesses is the power to labour, which he must sell to

those who own his means of life or starve. What is Law % What is

Government ? These two words embrace all the villianics that has
ever been imposed on the human race. Morality never did or can

exist without liberty. You may tie a man's hands and thus make
virtue a necessity, but you leave his moral nature untouched. He
who invades another's rights commits a crime, thus every law-maker
is a criminal, and as to law, as Burke says, " Its every form is bad."

With Bakounine, we deny either its necessity or morality, for under
government and civilisation (V) precisely the same state of things

obtains now as would in a savage state without government or civili-

sation, for the weak and defenceless are robbed by those stronger than
themselves, either physically, mentally, or financially. By law they-

hold our common birthright in the land. Money, first introduced and
used to exchange equivalent values, has had its true function destroyed
by Acts of Parliament, thus giving a few banking swindlers the power
to fix the purchasing power of what was once a medium of exchange.

What is Liberty ? Briefly stated, it is an equality of conditions or

reciprocal rights ; unequal liberty is tyranny such as now exists, and
were it not for this fact that some have undue privileges government
would be superfluous, as it is only necessary in a community of slaves

on the one hand and tyrants on the other. Ask any sane man if he
is willing to concede the same right to another as he himself enjoys,

and he will immediately answer " Yes." He will also tell you that

he has no wish to violate the rights of any man, Propose then to

abolish governments, and he will at once tell you that you must have
laws to restrain not himself but the other fellow. Past and present

laws have so hardened mankind, that even a majority of our so-called

reformers are tyrants at heart. But, says modern morality, man is so

imperfect that you need laws to restrain him. They forget that that

fact alone supplies the strongest reason why he should not be allowed

to impose his imperfection on others.

Now that Social Democratic mob rule, or H. Spencer's coming
slavery, is likely to be the next, and let us hope the last, wave of

political swindledom that will afflict us, it behoves us to redouble our

efforts to spread the light.

With regard to majority-rule, I would not say with Carlyle that

the majority will always be fools, but it is plain that for a time yet

the workers will not be over-educated. First, then, where votes are

counted and not compared, intelligence would count for nothing.

Secondly, any fool would be eligible for office if he obtained a majority

of votes. Murder and robbery would be as right then as now if the

majority said so. Reading a leaflet issued by the S.D.F., entitled,

" What is the use of a VoteVI came across this sentence, " Remem-
ber, never for a moment forget this eternal truth, Equality in the

ballot-box is a mere juggle when there is inequality of social condi-

tions all round ! " " Amen ! " said I. A few lines below I read r

" What is the use of the suffrage? It has but one use, to enable the

workers to take peaceful possession of the power of the State, and to

use said power for social purposes." It goes on to say that the people

must instruct their delegates to proclaim only that land, etc., belong

to the people, and that, therefore, private property in these things

must cease.

Now, as possession under the law is equivalent to ownership, do
these men imagine that a proclamation will be sufficient 1 and will the

present owners hand it over without a struggle? Having asked a question

of a Mr. Jones, an S.D.F. advocate, as to the honesty of politicians,,

he told me and the people that all politicians were thieves, but, said

he, " You must set a thief to catch a thief ! " Now what guarantee

have we that these said thieves, like all their predecessors, would not

if they go into power do just the same 1 Surely the replacing one
gang of thieves (as they would be by labour pence) by another will

not improve the condition of the people. The capitalist might then

boast with Vanderbilt, " That delegates could be bought cheaper than
votes ! " These men in their madness (or are they joking 1) assert in

their leaflet that they are economic slaves, which is true. Neverthe-

less, they declare in a few lines below that they are going to use their

economic slavery to obtain political freedom. The lessons that America,.

France, Germany, and other countries afford, has been thrown away
on them, or has the sophistry of the rotten Republicanism of Reynolds

thrown them off their base. Let us hope before committing them-
selves to this most detestable policy of reaction, they will study the

question a little deeper, and learn with us that we must gain the un-

conditional right to the resources of life before true freedom is even
possible.

In conclusion, it has been said that hero-worship has ever been the

curse of the world, and I fear that John Burns, whatever good work
he may have done in the past, according to the tendency of his recent

speeches will soon rank with Bradlaugh, Broadhurst, and Co., as being

the most reactionary enemy of human emancipation. As for us, as

Fielden says, " We must hew to the line, let the chips fall where they

will. Better far to stand alone in an honest fight for principle than

join a multitude of sycophants." W. Barker.

NOTICE.
Next Week wi 1 begin a Series of Articles, entitled

" REVOLUTIONARY WARFARE."
BY Z). J. NICOLL.

Branches and Newsagents are requested to order early, as w&
expect an large demand.
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LA CARMAGNOLE.
1792.

HYMN OF THE PROLETARIAT.
Air: " Zu Mantua en Banden."

Who hammers brass and stone ?

"Who raiseth from the mine ?

Who weaveth cloth and silk ?

Who tilleth wheat and vine ?

Who worketh for the rich to feed,

Yet live themselves in sorest need ?

—

It is the men who toil, the Proletariat.

Who strives from earliest morn ?

Who toils till latest night ?

Who brings to others wealth,

Ease, luxury, and might ?

Who turns alone the world's great wheel,

Yet has no right in commonweal ?

—

It is the men who toil, the Proletariat. /

Who is from aye a slave

To all the tyrant brood 1 > .

Who oft for them must fight ?

Oft sacrifice his blood ?

—

O folk ! hast thou not yet perceived,
5Tis thou that ever art deceived !

Awake, ye men who labour ! Up, Proletariat 1

Together join your powers 1

And swear to banner red !

For freedom boldly fight !

So win ye better bread !

Then quicken ye the despot's fall !

Bring peace unto the nations all !

To battle, ye who labour ! Up, Proletariat !

In your hands lie the means !

Work but with unity !

Hold ye but firm together

Then ye will soon be free.

With quick-march forward to the fight,

Though scorn the foe in grape-shot might !

Then win, ye men who labour ! Win, Proletariat !

Johaxx Most.

O what is it the people cry ?

They ask for all equality.

The poor no more shall be

In slavish misery.

The idle rich shall flee
;

Vive le son, &c.

O what is it the people cry ?

Away with pious priests that lie

!

Christ to the stable go ;

The Virgin lieth low.

Their God to hell may lly !

Vive le son, &c.

O what is it the people need ? O let the peoples all agree

They ask for bread and iron and lead ;
To live in love and liberty .

The iron to win our pay, Are we not fools to fight

The lead our foes to slay, To please the rich man s spite ?

The bread our friends to feed ;
Let's feast right merrily

;

'

Vive le son, &c. v™ ]e 8on
'
&c -

See Descriptive Article on p. 323.

SONG OF THE "LOWER" CLASSES.
We plough and sow—we're so very, very low,

That we delve in the dirty clay,

Till we bless the plain with the golden grain,

And the vale with the fragrant hay.

Our place we know—we're so very, very low,

Tis down at the landlord's feet

:

We're not too low the grain to sow,

But too low the bread to eat

:

We're not too low the grain to sow,

But too low the bread to eat.

Down, down we go—we're so very, very low,

To the hell of the deep-sunk mines :

But we gather the proudest; gems that glow

When the crown of a despot shines :

And whene'er he lacks, upon our backs

Fresh loads he deigns to lay :

We're far too low to vote the tax,

But not too low to pay :

We're far too low to vote the tax,

But not too low to pay.

We're low, we're low—mere rabble, we know ;..

But at our plastic power

The mould at the lordling's feet will grow

Into a palace, and church, and tower.

Then prostrate fall in the rich man's hall,

And cringe at the rich man's door :

We're not too low to build the wall,

But too low to tread the floor :

We're not too low to build the wall,

But too low to tread the floor.

' We're low, we're low—we're very, very low ;.

Yet from our lingers glide

The silken flow, and the robes that glow

Round the limbs of the sons of pride.

And what we get, and what we give.

We know, and we know our share :

We're not too low the cloth to weave,

But too low the cloth to wear :

We're not too low the cloth to weaver

But too low the cloth to wear.

We're low, we're low- we're very, very low ;

And yet when the trumpets ring,

The thrust of a poor man's arm will go

Through the heart of the proudest king.-

We're low, we're low—our place we know,

We're only the rank and file :

We're not too low to kill the foe,

But too low to touch the spoil

:

We're not too low to kill the foe,

But too low to touch the spoil

Ernest Jones^
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
The Dockers' Congress.

It must be confessed that the published reports of the Dockers' Congress
are very dull ; there was, in fact, an air of gloom about the whole proceed-
ings. The leaders have lost hope, and appear to already anticipate defeat.
There was a good deal too much talk about " arbitration " and " conciliation "

in the speeches of the various leaders. Do they not know very well that
their capitalist opponents will only look upon this as a sign of weakness ?

These gentlemen know very well that if the union was strong the leaders
would talk in another fashion, and it only encourages the capitalists in their
determination to go for the dockers and other new unions at the first oppor-
tunity. The outlook, we admit, is not a cheerful one, but it will not be
improved by letting the world see you are losing heart already. Why not
face the masters boldly, and tell them you will tight to the bitter end, and
that if they attack one of the new unions the others will strike also 1 A little

of the spirit of the men of the Commune—" We will burn Paris to the ground
sooner than surrender "—would be more worthy of the leaders of the New
Unionism.
Meanwhile, there is not much talk of conciliation about the masters

—

" smashing the unions " is more in their style. According to a Times cor-
respondent, who seems to know, the " Free Labour Association " at South-
ampton is going on swimmingly, and the masters are going to start Blackleg
Supply Associations all over the shop. It fs strange to see the Social
Democratic idea of a Labour Bureau utilised by the scheming capitalist as a
means of hurling back the workers into their old misery. Matters have not
been improved at Southampton by the weakness of the London executive.
The local branch is in revolt against them. But surely a body that is meek
and humble to the employers and high-handed and autocratic to the rank and
file of the organisation cannot expect anything else. A little less severity
towards their own men, and a little more boldness in dealing with the
capitalists, is what is wanted. It is worth noting that the dockers of South-
ampton, judging by their attitude at the Congress, appear to share our
comrade Kitz's opinion of Mr. McCarthy. Mr. McCarthy has decidedly left
" a bad impression " behind him.

Pious Sweating.
Here is a black-list published by the London Society of Compositors of

religious and temperance newspapers printed at rat houses. Well-wishers
to the cause of the working people are asked not to purchase these "scabby "

publications.

Alliance News
Banner of Israel

British Weekly
Catholic Times
Children's Corner
Christian Age
Christian Herald
Christian Union
Ecclesiastical Gazette
Free Methodist
Good Tidings
Inquirer
Jewish Chronicle
Jewish World
Joyful Isews

Lamp
Literary Churchman
Primitive Methodist
Protestant Standard
Record
Refreshment News
Rock
Signal and Gospel Union

Gazette
Sunday Words
Temperance Caterer
Temperance Chronicle
Weekly Herald
Weekly Register
Word and Work

It is surely strange that the salvation of men's souls should be so closely
bound up with the starvation of their bodies. Sweating and piety seem to
go together nowadays.

The Scotch Iron-workers.
The masters are taking the offensive everywhere. All the furnaces

in the Scotch black country around Glasgow were put out on Sunday, so
that the Scotch black country at night is nowhere lit up with fires except at
Wishaw and Carron, the owners of which are not in the masters' combination,
because they manufacture iron for their own private purposes and not for
sale in the market. The workers abide firmly by the demand for time and
a half for Sunday labour, or for the stoppage of work on that day. The
masters, on the other hand, declare that they have been making iron for a
number of months at a loss, and that they are not disposed to put their
furnaces into blast again except on a reduction of 10 per cent, on the wages
of the past twelve months.
The depression in trade is already beginning to be felt, and all the masters

will seize upon the first chance of attacking the unions and forcing down
wages. Eeductions of 10 per cent, will soon be the order of the day every-
where.

TREE SPEECH IN DANGER.
It is evident that the London police are beginning an organised attack upon the
right of public meeting. We have to report three cases of police interference
with Socialist meetings last Sunday. At Union Street comrade Burnie was
ordered to go away while speaking by a pompous peeler, but refused. He was
then allowed to continue the meeting in peace. At Streatbam, in the evening,
Mrs. Lahr's meeting was surrounded by a force of twenty policemen. She was
ordered to " get down," and replied by defying the police to arrest her. This
the police would probably have done, had not the crowd assumed such a threaten-
ing attitude that the police thought it best to leave her alone. Our comrades at
Liverpool Street on Sunday were also informed by an inspector that no meetings
could b« allowed there. We replied that if the Christians were allowed to hold
their meeting we should hold ours. However, Mr. Woffendale's choir didn't
turn up, and it was evident that they were acting in agreement with the police.

We then marched away to Ossulton Street, where, in conjunction with the
S.D.F., a big indignation meeting was held, which caused so much alarm among
the police of the neighbourhood that some thirty of them, including two inspec-
tors and four sergeants, turned out to crush any attempt at riot and insurrection.
A resolution was passed condemning the action of the police in suppressing Free
Speech and Free Combination. Mrs. Blundell, Nicoll, an East-end comrade,
and twro comrades of the S.D.F. were the speakers. The choir sang several
revolutionary songs, to the great enjoyment of the assembled bobbies. It may
be mentioned that while the police were carefully guarding our meeting, a little

boy was being brutally knocked about down by St. Pancras Station by some
ruffian ; the pavement was covered with the child's blood. But the police were
too busy looking after the Socialists to trouble about such a trifle as this. We
hear on good authority that orders have been issued from Scotland Yard for a
general suppression of all Socialist meetings.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE UNEMPLOYED AND SOCIALISTS.—A DENIAL.
J. J. Chapman, General Secretary of Street-masons, Paviors, Stone-

dressers, and Hammermens Amalgamated Union, writes : In Lloyds News-
paper, of the 28th of September, there is a paragraph on the above subject,
and as it is hurtful to my reputation and to the unions to which I have
dealings (Social Democratic Federation, Socialist League, etc.), will you
kindly insert this and clear the stigma which it has brought upon me at my
work. It is reported that Mr. Chapman was in Hyde Park on Sunday,
Sept. 21st, and when he attempted to speak was received with groaning and
booting. That when he sat down the next speaker said Mr. Chapman was
a fraud, and was attempting to make money out of the poor of London.
(Applause.) It was a Socialist dodge to smash windows. He advised them
not to have anything to do with Mr. Chapman or any other Socialist. Cries
were raised for Mr. Chapman to reply, but he had left the meeting. The
red flag was torn in pieces and the pole broken ; a resolution was carried
condemning the Socialist agitators.

This is a deliberate falsehood ; Socialists are not as described here. This
is the work of someone who is an enemy of the Cause of the workers. I
was at home the whole of that day seeing to the welfare of my home,
family, etc., which had been neglected so long for the Canse of Humanity.
If this letter is not inserted, the above statement will do me a great
injury.

A PLAN OF CAMPAIGN.
Our Leeds comrades have been carrying on an active propaganda lately

both in the open-air and in the capitalist press. Our comrade Samuels in a
local paper thus explains and defends the revolutionary plan of campaign

:

" We would have the people organised so powerfully in unions and federations,
internationally, as to be able to resist payment of rent, interest, profit, and taxes,
to any individual, company, or clique. We must of necessity put out of all con-
sideration any immediate results to ourselves and others from such preaching and
action. Just the same as the Irish, and other peoples from time to time in the
world's history, who have felt that * he who would be free, himself must strike
the blow.' We take advantage of all strikes, lock-outs, and disputes between
the classes and the masses, masters and 'hands,' not shrinking from using any
means, unconstitutional and terrorist, agreeing with Jeremy Bentham that ' only
by making the ruling few uneasy can the oppressed obtain a particle of relief,'

and for the time being give all the help necessary to win such struggles for the
people, but unceasingly and uncompromisingly preach the inevitableness of.

a

crisis, the power of the general strike, and the necessity for preparation for the
social revolution. We seek, find, and use all the help we can gather from history,
science, economics, and even theology, for the purpose of showing the people the
causes and effects of civilisation, Christianity, arts, sciences, and invention, and
how the evolution of capitalism itself is towards that end that we see and preach.
" The philosophy of this kind of education and agitation is that earnest propa-

gandists are not corrupted, misled, or bought, as so many ' leaders ' have been

;

and the immense power that an ' anti-political ' movement is credited with or
exerts, has and will cause more fear in the ranks of statesmen, politicians, and
reformers, and will bring out all the * known and tried leaders of the people,' and
their pet schemes, and consequently more and quicker Reform Acts and pallia-
tives, which will doubtless be eagerly taken and used by the people in their
struggles with monopoly and greed, until the time when there are enough brave
and intelligent men competent to take over the land and all the industrial capital
of the country, and leave the people free to manage their own affairs in whatever
way they may think fit and best. How the people will or ought in the future to
work and live is a matter for them to discuss.

" It is neither necessary nor wise to know, care, or prophesy for the time when
' labour shall be free,' for if the intelligence and determination is there to grapple
with the economic evolution and cause the social transformation, there will
assuredly be sufficient for the task of giving, or rather allowing the children of
the earth full scope in the grand air of liberty and equality, for the development
of fraternity, love, and happiness, which is the ideal of true Socialism and
Socialists. This is the text we preach from three times every Sunday in the
open air."

Fop the ' Commonweal.

'

A Course of Special Lectures and Concert and Ball for the above purpose
(under the management of the 'Commonweal ' Branch of S.L.) will be given
at the Club Autonomic, 6, Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Eoad, W., as

under

:

Monday, October 13th, at 8.30 p.m.—D. J. Nicoll (S.L.), on "The
Glorious Keformation ; or, How the English People were Evicted, Bobbed,
and Murdered by the Killing Classes." 'Commonweal' Choir. Admission free.

Monday, October 20th, at 8 p.m.

—

William Morris (S.L), on "Art for
the People." This Lecture will be delivered at the Athenseum Hall, 73,
Tottenham Court Eoad, W. Admission by Ticket, Sixpence. For full

particulars, see large bills. Tickets can be had from Wm. Blundell, * Com-
monweal ' Branch Secretary, or F. Kitz, S.L. Secretary, 24, Great Queen St.,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.; and of all Branch Secretaries.

Monday, November 3rd.—A Concert and Ball. Full particulars of this

will be duly announced in ; Weal.

Any further information will be gladly supplied by * Commonweal ' Branch
Secretary, 24, Great Queen Street, W.C.

Something Wrong.
And yet there must be something wrong. A full-formed Horse will, in

any market, bring from twenty to as high as two hundred pounds : such is

his worth to the world. A full-formed Man is not only worth nothing to

the world, but the world could afford him a round sum would he simply
engage to go and hang himself. Nevertheless, which of the two was the

more cunningly devised article, even as an Engine ? Good Heavens ! A
white European Man, standing on his two Legs, with his two five-fingered

Hands at his shackle-bones, and miraculous Head on his shoulders, is worth,

I should say, from fifty to a hundred Horses !

—

Carlyle : ' Sartor Resartus.
1

The second international congress of diamond polishers and cutters of

Europe and America will be held at Charleville, near Mezidres (Ardennes),
France, on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of Novembery 1890. The chief associations

of Holland, Germany, France, etc., will be represented. For all information
address M. Samu=l Vuillet, secretary of Syndicat des Ouvriers Diamantaires

,
de St. Claude, 5 rue Lacuzon, Juro, France.
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1S90 :—North Kensington, to end of April.

Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, * Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester,
and Norwich, to end of May. Yarmouth, to end of June. East Lon-
don, to end of July. Leicester, to end of August. North London, to

end of September. Streatham, to end of December.

(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number
of their membership.)

Propaganda Fund.—Dominoes, 6d.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ s. d.

Total

R. (7 weeks)

.

.036 J. s. s
North London (2 weeks) .080 B. W.
H. R .010
R. F. H. .050
N .006

£ s. d.

1

6

19 6

REPORTS.
' Commonweal' Branch.—Good meetings have been held at the Hoxton and

Union Street stations, and several new members made ; at the latter station last

Sunday we collected 2s. OJd. The branch choir have worked hard at our meet-
ings in pushing literature as well as singing. The first lecture of the course
arranged by this branch came off last Monday, October 6th, at the Autonomic
Club, 6, Windmill Street, W., when G. Bernard Shaw lectured on " Ferdinand
Lassalle." Our branch choir opened the proceedings with revolutionary songs.

The audience were deeply interested in Shaw's lecture. Good and spirited dis-

cussion followed, which turned mainly on "physical force" and "the woman
question." We collected lis, 9^d., and another song by the choir finished a very
pleasant evening.—W. B.
South Side Branch.—Three meetings were held on Sunday. Short Street

in the morning meeting addressed by R. Harding and Miss Lupton ; R. Hard-
ing gave admirable address on "Politics and the Democracy"; received with
enthusiasm by a large audience; Is. 3d. collected. Afternoon, meeting on
Streatham Common ; speakers, Smith and Miss Lupton

;
good audience, mostly

well-dressed people, who at first jeered at red flag and Socialist doctrines, but
afterwards became respectful and attentive. Battersea Park Road in the even-
ing meeting addressed by Miss Lupton, assisted by comrade Buteux

;
good-

humoured and lively audience. The following questions were put by some of
the audience :

" Do you believe a universal strike is possible ? " and " Don't you
think that if we got rid of Conservatives and Liberals, and had a nice ' Labour
Parliament ' (composed of members of the S.D.F.), we should do very well ?

"

They were answered to the satisfaction of those present ; 27 'Weals sold.—E. L.
Aberdeen.—At the Sunday night indoor meeting, Kropotkine's " Law and

Authority " was read and discussed. At the Monday night business meeting we
decided to still further increase our open-air propaganda. An open-air meeting
was held at Woodside on Friday night, at which comrades W. Cooper and
Rennie spoke ; another meeting was held at Tory on Saturday afternoon, and on
Saturday night the usual meeting was held on Castle Street, when Duncan,
Rennie, and Leatham spoke to a large crowd. A large number of pamphlets
continue to be sold at all our open-air meetings.—C.
Glasgow.—The bad weather here has greatly interfered with our meetings.

We have, however, held our Paisley Road Toll meeting every Sunday evening

—

a meeting that is still growing in popularity—quite a number of the workers on
the Clyde travelling many miles to attend it. Glasier has been our only speaker,
except last Sunday, when comrade Haddow of the Steel Worker's Union spoke
at the Toll to one of the largest meetings we have yet had, Haddon's vigorous
exposition of the Labour question and advocacy of Socialism having a telling
effect. We collected for the Australian strike on Sunday, Sept. 20th, 4s. lid.;
Sept. 27th, 4s. 10|d. ; and last Sunday, 5s. 4d. Last Sunday forenoon, Brad-
laugh was vigorously heckled in the Waterloo Hall by Socialists and trades
unionists, quite the half of his audience being against him.

Leeds.—Our success continues. We had good meetings at all three stations
on Sunday, addressed by Allworthy, Cores, Sollit, and Samuels. Four quires of
Commonweal and one of Freedom were sold ; 9s. 6d. was collected. Next Sunday
we expect to have the assistance of comrade Sketchley from Hull, and the week
following Andrew Hall from Sheffield. We are making arrangements for a
vigorous winter campaign, a la Fabian, in imitation of the example set by our
comrades of Bradford ; and we venture to recommend this method of propaganda
to comrades everywhere. We are having a circular printed, giving a list of
lecturers and lectures and other information, which will be sent to all Tory,
Liberal, and other clubs and societies in Leeds and district. On Sunday evening
a united meeting of Leeds Socialists was held at the International Club, Templar
Street, at which a committee was appointed to make preparations for a great
Chicago Martyrs Commemoration Meeting in a large hall in the town.—G. C.
Scottish Socialist Federation -Edinburgh.—Our winter campaign has

begun well. A large audience gathered to hear " Socialism Defined and De-
fended " by comrade McDonald, of the London Fabian Society. It was a capital
lecture, and was much appreciated by everyone. After the lecture, questions
were asked and well replied to. A good discussion followed, in which McKenzie
and Purdie of the Trades' Council, comrades Gilray, Caddow, Davidson, and
Campbell took part. Mrs. Parker, of Dundee, who was on her way home from
a sojourn in California, was present, and described a co-operative colony she had
visited. —At Leith a crowded meeting was held in Henderson Street Hall. Com-
rade Hamilton discoursed on " The Spirit of the Age "—a lecture which was full
of hard knocks, of which the capitalist and the British working-man got each
their due share.—At both meetings good collections were made, and literature
sold well.—W. D. T.

South Side Branch.—Comrades who either have joined or are Milling to
join above Branch are requested to communicate immediately with Miss E.
Lupton, 59 Selhurst Road, S.E., secretary pro lem.

Turnham Green.—A lecture will be delivered by J. Turner on "True and
False Co-operation," at the " George IV.," Turnham Green, on Friday, Oct. 10,
at 8 o'clock.

Fabian Society.—A course of lectures on "Common Objections to Social-
ism " will be given at Bloomsbury Hall, Hart Street, New Oxford Street, W.C,
Friday, October 17, at 8 o'clock—///. That Socialism is contrary to Science.
"As interfering with Natural Selection," Grant Allan ;

" As certain to cause a
ruinous increase of population," Annie Besant.

Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, ,"0 South Bridge.
Business n eeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Lecture, Sundays at 6.80. Leith—
Henderson Street Hall, Sundays, at 6.30. Particulars in Evening News, Sat.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, BatterseaBattersea.—All
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holbora, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, October 12, at 8.30 p.m., A. Tarn, " The Case for Anarchy."

East London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.
North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. Band practice every Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday,
October 12, at 7.30, a lecture.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South Side Branch.—E. Lupton, 59 Selhurst Road, S.E., secretary pro tern.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every
Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on
Thursday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;
Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodail Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening
Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 11.

Euston Road—Ossulston Street Nicoll and Cantwell
....... Mile-end Waste .Mrs. Lahr and Kitz

Sunday 12.

....... Commercial Road—Union Street The Branch

........ Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
30....... Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
30 Hoxton Church Burnie
30...

30...

SO-
SO...

30...

30.,

8

New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton and Buckeridge
Regent's Park Nicoll
Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mordhurst and Cantwell
Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
Streatham Common Smith and Miss Lupton
Streatham—Fountain Mrs. Lahr
Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
Croydon—Crownhill Miss Lupton
Kings Cross— Liverpool Street The Branch
Mile-end Waste The Branch
South Norwood Green
Walham Green—back of Church .Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 15.

7.30 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton

Friday 17.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Woodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m.;
Vicar's Croft, at 6 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square, at 10.45 a.m. ; Market Place, at 6.15 p.m.

;

Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m. Monday: Belgrave, at 8. Tuesday: Sanvey
Gate, at 8. Wednesday : Braunstone Gate, at 8. Friday : Infirmary
Square, at 3. Saturday :

" Cross," Belgrave Gate, at 8.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—.Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham. —Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday : Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,

at 11; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman'a
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.
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"REVOLUTIONARY WARFARE."
I.

NO RENT AND A GENERAL STRIKE.
What are you Revolutionary Socialists going to do? what is your
programme, your policy 1 is the cry which greets us from opponents
and enquirers alike. Let me try as a Revolutionary Socialist to
answer this question by pointing out the means by which the present
society can be overthrown.
What are we doing now ? We are preaching the Gospel of Discon-

tent in every highway and byway ; and the spread of that gospel, as
shown by the great Labour Movement, that has filled society with
scarcely-concealed terror, shows that our preaching has not been with-
out its effect. But the period of what we may call purely educational
Socialism is passing. Education is still needed, admitted ; but it is no
longer the first thing. Thanks to the cheap productions of the modern
printing-press, thanks to almost innumerable lectures delivered in all

parts of London and of England also, anyone who really desires to

know what Socialism is can easily find out for himself. Besides, there

is no reason why we should not carry on educational work with the

revolutionary warfare which we intend to wage against capitalist

society. Nay, the work in itself will be an education, for we mean to

teach the people how to take their own, and finally how to hunt the

landlord and capitalist out of the land.

What are the first steps? We have already frequently mentioned

them in the Commonweal—the No Rent movement and the General

Strike.

The most immediately practical of these is the No Rent movement,

so let us deal with this first. It is agreed by all that a fearful trade

depression is coming. How are the people, the slaves of the capitalist,

to meet it ? Are they to starve patiently while the landlord wrenches

from them the money which should keep their hungry children alive ?

No, certainly not ; the people must no longer pay shameful rack-rents

for the rotten slums in which they dwell. Do you not know, you

wretched workers, that you have paid in rent the value over and over

again of the stinking bricks and mortar in which you are forced to

dwell, worse housed than dogs and swine.

It is time this was ended. The people have suffered dumbly too

long ; the moment has arrived for action ; and in the coming winter

those brave men who do not fear to sacrifice themselves for their

principles must be prepared to act. Let us set the example, let us be

willing to endure some slight risk for the good of humanity, and we
shall soon rouse the people from their apathy into bold and vigorous

rebellion.

What is to be done 1 We have already answered. Let a house be

taken in the centre of a slum by a man not well known in the movement,
and whose appearance will not arouse suspicion. Let the house be gar-

risoned—five resolute men will be enough. Let us then placard it with

bills advising the people to pay No Rent. Let the slums be flooded

with revolutionary and No Rent literature. And if the house is well

barricaded and fiercely defended with bricks, stones, and hot water,

it will not be long before the whole neighbourhood—especially if there

is a strong infusion of Irish blood among the inhabitants—will be in

open revolt against the house-farmer. And what will that mean?
Unless the authorities can suppress it—and it will take more than
police and bailiffs to do that—the No Rent movement will spread

through every district in London.
But some may ask, how could you defend a district that had gone

in for improving the landlord oft' the face of the earth, so as to defy

police an<^ bailiffs? We will tell them how the people might defend

it, for it is the people who will have to fight this battle.

Any revolutionist who has walked through the slums, which eighty

years ago were suburbs of the city of London, must have noted how
well suited they are for a No Rent campaign. The streets are narrow
and easily barricaded as they wind among high lofty houses, which

women and children might defend against men. Imagine the streets

torn up and blocked with overturned barrows, carts, and heaped-up

paving-stones. In a No Rent campaign it will not do to stick at trifles.

Imagine police and bailiffs climbing slowly and painfully over these

barricades under a hail of bottles, bricks, stones, hot water, and
missiles of all kinds. Dost thou like the picture 1 Then do you but

to make it a reality.

The No Rent movement has one great advantage, which should

commend it to Anarchists. It is not alone at the landlord it strikes

a heavy blow, but at all forms of government. What happens to the

landlord without rent is what happens to a government that can get

no taxes ; both are starved out. The workman pays rates and taxes

when he pays rent, and when rent ceases taxes cease also. Thus
government, having not wherewithal to pay officials, police, and soldiers,

will perish of starvation. But supposing the capitalist classes volun-

tarily tax themselves in order to keep up the government ? We have

an answer for this. Let the Rent Strike become general, and the

General Strike also comes within "the range of practical politics."

Nay, has it not become practical now ? Did we not nearly see London
in the throes of a general strike on that famous Tuesday in 1889, when
the labour revolt was at its height? Was there not practically a

general strike a few months ago in South Wales, and in Australia also

it has since become almost an accomplished fact. The miners, too, have
shown how by a few days' cessation of work they can bring the whole
industrial machine to a sudden stop. With all these examples before
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us it is impossible to say that the project of a general strike fc inGk

practicable.

'^t is certain that a general strike of workers cannot be made an
lB^femational or even a national affair at oribe. We feel sure that first

'^&B^jo^JfrSti be confined to a single l^e town, or perhaps a district

Q0^foi^!'^m^al towns, where revo^tiona^ ideas have gained a firm

feojd/npott the people. Ihave an idea^ that k may first break out in

|iMMfon, where the idea has been widely preached by Anarchists*,

.J^^tij^fy Socialists, and even by Social Democrats. The pretext

i^^00^B
:t:j^y^ be ah eight hour day; but its realaim must t& the

Social devolution. Revolutions have been repeatedly made for what
seemed very trifling demands. For instance, the dismissal of Neckar,
a popular minister, was the spark which set fire to the powder-
magazine in Paris in 1789. In 1848 it was the prohibition of a Reform
demonstration by th^ . Goveimtn^t . that led to the upheaval of that

famous year. And the Commune of Paris was proclaimed through the

disgust of the people at the cowardice of. their bourgeois republican

Government, while the immediate pretext arose from the question as

to whether the National Guard were to keep in their charge the cannon
they had paid for with their own hard cash. So it is not unlikely that

the
t
€reneral Strike which will herald the coming revolution may be

brought about by the demand of the workers for an " eight hour day."

The working-classes of all countries are unanimous in demanding it ; the

middle and upper class will be as unanimous in refusing it. It will be

impossible to get it through the capitalist Parliament ; and in despair

the workers who hope that it will make a paradise of this earth will,

as a last resort, decide upon a General Strike. Remember that the

situation in a few months' time will be so desperate, so many thousands

will be out of work and starving, that new unionists and old unionists

in despair will throw by their ideas of legislation, and endeavour to

obtain what they want by the only means left open to them.

D. J. Nicoll.
(To be continued.)

THE REDCAP IN THE CITIES.
Our comrades of the Midland Socialist Federation have published an

article by the Rev. A. Reaney in the form of a halfpenny pamphlet.

The article is so good, taken from the point of view of an intelligent

,and friendly middle-class man, that we think some of it is worth

quoting:
" Redcap is not the * rough ' nor the ' rowdy,' he is the ' revolutionist. 5

The rough is quite another sort of being. He is generally a sot, with not a

little of the simpleton in him, who goes with his pals and plays their little

game. The rowdy is a rough, plus the criminal, vicious, venomous, and
vile, but not generally dangerous, save when the police play the fool with
the harmless and useless political demonstrator ; then the rowdy sees his

chance, uses it, and the * West End ' is a little looted and greatly scared.

The rough and the rowdy are comparatively brainless, having no ideas on
organisation, utterly non-political, and usually cowardly. The * redcap' on
the contrary, is the man of virile mind, with a lurid imagination, full of

notions, with a ready eloquence, and quite capable of fighting it out in the

streets to the death—his own or another's. The redcap is not a criminal,

only so far as a rebel in posse is a criminal. . . . He would not harm a child,

and he is generally most polite to women ; but child, woman, man, or dog, if

they get in his way—the way of the revolution—so much the worse for them.
He contemplates civil war as the only remedy for things as they are. The red-

cap is of all nationalities. In Berlin he is a Socialist; in St. Petersburg he is

a Nihilist ; in Paris a Communard ; in New York a Knight of Labour

;

and in London be is the redcap. As a politician he is filled with scorn of

all political parties. The Tory he pities, sneers at the Liberal, hates the
Radical, and looks upon the Socialist as a mere mouth ! For all these

statesmen he has the utmost contempt. * They are,' he says, * surgeons who
would stop a bleeding artery with a bit of sticking plaster, and mend a
broken leg with a poultice.' Society is rotten, and must be rooted up.

Monarchies, parliaments, churches, councils, trade unions, poor law, Sun-
days, etc., must ail go, and will go. The first mission of the redcap, he
admits, is to destroy—to be an iconoclast ; and then, when the ground is

cleared, he would create—a home, a city, a commonwealth, a world !

It may be said, Where is he ? Is he numerous, or is he the one mad
earnest man, only to be met with here and there ? It is a little difficult to

answer that question. In all our great cities there are thousands of men
discontented, disaffected, defiant, and yet inactive. Redcap is the strong

man Tising to the surface of their social condition. Count such men from
the unit, and they would seem many ; reckon them down from the million,

and they would look few, very few. I have met them, and have heard

others speak of them as being numerous. The foreign element is doubtless,

large ; but between the English redcap and the Continental redcap there

has never been much real sympathy. I remember hearing of a very excited

meeting at the time of the West End riots, at which there were some two
hundred men, redcaps, with revolvers. Happily the weapons were not

used, but they were in hand. But, to rightly estimate the extent of the

redcap condition, it is needful to consider this point : Are they representa-

tives of a quiet but deep and extensive feeling which possesses the hearts

of thousands in our great cities, but is silent ? I am iuclined to say, Yes.

Three scenes in London life hare been very strongly impressed upon my
mind and memory. There was a meeting at Stepney Hall a few years since

to discuss immigration. The audience was composed of some 700 Socialists,

and of about an equal number who were supposed to be anti-Socialists.

During the debate a noted Socialist leader was speaking about East End
poverty, and stopping for an instant, said, ' There is wealth enough for us

a^at the West, and shall we take it ?
' The answer came, as it seemed to

me, from the whole audience, * Yes.' I have seen men moved by the oratory

of Gladstone and Bright ; but I have never seen men so moved as those

East Eriders were that night. To some it was the thought of their life put
into words ; to others it was a new idea, but passionately welcomed,
Another scene full of significance was the funeral of the man killed in some
r&w at Trafalgar Square. What a sight it was that winter Sunday after-

jSpo'fc |ro!n ,
Whitechapel to Bow Cemetery. Men by thousands, tens of

thousands, quiet, moody, too angry and grieved to talk. iAnd another time,
at Dod Street—the- street pulpit of the Socialists at the feat. End, from
which some assinine inspector ran in two Bqc&alistie preachers, /litwled
them out- The next meeting was a sight ; it &as said fort^ thousand men
were there. Possibly redcaps ! There Is iihi Quantity unknown.' Given
some grave social troribleMbad times, * Mg tflttrider by the Government or
police^-and the redcap might colour the ©e*fcf our cities like an epideitik."

In tbe-samQ pamphlet there is ai '''^^^\-^-^j^ :.isr called " Ax*

^ttj^papt to

;

:>
^MJy^ v^Uain^8'\IdeaV' but as itf was started before-

Bellamy's Book was written we prefer to call it an attempt to- realise

Socialism

;

..>•; • ...

" My visit to Kaweah will be one of the pleasantest memories which I
shall carry with me across the Atlantic. Here I found such a bond of union
between1

;the members that they se«med.tO'be rtealry on)e family. Kaweah is*

founded on the principle of co-#perationi EvetytfctnJBj .is bought at whole-
sale prices, android.at, cost to the members. . Meals are served at ten cent*
(5d.), of the most abundant nature, and other things in like manner. At
present the people all live in tents, the supports for which have been cut
from the trees, and covered with 10 cent drill. A prettier sight cannot be
imagined than in the evenings when they are lighted up. Many thousand
acres of land are in possession of these colonists on the banks of the
Kaweah river, whose rushing waters are the music of the place. The most
gorgeous scenery—something like the Yosemite—is the surrounding of as
happy a people as live on this green earth.

N
If. there is a reflection of the

higher summerland it is there, whereJaM men?s weal is each man's care
Everything is carried on after the principles of Bellamy's book, although
the colony was commenced before that book was written, four years ago.

It is situated in Tulare Co., California, thirty-six miles from Visalia. To
become a member 100 dols. (£20) cash is paid. Then if the applicant i»

judged a fit character, he or she is admitted and- allowed to work out 400
dols. more, such labour being paid in time checks, which are exchanged for

goods in the colony. This 500 dols. (or £100) constitutes life membership,
and entitles the recipient to one share in this joint stock company. No
member is allowed more than one share and one vote. This is a guarantee
that no one member or members can alienate the property away. It seems
to me that the future of this colony is protected on every side, not even the
trustees, of. whom there are five, can have more than one vote, or any power
not possessed by the weakest member.

" Men and women are exactly on an equal platform ; their labour is paid
exactly alike. Eight hours is the length of the day's work. Each chooses
the occupation they like best. There are no overseers. I asked one mem-
ber, cDo they ever take credit for more than they do ?

'

i Such a thing has
never been known,' said he, * if it ever was, the member would be so>

ashamed that it would not occur again. Indeed there is a great deal of
work done that is never rendered. I work ten hours a day,' he continued,,
' but I never haud in more than eight hours time. I know that it helps the
colony.' This is the feeling of all ; even of the little children, who are like

the children of all the colony. Their education is carefully carried on, the
kindergarten system being the foundation of all education. Here, if no-
where else, the divine principle of human brotherhood is carried on."

It does not look as if Socialism was so " impractical " after all.

CUNNINGHAME GRAHAM ON POVERTY.
We have had reason to differ with Mr. Graham recently, but we will say^

that if he always wrote and spoke in the style of the following article in thia

month's Journeyman, the organ of the Amalgamated Society of Tailors, there

would not be much difference of opinion between us. He says :

Now, what's the reason of it all ? Why is it that there are so many bare

backs and such a plethora of coats ? Some will answer you, monopoly;
others something else. All have their own idea. Mine is, because the

balance of mankind are idiots ! How easy it would be to change all this.

How ? you say. My friend, that is my secret. If, though, let us say, merely
for purposes of argument, that all the poor of London had resolved to remain
so no longer? You may say, "What man by taking thought can add a.

cubit to his stature ? " That is so, of course, and a good thing too, or what
a race of giants we should all be;—not that that, by the way, would do
much damage to your craft. However, suppose these poor—and poor also

predisposes rich ; for to develope thoroughly your rich you must also have

your poor—well, suppose these all united in one thing, who could stand

against them ? Hell let loose would not be in it.

Do you know the rich pass lives (in these latter days) of terrible dread of

the poor ? To be poor is, as we all know, to be a rogue. What a feeling it

must be for a rich man to walk out and scarce find (unless in the course of

his walk he happens upon Kothschild or Carnegie)—to walk and walk and
walk, and never see another honest man ! Naturally the poor fellow begins

to sweat with terror, and to think, "Fancy if all these (poor) dishonest

rogues had the least idea how few of us really honest (rich) men there are in

the world ! " It is horrible to contemplate the feelings of that man !

Some say, " Poor, but honest." I say, "Bosh ! " The rich are honest,

wise, handsome, and all the rest of the combined virtues ; but the poor

—

why, of course not ; how can they be ? The only crime that is never par-

doned or forgiven is poverty.

Well, fear is a good lever, too, you know. Having your lever, though,,

you want a fulcrum. Some old toff, I think it was Archimedes, could have

moved the world (at least, he said so) could he have found a fulcrum.

Where is your fulcrum ] This leads me back again to moralise about the

decadence of man. Once there were men, men who shrank at nothing, hold-

ing it just as lively after all to die once (fighting, let us say) as to pass a lifer

of slavery. And what is slavery, too ] Slavery is that blessed state in

which a 'man works all his time, every day of his life, for some one else,

urged on by grim starvation, always waiting, hardly in the middle distance

of the picture.

Now, Mr. Graham, you would do far more good by writing like this than

by talking about Eight Hour Bills. After all, the capitalist is more afraid

of the Revolutionary Socialist than of the mild Labour Reformer.

Liverpool Socialist Society*—Vegetarian Restaurant, ''Eberle Street, Dale-

Street.—Meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m.
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NOTES.
The People's Press returns to the charge re their pet leaders, after re-

stating the falsehood that I bolted from the docker's meeting at
Southampton. It adds another by saying that I attempted to stir the
meeting into revolt against its appointed trade leader. It will interest
the Southampton men as a piece of news to be told that they appointed
McCarthy their leader ; they think differently.

The literary scullions and paragraph mongers, the Fleet Street hacks
who hide behind the anonymous "we," have been the curse of the
Labour movement. Some of them have been great wavers of the red
flag, but now, having either satisfied their exigencies, or being dis-
appointed in their quest for pelf and notoriety, abuse those who keep
with the moving column of Revolutionary Socialism.

The People's Press say that an introspective study of myself would
be humorous. An exposure of the hungry ink-slingers who have in-
fested the Labour movement would be very funny indeed. Well, well,
they shall have it presently. Cobbett said that he wished all news-
paper writers could be paraded in Hyde Park, so that the public might
be able to see what a contemptible lot of curs are the " we's " of the
press. y. K.

Our prophecies of impending trouble this winter are likely to be
fulfilled. It is quite evident that Messrs. Allan and Co. are determined
to bring on a fight with their corn-porters at the first opportunity.
Their policy of writing a string of slanders to papers, stating that
the only thing necessary to " reform " their men is to smash their union
at the first opportunity, is but the beginning of the campaign of slander
and force which the capitalists of this country are preparing to carry
on against the labour unions.

There are more ways of telling a lie than one, and Messrs. Allan
have hit upon a very ingenious method. They informed the public
that the men in their employ were earning 15s. a-day, but they forgot
to mention that the work of the corn-porters is exceptionally dangerous,
unpleasant, and unhealthy, and also that it is very irregular. They
also forgot to mention that the ordinary dock-labourer was certainly
not earning 15s. a-day, but barely averaged 20s. a-week. Ingenious
gentlemen.

The hirelings of the capitalist press did not hesitate to lie boldly, and
told the middle-class world that that bloated aristocrat of labour the
London docker was earning 15s. a-day, and then was not satisfied;
and though the lie has been contradicted, the majority of the middle-
class men and a good many workmen are also of the opinion that that
is the rate of wages down at the docks. This lie no doubt will also
have its effect in increasing the rush of blacklegs to the docks when
"the cold weather comes," and brings with it the Great Lock-out.

Yes, this inhuman threat of Messrs. Allan and Morgan shows what
dockers may expect. They will first, cruelly slander the men, and
when they have turned " public opinion " against them, will ruthlessly
turn them out to starve, importing shoals of blacklegs to take their
places. Let it clearly be understood that these gentlemen are going to
wage a ruthless war of extermination against women and children,
-and their allies in this infernal warfare will be hunger and cold.

When the " cold weather " comes there will be starving men, women,
and children down by the docks. Cupboards will be empty, grates
tireless, little children will cry to their parents for bread and they will
have none to give them. And for what 1 That the unholy alliance of
the blackleg and the sweater may cut the throat of organised labour,
and bring back the old slavery of shameful sweating and starvation
wages.

^
TV ill the men bear this patiently] We think not. We are sure

that " bloody times " are coming, and we cannot afford to lose a
single man m skirmishing with the police. It would doubtless please
these valuable officers to get all the " dangerous men " in London under
lock and key before the Great Lock-out takes place, but we must not
play into their hands. We must not waste our strength in fruitless
struggles before the great battle is upon us. Wait till the iron is hot
before you strike, and then Strike and strike hard.

^
We were startled last week by the news that our brave friends the

Guards were dying of fever in Bermuda. There has since been
an " official contradiction," which nobody believes. It is clear that
these gallant soldiers have been sent out to an unhealthy station to
be swept off through fever and pestilence by our present government.
It is not the first time this mode of " punishing " rebellious soldiers
has been adopted by the " authorities." Our friends are referred to
Dickens' " Uncommercial Traveller " for a similar case. We do not
know what the members of the present Government call the sending
of soldiers to a station where they know they will be swept- off by
pestilence, but we call it murder. We also hope that the soldiers
will remember the gentlemen who sent their comrades out to perish in
an unhealthy climate because they had revolted against their small-
minded tyranny. N #

.Various Radical newspaper* (of course including the SicH^W^e
the inspiration, I presume, of " Colman's-Mustard " Stuart) ate pip-
ing themselves into quite a frenzy of admiration over W. A. Hunlet^
State Insurance scheme, which, it seems, is another infallible nostrlaii
warranted to cure all social diseases. Even that eclecticrmin^
scribe, "Dodo," in Reynolds', thinks it has much to recommend it,

although of "such magnitude" that it is "open to criticism." :#ho
would believe that all this fuss was about a plan for giving a Starvation
pension to a stray workman here and there who has contrived to stu-
vive to 65 (the average length of life of his class being 27 years) and
to subscribe 6d. a-week during his life of toil]

The fact is, of course, that the middle classes are so firmly persuacted
of the necessity of their own continued existence and the impossibility
of any root and branch change in social organisation, that even the
more kindly-natured of them are ever seeking for some feeble palliative
of present ills which does not involve the destruction of that bourgeois
civilisation which is so dear to them. To do our Radical friends justice,
they have never realised the horror of present conditions a horror
which, once realised, does make some half-a-dozen born bourgeois as
irreconcilable revolutionists as are to be found in the proverbial day's
march. Most of them, too, are really profoundly ignorant of what the
Socialism, of which they speak so glibly, really means. They are
authorities, it may be, on Roman Law or Austin's Jurisprudence
(learning which has less importance or value in modern life than the
disquisitions of Thomas Aquinas) ; but they know nothing of Marx
(not to speak of Kropotkine), and they think themselves wondefully
well read in revolutionary literature because they have skimmed
through the " Fabian Essays."

If, for my part, in these Notes I seem to harp unduly on the one
string of bourgeois ignorance and bourgeois incapacity, it is because
that touching faith of the proletarian in the " educated " man which
has so often led him astray in the past appears to me to be by no
means yet dead. Yet die it must, if the Revolution is not to fail as
former revolutions have failed. If middle-class men join the move-
ment, they must do so as privates in the ranks, and the workers must
take care to guard themselves from any exaggerated regard for their
opinions. The present writer feels every moment of his life the poison-
ous influence of the vaunted bourgeois education and the hateful
bourgeois surroundings—an influence from which it is hard, indeed to
shake oneself free. Slavery does not as a rule produce ideal types of
humanity, and the worker has doubtless defects enough of his own,
but in his advance towards the more perfect day let him not seek aid
from middle-class professors—blind leaders of blind folk.

R. W. B.

CORRESPONDENCE.

"A TREACHEROUS ATTACK."
Sir,—Having read your leader of last week and Mr. Hubert Bland's

article in the Sunday Chronicle to which it refers, I hope you will allow me
through your columns to utter a word of protest. The opinions expressed
by Mr. Bland in the article are neither here nor there. False or true, he
has the same right to hold and to express his own opinions as any one else.

But the whole gist of Mr. Bruce Glasier's attack lies in the use of the word
" cowardly." What are the facts 1 When Mr. Bland wrote his article he
was on the point of starting on a lecture campaign in Lancashire, on plat-
forms where free discussion was invited, and where it would have been
perfectly possible for the " Socialist leaders " to meet him and overthrow
him. He appears to have thought it desirable to advise the Lancashire folk
to see that they got their Socialism undiluted with " Bleat, blether, and
bunkum, 5

' whatever may be the true inwardness of that alliterative trinity.
This he might easily have done by means of an anonymous article, noms de
plume only being usually attached to articles appearing in the Sunday
Chronicle. Even had he adopted this course, I fail to see how a charge of
cowardice could have been sustained against him, but he deliberately threw
away the shield of anonymity and stated his opinions above his signature.
In these circumstances the epithet "cowardly" is singularly unfortunate,
and can only be excused by the assumption that Mr. Bruce Glasier's brain
at the time of writing was somewhat overheated by the too closely-fitting

cap with which Mr. Bland had gratuitously supplied him.
As to Mr. Bruce Glasier's astounding interpretation of the closing sen-

tence of the article of which he bletheringly complains, if his penultimate
name be any indication of his nationality, explanation is useless and I am
dumb. Neither Mr. Bland, nor I, alas ! have the requisite surgical skill

which alone could elucidate the point to Mr. Glasier.

Trusting to your sense of fair-play to give the same publicity to this

letter as you have given to the eloquent bleat of Mr. Glasier,—I am, Sir,

Your Obedient Servant, F. E. Marshall Steele, Hon. Sec:

Lewisham and Lee Liberal Club, 170, High St., Lewisham, Oct. 13th. •

Practical Malthusianism.

The old spartans had a wiser method ; and went out and hunted down
their Helots, and speared and spitted them, when they grew too numerous.
With our improved fashions of hunting, Herr Hofrath, now after the inven-

tion of firearms, and standing armies, how much easier were such a hunt

!

Perhaps in the most thickly peopled country, some three days annually
might suffice to shoot all the able-bodied Paupers that had accumulated
within the year. Let Governments think of this. The expense were
trifling ; nay, the very carcasses would pay it. Have them salted and
barrelled ; could not you victual therewith, if not Army and Navy, yet richly

such infirm Paupers, in workhouses and elsewhere, as enlightened Charity,

dreading no evil of them, might see good to keep alive?

—

Carly
7
e: 'Sartor

Resartus*
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THE CRY FOR WORK.
Again we hear that lamentable cry, which becomes more loud and
fierce every year—the cry for work. Already the Social Democrats
are stirring, and meetings of the unemployed are daily being held in

London. I have been a patient listener to some of the speeches

delivered, and must say that the language used has been plain and
unmistakable; and if such plain speaking continues we may, during

this winter, look out for squalls, as our nautical friends put it.

"Pray, what is all this talk about?" said a bystander (evidently

one of the classes) to me at the steps of the Royal Exchange. " The
old story," I replied ; " agitating for work for the unemployed ; for the

opening of municipal workshops, shortening the hours of labour, and
so on." " Ugh !

" grunted my enquirer, " then they will never get it."

I silently agreed with him that they would never get it, unless they

were victorious over the batons of the police and bayonets of the

soldiery. I ventured to say so to one of the speakers (privately, of

course), and he answered, " Well, I agree with you ; but at any rate

we will have a damned row,"and so help the Revolution forward." Mr.
Edward Sansom puts it like this—that if you lock up a dozen pigs in

a sty without food, they will set up such an agitation that life in the

neighbourhood will become unbearable, and the pigs will get food, if

only for the sake of peace and quietness ; and such, it appears to me,
will be the case with the unemployed. The classes will, no doubt,

give a little food to the people—whose numbers this winter will, as

John Burns puts it, be upwards of one and a half millions—in order-

to stave off the dread day of reckoning which is fast approaching.

Deputations from the unemployed are to wait on the executive of the

Dockers and other unions to urge them to take up the question, wifch

what result still remains to be seen.

I venture to say that, judging by the action of the capitalists in this

and other countries, and the activity shown by the various govern-

ments the world over in sending soldiers and police to their assistance,

the classes are getting into a great funk, and are intent on a little

blood- letting if needs be, in the hope that they may stay the great

Social Revolution, if only for a time. Seeing all this as we do, is it

wise, I ask, that the Revolutionary Socialists should hold their hand,
as it were, or would it not be wiser and better that they should enter
the breach at once, before the position is taken up by our quondam
friends the charitable philanthropist and his kindred, and point out
that nothing short of the complete overthrow of the system will or caa
sweep away this everlasting misery for the workers 1 The fear of being
unemployed makes a man a coward, because he is bound to submit to-

the whims and caprices of the capitalist and his bullies, more especially

if he is a married man. Furthermore, being unemployed also makes
a man a coward, for he also has too often to cringe and beg for

work, very often becoming a blackleg against his will, because he has
a stomach to feed and perhaps a wife and children.

It seems to me, in face of this, that plain speaking is necessary above
all things, and that is why I venture to pen these remarks. I contend
that there is no time to waste if we wish to prevent the useless shedding

of blood. That the authorities are bent on mischief is shown by such

an expression as the following, which dropped from an inspector of

police who accompanied Chief-Superintendent Foster on Saturday last.

This officer called out " Drive over the ! " to a Custom-Office

carman. No doubt his intention was to provoke a premature conflict,

in which (as there were some two hundred police in reserve) the people

would no doubt have had a rough time of it at the hands of those-

believers in "moral persuasion." However, their hopes were not

realised.

Now, it appears to me that if fighting is to be indulged in this

winter, it should be for something better than municipal workshops, or

eight-hours day legislation, neither of which are worth the shedding of

one single drop of the workers' blood. I contend, therefore, that we
ought to lose no time in putting before the workers, either employed
or unemployed, the real and only cause of their misery—namely, the

existence of a legalised band of robbers, who make them strangers and
paupers as well as slaves in their native land. This band of robbers

are known by many names, such as landlords, capitalists, shareholders,

debenture and consol holders, and usurers. Let us tell the people that

the workers' misery will continue until these are got rid of. Let there

be no mistake, for if people are taught to look to Parliament and
municipalities fur relief, the rising, if there be one, will only be for a
change of masters. We must teach them something more—i.e., the

abolition of the master class altogether. There are not wanting signs

throughout the country that this cry of the unemployed will become
very loud and savage during the next few weeks, and we ought, I
think, to preach the doctrine that the country people should seize on
the land, the mechanics on the workshops and factories, the miners

should take the mines, while all workers should help themselves to

the stored up wealth produced by their labour. Our cry should be

—

Death to thieves and idlers ! and if we are agreed and determined*

who shall say us nay 1

In a recent number of the Whirlwind^ a paper for the classes, we
find that about half of the British army are not to be trusted. If this

be true;—and from what I have seen and heard personally from soldiers

I have come in contact with in various parts of the country it is not

far wrong—the day of revolution is near at hand. I have recently

paid visits to the soldiery near Leicester, Sheffield, Hull, Leeds, Notting-

ham, Derby, and other places, circulating among them revolutionary

literature, and have received from them many expressions of sympathy
and support. We may also be able to do the same with the 19th*

Yorkshire Regiment presently, and if it has no other effect, it wiir

make them not quite so eager to use their bayonets as in the South-

ampton strike. There will be plenty of work of a disagreeable nature

for soldiers to do this winter with strikes and the unemployed. We
should be at all times ready for whatever may turn up, and not hesitate

to take advantage of every circumstance that may offer itself by strik-

ing a blow at our common enemy. I hold that anything done to check

the growing encroachments on our right of public meeting, and any
action that may be taken to check the mock patriotism of some of the-

soldiery and police, will be of infinite value to the revolutionary cause.

Our masters seem bent on appealing to force to settle labour's

appeals. Well, I see no reason to fear or dread their action. If force

is appealed to on their side, it is surely no time to parly about " moral

persuasion " or heroically standing with arms folded to be shot down-
We shall only be called cowards on the one hand and fools on the

other. Our answer must be in the words of Lingg of Chicago :
" If

you cannonade us, we shall dynamite you"; and this, I contend, is-

and can be our only answer. It is no use becoming sentimental.

This agitation is growing, and the question of the hour, wherever I
have been, is not what is Socialism, but " How can we get it : we are-

ready to act, show us how and we will do it]" And I firmly believe-

that the first blow struck, be it where it may, will be the signal for a.

general uprising all over the country—aye, even in places where as yet

Socialism is little known.
In conclusion, my advice is : Be ready, for there is no knowing at

what hour the Revolution cometh. C. W. Mowbray.
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CAPITALIST CATCH-WORDS.
The fact, daily becoming more evident, that the capitalist class has

found itself out should be an encouragement to Socialists. The feudal

lord and the Elizabethan squire no doubt sincerely believed that they

were heaven-sent blessings to their dependents; the modern Sir

Gorgius Midas has begun to have an uneasy consciousness that he is

a useless humbug, and he is taking infinite precautions against the

catastrophe which history warns him must follow the general acknow-
ledgment thereof. An oligarchy that believes in itself may live long

;

a ruling class that has no faith in itself or in anybody else may linger,

but cannot last.

Significant is the outcry of the capitalist press when the Dilkes,

Dunlos, Colin Campbells, and Cleveland Streetists by their impudence
reveal to the proletarian who has a spare penny what a flimsy thing
is his master's " morality." These exposures we often hear must shake
the respect of the people for their masters, and this point is cynically

emphasised in " Society in London by a Foreign Resident," a work
that had a big sale a few years ago. The " Foreign Resident " tells us
frankly that " Society " does not care what its members do provided
they don't make a scandal about it, and he mentions that the Prince
of Wales (the " little fat man in red," as Mr. Stead's young man once
called him) is most particular about church-going, and insists on main-
taining a respect for religious ordinances. So we also find that unscrupu-
lous wire-puller, Mr. Gladstone, keeping up the game with articles on
the "Impregnable Rock of Holy Scripture,"—for he knows that plenty
of Christianity is good for workmen.
The patronage of the " Labour members " by the rich, which enabled

Mr. Broadhurst at the Trades Congress to unctuously talk about ad-
vocating the Cause of Labour " in the palace and in the cottage," is

another ingenious little dodge of the capitalist. But most typical of

ail is the attitude of the press in the event of a strike, such as the
gas-stokers at Leeds and the dockers at Southampton. No cry is too
mean to use to disparage the workers, and the press exults as they
are drenched with a fire-hose or given a " taste of cold steel "—the
latter being much in favour in Fleet Street. The strike leaders are
taunted with urging their dupes to violence while keeping their own
skins safe, the real meaning of this being that the capitalist would
like to get the orators, the organisers, and the advisers of a strike
into his clutches to make an example of them by slowly murdering
them in his prisons. When the dispute hinges on the recogni-
tion of a union, the public are told that this is the miserable vanity
of the agitators, who want to get power into their own hands, while
all the time lawyers, parsons, police, and military, who have nothing
to do with the dispute, are working their hardest against the workers.
The latest hypocrisy is the cry of " free labour," which bids fair to

be the shibboleth of aggressive capitalism for some time. Although
all concerned know that the sole object of the capitalists is to increase
their own profits, they and their apologists have the assurance to pre-
tend that they are only anxious about protecting those who desire to
work untrammelled by the tyranny of agitators. Newspapers who
find it no hardship to be compelled to employ only society men, and
lawyers and doctors, who boycott practitioners who try to undersell
them, combine in denouncing any interference with " blacklegs," and
it would seem that the whole machinery of Government instead of

being directed, as Brougham said, to getting twelve men into a jury-

box, is intended to get a blackleg into a capitalist's employment. It
is satisfactory to find that the hypocricies of capitalism have less

power than of old to mislead the workers, and there can be no doubt
that the capitalist beginning by finding himself out will end by being
found out by others. And then the end is near ! P.

A NEW VERSION OF THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS.
The year one thousand and sixty-six was, I think, the year of the great
battle. I think so, but am too lazy to consult the guide-book—and Battle
Abbey is supposed to stand on the spot where the fight was thickest. Battle
Abbey is an old, old place now, and Englishmen—so the guide-book says

—

" cannot look upon it without emotion." Perhaps this is true. I cannot say,
because I did not look upon it. But I looked upon the fleet of boats which
disfigured the bay with their painted advertisements of patent pills, and I
thought if Englishmen can see that sight without emotion, they may manage
calmly to contemplate the spot on which eight centuries ago the Norman
pirates and the Saxon brigands fought for plunder's sake, and filled the
trenches with their broken block-heads and sullied the rivers with their
boozey blood.

The Normans spent the night before the battle in prayer and praise. The
Saxons spent it in riot and drunkenness. The Normans won the battle

;

and having buried the murdered men and built an abbey to the glory of
God, they set to work and robbed the country from end to end, sharing out
the spoil amongst the professional footpads, broken-down libertines, pot-
house bullies, and hireling cut-throats, from whom many of our haughty
English nobility are so proud to claim descent. Well, so much for Hastings.
If you want a good and graphic account of the battle, I can recommend
Dickens's * Child's History of England.' There is only one fact in connection
with the battle which / want to remind you of, and that is the fact that
William the Conqueror is dead. I mention that fact because the majority
of my countrymen do not seem to realise it. William has been fatally dead
these eight hundred years or so. But the people of this country are still

very much like serfs, They still endure the pressure of feudal institutions
;

they still suffer the land to remain in possession of the spoiler. These are
facts which I, as an Englishman, "cannot contemplate without emotion."

—

" Nunquam " in Manchester Sunday Chronicle,

Review.
The main attraction in the October number of Igdrasil is a poem by
Koden Noel. There is a good deal of Christianity about it, whicn in. our
opinion rather spoils it; but the writer shows considerable power in his
description of the horrors of the life of the poor, as the following extract
will show. It is the soliloquy of a starving workman who is about to com-
mit suicide, listening to the merry peal of the Christmas bells :

O Christmas hells, ye chime to jeer Gallio-Law, with looks of ice,
Poor folk shut in with mortal fear ! Smiles placid ; poor man, steal a crust,
" Peace and goodwill to all mankind ! " To feed them, Jefferies, judge most—Save those whom want and rich men just,

gr
i
n

.

d~~ ^ ™ Thee, wrath-red, into gyves will thrust.
Art,_Science, Banquet, Church, and " Church and State will guard," saith

Revel
Westward feed sense, heart and mind ;

Down East, the unshared rule of the
devil

!

Long have I sought ; I cannot find

God who delivers men from evil ! . . .

(Bells peal) Well I loved those chimes
In happier times. . . .

Once more we have our cheerful home,
Around the window roses blow

;

I see my Mary fair as foam,
Blithely singing, come and go,

While rosed with health the children
roam. . . .

Now we are ground 'twixt two mill-

stones

—

The man that wrings the murderous
rent,

Yet shelters not the naked bones
Cooped in his plague-fraught tenement,
And vampires who suck sleek content
From human anguish, tears, and groans,
Clutch the fruit of our life's toil

And batten upon the unholy spoil

—

Throwing a wage-scrap back for fuel,

Lest man-mills stop the labour cruel,

And cease with Death unequal duel.

Shall we, chained starvelings, f^ot

buy law,
To save us from the robber's claw ?

Law is a cumbrous thing to move ;

It will not come and help for love !

Buy women to starve at " market-
price,"

With regard to the robber above we think it a great pity he was not
"clutched," and "clutched" so securely that his speedy decease would have
been a certainty. If poor people would only stick together and pay " No
rent," they would soon make an end of the land thief. In the poem the
husband commits suicide, and the poor woman stitches herself into her
shroud. This is not so uncommon after all, and yet middle-class political

humbugs, with their cant of moderate reform, say that " violence " is very
wicked. We think that if the poor were a little more "violent" (the
prisons, it is true, might be fuller), but, at least, there ivould not be so many
deaths through over-work and starvation.

he,
" The sacred rights of property !

" '

England wrestles for the slave
Enthralled beyond the alien wave ;Why doth this mother of the free
Let her strong sons with cruel glee
Crush weak sisters at her knee ?

Set thine own house in order—then
Go and preach to evil men !

In feudal dungeons underground
They buried their live victims bound,
And we in our vile vaults immure
These whose crime is to be poor,
Starve babes and women innocent,
Tortured, in black prisons pent,
Feudal lords would feed the slave ;

But Capital from his despair
Extorts more toil than flesh can bear,
Keeps him half-living in bis grave, . .

That robber's rent was in arrear ;

He came with flint-face, cane, black
coat,

Would fling us on the street; yea, here,
Shook my poor Mary, white with

fear

—

No strength was mine to clutch his
throat

!

My dying wife must stitch at those ;

liich sick folk may lie abed,
Or fly from our black smoke and snows
To where blue air and ocean wed. . . •

Man's right ! we are powerless to
assert it.

And man himself is God-deserted !

Belfast.—On Sunday evening Mrs. Bcsant delivered an address in the Secular
Hall on " Why We Advocate Socialism." Crowded audience.

PIONEER AID AND SUPPORT ASSOCIATION.
To the Working Men and Lovers of Liberty of all Countries.

Friends and Comrades,—A heavy burden rests upon our consciences. An
indelible stain clings to the American name. We allowed on November 11,
1887, several of the best of our class to be sacrificed to the tyranny of class
hatred. The generation that perpetrated, or allowed to be perpetrated, the
judicial murder cannot atone for the crime. The cemetery of Waldheim
encloses the strangled bodies of our immortal friends. Thousands of brave
men and women every year make a pilgrimage to this Golgatha of the prole-
tariat, to dedicate tears to the memory of our heroes, and hear their voices

—

more powerful in death than in life—crying out, " Lift up your hearts !

"

Hence it behoves us to erect a token to show the pilgrims the sacred
ground where their dead rest. We are aware that the preservation of their
memory does not require a monument of stone or bronze, for they already
have erected themselves an eternal monument in our hearts. It is not an
imitation of the customs of a conventional world that induces us to direct
this request for your help for the erection of this sign of remembrance
This monument shall be worthy of our martyrs—a monition to our duties,

an appeal from the dead to the living ! The Pioneer Aid and Support As-
sociation—whose object is the providing for the families of the murdered
and imprisoned labour leaders and other victims of the reaction, as well as

to erect a monument to the entombed leaders of the people in Waldheim
Cemetery—has, by acquiring title to their graves, removed all obstacles to

the execution of their project.

It is the intention to unveil the monument at the next World's Congress
of Working-men during the World's Exposition in 1893, to be enabled to

show to the visitors that four hundred years after the discovery of this

continent a new era has commenced for the wage- workers.

There is no doubt that in Chicago alone the necessary funds could be
raised for this monument, a considerable amount having already been
obtained ; but everywhere the desire has been clamoured to give all comrades
and lovers of liberty an opportunity to contribute their mite to the erection

of this montiment. We, though opponents of the monument culture, con-

sider this clamour as justified. We perceive in the projected monument a

symbol of the fraternisation of the wage-workers which has to precede the

freeing of an enslaved world. It therefore appears to us appropriate that

everybody sign his name to the roll of honour, no matter how small the

amount may be.

Please send moneys to the treasurer, Mr. Thomas Greif, 54 West Lake
Street, Chicago, 111., and forward letters-of-advise to the secretary, Mr.
Lacher, Avondale Station, Chicago, 111.

Working Men's College, Great Ormond Street, W.C.—Sidney Webb will

give a series of six lectures on " The Economic Results of an Eight Hours Bill,"

on Thursday October 23rd, and following Thursdays, at 8 p.m. Fee, 2s. 6d.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Trouble at the Docks.

We have referred in another column to the probable end of Messrs.
Allan's dispute with the corn-porters. The Daily Chronicle states, that far

from earning 15s. a-day at their work, the men were really not receiving

more than half that sum, and the fact is that the dispute has simply arisen

from Messrs. Allan and Co. wanting to break the agreement of last Novem-
ber. It is clear that Messrs. Allan intend to bring back the old state of

affairs, and in order to get sympathy for the blacklegs they desire to employ
they have published a very "pathetic" letter, which we imagine was written

by some blackleg reporter on a newspaper or by Messrs. Allan's office-boy. It

relates the supposed woes of a broken-down small middle-class man, from
the point of view of the ordinary begging letter-writer. This gentleman
is thirsting for employment as a corn-porter, and suggests that Messrs. Allan
should advertise for broken-down clerks and shopmen to go blacklegging
down to the docks. Possibly when Messrs. Allan in their " benevolence "

have locked out corn-porters and dockers they will despatch a contingent of

these abject creatures to take their places. Might we also suggest that
Messrs. Allan and Co., in their benevolence, should insure their lives before
starting ? After all, you know, it is only right that some provision should
be made for their " wives and children of tender years " in case of " accidents."

N.

The Unemployed.

A correspondent writes: It was rather amusing on Saturday last to see

a large number of policemen, sergeants, and inspectors huddled together
round the tomb of the Koman-nosed knight—to wit, Wellington—in St.

Paul's Cathedral. It was impossible to imagine a more incongruous mixture
than Christopher Wren's magnificent building and about a hundred fat,

healthy, uniformed City police. What was the cause of this vast and awe-
inspiring assemblage 1 The "unemployed had threatened to hold a meeting
on the steps of the sacred edifice. Aye ! actually proposed to ventilate their

grievances in public. Therefore, this force was hidden away, ready to spring
forth at a moment's notice to baton them without mercy, if necessary. But
somehow the unemployed didn't turn up in the number expected. Those that
did assemble were headed by Power, who, as soon as he tried to speak, was
promptly arrested and conveyed to Bridewell Lane Police-station. This
broke up the meeting entirely ; still the police remained ensconced around
Wellington's tomb as though something further was expected. But, alas,

nothing occurred, and at four o'clock, just in time to escape the service, about
a hundred constables poured forth from the doors of London's cathedral and
dispersed. And this is in Christian England—England, the home of the
free, where they would sooner profane a " sacred " building with the presence
of a horde of perjurers than allow the victims of our corrupt society to pro-
test against their being crushed out beneath the wheels of the Juggernaut
of Commercialism.
On Sunday, H. H. Chapman was arrested for attempting to speak in

Trafalgar Square. He was dragged to the police-station, and charged with
attempting to cause a " breach of the peace." Trafalgar Square must be a

very explosive sort of a place, when the deliverance of a speech which would
be quite harmless, say, in Hyde Park, causes there " a breach of the peace."
We cannot understand why a change of locality should totally alter the
character of the act. Surely what is harmless in Hyde Park should be
harmless in Trafalgar Square. Our "admirable" and intelligent police

think differently ; but why, we do not know ; we should like an explanation.

On Monday Chapman and Power were bound over to keep the peace for

six months. They will be thus prevented from taking part in an agitation

during the winter. We must say, we think the . sacrifice of two good men
is a mistake at this period of the agitation. We cannot spare a man, as we
shall need all our forces in a few weeks' time. J. L.

SOCIALISM IN LONDON AND
THE PROVINCES.

ESCAPED SLAVES.
From the Executive of the Cape Town Trade and Labour Council to the

Executive of the Socialist League, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln]

s Inn
Fields, London.

Comrades,—With the same mail as this you will receive colonial papers
containing particulars of the case in which we desire your help. We leave
the manner in which you can help us in your own hands, but think some of
the Labour members in the House of Commons ought to be requested to
bring the matter before the Government. Not that we expect much help
from that quarter, but that an explanation might be got as to how to pre-
vent a similar case from occurring, and perhaps be of some service to the
unfortunate men whose case we now submit to your consideration.
The particulars of the case are as follows. The Portuguese mail steamer

" Kei-da-Portugnal " put into the port of Cape Town with a cargo of slaves

on board. The vessel was from Mozambique, en route to St. Paulo-da-
Laonda, west coast of Africa. On Monday, 15th September, fourteen of the
slaves made their escape, and a writ was applied for to the Supreme Court
by the Attorney-General to have the men on board produced in court, but
owing to the application having been made on behalf of the escaped men
instead of and from the men detained on board, the application was uot
granted. The result was that before another writ could be moved for, the
vessel had got clear away, so that forty-two or thereabout are still in slavery.
If the Socialist League can do anything to make this matter public and can
get it brought before the Government of the country you w,ili help us in this

matter greatly.

The Executive of the Trades Council interviewed the men through the aid
of an interpreter who had been brought as a slave from the same district

(Mashalla, four or five days' journey from Mozambique) several years ago,
and found that they had been seized by the Portuguese authorities and
thrown into gaol for a month, thence shipped on board the "Bei-da-Portu-
gal" for conveyance to the west coast, St. Paul-de-Loando, and brutally
treated during the time they had been detained. We will forward you, if

possible, a photo of the group of slaves, with several members of the Trades
Council included, as it may be of some use as evidence.

Signed on behalf of the Trades and Labour Council,

Jas. Bain, Chairman.
Cape Town, South Africa, September 24tb, 1890.

We have received a large number of newspaper cuttings, which are at the
service of anyone who may like to take up the case.—Eds.

SOUTH NORWOOD AND STREATHAM.
Streatbam is waking up! Announcements of speakers from London, by our
local speakers bring good audiences. Being a middle-class village, our audiences
are very critical and hard to please ; but our experience is that when the econ-

omic basis of Socialism is dealt with by the speakers, well-to-do foik^ not only
listen, but are heard by comrades in the meeting to exclaim, C( That: is true ; you
cannot get away from it." Now, this is very encouraging* Our Commonweal
always sell out, and good literature is in demand here.

September 13th Smith and Osbourne spoke at Fountain to fair audience.

Smith dealt chiefly with the wasted energies of the worker in finding and support-

ing Socialist candidates to Parliament, and with such effect that he was asked to

open a debate at the Battersea Labour League, 164 Lavender Hill, September 25.

This was gladly accepted by our comrade. After speaking forty-five minutes,
was called on by the chairman to close for discussion, which amounted to disgrace-

ful disorder ; three questions aimed at once; no debate was intended. When
questions were answered, a fresh batch ready on the organisations of Socialist

bodies and their numbers. The climax was reached when our comrade asked
every man to produce his trade-union card ; only one responded, that of a mason
with 9|d. per hour. When denouncing the anti-parliamentary party, (the com-
mittee of John Burns's election) will never forget the licking-up they had by a

Revolutionary Socialist. I quite expect every one has since joined a union,

Sunday 20, no meetings were held. Smith attended the meetings at Thornton
Heath and South Norwood ; reports per Miss Lupton. September 27th Couch-
man and Smith spoke at Fountain to good audience ; Couchman's first attempt
at active propaganda. Commonweal sold out. In the afternoon both comrades
went to South Norwood and spoke to large audience, mostly gas*workers arid

general labourers. We found the People's Press on sale, but after Smith's ad-

dress Couchman sold out the Commonweal. At the close Smith was asked to sing

the " Marseiljaise." Cheers for the revolution closed the meeting. October 5th

Miss Lupton and Smith spoke on the Common to an audience that did not seem
to receive us very favourably, but comparing numbers at ours with the "Gos-
pelers," we had by far the largest, in spite of the attraction of a brass band.
Fair sale of 'jommonweal. At night Mrs. Lahr spoke at the Fountain to a

crowded audience, the police having all their work to keep the foothpath clear

—

so much so that Mrs. Lahr was threatened with arrest if the obstruction con-

tinued. To satisfy this bully the chairman asked the people to close up, which
had the effect of wearying the speakers, not having a platform. Mrs, Lahr spoke
over an hour and promised to come next Sunday—expect good meetings all day.

Commonweal sold out; 2s. Jd. collected. The "Marseillaise" by Smith closed

the meeting, and a most useful month's propaganda was closed. R. Smithv

YARMOUTH.
" Hurrah for the Social Revolution ! " Prepare for the great revolt so that we
be not taken by surprise, for it is coming as sure as light follows darkness;

Everywhere we look we see signs of discontent. The spirit of revolt is spread-

ing even in Yarmouth, and the least spark will set fire to the whole country.
Therefore it behoves us all to be prepared, for we know not what this Winter
will bring forth. •

In Yarmouth we are working with all our might to educate the people in re*

volutionary ideas. Our comrades have taken it up lately with great energy,
being thoroughly convinced that authority and monopoly has but a short time
to live. The lack of funds is the great drawback to the branch. During the
summer months 103. weekly has been spent to pay the fares of speakers from
London, besides bill printing, etc., and being all working-men and women, earn-

ing at the best of times only from 10s. to 18s. per week, we cannot do much
financially, but what is done is done with a willing heart, willing even to sacri-

fice our lives for the advancement of our noble Cause.
Our comrades of the Hammersmith Branch have assisted us greatly, especially

Tochatti, who has been working hard but willingly for us, sacrificing money,
and pleasure for the Cause. On Tuesday, August 26th, and during the week,
good propaganda has been done in the club-room. Comrades Wess and R.
Turner (of London) were with us on a visit for a week or two, revolutionary
songs being sung every evening. On Sunday, August 3lst, in the morning,
on Priory Plain, comrade Wess gave a thoroughly revolutionary speech, which
was much. appreciated by the audience, assisted by comrade Rogers (of London).
A clod-hopper in blue tried to upset the meeting, but seeing we were determined
to stand our ground he went away like a dog with his tail between his legs. In
the evening on Colman's Quay, Rogers again addressed a fair audience of workers,
Wess and Turner having gone to Norwich to assist the comrades there. On
Sept. 2nd, a revolutionary concert was held in the club room, comrades A.
Tochatti and Headley assisting with their fiddles ; altogether a most enjoyable
evening was spent. On the 7th, Sunday morning, comrade Leggatt. (of London)
delivered a pointed address to a large and attentive audience, his plain and open
speaking having a marked effect on the attentive listeners. In the evening,
comrade Mills (of Norwich) addressed a meeting. On the following Sunday
morning, a most successful meeting was held on Priory Plain ; comrade Bradley
(of London) acted as chairman, and opened the meeting by reciting Morris's
chant, " The Bay is Coming," very effectually ; Mrs. Tochatti followed, singing
" A Song for Socialism." Comrades Tochatti, Mrs. Tochatti, and family,, and
Bradley, Mrs. Bradley, and family were on a visit to Yarmouth for a week.
Comrade Tochatti then gave an address on the " Practicality o£ Socialism" and
"Some Objections to Socialism," which was well received by a large working
and middle-class audience, the meeting being continued for over two hours, and
three new members joining as a result of the meeting. In the evening on Col-

man's Quay, on arriving at the place of meeting, some 50 or 60 children occupied
the ground, singing " When Leisure and Pleasure shall be free." This in itself

is a healthy sign ; they were rather noisy at the beginning of the meeting, tut
were very attentive a little while after. Mrs. Tochatti sang " No Master," and
comrade Tochatti gave a lecture on "The Principles of Socialism." Although
the audience was not so large as usual, much interest was shown towards our
comrade's able and sensible remarks ; good sale of Commonweal. Wq. have again
started the Bradwell meeting, comrade Brightwell being the speaker. As a
result of our propaganda here a club is going to be started on Socialistic prin-

ciples.

It is encouraging to see the Cause making such headway in the North- of

England and the Midlands. The only thing we want is more workers. Unless
every Socialist does his utmost to educate his brother or sister workers, if jfcey
cannot speak publicly, they can to their shopmates or workmates, also by writing
to Commonweal facts of their every-day life, by distributing literature; and
those who can by financial help, for the Cause is in great need of it. Work
with all your might, comrades, losing not an hour or a minute for the overtnrow
of the present rotten Society. Since last report wa have sold 240 ' Weals, besides

Freedom and other literature ; collection, 7s. 7Jd. J. Heablby.

Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.
Business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Lecture, Sunday October 19* at 6,30,
Comrade Howie, " The Energy We Waste." LeTth^Henderson Street; #ail,
Sundays, at 6.30.

'
:
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., ijlNCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1890 :—North Kensington, to end of April.

Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, 'Commonweal' Branch, Manchester,

and Norwich, to end of May. Yarmouth, to end of June. East Lon-

don, to end of July. Leicester, to end of August. North London, to

end of September. Streatham, to end of December.

NEW PEEMISES FUND.
Collection by Council on October 14th, 4s. Id.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ s. d.

H. R. . .010
C. Saunders . .020
N. .006
J. S. S. . .010

B. W.
£ s. d.

6

Total 5

EEPORTS.
' Commonweal ' Branch.—Good meetings have been held at the Hoxton and

Union Street stations, Commonweal selling well. The second lecture of the course

arranged by this branch took place last Monday, October 13th, at the Autonomic
Club, 6, Windmill Street, W., when D. J. Nicoll lectured on "The Glorious

Reformation : or, How the English People were Evioted, Robbed, and Murdered
by the Ruling Classes." Very interesting lecture indeed. The choir opened and
closed the proceedings with revolutionary songs. Collection, 7s. 7d.—W. B.

South Side Branch.—Three meetings have been held during the past week.
At Short Street on Wednesday, Oct. 8th, large audience ; speakers were Leggatt,
Buckeridge, and Miss Lupton. Short Street again on Sunday morning ; speakers
were Leggatt, Miss Lupton, and McCormack ; 34 Commonweal sold, and 2s. 3d.

collected for branch of International Federation of Trades and Industries, the
stick umbrella makers, who are on strike. On Sunday evening, meeting at

Crown Hill, Croydon ; speakers, Leggatt and Miss Lupton ; 33 ' Weals sold. No
meeting was held in the afternoon, as Miss Lupton spoke in Victoria Park on
behalf of East London Communist-Anarchists. The secretary has to report that
this branch, though in its infancy, is in a very flourishing condition ; the audi-

ences are large and continually increasing in nnmber, and very attentive and
appreciative. There is a great lack of speakers and comrades who could assist

from other branches who would be heartily welcomed, also comrades to sell

literature, etc.; 7s. 6d. received for branch propaganda from R. Harding.—E. L.
Aberdeen.—A good meeting was held at Woodside on Sunday, October 5th.

The speakers were W. Cooper, Rennie, and Leatham ; the singing was excellent.

At night our hall was crowded to hear Kropotkine's " Scientific Basis of Anarchy "

read; there was a good discussion. The Thursday night meeting on Castle
Street was addressed by comrades G. Cooper and Leatham, and on Saturday
night in the same place W. Cooper, Rennie, and Leatham spoke to a large
crowd. We are looking about for a larger hall for our Sunday night meetings.
Glasgow.—On Friday Glasier spoke at Bridgeton Cross. On Saturday after-

noon comrades Haddow and Glasier went to Tollcross and addressed a meeting
of blast-furnacemen and miners, together with a number of their wives. Both
speakers explained the principles of Socialism at length, and were enthusiastically

received. At the conclusion a quantity of back numbers of the Commonweal
were distributed. On Sunday Glasier addressed the Joe Biggar Branch of the
Irish National League on Socialism. His criticism of the parliamentary party
and his revolutionary statements created quite a spirited discussion, but were
heartily approved by the great majority present. In the evening Glasier spoke
at Paisley Road Toll, where our members gathered in good force. 7s. 7d. was
collected in aid of the blast-furnacemen now locked out.

Leeds.—We held three splendid meetings here on Sunday, although comrade
Sketchley was unable to come from Hull. Our best meeting was on Woodhouse
Moor, when Sweeney, Sollit, and Samuels spoke to a most attentive audience,
who showed their appreciation and sympathy by subscribing to our funds and
buying up nearly all our Commonweal. They sold very fast, owing to the list of
" scab " printing houses in London which it contained. I don't think anything
could have gone better just now here, as we are at present troubled with a scab
evening paper, which is getting roundly abused. We collected 8s. 9d., and sold

130 Commonweal, besides many pamphlets.—H. S.

Scottish Socialist Federation —Edinburgh.—On Sunday, in Labour Hall,

comrade Ritchie addressed a good audience on "The Two Nations." Many
questions were put and replied to, and a lively discussion followed. At Leith
comrade Bell delivered a good lecture on " What Socialism is not." There was
a large audience, and a good discussion, in which Chalmers, president of the
Dockers' Union, took part.

Dublin.—On Monday, Oct. 6th, Annie Besant and Herbert Burrows (S.D.F.,
London) addressed a meeting of Dublin factory-girls at St. Patrick's Hall, Clan-
brassil Street. Mrs. Besant dealt with the methods of organisation, and showed
how the London match-girls had won their great strike. Later in the evening
Mrs. Besant lectured in the Antient Concert Rooms, Great Brunswick Street,
taking as her subject "The Class War." Mr. James Walker was chairman.
There was a good audience, who listened attentively. Discussion was rather
poor—O'Hea, Foreman (Railway Workers), Brown, and Fitzpatrick, the last-

named "going for " the lecture from the Anarchist standpoint. Several dozen of
Commonweal and leaflets were distributed.

Commemoration Meeting of the Chicago Martyrs and
Bloody Sunday.

On Thursday, November 13th, a great meeting (convened by the Socialist

League) will be held in the large Hall of the Radical Club, Kay Street,

Hackney Road, to commemorate Bloody Sunday and the Murder and Im-
prisonment of our Chicago comrades. Full particulars, names of speakers,
etc., will be given next week. See small bills.

The Wrongs of the Poor.

It is not because of his toils that I lament for the poor : we must all toil,

or steal (howsoever we name our stealing), which is worse ; no faithful

workman finds his task a pastime. . . . But what I do mourn over is, that

the lamp of his soul should go out ; that no ray ot heavenly, or even of

earthly knowledge, should visit him ; but only, in the haggard darkness,

like two spectres, Fear and Indignation bear him company. Alas, while the

Body stands so broad and brawny, must the Soul lie blinded, dwarfed,

stupefied, almost annihilated ! Alas, was this too a Breath of God ; bestowed
in Heaven, but on earth never to be unfolded !—That there should one Man
die ignorant who had capacity for Knowledge, this I call a tragedy, were it

to happen more than twenty times in the minute, as by some computations

it does.

—

Carlyle: ' Sartor Resartus.
1
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LONDON.
Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.
Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holbbrn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting.* Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, October 19, at 8.30 p.m., Songs and Recitations by Members and
Friends.

East Londoii.—K. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenweli Road, E.C.
Hamrnersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mali, W, Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30..

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. Band practice every Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday,

.

October 19, at 7.30, a lecture.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets ©very
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South Side Branch.—E. Lupton, 59 Selhurst Road, S>E., secretary pro tern.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-
fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-

tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every

Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on

Thursday at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. Saturday, October 18,

lecture by Wm. Clarke (Fabian), " The Politics of Labour."

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club

contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.
Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30 ; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30

;

Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-

gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA,
Saturday 18.

8 Euston Road—Ossulston Street Nicoll and Cantwell

8 Mile-end Waste Mrs. Lahr and Kite

Sunday 19.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street The Branch
11 . Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 . Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church Kitz

11.30 New Cut—Short Street Leggatt and Miss Lupton
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch The Branch
3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
3.30 Streatham Common The Branch
6 Streatham—Fountain Mrs. Lahr
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Croydon—Crownhill Miss Lupton
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street ....The Branch

8 South Norwood South Side Branch

8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 22.

7.30 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton

Friday 24.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-

day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Woodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m.;

Vicar's Croft, at 6 p.m.

Leicester.—-Sunday : Russell Square, at 10.45 a.m. ; Market Place, at 6.15 p.m.

;

Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m. Monday : Belgrave, at 8. Tuesday : Sanvey

Gate, at 8. Wednesday: Braunstone Gate, at 8. Friday: Infirmary

Square, at 8. Saturday :
" Cross," Belgrave Gate, at 8.

Liverpool—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,

at 11; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman's

Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.
All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League

will in future be charged to Branches and Allied
Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

THt following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

An Address on the Chicago Martvrs ... 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle ". 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)--each 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Kepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Eailway Kings and an American Empire 2

Miscellaneous.

The Triumph of Labour. Memorial Car-
toon of the Great Dock Strike, Sept
1889. With cardboard roll, 6d.; ar-
tist's edition, ditto

Amazonia. A Foretaste of the Future.
By Mrs. John Corbett

1

1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

JUST OUT.

Stanley's Exploits;
OR,

CIVILISING AFEICA.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

a full account of the fiendish atrocities
committed upon the natives of africa by

the "Buccaneer of the Congo."

'Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

JAS. LEATHAM'S PUBLICATIONS.

SongS for Socialists. Second edition, re-
vised and enlarged. Forty capital Socialist
Songs. Id.

Stanley's Exploits ; or, Civilising Africa.
A full account of the fiendish atrocities committed
upon the natives of Africa by the " Buccaneer of

.;/;- the Congo." Id.

Jones's Boy: Three Dialogues. Id.

"The Only Thing that will Do." By
One of the Unemployed. 32 pages. Id.

An Eight Hours Day with Ten Hours'
Pay. How to get it and how to keep it. 24 pp.,
crown 8vo. Id.

r

James Leatham, Printer, 15 St. Nicholas Street,
Aberdeen ; or

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen St., London, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRANE.
On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

'Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

MEN vTlVIACHINERY.
Suggestive Tacts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

Eveey Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUK PAPER, Devoted
SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of
political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices: 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C.

FREETHOUGHT PUBLICATIONS.

The Freethinker. Edited by G. W. Foote.
Widest circulation of any Freethought
paper. ... ... ... Weekly 1

Mistakes of Moses. By Col. R. G. Inger-
soll. Only complete edition in England 1

Eeply to Gladstone. Bylngersoll ... 4

Borne or Reason? Reply to Cardinal
Manning. By Ingersoll ... ... 4

Bible Heroes, By G. W. Foote. First and
Second Series. ... ... Each 1

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote
and J. M. Wheeler. Vol.1. ... ... 2 6

Infidel Death Beds Historic and Descrip-
tive. By G. W. Foote. Second edition.

Tenth Thousand. ... ... ... 8

Letters to the Clergy. By Foote ... 10
Is the Bible Inspired? By Foote ... 1

Complete Catalogue on application.

R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.
Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Mttller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
or Office of Commonweal.

" There will come a time when our silence will be
more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day."

—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-
art Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
Federation, Limited,

7 LAMBS CONDUIT STREET, W.C.

Hammersmith and Ghiswick Branch Store—
38 DEVONSHIRE ROAD, CHISWICK.

rpHE attention of all Socialists and Friends of Labour
J- in particular, and the Public generally, is called
to this enterprise, and to them an appeal is made to
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of good quality and at lowest paying prices.
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N.B.—No Interest paid on Shares.
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CHICAGO MURDERS & BLOODY SUNDAY.
" Let the voice of the people be heard."

—

Parsons.

Two Meetings to celebrate the Anniversary of above events will be

ftield as follows

—

ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11th, at 8 p.m.

AT THE

MILTON HALL, HAWLEY CRESCENT,
KENTISH TOWN ROAD, N.W.

The following speakers will address the meeting :—Wm, Morris,

F. Kitz, R. W. Burnie, J. Turner, Mrs. Lahr, Miss E. Lupton, Mrs.

Schack, D. J. Nicoll, C. W. Mowbray, and Louise Michel.

Revolutionary Songs will be sung during the evening. Admission free.

ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, at 8 p.m.

AT THE

UNITED RADICAL CLUB, KAY STREET,
HACKNEY ROAD, E.

And now, despite the seeming peace at the docks, preparations are

being actively made for the coming battle. " No lock-out is intended,"

say the dock directors. Of course, bless their innocent hearts, they

never thought of such a thing ! They are only engaging a thousand

"permanent hands." "The committee entertain no vindictive feeling

toward the dockers, and wish to work amicably with them, but for

their own protection and in the interests of their customers, they will

in case of future intermittent troubles, draft these permanent men to

the spot at which their services are most required." Kind, thoughtful

gentlemen ! We hear also they are going to propose a new wage system

on the 4th November. So in addition to employing blacklegs to take

the men's places if they strike against any tyranny, they will benev-

olently lower their wages also. We wonder if the dockers will stand

this. We do not think so, though it is a pity that the weakness and

vacillation of their leaders should have encouraged the directors to

have taken up this openly hostile attitude.

This is indeed a very quiet time—depressingly quiet. But it only

reminds us of an old story. An Irish gentleman was once compli-

mented upon the " quietness " of his country. " O, yes," he replied,

" we are very quiet ; we are as quiet as gunpowder over there." Yes,

and this is the position of affairs everywhere at the present time.
^
The

resolution of the Lille Congress in favour of a general strike of miners

;

the appearance of a strong revolutionary section in the "constitu

tional " German Social Democratic Party ; the growing discontent and

agitation among the workers in every country in Europe,—all point to

serious trouble in the immediate future. The crisis is inevitable, and

when it comes—and come it will—no power on earth can save the

For full particulars see small bills. Admission free.

capitalist classes from swift and speedy destruction. N.
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A "QUIET" TIME.
Possibly the ordinary newspaper reader would not think that during
the last week we have been passing through a very critical period.

If, however, he had been interested in Stock Exchange speculations

lie would have known it. Anyone who has read the Money article in

•the papers recently, though he may not be an expert in these matters, can
see quite clearly that a serious crisis was only prevented last week by some
of those clever manipulations in which the thieves of the Stock Ex-
change excel. Yes, but this crisis has been postponed, not prevented.
It must come, and the longer it is held back by the expert manoeuvres
oi these gentlemen the heavier will be the crash in the end.

Another dangerous sign, the number of unemployed even among the
skilled trade unionists is steadily increasing. Mr. Burnett in his recent

Board of Trade Report, says : " The unions reporting show an aggre-

gate membership of 229,517, and of this number 6,197 are out of work,
this being a proportion of 2 60 per cent, as compared with 2*28 in the

month preceding and 2 10 for the corresponding month of 1889." So
the number of unemployed is steadily growing, and after all work is

•not so easily obtained as the reverend Canon Gregory of St. Paul's

appeared to think the other day. The unemployed who appear in our

streets have, then, some reason for their existence. If so many men
are out of work in skilled trades, what must it be in the unskilled,

tand what will it be when the big crash comes on 'Change which we
«an all see approaching 1

THE CURSE OF LAND - MONOPOLY.
" 111 fares the land to hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates and men decay."

Of all social diseases, that of land-monopoly is the most widespread,

the deepest rooted, and the oldest standing ; it is the origin and fount

of poverty, want, disease, and the thrice-accursed wage-system ; the

upholder of modern warfare, class institutions, and the hateful spirit

of nationality, and forms the rotten basis of our so-called civilisation

—

a civilisation which requires the constant support on all sides of Church,

Army, State, and Law to prevent its crumbling to pieces and dis-

appearing. Though these buttresses form worthy points of attack by

the Revolutionary Socialist, yet the one which he goes for with the

greatest ardour is that of the sacred institution of land-monoply, the

haven to which the bourgeois ever turns his head after a successful

business career ; for private property in land is the pedestal of privilege

and power, and to be a landed proprietor is his final earthly beatitude.

Huckstering and sweating must give place to rent-mongering, which

is much more respectable.

What an amazing change our worthy friend undergoes after his

retirement from "shop." The metamorphoses of a grub are nothing

to it. After having gorged himself to his satisfaction on the toil of

his "hands" (1 don't mean his own useless paws, but the men and

women who have spent what ought to have been their brightest days

in his factory-hell), he turns his attention from vulgar trade to the

more gentlemanly existence of a landed proprietor. True, during his

days of labour exploitation he has been the means of shortening the

lives of his hirelings to one-half of Nature's allowance, and has recruited

to some extent the ranks of prostitution from his work-women ; but in

this there is nothing at all illegal. It is not his place to keep girls in

finery and luxuries; besides, they agreed to work for the wages he

offered them, and they were free to go elsewhere if they were not

satisfied. This is a free country.

Well, let byegones be byegones. He is somebody else now; a

country gentleman living on his estate; a churchwarden, perhaps,

;

taking a strong interest in Sunday-schools, agriculture, philanthropic**!

; movements, and the like, and ready to hold out the hand of fellowship

to the working man—particularly if it lies in the power of the working

\

man to return him to Parliament at the next election.

Until very recently the attention of the bourgeoisie was so rigidly
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fixed on their own contemptible and selfish interests that they could not

spare a glance for the symptoms of approaching disaster. They failed

to see that

" Slowly comes a hungry people, as a lion, creeping nigher,

Glares at one that nods and winks behind a slowly-dying fire."

But now they are fully awake to the dangers which beset their blessed

estate, they are no longer blind to the ever-growing spectre of Com-
munism, which stalks around and threatens this monster of Land-
monopoly ; a monster resembling a gigantic octopus, holding nations

in its stifling grasp, and sucking from them their life blood through
its numberless tentacles.

No other country is held by such a comparative handful of indi-

viduals as is the United Kingdom, at once the wealthiest and most
pauperised country in the world.

Two-thirds of the soil of England and Wales are held by 10,200 persons

„ „ Scotland „ 330 „

„ „ Ireland „ 1,942 „
One-third of the United Kingdom is held by 500 peers

35,000 persons practically "own" the whole of the British Islands.

Here are figures relating to a few of the large land-monopolists in

these islands :

Acres. Rental.

The Duke of Sutherland holds 1,358,545 £141,667
Earl Doncaster „ 460,108 231,855
Marquis Breadalbane „ 438,358 58,292
The Duke of Kichmond and Gordon „ 286,409 79,671
The Earl of Fife „ 249,220 72,563
The Duke of Devonshire „ 198,572 180,750
The Duke of Northumberland „ 186,397 176,048
The Duke of Portland „ 183,199 107,920
The Duke of Hamilton „ 179,650 162,165
Marquis of Lansdowne „ 142,916 62,025

400 peers and peeresses hold

1,288 great landowners have
2,529 others hold

10,888 „
2,184 „
955 „
421 .,

Acres.

5,728,979

8,497,699

4,319,271

51,885,185

38,875,522

29,663,849

22,880,755

There is no need to continue these dry, sickening statistics—anyone
can read the entire table if he care to look it up. The whole thing is

a hideous legend in figures, showing the growth and development of

the worst side of man's nature, dominating and befouling the whole
history of our peoples ; where should be a glowing narrative of real

progress and development of a happy race living natural lives in the
beautiful regions which Nature has so lavishly provided for all her
creatures, we find a dreary record which requires coercion to make
even children read, and which nobody cares to recollect after leaving

school—a dreary record of little else but bloody destruction, enslave-

ment, and robbery, a state of things continuing with unchecked fury
at the present hour, only to be brought to a full stop by a collision

with the fast-gathering forces of Social Revolution.

Before the invasion of William the Norman, private property in land
was entirely unknown. The soil was divided into folk-land, belonging
to no person or community, but to the nation as a whole, and common-
land, held by organised communes and not by separate individuals.

With the Norman Conquest the whole of the land became vested in

the Crown, and all lands were held from the king, as representative of

the nation, the holders being bound to render certain duties in return,

the chief of which were military service in person and the raising of so

many capable men-at-arms, proportionate to the extent and population
of their estate. This, of course, implied that the first essential was a
healthy population.

It is curious to compare the value with regard to the land in which
the ruling class held their fellow-men then and the value in which they
hold them now. In those days the land was considered of less value
than the men who worked upon it, and was looked upon merely as the
natural means of raising healthy and capable human beings. Now-
adays, a man is regarded by the landlords only as a rent-provider, to

be chased from his home and country as soon as he ceases to be useful

to them as a tenant. Our outcast will find much consolation and
encouragement in that his exodus will have been already provided for

by that great and good assemblage of capitalists and landlords, the
People's Representatives, in the shape of Assisted Passages to the ends
of the world—anywhere, so long as he gets oft' their land and out of

their sight.

Now, the feudal barons, without doubt, were heavy-handed masters,
but they were not rent and profit mongers ; they did not compel a man
to toil for them sixteen hours a-day and then pay him for only four

;

neither was a woman forced to exist in a rack-rented garret and make
shirts for ninepence the dozen. In those days there was rough plenty
and comfort and leisure for all ; and industry was free, for the new
lords of the soil readily relinquished their feudal rights when groups of

skilled craftsmen happened to be formed within their manors. In-
dustry thus finding herself fancy-free, grew and grew, and soon found
herself giving birth to her offspring, Art, who quickly began to bedeck
and adorn her with her lovely blossoms in a thousand different ways,
so genial a soil had she now found, and before long the people's lives

were interwoven through and through with her bright and joyous
fantasies ; churches (of which some bare, discoloured shells still exist),

dwellings, arms, dress, every detail of daily existence, became an
illuminated and beautified outcome of the new life. Every surviving
fragment of craftmanship of these days seems to carry with it the

warmth of the worker's hand and the impress of the worker's love for

his work. What of our modern everyday articles will find a place in

the museums of the future ? Will a policeman's helmet or an auto*

matic sweetmeat-machine be treasured up alongside of Greek, Indian,,

and Gothic wreckage as examples of a lost and admired art ? Yesr

surely, if competition should continue to be the ruling factor in our
industrial system for another century or two. But this will not be.

" The revolt of the New World against the Old," says Auguste Bebel,

has broken out. The stage is crowded with actors ; the struggle will

be carried on with an amount of intellect such as the world has seen

in no struggle before, and will see in none after. For it will be the

last social struggle. The nineteenth century will hardly end before

the conquest is decided."

The feudal system may be said to have been maintained, in a loose

enough manner, no doubt, for about five hundred years, and came to-

an end towards the close of the fifteenth century. From about this

date commenced landlordism, such as we now know it. The holders of

estate began to find out that the soil was the only stay between man
and starvation and that he could not exist apart from it, and that

private possession of land gave the owner almost unlimited power over
the lives of the creatures upon it. Then began the general scramble

for the soil, and the landlords with greater rapacity proceeded to

enclose and tighten their grasp upon their own estates and whatever
lands besides they could manage to lay hold of.

The success of this first stroke for plunder whetted the greed of the

landlords, and they panted for more booty. They did not have to wait

long for a champion : they found one in Bluff King Hal (Bluff Bill

Sykes, he should have been called), the wife-murdering bully, who
entered into a conspiracy with them to seize the Catholic churches,

priories, and hospitals, and the lands attached thereto. The upshot of

this affair was that Henry the Eighth, King by the Grace of God, and
his favourites, netted between them about a third of the best agri-

cultural land of the kingdom.
The next great step towards completely monopolising the land took

place in the reign of Queen Anne, when began the enclosing of the

commons. This kind of legalised robbery continues to the present

hour. Altogether over 7,000,000 acres of common land have been
filched from the poor by Acts of Parliament. There is not much more
land left now worth pilfering. Here and there are little bits of com-
mon supporting a family or two with their donkey or their cow. These
patches will be nibbled up by the neighbouring landlord bye and bye,

perhaps, when he gets or can manufacture a suitable excuse. But
there are places in these islands—places worth looking at, too—where
a man is still free to ramble unmolested and without fear of prosecu-

tion or spring-guns. Have these places, then, been overlooked by the
land-grabber 1 Not a bit of it. They would have been filched long
ago had it been worth while ; but then, don't you see, nobody else

wants them, and a land-grabber does not care to go to the trouble of

filching that which nobody else wants. " The force of the guinea you
have in your pocket," says John Ruskin, "depends wholly on the
default of a guinea in your neighbour's pocket. If he did not want it,

it would be of no use to you. The degree of power it possesses depends,

accurately upon the need or desire he has for it."

Now, up to the time of the Stuart Restoration, no taxes were paid
by the people, the income from the land forming the principal source

of revenue for defraying the expenses of the State ; but, during the
reign of Charles II. these feudal enactions were abolished by Act of

Parliament (carried by means of threats and bribery on the part of

the landlord party), and their burdens shifted on to the shoulders of

the landless in the shape of an excise on beer, wine, tobacco, and a
number of other articles. Thus the landlords threw off their obliga-

tions but they stuck to the land, and their descendants and successors

stick to it still, drawing rent, together with royalties on minerals, to
the amount of about £300,000,000 a year. This is the price which
ive have to pay them for their permission to use our land. Truly the
original squatters perpetrated the most profitable piece of piracy on
record ; they little thought that their descendants and successors

would at the present time be able to plunder the earnings of the
workers to this extent.

A land monopolist's privileges now extends to everything in the
heavens above and the earth beneath, and in the waters and minerals-

under the earth ; a privilege born of bloodshed and seizure, and en-

forced to this hour by means of prisons, police, and soldiery. How
mercilessly a land monopolist will enforce his " rights " to enable him
to satisfy his lust for rent, or his spite at being foiled in his pursuit

of it, is best shown in Dr. Wallace's book on "Land Nationalisation,"

also in the Liberal newspapers of to day, wherein the reports of evic-

tions and agrarian matters are given with a faithfulness of detail well

calculated to damage the reputation of the present Jacks-in-office, and
to inspire one with the idea that one has only to place the reins of
government (and the fat salaries hanging thereto) in the hands of the
Liberal gang to see how nicely they will settle all these unfortunate
disagreements between landlord and tenant.

Jonathan Bines.
{Continued on page 340.)

Norwich.—C. W. Mowbray addressed two good meetings here on Sunday.
In the afternoon he spoke at an open-air meeting in the Market Place to a very
attentive audience. The evening was also very successful, notwithstanding the
inclemency of the weather. Afterwards a meeting of members took place to

consider what steps should be taken to carry on a vigorous propaganda during
the winter months. 4s. 8d. worth of (jommomceal sold ; 10s. collected towards
Mowbray's fare from London, and 8s. 4d. for Chicago Martyrs' Commemoration
Fund.—S.
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TOMMY ATKINS.
(From Songs of the Army of the Night.)

I STAND and watch the soldiers

Marching up and down,

Above the fresh green cricket-ground

Just outside the town.

I stand and watch and wonder
When in this English land

This poor fool Tommy Atkins
Will learn and understand ?

Zulus and Boers and Arabs,
All fighting to be free,

Men and women and children,
Murdered and maimed has he.

In India and in Ireland
He's held the people down,

While the robber English gentleman
Took penny and pound and crown.

To make him false to his order,

What was it that they gave

—

To make him his brother's oppressor ?

The clothes and pay of a slave !

thou poor fool Tommy Atkins !

Thou wilt be wise that day
When with eager eyes and clenched

teeth

Thou riseth up to say

—

" This is our well-loved England,
And I'll free it if I can

From every rotten bourgeois
And played-out gentleman !

"

Francis Adams.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

Above the mingled din of Congresses—Possibilist, Collectivist, Marxist

—

there comes to English workers' ears the cry for help of the Calais lace-

makers. It is cheering news indeed that that cry has been so we'll responded
to, especially by those of the same trade at Nottingham. Frenchman and
Englishman joining hands across the Channel against the common enemy,
•Capitalism, is the sort of " cordial understanding " that Socialists like to see.

Our Anarchist comrade Dumas (of Saint-Etienne) speaking lately at

Romans, gave a good answer to an inquirer who suggested that Collectivism
would serve as a transition to true Communism. " Collectivism," said

Dumas, " is too late in the field, and can no longer play the part which
might have been open to it forty years ago. The workers have discovered
that they are exploited, as it is, by masters and governors ; they will never
yield to the yoke of a Statistical Committee, which would necessarily trans-
form itself into a reactionary Government. The Anarchist ideas have
fostered wider views, and are easier to understand by brains which are
evolving new conceptions. If road-locomotives had been invented in time
they would have ploughed along every highway, but they were anticipated
by the more useful railway-engine, and so remained an antiquarian curiosity.

So will it be with Collectivism and Anarchism."
The Congress of the so-called Workmens' Party at Chatellerault fell to

internecine strife in the most approved Parliamentary fashion, and some
delegates were expelled by the majority acting under the orders of the
excellent Brousse. It is claimed that the delegates excluded really repre-
sent the majority of the party, and a meeting of the party has been held in

Paris repudiating the Congressional action. La Parti Ouvrier, the organ of

the dissidents, uses strong language concerning the conduct of the Possi-
bilist Municipal Councillors.

The Marxist Congress at Lille seems to have passed off more quietly. The
" Marxists" decided to take part in the Brussels International Congress
next year.

I am sorry indeed to note that the editors of the excellent Paris Revolte
are driven to publish the following notice :

" We only appear this week by
dint of lengthening our already long list of debts. Comrades must not be
astonished if they do not receive the paper next week." Now, you French-
speaking revolutionists, hurry up. It would be deplorable indeed if the
workers were to lose yet another organ by their own default.

ITALY.
II Fascio Operaio of Alessandria translates with approval the article on

the English Working Class Movement in La Revolte, upon which our com-
rade Nicoll commented a week or two back. Our comrades of the Italian
" Workmens' Party," if they read English, should correct false impressions

by referring to Nicoll's article.

The Italian Workmens' Party holds its fifth General Congress at Milan on
November 1st and 2nd. The agenda-paper compares somewhat favourably
with those of Social Democratic gatherings elsewhere. The foremost ques-
tion on the " order of the day " is "The necessity of organising the party on
the one basis of * Resistance.' " This sounds well.

An excellent new Anarchist paper, La Campana of Ancona (to which our
comrade Merlino contributes a most interesting paper on "Objections to

Anarchist Socialism "), hopes to organise a general congress of all Italian

Socialists early in the spring of 1891. Ticino has been mentioned as a suit-

able locality. Crispi is hardly likely to allow a revolutionary gathering in

the kingdom of Italy. A general congress of Italian Socialists is being
actually attempted at Ravenna under the auspices of the parliamentarians.
Revolutionists apparently will not be welcome there and will not attend.
A somewhat astonishing bit of Italian news comes to us by way of

Barcelona. An Anarchist journal, La Nuoua Riscosa, was prosecuted before
the local court at Trapani on account of its articles on the First of May
movement. "The defence of the advocate Grignany," says El Productor,
" was a reasoned and brilliant exposition of Anarchist principles. It carried
away the audience, and even the very jury, who returned a unanimous ver-
dict of 'Not Guilty.'" English bourgeois are made of sterner stuff, and
imagination fails to realise an English advocate delivering an Anarchist
oration in court. It would be an excellent way of disposing of some of our
more obnoxious judges. Surely they would die of the shock. Seriously
speaking, I join with the writer in El Productor in congratulating our com-
rade Grignany and his clients.

The Roman correspondent of the Daily Chronicle (for once I may quote
from a capitalist paper) says that "according to official information on the
subject, the number of unemployed wrorkmen amounts to about 100,000 in

Rome and the provinces, with perhaps a like number in the Romagna and at

Milan, and some 60,000 at Turin, not to mention those in the remaining
provinces." How glorious a triumph it is to be a citizen of "free Italy,"

and what a sweet boon to the workers is the thing called " constitutional

government" !

CUBA.
Havannah has been deeply moved by the provisions of the American

Tariff Bill, and it seems not unlikely that many a worker's child in Cuba

will have reason to curse the name of MacKinley. The Cuban empk>§rexg
talk of a general cessation of manufacture and commerce with the object of
forcing the Spanish Government to enter into a commercial treaty with tb«
United States. That meanwhile the workers (already hard pushed by eight
months of scarcity of work) would be starving, is not, of course, a matter
that masters care about. It may be, however, that the bosses will hesitate
before taking this extreme step, not from pity but from fear. It may be
dangerous to drive the workers too much into a corner. El Productor (of
Havannah) says :

" We warn our workers beforehand, so that should this
cessation of work come they may know how to rise to that height to which
every people should reach when the means of subsistence are snatched from
them, and it is sought to lead them to death by hunger. Mayhap this lock-
out may prove true the saw which tells us that ' the unification of the toilers

will be the work of the rich, even as the Social Revolution will be the work
of the poor.' Let the lock-out come ; we do not desire it, but as little do
we fear it. Should it come, the rich will be responsible for what may
happen."

SPAIN.
Our comrades in Barcelona are preparing to celebrate the Chicago anni-

versary. Strikes, of a more or less sporadic character, continue there.
At Jativa the Anarchists are holding a series of meetings, to which the

"partido obrero," or "Workmens' Party" (here as elsewhere an euphemism
for parliamentary Socialists), are invited. There has been free and open
debate on parliamentary and anti-parliamentary tactics, and, judging by the
reports in the Barcelona Productor, the Anarchists would seem so far to have
more than held their own.
The Anarchists of the Basque Provinces are working to establish a Com-

munist-Anarchist newspaper. It is to be named El Combate ("The Com-
bat") and to be published at San Sebastian. This is good news to come
from that curious old-world Basque-land which has ever been a stronghold
of feudalism and reaction,—no doubt mainly because the people have identi-

fied Carlism and reaction with their local autonomy—of which, for that

matter, they do well to be jealous, at least until the time comes when they
can conquer for themselves complete individual autonomy. R W. B.

A TOUR THROUGH THE MIDLANDS.

I began on August 4th a propaganda tour through the Midlands, beginning

with Leicester, where I stayed a week, during which the comrades worked

hard at the various meetings which were held. We broke new ground at

Oadby and Anstey, two villages near to Leicester, and with the comrades in

this district I paid a visit to Loughborough and Derby, going from there to

Sheffield. There I also spent a week, and we carried on vigorous work

among the miners of Eckington, where comrade Cores and myself delivered

Commonweal from house to house, as well as meeting the miners coming from

the pits with leaflets. We afterwards held a meeting in the market place.

I also addressed a meeting at Woodhouse, and held several meetings at

Sheffield. The comrades worked very hard, and making a special feature of

the Chicago Martyrs' Speeches, selling during my visit over a hundred.

These were sold mainly among the miners, wrho seem to admire greatly those

noble heroes our comrades of Chicago.

On leaving Sheffield I went to Manchester, and addressed a series of meet-
ings in both Manchester and Salford. Here also success crowned their

efforts of our comrades, for we held splendid meetings at all places to which
we went. I returned to Sheffield after my Manchester trip and again did a

week's propaganda, after which I went to Leeds. Here we had three splen-

did meetings, where I was splendidly supported by our comrades. We made
the most of my visit, and notwithstanding the various threats of opposition

from our erstwhile comrade McGuire, the day went over without an explo-

sion. I again returned to Sheffield, and spent another four days, prior to

my visit to Hull, where I again had three good meetings. The comrades of

all nationalities (and there are many in Hull) worked with that energy
which is certain to bring success, Smith and Reynolds to help, besides

others whose names escape me, we had some enthusiastic meetings.

I may mention in passing that I missed no opportunity of spreading our
literature among the soldiers in all the places I visited.

I returned again to Sheffield, this time nearly exhausted, and spent

another week prior to my return to London. In all I addressed forty-eight

meetings. Literature sold well at all, and collections were good. My
general impression of the visit has been to strengthen the views I already

held

—

i.e., that our work in the future must be more in the provinces if we
do not wish to court failure. There is a large tract of country comparatively

untouched by Socialist teaching, south, west, and north.

The collections in most cases nearly cover the expenses, and I found the

people not only eager to listen and question the speakers, but ready and
willing to aid in paying expenses. Take Derby as an instance. The first

meeting held (I believe) was the one I addressed, and £1 0s. l£d. was col-

lected. Many comrades I met with feared that a vigorous, thoroughgoing

propaganda would frighten the audiences, but the result showed them the

mistake. It is no use trying to preach down to the people if you want to

make earnest revolutionists of them, for the greater your earnestness the

more impression you are bound tc make on your audience.

There is one thing also I must not forget, i.e., our paper the Commonweal.

I found on explaining our principles, and making a point of speaking as far

as I could from the paper, that there was no difficulty in selling it ; but

that on the other hand it went off even beyond my own expectations.

Most of the places are trying to vie with Sheffield in paper selling, but are

as yet far behind, though to all appearances Leicester will not be long before

it takes a place alongside. Leeds also will soon catch up, owing no doubt to

our comrade Samuels, who is not only an earnest worker but is filling the

other comrades with the same spirit. I must not forget Manchester, who
have progressed wonderfully of late. Hull could sell more papers, and

before long I have no doubt they will see their way clear to quadruple their

order.

Altogether I am pleased with the result of the tour, which shows that our

ideas are getting a firm hold in the provinces. I can as a further result say that

Leicester, Loughborough, Nottingham, Derby, Sheffield, Manchester, Leeds,

and Hull will not be behind when the day of revolution dawns upon us, and

the desire of all the comrades was to work hard and earnestly in order to

hasten that day. Preparations are also being made in all these places to

celebrate the anniversary of the murder of our Chicago comrades for the

purpose of explaining to the people why our heroic comrades lives were

sacrificed. ®* **. "•
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THE CURSE OF LAND MONOPOLY.
(Concluded from p. 338.)

Since Christianity determines the worth of the tree by the quality

of its fruit, so may our Church-going land monopolists be judged by

our increasing crops of pauperism and prostitution. The following

cuttings from contemporary papers speak for themselves :

The Rev H V Mills, in his * Poverty and the State,' affirms that " eight

million peo'ple in the British Isles, by inevitably circumstance?, cannot^ ob-

tain honest continuous employmenti dupiu^^, while Mr. John Rae (as cited by

Mr. Mills) informs us that, "in the wealthiest nation in the world every

twentieth inhabitant is a pauper ; one-fifth of the community is insufh-

ciently clad ; the agricultural labourers, and large classes of working- people

in towns, are too poorly fed to save them from what are known as starva-

tion diseases ; the great proportion of our population lead a life of mono-

tonous incessant toil with no prospect in old age but penury and parochial

support ; and one-third, if not indeed one-half, of the famihes of the country

are huddled six in a room in a way quite incompatible with the elementary

claims of decency, health, or morality."

Ben Tillett, in his * Dock Labourers' Bitter Cry,' cites from Professor

Thorold Rogers the following appalling statement : "There is a large popu-

lation collected in our great cities, equalling in numbers the whole ot those

who lived in England and Wales six centuries ago ;
whose condition is

more destitute, whose homes are more squalid, whose means are more un-

certain, and whose future is more hopeless than the poorest serf in the

middle ages."

Then, as regards East London in particular, Mr. Charles Booth, whose

area of inquiry embraced 900,003 people, tells his readers that 314,000, i.e.,

38 per cent, of this great host, " suffer from poverty sinking to actual want."

Canon Duckworth, preaching at Westminster Abbey on Sunday after-

noon, said :
" We may boast of an empire upon which the sun never sits, a*

commerce which belts the planet, but let us also remember that 170,000
paupers inhabit this the richest city of the world."

"Ninety per cent, of our work-people have no place they can call a home
beyond the end of the week.

'

It has been calculated that there are about 200,000 families living irr-

London on about a pound a week, and they are in a large measure the
people of one room.

A calculation has been made by Dr. Rhodes " that if all the paupers in

England formed into column four deep, the procession would be 100 miles,

long."

In London one person in every five will die in the workhouse, hospital, oi?

lunatic asylum.

It is extremely difficult to even approximately estimate the number of

prostitutes in this country. The police, who might be taken as the most*
competent authorities in these matters, have it that there are between
90,000 and 100,000 in London alone. This gives an average of about one
in fifty for all our large towns.

And yet all this sacrifice of human life and happiness is sanctioned

by the law. There is no law on our statute books to require that a
man may not let his brother starve or his sister get her bread on the

streets, even though he have the means of preventing it. Of course

not. The class who have framed these laws took good care that there-

should be none. The absence of such an enactment is the very breath*

of their existence, and it is absurd to think that they will permit any
alteration in the existing state of affairs while they can keep armect

forces in their pay to prevent it. Yet, in the face of all this, Collec-

tivists and Democrats will refer us for freedom to the ballot-box^,

triumphantly pointing to the Board Schools and the posts and tele-

graph systems as the real dawn of the Socialistic era. We have, they
tell us, only to hammer away and thrust monopoly bit by bit beneath-

the fostering wing of government, and by the time we are all brooded'

under the old parliamentary hen, and there you are don't you know\.

By the way, what will be the State fine when the State workman.
comes in late to the State factory ?

Let us suppose for a moment that after striving and hoping for, say

another decade or two, we managed to institute State water-works,

State gas-works, and State tramways, what does that mean 1 Why,
merely an extension of our present civil service, that is, we should be

jockeyed by more batches of highly-paid useless nobodies such as are

now on exhibition at Somerset House and other Government offices,,

and the really useful servitors would be placed in the underpaid and

trammelled position at present borne by our postmen. Of all sweater*

the State is the biggest, with its strangulating red tape and its sealing-

wax. If it thought fit it would nationalise these and other matters

to-morrow. Posts and telegraphs were monopolised by the State solely

to facilitate warfare, government, and competitive commerce, and not

in the interests of the people at all. Our Board Schools are merely

factories for turning out more capable, and therefore more profitable,,

tools for the service of the labour exploiters ; but they are turning out

sharper-edged tools than their founders anticipated. The tools are-

sharp enough to find on facing the world why they are not free to*

work and live as Nature bids them, and accordingly the young pro-

letarian is a trade unionist as soon as he becomes a hireling, thus,

consciously or not, befitting himself for the coming Commune.

Before the workers can free themselves of the murderous grasp of

Landlordism, they will have to reckon with the whole of the forces at

the command of the bourgeosie. They have long ago outgrown that

old superstitous reverence for the powers that be, and notwithstanding

the cant with which some of them have been dosed by their leaders,

they are awakening to the fact that freedom is only to be gained by-

bullet and not by ballot. Parliament seeing that it can no longer

pose as the people's voice, has thrown aside its masquerade and is now.

the honest enemy. Mark the present conspiracy of silence on the

part of the Liberal gang in the face of the growing labour organisa-

tions. But this is a useful factor, for it makes still clearer the plarv

of campaign, and is driving the waverers into the ranks of the unions.

As the land and capital have been taken from us by force, so must

they be retaken by the same means. You might just as well hope to/

turn away a shark by prayer when you have tumbled overboard into-

his jaws as to hope to get them back by any other. By the time a

few more affairs like those of Trafalgar Square and Southampton have-

happened, the Labour batallions will be sufficiently in touch with one

another to respond to the general signal to throw down their tools alb

together The air may be still for a little while, and then the bour-

geoisie will shout for their soldiers, but can they be depended upon to-

do their " duty." We shall see. Jonathan Bines.

The Complaint of the Idle Classes. — Will you bandy accusations,,

ill you accuse us of over-production ? We take the Heavens and the
y . ., . * j..„j -shiner at all. In the wide doma

HeEarth to witness that" we have produced nothing at all. In the wide domains.

of created Nature circulates no shirt or thing of our producing. ..

that accuses us of producing, let him show himself, let him name what and<

when. We are innocent of producing
;
ye ungrateful,, what mountains of

things have we not, on the contrary, had to « consume" and make away

with ! Mountains of those your heaped manufactures wheresoever edible

or wearable, have they not disappeared before n* ,
a* if we had the talent

of ostriches, of cormorants, and a kind of divine facul y to eat ? Ye un*

grateful !—and did you not grow under the shadow of our wings * Are-

not your filthy mills built on these fields of ours ; on this soil of England,

which belongs to—whom thin'* you t—Carhj!* :
' Past and Present.
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THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN STRIKE.
When the last mails left Australia the strike was in full swing* The men
had been wrought up to a high pitch of excitement and enthusiasm by the

news that the English unions were rallying to their support ; and on the

other side the capitalists were in a fearful state of funk, which was only

equalled by their furious rage. The temper of these people is shown by the

following extract from our plucky little contemporary the Brisbane Worker;
"Lies, calumnies, misrepresentations, all the weapons of wild and fanatical
opposition, have been shamelessly used, and this incitation has been assisted

%y employers who should have more self-respect. Threats of < We'll shoot
*the strikers down like dogs' ; 'They ought to be hung on the lamp-posts'

;
H We'll crush that sanguinary unionism out'; < We'll teach them who's
master

' ha\*e been openly made* One gentle minister of religion wished he
could get the strike leaders at a whipping-post and have the job of flagel-
lator

; rWVI 'draw blood every stroke,' he said. Persistently and unremit-
tingly a panic among the employers has been worked up by the press and
its bloodthirsty assistants, who have spread rumours of general strikes,
organised riots, attempts to bring in Communism by force, and other
fantasies. As a result firearms are carried by every bank-dwde and addle-
pated shopkeeper; special -constables have been sworn in from the swell
at'Metic clubs ; and a mob -of employers waited on the Government ia order
to terrorise Toser into lproclaimwjg a sort of martial law. Brisbane is

-poetically being terrorised by Capitalism, which in its HMserable fear seems
*t*> thirst for the chance <x) mow a street full of unarmed, inoffensive 'unionists
•Sown with Gatling .gwfi?."

But whether the 'capitalists <csuId carry out these "wild ideas * is exceed-
ingly doubttfoil. At Newcastle they were threatening to bring the marines
and the sailers ashore, to Shoofrflown the miners on -sbrike. A correspondent
of the Sydwey 'Sundxty Times heard one of the marines asked if they were
going to^hoot the people down. He replied, " WeM, we may be sent ashore
and we <r»*y even be ordered to fire, but I don't think any of you will be
hurt.75 O&e correspondent, w&o is certainty no friend of the unions, after-
wards igofc into conversation with the sailors. He says : "He answered my
questions with <*&e utmost tfrankness, a«d from what he,, and scores of his
shipmates, toitirne, I have arrived at the concksion that it would be folly
worse ^kan madswss onthevpart of the G-ovemmetit to seek assistance at the
h»naV<gff 'the-iicval authorities. Such aid migfct, and .probably would, be
granted readily enoughybtrt it must be borne m mind that a large majority

ai
?j nblu#jax8feets and euarines sympathise -with the strikers, and, once

landed, they might be induced to take sides with theia. Were they to do
tibis'lke consequences tbtft would naturally Mlow might prove more serious
*nd'&*r*reaehing than .any<€€ us imagine." Tbes must^fee nice and reassuring
tfor the capitalist advocatee«af force.

>Wbat has,particularly uVightened these .gentlemen is the fact that the
^tr*ke>bas Ied*o a tremendous upheaval of Socialist *deas ; the strike and
-Soc^tesm seeuas to be tbe«rjaain topic o€ conversation everywhere. Of course
Uie^ecialism.^iscussed ie of a very csaild 'type- but even the immense sale of
jBelhwnyV 'TLoefeing 'Backward,' and the aideption'by *the Australian Labour
^Federation <*£ ,a SociaUEteiaocratic progranwrje, has *been quite enough to
•frighten- the of$mtalists. <3t is true the Federation or£y proposes to attain its
-ends% ordinary politick tnethods, bwt -bfee red ss^ectre cannot be made
;alkmng evetiusder a robe<©f legality.

Ilt.is difficult <o imagine *tde vast extent •©€ tbis^trike. It is an immense
>war.c€ laboar^ixl capital, extending over a allele continent and affecting even
•the.iHMghbouring island <rfSfew Zealand. On «ept,7, Sydney and Melbourne
were^rery nearly in darkness, owing to the failure of the gas supply. Not only
are. the. gas-stokers out onuetrike, but most of therminers are also out, or have
beenilocked ontihy the masters only to there be no ships to carry away their
coaj. Jl curioae instance otf what may be called by the capitalists "retri-
butive justice-" is that the strikers' paper, the Jteople, was in danger of
•suppression through the .gas-engine that work* bhe press having to stop
throng the, failure of the gas supply. The editor, however, declared the
.issue <wauld. be., got out in spite of all difficulties. Xke Bulletin has a cartoon
«ntifcJetf "Mdbouame in .Darkness." It represents .a middle-class man, who
teas gust arrived ,ihsme with two lamps, addressing his wife. He exclaims
piteous]? : "-.Ye*,. nay dear, I succeeded in buying a couple of lamps, but
<&ey are Mrery scarce, and to get 4hem home safely (L had to buy a revolver »

Iftie same paper represents the eapitalist undergoing many tortures. He is
tossed by^ caw (labour) he has feeen engaged in making, and as he is flyin *m the.aMr.all the ceilk (profits) is spilt. Another cartoon shows us the
capitalist .fuffering from the horrors of a general strike. In a dream he
beiboldsalhobnailed jefolin (Labour) dancing on his chest. He imagines he
awakes in ,tfee throes of ,a general strike, and the poor man has to dress and
snar/e ilumseif, clean his own boots, while his wife cooks his dinner ; and
nually he ,haato behold to park turned into corn-fields ior the proletariat •

and a£iast, owing to "a, great shrinkages of values" and a "great shrinkage''
of capital's .corpulence, he is compelled to work or starve.
From the .capitalists to 4he blacklegs is an easy transition. As in England

so in A.ustraka, the capitalist bas a pet name for them—heealls them "free
labour This as not a very honourable term in Australia, as it used to be
applied to those .convicts who *rere handed over to private masters by the
Government. Weil, these "fr.ee labourers » are not very efficient at wharf
work, but judging by the precautions taken for their safetv by the Govern-ment and their employers, you would think their lives were the most valu-
able in Australia. Huge barricades have been erected at the entrances to

j^
e

,

d0
?
ks for their protection. One of these barricades at the P. and O

• I u
18

i

thus descr*bed b7 tlie Sydney Daily Telegraph. The barricade
w^ght be used for the backing of the 22 in, steel armour of a 10,000 battleship.
ins posts, which are 14 in. by 14 in. and about 9 feet in height clear of the
ground, are only a few feet apart, and are connected by strong rails and hard
wood planking. This huge barricade is at the foot of Argyle Street, and com-
pletely shuts in the King's Head Hotel. The barricade also extends across
trorntn« street to the edge of the wharf, and at the Circular-Quay side of
the .T. and O. wharf a similar gigantic barricade is being constructed. The
same paper states :

" It is painful to watch the efforts of the 4
free labourers

'

in dischaigmg the ' Coromandel.' Six men are incapable of moving a piece
of iron casting, and they simply stand and look at each other. After one of
them puts in a quiet three minutes in curling a sling round the chain and
then giving the order to heave away, a round of cheers from the onlookers
greeted the ascent of the dangling ropes." The correspondent, from watch-
ing

#
at work, expresses the opinion that a "hospital job" is by no means

improbable. As I said before, great care is taken of these free labourers,
special constables, police, infantry, and artillery are all mustered for their

protection ; but despite it all, some of them have been rather roughly
handled by the men whom they have robbed of their work.
The strikers hold stoutly together, although the capitalists are doing their

utmost to crush them. It appears that the wholesale supply of provisions.

for Sydney is in the hands of about fifty persons alt told

—

i.e.> some seven*

carcass butchers, a dozen or more flour merchants, and the balance made up.

of merchant grocers and produce importers. It was proposed at a meeting,
of masters that these wholesale dealers should refuse to sell to retail shop-
keepers except for cash, thus forcing the shopkeepers to refuse credit to their

customers and so break the back of the strike. However, this plan has not-

been carried out Probably the masters thought that it might drive the

men—not into submission, but into open revolt.

To fight against the lies of the capitalist press, the strikers have started <*

an organ^ which was first known as the Labour Defence Journal, but has
since changed its name to the People. It is a bright little two-paged sheet, ^
and its tone shows how wonderfully the Australian workers have advanced
in opinion during the last few years. For instance, when the barricades

were erected and tha streets filled with troops and military, this paper gave
some very plain words of warning to the "authorities." It said : "Do the

enfranchised people of these colonies intend that the authorities shall turn ,

their cities into garrisoned towns, and .continue to barricade and fortify the

public thoroughfares, in the interests of private individuals ? If it is right

that one party in the labour struggle should erect barricades and stand by
them, to sweep the streets with Gatlings, it is equally right that the other
side should do the same. But we would remind those who are responsible
for this deliberate outrage that barricades have, ere now, been the overthrow
of the very governments who built them."
An " Appeal to the Friends of Labour " is also worth quoting :

" People of Australia ! you are the witnesses of a Titanic struggle—the capital-

ist press tells you—between Capital and Labour. Disabuse your minds at once
and forever ! The struggle now taking place before your eyes is between two
forms of labour—Labour on the one hand, and labour stolen, disguised under the
name of Capital, on the other. The subsidised press of the stockjobbers and
labour-filchers denounces this strike ! It stigmatises this strike as crimiual ! It

appeals to you, the public, to withhold your sympathy from the strikers ! . . .

" Yet your best interests are the interests of every individual man who does,

not live on the labour of his fellows. Every man who lives without working,
demands some other man to do two days' work—one day for himself and a day,

for him that idles. Have you thought of this ?

" You are told this present strike is merely a question between employers and
unionists. Oh, no ! its ramifications are much more extensive than that. The
present struggle is between the Past and the Future. The strikers are to-day
fighting for the recognition of a great and vital principle, a principle which,
underlies all liberty, a principle which ought to be the ioundation-stone off'every,'

nation which bases its hopes on the realisation of all that is involved in the word!
* Democracy '—the principle of the full liberty of Labour to organise for its own
protection. . . .

" To you, unionists of Australia ; to you, public of workers and toilers every-
where in this great continent ; to you, all of you, who live by the suffrance ot
those who have filched the earnings of Labour ; to you who, whether by hand
or brain, are compelled to sue for the right to labour,—we appeal, and we appeal
with confidence ! Your conduct in the past merits that confidence.. When*
humanity has ever sued you for aid, it has never been, hitherto, in vain. Y^our
sympathy in the past has ever been one of acts, not of words. You cannot with-
hold it now. For our fight is your fight, our danger is your, dauger; If we fail
what one of your boasted liberties is safe? . . . Combination alone has made
Australia the free land of free men. Combination is threatened ! Stand firm »

Stand by us ! Assist us in maintaining the right to combine, for thereby you
assist us in maintaining the standard of wages.

" If we are worsted in the struggle, be not indifferent. Yr
our turn will come »

All along the line so-called Capital will lift its head for the subjection of theworker
! If we triumph, you will triumph with us ! If we triumph with your

support, we shall remember in your day of need who have been for us and who
against us ! Labour never forgets her friends. She cannot afford to do soLabour never forgets her foes, nor the foes of Labour anywhere—witness ourconduct m the London dockers' struggle against vested interests and funded
exploitation

.

" Unionists of Australia ! help us now, and we will rally around you when theday of your battle shall also come. Our fight is a fight for life ' We are
challenged on a vital point ; a defeat means death ! If we fail, not a single union
is safe—for the very principle of unionism is at stake. Every unionist hSs a vital
interest m our struggle. Everything we have won in the past may be lost at thecast of the dice. The Rouseabout, the Shearer, the Mechanic, the Wharf

-

labourer the Seaman—every trade is threatened ; no branch of labour, howeverhumble but views with interest and anxiety the present crisis. The verv bread
of our children depends upon our victory !

" Think not that our defeat will not aftect you. What is won by Labour in-one land is won by Labour everywhere. What is lost by Labour in one land is.
lost by Labour everywhere. And that word * Labour

'

means humanity."
means the people—it

Surely this spirited appeal should stir up all of us to help our gallant
comrades in the desperate battle they are fighting. Labour in all countries
must recognise the fact that the interests of Labour are everywhere the
same, and that the battle which the Australian workers are now fighting is
the holy war for social salvation of the workers of the world.

[Since the above was set up, we have received another batch of Australian-
papers, which explain why Mr. Champion sent that lying telegram the other day.
Ihe Australian trade unionists will havp nnthinrr f« w ft wit.Vi hi™ u^a v,« v,„~ u„__le Australian trade unionists will have nothing to do with him, and he has been
unanimously denounced as a fraud by them, both by speech ai

"

In revenge he has tried to wreck the strike. There is no need t

men to take no notice of any statements made by Mr. Champion.]

Glasgow.—On Saturday afternoon comrades Glasier, Anderson, and Robb
distributed literature at Tollcross to the miners and blast-furnacernen. After-

-

I wards, together with comrades Haddow and Brodie of the Trades Council, they
went to Coatbridge, where they were prevented speaking by the police ; they
however, distributed a deal of literature. On Sunday, at mid-day, Glasier spoke
at Jail Square to about 400 people, and collected 4s. 2d. for blast-furnacemen on^
strike. In the evening Joe Burgoyne spoke at Paisley Road Toll, when 2s. lld.-
was collected for the furnacemen.
Leeds.-—We had three of the best, if not the best, meetings of the year on

Sunday. Although the weather was very cold, large audiences listened to and
applauded comrade Andrew Hall. Collections were—Hunslet Moor, 7s. 8d •

Woodhouse Moor, 9s. 5Jd. (the largest we have yet had at these stations) ; and
Vicars Croft, 2s. 4d.—a total of 19s. »id. Four and a half quires of Commonweal
were sold, four Chicago Speeches, and a good number of pamphlets. We only
regret that the open-air season is almost ended, but we intend to be as active as
we can even in the winter season. Our comrade Hall will speak again in Leeds
on Sunday the 9th of November.—O. C.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Allan and Co.'a "Settlement."

Everyone knows that the dispute with Allan and Co. is settled, for a time
*t least, on terms which to us seem eminently favourable—to Allan and Co.
The men are to be paid by piecework instead of by the hour. The conse-
quences being that while the strong and the skilful may earn more than a
tanner an hour, the weak and the less skilled will earn less, and the " full

round orb of the docker's tanner" in their case will disappear. We are
getting on. We always had the idea that the Dock Strike was fought for

the benefit of the "poor and downtrodden casual docker," who is not usually
the strongest and most vigorous of mankind. Now we see that the weakest
must go to the wall, and it is only the men who can and will slave their

hearts for the benefit of a gang of greedy shipowners, who will get even
"decent" wages under the new system.
There is another clause in the agreement we like still less. According to

this valuable document, the men undertake in the discharge of grain to con-
tinue working, even after they have made a demand for extra money from
heat, dust, or any other cause, until an " expert " from Mark Lane has been
called and given a decision upon the question raised. We should like a
"definition" of the word "expert." Being left, however, to our own un-
assisted imagination, we suppose it is a gentleman who jobs in corn in Mark
Lane. Of course this gentleman will give a perfectly unbiassed verdict.

Gentlemen who "deal in corn," like those who deal in stocks or " make
Txwks" on races, are never rabid reactionaries and are always perfectly un-
biassed with regard to questions of capital and labour. The only improve-
ment we can suggest in this excellent plan of deciding labour disputes is to

fet Newton, Edlin, or some other gentleman who adorns the magisterial
ench of the metropolis, to settle all similar questions at the docks ; and as

a further bright idea, we beg to suggest to the " leaders " of the Dockers'
Union that he be empowered to give a sentence of six months hard to any
strikers who will not conform to his decisions. We are afraid that poor
McCarthy, who seems specially selected to do all the dirty work of the
"leaders" of the Dockers' Union, has put his foot in it again. We are sure
that the men will not be bound by a decision of an "expert from Mark
Lane." Why, they have a worse chance from such a tribunal than even
from a "conciliation board," and we believe that the "leaders" of the
Dockers' Union have in this agreement provided Messrs. Allan with a
weapon that may be used with deadly effect against them. In their " prud-
ence " and " moderation " they have given their worst enemies a splendid
chance of creating trouble.

The International Seamen's Congress.
The Seamen's Congress which opened at Glasgow on October 6th, was in

-every way a great success ; their union is really international. In addition
to delegates from England, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland, delegates were
present from New York, San Francisco, Boston, Holland, and Belgium were
present at the Congress. The sailors seem very proud of their interna-
tionalism, and they made a special point of extending a hearty welcome to
their brethren from other lands. We must say the Seamen's Union is in a
thoroughly healthy state ; there was a sturdy manly ring about the speeches
of their leaders when they spoke of the approaching struggle with the
Shipowners' Federation. There was none of that feeble flaccidity about
them which too often characterises the utterances of Mr. Ben Tillett or Mr.
McCarthy. Mr. Plimsoll and Mr. Cunninghams Graham were both present.
Although our opinions differ widely we admire Mr. Plimsoll ; we can re-

member the desperate battle he fought for years for the sailors against the
murderous greed of the excellent and worst of the capitalist classes. We
remember this, and we can reverence and honour this old man who fought
in the people's cause when it was not so " popular " among the middle-class
as it is at the present time. We are glad the sailors are not ungrateful.
One interesting fact came out at a public meeting held after the Congress.
It appears that Messrs. Allen and Co., in spite of the good character given
to them by the Star, have always been the worst of sweaters. They made
themselves especially prominent in fighting the Seamen's Union at Glasgow,
and they have always been noted for their love of " free labour." Probably
the heads of the firm were " good Liberals," and that in the opinion of the
Star covers a multitude of sins.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Sacking Trade Unionists.
We clip the following paragraph from the Weekly Dispatch. It is in-

teresting as showing the spirit of the shipowners, dock directors, and other
slave-drivers towards the unions :

" Last Saturday night the men employed
by Messrs. Cory and Son, Charlton, were called up by the manager, and
asked if they intended to stand by the union, The men were unanimous in
their determination to stand by the union, and immediately upon giving
their answer ten of them were discharged." Messrs. Allen, Norwood, Mor-
gan and Co. are not yet so bold and outspoken in their hostility, but when
"the cold weather comes" we may be sure they will be quite read y to
follow this bright example.

"

n.

Leicesteb.—September 14, Andrew Hall spoke three times ; large audiences ;

collected 21s. 2d. Sunday following, John Turner spoke three times. Weather
was bad, but it was encouraging to see the people stand in the wet to hear our
lectures ; we are convinced that no other subject but Socialism would make
people stand in the rain. Made five new members on this date. Sunday 28th,
Frank Kitz—three addresses, humourous and satirical, much relished by aud-
iences. October 5th, Chambers, Taylor, and Barclay were the speakers. We
have averaged 12s. a-week the last four weeks in sale of literature. Are making
arrangements for winter course of lectures to be given inside.
Manchester.—During the past month we have done good propaganda work.

Good meetings have been held three times every Sunday and during the week.
We have had Cores and Samuels of Leeds down several Sundays, and had good
meetings and collections and sale of literature. Reeves of Liverpool gave three
good addresses Sunday, October 5 ; and last Suuday Andrew Hall of Sheffield
made a grand impression by his fervid revolutionary oratory. In addition to
these, our own members—Bailie, Barton, Stockton, and Scott—have helped
forward the cause by their efforts in the propaganda of its principles. Altogether
we have done a great deal for Socialist propaganda in this district, and intend
during the winter to carry it on by a series of indoor lectures and discussions,
and only hope that our efforts will help forward the great object of our life—the
Social Revolution.
Philpot Street.—Brillerman and other comrades held a meeting here last

Sunday night ; some opposition, but good sale of literature.

LAUNDRY WOMEN'S CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION.
Comrades,—We request you to allow us to make an appeal in the Com-

monweal to our Socialist comrades on behalf of a Laundry Women's Co-

operative Association which we are about to start. Our rules are modelled
as nearly as possible on those of the Socialist Co-operative Federation, and
we have entirely adopted the principle of the formation of a common fund,

to which individual members can lay no claim.

Our object is to put a stop to the "sweating" which so largely and in-

creasingly exists in the laundry industry, to pay proper wages, to shorten

the hours of labour, to provide comfortable and well-ventilated work-rooms,
and to raise the workers at the same time from the position of wage-slaves

to that of the owners of their own earnings. We also make a special appeal

to our comrades as women, for not only do women suffer as wage-slaves but
as chattel-slaves also.

It is probably not necessary to enlarge on the sufferings of the present

workers in laundries, for as most of your readers are working-men they
probably know as well as we do what the sufferings and privations of these

women are, but perhaps there are some who may not know that women are

now to be found frequently washing in dark, damp, unventilated cellars for

13 hours a day, not even allowed to sit down for half-an-hour in the after-

noon to drink a cnp of tea, and cases are known of women who have died

at the wash-tub from exhaustion and want of food.
The collar for which the customer pays, perhaps, a penny, is washed,

starched, and ironed by the sweated laundress for a farthing ; and women
who take families washing in their own homes, frequently work from dawn
to midnight for a few miserable shillings which will not even pay the rent.

The work, too, is exceedingly arduous, and results in certain disease if not

premature death for women ill-fed and ill-clothed.

Considering, therefore, the present miserable condition of the trade, we
confidently hope that our Socialist comrades will help us to improve our
own condition and that of other women (as we intend to establish branch
laundries in various localities as our funds permit) either by taking shares

or sending work to our laundry.
The shares are £1 each, but may be held by two or more shareholders.

Application for shares should be made to the Secretary, Miss E. Lupton,

59, Selhurst Road, S.E., who will also supply all information desired.—We
are comrades (on behalf of the Committee),

Yours in the Cause,

( Annie Marsh,
Jenny Willis,
Ida Mackenzie,

( Edith Lupton, Secretary.

N.B.—Washing will be received from any locality, the carriage paid

there and back, and thoroughly good workmanship at moderate prices will

be guaranteed.

Signed

[We have read the prospectus of the Association, and notice that 5 per
cent, will be paid on the shares. We think this is unnecessary, as the
Socialist Co-operative Federation has shown that it is possible to carry on a
co-operative society without interest. We think it would be better if the
new society followed their example. People who really wish to improve
the condition of the workers do not want 5 per cent, interest for their

trouble, and we are quite sure that ordinary dividend-grabbers are not
likely to invest their hard cash in what they would look upon as a u Socialist

concern."

—

Eds.]

"ART FOR THE PEOPLE."
On Monday, October 20, at the Athenaeum Hall, Tottenham Court Road, W.,
under the management of the * Commonweal ' Branch of the League, William
Morris delivered a lecture on "Art for the People." The proceedings opened
with music, and the lecture was well attended. Our comrade Morris having
traced the history and development from pre-historic times, when the cave
dweller scratched a rude imitation of the mammoth on the walls of his dwelling,
and dealt with the imitations which it had undergone under the influence of the
ancient Egyptians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Goths, and others, down to the
time when the English workman placed in position the last stone of Henry VII.'s
chapel at Westminster, asked what had become of popular art in the compara-
tively short time which had since elapsed, during which England had grown
from an island kingdom into a mighty empire, dominating the world. He could
tell them in three words. It had disappeared. That was a strange story indeed,
and they might well doubt its truth, for the change was so tremendous. So far
from people rejoicing in the making and using of artistic things they did not
know that art existed. What passed as decorative art was touched by the hand
of man, but never by his mind. He worked at it not knowing what he did. The
workmen found work a sacrifice, a burden, which they would cast off altogether
if they could. Not one hour's work would be done if it were not that the
worker feared death by starvation if he left off working. He hoped no one
present supposed that under such conditions they could have art which had any
life in it. If they did he could not imagine the depth of a stupidity which
thought that slavery would bring forth art. The great gulf between the rich
and the poor, between the two nations nominally under the same laws, had
swallowed up the popular art which had produced our ancient buildings, in
which every man's intelligence was subordinated to the great work of art,

whereas it was now accepted as a fact that whatever intelligence a non-gentleman
might possess he must on no account exercise it during his working hours. In
order to win that privilege he must raise himself up and be a gentleman—that
is have nothing to do, and exercise his intelligence in doing it. The real artist

should be considered as a workman, aud he wanted the real workman to elevate
himself to the position of an artist. That could not be so long as the labour
war went on, which made him sacrifice himself in the interests of his union or
of the war which was being carried on. It was a natural law that man must
work, and in proportion as he had pleasure in his work so would his life be
happy or unhappy. The first thing necessary in order to bring about a better
condition of things was that there should be no more poverty, none of those
sordid troubles which destroyed the imagination and intelligence, or turned
them into other channels. Every man must be certain of earning a due liveli-

hood and those things which were necessary for the mind as well as for the body.
All men must have a due measure of rest and recreation for the body and the
mind, and the daily hours for such labour as was unpleasant must be very short.
Eight hours a day for such toil wjald one day appear to them an absolute
absurdity. All work which was unpleasant should as far as possible be done
away with, looked upon as a nuisance. It should be done by machinery ; but
machinery should never be used as it was now, in doing work in which man
could take pleasure and delight. Again, those who were to produce beauty
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should live in it. A man's home must be cleanly and orderly, and beautiful.
That should not be so hard a thing to accomplish, seeing that the whole world
was beautiful, save where man had made it ugly. Men should also be educated
and have a due share in the stored-up knowledge of the world—not down to his

station in life, but up to his capacity. Lastly, the last claim for labour would
come to this, that there must be no class distinctions. All crafts should be hon-
ourable and honoured, and every man should be able to raise himself in the
respect and admiration of his fellow-citizens by the exercise of his own craft.

These were the only conditions under which they could hope to see a revival of
popular art, and he asked them whether it was worth while to strive to bring
about this happy life to which he had alluded. Some discussion followed the
lecture. An appeal for funds on behalf of the Special Propaganda Fund realised
13s. 3£d.; Commoniveal and other literature went well.

HERE'S A CURSE ON VARMERS ALL.
[Note.—We believe the following ballad was modelled upon some traditional

songs current among the English peasantry concerning rick-burning.
Does any one know whether any old songs of this kind are still

current among the people in remote parts of the country 1 If any one
can send us some we shall be glad to publish them.]

I zeed a vire o' Monday night,

A vire both great and high
;

But I wool not tell you where, my boys,

Nor wool not tell you why.
The varmer he comes screeching out,

To zave 'uns new brood mare
;

Zays I, " You and your stock may roast,

Vor aught us poor chaps care."

Chorus—Then here's a curse on varmers all

As rob and grind the poor
;

To re'p the fruit of all their works
In for evermoor-r-r-r.

A blind owld dame come to the vire,

Zo near as she could get ;

Zays, " Here's a luck I warn't asleep
To lose this blessed hett.

They robs us of our turfing rights,

Our bits of chips and sticks,

Till poor folks now can't warm their hands,
Except by varmer's ricks."

Chorus—Then here's a curse on varmers all

As rob and grind the poor
;

To re'p the fruit of all their works
In for evermoor-r-r-r.

—From Charles Kingsley's " Yeast. ;;

W.C.
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KEPORTS.
South Side Branch. —Meeting in Short Street on Friday; speakers Buck-

eridge, McCormack, and Miss Lupton ; meeting interrupted by gas-stokers, who
as usual went in pretty extensively for "gas and gaiters." Sunday morning
same place, speakers R. Harding and comrade from North Kensington. R.
Harding gave admirable address on " Anarchism." Collection Is. 10d.; 24 Com-
monweal sold. Afternoon meeting at Coopers' Hall on behalf of East-end bakers,
promoted by International Federation ; speaker from South Side Branch, Miss
Lupton. Evening meeting at Crown Hill, Croydon ; speakers Leggatt and Miss
Lupton ; Commonweal, Freedom, and free Russia sold. On Sunday, Nov. 2nd,
R. Harding will give address in the morning at Thornton Heath on " First Steps
in Civilisation," and in the afternoon in Handcroft Road, Croydon, on " Prin-
ciples in Politics." On Sunday, October 26, at 3 p.m., Miss Lupton will give an
"Address to Women " at Short Street.—E. L.
Aberdeen.—Comrades VV. Cooper and Rennie spoke at an open-air meeting at

Woodside on Sunday afternoon, October 12th. The indoor meeting was held as
usual in the evening, when comrade Bax's " Address to Trades Unions " was read
and discussed. The usual open-air meeting was held on Castle Street on Satur-
day night, in spite of the inclemency of the weather ; the speakers were W.
Cooper and Leatham.—G. C.
Scottish Socialist Federation —Edinburgh.—On Sunday last we had a

good meeting in Labour Hall, when comrade Howie delivered a very humourous
address on "The Energy We Waste," in which he showed up the ludicrous
aspect of Capitalism. The lecture was much appreciated. Comrade Ritchie
lectured at Leith to a full house. At both meetings there was good discussion.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Vegetarian Restaurant, Eberle Street, Dale
Street.—Meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Leeds.—The Chicago Commemoration Meeting will be held here at Oriel Hall,

Cookridge Street, on Monday, November 10. Speakers—R. Bingham, Andrew
Hall, F. Charles, T. Maguire, H. Samuels, and G. Cores.
Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.

Business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Lecture, Sunday October 26, at 6.30,
John Gilray, " Comradeship." Leith—Henderson Street Hall, Sunday, Oct. 26,
at 6.30, Comrade Howie, "The Energy We Waste."
A comrade, who has had many years experience as a cook in hotels and re-

staurants in London and the provinces, is in want of employment.—Apply by
letter to T. W., Commonweal Office, 24, Great Queen Street, W.C.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, October 26, at 8.30 p.m., Music and Songs, etc., by Members and
Friends.

East London.—K. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.
North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. Band practice every Friday at 8 p.m. On Sunday,
October 26, at 7.30, R. E. Dell (Fabian), " The Strange Case of the Socialist
Radical."

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South Side Branch.—E. Lupton, 59 Selhurst Road, S.E., secretary pro tern.
Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every
Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature-
on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on>

Thursday at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. Saturday, October 25,
lecture by Graham Wallas (Fabian), " The Future of Democracy."

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-
cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;
Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.
Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.
Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30.
Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 25.

S Euston Road—Ossulston Street Nicoll and Cantwe
8 Mile-end Waste Mrs. Lahr, Kitz, and Wright

Sunday 26.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street The Branch
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton, Coulon, and Buckeridge
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
1 1. 30 Hoxton Church Burnie
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll and Mainwaring
3 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch The Branch
3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal branch
3.30 Streatham Common The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7.30 Croydon—Crownhill The Branch
7. 30 Streatham—Fountain Mrs. Lahr
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 29.

7.30 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton and Leggatt

Friday 31.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Mrs. Lahr

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock. Fri-
day : Bridgeton Cross, at 8.15.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Woodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m.

;

Vicar's Croft, at 6 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square, at 10.45 a.m. ; Market Place, at 6.15 p.m.

;

Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m. Monday : Belgrave, at 8. Tuesday : Sanvey
Gate, at 8. Wednesday : Braunstone Gate, at 8. Friday : Infirmary
Square, at 8. Saturday :

" Cross," Belgrave Gate, at 8.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 pm.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips-

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Market Street,
Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday : Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and*
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,
at 11 ; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman's
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League
will in future be charged to Branches and Allied

Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

An Address on the Chicago Martyrs ... 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle "

3
To Working Women and Girls 3
Socialism and "Public Opinion" 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 1

Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
^Scholar in a Eepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Eailway Kings and an American Empire 2

Miscellaneous.

"The Triumph of Labour. Memorial Car-
toon of the Great Dock Strike, Sept
1889. With cardboard roll, 6d.; ar-
tist's edition, ditto

Amazonia. A Foretaste of the Future.
By Mrs. John Corbett

1

1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

Stanley's Exploits;
OR,

CIVILISING AFRICA.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

FULL ACCOUNT OF THE FIENDISH ATROCITIES
COMMITTED UPON THE NATIVES OF AFRICA BY

the "Buccaneer of the Congo."

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

JAS. LEATHAM'S PUBLICATIONS.

SongS fOP Socialists. Second edition, re-
vised and enlarged. Forty capital Socialist
Songs. Id.

#

Stanley's Exploits ; or, Civilising Africa.
A full account of the fiendish atrocities committed
upon the natives of Africa by the "Buccaneer of
the Congo." Id.

Jones's Boy: Three Dialogues. Id.

"The Only Thing that will Do." By
One of the Unemployed. 32 pages. Id.

An Eight Hours Day with Ten Hours'
Pay. How to get it and how to keep it. 24 pp.

,

crown 8vo. Id.

James Leatham, Printer, 15 St. Nicholas Street,
Aberdeen ; or

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen St., London, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRANE.
On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

MEN v. MACHINERY.
Suggestive Pacts and Figures, urging National

vControl of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted
SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of
political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C.

FREETHOUGHT PUBLICATIONS.

The Freethinker. Edited by G. W. Foote.
Widest circulation of any Freethought
paper. .... ... ... Weekly 1

Mistakes ofgioses. By Col. R. G. Inger-
soll. Only" complete edition in England 1

Reply to Gladstone. By Ingersoll ... 4

Rome or Reason ? Reply to Cardinal
Manning. By Ingersoll ... ... 4

Bible Heroes, By G. W. Foote. First and
Second Series. ... ... Each 1

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote
and J. M. Wheeler. Vol.1. ... ... 2 6

Infidel Death Beds Historic and Descrip-
tive. By G. W. Foote. Second edition.

Tenth Thousand. ... ... ... 8

Letters to the Clergy. By Foote ... 10
Is the Bible Inspired? By Foote ... 1

Complete Catalogice on application.

R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.
Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Miiller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
or Office of Commonweal.

" There will come a time when our silence will be

more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day"
—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IN COURT.

Published by the International Revolution-

ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

SOCIALIST GO-OPERATIVE
Federation, Limited,

7 LAMBS CONDUIT STREET, W.C,

Hammersmith and Chiswick Branch Store—
38 DEVONSHIRE ROAD, CHISWICK.

THE attention of all Socialists and Friends of Labour
in particular, and the Public generally, is called

to this enterprise, and to them an appeal is made to
make it a success by dealing and taking Shares.

Groceries and Provisions
of good quality and at lowest paying prices.

Orders amounting in value to 10s., or 5s. if not exceeding 201b.,
carriage paid in metropolis. Furniture, Clothing, Roots, etc.,

may be ordered from the Stores.

N.B.—No Interest paid on Shares.

Apply for Price-list and further particulars to

J. Turner (S.L.), Manager, 7 Lambs Conduit Street.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensome.
Labou would be employed in co-operation*

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners
for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers^

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equals

for if all men were doing useful work no man's
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the
motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that
upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-
tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries*

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the
reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kit
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W,C.
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"Let the voice of the people be heard."

—

Parsons.

3Vo Meetings to celebrate the Anniversary of above events will be

Jbeld as follows

—

ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11th, at 8 p.m.

AT THE

MILTON HALL, HAWLEY CRESCENT,
KENTISH TOWN ROAD, N.W.

The following speakers will address the meeting :—Wm. Morris,

F. Kitz, R. W. Burnie, J. Turner, Mrs. Lahr, Miss E. Lupton, Mrs.

Schack, D. J. Nicoll, C. W. Mowbray, and Louise Michel.

Revolutionary Songs will be sung during the evening. Admission free.

ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, at 8 p.m.

AT THE

UNITED RADICAL CLUB, KAY STREET,
HACKNEY ROAD, E.

For full particulars see small bills. Admission free.

• Funds are urgently needed for the carrying out of the above

meetings. All donations will be gladly acknowledged in the Com-

monweal by F. Kitz, Secretary of S.L.
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WORKHOUSE SOCIALISM.
" General " Booth no doubt does deserve his title ; his conduct of
the " Army " shows that he is a general of no mean order. But like
other people, he has the " defects of his qualities " as the French phrase
it, and a good general is not likely to be a good citizen ; for it is the
business of a general to sacrifice everything to immediate success, and
I cannot help thinking that the Salvation General does not fall behind
others of his kind in this respect.

Anyhow, his "great scheme " as it is called, seems on the face of it

to be meant as a bait to catch those who are looking open-mouthed for
something to happen in the way of the improvement of life in this
<world, the reduction of some of the misery of modern civilisation.
Indeed, there are plenty of well-meaning people with money to spare
willing to impart it to the setting on foot of a " well-considered

.-scheme " for the easing of their consciences by means of the ameliora-
tion of the lot of the poor ; especially if such a scheme seems likely
lo dull the discontent now so rapidly rising all round about us, and
which we hope will one day put an end to philanthropy by abolishing
poverty. A safe scheme for the regeneration of society is likely to

make rich people open their purses, and I think it is no injustice to

the General to say that he knows this well enough. Otherwise he

might have discovered any time these twelve years that before people

can turn their attention to religion, or anything else than the satis-

faction of their daily needs, " they must be helped out of their present

social miseries."

Meantime, since Mr. Booth is being proclaimed a new Socialist, and

a prophet at that in some quarters, it may be as well to look for a

minute at his scheme and see what it is worth, bearing in mind that

it is put forward confessedly as a sort of shoeing-horn for a peculiarly

degrading form of a worn-out superstition, which sees in the struggling

world of men with all its aspirations and every changing succession of

deeds, little more than an appendage and plaything of an irresponsible

master, who neither asks nor allows mankind to understand him or

his arbitrary commands.
For such a scheme of the universe, this social scheme of Mr. Booth's

for dealing with the world as it is, is perhaps good enough, but for

anybody with manly hopes for finding himself one of a band of friends,

with a God, if he has a God, who is also a friend, this scheme of re-

form is inexpressibly shabby and sordid.

Yet, in a way, we should thank him for the figure of speech under

which he shows us the labour of modern civilisation ; or, to speak

more plainly, the men who labour. Says he :
" The cab-horse has its

charter of two points ; work is found for it, with food and lodging

sufficient to enable it to get through its daily task—that is the first

;

the second is that when it falls down, whether it be by its own fault,

or by that of others, it is helped up again—all questions as to who

was responsible for its fall being deferred until it is set upon its feet

again !

"

We have said something like this ourselves from time to time, only

we were looking on this state of things as a condition to be struggled

out of, while to General Booth it is an ideal which has to be attained

to. We must needs thank the General for showing us so clearly that

we have not yet reached the cab-horse stage of prosperity.

It is natural that General Booth from the standpoint of this cab-

horse ideal should sneer at those who venture to hope that civilised

men may one day become as happy as savages and somewhat more
wealthy. Natural also that as a "practical man" he should declare

himself unable to wait any longer than the time necessary for effecting

the smallest and most miserable of improvements. This is an old story

that we are quite used to by this time ; for we have seen on the one
hand useless palliatives and blind-alleys of political trickery gone in

for with enthusiasm, and on the other foolish pieces of rashness elevated

into principles to be adored through thick and thin, all on the ground
that we " cannot wait " ; when in good truth we must wait for ail that

is worth having till people's minds are sufficiently impressed by the

coming change to allow us to take definite action.

As for the " practical man " in question, the General : his practical

scheme does not come to much ; on the whole, it comes to less than
any evasion of the real question which has been before the public.

Whatever in it is not sheer nonsense—" utilising the waste of London,"
and so forth—seems to be taken from Mr. Herbert Mills' workhouse
colony plan, which itself was taken from the Dutch beggar-colonies

scheme actually in operation.

In fact, this wonderful new scheme of Salvation Socialism will not
save many bodies, whatever it may do for souls. It is a very low form
of what may be called, for lack of a better name, Workhouse Socialism,

which takes it for granted that the workers must be in the main
paupers, and which casts about for devices at once to get them better

rations and to lower the cost of keeping them .to the capitalists. The
professors of this kind of Socialism (save the mark !) can see only that

part of the workers who have been so degraded by the vile system
under which we live that they seem at least wholly unable to help

themselves, and so are fit subjects to be trotted about and organised

by those of the well-to-do who are afraid or ashamed of the huge mass
of misery which they form. These gentlemen never take any count
of whatever is self-reliant or thoughtful amongst the workers, believing

them, perhaps, to be too respectable to be either unhappy or discon-

tented—in short, dangerous to the stability of society. I think they
are reckoning without their host, 3>nd that it is rather from the work-
shops than the slums that the serious attack on " civilised society " will
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come; though I admit it may come with sickening slowness. That is

not so mu£h our business as the making it sure, as we certainly shall.

Indeed, the real point of interest in General Booth's cab-horse Social-

ism is that he should have found it necessary to take up the miseries

of the disinherited in order to keep his Army going and to advertise it.

A few years ago such a move would not have been thought of. Now
nothing is of any interest in politics, sociology, or religion which does

not manage to pin itself to the subject of the impending change which
is certainly coming on the world. The failure of civilisation is mani-
fest to everyone who takes the trouble to think at all, to everyone who
is not fossilised by party political warfare. That gain at least we have
won, and it is no small one. William Morris.

ANARCHIST MORALITY.
Now and again, perhaps, it is well to turn aside for a while from the

haps and chances of the daily conflict and get back to first principles

—

those first principles of which one is a little apt to lose sight in the

strife of detail which necessarily occupies so much of our time. The
new Ethic of Free Communism is (as it seems to me) a subject of

which we may well think a little at such times. It would be a pity

if we should unreflectingly make our adversaries a present of the con-

tention they are so fond of, that without god or master there can be

no morality at all. In striving to show that a Free Ethic is quite

conceivable and intelligible, I am conscious for my part that I am not

putting forth any very original views, and I do not claim to answer
difficulties save in somewhat sketchy fashion. I had at one time

thought of translating for the Commonweal a very admirable series of

articles on Anarchist Morality which have recently appeared in La
Revolte (and to that series of articles I at once confess myself deeply

indebted for much of what follows) ; but on reflection I have thought

it best to give my own conclusions on the matter, for what they may
be worth. Of course it is understood that nothing that is written here

is put forth as a dogma, but only as the provisional opinion of one

comrade addressing other comrades. There is no such thing as dogma
among Free Communists, and, at best, our opinions on this question

must be provisional, since we have, and can have, no experience of

Anarchism in actual operation.

A terrible word in the ears of some, that word of Anarchism !—and
a word to the use of which the Socialist League is of course in no way
committed. Individually, I call myself an Anarchist, because I look

forward to a state of society where there shall be no more coercion in

any shape exercised by any human being or set of human beings upon
any other human being or set of human beings, where there shall be

neither laws nor government—government being replaced by volun-

tary organisation, law being replaced by order (two words which ought

not to be linked together, since they are really opposed to each other).

Whether we may pass at once into such a free society as this, or

whether it be possible to dispense with all government while we are

actually in the throes of the Social Revolution, need not be considered

here.

Anarchism being defined, then, for the purposes of this discussion,

as the absence of any kind of coercion, what do we mean by " morality" 1

As already intimated, it doubtless seems to some that to talk about
" Anarchist Morality " is like talking about snakes in Iceland or free-

dom in the England of to-day. Let us dispassionately enquire if, in

truth, this be so.

We may at once make a verbal concession to our opponents—a con-

cession which will serve, perhaps, to put us upon the true track which

our investigation should follow. Taking the word " morality " in its

strictly etymological sense alone, there is no such thing as Anarchist

morality.

In that sense, of course, the word merely means "that which is

customary." It is an heirloom from the old times of primitive tribal

communism, when that was good which was in accord with the custom

of the tribe, and that was bad which was contrary to such custom.

The custom had usually (perhaps invariably, if analysed) some reason

of tribal advantage behind it. It might indeed be very hurtful to the

individual in its operation, very injurious to other tribes ; but that

mattered nothing : tribe A. cared naught for tribe B., and no heed was

taken by any tribe of individual as distinguished from tribal welfare.

Hence, of course, there were as many systems of morality as there were

tribes. Morality, in this old and original sense, may still be found

among many savages at the present day. Indeed (although the old

customs have perished and others taken their places, and the reasons

for these others have often also vanished) large survivals of the ancient

reverence for what is customary still continue even under modern

civilisation. Hence the conventionalism from which we all suffer

to-day. A convention is only a custom the reason for which has

departed.

However, in the main, the breaking up of the old tribalism was

followed by new theories of good and evil, new systems of right

and wrong. Right was no longer (in theory, at least, and largely in

practice) based on what was customary, but on considerations of a very

different character. Still, we may note, the old word " morality " was

used, just as we propose to use it in speaking of Anarchist right and

Anarchist wrong. The result of the disappearance of the primitive

communism of the tribe and of the coming in of private property was

to make the lives of the vast majority of men and women very miser-

able and wretched. In this world there was no ho£e for them. They

were not indeed perhaps quite so unhappy in their lot as they have

since become, as chattel-slavery has transformed itself into wage
slavery ; but they were quite unjaappy enough to make them despair

of ever attaining to content in;this life. In a way that would be too

long to trace here, a belief in another life hereafter had gra4t»lly

evolved itself. What wonder that the workers in desperation kegaa to

lend ear to any who would bring them glad tidings of great joy of

happiness for them after death, since in this present life they cotiljg^ot

enjoy it? What if torments in that other life were reserved for tfieir

masters, for the " certain, rich man " of the parablej Abraham'* bosom
and the delights of paradise for them *? To such a gospel as this (I am
dealing, of course, with the instance best known to us of a change
which took place wherever " civilisation " conquered ; in Asia as well

as in Europe) the poorer people listened gladly—listened so eagerly

and with such conviction that in the end, for a time at least, and
helped by barbaric invasions and other causes, they carried their

masters over with them to the new faith. The workers were wretched

because for them there was nothing but work ; the masters themselves

even found this life somewhat barren, because they had left themselves

without work at all and without aim or object for their days :

—

" In his cool hall, with haggard eyes,

The Roman noble lay
;

Then drove abroad, in furious guise,

Adown the Appian way
;

He made a feast, drank deep and fast,

And crowned his head with flowers ;—
No easier or no quicker passed

Th J impracticable hours."

This is by the. way. We are only now tracing the moral story of

the human beings alone worth considering, them of the proletariat.

Tbe new religion brought in the new morality. Since Heaven was*

reserved for the wretched, Hell for those who had their good things

here, was it not clear that someone up in the sky objected to people

enjoying themselves, on earth at least?—that he liked to see men
miserable below ? This seemed logical, at any rate. As, of course,

good people went to Heaven, bad people to Hell, it must evidently be

good and moral to be wretched, bad and immoral to be happy. Hence,

while the old morality had been founded on tribal custom, the new
morality was founded on asceticism

—

i.e., the renunciation of natural

pleasures here, in order to find supernatural pleasures by and by.

Anything that attached us to this earth, where we had " no continuing

city," was wicked. Of course, the very constitution of our bodies, our

old friend "human nature" (which, as we know, is "desperately

wicked") would not allow this theory to be fully acted upon in

practice; but approximations were made to it. Cardinal Manning,.

General Booth, Mr. Stead, gospel-grinders of all shades, preach it to

this day. Meanwhile the modern bourgeois has evolved a new form

of morality for himself, which he calls Utilitarianism or " enlightened

self-interest." This practically means that he is the good and moral

man who succeeds by force or fraud in forcing himself to the front in

the struggle of modern commercialism. I do not think this morality

ever had any real hold on the workers, and therefore I pass it by here.

It has been well dealt with by a comrade from whom most of us differ

very widely, and who is not an Anarchist—I mean Belfort Bax, in

his essay on the " Ethics of Socialism."

Now Anarchists, of course, reject all these theories of morality,—the

old customary morality because the particular society to which it was

applicable has gone, never to return; the religious morality because

they know nothing of any life beyond the grave, and because they

decline to be miserable at the behest of any real or fancied god or lord ;

the bourgeois morality because it involves the system of competition,

which means, in the result, the system of bossdom, which is the nega-

tion of Anarchism. Moreover, Anarchists, I apprehend—believing

(as they do believe) in the autonomy of the individual and his need

for free self-development, unfettered by physical coercion or intellectual

dictation from others—cannot accept any dogmatic system of morality

saying to each, "Thou shalt not do this, or leave that undone," at all.

Does it follow, then (returning to our original question) that there

is no such thing as Anarchist morality? Some calling themselves

Anarchists have answered, "Yes, there is no such thing. Man is only

an animal like the others. In every action of his life he is merely

obeying a need of his nature. His needs, call them good or bad, he

must satisfy. If it pleases him to die on a barricade for human

solidarity, like a Parisian artisan, or on the scaffold for Anarchy, like

our comrades in Chicago, he does it because it gives him pleasure to

die for an idea—more pleasure than to live,—because he must. So, if

he betrays his comrades to the police, he only does it because, given his

constitution and his surroundings, he must. In either case, he only

acts as circumstances force him, and it is absurd to apply terms of

praise or blame to acts which he cannot help. Such acts are neither

bad or good ; they are indifferent." »

8
B. W. Burnie.

(To be concluded.)

Leeds.—On Sunday we held two meetings with the assistance of comrade

Pillier who came over frotn Dewsbury. Audiences and collections not so large

as usual because of the severe coldness of the weather and the distressing rain

which fell in the morning. In the afternoon many of our comrades attended the

labour demonstration on Hunslet Moor and sold about 170 Commonweal and

pamphlets, making a total of about 290 Commonweal and pamphlets for the week.

We are vigorously pushing forward our arrangements for the comniemoratioa

meeting of the Chicago Martyrs. The Oriel Hall, Cookside Street, has been

taken, posters and handbills are being printed, and we are expecting ap^rty ot

comrades from Sheffield to aid us in making it a thorough success. We *r»

expecting a crowded meeting. The speakers will be Hall, Charles, Bingham,

Sweeny, Cores, and Samuels.—G. C. ','-•
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DIVES.
You go to Church clad in your Sunday best,

And pray for all the needy and oppressed
;

And who the needy are, you best should know :

For you, and such as you, do keep them so.

You praise the Lord, and rise refreshed from prayer,

To kick the hungry beggar down the stair
;

And fondly think you'll enter Heaven's gate

Because you've put a halfpenny in the plate.

Your daughters, too, to sing their (dress) maker's praise,

In Church assemble on the Sabbath days

;

While half the gaudy flummery they wear

Would keep a poor man's family for a year.

You leave the House of God resigned and meek,

To rob and cheat your neighbours all the week ;

You tell the poor of mansions in the sky,

And draw your rack-rents from the slum close by.

Though indigence and want are everywhere,

You will not see—your eyes are closed—in prayer.

From Cynicus.

howwer, is based upon the Jattrarite middle-class ^ee^s^tto^^te^

away the fear of hunger, &ere %ffifce ntf " sthhulti* t0 «aHfc«^

Of course the answer ir-of the simplest, viz ,
that n*£h ... ^ s _r ^

cause the energy generated in the human body is greater^a^n^fcaW;

for mere existence, and must be used up in some fa^Wfcfl, ,Mar^£lL

through his history, has slfcwn that (odd as it may appefer *t* »rC;

Fawcett) he, on the whole, prefers to use this surprus ^nergy,(wkat-

ever it may be) for social ends. R- W. B.

NOTES.
Social Democrats have

We knew before that,
At the Halle Congress the "old gang" of

been showing themselves in their true colours,

in the eyes of Bebel, Liebknecht, and the rest, anti-Parliamentarians

were invariably traitors and police spies. It is, I suppose, only natural

that " leaders " who have become absorbed in that Parliamentary game

of " much ado about nothing," which seems to have such a strange

fascination for some minds, should in all honesty take this view. Now,
however, Liebknecht extends the accusation even to Social Democrats,

who chafe a little under the dictatorship of the Reichstag members.

It is, perhaps, time that Revolutionary Socialists should frankly ex-

press a little of the disgust they must feel at seeing the red

dragged through the mire in this fashion.

The scribe who writes the demi-semi Socialistic leaders in the Daily

Chronicle, is of course delighted to see that " the Germans . . . have

finally resolved to trust to Parliamentary methods and constitutional

action in the pursuit of their objects." He takes opportunity at the

same time to attack the First of May demonstrations (boycotted, it

will be remembered, by the Social Democratic leaders in Germany).

Moreover, it seems that, according to him, even Parliamentary methods

will not avail unless they be left mainly in the hands of bourgeois

thieves. "We would warn working-men," he says, "against the mis-

take of supposing that no man can be a good Labour candidate who
does not work at what is called manual labour. . . . No one should

be proscribed because of his occupation. The merchant and the

lawyer, the doctor and the journalist " (does the cloven hoof peep forth

a little here ?),
" the teacher and the artist should be equally eligible,

if their principles are such as to entitle them to public confidence."

How nice it is to " earn " two or three guineas a leader by " warning "

and admonishing working-men, and how unfortunate it would be if a

" violent " Revolution were to interfere with this pleasant arrange-

ment !

Let justice, however, be done even to a Radical newspaper. The

Daily Chronicle has rendered our Cause a signal service by printing a

verbatim report of our friend Grant Allen's quite admirable lecture

on " Socialism and Natural Selection." It is not often that I find

much to praise in Fabian deliverances ; but here surely we have the

proverbial exception to every rule. Grant Allen has crushed once for

all, in most masterly fashion, the silly but constantly recurring ob-

jection of half-educated would-be scientists that Socialism would seek

to interfere with natural selection. " Those who advance it," says our

friend truly, " do not know what is meant by Socialism, and do not know
what is meant by natural selection." The whole paper breathes the

principles of Free Communism.

Mrs. Fawcett, who is delivering a " course " on the " Problems of

Poverty," is a lecturer of another sort. This " lady " (she would be

offended, I suppose, were I to speak of her as " this woman ") is of

opinion that one great cause of poverty is drunkenness, an example

of the " cart before the horse " to which we are accustomed. . Some of

us will remember that her late husband (who was, forsooth, in middle-

-class eyes, a great authority on " political economy ") was actually

under the impression that Socialists proposed to divide the land of the

country equally among all the inhabitants ! Mrs. Fawcett, thanks

perhaps to the propaganda of the last ten years, knows just a little

better than this ; but, as with many others, so with her, her hide-

bound bourgeois prejudices will not allow her to realise our position.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
SPAIN.

The Barcelona Productor continues to furnish an admirable example^©f

what a workers' paper should be. It is at once revolutionary and practical,

full of " common-sense," yet with nothing bourgeois or academic about it.

In the number for October 16, there is an interesting account of a method

of federation of labour organisations which might well be imitated else-

where than in Spain. A society has been formed there, entitled, " Pacto de

Union y Solidaridad 6 Federaci6n de Resistencia al Capital " (Covenant of

Union and Solidarity or Federation of Resistance to Capital). This new

federation (sprung from the First of May movement, and which has

had such a vast influence in the Peninsula) proposes to " unite in common

action the resisting force of the Spanish proletariat, so as to direct it against

ruling Capitalism." The guiding principle of its constitution is the pre-

servation of perfect autonomy to every individual, society, group, or.

federation joining it. There is no central directing body, no central fund.

Each group or individual is responsible for its or his own conduct, and takes

instructions from no " leaders." (Ben Tillett, McCarthy, and the rest,

please note). The chief point insisted upon by the federation is simple

enough, viz., " unconditional support of every strike entered upon by.

workers for the protection of their wounded dignity or the betterment of

their conditions of labour." (If the Docker's Union had acted upon this

principle, Southampton might have turned out differently). Every member

undertakes to abstain from acting as a blackleg, no matter what the tempta-

tion, and to give all necessary support to every toiler who suffers m any

way through doing his duty to his class.
%

It may be worth while again to repeat that Anarchists in Spain take an

active and leading part in the labour struggles of the hour, without m the

least compromising their opinions. In return they are trusted by the

workers. The Parliamentary Socialists set their faces against strikes, but

the Anarchists encourage them all as a preparation and rehearsal for the

coming Universal Strike. In this connection I may note that our Spanish

Anarchist comrades are already working towards a movement on the lirst

of May next, which shall eclipse even that of this year.

One of the most striking figures of the past First of May, our comrade

Joaquin Lopez, has just died, and died for others in such fashion as to extort

the admiration even of the middle-class press. Lopez, who was only 26,

had embraced Anarchist ideas with an enthusiasm which seized his whole

beino". He founded a paper in Valencia entitled La Victima del Trahajo

(" Toil's Victim "). He took part in every meeting with entire forgetfulness

of the personal responsibility that he incurred—ever urging the workers to

leave pacific methods and enter upon the revolutionary period. On the 27th

of April last he spoke some burning words on the occasion of a meeting of

sympathy with the downtrodden Siberian prisoners which Spanish prole-

tarians are not likely to forget. A prosecution followed, which is not yet

over. During the events of May he worked with such activity as to inspire

a most salutary terror in the capitalist ranks. He was cast into prison, and

only released upon bail after two months' detention. Upon his release, he

found that the masters had closed their doors upon him, and he led (he and

his family) a life of terrible suffering and privation. When cholera broke

at Valencia he offered himself as nurse and rendered (says a bourgeois organ)

most important sanitary services. He joined the Society of the White Cross,

and toiled day and night at the service of the plague-smitten patients, pro-

letarians and bourgeois alike. Although he never ceased to be a revolu-

tionist of revolutionists, yet his enemies themselves now admit that he was

"a hero of the rarest virtue" ("en el fando un virtuosisimo varan '). One

afternoon, meeting a friend in the street, he told him that he thought the

snake had bitten him," speaking of the matter carelessly enough, bure

enough, cholera had claimed him, and in a few hours he was dead. He leaves

behind him a widow and children who are in the greatest misery.

Our friends at Barcelona are still hard at work preparing for the Chicago

celebration. They have sent to every workers' society of that city and neigh-

bourhood a circular explaining the murderous deed of three years ago, and

inviting the presence of all toilers. This admirable plan of propaganda

might perhaps be imitated here.
. .

The Basque-land Anarchists are in good hope of soon producing their

journal, El Combate, of which I spoke last week. It is to be a Communist

paper Oddly enough, many Spanish Anarchists (possibly most Spanish

Anarchists) are Collectivists, and the Barcelona Productor for October 19

contains an article on Communism attacking our formula, " From each

according to his capacity, to each according to his needs," on the familiar

lines of the " man who will not work," and so on.

We have received the third number of the series of papers contributed to

the "second Socialist Contest" (Segundo Certamen Socialista), held at

Barcelona on the 11th November, 1889. Some of the papers are really of

exceptional value, and the present writer hopes to return to them.

She thinks it would be " dishonest " to retake from the capitalist

his ill-gotten riches. This is because she does not even yet understand

that his riches are ill-gotten, taken from the worker by force and fraud.

She deems it very wicked to seek to intensify in violence the class-war,

so that by bringing things to a head we may terminate that war by

the abolition of classes ; but she has not attempted to show how the

conflict is to Lc ended in any other way. Her great argument,

FKANCE.
Up to the date of writing, there is little to report from across the^ English

Channel this week. The internecine strife between the two factions into

which the Parti Ouvrier (so-called Workmen's Party) has divided itself con-

tinues with redoubled venom. Le Proletariat and Le Parti Ouvrier fill their

columns with little else. To anti-parliamentarians it seems a battle of

kites and crows. **• ™. ix

Please Note.—A Mass Meeting will be held on Saturday afternoon, Nov. 1,

at the Great Assembly Hall, Mile-end, E., to protest against the inhuman treat-

ment and persecution of Jews in Russia. The chair will be taken by Mr. James

Beal, L.C.C. The following and others have been invited and are expected to

address the meeting: John Burns, L.C.C, Felix Volkhovsky, S. Stepniak, P.

Kropotkin, Eleanor Marx-Aveling, Cuiminghame Graham, and William xYiorris.

Doors open at 3 o'clock.
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India
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New York—Der Sozialist
New York—Freiheit
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Investigator
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Cadiz—El Socialismo
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"REVOLUTIONARY WARFARE."
II.

NO RENT AND A GENERAL STRIKE.

Let us now try to imagine what a General Strike would be like, and let

us suppose that London leads the way. Let us see what it would mean
to the smug City capitalist who resides, we will say, at Wood Green.
He comes down to breakfast one morning, and as he gazes over the
table which is plentifully spread with a luxurious breakfast, consisting

of all delicacies in season and out of season, he muses over work-
ing-class discontent and the numerous strikes which have lately taken
place. He sits down and commences to eat ; while eating he takes up
his Times, and reads in that " valuable " paper some news which rather
spoils his appetite. The first head-line that meets his eye runs as

follows :
" Serious Revolutionary Movement in London," "A No-

Rent Campaign in St. Luke's," " Police and Bailiffs Severely Beaten,"
" Barricades in the Streets." In disgust, he turns his eye to another
portion of the paper; but here worse news awaits him. "The Eight
Hours' Movement," " Important Meeting of Delegates," " A General
Strike Resolved Upon." Throwing his eye down the paragraph, he
finds that the strike is to begin that very morning, and that the men,
despairing of any help from Parliament, are resolved to help them-
selves^ He feels alarmed, but on further reflection decides on pooh-
poohing the whole business in a superior middle-class fashion, " Non-

sense ! Nonsense ! A General Strike, never heard of such a thing

;

and as to the other rebels, the police will quickly put them down. If
not the police, the soldiers. It is all those damned Socialist agitators ;

they ought to hang every man-jack of them !

"

He finishes his breakfast and strolls down to the station. Outside
he meets an agitated crowd of two or three thousand city men. " What
is the matter % " he pompously inquires of a friend. "There are no>

trains," is the reply ; " there is a General Strike in London, and not a*

single train has come out from there. Besides, I should not dare to-

go if there were, for they say there is a huge mob waiting at Finsbury
Park, who threaten to lynch not only the guard and engine-driver of
the first train that starts, but the passengers ! They say the Social

Revolution has broken out ! Oh ! what shall I dot What shall I
do ? I shall be late at the office !

"

Our middle-class friend is not easily frightened, and as no trains-

arrive resolves to walk. Some friends accompany him, after leaving

all their valuables behind. They reach Finsbury Park, and sure

enough there is a big crowd there. The big crowd playfully inquiring;

as to " Whether they are blacklegs?" they explain that "They are-

City gentlemen !
" and one murmurs an inquiry concerning the police-

He is met with a yell of " Gone home ! There ain't no police. We-
are our own police to-day !

" The explanations of the City gentlemen,

however, are accepted, and they are allowed to proceed Upon their way
after some jokers have bonneted them in a spirit of merry frolic. A
little further on they notice that " No-Rent " is conspicuously posted

up in every slum. At one time a merry populace takes them for

bailiffs or landlords, and gives chase. They are rescued with difficulty^

and the other two City gentlemen return home. Our friend, who is

proud of his courage, perseveres. He soon comes upon a tram-car

thrown over in the road, and he looks with a melancholy interest upor*

this relic of an attempt to run traffic with blackleg labour. He is

not noticed now, for he moves with a dense crowd that is pouring'

towards the " Angel " at Islington, and besides, a good-natured work-
man is acting as his protector. He probably was never so polite to a
working-man in his life before, and he clings to him with a personal

affection which only an extreme sense of personal danger could excuse-

in a man of his respectability.

As they approach the " Angel " they are met by a dense crowd
marching towards them, waving their hats and cheering like madmen.
A gigantic workman on the shoulders of his comrades calls out in a
stentorian voice for " Three Cheers for the Social Revolution ! " The
two crowds meet and mingle, and glad news is passed from mouth to-

mouth. The soldiers who were called out have refused to fire, and
have joined the people; the police have mysteriously disappeared >

the middle-class volunteers have not responded to the call of the

Government, they preferred stopping at home, it was more comfortable

and safer; the people, pouring in their thousands upon Downing
Street, have found that the Government, together with the House of

Lords and Commons, have also "retired," and the Revolution is-

accomplished.

Our City friend has scarcely time to grasp this remarkable fact be-

fore he is carried away in a big rush of starving unemployed, who are

going for the provisions. They express such opinions as this, " Aa
the Social Revolution has broken out they may as well have sorae>

grub ! Wot's the use of a Revolution if you can't get nothing to

eat ? " Down go the shutters, and there is a free and rapid distribu-

tion of bread, meat, and groceries. Our friend, who is now rather

dilapidated, is seized by some of the hungry and suspicious crowd-

Opinions are divided as to his identity ; they are doubtful whether he

is a capitalist, landlord, bailiff, or " copper's nark." -Many are inclined

for Jeddart justice, stringing him up to a lamp-post first and settling

these abstruse points afterwards. He is rescued, however, and is-

locked up in Islington Police-station for safety. He is released at

midnight, and returns home to find that the Social Revolution has.

broken out at Wood Green also, and that there is a merry little party

consisting of one sweep, two bricklayers, and a costermonger with-

their wives and families enjoying a communal meal in his drawing-

room. They are very hospitable and good-natured, and advised him.
" to keep his pecker up and 'ave something to eat." He refuses any
supper, however, and goes to bed very much shaken up by the events;

of the day.

We have treated from a humorous point of view the case of our
City friend ; we could treat it in no other way. But, speaking

seriously, in our opinion the people must seize their own factories,

streets, railways, mines, and all other means of production at the first

favourable opportunity ; they must clothe the naked and feed the.

hungry, and the first day of the Revolution must see the end of.

misery, poverty, and starvation. No Government can do this, the.

people must do it all and carry out the Revolution by the strength,

of their own right arms and their own courage, intelligence, and determi-

nation. Then if they fail, they will have no one to blame but thenar

selves. D. J. Nicoll.

For the 'Commonweal.'
A Concert and Ball will be held at the Autonomie Club, 6, Windmill*

Street, Tottenham Court Road, W., on Monday, November 3rd, at 8.30 p.m., -

under the management of the * Commonweal ' Branch of S.L. The pro-

gramme consists of music, choir singing, recitations, etc., and a grand variety

entertainment by Rowson and Sons, who will give selections on violins and

zither, violins and banjo, clog dancing, and character song?. Dancing will

follow. Admission by programme, 6d. Programme* may be had from thfc

Secretaries of London Socialist Clubs and Branches.
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REVOLUTIONARY SOCIALISM AND "LABOUR
REPRESENTATION."

The Revolutionary Socialist often puzzles the novice in Socialism by

his determined stand against and denunciation of " palliatives." He
is often asked in tones of wonder why he should oppose anything that

would make the strain of our social system press more lightly upon

the oppressed. The novice naturally turns his eyes to Parliament,

and visions of remedial measures pass in succession before him till he

beholds the transformation of society into the " statist " of State

Socialism.

His dreams of Parliamentary action are naturally seldom disturbed

by the thought of the mighty economic movement that is working in

its own way with dreadful earnestness the destruction of Modern In-

dustrialism, and that to stop the action of the elements of decay— if

that were possible—is only to prolong the agony and increase the

miseries of a large section of the workers. No Act of Parliament

can humanise competition, nor bring within its reach the helpless

thousands whose sorrowful homes are their workshops.

The Revolution alone can bring salvation to the workers, and pallia-

tives can only strengthen the conservative element in human nature

and make the workers that they "benefit" more contented slaves.

The Revolutionary Socialists are the only real practical men, and the

politicians are the dreamers and utopists.

The agitation for an eight hours' day may be of use in knitting the

workers more closely together, and turning their minds more directly

to a consideration of their position in society as mere agents for the

manufacture of wealth for others, and thus making more sure the

destruction of the tyranny that renders them helpless to think seriously

of any other question save the one of food, and that adulterated too

!

What a hollow mockery it is for the " professional spiritual guides
"

to preach " Take no thought for the morrow," when it is the leading im-

pulse of all our actions to-day, developing the greed, the heartlessness,

and separateness of all our lives.

Ah Eight Hours' Bill is an impossibility for a goodly number of

years ; but, supposing it were passed to-morrow, it would not do one-

half the good claimed for it by its promoters. At the most only a

few trades would benefit, and for a short time the aristocracy of labour

would look with still deeper contempt upon the struggles of their more
helpless brethren. I could almost go down on my knees and thank
the gods for every new machine that is introduced. "When Socialists

fail the machines succeed ! It is the duty of the Revolutionary So-

cialist to hail with delight every factor that tends to destroy our

present society, and wherever possible to help it in the good work.

He will not vote for tyrannical Tory, canting Liberal, or well-

meaning Social Democrat, knowing well that " Labour representation
"

is a farce and a misdirection of energy that could be far better spent

in organising the workers for the General Strike. He will help every

act that tends to destroy the " sacredness " of " law-'n'-order " and
promote a wholesome contempt for landlord and capitalist made
" crimes." Rent, interest, etc., are so many devils set up for worship,

and he ought to have the zeal of the theologian in striking at them
on every possible occasion. He will help the workers to fight their

battles in their own way, and show that by " constitutional methods "

failure inevitably will be theirs. Whatever weapons the workers find

at hand it is their duty to use ; they cannot wait like the wealthy

capitalist, for he wields the rod of starvation and will use it unmerci-

fully.

Therefore, the revolutionist will teach that only by what is termed
" lawlessness " can the workers gain the slighest temporary concession,

till co-operation takes the place of brute competition. That the

workers are already learning this lesson the Leeds and Southampton
strikes show, and the grand spirit of revolt that is rapidly spreading

will awaken the constitutional leaders from pleasant dreams of seats

in the House of Commons and debates in County Councils.

The increasing solidarity of the workers throughout the world is

one of the most hopeful signs to the revolutionist of the coming change,

for in that alone he sees the one thing needful to make the General

Strike a success. He can look serenely on the posings of the consti-

tutional leaders in the front ranks of the Labour movement, knowing
that the truce between Capital and Labour will soon be broken, and
that they will have to move more quickly or be left far behind by the

onward movement of the rank and file. While our blessed Parliament

is " debating/' and the Labour leaders moving heaven and earth for

seats in theTEIouse of Commons, the economic movement, which is far

beneath all that and far beyond their influence, is steadily going on,

making more naked the social war and stripping it of the fine-spun

garments woven by the professors of the " dismal science." It would
indeed be difficult to-day to come across a worker who cannot in some
fashion define his position in society. The most ignorant of them will

agree that he is a mere instrument used by the more cunning, and
consequently more powerful section of society, in ministering to all

its real and fancied wants, his own always being strictly left out of

account ; and if he has soul enough in him to feel the " still small

voice " of his ruined manhood, he will at once place himself in the

active ranks of the rebels and declare war against a system that

forcibly denies him the right to live.

The novice in Socialism does not see that all attempts at propping

up our rotten system can only be done at the expense and still greater

suffering of a large portion of the most helpless victims of society,

even supposing Parliament sincere in its efforts to make more bearable

the condition of the wage-slaves. Let him think of the years it

would take before a "respectable minority " of Labour representatives

could be sent to the House of Commons, and be will soon conclude

that far more effective and practical work can be done outside in

organising labour and giving direction to the growing feeling of revolt.

Instead of waiting for reactionary measures, let him preach the ideal

of Socialism and inculcate the spirit of rebellion wherever he goes.

In the East-end of every great city a most successful crusade could

be made against the payment of rent and taxes. Much would follow

from this alone, and who can doubt the success of this when the

huddled-up workers will *be starving in the coming depression of trade.

Not all the schemes of General Booth and his army of chloroformers

will be able to stem the tide of discontent, and it is for the Socialist

to give it enlightenment and direction.

The time has come now for an extension of the movement in a

practical way. In every city and town where Socialist societies exists,

bands of young men ought to be formed and excursions made through

those parts of the country where " trespassers are strictly prohibited,"

and if a few rabbits or grouse could be caught it might give a zest to

this new phase of the propaganda, which would soon become popular.

The time is ripe for a new departure, and action like this would soon

make the conditions possible for the issuing of a " No-Rent Manifesto."

Let us take every means in our power to harass the enemy, for

every act of lawlessness is the preliminary to the Social Revolution.

The resources of civilisation are great, and many are the ways of

striking terror into the hearts of the enemy. J. M. B.

LIFE ON AN EMIGRANT SHIP.
Comrades,—Having just come from Buenos Ayres among the human
merchandise in the steerage of one of the Royal Mail steamers, it may
interest some of the readers of the Commonweal to read what my experiences

was under the circumstances.

We sailed on the 19th of September, and after leaving the Rio de la Plata

we called first at Santos in Brazil. This is a beautiful place and splendid

harbour, and is beside the port of disembarkation for the human material

which is being imported in rather large quantities at present for the coloniea

in the province of San Paulo. As we anchored, a French steamer arrived,

crowded with Italian immigrants, and in the evening, being ashore, I wit-

nessed the transhipment of them to a lighter, which later on was towed up
the river with barely standing room on board of her. From some of the

passengers who came ashore in Santos I learned that there were 800 in all

and that they were all going to San Paulo.

From our own experience on board of the "Trent" I judged that the

passengers of the "Bearne" must have had a pleasant voyage of it in such a

full ship. Worse awaits the poor creatures, however ; for an Italian who
joined us at Santos, and who had come down from San Paulo, told me that

a few weeks before more than two thousand immigrants had arrived there

and that they were wandering about half starved.

Brazil is at present going ahead on the same road of progress which I

have seen have such a pleasant turning in the Argentine Republic. Free
passages are given to all who wish to come, purely with the object of giving

a value to the lands on which they may settle, and, where the climate per-

mits them to do so, this will give such a value to the land as will completely

exclude any but capitalists from possessing it. Then the earnings of the

labourers becoming less and less—or as the "practical" people put it,

" labour becoming cheaper and cheaper," everyone will soon be astonished

at the great "progress" of the country, as shown by the rise in the value of

land. Speculation will then drive this up far beyond its real value, the

future prices of land will seem to have no limit, and then one fine day will

come the inevitable smash, which will paralyse everything, and drive the

labourer back to starve or fight in the country he came from.

It will take but a short time for this to be brought about in Brazil, for

the greater part of the country is quite unfit for European races to live in.

Men told me who came from Santos that there was no want of work there,

as public works were in progress, but they said it was so horribly unhealthy

that it was worse than other places where they were half starved. Every-

one knows what a fever-den Santos is.

In spite of this I found that the hard work of loading and unloading ships

and the coaling of steamers was done entirely by white men (Portuguese and
Italian " free " labourers). Formerly, as I have seen, this hard work was all

done by black slaves, but now the free whites have the privilege of killing

themselves at it. The black man, as I have been told, is taking it pretty

considerably easy in Brazil at present. He is not yet ambitious of making
a fortune, the lazy fellow !

We loaded about ten thousand bags of coffee in Santos, and I don't know~

when I saw men working so hard as those who carried it aboard. Every
man with a bag of coffee on his shoulders, and some with two and even-

three, came running up the gangway, flinging their load into the hold and
rushing back again for another. It was quite a lively scene, and some of

the poor fellows laughed and shouted as they became excited, and I heard

some of our respectables remark how very happy the fellows were and what
a lot of money they must earn ! Some of them, I know, looked very much,

distressed, as the weather was very sultry, though we were very far indeed

from the really hot season.

We took in a good many passengers here, and sailed for Bahia. Up to

this the space provided for steerage passengers had not been quite full, and
yet there was a horrible stench in the steerage, which I at first attributed

to my fellow passengers, but which I found disappear here, though the

number increased. The fact was that a quantity of jerked meat was dis-

charged here, which had been stowed under our noses ! When it left I had
a better opinion of the passengers and felt a truly Christian spirit toward

the company !

We called at Bahia, Rio Janeiro, and Pernambuco, and by the time [we

left the latter place our space was well filled. It was almost impossible to

sleep below, the atmosphere was sc stifling, and we were not allowed to

bring the company's matrasses on deck for fear they might be soiled, but
a blanket and pillow on the hard deck was preferable to smothering below.

And the food ! and the feeding ! There was a group of Spaniards on
board coming from Buenos Ayres—fine sturdy, strong fellows they were, aa*

the Spanish workers in general are, thanks to the fact that Spain has not

I
progressed like some of Iter neighbours, and ground body and soul of the-
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#orket^ into riches for a few capitalists. Well, these men complained
loudly one day of their treatment, and as I agreed with them, they requested
me to'go with them to the captain and protest.
We were fed almost exclusively on black beans and rice. Black water

called coffee was served, with a piece of bread badly baked, at 6 a.m. Then
at 8 we had beans and rice boiled in a mash, and ladled out to us from a
bucket; which each one had to receive at the end of his bunk. As there are
two rows of bunks, the feet of the man on top either brushed the hair of the
man below or hung on each side of his nose ! Fortunately I was on top.
Then you received your ladleful of the mash, scalding hot, on a tin platter

which the ladle nearly filled, and then you must decide while your fingers
burn whether you will be able to endure it on your thighs, or with a wrench
round of your body place it hastily in the middle of your bed !

We generally got a chunk of nauseous-looking tough uneatable meat as
second course, on the same platter, and a cup of wine; and the same at
dinner at 1 o'clock. Tea and bread and butter at 5 p.m., and this closed the
festivities. We occasionally got some variety in the way of maccaroni and
potatoes, but the diet was substantially as I mentioned from day to day.
The wine supplied was by nature good common wine, but we were defrauded
of it by the stewards, who went in for doing a little business on their own
account. They contracted with a number of passengers to give them good
diet on payment of two sovereigns a-head, and the way they did it was by
keeping the best part of the food apart for them and getting it cooked
specially, and by taking part of the wine for them and filling up with
water for the other passengers.
Of course the protest to the captain had little or no result, except in

bringing the wrath of the chief steward down on my devoted head because
I acted as spokesman. The watering of the wine was, however, put a stop
to, and the food was not quite so abominable as before.
Ah, how far the workers are yet from understanding their rights in such

matters ! While they who ought to have everything are treated invariably
as animals, or as merchandise to be made money of, their masters in the
cabin have plenty of space and ventilation and every convenience that can
possibly be provided. The workers produce everything and are grudged the
merest necessaries ; their masters produce nothing and have everything at
their disposal. j, Creaghe.

{To be concluded).

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
A Bait for Blacklegs.

The dock directors undoubtedly know their game. They have prepared
a bait for their " permanent men " which will undoubtedly take. Here are
the particulars of this splendid offer : 1. An eight-hour day ; 2. Twenty-four
shillings a-week ; 3. A week's notice on either side ; 4. Half-pay during
sickness ; three days' leave a-year and holidays.
Now, the Company know very well that these terms will attract a

tremendous rush of labour from the country districts, and not only will all
the permanent men's places be filled, but there will be a large reserve army
of labour at hand ready to crush the dockers should they revolt against the
wholesale introduction of blacklegs which the company are evidently con-
templating. For the amiable company announces that it will make no
distinction between " free labour " and unionists for the future. This means
that when they have attracted enough blacklegs by their glowing announce-
ments, blacklegs will le given the preference. How much chance do our
readers think anyone will stand who has made himself prominent as a
unionist ? When the company's foremen select their workers at the dock
gates, it strikes me the blackleg will get the preference. The men will
practically lose their last protection if their representatives are driven away
by the company on November 3rd, when the old agreement expires. The
union will then be no longer recognised, and if the men show fight a big
lock-out will follow as certainty. But what are the leaders of the union
doing ? O, they have the most touching faith in the directors ; they appear
to think that the directors are as much in love as the representatives of the
dockers with Tom Mann's co-operative scheme ; but they will find their
mistake out. The company's magnificent offer of a "high" wage, with an eight
hours day and a pension, to outsiders to come in and take the places of the
dockers, ought to be quite enough to warn these gentlemen of the trouble in
front of them ; but they are totally blind to what everyone else can see.
Although affairs are looking so threatening, yet the dockers' leaders are still
standing cap in hand to the men who are about to make war on them. For
instance, when Mr. Wilson, of the Seamen's Union, advised his men to be
prepared for a strike last Saturday, the dockers' leaders at once announced
that Mr. Wilson would find himself alone, and that a strike was the very
thing they were " labouring day and night to avert." Very likely, but when
the masters are determined on war, not all their piteous pleading will save
them from it.

Allan and Co.'s " Settlement."
We said last week that Allan and Co.'s " settlement " would not work well,

and we were right. On Thursday there was another dispute on account of
the dust among the corn on the steamship " Brazillian." The "expert" was
oalled in and gave his decision against the men. The men struck against
this "decision," but their leader McCarthy persuaded them to go to work.
The "friendly" press was very much down upon the corn-porters for strik-
ing against the decision of a Mark Lane gambler in corn ; they ought to
abide by agreements drawn up by their leaders, etc. We wonder if this
Erecious agreement was explained to the men or whether it was concluded
ehind their backs. We know the dockers' leaders have done this before,

and what they have done once they may do again. N.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Vegetarian Restaurant, Eberle Street, Dale
Street.—Meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Tk *
Du

J
BLIN,~A 8eneral meeting of the Irish Socialist Union will be held on

Monday, November 3rd, at 8 p.m., at 87 Marlboro Street. Punctual attendance
requested.
Leeds.—The Chicago Commemoration Meeting will be held here at Oriel Hall,

Cookridge Street, on Monday, November 10. Speakers—R. Bingham, Andrew
Hall, F. Charles, T. Maguire, H. Samuels, and G. Cores.
Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge,

.business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Lecture, Sunday November 2, at 6.30 (see
Evening News Saturday). Leith—Henderson Street Hall, Sunday, November 2,
Gilray on "Comradeship."

J

MR. CHAMPION IN AUSTRALIA. 1

Mr. Champion has certainly made a mess of it in Australia. There is ample
evidence of this in the Australian papers that have reached us. Soon after
this worthy gentleman landed, he began lecturing the trade unionists upon
their proper behaviour, and curiously enough his advice was just what the
employers desired. The Marine Officers were recommended to withdraw
from union with the men ; at the same time he advised the gas-workers to
go back to work without demanding the dismissal of the blacklegs, and the
unionists were told generally to treat the blackleg as a " brother." In fact,

Mr. Champion recommended a base and cowardly surrender of nearly every
claim the men had made. Luckily they saw through this treacherous advice,
and our own comrades also were able to give some interesting facts concern-
ing Mr. Champion's past career ; and the result was that the Trades Councils
of Melbourne and Sydney both passed resolutions repudiating Mr. Champion.
The resolution of the Sydney Trades Council was passed after our comrades
Thompson and McNamara had attended and shown Champion up. It runs
as follows :

" That this Council declines to recognise Mr. Champion as
representative of trades-unionism, refuses to accept him as mediator in the
present dispute, and regards his action during his visit to Australia as
opposed to the best interests of labour." Great credit is due to our friends
for their action ; in fact it is certainly owing to the Australian Socialists
that the workers were saved from the machinations of a treacherous
scoundrel.

Mr. Champion got it very hot from the popular press. Truths a well-
known Sydney paper, has an article entitled "Mr. Chameleon Champion,"
from which we give a few extracts, just to show in what sort of estimation
the late editor of the Labour Elector is held in Australia. The paper, after
giving some account of the changes that "reptile" the chameleon undergoes,
describes the changes of opinion which Mr. Champion has also experienced,
and then says :

" Now, as regards Mr. Champion's fitness to act as mediator in the present
dispute. His antecedents would scarcely seem to qualify him for the confidence
of the Labour party. But admitting, for the sake of argument, that there had
been nothing in the past career of this perigrinating Proteus to bar his way to
the confidence and councils of Labour at this critical juncture, what shall be
said of his recent utterances, artfully couched in the form of cautious depreca-
tion and mild reproof ? Hardly had this man been a week on our shores than he
began to play the part of public catechist and rebuker. Without knowledge or
the slightest circumspection he deals out approval and censure like some omnis-
cient Solon, at whose nod and dictum the united forces of federated Australian
Labour are expected to bow in abject obedience, to lay down their arms and
fraternise with blacklegs. This would be yielding the neck of the Democracy
to the crushing heel of Capital with a vengeance ! Well may the Trades Hall
Council of Melbourne and the Trades and Labour Council of Sydney repudiate
the mission of one who preaches such dastardly subservience as this. In doing
so they have vindicated the dignity of Labour and the righteousness of Labour's
cause in the present terrible conflict. Such a mission is one which the paid
emissary of a military tyrant and of the Tory Times alone is fit to undertake.
Seeing themselves approached under the guise of friendship, by the agent of such
interests, the workers might well exclaim, in the paraphrased language of
Shakespeare's apostrophe to Cranmer :

Again ! there is sprung up
A heretic, an arch one, Champion ; one
Hath crawled into the favour of the King.

Mr. Champion has, doubtless, discovered ere this that his record has preceded
him to Sydney ; and that neither the countenance of an Emperor nor that of
the aristocratic press of England, nor even that of the capitalistic press of Aus-
tralia, will suffice to reconcile the Australian Democracy to the advocates of
" scab " labour. Such advocates might as well sell their souls to the devil, as
hire out their services to the enemies of their fellow-men. Perhaps the bargain
with Beelzebub would be the less blameable. In any case, Mr. Champion fully
understands by this time that he can have no honourable part or lot in the pre-
sent great fight for the rights of humanity, as represented by Australian Labour.
The confidence of the workers in England he irretrievably lost long ago ; and
now he has, consistently in accord with his past chameleon -like career, forever
forfeited the right to enjoy that of the workers in Australia."

The reference to "a military tyrant" and "the Tory Times" may need some
explanation. It is generally supposed that Mr. Champion has been em-
ployed by the German Emperor to collect facts and statistics concerning
English trade unions. It has also leaked out that he has been sent to Aus-
tralia as correspondent for the Times newspaper. Now we all know that
the Times is the official organ of those capitalists who are the most bitterlv
opposed to trade unionism. It is, therefore, not remarkable that its corre-
spondents should try to play the game of the capitalists in Australia. The
Australian and English capitalists have formed an alliance in order to crush
the workers, and Mr. Champion has been employed by these people as a
useful and unscrupulous tool. The plot, however, has failed, and neither
Mr. Champion's " conciliatory advice " nor his lying telegram of the other
day, has had the least effect in defeating the Australian workers in their
struggle for freedom. Mr. Champion has one consolation, if he is unpo-
pular with the Australian workers he is very popular with the Australian
capitalist classes. Their press praises him to the skies, and the " democratic "

government, composed of sweating and swindling capitalists, has granted
him a free pass on the " State " railways as a " distinguished" visitor. It is

a pity that these gentlemen cannot provide Mr. Judas Champion with a
"free" rope to bang himself, for his treachery is discovered anff he will be
of little use to his employers in future. N

The Chicago Martyrs—Dublin.—The Irish Socialist Union will hold a
Commemoration Meeting in honour of the Chicago Martyrs on Monday, Nov. 10,
at 8 p.m., at 87 Marlboro Street. All sympathisers are invited to attend.

Fabian Society.—A course of lectures on** Common Objections to Social-
ism " will be given at Bloomsbury Hall, Hart Street, New Oxford Street, W.C.
Friday, November 7, at 8 o'clock—IV. That Socialism is incompatible with
Political Economy. " Because it would check production," William Clarke";
" Because it would fail to provide for efficient management of industry," Louis
Cohen.

North Kensington Branch.—A course of four lectures, entitled " What
becomes of our Wealth^ will be given by members of the Fabian Society at the
Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road, North Kensington, commencing next
Sunday, November 2nd, at 7.30, when G. Bernard Shaw will open with "The
Landlord's Share." Nov. 9th, Graham Wallas, "The Capitalist's Share." 16th,
E. R. Pease, "The Labourer's Share." 23rd, W. S. De Mattos, "How Wealth
will be Shared."
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CORRESPONDENCE.

LAUNDRY WOMEN'S CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION.

Comrades,—We think in your haste to condemn us that you have scarcely

correctly stated the principles of our Association. Oar circular states that

5 per cent, will be paid on non-worker shares only, and that no interest is

paid on worker shares at all; and if, therefore, our Socialist friends would
kindly assist us by taking these shares, there would be no obligation upon
us to issue the others. But, in any case, the Socialist Co-operative Federa-
tion$ which permits its committee to borrow money at 5 per cent., should
scarcely be thrown as a stone at us for adopting a plan by which we can
raise the necessary money, which at present we have no other means of ob-
taining. The non-worker shares are by the rules to be paid off out of the
first profits. We comment on your straining at a gnat and swallowing a
camel by drawing attention so severely to a mere technical point, while
making no remark on the terrible trade conditions under which laundry
women are at present suffering, which we are at any rate honestly trying to

alleviate—conditions of suffering which we think should appeal to all So-
cialists who have the cause of humanity at heart.—We are comrades (on
behalf of the Committee), Yours in the Cause,

Signed

C Annie Marsh,
} Jenny Willis,

j Ida Mackenzie,
( Edith Lupton, Secretary.

[We do not see that Miss Lupton's explanation alters the case very much.
Although the Socialist Co-operative Federation may have power to borrow
money at 5 per cent, in case of necessity, yet no interest is paid upon their
shares, and we thought Miss Lupton's scheme would get more support from
Socialists if this example was followed. We have quite as much sympathy
with the sweated laundry women as Miss Lupton, only we are not sure that
co-operation, or even trade unionism, will sweep their slavery away. They
both may do something to improve the condition of some of these workers,
but nothing but the Social Eevolution will raise the mass from the horrible
misery from which most working-women suffer at the present time.

—

Eds.]

"PIONEER AID AND SUPPORT ASSOCIATION/'
Comrades,—The appeal in the Commonweal two weeks since must not be

neglected.^ I should propose that at every one of the Chicago Commemora-
tion Meetings special collections be made, or the surplus remaining after
expenses are paid, be reserved and sent to Mr. T. Grief, 54, West Lake
Street, Chicago, 111., for the purpose of helping to defray the expenses of a
grand memorial stone to the memory of our murdered comrades, and as a
token of our fraternity and international solidarity. Might I suggest to
the committee in Chicago the advisability of placing on record the names of
all the subscribing towns and cities, or societies, clubs, and branches. In
conclusion, I would urge on all comrades the necessity of going over and
taking part in the World's Congress of working-men in Chicago in 1893,
and also at the unveiling of the monument, assuming of course that the
system does not break down or up before then.—Yours fraternally,

Leeds. H. Samuels.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.
The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal

and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9p.ro. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1890 :—North Kensington, to end of April.
Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, ' Commonweal ' Branch, Manchester,
and Norwich, to end of May. Yarmouth, to end of June. East Lon-
don, to end of July. Leicester, to end of August. North London, to
end of September. Streatham, to end of December.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collection by Council on October 27th, 5s. 2Jd.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.

Glasgow Branch .

W. Blundell

.

M. P. H. (Oxford)
Ph. Webb (4 weeks)

£ d.

5
5

4
4

H. R, (2 weeks)
B. W. .

£ s. d.

2

6

Total 1 6

REPORTS.
* Commonweal ' Branch.—Good meeting on Friday at Hoxton addressed by

Blundell, Mrs. Blundell, and Cook ; some opposition by a well-dressed individual
in the crowd, who, on hearing the announcements made with reference to our
commemoration meetings and Chicago comrades, thought they were justly
hanged and imprisoned ; he was advised to come to our meetings and hear the
facts ; we sold one quire of ' Weals.
Aberdeen.—Comrades Leatham, W. Cooper, and Rennie addressed an open-

air meeting at the fountain, Woodside, on Sunday afternoon, 19th Oct. At the
indoor meeting in the evening the Introduction to ' Commercial and Communal
Economy, 5 by Carruthers, was read and discussed. A good meeting was held
on Castle Street on Thursday evening ; the speakers were W. Cooper and
Leatham ; and on Saturday night in the same place Rennie, Aiken, and Leatham
spoke to an enthusiastic crowd. Through the overcrowding at our indoor meet-
ings we have been induced to take the Oddfellows' Large Hall for Sunday nights,
which is seated for 400, where we commence to-night (26th Oct. ) with a debate
on the best means of securing an eight hours day. Comrade Duncan will open
in favour of a general strike and comrade W. Cooper in favour of legal enact-
ment.—G. A. C.

Glasgow.-—We have had to abandon our Bridgeton Cross meeting on Friday
nights, owing to the space being quite monopolised by hucksters and cheap-jacks.
On Sunday evening comrade Brodie, vice-president of the Trades Council, ad-
dressed our Paisley Road Toll meeting. 4s. 8d. was collected for the blast-
furnace men on strike.

Scottish Socialist Federation -Edinburgh.—Good meetings were held on
Sunday both here and at Leith. In the afternoon Mackenzie, Hamilton, and
Connolly spoke in the Meadows, but cold and rain, or providence, drove the
audience off. In Labour Hall in the evening Gilray addressed a good audience
on " Comradeship." Howie spoke at Leith on "The Energy We Waste," and
was well received. Good discussion followed at each meeting.—W. D. T.

'

LECTURE DIARY. ' <
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holbom, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, November 2, at 8.30 p.m., Mrs. Blundell, "Socialism."

Mast London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, ClerkenweH Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday eveniogs at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p. m. Band practice every Friday at 8 p.m.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

South Side Branch.—E. Lupton, 59 Selhurst Road, S.E., secretary pro tern.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc. , Mondays at 8 p m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. -International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every
Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on
Thursday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. Saturday, October 25,

lecture by Graham Wallas (Fabian), " The Future of Democracy."
Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club

contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, '25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-
cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :

—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;.

Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30; Monolith, Far-
gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery
Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening
Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30^

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League
are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and
if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based
on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Saturday 1.

8 Euston Road—Ossulston Street Nicoll and Cantwell
8 Mile-end Waste Mrs. Lahr and Wright

Sunday 2.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street Mrs. Lahr
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11 New Cut—Short Street The Branch
11-30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
1L30 Hoxton Church The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll
11-30 Thornton Heath Harding and Miss Lupton
3.30 Croydon—Handcroft Road Harding and Miss Lupton
3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mainwaring and Nicoll
3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
3.30 Streatham Common.,, The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
7. 30 Croydon—Crownhill Leggatt
7. 30 Streatham—Fountain j£itz
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Wednesday 5.

7.30 New Cut—Short Street Miss Lupton and Leggatt

Friday 7.

8-15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Mrs. Lahr

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.
Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.
Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Woodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m. •

Vicar's Croft, at 6 p.m.
'

'

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square, at 10.45 a.m. ; Market Place, at 6.15 p.m.

;

Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m. Monday : Belgrave, at 8. Tuesday : Sanvey
Gate, at 8. Wednesday : Braunstone Gate, at 8. Friday : Infirmary
Square, at 8. Saturday :

" Cross," Belgrave Gate, at 8.
Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 pm.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,
Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.
Norwich.—Saturday

: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.oU.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,
at 11; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman's
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League
will in future be charged to Branches and Allied

Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand

:

An Address on the Chicago Martyrs ... 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle " 3
To Working Women and Girls 3
Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
.Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets>~each 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

^Plu tarcb's Lives of Famous Men 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9

* -Scholar in a Eepublic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike: the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
-What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4

- The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

Miscellaneous.

IChe Triumph of Labour. Memorial Car-
toon of the Great Dock Strike, Sept
1889. With cardboard roll, 6d.; ar-
tist's edition, ditto

.Amazonia. A Foretaste of the Future.
By Mrs. John Corbet

t

Every Thursday—One Penny.

1

1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
^Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

Stanley's Exploits;
OR,

.CIVILISING AFRICA.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

a full account 6p the fiendish atrocities
committed upon the natives of africa by

the "Buccaneer of the Congo."

'Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

JAS. LEATHAM'S PUBLICATIONS.

Songs for Socialists. Second edition, re-

vised and enlarged. Forty capital Socialist

Songs. Id.

Stanley's Exploits ; or, Civilising Africa.

A full account of the fiendish atrocities committed
upon the natives of Africa by the ** Buccaneer of

the Congo." Id.

Jones's Boy: Three Dialogues. Id.

"The Only Thing that will Do." By
One of the Unemployed. 32 pages. Id.

An Eight Hours Day with Ten Hours'
Pay. How to get it and how to keep it. 24 pp.,
crown 8vo. Id.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUK PAPER, Devoted
SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large
number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-
sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the '* New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of
political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices: 1 Hare Place,
Fleet Street, E.C.

FREETHODGHT PUBLICATIONS?

-

The Freethinker. Edited by G. W. Foote.
Widest circulation of any Freethought
paper. ... ... ... Weekly 1

Mistakes of Moses. By Col. R. G. Inger-

soll. Only complete edition in England 1

Reply to Gladstone. Bylngersoll ... 04
Rome or Reason? Reply to Cardinal

Manning. By Ingersoll ... ... 4

Bible Heroes. By G. W, Foote. First and
Second Series. ... ... Each 10

Crimes of Christianity. By G. W. Foote
and J. M. Wheeler. Vol.1 2 6

Infidel Death Beds Historic and Descrip-

tive. By G. W. Foote. Second edition.

Tenth Thousand. ... ... ... 8

Letters to the Clergy. By Foote ... 10
Is the Bible Inspired? By Foot© ... 1

Complete Catalogue on application.

R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, London, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.
Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Miiller, Post Office Box 3135, New York> U.S.A.
or Office of Commonweal.

-James Leatham, Printer, 15 St. Nicholas Street,

Aberdeen ; or

> Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen St., London, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRANE.
On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Bent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

MEN v. MACHINERY.
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.

With Preface by H. Hallibay Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

" There will come a time when our silence will he

more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day"
—August Spies.

THE

CHICAGO MARTYRS:
THEIR SPEECHES IK COUHT.

Published by the International Eevolution-

ary Societies of London.

Now Ready, price Threepence.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, London, W.C.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
Federation, Limited,

7 LAMBS CONDUIT STREET, W.C.

Hammersmith and Chiswick Branch Store—

38 DEVONSHIRE ROAD, CHISWI0K.

THE attention of all Socialists and Friends of Labour
in particular, and the Public generally, is called

to this enterprise, and to them an appeal is made to

make it a success by dealing and taking Shares.

Groceries and Provisions

of good quality and at lowest paying prices.

Orders amounting in value to 10s., or 5s. if not exceeding 201b.,

carriage paid in metropolis. Furniture, Clothing, Roots, etc.,

may be ordered from the Stores.

N.B.—No Interest paid on Shares.

Apply for Price-list and further particulars to

J. Turner (S.L.), Manager, 7 Lambs Conduit Street.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work
t
and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary
Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should
be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without
so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not b precarious nor labour burdensomer
Labou would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-
nious combination for the production of com-
mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-
rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be
allowed to own anything which he could not
use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the
land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination
of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependtent on idle property-owners*

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers*

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have-

come to an end. Thus they would be equalr
for if all men were doing useful work no man'*
labour could be dispensed with. Thus the-

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but* an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-
ternational. The change which would put an*

end to the struggle between man and man*
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking
a part in the administration necessary for the*

conduct of life, so that party politics wouldi

come to an end.

Thus, while we abide, by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property
destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS -

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING
TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, oy Frank Kits,
at 24 Great tyiecu Sttr Lincoln's lim FieldU, Loudon W.C.
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CHICAGO MURDERS & BLOODY SUNDAY.
"Let the voice of the people be heard."

—

Parsons.

Two Meetings to celebrate the Anniversary of above events will be

held as follows

—

ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11th, at 8 p.m.

AT THE

MILTON HALL, HAWLEY CRESCENT,
KENTISH TOWN ROAD, N.W.

The following Speakers will address the meeting :

—

Wm. Morris. F. Kitz. ft. W. Burnie. J. Turner.

Mrs. Lahr. Mrs. Schack.

D. J. Nicoll. C. W. Mowbray. Louise Michel.

The following Resolutions will be submitted to the meeting :

—

Chicago Martyrs.
" That this meeting, called together to commemorate the legal murder of four

men in Chicago on November 11th, 1887 (Parsons, Spies, Fischer, and Engel),

the driving to suicide of another (Lingg) in prison, and the cruel imprisonment
of three more (Fielden, Schwab, and Neebe), by the government of the State of

Illinois, for the crime of encouraging workmen on strike and helping them to

carry on the struggle against their masters, and the further crime of trying to

maintain the rights of free speech and public meeting, calls the attention of the
workmen of the world to the gradual abrogation of these rights in all capitalistic

countries, and while emphatically denouncing the tyrannical interference with
these elementary rights, points out that it is a natural and necessary result of a
so-called Society based upon the robbery of Labour."

Bloody Sunday.
'* That this meeting also denounces the similar attack on free speech and the

right of public meeting in London on Sunday, November 13, 1887, through
which three men were killed (Linnell, Curwen, and Connell), one (Harrison) so

injured that he died after a painful and lingering illness, and many sent to

prison after a mere mockery of trial for being present at a political meeting
which was ferociously attacked by the police."

Revolutionary Songs will be Sung during the Evening,

Doops open at 8 p.m.; commence at 8 15. Admission Free.

ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14th, at 8 p.m.

AT THE

UNITED RADICAL CLUB, KAY STREET,
HACKNEY ROAD, E.

For full particulars see small bills. Admission free.

Funds are urgently needed for the carrying out of the above

meetings. All donations will be gladly acknowledged in the Com-
monweal by F. Kitz, Secretary of S.L.

CHICAGO MARTYRS.

gn ^Hexnoviaxn.

Murdered by law, Nov. 11, 1887. Killed himself in prison, Not. 10.

~ ~ Louis Lingg
George Engel

Adolph Fischer
Imprisoned for life.

Samuel Fielding

Albert R. Parsons

August Spies

Michael Schwab

Fifteen years' imprisonment.

Oscar Neebe

The capitalists of America thought that they had crushed the Labour
movement when they strangled four men upon the gallows at Chicago.

The rich men of England also imagined they had provided an adequate

remedy for the wrongs of the poor by driving them away by blows of

the bludgeons of their hired bullies from Trafalgar Square ; but have

they been successful ? No ! the memory of the murdered men in

Chicago and London now stirs the hearts of the people, and in the

place of thousands who believed then that a better life was possible

for the workers in all lands, hundreds of thousands believe now.

" Our silence will be more powerful than the voices you strangle to-

day !
" said Spies upon the scaffold at Chicago, and has not the silence

of these murdered men been powerful 1 Why, if we were superstitious

we should say that the avenging spirits of the dead were sweeping

over the world borne by the wings of the wind to rouse the people to

battle against their tyrants.

Let our friends who believe that an Eight Hours' Day is one of the

things needed to free the workers from the evils of low wages and

over-work, which now weigh so heavily upon them, remember that it

was for taking part in an attempt to realise an Eight Hours' Day—in

the only way in which we Revolutionary Socialists maintain it can be

carried, by a General Strike in all trades and industries—that our

comrades were murdered. As revolutionists they knew that an Eight

Hours' Day would in the end make but little difference to the workers,

but they did not refuse to take part in a General Strike, which they

knew is the only method by which the people can ever rid themselves

of their tyrants and oppressors.

And it is because our comrades were revolutionists, because they

did not cry " Peace ! Peace !

" when there is no peace, that we find

that they are not so popular with those organs of the capitalist classes,

who affect to champion the cause of the workers, and who diligently

puff every humbug who pretends to cure serious social diseases with

quack medicines. Well, wisdom is justified of her children, and the

admirers of the pious quack-salvers, who do but " skim and film the

ulcerous place, whilst rank corruption mining all within affects

unseen," may some day cease their eloquent cackling and learn what

geese they were !

Yes, our comrades were revolutionists, and therefore said that the

ills with which modern society is sick unto death sprang from one

cause alone, the robbery of labour by a rich idle class ; remove this

cause and our sick society would return gradually to health and

vigour, let it remain and not all the quack remedies of politicians,

cardinals, bishops, and "generals" can save society from death. It

was for preaching these ideas, which were rightly held to be very

"dangerous" to the wealth of the monopolists, that our comrades

were murdered.

But were they not physical-force revolutionists? Did they not

advise the people to use armed f ;rce against the capitalists 1 What
if they did ? Did not the capitalists previously threaten to use force

against the people] They not only threatened, but they did it

—

witness the men shot down at McCormack's Works. And is it not
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also a fact that a gang of hired murderers was advancing upon a
peaceful meeting with the full intention of murdering the people who
were present, when an unknown hand threw the bomb which prevented
the massacre. Surely the rich men who, whenever a strike is on in any
country, shriek for Pinkertons, troops, ball cartridge, and gatling guns,
have no right to complain if the workers meet force with force.

Not even the deadliest foes of our comrades can deny their courage
and sincerity. They believed what they taught and they died for their

faith. Let us ask the same question of you, reader—do you believe
what you preach 1 Whether you are politician, religionist, Socialist,

or freethinker, that is really the question of questions. Not in the
history of the world was there such an age of shams as the present.

Men have lost faith in all, and rightly too. The very food we eat, the
clothes we wear, the houses we dwell in, the gods we worship, or affect

to worship, are not what they pretend to be. And it is in these days,
in a world from which goes up a mournful wail of pessimism from the
satiated rich in their heaven of idle luxury, and a cry of frightful despair
from the suffering poor, tortured and starved in the hell of the slums

;

at a time when all can see the inevitable revolution approaching that
has come at the end of every century for the last five hundred years,

—

we feel that there is only one living faith on earth. For this faith our
dead comrades lived and died, for this faith three others are now suffer-

ing a doom that is even harder—a living death amidst prison tortures;
and in the name of both living and dead we appeal to you to-day to
join hands with us to save the people from starvation, misery, and
oppression. D. J. Nicoll.

SOCIALISM OF THE MARKET-PLAGE.
HEARD FROM THE STOOL.

A misty damp night, the oozy London mud beneath one's feet ; above
the sky reddened with the glare of an adjacent street market. The
light of a street lamp falls upon the folds of a red flag, and the pallid
anxious faces of a crowd gathered in the middle of the muddy road to
hear the Socialists. What a study those faces are ! Here with gaudy
feathers and glaring hats, but sorry clothing and boots, are a group of
work-girls returning from the sweater's den in which they have passed
their working hours. They are not an encouraging element in the
audience, as leaning upon each other's shoulders munching apples or
rancid fried fish they titter and giggle at the speeches.
A female comrade is the first to speak, and her remarks are greeted

with jeers and jibes from these wretched wage-slaves of her own sex.

Nor do they lack incitement from the older women in the crowd. True
types of the slum-dwellers, squat and unkempt, repulsive and vile,

they join in the chorus of abuse. Horrible oaths and ribald utterances
assail our comrade upon the stoo], but she holds bravely on, and at
last the men in the crowd turn fiercely upon her assailants and insist

upon their "shutting up," bidding them be ashamed of themselves.
At last the contentious voices are silenced, the abuse turns into
applause, and as the strains of a revolutionary song arises upon the
murky air the words are eagerly devoured by the now attentive
audience.

A strong male voice now claims attention, and the crowd thickens
to hear the Gospel of Discontent and Revolution. Says the speaker :

Friends, we are here for the distinct purpose of preaching the glorious

Gospel of Discontent. We do not shrink from openly avowing this,

for discontent is the forerunner of Revolution, and we as ardent Re-
volutionists are bound to show the present system in all its naked
hideousness, and where the people have become accustomed through
apathy and usage to the daily horrors and wretchedness of the present
system, it is our mission to stir them up to a true perception of the
veiled barbarism we call civilisation to-day. The other side, the de-

fenders and participators in the swindle of modern society, the stock-

jobbers, the usurers, the landlords, in short, your masters generally,

are equally active in striving to make you contented with your daily

existence.

Enlisted upon their side are the sky-pilots, who assure you of a

heaven hereafter as a reward for your tribulations here. Postpone
your happiness to the sweet by-and-bye, whilst their employers rob
you hourly and daily here. There's your perigrinating slum visitor

and gospel grinder, who cants to your wives about the blessed Saviour's

redeeming blood, doling out soup-tickets to stave off the Revolution.
He is as much a policeman as the hulking chawbacons stationed

around this meeting, because their masters, the Labour robbers, are

afraid of the spread of the Gospel of Discontent.

We have been told here of what Christians give in charity, of their

efforts to help the wreckage and outcasts of society, and we have been
tauntingly asked, What do you Socialists do in this direction 1 and we
reply, We want justice, and not charity.

Out upon the smug faced humbugs who, like the late S. Morley,

wring thousands out of robbed labour, and then build hospitals and
refuges for those driven to prostitution. Yes, it is true that we do not

subscribe to maintain the lazar-houses of our rotten civilisation ; but
it is also true that we are not guilty of causing the evils which they

are intended to patch up, but we stand out, on the contrary, preaching
the truths which shall eventually cause the people to see the sham of

Christian charity, and demand their full rights instead. How I laugh
when I come across one of their appeals for help from the wealthy
toward their slum mission work. " Dear Sir or Madam," it generally

runs, "we are engaged in a benevolent work in one of the most
benighted and dangerous districts in such and such a district, to the

saving of souls we add the clothing and feeding of the bodies of those

whom we bring to the feet of the Saviour." Oh, and then of course

a little is needed for the maintenance of the missioners. Yes, slightly

so. And then the dear sister or brother in the Lord is informed of the
Bible classes—where, no doubt, they explain where Cain got his wife
and the microcosms in the ark—and there are also the mothers' meet-
ings and the sewing classes, and last but not least the model soup-

kitchen, where the problem of how to live upon next to nothing Is

being practically solved, for we are told wholesome soup is distributed

daily by the ex-P.C. (saved) in charge to crowds of hungry poor at Id,

per quart, leaving a slight profit to the blessed mission.

Now, I have satirised this sort of thing again and again, and the
reason I do so is because these people batten upon the social misery of

the people. Not one word of protest or denunciation of the rack-

renters of the slums, no sound of indignation escapes them at the
palpable causes of the physical and moral deterioration around them.
They advise Christian meekness and resignation. How else were it

possible to find wretched women stitching their fingers to the bone,

earning a few paltry pence for hours of life-destroying toil, and satisfied

with a crust and a cup of tea? Their patience under intolerable

burdens is the result of the unctuous cant of the missioners. They
preach patience in the interests of their wealthy patrons; I advise

revolt in the interests of the masses and for a higher and better life.

What are the net results of Christian rescue work in connection with
paupers, prostitutes, and criminals'? To put cheap labour into com-
petition with those already in employment and indirectly to bring

them down to the same level. In this wise mat-makers, shoe-makers,

laundry-women, brush-makers, etc., etc., are hampered by pauper and
prison labour. And why ? Because the Christians engaged in these

so-called reformatory efforts are the accomplices of the land and labour

robbers. It is not their interest, therefore, to go to the root-causes of

poverty and crime, but to nibble at the fringe of the matter, simply

because, as Ingersoll has it, they cannot afford to damn their pay-

masters. F. K.

[This article is inserted to show the nature and conditions of out-door propa-
ganda in the slum districts, and to exhibit the difference between Socialism of

the Market and that of the Arm-chair, of which latter we are having a surfeit*

It depends upon the suffrages of our readers whether this kind of propaganda
shall be continued.

—

Ed.]

THE GLASGOW LABOUR LITERATURE DEPOT.
Our friends will remember that some time ago a meeting was held in Glas-
gow for the purpose of forming a Labour Literature Depot. A committee
was formed for that purpose, and they have sent in a prospectus in which
they point out that it is expected that the expenses connected with such a
depot, including wages, rent, taxes, etc., would be £2 10s. per week. As
the profit on literature may be safely taken at 25 per cent., the promoters
are of the opinion that there can be no difficulty in securing sufficient

patronage to make the venture successful. This estimate is based on the
fact that there are in Glagow and vicinity 35,000 trade unionists, besides

many thousands of other workers, who take a sufficient interest in the

Labour Question to support newspapers and literature bearing on it, if they
had an opportunity to do so.

If but 10 per cent, of the trades5 unionists alone spend only one penny
per week, a trade of over £14 per week would be secured, 25 per cent, on
which sum would be £3 10s., which would cover the working expenses and
leave £1 profit. But as the amount expended in literature by most men is,

at least, on the average, three times the amount taken in this estimate, as

such a depot will have the support of the unorganised as well as the orga-

nised workers, and a large amount of support may be expected from other

sources, it will be seen that this venture should be successful even from a
commercial point of view.

The promoters have agreed to the following as the financial basis to

establish the Labour Literature Depot on :

—

1. That the capital be raised in shares of 5s. each—2s. 6d. payable on
application, and 2s. 6d. on the opening of the shop.

2. Shareholders' liability will be limited to their share capital.

3. Neither interest or dividends will be paid on the shares. Any surplus

will be applied to repayment of shares, until no member holds more than
one share.

The profits then accruing from the business can only be used for purposes-

that will benefit the working-class collectively.

The committee are as follows :—William Parkhurst, Chairman, 853,

Govan Eoad, Govan ; Peter Anderson, Treasurer, 31, West Campbell Street ;

Samuel Bolton, James D. Boyd, M. T. Burgoyne, George Carson, Peter

Dougan, David H. Drummond, Henry Flett, John B. Glasier, Alexander
Haddow, John Munro, Richard M'Ghee, Duncan M'Naughton, Thomas.

Sinclair, James Smith, Donald Stewart, and John W. Warrington. Appli-

cation for shares should be made to George Mitchell, Secretary, 26, Burgher
Street, Parkhead.
We are pleased to see that no interest is paid on shares, and that, there-

fore, the depot will be managed on a Socialist basis.

The Elector's Choice.—What is it to the ragged grimy Freeman of

a Ten Pound Franchise whether Aristides Rigmarole, of the Destructive

or the Hon. Alcides Do-little, of the Conservative Party, be sent to Par-

liament 1 Destructive or Conservative, what will either destroy or con-

serve of vital moment to the Freeman ? Has he found either of them care,

at bottom, a sixpence for him or his interests, or those of his class or his

cause, or any other class or cause that is of much value to God or man ?

Rigmarole and Do-little have alike cared for themselves hitherto ; and for

their own clique and self conceited crochets—their greasy dishonest interest

of pudding, or windy dishonest interest of praise ; and not very perceptibly

for any other interest whatever. . . Why, reader, if they asked thee or me
Which way we meant to vote ? were it not our likeliest answer, Neither

way.

—

Carlyle, ' Past and Present?
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NOTES.
The case of Castioni which will soon come before the Court of Appeal,

shows that the authorities are endeavouring in an underhand way,

to sweep away the right of asylum which the dauntless rebels against

Continental tyranny have hitherto found in England. The game was

begun by the Gladstone Government in the Freikeit prosecution, and

our present Tory Government are now following in their footsteps.

Tt is evident that our rulers, alarmed at the spread of revolutionary

•doctrines in every country, are determined to crush these ideas even

by handing over political refugees to the hangman. But is not this

action on the part of all European Governments very much like sitting

on the safety-valve when the steam is up %

Our dear friend Stanley is in hot water. Everybody who took part

in the expedition will soon be anxious to prove what a crew of infernal

scoundrels his comrades are. Mr. Stanley began it by accusing the

•deceased Major Barttelot, whose brother then opened fire on Stanley

and was backed up by Mr. Troup, who has certainly produced some
•damning testimony against Stanley and his companions.

Mr. Troup declares that with regard to the " horrible acts " of which

Stanley accuses Major Barttelot, that in quelling " mutiny " among the

natives "he did not see anything done in retaliation that Stanley had

not done himself." When we enquire into what caused the " mutiny,"

we find that " the natives refused to work under English officers, for

they said they had seen what treatment the natives had received, and

did not want to be treated similarly." And Mr. Troup admits they

saw " some things which ought not to have occurred." When we find

also that the virtuous Major Barttelot was shot by a native because

he attempted to beat his wife with a thick stick, we agree, for once,

with Stanley that Barttelot deserved his fate : the only cause for

regret is that some native did not shoot Stanley as well. If it is the

custom in these " philanthropic " expeditions to beat women with
u clubs," we can imagine what sort of treatment the men get, and why
"mutinies" which are quelled by ironing, flogging, and hanging so

frequently occur.

Mr. Troup has settled all the humbug about these expeditions having

a philanthropic motive. He says :

"Mr. Stanley is a great explorer, but he went into this Emin Belief

Expedition for fame and what he could get out of it. He has no more
philanthropy than my boot. I will go further, and say that the expedition

was in the nature of a speculation, and not a philanthropic relief movement.
The capitalists backing it were after the ivory which Emin Pasha was
supposed to have collected. The officers of the expedition were promised
•certain shares in the expected big supply of ivory as a reward for their

services. The release of Emin Pasha was a secondary consideration entirely.

Emin Pasha did not wish to be released, and bad been up there ten or twelve

years and held his own all right."

Mr. Stanley and his friends will hardly be able to cant about their
*

' philanthropy " and "piety" after this. We revolutionary Socialists

said months ago what Mr. Troup and thousands of people are saying

now. The idol of society is finding out that " exploration plus ele-

phant-rifles and explosive bullets " does not always succeed in gaining

popular applause ; and the murdered African natives may be avenged
at last, when their murderer is driven from public life by a howl of

universal execration. N.

CHICAGO MARTYRS COMMEMORATION MEETINGS.
London.—The Socialist League will hold meetings in London as announced

on another page.

Dublin.—The Irish Socialist Union will hold a Commemoration Meeting in

honour of the Chicago Martyrs on Monday, Nov. 10, at 8 p.m., at 87 Marlboro
Street. All sympathisers are invited to attend.

Leeds.—The Chicago Commemoration Meeting will be held here at Oriel Hall,
Cookridge Street, on Monday, November 10. Speakers—R. Bingham, Andrew
Hall, F. Charles, T. Maguire, H. Samuels, and G. Cores.

Hull.—A Great Meeting will be held at the Sailors' Institute, Waterhouse
Lane, on Monday, November 10th, at 7.30, in remembrance of our Chicago
brothers, who were murdered November 11th, 1887. Speakers from London and
elsewhere will be present.

Scottish Socialist Federation. —Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.
Business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 9, at 6.30,

' ; The Chicago
Anarchists: their Views, and the Circumstances which led to their Execution."
Leith—Henderson Street Hall, Sunday, November 9 (see Leith Burghs Pilot).

Norwich.—Chicago Commemoration meetings will be held in Norwich as
follows: Saturday, November 8th, on the Haymarket at 8 p.m. ; Sunday 9th,
Market Place at 11 a.m. and at 3 and 7.30 p.m. ; Monday 10th, at St. Augustine's
Boys' School at 8 p.m. Amongst the speakers will be C. W. Mowbray and W. B.
Parker (London), Mr. and Mrs. Oldman (Manchester), J. Headley (Yarmouth),
•G. Poynts, W. Moore, T. Swash, G. Lenneying, and others.

Yarmouth.—Commemoration of the legal murder of our five comrades in
Chicago, and protestation against the unjust imprisonment of three other com-
rades, on Sunday, November 9th, in the morning, at 11, in the hall of the Radical
Club ; at 3 p.m., on the Fish Wharf ; at 7 p.m., in the hall of the Radical Club,
to be addressed by Mrs. Schack, Mowbray, and Parker (of London), Oldman and
Mrs. Oldman (Manchester), and Saunders, Brightwell, and Headley (Yarmouth).
Several comrades are also expected from Norwich.

LIFE ON AN EMIGRANT SHIP.
(Concluded from p. 350.)

There was a partial strike one day by the fireman on board th« " Trent,"

which forcibly called my attention to the way these workers are treated.

One morning I found the chief officer of the ship andi the chief engineer,

log-book in hand, surrounded by a group of the firemen, wfyo were called

upon each in turn to say if they would turn to and go down below or not.

The dispute seemed very serious, and there was evidently a savage determi-

nation on the part of the chief engineer not to grant whatever the men
demanded. After considerable hesitation, and some words between this

chief machinist and one of the men—in which the said chief adopted the

principle of saying what he liked in as angry a tone as he chose, and order-

ing the other to shut up when he answered him quietly—the men had to

give in for fear of being logged and afterwards heavily fined. The chief

engineer or machinist triumphed over them, calling them the usual " damned
" in a remark which he made to the chief officer as he went away,

a remark which was heard by the men and repeated from mouth to mouth.
And what was it all about ? The men demanded to get a cup of coffee

before turning to at their hard exhausting labour. Ah ! if they only chose,

they could have their coffee and everything else they asked for, or stop the

whole machinery, as I hope to see the coal miners do some day with the

whole machinery of Capitalism.

I could not help thinking of this, and all that I saw and have seen in

former years of the life of the poor sailor, when I read to-day an indignant

article in the Times and other papers about the " absurd " demands of the

sailors and dock labourers, and how the indignant shipowners had federated

to bring down their pretensions, and were going to lay up all their ships.

I devoutly wish they may, and then perhaps they may stir the workers to

go and take a part of what belongs to them.
Why the life of a sailor is worse than that of a prisoner in jail, with the

addition of running the chance almost every day of being drowned, as

Doctor Johnson is reported to have said about a century ago. And what it

is in steamers is nothing to what it is in sailing ships ! Beastly food, filthy

styes to lie in, wet, cold, slobber, hard work, little sleep, hard words, con-

tempt, more kicks than halfpence—such is the paradise which the shipowners

are so astonished to find sailors getting tired of. May they never cease, and
they never will until they dine and sleep in the palaces which up to now
they have provided for these ship-" owners," and others who call themselves

owners of the wealth of the workers.

The evening before reaching Lisbon the steerage passengers had another

specimen of the utter contempt and indifference for their comfort with which
they are treated, and will be treated like all the workers as long as they put

up with it. We had little enough room on deck in all conscience, but this

evening what space we had was in a fair way to be filled up with empty
barrels, and which were to be put ashore in Lisbon. Cargo of all import-

ance, steerage rubbish none. Along came the barrels, rolled and flung end
over end by the underlings, with a savage " Look out, there !

" putting to

flight women and children as well as men, who were settling down to con-

verse and amuse themselves in one way or another.

Again the passengers became indignant, and as we had no faith in pro-

tests to the authorities any longer it was proposed that we should go and
occupy the space kept apart for the second-class passengers, which a group
of us, chiefly Spaniards, accordingly did, and we remained there in spite of

efforts to dislodge us until we were tired of it. But that we were so near
port the barrels would all have gone overboard ; but at Lisbon the bulk of

the passengers were to leave, and then we would have plenty of room.
I tried to improve the occasion by pointing out to the men how the life

of the worker and producer was everywhere the same as on board that ship.

Plenty of space and ventilation and comfort in their dwellings for the proud
idlers, and the life of pigs (far worse in one way for more unhealthy) for

those who feed these idlers and provide them with healthy, commodious, and
luxurious dwellings. In the conversation I heaid some dreadful accounts of

the misery endured by working people out of employment in Buenos Ayres

and Montevideo. I did not really know all of it until told by some of these

eye-witnesses. I was told of strong young men going round in the morn-
ing and collecting scraps of refuse food from the vasura, or refuse boxes,

which are left at the doors to be emptied into carts which call round for the

purpose. One man said he saw poor women, brought out as immigrants,
going about near the Immigrant's Home in the most frightful state of filth

and crawling with vermin, offering themselves for sale for any trifle they

could get to buy themselves some decent food.

There is one comfort in all this for us Revolutionists, and it is that the

so-called new countries are no longer what they were ; they do not any
longer offer the immigrant the slightest hope of getting out of his class and
living as an exploiter. Nor do they any longer offer him a field for labour

where competition is less than elsewhere and wages higher. I, for one, re-

joice at it, for if there was one selfish class more than another that filled me
with disgust it was that of the men who, finding their own bellies tilled, no

matter where, turned a deaf ear or laughed contemptuously at whoever tried

to call their attention to the sufferings of their class.

Buenos Ayres and Montevideo, that is to say, the two Republics of which
they are the capitals, I can assure my comrades are entirely " played " out

as immigration fields. Everything is delightfully monopolised there to that

extent and in so short a space of time, that even the poor Italians, who
suffer such misery in their own country, are returning in thousands, and
this has been going on for the last six or eight months. Brazil will never
amount to anything, as may be seen from what I said before.

At last the emigration fad is thoroughly played out. The wanderers are

returning, and with a vengeance, for from men of all nations I have heard
the opinion invariably expressed that poor men had better remain in future
in their own country, and do what they can to change social conditions so

as to make it possible to live there. When we remember that we have
means of producing twice as much food and three times as much of other
articles of consumption as we require, it is easy to see what has to be done.

Down with the exploiters, the rich robbers ! Down with the vile system
which compels the producers of wealth to starve in the midst of plenty.

—

Yours in the Social Revolution, J. Creaghe.

That capital little dialogue, " Jones's Boy," which some of us have found
so effective at open-air meetings, bids fair, it would seem, to go the round
of the world. An Italian translation is published in the Turin Lavoratore
and in the Ancona Campana.

i John Bull and his other Island.
5 We have already noticed one number

of this series. We are now pestered for the " favour of a review " of No. 3,

just issued. Any one with bowels of compassion for Irish landlords brought
to want through non-payment of rent, or who delight in abuse of the

democracy written in the caddish style of a City 'Arry, should read the

book. Life is hard enough. Don't send in any more of such productions,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will Branch Secretaries please write Reports and Orders for Literature on

separate pieces of paper.

Correspondents who order literature should prepay postage, or state if they
wish their parcels to be sent per rail or carrier, " carriage forward."

To Contributors —Workmen could help us greatly by sending in accounts of
capitalist tyranny and sweating in London and the provinces. We want
the names of the sweaters. Those who write must send us their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

We shall not fear to publish the truth.—Eds.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday November 5.

England
Belfast Weekly Star
Church Reformer
Justice
People's Press
Railway Review
Seafaring
Unity
Worker's Friend
Der Landstreicher
Theosophical Sittings

New South Wales
Sydney—Bulletin
Daily Telegraph
Australian Workman

Victoria
Melbourne—Bull-Ant

Queensland
Brisbane—Boomerang

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Bombay—Times of India

United Statks
New York—Freiheit

Vblkszeitung
Twentieth Century
Bakers' Journal

Boston—Woman '8 Journal
Investigator

Chicago—Rights of Labour
Vorbote

Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Kaweah (Cal) Commonwealth
Philadel.—Knights of Labour
Paterson Labour Standard
SanFrancisco ArbeiterZeitung
Pacific Union

Valley Falls (Kan.)—Lucifer
France

Paris—Bourse du Travail
Le Parti Ouvrier
La Revue Europeenne
La Verite Philosophique
Le Proletaire

Charleville—L'Emancipation
Lyon—L'Action Sociale
Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme

Italy
Ancona—La Campana

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Madrid—La Anarquia
Barcelona—El Productor

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Xorkoping—Proletaren

West Indies
Cuba—El Productor

Cape Colony
Cape Town—Argus

ANARCHIST MORALITY.
(Concluded from p. 346.)

Now it seems to some of us that people who argue in this way are

simply unable to free themselves from the ideas of the old moralities

we have been considering;—they are by no means such advanced

Anarchists and such terrible fellows as they fancy. As has been well

put lately in La Revolte, because roses obey a necessity of their nature

in smelling sweetly as they do, assafcetida a necessity of its nature in

stinking as it does, am I to conclude that there is no such thing as

perfume or stink, no good smell or bad smell? Let us sweep away all

these legacies from old times—these attempts to show that, because

there is nothing moral or immoral, bad or good in the abstract, apart

from our human likes and dislikes, there is nothing bad or good at all.

The whole ridiculous contention rests upon a mere word-strife. We
cannot put ourselves outside ourselves and say, " Now, if I had no

olfactory nerves, rose and assafcetida would smell the same, or rather,

not smell at all ; therefore in the abstract they have no smell at all,

but only in the concrete and in reference to me." Neither can we put

ourselves outside our instinctive liking and admiration for a hero, our

instinctive detestation of a scoundrel, because the hero cannot help

being a hero, the blackguard help being a blackguard.

I think, if we look at the matter in a truly positive and common sense

way, it is just here we touch bottom, and get upon the track of a really-

scientific conception of morality. That instinctive liking or disliking fur-

nishes a key to the whole problem. What is instinct ! Is it not an in-

herited tendency to do those things which tend to the preservation of the

individual and the race ?—in the long run (although not, of course, in

particular cases) the two things are usually the same. An instinctive

liking for an act done by another is founded upon the tendency of that

act to our preservation, or the preservation of oui race. Deep down
in the very fibres of our nature is worked that instinct for the race,,

as well for ourselves, which goes back hundreds of thousands of years-

to the first appearance of our father man upon this earth,—aye, and^

before his appearance, to the time of our remoter ancestors who were-

before him. Man has always been a social animal, anxious for his

race as well as for himself, and (as has been repeatedly shown) the

social instinct exists so strongly in other of the higher animals that it

is clear man must have inherited it from his animal ancestor who
preceded him. Two or three thousand years of individualism and
private property have only, so to speak, lightly touched man with*

anti-social impulse. When you find him admiring the action of

another, he does not know why—certainly not because custom or

religion or self-interest tell him to admire it—you may be sure that

it is the social instinct unconsciously at work, and that he admires it

because it tends to the preservation and development of the race.

Have we not here the test and the criterion of Anarchist morality ?

Those actions are good—" moral "—which the immense majority of men
("normal men") instinctively admire, not because they are told to do
so, but because they cannot help it. Conversely, those actions are bad—"immoral"—which men in like fashion instinctively dislike. In
speaking of "badness" and "goodness," of course, we are only speaking

relatively to man. Of absolute "badness" or "goodness" we can
know nothing—never can know anything.

This morality is Anarchist, because it needs no enforcement by artificial

law or penalty,—it enforces itself. For example, after the Revolution

there will probably, for a time, be here and there our old friend the man
" who will not work." Usually, no doubt, he will spring from the remnant
of the middle classes. He will of course be a worthless bad lot. But the

Anarchist will not put him in prison, or beat him, or " punish " him in

any way. The Anarchist will not even say to him (like St. Paul or a
Social Democrat) " neither shalt thou eat." To him also shall be given

according to his needs. But the Anarchist will hate the idle loafer

—

the survival of the bad old times. He will be no comrade or friend of

his. Moreover, all the world (when the world is once released from

the tyranny of artificial law and artificial morality) will be, in the

main, of the Anarchist's opinion. Women will be ashamed to love a
loafer. Under the pressure of an effective public opinion of this kind

the type will tend to disappear—will finally disappear. There will

thus be a real " survival of the fittest "—the fittest for social purposes.

The thing will work automatically. The loafer is free to satisfy his

need of loafing; the worker is free to satisfy his need to associate with

those he likes, to avoid association with those he hates. As with the

loafer, so will it be with other anti-secial individuals—with the liar,

the quarrelsome person, and so on. General dislike and sexual selec-

tion will bring about their elimination. Here as elsewhere, if we only

leave natural laws unfettered, the race will develope on true lines \

it is when we seek to impose artificial restraints upon the free course

of evolution that we land ourselves in difficulty.

Can we prepare the way for the New Morality 1 Surely we can, if

we recognise the impotence of the older systems to help. Let us (so-

far as the wretched conditions of life to-day will allow) do our best to*

harmoniously develope all our faculties—physical and intellectual. A
poor, anaemic, physically weak man or woman will never shine as an

exemplar of the New Ethic. The preservation of the individual life

always has the first call on the organism, and if that organism be weak

or badly harmonised there will be no energy to spare for social effort.

It is out of the abundance of vitality that great deeds for others spring

(vitality does not, of course, necessarily imply muscular strength).

The mere maintenance of the individual existence does not exhaust the

energy of the vitally strong man, and (since there is ever in any animal

an intense desire to employ all its available energy) he is impelled to*

spend it in obeying that instinct of social preservation and develop-

ment which is deeply rooted in his nature and which is only second to

self-preservation itself. To put it shortly, health and morality are

inter-dependent on each other. We find here that theoretical reason-

ing is borne out by experimental observation. Lombroso and others-

have shown that the modern criminal (in so far, of course, as he is

really anti-social ; very often he is a true hero) is invariably a man of

low vitality. Of course we must always remember that, under present

conditions, even a man of rich vitality often finds his superabundant

energy (which under Anarchism wonld take social lines) diverted to

other ends. That does not touch the main argument. Let us, so far

as our vital energy will carry us, fight in every way to bring the happy

time when all will be free to spend their life-forces for the benefit of

all ; when the distinction between individual effort and social effort

will be a distinction without a difference, because the individual will

find in society a full satisfaction of his needs, and work for self will be-

work also for everybody else.

B. W. Burnie.

DEATH.
Heinrich Keuter. Died Nov. 3rd, 1890.

The funeral procession will start from the Autonomic Club, 6 Windmill

Street, W., on Sunday, Nov. 9, at 11.30 a.m. for Manor Park.
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THE AMERICAN "PUBLIC" AND PHYSICAL FORCE.

The American public in general believe in accomplishing their purposes by

physical force. The whole country is blotched by forts, arsenals, and police

stations, which are depots for firearms and rallying places for men to use

them. Prisons and jails are on every hand. Armed men constantly parade

the streets, singly, in couples, and at times in regiments and battalions.

The people applaud, praise, pay, and pension these professional killers. If

John Smith comes from Europe with a paper of pins about his person, he is

searched and robbed by force. If Jack Robinson refuses to deliver up part

of his goods to the politicians each year his house is entered and plundered

by force, or he is dragged off to prison. If James Brown owes Bill Jones a

•dollar, be fe compelled by force to pay it. If a poor man wishes to employ
himself by using vacant land, he is driven off by force. If a poor woman
cannot pay her rent, she is thrown ont of the house, and her little property

is destroyed by force. If poor Italians choose to sleep under the piers on

which the garbage is dumped, to save paying rent, they are dragged out by
force. If a poor man wants to sell shoestrings on the street, until he has

givefi a politician something for the privilege, he is prevented from doing so

by force. If a person wrsires to listen to music and drink beer at the same
tieae, he is hindered by force. If a small boy smokes a cigarette on the

elnreet, he is "run in* by a big policeman. \f an earnest, honest man tells

tfhe truth about sonre married people, ht? is put in the penitentiary. The
(legal right of the monopolists to steal is defended by force, and the attempt
iis made to protect conventional virtue aerd sham religion by force.

I know the retply that will be made to this. It will be said that in all

^hese cases force is used for the good of society, for the 'good of the very
persons against whom the force is used. The tnajority is supposed to know
what is for the good of everybody, wad they ferce everybody to do it. It is

dangerous to society to allow people to bring pins from Europe, or to

wickedly sell shoestrings light out rIn the op«n street, or to smoke cigarettes,

or to mix emsic with beer, or to tell 'the truth ; and so such things must be
prevented.

I will not stop 'to argfce this -question, bet will call your attention to some
other phases ©f the use of force of whidti the Anterican people highly ap-
prove. A 'few years «ago the Southern monopolists of slave labour were
robbed of millions Of dollars' worth of property ^by force, and that was all

right <Genei*al Sherman marched through the Southern States, tearing up
railro*& tradks, stealkag food for his areay, burning houses and killing people
right and »le£t,—and that wes all rigfat. It was so right that the word
"buHMoaer "^became*, title of honour, end to this<day you will find men who
glory in that they were aoong "Sfeerman's bummers," and everybody is

proud 'to >be noticed by the chief "bwmmer" of diem all.

Ahg tout those were d&ys of wac. Precisely, Stealing, train-wrecking,
arson, «.nd «nurder are all right if you call it war ;

" holy " war ; war with
"God"<©n«aur side; war $o put d«swn rebellion. Exactly. The Southern
States we*eun rebellion, aed it w«e right to-«beal and burn and kill to com-
pel tfoem 'them to -stay in feheiUnion when they wanted to go out.
But what about standing on (Soncord Brilge and shooting Government

troops wh© came to put ks down when we w-ece in rebellion ? Oh, that was
all rigfat, too—because k succeeded. -But were we not rebels ? Were we
not taaitons.'? Were we not every bad thing that we afterward called the
Southerners^ <@h, yes:; but that was different. One was a "holy" war of
revolution; the ether was a "holy" war to .put down revolution. What you
mean is ittoat any amotwt of physical violence is right to accomplish what
the majority u>an -succeed in doing.
The A<Baorioan .people believe in physical violence to avenge insults or

resent severaJl kinds of persona* injuries. They believe generally in the
-doctrine ttoat k .expressed 'by the familiar -saying : "An eye for an eye, and
a tooth for a «tooth." <How comes it then -that they have tacitly laid down
the dictum ohat under no provocation shall working people avenge their
wrongs by viodeia.ee 4 Was it right to resist taxation a hundred years ago,
and is it now wrong to do th« same thing# Was it right to take away the
monopolists slav-ee thirty years ago by foroe, and is it now wrong to take
away the monopoiist'-s vacant land or charters by force I

I cannot understand wiiy it is right for everyone evcept a working man to
use force to get what he wants. I cannot see why if a money-lender or
[landlord is justifiabile in collecting by force -money that he does not earn, a
iworking man is not also justifiable in taking by force what he does earn,
at seems to me that ii OeaeraH Sherman is to be glorified for tearing up rail-
road tracts and stealing chickens and burning houses to whip the South, the
•stokers should not be blamed for wrecking trains to whip the New York
Caotral Eailroad, which is .a worse enemy to them and the general public
thaja the South ever was to the North.
The American rule of conduct is : If you cannot get your rights in any

other way, fight for them ; but when there is the slightest indication that
the working people, who are robbed every time they turn around—now by
the State, now by the Church, now by the landlord, now by the employer-
mean to fight for their rights, everybody calls them fiends incarnate. This
is humbug

; and it is folly to suppose that you can teach people to almost
worship Qeorge Washington, who was a rebel against tyranny, and Thomas
.Jefferson, who said that the roots of the tree of liberty should be watered
every twenty years by blood, and General Grant, who waded knee-deep in
itfae red stream of death, and then expect these same people to tamely sub-
,mi£ to worse wrongs than provoked the heroes of the past to rebellion.

It is bad teaching, this, to hold up so many fighters to reverence ; it is a
•bad education to have armed policemen on every corner, and celebrate every
lopspteuous event by a military parade. I deplore it, and warn you that
unless n*ore peaceful precepts and examples are held up to the people trouble
mil ensue, By predicting trouble I do not encourage it. They encourage
it who preach the holiness of war and practice the subjugation of the poor
vy the employment of armed policemen and detectives.

Hugh O. Pentecost in Twentieth Century.

NOTICE.
ON MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10, at the ORIEL HALL, Spritual

Institute, Cookridge Street, Leeds, a Chicago Martyrs Commemoration
Meeting will be held at 7.30 p.m. Speakers : Andrew Hall, F. Charles, and
Robert Bingham (of Sheffield), H. Samuels, G. Cores, and J. Sweeny (of

Leeds). Admission free.

SPECIAL APPEAL TO OUR READERS.

During the winter a large number of outdoor meetings will have to

be discontinued, and a large circle of readers will be deprived of their:

Commonweal, unless they help us by making their newsagents obtain*

it. The hostility and indifference of newsagents, with few exceptions,

from monopolist W. H. Smith downwards, are really the chief ob-

stacles to the circulation of the Commonweal and the spread of our

ideas* Owing to this boycotting there are a large number of towns

where the Commonweal is never seen.

Amongst our subscribers and friends there are many who are

anxious to forward the Cause of Socialism, and yet they do not know

exactly how to render help. Here is a field for quiet and useful work,^

where no heroic sacrifices are demanded

—

1. Insist that your newsagent obtain you your 'Weal Don't trade

with him for other things if you find him throwing obstacles in the-

way.

2. Pester W. H. Smith's agents at all railway stalls by enquiries

for the ' Weal

3. Introduce it to the notice of wholesale agents, and send u& the

names and addresses of all who are willing to sell the journal and dis~

play bills. Above all, push it amongst your friends.

4. Distribution in tram-cars and railway carriages can be unosten-

tatiously effected by leaving copies upon seats and in luggage racks.

In short, those willing to aid us can find plenty of opportunities

where there is a will to do so.

THE GREAT STRIKE IN AUSTRALIA.
«It seems generally conceded as a fact," says the Sjdney Star, "that thtre
is a kind of revolutionary tidal wave rolling over everything and everybody."
Well, on Friday, September 17, the " revolutionary tidal wave "burst into
surf and foam in Sydney. Or in plain English, there was a lively riot, which
filled the middle and upper classes with intense terror. It appears that a large
consignment of non-union wool had arrived in Sydney, and the capitalists
desired to move it from the Darling Harbour railway-station to the Circular
Quay. This was difficult, as the carmen were on strike on principle. The
capitalists, however, feeling themselves perfectly safe with the strong force
of troops, police, and specials massed in Sydney, determined on driving the
vans themselves in a kind of triumphal procession. It is probable they
desired to provoke a riot by this action, but the riot they provoked was-
rather more serious than they expected. At half-past ten on Friday,,
September 19, the procession, consisting of some twelve or thirteen trollies
of non-union wool, started from the railway-station and moved slowly
through the streets, fat capitalists driving, while "specials" were seated on*
the wool as guards, the trollies being escorted by mounted troopers. The
procession was followed by an immense crowd of unionists, whom the worthy
employers proceeded to madden by jeering laughter and insulting gestures.
The crowd retaliated by hooting and yells, which so alarmed one of the
masters that he drew a revolver and levelled it at the people. Then the
stones began to fly. A trooper received a blow behind the ear with a piece
of road-metal, and blood began to trickle over the collar of his coat. At the
corner of George and Market streets a man was arrested by the police, who
dragged him into a cab. A " heavy-limbed individual " then calmly proposed
that the cab should be overturned and the prisoner rescued, and a heavy
stone came crashing through the window of the cab. The police then got
out with their prisoner, who was promptly rescued. The shower of stones
now grew into a storm, and police and troopers had to dodge very con-
siderably to avoid them. Windows were smashed in all directions, and
continual shouts and yells rent the air. Reinforcements of foot and mounted-
police arriving on the scene, the crowd assailed them desperately, and with
the evident intention of stopping the passage of the trollies-. In Market
Street a trooper was nearly dragged off his horse, and the capitalists driving
the trollies began to look very pale and uncomfortable. However, the pro-
cession reached the Circular Quay at last, and the blacklegs started to
unload the bales. A crowd of ten thousand had now collected on the quay,
and the most desperate of them rushed to the front to stop the unloading,
while stones came flying thick and fast. Then the Riot Act was read, and
mounted troopers and foot police charged upon the people, the police using
their batons mercilessly. They met with a fierce resistance ; one trooper was
thrown from his horse and another had his cheekbone laid bare. After a
short sharp struggle, however, the people were completely routed, and
"order" was restored.

This riot had a most alarming effect on the capitalist classes. They
thought that the Social Revolution was coming off at once, and there was
immediately a tremendous rush by the propertied classes upon the gun-
makers. It is stated on the authority of the Sydney Evening Neios that in
twenty-four hours more revolvers and revolver-ammunition was sold than
would have been disposed of in two or three weeks of ordinary business.
The Government, in fear that these weapons should get into the hands of
strikers, ordered the buying up of all revolvers in Sydney, so that between-
3 and 4 on Saturday afternoon not a single revolver could be had for love
nor money. The ranks of the special constables were also greatly increased,
and in many instances clerks and other workers were forced into'their ranks
by threats of dismissal on the part of the masters. A corps of fifty mounted
specials was formed, and one of these gentlemen at the outset of his career
tumbled off his horse and hurt himself, which rather destroyed the effect
which this redoubtable body might otherwise have had upon the public mind.
The specials created, in fact, as much merriment as they did in England in
'87. There are a lot of mere boys among them, and the mass are weedy-
looking clerks, narrow chested and short in stature, whose physical education
has evidently been neglected. The Bulletin has a very funny picture of a
special of the short and podgy species endeavouring to arrest a big, dangerous-
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looking wharf-labourer of about six feet, who looks as if he could eat the
special. The cartoon has under the ironical direction, " Prisoner must be
taken to the nearest lock-up." Not content with specials, police, and troops,

it was known that the Government were contemplating landing the marines
with machine-guns from H.M.S. Orlando and Curacoa, while ball-cartridge
was served out among the soldiers. Mr McMillan, the Colonial Treasurer,
who was mainly responsible for issuing this order, and who had also shown
himself a bitter opponent of the strikers in a speech made to a deputation of
capitalists, in which he described the Labour Defence Committee as a " semi-
revolutionary government," and practically declared that this sort of thing
must be put down, was pulled up in his wild career by Sir Henry Parkes,
the premier, and resigned in consequence.
Meanwhile the terror was increased by the calling out of shearers and

rouseabouts, and also by the statement of the Labour Defence Committee
that unless the employers would meet them in conference they would pro-
claim a general strike by calling out all trade-unionists. In fact, their
difficulty was at that time to keep the rest of the unionists at work, so
intense was the excitement among them. A correspondent of the Australian
Star who had been conversing with all sections of the workers agrees in this
opinion. He says :

—" So far from talking of yielding, this is what they said :

We will stop the gasworks, call out the compositors (which I believe they
intend doing early next week), call out the butchers, bakers, and shopmen
who belong to the unions, and at last take out the engineers, employed any-
how and anywhere, ashore or afloat—railways also. Enquiry gave the
strength of this position. Of course the stopping of supplies to the gasworks
means no light, and a picnic for burglars and pickpockets ; if the compositors
are called out there will be no daily papers ; if the other branches of labour
mentioned are told to be idle there will be no trade ; and if the engineers
and engine-drivers stop work the theatres, leading hotels, and places of
public entertainment generally will be left without reliable assistance of
any kind."

With this awful prospect before them, the capitalists were literally frantic
with terror and rage. Their press shrieked for the prosecution of the
Labour Defence Committee for conspiracy, but Sir Henry Parkes knew
better ; although he thought the committee " could be prosecuted for con-
spiracy," yet he doubted " whether it would be expedient and advisable to
take that course." Sir Henry Parkes is a wily old politician, and knew very
well that to arrest this committee would be more likely to drive the strikers
to riot and insurrection than to crush the strike ; and though the Sydney
Daily Telegraph, the organ of the capitalists, indulged in tall talk, and
declared that the "public" (the capitalists) would take "very drastic
measures in their own defence," they have not done so yet : possibly, like
Sir Henry Parkes, they know better. Shooting down the people, or an
attempt to lynch the Labour Defence Committee, might have very serious
results : the capitalists might taste their own medicine, and find that rope,
^ad, and steel did not agree with them. N.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Trouble at the Docks again.

We do not think the union officials have gained much of a victory by their
agreement with the dock directors. As far as we can see, this agreement
involves the surrender of every point the Dockers' Union has hitherto fought
for. We all can remember the declaration of the union officials that they
could take no more men into the union and therefore there was no chance of
work for any stranger down at the docks. It is very strange to see these
gentlemen, who objected to the admission of any more workers into the
union, and told the casual docker to go to that other union, the workhouse,
for relief, now consenting meekly, at the dictation of the all-powerful dock
directors, to allow blacklegs to work at the docks without joining their union
at all. The men who are displaced by these blacklegs are being told as a
consolation " to make known their grievances through their branches in the
usual course, and the same will be promptly dealt with." But how, if the
dock company are to be allowed to take the place of the "genuine docker,"
and if the union agrees to this, do they think that they can persuade the
company by mild woids to sack their blackleg pets to give the unionists
work ? At any rate, it is rather a come-down for the men who refused to
receive the poor casual docker into their union and called him all sorts of
opprobrious names—"criminal loafer," " dead-beat," etc.—to have to stand
by and let him take the bread out of the mouths of their own men as a
^blackleg. Their admirers in the press may call this a " triumph," and talk
-of the remarkable tiio of leaders who accomplished it, but it seems to be
the fashion now to call a surrender by that name, and we fail to see where
the genius of the leaders comes in.

If the capitalist press, the dock directors, and the leaders are satisfied
with the n*w arrangement, the dockers are not. They complain bitterly of
the introduction of blacklegs and the loss of the 3d. dinner money. There
has been a succession of strikes at most of the docks during Monday and
Tuesday, and the discontent with the leaders is so intense that it may force

; 'ihem into vigorous action.

Federated Labour.
The federation of sailors, dockers, gas-stokers and coal-porters, bargemen,

etc., is a good idea, but why was it not done before ? The present crisis has
been certain for months, and surely directly the Shipowners' Federation
started it ought to have been answered by the federation of the workers
engaged in the shipping industry. However, better late than never, and if

the new federation could only get the miners and railway-men to join with
them, they would have in their grasp the whole trade of the country and
could make what terms with the capitalists they pleased. We are sure that
a federation as large and powerful as this will be required to fight and defeat
ihe federated unions of the capitalists. N.

The Fate or Parliament.—Our poor old Parliament, thousands of years
old, is still good for something, for several things ;—though many are be-

ginning to ask, with ominous anxiety, for what thing ? But for whatever
thing or things Parliament may be good for, indisputably it must start with
other than a lie in its mouth. On the whole, Parliament working with a
lie in its mouth will have to take itself away. ... At all hours of the day
and night some Chartism is advancing, some armed Cromwell is advancing,
to apprise such Parliament. " Ye are no Parliament. In the name of

Go 1 "—Carlyle, ' Past and Present:

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
BELGIUM.

I copy from the Paris Revolte a little story of the workers at Lize-Seraing
which merits reproduction. A master named Kose turned out of doors a
toiler of fifty, simply because he could no longer work quite as hard as in his

younger days. Thereupon the old worker's mates (by the way, what middle-
class man is old at fifty ?) fell upon the cruel boss and beat him in such
fashion that he had to be carried home. With La Revolte I say, " Bravo,
comrades ! Don't be afraid to hit hard ; masters have tough hides."

FRANCE.
La Revolte still continues, I rejoice to say, to pursue its useful career. It

affords a pleasant relief to one wearied with the barren personal polemics of

Le Parti Ouvrier and Le Proletariat—Montague-aud-Capulet-like disputes
about loaves and fishes and seats in parliament. I do not think, however,
that our comrade Nicoll the other day quite meant to suggest that the "New
Unionist " movement in this country was to be explained entirely by Tory
intrigues. This is what seems to be suggested by an article in La Revolte
on the " 1st May, 1891." However, Nicoll is quite able to take care of him-
self. For my humble part, I quite accept the following passage from the
article in question :

" What we must above all bring clearly out is that, if

you search, you will find in the working-class movement—in England Con-
servative intrigues, in Belgium German intrigues, aye, even Governmental
intrigues, in France Boulangist intrigues ; but you will find much else

besides. Every reactionary party, but every revolutionary party also, has
sought to profit by the movement. Conservative gold you will find, if you
please ; but you will find the freemasonry of the miners, the restless energy
of the Knights of Labour (we speak of the men, not of their chief), the
feverish activity of the Irish, republican dreams, the charitable sentimental-
ism of the thousand organisers of women's unions, the propaganda of the

Social Democrats, the inflammatory speeches of revolutionists, and the deeds
and blood of Anarchists. Everything has contributed to this great move-
ment. To explain it by a single cause would be as absurd as to maintain
that Philippe-Egalite^s money made the French Revolution, or that mon-
archist gold caused the burning of the country-houses, or that the Jacobin
Club (then a constitutional assembly) produced 1793."

ITALY.
Our comrade Malatesta, in La Campana for October 23, urges preparation

for the congress of all Italian Socialists, of which I spoke lately in these

Notes. Comrades at Lugano (Ticino) have offered themselves as centres of

communication. A broad-based congress, such as is proposed, would be of

great practical utility.

I cannot resist reproducing the announcement of the Fabian campaign of

this winter, as it is given in La Campana : " The lecturers are all celebrities

—Sydney, Oliver, Besant, Mrs. Bernard Shaw, etc." ("Sydney, Oliver,

Besant, la signora Bernard Shaw, ecc."). No doubt equally funny blunders

are made in this column, but it is not unpleasant to find our excellent Fabian
friends thus travestied.

SPAIN.

El Socialisms of Cadiz is publishing a translation of the Revolte articles on
Anarchist Morality of which I have spoken elsewhere. This journal also

gives a pretty full account of our Anti-Parliamentary Conference of last

August, with reports of the speeches of comrades Mowbray, Kitz, Charles,

Malatesta, and Louise Michel.

At Gibraltar Spanish and English workers have cast aside jingoism and
the hateful spirit of race hatred and joined as one man in a successful strike.

The Socialismo is not only an Anarchist, but also a Communist paper, and,

as a Communist, one is pleased to note in it reports of the formation of

Anarchist-Communist groups in all parts of Spain.

The last copy of El Socialista (organ of the so-called " Workmen's Party ")

we have received is mainly tilled with a report of the Halle Congress and
the dictatorial calumny and stale abuse of the " dumb driven cattle " who
follow the Reichstag Socialists. I do not know if I am prejudiced, but I

always find Social-Democratic sheets singularly dull reading.

The first number of the Basque-land Combate has been seized and its editor

imprisoned. This will make a good advertisement for the second number
;

for Spanish comrades are not the men to be easily disheartened by Govern-
mental rigour.

CUBA.
On the 28th of September a mcst important meeting of tobacco workers

(to the number of about four thousand) was held at Havannah, for the

purpose of considering the course to be pursued in view of the McKinley
Bill, which, as I have already explained, bids fair to bring about a serious

crisis in Cuba. The whole spirit of the gathering (judging from the otficial

report published in El Productor) seems to have been thoroughly revolu-

tionary. The following was one of the resolutions voted unanimously :

—

" This assembly declares that it asks for the abolition of no law, since, on
the day when it deems its strength sufficient for the purpose, it will demand
the abolition of all laws." Our comrade E. Gonzalez spoke out with especial

manfulne8S. " The workers," he said, " ought never to take sides in any
matter with the bourgeois, since the bourgeois are their hangmen. The
middle classes grow rich upon the sweat and misery of the toilers ; they
cause us to live in hovels while they dwell in sumptuous palaces ; they de-

bauch our daughters with the gold they steal from us. Never let us join

with the manufacturers for any purpose. When our situation becomes so

desperate that we have no food for our families, let us sally forth into the

street, and to the cry of * bread or lead ' seek food where it is to be had."

At this stage the Chief of Police interfered, and our comrade sat down
amid continued cheering. R. W. B.

Our Leeds comrades announce that they are willing to deliver lectures

upon the following subjects to any society in their immediate neighbour-

hood. Application for their services should be made to the Secretary of

Propaganda Committee, Socialist League Club, Clarendon Buildings, Vic-

toria Road, Leeds. George Cores.—The Coming Change in Society—The
Fraud of Politics—Why Pay Rent—Trades' Unionism and Socialism—So-
cialism, its^Aims and Methods. Henry Samuels.—The Evolution of Can-
nibalism — Insufficient Remedies for Poverty — Socialism and Political

Economy—Reform or Revolution—The General Strike. James Sweeney.—
The Labour War—Trades' Unionism and Socialism. Matthew Sollitt.—
Individualism Realised in Socialism.
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DO YOU AGREE?
Do VOU affFee with us that the social awakening of the ivorkers

is a desirable end? Do yOU agree with us that ive are working

in the right way to achieve that end?

YOU do not ? Then oppose as and prove us wrong on every

platform and in every paper to which you can gain access !

YOU do agree ? Then work with us and for us ; help us to

extend our circle of influence; let no day pass in ivhich you have

not interested some one in our propaganda!

There is no middle course for an honest man I

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1890 :—North KensingtoD, to end of April.

Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Yarmouth, to end of June. East London, to end of July.

Leicester, to end of August. North London, to end of September.
* Commonweal ' Branch, and Streatham, to end of December.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ s. d.

H. R . 1

C. Saunders . . 3
Ph. Webb . . 1

Sheffield Socialists . 15

B. W.

Total

£ s. d.

6

1 6

REPORTS.
'Commonweal' Branch.—Good meeting on Friday at Hoxton addressed by

Kitz and Mrs. Lahr. On Sunday, Nov. 2, Mrs. Blundell addressed meeting in

hall on "Socialism"; our comrade laid great stress on the necessity of fraternal

unity amongst comrades, and thought the movement would soon become larger

if minor differences were put on one side, keeping in sight the real enemy—Capi-

talism ;
good discussion. On Monday, at the Autonomic Club, our Concert and

Ball, given for the benefit of the paper, went off well ; songs and recitations

were given by comrades, and a variety entertainment by H. Rowson and Sons

was well appreciated ; dancing followed.—B.

Aberdeen.—Our first meeting in the Oddfellows' Large Hall was a great

success, the ball being filled with an enthusiastic audience. Comrade Duncan
opened the debate in support of the general strike as the best means of securing

the eight hours day. W. Cooper supported legislative enactment as a means to

that end. Discussion was carried on by several friends and members throughout

the audience. Comrade Cooper replied in a fifteen minutes' speech, and Duncan
closed the debate. Rennie occupied the chair. 14s. 2£d. was collected to defray

expenses. The open-air meeting on Castle Street on Saturday night was some-

what spoiled by the rain. Comrades Duncan and Rennie spoke for some time,

however, before the rain got too heavy.—G. A. C.

Halifax.—On Sunday evening, as Helliwell's Hotel, Cores, of Leeds, addressed

a good audience on " The Fraud of Politics." He pointed out the failure of

political methods and changes to affect economic evils, and advocated direct

revolutionary action by the workers. The audience were thoroughly sympathetic,

the chief opponent being a " Socialist " who advocated the claims of the Liberal

Party as " the friends of the working men." Ten Commonweal were sold. Un-
fortunately the reply to the opposition was cut short by want of time. A
promise to commence revolutionary propaganda in Halifax was received with

evident favour.

Leeds.—We are still doing well here. In addition to our usual propaganda

work, a debate is being carried on in the Leeds Evening Express on "Socialism

and Temperance " between G. Cores and the local agent of the U. K. Alliance, a

Mr. Pearson. It is affording us a splendid opportunity of preaching our Socialist

ideas. Last Wednesday week, October 15, comrades Cores and Samuels visited

the Spiritualists' Mutual Improvement Class and took part in a debate on Social-

ism. As a consequence comrade Samuels by invitation opened the debate the

following Wednesday, and Cores is to open on the 5th. The members are intel-

ligent and thoughtful, and are eager to get information on Socialism. We wish

to draw the attention of all our comrades and friends in Leeds to our discussions

on Thursday evenings. Comrade Dyche opened on October 16th by reading a

paper on " Economics," Cores following last Thursday on <4 Anarchist-Commun-
ism," and Menkey is to continue the debate on Thursday the 6th from the demo-
cratic point of view. This subject promises to be specially interesting and
productive of vigorous discussion. On Sunday we held our usual meetings on

Hunslet and Woodhouse moors, Cores 'end Samuels speaking.—G. C.

Scottish Socialist Federation —Edinburgh.—On Sunday evening, comrade
Bruce Glasier (Glasgow) addressed a large meeting in Labour Hall on "Glad-
stone and the Labour Problem." His criticism of the G.O. M.'s recent utterances

was certainly fearless, and he showed in a most convincing manner the utter

uselessness of politics and Parliament in the way of doing anything to benefit

the people. The lecture was listened to with great attention, and although no
one attempted to defend Gladstone, some discussion took place on the general

question of Socialism and the Universal Strike, to which Glasier referred and
advocated. Gilray lectured at Leith on " Comradeship "; there was a good
attendance and a discussion followed. The Leith Pilot is reporting our lectures

there at some length.

The Persecution of Jews in Russia.
We did not, even after his amusing performance on the London County

Council as a puritanical fanatic, expect to find Mr. Charrington among the

enemies of free speech and public meeting. But after the way in which he

turned our comrades of the International Club into the street last Saturday,

because the Chief Rabbi did not approve of their calling attention to the

sufferings of the Jews, it is impossible to look upon this intolerant bigot in

any other light. The Chief Rabbi and Mr. Charrington are both in the

same boat, and have proved once more to the workers that clericalism is the

enemy, no matter whether it wear the garb of Roman Catholic, Salvationist,

Jewish Rabbi, or English Puritan. However, a very successful meeting was
held outside the hall on Mile-end Waste, at which William Morris, Stepniak,

Felix Volkhovsky, Edward and Eleanor Aveling, James Beal, H. W. Burnie,

and others spoke, and a strong resolution censuring the heads of the Anglo-
Jewish community for procuring the boycott of the meeting was carried

unanimously.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.
Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.

Sunday, November 9, at 8.30 p.m., Theodore R. Wright (Fabian), "Thrift."

Mast London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenweli Road, E.C.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30,

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. Band practice every Friday at 8 p.m. Sunday,

November 9, at 7.30, " What becomes of our Wealth—II. The Capitalists

Share." Graham Wallas (Fabian).

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Whitechapel and St. Oeorges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-

tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every

Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on

Thursday at 8 p.m.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club

contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

.

at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30. Open-air meetings are held as follows :
—

Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; Newhall Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30;

Pump, Westbar, at 8 ; Heeley, Maresbrook Park, at 7.30 ; Monolith, Far-

gate, at 6.30; Rotherham, College Yard, at 3.15. Wednesday: Nursery

Street, Wicker, at 8. Thursday : Bramall Lane, at 8 ; Eckington, at 6.30.

Friday : Duke Street, Park, at 8. Saturday : Woodhouse, at 7.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30 ;

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

(
Weather permitting. )

Saturday 8.

8 Mile-end Waste

.

.The Branch

Sunday 9.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street ....The Branch
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mainwaring and Nicoll

3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
3.30 Streatham Common... The Branch

7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch

8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street The Branch

8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Friday 14.

8.15 Hoxton Church Kitz and Mrs. Lahr

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Woodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m.;
Vicar's Croft, at 6 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square, at 10.45 a.m. ; Market Place, at 6.15 p.m.;
Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m. Monday : Belgrave, at 8. Tuesday : Sanvey
Gate, at 8. Wednesday : Braunstone Gate, at 8. Friday : Infirmary

Square, at 8. Saturday :
" Cross," Belgrave Gate, at 8.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 pm.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Yarmouth.—Saturday : Church Plain Trees, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Priory Plain,.

at 11 ; Bradwell, at 11.30; London Boat Landing Stage, at 3; Colman's
Granary Quay, at 7. Monday : Belton, at 8 p.m.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Vegetarian Restaurant, Eberle Street, Dale
Street.—Meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m.
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PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League
will in future be charged to liranches and Allied

Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price 'per thousand

:

An Address on the Chicago Martyrs ... 4
Strikes and the Labour Struggle " 3
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-Socialism and " Public Opinion " 2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

American Literature.
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• Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

Miscellaneous.

The Triumph of Labour. Memorial Car-
toon of the Great Dock Strike, Sept
1889. With cardboard roll, 6d.; ar-

tist's edition, ditto

Amazonia. A Foretaste of the Future.
By Mrs. John Corbett

1

1

The above Leaflets, at prices given, can be had
r from the Commonweal manager in any quantities by
Branches, members, or sympathisers, for distribution,
24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

Stanley's Exploits;
OR,

CIVILISING AFRICA.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

a full account of the fiendish atrocities
committed upon the natives of africa by

the "Buccaneer of the Congo."

Uommonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C

JAS. LEATHAM'S PUBLICATIONS.

SongS fOP Socialists. Second edition, re-

vised and enlarged. Forty capital Socialist

Songs. Id.

Stanley's Exploits ; or, Civilising Africa.
A full account of the fiendish atrocities committed
upon the natives of Africa by the "Buccaneer of

the Congo." Id.

Jones's Boy: Three Dialogues. Id.

"The Only Thing that will Do." By
One of the Unemployed. 32 pages. Id.

An Eight Hours Day with Ten Hours'
Pay. How to get it and how to keep it. 24 pp.

,

crown 8vo. Id.

James Leatham, Printer, 15 St. Nicholas Street,
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Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen St., London, W.C.

THE

SOLIDARITY of LABOUR
A DRAWING

BY WALTER CRANE.
On fine toned paper, suitable for framing.

Sent in cardboard protector, post free, 5d.

Per dozen, 2s. ; by post, 2s. 3d.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

MEN v. MACHINERY^
Suggestive Facts and Figures, urging National

Control of National Powers of Production.

By THOMAS SHORE.
With Preface by H. Halliday Sparling.

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLES
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted

SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the '* New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the
worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.
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for advertisements.
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EDITED BY JOHN MOST.
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^r Office of Commonweal.
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—August Spies.

THE
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Published by the International Revolution-
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WHERE ARE WE NOW?
It is good from time to time for those who are engaged in a serious

movement to look back and review the progress of the past few years

;

which involves looking around them and noting the way the movement
is affecting other people. It is good to do so for this reason amongst
others, that men absorbed in such a movement are apt to surround
themselves with a kind of artificial atmosphere which distorts the
proportions of things outside, and prevents them from seeing what is

really going on, and consequently from taking due council as to what
is best to do.

It is now some seven years since Socialism came to life again in this

country. To some the time will seem long, so many hopes and dis-

appointments as have been crowded into them. Yet in the history of

a serious movement seven years is a short time enough ; and few move-
ments surely have made so much progress during this short time in

one way or another as Socialism has done.
For what was it which we set out to accomplish % To change the

system of society on which the stupendous fabric of civilisation is

founded, and which has been built up by centuries of conflict with
older and dying systems, and crowned by the victory of modern
civilisation over the material surroundings of life.

Could seven years make any visible impression on such a tremendous
undertaking as this 1

Consider, too, the quality of those who began and carried on this

business of reversing the basis of modern society ! Who were the
statesmen who took up the momentous questions laid before England
of the nineteenth century by the English Socialists 1 Who were the
great divines who preached this new gospel of happiness from their
pulpits'? Who were the natural philosophers who proclaimed their
hope and joy at the advent of a society which should at last use their

marvellous discoveries for the good of mankind 1

There is no need to take a pen in hand to write their names. The
traveller (i.e., the toiler) had fallen among thieves, and the priest and
the Levite went by on the other side ; or perhaps in this case threw a
stone or two at the wounded man : it was but a Samaritain, an outcast,
an unrespectable person, who helped him.

Those who set out " to make the revolution "—that is, as afore said,

to put society on a new basis, contradictory to the existing one—were
a few working-men, less successful even in the wretched life of labour
than their fellows; a sprinkling of the intellectual proletariat, whose
keen pushing of Socialism must have seemed pretty certain to ex-
tinguish their limited chances of prosperity ; one or two outsiders in
the game political ; a few refugees from the bureaucratic tyranny of
foreign governments ; and here and there an unpractical, half-cracked
artist or author.

Yet such as they were, they were enough to do something. Through
them, though not by them, the seven years of the new movement
toward freedom have, contrary to all that might have been expected,
impressed the idea of Socialism deeply' on the epoch. It is true that
the toilers have not begun to reap benefit from that impression ; but
it was impossible that they should. No permanent material benefit
can accrue to them until Socialism has ceased to be militant, and is

merged in the new society. But as I said the other week, the move-

ment has at least accomplished this, that no one who thinks is other-

wise than discontented with things as they are. The shouts of triumph

over the glories of civilisation which once drowned the moans of the

miserable (and that but a dozen years ago at most) have now sunk into

quavering apologies for the existence of the horrors and fatuities of

our system ; a system which is only defended as a thing to be endured

for lack of a better, and until we can find some means of packing it off

into limbo : and the workers, who in the period of " leap and bound

prosperity " were thought to have reached the end of their tether, and

to be fixed in a kind of subordinate heaven on earth, are now showing

that they are not going to stop there, at any rate, and whatever

happens. And the principles of Socialism are beginning to be under-

stood, so that to some of ourselves, who are always hearing of them,

they seem now mere commonplaces which need not be insisted on.

Though with that view I can, as I shall show presently, by no means
agree.

All this has come to pass. How and why ? Was it by virtue of

the qualities of those who have furthered it? That little band of

oddities who fell in with Socialism during these last few years, did it

turn out after all that they were so much better than they seemed 1

Well, they were (and are), most of them, human at least ; but other-

wise it cannot be said that great unexpected talent for administration

and conduct of affairs has been developed amongst us, nor any vast

amount of foresight either. We have been what we seemed to be (to

our friends I hope)—and that was no great things. We have between
us made about as many mistakes as any other party in a similar space

of time. Quarrels more than enough we have had ; and sometimes also

weak assent for fear of quarrels to what we did not agree with.

There has been self-seeking amongst us, and vainglory, and sloth,

and rashness ; though there has been at least courage and devotion

also. When I first joined the movement I hoped that some working-

man leader, or rather leaders, would turn up, who would push aside all

middle-class help, and become great historical figures. I might still

hope for that, if it seemed likely to happen, for indeed I long for it

enough ; but to speak plainly it does not so seem at present.

Yet, I repeat, in spite of all drawbacks the impression has been
made, and why ? The reason for it has been given in words said before,

but which I must needs say again : because that seemingly inex-

pugnable fabric of modern society is verging towards its fall ; it has

done its work, and is going to change into something else. That is

the reason why, with all our faults, we have been able to do something

;

nor do I believe that there will ever be lacking instruments for bring-

ing about the great change, exactly in proportion to the readiness of

the solid elements in society—the workers, to wit—to receive that

change, and carry on the new order to which it will give birth.

So much at least we have to encourage us. But are not some of us

disappointed in spite of the change of the way in which Socialism is

looked on generally ? It is but natural that we should be. When we
first began to work together, there was little said about anything save

the great ideals of Socialism ; and so far off did we seem from the

realisation of these, that we could hardly think of any means for their

realisation, save great dramatic events which would make our lives

tragic indeed, but would take us out of the sordidness of the so-called

" peace " of civilisation. With the great extension of Socialism, this

also is changed. Our very success has dimmed the great ideals that

first led us on ; for the hope of the partial and, so to say, vulgarised

realisation of Socialism is now pressing on us. I think that we are all

confident that Socialism will be realised : it is not wonderful, then, that

we should long to see—to feel—its realisation in our own life-time.

Methods of realisation, therefore, are now more before our eyes than
ideals : but it is of no use talking about methods which are not, in

part at least, immediately feasible, and it is of the nature of such

partial methods to be sordid and discouraging, though they may be

necessary.

There are two tendencies in this matter of methods : on the one hand
is our old acquaintance palliation, elevated now into vastly greater import-

ance than it used to have, because of the growing discontent, and the

obvious advance of Socialism ; on the other is the method of partial,

necessarily futile, inconsequent revolt, or riot rather, against the

authorities, who are our absolute masters, and can easily put it down.
With both of these methods I disagree; and that the more because
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the palliatives have to be clamoured for, and the riots carried out by
men who do not know what Socialism is, and have no idea what their
next $tep4& ifr be, if contrary to all calculation they should happen to
be successfeL ^Jaerefore, at the best our Masters would be our masters
still, )j^o^|^p

/
'the?e would be nothing to take their place. ' We are not

ready>^0rqwh a change as that / The authorities might be a little

shaken, perhaps; a little more inclined to yield something to the
claja»*>ttj^i of their slaves, but there would be slaves still, as all men
must^ivwho are not preparedI to manage their own business themselves.

Nay, as to the partial violent means, I believe that the occurrence of

these would not shake the authorities at all, but would strengthen
them rather, because they would draw to them the timid of all classes,

i.e., all men but a very few.

I have mentioned the two lines on which what I should the methods
of impatience profess to work. Before I write a very few words on the
only line of method on which some of us can work, I will give my
views about the present state of the movement as briefly as I can.

The whole set opinion amongst those more or less touched by So-
cialism, who are not definite Socialists, is towards the New Trades'
Unionism and palliation. Men believe that they can wrest from the
capitalists some portion of their privileged profits, and the masters, to

judge by the recent threats of combination on their side, believe also

that this can be done. That it could only very partially be done, and
that the men could not rest there if it were done, we Socialists know
very well ; but others do not. Let that pass for the present. The
Parliamentary side of things seems in abeyance, at present ; it has given
place to the Trade Union side. But, of course, it will come up again

;

and in time, if there is nothing to cut across the logical sequence of

events, it will achieve the legal Eight Hours' Day—with next to no
results either to men or masters.

For the rest, I neither believe in State Socialism as desirable in

itself, or, indeed, as a complete scheme do I think it possible. Never-
theless, some approach to it is sure to be tried, and to my mind this

will precede any complete enlightenment on the new order of things.

The success of Mr. Bellamy's Utopian book, deadly dull as it is, is a
straw to show which way the wind blows. The general attention paid
to our clever friends, the Fabian lecturers and pamphleteers, is not
altogether due to their literary ability

;
people have really got their

heads turned more or less in their direction.

Now it seems to me that at such a time, when people are not only
discontented, but have really conceived a hope of bettering the con-

dition of labour, while at the same time the means towards their

end are doubtful ; or, rather, when they take the very beginning of

the means as an end in itself,—that this time when people are excited
about Socialism, and when many who know nothing about it think
themselves Socialists, is the time of all others to put forward the
simple principles of Socialism regardless of the policy of the passing
hour.

My readers will understand that in saying this I am speaking for

those who are complete Socialists—or let us call them Communists.
I say for us to make Socialists is the business at present, and at pre-

sent I do not think we can have any other useful business. Those
who are not really Socialists—who are Trades' Unionists, disturbance-

breeders, or what not—will do what they are impelled to do, and we
cannot help it. At the worst there will be some good in what they
do ; but we need not and cannot heartily work with them, when we
know that their methods are beside the right way.
Our business, I repeat, is the making of Socialists, i.e., convincing

people that Socialism is good for them and is possible. When we
have enough people of that way of thinking, they will find out what
action is necessary for putting their principles in practice. Until we
have that mass of opinion, action for a general change that will benefit

the whole people is impossible. Have we that body of opinion or any
thing like it ? Surely not. If we look outside that glamour, that
charmed atmosphere of party warfare in which we necessarily move,
we shall see this clearly : that though there are a great many who
believe it possible to compel their masters by some means or another
to behave better to them, and though they are prepared to compel
them (by so-called peaceful means, strikes and the like), all but a very
small minority are not prepared to do without masters. They do not be-

lieve in their own capacity to undertake the management of affairs, and
to be responsible for their life in this world. When they are so prepared,

then Socialism will be realised ; but nothing can push it on a day in

advance of that time.

Therefore, I say, make Socialists. We Socialists can do nothing
else that is useful, and preaching and teaching is not out of date for

that purpose ; but rather for those who, like myself, do not believe in

State Socialism, it is the only rational means of attaining to the New
Order of Things. William Morris.

A Dear Gospel.—" Men cease to regard money ! " cries Bolus of Hounds-
ditch. What else do all men strive for ] The very Bishop informs me that
Christianity cannot get on without a minimum of five thousand five hundred
in its pocket.

—

Carlyle :
i Past and Present?

To the " Philanthropists."— Anti-Slavery Convention, loud-sounding,
long-eared Exeter Hall !—But in thee too there is a kind of instinct towards
justice, and I will complain of nothing. Only, black Quashee over the seas

being sufficiently attended to, wilt thou perhaps open thy dull sodden eyes
to the " sixty thousand valets in London itself who are yearly dismissed to

the streets, to be what they can, when the season ends "
; or to the hunger-

stricken, pallid, yellow-coloured " Free Labourers " in Lancashire, Yorkshire,
Buckinghamshire, and all other shires ?• . . . Quashee has already victuals

and clothing
;
Quashee is not dying of such despair as the yellow-coloured

pale man's.—Carlyle, * Past and Present?

FALSE REMEDIES FOR POVERTY.
rf

In all directions, and frdm nearly all 'parties of the State? vdlHti
various proposals for the solution-©! th»ig*efttest problem of th&tiu&&-
i.e., the Labour Question. A few short years ago no statesman; a«8
vei?y few indeed • connected with politics? would admit that there wlte

such a thing as a labour question^ atwalL^ We were told by LiberaFwill

Tory alike that we^. the .Socialists, were merely a set of agitators,,#Wno
were stumping for notoriety. Even Mr. C. Bradlaugh compared us to
a set of dreamers, fools, or worse. But thanks to our steady plodding:

propaganda since 1880, in the alley and slum, in the hall and park,

with voice and leaflet, we have compelled our masters to listen to-

the voice of the people who have been silent, alas ! too long ; and
true to the order to which our rulers and masters belong, even
now they refuse to listen to, or deal with, the truth, but vainly

attempt by various schemes (most of which have been tried in other
countries) to gull or mislead the people of this country, even as the

people on the Continent have been misled and deceived by somewhat
similar proposals.

Let us take a sample or two of the proposals—and there are many
before us at the present time. The one which seems to meet with
most favour is that relating to pensions for worn-out or disabled

workers, who are not only to continue to be robbed by the capitalist,

but are further expected to contribute from their already scant

wages to this pension fund, from which they are to draw a certain

sum per week after they are 65 years of age. Considering that

the average life of the worker is only 35 in the whole of the

country, and in some particular districts—such as London, Liver-

pool, Manchester, Sheffield, etc.—it is only some 27 years, I would ask

workers (who think) is this is worth a trial at all so far as they are

concerned *? I have no hope of its even being a good palliative ; as it

appears to me, it is only another method of easing the pockets of our

masters of their poor-rates ; or in other words, our rulers are getting

tired of keeping the worn-out human machines, and would fain have
the workers compelled (seeing their stone-yard and oakum-picking tests

have failed) to insure themselves whilst young in order not to be a

burden to the robber class when they are old. The workers are to be
docked Is. per week from about 16 years old to 65, and then to have

10s. per week after that for life. What a glorious prospect for the

worn-out decrepid wretch who can contrive to live to 65 years ! But,

as the immense mass of the workers have no chance of living so long,

I cannot see what this precious scheme with its pauper pensions has

to do with them. What fools we workers are, and have been, to be
misled by every plausible cry, present and past.

The position I take up might seem to the wilfully blind that I have
no sympathy with the old, but I think that those who care to study

will see that it is much better to end the system (at once) that renders

it possible for aged workers to end their days in receipt of charity.

Seeing as I do that every able-bodied worker can and does produce

three times as much as he consumes, I would warn any worker from
expecting any success from this so-called insurance scheme, and would

have them bear in mind that its promoters only aim at making it im-

possible for cases of "extreme hardships^ to exist; not "hardship,"

mark, but only " extreme hardships " ; not a solution of the question,,

but only a little paint over a worm-eaten beam, which must continue

to rot until the burden becomes too great, and then a crash must come.

Well, it may be said, this is only one scheme ; there is the new and
old unionism, which is securing more comforts for the workers—more
wages, less hours, more leisure, all of which will enable the worker to

beautify his home, increase his knowledge, and build up the physical

condition of himself and family ; and all for what 1—that he may con-

tinue a wage-slave. Nay, I can never believe that ; for alongside of

the workers unions we have growing up with lightning rapidity the

federated unions of the capitalists ; and what, pray, is their object ?

It is, and can only be, to break up or curtail the power of the workers*

unions ; and does anyone think that this coming battle—the signs of

which are already appearing—can end successfully for the workers %

I don't believe it will.

Say our critics, these are only two instances. Well, let us take a

third. The workers are to get and keep the franchise ; which is most

difficult, for according to both returning officers in the Eccles division

of Lancashire, the number of removals has been something alarming,

and with the coming struggle between Labour and Capitalism this evil

of removal must increase. But, for the sake of argument, we will

suppose the workers get, and do keep, the franchise. Does anyone

really believe that they are going to avoid an appeal to force to settle

this great question? What do you think the land-holding and capital-

ist class are made of 1 Does anyone think they will give up all their

monopoly and the power it gives them without a struggle 1 If there

is anyone who believes this I am afraid they are doomed to a sudden
s and awful awakening to the truth. The only thing worth dying for is

freedom ; but I am afraid a large number of workers are doomed to

lay down their lives for a mere shadow, and all because they are either

mentally blind or morally cowards. Is it not wiser, then, to try and

find out the truth of the economical position and strengthen the

workers' position in the coming struggle by being prepared to raise

the cry, " The land for the people, the product to the producer," and see

that there is no petty shuffling for only a part of what belongs to us?
" No Compromise " must be written large on our flag, and " No Sur-

render " be firmly engrafted in heart and head. If the workers are

going to fight for anything less than this, then their case is hopeless,

because it can only end in disappointment and failure. Isn't this the
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troth, you who are-half-starvetf and ill-clad; you' who are in workyou wbo are fathers of families,' hot -knowing what will"become of thein \uojo* not also know it, you who are compelled to tramp from town
to town ^search of what you perhaps already know you cannot get-.work and food

; you who to-day are compelled to risk so much to
flhtaurso little, you who are compelled to steal ; and you also who are

SltJL *

a'T^ life by prostitution, contracting, diseasesand ending bya ternble death, either at the hands of somf monster

rtwir-'TT* y/6 ot^eth&Ps disease Sn-ar hospital? Be ready,

Irribfe ZSr ^
m°the

f'
y0UDg and °Id

'
for *e are ^»/

S«l! tk T n° fear in ^our hearts of the Power of our

ZT^'nJ 7 mt7
f°r a time be able t0 hire ruffia™ like the Pinker-

:

hTes h^T' I
h° Wlth FGV6lVer Snd Club

'

ma? attemP* to' cush ourhopes; but already we see signs thAt they dare not' rely on our kins-

and drilled to do their fighting for them. Detachments of guards,

fs inwZdlv
my rV1Ce C°rpS

l.
and

!
nfantry of the line, have shown whais inwardly working among them by open mutiny, It was only a little

revolt ^^^^^^^^^^aUt^^revolted against going to India, no doubt believing that their enemies

tlTafdsTd'w^
11616^^6

-
The SUD °f F-edom is *S£Z

litZ% f
^re ought also to prepare for the day of revolution.

flara, and the day will be our own. C. W. Mowbeay.

-FRANCE '<*>?•:

nternafcional Congress ^v^^4pmra£5ECIll4 fey
agaaria «* tfce Brussels Internafciona
thep-Sookl Democrats these gathered

NOVEMBER Nth.
Beneath the frowning battlements of wrong
Our fallen comrades we commemorate •

To those immortal dead our hearts belong,
Iney met, for us, their undeserved fate.

For us they suffered in the prison cell •

;
:

For us they dared the evil powers of state
;iney strove to rescue us from economic hell •

And we, their heirs-their deaths commemorate.

We meet and on their tombs our garlands placeWhile listening £o the voices of the dead,
Which echo from their final resting-place
And urge us forward in the fight they led.

They tell us of the wrongs endured by men ;Ot slavery and its thrice-accursed chains •

Of strong exploiting weak since time began,
Of Labour foully robbed to swell the idler's gains.

How Mother Nature's ever-bounteous yield,
-tfy legal schemers is monopolised

;How chartered Might holds factory and field,
While Labour, all-creating, is ever pauperised.

As storm-birds predicate the coming storm,
ko do their voices bid us to prepare
For social tempest, when grim ranks shall formOf fierce determined men, angered to do and dare :

When states shall crumble, rotten to the coreWith parasitic wrongs
; while in their place-

bo* gups nor constitutions vexing more—
fchall rise a free, an all-enfranchised race.

Thus do their words their mission yet fulfilAnd we to them eternal fealty vow •

'

Their smothered words shall volume gain untilIhe world shall listen, as we do listen now.

From the Chicago Alarm, 1888.

CoerciQii in "Free America."

.JiAmeriCa
.u

middle-classes received Dillon and O'Brien with zreatenthusiasm as the representatives of the oppressed Irish people At
?£oTo

6 Um\AnarcMt wh0 desire to celebrate the murder of ot

addition to this object lesson as to the blessings of freedom in a « Damocratic Republic," their leaders are arrested and Wv TWn. TTbeen^committed for trial. At another meeting held^ New Yo^
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lfloi ^,77T" ""T 6™UC1^U- Tlle Congreasli tohe held in August
lSpLiand.'.to.last a week. The Congress at large tg: to verify'delAs'
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At Lyons Anarchists are being arrested right and left, on one nreteii oranother, and their rooms searched. At Tarare our comrade Bra^lS beenprosecuted for announcing a public meeting without making^hT«prdimTnarydeclarafon" required by law. For th!s "offence * the judicialJStLof the French Republic have sentenced him to three months' imprisonment

'

The Brousseist section of the old "Possibilist" party now issued the
Proletavre as its official organ, the « Allemaneists » having captured th^^UJyParti Ouvner. This latter « Socialist » organ gratifles its readers bypSffimg racing news and Stock Exchange quotations! I am sorry thrt SSe
111 n 1°

r*produce an ^tremely foolish article on English Socialism inthe number for November 7th. It seems that we are showing our sense bygoing in for trades-unionism, John Burns and State interference. Evidentlywe must go abroad to hear news. y
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klve^y ^uch like the final collapse of the "Workmen's
±;arty (talsely so-called), Eugene Chatelain in the Revue Europe-enne suggeststhe formation of a true "French revolutionary party," and appeals to all
citizens who would wish to finish, once for all, with hampering directors
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8Ink ™ the Political bog. Surely the history

1a «aii
Ouvner," with its three divisions--" Marxist," " Brousseist,"and Allemaneist "-ought to completely cure French workers of parlia-mentariansm. In the meantime, I welcome our comrade Chatelain as a

ffZv>°^Z ;
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T
First

,.
of May- 1891

- 0nly I P^fer the cry of °Brtadfor all ' to that of "Long live the Universal Eepulblic-'-for which most ofus, I fancy care nothing. This "universal republic" might easily become(would probably become) the greatest engine of oppression the world Zyer seen.

PORTUGAL.

v^Ai ^i°w
rt
? .

Revo^ao Social reproduces the recent Re-volte article on thei£ g 'Ck
f Movement. Our Chicago comrades seem likely to beworthily commemorated at Oporto.

J

SPAIN.
The delegate of the Spanish Workers' Party {i.e., the Social Democrats') to

the. Brussels International Congress is to be instructed to "coTbat evervproposition having for its object the advocacy of the general strike." ASoeiahsta endeavours to justify this resolution by the usual arguments. Itseems we must wa,t for the Revolution and be patient until theworkers areeducated and organised, and we must not hurry matters by any such leap in^i"k " the general strike. This is the kind of "hush-a-bye baby "
twaddle that we have heard nearer home. Happily, in Spain genuine revoh-tiomsts have much more influence than the parliamentry nostrum-vendors

CUBA.
El Productor has been twice seized within a few days. The last nunburwhich has reached us (October 19th) is full of a great strike of cabmenomnibus-drivers and tram-car drivers which had broken ou at Havanlh'S^°VTment

K
Urned T S°ldierS (Pr°tected by police) to act as h\Stand run the omnibuses and cars. They also, on various pretexts nrohib tadpublic meetings The people replied to this action by stoning every vehSthey found on the streets. Gradually, too, other trades came olrt m »vn.pathy and, by the 17th (the strike having begun on the IHh) somethingvery like a general strike was on foot, Ou/comrades of El ProaZZ wer?expecting their paper to be altogether stopped by the author^eV in whichcase they propose to issue leaflets as opportunity serves

'

tw , k TV86" "8 neWS has
'
however, since come from Cuba by cable-vizthat the tobacco-manufacturers have actually begun the general oeko^which is intended as their reply to the McKinley Bill. Up
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to date of wring the telegraph has brought us no further explanation. If ttepri^e
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should doubtless have heard all about it long ago-even if the encounter hadtaken place in the depths of China.
encounter had
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
H1ID IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J

LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will Branch Secretaries please write Reports and Orders for Literature on

separate pieces of paper.

To Contributors —Workmen could help us greatly by sending in accounts of

capitalist tyranny and sweating in London and the provinces. We want
the names of the sweaters. Those who write must send us their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

We shall not fear to publish the truth.—Eds.
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Twentieth Century
Bakers' Journal
United Irishman
Freie Arbeiter Stimme

Boston—Woman's Journal
Boston—Liberty
Investigator
The Dawn

Detroit—Der Arme Teufel

Chicago—Rights of Labour I

Vorbote
Kaweah (Cal) Commonwealth ,

Philadel.—Knights of Labour '

Paterson Labour Standard I

SanFrancisco ArbeiterZeitung
S. F.- -Coast Seamen's Journal
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
St. Louis—Anarchist

France
Paris—Bourse du Travail
Le Parti Ouvrier

Paris—La Revolte
Le Proletaire

Charleville —L'Emancipation
LilJe—Le Cri du TravaiJleui
Rouen—Le Salariat

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme

Germany
Halberstadt, Sonntags-Zeitung
BerJin—Yolks Tribune

Italy
Ancona—La Campana
Milan— II Fascio Operaio
Palermo—Avanti

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Madrid—La Anarquia
Barcelona—El Productor

Portugal
Porto—A Revolucao Social

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brunn—Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Copenhagen—Arbejderen

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

West Indies
Cuba—El Productor

|

Argentine Republic

i

Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts
i El Perseguido

SOCIALISM OF THE MARKET-PLAGE.
HEARD FROM THE STOOL.

ii.

A windy inclement night ; a few ardent Socialists standing in the

road, and waiting to gather an audience ; but the tired workers hurry

past on their way from toil. Now and again one or two stop to gaze

at the flag, the meaning of which they do not quite gather, for one

says impatiently to the other, " Oh, come on, its only the Salvation

Army lot
!

" The keen wind does not conduce to the holding of a

meeting, and if one is to be held some one must perform the heroic

task of addressing the stones in front of him, and calling one or two

irreverent youngsters who are standing around staring curiously, " His

dear comrades !

"

How my heart has yearned in sympathy at times for the first

speaker under such circumstance! By cheek splitting etforts at last

a small crowd is gathered, and there, of course, is our old friend the

inebriate, " Who (hie) knows we get blooming well paid for spouting
;

ort to be all locked up, we ort !
" And then there is the sour querist,

whose outward appearance would disgrace a respectable scarecrow
;

he is thoroughly assured " that it is such as us lot who are driving the

trade away from this glorious Empire ; and we as runs down the rich,

what should we do without them, eh, he would like to know % " And
having fired his shot, without waiting for a reply, he contentedly

shambles off.

But he has afforded a cue to the speaker, who now stands upon the

stool. "Oh! what should we do without the rich?" says the slave,

who, contented in his wretchedness, is yet so solicitous about the pro-

bable fate of the wealthy when our ideas obtain headway. I have
seen a journal, devoted to the interests of what is termed Tory De-
mocracy, represent the probable departure of the capitalists from
these snores in consequence of the demands of Labour. " Oh ! con-

summation devoutly to be wished ! " and oh ! still more devoutly to

be wished, that the vessels in which they depart were their own, over-

insured, unseaworthy tubs, which are intended to be the death-traps

of our hard-working seamen—for then, whilst there might be more-

fish in the sea there would be less capitalists.

We are told even now when Labour—so far as the New Unions are

concerned—only demands a larger pittance, that Capital will fly the

country. Capital, we are assured by the hireling scribes of the press,,

is sensitive ; Capital fluctuates, is governed by the law of supply and
demand. By Capital they mean their money-bags, their scrips, bonds,

shares, debentures, leases, and all other kinds of legal machinery
whereby they contrive to live in idleness upon the sweat and tears of

the workers. You have become so debased in ideas by this kind of

thing, that you accept it as truth that money and scrip are Capital.
" What I " says our friend at the back of the crowd, " How will yer

do without money 1 " Well, that seems a plausible and pertinent

question, but allow me to answer it by putting another, " What will

you do with it if Labour refuses to be the bond-slave 1 " What would
a Goschen, a Bleichroder, or a Rothschild do if shut up alone with

their scrip and cash for a week and deprived of food *? I'll tell you
what would happen,—they would be discovered dead as door-nails and
not a sovereign digested, and yet these thieves hold the fate of nations-

in their hands because of the power of gold !

Ah ! my fine soldier, you sneer at the Socialist, and yet you are

also the poor blind tool of the cosmopolitan gang of raoney-mongerers.

You shed your blood to recover their Shylock bonds. Holocausts of

human beings are slain by war, overwork, or starvation, and all be-

cause you allow the metal coin, the means of exchange, to be made in

the hands of blood-stained criminals the master of Labour instead of

its servant.

What do you call shareholders % I call them thieves. You are

shocked ; and if you saw a deliberate robbery of the vulgar sort per-

formed before your eyes you would probably help the police to capture

the thief. Does it ever strike you that the horde of shareholders in

mines, railways, trams, etc., etc., who are content to take dividends

wrung from the overwork, the daily risk to life and limb, of the

labourers,—that these sort are thieves'? They take that which they

have never toiled for. The thief who may purloin a loaf or a pocket-

handkerchief is sent to jail; those who rob labour sit in judgment
upon him. The J. P. who sentences a poacher has stolen a country-

side; the poacher has taken a hare; the poacher goes to jail, the J. P.

to the county ball.

The man who smiles in your face and solicits your attendance at the

next gospel-grind or muffin-struggle whilst he weighs or measures up
your purchases for you is selling you something which is not what it is

represented to be. It may be some fabric which he assures you is all

wool, when it is half cotton ; or if for cotton, half glucose and clay ; or

adulterated food, which half poisons the consumer. And oh ! how
nimble he can be should an unsophisticated prig, too stupid or poor to

be able to keep a shop and mix religion and trade, come along and
annex some of his wares. " Where's the police !

"

You see that your ideas of thieving are wrong. Honesty is a purely

relative term. It depends upon the method of your theft whether you
shall have the power to punish others or go to jail yourself. Accept

the Bright philosophy that adulteration is justifiable, live upon labour

not your own, and you shall be respectable and an ornament to society

as constituted to-day.

Now, I have said here over and over again that the teachings of

revolutionary Socialism have nothing to do with political warfare, and

my remarks here to-night will show you that if we tear up the

prejudices which have hitherto caused you to join in the chorus of

condemnation of the unfortunate inmates of our jails (those are

termed generally the criminal classes), and rouse you to perceive with

us the fact that as society stands now, with the means of labour and

exchange in the hands of monopolists,—if we have succeeded in enlarg-

ing your mental vision and reaching your hearts upon the subject, then

we really shall have been (as is alleged by our friend who has been

interrupting me at the back of you) paid for our work, and well

paid too. For the hour that the people see that the vast mass must

either work, starve, or thieve, that all cannot under present conditions

obtain work, they will deny the right of the legal robbers and

monopolists to punish. Soon they will turn and view the misery,

bloodshed, and degradation of the system with increasing detestation

;

and in pulling down in your minds the moral supports which you have

hitherto conceded to existing institutions, we have performed one

portion at least of our duty as revolutionary teachers. I thank you :

good-night. F. K.

PIANO (Bacon and Co.) FOR SALE; second-hand; suit learner.

What offers'? Can be seen on application to Secretary of 'Com-

monweal' Brai ch, 24, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Tnn Fields

London, W.C.
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NOTES.
We feel it our duty at the present time to denounce General Booth as

an old fraud, and his precious " Social Salvation Scheme " as a miser-

able imposition. That General Booth is a fraud is almost self-evident

;

a glance at the countenance of that " venerablest of dodgers " reminds
you so forcibly of the late lamented Mr. Fagin, " the merry old gen-

tleman " who " took in " Oliver Twist out of " charity," that an
instruction to give General Booth as wide a berth as possible ought to

be superfluous to any one of average intelligence.

With General Booth's " Scheme"—an excellent word " Scheme," so

suggestive of the author—it is different. The working people have
seen it highly praised in the capitalist press, and they hear at the same
time that it has received the benediction of canons, bishops, cardinals,

philanthropists, princes, and those two other great potentates—the

Emperor of Germany and the Czar of *11 the Russians ! Probably
they imagine that the scheme is really for their benefit. It is, there-

fore, necessary to point out that this is an error.

The adhesion of the Czar of Russia is almost enough to damn the
whole affair. When we heard that that monster had praised the
scheme, we almost expected to hear that General Booth had received
a congratulatory telegram from the devil himself. As the father of

lies, his Satanic Majesty would naturally highly approve of such a
gigantic swindle. Cannot the General obtain a little approbation
from hell % It would be a splendid advertisement ; better than any
puff he could obtain in the Star or the Daily Chronicle.

But the General shall be judged out of his own mouth, or his own
book, it is all the same thing. How does he propose to feed and clothe
the unfortunates who fall into his hands? The good man says that
he does not propose that every individual should be content to live a
human life. Even the "jail idea of comfort" he regards as beyond
the range of practical politics. He says it would be hopeless to de-
mand that every willing worker should be as " well lodged, warmly
clad, and regularly fed as the criminals in our convict prisons." This,
we suppose, means that any one applying for relief to General Booth
must expect worse treatment than he would get in jail. Therefore,
the kind-hearted magistrates who give starving lads six week's hard for

stealing turnips are better practical philanthropists than General
Booth. Those boys can be sure that they will be as " well lodged,
warmly clad, and as well fed as the criminals in our convict prisons."

But what of the food which General Booth's free labourers are to
eat? Why he is going to form a Salvage Brigade to collect the
broken victuals of middle-class families, and these " broken victuals
and endless stores of old crusts will be capable of being served up
when steamed and dressed, as human food."

O let us be joyful ! Has General Booth ever read the parable of

Dives and Lazarus 1 In that ancient story, in which General Booth
professes some belief, the rich man got warmed up considerably in

another world for giving a beggar the crumbs from his table. Another
philanthropist, who discovered and advocated a still cheaper mode of

feeding the people—namely, a nice diet of grass—was strung up on a
Parisian lamp-post in the last century by a hungry and savage mob.
Don't forget Dives and Foulon, General Booth.

But now comes the crowning point. Fagin Booth announces that
when his scheme is in full working order, any outcast who may object
to slaving in bis beggar-colonies, on a diet of steamed crusts and broken
victuals—worse fed, clothed, and lodged than the criminals in our
jails—shall be sent to prison ; he would make " begging a penal offence."
Let him. The proletarian who accepts Booth's "hospitality" in
preference to going to jail is a fool, the only greater fools being the
middle-class people who subscribe the money Booth asks for in the hope
of staving off the Social Revolution.

What do the Christian philanthropists think of the gang of devilish
fiends, Stanley's companions and comrades? I wonder what is the
opinion of the natives of Africa concerning those nice young men
Barttelot and Jameson. If in future these poor savages desire to make
an effigy of the devil, they will surely paint it white.

The whole story is so monstrous and horrible that even the demon
of Whitechapel must hide his diminished head before these highly
educated British officers, the product not of frightful slums but of
public schools and colleges; and they have evidently derived their
taste for stuffed negro heads, cannibalism, and flogging and kicking
boys and men to death, from their education at these centres of refine-

ment and culture. Cleveland Street and the African horrors spring
from the one cause—the corruption which always springs from great
riches and idleness. The sons of the rich English middle classes are
threatening to outrival in lust and cruelty Nero, Caligula, and the
nobles of old feudal France.

Meanwhile Lieutenant Troup and Barttelot inform Stanley that he
is no better. So we are likely to have some interesting information
concerning the great explorer. It fills me with joy to see these tigers
tearing one another to pieces. N.

SOME REMINISCENCES OF THE DARK DAYS
FOLLOWING MAY 4.

The following appeared in the Chicago Alarm of November 10, 1888.

We reprint it, as it contains some facts not generally known among
English workmen :

The history of the great strike of May, 1886, for eight hours is well known,
equally so are the details regarding the famous Haymarket meeting for the
proceedings of the celebrated trial has been read by thousands. Affidavits
have been given showing that special pains were taken to pack the jury ; a
leading paper proposed to raise a fund of a hundred thousand dollars as

a present for their verdict of conviction ; it is a matter of record that the
informers were suborned, or at least generously paid for their alleged " truth-
fulness." Even the press, so eager for the deaths of our comrades, have since

admitted that they died for their convictions. Still, well known as are these
facts, it is well now on this anniversary occasion to recall a few of them to

refresh the memory.

Briefly stated, the great strike for eight hours had on the third of May
become general. Over 50,000 toilers had quit work and were soberly, if

sullenly, demanding the concession from their imperious masters In the
meanwhile most of the since condemned men were actively engaged on the
stump cheering the strikers, pointing out to them the deeper issues involved,
and nerving them to resolute and patient endurance. So pronounced was
the animosity against Parsons and Spies that on May 1, when the strike
began, the Chicago Mail, a leading daily, in a leader marked these two men
as special objects of attack for capitalistic hatred. It was a warning, but it

fell on ears too devoted to their cause to pause in the advocacy of unpopular
truth.

The selfish industrial barons grew alarmed at the revolt of their slave?.

Human rights and human lives are secondary in importance to property.
This must be defended, even though lives are ruthlessly destroyed.

The Haymarket meeting, it is proven by the testimony of the mayor him-
self, was pre-eminently a peaceable meeting. After so notifying Inspector
Bonfield, he went home. Scarcely had he disappeared than a hurried order
was given to the police to form, and they were rushed upon the meeting
with hurried strides and swinging batons, ready to club every head they
could reach.

Although " legal,
5 '* inasmuch as it was authorised by the legal representa-

tive of property's protective army—though even this might be well disputed
—it was in reality a burglarious entrance into a peaceful meeting. As much,
to all intents and purposes, a burglary as would be a surreptitious entrance
into a private house with felonious intent. As is shown upon the trial by
a witness of unquestioned veracity, Bonfield had the same Jay expressed his

desire to get several hundred of the Socialists together, and he would then
make short work of them. Against the burglar who seeks to rob you of

property, common law recognises the right of self-defence, and you may
shoot him down on the spot. But when a band of uniformed ruffians

attack a public meeting, with design to rob men of the right of free
speech—a right recognised as dearer than property rights—a just resistance

is met with a storm of rage.

But the bomb ! There are many incidents connected with that fatal

tragedy which will probably never be written, but one important fact con-
nected therewith may as well be told. Only two of the prisoners, as was
shown—Fischer and Engel—had anything to do with the calling of the
meeting. They had resolved to defend themselves if attacked. So bitter

had grown the feeling that the possibility of a raid and wholesale clubbing
was admitted. In the first draft of the call appeared a summons to come
armed. When Spies saw this, he sent for Fischer and peremptorily de-

manded that this be stricken out. This was done. Further, Spies insisted

that word should be at once sent out to all their friends that no arms must
be brought under any circumstances whatever. To execute this commission
a gentleman connected with the office devoted the entire day riding around
the city giving the above instructions. So thoroughly did he execute Spies'

orders, that when the police raided them they stood like sheep before a pack
of wolves.

One man, unknown, was present with a bomb ; and probably righteously
indignant at this invasion of their constitutional right, hurled it at the police.

There is no evidence that the spectators had weapons. The police in their

wild fright shot each other. The only conspiracy was that carried out by
Bonfield. Neither Fischer, Engel, Lingg, nor Parsons were present at the
meeting when the event occurred. How far the course pursued by Spies
was wise there will be a difference of opinion : I simply narrate the fact.

Mr. Parsons left the city that night and went to Geneva, 111., where he
stayed two days with a friend. He then went to Elgin, and after a short
time went on to Waukesha, Wis. He had a subscriber there, but whom he
had never met. He was a small manufacturer. Mr. Parsons walked into

his shop and entered into conversation with him. They talked on various
matters, but soon the all-pervading topic of the Chicago riot was brought
up. The gentleman expressed himself so decidedly that Mr. Parsons revealed
his identity and was at once welcomed to the house, where he remained and
worked under an assumed name. His return to stand trial was an act of his

own volition. Reports that either his wife or Captain Black were instru-

mental in inducing him to take this step are without the slightest founda-
tion. His own proud sense of honour made him reluctant to leave his

comrades alone to face trial.

He wrote to Captain Black his intention, and returned to the city, wei.t

directly to the house of Mrs. A, on S. Morgan Street, where he remained
for two days consulting with bis wife and counsel. The step was a char-

acteristic one ; and if he believed that a conviction of guilty of a charge of

murder could not follow, he but shared the feeling of all of us at that time.

He was in the best of spirits, and evidently enjoyed the situation. On the
morning of the trial, Captain Black drove up to the house with a carriage

for him, and together they drove to the Court-house, where, without any
theatrical display, they quietly passed through the crowd of officials and
detectives arm in arm to the bar of the Court.

As they passed up the steps to the Court-house a man said to a detective,

"I'll bet five hundred dollars that is Albert R. Parsons." "Nonsense,"
replied the detective ;

" arn't we looking for him ? I guess we ought to

know." His astonishment a few minutes later was extreme. Many thought-
less persons have called Parsons " a fool " for that act ; but in the last week
of his life he solemnly assured me that he had no regret for his action and
honestly believed that he did right and wisely.
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• SPECIAL APPEAL TO OUR READERS.
During the winter a large number of outdoor meetings will have to

he discontinued, and a large circle of readers will be deprived of their

CetQWonweal, unless they help us by making their newsagents obtain

it. The hostility and indifference of newsagents, with few exceptions,

from monopolist W. H. Smith downwards, are really the chief ob-

stacles, to the circulation of the Commonweal and the spread of our

ideas.. Owing to this boycotting there are a large number of towns

where the Commonweal is never seen.

Amongst our subscribers and friends there are many who are

anxious tq forward the Cause of Socialism, and yet they do not know
exactly how to render help. Here is a field for quiet and useful work,

where no heroic sacrifices are demanded

—

1. Insist that your newsagent obtain you your 'Weal. Don't trade

with him ior other things if you find him throwing obstacles in the

way.

2. Pester W, H, Smith's agents at all railway stalls by enquiries

for, the 'Weal

3. Introduce it to the notice of wholesale agents, and send us the

najne&and addresses of all who are willing to sell the journal and dis-

play bills. Above all, push it amongst your friends.

' 4. Distribution in tram-cars and railway carriages can be unosten-

tatiously eifected by leaving copies upon seats and in luggage racks,

5. We must also ask our comrades to do their utmost to subscribe to

the Guarantee, Fund* Revolutionary Socialists are not rich, we have

no capitalist advertisements to bring in cash, and it is a hard fight to

keep an advanced paper alive in the cold and dreary winter months.

All those who approve of the principles of the Commonweal should

send subscriptions, however small, to this fund. If every workman
who reads the paper only subscribed a few pence weekly, the Common-
weal would be secured from all possibility of failure.

In short, those willing to aid us can find plenty of opportunities

where there is a will to do so. Eds.

when some very drastic alterations should be made in connection with the

Book Scale. Compositors have frequently been known to work fifty-four

hours on book-work and take the magnificent sum of 28s. ! In no trade is

there so much overtime worked as by comps., and some of it, it is almost
impossible to abolish, owing to customers bringing in their work at the last

minute and wanting a proof the next morning. One of the features of the
meeting was the presence of Mr. Fitzgerald, the Australian strike delegate,

who in a very pointed speech explained the position of affairs in Australia
when he left for England. He further said that he placed no. reliance upon
telegrams received through Eeuters or any other capitalistic agency, and he
hoped that the delegates would not let such information influence them when
the vote for a donation to the Australian Strike Fund came on. Answering
a qustion as to the letter of recommendation which John Burns gave to

H. H. Champion (wonder is how Burns could recommend such a traitor to

the cause of labour) he said that Champion had done the mischief before the
letter arrived. If that is so, it shows that the Australians must have been
very careless in taking into their confidence' any one who said that he
sympathised with them. The compositors are: going to entertain Mr. Fitz-

gerald, who is a fellow craftsman, to a complimentary dinner on Wednesday
evening, November 19th. E.

THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
Does the Dock Company mean Mischief?

I hear that the co-operative scheme has gone very well in the small
experiment that has been tried during the past week in the Albert Docks,
for it has resulted in securing 7Jd. an hour to the men. The plan adopted
is for a gang of men to bargain with agents of the Dock Company as to what
rate they will carry out a certain piece of work, without the intervention of

any middleman. The men are to receive a subsistence wage of 4d. an hour
and take the surplus when the work is completed. There is only one objec-

tion to the scheme : if blacklegs were not employed it might work all right,

but it is possible that if there are a large number of the blacklegs to be had,

the company might make agreements with gangs of these to take the work
at a stated price which would be considerably less than even sixpence an
hour. And we must bear in mind that as long as blacklegs are allowed to

work in the docks they may be easily used for this purpose, and with these

ready allies at hand the company will not be long inclined to pay 7^d. an
\hour. The main question, after all, is whether the company, like the ship-

owners, are inclined for union-smashing or not. And there are some other
reports from the docks which make us think that these gentlemen mean to

play the same game as the shipowners. At Tilbury Dock the superintendent
has refused to discuss the co-operative scheme with the men's representatives,

.and at the India Docks the superintendent has been taking on blacklegs in

the place of old hands and has been employing as overmen the sweating sub-

contractors who were swept away by the agreement concluded at the end of

the great strike. This looks as it the company is thinking more of restoring

the.sweating system than of paying the men a fair wage for their work.
Although matters have settled down at Cardiff and Liverpool, still the

study of the articles in the Times concerning the present position at the

various ports is not reassuring. These articles are obviously inspired by
the Shipowners' Federation, aiid they show that these gentlemen mean
"smashing the unions" at the ti)>t opportunity. An anonymous correspond-
ent to the Times of Monday Wr, who talks as if he had some connection
with the London Dock Co., suggests that shipowners shall supply the com-
.pany with funds to fight the Dockers' Union. And at the same time we fear

from reports received that despite a gallant tight, the Australian unions
have been beaten. Ail these facts taken together go to prove that war is

inevitable sooner or later, and I fancy that it is lack of funds and not want
of will that has prevented the Dock Company from making even a more
determined onslaught riipon the union within the last few days. Eor the
present the company prefer undermining the union by the gradual enlist-

ment of blacklegs and permanent men ; but there can be no question that
directly they feel strong enough, they will throw off the mask and declare

open war. _j ^*

London Compositors.
There was a crowded attendance of, delegates at the usual quarterly

delegate meeting of the London Society of Compositors on Wednesday,
November 5th, at th,e Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street. This was no
dou,bt due to the fact jfoafc it was rumoured that something definite would
be fltat;£d regarding the advance, t£ wages which the comps. are going in for.

The only -information tha^ was obtained was that during the current year
the* members,and masters"woul^have the revised scale in their hands, and
that* memorial 'Would be^presetiterl. to the masters. The time has arrived

The good old English Sweater.
The polishers at Brinsmeads and Collards pianoforte factories have been

agitating for a rise. So Brinsmead's patriotic British manager went to see

the manager of a German firm to know what is the price in Germany.
Strange to say, the " blarsted furrin " polishers at Bechsteins are getting from
£2 to £2 5s., while Collards only pay 30s. This seems to contradict the

prevalent theory that Germans always work cheaper than Englishmen.
The good old English sweater is not always beaten for low wages and long
hours. T. C.

SOCIALISM IN THE PKOVINCES.

SHEFFIELD.
The Cause is still progressing, and our sale of literature keeps up well ; though
the season for outdoor propaganda is drawing to a close, yet we shall continue to

hold our outdoor meetings whenever we can. The average sale of literature is

about 25s. per week. The Commonweal and '•' Chicago Speeches " are going very
well ; we are now selling the third hundred of these speeches. Since our last

report in August we have held over 116 meetings, besides supplying speakers to

Manchester, Leeds, Derby, Nottingham, Hull, Leicester, Clay Cross, Chester-

field, Glasgow, and London. We have had the following comrades with us

during the last few months—Samuels (Leeds), Chapman (Liverpool), Bailey

(Manchester), and R. Unwin and Furnis (Chesterfield). Some rowdy opposition

has lately been organised by some of the Conservative clubs with a view to

breaking up our meetings, which has, however, miserably failed. The only result

was that it gave us splendid audiences at our meetings on several successive

Sundays, though it secured an unlimited supply of free booze and several cheap
feeds to the roughs employed by them. We have now made arrangements for

meetings on Sunday evenings in the Hallamshire Hall, so as uot to have our
meetings stopped by wintry weather. We are also making further arrangements
for a thorough lecturing campaign throughout the surrounding villages on week-
nights, intending to give courses of lectures dealing with the various phases of

the revolutionary movement. This is being taken in hand upon the suggestion

of several workers residing in these villages, and who are anxious to acquire

more knowledge of our aims and objects. This is one encouraging result of oar
summer country propaganda. Our comrade Dr. Creaghe is now staying with us,

and intends helping us to get the Rev. over speedily. The comrades here, with-
out exception, have been highly pleased and encouraged at the thorough character

of most of the articles that have recently appeared in the Commonweal, and will

send in 15s. weekly to the Guarantee Fund. E. Robinson.

CARDINAL MANNING AND THE JEWS.
Surely the Millenium has come at last, with its lion lying down with the lamb !

The affecting spectacle of Cardinal Manning being presented with an address by
the arch enemies of his creed and Lord would lead one to think so. This re-

markable incident has no parallel in history. On the contrary, the Catholics of

the Middle Ages would have thought it an indelible disgrace to allow a Jew to

eat at the same table. They were also the self-appointed dentists to the rich

Jews, whose teeth they kindly extracted daily, until a certain little arrangement
was come to.

What is the cause of this great change ? A common danger, a common enemy
to resist. When the floods rise animals of all kinds, the fierce and the weak,
crouch together in terror. Religionists of all grades, seeing the waters rising

that shall overwhelm them, rush into each other's arms. This, we are told, is

the age of religious toleration ; in other words, the age of shams and hypocrisy,

otherwise it would be impossible to reconcile two creeds so antagonistic. Does
not this go to prove that intrinsically there is only one religion, i.e., that of

money-getting, and that Commercialism has Judaised the so-called Christian of

to-day ? We are convinced, at any rate, that if Christ walked the earth to-day

the Christians would be the first to cry, " Hang him !
" or " Kill him by elec-

tricity !
" The execution of our Chicago comrades for preaching the Gospel of

Universal Brotherhood is only a small item of proof.

There must be a common interest to unite two once bitter enemies. It is, in

the first place, to preserve their own position, which is threatened by the ad-

vancing torrent of men who have freed their minds from cant, and who are

determined to have their own. The bulwark that has been, and is to be used to

stem this torrent, is religious education in schools. We know that the essence

of school education is to inculcate respect for the law and the worship of autho-

rity (for business purposes). Religious education by turning this worship into a
dogma, with penalties attached,, has.been tl^e chief obstacle to the realisation of

Liberty and Equality. The writer remembers, with disgust, that he was taught
In a Catholic school never to

:

rebel against any laws, or any one in authority,

however ^alpabty unjust they might be; because there was such merit in obeying

bad laws and bad governors. When we consider that this sort of teaching is

forced jUpon millions of people, we must hold it responsible that so many injus-

tices stalk, the earth to-jday. -He has s^o-far recovered as to throw that lie to the

winds and to profess himself an Anarchist, a rebel against all law and authority ;

and as a revolutionist is- certain >thart* before the Social Revolution the hoary
superstitions of the Dark Ages will vanish as the mists of night dissolve before

the rising sun. V.

Glasgow.—A series of Strntiay Evening lectures and discussions on Socialism

will commence in the Sewi»g-Machine Jtfakers* Hall, Nelson Streetj Gity, on
Sunday evening, 23rd inst., at 7 o'clock.
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REPORTS.
Aberdeen.—On Sunday afternoon, November 2nd, comrades Duncan and

Rennie spoke to a good audience at the quayside. In the evening the Oddfellows'
large hall was again well filled to hear comrade Leatham lecture on the question
"Was Jesus Christ a Socialist?" Discussion was carried on by comrades Dun-
can, Rennie, McLean, Webster, and Mr. McKenzie, to which comrade Leatham
replied. No open air meetings have been held during the week, owing to the
heavy rains.—G. A. C.

Manchester.—Owing to the inclement weather of late, our out-door work has
had to be given up in a great measure, though good meetings have been held
regularly in Stevenson Square every Sunday. Last Sunday our indoor course of
lectures was commenced, and comrade Scott addressed a good audience on
"Poverty: its Cause and Cure," followed by some discussion which was fully
answered. We have lately started nights for discussion, and last Friday an
interesting discussion took place on " Revolutionary Warfare," which passed off

very successfully, and resulted in showing that all our members were agreed in

supporting the revolutionary policy of the Commonweal. Though we have still

hard work before us, we look hopefully forward to the Revolution which shall
bring to all leisure, freedom, and happiness.
Yarmouth.—Most successful meetings have been held during the past month

;

a lot of revolutionary literature has been distributed amongst the soldiers and
police ; large bundles of Commonweal and other literature have also been sent to
sea to enlighten the fishermen to their true position. Altogether, things are
moving in the right direction. On October 19th two successful meetings were
held in the club room ; fair audience, good discussion ; revolutionary songs sung

;

two new members. 24th, comrade John Oldman, Apostle of Anarchy, from
Manchester, delivered a stirring address in the morning on Priory Plain on " The
Voting Swindle." Mr. Smith, a Radical, occupied the platform for several
minutes, advising the audience to vote for Mr. Ecockes, "the working-man's
friend "—a man who has put up for the North Ward. Oldman thoroughly con-
vinced the audience that the voting dodge was a swindle. In the afternoon, on
the Fish Wharf, another successful meeting was held. Comrade Oldman lectured
on "The Wage Swindle," after which opposition was invited. Five Scotch
fishermen responded to the call. Oldman, Saunders, Brightwell, Barnes, and
Headley formed five groups, taking one opponent each. The meeting was con-
tinued for upwards of three hours. In the evening, good discussion in club-room,
weather too wet for out- door speaking ; room crowded to excess until a late hour.
November 2nd, good muster in the club-room in the morning—too wet for out-
doors. On the Fish Wharf, in the afternoon, good meeting addressed by Oldman
and local comrades ; interesting discussion. In the evening, on Hall Quay, com-
rade Oldman lectured on " The Morality of Force." Large audience ; host of
questions, answered by Oldman, H. Ceiley, Saunders, Brightwell, and Headley.
The meeting was again continued for over three hours. Since last report 4s. lOd.
has been collected ; one quire of Freedom and 320 Commonweal sold, besides good
sale of literature and songs. —J. H.
Scottish Socialist Federation —Edinbtjrch.—On Sunday, in Labour Hall,

Bell delivered an address on Anarchism, in the course of which he made special
reference to the circumstances which led up to the execution and imprisonment
of our comrades in Chicago. The address was listened to with marked attention
thioughout, and at the close many questions were put and ably replied to ; dis-

cussion followed. At Leith Elder spoke in our Hall in Henderson Street.

FUNERAL OF HEINRICH REUTER.
On Sunday last we buried our comrade Heinrich Reuter, aged 41. The procession
started from the Club Autonomic, and consisted of members of the Socialist
League, Freedom Group, and the German, French, Italian, and Scandinavian
Sections ; altogether about 800 comrades followed the remains. The speakers
at the grave were F. Kitz (Socialist League), Neilson (Freedom Group), comrades
Stansleit and Trunck (Club Autonomic), and Louise Michel (French Section).
Our comrade Reuter, whose career is thus early closed, was a hardworking
member of the Revolutionary Party. He was for some time German correspon-
dent for the Commonweal. His death, due primarily to consumption, was
accelerated by the brutality he endured at the hands of the police in their raid
upon the Stephen Mews Club. E. K.

NOTICE.
In the next Number of the 'Commonweal' will appear
full Reports of the Meetings held in memory of the

Chicago Martyrs.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Vegetarian Restaurant, Eberle Street, Dale
Street.—Meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Dublin.—Irish Socialist Union, 87 Marlboro Street. Lecture every Saturday

at 8 p.m.
Brighton.—Sunday, November 16, at * 7. 30,- comrade Ford will deliver an

address on " Priest and Politician."
Fabian Society.—A course of lectures on " Common Objections to Social-

ism " will be given at Bloomsbury Hall, Hart Street, New Oxford Street, W.C.
Friday, November 21, at 8 o'clock— V. That Socialism leads to general depravity.
"As destroying Religion," Hubut Bland ::

; "As undermining Morals,
1

' J. F.
Oakeshott.

LECTOkE DlARtV
LONDON; 'J it. t i.i -,i i

Bdttersea.—All^ ctohmtfnications to E. Buteux, M, inwitn "Street, Battersea
Park Road. '"*° "'

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Hoiboro, W. C. Tuesdays-, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business} meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, November 16, at 8.30 p.m., an Address, " Parsons' and Spies' Last
Words."

East London.—K. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdie, Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.
North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. Sunday, November 16, at 7.30, " What becomes of
our Wealth—III. The Labourer's Share," E. R. Pease (Fabian). Band
practice every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the hall at the back of the " Britannia

"

public-bouse, Latimer Road—more fifers wanted.
North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Whitechapel and St. Qeorges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p m»

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.'S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every
Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on
Thursday at 8 p.m.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. Monday, Nov. 17,

A Social Evening will be held to meet P. Kropotkin. Admission Is., for

members and friends only. Friday 21st, a discussion will take place at

8 o'clock—subject, "Anarchy."
Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club

$
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.-^Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.
Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League
are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and
if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based
on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

( Weather permitting.

)

Sunday 16.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street The Branch
11 , Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30... ... Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoli

3. 30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mainwaring and Nicoli

3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
3.30 Streatham Common.,* The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 Kings Cross—Liverpool Street The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church .Hammersmith Branch

Friday 21.

8.15 Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Woodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m.;
Vicar'B Croft, at 6 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russell Square, at 10.45 a.m. ; Market Place, at 6.15 p.m.

;

Humberstone Gate, at 8 p.m. Monday : Belgrave, at 8. Tuesday : Sanvey
Gate, at 8. Wednesday : Braunstone Gate, at 8. Friday : Infirmary
Square, at 8. Saturday :

" Cross," Belgrave Gate, at 8.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 pm.
Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; West Bar, at 11.30 ; Newhall
Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30; Grimesthorpe, at 11.30; Rotherham, at 3;
Woodhouse, at 3 ; West Bar, at 8 ; Attercliffe Road, at 8.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Fish Wharf, at 3 ; Hall Quay, at 7.

Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.
Business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 16, at 6.30, lecture by Miss
Cameron (for subject see Evening News). Leith—Henderson Street Hall, Sun-
day, November 16, a lecture (see Leith Burghs Pilot).
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which

consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would

give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would

not b precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labou ' would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING
TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and

must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Prank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W.C.
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CIVILISATION ON THE WAR-PATH.
" Light Field Pieces, including Maxim-Gardner Guns "

!

The Chartered Company is a syndicate of British and South African
capitalists who obtained a charter from the British Government some
years ago to explore and " open up " the territory north of the present
$outh African States. Its constitution is akin to that of the nefarious
old East Indian Company. It has power to employ an armed force,
to appropriate land, and to grant concessions to traders. The notori-
ous millionaire, Cecil Rhodes, who is presently Prime Minister of
Cape Colony, is the chief boss of the enterprise. The Duke of Fife
and other royal and noble personages are stated to have large money
investments in it, and there can be no doubt that its proceedings will
be approved, and its claims and privileges supported by the British
Government.
At present a " pioneer force " of over a thousand men, commanded

by General Pennefather, is marching up the country. " It is not," we
are told by the Natal Mercury, " an avowedly warlike movement. On
the contrary, it is proclaimed to be a mission of peace and civilisation

;

yet it advances into the interior with all the precautions and methods
that would be employed by an army of invasion. The whole force is

under arms.
^
Its march is carefully sheltered by scouts and recon-

noitring parties as though it were passing through an enemys country.
... It is equipped with a few light field pieces, including Maxim
and Gardner guns, electric search lights, and other appliances of
modern warfare. No available resource of civilisation has been want-
ing in its equipment, nor has money been spared in providing for an
ample commisariat and transport service."

" Light field pieces including Maxim and Gardner guns "
!

" Search-
lights and other appliances of modern warfare "

! These are pretty
playthings for a mission of civilisation and peace ! One wonders what
they would have taken with them had their mission, instead of being
*' avowedly" one of civilisation and peace, been avowedly one of
barbarism and war ! It is not easy conceiving how the most avowed
gang of cut-throats and brigands could set out on a raid of rapine
and plunder more fully equipped for their exploits than this expedition
of the hirelings of the Cecil Rhodes and the Chartered Company.
What would our Christian newspapers say, and what would our

Christian Government do, were it reported that a " pioneer force " of
Russians, "equipped with light field pieces including Maxim and
Gardner guns," was descending upon Afghanistan or India ? What
would the South African colonists say and do if a " pioneer force " of
Hottentots, similarly equipped and professing a similar philanthropic
mission, marched down upon their territory %

" But," says the Natal Mercury, " by far the most important state-
ment is that which refers to the enlistment of Transvaal farmers ' to
work up the country under the Company/ " It indeed ought to be an
important statement to the dupes of imperial politics in this country.
Were they not told some half dozen years ago that the Boer farmers
were a gang of indescribably brutal and greedy taskmasters ? That
the black population were harder wrought and more cruelly whipped
under Boer masters than under Arab and Algerian slave-drivers'?
That the rule of the Boers was inimical to every interest of civilisation

and humanity, and that they should be routed off African soil 1 And
yet these are the men whom the Chartered Company intend placing

upon their appropriated territory of the Matabeles with the view of

" opening it up" and conferring upon the natives the inestimable

blessings of " civilisation and peace "
!

The whole business is quite sickening in its hypocrisy and cynicism

;

and we can only hope that the villainy of the enterprise may be
frustrated by the natives—even if they have to do so at the expense

of their own lives.

True, these natives are themselves cruel and in some instances even
cannibal ; but their cruelty and cannibalism are only less refined and
less disguised than those of their civilised invaders. Moreover, cruelty

and cannibalism are in them the unconscious disposition of their savage

and animal nature, and may be regarded as we regard the ferocious

habits of most animals—habits which do not contaminate us or do
violence to our social responsibilities. But the heedless butchery and
torture, the oppression and plunder perpetrated by Britons upon them,
are done consciously and. in defiance of what the perpetrators know to

be humane and just, and the perpetration of them is a crime that reacts

upon and inflicts outrage upon us as well as upon the victims.

The civilisation which is presently being forced upon the Africans

at the point of the revolver, rifle, and Maxim gun, is more hideous,

more immoral, and essentially more cruel than the barbarism which it

is displacing ; and it is sad to see it making such inroads. Were the

lakes and rivers of Africa studded with replicas of our Liverpools and
Londons, replete with public-houses, jails, poor-houses, lunatic asylums,

churches, hospitals, divorce-courts, sweaters' dens, factories, and slums
—were Africa, in fact, made like England to-day—there would be
more tears shed, more blood spilt, more hearts broken, and more lives

wrecked than under the worst form of existing barbarism.

Would that the natives could raise a wall of devastation round their

land, so that no white men might enter, till white men had learnt

what true civilisation is, and practising it themselves, could then teach

it to others ! J. Bruce Glasier.

THE GLORIOUS REFORMATION:
OR,

HOW THE ENGLISH PEOPLE WERE EVICTED, ROBBED,
AND MURDERED BY THE RULING CLASSES.

I.-THE PEASANT BEVOLT.
Many workmen have an idea that there was a period in which the
English people were far better off than they are now. This notion
is always vigorously attacked by middle-class teachers in pulpit,

school, and lecture-room, and yet after all it is the workman who is

instinctively right, and the middle-class people who are wrong. These
worthy persons, who for interested motives are always assuring the
workman that the people were never so well off as they are at present,

and who inform him that the "Merrie England" of the past is a dream of

poets and romancers, will perhaps be surprised to learn that not only
the writers of works of the imagination, but grave, practical men,
professors of political economy and historians of the highest character
and " respectability," give an overwhelming mass of testimony against
them. In these articles I mean to explain by what means the working
classes rose to a state of high prosperity, and also who were the robbers
who plundered them of all that makes life worth living—wealth, happi-
ness, and leisure. We shall not rely for our information upon poets or
novelists, although men of imagination often by a kind of intuition

arrive at truths to which the " practical " man is completely blind ; we
will fight the practical man with his own weapons, and he shall have
facts and figures to his heart's content—facts and figures which it will

be impossible for even him to disprove or deny.
But now to our story. But before we describe the famous fifteenth

century, the golden age of English labour, let us first glance further
back and see how this golden age came about. From the Norman
Conquest, when England was conquered by William the Conqueror and
his robber horde, the history of England is the story of one long
struggle between the king and the barons on one side, and the barons
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and their Saxon serfs on the other. Every baron was practically a
little king-—with the power of life and death over his serfs—on his own
domain wM^h he- held on ccmditiatt^f pronF^H^« certain number of'

mex^to^ serve ^the iittig^iti/^iBe of -^ar. ;»Th«se ^ien were quite as often

used against, the fkingiafefor him, and practically the central govern-

ment had very /iktie power beyond the actaal crown lands. On his

o^n estates the Norman baron did just what he pleased, and cared

a fig for the king or the king's justice. On the other hand, the serfs

were continually revolting against the tyranny of the barons. This

revolt took several forms—actual insurrection, ending probably with

flight into the greenwood and the wild free forest life so joyously sung
of in the ballads of Robin Hood and Little John ; but more often,

as with all servile races, took the form of flight from the baron's

paternal protection to the refuge of some town and city, where
they sought refuge among the handicraftsmen, who were protected

by the king's power and also by their own strength and courage
from the tyranny of the nobles. But one thing at least must
be understood : this tyranny rarely took the form of depriving

the serfs of the necessities of life, unless his lord for some offence

or imaginary offence confined him in a dungeon, beneath the

castle moat, and starved him to death. But this kind of punishment
was rare. It is true, however, that early Norman barons looked upon
their serfs as cattle—" Saxon swine " was a favourite term of reproach

applied to them ; it is true that they had the power of life and death

over them ; that they exercised also their seignorial rights by seizing

the fairest women as their property ; but the Saxon serf was a sturdy

fellow, a good bowman, who could send a clothyard shaft even through
a coat of mail ; and perhaps it was this fact that induced the barons,

after the first four Norman kings, to treat their serfs with more kind-

ness and humanity. Frequently we find, as in the reigns of John,

Henry III., and Edward II., barons, serfs, and citizens united in

revolt against attempts of tyranny on the part of the crown.

But though no doubt in those days there were plenty of wiseacres

who, when they saw the huge feudal fortresses, that a system of which
these strong stone buildings were the outward signs and emblems was
eternal as the heavens, yet in reality already feudalism was doomed.
In the reign of Edward III., a king placed on the throne by the revolt

of the barons against his father, when feudalism seemed to have
reached a height of glory and prosperity, in the midst of his French
victories in a war undertaken in assertion of feudal rights to

the throne of France—feudalism was already doomed to destruction.

A new spirit was abroad ; men were ceasing to believe in the divine

right of king and pope, priest and baron to rule, rob, torture, and
murder as they pleased. Years before, a dreamy scholar, groping

blindly in the dark after the elixir of life and philosopher's stone, had
discovered the blind force—gunpowder—that was destined to shatter

feudalism into fragments. Already at Oxford John Wickliffe in his

quiet cell was questioning all the most " sacred theories" on which the

feudalism rested. A few more years his poor priests would wander
through the country preaching these ideas to the common people,

denouncing the luxury and corruption of baron, monk, and priest

;

nay, some of them, like that mad priest of Kent, John Ball, would go

further, and finding in book Wickliffe had translated, the doctrine of

rough and ready communism, would tell the people how they might
sweep away all their oppressors and live a free and happy life in the

land of their birth.

The crimes of the feudal aristocracy, particularly the bloody and
useless wars which were characteristic of feudalism just as much as

commercial war is of the present system, was hastening its end ; the

barons already began to show signs of decadence ; continual warfare

swept them away ; but more fatal still was their own exclusive-

ness—their habit of marrying only in their own class. Forgetting

that their ancestors were but brave and spirited warriors who had
sprang from the people, becoming leaders only through their skill in

warfare and their courage, they did not seek to strengthen their race

with strong healthy peasant blood ; they married with fine luxurious

ladies of their own class ; and so we find noble family after noble family

dying out, till according to Green, from the reign of Edward III. till the

time of the Tudors the number of temporal peers in the House of

Lords had sunk to the lowest ebb : from this time to the time of the

Tudors they number but fifty. The war with France ended in total

defeat of the English king and nobles. Defeated in war, they returned to

England and sunk into habits of idle luxury, in which the old king set

the example. In place of real warfare, mimic war was waged in the

lists of the tournament, to which idle nobles rode attended by their

courtezans dressed as pages in rich silken attire ; the most unblushing

profligacy was common.
Meanwhile the Lollard peasant or handicraftsman, ground down with

taxes, the result of the unsuccessful French war, his mind seething

with new ideas, looked on grimly and gloomily, prophesying nought

but evil of all this luxurious pride, offensive alike to gods and man.

And evil came. The Black Death, a horrible pest, swept through

Europe ; the people died like rotten sheep ; land went out of

cultivation; villages were depopulated; and most historians reckon

that a third of the population of England perished. But good came
from evil. Labour was scarce ; masters were running after men instead

of men after masters. The serfs took advantage of the time to break

their bondage in large numbers and throng into the towns. The
scarcity of labour sent wages went up in all directions. The ruling

classes tried to keep them down by legislation ; the famous Act of

Edward III. was passed, fixing wages at the old standard that

prevailed before the pkgue; but it was useless. The nobles, finding

that they could not hiake enough out of the work of the labourers

on their own domain on account of the high price of labour,

endeavoured to revive the system of forced labour, b£ which the*

peasants bad in the past paid their itenft tey*<^
land without any* wages for their wofir. * These labotir^reiitf tia*I%een.

commuted for years by a smaU rtioney payment; but now the^l»rds-

insisted on the peasants paying them by their "free labour."* Butane
peasants would not stand fchifc; they were not going-to be.fbr&ed back
into slavery for an idle luxurious class. •. -

The old king was dead, and his grandson, Richard II., the model of
a ctnirtier youth of his time, had been on the throne only a few years,

when the peasants rose everywhere in revolt against the attempted
enforcement of the old labour-rents, against the king's taxes, against

all forms of feudal and royal authority. Remember the bold deed of

one man, which lit up the flame of revolt in Kent, was the killing of

a royal-tax gatherer, who in course of his extortions had insulted Wat
Tyler's daughter.

The men of Kent admired strength and courage, and placed Wat
the Tyler, of Dartford, at their head. It is not my purpose here to-

tell the story of that rebellion ; another comrade, whose knowledge of

mediaeval history is far greater than mine, has promised to do that for

us. It is my purpose to notice its results. Still, there is one obser-

vation worth making—the frantic terror which fell upon the nobles at
this uprising of the people. This may be due to the fact that a Jac-

querie of such dimensions had been unknown in England before, and men
always fear the unknown. But we imagine there was also another

cause. What we call the democracy now was the most powerful part of

the English army. Yeoman and peasant were trained to arms from
boyhood ; it was the long bows of these men, and not the lances or

the battle-axes of the knights and men-at-arms, which had gained the

victory in many a well-fought field in France and Scotland, and the Eng-
lish nobility, who had seen that the armour of Scottish and French
chivalry was powerless against the cloth yard shafts launched from
the English archers bows, had no desire to fall struck down by the

deadly hail of arrows. The bow was a democratic weapon, and to its-

use may be traced the fact that the English working-classes were
never crushed down into the slavish misery of many Continental

peoples. Therefore, the nobles enervated by luxury, shrank before

the popular storm.

But where force failed cunning succeeded ; many of the peasants-

were moderate and dispersed to their homes on being granted charters-

of emancipation from serfdom by the king. Their leader was then

basely murdered, and his followers, who would have avenged his death,,

foolishly listened to the voice of the cunning young diplomatist,

Richard II , and dispersed to their homes, to find out afterwards what
royal promises were worth. But though the king and nobles might
hang the boldest of peasants and their leaders, and burn the parch-

ments on which were written their lying promises, it was useless. The
insurrection had done its work ; serfdom could not be restored for the

peasant revolt had killed it. Let us quote two standard authorities

for the benefit of our practical friends, and also for the good of the

people who are always canting about " moral force " and the folly of

" violence." Let us hear on the authority of these what " violence " did

for the English workmen in the fourteenth century. Green in his-

" History of the English People," says :

" Terrible as were the measures of repression which followed the Peasant
Revolt, and violent as was the passion for reaction which raged among the-

proprietary classes at its close, the end of the rising was in fact secured.

Cancel charters of manumission as the Council might, serfage was hence-

forth a doomed and perishing thing. The dread of another outbreak hung
round the employer. ... A hundred years after the Black Death the wages-

of the English labourer were sufficient to purchase twice the amount of the-

necessaries which could have been obtained under Edward III. The inci-

dental descriptions of the life of the working-classes, which we find in

Piers Ploughman, show that the increase of social comfort had been going

on even during the troubled period which preceded the outbreak of the

peasants, and it went on faster after the revolt.
55

And here is the testimony of another authority, whose evidence

even Bradlaughite Radicals of the " peace at any price " school will

admit. Professor Thorold Rogers, in his " Six Centuries of Work and

Wages," says :

"Once in the history of England only, once perhaps only in the history

of the world, peasants and artisans attempted to effect a revolution by force.

They nearly succeeded ; at least, they became for a short time the masters

of the situation. That they would have held the advantages they gained

at Mile-end, had they provided against the tragedy of Smithfield, is im-

probable. But they caused such terror by what they actually did, that

they gained all that they claimed and that speedily. The English labourer

for a century or more became virtually free and certainly prosperous."

Thus a " bloody revolution," which, according to modern political

humbugs and capitalist swindlers, " never did any good and never will,"

shattered the might of feudalism and ushered in the dawn of the

golden age of English labour, for it made by the terror it inspired a:

free, prosperous, and happy life possible for the workers of England.

D. J. Nicoll.

The Gospel of Cheapness.—The Continental people, it would seem, are

importing our machinery, beginning to spin cotton and manufacture for

themselves, to cut us out of this market and then out of that. S$d new*
indeed, but irremediable ;—by no means the saddest news* The saddest

news is that we should find our National Existence, as I sometime* hear it

said, depend on selling manufactured eotton a farthing an ell cheaper than

any other people—a *most narrow sland foraigr^at natioti^td base 'itittfEf

upon!

—

Carlyle: * Past and PresentJ -••{
•

••r.< i
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)>f?IF! YO0 WIS*! TO
(WITH APOLOGIES TO W. S. GILBERT.)

Afrj^" If you wish to> succeed as a Jester, 5'—Yeoman of the Guard*

If you're a working-man,
Then the following plan,

May assist you to gain a position

As a Labour employer,
Both of children and sire,

If you act as requires my tuition ;

You must always be sure
To be first at the door,

When your workshop is opened on
Monday.

Above all, don't forget
To take care to be met

Coming out of the church every Sunday.

Above all, don't forget

Its the thing you desire,

To make sure you are met
By your honest employer,

Coming out of the church everySunday.

You must take care to be at their meet-

ings,

With tales of disaster

Run back to your master,

Be sure that he'll give you good greet-

ings.

By this means he'll frustrate,

And the men's plans checkmate :

In return for your service I'm sure,

man,
That your wage will be higher'd
And a job you desired

Will be given—that is, you'll be fore-

man.

If their fingers they burn
Through your able abuse,
See, you get in return
For your cooking their goose

The envied position of foreman.

You'll abhor all strong drink,

Say it leads to the brink
Of eternal damnation and ruin,

Take your dear wife and Ethel,
Round to Little Bethel,

To see what Brother Stiggins is doing ;

Mind you make a good shift,

For the practice of thrift,

Take your cash to the saving's bank
weekly,

And you say you're content
With the life God has sent,

Be it ever so humble or meekly.

It cannot be denied
Its a very good plot,

To say you're satisfied

With whatever your lot,

Be it ever so humble or meekly.

Say the workmen don't like

Things so go out on strike,

When as foreman instated,
Pray don't be elated,

But plod ever humble and steady
;

Live in just the same rank,
Surplus put in the bank

—

By this means you'll have plenty of

"ready."
Then with smile on your face,

Take and rent a small place,
Send out letters and handbills for cus-

tom ;

Then men you'll engage,
At a sixth their fair wage :

Though you sweat 'em, be careful don't
trust 'em.

It's a very good plan
When your hands you engage,
To see every man
Gets a sixth his fair wage

—

Though above all be careful, don't trust
'em.

J. L.

while flocialisticilly-Hain^i iS^ieM^i^3iP^M3S>»""P^ '-OjWfcg^,n,
r;

-
HrF ^

excluded*^Ctifosp'4 Mnstard JS£u*rt has, w ^^mPi^^M^
young menm$* the matter. After all, it is but naluraMj^ m$
plundering class** should dislike to be reminded of the deedfi^ of vdpir

.analogues itf America ; deeds which our mittianaires (Radical* or43on*

servatives, as the case may be) are no doubt ready to repeat here, upon

occasion.

One small bit of consolation comes to us to make some slight amende

for the failure of the Australian strike, and that is the filial and

complete exposure of Iscariot Champion. This personage is now
shown as the traitor he is to every worker throughout the world.

Words need never more be wasted on him. Nevertheless, one really

could wish that John Burns would see his way, even now, at this more

than eleventh hour, to openly and conclusively repudiate the betrayer

of the. Australians. Accepting to the full Fitzgerald's explanation

that Burns' letter, in fact, did no harm, since Champion had been ac-

cepted as an ally on his own merits, yet still it would surely have

been better if no such letter had been written.

NOTES.
<( When thieves fall out honest folk may come by their own," and in

the recriminations of Mr. Stanley and his subordinates the public has
come by some knowledge of the real meaning and methods of British
philanthropy in Africa. The details of the fiendish brutality perpe-
trated by educated English gentlemen on the poor and ignorant natives
of mid-Africa will not surprise Socialists, who are familiar with the
barbarities which educated English gentlemen perpetrate upon the
wretched wage-slaves of their own country.

Sickening as some of the incidents recently revealed are, they are
not more loathsome than multitudes which occur every day in our own
land without comment or protest from the public or the press. We
have thousands of Stanleys, Barttelots, and Jamesons at home ! We
have thousands of poor men, women, and children who are prodded
and kicked and killed in the interests of commerce and civilisation in
our own " darkest England "—and it is doubtful if even the most
hapless victims of that filibustering escapade suffered torture com-
parable to the torture which is inflicted every day upon the poor
throughout the length and breadth of our own land, for the greed,
gratification, and pride of the very people who planned and paid for
the " Emin Pasha Relief Expedition "

!

Bombardos Booth continues to receive adhesions from all sorts and

conditions of upper-class folk. Paunchy Albert Edward, " of Wales,"

instructs one of his flunkeys to signify his august approval ; and the

rich society actor, who likes to be called " Squire " Bancroft, is ready

to give the Salvation General .£1,000,—upon conditions. That strange

compound of hysteria and business aptitude, the pious Stead, still

beats the big drum, and is ably seconded by Colman's Mustard Stuart's

staff and other " advanced " middle-class philanthropists. It is only

natural that these things should be so; anything which seems

likely to stay the onward march of the Revolution, by filling for a

time, at a cheap rate, the hungry bellies of the men who alone can

make it, is of course only the welcome to those who will (as they

think) lose everything by the Great Change.

The Executive of the Docker's Union, however, need not have gone

out of the way to pat Bombardos on the back. This, I suppose, is

another instance of the wisdom and " moderation " of our heaven-sent

Labour leaders. The workers themselves I believe, do not take

Bombardos at his own valuation by any means. One was glad to

notice that, at a mass meeting at Canning Town the other day, " re-

ference to General Booth's new social schemes provoked much

laughter." I quote from the Daily Chronicle^ which is almost a semi-

official organ of the S. A.

Nevertheless, it is our duty to join loudly in the protest against
these atrocities in Africa. Just because they are perpetrated on poor
black people abroad, they are much more visible and shocking to the
" British Public " than when perpetrated upon the poor white slaves
at home, and perhaps the horror of them may rouse some people to a
perception of what civilisation and commerce really are, alike in
Africa and in England. J, B. G.

Deeper and deeper* into the mire plunge the combatants in the Rear
Column fray. The unfortunate Mrs. Jameson is—like so many other
people of her class—so morally blind that she has proved the guilt of
her husband out of his own mouth, to the satisfaction even of a Times
leader-writer. Jameson himself seems to have thought that, in the
letter his wife has published and which proves every substantial fact
against him, he was " clearing his character." I do not suppose that
these Barttelots, Jamesons, and the rest, are really worse than their
fellows—possibly to men of their own colour and class they may be
kind and helpful; but they do not really look upon " niggers " as
human beings like themselves. Never let the workers forget that, in
their inmost hearts, these folk, and others like them, look also upon
the toilers whom they rob as of another and inferior species.

The capitalist press—with the honourable exception of the Daily
Chronicle—has, naturally enough, carefully boycotted the various
London celebrations of the Chicago murders. Even from the erst-

What is known as the "right of asylum " in this land is preserved

for the present by the decision in the Castioni case. For all that, do

not let us deceive ourselves into thinking that it rests upon any very

secure basis. For myself, I have little confidence that future Com-

munards (if such there be)—not to speak of Anarchists of a practical

turn—will be safe here, as the refugees of twenty years ago were safe.

Even in Castioni's case, the Government decided to give up the ac-

cused, the Secretary of State allowed proceedings to be taken, and the

Attorney-General argued in favour of extradition. Only, in this case,

the prisoner happened to be a bourgeois, well-off and respectable, and

the " revolution " in which he took part was sworn to be a bourgeois

revolution, fomented by " wealthy and respectable people." This

point was made the most of by the " wealthy and respectable" (and

also astute) advocate who argued for the defence. Is it wonderful

that the " wealthy and respectable " judges pronounced in favour of

liberty %

It is perhaps worth while to point out that the crop of " accidents '

'

which shocked and horrified us during the past week would have been

impossible under any real system of Socialism. Under Free Com-

munism old men of 65 would not be set to anxious and exhausting

work. No signalman, on such railways as it was thought worth while

to keep going, would be encouraged to work more than a couple of

hours a day. Special trains to take folk hastily to London through

the night would be unknown ; since the nineteenth century hurry

would have vanished, never (we may hope) to return. It is needless

to add that Socialists would not build war-ships " crank " by reason of

their heavy armament ; since war-ships and armaments would be things

of the past.

Everywhere the same lesson meets us, writ plainly, so that truly we
may run and read. The mother of the unhappy " Mrs. Pearcy " tells

a story to the reporters bearing truth stamped upon it to one who has

ever had a glimpse of "lower class" lives—a story strange enough, I

daresay, to the middle-class woman (the ideal denizen of Podsnap's

harem) who has never been allowed to glance outside the limits of her

own fenced and guarded life. A kindly human little girl—with " bad

headaches " now and then (through some ancestral taint, possibly, the

product of evil conditions)—who by-and-bye tires of the weary mono-

tony of her life of toil, disappears in search of amorous adventure,

and finds that life hard, too, and poverty-stricken more or less. Under
such treatment the nervous taint spreads and developes, and then

comes the miserable catastrophe. Wretched daughter, wretched

mother, upon you, too, the yoke of " civilisation " has borne hardly !

R. W. B.

A Concert and Ball will be held on behalf of the proposed Intern itional
School, at the Athenaeum Hall, Tottenham Court Road, on December 9th.
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Holland
Haj?ue—Recht voor Allen
Anarchist

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme
Przedswit

Spain
Madrid—Bl Socialist*
Barcelona—El Productor

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Reichenberg—Freig eist
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Copenhagen—Arbejderen

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts

THE "COMMONWEAL."

After November this Journal will appear Monthly until ice

can tide over present difficulties. We fear that the several

appeals which have been made on behalf of i Commonweal ' have

fallen flat because of their frequency. We are now hampered

by want of premises, and still worse, want of money. We wish

to send out an independent Revolutionary paper that will strike

hard and often at the rotten system around us, and if the

comrades and sympathisers in this and other countries wish to

see us do this they must help, and that quickly. This is a

final and urgent appeal. Surely the Revolutionary Socialists

are not going to allow the common enemy to chuckle over the

disappearance of a paper from the small list of those which

appear in England to fight oppression and monopoly I

ANNIVERSARY MEETINGS
OF THE

CHICAGO MURDERS & BLOODY SUNDAY.
"Let the voice of the people be heard."

—

Parsons.

On Friday, November 14, the Socialist League held its annual com-
memoration of the Chicago Martyrs and of Bloody Sunday in the large

hall of the United Radical Club, Kay Street, Hackney Road—whiclt

was kindly placed at our disposal. There was a good gatherings

despite the many anniversary meetings which had been held in various

parts of London during the week.

Burnie occupied the chair, and for the benefit of the Radicals present,

stated the facts of our comrades' martyrdom. He read a resolution o&

sympathy passed by the Irish Socialist Union and telegrams to the

same effect from Glasgow, Manchester, Hull, Leeds, Sheffield, and
Norwich,—as well as a letter from our friend Cunninghame Graham
wishing our meeting great success and regretting his inability to be
present. " Every day," said our friend, " I see more clearly the great?

impression the Chicago affair made on the American working classes.

. . . In regard to Trafalgar Square, that, too, is still unpaid—for I

like to pay my debts. One day it is to be hoped that the working
classes of London will endeavour to pay theirs (with compound)
interest). Neither will they, I hope, forget the base and tricky

snivellings of the commercial Liberal hack, who, whilst baying at
wrongs in Ireland, never raised a whimper in London. . . . Let us not

forget either event, friends !

"

The united choirs of the " Commonweal " and Hammersmith Branches
(conducted by comrade Sparrow) then sang "All for the Cause" and
" Annie Laurie "—Mrs. Sparling accompanying at the piano.

Nicoll moved the following resolution :

" That this meeting, called together to commemorate the legal murder of four-

men in Chicago on November 11th, 1887 (Parsons, Spies, Fischer, and Engel),.

the driving to suicide of another (Lingg) in prison, and the cruel imprisonment
of three more (Fielden, Schwab, and Neebe), by the government of the State of

Illinois, for the crime of encouraging workmen on strike and helping them tew

carry on the struggle against their masters, and the further crime of trying to

maintain the rights of free speech and public meeting, calls the attention of the
workmen of the world to the gradual abrogation of these rights in all capitalistic-

countries, and while emphatically denouncing the tyrannical interference with
these elementary rights, points out that it is a natural and necessary result of a
so-called Society based upon the robbery of Labour."

He said that some non-Socialists there might deem the events in

Illinois a few years ago no concern of theirs ; but it was a true saying;

that the Cause of Labour was the same all over the world. The same
tactics were pursued by capitalists in every civilised country. Lately
in Australia the capitalists had shown the same animosity to the-

workers that was displayed in Chicago, and if the leaders there had
been Revolutionary Socialists or Anarchists the same fate would have-

befallen them which befel our comrades in Illinois. There could be no«

doubt that the agitation at present going on all over the world for an.

eight hours' day had spread from Chicago. The martyrdom of our

comrades was being everywhere remembered. The workers would
never forget these men,—the men who had told them that nothing

but a complete change would ever really benefit them—a change which
would sweep away Yanderbilts, Goulds, and Carnegies. The only way
to gain concessions was by the method advocated by our murdered
heroes—the method of the General Strike (Loud cheers).

Samuels (of Leeds) seconded the resolution. He was not sure that*

that was a night to make propaganda or to discuss Socialism. We
Socialists ought to feel very sad that night, and to try if we could not
find some means to avenge our friends' deaths. He did not advocate-

force, but sooner or later force might have to be resorted to, if we were
attacked.

Johanna Lahr supported the resolution. She reminded those there^

who were outside the movement that the rich lived upon the robbery

of the workers' labour. The toilers who produced all wealth found it

monopolised by a few idlers. The evil would never be cured by govern-

ments or leaders ; the workers of the world must themselves unite and
do it, by sweeping classes away for ever. In this great work that we had
undertaken our comrades' deaths had been of infinite help. August Spies>

had truly said that their silence would speak more loudly than the

voices strangled that day. The very German Emperor had found that

he must somehow deal with the social question. Do not let us fight

for a country which was no country of ours, but for the right to live

as men and women, to bring up our children as men and women—the

right to food and clothing. Where now, under commercialism, was.

the English freedom boasted of old? England was filled with the

haggard faces of pale careworn slaves.

The resolution was then put to the meeting and carried unanimously^

The Choir then sang " Linnell's Death Song " and " No Master.'*'

Both songs were greeted with continued applause, and the meeting,

would take no denial but insisted upon " No Master " being encored.

William Morris then moved :

" That this meeting also denounces the similar attack on free speech and the--

right of public meeting in London on Sunday, November 13, 1887, through,

which three men were killed (Linnell, Curwen, and Connell), one (Harrison) so

injured that he died after a painful and lingering illness, and many sent to

prison after a mere mockery of trial for being present at a political meeting'

which was ferociously attacked by the police."

Our comrade was received with cheers. He said that perhaps the

second event we were met there to commemorate might seem almost

like the comedy after the tragedy. No doubt in the eyes of some
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there were elements of the comic in the Trafalgar Square business.

He had himself seen one of the processions, consisting of 3,000 men,
put to flight by some 30 policemen. That, no doubt, was very funny.

It was very funny, too, he supposed, to see Graham's head hammered,
and it supplied, he concluded, an additional element of comedy that

poor Linnell, the law writer, should be killed in a quarrel with which,

as he (the speaker) frankly admitted, he had nothing to do. It was
doubtless funny that neither we nor our Radical friends could speak

in Trafalgar Square to this day. In all seriousness it was a tragical

enough thing that men should be sent to prison (let alone being killed)

for allowing themselves to be beaten by the police,—for that was what
it came to. If our rulers did these things in the green tree of the

Revolution, what would they do in the dry 1 Surely pit and gallows

would be the least of their doings. Three years ago Sir Charles Warren
had got it into his head that the Revolution was coming then and
there,—an idea sufficiently absurd,—but his consequent action was
yet more absurd. What could we say of a man who tried to put
down a Revolution by stopping a public meeting ] Why, if people

could not talk in public they would plot in secret,—and so the Revo-
lution would come sooner. (Cheers). Warren with his drum-head
courts-martial had lost ground for his side, rather than gained it. The
Socialists were far stronger now than three years ago. The attempt
to put down the coming Revolution by bludgeoning in London, and
by murder in America, had been perfectly futile, and had had, in fact,

the contrary effect. The word " Revolution " was often used to denote
some last dramatic event in which a gradual change culminated, but
when he spoke of " the Revolution " he meant the realisation by man-
kind that they might in the mass be happy—have at least a chance of

being happy. The essence of the Revolution was the intense desire

and settled intention of the people to be free in the only way a people
could be free—by the realisation of equality of conditions. If that

feeling once grew in people's hearts, it could not be put down. Some-
thing had been said about revenge, but the only real revenge we could
possibly have was by our own efforts bringing ourselves to happiness.

Only unhappy people thought of revenge ; when we were happy we
should forget it. The great change coming was the sure outcome of

our present state of misery and discouragement, and our efforts should
be directed to bring it about as soon as possible.

Kitz seconded the resolution. He complained of the indifference

and apathy we sometimes found among the workers. Chicago was too
far away for them to care for what happened there. Even in regard
to Trafalgar Square they often deemed it a mere political difficulty,

and not (as it was) an event in the Labour War. The governing
classes knew better, and were determined to put all these movements
down. Chicago and Trafalgar Square were battles in the great con-

flict between the Haves and the Have-nots. All party distinctions

the capitalists and their hangers-on pushed on one side, so soon as the

Labour War came to the front. Some might think us dreamers, but
it was dreamers who had led the world forward. We were practical

enough, and we wanted every worker to remember that at some time
or other his life was shortened by what he suffered. Why, then,

should he fear bloodshed, if bloodshed were to come 1 The fact was
the tragedy of the workers' lives was so slow and insidious in its

operation that they did not realise it. To-day we reared children in

slums where no flowers would grow. Those who came after us would
blush for shame at this cowardly generation.

The second resolution was also carried unanimously.
The Choir then sang the " Carmagnole " and the Marseillaise amid

great enthusiasm, and a successful meeting was brought to a close with
three hearty cheers for the Social Revolution. R. W. B.

We also had a most successful meeting at Milton Hall on Tuesday,
November 11th. R. W. Burnie took the chair. Kitz, Mrs. Lahr,
Morris, Louise Michel, and Nicoll were the speakers. Louise Michel
made a most eloquent speech in memory of our murdered comrades.
Revolutionary songs were sung by the choir with great effect. There
were many strangers present who were evidently deeply impressed.

On the whole, excellent propaganda was done. A large quantity of

literature was sold, and £2 2s. 6d. was collected. N.

Aberdeen.

On Sunday, Nov. 9th, we celebrated the anniversary of Bloody Sunday
and the Judicial Murder of the Chicago Martyrs. Spies' speech was read,

and stirring speeches were made by comrades Rennie, W. Cooper, Duncan,
and Leatham. Comrade Duncan sang " Annie Laurie," and was vociferously
applauded by the large and enthusiastic audience ; he also sang " England
Arise." The choir of the branch sung revolutionary songs at intervals.

The meeting was most enthusiastic throughout, all the speakers being loudly
applauded.

Brighton.
On Sunday, Nov. 9th, a well attended meeting was held at the Bath Arms

Assembly Rooms, in commemoration of the Chicago Martyrs ; comrades
Barker and Ford delivered impressive speeches.

Dublin.
On Monday, Nov. 10th, the Dublin Socialist Union held a very successful

meeting at 87, Marlboro Street, to commemorate the judicial murder of our
Chicago brethren. The room was decorated with Anarchist mottos, etc.

Speeches were delivered by Graham (Glass Bottlemakers), Hamilton (Gas
Workers), Greene, Fitzpatrick, O'Gorman, and Weichsleder, a German com-
i ade.

Edinburgh.
On Tuesday, Nov. 11th, the members of the S.S.F. celebrated the anni-

versary of the martyrdom of the Chicago Anarchists in Edinburgh. The
memory of our murdered comrades was toasted in silence. The "Social
Revolution " was also proposed, stirring speeches made, and several revo-
lutionary songs sung by various members

Glasgow. ,

f

On Tuesday, Nov. 11th, a meeting of the joint Socialist bodies was held
in the Sewing Machine Maker's Hall to commemorate the anniversary of
the Martyrdom of our Chicago comrades and Bloody Sunday. The meet-
ing was opened with " The March of the Workers/' and the Commonweal
resolutions—moved by our Swiss comrade Jaques Dupont and seconded by
James Biggar—were passed. Thereafter addresses were given by Glasier,

Joe Burgoyne, Downie, and Robert Biggar. Carl Derwald (who with
several of his German comrades, has attended these celebrations every year)
sang " Das Proletariat " and the " German Marseillaise'"; Dupont sang the
" Worker's Marseillaise," Miss Biggar " Annie Laurie," and McKechnie " La
Carmagnole." Revolutionary songs were sung by Smith, Bolton, and others.

The meeting terminated with three ringing cheers for the Social Revolu-
tion.

Leeds.

On Monday, Nov. 10th, we had a very satisfactory meeting at Oriel Hall.
Despite bad weather and other disadvantages, the body of, the hall was
fairly full The spirit of the audience was thoroughly in sympathy with
the objects of the meeting. Our comrades Charles Bullas, Hall, and Robert
Bingham (of Sheffield) made good speeches ; Cores, Samuels, and Sweeny
also spoke. Altogether the meeting must result in greatly strengthening
our movement here.

Manchester.

On Sunday, Nov. 9th, our projected demonstration in the Square could
not take place owing to the heavy downpour of rain, but a fairly large and
enthusiastic meeting was held in the club at night, when comrades Bailie,

Barton, Scott, and Kennedy gave an account of the murder of " our martyrs,"
and denounced the system which enabled such a deed to be accomplished,
and a resolution was unanimously passed protesting against their brutal
execution and the system of plunder and murder it was done to support.

Norwich.

On Monday, November 10th, we held a meeting at St. Augustine's School
to commemorate the anniversary of our Chicago comrades. Amongst the
friends present were Oldman and Mrs. Oldman (Manchester), C. W. Mow-
bray (London), J. Headley, Brightwell, and two more comrades from Yar-
mouth. Comrade Poynts took the chair, opening with a short address,
explaining why the meeting was held. Oldman followed at some length,
dwelling upon the object of these men, and what they died for. Mowbray
spoke next, dealing with each of the speeches delivered by these comrades
before the judge, and pointed out that the men were hanged, not for the
bomb-throwing, but because they were Anarchists. On Saturday evening
a good meeting was held on the Haymarket, when reference was made to

this matter. On Sunday afternoon a large meeting was held in the Market
Place. We had a large red banner with two Liberty caps on each pole,

draped with black, and bearing the following words—"Chicago Martyrs.
Their silence is more powerful than speech. Hurrah for Anarchy ! " Com-
rade W. Moore opened ; Mowbray and Emery followed ; meeting closed
with three ringing cheers for our Chicago comrades. In the evening, open-
air meeting held in the Market Place. Emery opened, followed by Mow-
bray, which brought these meetings to a close. We have been very success-

ful, having sold over two dozen Social Science, and a good number of

Commomveal and Freedom, and collected £2 8s. 2|d. Our success is a plain
proof of the sympathy towards the cause.

Sheffield.

On Tuesday, Nov. 11th, a very successful meeting was held in the Hallam-
shire Hall in commemoration of the murder of the Chicago Anarchists.

Comrades Cores, Samuels (Leeds), Hall, Charles, Creaghe, and Bulas were
the speakers, and their stirring revolutionary speeches were received with
the utmost enthusiasm by the large audience. Revolutionary songs were
sung during the evening, and it was most encouraging to see how the audi-
ence joined in the singing. Our large posters announcing the meeting were
boycotted by the Bill Posting Company, but an enthusiastic set of amateur
bill-posters sallied forth from our club at midnight, and before daylight
dawned every hoarding in Sheffield had our posters.

Yarmouth.

On Sunday, Nov. 9th, three mass meetings were held at Yarmouth, flags

and banners being draped in commemoration of the murder of five of our
comrades and imprisonment of three others in Chicago. In the morning,
on Priory Plain, large audience was addressed by Oldman, Poynts (of Nor-
wich), and Headley. In the afternoon, on Fish Wharf, a large meeting was
addressed by same comrades ; a few questions were put and answered. In
the evening, on Hall Quay, another splendid meeting was opened by sing-

ing the "Marseillaise"; Headley then read Lingg's address out of Chicago
* Speeches,' followed by Oldman and Poynts. Great interest shown, and the

meeting was continued by Saunders and Brightwell until 10.30 p.m. amid
general excitement.

Very near a Crash!

We very nearly had a crash in the City last Friday. Baring Bros.,

generally known in commercial circles as " highly respectable bankers,"

and known to the unfortunate natives of Egypt and the people of the

Argentine Republic as one of the most remorseless gangs of usurers

which even our blest country has produced, had rather overdone it with

their "shent per shent" operations, and narrowly escaped bankruptcy.

Luckily our present Government contains that prince of usurers,

Joachim Goschen, and doubtless upon his advice they came to the

rescue, and thus averted a " terrible calamity." But there are more
big houses than Baring Bros, that have been on the same game. Over-

speculation has been common during the period of prosperity which is.

now passing away ; and it is certain that the crisis has been only

postponed. When it does come we shall have a crash that will put^

past panics into the shade ; and then

Good News.
We hear that our contemporary Die Autonomie will in future appear

as a weekly paper. Up till the number for November 1st it has been,

issued as a fortnightly. We are glad to hear that the paper has been
so successful. N.
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INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FEANCE.

v IllvisJbr^ipnS' of the freedom the workers enjoj raader a free republic are
being constantly furnished to us» A Belgian Darned Brion has been taking
a leading partjn the miners' strike at Carvin. He is a working miner him-
self, much respected by his French comrades, among whom he had long
worked. He has eight children. The French Government has expelled him
from French territory—simply and solely because he is a striker. As the
Charleville Emancipation most properly says : " Under the bourgeois Re-
public of Constans and his friends, a foreign workman has a right to come
and toil in France at a rate below that of French workmen; the manufac-
turers may nobble foreign workmen and bring them here to replace French-
men, and in so doing be protected by policemen and judges ; but if a foreign
worker, recognising his rights and duties, makes common cause with his
•comrades, like Brion he is run in and expelled."
The Revoke publishes a tolerably full report of the prosecution of our

comrade Lorion, who has been sentenced to fifteen months' imprisonment.
The Public Prosecutor's description of our comrade in his inflammatory
opening speech to the judges is quite charming in its simplicity :

" You
have before you a man boldly intelligent, arrogant, a cold-blooded reasoner
who shrinks from nothing, who would have neither god nor master, neither
policeman nor constable ! " Exactly so, oh innocent Public Prosecutor!
From your point of view, you have described our friend as he doubtless is

and as we would wish to be. Upon hearing his sentence Larion exclaimed
in a loud voice, " Long live Anarchy I

"

BELGIUM.
It is finally settled that a Congress of the National Federation of Belgian

Miners shall meet on the 14th of December next. The agenda includes four
points—Universal Suffrage ; General Strike ; Eight Hours' Day ; Paris
International Congress.

The State Socialists of Belgium have been holding great demonstrations in

favour of Universal Suffrage (!). At Charleroi there were 20,000 procession-
ists, headed by Calbewaere, "General Master of the Knights of Labour,
wearing* his insignia." The demonstrators, being forbidden to carry red
flags, bore French and Swiss standards instead. At Mons there were 4,000
or 5,000 demonstrators, who played the " Marseillaise " before the French
Consulate and shouted u Long live France ! " It is pitiable to see workers
thus enthusiastic for universal suffrage and middle-class republics. At
Brussels there were as many as 40,000 demonstrators in a similar sense.

ITALY.
It Fascio Operaio brings us the official report of the Fifth General Congress

-of the " Italian Workmen's Party," held at Milan November 1st and 2nd.
The Congress commenced by a somewhat warm discussion as to whether the
following question should be added to the agenda :

" Ought the Workmen's
Party to take part in political and administrative elections ? " The majority
held that this matter had been clearly settled at the Bologna Congress, and
refused to allow it to be reopened. Resistance to capitalists by means of

strikes was approved, as were also the institution of Labour Exchanges and
the Eight Hours' Day. As regards the First of May, the Congress declared
"that the First of May ought to be the holiday of the workers of the whole
world," and ordered " that all its own branches should upon that day cele-

brate, in great and worthy manner, the reaching out of the toilers towards
Liberty and Justice." It was agreed to push propaganda among the
peasants. Resolutions were also adopted on Co-operation, which are too

long to set out here, but which do not seem specially objectionable, so long
as palliatives are deemed admissible at all.

In the Ancona Campana for November 2 our comrade Merlino has a good
article on the "Conduct of Anarchists at the Approaching Elections." There
are words in it as applicable to England as to Italy, and which we shall do
well to remember when—possibly in a few weeks' time—we are plunged in

that hateful mel^e of liars and swindlers known as a " General Election."

The abstention of anti-parliamentarians, Merlino contends, should be an
active abstention and not a passive one. We should manifest our abstention
and the reasons for it everywhere, even, if possible, in the very polling-booth.

Our Italian Anarchist comrades seem to be likely to act upon this advice.

SPAIN.
- La Anarquia for Nov. 7th publishes the portraits of our five murdered
Ghicago comrades, with brief biographical notices of them and an account
of their slaying. Shiploads of emigrants are returning to Spain from the
Argentine, sick of democratic and federal republics.

The editor of the San Sebastian Combate remains in gaol, very heavy bail

having been required which it is impossible to find, as the authorities well
knew when they fixed it.

Our Barcelona comrades have published a Spanish translation of Hugh
H. Pentecost's discourse on the Chicago crime.

BULGABIA.
Our, Anarchist comrades here are beginning to have their share of legal

worrying. One of them was prosecuted the other day for publishing a
pamphlet called the " Eight of Poverty." The trial took place at Scolievo,

and the court was crammed with persons anxious to see the " New Men,"
as they are called. Strange to say, much to the disappointment of the
Government, the judges decided in our comrade's favour. Many students are
being expelled for reading the Paris Re'volte or Anarchist pamphlets, as well
as for making propaganda.

CHILI.

> From the Madrid Anarquia, I learn that our comrade Castro is working
hard to spread Socialism in this republic. With the help of one other com-
rade he is publishing a little paper called El Obrero (The Worker). He
fears that the life of this journal is precarious. Socialism, he says, has no
existence for the native Chilian, who is a patriotic person who cares for

nothing save praise of the land of his birth. Jesuitry reigns everywhere.
I am sure the ' Weal would be glad to hear from Castro direct and to ex-
change with him.

UNITED STATES.
r
L The yile Chicago police (as vile as any policemen in the world, save the
loathsome " Pinkertons ") are horrifying even respectable middle-class women
by the(r habit of .arresting innocent work-girls on manufactured charges of
street-walking. " This is done," says the " Christian Socialist " Boston Dawn,

"on the slightest pretext, often merely because tbey happen to be on the
side-walk. . . . Some of the deeds of these Chicago policemen are an outrage
on humanity." I may note, by the way; that a memorial has been presented
to the Federal Senate for the suppression of the "armed assassins known as
Pinkerton detectives." "It is not likely," says the Tacom^a \Globe, "that the
memorial will ever come back from the committee to which it was referred."

Pinkerton's men are far too useful to the bosses (who "run" the Senate, as

they "run" everything else) to be spared. Powderly proposes to his

"Knights" to abolish Pinkertonism by promoting Bills in the State Legis-
latures. Various States have adopted enactments which, in his view, do
prevent the employment of these ruffians. I regret to say I cannot agree
that the legislation in question has that effect, or, for that matter, was in*

tended to have it.

Another Bellamy experiment is to be tried in California. A certain

Mrs. Olive Washburn, residing at San Francisco, " will devote nearly her
entire fortune to the founding of a Nationalist " (i.e., Bellamyite) " colony,

where the ideas advanced by the National leader can be developed to their

fullest extent. A part of her large fortune consists of 1,700 acres on the
road from San Jose to the Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton, and it is

there the colony will be located. The tract is desirable in every respect,

and, when improved according to Mrs. Washburn's plans, will be a veritable

paradise. Over 100,000 dollars will be spent in the erection of factories,

dwelling houses, etc., and the purchase of farming implements ; and, when
all is ready, she will present the entire estate to the colony* Ail people of

good moral character, irrespective of religious belief" (this last is a delight-

ful touch—the self-conscious tolerance is so characteristic of the bourgeois
mind) " who are willing to work are welcome to become a part of the com-
munity. Mrs. Washburn does not expect any colonists to use funds they
may have, and merely asks them to do the work allotted to them." (Sup-

pose, oh excellent Mrs. Washburn, they should prefer doing the work they
" allot " themselves ?) " The work of improvement was begun about two
months ago, and at present is well advanced. Mrs. Washburn has invited

several hundred prominent Nationalists to be present at the dedication of

the colony, which will take place shortly, and she is in hopes of having
Bellamy himself to lead the exercises [sic /]. He has been written to regard-

ing the matter. Several families are ready to start to the colony as soon as

the arrangements are complete, and many others have signified their inten-

tion of joining. Mrs. Washburn is a Spiritualist also, and claims to have
received suggestions from spirits [!]." It is sad to see so much energy
wasted upon an attempt to redeem from poverty at most a few hundred of

workers—an attempt, too, probably doomed to failure, as every atcempt
must be, until (not a space of 1,700 acres, but) the world is changed. The
fascination of the barrack Socialism of-

4 Looking Backward' for our "law
and order" friends of the middle classes is symptomatic of much. Our
quotation is from the Journal of the Knights of Labour.

That remarkable journal the Boston Liberty welcomes the Herald of
Anarchy in a fashion not very complimentary to some of our Anarchist-

Communist comrades here. "The English Anarchists," we are informed,
" have had to rely thus far on Liberty as their only organ." This is rough
on Chancery Lane. Are Communist-Anarchists to be drummed out of the

Anarchist church ? That queer product of Anglo-Saxondom, the Individual-

ist-Anarchist, should remember that, outside a few score of people in England
and the States, he has no existence, whereas Socialist Anarchism (be it Com-
munist or Collectivist) is spreading far and wide.

Dawn is very much exercised by what it calls "the dastardly train-

wrecking on the New York Central," which has "proven to be the work of a

few wretched Knights " of Labour, " probably involving even one or two
local officials of the Order." This illustrates the kind of " dastardly " deser-

tion and pious whining scrupulosity which we shall meet with from the

Christian Socialists whenever serious business begins. Happily, like the

Individualist-Anarchists, they are not numerous—there being, after all, some
sense of logic in that much-abused human nature of ours.

We are glad to receive from Chicago the first number of a new Kevolu-

tionary Communist-Anarchist monthly entitled Freedom. It is dated No-
vember 11, and appears with a black border in memory of our martyrs, "A
few of the ' old guard,' steadfast and true, have banded themselves together

as Albert B. Parsons Assembly "and issued this new journal. Lucy Par-

sons contributes to the first number. A hearty welcome to the fresh -comer.

B. W. B.

SWEDEN.
Two of our comrades in Stockholm (Carleson and Bergegren) have started

a series of sociological lectures for working men. Sweden offering very few

facilities for the intellectual training of workers, this scheme, full of truly

revolutionary inspiration, will be very useful.

Branting, the editor of Socialdemokraten (Stockholm), was present at the

Halle Congress as delegate of the Swedish party. It is evident that he has

been very favourably impressed by the proceedings at Halle, and it is also

evident that he has been able to communicate his admiration of the German
Social Democratic party to a great number of his Socialist countrymen.

What this means to the future aspect of Socialism in Sweden remains to be

seen. One thing appears to me certain, that our Swedish friends for several

reasons understand the events in Germany better than English Socialists

generally do.

Branting in Stockholm and the Socialist Danielson in Malmo got several

hundred votes in the Parliamentary elections this summer. Stn.

Aberdeen.—The usual meeting was held on Castle Street on Saturday night,

when comrades Duncan and Leatham spoke to a large crowd. Next week we
are to have comrade Glasier of Glasgow here on a propagandist trip.—G. A. C.

Scottish Socialist Federation—Edinburgh.—On Sunday , in Labour Hall,

Miss Cameron spoke on " Socialist Ideals," and at Leith Hamilton spoke on the

" Eight Hour Pay." At both meetings the audiences were large; questions

plentiful, and good discussions followed.

Sheffield.—All our outdoor meetings are still well attended, and a thorough

revolutionary propaganda is being carried on by our comrades. The poliee axe

at last beginning to display some activity. An attempt was made last Sunday
by the representatives of law-'n'-order to stop our meeting at Attercliffe ftoad

—

a place where the Great Booth's chloroformers meet regularly. Comrade Kent 1

refused to "move on," and continued the meeting amidst the cheers of the

people. His name and address has been taken, and it is likely we shall hear of

a prosecution shortly. Considerable feeling has been roused here by comrade

Morris's article in last week's Commonweal and a night will be set apart to

debate it.—J. M. B.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Vegetarian Restanrwat, Eberle
;
Street* u%l&

Street.-—Meets every Tuesday at 3 p.m.
. i; . ''...hj

•<, .* 1 > v '••. l <

Dublin.—Dublin SociaUst Pnion, .8% Marlbpr* Street,,, lectureevery$a}ur£ay
at 8 p.m. Kov. 22, J. E. Masterson, "fcolitica for the Worker." ..,'.,-

i
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DWELLINGS FOR THE LABOURING CLASSES.
There are some good kind people in this world, as the following ex-

tract from the prospectus of a " philanthropic " joint stock company
will show. The italics are ours :

" The excessive rate of mortality, and the large proportion of sickness in

the numerous old and dilapidated dwellings in all the thickly populated dis-

tricts of Manchester and Salford, cry aloud for immediate remedy. These
dwellings, utterly unfit for human habitation, are the abodes of about one-

fourth of the entire population, wherein disease generates, and vice abounds
to an alarming extent. Investigations have shown beyond dispute or doubt
that all efforts at social improvement of the poorer classes are rendered
futile by the unsuitable arrangements of their dwellings, and that their

physical and moral condition cannot be ameliorated except by the demolition

of these rookeries and hot-beds of disease, clearing the sites, and erecting

thereon healthy and comfortable dwellings. The immediate demand for

labour on the opening of the Ship Canal will, it is expected, induce large

numbers of porters, labourers, and others to seek residences as near as

possible to the docks ; thus small tenements at rentals within their means
will be instantly required. The evils hereinbefore alluded to, the prospect

of further overcrowding, and the energetic measures now being taken by
the Corporations in condemning unhealthy dwellings, render the present

time opportune and advantageous for the establishment of a limited com-
pany. In London, several million pounds have been invested through joint

stock enterprise in such dwellings with highly satisfactory residts. En-
couraged by the hope of similar success in Manchester and in Salford, it is

proposed to establish a Joint Stock Company, to be called the ' Manchester
and Salford Dwellings Corporation Limited,' with practical and comprehen-
sive powers to erect suitable blocks of dwellings. The capital of the Cor-

poration will be £250,000, in 50,000 shares of £5 each, half in 4 per cent,

preference shares and half in ordinary shares ; the first issue being £25,000,
viz., £12,500 preference and £12,500 ordinary capital. The rentals of the

proposed tenements will be from Is. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per week, estimated to

yield, after providing for repairs and all expenses, a sum equal to a dividend
of between four and five per cent, on the total capital expended. Apart
from the material welfare not only of the people occupying these improved
sanitary dwellings, but to the residents of Manchester and Salford at large,

the investment will, it is believed, be equally safe and more profitable to

investors than the majority of investments in municipal bonds yielding only
3 to 4 per cent."

Now then, all you good people who want " five per shent " for your
money, and to " benefit " the working classes at the same time, now is

your opportunity. Of course we understand it is all pure philan-

throphy on your part, and if even there was not a " safe and profit-

able five per shent " hanging on to the business you would be just as

ready to invest your money. You can tell that story to the Marines,

but we fear the working people will not believe you. We should like

to know also how many of the former tenants of the slums will find

shelter in these " Dwellings for the Labouring Classes." It may be

that they are not " respectable " enough ! N.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1890 -.—North Kensington, to end of April.

Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Yarmouth, to end of June, East London, to end of July.
Leicester, to end of August. North London, to end of September.
* Commonweal ' Branch, and Streatham, to end of December.

NEW PREMISES FUND.
Collection by Council on November 17th, Is. 7d.; * Commonweal ' Branch, 10s.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ s. d.

H. R . 1

W. Crane . 1 5
C. Saunders . . 2
B. W . 6
* Commonweal ' Branch . 14 9

Sheffield Socialists (2 weeks)
Proceeds from Lectures (per

4 Commonweal' Branch) .

Total

£ s. d.

1 10

4 5 3

7 18 6

For Chicago Meeting Expenses.—W. Crane, 5s.

KEPORTS..
North London.—Comrades who have not seen our report for some time might

imagine that we have been somewhat idle ; but we have been carrying on a pretty
vigorous and successful propaganda during the summer and up till the present
time, the receipts from our meetings on Sunday frequently amounting to 25s. and
30s. We have distributed 10,000 leaflets of various kinds, and have disposed of

125 Chicago Speeches. We have kept up a donation to the Guarantee Fund of

4s. weekly, and at our four meetings sold from four to seven quires of Common-
weal, and we expect to carry on the propaganda of theory and practice ener-

getically all through the winter.—T. C.
Dublin.—The opening meeting of the Dublin Socialist Union was held on

Saturday, November 15th, at 87 Marlboro Street. J. O'Gorman delivered an
address, " What is Human Slavery." A good discussion followed, in which
King, McDonnell, Masterson, Cully, Fitzpatrick, and others took part. There
was a good attendance.
Leeds.—On Sunday, November 9th, Andrew Hall spoke on Hunslet and

Woodhouse Moors ; good audiences, etc. On Sunday evening, at the Club, we
had a free feed, free drinks, and general jollification as a farewell gathering to

comrade Samuels. Speeches were made by Sweeny, Cores, Hall, Allworthy,
Wilkinson, Sollit, and responded to by Samuels. Songs and recitations were
rendered by comrades Foster, Orsman, Curlin, and others. Altogether, a capital

evening's enjoyment was obtained. It was manifest that the propaganda in

Leeds is to be maintained as vigorously as the weather and circumstances gener-

ally will permit. On Sunday the 16th rain prevented our meeting at Hunslet
Moor, but Cores and Menkey spoke at Woodhouse ;

* Stanley's Exploits ' sold

well. In the evening, for the first time, we held a good meeting at the Market
Gates, Roper, Cores* Menkey, and Sollit speaking. Thirty-fivj Commonweal and
pamphlets bold.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea
Park Road.

Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C, , Tuesdays, Sing-
ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.
Sunday, November 23, at 8.30 p.m., Mrs. Lahr, "The Condition of the
Bakers Here and Abroad."

East London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. - Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p. m. Sunday, November 23, at 7.30, " What becomes of
our Wealth—IV. How Wealth will be Shared," W. S. De Mattos (Fabian).

Band practice every Tuesday at 8, in the hall at the back of the u Britannia
"

public-bouse, Latimer Road—more fifers wanted.
North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,
40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen,—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing
practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at
8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helli well's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-
tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every

Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on
Thursday at 8 p.m. Lecture in the Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street, every
Sunday at 6.30. Nov. 23, T. Barclay, " Present-Day Slavery."

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every
evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8.

Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club
contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening
Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

( Weather permitting.

)

Sunday 23.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street The Branch
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mainwaring and Nicoll

3,30 Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
3.30 Streatham Common... The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Friday 28.

8.15 Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Woodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m.;

Vicar's Croft, at 6 p.m.

Leicester.—Saturday : Old Cross, Belgrave Gate, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Russell

Square, at 10.45 a.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips

Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday : Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham. —Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; West Bar, at 11.30; Newhall
Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30; Grimesthorpe, at 11.30; Rotherham, at 3;
Woodhouse, at 3 ; West Bar, at 8 ; Attercliffe Road, at 8.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Fish Wharf, at 3 ; Hall Quay, at 7.

Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.

Business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 23, at 6.30, lecture by J. H.
Smith, " Rent, Interest, and Profit." Leith—Henderson Street Hall, Sunday,
November 23, a lecture by Miss Cameron, "Socialist Ideals."

Glasgow.—Members and friends are asked to note that a series of lectures and
discussions on Socialism, under the auspices of the joint Socialist bodies, will take

place in the Sewing-Machine Makers' Hall, Nelson Street, City, every Sunday
evening at 7 o'clock. On Sunday first, Alexander Haddow lectures on " Why
Workmen should be Socialists."

Ticket Benefit.—A benefit in aid of the funds of the United Shop Assistants*

Union is taking place at the Royalty Theatre, Beau Street, Soho, from November
19th to November 28th inclusive. Tickets only will benefit. These can be
obtained from the Hon. Sec, A. Mussett, 8, Featherstone Buildings, Holborn,
W.C; at any branch meetings of the union; or at the Socialist, Co-operative

Stores, 7, Lamb's Conduit Street, W.C.
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.
AH pamphlets not published by the Socialist League

will in future be charged to Branches and Allied
Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand

:

An Address on the Chicago Martyrs ... 4
.-Socialism and " Public Opinion "

\ 2
/Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 10
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism ... 9
-Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
*What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

Miscellaneous.
The Triumph of Labour. Memorial Car-

toon of the Great Dock Strike, Sept
1889. With cardboard roll, 6d.; ar-
tist's edition, ditto 10

Amazonia. A Foretaste of the Future.
By Mrs. John Corbett 1

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Stanley's Exploits;
OR,

.CIVILISING AFRICA.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

"a full account of the fiendish atrocities
committed upon the natives of africa by

the "Buccaneer of the Congo."

Commomceal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

THE

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

"AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted

SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party

and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the

worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

apolitical parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords

alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium

>for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,

Fleet Street, E.C

FREIHEIT
-International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

^Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Muller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
or Office of Commonweal.

Life in Utopia.
BY JOHN PETZLER.

Is. paper. Special terms to Branches,

7!d. per copy ; 7s. 6d. for 13.

WHERE TO GET THE

'COMMONWEAL.'
LONDON.

Publishing Office : 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, W.C.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary; Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep
the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome*

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would
take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING
TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

And at all Branch Meeting-Places and Outdoor-Stations
of the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by FraxsKjtz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W.C
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THE GLORIOUS REFORMATION:
OR,

HOW THE ENGLISH PEOPLE WERE EVICTED, ROBBED,
AND MURDERED BY THE RULING CLASSES.

II.-THE GOLDEN AGE.

The storm of revolution passed, but it cleared the air and left peace
behind it. Though the great lords might destroy their own power in
civil war or private vendetta, peasant and serf tilled their land in quiet
and craftsmen worked undisturbed in their workshops ; for the people
had shown their might in revolt. The lords therefore feared the people,

who were therefore left undisturbed during all the great battles which
turned the fair fields of England from green to red, and whu enjoyed
a condition of freedom, happiness and substantial wellbeing such as
had never been known before, and has certainly never been known
since.

Serfdom being abolished, the immense majority of the people con-
sisted of free peasant proprietors. The ordinary agricultural labourer
even was a landowner on a small scale, having several acres attached
to his cottage. Besides this, the peasant enjoyed the use of the com-
mon land, of which there was plenty near every town and village

—

wide stretches of heath, pasture, and woods, where his pigs, geese,
poultry, and cattle could freely graze, where he could find timber to
repair or rebuild his cottage. He did not have to pay for coal ; there
was plenty of turf or firewood to be found on the common. And as
for his cottage and small holding, he lived there nearly rent free.

Between yeoman, small farmer, and peasant there was little real dis-

tinction ; both frequently worked together as labourers on the lands of
king, abbot, or noble for a daily wage. The fact was, feudalism, with
all its faults, as Karl Marx, has well pointed out, encouraged the
division of soil among a large number of small proprietors. The more
men the feudal lord had upon his estate the greater the number who
fought behind his banner and the greater his might as a man of war.
But we have spoken of yeomen and peasants working for a wage. Let
us see now what these wages were. Professor Thorold Rogers says,
speaking of this period :

"The fifteenth century and the first quarter of the sixteenth were the
golden age of the English labourer, if we are to interpret the wages he
earned with the cost of necessaries of life. . . . The wages of the artiznus
during the period to which I refer were generally and throughout the year
about 6d. a-day. Those of the agricultural labourer were about 4d. I am
referring to ordinary artizans and ordinary labourers. Persons who plied a
craft in which greater skill was needed, perhaps one which was rarely pro-
curable except from a distance, received more. . . . There is no reason to
think that these labourers were paid well because their employment was
precarious. Men got just as good wages, in the fifteenth century, whether
they were employed for a day or a year. Nor, as I have already observed,
were the hours long. It is plain that the day was one of eight hour*. Nor
<waa the period of winter wages, when the pay was lessened, considerable, for
the short-pay season is, when such a period is specified, only the months of
December and January. Sometimes the labourer is paid for every day in

the year, though it is certain he did not work on Sundays and the principal

holidays. Thus at Windsor, in 1408, four carpenters got 6d. a-day, and six

got 5d., for 365 days in the year

—

i.e., the former receive £9 2s. 6d. for their

year's wages, the latter £7 12s. 0d.; the rate per day and the amount for the

year being specified in each case. These men were no doubt in the service

of the king, and the king, as I shall show presently, was a very good pay-

master ; but he is not the only person who hires labour on these liberal terms.

At York Cathedral six masons got £8 8s. a-year each ; six more £6 3s. ; and
one carpenter gets £7 5s. 4d. This is in 1415, when the prices of labour had
not risen to their full amount." (' Six Centuries of Work and Wages,' vol. ii.

f

pp. 326-328.)

What glorious times, when religious bodies and even kings gave their

men seven days pay for six days' work ! What do you think of that,

postmen, police, sailors, soldiers, and dock-labourers? What do you
think of it, you sweated matchmakers, and other workers employed in

sweating-factories to produce big dividends for holy men 1 What do

you think of it, sweated tailors, who produce cheap clothes in fever-

dens for their use ? And you, too, agricultural labourers, who toil on
the soil to provide these good men with their living in the shape of

tithes ? Is the Church, or anybody connected with the Church, a good
paymaster now? Perhaps we had better ask the sweated authors and
authoresses who write religious publications for a " moderate wage "

—

a very moderate wage : £5 for a good-sized book—for the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge;—the "Christian knowledge" for

these authors and authoresses being how to live on air, or, say, visions

of heaven, where it is to be hoped they will be adequately remunerated
for their pious labours in this wicked world. We fancy, also, the

women employed in folding cheap Bibles for certain pious firms might
also give a decisive opinion on this point. As to the Queen paying
well nowadays—why, everyone knows that Her Majesty's Government
is the greatest sweater in this happy land.

But the contemplation of the present times tends to lower your
spirits : let us get back to Professor Thorold Rogers and the glorious

fifteenth century. Doesn't it make your mouths water, you free British

workmen and workwomen 1 But it appears that high wages and an
eight hours day were not the only blessings enjoyed by the workers of

this golden age. In addition to high wages, the labourer often got his

food as well. Professor Thorold Rogers says

:

"Very often the labourer is fed. In this case the cost of maintenance is

put down at from 6d. to 8d. a-week. Sometimes the labourer is paid as

though he were fed and a further allowance for his board is given him,
this probably being paid to some person who has contracted to feed him at

a rate. Sometimes the food is given in, and the labourer's wages are paid
at the full average. This is especially the case when the labourer is hired

by opulent corporations and on their premises. There was always a servants'

table in these establishments, and the wrorkman is bidden to it without stint

or gtudging. I find, for example, at some of the Oxford colleges that ordin-

ary rates are paid and the workman is fed into the bargain. Food is so

abundant and so cheap, that it was no great matter to throw it in with the

wages."

Thorold Rogers then deals with the condition of the agricultural and
unskilled labourers, and also with that of the women workers of the

time. Let us note what he says of these, now the most oppressed and
sweated of all the labouring classes

:

" The agricultural labourer gets about 4d. a-day for his work ; but in harvest

time, 6d. The practice of paying this person by the day instead of by the piece

becomes commoner than it was. . . . The man (homo) who is employed as a help

to the thatcher and tiler, and often to the mason, later on to the bricklayer, is

paid at the rate of the agricultural labourers in ordinary times, or a little

less. This help was sometimes a woman, as was generally the case in the

earlier period ; and thus it is seen that women's work, when of what
we may call an unskilled kind, was equally well paid with that of the men.

. . . The full price of a labourer's board was a shilling a-week, often con-

siderably less ; his wages were twice or three-times the cost of his mainten-

ance uiider contract. In 1467 two girls are hired to work, and are paid

twopence a-day ; they are also boarded, and this put at twopence a-day more.

In the same year, at Selbome Priory, in Hampshire, the board of men is put
at 2d. and of women at lid.'' (Thorold Rogers: 'Six Centuries of Work and
Wages.')

But let us see what the artizan could buy with his sixpence a-day

and the unskilled labourer with his fourpence. Professor Thorold
Rogers quotes in his ' History of Agriculture and Prices ' the following

:

"The price of diverse sorts of provisions an! fre^h Achates, spent in the
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Priory of Southwick from A° 2 R Hen. V. to the end of 2 Hen. VI., taken forth

of an old parchment book written at the time :

Wheat at 4s. and 5a. 4d. the quarter Chickens, £d. to Id.

betwixt both. Eggs, 25 a penny.
Malt from 3s. 4d. to 5s. Cheese, 1 lb. Jd.
Barley from 3s. 2d. to 4s. lOd. Honey, quart, 3d.

Salt, qr., 4s.
, Cider, tun, 10s. to 14s.

Oxen and bulls, 12s. to 16s. Mallard, ljd. to 2d.

Calves, Is. 4d. to 2s. 8d. Pigs {i.e., sucking), 2Jd. to 5d.

Hogs for pork or bacon, from 2s. 3d. Geese, 2£d. to 5d.

Lambs, from 4d. to 8d. Pigeons, three a penny.
Capons at 3d. Conies, 2d.

Hens at 2d. Butter, 1 lb. l|d.

Fresh Congers, 4d. to Is. 8d.

Fancy a country labourer having lamb, goose, or capon, or chicken

for his Sunday's dinner ! Yet we see that was quite possible. Nay,
even in the reign of Henry VIII., when the people were being ruth-

lessly driven off the land to make way for sheep—a sad story we shall

have to tell soon—an Act of Parliament of the twenty-fourth year of

that noble British monarch, which fixes prices, enacting that " no person
shall take for beef or pork above a halfpenny, and for mutton or veal

above three-farthings, a pound avoirdupois weight, and less in these

place where they are sold for less " also gives us the information that
" beef, pork, mutton, and veal " were " the food of the poorer sort."

What do you think of that, you London poor, who only taste meat in

the shape of " pieces," which your 'forefathers would have disdained as

carrion, fit for dogs and swine, but not for men 1

But here is some more " respectable evidence." Those people who
may look upon a bourgeois Radical writer as too "advanced," and
therefore untrustworthy, may listen to the opinion of a moderate
Whig like Mr. Hallam. In his ' History of the Middle Ages' he
states that

—

"There is an unpleasing remark, which everyone who attends to the subject
of prices will be inclined to make, that the labouring classes, especially those
engaged in agriculture, were better provided with the means of subsistence
in the reign of Edward III. or Henry VI. than they are at present. In the 14th
century, Sir John Culluru observes, a harvestman had 4d„ a-day, which
enabled him in a week to buy a comb of wheat ; but to buy a comb of wheat
a man must now (1784) work ten or twelve days. So under Henry VI., if

meat was at a farthing and a half a-pound, which I suppose was about the
truth, a labourer earning threepence a-day, or eighteenpence a-week, could
buy a bushel of wheat a 6s. a qr., and twenty-four pounds of meat, for his

family. Several Acts of Parliament regulate wages which might be paid to
labourers of different kinds. Thus the Statute of Labourers in 1350 fixed

the wages of reapers during harvest at threepence a-day without diet, equal
to five shillings at present ; that of 23 H. VI. c. 12, in 1444, fixed the reaper's
wages at 5d. and those of common workmen in building at 31-d.—equal to

6s. 8d. and 4s. 8d. ; that of 11 Hen. VII. c. 22, in 1496, leaves"the wages of

labourers in harvest as before, but rather increases those of ordinary work-
men. ... I know not why some have supposed that meat was a luxury
seldom obtained by the labourer. Doubtless he could not have procured as

much as he pleased. But now the greater cheapness of cattle as compared
with corn, it seems to follow that a more considerable portion of his ordinary
diet consisted of animal food than at present. It was remarked by Sir John
Fortescue that the English lived more upon animal diet than the French,
and it was natural to ascribe their superior strength and courage to this

cause." (' Middle Ages? vol. Hi., p. 371-3.)

Mr. Hallam as an orthodox Liberal is naturally not anxious to paint

the condition of the labourers in too glowing colours. Our readers

will notice that he takes his prices from Acts of Parliament passed

by the masters to keep wages down, and not from old records of wages
actually paid. It is notorious ; in fact, political economists of all

schools admit it, that all these statutes fixing wages were total

failures, and that prices and wages were always higher than those

fixed in these Acts of Parliament. So Mr. Hallam's grudging testimony
as to the prosperity of the English labourers is only valuable because
it comes from the enemy. Even he, like Macaulay and other writers

of his school, is forced to admit very much against the grain that the
people in the " barbarous Middle Ages " were much better off than
under the beneficent rule of the Whig capitalists. Mr. Hallam has
mentioned Sir John Fortescue, Lord Chancellor of England in the

reign of Henry VI., who, while an exile in France through the

triumph of the Yorkist party in England, wrote a book for the in-

struction of Edward of Lancaster, the son of that monarch entitled
" De Ladibus Legum Anglise " (Praise of the Laws of England), in

which he gives some valuable contemporary testimony as to the con-

dition of the people at that time. He says :

" The King of England cannot alter laws or make new ones, without the
express consent of the whole kingdom in Parliament assembled. Every
inhabitant is at his liberty fully to use or enjoy whatever his farm pro-

duceth, the fruits of the earth, the increase of his flock and the like ; all

improvement he makes whether of his own proper industry, or of those he
retains in his service, are his own to use and to enjoy without the let, in-

terruption, or denial of any. If he be in any wise injured or oppressed he
shall have his amends and satisfactions against the party offending. Hence
it is that the inhabitants are rich in gold, silver, and in all the necessaries and
conveniences of life. They drink no water unless at certain times, upon a
religious score and by way of doing penance. They are fed in great abun-
dance, with all sorts of flesh and fowl, of which they have plenty every-

where ; they are clothed throughout in good woollens, their bedding and
other furniture in their houses are of wood and that in great store. They
are also well provided with all sorts of household goods and necessary im-

plements for husbandry. Every one, according to his rank, hath all things

which conduce to make life easy and happy."

Why the people were so well off perhaps appears in another state-

ment of Fortescue's—they were the most riotous, rebellious, and inde-

pendent race in Europe. They also had a very revolutionary method
of preventing huge accumulations of wealth in the hands of the rich.

Fortescue, who was a bit of a Jingo, cites this as a proof of national

superiority. He says that more Englishmen were hanged for robbery
in a single year than Frenchmen in seven, and that " if an English-

man be poor and see another having riches which may be taken from*

him, he will not spare to do so." Our upper and middle-classes are

fond of boasting now-a-days, that English people are quite tame and
law-abiding, and not like those revolutionary French. How nations

do alter to be sure, and how upper-class opinion has changed from the

days when a Lord High Chancellor could boast of the fact that " more
Englishmen were hanged for robbery in a single year than Frenchmen*
in seven." The natural habit of taking from the rich to give to the

poor certainly discouraged what Marx calls " capitalistic accumula-

tion," and kept the poor but not the rich in a state of great prosperity.

Such was life in the fifteenth century ; food was abundant and
cheap, wages high, work light and pleasant, for you must remember
the men did not work hard during their eight hours day but took it

leisurely. Every one knows, who has talked with an old workman,,

that even down to the present century the workman was not driven

like a slave as he is now, but " took it easy." So it was then, but

rather more so, for besides this, there were numerous holidays ordered

by the church, and these days were given up to enjoyment and merri-

ment. The lasses danced on the village green, while the men and lads

shot at butts or played with the quarter-staff, and practised all those-

warlike exercises which made the people feared by the nobles. " Eng-
lishmen were very prone to defend their rights, real or supposed, by
insurrection," 1 says Professor Thorold Rogers; and he further says,

" I believe that under ordinary circumstances the means of life were

more abundant during the Middle Ages than they are under our

modern experience. There was, I am convinced, no extreme poverty
"'-

Yes, because Englishmen were men and not craven slaves, crouching

like curs at the frown of their masters. Be men again ; show that

you have the courage of your fathers, and we will bring back the

golden age and make it impossible for landlord or capitalist to make
us slaves again, D. J. Nicoll.

THE "SEX -SLAVERY" FAD.
There are so many fads becoming confused with the economic question

that it would be discouraging if it were not ludicrous. The most

prominent among these many fads just now in vogue is the "sex-

slavery" fad. But this fad, like all other fads, will have its day.
" Sex-slavery " is due to the present false iniquitons economic system.

To illustrate : Here is a family of grown-up children, say a boy and a

girl, who have just passed school. The girl has received as high

honours as the boy, so there is no difference on this score. The girl

is as frolicsome as the boy ; her cheeks aglow with health. Let u&
watch their lives from now on. The boy joins base-ball clubs, gym-

nasiums, and engages in occupations which develope muscles, wears-

clothing which permit the free action of the body and limbs. What
becomes of the girl ? She laces her frame, uses cosmetics—the statis-

tician informs us that the females of America expend yearly several

millions of dollars for cosmetics!—pours over silly " love-stories,"

enters occupations of a sedentary nature, and works too long hours.

The result is inevitable. Pale-faced, hollow-eyed, languid, vapid-

minded, ever on the look-out for a "mash," she finally succeeds in

finding one—a strong, vigorous, strapping fellow, with veins full of

rich, red fluid. One or two children come. The woman, is used up.

She is, in the language of certain sentimental reformers, a " sex-slave " -

r

he a " brute " because he still has desires and insists on having them

gratified by his legal spouse. Do you ask me if this isn't bad ? Yes,

awful. But suppose he went elsewhere—out of the bonds of matri-

mony—would he not be pointed at also as a " beast " ? Who are those

we find lashing themselves into ecstatic fits about " sex-slavery " and

rummaging around in real or imaginary bed-chambers, and pulling out

the real or imaginary horrid ghosts? Are they the vigorous and

healthy—those whom the life current courses through their veins,

where the electric currents vibrate, showing the passions are at play

and indicating the demands of nature regardless of sex? No, it is not

this class who are troubling themselves, but as a rule it is those whom
the eternal laws of nature have made such ravages upon their systems

that their sexuality is of a very limited quantity and a rather uncertain

quality. These seem to think that all you have to do is to make
women " sexually free "—whatever that may mean—and then the

world is saved and safe.

I have a specific for "sex-slavery," and I do not intend to patent it

either. Here it is : Let women live according to nature's laws; keep

the blood circulating; don't lace in the waist, lungs and chests; take

plenty of physical exercise; keep the mind healthy by reading health-

ful literature ; use your influence to make divorce as easy to obtain as*

marriage, and above all, work for your economic emancipation, because

on this alone rests your whole case. Lucy E. Parsons,

in Chicago *Freedom.'

The Dawn of Day.—Yes, here as there, light is coming into the world ; men
love not darkness, they do love light. ..." Some Chivalry of Labour," some
noble humanity and practioal Divineness of Labour, will yet he realised on this

earth. Or why wi'l; why do we pray to heaven without setting our own shoulder

to the wheel ? The Present, if it will have the Future accomplished, shall itself

commence. Thou who prophesiesth, thou who believest, begin thou to fulfil.—

Carlylc's * Past and PrtsentS

1 " The Economic Interpretation of History,'" p. 25.
: e Ibid, p. 17.
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THE SOCIAL HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT.

This is the house that Jack built.

This is the nine hundred millions of wealth
That's forced from the worker, or taken by stealth,

In the national house that Jack built.

This is the worker, tattered and torn,

That of the result of his labour is shorn,

The toiling, moiling slave of the " ring,"

The abject adorer of lord and king,

Producer of nine hundred millions of wealth

That he's dispossessed of by force and stealth,

And that ought to be used for the life and the health

Of the labouring house that Jack built.

This is the wife of the working-man,

Who lays out the coppers as well as she can,

And suckles her children in sorrow and fear,

With never a holiday year after year,

The anxious ignorant drudge of a drudge,

Who never can rise from poverty's sludge,

Having married the worker, tattered and torn,

Who wishes sometimes he'd never been born,

The down-trodden, thick-headed, slave of the " ring,"

Who cringes to plutocrat, placeman, and king,

While his muscle and brain create the wealth

That gives him no power for joy and health,

Since it's taken away by the force and the stealth

Of thieves in the house that Jack built.

This is the youth, and likewise the maid,

Who start life hopeful and undismayed,
Buoyant and hearty, they've no misgiving,

But that they can earn a capital living
;

But find, when they've tried for years to get on,

That the chances against are a hundred to one,

That from worry and want they never may budge,

And perhaps to the workhouse must take the last trudge,

Being robbed, and reduced, and left forlorn,

In livery which they detest and scorn
;

To life, in spite of their shame, to cling,

Who ought to be blithe as birds on the wing,
Having toiled their lives long making the wealth,

That property-leeches have sucked by stealth,

And will waste in destroying the life and the health

Of the flower of the house that Jack built.

This is the " boss," the employer of labour,

Who lives by the sweat and blood of his neighbour,

Higgling with riggers, and " bulls " and " bears,"

Who manipulate consols, stocks, and shares,

Grinding the white slave haggard and worn,
The human sheep, that is yearly shorn
Of nearly a thousand millions of wealth
Which contemptible drones acquire by stealth,

But that yet shall be used for the joy and health

Of the bees in the house that Jack built.

This is the banker, the lord of the dross,

Who lends to the boss, and lives by the loss

That the worker sustains, who must pay the per cent,

Of whatever the flint-hearted Shylock has lent,

Who to squeeze a per-centage never does fail,

Causing the poor to groan and to wail,

Building the piles of " bulls " and of " bears,"

Till they've plundered enough to become millionaires,

Exploiting the white slave tattered and torn,

Who must rise and rebel upon some fine morn,
And no longer submit to be slave of the " ring,"

But attack the usurer, jobber, and king,

Determined to die or to win back the wealth,

He's been dispossessed of by force and stealth,

To the loss of his freedom and joyous health,

And place in the house that Jack built.

This is the landlord, the primary thief,

That with banker and boss shall be yet brought to grief,

Who is made a statesman the further to cheat,

Taking ten pounds a foot for the pave of the street,

Who bribes the priest with a share in the feast

To persuade the worker he's blessed and not fleeced,

That it's God's design to so order the hive
That the drones are the fittest and must survive,

That the poor should abstain from children and wife
And think on another and happier life,

As suffering here in the hell of the slum
Will be compensated in kingdom come :

That struggling is good, and the best thing to do
Is to live upon folks, or let them live on you ;

For the laws of the Kosmo's are fixed, and ordain
That robbery's right, and its vain to complain.
You must still go on toiling for blue-blooded varlefcs,

Mashers and flunkeys, and high-flying harlots,

Lords of the bedchamber, gold-sticks-in-waiting,
Spies and ambassadors, fawning and feting,

Oanting, false-witnessing, editing scribes,

War-breeding generals, and takers of bribes;
Still must you groan and sweat for the shares
Of asses, and foxes, and " bulls," and " bears,"

Who keep you in misery, tattered and torn,

Out off from your wine, and oil, and corn,

Your land, and whatever springs from it—the wealth
Which cannon, and truncheon, and legal stealth

Forbid you to use for the life and the health * >: *

And the peace of the house that Jack built.

This is the lawyer—for shortness called " liar "
;

No night-walker fouling her form in the mire

But shines when compared with the pandering wretch—
The plunderer's hack, the tyrant's Jack Ketch—
Who robs without risk, and cares not a straw

For fair play and justice, but only for law,

Which crushes the wage-slave, tattered and torn,

Who's beginning to feel that it shouldn't be borne ;

That lawyer and law-maker back up the stealth

From the workers of full two-thirds of their wealth,

Which is needed for joyous and perfect health

In the hapless house that Jack built. ?

This is the priest, who would think he was " green "

To live like his Master the poor Nazarene—
The priest, who says " Seek not for riches down here,"

While getting himself some thousands a-year :

A hireling who preaches peace where there is none,

And seeing the evil done under the sun,

Is afraid on account of the loaves and the fishes,

And sticks to his dear, dainty fle3h-pots and dishes
;

Retained by the boss, and bribed by the dross,

A reproach and a scorn to the faith of the Cross
;

Bamboozling the poor sheep fleeced and torn,

Who may go to the devil when old and outworn—
Victims of merciless greed and stealth,

On every hand plundered of hard-earned wealth,

Debarred of the sweetness, the joy, and the health

Of a prosperous house that Jack built.

This is the humbug they call politician,

Ensconcing himself in an easy position,

Who first cries reform, but who finally " rats,"

And for sweets of office throws over us flats ;

Who damns, when he's out, the other side's sin,

But plays the same fiddle himself when he's in,

Facing both ways with an ease that at least

Out-Herods " by many chalks " even the priest

;

He'll swear, with more lies than his confrere the lawyer,

To make earth a heaven, if you make him " top-sawyer ;"

Yet bribes the wire-pullers, all running races

For pensions and entrances into high places,

Sniggering meanwhile at the poor voting fool

Who gives him the power to rack-rent and rule

—

The free-born British elector,—the blind,

Who neither sees through, before, nor behind,

Expecting the wolf to be good to the lamb,

And will not behold the dodging and sham,

Thinking that hope should not be foresworn,

Though he's hungry and desperate morn after morn,

And so must remain till there be no such thing

As jobber, or robber, or lord, or king :

No more pillaging mis-named rent,

But the land for all, as common-sense meant

;

No more swindling of neighbour by neighbour
;

No more profit extorted from labour
;

No longer a fear of getting the "sack"
;

No creeping for power behind a man's back
;

No more "sweating," no more competing
;

No more shoddy, nor other such cheating
;

No more oppressing of one by another,

But thorough agreement of brother with brother :

The capital common, and masters none,

And goods galore for everyone
Who manfully wishes to take a share

In the small burden everyone able should bear,

When we've throttled the force, and stopped the stealth,

And things are used for the life and the health,

The leisure and pleasure, and culture and wealth

Of the whole of the House that Jack built.

Thos. Barclay.

THE SCOTCH FBEE CHUECH AND SOCIALISM.

In the busy little manufacturing town of Beith in Ayrshire an active Social-

istic propaganda has been going on since the beginning of the year. Com-
rade Brown, now of Sheffield, was responsible for the inauguration of the

movement, and during eighteen months of quiet work he made many con-

verts among the cabinet-makers of " Chairopolis." Most wonderful of all to

relate, the Socialists have invaded the " sacred " precincts of the Free Church
—the most straight-laced of all the Scottish churches. On Monday, the 3rd

of November, two young and ardent Socialists debated, in the Church Guild,

before a large audience, on the best Socialistic ideals. Mr. John Hamilton
pinned his faith to Bellamy's system ; while Mr. James Anderson adversely

criticised 'Looking Backward,' and offered as an alternative scheme village

communes, with home industries, rendered possible and profitable through

the electric conveyance of energy from large waterfalls or steam-engines.

The discussion which followed was the most spirited and the longest sustained

ever held in the Guild. On Monday the 10th the attack on the Church
citadel was renewed by Mr. Harry Brown, in an e*say on "The Moral

Aspects of Socialism." The discussion was again keen and all for social im-

provement. To show that working men are not the only converts here, I

may state that half-a-dozen scholars, including four M.A.'s, took part in the

first night's discussion, and two of the latter returned to the charge on the

second night while another sent a letter of apology for absence, regretting

that some people had understood his remarks of the previous night to imply

that he was less advanced than was really the case. The seed planted by
comrade Brown is now shooting up and spreading its branches over the com-

munity like a green bay tree. The Beith Socialists are ambitious enough to

take up the unusual task 6f trying to convert the churches, and, Quixotic

though the task may seem, they are confident of a measure of success.

J. S. A.
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address, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.We shall not fear to publish the truth.—Eds.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday November 20.

England
Belfast Weekly titar
Die Autonomic
Justice
Labour Tribune
People's Press
Railway Review
Seafaring
Worker's Friend
Free Russia
La Tribune Libre
Manchester Examiner

New South Wales
Sydney—Bulletin
Sydney—Truth
Adelaide—Quiz

Victoria
Melbourne—Bull-Ant

Queensland
Brisbane—Boomeraug

"United States
New York—Truthaeeker

Vblkszeitung
Volne Listy
Freie Arbeitcr Sthnme
Voice
The World

New York—Freiheit
B<n'on— Woman's Journal
Boston— Liberty
Investigator

Chicago—Rights of Labour
Vorbote

Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Kiwi ah (Cal) Commonwealth
Philadel.—Knightn or Labour
Paterson Labour Standard
S. F. -Coast Seamen's Journal
SanFrancisco ArbeiterZeitung
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole

France
Paris—Bourse du Travail
Le Parti Ouvrier
Lc Proletaire

Charleville — L'Emancipation
Mlta—Le Cri du I'ravailleur
Rouen—Le Salariat
Lyon—L'Action Sociale

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

Switzerland
Arbeiterstimme
Bulletin Continental

Italy
Palermo—Avant i

Spain
Madrid—Bl Socialists
Madrid—La Anarquia

Portugal
Porto—A Revolucao Social

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune
Halberstadt, Sonntags-Zeitung

Austria
Vienna—Arboiter-Zeitung
Brunn—Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Copenhagen—Arbejderen

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ayres—Vorwarts
El Perseguido

THE "COMMONWEAL."

Whilst thanking the many friends and comrades who have

volunteered their sympathy and help during the jwesent crisis,

we wish to assure all that no efforts will be spared to resume
the Weekly Issue at the earliest opportunity. We by no means
despair of being able to do so if our comrades will but rally

round at this juncture. We regret as much as our comrades
do the disappointment and inconvenience which even the tem-

porary suspension of a Weekly Issuz entails. We also ask the

indulgence of Subscribers and Correspondents for any delays

that occur in forwarding answers, as the task of obtaining New
Premises and Removal from present address is a heavy one.

We are confident that if all do their share of work in helping,

that we shall take up a stronger and more durable position in

the future than we have held in the past. The First Number
of the New Monthly mil appear early in December.—'Em.

NOTES.
Our friends will note that several comrades do not agree with comrade-
Morris as to revolutionary policy. In common with these comrades,.
I also think that Morris is mistaken in imagining, as he seems to do,
that Socialists have no other task but to educate the people. Un-
fortunately, before the task of education can even be begun the
agitators, or " disturbance-breeders " if you please, must be at work.

Let us look back a bit and take the earlier Socialist agitation in this
country. What first drew general attention to our doctrines 1 Lec-
tures on Scientific Socialism 'I They were excellent, doubtless ; far be-
it from me to under-value them ; but they did not make much noise in
public, nor did the people come in large numbers to hear them. No -

r
if the only Socialists had been those of the armchair and the study,
Socialism would not have made the impression it has at the present
time. After all, was it not the " blatant agitators" at street corners who
translated the thoughts of the scientists, poets, and philosophers into*
the language of the people, and made Socialism popular? Free-speecb
lights, unemployed meetings, the Trafalgar Square riots of '86 and '87

r
the great strikes of '89—was it not these events which drew public-
attention to the new ideas % I believe that is the general opinion.

And were not all these events the work of men who in many cases;

might not have a thorough knowledge of the "law of economic rent,""

and who had not yet mastered all the mysteries of Marx's * Capital'?—I wonder how many educated people can put their hands on their
hearts and truly say they have. Did not their preaching stir up crowds
still more ignorant, but who had an idea they were hungry, and that
knew by bitter experience the evils of the present system, who smashed
windows, sacked shops, and thereby got an audience for even scientific;

and educational Socialism 1

Morris has mentioned Edward Bellamy's * Looking Backward.' I
wonder how many people would have waded through that extremely
dull and stupid work if it had not been for the " disturbance-breeders "

in London and Chicago. And is not the popularity of the Fabian
Essays and numerous other educational works due to the same cause?
Would they have sold so well if it had not been for the men who have-
done the rough and dirty work in the highways and byways of our
great towns and cities'? I do not under-value educational Socialism.
I see the necessity of large numbers of the people understanding what
Socialism really is before the revolution can be accomplished ; but I
think on the other hand that there is a tendency on the part of many
men who have been gifted by nature and society to disparage the work
of those who have not been so fortunate. Let them remember that
the agitators and "disturbance-breeders" are quite as necessary as the-
learned and cultured Socialist, for without the help of the former
the ideas of the latter would often be fruitless.

I frankly confess that the disgusting spectacle of sanctimonious
hypocrisy presented by some of the " lights " of English Society during
the past week, is even more horrible than the frank cruelty and
brutality of our African filibusters. The cruelty and brutality is real,
but the present howling outcry raised by Pecksniff, Stiggins, Chad-
band and Co. is not. The very people who have been silent over the
African Horrors, where there was something to shriek about, are now-
yelling themselves hoarse over the case of Mr. Parnell.

Any one to hear these people talk, would imagine that Mr. Parnelfc
had committed some new crime. Of course, the fact that " Society's

"*

favoured sons are purifying the lusts of flesh in Cleveland Street, and
encouraging the spread of " Civilisation and Christianity " by flogging:
niggers to death and assisting at cannibal feasts in Africa, perfectly
qualifies it to raise a yell of virtuous horror at an act of commonplace-
adultery which has injured no one, but, on the contrary, has freed two-
people from a yoke too heavy to bear.

We note also that Mr. Stead is to the front in the cause of " morality
and virtue." Mr. Stead, in the same cause, a few years ago flooded*
the town with every nasty story he could collect in the fashionable
brothels of London, and thereby has done more harm to "public
morality " than even Mr. Parnell. Yet Mr. Stead leads the chorus.
"Morality and Religion " must be in a very bad way indeed when
Stead is its champion.

If Stead, Price Hughes and Co. are really in earnest, why not*
strike a little higher 1 Why not deal a crusade against certain mem-
bers of the Royal family, who are notorious " evil livers "

1 Why does
not the Vigilance Society set their spies and keyhole reporters to dog
the steps of the " little bald man in red "

? or, better still, watch his.
beloved son in his rumoured wanderings towards certain dens of
curious vice ? Then let Stead and Stiggin, Price Hughes and Chad-
band, Pecksniff and Parker raise a howl against " such persons ever
ascending the throne of England." Their ancestors, the Puritans they
are so fond of talking about, would have done this. But then, tte-
Puritans were men; their "descendants" are only scandalous old
women. $\

We have received a request to give " as extended a notice as possible-
to an appeal for funds " made by the Young Women's Christian Asso-
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ciation, for the furtherance of their work in establishing " Homes

"

(sic), Bible-classes, and Tract distribution, etc. The appeal is written

in a perfervid strain. " Have you thought," it says, " of the great

army of factory girls] In London, about 150,000 of them are ill-fed

and without any true home ; they are brought up amid drunkenness,

wickedness, and wretchedness. . . . Many of them earn only a few

shillings per week, yet they must toil on often having to support a

widowed mother. . . . Many a girl, ill-clad, badly shod, has to tramp
on a wet morning from East to West in the chill air to their occupa-

tion !
" and we are asked whether we have thought of the long hours

and the weary round of the same occupation.

Yes, we have, and the thought of it makes us bitter enemies of the

system which demands from our women folk their health, nay, their

lives, in order to obtain bread. We know that the physical deteriora-

tion of our women workers strikes at the very future of the race, and
we are astonished at the cool audacity which prompted the request to

us to advertise a paltry palliative scheme, consisting of Flower Mis-

sion Bible-classes, backed up by thousands of pounds given towards
these objects by a horde of titled and untitled parasites upon Labour,

whose luxurious idleness is enjoyed at the expense of the tired work-

women. When the women worker^ of England bestir themselves to

obtain Justice, the need for Charity doles accompanied with the in-

evitable snuffle of cant will disappear ; and so also will disappear the

list of idle donors. F. K.

CORRESPONDENCE.

"WHERE ARE WE NOW?"
The article headed " Where Are We Now?" by William Morris, which

appeared in the Commonweal for Nov. 15th, has been read by many of us

in Sheffield with a shiver—as if a bucket of cold water had been poured
unexpectedly down our backs. The effort to cool us is very palpable, but
there is really so much effort about it that the effect has only been to awaken
a decidedly warm reaction.

It certainly seems to me that our comrade has a strange conception of

the social struggle we are engaged in, when he lectures us as if we were
merely conspirators seeking to overthrow the authorities and establish our-

selves in their places. In such case we could understand our leaders warn-
ing us to avoid such methods as " partial, necessarily futile, inconsequent
revolt or riot against the authorities," as Morris says. Such methods, we
know, do not suit " leaders " or mere political parties, who are seeking their

own advantage ; but it is a very different case with the workers engaged in

the social war, who are really in the position of slaves desirous to revolt

against their masters rather than of soldiers in the ranks of an army.
I must say that I think it is a gross abuse of language to state, as Morris

does, that the authorities are our absolute masters. The slave who prefers

death to a continuance of his slavery cannot be called a slave any longer,

and if bis example be followed by his fellows there is an end of servitude.

This is the position in which the workers are to-day, and every blow, no
matter how struck at their masters, mu.st benefit them. It surely cannot
injure them as a class, though some of them may lose their lives.

But it must be remembered that in estimating our position, bad as the
condition of the wage-slave is, it is infinitely more hopeful than that of the
chattel slave, and much of th s is due to the very insecurity of his existence.

He is forced to consider his condition, as the well-fed and well-cared for

chattel slave was not, and he is even encouraged by his masters to talk and
think of freedom as his right. We have then much better ground to work
on, and much more encouragement in our efforts than if we had only chattel

slaves to deal with.

There are, under such conditions, a thousand simple methods of action
much more effective and natural than that which Morris has in his mind,
which seems to be a conspiracy with numbers of men "who do not know
what Socialism is " enlisted in the service. Strange enough, too, he really

thinks they might possibly be successful, but he says " we are not ready for

such a change as that." For my part, I think that it would not be any-
thing to be frightened at if it could be thus effected. It really would not
be such a great change after all.

But the change which we seek to make is very different, and must be
brought about by individual action, or by the action of individual groups,
for by that means alone can slaves obtain a freedom worth having and be
educated in the exercise of it. By that means alone can it be done in fact,

and in every hungry man we will find a recruit who will very soon learn
what Communism and Anarchy are if he has not known them before.

Every rising then, or even riot, of wage slaves against their masters,
though, as Morris says, it would at first " leave them slaves still," would not
leave them so much enslaved as they were before it, for the hold of their

masters on them would either be relaxed, or they would be forced to use
such measures of repression as would only have the effect of intensifying
the struggle and leading to more violent efforts in the future.
For us, then, however partial it may be, there is no such thing as " neces-

sarily futile, inconsequent revolt." Every man who openly declares himself
a rebel against our present atrocious system of society, and proves that he
is so by doing something to show his contempt for property, authority, or
law ; any one who asserts his own diguity or that of his class, or makes it

more difficult for the land-grabber or money-grubber to live in peace by per-
petrating some act of violence, is waging active war upon Society, and is

doing a thousand times more to make Socialists than one who is merely
lecturing or writing. Of course, the most effective action will be done by
those who are our comrades and do such acts consciously ; but even the
ordinary criminal is an uncouscious revolutionist, and is doing good work
for us. If then, as Morris says, our business is to make Socialists, he cer-

tainly has not shown us the best way, and he has tried to discourage those
who are beginning to find out the most effective way.

I think it is clear from what I have said that the struggle in which we
are engaged is one that entirely excludes such Fabian tactics as Morris re-

commends. It excludes them from its nature. Let those, then, who can

speak and write do so by all means, but. let us clearly understand that this

is not the only way to make Socialists, nor by any means the best, and that

it is absurd to think of stopping at it even now. The best way, on the

contrary, both to teach and to make a beginning of really revolutionary
action, is to have the courage of our opinions, and by acts as well as words
show our contempt for what is called private property and every institution

based on it.

Every man should take what he requires of the wealth around him, using
violence whenever necessary, and when dragged before his enemies he
should tell them plainly that he has done what he knows to be right and
what he is proud of having done. His example will soon find imitators,

and in a very short time the people will find it quite right and proper, and
only wonder it was not done before to provide food for empty bellies ; and
can any Socialist say that this action is not justified by his principles.

This will be the first step and the first battle We will have to fight for

it, for we know that our enemies will not take in a Christian or Fabian
spirit the attempt to deprive them of their power to plunder us, though we
are expected by so many to submit, or only mildly expostulate, in that

spirit. J. Cbbaghe.

Our comrade Morris's article of November 15th with the above title must,
I am sure, impress all readers of Commonweal—more especially those who
are active propagandists—as calling for serious meditation before arriving at

any conclusion. Being myself a speaker and one who has certainly seen as

much as any other speaker the condition and position of Socialism in London
and the provinces, I feel bound to try and answer our comrade.

I agree with our comrade that the result of our past seven years' work is

not exactly that which we had pictured to ourselves. Yet, as he says, we
have done something, and that something is, we have drawn the attention

of the masses, as well as the classes, towards Socialism ; and though the

workers who have heard our teaching have not gone exactly as we might
have wished, yet they are to-day in thought where many of us were a few
short years ago.

Our comrade admits that the principles of Socialism are being understood,

and that the workers are not going to stop at merely being a little better off.

That being our opinion also, it seems to me that the time has arrived when
another step forward ought to be taken. Our comrade seems to deprecate

riots and revolts, but how else are the masses to be prepared, how are they

to receive that necessary educatiou in revolutionary action, if they are to

wait, and never make an attempt to strike a blow at this accursed system
until the majority are converted to our way of thinking? We who, like our
comrade, refuse to have any dealings with parliamentary warfare, must,
when questioned as to how we are going to attain our object, have some
answer to give ; and it seems to me the only answer that can be given by us
is that at the first favourable opportunity we will strike a blow against our
present masters and the system which upholds them. To what result this

course will lead must be left for time to reveal ; but this may be fearlessly

stated now, that it is a mistake to be too moderate in our language, and
we should not care so much as to what others may think. When the matter
in hand is to overthrow a rotten system like the one we live under, we should
not hesitate, but seize any and every opportunity to strike pitilessly at the
system, and leave to time and experience the task of modifying or improving
upon our labours.

Our comrade seems to regret the fact that no working man has stepped
forward as a leader, and thus qualify himself to become a great historical

figure ; but the very fact that amongst us there is not a leader, is (I think)
not only good, but perhaps the very best, proof of the genuineness of our
teaching, which is, and must be, "No master, high or low"—for, to my mind,
leadership implies mastership ; though I have no doubt iu my own mind
that when the time comes there will spring up in our midst, not one, but
many who will be able to grapple with the question of the reorganisation of

society. This our comrade himself admits, and I believe admits it readily.

He, however, seems to think that our very success has dimmed the ideals

which first led us on. I hope not—nay, I feel confident, in my own mind,
that instead of our ideals being dimmed, it is those very ideals which urge
us forward to the attempt at the realisation of our life's dream. He seems
further to think that our masters could easily put us down. There I join

issue with him. I feel confident that a few determined men—and when I
say determined, I mean men who are prepared to do or die in the attempt

—

could paralyse the forces of our masters, providing they were acquainted
with the power which nineteenth century civilisation has placed within their

reach. The monopolist press of the world has advised gatliugs, hand-
grenades, strvchnine, arseuic, and lead, instead of bread, for the starving
workers seeking to better their condition. This has been urged by the law-
and-order press, and everywhere there are signs of the bloody conflict which
is about to take place between the workers and their masters ; and are we
to see that conflict approaching without warning our fellow-workers of the

consequences unless they are prepared for the struggle ? And how, I ask,

are they to become prepared for the struggle, unless we—to whom a very
large section of the people look—tell them or show them how to meet this

warfare of the capitalist ? It is no use crying Peace, Peace when there is no
peace. Therefore let us recognise that we are at war, and that we are

criminals even now in the eyes of the law ; that hitherto it has been a war
of words ; in future this war will have to be one of deeds, whenever oppor-
tunity occurs to abolish our slavery. It is always comparatively easy to be
a slave, because capitalism, like despotism, only strikes at those who stand
up in opposition to it, while it is gentle and forbearing towards the tame and
submissive. Knowing, as I think I do, that our comrade is neither tame nor
submissive, the wonder to me is that he differs with us upon the matter.

Science has placed within our reach the means to achieve our freedom :

are we, then, to refuse to stretch out our hand and grasp the weapon so easy
of attainment ? Those who make half revolutions simply dig their own*
graves—so said St. Just. Well, seek to avoid making a half rtvolution, and
prepare the people's minds at once for what is sure to come. Our masters
will not much longer tolerate the teachings which have led to the great

upheaval of labour during recent years, but will try and ttach the masses a
lesson in the use of physical force, which must be answered—as it only can
be answered, to be consistent—by force in return. Our comrade thinks that

our masters are yet too powerful for us to resist by this means. I think
otherwise ; for the army, on the showing of the commanding officers, is

more or less permeated by Socialist ideas ; and even though they (the army)
do attack us, as in the case of Southampton, I hold the opinion that the use

of scientific force would have the effect of destroying a thousand as against

one on our side. This is an advantage not to be overlooked. General
Sheridan of the American army said "arms are worthless," and that dyna-
mite was a lately discovered article of tremendous power, and such was its-
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nature that people could carry it around in the pockets of their clothing with
perfect safety to themselves, and by means of it they could destroy whole
cities and whole armies, Gunpowder in the fifteenth century marked an
era in the world's history. " Dynamite is man's best and last friend ; it

emancipates the world from the domineering of the few over the many,
because all government in the last resort is violence, all law in the last
resort is force. Everything is based on force. Force is the law of the
universe, force is the law of nature ; and this newly discovered force makes
all men equal, and therefore free." So said our comrade Parsons, and so
say I. I hold, therefore, in conclusion, that the answer to force used by our
masters must be the use of force by ourselves. This does not prevent me in

the meantime preaching the ideals of Socialism which I hold ; nor will it,

for preach I will as long as I can and am allowed to do so ; but when I am
not allowed, and an attempt is made to crush me by force, I know my answer
to it, and hope others will also learn what their answer ought to be. We
must make war—open war, if necessary—upon this accursed system, which
grinds us to the ground to-day. C. W. Mowbray.

SHOP ASSISTANTS' UNION.
Sir,—Kindly allow me, through the columns of your valuable paper, to

««nake a public apology to all trade-unionists, clubs, and others who may
have purchased tickets for the benefit at the Koyalty Theatre, Dean Street,
:Soho, in aid of the funds of the Shop Assistants' Union ; as, after carefully
making all arrangements and having over 2,000 tickets out, the above theatre
is suddenly closed through some unforeseen circumstances ; and as we are
constantly receiving letters asking for money to be returned and explanation
of same, we take this opportunity of explaining to all friends who may have
.purchased tickets ; and to assure them that we are not in any way responsible
for any inconvenience they may have been put to, and that all monies will

be returned on application to 8 Featherstone Buildings, W.C., or Branches.
It is possible that some arrangement may even now be made to have those

'tickets which remain out honoured at a later date.—Yours truly,

A. Mussett, Hon. Sec.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
ITALY.

Some weeks ago I gave some official statistics of the unemployed in this

land of "constitutional liberty." Here are some more facts and figures,

published by the Eoman Statistical Institute. Two hundred thousand
workers lodge in " absolutely insanitary " cellars. Nine thousand dwell in
caves scooped out of rocks. In 1,700 parishes people only eat bread on
holidays ; and in 4,695 parishes no meat is eaten. Sixty-three per cent.

Italians can neither read nor write. "Yet doubtless," as the Charleville
Emancipation says, " the King of Italy and his Prime Minister, when they
have well eaten and well drunk, firmly believe that Italy is happy."

SPAIN.
The Madrid Socialista for November 14 gives a prominent place to a

tribute to our Chicago comrades. This is a sign of grace in a " Social Demo-
cratic" print. I am wrong perhaps in styling the " Spanish Workmen's
Party " Social Democratic. In this very number of El Socialista the phrase
is repudiated. However, the "Workmen's Party," although calling itself

"Socialist" and "revolutionary," believes in parliamentary action and looks
forward to majority rule. Without entering upon nice distinctions, that is

what we here understand by " Social Democratic." Our Anarchist comrades
in Madrid duly kept the anniversary of the murders.
A large Anarchist meeting was held on the 9th at Bibao to celebrate our

comrades' slaughter. As it made the local correspondent of El Socialista

very angry, we may conclude it was successful.

Accounts of similar celebrations are coming in from all parts of the
Peninsula. At Barcelona, as might be expected, there was an especially

striking commemoration.
In the Barcelona Productor for November 13 " E. M." pursues his study of

"Communism, Individualism, and Collectivism," and endeavours to show
that Collectivist Anarchists are really at one with Individualist Anarchists,
and that Communism is the enemy both should unite against. He seems to

attach altogether too much importance to the tiny Anglo-American Indi-
vidualist side-movement. This probably arises from his taking the Indi-
vidualists at their own valuation as given in their journals. Collectivists or
Communists, we should do well to remember what our comrade Malatesta
said at our Revolutionary Conference last August, that we are both at one
as to what is to be done immediately—viz., to seize property and put it in

-common by means of a tumultuous revolution.

UNITED STATES.
The Kaweah Colony in California is passing through an acute crisis, and

may possibly come to final grief. The present writer cannot profess to

regret this. The Colony is founded upon entirely false principles—the
principles of Governmental Collectivism laid down in such books as Gron-
lund's * Co-operative Commonwealth.' Provision is made for bureaucracy at

every turn, and, instead of giving to each according to his needs, a system of

payment by "time-checks" is adopted, which must speedily bring in ail the
inequalities of the outside world. An official notice in the Kaweah Common-
wealth informs us that "Kaweah Colony is neither an Anarchist or a Free
Love Colony, and persons of that turn of thought are not desired, nor will

they be received as members. . . . We have laws in Kaweah, but we make
them ourselves. Once made, until changed, they must be obeyed." This has
the true ring of "law and order." "I, Edward etc. Bradford" could not be
more peremptory. It is not wonderful under these circumstances that
differences should soon arise between the bureaucrats and some, at any rate,

of the workers. A society pretending to be Socialist and which yet believes

in laws, officials, property marriage, unequal retribution, and (as one of the

writers in the Kaweah Commonwealth expresses it) the " fatherhood of God "

(whatever that may mean) is deservedly foredoomed to failure. May one
not perhaps add that all socialistic experiments are mistakes 1 Instead of a
few hundred enthusiasts departing into the wilderness, would it not be
better that they should remain with us and help us to take from the masters
their stolen wealth and change the face of the whole world ?

Last week I said something of the " outrages" on the New York Central,

attributed to the " Knights of Labour." It now appears that the supposed
Knights who were arrested and made confessions were not Knights at all,

' but " Pinkerton " detectives, paid and bribed by the railroad company. This
rests upon the admissions of the wretched men themselves. After this, the
suggestion of our comrade Parsons in his speech, that one of these vile

Pinkertons may have thrown the Haymarket bomb, will not seem so far-

fetched. E. W. B.

THE CAUSES OF GREAT REVOLUTIONS.

In the long run no people are governed better than they deserve to be. He
who will read the history of all people and all times will read of many
republics. There have been aristocratic republics as well as democratic.
Some in which might finally became right. It was so in the ancient Greek
and Boman, so in the city-republics of the Middle Ages. Many republics

were ruled by the few nobles. Some were ruled by " councils " and some
by tyrants ; some by consuls and some by doges, and even by kings, such as

Sparta. Kome under the Caesars continued to be called a republic, and even
the French coins of 1805 have the words "Napoleon Empereur" on one side,

with " Republique Francaise " on the other.

The ancient Carthagenians were a trading people not unlike the genuine
Americans of to-day. They were not over fond of manual labour. For
their hard work they employed foreigners. For their armies they simply
furnished the commanders. They accumulated great wealth, became opulent,
extravagant, and effeminate, living in royal luxuriousness, looking down
upon their foreign labouring element. Then one day these foreigners arose
in their wrath. Who was to take the place of the " workers " became the
great question. Where was the native " after-growth " to take the place of

the "strikers"—aye, even of the fighters in their armies? The natives were
unfit for hard work ; there was no " after-growth," strong and vigorous,

among them, and so Carthage, the strongest power of the then known world,
had to succumb to the Italian free state of Eome, with its strong and vigor-

ous constituency.
*

In the very zenith of its prosperity and power, the Roman Republic, after

the complete destruction of Carthage, Rome's only rival, in turn became the
victim of its own wealth and splendour. The City of Rome, having sprung
from a mere town of brick, grew to be a city of marble palaces. It could
boast of four hundred and twenty temples, five theatres, two ampitheatres,
seven circuses of vast extent, sixteen public baths, fourteen acqueducts,
besides pillars, triumphal arches, porticoes, lofty obelisks, and broad, well-

paved highways, like Via Appia. But then it began to weaken, for out of

its very prosperity and riches, grew vice, heartlessness, and monstrous de-

bauchery. By its very opulence it fell into decay.

During the centuries of its struggle and growth, which of course was slow
compared with this age of steam and electricity, the people submitted their

political destinies to the rule of Kings, Councils or Practores, Decimviri,
Dictators, Triumphirates, and Emperors. These governments were all more
or less republican in form, with a senate, etc. But the people themselves
fell into corruption and dishonesty.

The elder Cato contended bravely but effectually against bribery at elec-

tions. We learn from his writings that in the sixth century of the Roman
Republic family ties became almost entirely loosened in Rome most pros-

perous period. He upraids the women for their extravagance and their

vanity, and he called them glib of tongue. We learn that the women of his

time demanded emancipation and the right to control property, and it was
an established principle as a matter of public economy, for the protection by
families of their immense wealth, that they should bear but few children.

The great moral disciplinarian, who regarded the individual householder as
the germ of the family, and the family as the germ of the state, rails against
women of his day, saying that those of the best families vie with the public
dancers and the woman of the bagnio for the favours of the rich Roman
youth as well as for those of the actors and acrobats of the theatre and the
arena, and that the daily scenes at the baths of Baja and Patroli were a
public scandal. When subsequently the once noble Romans exceeded in

licentiousness and voluptuous extravagance the Greek before them, their

country and their government became doomed, until finally came that down-
fall which has no parallel in the history of nations. It fell before the sturdy
blows of the Teutonic invaders.

We need only read what La Bruyere, an attache of the Court, says in

regard to the licentiousness and extravagance of France under Louis XIV.
to learn the real cause of the downfall of that then prosperous country. It

is said the most aristocratic ladies of the Court were not at all ashamed when
accused of their liaisons even with the most masculine lackeys ; and La
Bruydre, who has laid bare so much of the wickedness of bis day, relates

where he accused one of the most prominent ladies at Court of too close an
intimacy with the executioner Bronte, without even her resenting it as an
insult. Even Prof. Huxley takes occasion to say that the extravagance and
profligacy of the Court of that day and its surroundings had a great deal

more influence in generating the catastrophe than all the philosophers that
ever put pen to paper had to bring it about.

In all countries and among all nations which have passed through great
upheavals from time to time in the history of the world, women have been
conspicuous in one way or another by directly influencing their rise or fall.

The third republic of Fiance is already threatened by a dangerous in-

dulgence in luxury and extravagance, instead of returni ug to a wholesome
and healthy economical simplicity after the demoralising regime of the
Second Empire. For the poor middle classes, nothing—for the rich, every-
thing, seems to be the order of things there. The sansculottes are less

patient than the free-born American citizen, who, with veiy little more love

of law and government than the former still rests easy upou " the old flag

and an appropriation." But this thoughtless complacency is getting danger-
ous. There must come a change in our own social affairs.

—From the * The Rights of Labour. 1

A Concert and Ball will be held on behalf of the proposed International
School, at the Athenaeum Hall, Tottenham Court Road, on December 9th.

Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge.

Business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Sunday, November 30, at 6.30, lecture by
Hamilton, " Teetotalism."

A Revolutionary Situation.—A world all rocking and plunging, like that

old Roman one when the measure of its iniquities was full ; the abysses and
subterranean and supernal deluges plainly broke loose ; in the wild dim-lighted
chaos all stars of heaven gone out. No star of heaven visible, hardly now to

any man ; the pestiferous fogs and foul exhalations grown continual, have, ex-

cept on the highest mountain-tops, blotted out all stars ; will-o'-wisps, of various

course and colour, take the placts of stars. Over the wild surging chaos,* in the
leaden air, are only sudden glares of revolutionary lightening ; then more dark-
ness, with philanthropic phospherences, empty meteoric lights ; here and there

an ecclesiastical luminary still hovering, hanging on to its old quaking fixtures,

pretending still to be a Moon or Sun, though visibly it is but a Chinese LantesD

j
made of paper mainly, with the candle end foully dying in the heart of it.T-

I OwrlyWs ' Lift of John Stirling,'
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DO YOU AGREE ?

Do you agree with us that the social awakening of the ivorkers

is a desirable end? Do yOU agPee with us that we are working

in the right way to achieve that end?

YOU do not ? Then oppose us- and prove us wrong on every

platform and in every paper to lohich yon can gain access !

YOU do agree ? Then work with us and for ns ; help us to

extend our circle of influence; let no day pass in which you have

not interested some one in our propaganda !

There is no middle course for an honest man !

DUBLIN SOCIALIST UNION.

Our Dublin comrades have issued the following Statement of Principles.

We wish them good luck in their work.

The Dublin Socialist Union offers a common platform to representatives of the

various schools of Socialistic thought, vith a view to the more effective propa-

gation of the principles on which all are agreed.

It advocates cordial union with all who seek to abolish the present " Capitalist

"

system of production, under which the producers of all wealth lead lives of

privation and actual want, whilst the non-producers live in idleness and luxury,

and the construction in its stead of a system under which the worker shall receive

the full value of the product of his industry.

It calls on all workers to recognise the solidarity of labour— i.e., the identity

of interests which exists both between the different branches of industry and

between the workers of different countries, and the consequent necessity for

international organisation.

It will assist by every means in its power all combinations amongst the workers

for the bettering of their condition, and by means of lectures, meetings, distribu-

tion of literature, and every means that may be practicable, advocate Socialist

ideas and principles.

Meetings, open to all, are held in 87 Marlboro' Street, every Saturday at 8 p.m.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 24, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1890 :—North Kensington, to end of April.

Glasgow, Oxford, Hammersmith, Manchester, and Norwich, to end of

May. Yarmouth, to end of June. East London, to end of July.

Leicester, to end of August. North London, to end of September.
' Commonweal ' Branch, and Streatham, to end of December.

(Branch Secretaries will please send with remittances for Capitations the number
of their membership.)

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
£ s. d.

H. R 1

G. Delver .... 7

Manchester Branch 5

,, ,, (2nd Sub.) 5

,, ,, A Member 4
K. Launspach 19 6

J. W. Browne 5
E. H. H 7 6

£ s. d.
' Commonweal ' Branch . 10
B. W 6

Leeds Comrades (per G. Cores) 10 6

Milne (Glasgow) . . .010
A Few Friends (per G.F.Ross) 3

Total . . . 8 14

REPOKTS.
Aberdeen.—On Sunday 16th, Kropotkin's "Appeal to the Young" was read

and discussed. On Thursday night, comrades Rennie and Leatham spoke to a

meeting on Castle Street. On Saturday night, comrades Rennie and Bruce
Glasier (of Glasgow) spoke to a large crowd. A meeting of members was after-

wards held in comrade Duncan's house.—G. A. C.

Dublin.—Socialist Union, 87 Marlboro Street, November 22nd, J. E. Master-
son delivered an address on " Politics for the Workers," advocating the orthodox
Social-Democratic ideas—labour representation, payment of members, etc., etc.

A brisk discussion followed, King, Kavanagh, O'Shea, Fitzpatrick, and others

taking part.

Scottish Socialist Federation —Edinburgh.—Comrade J. H. Smith de-

livered a splendid lecture on "Rent, Interest, and Profit" in Labour Hall on
Sunday evening. An animated discussion was started by a Mr. McGregor, a
staunch supporter of the present order of things. A good meeting was held at

Leith which was addressed by Hamilton and Pearson.—W. D. T.

Fabian Society.—A course of lectures on "Common - Objections to Social-

ism" will be given at Bloomsbury Hall, Hart Street, New Oxford Street, W.C.
Friday, December 5, at 8 o'clock

—

VI. " The Coming Slavery.'" " That Socialism

involves Bureaucracy and Jobbery," G. Bernard Shaw ; "That Government can

be dispensed with," H. W. Just. Dec. 19th. VII. That Socialism, though desir-

able, cannot be brought about. " Because it would involve national dishonesty,"

W. S. de Mattos ;
" Because all except the destitute and reckless would be

injured by the process," Frederic Hudson; "Because the revolution would
involve violence and bloodshed," Edward R. Pease.

What has Come to Pass.—Yes, were the Corn Laws ended to-morrow, there

is nothing ended ; there is only room made for all manner of things beginning.

. . . We shall have another period of commercial enterprise, of victory and
prosperity ; during which it is likely much money will be made, and all people

may by extant methods still for a space of years be kept alive and physically

fed. ... It will be a priceless time. For our new period or paroxysm of com-
mercial prosperity will and can on the old methods of "Competition and the

Devil take the hindmost" prove but a paroxysm; a new paroxysm—likely

enough, if we do not use it better, to be our last. If our Trade in twenty years,
" flourishing " as never Trade flourished before, could double itself, yet then
also by the old Laissez /aire method our Population is doubled ; we shall then
be as we are, only twice as many of us, twice and ten times as unmanageable.

—

Garlyle's ' Past and Present?

LECTURE DIARY,
LONDON.

Battersea.—All communications to E. Buteux, 45, Inwith Street, Battersea

Park Road.
Commonweal Branch.—24 Great Queen Street, Holborn, W.C. Tuesdays, Sing-

ing Practice. Thursdays, Business meeting. Saturdays, Social Gathering.

Sunday, November 30, at 8.30 p.m., Social Evening by Members and Friends.

East London.—H. McKenzie, 10 Victoria Dwellings, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture every Sunday at 8.

French Class conducted by Mdle. Desroches on Friday evenings at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every

Wednesday at 8 p.m. Band practice every Tuesday at 8, in the hall at the

back of the " Britannia " public-bouse, Latimer Road—more fifers wanted.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

Whitechapel and St. Georges-in-the-East.—Branch meetings at International Club,

40 Berner Street, Commercial Road. J. Turner, organising secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing

practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p m.
Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—C\\ib Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row. Open

every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. International Educa-

tional Club, Templar Street. Open every evening. Discussion class every

Friday at 8 ; lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

on tables and for sale.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on

Thursday at 8 p.m. Lecture in the Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street, every

Sunday at 6 30. Nov. 30, J. C, Chambers, "Should Socialists Vote?"

Dec. 7, G. Stanley, "Why are the many Poor?" 14th, Clara Warner,
" Government." 21st, J. Billson (Fabian Society), "Socialism, and how to-

get it." 28th, Social Evening.

Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. On Sunday, Nov. 30,

at 8, lecture by W. Bailie, "The Place of Modern Athens in Industrial

Evolution." On Friday, Dec. 5, a discussion will take place at 8 o'clock,

opened by W. Bailie—subject, " Difficulties of Communism."
Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club

contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,

at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Market Place. Open every evening

Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based,

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

(
Weather ^permiuing. )

Sunday.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street The Branch

11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch

11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

11.30 Hoxton Church The Branch

11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mainwaring and Nicoll

3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal branch

3.30 Streatham Cooimon... The Branch

7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch

7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch

8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street The Branch

8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Friday.

8.15 Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; W^oodhouse Moor, at 3 p.m.;.

Vicar's Croft, at 6 p.m.

Leicester.—Saturday : Old Cross, Belgrave Gate, at 8 p.m. Sunday: Russell

Square, at 10.45 a.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips-

Park Gates, at 11; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,-

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m. ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday : Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and

7.30.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; West Bar, at 11.30 ; Newhall
Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30; Grimesthorpe, at 11.30; Rotherham, at 3;
Woodhouse, at 3 ; West Bar, at 8 ; Attercliife Road, at 8.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Fish Wharf, at 3 ; Hall Quay, at 7.

Glasgow.—J. Bruce Glasier will lecture in Hall, Antiqua Place, Nelson Street,

on Sunday, November 30, at 7 p.m.—subject, "Socialism versus Georgism."

Dublin Socialist Union, 87 Marlboro Street.—Saturday, November 29th,

at 8 p.m., A. J. Kavanagh, " The Rulers and the Ruled."
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets,
All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League

will in future be charged to Branches and Allied
Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,
Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

An Address on the Chicago Martyrs ... 4
Socialism and " Public Opinion " "

2
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each 2

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men 1

Modern Christianity i\ Heathenism ... 9
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps) 8
The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-

flict between Capital and Labour ... 4
What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ... 4
The Railway Kings and an American Empire 2

Miscellaneous.
The Triumph of Labour. Memorial Car-

toon of the Great Dock Strike, Sept
1889. With cardboard roll, 6d.; ar-
tist's edition, ditto

Amazonia. A Foretaste of the Future.
By Mrs. John Corbett

1

1

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

Stanley's Exploits;
OR,

CIVILISING AFRICA.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

A FULL ACCOUNT OF THE FIENDISH ATROCITIES
COMMITTED UPON THE NATIVES OF AFRICA BY

the "Buccaneer of the Congo."

Commonweal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, Londou, W.C.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

the

PEOPLE'S
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted

SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the '* New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the

worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices : 1 Hare Place,

Fleet Street, E.C.

FREIHEIT
International Organ of the German-speaking

Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.

Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Mliller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
^r Office of Commonv;caL

Life in Utopia.
BY JOHN PETZLEU.

Is. paper. Special terms to Branches,

7|d. per copy ; 7s. 6d. for 13.

WHERE TO GET THE

'commonweal:
LONDON.

Publishing Office : 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, W.C.

N.
Oee, 56 High-street, Islington
J. W. Miller, 76 Holloway road
Watson, 76 Hoxton-street
Knox, 5 Mayes-terrace, Wood Green
Vale, Stamford Hill

N.W.
Clark, 63 Maiden-road
Wright, 167 Kentish Town-road
Petherick, 29 Osnaburg-street
Gibbs, Lisson grove
VViison, 24 Highgate-road
Meek, 132 Drummond-street

J. G. Fogwell, 9 Northumberland-street, Marylebjne
Hayne, newsagent, Harrow-on-the Hill

Schweitzer, 43 Commercial-road
Fades, 219 Whitechapel-road
Hoinville, Triangle, Hackney
Hammond, Goldsmith-row
Bevis, 4 Old Ford-road
Piatt, Bonner-Street, IMhnal-green
J. O'Shaughnessy, 48, Fisher-street, Barking-road
C. A. Crump, 39 Rayner-ter., Stratford New Town

E.C.
Fowler, 166 Old Street
Twigg, Clerkenwell Green
Fox, 48 Penton -street

Forder, 28 Stonecutter-street
Simpson, 7 Red Lion Court
Reeves, 185 Fleet-street

Freethought Publishing Co., 63 Fleet-st.

Farrington, Fetter-lane
Appleyard, Poppins-court
Hurlstone, 5 Bath-street
Skeats, 123 Farringdon-road, Clerkenwell
Williams, 7 Exmouth -street, ,,

S.E.
H. G. Prior, 131 London-road
Wirbatz, 18 New Kent-road
Dunn, 24 Old Kent-road
Williams, 554 ,,

Williams, 375 St. James-road
Clayton, 12 Clarence-place, Deptford
Chambers, 3 Greenwich-road
Mears, 328 Walworth-road
Ellison, 34 High -street, Peckham
Pish, 25 Queens-road, Peckham
Adams, 156 New Cross road
Chambers, 18 Church-street, Greenwich
Osborn, 134 Newhigton-butts

s.w.
Newsagent, 80 Princes-road, Lambeth
Tims, 338 Battersea Park-road
E. Buteux, 45 Inwith-street

Head, 290 York-road, Wandsworth-end
Plumpton, 41 York-road, Battersea-end
Baker, Church -street, Croydon
Bush, Wellfield-road, Streatham
Osborn, 62 Lambeth-walk

w.
Nice, 3 Beadon-road, Hammersmith
O'Neill, 69 Farnhead-road, Harrow-road
Wilson, 620 Harrow-road, Queens-park
Hebard, 49 Endell-street

Gardner, 32 Lexington-street
Loffnagun, 17 Caruaby-street
Stocker, 30 Berwick-street

Bard, 20 Cleveland-street

Kates, 51 ,,

Manly, 113 ,,

Ascott, 59 Upper Marylebone-street
W. Cutting, 20 Gt. Marylebone-street
Haffendon, 3 Carburton-street
Hanstein, 51 Charlotte-street

Farley, 6 Charlotte street

Hoffman, 13 Francis-street

Smith, 2a Chapel -street, Edgware-road.
Cooper, 7 Fouberts-place
James Mitcheuer, 1 Earl-street, Sloane-square
Mrs. Perry, Freethought Agency, 415 Portobella-road
Socialist Co-op. Stores, 38 Devonshire-road, Chiswick

W.C.
Anderson, 15 Grays Inn-road
Jones, 9 Little Queen-street
Varley, 24 High-street, St. Giles
Nye, Theobalds-road
Vernon, 40 Lambs Conduit-street
Hanraham, Little James-street
Shirley, 26 Leigh-street
Socialist Co-operative Stores, 7 Lambs Conduit-street
Harrison, 306 Grays Inn-road, Kings Cross
Truelove, 256 High Holborn

Commomveal Office, 24 Great Queen Street, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, London, W.C.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which
consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would
give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers
instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would
not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual
services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from
this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by
employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property,

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would
no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have
come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Sooialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an
end to the struggle between man and man,
would destroy it also between nation and
nation. One harmonious system I of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would'

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities
not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would
come to an end.

Thus, while we abide by the old motto

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS
CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING

TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine
Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing
but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought about by com-
bination amongst the workers themselves, and
must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them
by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council op the Socialist League.

And at all Branch Meeting-Places and Outdoor'Stations
of the Socialist League.

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the
name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Kitz,
at 24 Great Queen St., Lincoln's Inn Fields, London W.C.
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TOWARDS THE TRUTH.
Tn the present condition of Society what is the paramount duty of
every right-minded person ? Is it to ally himself with the partisans
of reaction, to exhaust his intellectual faculties in the support of
authority, to perplex the minds of men by a defence eloquent or
otherwise, according to his powers, of the prejudices of past genera-
tions ? or to fall in with the march of humanity where it now stands,
and to advance with it towards the new era which Socialism has in

store for us 1 It is well that we tread over the past as we tread over
the ruins of extinct races, fallen cities, and shattered empires. We
Socialists have done with consulting dumb oracles, or worshipping at
desecrated shrines, and content ourselves with collecting and preserving
all that may prove to be good to mankind. We now stand upon the
threshold of a new era, in which mankind will divest themselves of
all reverence for authority, of all worship of names, of all deference
for anything but truth and just principles.

All great social catastrophes have been preceded by a questioning
of the moral principles on which Society rests. The civil wars of
England were ushered in by tempestuous discussions on things ethical
and spiritual. First the authority of the church was disputed, then
its liturgies and dogmas, then the civil institutions connected with it,

viz., marriage, social subordination, and property. When the people's
mind is in a state of ferment, there are sure to be many individuals
arise in our midst with new theories of the salvation of the human
race. The great mass of the people understand little indeed of the
reasons of their own actions and opinions. Their religion and their
morale as well as their politics, are traditional ; and, therefore, when
a bold thinker arises to contest all their positions, divested of all re-

verence for their creeds and systems, the whole fabric of their belief
is easily shaken.

No one has yet explored the entire domain of the possible, and
therefore, when it is affirmed that Socialism is a fallacy, or that it

would prove unworkable, we may safely answer our critics by saying,
" They whose minds abound in the principles of truth see nothing in
the teachings of Socialism which is in any way contrary to natural
law." To produce a revolution it is as important to create belief in
new opinions as to discredit old ones. The great point is to remove
the ancient landmarks of religion and authority. Nothing is admitted
to possess the character of stability. Whatever exists is regarded in
many minds as merely provisional, but there are many apologists for
the present system dwelling on the difficulty of reforming or over-
throwing it. There are also many defenders of the system who will
declaim with great force and ingenuity on the dangerous nature of
Socialism, nay, even warn the community against adopting it. They
will take refuge

^
alternately in scorn and terror, and labour in the

cause of authority with untiring earnestness. They will, however,
labour in vain, without perhaps being conscious of it; their very
mental activity is a symptom of the disease against which they com-
bat. The approach of Socialism has disturbed their nervous sensi-
bility, and the efforts they make to disentangle themselves from the
great intellectual current in which they are plunged, are like those of

the scared swimmer who finds himself in the first absorbing eddies of

the whirlpool ; the water may be comparatively smooth, but he has
entered on the imperceptible current which must inevitably hurry him
to destruction, or to the acceptance of the truth.

All the records which preserve the forms of thought of the age are

deeply imbued with irritation and discontent. A few superior minds
moving along the giddy heights of speculation, foresee the necessary

abandonment of the old system and the adoption of a new one ; and
what with them is an intelligible necessity descends like a revelation

to inferior minds, and is propagated with undoubted belief. In most
countries of Europe the advocates of established institutions greatly

outnumber the men of the morrow, who, however, make up by superior

energy and vitality for the seeming fewness of their numbers. We
feel ourselves to be engaged in a sacred mission ; we know that, the

truths we reveal will be carried by the poor to their hearths and
homes, and that they will be cherished. From the beginning of the

world those who addressed themselves to the poor and became their

friends, are for a while persecuted by the rest of mankind. Look at

the greatest names treasured up in the minds of the people to be set

forth some day in the people's history—yet to be written—those names
which are still pronounced with love and veneration, and hosts of

others who struggled against tyranny in their day, or devoted their lives

to the discovery of those truths which humanity will always cherish as

its noblest inheritance. The consciousness of having done this is some-

thing to face death with.

If we ask ourselves toward what the present current of things is

bearing us, I answer towards Socialism ! Now if we, in reality and
not in vain, would be free, we must not shrink from paying the price

of liberty. Slaves of old purchased their freedom at the expense
sometimes of all they possessed, and though nations may not be called

upon to pay so great a price, yet we would be servilely-minded indeed

if we shrank from any sacrifice that might be required of us—even
to life itself—for the purpose.

The two antagonistic principles now brought into collision are the

love of liberty and the love of property. At present, men seem to

incline more to the love of property than to liberty. Bitter experience

will at length teach them that liberty is more valuable than wealth,

inasmuch as the noble sentiments of a man transcend the physical

enjoyments of a beast. Liberty, moreover, includes riches, but is not
included in them. Under this conviction it is reasonable to expect
that the enlightened people of the world will make towards truth and
liberty ; this is worth all the allurements of a spurious civilisation.

Man really has no superior ; the superiority of man to man is an in-

sult, a mockery, a crime, and the system which recognises it stands by
that very fact condemned to the eye of reason.

During seasons of prosperity men are apt to reflect but little on
their social condition. It is when calamity knocks at their doors,

when the air is heavy with the storms of revolution, that they apply
themselves to the investigation of the social problem. Then the studies

of their youth are perhaps remembered, and History presents herself

pointing with gloomy finger to the causes which everywhere bring
about the ruin of empires. Then they make the discovery that their

instructors were no better than empty pedants, who taught them to

respect words for things, prejudices for principles, errors for truths,

birth, titles, fortune, and all the wretched masquerade of corrupt
society for the genuine power of humanity. But when the flood-gates

of revolution are broken open, when the tempest of popular passion

rages through a whole realm, when all the ancient institutions of an
empire are tottering, when the whole soil of the political world is

reeling as with an earthquake beneath their feet, then perhaps it is

that the people will remember the teachings of the Socialists and
others who have made for liberty. Then the work of a hundred years
will be crowded into a day, for the people will throw themselves fear-

lessly into the revolutionary torrent, to be hurried to freedom or death
according to the chances of the hour. It may be asked, Will they
show themselves equal to the crisis ? I believe they will, and in order
that there may be nothing wanting to prepare and fit them for the
crisis, we must not only preach the theory of Socialism but the active

means to be adopted, through enthusiasm, determination, and self-

sacrifice for its speedy realisation. C. W. Mowbray.
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THE GLORIOUS REFORMATION
OR,

SOW THE ENGLISH PEOPLE WERE EVICTED, ROBBED,

AND MURDERED BY THE RULING CLASSES.

HI.-THE FALL OF FEUDALISM.

But while peace and plenty prevailed among the workers, a terrible

war was raging between two sections of the English nobility. The

feudal aristocracy had fallen out as to whether the " meek usurper,"

Henry VI., or Richard Duke of York should fill the English throne.

The Duke of York was slain at last in battle, and his young son

—

afterwards Edward IV.—took up his claim. This war, known as the

War of the Roses, so-called from the badges of the rival parties, which

were Red and White Roses—Red for Lancaster and White for York
—has very little interest for us. It is only worth noting that the

middle-classes of that day, the citizens of London, espoused the

Yorkist cause, and at the same time the most splendid representative

of the old feudal aristocracy, Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick, " the

greatest as well as the last of those mighty barons who formerly over-

awed the Crown," was on the same side. We read that this mighty

personage, known as the King-maker, for he made and overthrew them

at his will, feasted 30,000 persons daily at his different castles and manor-

houses in England; we hear of oxen roasted whole in his castle-halls, from

which every one could cut a slice as they hung up on the spit. So

great was his power that Edward IV., who owed his throne to this

mighty baron, dreaded and hated him. The King longed to be a de-

spotic monarch, and this was impossible while Warwick lived. So

King and King-maker quarrelled at last, and when the Last of the

Barons fell fighting in the Lancastrian cause on Barnet field his death

rang the knell of feudalism.

With an aristocracy broken and impoverished by a long and terrible

war,1 for not only were many nobles slain in fair fight, driven

into exile, or had their estates confiscated, but it was the custom on

both sides to behead all noble prisoners taken in battle, and although

Green assures us no noble family became extinct, yet there can be no

doubt that the war and the death of the Earl of Warwick completely

shattered what power they still possessed. Besides, there was another

force coming into being which rendered their mighty castles and hosts

of armed retainers useless. I have mentioned the invention of gun-

powder, and gunpowder was now used in warfare. Green, in his

* Short History of the English People,' says truly enough :

" What wrecked the barons as a military power was the revolution which

was taking place in the art of war. The introduction of gunpowder ruined

feudalism. The mounted and heavily armed knight gave place to the

meaner footman. Fortresses which had been impregnable against the

attacks of the Middle Ages crumbled before the new artillery. Through-

out the Middle Ages the call of the great barons would have been enough
to raise a formidable revolt. Yeomen and retainers took the bow down
from the chimney corner ; knights buckled on their armour, and in a few

days a host threatened the throne. Without artillery such a force was now
helpless, and the only train of artillery in the kingdom lay at the disposal

of the king."

A fifth of the land of England had also been confiscated during the

Wars of the Roses, and had come into possession of the King, who
not only was far more powerful owing to the fall of the barons and

his possessions, but possessed wealth such as no King of England had

known since the reign of Henry II. Edward IV., cruel, unscrupulous,

and sensual, was a masterly politician ; he surrounded his throne by a

new aristocracy, composed of obscure men who had ennobled himself

and who owed everything to him. In this policy as in other matters

he was imitated by all his successors. At the same time, he added to

his wealth and pleased the London citizens by becoming a trader on a

large scale, winning their friendship by visiting them in their dwel-

lings, and getting very intimate—especially with their wives. Though
one of the worst men—he had not a single virtue except courage—who
ever sat on the English throne, he was tremendously popular.

Edward IV., who increased his wealth by levying benevolence, i.e.,

forced loans upon his wealthy subjects which were never paid back

again. The King asked a rich man for money, and he knew better

than to refuse the tyrant, so he had to stump up with a groan.

Edward began the establishment of despotism, and from his

reign dates the gradual disappearance of that English freedom of

which Fortescue spoke so lovingly. The Tudor monarchs were to com-

plete his work. " So vast and sweeping were the changes," says

Green, " that to careless observers of a later day the constitutional

monarchy of the Edwards and Henries seemed suddenly to have trans-

formed itself under the Tudors into a despotism as complete as the

despotism of the Turks." Ranke, Green, Hallam, Lingard, and all

historians of the period agree that freedom prevailed in England be-

fore the rise of the Yorkist power, and that it was Edward IV. who
began the establishment of despotism. But what did the middle

1 It is worth noting that the people suffered very little at the hands of either

party during this bloody and cruel war. The fact was that if their houses were
plundered or burnt by either party, they threw themselves upon the other side.

As Margaret of Anjou, the wife of Henry VI., found out, when she allowed her

bands of Northern marauders to plunder as they pleased, the people immediately

swelled the ranks of Edward of York, and Her Majesty was defeated in conse-

quence. Philippe de Comines, the celebrated historian, bears witness to the fact

that acts of plunder, or of burning and destroying peasants houses, were very

rare in this war.

classes care, the King could be as despotic as he pleased so long as he
encouraged them in their swindling operations and they grew rich and
wealthy during his reign. After all, those "friends pf the people"

who would ally themselves with reaction do but copy the middle classes

of this period.

We do not intend lingering over that record of lust, cruelty, and
murder, viz., the history of the reigns of the Yorkist Kings, Edward
IV. and Richard III., but let us come at price to that typical repre-

sentative of the rising middle class, the English Louis XL—Henry
VII. This gentleman continued the policy of his predecessors. In
nature he was even more of a middle class king. Edward IV. and
Richard III. did possess the fiery courage of the Plantagenets. They
lived during a transition period, and there was something of the time

in their characters. Even Edward never quite sunk the feudal baron

in the petty huckster, but Henry VII. was quite a middle-class king.

His courage was not remarkable, but he made up for this by craft and
cunning, while like a true bourgeois his avarice was boundless.

Every pretext was seized by him to break up the power of the

nobility, especially by diverting the wealth from their pockets into

those of the King. They were ruined by heavy fines levied upon them
for keeping retainers ; at the same time the old feudal dues which had
not been exacted during the confusion and disturbance of the great

civil wars were revived, and the nobles had to pay up all arrears ; when
other means of robbing them failed, " benevolences " were wrung from

them. There was no chance of escape from these forced loans ; if a

noble lived luxuriously he was told by an ingenious minister of the

King, Cardinal Morton, that his wealth was manifest ; if he lived

plainly, a benevolence was extorted from him on the pretext that his

economy must have made him wealthy. The Court of Star Chamber,
destined to become infamous in English history, was formed by His
Majesty of members of his own Council. It could always be depended

upon to pass sentence according to the King's desire, and it proved a

splendid means of impoverishing the nobles. Robbery now was be-

coming legalised, and the pen of the pettifogger was of more power

than the sword of the warrior. From the reign of Henry VII. dates

modern law-'n'-order. In despair the nobles revolted, they set up pre-

tenders to the throne, but " the only train of artillery in the kingdom
lay at the disposal of the King," and they were always defeated. Their

estates were confiscated, or else heavy fines were wrung out of them,

which all went to swell Henry's wealth ; the result being that this

most Christian monarch died worth two millions, which he left to

his son. There is no clearer proof of the decay of the nobles than

that they could be robbed with impunity by such a small-minded

scoundrel as Henry VII.
D. J. Nicoll.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE 'COMMONWEAL. 5

Dear Sir,—I write in sympathy and indignation. To me it seems humilia-

ting that you should have to beg week by week for funds to carry on the

.

' Weal. What an opportunity for our many friends to twit us with our in-

consistency to principle ! I do hope you may be spared by timely help from
again appealing for help, and that you may be able to continue to publish

weekly. I should feel it personally as a keen loss—bad grammar—the ab-

sence of my weekly ' Weal, I look forward so anxiously each week for it.

Its my weekly consolation, the only one, after the slavery is ended for the

week. You, the active workers and light-spreaders, want sympathy and
help, and should get it spontaneously from the many, who I am sure, like

myself, feel gratified and edified by the labours of yourself and co-workers.

O, the apathy of the ordinary British slave is terrible ! I try very hard to

make one fresh reader for the ' Weal each week, but often fail ; I did make
six or seven regular readers in Oldham, after many weeks and months of

preaching and arguing, etc. Have found much less trouble in selling odd
copies of the "Old Order and the New,"—Davidson's book. That book,

later on, will make hundreds of converts to our ranks. Your past labours

are now beginning to bear fruit. Keep up your courage, comrades of the
' Weal. If only one dozen earnest men appreciate your badly paid labours,

it were worth continuing the fight. A poor devil of a mechanic, I keep on
hoping that shortly I may be able to do something more definite than to

send a few stamps ; extremely annoyed that I cannot do better. How many
readers of the ' Weal (who do not contribute to the Salvation Army) will

guarantee 6d. a-week 1 "Can't afford it !"—I can't afford it ; am terribly

involved in debt, etc., but I'll guarantee 6d. a week while in active slavery.

Why the Salvationists shame us in their contributions ! If only for those

beautiful word-pictures of the grand and soul-inspiring glimpses of the

possible future, pourtrayed by W. Morris in his recent articles in ' Weal,

common gratitude and decency should prompt all of us to show our appre-

ciation of the sacrifice of time and talents given in those articles, as well

also of the labours of the working staff. Wake up, comrades ! and do not

allow another appeal for help !—Yours, etc., T. W.

More Unemployed!
The bottle-washers, rag-sorters, and other humble folk who get their

living in ways that are obscure to the great mass of the population,

will either have to go packing to the workhouse when the Booth com-

peting scheme comes into operation, or they can enter his pauper

colony and be fed on pigswash and piety ! " Praise the Lord !

"

Dublin. —Dublin Socialist Union, 87 Marlboro Street. Lecture every Saturday
at 8 p.m. Nov. 22, J. E. Masterson, " Politics for the Worker."

Scottish Socialist Federation.—Edinburgh—Labour Hall, 50 South Bridge-

Business meeting, Fridays at 8 p.m. Lectures every Sunday, at 6.30 p.m.
(
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INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
_ FRANCE.

In the Parti Ouvrier (which now, to the huge joy of Le Proletaire, appears
as a weekly only and no longer as a daily) there is a good and clearly -

written article on the part played by machinery in modifying Lassalle's

"iron law of wages." Under the operation of that law the worker's wage
fluctuated to about subsistence point, but still wage and subsistence he re-

ceived. As machines multiply and grow, the very " iron law " becomes a
too optimist description of the situation. Machines take the place of men,
and presently the worker becomes a non-worker, receiving neither wage nor
subsistence. Then it is that the unemployed and the half-employed are
told by complacent middle-class economists (like Professor Marshall) that
wages are u slowly rising." If tbey are rising (which is very doubtful, if

all factors be taken into consideration), they are rising only because one
man now does the work which one hundred years ago would mayhap in

some industries have taken 180 to achieve. The 180th gets a trifle more a
week possibly, but what becomes of the 179 ?

I note that Le Proletaire, unlike a certain virtuous Social Democratic sheet
on this side of the Channel, has at least sufficient common-sense and frank-
ness not to pretend indignation at Parnell's very natural attraction to Mrs.
O'Shea. The leading lights of the S.D.F., who are so fond of the Paris
Possibilists, should take a lesson from them in this matter. A self-styled
" Eevolutionary Socialist " playing Podsuap is not a pretty spectacle.
From all parts of the Ardennes district news of strikes continue to come

in. Workers in a great variety of industries are out. The Federation of
Ardennes Socialist Workers has taken up the striker's cause, and have
issued an appeal on their behalf.

Paul Lafargue has begun contributing to the Cri dn Travailleur (Toilers
Cry), of Lille, what promises to be a good series of articles on the " Evolu-
tion of Property."
The French post-office has never been very trustworthy where the corre-

spondence of revolutionists was concerned," and it appears from VAction
Sociale that the police at Lyons have been at their old tricks again. Our
Anarchist comrades in that city have had many of their letters opened.
We all know, of course, the tragic result of the seizure by the Paris police
of our Nihilist comrades' letters, upon the occasion of their arrest last
summer. In consequence of the infamous treachery by which this corre-
spondence was communicated to the Eussian Government, some of our
Russian friends are now lying under sentence of death in the fortress of
Peter and Paul, and may, for aught I know, by the time this appears in
print, have been slaughtered, Meanwhile, the Paris police (who really seem
to have become a branch of the " Third Section ") have taken advantage of
the execution of the infamous Sevilierstoff to place a number of Nihilists
under lock and key, amongst others the excellent Mendelsohn, who happens,
by the way, to be a " Marxist," and opposed to the " propaganda by deed "

of our Anarchist friends.

PORTUGAL.
The Oporto Anarchists held a meeting in memory of our martyrs on the

16th of November, and founded a new group, the "11th of November,"
which group will shortly publish a manifesto to the Portuguese workers,
urging them to hasten their organisation for the struggle of the next First
of May. As A Revolucao Social rightly says, " This is assuredly the best
way to pay homage to the martyrs of the Revolutionary Ideal who were
sacrificed iu the ' model :

republic in 1887."

SPAIN.
The Madrid Anarquia publishes an interesting biography of our recently

deceased comrade, Juan Serrano y Oteiza, a Revolutionist and Anarchist of
long standing, who founded La Revista Social, a periodical which had greater
success than any worker's paper in Spain, circulating 24,000 copies. It was
subjected to the most unrelenting persecution by the Canovas Government,
and any one found reading it was cast into prison.
The Anarquia is improving much, and is publishing some capital cartoons,

some of which might be usefully reproduced here with modifications.
So many commemorations of Chicago have been held in all carts of Spain,

that it is impossible to speak of them in detail. I make an exception, how-
ever, for Barcelona, whose noble-minded people are ever to the front in
whatever may speed the Revolution. As I have already noted, all the
worker's societies of the city and neighbourhood were invited to take part
in the solemnity, and they nearly all at least sent delegates. The spacious
Barcelona Circus was crammed with a thoroughly sympathetic audience.
The Productor gives a very full report of the speeches. Possibly the pre-
sent writer may hereafter reproduce some passages from them in these
columns.
El Socialista is publishing Engels' " Utopian Socialism and Scientific So-

cialism."

CUBA.*
We have been cut off from Cuban news for some time, owing to the sup-

pression of the Havannah Productor. When the last intelligence came to
hand, the island, or at least Havannah, was in the throes of something like
a General Strike. Bad news now comes by way of Barcelona. There seems
a fear of something like a repetition of the Chicago murders. Many of our
comrades have been put in prison, and they are apparently to be accused of
imaginary and capital crimes. I reserve my account of these infamous
transactions until fuller news arrives.

UNITED STATES.
The Knights of Labour have been holding their General Assembly (14th

Annual Session) at Denver, Colorado. There was, of course, a characteristic
report from " General Master Workman » Powderly, who is as Pecksniffian
as ever. The Order, it seems, asserts the " eternal and undeniable rights of
man to everything that his Creator drew from the depths of the earth."
(Pecksniff Powderly, of course, knows all about that same Creator). " The
Order has been called Conservative, but it is only so in its methods, for it
stands a Radical among Radicals. Radical but not rash." Powderly is
naturally very anxious to clear himself from responsibility for the New
York Central failure, and really does not make out a bad case. He commits
himself, however, to the following extraordinary advice to railway men :

" Permit the interests of the company to receive the same consideration as
those of the employe* (!). Remember that we are asking the employers to
show the same consideration to our interests that they do to their own, and
in order to be consistent we must practise what we preach." This is verily

Pecksniff sublimated. Truly a wage-slave should " consider the interests

of his employer,"—he should consider how he can best injure and destroy
them ; that is the only consideration they merit from him. We read in the
official journal of the Knights that " although ardently active in the secular

work of the General Assembly, General Master Workman Powderly found
time to deliver a lecture on Sunday night at the Tabor Opera House, under
the auspices of the Mercy Home and for the benefit of that excellent insti-

tution."

This pestilent Powderly (whom our comrade Charles has so repeatedly
exposed in these columns) is as wearying with his "All-Wise Being" as ever
was Robespierre with his particular Mumbo Jumbo. Socialists, however,
could readily forgive the G.M.W. this little idiosyncrasy (shall we call it ?),

if only he were " straight." But I fear me that, like certain other religious-

minded Generals nearer home, he is about as straight as Bret Harte's
" Heathen Chinee."

v

R. W. B.

SOCIALISM IN THE PROVINCES.

LEEDS AND BRIGHOUSE.

Ox Sunday, November 23rd, heavy rain all day prevented us holding any open-
air meetings, bat comrade Cores lectured twice for the Brigbouse Radical Asso-
ciation ; in the afternoon on "The Coming Change in Society," and in the
evening on " The Fraud of Politics." Although it was the first time that a
speaker belonging to the Revolutionary School of Socialism had addressed them,
many of the members expressed their strong agreement with his views. We
have arranged to send them a small supply of literature periodically. Although
C. Bradlaugh and Auberon Herbert have championed "Individualism" (?) to
the Brighouse friends, they have rather prepared the ground than otherwise for

our propaganda. On Sunday, November 30th, we held two short meetings at

,

the Market Gates, in the morning and evening, Allworthy, Cores, and another
comrade speaking. In the afternoon we attended at the Grand Assembly Rooms,
where Dr. F. R. Lees lectured on " The Relations of Temperance and Socialism,"

showing a great ignorance of the latter although a deal of sympathy with it.

The lecture was brought about by the debate in one of the local papers, which
is still going on, and the speaker referred to it in his speech. No opposition

was allowed, the meeting being a "sacred" one. However, we sold a number
of Commonweal outside, which rather riled some of our temperance friends. We
make a point of attending any lectures having any relation to the questions of

Land, Labour, or Capital that are held. It will interest our comrades to hear
that at a recent lecture in the Co-operative Hall, a certain well-known apostate,

an ex-revolutionist, supported the proposal of beggar colonies on the Dutch
plan as a remedy for the unemployed problem. According to this honourable
gentleman, they, the " practical people," are doing all the necessary reforming
work (what are they doing ?) while the Revolutionary Socialists are " vapouring "

about theories. This gentleman no longer " vapours," but goes in for things
that are '•practical," i.e , that pay. On Monday, December 1st, we visited

Booth's meeting at the Town Hall, and sold a fair number of Commonioeal. We
would like to remind our friends in Leeds that they may find a welcome in our
club in Victoria Road any evening, and if they will give their aid we shall be
able to carry on a more powerful propaganda in Leeds, and Yorkshire generally,
than ever before. G. C.

YARMOUTH.
Revolutionary Socialism is making headway in Yarmouth. The Commonioeal
is looked for with great interest by comrades and friends. We are still able to

sell our usual quantity, although the weather has been too wet for open-air pro-

paganda during the last three weeks. We find "that the revolutionary tone of

the paper makes it popular. A series of addresses and papers have been arranged
for by several comrades, at which collections will be made for Commonweal.
Comrade John Oldman and his wife (from Manchester) have been with us for

several weeks, doing splendid propaganda for the advancement of Revolutionary
Socialism, and our local comrades have been considerably enlightened in revo-
lutionary ideas. We are certain the day is not far distant when the Social
Revolution will be an accomplished fact, tor even in Tory-ridden Yarmouth we
can count our friends by hundreds. On Sunday, November 16th, in the morn-
ing on Priory Plain, a short meeting was held from 11 to 11.30, addressed by
Oldman, when we adjourned to the Radical Hall to hear the Secretary, Df T.
King, read a paper on " Co-operation, Trade Unionism, and Strikes." Discussion
was afterwards continued by Ceiley, Oldman. and the secretary of the United
Radical Club, Kay Street, London, all speaking in favour of Revolutionary So-
cialism, believing the subjects to be false remedies for poverty. G. Lee (Radical
Club) moved the adjournment of further discussion until the following Sunday.
In the afternoon on the Fish Wharf, a large meeting was held, addressed by
Oldman ; Headley opened by reading " Statement of Principles" from the Com-
monweal, and closed with " Jones's .Boy." In the evening good muster in club
room, and discussion on " Physical Force." On November 23rd in the morning,
at the Radical Hall, good attendance of comrades to hear the adjourned dis-

cussion, opened by G. Lee, who supported the paper. Kitchen (S.L.) (London)
with a well-delivered address against, completely knocked the wind out of the
Radical sails. On the motion of Oldman (S.L. ), further discussion was adjourned
for a week. In the afternoon we assembled in the club-room. Again in the
evening; good attendance of comrades to hear a discussion on "Anarchy,"
opened by Oldman, who gave a very good explanation, followed by Kitchen and
five of our local comrades ; we had no chairman, yet perfect harmony prevailed
throughout the whole evening. November 30th, at the Radical Hall in the
morning (Headley in the chair) a good attendance of Radicals and Socialists ;

Oldman resumed the discussion at some length, followed by Gibson (Radical
Club), and several local comrades. Our Radical friends got rather excited, and
refused to allow any further adjournment. Most of them left the hall long be-
fore the discus-ion was finished, so we kept the meeting going until 1.30. In
the club-room, afternoon and evening, Oldman lectured on " Law-'n'-Order "

%

no discussion, all present agreeing with the lecturer's able remarks ; seven mem-
bers have joined since last report ; 160 Commonweals sold, several Freedoms, and
fair collections, " and the Cause goes marching on." J. Headley.

Aberdeen.—A good meeting was held on Sunday afternoon, November 23rd,
at the Quay Side ; the speakers were comrades Glasier (Glasgow), Leatham, and
Duncan. In the evening the hall was well filled to hear Ulasier's lecture on
" Socialism, its Progress and Prospects." On Thursday, comrade Rennie spoke
on Castle Street ; and on Saturday, Duncan and Leatham addressed a good
meeting at the same place in spite of the bitter coldness of the night. On Sun-
day afternoon, November 30th, another good meeting was held at the Quay Side,
the speakers being Rennie and Leatham. At the indoor meeting in the evening,
comrade Rennie lectured on " The Unemployed." We are making arrangements
for our annual social meeting and dance.

Liverpool Socialist Society.—Vegetarian Restaurant, Eberl© 'Street, Dale
Street.—Meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Correspondents who order literature should prepay postage, or state if they

wish their parcels to be sent per rail or carrier, " carriage forward."

To Contributors,—Workmen could help us greatly by sending in accounts of
capitalist tyranny and sweating in London and the provinces. We want
the names of the sweaters. Those who write must send us their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.
We shall not fear to publish the truth.—Eds.
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England
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Die Autonomie
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Labour Tribune
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Kailway Review
Seafaring
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Free Russia
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The World
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j
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! Investigator
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I
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j
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|

Philadel.—Knights of Labour
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Paterson Labour Standard
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j
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St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole

i
Franc*.

j

Paris—Bourse du Travail
Le Parti Ouvrier

! Le Proletaire
Charleville—L'Emancipation
Liile—Le Cri du Travailleui
Rouen—Le Salariat
Lyon—L'Action Sociale

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Antwerp—De Werker
Ghent—Vooruit

!
Switzerland

Arbeiterstimm e

Bulletin Continental

Italy
Palermo—Avanti

Spain
Madrid—El Socialist*
Madrid—La Anarquia

Portugal
Porto—A Revolucao Social

Germany
BerHn

—

v<-»lks Tribune
Halberstadt, Sonntags-Zeitung

Austria
Vienna—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Brunn—Arbeiterstimme

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Denmark
Copenhagen—Arbejdercn

Sweden
l Malmo—Arbetet

Argentine Republic
Buenos Ayres—Yorwarts
El Perseguido

THE "COMMONWEAL."

Whilst thanking the many friends and comrades who have

volunteered their sympathy and help during the present crisis,

we ivish to assure all that no efforts will be spared to resume
the Weekly Issue at the earliest opportunity. We by no means
despair of being able to do so if our comrades will but rally

round at this juncture. We regret as much as our comrades
do the disappointment and inconvenience which even the tem-

porary suspension of a Weekly Issue entails. We also ask the

indulgence of Subscribers and Correspondents for any delays

that occur in forwarding answers, as the task of obtaining New
Premises and Removal from present address is a heavy one.

We are confident that if all do their share of work in helping,

tliat we shall take up a stronger and more durable position in

the future than we have held in the past. We want our
Readers to send us Copy and Coin for the January Number.
•^-Editors.

PARNELL AND THE PHARISEES.
The last few weeks have been fruitful in horrors and crises,

—

the

African Horrors, the commercial crisis, the Hampstead murders, the

Parnell and Connemara divorce cases, have come with a rush almost

together, and all point to one conclusion, " There is something rotten

in the state of Denmark." The murderous cannibalism of pious and

gentlemanly explorers ; the greed and avarice of speculators ; the

folly of laws which bind those together, who have no feeling but in-

difference, which soon ripens into detestation for each other ; all these

things teach us that our social system is diseased beyond redemption,

and that death is the only remedy for the ills that its flesh is heir to.

Still more a sign of the times is the contemptible spectacle presented

during the past few weeks by the Liberals and the majority of the

Parnellite party. There is no need to refer at any length to the

miserable time-serving and cowardice of the old humbug who poses

as a representative of morality and virtue, when all the time he is

only afraid of losing votes at the next General Election ? Does any

one think that if Mr. Parnell had been stained with every crime in

the calendar, and yet had not incurred the wrath of outraged Chris-

tian respectability—which winks at deeds that are ten times worse—
that Mr. Gladstone would have then assumed his attitude of holy
horror 1 If so, why does he bow down before men compared with
whom Mr. Parnell is an angel of light %

What changes in a little time ! Not more than a year ago Mr.
Parnell was acclaimed to the skies by the very Liberals who now
cannot find words hard enough to throw at him. A few weeks ago,

after the divorce case, the mongrel curs who are now yelping at his

heels lavished upon him every epithet of lying flattery, " calling upon
him not to retire " from the leadership of the Irish party. And now !

Is not the spectacle of the last few days enough to disgust every honest
man with politics and politicians ! We should think so. The reed
that bends, or the weathercock that turns to every wind, is the high
ideal which these gentlemen strive so anxiously to reach. Their only
belief and faith is the Creed of the Jumping Cat.

And let the workmen of England remember that the " descendants
of the Puritans," who have dictated to the servile English and Irish

Gladstonians the course they shall pursue, are their enemies to-day.

What chance have workmen of getting anything from a House of

Commons packed with the nominees of these pious persons, whose
lofty Christianity and high morality—which has lately been so terribly

shocked—has never yet preveated them from receiving with open arms
a Samuel Morley, whose huge fortune has been accumulated by the
prostitution of sweated work-girls. These moral, virtuous, and Chris-
tian Nonconformists are notorious as the hardest drivers of bargains,

and the most merciless of sweaters. These holy men of Man-
chester, who sent out " moral pocket-handkerchiefs " to African negros,
made of a fabric dyed with the sweat, blood, and tears of child-slaves

who toiled in their factories. These upright citizens, who would lick

the boots of a libertine prince if he deigned to take notice of them,
but cry shame upon a man who has but loved not wisely but too well.

Morality ! Respectability ! Christianity ! Out upon the canting
hounds ; let them set their own house in order first, these " descen-
dants " of the Pharisees, these pious sweaters who sit under Stiggins

and Chadband every Sunday, and thank God they are not as other
men are, or even as this publican.

An amusing political situation—the Irish Gladstonians sacking their

leader at the dictation of Gladstone, who is dictated to in his turn by
Stiggins, Chadband, and their supporters. But we think the gentle-

men who have sacked their leader at the dictation of the " unrivalled

coercionist " of the Irish race, will not find their act so popular among
the people of Ireland as it has been with the English Pharisees. One
thing we may feel sure of, that the Irish revolutionary party will

spring into renewed life, and with Parnell at its head may yet prove
too powerful for the political hacks and wire-pullers who have sold

him. It is quite true that Mr. Parnell is never likely to become a
Revolutionary Socialist, but we cannot help admiring him for the
plucky fight he has made against those canting humbugs, the pious
English middle-classes.

Again, we repeat that the betrayal of the Irish Chief, and Mr.
Gladstone's equivocations and political dodgery, should teach us all

how hopeless it is to expect honesty from politicians, or anything but
tricks and treachery. But from the ruin of political parties, from the
crises and scandals, we Revolutionary Socialists should gain new hope.
Society is rotten morally, financially, and politically, and it will need
but a few brave men to bring the shaking edifice to the ground. Let
us determine that whenever an opportunity presents itself, we will

make relentless war upon the humbugs, hucksters, and hypocrites
whose voices are so loud to-day.

D. J. NlCOLL.

Pigswash and Piety.

One result of General Booth's scheme is said to be a large increase
of vermin in his refuges. Another will be a rise in the price of pork,
for whilst the pigswash contractors, who deal with the hotels and the.

large mercantile houses for offal, are threatened with ruin by the pro-
posal to use this refuse as human food. Piggy will have to be fed on
a more expensive diet,—" Hallelujah !

"
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NOTES.
British virtue and respectability are having just now an immense

boom. Mrs. Grundy is largely in evidence. The Parnell-O'Shea case

gave occasion to all the political dodgers, wire-pullers, and party hacks

to asseverate with their hands upon the vacant region—where should

be their hearts ? That their morals are shocked, their consciences (sic)

are outraged, nothing less than the complete abdication by Parnell of

his political position will assauge the wounded feelings of these hum-

bugs who hide their party purposes behind sham morality.

Parnell, like Dilke, has committed the unpardonable offence of

gratifying his appetites within the ranks of his own class. Had he

seduced a workman's daughter, or sought the pleasures of St. John's

Wood or Cleveland Street, possibly the editors and scribes who now
attack him would suffer the same fate as Parkes did in the Cleveland

Street affair.

The next case that has afforded Mrs. Grundy an opportunity to

vent her virtuous indignation, is the trial of Mrs. Pearcey for the

Kentish Town murders. Both the judge and the prosecuting counsel

laid great stress upon the fact that F. Hogg—for whom Mrs. Pearcey

betrayed such ardent affection—was a commonplace fellow. They

hurled at his devoted head all the withering epithets those legal word-

weavers are capable of. What right had a workman, and a common-
place fellow to boot, to dally with two women at once ? He ought to

be taught that such luxuries are reserved for our masters and pastors,

including, of course, lawyers and judges.

Betting and brothels are institutions for well-to-do people, and when
poor people venture to indulge in such things they must be sternly

shown that they are treading upon the prerogatives of the rich, and
made to keep their places. Viewed in this light it is easy to under-

stand the deference paid by Bench and Bar to the Jeffries and
Somersets when their laches bring them within the law.

We are told that the gallery, and even the bench, was packed with
a crowd of well-dressed " Ladies " who came to view and gloat upon
the agony of the prisoner in the dock. These bedizened harridans of

the fashionable world, living upon labour not their own, must needs
enliven the inane lives they lead by making the scenes of a court-

room contribute to their hideous pleasures.

" The so-called ' weaker sex ' (writes an indignant correspondent of

a contemporary) besieged the court with shameless persistency. No
sense of decency restrained them, no amount of personal discomfort

kept them outside the doors of the grim forum. Wives came with
their husbands, brothers brought the female members of their families,

mothers sat side by side with their young daughters. Hour after

hour did these ghoulish women, armed with opera-glasses, sherry-flasks,

and sandwich boxes, hang with eager curiosity upon every movement
and look of their miserable sister, whose fate was so firmly fixed from
the very outset. To the end they stayed ; for the solemn closing scene
had special attractions for them. These women were not the wives
and daughters of labourers and costermongers, but ladies of gentle

birth and no inconsiderable position. They hailed from the West-end,
not from Whitechapel—from Bayswater, not from the ' Borough.'

"

General Booth is reaping in the shekels from the Land and Labour
thieves, who look upon him as a New Saviour of Society (their Society).

He is the scavenger who will, if allowed, clear away the filth out of

sight, at least, of those whose robbery of the means of life causes the
misery of the mass. Society does not like the sight of its own
wreckage and filth. It does not wish it to come between the wind and
its nobility, or to disturb the day-dreams of . the parasites] who are

helping Booth's scheme forward.

Booth, pious man, comes forward, and says he, " Just give me a

million and the thing is done. I will hide your ugly poor away
in pauper colonies, no longer to affront your eyes and noses with their

unsightly presence, and between steamed crusts and prayers it will be
a marvel of cheapness !

"

We read in an evening paper that Yitreo, the Human Ostrich, is

given to eating with relish broken glass bottles, coal, coke, oyster

shells, rags, old boots, etc. Having done the land of Barnum he is

going to visit the land of Booth ! Now, General, secure him at once

to give lessons on Dietetic Reform to the extravagant people who may
clamour for Steamed Crusts and Salvation !

Immediately subsequent to the death of Lord Byron there grew up
a school of persons who, devoid of his other attainments, strove to

imitate his manners and dress. They wore Byronesque collars, and a

languishing air of inextinguishable sorrow. They refused to allow

the barber's shears to come into contact with their long and tangled

locks. They disappeared, and the only mementoes of their existence

are a few deep collars and cuffs still hanging about in third-rate

wardrobe shops.

We of the Socialist Party have been troubled with a similar set.

During the drawing-room and aesthetic stage of the Socialist move-

ment we were afflicted with the presence of hungry ink-slingers, who
had evinced the same disinclination to receive the attentions of th«

barber. They allowed their locks to flow and also their speech ; the#

talked of blood, nothing but blood ; they clutched the red flag with a

wild and feverish clutch ; they wore a red fez in public to emphasise

their devotion to the "Cause"; and they discovered that Art was

rooted in Socialism. Now all is changed. They perigrinate with cut

hair between Chancery Lane and Fleet Street ; they pawn in anony-

mous paragraphs the dirty linen of their souls in order that they may
dine, and dine to live, though no man besides themselves sees the

'

necessity. Some have found pelf and spouses ; what they will leave

behind it is difficult to say. Perhaps the fez is still in existence, and

may yet be shown in company with a famous straw-yard hat as a

relic of the past.

And so it is that our somewhile friends are the authors of the vile

communications against the Revolutionary Party, that are paid for

at so much a line by the capitalistic press. The envenomed pens of

these renegades are actively at work to injure the Commonweal during

the present crisis. Paragraphs have appeared in several daily and

weekly papers to the effect that the Co?nmonweal is dead. The Daily

Chronicle, with which Morrison Davidson is connected, stated this

falsehood in a conspicuous paragraph. A reply was sent to the Daily

Chronicle, but appeared in a mutilated form in an obscure part of the

paper two days after the original statement. 'We have reason to

know that the paragraphs all emanated from one source, viz., a Star

scribbler, instigated thereto by the afore-mentioned renegades. Mr.

Morrison Davidson, of the Daily Chronicle, is a member of the

Central Democratic Club, Chancery Lane, where most of these de-

lightful ink-slingers foregather. F. K.

Our good middle-class friends of the Pall Mall Gazette and the

Weekly Dispatch have kindly announced the death of the ' Weal, and
the approaching final dissolution of the Socialist League. No doubt
it would be a matter of congratulation to many " able editors " and
enterprising "journalists " if the only really revolutionary journal

published in English in London were to disappear, and the Socialist

League to follow it ; but I fancy we may assure these excellent folk

that neither event is in the least likely to occur. Rather, we may hope
that recent happenings will establish us firmly on a broader basis, and
make us more thorough-going and " dangerous " Revolutionists than
ever. As for the disappointed wire-pullers and rejected " leaders

"

who vent their impotent venom by sending these too gross and palpable

lies to the capitalist press, we can surely afford to treat them with
merited contempt.

As I write, there is renewed trouble brewing at the Docks. Certain

of the shipowners of London have broken through all custom by re-

quiring " their " sailors and firemen to sign articles on board ship and
not at the regular shipping-offices provided by the Board of Trade.

This is done with the double object of terrorising unionists and pro-

tecting blacklegs. The United Labour Council of the Port of London
and the Sailors' and Firemen's Union have not been slow to take up
this challenge, and the Shipping Federation has issued an appeal for

blacklegs. By the time these lines appear in print the matter may be

settled. On the other hand, it may be the beginning of a prolonged

struggle.

The point specially worth noting, in the meantime, is that the

officials and leaders of the Docker's Union are beginning to show
themselves in what one fears may be their true colours. The autocratic

Tom Mann and the other bureaucrats refuse to allow their union to

come to the help of the sailors and firemen, because, forsooth, such

important personages as themselves were not consulted beforehand.

Like the late lamented General Trochu, it seems that these superior

persons have a "plan" which they will not allow more impetuous

—

not to say more energetic—warriors to interfere with. Like Trochu,

too, they maintain a position of masterly inactivity while the enemy
closes round them more and more securely.

It is not wonderful, under the circumstances, that the dockers

should begin to be a little tired of their union, and that an increasing

proportion should fall oil in their contributions. The natural result

of the tame way in which rats have been allowed to take the place of

loyal unionists, is that only five per cent, of the entire number of the

latter are employed four days a week, while fifty per cent, are only

working two days a week, and a great proportion of the remainder

are out of work altogether. These figures are furnished by Mann
himself, who, after setting them before a docker's meeting, had the

audacity in the same breath to blame some of the branches for their

" apathy." Naturally enough, there was " considerable interruption,"

and the speaker had some difficulty in obtaining a further hearing.

One man gave expression to a wide-spread complaint by telling Mann
that they could "only hear him at public meetings—nowhere else."

One of Mann's expressions was that "if there were no hope in

trades' unionism, where was hope to be found?" Well, Mann ought

to know. Surely not in " docker's tanners " or so-called "co-operative "

schemes, but in the General Strike for Freedom of determined men,
vho have resolved never to work for wages again, but to bring about,

once for all, the Social Revolution, and to destroy mastership (aye,

and " leadership," too) for ever. That General Strike, however, will
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never be helped forward by well-paid union officials, whose interest it

is to keep the class-war, as it were, on the smoulder, instead of fanning
it into a blaze which shall fire the Old World, and destroy it as were
destroyed the fabled " Cities of the Plain."

The actor, Wilson Barrett, has opened his " New Olympic " (at what
are facetiously called "popular prices") with a piece which seems to
be an audacious libel on strikers and unionists. If workers here had
only the spirit of our Paris comrades, for example, they would take
care to attend and manifest their disapproval in such fashion as to
show the enterprising lessee that his ignoble playing to the stalls is

not to the taste of the gallery at any rate. Louise Michel and our
French Anarchist friends the other day took advantage of a piece
called "The Strike " to make propaganda. R W. B.

IN EAST KENT.
At this time of the year, in rural places as well as in the towns, Socialism
finds a good propagator in the cold weather. The greater its severity the
greater is the force with which King Winter drives home his message to
the mind and the stomach of the rustic.

Now that he has all but bared the branches of their leaves, and wind-
swept the face of the country to a more or less naked condition, he invites
the husbandman to rest awhile in the shelter and warmth of his dwelling
until spring-time comes round again, and to peacefully enjoy in the mean-
while the fruits of his past season's labours.
As certain little animals during the warmer months gather together a

store of food for their winter keep, so the agricultural worker, by his labour
and his labour alone, raises and brings together his store of corn, fruit, live

stock, and agricultural produce generally. But there the simile ends, for
nobody thinks of disputing the aforesaid animals claim to what is their
harvest. As for that of the agricultural worker, well,—we all know who
takes possession of that.

Until very lately the popular rustic faith was this—that the good em-
ployer was a man whom God, in the goodness of his heart, had prospered in
order to " find " work for those of his fellow-creatures who had not been
thus .blessed, and that if it were not for the likes of him men would soon
starve for want of employment, and things would quickly come to a general
standstill. In fact, he was the goose which laid the golden eggs. Though
he does not yet see clearly what is the matter with him, our rural labourer
realises in a vague sort of way that things are not as they ought to be.

Certainly his ideas on this point are in a very nebulous state at present, but,
in spite of the red herrings of politics and religion which his squire and
parson take care to have drawn freely under his nose, he is evidently finding
out that it is on himself alone that he must depend for real help, and that
his employer does not give him work out of love for him.

It is only after his day's work is done that he has any inclination or any
opportunity to think and talk of such matters, and this is the proper time
to catch him. To do this one must go to the village inn, where, over the
evening pipe, work and wages now form the principal topics, and are always
taken up and discussed with more or less warmth. As the interest in these
subjects increases the discontented man is revealed, and the gospel of truth
and progress is drunk in with as much avidity as the Kentish ale—it is

only at such moments as these that one has any opportunity of reading
aright the mind of the rustic labourer, for at other times it is to all appear-
ances quite a blank.
Now, for my part, I have not the least belief in the grinning bacon-fed

yokel in smock and billy-cock. If he does exist he is not to be found in

these parts, at any rate. If you want the real article behold him on the
other side of this thorn hedge here. What with wind and weather he is

tanned, hair, clothes and all, into very nearly the same colour as the brown
furrows which he is turning. The brightest feature about him are his

brick-red cheeks, making a good bit of colour in the winter landscape, more
so when he follows his team westward ; then, if there be a fairly clear
horizon, the afternoon sun quite glorifies the poor chap. Look at him closer
still, and you will find out what a shrivelled piece of humanity he would be
without his clothes, moulded and stiffened to his limbs as they are by per-
haps half-a-dozen year's accumulation of clay and sweat. You would also
discover what a hollow mockery is the popular idea about the wholesome-
ness of the ploughman's existence with its fresh air and outdoor exercise,
for here you have the result of too much of these good things.
But it must not be forgotten that other matters have contributed to the

deterioration of our friend's physique. For instance, we must take into
account his three centuries of ancestors living in a state of bondage, from
which they had not the ghost of a chance of escaping ; and again, we must
not forget that he has an insufficiency of food and rest. Town dwellers may
be surprised at being told that the agricultural labourer does not get enough
to eat, but let them judge for themselves. Herewith is given a fair state-

ment of wages obtained by the average farm-worker in East Kent, and in

this particular it must be borne in mind he is much better off than his
brethren in other parts of England, notably in the Eastern Counties :

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Taking one season with another, he earns on an
average throughout the year about 13s. 6d.

per week, or per year . .

His wife and children together may earn at the
year's hay-making, harvest, and hop-picking

Total years earnings of the family

From this we must deduct the following—

52 week's rent of cottage at 2s. 6d. per wTeek .

Cost and repair of tools ....
And at least four weeks of the man's time lost

through bad weather and other causes

Total per year .

This gives about Is. 7£d. per day for providing food, clothing, fuel, and
other necessities to existence for six people. And yet this is the class

selected by the political and religious hacks as special subjects on which to
graft their humbugging gospel of thrift, contentment, and teetotalism !

35 2

6

41 2

6 10
2

2 14
11 4

29 18

The farm labourer's day usually begins at six o'clock in summer, and seven
o'clock in winter, and when he has horses to attend to he is obliged to be
out and about at least an hour earlier. The day's work may be taken at
about 13 hours in summer and 11 hours in winter. The horse works about
7£ hours a day. Shorter hours of labour you see for the animal than for
the weaker creature—why % Because if the animal were overworked, or
underfed, or badly housed, he might die, and this would mean parting with
a quantity of money before he could be re-placed. As for the men that is

quite a different matter ; we know that sooner or later they fall victims to
one or more of the causes mentioned, but this does not matter to our Chris-
tian farmers and landlords,—there are plenty more waiting to fill up the
dead men's places.

The present outlook for the agricultural labourer is anything but bright,
and is likely to be more hopeless as time goes on ; mainly, because more
and more of the land is being withdrawn from cultivation every year. For
instance, in this county aloue there are this year 1,962 acres less under
cultivation than there were in 1889, and an average falling off in the yield
of 4*13 cwts. per acre. In 1889, the estimated average yield per acre was
9 35 cwts., whereas this year the average yield is only 5*22 cwts.
In the face of this and the consequent influx of agricultural labourers

into the towns, some of the trade unionists are making active preparations
for a rural campaign to be opened by the Docker's Union in the spring ;

and again, as far as this district is concerned, the workers in the neighbour-
ing riverside cement factories, who are, to a man almost, members of the
Dock, Wharf, Riverside, and General Labourer's Union, are profiting by the
opportunities which their daily business intercourse affords them of point-
ing out to their disorganised brethren the advantages which they them-
selves have already gained by their own federation. Jonathan Bines.

THE CAUSES OF ILL-HEALTH AMONG THE WORKERS.
What are the causes of ill-health among working-men and women in the
present day ] We hear much about the hated tenement house, badly heated
and ventilated, where whole families are huddled into one or two small
rooms ; some directly under the rafter?, others in the cellar where the light
of day never penetrates. This is an awful state, but it is not all. Men and
womed women work all day in poorly-lighted factories, some reeking with
the fumes of deadly chemicals. In the morning they arise early, with in-
sufficient sleep and rest ; hurry about to get breakfast, a portion of the
year before daylight, in order to get to the mill or factory in time ; hurry
home to dinner, which they bolt for want of sufficient time ; eat in haste a
late supper when tired, and then to bed. This, in addition to their work,
often in cramped positions and unhealthy surroundings, is their daily life.

Is it any wonder that they are unhealthy ? And yet the instructors of
hygiene in our public schools are instructing the youth under their charge
that health is one of the freest of Nature's gifts, and not to be purchased *

with riches. Compare the life and health of the nabob with that of the
working-man, and see if it is a free gift or is to be purchased with money.
What is the toil of the rich man who daily inspects a few condensed state-

ments of his assistants, and signs his name thereto to that of his servants ?

His meals can be ready for him at seasonable hours, and garnished with the
best of sauces—conversation. He has the means of purchasing both palatable
and nutritous food, which many times his employes have not. He has suffi-

cient and suitable clothing. He has a dwelling built with thought in regard
to convenience, pleasure, beauty, and sanitary conditions. He has time for
rest and healthy recreation. Compare the men at threescore and ten, and,
if the rich man has obeyed the laws of temperance and health, note the
difference. One is broken down and despondent, and the other, who has
riches, is the picture of happy old age.

Many instructors of hygiene seem to insist that everything necessary to
insure health is plenty of pure air, yet this is contradicted by the fact that
the- health of farm labourers does not hold out so well as that of their
brethren who work in mills, where pure air is not always to be had. The
exposure and fatigue of farm work counteracts any effect that plenty of

pure air could give. To secure health, suitable clothing, suitable hours, and
suitable shelter are necessary in addition to pure air, and this the want of
money many times forbids.

When the hand of disease and mental depression is laid heavily upon the
working people, it simply brings more vividly before them their, poverty,
and they feel that they can neither rest nor procure the necessary medical
assistance. When the physician is called he does what he can ; but this

class of patients has aggravated and complicated forms of disease, springing
from many roots, that only persistent nursing, rest, and change of life can
cure, all of which seem impossible to secure. This does not end with the
life of the person, but is bequeathed to innocent babes. Children are born
into the world tired, and possessed by inheritance of a nervousness and
irritability caused by our system of competition, where all honour and gain
is to the foremost, while, to use the common expression, " the devil take
the hindmost."
What is the grand panacea for all this disease % Nothing but a complete

change of our mode of life ; and what plan is more complete, mor.e just,

and more humane than the internationalisation of all industry and the
abolition of monopoly 1 Charles E. Waterman.

What Peasant Proprietary Means.
The peasant proprietary system of France has done practically nothing

for the mere labourer, except to degrade him into the veriest drudge, or
make him a miserable rack-rented tenant-at-will to some peasant land-
owner, who has gradually got hold of several farms, and so is becoming in

,

turn a small landlord. It is thus by no means certain that the prosperity
of the peasant proprietors means the prosperity of the labourer. The talk

of general prosperity is very edifying no doubt, but, if one class of the
community secures to itself complete control of the land, and of sites for

labourers' cottages, and the unearned increment under the proposed settle-

ment, it is not easy to see how the labourer and artisan classes will be in

any way better off. If one had to go to a peasant owner for half an acre
of land and a cottage, he might find him even less generous than the old
class of landlords, bad as they are. In all peasant proprietary countries,

the mere labourers have to pay two or three values for any favour of this

sort from one of these close-fisted peasant landlords. The general prosperity

of shareholders in railway companies does not mean shorter hours or higher ,

wages for their employe's. Neither does that of farmers necessarily involve
the prosperity of the labourers ; but it does mean the severance of the
labourers from any interest in the soil.

—
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DO YOU AGREE?
fio you agree with us that the social awakening of the workers

is a desirable end? Do yOU agree with us that ive are working

in the right way to achieve that end?

YOU do not ? Then oppose us and prove us wrong on every

platform and in every paper to which you can gain access !

YOU do agree ? Then work with us and for us ; help us to

extend our circle of influence; let no day pass in which yoit have

not interested some one in our propaganda!

There is no middle course for an honest man !

AN EXCEPTIONAL LANDLORD AND CAPITALIST.

The following extract from a letter written by the Hon. Theophilus West,

is worthy of note. It appeared in the Nationalist Neivs

:

—"I will tell you
at the commencement that I am a capitalist. I do this in no vulgar spirit

of ostentation, but merely as a fact, and an explanation. I am the largest

owner of land in this parish, and I inherited this from forefathers in a line

for two hundred years. I own some land and* houses in Bath also, and on

the same title. But I am an earnest Socialist, despite, I believe, that capi-

talists will benefit much as individuals, by the abolition of private owner-

ship in capital. Citizenship in a socialistic community will more than com-

pensate the loss of property in capital. The feeling of brotherhood with

all one's kind will be more than equivalent for the loss of that gratified

ostentation and arrogance which property and position confers, by exacting

homage from those who are less fortunate. By ' brotherhood ' I mean a

real -equality, not a sophistical one, based on a corporeal similarity. I mean
an equality of cultivation and culture. I mean an extinction of what is

now called the lower class,—not a destruction of the higher. I was a de-

clared Socialist before * Looking Backward ' appeared, and I have been an
unconscious Socialist all my life, even when, in my ignorance, I actively

opposed Socialism from a misconception of what it was.—Yours in brother-

hood (as I hope), Theophilus West."

"Labour Saving" Machines.

As a man in a quicksand sinks the deeper because of his every struggle,

so labour in struggling by the invention of machines to escape its task-

master but sinks itself deeper and more hopelessly into the quicksand of

the competition that is destroying it. So it will ever be until the workers
learn that they must own the machines, and, by substituting co-operation

for competition, become their own employers. Now the man of work is the

slave of the man of money, but when labour learns the lesson that those

only are free who are their own employers, the reign of injustice will come
to an end and the men of work will be themselves the men of money. Then,
" If any will not work, neither shall he eat."

—
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Seamen's Meeting in Barry.
And I asked how they thought a man could be expected to keep a wife

and family on the wages they were getting. The reply I got was, " We
have nothing to do with the men's wives and families. What do sailors

want with getting married?" The men received £3 10s. a month, were
taken on at Cardiff and paid off at Newcastle, and then they were put to

the expense of about £2 to get back to their homes. How could a man be
expected to keep a wife and home together ? Yet those shipowners, who
used to preach the doctrine of supply and demand to the men, and that they
had no responsibility as far as the seamen's wives and families were con-

cerned—they used to give a £200 note towards building a Sailors' Mission
Boom, in order to convert and purify the souls of you men, and at the same
time these very men were advocating a system which meant a doctrine of

prostitution, and denying to you the right to take unto yourselves a wife
and a home. That doctrine was preached in order that they might pile up
their dirty ill-gotten gains. I appealed to those men sympathetically, but
it had no impression on their minds or their souls, for they only worshipped
one god and that god was the god of gold—the dearest god that ever the
shipowners had.

—

Seafaring.

"COMMONWEAL" GUARANTEE FUND.
All monies sent to this fund will be duly acknowledged in the Next Issue.

To Help the Paper.—There are several ways in which you can help to
spread the ' Weal. Ask your newsagent to try and sell it. Get those who
don't care to buy it month by month to subscribe direct. Arrange for the
posting of contents bills anywhere you can. Any number of other plans
will suggest themselves if you think about it.

Postal Propaganda,—Some who would like to do propaganda but dare
not openly, or who cannot spare the time to do it personally, can find many
ways in which it can be done quietly. Not the least useful among possible
plans would be to order and pay for a number of copies to be sent to persons
in whose hands they might do good. We will send six copies to six different
addresses for 7d. Write the names and addresses legibly.

Fabian Society.—A course of lectures on " Common Objections to Social-
ism " will be given at Bloomsbury Hall, Hart Street, New Oxford Street, W.C.
Friday, Decembers, at 8 o'clock— VI. " The Coming Slavery." " That Socialism
involves Bureaucracy and Jobbery," G. Bernard Shaw ; " That Government can
be dispensed with," H. W. Just. Dec. 19th. VII. That Socialism, though desir-
able, cannot be brought about. "Because it would involve national dishonesty,"
W. S. de Mattos; "Because all except the destitute and reckless would be
injured by the process," Frederic Hudson; "Because the revolution would
involve violence and bloodshed," Edward R. Pease.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Hammersmith Socialist Society.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Lecture
every Sunday at 8. French Class conducted by Male. Desroches on Friday
evenings at 7.30.

North Kensington.—Clarendon Coffee Palace, Clarendon Road. Meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. Band practice every Tuesday at 8, in the hall at the

back of the " Britannia " public-house, Latimer Road—more fifers wanted.

North London.—6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road. Meets every

Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Organiser, J. Leatham, 7 Jamaica Street. Branch meets in Odd-

fellows' Small Hall, Crooked Lane, on Sunday evenings at 6.30. Singing

practice, etc., Mondays at 8 p.m.
Glasgow.—Members are invited to meet on Thursday and Sunday evenings, at

8 o'clock, in the Secretary's house, 250 Crown Street, S.S. All communica-
tions to be sent to that address.

Halifax.—Socialists meet every. Sunday at 6.30 p.m. at Helliwell's Temperance
Hotel, Northgate.

Hull.—Club Liberty, 1 Beets Court, Blanket Row.
Leeds.—Socialist League Club, 1 Clarendon Buildings and Front Row, Victoria

Road. Open every evening. Business meeting Saturdays at 8. Inter-

national Educational Club, near St. James's Hall, York Street. Open every
evening. Lectures every Saturday at 4. All kinds of Socialist literature

for sale at both clubs.

Leicester.—Room No. 7, Co-operative Hall, High Street. Branch meeting on
Thursday at 8 p.m. Lecture in the Spiritualist Hall, Silver Street, every

Sunday at 6.30. Nov. 30, J. C. Chambers, "Should Socialists Vote?"
Dec. 7, G. Stanley, "Why are the many Poor?" 14th, Clara Warner,
" Government." 21st, J. Billson (Fabian Society), "Socialism, and how to

get it." 28th, Social Evening.
Manchester.—Socialist League Club, 60 Grovesnor Street, All Saints. Open every

evening. Branch weekly meeting on Tuesdays at 8. On Sunday, Nov. 30,

at 8, lecture by W. Bailie, "The Place of Modern Athens in Industrial

Evolution." On Friday, Dec. 5, a discussion will take place at 8 o'clock,

opened by W. Bailie—subject, "Difficulties of Communism."
Nottingham.—Socialist Club, Woodland Place, Upper Parliament Street. Club

contribution, Id. per week ; Dancing every Wednesday, 8 till 10.30—fee 3d.

Norwich.—Members' meeting held every Tuesday at 8.30.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street. First Friday in every month,
at 8.30 p.m.

Sheffield.—Socialist Club, 63 Blonk Street. French Class, Tuesday at 8.30. Dis-

cussion Class, Wednesday at 8.30.

Walsall.—Socialist Club, 18 Goodall Street, Walsall. Meetings every night.

Yarmouth.—Socialist League Club, 56 Row, Marketplace. Open every evening
Business Meeting, Tuesday at 8. Singing Practice, Wednesday at 8.30,

Discussion Class, Thursday at 8.30. Elocution Class, Friday at 8.30.

All persons who sympathise with the views of the Socialist League

are earnestly invited to communicate with the above addresses, and

if possible to help us in preparing for the birth of a true society, based

on equality, brotherhood, and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
(Weather permitting.)

Sunday.

11 Commercial Road—Union Street The Branch
11 Latimer Road Station North Kensington Branch
11.30 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
11.30 Hoxton Church : The Branch
11.30 Regent's Park Nicoll

3.30 Hyde Park—Marble Arch Mainwaring and Nicoll

3.30 Victoria Park Commonweal Branch
3.30 Streatham Common.. The Branch
7 Hammersmith Bridge Hammersmith Branch
7 Wormwood Scrubs North Kensington Branch
8 Kings Cross— Liverpool Street .....The Branch
8 Walham Green—back of Church Hammersmith Branch

Friday.
8.15 Hoxton Church The Branch

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 7.30 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail Square at 2 o'clock ; Paisley Road at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Market Gates, Kirkgate, at 11.30 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Saturday: Old Cross, Belgrave Gate, at 8p.m. Sunday: Russell
Square, at 10.45 a.m.

Liverpool.—Landing Stage, Sundays at 11.30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Manchester.—Saturday : Middleton market ground, at 7 p.m. Sunday : Philips
Park Gates, at 11 ; Stevenson Square, at 3. Monday: Market Street,

Blackley, at 8.

Nottingham.—Sunday : Sneinton Market, at 11 a.m, ; Great Market, at 7 p.m.

Norwich.—Saturday: Haymarket, at 8. Sunday: Market Place at 11, 3, and
7.30.

Sheffield.—Sunday : Monolith, Fargate, at 11.30; West Bar, at 11.30 ; Newhall
Road, Attercliffe, at 11.30; Grimesthorpe, at 11.30; Rotherham, at 3
Woodhouse, at 3 ; West Bar, at 8 ; Attercliffe Road, at 8.

Yarmouth.—Sunday : Priory Plain, at 11 ; Fish Wharf, at 3 ; Hall Quay, at 7.

Yarmouth.—The following addresses and papers will be given in the Socialist

League Club, 56 Row, Market Place, Yarmouth, for the benefit of Commonweal,
by local comrades ; mornings at 11, evenings at 7 :—Dec. 7th, Saunders, " The
Relation of Secularism to Socialism."—Dec. 14th, R. E. Dell (Fabian), morning
in Radical Hall, subject, "Socialism and Individualism ;" evening, " Socialism
and Trade Unionism."—Dec. 21st, J. Headley, " Why Working-men and Women
should be Socialists. "—Dec. 25th, J. Headley, "Was Christ a Socialist?"—
Dec. 26th.—In the morning we shall visit Bradley, Burgh, Belton, and district

with Socialist literature and Commonweal, and in the afternoon a strong force of
Yarmouth Socialists will attack Caistor, Martham, Ormesby, and district ; in
the evening, " Revolutionary Concert in Club-room."—Dec. 23th, Evening Con-
cert.—Jan. 4th, Brightwell, " Force, Fraud, and Fear."—Jan. 11th, Barnes,
" Why I am a Socialist."
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SOCIALIST LEAGUE
PUBLICATIONS.

Leaflets.

All pamphlets not published by the Socialist League
will in future be charged to Branches and Allied

Societies at the following rates :—Id. each,

Is. 6d. per quire of 26 ; 2d. each, 3s. ditto.

The following are now on hand—Price per thousand :

An Address on the Chicago Martyrs
Socialism and "Public Opinion'*
Songs for the Workers (2 leaflets)—each

American Literature.
A few remainders—

Plutarch's Lives of Famous Men
Modern Christianity v. Heathenism
Scholar in a Republic (Wendell Philipps)

The Great Strike : the Irrepressible Con-
flict between Capital and Labour ...

What is Freedom ? When am I Free ? ...

The Eailway Kings and an American Empire

Miscellaneous.
The Triumph of Labour. Memorial Car-

toon of the Great Dock Strike, Sept.

1889. With cardboard roll, 6d.; ar-

tist's edition, ditto

Amazonia. A Foretaste of the Future.

By Mrs. John Corbett

WHERE TO GET THE

'commonweal:

1

1

Life in Utopia.
BY JOHN PETZLER.

Is. paper. Special terms to Branches,

7M. per copy ; 7s. 6d. for 13.

Every Thursday—One Penny.

the

PEOPLES
PRESS

AN HONEST LABOUR PAPER, Devoted

SOLELY TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WORKERS.

The People's Press is the official organ of a large

number of Labour Organisations, and the only repre-

sentative in the press of the Advanced Labour Party
and the " New Unionism."

The People's Press looks at all questions from the

worker's point of view.

The People's Press is absolutely independent of

political parties, and fights Capitalists and Landlords
alike.

Large and increasing circulation. Excellent medium
for advertisements.

Editorial and Publishing Offices

:

Fleet Street, E.C.
1 Hare Place,

FREIHEIT

LONDON.
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Gee, 56 High-street, Islington

J. W. Miller, 76 Holloway-road
Watson, 76 Hoxton-street
Knox, 5 Mayes-terrace, Wood Green
Vale, Stamford Hill
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Wright, 167 Kentish Town-road
Petherick, 29 Osnaburg-street
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Wilson, 24 Highgate-road
Meek, 132 Drummond-street
J. G. Fogwell, 9 Northumberland-street, Marylebone
Hayne, newsagent, Harrow-on-the Hill

E.

Schweitzer, 43 Commercial-road
Eades, 219 Whitechapel-road
Hoinville, Triangle, Hackney
Hammond, Goldsmith-row
Bevis, 4 Old Ford-road
Piatt, Bonner-Street, Bethnal-green

J. O'Shaughnessy, 48, Fisher-street, Barking-road

C. A. Crump, 39 Rayner-ter. , Stratford New Town

E.C.

Fowler, 166 Old Street

Twigg, Clerkenwell Green
Fox, 48 Penton-street
Forder, 28 Stonecutter- street

Simpson, 7 Red Lion Court
Reeves, 185 Fleet-street

Freethought Publishing Co., 63 Fleet-st.

Farrington, Fetter-lane

Appleyard, Poppins-court
Hurlstone, 5 Bath-street
Skeats, 123 Farringdon-road, Clerkenwell
Williams, 7 Exmouth -street, ,,

S.E.

H. G. Prior, 131 London-road
Wirbatz, 18 New Kent-road
Dunn, 24 Old Kent-road
Williams, 554 ,,

Williams, 375 St. James-road
Clayton, 12 Clarence-place, Deptford
Chambers, 3 Greenwich-road
Mears, 328 Walworth-road
Ellison, 34 High-street, Peckham
Pish, 25 Queens-road, Peckham
Adams, 156 New Cross road
Chambers, 18 Church-street, Greenwich
Osborn, 134 Newington-butts-

s.w.
Newsagent, 80 Princes-road, Lambeth
Tims, 338 Battersea Park-road
E. Buteux, 45 Inwith-street

Head, 290 York-road, Wandsworth-end
Plumpton, 41 York-road, Battersea-end

Baker, Church -street, Croydon
Bush, Wellfield-road, Streatham
Osborn, 62 Lambeth-walk

w.

International Organ of the German-speaking
Anarchists.

EDITED BY JOHN MOST.
Subscription, 2s. per quarter ; under cover, 4s.

Mliller, Post Office Box 3135, New York, U.S.A.
r»r Office of Commonweal.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE
Federation, Limited,

7 LAMBS CONDUIT STREET, W.C.

Hammersmith and Chiswick Branch Store—
3$ DEVONSHIRE ROAD, CHISWICK.

THE attention of all Socialists and Friends of Labour
in particular, and the Public generally, is called

to this enterprise, and to them an appeal is made to

make it a success by dealing and taking Shares.

Groceries and Provisions
of good quality and at lowest paying prices.

Orders amounting in value to 10s., or 5s. if not exceeding 201b.,

carriage paid in metropolis. Furniture, Clothing, Boots, etc.,

may be ordered from the Stores.

N.B.—No Interest paid on Shares.

Apply for Price-list and further particulars to
J. Turner (S. L. ), Manager, 7 Lambs Conduit Street.

Nice, 3 Beadon-road, Hammersmith
O'Neill, 69 Farnhead-road, Harrow-road
Wilson, $20 Harrow- road, Queens-park
Hebard, 49 Endell-street

Gardner, 32 Lexington-street

Loffhagun, 17 Carnaby-street

Stocker, 30 Berwick-street

Bard, 20 CJeveland-street

Kates, 51 ,,

Manly, 113
Ascott, 59 Upper Marylebone-street

VV*. Cutting, 20 Gt. Marylebone-street

Haffendon, 3 Carburton-street
Hanstein, 51 Charlotte-street

Farley, 6 Charlotte- street

Hoffman, 13 Francis-street

Smith, 2a Chapel -street, Edgware-road.
Cooper, 7 Fouberts-place

James Mitchener, 1 Earl-street, Sloane-square

Mrs. Perry, Freethought Agency, 415 Portobella-road

Socialist Co-op. Stores, 38 Devonshire-road, Chiswick

w.c.
Anderson, 15 Grays Inn-road
Jones, 9 Little Queen-street
Varley, 24 High-street, St. Giles

Nye, Theobalds-road
Vernon, 40 Lambs Conduit-street
Hanraham, Little James-street
Shirley, 26 Leigh -street

Socialist Co-operative Stores, 7 Lambs Conduit-street
Harrison, 306 Grays Inn-road, Kings Cross
Truelove, 256 High Holborn

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

The Socialist League advocates International

Revolutionary Socialism. That is to say the

destruction of the present class society, which

consists of one class who live by owning pro-

perty and therefore need not work, and of

another that has no property and therefore

must work in order that they may live to keep

the idlers by their labour. Revolutionary

Socialism insists that this system of society,

which is the modern form of slavery, should

be changed to a system of Society which would

give every man an opportunity of doing useful

work, and not allow any man to live without

so doing, which work could not be useful unless

it were done for the whole body of workers

instead of for do-nothing individuals. The
result of this would be that livelihood would

not be precarious nor labour burdensome.

Labour would be employed in co-operation,

and the struggle of man with man for bare

subsistence would be supplanted by harmo-

nious combination for the production of com-

mon wealth and the exchange of mutual

services without the waste of labour or mate-

rial.

Every man's needs would be satisfied from

this common stock, but no man would be

allowed to own anything which he could not

use, and which consequently he must abuse by

employing it as an instrument for forcing

others to labour for him unpaid. Thus the

land, the capital, machinery, and means of

transit would cease to be private property
^

since they can only be used by the combination

of labour to produce wealth

Thus men would be free because they would

no longer be dependent on idle property-owners

for subsistence ; thus they would be brothers,

for the cause of strife, the struggle for subsis-

tence at other people's expense, would have

come to an end. Thus they would be equal,

for if all men were doing useful work no man's

labour could be dispensed with. Thus the

motto of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality,

which is but an empty boast in a society that

upholds the monopoly of the means of produc-

tion, would at last be realised.

This Revolutionary Socialism must be In-

ternational. The change which would put an

end to the struggle between man and man,

would destroy it also between nation and

nation. One harmonious system of federation

throughout the whole of civilisation would

take the place of the old destructive rivalries.

There would be no great centres breeding race

hatred and commercial jealousy, but people

would manage their own affairs in communities

not too large to prevent all citizens from taking

a part in the administration necessary for the

conduct of life, so that party politics would

come to an end.

And at all Branch Meeting-Places and Outdoor-Stations
of the Socialist League.

Thus, while we abide by the old mottq

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality,

we say that the existence of private property

destroys Equality, and therefore under it there

can be neither Liberty nor Fraternity.

We add to the first motto then this other

one

—

FROM EACH ACCORDING TO HIS

CAPACITY, TO EACH ACCORDING
TO HIS NEEDS.

When this is realised there will be a genuine

Society ; until it is realised, Society is nothing

but a band of robbers. We must add that

this change can only be brought abdut by com-

bination amongst the workers themselves, and

must embrace the whole of Society. The new
life cannot be given to the workers by a class

higher than they, but must be taken by them

by means of the abolition of classes and the

reorganisation of Society.

Council of the Socialist League,

Printed in the Socialist League Printery, and published in the

name and on behalf of the Socialist League, by Frank Krrz,

Temporary Postal Address, 7, Lamb's Conduit Street,

London W.C.


